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Walt Disney's 'The Three
Caballeros" will get a special

Premiere in Mexico City Dec.

\ 21, several weeks before it's

shown in the good U.S.A. The
affair down there will have
all the aspects of a diplomatic

event, with President Avila Ca-

macho, our Ambassador Mes-
sersmith, high ranking offi-

cials from Latin America, and
the Disneys are planing down
for it. Didn't I say some time
ago that Disney's pictures did
more toward creating good
will between our Latin-Amer-
Ican neighbors and ourselves
than any mess of words our
visiting firemen have deliv-
ered? They understand Dis-
ney, but most of the visitors
we've sent down don't even
understand their language. I

know I was thoroughly
ashamed of myself when I

went down there that I

couldn't understand them.
Peter Lorre, Sydney Green-

Street and Geraldine Fitzger-
ald will be starred in John
Huston's Story 'Three Stran-
gers," with Jean Negulesco
again at the megaphone. This
is Wolfgang Reinhardts first

production since getting out
of the Army. He's still work-
Ing on 'The Miracle" which,
as you probably remember,
was his father's outstanding
production.
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Gary Crant In Xoncertina'
Gary Crant will star in "Concertina,"

by Lieut. John Huston and Frederick

Kohner, as the next of his two-pic-
tures-a-year deal with Columbia.

Col. Zanuck Arrives V^^/^,
For Special Editing

On Aleutian Picture
Colonel Darryl Zanuck got in on the

Chief yesterday to do some special
editing on the Aleutian picture which
he produced for the Signal Corps, with
the assistance of Capt. John Huston
and a uniformed camera crew.

,^ Reinhardt And Negulesco
Handle W.B/s 'Strangers^
Jack L. Warner has set Geraldine

Fitzgerald, Sydney Greenstreet and

Peter Lorre to portray title roles in

"Three Strangers."

The psychological nnystery drama
will be Wolfgang Reinhardt's first pro-

duction assignment at Warner Bros,

jean Negulesco will direct. Original is

by john Huston, now a major.

Maj. John Husron's European jaunt has been cancelled. He has a new and more
important assignment in this country insteej

is raving over Maj. John Huston's "Battle of San Pietro.

Washington

. There was a lot of

. .So

far, nine commissioned officers have been working with the writers on "G.l. Joe"—having been assigned by Army Headquarters. Among them were Burgess

Meredith, John Huston and Maj. Edward Hope Coffey, who, under the name of

Edward Hope, has authored Broadway shows.

was flu-stricken and penicillin-treated.
-Weekend because Joan Fontaine was flu-str.cken and penicMn-Tredreu. . . .

Ida

Lupino's new beau is Maj. John Huston That swish St. Nick is back at Saks
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(Continued from Page 28)

be costarred in "Three Strang-
ers," psychological mystery
drama which Wolfgang Rein-
hardt will produce. John Hous-
ton, now a major in the United
States army, wrote the original

»tory.
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Graci© Flelds, who's dolni?

"Holy Matrimony," says she

hasn't pfot the face that

launchod a thousand ships biit

she once had a steamshlp

named for her. Her income's

gone from a Shilling a weck
to $1.000.000 a year. Remrm-
hers the Jean years. She once

ptood on a launch at the Brit-

ish na\'al hase and sang for

the personnel of 16 Avarships

drawn up in a row. Likos dig-

nlfled parts she's playing now.
"All this muckin' around and
making faces is only me com-
edy stunt. Holding one man
isn't miich of a Job for a
woman of 40." says she. ''At

40 you've gnt a sonse of hu-
mor. Jf von had humor and
youth togpther, you'd make
an awful moss of it. We have
three girls and one hoy in my
family. We're all hosses. We
all sing—the one that shouts
the loudest wins. That's how
I learncd to sing loiid early

in life. l've kept at it ever
ßince."

PART CA\( KTiliRD

Olivia de Haviliand furned
down "Animal Kingdom.*' She
wanted to he with John Hus-
ton. So T'm told Warnen?
rancelerl rest of her contrart,

which had 10 more months to

'un. Cosh!
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A broadcasf enjoyed by all parficipants. Frances Langford, the doughboy's
dream; fine actor, Walter Hus+on; ond Warners' pretty Olivia de Havilland.



HOPEFULS
You might as well give iip, lor they're both going to marry. Major

Clark Gable (note the promotion) now openly admits that he is more
than interested in the very beautiful Kay Williams, and this is the

iirst time he's even mentioned anything serious about any woman
for a long time. Meanwhile, the way is also being paved for Olivia

'de Havilland to marry Captain John Huston. Mrs. Huston is securing

[a divorce. The couple had been separated beiore Livvy met the

dasiilng captain, but the settlement had not been made. Now it has,

and Livvy will be a bride at last—much to the sorrow oi every

bachelor in movieland.



The Darryl Zanuck party honoring Walter
Winchell was tres gala. The bright colored

umbrella tables were set out on the sand at

the beach house. and a sumptuous dinner was
served while it was still daylight over the

Pacific Ocean.
Olivia de Hovillond, who has put on a

little weight. I'm ofrcrid, arrived with Major
John Huston. These two are together every-

where when he is on leave. and they seem
very much in love.



What Citizens of Glamour Culch could have made the boites New Year's

Eve. we dunno, for the Hollywoods were certainly pediculous with private

parties—most of *em star-studded. Lots of people wandered from shindig to

shindig and found up at Sam Spiegel's for breakfast—or started there and had

their eggs and coffee in the bright early dawn at the Jack Bennys. Or just

wandered. At L. B. Mayer's. Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond, Irene

Dünne and Dr. Francis Griffin, Eddie Mannix and Toni Lanier, the Eddie Knopfs,

Frances Marion, Ann Miller with Vincent Fotre, the Jules Steins, Greer Carson

and her ma, and many others held forth. At Phyllis Morgan's, the Jimmy
Cagneys, the Bob Montgomerys, the Lewis Milestones, et al., saw 1945 in

together, while the S. Spiegel menage was a madhouse all through the night.

There at promptly 12:02 we kissed our hero, Billy Wilder, twice because Charlie

Brackett wasn't around. But he left our side quickly, saying he had to go and
get kissed "by several other beautifui dames." The New Year kiss implanted

upon Olivia de Havilland by Maj. John Huston shouid have been photographed
in Technicolor. But a sound-track would have been superfluous. Binnie Barnes

and Mike Frankovich, Ciaire Trevor, Fred Brady and Katherine Booth, Junior

Laemmle (he says Virginia Hill is Coming here so he's not Chicago-bound) , the

Joe Sistroms, the sisters Dowling and 958473648 others passed in and out. . .



Major Jank M^^wen is cer-
tainly putting out the torch that Olivia
de Havilland has been toting (or Maj.
John Huston for so long. For the first
time in years Olivia looks really happy.
Positively beaming!

Captain John Huston arrived in Nei
York from a long overseas trek to fii

'

his girl friend Olivia de HavUland 1m the Aleutians—entertaining Ün
diers Friends hope theyll seei^her before Captain Huston

• • • -

'Olivia de Havilland says no to

laptain John Huston. ^cf^, ^V
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'*I Ring Doorbells," Russell
Blrdwell's story about news-
papermen, has been bought
for P.R.C. pictures and of

course Birdwell, when it's

made, will do the Job of pub-
licizing it. Recently the New
Yorker did a job on "Bird"
which xan four issues — the
longest profile they've ever
aired.

*'Home Is the Sailor" has
been postponed until spring so

that Loretta Young can be in

GaryCooper's next picture and
that releases George Brent
who has now been borrowed
by Hai Wallis for "Aflfairs of

Susan" starring Joan Fon-
taine.

Orson Welles w r i t i n g a
series of political articles for

the Free Press, that new pro-

Roosevelt paper* to be pub-
lished here.

Spencer Tracy in Hawaii, as

he says, not to entertain but
talk with the fellows and bring
them news from home.

HOME AGAIX
Joan Fontaine, back from

New York after 48 hours of be-

ing put on and thrown off air-

planes. She was entertaining
15 friends when airplane Com-
pany c a 1 1 e d, *'Its now or
never." She loished out to

LaGuardia Field. *'0h, didn't

you know you'd been thrown
off?" And that's the way It

was the whole way home. She
has a new beau, a marine cap-

tain whose name I will not dis-

close at this time.

She never reached Connecti-
cut, but did Visit New York,
Englewood, N.J., Washington,
D.C., Fisher's Island, Chicago,
Dallas and lingered in Phoenix
while a new engine was put in
the plane.

I asked about her dining
with Capt. John Huston. She
said, ''Sure, I dined with him—
and 14 others." Also with Cole
Porter, who's dived.head first

into "Seven Lively Arts." Saw^
the Harry Hopkinses in Wash-'
ington.
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This is a stränge business that affords a Situation where the man who made
the biggest money-grosser of all time—David Selznick— is practically out of

business because he can't get financing . . . The feud on the set of "Roseanna

McCoy" isn't so much between the Hatfields and the McCoys as it is between
Irving Reis and a production executive—not S.C. . . . John Huston can't get a

print of his New York Film Critics' prize-winning "Treasure of Sierra Madre"
from Warners to run for his friends . . . Have you noted that the three top direc-

tors for Academy Award honors are the dosest of buddies—Huston, Jean

Negulesco and "Tola" Litvak—and their chums are having the darndest time

making a choice . . . From Cholly Knickerbocker's column outta New York Feb.

4: "Despite preelection party differences, President Tj
are said to

i

\

Allied's Myers Raps

Arbitration Plan
Washington. — Charging that it

would controvene the Supreme Court
decision of last May, A. F. Myers,
Aliied general counsel, over the weck-
end termed the proposed new arbitra-

tion plan "an insult to the intelligence

of the court, the Attorney General,
the other distributors who have been
invited to join in it and the exhibitors."

In a lengthy Statement Myers ac-
cused the distributor - defendants of
trying to insinuate inte



Wednesday, November 13, 1946

Kohner Takes Off

For N.Y., Montreal
Paul Kohner left yesterday for New

York to attend the opening of

John Huston's play, **No Exit," going
from there to Montreal for casting and
Story Conferences with Paul Langlais,

of Quebec Productions, who winds up
the Lukas-Anderson-Dantine starrer,

"Whispering City," Dec. 1.

He was accompanied by Harry
Sokal, set for associate producer in

Quebec's next production, as yet un-
titled.



SIDNEY FIELDS

Evelyn Keyes: An Off Sfage View

RECENTLY, that master of the biting suip, Fred Allen, said

that TV is called the new medium because **it isn't well done;
it's just medium." Evelyn Keyes, our victim for today, says it's

not even medium. It's raw. Evelyn came to N. Y. to appear with
Jack Carson in *'The Four Star Review," and after that tussle she
...but let her teil it:

*'For ten days we rehearsed in smokey little rooms in the
depths of Manhattan with no sign of a stage. The day before the
broadcast a board of business men, stern and severe like at school
before the final exams, s^t around a table while we went through
the scenes. They scribbled on paper and whispered, but they
didn't talk to us.

"Comes the day of the broadcast and we see the sets for the
flrst tiine and discover they're all built backwards froni the way
we rehearsed. Everytime I niove some guy in the control room
screamsiv'You're in the wrong: place I*

"By this time the business board who were scribbling on
paper and the director have disappeared entirely. Some little

baby-faced boy with ear phones on is telling us what to do and
how to do it and everything he says has nothing to do with the
way we rehearsed.

**The show gets on. I don't know how. In the middle of a nice
intimate love scene they begin shoving new sets on for the next
scene. Carson gets a Signal that time is running short and he
begins racing through his lines. But nobody told me about time.
So I'm way behind him.

**The next day I read a revlew of the show and the crltic

says people from Hollywood should stay there. They're not ready
for TV."
The Efernal Sfudenf

Evelyn thinks she'll stick to plays and pictures while she
studies more about TV. She's an interminable lesson taker
anyway. Name a lesson and she's had it: Dancing, piano, art,

French, Spanish, tennis, swimming, and architecture with
emphasis on bridge building... ' •

"It's not so good" she confesses ruefully. "I get a smatter-
ing: of everything and a knowledge of nothing.''

Evelyn has been a movie actress for about ten years and has
made some 30 pictures, including the running inserts where she
dashes in and yells: **Hello Bill," and dashes out. She's given
more than a competent account of herseif in such films as **The
Jolson Story," "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," and "Ladies In Retire-
ment." Three recent ones will soon be released: "Smuggler's
Island," *The Killer That Stalked New York," and *'The Prowler."
The last was made by a Company of which John Huston is part
owner. .Huston is Evelyn's ex-husband.

"Why s'houldn't I work for him?" she asks. "If we weren't
good friends now it would be like taking the three years we were
married right out of our lives."

They adopted a shoeless Mexican boy, Pedro Albaran and
still share custody of him, and Evelyn worships the memory of
John's" father, the late and great Walter Huston.

**He was special," she says. "He was touched by the wand."

Never Waif fo Be Discovered

Her real name is Evelyn Louise Keyes and#iobody dared to

change it. She's from Port Arthur, Texas. Her father died when
she was six -months old, and she was brought up by her grand-
mother in Atlanta. After high school Evelyn earned her living
as a tap dancer in night clubs, which paid her way to Hollywood.
She arrived in Hollywood at 17.

**JSo troublo getting a contract," she says, "The trouble was
getting parts. You sign and tlien you sit. And Fm no sitter. I

learned you don't .sit in a drugstore and wait to l>e discovered."

Evelyn was quite content to get her training in the kind of B
movies where all you were required to do was remember what
was printed on the Script. When one picture concerned a blind

girl Evelyn haunted a school for the blind, learned how the blind

walk and talk, acted a scene for the producer and got the part.

To get into *The Desperados" she wore the producer into Submis-
sion by sending him a telegram every hour for three days. .

.

"Telling him how all my ancestors were great horsemen.
How I oould handle a six shooter better than Buffalo Bill, and how
good I looked in pants.''

When she was cast for *'Here Comes Mr. Jordan" her studio

didn't like the body and face they signed up; they began making
her over: They stuck a toupee on her head so she couldn't move
her forehead. Her nose was shaded so it looker six inches longer.

They decided her mouth was too small, and made it so big she
couldn't speak.

"M I worked for Füller I'd be selllng brushes,*» Evelyn HlghB.

''Bat I wiMrk lor Hollywood, so I have to seil myself. Which means
yov're always on ataye. You know, Vä like t# be off-alafe onoe
kl a ¥rm^r

^
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^l By Richard Walls Jr. ^

London Notes on This and That
London— This is, on the whole, not one of the most

interesting recent theatrical seasons here, but the British

capital and the British people have never seemed in a better

mood ... I don't think anyone could doubt that the corhing

of the second Elizabethan Age has had a wonderfuJly health-

lul psychological effect of an al-

1

most mystical naturc on the en- 2,000 pairs of the glasses used for

tire country . . . There seems i

watching it, thereby rendering

to be more Xood, too . . . And the new-fangled device economic-

Londoners continue to love thea-jally unfeasible ... So far as I

tergoing for the sheer joy of at-^an discover, no one, including

tending plays, which. Tm afraidj Potential advertisers, is exactly

is a lost practice in America . . .
enthusiastic about the idea of

People here teil me how hot it isjsponsored television in Britain

when it's very cool and comfort- • • I was sorry to read that

able by New York Standards., i
Darreil Fancourt, the last of the

With two, three and four,f.^f^,^avoya^^^^^^

Shakespearean productions ^rvivM}l.^^ at he

ing in London by the week, thelf?^']^f.^^^^^^^ V'i^J'^^^^
local critics are Coming to the

^

*^, ^^^^,^,^^' ^^^^^^^^^^

conclusion that it is possible to ^^..^^^^V^^^^^^^^^^ «"- «^ the real

get too much of even the Bardi^^^f ^^ ^'^ ^^y«

. . . Kenneth Tynan, my favorite'
^
fvery time I fly across the

English reviewer, is being billed Atlantic, I seem to carry some
by his newspaper as "the most
formidable critic to descend on
London since the young Bernard
Shaw," which is fairly ambitious
but may well be true . . . Critic

Harold Hobson was profoundly
shocked by the morality of "Guys
and Dolls," which indicates a
pretty sensitive shock point . . .

I was pleased to see that there
was a letter to the Times signed
by Marigold Glassborow.

3D Fundamentals
Being a people who really get|

down to fundamentals, Dubliners
^Ived the 3-D movie problem re-

cently . . , They walked off with

prose kicking in the brains of
poor John Huston . . . Last year
it was the Lillian Ross articles
in the New Yorker, and this time
it was Peter Viertel's rather en-
tertaining novel about making a
film in Africa, "White Hunter,
Black Heart" . . . The talented
Mr. Huston somehow manages to_

survive the assaults . .
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John Huston, Two Other Top Directors

^ To Join Allied Artists—Addenda

By THOMAS M. PRYOR
ft Hollywood.
A LLIBD Artistf (known as

/\ Monogram Plcturei untll

y"\ laat November) has set In

motlon the first phase of

an ambitioug program caiculated

to put It into the big league of

Hollywood movie-maklng. The
initial Step wai the signing last

week of a oontract wlth John
Huston whereby the dlrector-

writer-producer will become an
Important stock owner in the

Company. Similar deals with Billy

Wilder and William Wyler are

Hearing the completion stage, ac-

cording to Steve Broidy, Presi-

dent of Allied.

The trio of directori, who are

among the top creatora in the

businesa, has the capacity to

transform the Company into a

major production force. Aside

from the plctureg they will make,
their association with Allied Ar-
tisti is expected to serve as a

magnet for big name atars.

Executives of the studio admit
•arlier cndeavora to raise the

quality of its pictures were
thwarted by the reluctance of

leading artists—performers, writ-

ers and directors—to accept of-

fers. Monogram was identified

with the productioji of low budg-
•t, program featiares.

Chanf^ing the corporate name
wa« part of the build-up proc-
ess. With the prestige of the
Huston - Wilder - Wyler combine,
AlHed believes it standa an even
chauice 1p compete for the talent

necessary to the making of im-
portant pictures. It is prepared
to meet salary demands of such
Personalities and, if necessary,
to «ffer them a slice of potential

Profits aa extra inducement.

Story, "Splrlt of St. Louis" for

Warners. He may start thia film

in November, which would post-

pone implementing the Allied deal

until next spring, or he might
wait until spring to maka the

Warner picture and do ona for

Allied. Mr. Wyler will wlpe out

hls Obligation to Paramount with
"The Desperate Hours" on which
ha is about to start Script prepa-
ration.

Allied «xecutives ara consider-

ing making deals with on« or

more major distributing com-
panies to handle the release of

its top pictures In the foreign

market, since its facilitles over-

seas are limited. The Company
made two co-production and dis-

tribution deals recently with
Twentieth Oentury-Fox and, ad-

mittedly, might extend the dis-

tribution part of the arrangement
to include at least a portion of

the Huston-Wilder-Wyler filma.

Altogether, Allied expects to ra-

ceive a minimum of nine pictures

from the trio over a period of

about three years.

The deal, one of the most sig-

nificant In recent yeari, began
taking shape eleven months ago
when Harold J. Mirisch and G.

Ralph Branton, vice presidents

of Allied, made personal financial

Investments in Huston's produc-
tin of "Moulin Rouge." They also

have personal Investments in the
making of "Moby Dick." Accord-
ing to Mr. Mirisch, it was Huston
who suggested that he attempt
to interest Wyler and Wilder in

joining the AlUed fold.

Arrsngementfl

Bdsio terma of tha daals

th« dlJactors ara und^pgfood to

ba vlrtJ^ially identicaTProductlon
fifianding^ \i(ilt be provlded by the
Company. B4ch director will

draw saläry whila working; each
will share 'In Profits from the

picturea he mAkea^ and each will

receive stock participation in

Allied Artist«. Tax wise, the

arrangement will b« beneficial to

the directors since the bulk of

their income won't be in terms of

salary and it also will spread

over a period of years.

The Huston arrangement is for

ihre« pictures niinimum and he
will Start work on the first, an
adaptation of Rudyard Kipling'

s

"The Man Who Would Be King,"

In tha fall. Thia is the story

Huston and Humphrey Bogart
talked about making in India

aeveral months ago. At present,

the director is preparing to film

In Europe a new treatment of

*'Moby Dick" for release by War-
ner Brothers.

It also will be several months
before Wilder and Wyler are free

of current contractual obliga-

tions. Wilder, in partnership with

Charles K. Feldman, the agent

and occasional producer, is com-
mitted to film 'The Seven Year
Itch" for Twentieth Cen^ury-Fox,
starting in August. Wilder also

is taamad wlth Leland Hayward
to film th« Charles Lindbcrgh

/ / I
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Features
12:00 Xoon—11

7:ao F. M.— 7

8:00 P. II.—II

S:«0 P. J>l.— '2

«:00 P. M.— 4

8:0« F. >1.— 7

S::tO F. M 1'

S::tO F. M.— 4

8:30 F. M.— T

F«<«ts Forum Panel; «iriVKSCO—(iood or B]id Iiiflueiicef

Hin Tln Tin.

Ann Sothern in «Sa«le.**

F^Ksy Wood in '^*Mania.*'

'I'ruih or CUiUMequenec«.

Oxy.ie and Hnrriet.
Fve Arden In **Our MIhh Brook«."

Willinni Bcndlx in <*Tlie Lire of
«lle.v/»

I roHNroadM; Glenn Lanf^an, Ed-
mund liO^ve.

C'ruNnder; Brian Keitli.

Big Story,

l>4»ilnr a Second; Jan Mnrray.
Hot'Htrn Baniietball Tourunnient.

PInyhouNei Nancy Gates« Bill
WilliniiiM.

8tnr 8tai?e| Donald Wood«.
II y Gardner Callluff.

Tiie Line-Li>.

10:00 F. M.— 4 I<:aNtern College Athletic Con-
ference BaMketl>all.

10:00 P.M.— 7 Ktliel and Albert.
10:30 P.M.— 2 Person to Perxon; Mr«. Peter

MarNliall, Mr«. Arthur Murray.
11:15 P.M.— 2 Feature Film; "Blncknialled"

^vitli Mai Zetterlinic:, liobert
l'MeniinK.

9:00 F. »I.— 2

0:00 F. M.— 4

0:00 F. M.— 7

Jl:00 1'. M.—13

»:30P. M.— 2

0:30 F. M.— 4

10:m) F. M.—11

10:00 F. M.

—

7 :00

—

'i. Mornins: Show.
I. Today.

ünm— :>. «apl. Kaniiaroo.
7. TiiiU<'r's Shop.

8: 15—.'S. SamJ.v Becker.
8 :."»'>—*!. Üi'f)ir;e Skiruier.
0:O0-- I, Hill) Slxldi)

1 :30

—

2. Love Story.
4. Sky'ä Ltiuit.
6. Fihu.
7. Feature Film.

2:00—2. Hobt Q. l.ewn.
4. Richard Willis.

Jono«.
Viihy.

y MaMmaa.
cni l'ilm.
uro Film.
'onn< s.

ar of Juiiele.
e Mir.
y Tuiie«.
Kit!.

Roxer«.
Iicr; 2s'ew8.
Iicr.

edy. n(>\vs.

e Fictioti.

ho

R. Hoc
7. <iCM
9. .Mt I

i:i. Wc
6:15

—

1. Vn
5. Tri

6:;}0-J I. K;i

4. li).s

5. Lft

7. eis
9. Ho

6:l.-|

—

I. VVc
4» :.>.">— l . Wi'
7 :00-J I . K«'ii

I. Scie
5. New
7. KiUÄ Sliow.

l;i. M.'.stl|-y Film.
7:10-1 I. Roltoi. ««•iiliHT.

7 :15-1 I . J. i'il^i*"- >H>\V8.

*i.,Nc\vs
5. Tcx Mifrary,
7. Nrws

Ijl.l»—.^. L, . P;,

7:30-11. l-il»ora<

'i. Ch.unpi
4. Kdiiie FU|ier.
ß. Film.
7. Rill Till
». F'c.iture FUm.

7:1.^

—

I. Xrvvs
8:00-1 I. .\mii S(»tlu>rfi.

;:. Mami.
4. Tniih Olli

ß. Slnrhx-k
7. Oz/.ioaiHlHajiiet

i:{. Feature Film.
8:30-1 I. PolueCall.

^. K\.' .^idcti.

4. VViiliam Bendix.
ö. Fihn.
7, Crossroads.

9:00-11. Hostoii Klackle.
•^. Ciiis.Kler.

4. Bis Story.
ö. luoi- Cassini.
7. Dollar a Second.
9. Fihii.

13. Rasixetbnil.
9:30-1 I. Du

*News Around fhe Diah

NBC Signs John Huston
John Huston and NBC shook hands on a deal yester-

daywhichwill have the noted Hollywood producer-director

supervising a series'of 90-mmute dramatic spectaculars
on •Troducers' Showcase" during" the 1956-57 season.

Inimediately following the*
hand-shaking, Huston, best re-
mombered for "The Maltese Fal-
con," "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre" and "Beat The Devil,"
left for Europe and while there
he'll try to persuade Katharioie
Hepbuni and Ing^rid Bergman to
appear on Showcase.
Huston is the second top movie

producer to move into the NBC
fold. Joseph Mankiewicz, whose
credits include "All About Eve"
and "Barefoot Contessa/' was

1 several week ago.

The famous scene irom
Hoter' wheie Garbo teils John
Harryinore "I vant to be alone,"
the line which has become her
trade mark, is shown on ABC-
TV's MGM Parade Jan. 11 at
8:30 P. M. . . . David Oistrakh,
the brilliant Russian Violinist,

raajies his first American radio

John
Huston

Greta
Garbo

radio's Inner Circle, heard daily
at ll:-4.5 A.M. . . . The two-hour
Tournanient of Roses Parade at
Pasadena is telecast in its en-
tirety over ABC next M
startin^ at llj_

MacDj
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FILM FROM
INDIA

Tatlier Paiichali; Odd

And Lovely Bit of Art

By BOSLEY GROWTHER

IT
is good that a generou«

disposition prevails among
serious movie fans to go all

out in touting unusual and
exotic films that do possess un-
common merits, though perhap»
not a;* many as the touting im-
plies. For otherwise such a
fragile picture as the subtl«
and sensitive Indian film,

•Tather Panchali" ("Song of
the Road"), which arrived at
the Fifth Avenue Cinema the
other day, would never have
made it all the distance from
Bengal to lowcr Fifth Avenue.

Initial credit for the atten-
tipft—thftt ultimately propelled
i( this way must,. be given to

n Huston, the/American di-

rectoisoyho fim saw the un«
finisheo^HöLVnile it was being
produced by an absolute novice,

Satyajit Ray, in India four
years ago. Mr. Huston was so
impresscd by it that he rec-

ommended it be acquired fof
showing in an Indian exhibition

to be held at New York 's Mu-
seum of Modern Art.

This Started the ball to roll-

ing. Money for Mr. Ray to fin*

ish the film was advanced, on
the museum's recommendation
to the Indian Embassy, by the
West Bengal Government. It

was shipped to New York and
shown at the Indian exhibition

three years ago. There it waa
seen and applauded by a num-
ber of serious movie fans, whose
educated endorsement made it

\ natural for the international

film festivals. It won the grand
prize at Cannes in 1956 and
picked up other palms and
laureis at festivals around the
World. And with that kind of
approval. it has finally got a
commercial release in New
York.
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The Lyons Den

By Leonard Lyons

THE DIPLOMAT: ExAmbassador Joseph E. Davies, who died

last week, said about international experts: "If an opinion is ex-

pressed by a youngf man, lt*s ealled Conceit. If the same opinion Is

expressed by someone older, it's ealled Self-Confidence. And when
that same opinion is expressed by someone my age—thcn it's ealled

Mature Judgment."

This is how Davies* career began: Woodrovv Wilson's secre-

tary, Joe Tumulty, advised him to open a law office, which would
cost $10,000. "Go to my bank," said Tumulty, "draw a promissory
note for $10,000. I'll indorse it and you'U get the money." A few
minutes later a business man came to Tumulty for advice. "You
need a good Washington lawyer," said Tumulty. He recommended
Joe Davies. The fee would be $10,000 . • . Tumulty phoned Davies
at the bank, told him to lorget about the promissory note, and the
lawyer's career began.

In the early years of the war he was the best-fed diplomat In

Washington—not only because he was married to one of America's
wealthiest women biit also because he won 72 dinner bets, wager-
ing on the length of time Moscow would hold out against the invad-
ing Nazi forces, Davies wore the Order of Lenin on his yachting
siiit, while he sailed the most luxurious yacht in the world. One
night he showed Ambassador Maxim LitvlnofF his album of photos,
and forgot to remove the picture of Mussolini, which was inseribed
"To my friend."

When Warner Bros, did the movie Version of his book, "Mission
to Moscow," Davies read the screenplay—and gavesßficial attention
to the scene where Maxim Litvinoff made tha^Ccague of Nations
speech urging complete^ disarmament. Daviete sighed: "Couldn'tx
these lines be given to the man who plays me?*\. . Walter Huston
played Davies in the movie. After the film w^as cb«;;pleted, Davle;
made an introductory film, explaining why he wrote THebook^^^l^
asked Mike Curtiz, the director, how to dress for it. "Dr^5s;**said
Curtiz, "just like Mr. Huston."
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What Jockey Pearson

Did With the $178,000
By Art Buchwald

© 1958, New York Herald Tribüne Inc.

PARIS
Billy Pearson, the American

Jockey who thinks like an art

expert, has become a celebrity

in the United

States since

winning $64,000

on the "$64,000

Question*' and
$110,000 on the

"$64,000 Chal-

lenge" answer-

i n g questions

on art. Unlike

most $64,000

Question" win- „ , ,,

ners, who have Buchwald

settled down to comfortable

existences, nothing but trouble

has dogged Mr. Pearson since

he won all the loot. Many
people may wonder what hap-

pens to someone who wins so

much money on a quiz pro-

gram, so we were happy to talk

to Mr. Pearson in Paris, where

he is buying African art for a

gallery that he has opened in

La Jolla, in partnership with

film director John Huston.

Mr. Pearson told us his

troubles started the morning

after he was presented with a

check for $64,000 by Hai March

on the program.

To celebrate, Mr. Pearson

took over a stable, ordered

Champagne and had a party

that lasted all night. He had

given the check to his good

friend Burl Ives for safe keep-

ing, but at the height of the

party Mr. Ives showed the

check to some chorus girls and

it disappeared. Pearson and

Ives finally found the check

and put it in the refrigerator

for safe keeping. But someone

poured water over it to make
ice cubes and when Ives and

Pearson went to get the check

in the morning it had been

frozen. They had to chip it

out of the ice. By this time it

was 9 a. m. and Pearson said

that he and Ives decided to

cash the check immediately.

They bought a hatbox and

went over to the bank the

check was drawn on.

"The bank assumed I would

open an account with them,"

Pearson told us, "and started

telling me about all the diver-

sified Stocks I could buy that

would give me an income of

$27.89 for ninety years.

"But I said 'give me the

money in the hatbox.' They

tried to dissuade me, so I chal-

lenged them and said l'll bet

you don't have $64,000 in cash'

This was too much and they

called for the money.

"Ives and I started up Fifth

Avenue with the hatbox. The
See^UCHWALD^Sec. 2, Tg. 1

1

k /fiV^^^^^^ from Pbge 1, See. 1)

big joke when you win $64,000

Is everyone on the street says:

*Have you got the money?' Well,

every time someone stopped

me on Fifth Avenue and asked

me, I said: 'Yeh, I got the

money.* And I showed it to

them. »

"We got to Sak's Fifth Ave-
nue and started buying hats

for everyone. By this time the

advertising agency in Charge

of the program was alerted by

the bapk, and they sent over

two men to tlie rescue before

the public found out. You see,

when you win on a quiz show,

you're supposed to be humble.

If you aren't after winning all

that dough, you're considered

un-American.
•

"They finally got the hat-

box away from me and put it

in a safe and sent me off to

bed. Everyone, including Hus-
ton, warned me to save my
money, and I spent it as fast

as they warned me. I bought
three cars and half a dozen
paintings and I discovered a

little thing called Las Vegas.

There was no tomorrow.

"In the meantime Uncle Sam
was patiently waiting for his

cut, but my accountant could

never find me. It didn't take

long until I blew the whole
wad.
"Then I went on the '$64,-

money to pay taxes on the
money I'd won on the '$64,000

Question.' I won $32,000. After
the Show I flew out to Califor-

nia, but somehow I got off the
plane at Las Vegas. I decided
I was going to really surprise

Uncle Sam by doubling the
$32.000 at faro.

"They put me on a plane
two days later with a box lunch
and told me coffee was free.

The box lunch was all I had
left of the $32,000.

"Fortunately, people kept
challenging me after that on
the program and, on and off,

I won $78,000 more. I was mak-
ing more money than Mike
Todd. But, unlike Todd. I had
Obligations to bookies, dice

tables, Ferraris, imported wines,

and friends I had never met
before. I also had to pay for

the private detectives my ac-
countant hired to find me.

"When I finally got to L. A..

Huston bawled me out and
said he was ashamed of me.
But he decided to give me
another chance. He said he
knew of a South American
country where in the jungles

there were still Indian tombs
with art treasures dating to

300 B. C. If I could organize
a method of robbing the tombs
and smuggling them out of the

(^untry, my tax troubles were
over.

"With the help of a plane, we
000 Challenge' to make enougljfound the tombs and, sure

eno'trh, there were priceless

statues, gold, and clay figures

in them. With teams of diggers

and teams of people to watch
the diggers and teams of watch-
ers to watch the watchers, we
found $500,000 worth of antiq-
uities, which we smuggled oul
in banana boats to the United
States with soldiers hot on our
heels.

• 4r *

"Now I was home free. I could
pay off my taxes and live in a

style I had become accustomed
to since winning the '$64,000

question.*

"But when we opened a gal-

lery to seil the treasure, we ran
into trouble. The day before the
opening, Huston said he would
like to keep some of the pieces

and I said I'd like to keep some
of them too. So we held a pre-
view for oui'selves, and by the
time we finished we decided we
didn't want to seil any of them.
The day of the show, every-
thing was marked with red tags
indicating they were sold.

"So now I'm back where I

started from.
"But I'm buying up African

stuff in Paris and I may have a
Solution to my Problems. The
other day I found a fetish in

Paris which was supposed to

ward off evil tax collectors in a
certain part of Africa. I'm al-

ready wearing it. I'm not usu-
ally superstitious, but this is my
last and only hope."

^'^iSbS» N, Y. Herald Tribüne IncJ
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Board meeting of the Mexican Hotel Association in Merida, Sep«
tember 7-11. To arrange final details for their yearly Convention in

San Luis Potosi O.Ttober 3-5 Attending: Monterrey's Quintanilla, Ma-
zatlan's Davies, Federal District's Reynoao. Yucatan's Gonzalez. Cam-
peche's Lopez, Chihuahua's Olea, Acapulco's Sanchez ^ Fernandez
<& Caligaris plus MHA's President Osio Bob Zapata Hotel Prince's

manager. leaying for a brighter fulure: joining Cesar Balsa's human
equipment to manage soon-to-be Hotel Premier. Zapata's move under
heavy secrecy, broke its "hay curtain" as he wanted nobody to know
of his leaving the Prince II sounds as if. under the new regime tak-

ing office December first 1958, the Mexican Tourist Dept. will enjoy a
certain autonomy if plans now under way malerialize. It will mean
ready cash at any moment to launch publidlty campaigns abroad in

various ways in any city or region CMA flying now to San Anto-
nio using DC-7 equipment. Giving more Iravel fadlities to that Texas
area Chicago's Casualty Insurance Co. having its Convention here.

at Hotel Del Prado. 200 salesmen attending. . American Life Insurance
Co's Caribbean Division also meeting here. At Alffer Hotel Cuer-

>w has its full-fledged Hotel Association. Born Sept. 4, with

•?z Bonin's Chulavista & Del Parque
iqur Rüben of the Marik-

Velasco, manager
meet-

Quake Moves Tony

Acosta to

Bigger Offices

Unlortunately for TURISMO. S,

A., Operators oi MEXICAN HOLI-
DAY TOUBS. the International
Building, Rciorma \. in wbich
their ground floor ofiices have
been located for more than 12

years, was one of the very few
office buildings so seriously da-
maged by the July 28 earth-

quakes thct it will soon be tom
down. As a result, this well

known travel Organisation was
forced to move into temporary
headquarters immediately aftei

the quakes.
However. as they say in Me-

xico, "No hay mal que por bien
no venga".
Tony Acosta, president and ge-

neral manager, has indicated
that on October first this agen-
cy will occupy its new and per-
manent Offices located on the
ground floor of the modern and
luxurious Anahuac Building, Re-
forma 51, aeross the strebt from
Sanborn's and the American
Embassy.
The new offices oi MEXICAN

HOLIDAY TOURS will be the
most modern and beautifuUy de-
corated of any travel agency in

Mexico, acccrding to Acosta. It

will be situated in the heart of

ew Tourist and airline

famouB Paseo de

r

1

Wriler —producer-director— et al lohn Huston meets an old friend rl
io the lobby of his. Mexico City hotel, the Bomer. He and Rosa Covo- '

rrubias, famous Mexican painter, examine a piece of ancient pottery "

she had found the day before in the ruins of Teotihuacan. Huston is

spending two months writing at the San Miguel Allende home of Can-
tinflas.
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Observers See New Economic Era
Ike-Löpez Mateos Meet Gives

Promise Of Bright Future Here

CArr.HT AT INTFRVALS between offiilal pros:ram.
events and discussions concerain? niutual problems be-
tween Mexico and the United States. President Eisen-
hower and President liüpe/. IVIateus are swumped by rep-
resentatives of internationui press, who, alonjf with mit'
lions in both nations, are anxiuus to receive woril uf re-
sE^'s front the talks. Shown just behind the tw» presi-
deftts (center) is EisenhowerN Interpreter Col. Vernon.

Walters,

'US Has Power Right Now
To Destroy Russia:* Burke
CHARLESTON, SC, Feb. 20

»UPI»—Adm. Arlegih A. Burke.
Chief of U. S. naval Operations,
i»id tonight tiiat the United
States "has the ability right
now. in being, to destroy the
SovJet Union... in several way.s
and several tlmes over."
And the R u s s i a n's Icnow it.

Burke told the Charleston Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Hii addre.ss seemed designed
to answer charges, mostly from
Demoerats. that a growing "mis-
jitie gap" between this country
and Russia will give the Soviet
Union nulitary superiority soon.
Burke .said the United State.s

did not need to race Russia in
numbers of missiles any more
than it had raced the Soviets
in submarines or army divis'ons.
He Said this country is ahead

of Russia in retaliatory power
• nd 'can and will" - stay that

By BII-L SHAN.\HAN
ACAPULCO, Gro.. Feb. 20-

Qualificd observers are prcdict-

ing. that the meetings between

presidents will result in a ncw
era of economic cooi eration be-

tweetl Mexico and ihe United

States.
These observations are bascd

on the fact that thrpe of the four

Iheme.s discussed in Thursday's

meeting aboard the yacht Sota-

vento touched on he most criti-

cal poins of Mexico^ economy-
points in wliich the United

States plays a preponderant role.

Thev aie cotton, coffee and

mineräls— the big three dollar

earnci.s in Mexicos e.xport tra-

de.
C'oniCM at Opportune Time

The talks also come at a time

when irpre.'^entatives of twenty-

one Latin American niitions and

the United States are studying

the formation of a re;iional de-

velopment bank. United States

proposels would pro viele an ini-

tiaJ capitalization of e i g h f
• • idred million dollars—with

tli'e United States prov.ding half

and Latin America half—of

which only some two hundred
million would be avui'able im-

mediately.
Although the effect$ of the

depressed colton-coffee-and met-
als market have not bcen as ser-

ious in Mexico—thanks to diver-

sification of agriculture and in-

dustriali/.ation—they have cau-

sed serious concern here and
ne«rly ruined other Latin Ame-
rican one crop countries, About
a ycar and a half ago seven cof-

fee producing nations in e t

Mexico to draw up a p^ct

ling for the retention «f/twenty

Mexican cotton
the effects of the
decision to place

As a member of the Joint Chi
of Staff. Burke previously had
testified in Washington to Sen-
ators investigating defense, that
President Ei^enower's new mil-
itary budget would not endan-
ger or jeopardize U. S. defenses.
He also had tcbtified. however,

that the navy needed more ship
construction. aircraft and mis-
iiile-launching subinarines than
the budget provided.

In bis speech tonight. Burke
said the United State.«: must care-
fully avoid ariy "qualitative
gap" in missiles btit need not be
concerned about Bussiun supe-

numbers.

connection the Unit-
is ahead of the Rus-
retaliatory power,"
"It is far more pow-

in
caJ-

thc retention
of t h e export 'crop of

an effort to boNter the

Although this had the

riority in

"In thi.s

C'^ State«
sians in

Burke said
erfui than the Soviet Union
and this is a status v^'hich we
can and will maintain ."

rat-

for
percent
each in

market.
effect of slowing the declining

prices. it did not «chieve the

desired result and put a terrific

strain on ttie cconomies of^smal-
ler producers as well a.<; Brazil.

The Mexico accord was later

implimented and efforts were
made to bring African producers
and the United States into the
pact without success.

U. S. Favor» Free Miirket

African production has in-

creased steadily since World
War II. Prior to that time Latin
American producers have ex-
pressed the opinion that Africa

is profiting by Latin efforts to

stabili'/.e th« market but refused
to contribute. They maintain
this could be overcome by •
United States Import quota sys-

idfUt 'whiob would guarantee tra-

^pii^onal siippliers with their

•||r<;ent of the mark««
mrican ^toducci's ^yO

t atjjore tocÄined to.join
if>tc^ ^i^-*W4t«»Uiia2iv^^
be proiposal. 'f^vWiOg "^reiTTT
"c But tt is pointed- out tl

say United States ha«; «rttoped
field of lead and zinc n> 'f v>r

less what he coffee producers
are proposing.

Mexico's crop is placed as
about one and a half million
bags of which some four hun-
dred thousand will be ronsum-j
ed domestically. This crop
brought in from one hundrec
million to one hundred (wenty
five million dollars annuall>
and has been important sourc«
of revenue for the givernment
through export tax. The gov
ernment has reduced e ic p o r

tax several times. But grower
are clamoring for further relie
in the face of world marke
conditions.

SURPLUS C'OTTOV

growers feit

United States
five million

ba'es of surplus cotton '*n the

world market at coinpeti t i v e

prices in 1957. Although nu)st

Mexican cotton is high quality

long staple while the surplus
was Short .'•taple. Nevertheless
the quantity and price made it

a highly coinpetilive co ninodi-

ty. This year Mexico has a

near record harvcst slightly in

excess of two million bales.

The governmcnt recently an-
nounced a new export t a r i f f

schedule which will go into ef-

fect in Ju'y. This is d t igned
to favor the principle growing
regions and to taUe marginal
arefas out of cotton production.
Neverthele.'«« thc-re are an esti-

mated half inillioii bales on band
in the Baja California-Sonora
area and con.^iderably nrore in

other princlpal cotton ccnters.

Domc.it Ic consumption accounts
for somcthing like a half mil-
lion bales annually so the ne-
cessity to export cotton is im-
perative. Mining traditionally is

one of Mexico's principal in-

dustries and continues to be so.

Mexico is the world's largest

prodiicer of silver and the Unit-
ed States Treasury is the best
Client. But industrial m e t a 1 s

have been having tough sled-

ding during the last two or
three year.^. In many of the de-,

sc't areas of Chihuahuj-Duran-
go-Sonora and Coahuila. min-
ing is the only industry and the
United States lead-zinc auota
in these items has been • se-
rious blow in those area.<5. vlin-

erals annually a^count for ome
eighty million dollars.

MKXICO' STANDS l1ir;H

Mexico, as one of the acOow-
ledged spokesmen for L n t i n
America, has been build'^g a
flourlshing and expandin'* in-

dustrial complex since "Vorld
War II. As this industry grows.
Mexico has become the le-^ding
spokesman for a genoral -tree-
ment tending to stabilize world

prices Ol ru laterials. It ia'

feit" here that this is an abso-
lute neccssity for the coiUinued
industrial expansion of Latii\

America. Business leaders have
continually pointed out thal
prices of rnachinery and Invest-

ment güods needed here are

constantly rising while prices of,

cotton, coffee. mineräls. timber,

petro'oum. and other raw ma-
teriala produced in L^»ir^ Amer-
ica freqiKMitly Ui'ctuate with
di.sastrous result.s for the re-

gion. It is also pointed out that
when Latin Arnerica is hit by
these depressed markets. their

purchases of United States rna-

chinery and other items drop«
off therefore hurting United
States t'-ade.

NF.KD U.S. Sl'PPORT
Mexico and all Latin Amer-

ica has high hopes that the pro-
posed regional develop m e n t

l>ank will help solve the prob-
lem Ol shortage of Investment
capital. but have been disap«
pointed by the United State.«

Position in preliminary talks
last month. The National Bank
of Foreign Commerce in its Feb-
r ary buHetin stated that the«
bank cannot succeed without
the vigorous and interested par-
ticipation of the United State;^.

the only nation with sufficient
economy resources to make the
project a reality. It called tht
United States pioposal of cap-
itali/.ation of eight hundred mil-
lion dollars "disapp o i nt i n g".

The bank bul'etin said three
hundred million dollars capita-
lization would be "a more rea-
listic approa';h to Latin Amer*
ica's noeds".

One of tiie refreshing factorjt

of MexicVio-'JnUed States re'a-
tions is the fact that problems
can be discussed frankly with
reusonable hope that a mutuaU
ly satisfactory Solution will be
reached. It is against this back,
ground that the talks between
Adolfo Lopez Mateos and
Dwight D. Eisenhower give
rise to great optimism.

Soviet Leaders Cautiously

Await Macmillan Arrival

Tiign

1

THUHCU-

MOSCOW, Feb. 20 (UPI' --

Russians today cautiously :. üt-

ed the arrival of British Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan to-

rnorrow for a 10-day visil and
wondered just what he hieant
b.v a "reconn^issance ' mission.
The wo«d was Macmill a n 's,

used to describe his visit to the
Soviet Uni^n. To the Ru.«sian

Word usually is as-
intelligence or es-

it raises eyebrows

l^miiBd, the^

the
ty.

troy
(aid.

>ys.

Jour
(and
|rce,

of
tac-

in-
us-
in-
la n

lo n
|a n
ts|
a

d ! »r

iny spying is ex-
fro'^-» it. But the Rus-

sians, as Weslern observers sed
it, are ready for hard bargain-
ing with the British chief of
government.

CHAPULTEPEC
RKSTAURANT
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I

IG DISTANCE
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THE
STORE

r
on

W. WOOLWORTH
Gueirero Street in

pagc.
front

Barbara Hutton,
door. «Sl'c cul

Start last weeklThere was
cial previcw inaußuration
night of February 11

Government and State
plus th« local trades

and everyone enjoyed
störe tremendously. It

doing a wonderful
mcnting good le

the Mexican

«<f t» • -»efpi tie grand falber.

a jipe-

on the
for the
ufficials,

people,
the new
is alrea-

job of ce-

ations between
people and the An-

g.lo-Anierican Colony I think

the best example of Mexicos
fantastic progresf; lies in

fact that 97 per cent of all

is niade in Mi'xico

pin.« to coat han-

whose
on the

F. W. Woohvorth.
foundcd the organi/alion in the

last Century, visited the Cuer-
navaca störe with her private

secrttary. Maigaret Latimcr.
Ever since the building open-

ed. over a weck ago. it has been
the Shopping, and mecting place

for the Colony. The soda foun-

lain IS fun. and the "Round the

Square Ice Cream Socjas" ar

just like home!

iiercliandise

from bobby
gers.

Robert E Peck. the stores

monager: Mr. and Mrs. T. L.

Crump »he.s the Diiector Gen-
eral of Woolworth de Mexico)

viere the hosts and hostess for

the opening occasion. Mr. and

Mrs. Car.son Peck, Bobs father

and mother, were pres«nt as

well. Mr. Carson Peck was the

Vice-President of the vv-hole

Woolworth Co when he retired

195.5. The Store was blessed

Bishop Sergio Mendez Ar-

ceo. of the Cuernavaca Cathe-

dral. The shopgirls, foUowing

the B i .-^ h o p in a procession

throMgh the störe, made an im-

pressivc sight. as he is greatly

beloved by his people.

The following day. February

12. the Store was officially open.

ed by the Governor of the State

of Morelos, Lopez Avclar. when

he cut a satin r ibbon at the

in

by

A
LBERT
BKARIAN

Real Estatc
Hotel Maiik

Tel. 1-16

KNOW?... that Pe-
pita White is due back in Cuer-
navaca on March 5th. and look

for Hj Wine around the 28th or
29t h of Feb Yes. that

Pete Peter.son in the Square la

wecken .. The Averril Brougpl-
ons are here. after nine monl^^s

in New York . . Pat-^y Williani«^

sister of Jim Gabriel is visiting-f

^r town. roni California. . . The
Rick Rubens flew to L. A. on
Sunday afternoon and returned
Thursday. THIS MODERN
GENERATION!... Jo Ann Car-

son and her hu>band. Mark Ryd-
er, were visiting the Woody
Lockwoods. Jo Ann \$ Betty
Lockwood's sister and wrote the

book. 'Drive.'; My Green Age"
...Nale Stein came down for
about ten days. to spend some
time with Billy Pearson at CO-
LONIAL and cooked up a del-

icious pepper steak like bis

friend, Jean Leon does at "La
Scala in Berverly Hills... Alex
Algara. the Frank Sinatra of

Mexico, was here for a few days
with his attractive w ife. He re-

cently returned to Mexico ^fter

a tour of the U. S. with the

Gershwin of Mexico. Agustin La-

ra. He and Lara visited Mayor
Daley of Chicago. The Mayor
has commissioned Lara to w rite

the Anthem for the Pan-Ameri-
can Games which will be held at

Soldior's field ncxt August, and
Alex Algaja will sing it. and La

ra has promiscd to conduct 50
Bands. -Connprising 5,000 musici-
ans. Algara. who records for

QÄrt'^ON was with Kavier Cug-
at at one timc... fcady Mary
Campbell and Lord Wilton Were
here in advance of the dutches
ot-Kent party. . . The Rcv. Wyne
Shipley Icft for New York and
UJ+ftoRTasT ^üftd-arr-Äft

wa^l'hat was Jim Hill of HEC
l^i^^t HILL-LANCASTER with John

Huston at the COLON lAL, also
Billy Pearson. I get a kick out
of Huston and Pearson together!
.

•
.
-Had ' e hnwee ts rmm^k Pept

Romero for the first time the
othcr night thanks for the 'plug"
on Tuesday! I read "Un Mom-

, entito" and he reads "Round the
Square". Who .tleals whaf . . Na-

' c Qe \.ända, and bis partners-
Nils Wilstrom and Benito Bour.
de are going to open the rest-

aurant in the Super Las Palmas.
and be the agents for SAN-
BORN S. The restaurant will be
called -LABOWI S. A." (a com-
bination of all their pames. They

PEDREGAL DE LAS FUENTES
CueriiMvaca's most picturesqu« r^al rstate devf lopm^nt Km. 12

L"iicriiavat'a-tMi«»»Ha r'yad. Iriformiition at l.a KMondida 1 liih T«l.

Prdrri^al 6t las Fu^nfes .11. In M«*»!!:«: KrTorma 1«7. Tel. 4« Ol «I

SERVED AT

Where

Morvy discriminoting Guests

en|oy •

Trwly Dry Morhni

with

flEISCHMANNs
A Saccone A Spee«! Product

GALEANA 6 TEL. 2-27-OS
CUERNAVACA

hope to open by Easter! . . . Vi nee
Seanlon 'the Saccone and Speed
biggic> and the Jim Windams
are back in their weckend home
in Cuerj>'»vaca. Good to have
them arlifKd after a long speU!
. . .Max Kastinan was at the CA-
SA DElTEmtA . . Don t forget
the SILVER TEA at the home of
Mrs. Archer Harllett on Feb. 2«.

The co-hoste.«!s, with Mrs. Bal-
lett, is Ruth Coultcr. . . The Har-
ty Hoope.5 are planning a "lu-

wow" at 'La Golondrina". on
March 11. and Mary I^ou

and Andy Lund.<berg are
cooking up a fancy dress
affair. the thenne of which i.<j still

a secret. How about: Your fav-

orite cai'toon character; your
favorite movie star: your favor-
ite relative: or just dress as
your m o t h e r -in -law?. . . The
Rick Rubens ran a dress rehear-
sal party in THE EL DORADO
ROÜM of the Marik for Noe-
mi's biithday last Friday, the
13th. The Ramon Epinosas: the
Jerry Welters. AI Cooper; Helen
Mac Key and son, the Rev.
Waync Shipley, Fred Gorerrero;
Arturo Breton; Walter ? i s h €

r

and a few others, enjoycd t Kw.
*tesi" |r^- e m e n do
cöcktaiLill, thousand
sing: peB.~>£oup witb'**. itrouton
charcoal' bro il^d.

^alatetr-ftrtSrr^yjih. ' m e 1 1 1 d
^bees^ and chJjues;' and lor des-

^rt.'the piWe'd« resistance-cho-

^oiatc *rream-filled layer cake
*>nd demi tasseü They hope to

Spen this new, and desired. rest-
,

»urant next Friday night, but I

ave no c o n ( i r m « tion. Give
^li^em a call i£ you want to make

reservation for whencver the

pening will be... Mr. and Mrs.

J. Strecker and Mr. and Mrs.

"homas Young. all of Los Ang-
Mes. stayed at the COLONIAL
a.st weck, and had a wonderful

me. They enlertained a group

f US for dinner one night. Their

uests were: The Bill Markeys;

*Vie Fred Trivilinos; Diana Dum-
^ond; the Jim Gabriels; Helen
acKay. They leave Acapulco

Joday for homey Goodbye, folks.

lurry back. . /Irene Hey

secretaiy to Paul K»>hner. the
theatrical agent. (lew in li»r the
Weekend, and Lorry Sherwood,
John Huston's gir] Friday. wai
here too. They go Sack to D

j

rango early next week.y.' Hen.
f

.
f AUUiil * w Tm t in i •4fte Iber-

i" Hotel, is very pi Oud of the
shotput record his ««an. Hank, re-

cently established »t Harvard.
He graduate.v thi.« June, rind them
p u l .s in a three 3ear Army
hitch. . . Visiting the Peter Korn-
riechs BesK Victor, of Green-
w ich Village. NY. Sh« i; a noted
worker in Philanthropie circles.

Phil and Fanny Rlumenthal of
Chicago. He is one of "the tops"
in bottle cap irtanufad cf arMl

Fanny is the sister of Admiral
Rickover. atoinic scienti«ts and
advocate of bettering eduoation
...Ann Feinberp. of New York,

the gue.*t of Lil Reider and
She hac a

LAS DELL
CIAS. Ann has been known, for

niany years a.»^ i»ne of the great-

est authorities on womens hair

styling . . Maiilou Harmon, once
the secrelary of oilman. Glenn
McCaithy. was in our town last

Weekend with the Oscar Davi-
la.« . .

BARBARA ANÜ LUIS ME-
ZA had their y early « »est affair

for St. Valentine « Day. th '

wedding anniversary and ^uis'

on's birthday. last Sal u r d a y
ith. It was just as nice as it ha&

,

een in past >ears. There was
ancing to their new. Stereo-

phonie, hi-fi Player, and one
would have sworn Percy Faith
was in the room, with his en-
lire ensemblc. Look who was
there: The Mike Cloflnes: the

Alex von Reutters: the Hank
Atwoods, the Jack Benners: the

Bob Laynians: Evelyn Talcott;
^

the Ben Bowlings: the K •» i t h i

C.race S c h w a r t z.

ueautiful house in

dys; the Averil Broughton»;
> Xhk AI Abkarians; the Luis Bun-

Ethcl Craig Jr.. Ruth Coul-
Helen MacKay; the Paddy

De\!o«; Diane Drummond. Ruth
Dorenberg and her mother. Han-
dy Day; Helen Flood; Constant
Fua; Jean Gill; Vesta Giiinnrv;

the Roland Homets; Dr. and Mrs.
Kimbrough; the Harry Hoopet-.
Mrs. Hans Klchmet; Mr and
Mrs. Lewis; the Marvin Morc-
iands; Mr. and Mrs. Pys«ro; the
Robert Sopris; the Rev. Wayne
Shipley; the Manuel Villa/ons:
Gail Wine; Dr. Harry Weitzel.
Mary West: the Maurlcio Weiss-
mans and daughter: Senora
Isaura Zambi'ano; Olivia Eche-
verria: His Excellency, H a n f

Bertelssen;Danish Ambassa der
to Mexico; the Luis Skillmans:
Mr. and Mrs. Luis Novarro, the
J.W. Christies; the Andy Lunds-
bergs. and a few others. The
food was excellent, and those at
the gathering were beautifuJly
attired. The Mezas have a won-
dei'ful house for large parlier!

-o-
THE NACHO DE U\NDAS
gave a smali, intimate dinner
party for Barbai^ ..Hutton at
their AcapanTzTngo home last
Saturday night. Mi.ss Hu t t o n
loves Mexican food, so the me-
nu consisted of: Tamales, Bar-
bequed lamb with all its ran-
chero trimmings; cheese Chiles
verdes; in fact hot food vk »«
throughly enjoyed by all attend-
ing. There was music by El Ne-
gro r» tet. The guests, be-^ide«

Bai. .) Hutton, were: Marga-
ret I-Atimer (her private secre-
tary); William Robertson, James
Doug.Ias; Jimmy and Dorn t h y
Asheton; Pe^rgy RiveroH; Diar^
Downes; Mr. and Mrs. Curtis

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 16—A)

er ^ i s n\r
njoyed t mtfA
)uslj shi im|M
isl;ind dres^

GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF MORELOS. — Governor
Norberte Lopez Avelar cut the ribbon to officially open
the new F. W. Woolworth störe on Guerrero Street, Cuer-
navaca. last wetk. Left to right are Robert E. Peck,
manager: Jorge Belaunzaran, Asst. Manager; Carson C.
Peck. retired vice-president of Woolworths; Rosendo Roja»
Coria. socretary general of the governor; Lee S. Rynso-
pher. Woolworth of Mexico Supervisor of merchandise;
and Mrs. T. L. Crump. wife of the director general of

Woolworth de Mexico.

Su

n

/ / I

/ \ Dining and Cocktails

Prado 10. Tel. 29-89

I I I I
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ernor has made no moves to

meet with Mitchell.

Harriman has said that an-

other Republican bill, now bot-

tled in committee, which would
guarantee the present tvvo-year

eontract between the TWU and
the Transit Authority against
court revievv, would be accept-

able to him.
Mitchell Said the Republican

leaders are in a«:reenient with
liim on the Position he hajs

taken. This \irtually seals the
fate of the conipromisc oflfered

by Sen. Marchi and Assembly-
man Russo, Staten Island Repub-
licans.

Their bill eliminates from the

by the TA for spying on the

transit workers.

Efforts to pass corrective legis-

lation were an aftermath to the
eight-day subway strike led by
the Motormen's Benevolent Assn.
last December.

In his Veto messag^e, Harriman
insisted that the type of court
appeal permitted in the Mitchell
bill would violate principles of
administrative law by providing:

for a review of facts established
by an administrative agency. He
has since said that this proposal
would be contrary to accepted
State and federal practices.

As did Mayor Wagner, Harri-
man said that the Mitchell bill

would jeopardize the 15-cent fare

;: '- v-'T"-; '•: ,*.- »'-- » •
.:',.

u ^
~

of unbelievably low 1958 ofp-seoson prices

WRITE OR PHONE NOW SEE DIRECTORY BELOW FOR QUICK REFERENCE

RESORTS—NEW YORK STATE

r' "\

Meningitis Epidemie in Tehran

Tehran, March 13 (AP)— A
meningitis epidemic is blamed
for the death of 45 persons in

the Iranian capital. Several thous-
and persons are ill. All grade
schools are closed.

RESORTS—NEW YORK STATE

i Brickman
J

Moy-June-Scpt. Dales — Acc. 600

I Brickman
I

^lee Golf • New Pool • Top Entertainment

j
Brickman j

I
Alr-Cond. Privote Meeting Rooms |

i {ij^Brickman j

! $0. rolUbürg, N. Y. foll»bürg 720 .

RESORTS—^'EW YORK STATE

The Qigilotfl With the Intimate Atmosphere

RESORTS—NEW JERSEY

COUN F* W CIU5

•••••••

* •

LOXG BEACH, IV. Y
kESERVATIONS AVAILABLE for fhe

PASSOVER HOLIDAYS
First Seder Friday Evening April 4th

Traditional Services conducted br
-= C^NTOR AARON CAPLOW
• Ulli, htaitbfal sfatbtrt clinatt • Faatit feetf • Oii^äry Lavs
•lEW TV loiiet • NEW redeeeratal air-eenditien»4 diniac roa«

•NEW iixary swiMMin{ fl and sur dack

Teleplione GEneral M416
Winkler Otvnership-Management

rm.

RESORTS—NEW JERSEY
'For Reservationa—Call "Collect"

LAKEWOOO, ». J. 6-2737

HEW AMBASSADOR HOTEL
112 MadisoR Ava. Lakaweod, N. J.

VERY LOW Weekly and Special
Wr«kcnd Ratrs <3 days A '^ niKhts)

Arrani« NOW for PASSOVKR Holidays

.JACQIES AND FENIA LEVIANT,

i.>'^:W'.Nfs.N^NNsw

Dll>E RANCHES i^^^^^^^ OUOE RANCH '

LESS THAN 2 HRS. FROM NYC

A^e( a^n^
}

New Twin
» . - --^j-^''^JCr Bedded Rm«.
l,iolga may»: --

at ro extra cosl
*'MAUBU has EVERYTHISG . . ."

Ui\RE.STRICTED RIDINO
Ire SkatInK • TobofSganin^
Rifle Range • Dance Band
HORSE-DRAW.X SLEIGHS
All af No Exfra Cosf—1 Rate for AH

JEWISNAMERICAN CUISINE
S2S Wiekends (Fri. Sup. thru Sun. Lunch)
$55 Füll Watk—Ali rooms with Frl. latha •

FREE TRANSPORTATION—N.Y. to Ranch
Phone: MILFORO (Pa.) 9661 Collect^^—^^—^——

—

I

i

RUBIN'S

MAPLE VIEW
Hotel

KERHONKSON. N. T.

Tel. Kerhonkson 8209-8210
Opening April 4fh

RESERVE NOW FOR
PASSOVER

i

I

romnletrly Ilrated. Traditional Srder
Scivices, Dietary Laws. Entertainment

P

for 8
UP Füll days

GROIFS WELCOME
60

^^•i^^^^^^:m^^x^^:^^^\^m^^^;

P

%
P

%

«GROUPS!
t/) PLANNING AN
Q- EVENING OUT?

Make it a weekend instead

. . . at reasonable ratesi
MUSIC • DANCING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Ever? Facility to Accomm. up to SOO
• Dietary Laws • Steani Heated •

New Building • Pvt. & Adjoininf Baths

ON LAKE ANAWANA
MONTICELLO. N Y.

GlQmour Focilities ot
Comparatively Low Rotes

FOR SPRINQ ft FALL

COHVENTIONS & CROUPS
From 50 10 300 Ptople

fOfl IMPORMftTION— WRITE DlBtCT TC kOIEL

Öt Call Joe Regelson—CYpress 9-6653

LAKEWOOD
HiVi/ JEkSEY'S fAMED

WINTER RESORT
ofFcrs 90 hotcls with füll facilities for

»mall, lar^e Conventions, wcdding, Bar
Mitzvah», Outings, etc.

Modern comforts. cntertainment. fre«

iiC skating, sHimming pooi», elevaiors,

golf, riding—all at . . .

MODERATE PRICES

Information writ«, call

Hotel Ass'n of Lakewood
218 Clifton Ave. LAkeiand 6-1075

o

\

o

Tel. WOODRIDOE 2S

• OPEN
• ALL
• YEAR
•
••••Ci
Awm

SOUTH FALLSBURG N Y

^
'mg MAY . JUNE . SEPT. MImJT^

j',-^!^ • QEEKiNGs_ /yyy» g^

SHRIMP
^^p^jJP

STEAK./^
"

Renownetf Jewish-American Coisine

f FREE GOLF • PRIVATE LAKE . TENNIS >K

<^$ SHUFFLEBOÄRÖ -^ Jwän Lake. N. Y.^

|l ALL SPORTS SOLARIA^ PHONE .^
Jhe Best in Entertainment jg^ LIBERTY 30O0j^

o
c
c

The Year 'Round

acationing at its Best
A Resort of Dlstlnction

Ideal Facilities For
Small or Large Croups

Waikiki

Club •

tndoor Pool and Health

3 Skate Fonds • Skiing

Golf • Tennis

Every Sport in Season Just

Outside Your Door,

Country

Clubmm
Eltenvitle. N. Y. I Direct W

I RE 2-71

t^ ''.»t^-t

SKUARSi

• All rao»s heated • Sparfs
• Eatartaiaaeat • Diatary Lawt

• Special Conventiaa It Party PlaM
NOW ACCEPTING PASSOVER

RESERVATIONS

1 Liebermar^
\. MOUNT FREEDOM, N. J.
•• only 1 hour frotn N.Y.C. .

;:. Phone: TWilight 5-4221 S

LOW CONVENTION WTeT"
r

Catering to large & small groups aHkt
Sprcial attention to Weddinrs, Bar <

Mitzvahs, Clubs and Family Circlrs. §

New Ranch house featarins deluxe 1

accommodations, private bath—wall to l
wall caroetinp. >.

\ Monticello 8, New York • Phone 330
\

WHITEHOUSE

%.

DUDE RANCHES

Spacious New Facilities for *

PARTIES-DANCES
_ .,v Meetings • Business Lunches or Dinners ^

I\ \\ \
''°'^*^^*'' '"' ^'^'''8' Parties • Reunions

RATES TO MEET YOUR BUDGET i

iory« fCfaWon room with adiolning dining room

and bor, con occommodat» up to 350 p«op/e

comforlably — Air CondHion»d — H»at*d, f

Wentrhester County—t hr. frovi Times Sq.

PEEKSKILL DUDE RAHCH p^kskiu. n.t.
Local Call LO 2-7030

i!l THEIAKF
SFRIN6 VALLEY. N. Y. • OPEN ALL YR.

RESERVE NOW FOR PASSOVER
RABBI DR. BUDICK Officiatiac

Synagoffue on preynises
Dietary Laws Observed • Entertainment

Affairs. Or^anixations Welcome. Cap. 130.
Fhone ELmwood G-0964 or G-9608

ONLY 15 MILES TROM N. Y.

Indoor Pool • Healtti Club

itirui Qiitdoor SItate Rink

3 Private Meetin» Rooms- Acc. 25 to 500

Call tke Goldpwv Pnrty Plan _ -

PLEASANTDALE

Direct Wire: CO 74856
>rew Jersey. Oial 11 then Dial RE 1-4400

INDOOR POOL S HEALTH CLUB
INDOOR ICE SKATING RINK

TWO BANDS

FOR THAT AFFAIR
and CONVENTION

Complef«
Facilities

UNEXCELLED
CUISINE

(dietary lav:t)

Mt. Freedom, N.J. Tel. TWilight 5-41 If

LSVIEW
.•.v.-;v,-.-.%%-,>w.m

To spend the

PASSOVER
Holidays deflnifely

a freaf—not a

disappoinfmenf.

For reservaflons falle

ilrecf toTHEZALKINS
calling TR 7-0700.

Accommodaiinq up fo 300.

TRAVEL

RESORTS—NEW TORK STATE

GOLO'S LAKESiDE HOTEL
> Loch Sbaldrake, N. T. TRemont 8-I74S

«iStcam Heated Rooms • Private & Adj.
7 Baths • Sedurim Services By Cantor
ZVEE BELASCO. Entertainment &
Music • KAY SILVERS Rhumba

^Band • Delicious PASSOVER MacbuHm
y from cur Dietary Kitchen. Free Boating

de Fishing on our Lake. 8 days from ^63.
Children V2 Rate. All Summer Family
Rate — Wife & Children plus Husband

^ Weekends ^895.00.

ELLENVILLE, N. Y.

N. Y. Plione—Direct Wire RE 2-1282

Larry Post Covers fhe fleld of fravel in

his Travel HIlifes column appearing

regularly in fhis secfion.

ATTENTION TRAVELLERS!
Win a 10 day all-expense pald vacaflon for fwo, via Easfern Airlines af

Miami Beach's Sfrafh-Havcn Hofel. All you have fo do Is give us fhe win-

ning fifle for fhe world's firsf complefe Jewish fravel gulde bock. This book

lisfs poinfs of Inleresf, general infornf>afion, synagogues. kosher hofeis and

resfauranfs for Jewish fraveliers in every parf of fhe worid.

for more infcrmat'ion wrife

TREISSER TOURS
10 W. 47th Sf., N. Y. 36. N. Y.

tontest I>eadline exicnded 4« Apzü i^'V^rt

MONTICELLO. N. Y. TEL. MONT. 238

Catering ta larsa and small {roups alika.

SPECIAL Weddinc & Bar Mitzvah Plans.

Banquet .Mcals—Dietary. Adequate meet-
ins rooms. Steam hrated DeLoxe .^ccom-
modations. AU facilities. Filtered Pool.
Air Conditioned Dinlnc; Room.

FIELDSTON
SWAN LAKE. N. Y. HOTEL

Jack and Martha Levina

OPEN FOR PASSOVER
CONVENTION DATES STILl OPEN

N. Y. G. Phono BU 6-8949

CONVENTION n. y. post-wh 49000

CLIP THIS DIRECTORY for EASY REFERENCE

NEW YORK STATE

Avon Lodge, M. Arkin. South FalULurg, N.Y.
Brickman Hotel, Ben Posner, South Falisburg, N.Y.
Delano Hotel, Monticello, N.Y.
Fallsview, Ida Slutsky, EUensville, N. Y.
Fieldston Hotel, Jack & Martha Levine, Swan Lake, N.Y,

Gold's Lakeside, Loch Sheldrakc, N. Y.
Harniony Country Club, Joe Regelson, Monticello, N. Y.
Nevele Country Club, Marion Slutsky, EUenville, N. Y.

Pauls, Jack Paul, Swan Lake, N. Y.
Peekskin Dude Ranch, Mr. Moe Hirsch, Peekskill, N. Y.
Skliar's Hotel, Monticello, N. Y.
\Vhite House on the Lake, Miss Pearlman, Spring Valley, N. Y.

NEW JERSEY

The Goldman, Mr. Arthur Goldman. Pleasantdale, N. J.

Hotel Ass'n of Lakewood, 218 Clifton Ave., Lakewood. N. J.

Lieberman'g Leon Lieberman, Mt. Frcedoni. N. J.

ijallz's Morris Saltz, Mt. Freedom, N. J.
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We Did It!

iSEE OUR 'POST- AD

Fair Housing Bill Qefs a Legislative Reprieve
3y a Staff Correspondcnt jby more than 200 persons who ^oint Statement that passage of equal opportunity to all Citizen
By a Staff Correspondcnt |by more than 200 persons who

Albany, March 13—The Met-,came to Albany this week, was
,jalf-Baker fair housing bill today.an eye opener to legislators "

:was rescued by the Assembly's| The bill, patterned after New
Rules Committee after the Judi-;York City's Sharkey-Brown-Isaacs
;ciary Committee refused to re-jlaw, would outlaw discrimination

lomt Statement that passage of equal opportunity to all Citizens
the bill was '^imperative to assure of our State."

KDLCATIONAL

port it out for debate. in the sale or rental of most

O

Pledge loans are
not discounted.

• The borrower has the
use of the füll amount
of the loan for a year.

• Monthly payments are
not required but loans
can be reduced or paid ^^gs
anytime during their life. ^^
• Interest for the exact
number of days is charged
at the Iowest known rate
for pledge loans and is

due when the loan is

paid or renewed.

NO PAYMENTS DUE
FOR A YEAR

17 Convenient Offices

SEND FOR BOOKLET

Despite these last-minute ef- privately owned housing.
forts to keep the bill ahve, therei Af o «^ 4^ i- . .

!was little chance that the contro-' .
^* ^ Conference on discrimma-

versial housing measure would ^''^^ ^"^l^^ '"^^"^^^' ^v. Harri.

get out of Rules. ."^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^ passage of the

A spokesman for the State ^^^*^,?'^'^^^^'' *^^" was the key
Committee on Discrimination in f^

ehniination of discrimination

'Housing Said: i*" housing:. He said this measure
"A groundswell of public sup- ^"^"'^ *>« an important factor in

iport for this vitally important '^/'^aking: the poverty-discrimina-

j
measure has successfully defeated ^ion cycle.

'p!ans to kill the biil in com-' The Democratic leaders of the
imittee/' Xegislature, Sen. Zaretzki (D-

Evelyn Merson, acting director,
Manhattan) and Assemblyman

said the "widespread support of^^HlgJ" (D-Brooklyn) saidjn_^
key leaders and organizations
throughout the State, expressed

FREE COMPIETE

INFORMATION

Request Catalo« P

>Ä^*-

^(^RE^ECORATINGe
• Thrill your guests wifh "Talk-ofthe-town" horpitality

• Afso DsefuI for job epportunities in these growing fields

LOW COST 36 HOilR COURSES
12 Three hour sesslons— Mornings or Evenings

Begln Week of March 3 Ist

» YORK INSTITUTt Ol DIETETICS

iU Wc$M4thM, H. tu OR 5-66S5

.?^; 3-
'**

:
'^

. •> .-.'*:

•-.»I
^S^^Sjffi^

Provident
Loan

Society
of New York

346 Fourth Ave.

MUrray Hill
5-0380

BJGäEST
i ^ ^ ..',- •

I floor wax

:rf^

Specialized Formula

Works 6 Ways To

USE COiD'S IMSERY

Mistöl JSffus
RESORTS—FLORIDA

4^^
GEFTER*S

»rseiiies
HOTEL

mm^^'

INCLÜßING MEALS
per person, dble. oec. 10 of 115

rooms. Other rates available.

«R^} :i^«.ws ~ucservea.~ 1 ne only notfcl in

Lincoln Read area recognized by the United
Greater Vaad Hakashruth.—European Plan

& Apts. avai'ablc—Air conditioned and heat*

ed, private becah and pool. Free 21'' TV
in erery room. Entertainment nightly, free

parking. Directly on the ocean, 1741 CoHins

Ave., Miami Beach.

Passover Services and Se-

ders will be conducted by
the Intcrnationally well
known famous C a n t o r ,

Kev. Samuel Vifjoda and

bis Symphonie cho.r.

NEW YORK OFF.: CL 9-6371 Also open cvenlngs and Sundays

K^fy i-^''^^

%X^
^CAf-««*l ^/Vl^«»<

''

New. . . MODIFIED AMERICAN PLAN
mu nomn M oi uwisi

^i

ters

, per person.

*JC dofble cccupancy
includinq

FABULOUS
ALGIERS MEALS
(breakfast and dinner
($f7 thru Mar. 15)

European Plan
also available
'50 rooms out of 258

Mar. 16 thru Apr. 14

$•# ytw Irtv«! Af«irf i pk«M

m I.T.Om(lxll f-1234

KjciÖ-;wÄl<ii^i"-'^^-iÄ'i*%K<*;'A'-^

Southern* comforts* Dunes style

Hofel
Washington Ave at I 1 St.

MiAMI BEACH TEL: 5-6621

American &

..^. ^.<r European Plan

• Modern, conganlal
atmospher«

• Finest Kosher cuisint
• Near beach & everythino
• Pvt. bath—shower—phon«

Synaeocut • prcnistt

ENTERTAINMENT
AHRACTIVE RATES

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD
CALL WH 4-9000

ASK FOR AN AD
TAKER

CHARGE IT

the.

COMPLtTCLV
AlRCONOlTtONCO ANO HCATCO

MIAMI ifiCNS mwr uiotj Mom
TO APRIL 15

DAILY

'PER PERS

DBLE OCC

'50

$

i

^¥^> «^
*..

$3 oddt'l for Breokfosi fc

Sevcn Cowric Dinn«f

ChihlreR $1.65

22 of I70io€mt

2 Swimming Pools

400 Fi. frivole Sond leo(h

FomiljT Suiici with Privotc Potie

Kitchcntttcs

(hildrtn*s lumpus Room

ond Ceunsetor

Plonntd Enterloinmenl

Sun Oc(ks

Sodfll Director

Lote (offee Klotch

FREE PARKING at your door

Mcmbcr Din«r>'-Isquir« Clubs

Rooms may also be charged

Owner m«mt. IRVING CANNER. SAM ARKIS

ON THE OCEAN AT 170iS ST. MIAMI lEACH

N. Y. OFF; Mü 7 3646 PHILA Off. Kl 5 5511

OrSu Ycur TrovlAgtnt

^mmmmmmmmMmmmmtm

y^

?>!!'v'r:

^T

-.^*i.
<!^i

O^^

T Complete
I /ß\ Color Outfit!

ARdyS C-3 OÜTFIT
CAMERA (discontinued) • GASE • FLASHGUN

GOLDE 300 W. PROJECTOR

RADIANT 40x40 SCREEN

»r< lU»

TOTAL LIST
135.40 «RAND NEW

« .-TP

^

• i-^ ,^, V^\,.

r^:.

M

SaveOnThls
Exciusive

!

Brand New!
Lotest

FLEXARET IVA
A 35mm & 2 ^W' Sq. Camera, All-in-One!

• f3.5 cooted lens
• Speeds to l/300ifi

• Fully synchronrxed
• Wlfh 35mm affachmcnt

Gase. List 9.95 SALE 4.95

^VE $7.95
Off u»*i

Brand New!

DUAL SIXON

EXPOSURE METER
Orlg. List 13.95

Comparable
List $109.95

Off ComparaWc
Ust

Brond New!
Exciusive!

WILLO-LITE

ELECTRONIC FLASH
• Guaranteed guide numbers
• Guaranteed light oufpuf
• Fast recycllng

• AC Operation
• D-ceil battery pack exira

'^:

Comparable
List 29.95

.--5,.^
'

• For reflected

and incident

light

• Ivory satin

chrome with

chrome snake

chain

• Disconfinued

Off 1«*+'-

'Brand New! Lafesf! Famous!

GERMAN-IMPORTED

HI-FI TAPE RECORDER
• Dual-track—71/2 «nd % IPS

• Synch. hysterisis motcr

/

Magic-eye
indicator

Complete with

mike, case and
7" take-up reel

List 299.95

tM/
' • .nV'-.

WORLD'S LAR6EST CAMERA STORE OVEP 22 000 SQUARE PEET OF SAVtNGS

110 WEST 32nd ST. N.Y. • LOngacre 4-1600
t '. i
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Evening With Patc^chou ^Etd Cthers
There are people, including Arthur Lesser, who will teil

you that the lady known as Patachou is the greatest French
entertainer of them all. Last night at the Bijou Theater, Mr.

Lesser backed up his conviction by presenting the cabaret

Singer as star of an amiable little vaudeville shovv to which
he has given the impressive name
of ''International Soiree.'* The
internationalists include a Span-

ish dancing team and our own
wit and master of ceremonies,
Hiram Sherman.
Patachou? She is a brisk and

genial blond of decidedly sanguine
temperament, with a cheerful ex-
pression suggesting that she is

on the verge of telling us a good
dirty story. Let me assure you
quickly that she doesn't. She
doesn't even sing one. Instead,
she sings a number of impeccable
songs in English and French,
from one in Cole Porter's **Can-

Can*' score and 'l'm in Love
With a Wonderful Guy" to, of
all things, "Mon Komme." She
also offers a medley of America's
Gallic favorites.

American Songs
She Is pleasant about it, too,

presenting all of her numbers
with assurance, ease and humor-
ous charm. She is slightly skepti-
cal about the sentiment of "Won-
derful Guy," but she sings it

sympathetically and well, and
she is generous to our tourists
in presenting Irving Berlin's song
at their expense, *'Only for Ameri-
cans." There is no doubt about

'International Soiree'
A contin«ntal variety show. starrinjf

Patachou. was presented last ni^ht at the
Bijou Theater by Arthur Lesser. The star
was supported by Hiram Sherman, Caraco-
lillo. Maria Rosa, Rogelio Reguera. Georges

~ 1 m Fa»e-andL-Co. and Marcel Cornelis.
.•:: y:vA--v-

Patachou's li kable talent, al-

though there may be some ques-
tion as to her power of dominat-
ing an evening in the theater.
And this is what she is sup-

posed to do in "International
Soiree," despite the various skills
of the supporting performers who
take over the first half of the
Show. Mr. S,herman, for example,
is so brilliant a master of cere-
monies that he achieves the un-
paralleled feat of making you
wish he would put off bringing
on the act he is introducing. Each
of his appearances in the course
of the evening is a delight, but
there aren't nearly enough of
them.

Supporting Acts
The other supporting acts begin

with a Belgian Impressionist
named Marcel Cornelis, who en-
gagingly offers a one-man circus
in pantomine and is at his best
when impersonating an unhappy
Pianist baffled by a complicated

HIRAM SHERMAN
score. The Spanish dance team
of Caracolillo and Maria Rosa is

admirably effective in what can,
unless done by such experts,
seem to an outsider a somewhat
monotonous field, and Rogelio
Reguera is of vast help on his
guitar.

Then there is Georges La Faye
and his associates, who present
what they call a Theater of Ani-
mation, and which I would de-

scribe as an abstract and macabre
puppet act. Familarity hasn't
dulled for me their romance be-

tween a hat and a boa, and they
have a ballet of lines and geo-
metric figures that is oddly
beautiful. At the end of their
act, the puppeteers take a bow
and one of them turns out to be
so lovely a girl that she shouldn't
be concealed. But l'm not sure
Mr. Lesser proves his case about
Patachou.

"YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHIN6 UKE IT." *

_:¥ V/an6a Hat;
Daily Nmwt

\ xmr

I MUa-0134
Hl aWMASCOPE : TO^^ i58thSl.

Mi EASTMAICOipir ;„ .....'f.V.."5'^*: ASthAv«.
Sun Ihfu Thjfs 1 15. 3 05. 4 55 b 40 «35 10 25
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THE PERLBERG SEATON PRODUCTION • A PARAMOUNT RELEASE IN ViSTAViSlON®

.<<^>/ Darina !
^^^'

if Astounding !^
:^ Röoring!

'?.y SoaringL>^

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
TWICE DAILY THRU MAY 1

1

Special Easter-Week Show Sat. Morning 10 A.M. April 12

This year it's Bigger, Better, Greater than ever . . . Youll see the

Greatest Circus Acts from every Corner of the World . . . Gor-

geous Girls . . . Incredible Wild Animals . . . Dazzling Floats .*.

.

Herds of Elephants... Spangled Costumes.-.Scores of Laugh-

able, Lovable Clowns ... and Extra Special . . . You'll also see

Two Human Spacegirls Shot Skyward from an Atomic Cannon.

LErS ALL GO to THE RINGLING SHOW^

5000 CHILDREN'S :?.Ts95<
AT MOST PERFORMANCES BEGINNING APRIL 14

SEATS NOW O
A thunderous blas» MADISON SQUARE GARDEN BOX OFFICES

from an

^ • . and two human
spacegirls

are shot skyward

^ ESCAIATORS TO ALL SEATS

[! NO STAIRS TO CLJMB

FUN FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

Ticket Prices (Taxes Ind.) Matinees and Eventngs

^ $2 0a$2.50, $3.00, $4.00. $5.00, $6.50

at which tickets for children under 1^ are

half prtce, beginning April Hthrough May 11.

CIRCUS PERFORMANCE TIME TABLE

1

SHOW
TIM€

MAT

EVE

MON TUE

< i I

WED THU FRI

8:30

SAT

2FM

8:30

SUN

2PM

6:30

Tickets include FREE Side Show and Menagerie.

I
Doors open ONE HOUR before show time. 1

r^ — — — ——— — — —— —— — — —— — — -•*
RINGUNG BROS CIRCUS, MADISON SQUARE GARDEN p.2

307 W. 49th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Dote D mof. Q cve. Dote D wo». D tvt.

Ist cheic« • 2ndcheic»

NUMEER OF TICKETS 9 «ICE EACH .„...$

NO. Ya RRICE TICKETS ,.• ® MICE EACH %

TOTAl AMOUNT OF CHECK OR MONEY ORDER...^ $ -

NAME. ••••• • • »^»a

•

• ••••••••••••••••••••••»•• •••••••••M

FIRST COME
2 FIRST SERVED•««••lll»ai»MlK«M«IIIBI8Bl

|PI*oif print t writ« plainly)

I ADDRESS ^:

ISc-nd telf addrrsttd stamped cnvelop«. Make eheek «r M«My •r4«r

fayabi« ta Ringlini Brat. Circus. Nevar mail cath.

STUNNINGLY BRIUIANT!"-n y. r.mc.

if muM« SMttismicSir tschimcoco«
3JH0WS TOOAY 2:30. 7. 9:4S P. M.

Ml ST. nAYHOUSi •*^SiJ*^'*tö

SEARCH FOR
PARRDISE

TODAY
1:40«

1:4« P. M.

as sten
throufh ClNERAMA TECItNICIlN'

UlfABMBD *'''°y «* ^^i*» StwW#*lmlVBR CO 3 5711-7 3

•
I

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Show place of the Nation • Rockefeller Center • Ci 6-4600

"Surging! SpUndid! Super/ofiv«/"~ZUNSER. CUE

"THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV"

Starring YUL BRYNNER

MARIA SCHELL * CLAIRE BLOOM
LEE J. COBB • ALBERT SALMI • RICHARD BASEHART

An MG MsReiease • in METROCOLOR

K*

m

O

>

>
o

J

ON THE GREAT STAGE

"BANDBOX REVÜE'-Brilliant
new revue . . , with the Rockettes,

Corps de Ballet, Choral Ensemble

. . . Symphony Orchestra.

r^iw.

"A TRIUMPH FOR
BETSY BLAIR!"
— World-Tele.

lo\remaken
TramLux52^ om Lexiftgton?^ 3 ;«m
F«afur«>a» 12 25 2 30. 4 40.6 50.9 00. 10 55

NOMINATED FOR

6 ACADEMY
AWARDS:

including

BEST PICTURE
OFTHE

;AR!

EDWARD SMALLnrtsiHs
•""

TYRONE POWER
MARLENE DIETRICH f ^
CHARLES LAUGHTON

ar«BUIIlT(DUmTS

WITNESS%PROSECUTION

Doors Optfl 9:45 A AI

liti Fil» 12.42

ASTOR!
B wiy l 45tl> St

PLAZAl ^
S8th Neir MidiSM i

^HiXm 1224 6 8 10
j

M«jn<(iit Shiw Sit
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REVIEWING

'Desire' Opens at Odeon and Sutton
*'E)esire Under the Elms/' opening at the Odeon and

Ä&itton Theaters, is a faithful recording of the Eugene
~ 0*Neill play about those badly scrambled passions way
down East on the farm. In one sense it's the old one about

the elderly husband, his young wife, and the son who hates

his father and loves the iaiher's]^^--^'^^^^^^^---^^ . :^&.:J^,:^^:r
-;--^"'--

wife. In another sense it'sl 'Desire Under the Elms'
O'Neill, With mOre than a bit of: A Paramount pciurp. Produccd b> Don
*u^ w,«c-f«^'o V^r-r^r^.Aiw>rr cn,y^cn. r»f iJ«riman. Dirccted by Dflbfit Mann. Scrpen-
the maSter S brOOding sense Ol pi^y by Irwm sna». piay by Eusene O Neill.

human beings at odds with tnem- p^, "st: sophu Loi^n. A.uho..y perkins.

.

X, t, Eurl Ives. Frank Overton. Perne.

o
SelveS and each Other. JRcbecca'^WellV^^'jean WilV(P>. Ann« Seymour!

When^you Tun down the list of ^^^- ^ ^^^^^ '^^S--:':M\:'3^

(he Cabots you find they are not not Burl's, and this makes An-
a cohesive family. The pow^rful thony his own brother's father.

old man, 77 and trying confident- But O'Neill is not an author who
ly for 100, played by Burl Ives lets his chai:acters sin without
with the physical force of a pro- paying for it. Misanderstandings
fessional fuliback, is hated byjof motive, made worse by the o!d
both his older sons. They leave man's vitriolic conversation with
The farm in 1849, heading for the Anthony, set everyone's hand
gold of California and anywhere against everyone eise,

the old man isn't. A first-rate tragedy foUows
That leaves the younger son, with lifetime unhappiness guar-

Anthony Perkins. He has been anteed for one and all forever-

told by his mother before she more. They have been caught up
died that the farm is really his, in a whirligig of O'Neill's tragic

Stolen from her by the mean entanglement.
.father. She's told him where \o In Performances, Staging, and
dig up his father's hidden coins general faithfulness to the olav,

when the time comes. Anthony there's not much to criticize.

grows oWer, broods, watches his True, it seems somehow sus-

father come home with a third pended between farm realism and
wife, voluptuous, dark-eyed So- classic costume tragedy, becom-
phia Loren, and waits for the ing neither in the process. As it

^^ight time. ihangs there, getting along with
' Before that time comes the its story all the time, you are pre-
wife, Sophia Loren, proves to the pared to concede everything to
lad that she likes him better than it except the bite and emotion
his father. This is where the plot that should be flowing from it

gets rugged without violating to you. For a long while it is

good taste especially. When the possible to exercise patience. be-

author is sufificiently classic he lieving that the monstrous cli-

can write things that would be maxes and their revelations and
very tasteless indeed in a fresh,

' effects will floor you. But when
new author. lall is known, a curiously flat

The ensuing baby is Anthony's, condition prevails, a doldrums.

Anthony Perkins is thrice on
the boards with "Desire Under
the Elms," co-starring Sophia
Loren and Burl Ives, at the
Odeon and Sutton; also in the

j

stage hit, "Look Honieward,
Angel," at the Barrymore.

certainly not the threatening still

Center of the emotional hurri-

ccne.

j
Why this should be so does not

' immediately become apparent.

I

It is understandable that Burl
Ives does not carry the acting
weight of the man who created
this rocky, titanic role. Walter
Huston. Simiiarly, Sophia Loren
is too attractively passive to

,
make you feel the terror of her

i unnatural act.

I think what you miss more
than anything is a feeling of emo-
tional explosion, of grief stretch-

i

ing the consciousness b e y o n d
i
what it can bear. It doesn't
pound you on the head with a
sledgehammer, It gives the of-

ficial, undeviatingly competent
Version and lets it go at that It

doesn't force you, and you can
iwalk out really untouched.

Paramount presents the most provocative
andexcitingly portrayed motion picture of
cur time. ..produced with fidelity to the man
who wrote it.

The Don Hartman
production of

Nobel and Pulitzer

Prize Winner—

EUGENE O'NEILL'S

Deshe

Elms
A motion picture

like no other.^^
from a ptay

like no other..»7

by an author

lik« no other...

1

irr«i*f

j=>

SOPHIA Loren . ANTHONY Perkins -burl Ives
OirtCted by OELBERT MANN . Produced by DON HARTMAN . Scres«play by IRWIN SHAW . A Paramount Release

DiSTiNSUiSHEo WoFtLO Premiere Now At 2 Theatres

ODEON SUTTON
ftCOULAR

eOHTINüOUS PCftPORMANCES
START TODAY O'way at 47th St 't*l. 7-a320-1

iU **% ist «4S It Ob

East 57th St. «PL. 9-1411
$t«n ihru Thtirs 12 05. 2:0>.

« 05 6 05. • 05. 10 OS

1 '^f-€

k

"Mature and honest portrait of Africa today

.-.has the courage of its sincerity!"

r-Wiliiam Zinsser, N. V, Herald Tfibune

^'Very dramatic and suspensefui film!"'

—Kofe Cameron, N. Y. News

^^Well presented! Action scenes emphasize tragic

aftermath of violence!"

—Rose Pehwiclc, N. Y. Journof-Ame/icon

^\..takes an honest look at racial strtfe!"

—Frank Quinn, N. Y. hAirror

Lloyd Young & Associitcs Prfsent

V

^ • ^ '>^ "DARING AND SOPHISTICATED . .

.

Henry Bookhott is charming, audacious, handsome, sly, unprin-

cipied and unrepentant ... an astounding performancer
^Doftttr Mottet, Omif He«n

"THOWÄS MANNS LAST LITERÄRY ROMP- A gay. witty. chuck

ling tongue-in-cheek tale of a charming young scoundrel."

•'Bcautifully dressed expose!*' -u^y cr^^^^. r,-»,

"Introduces two young performers (Henry Bookholt and Lisa Pulver)

of UNCOWWON CHARM, fine looks and acting ability."

"Henry Bookhott combines the talents of Adonis and Don Juan.

HE MAY REMIND YOU OF ANTHONY PERKINS. young. dark and

handsome !
* —w«*« k. z«mr, h^toi^ usk»»»

*HIWST AMUSING! Young Bookhoft gives an engaging Performance

assisted by a large assortment of blondes and brünettes!"

Felix Krwir
»tarrmg HENRY BOOKHOLT and LISA PULVER Screenptay l>y ftOBERT TMOtREN

•nttt th« Cooperation o( ERIKA MANN a KURT HOFFMANN U\ir> W^QÜ^äm

33 West 50th Street at Rockefeller Plaza • PL 7-2406-7

Feature at : 11 3S 1 ^5, 3 SO « 10 1 9$ 10

^m

Impressive!"
— ftoilay Crowthar,^_^

Times "» TECHNICOI.OH-.1

Ooora Op«n 9:4^5 A.M.

VICTORIA LateFilm AD^^r/O-V'
B'way A 46th St. 12:16 hTl

SATCHMO> THE QREAT

"BEST PICTURE OF THE TEAir ri-r:c^;;::;j:r.%-,

"Even bctter than *la Stradfl'!"-New«wtei: A^ayorina

eiULIETTA MASINA
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By ROBERT SYLVESTER
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neuf voRK
By ED SULUVAN

ittf^utiin in Hianhattan
Watchinfi: the Sergt. Bilko show in rehearsal on W.

26th St., I was telling Phil Silvers of the conversation

at the 15th birthday party of Pulse, Ine, a ratings

Service. Dr. Sidney Roslow, NYU grad who founded

Pulse, had commented on the recent success of comics

in TV dramatic roles, notably Ed Wynn and Eddie
Cantor. It recalled to this writer that other comics
had illustrated this dramatic ability: Frank Fay in

"Harvey"; Herb Williams in "The Farmer Takes a
Wife;" comedienne ^Marie Dressler and Wally Beery
in their movie series: Bob Hope in **The Seven Little
Foys"; W. C. Fields in *Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch"; Victor Moore in a variety of poignant roles.

Song-and-dance men have handled dramatic roles
with telling effect. George M. Cohan, James Barton
and Hai Skelly in "Burlesque" needed no Coaching in
their Jelivery of lines. In reyersepRex Ha«rison, out
of the legit, has.scored onc/^of the great hits of the
season in "My Fair Lady." / Walter Huston, Academy

Phil Silvers» the late Marie Dressler» £d Wynn

Award winner and dramatic star, learned bis business
in vaudeville as the male of Huston and Whipple.
Charlie Chajplin's comedy success was due largely to
bis contrastmg dramatic talent. - Wynn and Cantor
simply are 1956 illustrations of the age-old facility of
Clowns, on any stage» in any role.



newJohn Huston, Warners'
director, gets a *'Director*s**

chair frtnn Willie Wyler



FRAÜCES WOLFE
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EEVERLY HILLS, CALIi
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• BOB O'DONNELL. the brilliant head
of the big Interstate Circuit of thea-
tres, has evidently got the füll charge
of the good pictures that Hollywood
has finished, and. in an effort tö en-
thuse his vast theatre personnel with
what's Coming to them for exhibition
(with the cue for them to get au-
diences hopped - up) , has caused a

booklet to be published under the
heading of the **]une jubilee of Cood
Movies." In the book, O'Donnell lists

all the big hit shows that are to be
shown in his theatres during the
month of june, and there are plenty
of them.

The O'Donnell booklet Starts off its

first page with an excerpt from this

column of days ago wherein we sug-
gested that ticket buyers are yearning
for some good shows after a long run
of pretty bad entertainments. Bob's
answer to this is the list of pictures
his theatres will show during the
month — which includes "The Em-
peror Waltz," "The Iron Curtain,"
"The Big Clock." "Homecoming."
"Best Years of Our Lives." "State of
the Union," "Unconquered," "The Pi-

rate." "Silver River." "All My Sons,"
"Arch of Triumph." "On an Island
With You" and "Hazard." About as
good as any group of pictures ever to

jeach a screen in any one month.

The O'Donnell enthusiasm is unsur-
passed in this business, which is quite
unüsual for a showman of his capacity.

Men in a spot as high as Bob's are

generally cold to both hits and misses.

For one reason or another they don't
seem to be touched with the thrills of

big entertainment and the sobs of bad
pictures. But not Bob. He's just like

one of the hundreds of thousands of

kids who crowd his many theatres. He
gushes with enthusiasm and has the

ability and good judgment to pass that

enthusiasm on down to every man and
woman, boy and girl in his big Organi-

zation; knowing if he can win them,
they, in turn, will seil the ticket buy-
ers, and that's why the Interstate Cir-

cuit is the great success it is. and that

^^uccess contributes heavily to the suc-

[ss of Hollywood and the whole
istry.

)ere are too few O'Donnells in this

jess. There are too few top ex-

[S who work as hard and who get

isfaction of accomplishment. as

lob. With most of our top circuit

[*'s cold dollars and cents, a too

L^ontinued on Page 2)

Drop FroMü 1946 Due To Loss
By Prod,'DMsirib, Subsidiary;
nfeiEquai To $L30 Per Share

New York.—A Consolidated net profit of $5.085,848. in-

cluding capital gain realized upon the sale of certain properties,
will be announced today by RKO for the year ended Dec. 31,
1947. The report shows that, although earnings for 1947 were
Iower than in 1946. when the net for $12.187.805. the figures
for last year compare favorably with the earnings for each of

the three years prior to 1946. The
consolidate operating income for 1947
was higher than that of 1946, or

$123,1 09,047 last year compared with
$120,125.634. the previous year. This
included theatre admissions. film rent-

als and sales, rents and other operating
inccme. Other 1947 income. including
equity in the profit of unconsolidated
foreign subsidiaries, dividends. inter-

(Continued on Page 8)

20th Exchanges Set

New Booking Mark
New York. — Twentieth - Fox ex-

changes established an all time Com-
pany record for bookings of new fea-

ture product during the first 20 weeks
of this year, it was announced over
the Weekend by general sales mana-
ger Andy Smith. New booking mark
was 51 percent more than total book-
ings during the same period last year
and 33 percent more than previous
record in 1 946.

The 20th-Fox sales force has set a

(Continued on Page 8)

'Jock' Lawrence Hiked
New York.— j. B. L. "jock" Law-

rence has been promoted to executive
vice-president of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization, Inc., it was announced
over the weekend by President Bob
Benjamin. Lawrence is also on the di-

rectorate.

Battle For TV Channels Gets
IJnderway In Frisco Toda^

Battle of television titans kicks off this morning in San
Francisco when seven aspiring TV Operators contend for th'^

assignment of the town's two remaining Channels before FCC
examiner. FCC representatives anticipate the fiercest contest to
date among video hearings due to the ^ . «• • ^ « •

Coefrz Sails For Brif.
New York. — Bill Coetz sails for

London on the Queen Elizabeth today
to arrange for Universal- InternationaTs
British production program. He will be
accomoanied by Robert Coldstein, U-l
studio's Eastern representative.

(JA Refuses To Ink

New SOPEC Ticket
New York.—United Artists has no-

tified Screen Office and Professional

Employees Guild it cannot negotiate
a new contract because the union has
refused to comply with T-H require-
ments that its officers sign non-Red
affidavits and to file a financial re-

port.

SOPEC. a CIO affiliate. promptly re-

taliated with the charge the Company
is attempting to stall negotiations, and
that there is nothing in the T-H law
compelling employers to bargain only
with unions which have met T-H
filin grequirements. SOPEC's UA pact
expires May 31. The lATSE, for the
second time in two years, is trying

to enroll its members.
In a letter to all employees Friday

(Continued on Page 2)

Wally Fox Subs Tansey
As Xisco' Direcfor

Robert Emmett Tansey, who was
slated to direct the first two "Cisco
Kid" productions for Philip N. Krasne,

has stepped out of the picture, and
Wallace Fox has taken over the direc-

torial chores.

First "Cisco" to roll under the di-

rection of Fox will be "The Gay
Amigo."

medium's current boom and the pre-

cedental fact that this marks the en-
trrnce into TV on a large scale of

m:tion picture companies. Due to the

severity and sericusness expected to be
demonstrated, the government men

(Continued on Page 5)

U.S.-BriHsh Film

Pact Talks Start
New York.— Discussions be-

tween the Board of Trade and
MPAA representatives Fayette

Allport and john McCarthy on
the Anglo-American film pact

Started in London Thursday and
will be continued this week.
There have been hints of pro-

tracted talks before finalization.

Final Decision In

Contempt Gases

Held Till Winter
Washington.—Final decision on the

Hollywood contempt cases will be
deferred at least until Winter, with
writers john Howard Lawson and
Dalton Trumbo free on bail, but fac-

ing $1000 fine and one year imprison-

ment. The two were sentenced Fri-

day by District Court justices Edward
Curran and David A. Pine. Both first

refused to grant retrial. Appeals to

the U. S. Court of Appeals will be
taken with a Supreme Court test to

follow.

Although the full-year sentences

are the stiffest yet handed out for

non-compliance with committee de-

sires of a like nature, for Trumbo it

was only half what could have been
pronounced. He was found guilty on
two counts. For Lawson, it was a

maximum sentence.

Defense attorney Charles Houston
argued. in seeking retrial, that the

committee had gone beyond its legis-

lative function in imposing economic
sanctions upon the defendants. He
charged that Trumbo's employers were

(Continued on Page 9)

Johnson Buys Shocker
New York.—Nunnally Johnson has

acquired the film rights to Edgar Lust-

garten's novel, "One More Unfortun-

ate," and will likely make the screen

Version in England early next year.

Book published here by Scribners was
originally brought out in London under
the title "Queue Here for the Cal-

lows."

New Tax Cut Bill

Washington. — Representative Carl

Curtis Republican member of the

House Ways and Means Committee,
last week joined the list of those who
have authored bills calling for reduc-

tion of the federal admissions tax to

its pre-war level of ten percent.

llNCH OUTSIDE at <£^«/ltaloil*S SIDEWALK CAFE

^'^v
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20th Prod.TopsCo
To Lens In England
New York.— General Lyman Mun-

son, head of British production for

20th-Fox, and producer William Perl-

berg arrived in London the past week
to make preparations for production of

"Britannia Mews" at Korda's Shep-
perton Studios. Unit manager Fred-
erick Fox is also enroute to London.
Munson and Fox will likely remain in

London for two years.

Otto Preminger, who will produce
and direct 20th-Fox*s version of "Lady
Windemere's Fan," to be known as

"The Fan," left for England yester-
day to do one week of exteriors.

Bob Noian, Pioneers
Quif- Rep, Co Indie

Bob Noian and the Sons of the Pio-

neers, who for many years have been
closely associated with Roy Rogers
and Republic, have severed their stu-

dio ties and are launching their own
producing unit.

The independent venture embraces
a new set-up for pictures, radio, tele-

vision and recording. Pending new re-

leasing arrangements, they wi'l leave

on a personal appearance tour, open-
ing june 15 in Seattle.

Task Force' For WB
Jerry Waid has been set to produce

"Task Force" at Warners, based on
the history of U.S. naval aviation. The
film will be made with the Cooperation
of the Navy Department. Deimer
Daves will direct. Filming is expected
to be in Technicolor.

(Continued from Page 1 )

Stern handiing of their employees, not

enough warmness in their Organiza-

tion, Bob O'Donnell is piain Bob to all

the workers. He's one of them, a part

of them; he's their film god, and that's

why his book, "june jubiiee Cood
Movies," published for his Organiza-

tion, will Zoom those pictures, his the-

atres, Hollywood and the whole picture

business. It's more than showmanship,
the Publishing of that book; it's a re-

flection of great deiight on the part of

one of our top circuit Operators for

the good shows Hoilywod is sending

him.

lRilP@l^Ti[R:
Monday. May 24, 1948

The entire staff of The Screen Writer (including board and gloom) just

resigned. Including Stephen Longstreet, Bob Andrews, Richard English. That

big "economy wave" instituted by the sheet actually saved it about a hundred

a week! . . . This happens just at a time when the paper was getting some worth-

while attention and commendation . . . Radio packager Frank Healy is at the

Cedars with that well-known occupational disease, very fancy uicers that are

acting up. But now it's thought that carving won't be necessary and he'll be

home next week . . . Franchot Tone has been signed by RKO to be in "Every

Girl Should Be Married" with Gary Grant and his best girl (on-screen and off),

one Betsy Drake . . . How about that press-agent who'd been with a big pro-

ducer almost five years, went North to bury his mother and came back to find

out he'd been laid off—much to the dismay of the studio's Publicity head! . . .

If you fly to Europe and want to sieep on a bed en route, it will cost you an

extra $125 besides the plane ticket . . . There's a running gag in "The Emperor
Waltz" "starring" two doggies that will slay you . . . Virginia Belmont opens

at the Horseshoe Theatre tomorrow night with Forrest Tucker in "Tide's

End." Bernard Szold, who co-authored and directed, is cousin of David

Lillienvhal, chairman of the Atomic Energy Gommission. Lillienthal slipped

quietly through here last week en route to Washington, just to see a rehearsal

...St. john's Hospital has just made a deal with Ringling Bros.-Barnum and

Bailey Circus to play their premiere Performance in Los Angeles for the benefit

of that Institution. First time in seven years that "the big show" will play this

town. Lots of movie stars (some of whom once appeared in circuses) are

scheduied to be in the show. Walter Pidgeon has promised to do a flying

trapeze act; Wally Beery will go back to the days when he was an elephant

boy in the same circus; Harry James will get in the band; while Jimmy Stewart,

Van Johnson, Sinatra, jack Garson will ride in the show or be clowns . . . Many
are giggling over that current "Gue" articie on Marquis De Guevas, "His

Hobby Is Ballet." They think he should be asked what his hobby REALLY is!

•

When j. Arthur Rank was here recently, he had lunch with Bob Hope and
his agent, Louis ("Doc") Schurr, trying to get Bob for a British picture. When
the meal was over, one of Rank's group asked how he made out. "Most en-
couraging." answered j. Arthur, and added, "The most astonishing thing is that

Mr. Hope has an agent who is also his doctor. Unusual situatioi«, v/hat.^". . .

Rita Hayworth is taking off for Europe in a knock-out wardrobe designed by
jean Louis . . . After seeing "Time of Your Life," you'll know that producer
heads are missing a tremendous bet if they don't cast james Barton in some of

the better pictures . . . According to someone who should know, present tele-

vision sets will be "antiques" in another six months! . . . Ran into Paulette

Goddard and Buzz Meredith, fresh back from N.Y. where Paulette had been
running around in a bright green outfit that someone said made her look like

an oversized mint julep! We were-all at the home of Stan Gortez, viewing a

really great psychological documentäry film that he had photographed during

the war, and whi^h john Huston had produced. It reduced Florence Bates,

several doctors, Ric CoVtez, john Monks, Irving Rapper and others present, to

shreds. Stan's lovely-looking wife, Helga Storme, should really spend more
time in front of cameras and less around the house! Florence Bates says she's

reducing, but no matter what her weight, she's only great! . . . Despite the fact

that a famous singing-movie star has a business manager, plus a flock of press-

agents, the checks signed by him and his wife are bouncing all over town!
How embarrassing! . . . Gloria Haley, jack's dotter, is being movie-tested at

RKO ... Richard Arien was so good in "Buflesque" that 20th-Fox wants him
for another picture there . . . There's no argument now. Hollywood Park is the

most beautifui of any race-track. That extra two million spent this year did the

trick . . . Wasn't Lady Godiva the greatest gambler of all.^ She put everything

she had on a horse!

For the How Prissy Gan You Get Dept. : Lenny Lyons reports that a wonder-
ful picture of Tennessee Williams was used in all the N.Y. papers, and showed
the author of "Street Car Named Desire" in his shirt sieeves. The same photo
also appeared in the N.Y. Times, whose editors evidently thought it indecent

for the Pulitzer winner to be shown without a jacket. So the Times' art depart-

ment painted a coat around Williams' Shoulders! ... Nan Wynn has been
signed to replace Ella Logan in "Finian's Rainbow" on Broadway june 1. She'll

double into "The Blue Angel" (where she's a big hit) as well ... Gordon
MacRae, signed by Warners because of his terrific popularity as a singcr on
stage and radio, didn't warble a Single note in his first movie, "The Big Punch."
But he's a singin* fool all through "Silver Lining," the Marilyn Miller film

biography . . . Last year Gharles Luckman exhorted the nation to save bread.

This year, the flour miliers want Americans to eat more bread. They're worried,

because for 40 years there's been a steady decline in bread consumption ! . . .

Betty Hensel is modelling at Adrian's now—and loves it . . . Monogram's
Publicity department is having its face lifted. Steve Broidy's way of thanking

Lou Lifton for a job well done . . . Watch out for news from a Las Vegas flash

that Barry Brannen and the beauteous Gay Polin have become man and wife . . .

Ted Straeter hopes President Truman won't use his new porch to entertain

stupes!

—

Edith Cwynn.

the
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RKO Settlement Of
Lorentz Suit Costly
Now York.- -The Pare Lorentz $1,-

619,147 damage suit against RKO,
filed in 1942, was settied out of court

last week with Lorentz receiving a

sum of cash. all the footage shot on

the abandoned picture, rights to the

title and outline of a proposed second

feature, plus a letter of apology in

which RKO acknowledges issuing false

Statements as to the cost of the aban-

doned film. The suit was scheduied

to go to trial in the federal court in

Southern Galifornia this August.

Lorentz filed his suit in October,

1942, claiming the studio abrogated

a contract under which he was to have

produced "Name, Age and Occupa-
tion" and "The (3ood Neighbor." He
asked for $500.000 actual damages
and $500,000 punitive damages for

"Statements made reflecting on

plaintiffs ability." plus $619.147
crued salary, personal expenses

10 percent of the net profits.

The late Gharles Koerner stopped

the picture. "h'ame, Age and Occupa-
ticn," when it was almost completcd,

charging excessive costs. Lorentz
claimed the picture was abandoned
because of the theme. The letter of

apology, which Lorentz received as

part of his settlement, admits tnat

RKO's total expenditure on the film

to the date of abandonment was
$309,345 and that this also included

costs on a second picture not started.

Lorentz will get dose to 500.000
feet of film from RKO including vari-

ous type of tracks. He estimates that

about 40,000 feet is good usable

negative. He will not attempt to

make the original film because story is

outdated and two principals, Dudley

Digges and Erfert Gage, are now de-

ceased. Robert Ryan, a Lorentz dis-

covery, was also in the picture and

is now a star. Lorentz will likely use

footage for several documentaries or

a documentäry featurette.

Daniel Noian, Audifror

At RKO Sfrudios, Dies
Daniel T. Noian, 45. special audi-

tor and former treasurer's representa-

tive of RKO. died suddenly from
heart attack Friday morning. He had
worked for the Company at various

times for the past 1 5 years.

He is survived by his wife, a broth-

er. Joseph, a vice-president of RKO
Studios, and a sister. Funeral Services

will be announced today.

UA Turns Down SOPEC
(Gontinued from Page 1 )

UA declared: "To us. the determin-
ing factor is that, during the stress

and strain of world conditions today,

when our government is frankly wor-
ried about its relationship with Russia,

when it is deeply concerned about the
effect that Russia's fifth column, the

Gommunist Party, may have upon it^

it is unthinkabie that an Ameri<
Corporation should enter into any Ij

of an agreement with any group
will not come right out withj

Statement, I am not a Gommunii
assure you that you will not
the loss of any wage rates,

working conditions or any othj

eges.

The letter went on to sa]

pany will enter into ne|

SOPEG leaders swear thj

Gommunists.

I t
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H Dropping Nomes in the Oak Room
Went to rlie Plaza 's fampd Oak Room expectinR to chcw

8

8

'^'^"?.^'"
t,ü5 oT*""^,

Dcclslonj thc »,otf A m e r i c a n Ranßst^rlchlUlren warm they're .epanitrcl.
and Thr Red Badgc 0/ Courago/Imodoi. Th/» Asphalt Juhk'Ic will The morals to be drawn from

a few morsols wlth John Houseman, produccr of "Lust for
Life." The man witli him said, "Dont worry. 1 ni just wait-
ing herc, I'm not stayinp;.

"

"Y^ou know Joe," Houseman said. "Joe Mankiewicz."
Almost Immedlaloly we Ktarted

^king aboiit rritics and rritt-

lüft. prcscnt Company excopted.

O>

'-I

't'

I

But present Company insistod on
cltlng his own exporlcMce with
"Glant,'- how he and othor ciilics

were wined and dinrd magniM
cently just l>ofore scclng thc plc-

ture, how he foußht oft .slecp

vallantly during the flrst

hoiir while the director's

gel tho head waltois attention
sijfTioipntly to find a scat.

Anothrr writrr. the man Man
kifwiiv wa^ waliinp for. had sat!^"d
dovMi at the tablo and was qnietly
listciilnR. Ile ha.i becn intro-
duced as Hrrman VVouk. When
he and Mankiewic/ jjof up to

halfilcave. he said. ahnosl sotlo V(>cc,

son.r'I couldn t agrw less
"

yoiin«? Georßc Stevens, sat in tlu» Aftot Uiey had ;:nnr, Houseman
next seat without a singlo "ps.st."haid, "Tfiat's what l iike alxMit

"hsst," or "attention." B<'fore the|.^>e. he's an ideallst, and naive.

walked by, spoke, and was Identl

ned.

The Oak Room of the Pluux
was füll of well fed men planning
and piotting how to make more
money. greater movies and b^
come even better fed. if ihaf
were p<j.ssible. It was interesting
to hear the .story of Jules Dassln,
the "unfrlendly wltness" who
went to France, had a rough tim»'
makin^' ends m<H't. got a job di-

rectlng a Fernandel tilm and lost
it b(><ause the picturo wouldn't
be disfrtbutod In this country.

ünallv. praclically burnirii;

net
illOW

tüiniiure

review was publlshed, your cor-

respondent heard the rumor that

iie had snoozed throuRhout tho
film. Scornlng.the Observation
that drowainess could itself imply
a criticism, he stood by the writ

ten Word, determining. ho\.over,
io'take another look under star
vatlon conditions.

JP V V
MaiikieulciK lold an unecdote

abuui one of Nfv Yorks most
itnportant theatrical cntics. n
man who feeis him»<elf obliged to
jv< ii.»'-,-. . K >? .,.. ...1 .t,,\ian out-
1' IS aio law lo

so many dependent readers. On
one oci^aslon. he la ^

,
•

lUimercifully. conii

«oo. He has so muri» belief andl
onthuslasm.

"

'liiere soemeil no way to go
farther wlth that. so we talked
about the Van Gogh picture and
its continuinj» surce-^s.

¥ ¥ ¥

Housrnuiii iüild, "Thrr(> wnn
one amusing thln^ about lt.

M<;M had bought the book when
Irving Sinne Jflrst wrote it. But
wiien they looked ai It they re-

coilixl in hortor from a picture
aboul an artlst who cut otT hi.s

ear. It st.r ' ' '
' - '

''.

for all

once In

}}:

•1 did
1 »o

i / « « t i i ( 4 I I K.

tiiat It did not posiiess the wit or
charm of another play of the pre-

vlout year. The au t hör looked
iijj tlie prior review, fonnd ihn

.Komeone
did MinJvMli-
»k«» iL The am ^ n
no until 'Mouiin

.Huccess. Then I

wa.«* gtven tft* goahead sign from
l^«>re and we found that Iivinp

was
Rouge' ma

It also was an unmerciful blast, istono was well aware of the facl

and complained to the critic. The [that Ihe opfion was evpiring in

latter then wrote a letter explain i 10 monfhs. He was read> to

Ing that the roforiMioe bml beer; a soll if all over again
kind of internal, private joke be

'

tvveen hlm and the pioducer of

the other r»]av.

* ^ i^.

Xunkiewicx s;iid, "I considor
that irresiM>nsiblp. 1 believo a

critic should iomenil>or wi'ai he
means to tho public and what he
mMns to an author who has pui
everythlng he has

* ¥ y

"Xhis diüirt give u«> inudi üiiie

to whip together a story. set up
prcxlucilon aiid rea<h the point

of showing the picture in pre-

view wilhln tlie 10 months. But
we got ready to do It and then
the front utVicp mnde .«ure by buy-
inp a margin for error from

Inio a plav.,.,^ , ».,- /wi r. * ^

It isn't up to him to (lisplav hisl'"^^'^"^
^'»f" ^^-^OOT». Il was a faiiiy

wit at the expen.se of the author r,^f^"**iy^ P*^^'"'' ''' ">ö^^' ^''?\

or to entertaln the rea.ler. Hr p*''"^' .*^" ''^^^ ^urope as we did

Rhould be fair, .serlous. Informn l-'**^^'"""f.^^"'^*
*^<'"*.*^ '" i'^"^"^'

tive. authoritative. not influenroM,""^'"'"^ \ iricent was in and pay-

by the per.^onalitv or friendshipl'l'ß ^^'»"^ ">«"«*>' ^" ^""^ •»"^'

of the author (John H u sto n
j

''Ül^'

charrns all rritics out of a vear's' ""
tliinklng by hls mere presence),
and he sliould bring to bear llic

eomparativo lore and wisdom of
hls c.illing in an ideal .sense.

wholly impersotial and upholding
the highest stand.trds."

* ^ ¥•

Carl Sanditiiri: wää Irving f(»

thesr thlnjTs don't hurt a
major Company. Thoy havc tlicir

own s\stems of makint; a doUar
The original purchase had long
since been writlen off their books
as a tax lo.ss or .«;omething

"

i^ 'Y- ff-

(iottfrii'd Reuifirirdt. pro<hicf»r

of 'Conuade X,' "Two FaciNl

his furnlture to keep his wife
and children warm, was redurtxl
to diretting n chraple quickie
gangster Imitation. Halfwa>'
through the money man failed to
tome through, so Dassln was
forced to take 20 |»er cent of fu-
füre Profits instead of a salary. At
the time thls meant afmost
nothing, and it wasnt until the
picture was finished and pre
viewed that Dassln became awaie
he had done better than he
thoußht Tho picture was "Riflfl"
and when it b«»c*ame a hit in

Kurope, Dassin's share soon
nu^unted to $2.50.000.

^ *
In attenipting lo teil this story

to a man who tiirned out to [Je

an old pal of Da.ssins. I was ;^ui'ii

ano*her sequel: the eventual takt-

on Dassin's Fi .f

I

him cloae to a million. Butfall these events
that lie no longpi ha.s to bui i J wo slKnild all

_to keep his wife and|memlxM- triem.

are so old that
irv riul lo It»'
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leading authority on Engli?h 2:30 P.M.

MKS. JOHN HUSTON
DIES IN AUTO CRASH
'Mrs. John Huston, the 39-

year-old fourth wife of the
actor-director, was killed in an
automobile crash Wednesday in

Gray, France, 25 miles east of
Dijon. There were few details

of the Crash available. Mrs.
Huston, the former Enrica
(Ricky) Soma of New York,
was known to have died in-

stantly.

Mr. Huston was in Rome at

the time of his wife's death.

Mrs. Huston v/as a ballet

dancer with George Balanchine
when she met and was married
to Mr. Huston 19 years ago.

They had lived apart much of

the time in recent years.

There are three children: An-
thony, 18 years old; Angelica,

17, who made her motion pic-

ture dehut last summer in the

yet-unreleased "A_\Valk \yith

Love^and DeaXhJ^ wiTh her *fa~-

•'ther'*ciirec'ting^*and Allegra, 4.

Mrs. Huston is also survived by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. An-
thony Soma of New York and
Miller Place, L. I. Mr. Soma
owns the Tony 's Wife Restau-

rant on East 55th Street.

Three brothers, Philip, An-
thony Jr. and Fräser, and a

sister, Mrs. Linda Kevin O'Mor-

rison, also survive.

George Hintz, 85, Is Dead;

Headed Cocoa Exchange

Wcdnesdav.
l^«^i U l LAdmifsion $1.00 1' ^^üll

Cell er wrilt Irr 'TrogTam /"rrifc fiVn»" 'iij W'^

George Hintz, former presi- p^ X'« '^.^ .-,« r-

,

dent of the New York Cocoa
i//.'.^r^^;:[7^ [^

Exchar;ze and ihe Cocoa Mer-'
v\

t-

fc-.

chants Association, died ycster-

day at North Shore Hospital,

Manhasset, L. I. He .was 85

years old and lived at 102

Clo\cr Road, Grcat Neck, L. I.

Mr. Hinlz had been a pai tner

and later senior partner of

Wess'^ls, Kulcnkampff & Co..

cocoa importers. He retired

ei^ht years a^o, but continued

?^ a inember of the Cocoa Ex-j

change until a year ago and as,

a t ri' er until a few months a.co.i

Surviving are his widow, the!

formcr Mrs. Signe Lundback; a|

daughtcr, Mrs, Margit Lorenze.

and . a sister, Mrs. Catherine

Baartz,
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TODD MOVIE WINS ^'""^" »^ ^^^ ^^^ York Fllm Critics' Awards

'AroundtheWorld'VotedBest

of *56 by Reviewers Here

—Perelman Script Citcd

HUSTONISTOPDIRECTOR

KirkDouglas.IngridBcrgman

Take Performing Honors
—*LaStrada'GctsAward

By A. H. WEILKR
"Arounci th« World tn 80 i

Dfty«," MlchAfl Tcxld'a prodiu-
tion of Jiilf« Vprnc'a novel. wm
votfd yotPtdÄy Ihe b«»t motion
ptcture of 1956 by th« New York
Film Crltlc.1.

The tlirec-hoiir frature. a com-
bination of k\ng-n\z«<i travelojipi«

vlÄta», comedy and lampoon« of
movie-makinj;: and Vlctorlan
mnnneri, ia the fiist «cre^n Ven-
tura fr>r Mr. Todd, who already
ia well known in the theatre and
other entcrtalnment media.
The panoramlc "Around the

World" was f:lm«»d In the Todd-
AO wide-srreen procßaa and In

color, abroad and in Hollj-wood.
It Ia the first fcature filmcd In

color to wm the N*»w York Film
Critlra' h«5t-plrture award.
David Nlv«»n. who portrays
Philea« Foirgr. the preclae Brilon
who rirrlr« the j^f^b«; Cantin-
flas, the Mexican atar. a» hm
valct, and Shirloy Macl^me. aa
an Indian prince«s, hend a rast
that Inrludea forty wHl-known
playcra In »hört, np^akinic role«.

Thi« waa not the «oln i>nze
Won by the production. however.
Th<» ncwly rrrat«vl award for
th<» y^ar'n heut nrreen writing
wenl to S. .1. Perelman'» Script
of ••Around tlie World." The
humorlat « work on thi» »renario
marked hia first pff(.rt. In mo-
tjon-picture wntinjr sincw» 1932.!
when he polljiborated on the
»rrpen plays of the Marx
Brothera' ' Hor»e Feaiher»" and
•Monkey Bualneaa" The 5?rreen
VVHtcrs r.uild is prepannc tn
contest Mr. TodJ« award of.
credit to Mr. Perelman. olaimlnffl
that the «crlpt 1« the work of
James Poe.

Director of 'Moby Dkk*
John Huston won over a field

of »even «ntrle.s for hls »enaltiv-
dlrectlon of "Moby Dirk." Mr.i
HuBton prevlouslv recelved the)

'Sli^'L' :;r;fÄ.r^ m^rW «er,™,, ., A„.,..

Mfl.lre."

Klrk DoURla«' sharply ctchcd
portrayal of the dcdicätod and
drlv<*n artl.st. Vincent v.nn Goi^h.
In 'Lust for Life" carned him
the .tceolade rü the be.<!t actor.

Ingrrld Bcrjnnan's dclintMtfon
Of the an^<.«!hf»d Ru5j«iftji|
hcrolnr. AnaÄt.n'jia, in the Twen-
t \>-'h r.-nf irv.Fox dram.i of that

bv an aitrcs«. Mis«i Berj;rmaji
a)»o won thi.i actmjr honor In
13t>> for her Performance» im
••Siwllboimd • and "Beils of St.
Xfiry's"

Thf» rttafion for thr nijt.stand-
Inp forrlgrn-laniruage film went
to the Italian-made "La Strada."
The simple but poetic drama of
an lUnerant stronjf man ^An-
thony Quinn) and hls fcoble-
minffed but lovinjr helpmeet
(CJiulictta Masina) was dlrccted
by Fed^rlco Fellini.

Sixteen motion- picture crltlr*

ropre.sentlnjf daily newspapcrs ••^.

tho metropolltan arca votod. The
aerret ballotinr took place at
the New York Newspaper Guüd
rUib. 1.13 West Forty-fourth ^ -.
Strof>t. Under the jfroup's laws.i

R two-thlrd» majoritv wa.s noo-,'^<^ best-picture riitOK'or/. as

c.«:sarv to win on the firsL five, "Around the World* won ovcr
br'.'iot.s. A ?«iruple nnijority de-r'^^l'^n^." "The Kjnjr and I."

tidPd on thp slxth and flnarvote,;"I-"^t f'"'" L,'^'" »"'1 ' Mohv
Only ono votp went to the Dirk."

foiirth ballot. This was the ran-' '^'^ Str.id.i" ni.ide it a h.ind.s-

V158 in the be?l-:i(tor ratej^orv. down conte.st nn the lirst balint

Fix performors were nomlnated.'^'V «halklnR up twclve votos a»
Mf PouKlaji. Yul Br^'nnp^ ("Theithe top forciKn-l.infruHRfe fiini.

Kipff and I"): str l^urenrcl Although Elia Ka^an had .scti

Ollvier ("Richard IIT"'^- the late» ^^'^^^ hy rapttn-Jnj: thrce prevl-

Jair.os Dean ("Giant"»; GreRorv ""' rritirs pri/es for dlrcrtlni?

Peck r-Mebv Dick") and Kii,''(^<'ntlemans Ajfreement." "aI
Wallach <'Baby Doli'». ;Strectcar Named Dcsirr ' and|

The final «ount ^aw Mr.i"^'^ ^^^ W'atcrfront'i. hin worki
Douclas win wlfh eleven votc!«^'^'''.

>''''*'* »n "Baby Doli' wasj
to thrre for Mr. Brynner and:-^"^^'^'''"*' ^'^ ^^i" ^^"^ ""'.v a nm-
two for Sir rv»urence,
The be.st-aclre.m r.itocorv was

I):i\ld .\i\pn, in top hat, and CuntinflaH mako a balloon anccnl in A round the WorU rr

80 Paya." Oitlr^ named this the l>rst picture, and al^o honnrod the author of ha »cf
b

sla, role for which she nan
votrd vrar's hoit acfr^ss.

Anthony (Juinn and (Jitillrtta Masina in a j^cone from "I
Strada," Kalian drama votcd bwt forelgn-Ianj;aai;e fili

Mi: a M«-.fl

S. J. Perelman. His •»«•ript

for ".Around the World In

80 Days" uon an award.

John lluston. who was rbosen
Ix'st dirrrtor of tho yrar for

his work on '•Mnbv Dick."

Klrk I)nii!;las as van CtORb
in "I.irst for Life." Ile wa*
rhoscn h«»st actor of ypar.

ner-tip spot nn the third hallnf. niony at Sanlis ResUurant on|Win.sten and Irene Thlrer ch*li
*.... .,v.,v--,_L...-.» ,.ti,i:cnv %v.i'. *"• Hu.«Jton, a.s best, direetor. Saturday. .'an. IP. The event willman of the group of The Po«'.

rasily decideri on the third ballot.*'-'^ defeated Goorjfe Stevens b.- coverod on rndlo and tele-' Alton Cook of Tho Wnrld Te!<
with MisaBerRman totalinjf thir-iil*^'""^'; ^^.ilter L-ing

(
The visinn. «ram and The Sun- Justin ni

teen votcs to two for Deborah *^"«? •'*"d '

'--'-'- »"--'- '- - -

Kerr for "The King and I" («he C'Anasf.iala")
Anatole Lilvak. The votinp mrmbers of thelbeü and Frank Quinn
AlfiTd Hitrh-NVw York Film Cntus wcrel.Mirror; Rn.se Ppl.wuk

of Th
of Th

«l§o was mentionrd f<)r 'Tea and <'"'"'^ (TJte Wronjj Man t, and WillKvm K. Zm.s.scr, Joseph Pi-Journal-Ariieriraii Ixv) Mtshkl
Sympathy'K Others In the nm- JJ.'Chael Anderson ("Around the horlna and Paul V. Becklrv of.of Th.? Moming Telegraph" an
nlnr were Audrry Hepbiim »^«rld"). The Herald Trlb»me; Kate dam- Bosley Crowther A H Weilp
r\Var and Peare"> and Carroll riaqvies wiJI b« prescnted toeron. Wanda Haie and Porothv'rtnd IToward Thompson of Th
Baker ("Baby Doli"). |thew»nner» at a mppep cere- Ma5ters of Tho News; AnheViTimes.
Two ballota woro neodcd ft)r

~ -^ — —;^;;2;^_.___.i.



Buried Boy Saved by Passerby
Bv ROBERT WALSH

A 10-year-old boy chasinpr jl bird through a partly razed warehouse in BrooWyn
plunged 10 feet into the cellar oythe structure yesterday afternoon and was buried nv^
landslide of debris.
The trapped by, Joseph Heid,

of 194 Hinsdale St., Brooklyn,
was uncovered and saved fror
possiblö suffocation by 17-yej

old Robert Bosco, of 300 Pennsyl-
vania Ave., Brooklyn.

Condition Fair

Police completed the rescue and

Joseph was removed to Kmgs
County Hospital in fair conditiori,

with an injury to bis right leg
and internal injuries.

Joseph and two young friends
were romping through the aban-
doned wooden warehouse at 1947
Pitkin Ave. in the East New York
section about 1:45 P.M. The build-

ing, once three stories high, has
been reduced to one by the wieck-
ers. A six-foot wire fence Sur-
round« the building to keep out
trespassers.
The three boys apparcntly

scaled the fence or slipped under
it, police said, and were chasing a
bird in the building when Joseph
feil through the floor plaiiking

into the cellar.

Saves the Boy
His two pals ran home to get

help. On the way they passed
Bosco. The teen-ager ran to the
scene, climbed the fence and let

himself down into the cellar,

here he was able to pull away
the debris around Joseph.

Police arriving a few minutes
laier carried the boy out.

The abandoned building is ownod
by the Perkins Marine and Hard-
ware Corp., 1943 Pitkin Ave.,
police said.

Boater Drowned
Kaquette Lake, N. Y., Aug. 25

(/P).—The body of John J. Zelusky,
44, of New Rochelle, was rocov-
ered today from Raquette Lake.
Zelusky apparently was drowned
in a boatin^ accident last night.

Sold Mag Lot of Lies

On Huston, SaysModel
London, Aug. 25 (UP).—A London newspaper today

quoted a pretty blonde model as saying she sold Confiden-
tial magazine a *'pack of lies" about Hollywood director

John Huston and his blonde secretary, identified only as

Laurie, who actually had done nothing **improper.'*

The newspaper The People said
model Pat Steele, 25, had volun-
teered to fly to Hollywood to put

her **c o n f e s -«.
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FÄNCY FURHITURE

SHOWH IN CHICAGO

Home Furnishings Consultant

Says Modem Movement May
Ebb in a Generation

By BETTY PEPIS
Sfecttl to Thi Niw York Timss.

CHICAGO, June 23—The possl-

ble decadence of the modern move-
ment withln twenty-flve years was
forecast hera today by Alfred
Auerbach, home furnlshing-s con-
isrultant, who long has been asso-
ciated with the "avant garde" Seg-
ment of the industry. Mr. Auer-
bach spoke at a luncheon meeting
of the fashlon group held at the
Lake Sh^re Club for the out-of-
town press attending the whole-
ßale home furnishings markets
liowr in progress here.

A baroque expression has al-

ways wrltten the final chapter of
what srtarted as a rebellious move-
ment in art, archltecture and de-

sign, he said. Mr. Auerbach im-
plied that we were now approach-
ing such a stage. Describing the
evolution of the modern design
movement in this country over the
last two and a half decades, hc
Baid there were four stages culmi-
nating in the present one. These he
labelled: The first fumbllng years,

the formative years, the formi-
dable yearsr and the fabulous years.

Mr. Auerbach added when we
have reached the füll blown ef-

florescence and ultimate decadence
of the present movement a few
true rebels would arise with a cry
for a new era and would sweep
away all around them and start
afresh.

That furniture Is indeed getting
fancy, as Mr. Auerbach suggests,
is fully apparent to those who are
shoppmg the home furnishings
markets here for merchandise to
be sold in the stores thls coming
fall. Baroque, curvilinear lines,

rieh materials, opulence and lux-
ury characterize the new offerings.

Speclfically, upholstered furni-
ture—chairs and couches—look
fatter and more voluptuous. Half
a circle, three-quarters of a circle,

bulging sectlonals, even a füll

circle with a back composed of
two roUs are to be seen. Examples
of what has been known as "Cali-
fornia modern" for its overblown
Scale, deep biscuit tuftings and
stolid rather than floating look,
are now to be found in the most
unexpected places.
The upholstery used on these

pieces also reflects the return of
elegance. More (if possible) metal-
11c threads gleam than ever be-
fore. They appear more obvious,
perhaps, because the textiles into
which they are woven are smooth
and without the deep conceallng
pile of the textured tweeds they
seem to be replacing. All fabrics
are smoother than in recent sea-
sons. Velvets, satin smooth cot-

tons and slick silks are much in

evidence.
Nor have chests and cabinets

escaped the avalanche of elegance.
Thls is due not so much to the
unusual lines of these items as to

the rieh materials of which they
are made. Marble, travertine and
shiny brass continue in popularity.

Also contributing to the decora-
tlve look of surfaces is the fact

that in most cases a mixture of

materials is used. Edward Worm-
ley on some chests for Dunbar has
combined cane fronts, wooden
cases and leather covered pulls.

Paul McCobb has Inlaid macassar
ebony into mahogany for a game
table, given it brass - tipped legs.

In more commerclal dlsplays there

are an untold number of tables

with walnut legs— brass tipped—
and light birch or maple tops.

Even in those showrooms devot-

ed to the type of modern that has
been accused of being sterile and
cold, a certaln flashlness Is appar-

ent. Knoll Associates and Herman
Miller are prlme examples of this

group. Both have newly decorated

showrooms on the Merchandise
Mart's sixth floor, and both are

decorated in such hot vlolent

shades of plnk, vlolet, fuchsia, yel-

low, peacock blue, that such an
accusatlon can have no valldlty.

II II
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LONDON

Theatre Hits

Around the World
EVERY hig City throughout the

World has its "Broadway"—ita

magic center of theatrical life,

of actors and audiences, of comedies
and tragedies, of hita and flops. In
many ways these Broadways differ

from ours—in the way they look, in the

plays they choose to perform, in the

manner of their Performances. For
each gTows out of a different culture.

But the goal of all theatres on all

TOKYO

Broadways is to have a hit—to Hnd the

right Script, and to bring it to life on
a stage in so splendid a fashion that

crowds will flock to behold it, and be

moved deeply in the beholding. On
these pages are the. season's top suc-

cesses in seven eitles around the world.

Their variety is great. But this they
have in common : each one is sought out

by the populace, talked about eagerly,

and perhaps remembered long after.

'THE BURNING GLASS"—^A flop in New York, Charles Mors«n's pkilosophical melo-

drama is causing a great stir in London. Tclling of a scientist wko finds a way to focus

the sun's rays on any part of the earth and bum it up, the play considers the good and

evil in such power. Faith Brook is the tcientift's wife, loved by kis associate, Michael Gough.

ROifE

"COMEDY OF MISS BUTTERFLY"—Impressed by America's "Oklahoma!" and ''South

Pacific«" the Japanese are diligently producing musicals of their own. *'Miss Butterfly" is «

prcs«nt-day paraphrase of Puccini, in which officer Pinkerton still marries his Kate«

•bovc. But this time, instead of killing herseK, Miu Butterfly happily weds a Japanese.

"HAMLET"—^This marks the first time in some years that a Shakespearean

tragcdy has scored on the Roman stage. Interest lies largely in Vittorio Gassman's

interpretation of the hero, which has '*neurotic" ovcrtones. Anna Maria Ferrero

is Ophelia. In European tradition« "Hamlet" is being done in rcpertory by Gassman.

24
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LONDON

Theatre Hits

Around the World
EVERY bip City throughoiit the

vvoiid has its "Broadway" its

mag^ic center of theatrical life,

of actors and audiences, of coniedies

and tragedios, of hits and flops. In

many ways these Broadways (Jiffer

from ours in the way they look, in tho

play« thcy choose lo perform, in the

manner of their Performances. For
each grows out of a different culture.

But the goal of all theatres on all

TOKYO

Broadways is to have a hit to find the

nght Script, and to bring it to life on

a stage in so splendid a fashion that

crowds will flock to behold it, and be

moved deeply m the beholding. On
thesc pages are the. season's top suc-

cesses m seven cities around the world.

Their variety is great. But this they

have in common: each one is sought out

by the populace, talked about eagerly,

and pcrhaps remcmbeied long after.

"COMEDY OF MISS BUTTERFLY"—Impressed by America's "Oklahoma!" and "South

Pacific," the Japanese are dihgently producing musicals of their own. "Miss Butterfly" is a

present-day paraphrase of Puccini, in which officer Pinkcrton still marries his Kate,

above. But this time, instead of killing herseif, Miss Butterfly happily weds a Japanese.

"HAMLET"—This nnarks the first time in some years that a Shakespearean

tragedy has scored on the Roman stage. Interest lies largely in Vittorio Gassman's

interpretation of the hero, which has "ncurotic" overtones. Anna Maria Ferrero

is Ophelia. In European tradition, "Hamlet" 'S bemg done in repertory by Gassman.

"THE BURNING GLASS"—A flop in New Vork, Chades Morgan's phitosophical melo-

drama is causing a great stir in London. Telling of a scientist who finds a way to focus

the sun's rays on any pari of the earth and burn it up, the oiay considers the good and

evil in such power. Faith Brook is the scientist's wife, loved by his associate, Michael Gough.

ROME
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"THE LARK"——Jean Anouilh's drama sees Joan of Are in pureiy human dimensions, and

does not allow her story io end tragicatly. The curiain falls on the coronation scene at

Reinr>s, raiher than at the stake. Suzanne Plön, renr^embered from the film, "Moulin Rouge,"

has been calied "astounding" as Joan, She may de "The Lark" on Broadway next season.

"LEGEND OF LOVE" Set in the timcs of the Arabian Nights, thi% romantic fantasy i$

unique in the contemporary Soviet theatre. In it a handsome youth loves a maiden but

cannot take her for his bride until he strikes water from the Iron Mountain. The play's

author is Nazim Hikmet, a poet and political eiilc from Turkey who lives in Moscow.

BEBlsOf PEIPING

"ELEKTRA"—Jean Giraudoux's treatmcnt of the Greek classic, acted "passionately and

lustily" in a small theatre in West Berlin, is being "more wildly applauded than dnything

since the war." Roma Bahn is Klytemnestra, Walter Francfc Aegisthui. Giraudoui's version

is indignant over "the stubborn love of revenge that drives mankmd to disaster."

"CHU YUAN"—A servant girl dies after drtnkmg poison mtended foi Chu Yuan in this

play about ancient China written with an eye on modern times Foi Chu Vuan, poet and

Patriot, advocates a strong alliance with a state ^rirndly to China against a state

hostile to China. Chinese traitors, supporting the enemy, attempt the murder of Chu Vuan.

THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE APRIL 4. 1954
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2 LES SPECTACLES DE PUBMS 19 AU 25 JANVIER 1955

THfiATRFS MUSIC-HALLS CHANSONNIERS
LOÜ£Z VOS PLACtS;
poun Töus

\

US JHBAmS '

AGENCE

,
LA MADEIEINE'

,

I4b:deiamadeieineOPE. 60-31

Subventionnes

OPERA, place de l'Opera - ODE.
59-59. — Mer. 19, 20 h. 45 : Giiignol
et Pandore, Les Mirages, Etudes ;

ven. 21, 20 h. 30 : Jeanne au bü-
cher, Giselle ; sam. 22. 20 h. 40 :

Leg Indes galantes ; dlni. 23, 20 h.

40 : Les Indes galantes ; Um. 24,

30 h. : Faust ; mer. 26. 20 h. 45 :

Variations. Coppelia. (Le» Caprices
de Cupidon.

OPERA-COMIQUE. Place Boelrtleu
• nie. 72-00. — Mer. 19. 20 h. 45 :

La Fille de Madame Angot ; Jeu.
ao. 20 h. 45 : Paillasse, Le .longleur
de Notre-Dame ; ven. 21, 20 h. 45 :

Lakme ; sam. 22. 20 h. : Louise ;

dlm. 23. 14 h. : Carmen : 20 h. 45 :

Madame Butterfly ; hin. 24. 20 h. :

Faust ; mor 26. 20 h. 45 : Vari.-i-

tions, Coppelia, Les Caprices de
Cupidon.

CO.MEDIE-FRANCAISE. — Sallr
Richelieu - Place du Theätre-Fraii-
Cais - RIC. 22-70. — Mer. 19. 20 h.

45 ; Horace. Le Commissaire est bon
rnfant ; Jen. 20. 14 h. 30 (s^rle
blanche) Fantasio, Arlequin poli
par l'amour ; Jeu. 20. 20 h. 45 :

George Dandin, Le Carrosse du Sl-
Sacrement ; ven 21, 21 h. : Les
Amants magnifiques, L'Ecole des
maris ; sam 22. 21 h. : Fantasfo,
Arlequin poli par Tamour : dim. 23.

14 h. 30 : Tartuffe, Le Commissaire
est bon enfant ; 21 h. : Les Amants
magnifiques. L'Ecole des maris ;

- lun. 24. 20 h. 45 : Le Misanthrope.
Un VoJsin sait tont : mar. 25. 20 h.

45 : Les Femmes savantes, Le Car-
rosse du Saint-Sacrement.

COMEDIE-FRANCAISE. — Snlle
Luxembourg - Phice de rOd6on -

DAN. 58-13. — Mer. 19, 20 h. 45 :

Etienne : jeu. 20. 14 h. 30 (s^rle
blanche) : Le Jeu de l'amour et du
hasard, Le Medecin nialgre lui ;

21 h. 15 : Port-Royal ; ven. 21.
20 h. 45 : La Brouille. Feu la 31cre
de Madame ; sam. 22. 21 h. 15 :

Port-Royal ; dlm. 23. 14 h. 45 :

Port-Royal ; 20 h. 45 : Etienne.

LOUEZ PAR
TELEPHONE
PAS. 66-31

15 a 20 Places

100 k 400 fr.

T. N. P.. Place du Trocadero. —
Jeu. 20. 14 h. 30 : Macbeth ; 18 h.

30 : Accueil en musique ; 20 h.
Macbeth (röserv^) ; ven. 21. 18 h.
30 : Accueil en musique ; 20 h.
Macbeth (reservei ; sam. 22. 14 h.
30 : Le Cid ; 18 h. 30 : Accueil en
musique ; 20 h. : Macbeth (r^ser-
v6) ; dlm. 23, 14 h. : Macbeth (r^'-

Berv6) ; 21 h. ; Macbeth (prcml6re).

Comedie

AMBASSADEURS • 1, av. Ga-
brie), ANJ 97-60. Solr. 20 h. 45.

8f. lundi. Dlm. 14 h. 45 : Le mari,
la femme et la mort, d'Andr6 Rous-
6ln. avec Bernard Bller, Jacqueline
Gauthler.

ANTOINE - 14. boul. di Stras-
bourg. BOT 77-71. Solr 20 h 45.

»auf lundl. Dlmanche 14 h. 45 :

La Main passe, de Georges Feydeau.
mlse en Bcöne de Jean Meyer, aver
Mlchellne Pre.slp. Andr^ LtiRuet, Ro-
bert Arnoux. Elina Labourdette, Jean
Brochard.

ATHENEE LOUIS JOUVFT - Bq.
d« l'Op^ra, OPE. 83-23. Solr. 21 h..
«f lundl. Dlm. 15 h. : La Maniere
forte, de Jacques Deval. avec Robert
Lamoureuz.

ARTS - 66, rue de Rochechouart
TRU. 14-38. Solr. 21 h,. sauf mardl.
Dlm. mat. 15 h. Rel&che pour r6p6'
tltlons.

ATELIER - Place D acourt.
MON 49-24 Solr. ä 21 h ,

k;u lundl.
niin 15 h. : Le Rendez-^ >Ui de
Senlis de Jean Ancnillh. avo Jac-
(lUPß Fran(:olH, Georges Rollm, Jac-
queline Paünol. Palau. Caiherlne
Seilers, Madeleine Geoffroy.

HOUFFES-PAR18IENS - 4, rue
Monsigny. OPE. 87-94. Soiiv 21 n.,

rel. niardl. Mat. dlmanche li h. :

Pygmalion, de G.-B. Shuw avec
Jean Marals Jeanne More.ii , NoSl
Roquevert. Suzanne DehtHs Mi-
chel Etcheverry.

CHARLES DE ROCHEFO IT -

64. rue du Rochcr. LAB. 08-4". Solr
21 h. (rol Jeudl), mat. dlm. l$ h. :

L'IIomme au parapliiie, de W Din-
ner et W. Morum, adaptati n de
P. Quentln. avec Mary Grant, Andrö
Fouch6. Luce Fablole, Pierre Morln

COMEDIE CAUMAKTIN - :5. rue
Caumartln. OPE. 43-41. 21 i. 15.

fif mardl. Dlm. 15 h.

Le CoMir ebloui. de Lucler Des-
ravrs. aver Simone Renan t. uclen
Baroux, Jean Degrave, Jean -Marc
Bory. Plerre-Mlchel Beck. Cecile Di-
dier.

COMEDIE DES CHAMPS-ELY-
SEES - 15. av. Montaigne. SLY.
37-03. Solr 21 h , sa\if lundl Dlm.
15 hcurcs : II est impurtant d'etrr

aime, d'Oscar Wilde avec Frangolae
Rosay. Yvos Robert. Ther^.s»- Dorny.
Claude Sainval Annte NoM Lau-
renze BatalUe Cecile ou TEcole des
Peres, de J. Anouilh avec H. Guisol,
Catherine Anouilh. Catherine Le
Couey.

COMEDIE-VVAGRAM - 4 bis, rue
de TEtoilo. ETO. 52-32 21 h.. sauf
niardi Dimanche 15 h. La Ma-
chine ä coudr«, de Claude Accursl
et Jean Ferry. avec Jacqueline Do-
rlan. Vlviane Gösset, Dominique
Page. Maxime P"'iert, Yves Ma«-
sard

DAUNOU - 7, rue Daunou. OPE.
64-30. Solr. 21 h (rel. Jeudl) Mat
dlm 15 h. : Ah ! Les Beiles Bac-
chantes, de Robert Dhery, avec
TjOuIs de Funös. Rosine Luguet.

EDOUARD-VIl - 10. pl »J^do -^-d-

VII. OPK 67-00 Solr 21 h .
r^lr^^h?

mnrdl. Mat. dlmanche 15 h. : II y
a longtrmps que je t'aime, de Jar-
ques Deval avec Jean-Pierre Au-
mont, Jacqueline Monslgny, Jeanne
Fnisier-Glr. Dora Doli. Jean-Marc
Tennberg.

. LA BRUVERE-G. VITALY - 5, rue
La Bruy^re. TRI 76-99 Solr. 21 h
sauf lundl. Mat. dlm. 15 h. :

FONTAINE -

TRI 74-40 Solr
matln^e dlm. 15
quatre coloneis,

adaptatlon de M
Olivler Hu.ssenot.
ger Carel. Magall

10. rue Fontaine,
21 h. (rel mardl,
h. : L'Amour des
de Peter Ustlnov.
-G Sauvajon. avec
J -P Grenler. Ro-
Noöl.

GAITE-MONTPAKNASSE - 24. nie
de >a Gaite. ODE 33-50 Solr 21 h
(rel. Jeudl), mat. dlm. 15 h. : Prin-
temps perdus, de Paul Vandenherghe
avec P. Vandenherghe. Pierre Fro-
mont. Raymond Raynal. Jacques
Jolpnant.

GRAMONT. 30. rue Gram 3.

62-61. Solr. 21 h., sauf Jeudl, Dlm.
15 hrures ; Le h^ros et le soldat,

de Bernard Shaw. avec Yvonne
Clech, Laurence Riva. Yvette Etl6-
vant. Ren^ Dupuy. Richard Ralmon.

GRA.VD-CUJIGNOL • 20 bis. rup

Chaptal TRI. 28-34. Solr. 21 h., sf

mardl. Matinee dlm. & 15 h. : Dr
Jekyll et Mr Hyde. de Fröd^rlc Dard.
d'apres Stevenson, avec Ren6e Gar-
des. Andrö Toscano, Antolne Marin

GYMNASE - 36. bd Bonne-Nou-
velle. PRO. 16-15. Solr. 21 h.. sauf

Jeudl. Mat dlm. 15 h. : Adorable
Julia, de Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon.
d'apres S. Maugham et Guy Bolton.

av. Madeleine Robinson et Maurice
Teynac.

HEBKRTOT - 78 bis. bd des Ba-
tlgnoUes. WAG. 86-03. Solr. 20 n. 45

(reläche mardl >. Matinee dlm.
15 h. : La Condition humaine, d'An-
dr(i Malraux. verslon th^&trale de
Thlerry Maulnler. avec Jacques Du-
filho. Renaud-Mary. Jean Paröd^s.

Marie-France Planeze. Michel Sall-

na. Luden Nat. MarcOle Tassen-
court Henri Glguel. Camüle Guerlnl,
Jean Lanier. /

HUCIIETTE - 23. nie de la Hu-
chette, DAN. 38-99. A 21 h. 15, sauf
mardl Mat. dlm. 15 h. : Yerma, de
Federlco Garcia Lorca avec Domltll-
la Amaral. Mario Pl>ar, Paseale de
Boys.son. Philippe Moreau, Fr6d6ric
Ruchaud.

PRESSE U N AN I M E

% GROS SUCCES #
d'Albert Vldalle, d'aprös Eugene Sue
mise en sc^ne de Georges Vlta>>'.

avec Vlrglnle Vltry, Monlque Dela-
rorhe. Denis'» ' '.diivol, FranQOls Per-
rot, Sylvle Pe>flyo, Denlse Bosc et

les Gargons de la rue.

MADELEINE - 19, rue dd Sur^ne
ANJ 07-00. Solr 21 h.. sFuf Jeudi
Mat. dlmanche 15 h. : Lady 213,

de Jean Qultton avec Jacqueä Cas-
telot. Suzet Mais, Jean Max, Jos^
Nogu^ro.

MARIGNY - av. de Marlgny. ELY
06-91. solr. 21 h. (rel. mercredl)
Mat d'm 15 Cle Madelelne Rp-
naud-Jean-Louls Barrault. I,es 20, 21,

23.24. 25. ä 21 h. : L^ Cerisaie, de
Tchökov, texte frangais de Georges
Neveux Le 22. A 20 h. 45 : Ber^nicr,
Le Songe des prlsonniers, he 32, ä
15 h. 30 : Berenice, II faut qu'une
porte... Le 23, ä 15 h. : Le Misan-
thrope.

MARIGNY (Petit Thfätre) Carre
Marlgny. ELY 06-91. — Solr. 21 h. 15
(rel. mor.). mat, dlm. 15 h. : Irene
innocente, de Ugo Berti, adaptatlon
de M. CJavel. Mise en scene de J,-P
Granval.

MATIIURINS - 35, rue des Ma-
thurins. ANJ. OO-OO. 21 h.. sf lun-
dl. Mat dlm. 15 h. : La vie que .je

t'ai donnee, de Plrandello avec Ta-
nla Balachova. Loleh Bellon Helena
Manson. Julien Verdier, Germalnc
Lcdoyen.

MICHEL - 38. nie des Mathurins.
ANJ. 35-02 Solr 21 h.. sauf lundl.
dlmanche 15 h. : Reläche pour re-
p^tltlons de La lune est bleue.

MICHODIERE • 4 bis. rue de la

Mlchodlere. RIC. 95-23. Solr. ä 21

h., sauf lundl. Dim 15 h Les
Cyclones, de Jules Roy. avec Pier-
re Fresnay

MONCEAU - 16. rue de Monceau.
WAG. 67-48 21 h.. sauf lundl. Dlm.
15 h. : Ce eher Abel, de Paolo Te-
gHo et Edgar Morel avec Gll Ro-
land et Pierre Jourdan.

MONTPARNASSE - GASTON -

BATY - 31, rue de la Gaitö, DAN
89-90. 20 h 45. sauf lundi. Dlm.
15 h. DemlercR : L'Alouette, de Jean
Anouilh. avec Suzanne Flon.

NOCTAMBULES - 7, nie Cham-
poUion, ODE. 42-34. 21 h.. re> lundl
Matinee dlmanche 15 h. : Rel&cho
pour rep^titlons.

NOUVEAUTES - 24. bd Polsson-
nlere, PRO 52-76. 21 h . sauf Jeudl
Dlm. 15 h. : Lorsque l'enfant pa-
rait. d*Andr6 Roussln. avec Gaby
Morlay. Daniel Lecourtols Ciaudo
Lame.
(EUVRE - 55, n.e de Cllchy, TRI
42-52 Soir. 21 h (rel mardi) Mat
dlmanche 15 h.. Les Trois Soeurs, de
Tchökov. avec la Cle Sacha Pltoeff.

PALAIS-ROYAL - JEAN DE LE-
TRAZ - 38, rue Montpensler. RIC.
84-29. 21 h., sauf marctl. Mat. dlm et
lundl 15 h. : On s'dit tout de Paul
Van Stalle, avec Alice Tlssot. Na-
thane Nattler, Pierre Flourens. Jean-
Jacques, Christiane Sertllange. Ca-
therine Mal>et. Jean Lara

POTINIERE - 7, rue Louls-le-
Grand. OPE. 54-74. 21 h., sauf mer.
Matinee dlm. 15 h, : Les Amants
de Stresa, d'Albert Sablons, avec
Chrltlane Delyne, Paul Cambo, Fr6-
derlque H^brard. Eddie Raslml.

QUARTIER LATIN fTh^Atre du)
9. rue Champolllon. ODE. 40-07. Solr
21 h. (rel. mardl). Mat. dlm. 15 h.

La Bande ä Bonnot, de Henrl-Fran-
cols Rey mlse cn scene de Michel
de R6.

RENAISSANCE - 20. bd St-Mar-
tln, BOT 18-50. Soir. 21, rel. mardl
matin^e dlm. 15 h. : I^ Cuisine des
Anges, d'Albert- H\ifison, avao Jaa-
ques Me. ran, Jqan-PaUl Coque^'%
Philippe Mareull.'*^" ;

SAINT-GEORGES - 51. rue Saint-
Georges, TRU. 63-47. Solr. 21 h.. sf

Jeudl. Matinee dlmanche 15 h. : P-
ving-room, de Graham Greene, av^c
JandellnQ, Yvea Vincent, Mady Beri-

ry, Jean Mercure, Nelly Borgeaud.

SARAH-BERNHARDT . Place du
Ch&telet. ARG. 95-86. Solr 20 h. 45.

reläche lundl. Matinee dlmanche
14 h. 45 : Les Sorciires df
Salem, d'Arthur Miller, adaptÄ par
Marcel Aymö ; mlae en acene de
Raymond Rouleau ; aveo Simone
Slgnoret. Yves Montand.

STUIMO DES CliAMPS-ELYSEE8
- 13. av. Montaigne. BAL. 00-87. —
Solr. 21 h. (rel. lundl). Mat. dlm
15 h. : Le 18 : Archibald ou la ver-

tu r^rompcns^e, de J.M. Landler
avec Camllle Fournler, Maurice Ger-
maln, Bernard Lavatette. Germaln^
Michel.

THEATRE EN ROND DB PARIS
2, rue Frochot. LAM. 78-93 SolrA«

21 h. (rel Jeudl). Mat. dlmanohr
15 h. RelAche pour r*p4tltlons de
Voulez jouer avec möa, de Marcel
Achard.

THEATRE DE PARIS - 15, ru«

Blanche. TRI. 20-44. Solr. 21 h rel

Jeudl. Matinee dlm. 15 h. : ...Affalre

vous concernant, de Jean-Plerre
Conty. mlse en «c^ne de Pierre
Valde. aveo Jacques Dumesnll. Jac-
queline Porel. Raymond Loyer,
Hubert De.schamps. Ren6 Lacourl.
Anne Wartel.

THEATRE DE POCHE - 75. bd
du MontparnM.sse. BAB 19-40 21 h..

sauf lundl. Matinee dlm. 15 h. :

Le Jeu de l'amour et de la mort, de
Romain Rolland, avec la Cle Marcel
Cuveller.

THEATRE DU TERTRE - 81. rue
Leplc. ORN. 73-61. 21 h. (rel. mardl)
Mat. dlm. 15 h. Haheas Corpus,
d'Yves Jamlaque. avec P Sonnler.

VARIETES - 7. bd Montmartre.
GUT. 09-92 21 h.. sauf hindl. Dlm.
et fetes 15 h. : Jupon vole, de Ro-
bert Dhöry, Francis Blanche et Gö-
rard Calvi.

VIEUX-COLOMBIER - 21. rue du
Vleux-Colombier. LIT. 57-87, 21 h.,

sauf lundl). Mat. dlm. 15 heurea :

Le fantöme, de Claude Santelll, avec
la Cle Jacques Fabbrl.

f f I I



THE WISDOM OF A PHYSICIST
•

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, war-
time director of the laboratory that

first produced the world's most
frightful weapon, gave us wise and
beautiful words in the nation-wide

broadcast, on Sunday, . which closed

Columbia University's bicentennial ob-

servances. He spoke of the lonehness

of the artist, poet and scientist; of

the fragmentation of knowledge,

made necessary by the vast and in-

creasing bulk of what is known; of

the unparalleled swiftness of changes

*that have transformed our world be-

fore our very eyes, and of the im-

possibility— even the wickedness—
of trying to reverse those changes.

He urged his hearers, aRd one hopes

there were many miUions of them,

to *'recognize the chaitge and learn

what resources we hävc." He paid

ti'ibute to the universitics as com-

munities in which aiUsts, musicians,

poets and scientists gather, in which

they exercise.the great task of teach-

ing, and in which the;^find fruitful

companionship.

These passages had at times a mel-

ancholy and haunting music—for

example, when Dr. Oppenheimer said

:

Never before today has the in-

tegrity of the intimate, the de-

tailed, the true art, the integrity

of craftsmanship and the preser-

vation of what is familiär, hu-

morous and beautiful stood in

more massive contrast to the

vastness of life, the greatness of

the globe, the otherness of people,

the otherness of ways and the

.all-encompassing dark.

Yet the voice of Dr. Oppenheimer—

and one may imagine he speaks for

other humane and sensitiVfe physi-

cists who nevertheless had more or

less to do with the deaths of thou-

sands at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

and with the peril that now menaces

all mankind—is hopeful. We can sub-

due our fate if we will. And he ends

with this thought: "This is, as I see

it, the condition of man; and in this

condition we can help, because we can

love one another."
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Win Music Critics Circle Awards |CRITICS' CITATION

TO SHOSTAKOYICH

Music Circle Picks Symphony

No. 10 as Best of '54—Orff,

Menotti Works Named

Dmith 8hostakovich
feinest orcfnstral ivork

Gian-Carlo Menotti
Best Opera

Wi

Vittorio Rieti
Best Chamber tvork

Vittorio Giannini
Special citation

Carl Orff

Best Choral work

Symphony No. 10 by Dmitii

Shostakovich was selected yes-

terday by the New York Music

Critics Circle as the finest or-

chestral work introduced here

last year. The Russian composer's

work won the Symphonie award
on the first ballot at the Circle's

annual award meeting- in the

clubroom of The New York
Times.

Gian-Carlo Menotti's
"'

'nt

of Bleecker Street" won the

award for the best opera of 1954.

This, too, was an easy first ballot

choice, as was the work in the

Choral category, "Carmina Bu-

rana." bv the 59-year-old German
conductof, Carl Orff.

The Chamber music category

was the only one in which the

winning work was not selected

with a clear-cut majority the first

time around. Here, the leading
contenders were Vittorio Rieti's

Third String Quartet and Igor
Stravinsky's Septet. On the sec-

ond ballot, the award went to the

Quartet by the 56-year-old Italian

composer, who has made his

home in this country since 1939.

Giannini's 'Shrew» Cited

After the first choices were
made, there was a move to give

a special citation in the thealre-
music category to Vittorio Gian-
nini's "The Taming of the Shrew."
The motion was accepted and the

citation was worded to go to Mr.
Giannini's opera "as it was per-

formed by the N. B. C. Tclevision

Opera Theatre as a meritorious
work by an American composer."

This is the second time the
N. B. C. Opera Theatre has fig-

ured in a citation by the circle;

it was cited early in 1951 in con-
nection with Mr. Menotti's
"Amahl and the Night Visitors,"

which was commissioned by the
National Broadcasting Company.

Shostakovich's winning sym-
phony was introduced here on
Oct. 14 by the New York
Philharmonie - Symphony, under
Dimitri Mitropoulos. Mr. Men-
otti's opera got under the 1954
wire by opening on Broadway
on Dec. 27.

Orff Work Composed in '32

"Carmina Burana," the dra-
matic cantata by Orff, was com-
posed in 1932, but it did not re-

ceive its premi^re here until Nov.
21, when it was introduced by
the Chorus and orchestra of Bos-
ton University, under the direc-
tion of Leopold Stokowski.
The Rieti Quartet first was

heard here on April 16, when Mr.
Rieti was one of the composers
represented at the Composers
Forum at the McMillin Theatre
of Columbia University.
The dosest contender to the

Shostakovich symphony in the
orchestral field was Guillaume
Landre's Symphony No. 3, intro-
duced by the Philadelphia Or-
chestra last April. The dosest
contender to the winner in the
Choral field was Samuel Barber's
"Prayers. of Kierkegaard," intro-
duced last month by the Boston
Symphony.'

Miles Kastendieck, chairman of
the Music Critics Circle. was in
Charge of the balloting. This was
the fourth year in which the
awarda were open to composers
of all nations. During the first
nine years of its voting, the circle
confined its awards to works by
American composers.
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Movies

Bedlam's Hilarious

In French Comedy
By ALTON COOK.

Julien Duvivier has iound a
fresh method for creating

hilarious bedlam without des-

troying any of his antic spirit

of sly mischief. He is working
this new magic in the French
comedy, "Holiday for Henri-
etta" at the Fine Arts.

When we sit down to the
Start of this movie, we learn

that it has not even been writ-

ten yet. Two w r i t e r s are

squabbling loudly about what
should go into the script. No
plot, no characters, no setting-^

has been selected.

dealing in murder and wild
chases.

So we end with a slender
and pretty love story, con-
stantly interrupted by trav-
esties on some of the movie-
makers' bad habits. Every
time we veer off into one of
these crazy episodes sprinkled
with scantily clad girls. we are
brought to an abrupt halt
after a few minutos and asked
to get our minds back on the
main story line.

It Sounds disconcerting hut
it is not. The sideshows are

New You See It, Now You Don't. packed with gay laughter as

As fast as the writers get a ^^e grotesque events mount
story idea, it pops right out
on the screen and, often as
not, is just as quickly dis-

carded. One of the writers
finally finds a level headed
notion and a coherent outline.

But his partner's movie-sod-

den mind runs to tangents

higher and higher into pre-

posterous regions. The pleas-

ant love story is not marred.
We are merely asked to relax
into a few moments of farce
now and then.

The writers. Louis Seigner
and Henry Cremieux, are a
well balanced comic team. The
fat and placid m e m b e r

squelches his partner with
scathing wit. The partner re-

plics with leaping. screeching
anirnation that is exceedod
only by the content of his
story contributions.

Dany a Fetching Miss.

Da ly Robin makes a fetch-

Ing n iss whether she is work-
ing at the sweet love story or
skittering into farce. Hilde-

garde Neff plays a lurid siren.

The rivals for the Dany's af-

fection are Michel Auclair and
Michel Roux.

The whole thing turns out
to be a huge practical joke,

one of the best any movie ever
puUed. It is a refreshing and
disarming venture into an un-
trodden comedy region.

* «

"Hol! da y for Henrietta,''

with Dany Robin, Ilildegarde

Neff, Michel Auclair, Michel
Roux, Louis Seigner and
Henry Cremiux. A Frencli
fihn with E n g 1 i s h dialog
titles, directed by Julien Duvi-
vier, written by Henry Jean-
son and Mr. Duvivier. At the
Fine Arts. Running time: 1
hour, 43 minutes.
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The Screen: 'Holiday for Henrietta'
r*

\ •

Dany Robin and Michel

Roux in Leading Roles
• 4.

HOLIDAY FOR HENRIETTA. orlplnal
»creen play bv Henri Joanson and Julien
Duvlvler; dlrected by Julien Duvivler; a
Rejrlna-Filmsonor productlon released by
Ardee Films. At the Flne Aits.

Henrietta Dany Robin
Rita Solar Hlldewarde Neff
Maurice Michel Auclair
First Author Louis Selgner
Socond Author Henri Crcmleux
Robert , Michel Roux
Adrien (Detective) Daniel ivernel
Script Irl Mlchellne Francey
Man In Cafe Saturnin Fabre
The Mother Paulette Dubost
The Father Alexander Rlpiault

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
JULIEN DUVIVIER is play-

ing a blithe little cinematic
game in his French film, "Holi-

day For Henrietta," which
opened last night at the Fine
Arts. He is letting his camera
function as a sort of Visual

recorder of the story siigges-

tions made by two French
scenario writers as they try to

put . together a movie Script

about the adventures of a pair
of young lovers in Paris on
Bastille Day.

• One writer proposes a se-

quence, which is forthwith vis-

ualized in all the lurid detail

that the fanciful writer con-
ceives. Then the other writer,

•-. taking exception, offers his

Suggestion of how it should be.

This, too, is fittingly pictured.

And so the tentative story
takes shape.
The idea is not original.

V Pirandello did something of the
sort when he set six characters
to constructing a play for

* themselves on a bare stage.
And, from time to time, movie

l producers, who haven't missed

Dany Robiii as she appears

in "Holiday for Henrietta/'

many whacky tricks, have
kicked it around in various
manners. It is not an earth-

shaking idea.

But M. Duvivier has gone
at it with a light and mischiev-
ous intent. and he has brought
off a lively little picture that
bobs between romance and
farce. The romance is that
which develops as the more
sober writer plots his tale, and
the farce pops out in the sug-
gestions of the less responsible
one.

It is har4 to say which is

French Picture Bows

at the Fine Arts

more diverting and which M.
Duvivier enjoys more—the Im-

provisation of the fable or the

spoofinfe of the story con-

ferees. At both, he is impious

and facile. The yarn that

emerges ultimately of a pert

little marriage-bent dressmak-

er and a news photographer

who Start on a holiday outing,

briefly go their separate ways
—he with a circus bareback
rider and she with a smooth-
talking thief—only to get back
together, is a nice and eventful
tale, and it is pleasantly played
by Dany Robin and Michel
Roux in the leading roles.

However, the kidding of the
writers and the turmoil in

which these blatant hacks
knock out a Script against a
deadline, while casually pur-
suing their own amours, is

sharply barbed with satire and
bubbles with French drollery.

Louis Seigner and Henri Cre-
mieux enjoy themselves in the
roles.

As the surprisingly ardent
bareback rider, Hildegarde
Neff is enthusiastic, too, and
Michel Auclair is both nimble
and good-looking as the adroit-
ly invented thief.

This little fi)m is not pre-
cisely in a class with M. Du-
vivier's "Gamet de Bai." But
it has something of the ingenu-
Äy and flexibility of that
wistful film.
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'Holiday for Henrietta' at Fine Arts
Julien Duvivier, great French director of films like

"Carnet de Bai/' 'Tepe Le Moko" and "The Golem/' later

something of a let-down in Hollywood, now sends us from
France a picture called ''Holiday for Henrietta" currently

at the Fine Arts Theater. Here he indicates that although
he was neither able to bend Hol

-Hofidoy for Henrietta'

MQVLE MLTER_
I^OOl» • FAIR • COOD • EXCiLLINT

lywood to his will nor exercise
much of his Gallic talent, he was
not asleep on the West Coast. His
eyes were open, and his ears. His
talent was merely undergoing an
enforced dormancy. Now hc
pokes a probing, discommoding
finger into a dozen of the Holly-
wood writer's most cherished sit-

uation-and-action gimmicks. Not
that he Identifies the place, the
people or the pictures. He simply
sets it in France, portray« the
writing reflexes of a scenarist
and creates a multiple-choice plot

right in front of your eyes.

In the first place, this creates
a film of wit and flexibility. In
the second, it permits buirs-eye
potsnots at the worst repetitions
of the screenwriters. And finally,

it invites the more original and
discerning of the two working

writers to come up with a greatly
improved Script.

To give an example, not entire-

ly in accord with later ones, the
writers, h a v i n g had their first

Script rejected by the c e n s o r

(this Sounds American rather
than French ) , look to newspapers
for another plot. They reject as
preposterous an item about a
man who steals a bicycle after
some one steals his (The Bicycle
Thief ) and another about a Com-
munist Mayor who fights with a
Catholic priest (Little World ol
Don Camillo). But when they
get to work, the more talkative
one demonstrates a prodigious
ability to spout Standard cliches
that have formed the backbone
of the American cinema: Murder,
mayhem, rape, chases through
industrial plants, up ladders,
across roofs etc., etc. He invarl-

An Ardee Films Release. A Regina-Film-
sonor Production. Dlrccted by Julien Duvlvler.
Screen play by Henri Jeanson and Duvlvler.
The cast: Dany Robin, Hlldegarde Neff.

Michel Auclair. Michel Roux, Louis Selgner,
Henri Cremleux, Daniel Ivernel, Mlchellne
Francey. Saturnin Fabre, Paulette Dubost,
Alexandre Rlgnault. Odette Laure, Jeannette
Batti and Julien Carette.

ably sensationalizes the simplest
notion, torturing it into its inevi-

table residue of a dead body and
then shrugging off the ever re-

current problem of how to get
rid of the body.
OccasionalJy the picture be-

comes so extremely flexible that
you have difficulty remembering
where you are, whose Version is

being followed, and Bxactly how
far the plot has proceeded, or
doubied back on itself. But this la

a minor complaint in a rieh haul
of pleasures.
The Star, pert Dany Robin,

makes an appealingly sympa-
thetic figure of romance. Hllde-
garde Neff, garbed in the cos-
tume of a circus entertainer and
carrying on her private life with
self-confidence, injects a strong
shot of realism into her behavior.
The youthful gangster, Michel
Auclair, impersonates the
smoothie, and Michel Roux han-
dies the romantic character of the
newspaper photographer satisfac-
torily. The Veteran French ac-
tors, Julien Carette and Saturnin
Fabre, lend their Support effect-

ively in small roles.

*'Holiday for Henrietta'* con-
tains too much satire to be popu-
lär, and its jests require an in-

sider's point of view for füll ap
preciation. But there are still

enough points of pleasure and
thrill to justify a ranking among
the better, original French films.
Duvivier is back on his own beam
again, which is an event to be
hailed. He that was lost in X^s
fleshpots is riddling them wil
barbed ridicule from the vantagc
point of his natlve France.
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SCREEN=
'Holiday for Henrietta'

-By WILLIAM K. ZINSSER=

IIOLIDAY FOR HENRIETTA
f INE ART8 THEATER
A .scieen play by HrnrI Jeanson and Julien

Du\i\ler. directcd by Mr. Du\l\ier. a Re-
fma-FilmsoMor Productlou rflea&ed by Arder

llins wltli the tollowlng cast:
Hrnrleita Dany Robln
riia Solar Hildegurde Nei.
Waiirlce Michel Aiiclali
tlobert Michel Rou\
Ilrst Author Louis KeiKner
.•-'econd Author Henri Crcmlrux
Adrlen (The DciecUve» Daniel Ivernel
Ihr Script Glil Mirhelliie Francey
Man In Cafe Saturnin Fabr»
The Mothrr Paulette Dubost
The Fallier Alexandre Rl?nault
Valentine Odette Laure
OUele Jeannetie Battl
Arthur (The Oangleader» .... Julien Caretie

Seemg Double

MOST American movies come
to predictable endings. Hero

gets heroine, and villain goes

to jail.

Foreign films are different.

The moviegoer is never quite

sure how they are going to come
out. and in "Holiday for Henri-

etta" the writers themselves

don't know until the last minute.

This is the trick behind the

French comedy that opened last

night at the Fine Art.s. Il's an
original device—one' is tempted
to say *'unique" except that some
European avant garde producer
will Protest that he used it in

the 1920s—and it makes a movie
that is witty and satirical.

* » «

It works this way. T\^'o screen

writers are trying to write a
scenario about a day in the life

of a Paris girl. One author is

volatile and füll of melodramatic
fancies. The scenes he suggests

are crammed with sex. nudes,

madmen. gunplay, murders and
impossible chases across slippei'y

roof tops.

The otJier author is sensitive

and urbane. He wants to write

a film that is tender and natu-
ral, with quiet touches of humor.
As each author describes his idia

of what the scene should be lil5e,

we dissolve to the scene itself.

Each scene lasts about ten min-
utes, and then we return to the

two authors discussing what
should happen next.

Dany Rohin in

lor Henrietta."'

«i
Holida V

The excitable author warms
to his task flrst. "This is going
to be colossal!"' he announces to

his partner and their assembled
stenographers. His eyes blaze

with ferver. his arms gyrate in

outlandish circles. and then we
see the scene as he envisions it.

It is always deliciously corny:

A thief murders two people and
shoots his way down a circular

staircase ... he shakes the
cops in a chase that goes through
a cemetery, up the wings of an
empty theater and across half

the roofs of Paris ... he ab-
ducts the girl and tries to tear

her clothes ofl in a speeding
car . . .

Tlie scene ends. Dead bodies

are strewn about. We go back
to the two writers.

"That's the worst tripe I ever
heard," says the sensitive writer.

He then outlines the same scene
as he conceives it:

It is a charming French idyll.

and we see the girl setting out
to spend her birthday—which is

also the national holiday. July
14—with the young photog-
rapher who will surely propose
to her before this magical day
is over.

It's a good Start, but the story

needs conflict.

How?
•T've got it!" says the over-

wrought author. "There's this

convict being released from
prison. scc, and hc's sworn to

we're off on anothcr 10 minutes
of magniflcent hokum.
These scenes are deft parodies

of all the phony junk that the
film industry has cranked out
over the years. The camera is

tilted at a rakish angle so that
the episodes have an aura of
unreality. The acting is exag-
gerated and hammy, the situa-
tions lurid.

"This isn't a film, its a
slaughterhouse," the other writ-
er says in exasperation as his

colleague leaves still another
corpse strewn inconveniently on
the Script.

Despite these preposterous
detours, the sensitive writer

gradually manages to picce to-

gether a story that would make
an amiable French movie by
any Standards. It is fragile and
funny. füll of Gallic bravado
and wistful humor. His young
principals are beset by accidents.

too. but they are the plausible

mishaps that all romantic com-
edics are made of.

Dany Robin is pcrt and ap-
pealing as the young Henrietta,

who is stranded for a few hours
when her photographer friend

(Michel Roux> keeps an ap-
pointment with a seductive

circus rider (Hildegarde Neff)

that goes beyond the bounds of

mere camera work.
The vacuum in Henrictta's

day is filled by Michel Auclair,

a debonair young charmer with
a light manner and light fingers.

given to pulling huge robberies

in the most casual style. He has
some droll hoodlums as accom-
plices. and of course there is the

inevitablc papa. mama. flower

vender, härtender and .sidewalk

cafe gigolo without which no
Parisian movie would be com-
plete.

Louis Seigncr brings sly and
subtle humor to the role of the

sensitive author, and Henri
Cremieux as the partner is as

wild as one of his own creations.

All are admirable under the

direction of Julien Duvivier. an
old hand at whimsy, who has

flUed the picture with small

Comic twists. He is out after the

smile, not the belly laugh. Du-
vivier is also co-author of the

film, so he is in the luxurious

Position of being able to satirize

his own craft and simultane

\i

EARLY BIRD

gct revenge on.
f* And ously make a good movie.
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Gallic Humor Sparks
Comedy at Fin6 Arts
By KATE CAMERON

• • •

For those who like a touch of

Gallic humor in their movies. I

recommend "Holiday for Hen-
rietta," a tasty dish of film which

^
"Holiday for Henrietta," an

Ardee Films release, directed by
Julien Duvivier and written by

Henri Jeanson and Julien Duvi-

vier. Presented at the Fine Arts

Theatre. Running time: 1 hour,
44 minutes. With English titles.

THE GAST:
Honrictta "Dany Robin

.Hildegrarde Neff
_3IiPhel Auclair

.Michel Roux

^her on an interesting and exciting
adventure. ^
During the course of the action,

Duvivier takes us for a trip
through many of the highways and
byways of Paris. One of the high-
lights of the film is a chase over
the rooftops of Paris houses and
another is a beautiful shot of Sacre
Coeur, Standing guard over the
city.

Aniong other notable French
films, Duvivier directed "Gamet

Bai/* and "Pepe Le Moko.

Rita Solar-
Maurice
Robert.
Ist Aiitlior_
2ii(l Allthor.
Adrif'ii

Louis Seigrner
-Hfnri Crominix

.Daniel Ivernel
Tho Script GirL
Man in Cafe
The Mother
Tlie Father
VaJen tine

_Micheline Francey
Saturnin Fabre

.Paulette Duboft
.Alexandre Riifnault

Odette Laure

Michel Auclair and Dany Robin.

had its American premiere at. the
Fine Arts Theatre last night. But
movie-goers who may be allergic

to a strong gallic flavor are fore-

warned that there is plenty of it in

the Julien Duvivier comedy.
Unlike "Mr. Hulot's Holiday," a

Btory told mostly in pantomime,
**Henrietta" is a talky piece that
begins with an argument between
a couple of French Script writers
about a story line they are pre-
paring for a new film, When they

finally decide on a set of characters
the fun begins, as the collaborators

have different ideas about what
happens to them and we are shown
both versions, while the authors
argue about the plot.

The arguments get a little tire-

some at times and the switch in
treatment is a bit overdone. But,
on the whöle, Duvivier has man-
aged to create a romantic Parisian
atmosphere for bis hero and
heroine.
The girl is played by lovely Dany

Robin, who appeared opposite Kirk
Douglas in "Act of Love," last year.

(>ne of the best and most versatile

oi young French actresses, she
givcs an appealing account of the
girl who is deserted by her pho-
tographer-sweetheart, because of
his zeai for his work, during the
July 14th s t r e e t celebrations.

France's national holiday happens
to coincide with Henrietta's birth-

day and she is hoping her boy
friend will propose to her that day.

When work takes him away from
her, she finds consolation for a few
hours in the Company of a gay
blade who picks her up and takes

New Angel
Charlotte Rae, comedienne from

<$>the musicals

show at the

night.

and TV, joins the new
Blue Angel, tomorrow
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE ITALIAN SC
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS

ROME.

THE day was gray and cold.

The gray-haired man wear-
ing a shabby United States

Army overcoat walked
fllowly over to the terrace of the

famed Pincio gardens, looked
over the edge and down at

bustling Rome far below. For a
while he mused, as though drawn
by the depths, then looked up. A
Short, tailored young woman car-

rying a basket approached him,
offering a pin in exchange for a
donation to some charity fund.

The man declined, smilingly in-

dicating his monetary deficiency

with a shrug, then, interested by
the heap o£ coins in the basket,

turned to begin a conversation.

Slowly, majestically, he ges-

tured, accompanying a flowery
stream of flattery with «ven
more eloquent arm movements.
With the conversational web
complete, the man's hand swung
out in Invitation. "Shall we
dine?" he said, one arm crooked
to receive the woman's, the other

to hold the basket, his meal
ticket. An irresistible smile

broadened on his face as they

walked out of camera ränge.

Loud applause broke out at

this point from among the closely

grouped moviemakers who had
watched the duo through the long
take; sincere, unusual applause
from hardened film people, di-

rected at the man in the .soiled

Army coat—Vittorio De Sica

—

whose eloquence and thespic

mastery had charmed even them.

"Sign of Venus" is the name
of the picture of which De Sica's

foiled suicide will form a part.

and it is being produced for Ti-

tanus Studios by Marcello Girosi,

the recent Organizer of such emi-

nently succesaful films as "Bread,

Love and Dreams," "Bread, Love
and Jealousy," and De Sica's

latest, interesting essay in direc-

tion, "The Gold of Naples." "Sign

of Venus," which Dino Risi, a
young ex-documentarist, Is di-

rccting as his third feature effort

—his last being the dance-hall

episode in "Love in the City'*

—

promises an interesting story. It

is the tale of two sisters. One is

the piain, day-dreaming Franca
Valerl (the girl in the aforemen-
tioned scene), with the eternal

Problem of finding a man. The
other is the sexy, overly attrac-

tive Sophia Loren, whose objec-

tive is to escape the Stares and
approaches of designing men and
find sincerity, true love, and a
Stahle future as a bride.

Principals

Involved as masculine opposites

to these sisters are such varied

acting talents as Alberto Sordi,

playing a frustrated thief whose
coups, inspired by conventional

movie gangsterism, never come
off with the success of their cel-

luloid Originals, and Raf Vallone,

whose underplaying hclps him
succeed where others have failed

in winning Miss Loren. Also on
hand is Peppino De Filippo, a

swank go-between and gentleman
Opportunist of many trades who,
when all is said and done, wins,

or is won by, Miss Valeri; and,

of course, Vittorio De Sica, as

the poet whose suicidal aspira-

tions are more than outweighed
is romantic, yet practical,

de vivre.

End" haa been shot on location

in a Villa the Toscanini family

owns near Cremona, in the Po
Valley. Emanuela Castelbarco,

granddaughter of the maestro,

designed sets and costumes for

the picture, which is set in the

World War II period. In sharp
contrast to the current Italian

trend toward "happy" films,

"Summer's End" teils a bitter and
objective tale, showing the war-
speeded Coming of age of three

well-to-do Milanese youths, refu-

gees in a country villa from 1943

to 1945.

Maselli records their varied re-

actions to the ripening process,

both physical and mental, and to

the trials of life's first responsi

bilities.

outhful Effort

What is probably one of the

youngest groups ever assembled

hereabouts to make a film is cur-

rently busy at INCIR Studios

winding up interiors on an item

called "Summer's End." Isa Mi-

randa, who plays a mother, Gianni

Di Venanzo, 33-year-old camera-
man, and assistant director Rinal-

do Ricci, 31, are the eldcr mem-
bers of the troupe. Most of the

others, including actresses Lucia

BosÄ and Ivy I^icholson, actors

Jean Pierre Mocky, Antonio De
Teffe and Leonardo Botta; story-

and-script writer Pyandino Vis-

conti, are in the 23-year group.

That is also the age of Francesco
Maselli, director of "Summer's
End."

Maselli, who in his young career

already has sixteen documenta-
ries, many of them prize winners,

and part of one feature film

(again "Love in the City") to his

credit, has long been regarded one
of the prodigiee of the renascent
Italian Industry. His schooling

has been of the best. Cesare Za-
vattini and Luchino Visconti
have helped him along the way,
and their influence is strong in

his work. This film constitutes

his first fuU-scale test.

So far, most of "Summer's

f
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D/e Geschiehfe einer alten Liebe

plötz-

Vofi Heinz Herald

Am 9. September d. J. wäre Max
Reinhardt 80 Jahre all geworden.
Aus diesem Anlass veranslaliete
das Berliner Schiller-Theaier eine
Reinhardt-Gedächtnisfeier, bei der
Helene Thimig-Rcinhardt. Lucio
Höflich. Walter Frank mitwirkten.
Heinz Herald, ein enger und lang-
jähriger Mitarbeiter Max Rein-
hardts, dessen Reinhardt-Buch so-
eben bei Rowohlt erschienen ist.

hielt die nachstehende Rede, die
Reinhardts Verhältnis zu Berlin in
schöner Weise beleuchtet.

Max Reinhardt und Berlin.

Beim Nennen dieser Namen tritt

ein Lächeln auf die Gesichter je-

ner t.eute, die man heute nicht

mehr als die Jüngsten anspricht.

Aber dieses Lächeln macht die

Max Reinhardt

Gesichter wieder jung. Es gibt

ihnen einen Charme, den man
lange Zeit auf ihnen nicht mehr
gesehen hat: Den Charme der
ersten Liehe. Bei manchen ist

diese Beziehung 20 Jahre alt,

bei anderen 40, und es gibt sogar
noch immer welche, bei denen
ein volles halbes Jahrhundert
vergangen ist. Aber meistens än-
dert sich die Art des Lächelns
mit dem Alter nicht, das Lächeln,
das für kurze Momente, nennt
man Reinhardts Namen, auf heute
meist charaktervoll gewordene.

moderne möbel

manchmal überzeichnete Gesich-
ter jtritt.

Und dann gibt es die Jun-
gen, die Dreissigjähiigen, .^^ie sind

nicht nur in der Mehrzahl, sie

sind auch kraft ihres jungen und
ausstrahlenden Lebens heute die

Wichtigsten. Spricht man mit
ihnen über Max Reinhardt, so

kommt ein verlegenes Grinsen
auf ihre Züge. Gewiss, sie haben
den berühmten Namen gehört, ein

Mal, vielleicht auch ein zweites
Mal, vielleicht ein Dutzend von
Malen. Aber wer war es? Was
war er? Was hat er getan? Eine
Leere tritt in ihr Gesicht, und
wenn sie ehrlich sind, schütteln

sie den Kopf. Wenn man sie dann
aber nach relativ neuen Refor-
men des Theaters fragt, nach
technischen Neuerungen, nach
einer neuen Auffassung vom Ge-
samtwesen der Bühne — so trifft

man auf ein Kopfschütteln —

:

Das habe Reinhardt getan? Dies
gehe auf Reinhardt zurück? Diese
positiv letzte, diese modern.ste
Anschauung des Theaters sei

seine Anschauung gewesen?

Nehmen wir einen Augenblick
den Rechenschieber zur Hand! Es
ist ganz einfach! Am 9. Septem-
ber 1953 würde Max Reinhardt
80 Jahre alt werden — ein Alter,

in dem noch mancher grosse
Theatermann Erhebliches gelei-

stet hat und in dem die Staats-
männer unserer Zeit eigentlich

erst ihr Genie auszubreiten im-
stande sind. Andererseits, wer
heute 30 ist, war, als Reinhardt
Deutschland verliess, 10 Jahre
alt. Er kann natürlich nichts von

dem Theaterreformer kennen, als

höchstens seinen Namen. Und
was dazwischen liegt, war eigent-

lich die Nazizeit. Viele dieser

Männer, die ihn gut kannten, die

oftmals in seinem Alter standen,

liegen, einen Schuss im Herzen,
unter der Erde. Der Staat tat

alles, um die paar überragend
Grossen aus dem Bewusstsein des
Volkes verschwinden zu lassen.

Es war im Grunde ein infamer
Täuscherakt: Heine, Mendels-
söhn, Einstein, Reirihardt, Lieber-
jyiann. Tatsächlich übte dieser

Polizeistaat einen Druck ohne-
gleichen aus. Vergessen blieb bei

den meisten der Mittelmässigen,
woran sich zu erinnern nicht er-
laubt war. Tatsächlich aber gab
es nebenbei einen Kult mit ver-
botener Poesie, verbotener Male-
rei, verbotenem Jazz, verbotenen
Erzählungen — man übte eine
Art geistigen Schwarzhandel aus.

Wir aber sollten alles tun, um
(Fortsetzung auf Seite 23)
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W^iederyutMnaehung

Verkündung des BEG steht dicht bevor
Erklärungen SchäfFers

Zentralraf gegen die

Wachsmann-Klag«
Die Klage des amerikanischen

Sergeanten Rudolf Wachsmann
auf Schadenersatz in Höhe von
über einer halben Million DM ge-
gen die IG-Farbenindustrie wird
von der jüdischen Gemeinde in

Deutschland kritisiert. Der Gene-
ralsekretär des Zentralrats der
Juden Deutschlands, Dr. H. G.
van Dam, wandte sich in der ''All-

gemeinen Wochenzeitung der Ju-
den*' dagegen, dass sich Wachs-
mann, der als KZ-Häftling für die

IG -Farben in Monowitz arbeiten
musste und nach dem Krieg die
amerikanische Staatsbürgerschaft

^en Wiedergutma-
Besat-

Bundes - Finani - Minister Dr.
Schaeffer, dessen Ministerium fe-

derführend für das Bundesent-
schädigungsgesetz ist« hat soeben
erklart, dass die Verkündung die-

ses Gesetses unmittelbar bevor-
stehe.

Vom 1. Oktober an, so erklärte
Schäffer. gilt in allen Ländern
der Bundesrepublik einheitliches

Entschädignngsrecht, wobei die
Einheitlichlteit der Rechtsanwen-
dung durch den ordentlichen
Rechtszug gewährleistet ist, der
im Bundesgerichtshof seine Krö-
nung findet.

Schäfter betonte, dass die neu
gefassten Vorschriften **einen

echten Ausbau der Schadentatbe-
stände und der Entschädigungs-
leistungen nach Art und Höhe
bringen und dass das ganze Ent-
schädigungsprogramm bis zum
Ablauf des Rechnungsjahres 1962

seine Erledigung finden soll.

Nach den Schätzungen des Fi-

nanzministeriums wird dem Bund
und den Ländern aus dem Gesetz
ein Gesamtaufwand von 4 Mil-
liarden DMk. entstehen. Zu die-

ser Belastung kommen die 3450
Milliarden aus dem Vertrag mit
Israel und ein Betrag von 1,5 Mil-
liarden auf den der Bund *'im

Rahmen der bevorstehenden ge-
setzlichen Regelung der rücker-
stattungsrechtlichen Geldverbind-
lichkeiten des Reiches seine Haf-
tung beschränken kann." Alles

in allem wird der Bund 9 Mil-
liarden DMk. für Entschädigung
in den nächsten 10 Jahren auf-

bringen müssen.

"Das deutsche Volk wird seine

Ehrenschuld begleichen und da-
mit vor aller Welt den Willen
zum neuen deutschen Rechtsstaat
bekunden." heisst es in der offi-

ziellen Erklärung.

Wiederaufnahme der öi

Wiedergutmachungsvi
Die Wiedergutmachungs - Ver-

handlungen der österreichischen
Regierung mit den jüdischen
Weltorganisationen werden for-
mell am 12. September wieder
aufgenommen werden Der öster-
reichische Bundeskanzler Dr. Ju-
lius Raab Hat Dr. Nahum Gold-
mann, dem Präsidenten der Con-
ference on Jewish Material
Claims Against Anstria für den
12. September nach Wien zur
Neueröffnung der Verhandlungen
eingeladen.

Die österreichische Regierung
dürfte an diesem Tage konkrete
Vorschläge zu den jüdischen For-
derungen machen. Es wird zwar
erwartet, dass die Wiener Regie-
rung Verständnis für die vorge-
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Fremdrenfen- und Auslandsrenfen-
Gesetz vom 7. August 7953

Im Ausland lebende Verfolgte
des Nationalsozialismus, denen
Rentenansprüche aus der Reichs-
versicherungsordnnng oder aus
dem A ngestellten-Versicherungs-
gesetz zustehen, konnten bis-

her eine Wiederherstelung ihrer

Rechte nicht erlangen, weil ge-
setzlich nicht festgelegt war, auf
wen und in welchem Umfange die

Verpflichtungen der stillgelegten

oder nicht mehr bestehenden Ver-
sicherungsträger übergehen soll-

ten. Diese Regelung ist nunmehr

setzen, dass das Ansehen des
höchsten deutschen Gerichts nicht

geschmälert wird." Der Zentral-
rat der Juden habe mit dem IG-
Farben-Konzern vor Beginn des
Wollheim - Prozesses vereinbart,

dass die Rechte anderer Geschä-
digter sichergestellt werden, und
dass ein? Prozessinflation vermie-
den wird. 'Tür uns", schreibt
van Dam. "ist die Wiedergutma-
chung keine Sache des Business,
sondern des Rechts". Wachsmann
hat über ein amerikanisches Di-
striktsgericht in Mannheim seinen
Schadenersatzanspruch über 550,-

000 DM gegen die IG - Farben-
industrie angemeldet, lieber seine
Forderung soll am 17. September
verhandelt werden. In einem im

ni entschiedenen Prozess hatte

durch das Gesetz über Fremdren-
ten der Sozialversicherung an Be-
rechtigte im Bundesgebiet und im
Land Berlin, über Leistungen der
Sozialversicherung an Berechtigte
im Ausland, sowie über freiwil-"

lige Sozialversicherung (Fremd-
renten und Auslandsrentenge-
setz) erfolgt.

Das Gesetz ist am 10. August
1953 im Bundesgesetzblatt Nr. 47

veröffentlicht und mit Rückwir-
kung vom 1. April 1952 in Kraft
getreten.

Für die im Ausland Lebenden
ergibt sich hieraus folgende Rege-
lung: Nach der Reichsversiche-
rungsordnung und dem Angestell-
tenversicherungsgesetz ruht die

Rente, wenn ein Ausländer sich

freiwillig im Ausland aufhält.

Das Gesetz bestimmt, dass bei

den Berechtigten, die in der Zeit

zwischen dem 30. Januar 1933

und dem 8. Mai 1945 nachweis-
lich wegen ihrer politischen Hal-
tung, ihres Glaubens oder ihrer

Rasse ins Ausland geflüchtet sind,

ihr Auslandsaufenthalt nicht als

freiwillig gilt. In diesen Fällen

tritt ein Ruhen der Beute also

nicht ein.

die Definition des Verfolgten, der
"ins Ausland flüchtete*', ist aus
dem Gesetz vom 22. Dezember
1949 entnommen un
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Alte Liebe
(Forisefiung Ton Seile 19)

die Lücke dieser zwölf, ja dieser

zwanzig Jahre zu überbrücken.
Schliesslich und endlich braucht
das deutsche Theater seine Tra-
dition nötig genug. Es kann auf
Namen wie Otto Brahm, Max
Reinhardt, Leopold Jessner nicht
verzichten. Im Jahre 1945 ist

nicht die Welt neu geschaffen
worden, auch nicht die Theater-
welt. Nur ein unwürdiger Zu-
stand wurde beendet. In Deutsch-
land gibt es wertvolle Regisseure
und bedeutende Schauspieler.
Man soll ihnen nicht den Sockel

nehmen, auf dem sie stehen, ih-

nen nicht die deutsche Bühnen-
tiadition unter den Füssen weg-
ziehen. Denn das Theater kann
ebenso wenig wie andere Gebäude

auf die Dauer ohne Fundament
stehen.

Um auf unseren Anfang zu-
rückzukommen: Man könnte viel-

leicht wie von Reinhardt und
Berlin auch von Reinhardt und
Wien, Reinhardt und Salzburg,
ja, während der letzten Jahre,

auch Reinhardt und New York
sprechen.
Aber es wäre nicht das Glei-

che. Sie alle stellen Fazetten sei-

nes Wesens dar. Berlin zeigt sein

Ganzes! Hier baute er seine Thea-
ter, eines nach dem anderen, vom
fast improvisierten "Kleinen The-
ater", bis zum gewaltigen "Thea-
ter der 5000". Hier schuf er für

jede Art des Bühnenstückes sozu-
sagen seinen eigenen Theater-
Typ: Vom sordinierten bis zum
weitausschwingendien, vom ein-

fach-stilisierten bis zum reichen, I

ja überreichen. An Berlin hat er I

gehangen, hat er gehangen bis zu

seiner letzten Lebensstunde —
zuletzt vielleicht mit einer eifern-

den Liebe, einer Hass-Liebe —
als er, kaum ein Siebziger, in

einer anderen Millionenstadt,

New York, starb.

Seine letzte Ruhestätte, in

einem kleinen Ort bei New York,
ist immer ein Provisorium ge-
blieben. Jeder fühlte, und fühlt

noch heute, dass, abgeschieden
vom kulturellen Reichtum Euro-
pas, aber auch abgeschieden vom
Leben der Grosstadt, diese Ruhe-
stätte nicht seine allerletzte sein

könnte. Zuerst dachte man dar-
an, ihn ins Salzburgische Leo-
poldskron zu überführen, in das
kleine Ziergärtchen am See, und
ihn neben den geliebten Bruder
Edmund zu betten; aber dann
stellte sich heraus, dass die Fa-
milie weder Leopoldskron auf die

BC

Dauer kalten wollte noch könnt«.

Und »0 verlor die Ruhestätte in

den Voralpen, wenn sie auch noch
so schön von der Natur bedacht
war, immer mehr an Reiz.

Wo aber soll dieses einzigartige

Genie des Theaters ruhen, wo ist

die Umgebung, in die eine solche

Gruft gehört und wo iöt gleich-

zeitig die Atmosphäre, die diese

Grabstätte für immer umgeben
muss? Welcher Ort hat Max Rein-
hardt am meisten angeregt, ihm
die grösste Hingabe gezeigt, sein

Leben in Liebe umgeben und in

Liebe gehütet? Wo waren seine

Erfolge am wichtigsten? Wo hatte

er am besten gearbeitet? Welche
Stadt war .seine künstlerische
Heimat vor 50 Jahren, vor 20

Jahren und — heute noch? Die
Stadt, die trotz aller Sorgen und
Gefährnisse, trotz aller aufstre-

bender Arbeit irgendwie /u einem

grossartigen, mächtigen und im
Grund unveränderlichen Mauso-
leum geworden ist. *-

Max Reinhardts Grab gehiyrt

yinch Berlin!

Am 29. August starb in Berlin

Professor von Mihaly, der Miter-

finder des Fernsehens und des

Tonfilms. Der Verstorbene war

Ingenieur und Physiker und stand

im 59. Lebensjahr. • Anlässlich der

zur Zeit in Düsseldqrf stattfinden-

den Deutschen Funk- und Fern-

seh- Ausstellung hätte er im Mit-

; telpunkt von Ehrungen gestanden,

die man dort zur Feier des 25)äh-

I rigen Jubiläums der ersten Fern-

I

Sehvorführungen der WVlt, die

in Berlin abliefen, vorbereitet

hatte, (he.)

Am 31. August 1953 entschlief nach schwerem, mit Me in teurer Mann und r lieber Sohn,
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The Lyons Den

By Leonard Lyons

RIVIERA REEL . . .

Cap d'Antibes: Through the open door of the room marked
'*Policia/' »t the Madrid airport, I could see only a inan*s hand,
dnimming aimlessly on the keys of a typewriter. Slowly, like the

pace of all Spain, came the drunmiing:—^while in the next room our
passports were being ehecked against the card index file of enemies
of the State. "Senor Lee-awn?" the Clerk called, and handed thö
pas8ports to me. Then we boarded the Dutch plane to which strike-

bound TWA had assigned us for the flight to the Riviera.

We flew to Nice and drove to the Hotel du Cap, where Jimmy
Walker once had registered under the Impression that he was a
guest of the management. When the week's bill was presented,

Walker couldn't pay—and therefore stayed on, and on, and on.
Each week the mounting bill was presented and he ignored it and
stayed on. Walker kept the du Cap open all winter long, until

Manhattan patience overcame Gallic perseverence— and he re-

ceived no bill.

We stopped for refreshment at the Blue Bar in Cannes where

the härtender, Felix, displays his photo taken with his old friend,

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. Felix was the Duke's guest at the

Corona!ion. Nancy Carroll canie driving down the Port street,

having just arrived from Spain as a birthday surprise for her
daughter, Patricia Kirkland. It was truly a surprise, for Pat really

never expected it and had left for England the day before.

The food had been ordered, at La Bonne Auberge, and at the

next table sat Gene Tierney with Aly Khan and the Ray Starks.

Mrs. Stark, the former Frances Brice, as yet has had no word from
the N. Y. Police about the jewels stolen from her hotel suite on
5th Av. We drove along the coastline, tnrough the seaport villages

to San Tropeze, where Clark Gable has ehecked into the Aioli

Hotel. He took the rooms vacated by Garson Kanin and Ruth Gor-
don, who now are installed in the Paris Singer estate at Cap Fer-

rat. Across the tiny gulf we could see Ste. Maxim, where Gregory
Peck also has found retreat, in a villa.

Our hosts were Daniel Silberberg, the broker, and his wife,

Dorothy, the N. Y. decorator. They'd bought three adjoining houses

^ fronting the shoreline, and combined them into a Single, eharining
^ home. Sylvia and I admired the paintings, and our host directed

US to the art gallery nearby. We found no paintings there, but did

] find a painter: Pablo Picasso. He has recently moved to San Tro-

^ peze because here. in this fishing village, he can work with less

Interruption thau in the Cannes regioii.

Picasso is short, and his yellow coat and brown beret made
him appear even shorter. He was surprisingly affable, perhaps be-

cause Ol the five ladies accompanying him. One, his mistress, is a

striking brünette. Another, a young blond, told us she is Picasso's

daughter. We spoke of mutual friends, of Irving Berlin, Chagall
and Alice Toklas, and then the brünette urged him to leave and
they walked on. I remembered the story Chagall once told me,
about the priceless Goyas and El Grecos Td seen in Spain. During
the civil war in Spain Chagall had said to Picasso: '*What a pity

—

all those art treasures may be destroyed by war." And Picasso
had shrugged: *'So what? I'll paint others." '

We drove back to Cannes, over the mountains and along the

sea, to the gambling room at the easino. The Duchess of W'indsor

was there, with Mrs. Donohue and her son, Jimmy. They've ehar-

tered a yacht which is anchored below our Windows at Eden Roc.

Greta Garbo entered the room, unobtrusively, and the heads of the
gamblers kept turning to her and back to the roulette and chemin-
de-fer tables, back and forth, as if at a tennis match.

We returned to the du Cap and saw Henry Morgenthau and
hi5 French bride in the lobby. They had just hired a fishing boat

to take them to St. Honore*s, the Island in the Golfe de Juan
where Napoleon had cruised after his return from Elba. They
Invited us and Mr. and Mrs. John Houser of the Hilton chain to

accompany them aboard. The former Secretary of the Treasury
reminisced of his years In Washington and sald that the flrst

thing he notieed after he left was how more rapidly things were
accomplished by the dedicated workers in Washington than by
those in private industry.

He elasped the hand of his bride as the boat approached the
island, and said that he was trying to be like a French husband
to his bride, Marcelle. '*Like typieal French husbands, I come
home to lunch ever day," he said. "But when I get there, she's

never home."

We docked by moonlight, and supped on melon-with-rum and
bouillabaisse in the garden restaurant, drinking the wine distilled

by the monks who live nearby. Across the waters were the
twinkling lights of the Riviera villages, strung like those in the
used-car lots along the roadsides of Long Island. We went back
to the fishing boat, and I worked the rudder, heading for the
beacons off Antibes. Morgenthau, once one of the most somber
figures in the New Deal, now led the singing of "Clementine" and
"Row Your Boat" and "Give My Regards to Broadway."

The spray came up and we uncovered the tarpaulin blanket
as a shield against the lurching waters. Our host hummed and sang,
then recalled Einstein's first Visit to the White House, when the
scientist had listened earefully to everything Mr. Roosevelt said.

**I heard and understood cvery Single word the President spoke,**

Einstein sighed. "But then I put them all together, and cannot
understand this one thing: Did he say Yes or was it No?"

The lights no longer twinkled, but loomed bright and clear
In the Starlight night. The flsherman turned the motor off and
the boat glided to the dock. We were drenched and joyous, sang
one more "Clementine," then drove up the hill to our hotel.



The home of El Greco in Toledo, now a museum.
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the toothpaste smile for tHe"

By Frank Farrell
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just Another 'Stet
This week's premlere, "Bus

Stop," may have meant the

difference between poverty or

r iches t

o

some of its

angels. But
for copro-
ducer Roger
Stevens, the
new play in

the Music
Box still
comes under
the heading

Frank Farrell of hobby. . .

.

Because Mr. Stevens, who
owns the Empire State Build-

ing and other little enter-

prises, has plenty of activity

to classify as business. . . .

And thoiigh he*s now alsop re-

presented as producer of such
thriving concerns as 'The Bad
Seed," "The P^lowering Peach,"
"Tea and Company," "The
Dark Is Light Enough" and
the upcoming "Cat on a Hot
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A MESSAGE from
HERMAN SHUMLIN

"The Backstage Blackboard"

Backstaßfe at the Natonal
Theatre there is a black-

board which Lucia Victor,

the handsome stage man-
aeer of INHERIT THE
WIND, uses to conyey In-

structions and criticisms to

the Company. It is in two
sections, and one of them
is for the use of the Com-
pany, to convey their some-
times ribald remarks about
the management. The
actors call it The Squawk
Board. There are 65 in the
Company, and each of them
is a self-acknowledged wit.

On Saturday one of them
used the whole board to

chalk up in bold letters

"Four Runs On One Hit."

(Saturday night Paul Muni
re-opened in JNHERIT
THE WIND after a sum-
mer lay-off of almost 3

months.) It was the 483rd
Performance.

It took me a moment to

figure out this slogan, but
I finally got it. When it

opened in April of 1955,
that was Run No. 1. Run
No. 2 was in September of

last year, when after clos-

ing down for 3 weeks, due
to a grievous blow dealt

Muni, it started from
Scratch with Melvyn
Douglas in the star part,
and it made the grade
again. Then, 3 months
later—and what a night
THAT was! — Muni came
back, and that was Run No.
3. We layed off this Sum-
mer, and Saturday's Per-
formance was Run No. 4—
at least, the enthusiastic

and optimistic wielder of
the chalk said it was. And
I have the feeling that he
(or she) is right.

The tradition in show-
business is that a long halt

in the run of a play is

hazardous. I can only re-

member one play that did
the vaoation trick and
came back just as streng a
hit as wh.en Jt shut down, . ,

and that was" DODS-
WORTH, with Walter
Huston years ago. (I re-

member these details be-
cause I had turned DODS-
WORTH down and had a
neurotic, or grunting in-

terest in its fortunes.) But
Saturday night at the Na-
tional, here we were right
back in business again,
every seat filled and the
Standing room seid to the
limit of the law. It was
wonderful! Muni was in

top form, stunning in his

commanding power, his in-

exhaustible imaginative-
ness something to wonder
at, and Ed Begley and
Tony Randall were right
in there with him. Every
member of the Company
was on his toes and the
audience was on the crest
of the wave every second.
At the end, the cheers and
whistles and the roar of
applause was as it had
always been.
"Four Runs On One

Hit!" That will be some-
thing!

HERMAN SHUMLIN
Producet'Director of

"INHERIT thi WIND'*
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The Lyons Den

By Leonard Lyons

Father Rigiiey, wlio was iniprisoned by the Chinese Comiiiu-

nlsts for six years, will speak at the Overseas Press Club on Tues-

day, as a ioken of g^raiitude—because the elub, indirectly, wa«
involved in bis being released. Prime Minister U Nu of Burma
had spoken there, on the eve of bis trip to see Mao in China. One
of the guests, a priest, asked U Nu to intecede with Mao for

Father Rigiiey's release. U Nu promised—and did,

Seven years ago the late Lee Shubert and his nephew, Milton
Shubert, wcnt to a summer playhouse in Ocean City. They saw a
young actress in the shovv, Grace Kelly, and sent her a contract

for her exclusive Services for 10 years. She refused to sign it.

•1 still am not sure whether I want to go on the stage," she ex-

plained. "And if I do, I'm not sure that I'd want to tie myself up
for 10 years. Just put me into one show." Shubert put her into

a Strindberg play. Now Milton Shubert is sending her the old

contract, as a wedding gift.

The producor of a flop show learned how cruel the drania
crities' barbs can be, on the nig:ht his show opened. He sat up
at the Little Club, waitinju;: for the notlces, and read the press

attacks. He shuddered, then siß:hed: "Even when I was indicted,

they Said nicer things about nie.**

Zachary Scott, who's been wearing an earring for years, won't
wear it for his role in *The King and I" at the City Center. "My
earring's too small for a big stage," he said. 'I'm going to borrovv

a big one from my vvife" . . . Ruth St. Denis, now 83, will appear
in a fashion show in N. Y., to demonstrate to women over 60 how
they can remain chic . . . Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., may return
to Congress in the same district he represented. His successor,

Rep. Irwin Davidson, is slated for a Court of General Sessions

judgeship.

This is how li^htnin^ strikes on Broadway: At 2 p.m. on
Thursdays, Susan Cabot came to tlie office of Peter Witt, the agent.

Miss Cat>ot has appeared in filnvs, biit never in a theater, nor has
she «ever done any sin^in;;. Witt was iinenthusiastic. Then the

agent heard that the producers of the new niusical, ^'Shangri-La,"

were seeking a leading lady. The agent brought Miss Cabot to

the auditions. She knew no lyrics to any songs. She auditioned
by singing **LaLa-La** to tunes suggested by the shovv*s director.

By 4 p.m. she was signed for the co-starring part.

Joan Tyler, the actress who is Coming East to marry George
Jessel, was introduced to him by Joe Schenck. In introducing
Jessel, Schenck said: "Joan, I want you to meet the man who stole

my wife, Norma Talmadge" . . . At the Elegante, where Jessel is

appearing, a ringsider said: *'Miss Tyler is just the right age for

George—young" . . . Producers' Showcase won't do "Dodsworth,"
because they coul^ii't find an actor to play the role created by
Walter Huston . .\ Ponti-DelLaurentis will release the movie,
"War and Peace," ir\New York this spring.



The Lyons Den

By Leonard Lyons

MEET THE BRIDE

*I only know that I was born and that I*m still living. Thafs
what I know." Thus said Marilyn Monroe to a movie executlve
who, in scoffing: at her objectlons to a movie Script offered her,
had sald: "Fve been in tliis business 80 years, and you*re gonna
teil me aboiit i<? What do you know?"

That executive is gone now. And, departed also from the
studio, is the executive who had announced, in suspending her,

that Miss Monroe would be forgotten soon. Now she's front-page
news here, this actress whose first trip to N. Y. was to help
exploit "Love Happy," a movie in which she had one brief scene.

She got $100 a week for this pronnotion job, she told me. "I had a
big suite in the afternoon, to meet the exhibitors. And later that

night I was moved to a tiny room." She vvasn't upset about the
change to smaller quarters.

The studio hadn*t canceled her right to order via room Service.

"Caviar for breakfast. It*s the first thing I remember of New
York," said Miss Monroe. Tlien, five years ago, she visited N. Y,

again. **I used to walk to a Cafeteria near Grand Central for

coffee, alone," she said. From room-service caviar to Cafeteria

coffee. She still goes to cafeterias, but in disguise.

Perhaps it was the calendar which first catapulted her to

fame. Lucien Ballard, the cameraman, sent her the calendar once,

and requested her to autograph it. She obliged and wrote for the

benefit of the photographer: "This is NOT my best side." A book
of photographs of Miss Monroe had a sensational sale in foreign
countries. The publisher explained: "The photos of Marilyn Mon-
roe need no translation." In Sardi's one night people kept flocki-ng

to our table, and Harry Kurnitz said: "This girl is going to bring
back tablehopping."

She aiiswers to her real nanie, Norma, only when it's followed
by her middle name, Jeaii. "They used to sing it at me," I heard
her say, " *Norma Jean, Stringbean*. Stringbean was my nick-

name." And Joe DiMaggio told her: "Stringbean? Must've been
a low ceiling, honey."

Her party gowns are all borrowed from her studio's wardrobe,
nd she docsn't pretend otherwise. One of her escorts, who was
^aware of this practice, asked her if that was a new gown she
s wearing. "I guess so," was Marilyn's frank reply. "I've never

it before " After her photo had appeared in more magazines
did fne President of the United States, she posed for a spread

Harper's Bazaar. "At last,'* she said when it was over. "AU
life Tve wanted to be in a woman's magazine."

"She's a hard worker," Fritz Lang, the director, said of her,
"To bad she's gölten too much Publicity too early." Miss Monroe
heard Lang say this, and told him: **Stop worrying, Mr. Lang.
I've know what I've been doing since I was six, vears ago."

Ingrid Bergman once discussed Marilyn, and told me: "I've
never seen her, and I hear they ridicule her, but she accomplishes
that which is elementary for any actress—she gets the roles." Miss
Monroe was dissatisfied with most of those roles, and therefore
decided to organize her own Company. ."I now want to do movies
which wo7it make me feel, after I drive avvay from the preview,
that I ought to drive off a cliff."

She was discovered by Ben Lyon, casting director: at the Fox
Studios. **It was a warm day," Marilyn told me. **I wanted to

wear something fhat would look dilferent from the other girls who
were waiting, something to catch his eyes. So I wore something'
cool. I guess he walked up to me right away, because I looked the
coolest of them all. "Lyon changed only her name, from Nurma
Jean to Marilyn Monroe.

During her visits to a psychoanalyst, one of her friends said:

"Oh, the poor analyst. Imagine seeing a body like that on his

couch—and having to concern himself only with her mind." Jean
Negulesco directed her in a movie scene which required her to

Strip down to her undergarments. The scene had to be filmed

over and over again. When he came home and Mrs. Negulesco
asked him what he'd been doing, the director sighed wearily. "I

had a tough day at the studio. For seven hours I had to watch
Marilvn Monroe remove her clothes."

I Introduced her once to Buddy Hacket, who said: "It's the

first time IVe ever seen her before Fve gone to sleep," Cecll

Beaton sald of her: "Miss Monroe is the most exciting woman in

America. She cares nothing for fashion and doesn't have to, She
never wears jewelry at parties, and told me: "Nobody ever

notices when I don't wear jewelry," i

Harold Arien told her, in El Morocco one night: "You have a
sculptured head.' She was pleased, and said: "Strange of you tÖ

say that—because the fact is, nobody ever looks at my head," They
danced, and Arien whispered: "Everyone in the room is starlng

in this direction. "She told the songwriter: "That's because th^y

all recognize you."

Her quest for knowledge and improvement has tsiken her to

odd places. Twic.^ she went to the YMHA to listen io the dramatic

readings by Tennessee Williams. Tlien she ask^d her escort to

walk with her in the rain, so that she could think about it all. When
she heard that Zanuck liad relented, and was willing to produce

"The Brothers Iviiramazov"—but first changing it io "The Sisters

Karamazov" to co-star Jane Russell—Miss Monroe said: "Mr.

Zanuck probably will add a third Karamazov, to get Betty Grable

into it."

She went to Constance Collier for drama lessons, and the late

actress-coach said: "Marilyn Monroe pos^sesses that quality which

no amount of lessons ever can give to anyone—she's a born star."



Huston, Bück In Town
Maj. John Huston and Capt. Jules

Bück are back from the European the-
atre of war and will be attached to the
Col. Frank Capra unit for a coupie of

months.



Bogart Hurt in Car Crash
NAPLES, Italy, Feb. 6 (ÜP)—

Humphrey Bogart was injured
slightly today in an auto wreck
on the way to Naples. His car hit

a stone milepost on the Appain
Way and his head hit the door.
John Huston, the director, who was
a passei^er, was not injured.



Huston in *de Sade' Film

John Huston, the director-

writer-actor, will play a fea-

tured role in **de Sade,'* a film

dramatization of the career of

the Marquis de Sade, which
is being shot in Berlin by Amer-
ican International Pictures.

Keir Dullea is portraying the

18th-century French writer and
sex criminal.
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The oldest parts of the chateau date from the thirtecnth Century

CHATEAUX IN PROVENCE

rignan (1)

THis bcautiful chätcau originally bclongcd

to the family of Adhcmar de Montcil,

Comtc de Grignan, one of whosc seventeenth-

century descendants married Frangoise, the

charming daughter of Madame de Sevigne, a

beauty at the Court of Louis XIV. It was while

FraiK^oise Hved at Grignan that Madame de

Sevigne carried on the famous correspondence

in which we find frequent allusions to the pleas-

ant hfe of the chateau. On her frequent visits,

Madame de Sevigne was lodgcd in the east

tower, and it was there that she died. She helped

make Grignan's legend.

Sir Walter Scott teils us in Quentin Durward

that ''no traveller passing within as much as

forty miles from the C^hateau de (jrignan should

neglect making a pil- (Continued on page SO)
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ÜBLE EXCEPTIONS WHICH INCLUDE
»MERS AT LEAST 6% FOII CASH
.Hl Vü^vn II. 18, 19, :«, ::7, 29.

ove/,'^,:;Y,,cT,rirSe,^^;!''''vv,-'j^-r »".> -.« „... ,h. v

"M^L *~ -•-'*"ary) didnt know a vord üf (;trn^«n hu» h^ w..

^..--^.. .•<•«! joui fiioiiins later contiPd fh<» Hith-r Conimaiidant wi.
InspPf tfd thr* i«il iiito l)eli«»vin<j he \\as a mastrr rlynaniilpr. , .Ihf»
biK sliot \M-ole a lopori to Berlin Ihm h«' hatl fr-iind a ma.sifr-
saboteur. w ho halPd evciythiiiK British. ...Soon .-(ftir ('hapm^n nv«?
In Pari.«; NNoikin^ /or Na/j Inif'lliKn-.ir . . . Ilr \\,i*: pjuatbiiicd jnto
Enf:l;ind. with passport and ojhf-r pap<Ms, a sboitu.ivc «4T an
cIolhiiiK. All of it British stolrn fiorn victinis of ihr I »»( ppe Rah
Eddie also had a moticy holt loadcd with Biitish pound»;. '

He %pt up tontact wiih B^Tlm bv hi.s shoit wave sot .. .Tlir .sar
day he pJH.nod a Rtiiish officlal ft-om a Mavf.iir ii.iv stati«.n. l
hoeu piuatliutr<l in to U]<>\k- up tho p(.\\.«'r plam of ihr iHllavill
Woiks." ho Said. "Iin Kddii* Chapman. I v\ant to op<'jatr lor rrr
roiiiitiy. K^iplaiul! But \ou nni'-t n'wt' mr a fiill pardcn and I n)iJM
korp tbis S.(KH) pourids I bavr.. .Tbcv trird k» catch bim but ncvrr
Rot nonr this \\ill o' tho wisp and finally ajjrrrd to his ti-rms.

Thfy^ say the rnoimous artifioial .««enoi v srt tip t«> makf Ihe
powrt- plant of ihr IVHavilland work^ 'in.ikin^' tbc .Mr<^(piito
Bunihors» kx-k llko it had hccti rxpNxkHl ficrn \Oihin w«*«; <.»)o of
tbf K«fat camnuflaßp Jobs of tho war. Tho Na/i ph«n<s llew cAfr.
photoj:iapbrd it. and C'baprnan sonn Rot (H(Uts (via slu.ituave)
fo nUMii to (U-nnany via Liv.b<.n. . , In Berlin, bo wondrird if hi»
hoa.x c«'Uld have possihly b(»en succo^jsful. . .He was icicivrd like
a hoio and dcroraird with tho Iron Cioss. . .'Ihry inadr him part
of Ihr-ir Bi^! Secrot Wrapon catnpai^n. Tho Vi" aiu» V2 rcckrts
with uhich HitlfT hopcd to dosttcy Kondon ... Apain tln \ (hfpj>r(l
hnvi by parachute into Kn^laiMl. . .111«^ <ii(lors wno to flash back
the Ificatlons damaprd by tho K.ckct bf.mhs sr. that accuiacy
Of)nld bo assniod.

. .Kddi«'. ut.rkin^' a^ain with bis cdunli vrn« n,
jflaypd ndsinformalion wbich rairiod the Na/i Ix.inbs pasi L« n-
dnn's hoa\iPst |K)puIatrd afoas a lot of tho linu-.

A Senior Officer of tlip Biitish \\^i7 Office piihliclv rallrd FM\e
'

^'onc of the hiavt'M jncn to simvc in Ihe wai ". . .!>( spite this,
Biitish IntelÜKonre rnade intpossibb« any formal ief(»pnition of bis
horoism...In fact thry fotbado any «'lis<!osuip whatovrr of bis
e.xploiis.

. .A Kipnch nrwspapor tan a soiies on hi«J ania/inp ad-
ventures in 17 instailnionis dcspito protosts fioin tNr Biitish Km-
bassy in Bari«?... Tho Kronch Koioifjn Office rrfnsrd to inttMteir...
But uhen Lilliput. the British sück papor (nu.niiiK ). priiited thflr
fiist aiticle c'hapni.in was aiirstcr! aiul fincd .V) Ihs. (plus 25 for
Co.sts( ff)r violatiiij,' Phe O fficial Sorrei.s Aot.

Finally, g compromise was leachrd whercby TIic Eddie Chap-
nian .'stoiy (ould be told "ptox idod no asso. iatioii* whauvn with the
Biiiivh Ctjvornment would be adinilted' . . .'i'hc .\«\\v <if iht \\oi Id
is cunonlly printinp Ihe story. i.e. mainiaininp K(l<lio was a Na/i
spyl

. . .The book was |)iiblishcd in London ly \Vin}^aU. A.«- wiiiten
"for Etidie" by Krank Owen, one vi Boavci brook"s rtlitoiv jt ( on-
flnes itself to the .sarne firtion. . .But last wi'ok a top Austii.lian
weekly <Thp Suiulay lieiald» staricd pi inline the facts. niaam. . .

London ki(ked. but the Anstialian editcns icfused to budj!P. . .They
fli-p pi int inj! millions of copios. vo jjicat is the drniand. . (Miapman'K
frlends say he was trained "in fleimany» with the 8 Saboteurs pi(ked
up by the CMen on Lonjr I*;land anil Florida hoa»hes. Aft«r dis-
embaikinp fiom a sub . .Eddie sa\s they canu- e\|)|-essl\' k t low
up the Bro«tklyn Bridj^'e to terrorl/e Anieiican*;. . .Was Chapinan
Mhey ask> the one w ho tipped British Intellijjencp to tip the Ih)'*

These nii:ht% E<ldic Chapinan is as eelebtated i\ man as tbcrc is
in Eondon. . .Kilin produ<ei .lohn Iliiv'on was last inatrd liy Jiim. . .

He would like to /ihn the siory with Fio^art. . .Thr runiör is that
the Eabour Baily v\ill pif)Vt>ke a det)ate on the sijbjr<t of Chapinan
- to enibanas.s the l'onser\alives. Chiinhills paity, , ."Why was
hi«! jail sentenee erased witfiout due piocevs of law?" they niay
deniand. . ."If he was a Oeinian spy as piinted in our bip^est news-
paiKT. why is he at libeity now ** Shouldnt he U' hanne(P". . Eddie
just lau^hs. lle's wondeiing how it all will ronio t^ui, hims«lf.
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Europa als Experiment

„Die Geschichte des Abendlandes hegt hinter

uns." Mit dieser Feststellung, die so lapidar ist.

daß sie fast sdion amüsant wirkt, beginnt die

neueste, brosdiürenhaftc. hastig verfaßte, unter

dem Andrang der Geschichte sozusagen nur hin-

geworfene, darum aber nicht weniger erstaun-

lidie Schrift von Friedridi Heer, worin er den
Sinn seiner beiden vor;.ufgegangenen weit um-
fangreicheren Werke: ..Anfang Europas" und „Die

Tragödie des Heiligen Reidis'" zusammenfaßt.
Mit diesem .,Experiment Europa" Mohannes-Ver-
lag, Einsiedcln, 1952) ist nichts weniger als eine

Revision der ganzen abendländischen Geschichte

gemeint. Denn die Zeit, sie zu revidieren, ja über-

haupt erst recht eigentlich zu sehen, sei — so

sagte der Autor — nun gekommen. Wir leben ja

nicht mehr in ihr. Sie liegt hinter uns, sie ist.

zum ersten Male, voll überblickbar geworden:
und in der Tat ist es möglich, daß das

sogenannte Mittelalter, identisch mit der Epoche
..Abendland", niclit schon 1492 geendet hat, wie
gemsse Historiker alten Stils behaupten, sondern
erst 1945. — reicht dodi das meiste, was wir für

typisdi ..mittelalterlich' halten, v/ie zum Beispiel

die Leibeigenschaft, die Hexenprozesse, die Ent-
wicklung des Dogmas von der unbefleckten

Empfängnis, weit in die „Neuzeit" herein, ja es

hat sidi, oft genug, überhaupt erst in dieser Neu-
zeit herausgebildet und würde im Mittelalter ver-

geblTÖi gesucht werden. Nun aber, sollte man
meinen, sei es auch damit zu Ende, und die globale

Gesdiichte habe begonnen.
Der Autor, der sich auf das Christentum ver-

steht wie nur irgendeiner, beweist uns in seinei

Schrift, im Grunde wider Willen, daß der Vei-
such. Europa christlicli aufzubauen, sdion von
Anfang an gescheitert v.ar. Wenn von wirklichem
Christentum in Europa die Rede sein soll, so be-
ginnt f^>. — vieiieiciii — tisU jetzt, nach dem Ende
Europas. n

Ein verzweifeltes Unternehmen aUo, dieses

Christentum! wird man sagen. Aber es soll ja

nicht untersucht werden, was etwa nodi sein wird,

sondern dcis. was schon war. Das Abendland näm-
lich, gestiftet in der Völkerwanderung, anerkannt,
sanktioniert, als Firma eingetragen durch die

Kaiserkrönung Karls des Großen, gründet sich —
sagt der Autor — auf das Christentum, oder es

hätte sich zum mindesten darauf zu gründen;
aber diejenigen, die wirklich das Abendland, die

wirklich Europa waren, die Kaiser und Könige
also, die Fürsten und Vornehmen, ja selbst die

Bisdiöfe und Klöster, sie alle haben — sagt Heer
— das Christentum ausschließlich, oder fast aus-

schließlich, als ein Mittel zur Macht gehandhabt,
gestützt auf die Überlieferung vom Gottkaiser-

tum der Cäsaren und der „puipurgeborenen"
Herrsdier von Byzanz; und jene, die nicht Europa
sein durften, aber europäische Christen sein woll-

ten, die Machtlosen, die Gebildeten ohne Einfluß.

die Denker und das gedankenlos fühlende

Volk, haben sidi auf dem seltsamsten Umweg über
Häresie und Protestantismus, über Kirchenkon-
flikle. Glaubenskriege und Verfolgungen zum

4Deine Stunde
\on Albert Arnold Scholl

Xoch unlci Tränen.
(die doch versiegen werden)
wenn deren jede auch
dir Furchen zieht,

die keiner ebnen wird:
verzw'eifle nicht,

erwarte deine Stunde —
— fern von Lesezirkeln

und niciit dem Fleisch verhaftet —
der Zufall will.

daß au(±i die Speismaschine
von Gegenüber
dich nidit ins Dasein mischt;

sogar Chopin
und selbst das Sterbelächeln

deiner Mutter
sind aus dem Blut gespült —

o einmal, zweimal nur
gekannte Stunde,

da du,

ein letzter Tropfen Tee
am Grund der Schale,

den erdigen Gerudi der Dinge
durch dich hindurchläßt

und aus der Iris Orchideen wachsen
da das Strukturgefühl
der Pianetarsysteme

m deine Fingerkuppen drängt
und auch
das Antlitz eines fernen Gottes

sidi lächelnd in den Griff dir gibt —

Von Alexander Lernet-Holenia

wahren Glauben, zur Erlaubnis, überhaupt erst

wirklich glauben y.u dürfen, uurchringen müssen,
wovon nicht nur sie selbst, sondern — erstaun-

licherweise — zuletzt audi die wahre Kiixiie pro-
fitiert iiätte . . .

Welch merkwürdiges Erlebnis, solciie Worte aus
dem Munde eines betont katholischen Autors zu
vernehmen I Sie sind mit so viel Selbstverleug-

nung ausgesprochen, daß sie große Wahrsdiein-
lidikeit für sich haben, richtig, ja wahr zu sein.

Zudem hat die Geschichtswissenschaft bisher so

gut wie ganz versäumt, gläubige Katholiken an-
zuhören, ganz ebenso wie sie ja audi die Evan-
gelien nicht als historische Dokumente hat an-
erkennen wollen. Alles dergleichen hat sie viel-

mehr, als befangen, abgelehnt. Wie unerwartet
sohin, einen Katholiken mit einem Male sozusagen
weit protestantischer als alle Protestanten reden
zu hören! Aber im Grunde tut der katholisdie

Historiker Heer nichts weiter, als daß er der
Hiitorie gibt, was der Historie, und daß er dem
Katholizismus gibt, was des Katholizismus ist.

Auf .solche beunruhigenden Offenheiten wird sich

un.sere Zeit überhaupt mehr und mehr gefaßt zu
machen haben. Denn das Vertuschen ist längst

eine überholte Methode geworden. Wer, wie etwa
der Katholizismus, im Angriff ist, bekennt ganz
offen seine eigenen Schwächen, ja genaugenom-
men ist jedes offene Bekenntnis schon ein An-
griff in dieser sich zu nichts mehr oder nur ge-
zwungenermaßen zu irgend etwas bekennenden
Welt.

Kräfte, Personen, Seelen

„Es gab, streng genommen, nie ein christliches

Europa" — so heißt es in der Diktion Friedridi

Heers — . „wohl aber gab es ein weites und rei-

ches Christsein in Europa. Ein rfiristbezogenes

Dj-ein. begründet in der Kirche, lebend, wirkend,
strahlend in den Kräften, die aus der Stille, aus
o'em Gebet, dem Opfer, dem Zeugnis, aus der
Askese, aus der Vereinigung mit Gott kommen;
in Klöstern und Kongiegationen, in Pfarrhäusern
und Spinnstuben, in Schlössern und Katen. In
diesem Christentum treffen sich Rhabanus Maurus
und Thomas von Aquin. Canisius, Franz von Sales,

Fenelon, Vinzenz von Paul, Katharina von Siena.

zahlreiche goitgeweihte katholische Frauen und
Männer mit Protestanten wie Leibniz, Terstee-

gen und den beiden Blumhardt, die mitten im
19. Jahrhundei-t in ihrem schwäbischen Dorf den
Kampf mit dem Teufel aufnehmen

Das ist das eine: Kräfte. Personen, Seelen, die

das europäische Christsein in der Vergangenheit
getragen haben. Hinter allem, über allem: die

Kirche. Und dann ist da das andeie, welches das
Christsein in die Zukunft, in die Welt hinein- und
hinausträgt. Dieses andere, das weit hinausweist

über das alte Abendland und seine Möglichkeiten,

setzt weltgeschichtlich sichtbar an in Franz von
Assisi. der das Geschlechtergefüge der feudal-

reclitlichen Väterwelt sprengt durch sein Bruder-
sein aus Christus und aus seiner Feindesliebe.

Dieses andie bezeugt sich wieder in Ignatius, dem
Heiligen der Freiheit der Kinder Gottes, der eine

Schneeflocke sein will aus Gottes Hand. Dieses

andre setzt zur dritten Manifestation an in The-
tese von Lisieux. Mit ünder, leiser Hand schiebt

.•«ie die blutigen Sakramentp der alteüropäi.<«chen

Welt beiseite: die.sen religiös-politischen Gott-
königdienst der Rache und des Gericht .s. der
lechnend-riditend .sorgenden Gerechtigkeit, des
irdischen und himmlischen Kommerzes, der gna-
denheischenden, aufstiegsüchtigen, gewinnsüch-
tigen Seele — und zeigt der Christenheit den
neuen Weg . . ." Nur Gregor VII., der „falsche

Mönch Hildebrand", ist hier vergessen, er. der
den investieienden Gottkaiser Heinrich vor Ca-
nossa auf die Knie gezwungen und ein so dirist-

liches Christentum hat stiften wollen, wie es

auch alle Bemühungen des gegenwärtig regie-
renden Papstes nicht schöner zu sdienken ver-
möchten . . .

— was sonst?

Was aber, wenn es nicht das Christentum ge-

wesen sein soll, aus dem die Gesdiichte des
Abendlandes hervoi-gegangen ist, — was sonst
war Urheber der abendländischen, im eigentlidi-

sten Sinn europäi.schen Geschichte? Geschichte ist

ja doch der sichtbarste Ausdruck göttlicher Ein-

Was sidi etwa bei der Geburt oder im Tode
vollzieht, ist wohl gleidifalls groß, doch cUif ganz
andere Art, es hat den Charakter des immerv. äh-

renden Geborenwerdens und Absterbens und Wie-
dergeborenwerdens, es führt zu nichts als zu sidi

selber, und die Kräfte, die dabei am Werke sind,

spielen nur in sich selbst. Geschichte aber führt

zufolge ihrer Verstricktheit in die Zeit, die da-

durch überhaupt eist merkbar wird, zu etwas
ganz anderem: nämlidi über ihren eigenen Ab-
lauf zum Ende. Durch die Geschichte wird das

Natürliche zuerst von unnatürlichem Leben und
dann von einem unnatürlichen Tode befeilen.

Gesdiidite nistet sich, wie ein Sdimarotzerwesen,
in die Natur ein. entfaltet sich zu unwahrschein-
lidier Blüte, saugt alles Natürliche aus und zer-

stört zuletzt ganz unweigerlich den Boden, aus

dem sie wädist, und damit auch sich selbst,

„Man marks the earth with ruin". stellt Byron
fest, — aber der Mensch, weil er geschichtlich,

weil er das einzig gesdiichtlidie Gesdiöpf ist.

wütet nidit nur gegen die Erde, sondern auch
gegen sich selbst. Warum tut er das, warum muß
er das tun? Woher hat er diesen Auftrag? Von
den Göttern? Gibt es sie denn? Von Gott? Gäbe
es ihn etwa wirklich? Oder hätte er — der

Mensch — den Auftrag aus sich selber? Wahr-
scheinlich aus sich selber. Denn er umfaßt im
eigenen Busen alle Mächte, die wir Gott oder die

Götter nennen; und weil das einzige, dem auch

die Götter erliegen, das Schicksal ist. so erliegt

auch der Mensch seinem eigenen Schicksal. Das
Schicksal ist seine einzige Gottheit, es ist die Gott-

heit schlechthin. Auch die Gottheit des aller-

christlichsten. allerkatholisdiesten Europa war
also nicht Gott, sondern die Gesdiichte selbst, die

eigene europäisdie Geschichte, das Geschick, das

unheilig-heilige, das gewollte Verhängnis.

Baut ein Biber seine Dämme, so baut er sie

ganz so, wie die Biber sie sdion seit eh und je

gebaut haben; und aiitii die Bienen bauen ihre

Waben wie seit eh und jeh. Sie verändern sie

nicht, sie verbessern sie nicht, sie fühlen keine

(Fortsetzung Seite 18, Spalte 3)

Der Monat
Dezember

Ein Steinrelief aus
dem 13. Jahrhundert
am Portal der Kathe-
drale von Ferrara. Es
wird einem. Künstler
aus dem Kreis um den
Bildhauer Antelam.i

zugeschrieben; es ge-

hört neben den ande-

ren Monatsdarstellun-
gen der Kathedrale zu

den bedeutenden Bei-

spielen romanischer

Skulptur in Italien.

Aufnahme: Boudol-Lamotte

Giovio, der Augenzeuge
Zum 400. Todestag des ersten Reporters und Interviewers / Von Franz Babingcr

Der Vorwurf, daß eine Geschichte der humani-
|
dacht, die er in seinem. Museum in Como zusam-

stischen Historiographie in Italien noch auf ihren
|

Darsteller v.arte, bezieht sidi vorwiegend auf die

Forschungsergebnisse des 18. Jahrhunderts. Die

Arbeit der Literaturhistoriker jener Zeit bildet

noch heute die Grundlage, und selbst ihre Fehler

werden bedenkenlos übernommen. Damit erklärt

sich auch, daß das Leben und Wirken eines viel-

umstrittenen Historikers des 16. Jahrhunderts,

Paolo Giovios. bis heute nodi nidit gründlich be-

handelt wurde.
Giovio wurde 1483 in Como geboren und starb

im Dezember 1552, Zunächst ließ er sich als Arzt
in Como und später in Mailand nieder. Das Stu-

dium der alten Schriftsteller erwedvte jedoch
bald den Wunsch in ihm, der Geschichtsschreiber

seiner Zeit zu werden, und er vertausdite den

ärztlidien Beruf mit dem des Historikers. Um
1516 uiim er nach Rom. wo er Gelegenheit

hatte, dem Mediceerpapst Leo X. die Einleitung

zu seiner geplanten großen Zeitgeschichte vor-

zutragen. Der Papst war begeistert, verlieh

ihm die Ritterwürde und einen Lehrstuhl für

Beredsamkeit an der Universität von Rom. Paolo

Giovio war in seinem Element. Mit Marino
Sanuto in Venedig, dem Verfasser der ,,Diarien"

(1496—1533), verband ihn bald ein lebhafter

Briefwechsel, der seine Kenntnis von den Welt-

vorgängen erweiterte. So entstanden die fünf-

undvierzig Bände seiner lateinischen „Geschichte

seiner Zeit", die vom Einfall Karls VIII. von

Frankreich in Italien (1495) bis zum Jahre 1547

reichen sollte und die nicht ohne bedenkliche

Lücken blieb. Der brudistückartige Charakter des

Werkes mag Giovio veranlaßt haben, den Druck
nicht zu beschleunigen. Er begnügte sich damit,

frühzeitig die Abschriften einzelner Bände zu

verbreiten. Erst 1550 bis 1552 wurde das Werk in

Florenz gedruckt, in den nächsten Jahren folgten

Zahlreiche v.'eitere Ausgaben und viele Ueber-
auf das Irdische, — wobei das höchste j Setzungen,

freilich nicht etwa aus einem nebelhaften Him- j .Seine letzten Lebensjahre waren angefüllt mit

wnkung

mcl, sondern aus den Menschen selbst wirkt; ja

eigentlich ist die Geschichte, ist das Schicksal das
' mzig Erhabene, das wir zu fühlen und zu be-

weisen vermögen. Aus der Natur, dem Existie-

renden, Statischen schlechthin können wir nidits Bezeichnender für sei.)

wahrhaft Waltendes beweisen. Erst wenn sie in

Bewegung gerät, wenn Stehendes abzulaufen
beginnt, wenn Natürliches in die Geschichte tritt,

fühlen wir das Walten der Mädite.

der Herausgabe biographischer Darstellungen,

in denen er. meist

wandten, berühmten
setzte, darunter Leo

im Auftrage von Ver-

feitgenossen ein Denkmal
und selbst Hadrian VI.

Geisteshaltung sind

mengetragen hatte. Giovio hatte erkannt, das die

Zeit der Landesgeschiditen vorbei war und daß
man alle Völker, die in der europäischen Politik

eine Rolle spielten oder zu spielen begannen,
gleichmäßig behandeln mußte. So zog er alle

diristlichen Staaten, aber auch die Osmanen —
seine erstmals 1531 in Venedig gedruckten .,Com-

mentarii dello cose de' turchi" sind heute noch ein

wichtiges Quellenwerk — und die Barbaresken
in Nordafrika in den Kreis seiner Betrachtungen.

Sogar die damals zahlreich umlaufenden Be-
richte über die Völker der Neuen Welt verwen-
dete er in seiner Darstellung. Giovio war zwei-

fellos der erste große Reporter und Interviewer.

Ständig suchte er wichtige Ereignisse, besonders

Schlachten, als Augenzeuge mitzuerleben. Wenn
er nicht rechtzeitig zur Stelle v/ar. fiagte er die

maßgeblichen Teilnehmer aus und ließ sidi jedes

Detail erklären.

Schon zu seinen Lebzeiten wurde er häufig als

Lügner und Schmeidiler bezeichnet. P. Bayle. der

Enzyklopädist, und G. Tiraboschi sammelten
Zeugnisse, die seine Parteilichkeit und seine

Käuflichkeit beweisen sollten. Man muß sidi da-

bei jedoch vergegenwärtigen, daß damals die

Fürsten, nicht aber Verleger und Budihändler
Honorare zahlten. Die Widmungen in Büchern
waren im voraus bestimmt und wurden ent-

sprechend bezahlt. Giovio war überzeugt, daß er

der Spender und Verkünder des Ruhmes sei. Er
gab selber zu, daß er, je nadi Bezahlung, die einen
in Brokat kleide, die andern in Zwillidi. Er
wünsche keine Schulden zu madien und sich das

Hirn auf eigene Kosten zu zermartern. Leopold
v. Ranke, neben Benedetto Croce wohl der eifrig-

ste Verteidiger Giovios. untersuchte die gegen
ihn erhobenen Vorwürfe der Gewinnsudit und
Einseitigkeit auf ihre Glaubwürdigkeit und
stellte fest, daß er rürgends Umstellungen der
Tatsachen, um gefällig zu sein, bei Giovio an-
getroffen habe. Die abfällige, unerbittlidie Art,

wie er seine einstigen Gönner Leo X. und Kle-
mens VII., von Hadrian VI. ganz zu schweigen,

beurteilte, lasse erkennen, daß er für seine Kritik

tiiftige Gründe gehabt habe. Dabei verkannte
Ranke keineswegs die Schattenseiten der Dar-
stellung Giovios, der niemals auf die wirtschaft-

liche Lage und die Politik einging.

Paolo Giovio kannte die Menschen nur als Re-
porter und als Arzt, und sein Gedächtnis bezeidi-

nete er als seine einzige Notizensammlung. Ihn
interessierten nur die Menschen und deren Um-
welt, das politisdie Leben blieb ihm gleidigültig.

Der -journalistisdie. auf den Tag berechnete Be-
trieb der Geschiditsschreibung", deren wesent-
licher Vertreter Giovio ist, ist freilich undenkbar
ohne die beinahe uneingesdiränkte Pressefrei-

heit Italiens in der ersten Hälfte des 16. Jahr-
hunderts,

Kunstkritik und amtliche Wirkung
Der Bundesinnenminister antwortet auf den Offenen Brief von Woifgang Fortner

Nach der Eröijnungsrede i'on Bundesinnen-
minister Dr. Robert Lehr zur Düsseldorler
Weihnachtsausstellung hatte Wolfgang Fortner
in einem Ojjenen Brie} (NZ Nr. 283 vom
1. Dezevnbcr) auf die Problematik des Ge-
."ipräches zwischen Küjistler und Politiker hin-
pcu'ie.sen. Der Bundesinnenminister stellte jetzt

der „Neuen Zeitung'' seine Antwort zur Ver-
fügung.

Eiogia". in denen er

italienische Kriegsheldeh. aber auch große Sdirift-

steller verherrlichte. U|-sprünglich hatte er diese

„Elogien'' als Erläuteriingen zu Bildnissen ge-

AmÜSement mit Plakaten /Savignac stellt in Hamburg aus

t

Hamburg, Anfang Dezember ' meinte er: „wenn ich zum Beispiel einen Mann i holländische Zeitung

Bis vor kurzem seien Humor und Amüsement
j

auf den Händen gehen lasse und die Füße oben
in der Plakatkunst fast unbekannt gewesen, er-

| eine Gummisohle präsentieren, für die mein Pia-

klärte der französische Plakatzeichner Savignac
j
kat werben will, so hat diese Komposition ihre

auf einem Empfang im Hamburger Institut Fran- abstruse Logik."

Rund um Savignac hingen seine bekannten
Plakate, darunter der witzige Entwurf für eine

die mit dem Profil ihres

Sehr geehrter Herr Fortner! ,'

Ihr offener Brief vom 28. November 1952 setzt

Vorgänge und Motive voraus, an denen es durch-
aus fehlt. So kommen Sie zu Mutmaßungen und
Deutungen, für die gar kein Anlaß besteht.

Idi schicke voraus: Für die Eröffnung der
Weihnaditsausstellung in Düsseldorf habe idi

midi als Alt-OberbürgeiTneister der Stadt aus-
schließlidi deshalb zur Verfügung gestellt, um
dank meiner engen Verbundenheit mit Stadt und

Lesers verschmilzt und „alles sieht und hört", i Künstlerschaft bei der Eröffnung für den guten
Außerdem sah man die alle Parüser ansprechende

j
Zweck der Ausstellung zu werben, genau so, wie

Cais. „Mit meinen Einfällen erstrebe ich eine Art
.absurder Logik* oder .logischer Absurdität",

/^^

PARIS

Zigarette, die ein behender Flic als blendend
j

weißen Stab aufrecht in der Hand hält. Oder
|

die schaumige Milchseife, die dem Euter einer

kuriosen Kuh entc-uillt. und das Plakat für

Wollwerbung, auf dem
ein aus lauter Maschen
zusammengesetztes Mäd-
dien sich selber sei-

nen Kopf strickt. Sein

neuestes Plakat. eine

Krawattenreklame, zeigt

einen Mann im Profil,

der aus einer kühn ver-

schlungenen Krawatte
entsteht. Savignac ist ein

ernsthafter und amü-
santer Mann von kleiner

Statur, mit kurzem,
sdiwarzem Haar und
einem Sdinurrbart, ein

wenig an Peppone er-

innernd. Seine scharf ge-

schnittene Nase läßt eine

frappierende Ähnlich-
keit mit seinen Plakat-

iiguren erkennen.

Savignacs Plakate wer-

den jetzt in der Landes-
j

i;unstschule ausgestellt,
j

Außerdem will er für :

die Hamburger Kammer-
.^piele Bühnenbilder ent-

werfen. H.Th.F.

OV\HZAm£ DE LA

idi es einst getan habe, um im Zusammenwirken
mit ieweils der Münchener oder Dresdener oder
Berliner Künstlerschaft einmal einen überblidt
über das deut.'^che Kunstschaffen zu geben und
durch einen regen und interessierten Besudi audi
kauffreudige Besucher heranzuführen. •, ,

•

Ich habe durchaus nicht irgendeine auf amtlidie
Wirkung berechnete Auffassung in Fragen der
Kunst oder Kunstkritik vertreten wollen. Dazu
weiß ich schon aus vielen ähnlichen Anlässen,
aber auch aus langjährigem Umgang mit sehr
namhaft«--n Künstlern zu genau, wie heikel soldie

Fragen sind, wie sch3rf bei ihrer Erörterung oft

gefoditen wird und besonders auch wie undank-
bar es für einen Laien ist — und sei es selbst

ein Bundesminister mit „nadigeordneter Abtei-
lung" — , sich einer so mannigfachen, sachkundi-
gen und empfindlichen Kritik wie der Kunst-
kritik in einer öffentlidien Debatte über künst-
lerische Piobleme zu stellen. Nein, in einer so
undankbaren Rolle nach Ruhm zu verlangen,
unter ..politischen Aspekten sozusagen eine
staatliche Kulturbetrachtung vorzunehmen", ge-
lüstete mich gar nicht — zumal nicht nadi dem
„Fall" Schenkel, dessen idi nur ganz beiläufig Er-
wähnung tat. um auf die offenbar unerschöpf-
liche Aktualität der gewiß auch die anwesenden
Künstler .stets bewegenden Probleme anzu-
spielen.

Ich kenne von den Darlegungen des Heirn
|

Schenkel nur das. vv'a> die wohl auch Ihnen be-

'

kannten Zeitungsnachrichten gebradit haben.

'

Sicher aber weiß ich. was ich gesagt habe; Ich|
ging von den auch heute noch vertretenen ver-

1

sdiiedensten Auffassungen vom Sinn künstleri-

scher Arbeit als einer Tat-^ache aus und nannte
die Natur als die rein.ste Quelle eines zu Har-
monie und Sdiönheit führenden Schaffens: ich

glaube wirklich, daß die Anschauung der Wun-
dei-werke der Natur einer der kräftigsten Helfer
gegen die Gefahr ist. sidi in Enge und Einseitig-
keit zu verlieren — etwa am Beispiel der „ab-
strakten" Malerei erläutert: vom Abstrakten in
das .Abstruse. Aber ganz im Zusammenhang
damit habe ich gesagt, daß. gleichviel weldie
anderen Wege der Künstler gehe, er dafür volle
Freiheit haben müsse. Sdion deshalb kann idi
gar nicht den heutigen Künstlern „mangelnde
Ehrfurcht vor der göttlidien Schöpfung" zur Last
gelegt haben. Wenn idi dem hinzufügte, der
Künstler solle sich an das Leben halten und sich
bemühen, ein für alle verständlicher Deuter des
Lebens zu sein, so bedeutet das doch wirklidi
keine Besdiränkung künstlerisdier Freiheit, son-
dern den niannigiadisten inneren Auftrag, der
dem Künstler überhaupt zuteil wenden kann.

Alle«, was ich hierzu sonst nodi sagen könnte,
interessiert gewiß weder Sie noch die Leser die-
ser Zeitung. Idi oktroyiere auch in künstlerischen
Fragen niemandem eine Meinung. Mein Ministe-
rium, insbesondere auch seine Kulturabteilung,
vertritt keinerlei offizielle künstlerische Auffas-
sung, zumal bekanntlich die Länder auf ihre aus-
schließliche Zuständigkeit in Kunstfragen sehr
hohes Gewicht legen. Sie brauchen also nidit die
geringste Sorge vor der ..Einseitigkeit ministe-
rieller Verlautbarungen" zu haben, jedenfalls
nidit gegenüber meinem Ministerium.

Mit vorzügliditr Hochachtung
Dr. Lehr

Stoßseufzer eines Malers
E:^ war einmal ein Kunsthändler, der stellte

meüie Zeichnungen aus und spradi: ..Nun brau-
chen Sie bloß noch zu sterben, dann werden
Ihre Bilder Wäre, und ich werde mich für Sie
interessieren."

In Bertin fragte ich den Tischler Bergmann,
der für mich Rahmen gemacht hatte: ..Herr
Bergmann, was halten Sie denn von den Bil-
dern? Was ist denn da drauf?" Er antwortete:
..Ick seh' jar nischt." Als ich ihn uberraschit an-
schaute, meinte er: ..Davon kenn* ick keenen.
Die sind mir alle fremd."
An dieses Gespräch mußte idi denken, als idi

mir die Kunstrichter vorstellte, die vor einigen
Tagen meine BildtM- auf einer Ausstellung ab-
gelehnt hatten. Sie fanden keine Ähnlidikeit
mit der abstrakten Maloioi und keine Ahnlit-h-
keit mit dem .Surreali.-.nHj.«-. Infoigodes.scn .sahen

>ie ...jar nist+Jt." Georg Muche
•Ji»v
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Die neue Anschaffung des Dr. Jamin
Erzählung von Ernst Heimeran

I
Wenn die Jahre kommen, in denen die Kinder

j
eine Wahl getroffen hatte, eine zweifellos höchst ' Läden herunterlassen, es ist sonst noch zu hell!

ein Treffer, aber der Haupttreffer fehlte immer» ..Aue Ae^m Qi^nfLrkrnoarff>n«
noch. „Ihr müßt verstehen, Kinder«, sagte sie,!

>^AUS aCm !>enrkOrngarten<«
sdion riditig zappelig, „Papa hat sich diesmal O.stasiatische Kunstausstellung in Hannover
etwas Besonderes für mich ausgedacht, nicht

das Elternhaus verlassen, um selber Eltern-

häuser zu gründen, und die einst so lebhaften

Stuben still werden und alles viel zu groß und

weitläufig ist, was vordem kaum zureichte, dann

tut man gut daran, ebenfalls an seinen Auszug

zu denken, an jenen letzten ohne Sadc und

Pack. »

Wenigstens Mutter Jam.in dadite so. obwohl

•ie ihr Hauswesen noch fest m den Händen hatte

oder mehr unter den Füßen, geschäftig treppauf

und treppab, immer in Bewegung. Eben darum
aber hatte sie beschlossen, sidi allen unnützen

Ballastes zu entledigen und ihr Haus beizeiten

zu bestellen. So mußte denn auch Onkel Ulrich

daran glauben, bestellt zu werden, nicht Onkel

Ulrich in Person, der war längst irdischer Be-

stellung enthoben, sondern Onkel Ulridi im
Bilde.

Sie entzündete die Kerzenlaterne, die auf

einem Dachbalken bereit stand, wischte mit der

Schürze den Staub von Glas und Rahmen und
leuchtete Onkel Ulrich ins Gesicht. Seine Lip-

pen und Wangen waren bebartet, und überhaupt
bestand Onkel Ulrichs Gesicht hauptsächlich

aus Bart^^alchs. Was er für eine respektable

Persönlichkeit gewesen, verriet überdies die

schwungvolle Untersctirift, die er seinem Konter-

fei nadi Art gefeierter Größen quer beigesetzt:

„Ulridi Wittigsdilager". darunter ein gewaltiger

Sdinörkel, gleich einem liegenden Dollarzeichen.

In der Tat war Onkel Ulrich ein Auswanderer
gewesen und hatte seine Verwandtschaft aus der
Fremde mit diesem Konterfei beglückt, das
man weniger ein Bild hätte nennen sollen als

vielmehr eine Abbildung. Sie gab sich zwar wie
Kunst, war aber nur eine täusdiend kolorierte

Photograph «^^ schwer goMen gerahmt — auf

ihre Art zweifellos ein Prachtstück, nur eben
von zweifelhaftem Geschmack. Frau Jamin hatte

das Bild lieh in alier Stille in der
Speicherkai.. beigesetzt.

Sie ließ den Laternenschein über Onkel Ul-

richs Gesicht hinwandern. Sic hatte ihn nicht

gekannt. Im Kerzenlidit wurde er ihr noch

fremder, der dunkelbärtige Mann mit den ver-

schollenen Augen. Er war das Bild; es war an

seine Stelle getreten. Sonst war nichts von ihm
übriggeblieben. Nur die eine Nachrede lief noch

um, daß er auf dem Bauche liegend zu schlafen

pflegte, woher die Redensart rührte: ..daliegen

wie Ulrich Wittigsdilager'*, wenn man aus-

drücken wollte, daß man nicht ganz in Ordnung
sei. Da die Großmutter mütterlidierseits aber

eine Wittigschlager gewesen, hatte es Frau

Jamin nie über sich gebracht, einen so ausge-

machten Großonkel zu beseitigen.

Jetzt aber, ihr Haus bestellend, schien es ihr

an der Zeit, Onkel Ulrich Valet zu geben. Sie

wickelte das Bild in ein Fahnentudi, das etlichen

ausrangierten Koffern als Staubdecke diente.

Auch die Fahne ihrerseits war ausrangiert und

zugedeckt vom Staub der Vergangenheit. Ge-

radezu fürsorglidi wickelte sie Onkel Ulrich

darein, als sollte er sich nicht erkälten bei dem
Wetter. Sie pustete die Laterne aus. schloß den

Speicher hinter sich ab. schlich sich leise das

dämmerige Treppenhaus hinunter, nahm ver-

stohlen Hut und Mantel von der Flurgarderobe

und verließ. Onkel Ulrich unter dem Arm. das

Haus.

Kurz darauf verfiel Dr. Jamin auf den näm-
lidien Gedanken, auszugehen. Er hing augen-
blicklich einer Art von Gedanken nach, wie man
sie bei einem so entrückten Gelehrten gar nicht

hätte vermuten sollen. Jedesmal nämlich, wenn
Dr. Jamin, von seinem Schreibtisch aufblickend,

den nassen Nebel gewahrte, der den Dezember
auszeichnet, und in diesem Nebel die Lichter

gegenüberliegender Häuser wie Sternchen auf-

gehen sah, regelrecht gezackt, dann überfiel ihn

plötzlich der bohrende Gedanke, was er seiner

Frau wohl zum Christfest bescheren könnte.

Er verfügte sich zu diesem Behufe in die Luft,

in dieselbe dezemberliche Nebeldämmerung, die

ihm den Gedanken von der Weihnaditsbesor-

gung eingegeben. Einen Laden zu betreten,

kostete ihm die schrecklichste, unphilosophisch-

ste Überwindung. Zudem kamen doch keine

besseren Gedanken dabei heraus, als eine

Flasche Kölnisch Wasser, eine Schachtel Prali-

nen, eine Padcung Seife — redit alltägliche Ge-
schenkeinfälle, denen niemand anmerken konnte,

was für eine Gedankenarbeit dahinterstedcte.

Am liebsten sdienkte er daher Bücher. Jedes

Buch Ist jd an sidi s?±ion eine Überraschung.

Und es war jedesmal noch besonders über-

raschend, was Herr Jamin für Frau Jamin für

wahr, Papa? Wo mag es nur stecken?"

Vater Jamin glänzte, und die ganze Familie
sah voller Spannung zu, wie Mama suchte und

bedeutsame Wahl. Schade nur. daß Frau Jamin
:
empfahl Mutter Jamin »och. ,.Sind schon!' Das i suchte. Erst als sie ihren ganzen Platz durch-

die von ihrem Gatten ausgewählten bedeutsamen ' war Friedrich Daniels Stimme. mustert hatte, fiel ihr das große Paket in die

Mutter Jamin hatte noch ein Anliegen: „Für Augen, am Rande des Tisches, schräg gegen die

die Großen ist links aufgebaut, für die Kleinen Wand gelehnt.

redits, habt ihr's gemerttt unter den Tüchern?"! „Nein, wie dumm!" rief sie. ..Ist c? das?" Dles-

..Du meinst natürlich umgekehrt", bestätigte ver-
|

mal war es das Richtige. .,Oh, so groß!** verwun-
bindlich die Stimme Immanuels, ,.die Großen

j
derte sie sich. Sie hob es und wog es in den

rechts, die Kleinen link.s. Alles in schönster Ord- Händen. ..Ein Serviertablett vielleicht? Könnten

Werke nie so recht verstehen konnte. Aber das

versdilug wenig, sie kam ohnedies nur selten

zum Lesen und hatte dann wenigstens die Ge-
nugtuung, daß ihrem Manne mit diesen Weih-
nachtsbüdiern gedient war. Sie verschwanden

denn auch regelmäßig in seiner Bibliothek.

Alle Jahre hatte sich's wieder so abgespielt,

und es sah ganz danach aus, als sollte Frau Jamin
auch dieses Weihnachten wieder mit Kölnisdiem

Wasser, Pralinen, Seifen und einigen Werken
überrascht werden, die ihr zu hoch waren. Aber
gerade so liebte sie es. Hatten sich doc-h ihre

Eltern schon alle Jahre ebenfalls mit den immer-
gleichen Lebkuchen, den immergleichen Kalen-

dern und den immergleichen Wä.schestücken be-

schenkt und auf diese Weise einander Weihnach-
ten als das ewige, unverrückbare Fest spüren

lassen.

Was aber die unaufhörlich wadisende Biblio-

thek anging, so war zu hotfen, daß die Kinder

eines Tages ebenfalls daraus Nutzen ziehen

könnten. Vielleicht >\-ürde einer der Söhne doch

Professor Emil Pree-

torius besitzt eine be-

rühmte Privatsammlung
ostasiatisdier Kunst; er

hat sie vor allem in Paris,

aber audi in Amsterdam.
Den Haag, Berlin, Lon-
don. Leipzig Stück für

Stück mit außerordent-
lidiem Feingefühl zusam-
mengebradit. Ein Teil da-
von, die chinesisdien und

^ :-

nung!" „Das Christkinddien scheint dich aber
genau zu kennen", freute sidi Vater Jamin.

Mutter Jamin räumte nur schnell noch einige

Weihnachtspapierchen beiseite, die das Christ-
kindchen offenbar verloren hatte, und wickelte

wir gut gebrauchen:-* ..Aufmachen, Mama, auf-
;
japanischen Holzschnitte

machen!" riefen alle Kinder neugierig. Denn daß
Papa sict» selber eine Überraschung ausgedacht,

war der ganzen Familie ein Wunder.

Mutter Jamin ne.stelte ordentlich die Knoten
ein goldenes Schnürchen auf, da uairde es so

j
auf. rollte die Schnur zusammen und nahm die

still im Hause, daß man von draußen über den
weißen Garten her die Stadt brausen hörte. Und
dann sdilug das gläserne GlÖckchen an. Es war
das allerzerbrechlichste Ding im Hause und hatte

die allerunzerbrechlichsten Dinge überdauert. Es
strahlten die Weihnachtskerzen, es strahlten die

Stimmen der Kinder und Kindeskinder im
Chore.

Audi die Eltern, unter der Türe stehend, san-

gen mit. Sie hatten sidi einst im Gesangverein

nodi weiterphilosophieren

nach aussah. Johann Gottlieb, der Alteste, war
längst wohlbestallter Architekt, Friedrich Daniel

hatte sich mit großem Erfolg auf Elektrotedinik

geworfen, und nur Immanuel, der Jüngste, der

noch immer studierte, hatte sich auch ein wenig

mit Philosophie abgegeben, schien aber doch

mehr der Gesdiichtswissenschaft zuzuneigen.

Trugen sie alle drei auf väterlichen Wunsch auch

ledite Philosophennamen, .>o verrieten sie doch

mehr einen Schuß ins Praktische. Ganz zu

schweigen von Hanna, angewandte Kindergärt-

nerin, wie die Brüder sie neckten, da sie bereits

eine sechsköpfige Familie bemeisterte. Alle diese

wohlgeratenen Familiensprossen hatten sich für

den ersten Feiertag angesagt, mit den Eltern und
Großeltern Bescherung zu feiern, und das war
entschieden das sdiönste Weihnachtsgeschenk,

das sidi Mutter Jamin denken konnte.

Oder vielleicht doch nicht das allerschönste?

Vater Jamin machte am Weihnaciitsabend, den

das Ehepaar stillphilosophisch und mit Karpfen

polnisch beging, so sonderbare Andeutungen, als

hätte seine liebe Frau morgen noch etwas ganz

Besonderes zu erwarten. Er ließ sich aber auf ein

Herumraten nicht ein. obwohl ihm sein Frau an-

sah, wie es ihn drückte, mit seinem Geheimnis

nicht hciauszuplatzen. ,.Er wird sich doch auf

unsere alten Tage nicht haben einfallen lassen,

irgendeine Anschaffung zu machen?" dachte

Frau Jamin besorgt. „Jetzt, wo ich dabei bin,

alles Unnötige abfahren zu lassen und das Haus

zu bestellen!" Sie war richtig aufgeregt darüber

und konnte lange nicht einschlafen.

Als Herr und Frau Jamin am ersten Feiertag

vom Nachmittagsspaziergang um die Anlagen

und Goldfischteiche nach Hause kamen — liebe-

voll Arm in Ann, was des Glatteises halber zu-

gleich höchst zweckmäßig war — , hing die Flur-

garderobe so voller Herrenmäntel. Damenmäntel

und Kindermäntel, daß sich die Eltern genötigt

sahen, im Bad abzulegen.

Die Flügeltüren vom Wohnzimmer zum Salon,

in dem es wisperte und rumorte, waren ge-

schlossen. Überdies waren noch die Portieren zu-

gezogen. „Jetzt sind sie das Christkind, und wir

müssen warten", stellte Frau Jamin fest, ge-

rührt, aber zugleich ein wenig beuni-uhigt. „Hast

du denn auch den Kerzenanzünder gefunden,

Chrii^kinridr^n?" fragte sie besorgt hinein. ..Aber

natürlidi, Mama, hinter dem Sofa, wie immer!"

Das war Hannas Stimme. „Ihr müßt aber die

obwohl es nicht da-
J
kennen und lieben gelernt, und wenn ihre Stim-
men jetzt auch ein wenig zitterten vor Alter und
Rühiomg, in diesem Weihnachtslied war alles

Vergangene, alles Seiende, alles Künftige glei-

chermaßen groß und gegenwärtig. Die Zeit stand

Wellpappe ab. Wem das in P^leisdi und Blut

übergegangen ist von klein an, der läßt sich auch

in solchen Augenblicken nicht aus der Ordnung
bringen. Die Überraschung war inwendig noch

einmal verpackt und ver.sdinürt. mit feinerem

Papier und feinerer Schnur, und desto langwie-

riger aufzulösen.

„Es wird euch zunächst vielleicht verwundern",

bereitete Vater Jamin die Enthüllung vor, „Ich

traute selbst erst meinen Augen nicht, als ich es

entdedtte. Aber ihr erinnert eudi ja alle an eine

gewisse Redensart, die unsere liebe Mutter in

die Familie gebracht hat. und ich dadite. es

müßte sie freuen, den Urheber, oder riditiger

gesagt, den Veranlasser dieser Redewendung zu

besitzen." Die Kinder begriffen nodi nidit redit.

Aber als Mutter Jamin von der gewissen Redens-

art hörte, fetzte sie in großer Erregung die letzte

Umhüllung ab. „Onkel Ulrich!" rief sie laut.

„Onkel Ulridi", sagte sie leise.

Ja, Onkel Ulrich. Er war zu ihr zurückgekehrt.

Sie schloß ihren Mann in die Anne, und Tränen

strömten ihr über die Wangen. „Onkel Ulrich

Wittigschlager?' rie.fen auch die Kinder. ^Der

immer auf dem Bauche schlief? Ob das wohl be-

quem war, so mit dem Bart? Nein, wie lustig!

Das ist ja ein köstliches Bild!" „Nicht v.^ahr?"

sagte Vater Jamin ganz stolz. ..Eigentlidi Kitsdi,

so ein angepinsel'es Foto", dekretierte Johann
Gottlieb, der Architekt. ,.Seht euch nur die rot-

getupften Bädcchen an in dem braunen Urwald
von Bart! Aber heutzutage wirkt so etwas schon

wieder reizvoll. Paßt übrigens historisch aus-

gezeichnet hier in den Salon!" Und er hielt Onkel
Ulridi befriedigt über das quastengeschmückte
Ecksofa.

„Meint ihr wirklich?" fragte Mutter Jamin er-

leic-htert. „ALso Papa, großartig!" lobte man. „Woselig still, wirklidi und wahrhaftig, sie stand.

Kein Drandenken, daß man schon vor dem 1
hast du denn das aufgetrieben?" „In der Brocken-

Abendessen alle Überraschungen bewältigen I

Sammlung. Idi stehe da, warte auf die Tram und

könnte. Mutter Jamin war mit der Besiditigung

ihrer Gesdienke nodi am weitesten zurück, da
sie sich vor allem Hannas Kleinsten gewidmet,
ihnen die Orgel gedreht, den hüpfenden Frosch

aufgezogen und ein wenig Kaufladen gespielt

hatte — bis ihr einfiel, daß ihrer ja ebenfalls

eine besondere Gabe wartete und vor allem, daß
ihr Geber wartete, daß sie sich dea.sen erinnere.

.,Jetzt zeig mir aber", bat sie ihren Mann,
j

„Er ist es!" bestätigte Mutter Jamin und gab
schleunigst an ihren Platz tretend und die Gaben; ihrem Mann einen Kuß. Und dabei flüsterte sie:

musternd, „ist es das?" Sie hatte ein Schachtel- j ..War er recht teuer?" „Na ja. ziemlich. Aber man
dien ergriffen und klapperte damit am Ohre, hat mir gesagt, derlei Arbeiten aus der Frühzeit

schaue mir das Gei-ümpel an im Sdiaufenster.

Ich habe, glaube ich, noch nie hineingeblidtt.

Und da lese idi. ich traue meinen Augen nicht:

.Ulrich Wittigschlager. Das mußte doch Onkel
Ulridi sein. Weiß der Himmel, wie er in die

Brodvensammlung gekommen ist. Aber v.er wird
denn sonst gleich Ulrich Wittigschlager heißen?

Er ist es dodi, nicht wahr?"

„Das ist von mir!" rief die kleine Hedwig.
„Sicherheitsnadeln, o wie praktisch, kann idi gut

brauchen!" lobte Großmu*t«»r'Jamin. ..Oder ist es

das?" Dieses Das war noch kleiner, von einem
noch kleineren Enkelkind, Stecknadeln, ebenfalls

sehr praktisch.

Mutter Jamin hätte ihrem Manne so gerne die

Freude gemacht, seine Gabe mit sicherem Griff

aus all den geheimnisvollen Päckchen und Pake-

ten herauszufinden: aber sie griff beständig da-

neben. Zwar war jedes Geschenk in seiner Axt

seien sehr selten, besonders altkolorierte. Es sei

sozusagen ein Inkunabel der Photographie. Das
stimmt doch. Johann Gottlieb?" ..Jedenfalls ist es

— einsdiließlidi der ori-

ginalen Malereien beider

Länder über zweihun-
dert — ist in dieser Form
zum erstenmal im Hause
der Kestner-Gesellsdiaft

Hannover ausgestellt.

Die meisten Blätter

stammen aus zwei viel-

teiligen, wiederholt nadi-
gedruckten Standard-
werken: der „Sammlung
der Zehnbambushalle in

Wort und Bild" (1622 bis

1626 zuerst veröffentlidit)

und dem etwas jüngeren
„Lehrbuch der Malerei
aus dem Senfkorngar-
ten". Sie haben höchsten
Seltenheitswert und ge-

ben selbst dem Kenner
mancherlei Probleme auf.

Es existieren qualitativ

die verschiedensten Ab-
drücke, und es ist schwie-
rig festzustellen, was
original und was nach-
geschnitten ist.

Das Nebeneinander von
diinesischen und japani-

schen Holzschnitten der
kostbaren Preetorius-

Sammlung. die unver-
sehrt und ohne Verluste

durch d;e Kriegs- und
Nadikriegsjähre gekom-
men ist. vermag audi
dem Laien eine Vorstel-

lung davon zu geben,

wie die japanisdie Mal-
und Holzsdinittkunst die

der Meister der diine-

sischen Lehralben schließhch überflügelte. Sie

bevölkerte, aus der thematisdien Selbstbesdirän-
kung mehr und mehr heraustretend, nidit nur
ihre Bilder mit Geishas, Frauen und Kindern,
Kurtisanen, Kriegern und Schauspielern, sie

entdeckte nidit nur die Landsdiaft, sondern ent-
widtelte audi eine komplizierte, reichere Tedi-
nik, die bei den farbigen Holzschnitten bi? zu
16 Platten verwandte. Der lebendigere, an-
mutige, die persönlidie Handsdirift zeigende
japanisdie Stil und die großartige Rhythmisie-
rung des Bildes haben ihre Spuren in der Kunst
Europas. in-;be?ondere in der Plakatkunst (Tou-
louse-Lautrec, Steinle) und im Kunstgewerbe
hint|rlassen und in den neunziger Jahren in

Frrnkreich die impressionistisdie Malerei be-
einflußt. Man kann m Hannover alle Entwidc-

Langbtld von Kitagawa
L'tamaro (1755—UM)

eine einzigartige Kuriosität", stimmte der Archi- lungs.-tufen verfolgen. von den kräftigen

tekt bei. ..Und die Hauptsache ist", bemerkte |
Sdiwarzweißblättern aus der Frühzeit des Hoiz-

Hanna. „daß Mama solche Freude daran hat. Die i
Stocks (Hishikawa Moronobu. Okumura Masa-

Wittigsc^.iager sind dodi schließlich ihre Familie."
i
nobu. Isoda Koryu.sai) über die ersten Vielfarben-

Und so war e?« ganz natürlich, daß man bei !
dioicke (Sukuzi Harunobu) bis zum krönenden.

Tisch den ersten Toast auf Onkel Lirich Wittig- '
alle Möglichkeiten aussdiöpfenden Raffinement

.«chlpger ausbrachte und ihn leben ließ. Ja, nun

lebte er wirklich. Zeichnung: Paul Flora

in den ..Surimono.s". den v.itzig und einfallsreich

entworfenen Neujahrskarten. Werner achumamx

Europa als Experiment
*•

! Stattet. Diese Bahn i.st die Geschidite. Diese Bahn ! Engeln und ausgeschütteten Schalen seines Zorns
kaum gewähren. Gott zürnt nicht. — zum minde-
sten zürnt er nidit einem Gesdiledite wie uns.
Viel wahrscheinlidier ist also eine Art von histo-

lisdiem Kältetod, eine Sdilägeiung aller ge-
schichtlichen Hochwälder, eine Überwucherung

(Fortsetzung von Seite 17)

Notwendigkeit zu Veränderung und Verbesse- !
ist das Schicksal. Der Mensch kann nie wieder

rung, sie bedürfen des Fortschreitens nidit. Der ins Geschichlslose zurückkehren. Auf das eiserne

Mensch aber, ob er nun des Fortschreitens wirk- ;

Zeitalter folgt kein goldenes mehr. Die Welt-

lich bedarf oder nidii bedarf, baut seine Häuser
;

geschictite, so oft sie sich auch wiederholt haben

und Türme, seine Geräte und Schiffe ständig auf ,
mag, solange sie nodi keine Weltgeschichte war,

neue Art. Er schreitet weiter, vermag aber nicht
|

wiederholt sich nicht mehr, seit sie Welt-
j

der Welt mit nadihistorischem Staudenwerk, eine

abzusehen, wohin ihn sein Tun schließlich führen
j

gesdiichte ist. Wer sich, wie der Mensdi. auf die
|
Versteppung. eine gesdiidit liehe Proletarisierung

wird; und er merkt nicht, daß es schon längst Zeit eingelassen hat, unterliegt ihrem Ablauf, der l der Welt, in der es zwar besdieidenes Glüdc. aber

droht, ihn zu überwältigen. Er kann viel, fast
j

unumkehrbar ist. Es gibt auch keine immerwäh- ;
kein Unglück großer Geschichte mehr geben wird,

alles; nur sich selbst in seiner Situation wahr- ! rende Zeit. Alle Zeit führt nur zu einem Ziel,
j

Ob dann die Zeit des völligen Christentums ge-
und dieses Ziel ist das Ende. kommen, ob. wenn kein Heinridi sidi mehr, in

Was für ein Ende es wohl sein wird? Eine Kata- Canossa, aus dem Knien wird wieder aufriditen
Strophe, ein Jüngstes Geridit? Vielleidit, — aber können, Christus endlich König sein wird? Wenn-
das ist nicht sehr wahrscheinlidi. Gott dürfte uns

|
gleidi wir Christen sind, bekennen wir, daß \\ir

Zivilisations- und Masdiinenoptimisten ein so

nehmen, sich aus ihr ziehen, sich retten kann er

nicht. Denn er täuscht sidj fortwährend über sich

selbst, er meint, sich daJ Heil zu bereiten, und
merkt nicht das Unheil, t^ s der Handhabung des
Heiles entspringt. Er läTn in einer Bahn, die

weder abzuschweifen rodi umzukehren ge-

uns nicht für so gute Christen halten, um in diese
grandioses Ende alten Stils mit posaunenblasenden Ferne blicken zu können

Wir müßten Entschuldigungsbriefe schreiben
j
heraus zu erleben. In Paris habe ich ein beson- Werden Sie den Film Ihren Freunden emp-

Anmcrkungcn von Max Ophüls

Max Ophüls hat kürzlich in München seinenl er sucht sich einen aus. den er verfolgt. Oder er

Vortrag „Probleme der Filmregie'- wieder-
j
nimmt gar sein Opernglas und fixiert die Schulter

holf, den er wahrend der Filmjestspiele in
j
einer Choristin der zweiten Reihe ... Im Film ist

Edinhourgh gehalten hatte. Wir entnehmen
j ^^^ anders. Ich kann dem Zuschauer das Opern-

glas in die Hand zwingen, wo und wann ich will:

mit der Großaufnahme.
«

dem Stenogramm einige Auszüge.

Fritz Kreisler wurde
einmal nach dem Unter- !

sdiied zwischen einem
Handwerker und einem
Künstler gefragt: in sei-

ner Antwort meinte er

vom Künstler: ,.He loves

it a little more", er hat

noch ein bißchen mehr
Liebe . . . Ich glaube, be-

sonders ein Regisseur

sollte immer dieses biß-

dien mehr Liebe haben.

Wie könnte er sonst in

einer Scheinwelt Men-
schen führen? Auch wenn
ein Tischler sicii entschei-

det, Filmtischler zu wer-

den, muß er eine besondere Passion haben, denn

der Tisch, den er zimmert und der aussehen muß,

als sei er für die Ewigkeit bestimmt, wird in ein

paar Tagen wieder auseinandergerissen. Der Fri-

seur, der einen falschen Bart anklebt — warum ist

er kein richtiger Friseur geworden? Aus demsel-

ben Grund, aus dem man Regisseur wird: die

Scheinwelt liebt er mehr als die riditige.

Bei einer Theaterinszenierung hat man an

einem gewissen Punkt das Publikum nicht mehi

Max Ophuis, aezetchnvt
von Ilse Fehiing

Dieser Beruf steckt voller Widersprüche. Ich

denke oft in schlaflosen Nächten darüber nach:

wo liegt der Höhepunkt? Ich weiß ganz genau,

der Höhepunkt hegt in der Szene im Schlafzim-

mer. Und dann, wenn ich den Film sehe, liegt er

vielleicht doch ganz woanders.

Improvisation oder Planung? An diesem Pro-

blem wurde schon viel herumgezimmert, und
hoffentlich wird immer mehr herumgezimmert.

Ein ausgezeichneter Zimmermann war übrigens

Albert Bassermann. Ich lernte ihn in Aachen

kennen. Ich war damals 19 Jahre alt und spielte

einen alten Pedell. Bei der Probe sagte er mir:

„Wollen Sie so nett sein, an der Stelle . . . ich

drehe mich dann mit dem Rücken zum Publikum

und weine vor der ganzen Schule, wenn ich ent-

lassen werde. Sie klopfen mir dann mit der Hand
auf meinen Rücken. Rücken wirkt immer gut."

Der Abend der Aufführung kam. Ich war faszi-

niert, er, tränenüberströmt, sagte: „Klopfen,

bitte . .
." Das ist die Perfektion zwischen Impro-

visation und Planung, zwischen Einfall und Kon-

trolle. Ich glaube nicht, daß man mit dem einen

oder dem i.ndeien allein auskommen kann.

Beim Film, die.'^em He.xenianz von Kunst und

Technik, das kleine Luftloch für die Improvisa-

deres Arbeitssystem eAwidcelt: wenn große

Szenen in meinem Film kommen, gehen alle

Leute weg; alle Arbeiter, alle Scriptgirls, auch
der Produktionsleiter (der darf sowieso selten

fehlen? — „Aber sicher."

Name: „Bill Carpenter." Geschlecht: „männ-
lich." Alter: „9 Jahre."

Das scheint mir ein typisches Testerlebnis
rein). Die Schauspieler entwickeln sich fiei im Ich glaube, die Angst um den Erfolg ist inter-
Spiel, wie am Theater. Nach vierstündiger Probe

[

national geworden, oder sagen wir besser: man
kommen alle wieder zurück (auch der Produk-

;
kann sich keinen Irrtum mehr leisten. Man läuft

tionsleiter, mit rot angelaufenem Kopf, weil er
|
mehr und mehr dem nach, was man den ..eta-

denkt, der Film gehe nie zu Ende). Erst später, i blierien Ge.^chmack der Masse" nennt. Und
wenn er sieht, wie aufgeholt wurde, weil die Szene i wenn man dem Geschmack der Masse nach-
nie zerschnitten war und eine durchgespielte

; rennt, sieht man nie ihr Gesicht, sondern immer
Handlung aufgenommen wurde, wird sein Kopf

{
nur ihren Rücken. Und woraus soll man denn

wieder normal ...» ' lernen, wenn nicht aus seinen Irrtümern. Es

in der Hand: es folgt, wie es will. Auf der Buhne tinn offen zu la.s.sen, ist sehr schwer. Die gioßten

«pielt sich eine Szene ab, der Zuschauer kann Möglichkeiten zur Improvisation sehe ich in Paris.

währenddes.sen hinschauen, wo er will, er kann
]

Ich glaube auch, daß französische Filme deshalb

•ich den Ofen in der Mitte der Bühne an.sehen. er 1 einen gewissen Atem haben, weil m.^n es dort

Ich glaube, daß Berechnungen über den Er-
folg eines Films nicht standhalten. Ich habe es

schon schwer, bis mir etwas gefällt. Wenn das,

was ich mache, meiner Piau gefallen sollte,

würde es mich nervös machen, und wenn es gar

meinem Produzenten gefallen soll — das mödite
ich gar nicht. Wenn ich aber daran denke, daß
es etwa Millionen gefallen sollte, — da würde
ich wahnsinnig.

Ich glaube auch nicht an die Einrichtungen,

die man zum Errechnen des Erfolges geschaffen

hat. In Hollywood ist mir bei einer Probevor-
stellung zum Kalkulieren des Erfolgs etwas Be-
zeictinendes passiert. Auf der Testkarte lasen

wir:

Hat Ihnen der Titel gefallen? — „Wunderbar."

Hat Ihnen die Besetzung gefallen? — „Könnte
nicht besser sein."

Was hat Ihnen am besten gefallen? — „Alles

wunderbar."

j
Soll der Film gekürzt wei-den? — „Nidit einen

I Zentimeter."

I

Wie fanden Sie die Musik? — „Brillant."

I

Können Sie sich mit den mensdilichen Re-

j

Ziehungen der Darsteller identifizieren?

! ..Völlig."

gibt keine Kunst ohne Irrtum.

Ang.st vor dem Plagiat? In Zeiten, in denen
die Beziehungen zwischen Schöpfern nodi nicht

erschwert waren durch Tantiemen, Anwälte,
Studios und Copyrights, also gegen 1800. .<;direibt

Donizetti an Rossini: „Ich muß Ihnen einen
Entschuidigungsbrief schreiben. Idi habe eine

Arie gesdirieben in Don Pasquale und war sehr
froh, etwas gefunden zu haben, was mir neu
erschien: die Spannung durch die Unter-
brechung der Melodie Sie haben das angewandt
im Barbier, habe ich jetzt gemerkt: frag idi

mein . . . beklommen Herz . . . titata . . . titata . .

.

Jedenfalls entschuldige idi mich. Aber was tun?"
— Antwort von Rossini: „Schreiben wir beide
einen Dankesbrief an Mozart."

Ich glaube, ich müßte eine Extrasekretärin

einstellen, um Entsdiuldigungsbriefe zu schrei-

ben an: Stanislawsky. Reinhard, Lubitsch.

Jacques Feyder, Griffith. Muinau. Und Tele-

gramme an die Lebenden müßte ich schicken, an
Rene Clair, Capra, Carol Reed. Noel Coward.

! Preston Sturges. Jacques Becker. John Ford.

Marcel Carne. William Wyler. Und wir Re-
£:isseure mülUen alle Entschuldigungsbriefe

Wenn nicht, an welchen Stellen, und warum
;

.'idireiben an die großen Malen - nidit weil wir

betraditet alle Schauspieler zu gleidier Zeit oder [ besser versteht, aus der großen Improvisation
;
nicht? - „AUes herrlidi." j

ihre Gemälde kopieren, aber weil, wenn uns
j
hält länger als hübsdie Beine

etwas gelingt, es hinterher so aussieht, als wenn
sie es gemalt hätten.

Dabei möchte ich einem Maler Tribut zollen
nicht einmal wegen seiner Bilder, sondern
wegen seiner Aussprüche über die Kunst des
Malens, die auch für die Regie gültig sind: Max
Liebermann. „Zeichnen heißt weglassen" —
Regie fühien heißt auch weglassen. Audi hat er
einmal gesagt: „Wos Talent uffhört. jeht jleich

der Stil los " Ich glaube, Stil ist das. was einem
Magensdimerzen bereitet. Magenschmerzen, die

man kriegt, wenn man etwas tun soll, was man
nicht tun kann. Wenn man nur die Dinge tut
bei denen man keine Magenschmerzen be-
kommt, dann glaube ich, hat man von sidi aus
den Stil gefunden, den man für einen Film
braucht. «

Es ist ein großer Unterschied, am Morgen ins

Atelier zu fahren und zu wissen, es wartet auf
einen Arthur Schnitzler. Stephan Zweig. Mau-
passant. — oder irgendeinen Herrn im gelben
Überzieher zu erwarten, der sidi auf Be-
stellung etwas einfallen ließ. Das Problem de5
Dichters im Film sdieint mir das brennendste
zu sein. Ich glaube, daß die Müdigkeit des Pu-
blikums begonnen hat. weil in unserer Indvistrie

kein Platz ist für den Dichter. An dem Tag. an
dem diese Industrie sich entscheiden mußte, pro
Jahr Hunderte von Filmen herzustellen, begann
die Gefahr. Ich glaube., wenn ein Volk in einer
Generation zwei oder drei dramatische Diditer
hervorbringt, hat es großes Glück gehabt. Aber
wenn plötzlich pro Saison 60 da sein sollen, so
ist das unmöglich. Idi glaube aber auch, daß
das Publikum viel aufnahmebereiter fiir den
Diditer ist. als es die Industriekapitäne unseres
Berufes wahrhaben wollen. Werm zum Beispiel
dasselbe Geld für die Popularisierung des Dic+i-

ters ausgegeben würde wie für die Popuiarisie-
i'ung hübscher Beine, dann ginge es unserem
Beruf besser. Schon aus rr.r.e>m Grund: Poesie
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/ Will Send You A

SAMPLE LESSON
to show you how easy, pratfkail it is to

Train at Home for Good

Radio-Television Jobs
iititttt; m««*
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Make $10, $15 a Week Extra
Many men I train fix neighbors' Radios,

make extra money, soon after they en-

roll. Actual equipment you build gives

you practica! experience.

America 's Fast Growing

Industry Oifers You Good

Pay Plus a Bright Future

TRAINING plus OPPORTUNITY is the
PERFECT combination for ambitious men.
Let me send you a sample lesson from my
course to prove you can keep your Job while
TRAINING at home in your spare time for

better pay and a brighter future. I will also

send my 64-page book to show you that Radio-
Television is today's field of OPPORTUNITY
for properly trained men.

Television's Growth is Making

More Jobs, Prosperity
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I Trained These Men

You Learn by Practidng

Radio is bigger than ever and television is growing
fast. Government, Aviation, Police, Ship, Micro-
wave Relay, Two Way Communications for buses,

taxis, railroads are other growing fields for Radio-
Television trained men.

Moil Coupon— Find Out About

Ibis Tested Way to Better Pay
Take NRI training for as little as $5 a month.

"I have a regulär job as a police captain

and also have a good spare time Radio
and Television service business. Just
opened my new showrooms and shop."—
C. W. LEWIS, Pensacola, Florida.

*i decided to quit my job and do TV werk
füll time. I love my work and am doinp: all

right. If fellows knevv what a wonderful
Investment NRI is, they would not hesi-

Ma^ny 'nRI "^^Sl^'r^e'Zr^^^i^o'Z^. t^t^/'-W. F. KLINE, Cincinnati. Ohio. ^w..
than the total cost of my training. Mail coupon
today for Actual Lesson and 64-page Book—Both
FREE. J. E. SMITH, National Radio Institute,

Dept. 7HN 8, Washington 9, D. C. Our 40th Year.

*Thanks to NRI, I operated a successful

Radio repair shop. Then I got a job with
WPAQ, later .WBOB and now am an
engineer for WHPE."-VAN W. WORK-
MAN, High Point, N. Carolina.

y with Equipment I Send

o De a
^liccess

lEUmKWKi

AVAILABIE

TO VETERANS
UNOER

G.l. BILIS

C00ä für 8ptä-K£€
Nothing takes the place of practical

experience. That's why NRI train-

ing is based on LEARNING BY
DOING. My training includes 1 ^

kits of parts which you use to ' n

I

ame.

build equipment and get prac-

tical experience on circuits

common to both Radio and
Television. Shown at left is the

low-power Broadcasting Trans-

mitter you build as part of my
Communications Course.

^ Mr. J. E. Smith, President, Dept. 7HN8.
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D.C.

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64-page Hook, FREE.
(No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

-Age.

I

Address.

City.I

jVETS

-Zone. -State.

write in date

of discharge^

Approved Member, National Home Study Council
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Reduoing Specialist Says; where

LOSE WEICHT £^
MOST ANY
PART OF

THE

BODY WITH

UNDERWRITERS
LABORATORY
APPROVED

Sfo<^
^m^ j

Relaxing • Soothing

f^edUC&t '•«"«'•«'"9 Massage

YOU'LL LOVE THE SENSATION

—NEW THRILL VIBRATION
LEARN THE SECRETS OF YOUR BODY'S
RESPONSES TO VIBRATION AND MASSAGE
. . . USE THIS AMAZING NEW BODY MAS-
SAGER V-i-b-r-a-+-o-r: JUST PLUG IT IN. RUN
IT OVER YOUR BODY. You will thrill to new
feeling—+Inqllng sensaflons—you will enjoy a

feeling you've probably never enjoyed before.

WonderfuI for FAT TISSUES, aching muscies due

to over-exercise, scalp and hair massage +00!

USED FOR PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
TONES FLABBY TISSUES. You will LOVE the

way if feels when if increases your blood circu-

lafion and helps waice up your lazy, iired blood!

FOR GRfATEST »^NEFIT IN REDUC-

ING by massage use SPOT REDU-

CER with or wlthoüf elecrrkity—

Also used 0$ an oid in the «^,>'ej •*

ins for whlch massage is IndKOteO.

TAKE OFF EXCESS WEIGHT!
Don't Sfay FAT—You Can Lose _
POUNDS and INCHE5 SAFELY "*-«."*"'

Toke pounds ofF—keep slim PLUG IN
and ffrim with SPOT REDUCER!
Remarkable new invention

which uses one of the most
efFective reducing methods
employed by masseurs and
turkish baths-MASSAGEI

GRASP
HANDLE
AND
APPLY

y%IKE a magic wand, fhe "Spot

M^ Reducer" obeys your every

•*^ wi$h. Mosf any part of your

Body where if is loose and flabby,

wherever you have extra weighf and

inches, fhe "Spof Reducer" can aid

you in acquiring a youfhfui, siender

and gracefui figure. The beaufy of

fhls scienfifically designed Reducer

is fhaf fhe mefhod is so simple and

easy. fhe resulfs quick, sure and

harmless. No exercises or sfricf diefs.

No sfeambafhs. drugs or laxafives.

With the SPOT REDUCER you can now enioy the bene-
fits of RELAXING, SOOTHING mjssage In the privacy
of your own home! Simple to use—iust plug in, grasp
handle and apply over most any part of the body—
stomach, hips, ehest, neck, thighs, arms. buttocks, etc.

The relaxing, soothing massage breaks down FATTY
TISSUES, tones muscies and flesh, and the increased
awakened blood circulation carries away waste fat

—

helps you repair and keep a firmer and more GRACE-
FUL FIGURE!

YOUR OWN PRIVATE MASSEUR AT HOME
When you use the SPOT REDUCER. it's almost like hav-

ing your own private masseur at home. It's fun reducing
this way! It not only helps you reduce and keep slim

—

but also aids in the relief of those types of aches and
pains—and tired nerves that can be helped by massage!
The SPOT REDUCER is handsomely made of light weighf
aluminum and rubber and truly a beautifui invention you
will be thankfui you own. AC 110 volts. Underwriters
Laboratory approved.

TRY THE SPOT REDUCER 10 DAYS FREE IN YOUR OWN HOME!

Moil this- Coupon with only $1 for your Spot Reducer on opprovot. Pay postman

$8.95 plus delivery—or send $9.95 (füll pVice) ond we ship postoge prepoid.

Use it for ten days in your own home. Then if not delighted return Spot Re-

ducer for füll purchase price refund. Don't delay! You have nothing to lose—ex-

cept ugly, emborrassing, undesirable pounds of FAT. AAAIL COUPON now!

Enjoy the Feeling ol Renewed Blood Circulation!

Here's the professional tool used for massages

and vibrafions by many chiropracfors, massage
parlors, barbers, gymnasiums, dancers, wresflers,

flghters. Red-blooded, physically-acflve men and

women will feil you of fhe new and wonderfuI

feeling fhaf renewed blood circulation can give

you! You are missing plenfy if you don't fry this

new Zip and Tingle massage; thrill yourself with

LOSE WEIGHT
OR NOCHARGE

this new experlence!

Enjoy new sensational massage thriÜs as you

use it all over your body. No feeling in the world

is better than the satisfaction you qet from your

new Body Massager. You get a complete factory

ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE in writmg. If you don't

feel sensational, if it doesn't do everything we
pronnise, return it and you get your money back!

USED BY EXPERTS

Thousands have lost weighf

this way—in hips, abdo-

men, legs, orms, neck, but-

tocks, etc. The same mefh-

od used by stage, screen

and radio personalities ond
leading reducing salons.

The Spot Reducer can

be used in your spare

time, in the privacy of

your own room.

ORDER IT TODAYi

SEHT ON APPROVAL-MAIL COUPON NOW

BODY MASSAGER CO., Dept.B-658
318 Market St., Newark« New Jersey
Please send me the Spot Reducer for 10 days
trial poriod. I enclose $1. Upon arrival I will

pay postman only $8.95 plus postage and
handlinf?. If not delighted I may return SPOT
REDUCER within 10 days for prompt refund
of füll purchase price.

n I enclose $12.98. Send DeLuxe Model.

Name

Address

City -State

O SAVE POSTAGE — check here if you enclose
$9.95 with Coupon. We pay all postage and
handlingr charRes. Same money back guarantoe
applies. Q I enclose $12.98. Send DeLuxe Model.

LOSE WEICHT OR NO CHARGE »
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You can make yourself what you want to be with

I

YOUR Hl »1» EN

m^^

BRAIN-POWER
Now a secret o£ modern science briiigs glowing new health, steady success

and wonderful good living within the reach of every human being. Start

usiog thi$ proven power af once—to kick frustration, fear, doubt and
failure out of your life. The step-by-step directions of this easy-to-use

method are shown to you in:

WAUTOCONDITIONING ff

Read whot others say:

"A iechnique for improving your life that
millions of people will find extremely valu-
able."

—John A, Schindler, M.D.
"Here is a book offering a simple and work-
able methocf, easily applied. Unlike most
*self-help' therapies, results are quite rapid
and definite."

—Leslie M. LcCron
Consulting psychologist

"Should niaterially assist one to ^i\\n self-

control and niasteiy."
—Ahhott L. Fen-is, Chief, Unit
Effectivoiess Uranch, Air Force
Research Cot fer

**This l)ook will be instrumental in even-
tually helping to formulate a better and
niore successful life/'

—Dr, Z, E, Malcolniy Diufftön, Ind,

"Within 2 weeks I have had what I con-
sider reniarkable results/*

—Mayfield Fox, Seaside, Calif,

"A long: overdue book with instructions
everyone can use."

—ehester E, Gottshalk, Chicago, III.

**This new method of Autoconditioning is

a handy guide to use for the perplexing
Problems of life."

—Mis8 L. Robb ins, Hollywood, Calif.

The New Woy to o Successful Life

by Dr, Hornell Harl, Prof. of Sociology, Duke Vniversity

This book sets free the marvelous INNER MIND that can work wonders in your lifel

You get practical, day-to-day guidance on how to AUTOMATICALLY condition your vital,

hidden thoughts and drives—so that you transform yourself into the kind of person you
have always wanted to be.

Proven oy years of research at Duke University, this modern method has shown thou-
sands how to live better, feel better.

Most people use only one-tenth of their mind-power. But with this astonishing new tech-
nique of AUTOCONDITIONING your mind, you can direct yourself jrom \cithin so that you use
your FÜLL FLOOD of knowledge and power. You need no special apparatus, no psychic
gifts, no higher education. Anyone can read this fascinating book—anyone can use it! Very
quickly you find out:

• How to keep your mind so alert and efficient, you in-

crease your competitive advantage on your job . . .

make ANY work easier, less fatiguing, more reward-
ing.

How to '^see through" problems quickly, make up
your mind about the right thing to do . . . and actu-
aily get TRUE HUNCHES ffrom your mind that never
sieeps.

How to recognize, in yourself and in others, certain
and attitudes that stand in the way of success.

• How to go without sieep when you have to, find a
flood of energy and ffeel fine. And how you can go
to sIeep quickly and sIeep like a child.

• How to renew your inner strength in just a few sec-

onds, aimost any time, anywhere.

• How to back up your faith and your prayers with
deep-down positive thinking that gives you unshak-
able faith IN YOURSELF.

• How to get rid of NERVOUS TENSION . . . how to

free yourself of doubt, fear, loneliness, lack of drive,

lack of will power. How to overcome mental frustra-

tions.

FREE . . • MOOD-METER With your copy
of this wonderful book, you will receive at no
extra cost a revolutionary 8-page Mood-Meter
containing scientifically-tested charts for re-
cording changes in your own mood pattern.
This unique guide is separately inserted in

the book.

USE THIS METHOD 10 GAYS FREE!
Send no money. Just mail the coupon at right to pct
your copy of ''AUTOCONDITIONING: THE NEW
VVAY TO A SUCCESSFUL LIFE." Start using the
step-hv-step techniques of this epoch-making scien-
tific dlscovery, and sce for yourself how you can
automatically condition your mind that never sl^^eps,
to jjain priceless benefits in your life. After 10 days'
trial, if you are not thrilled with results, return the
book and owe absolutely nothini}.

FREE-TRIAL COUPON—MAIL TODAY-
Prentice-Hall. Inc.. D«pt. 5t99-KL

Engkwood Cliffs, N«w J»rs*y

Pl«ase send me for 10 dayi' FREE •xamination-copy of "Autoconditioning" by Dr. Horn«ll

Hör*. If not complet«ly sotlsfied, I will r«turn book, pay nothing, ond b« under no Obligation.

Otherwi$«, I will remi» only $4.95 (plus few cents postag«) in füll poyment.

NAME

ADDRESS,

CITY ZONE STATE

SA VE; Send $4.95 with «oupoR and %»e p«y pottaie. Same retMrn priviieie and refund luarantee.
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The Opportunities

That Await YOU
NOW

In Scientific
Crime Detection Work
Follow in the steps of this successfui
career man . . . Start to train now for

a responsible, steady, well-paying
Position in the field of criminal in-

vestigation. If your job is dull, rou-
tine, without future . . . then here is

your opportunity to forge ahead in

an interesting career where trained
men are always needed. For 36 years
we have opened the "door to success"
for hundreds of men in scientific

crime detection . . . and now we will

train you to take advantage of these
same opportunities ij you act im-
mediately!
We will train you in your spare

time through step-by-step home
study lessons. I.A.S. training is

neither expensive nor difficult to
learn.

Over 800
American Bureaus
of Identification

Employ I.A.S. studenls or graduates . . .

factual proof of what I.A.S. training can
do. Every one of Ihese men learned FIN-
GER PRINT IDENTIFICATION, FIRE-ARMS
IDENTIFICATION, POLICE PHOTOGRAPHY
AND CRIMINAL INVESTlGATION—Ihc eCO-
nomical I.A.S. home study way.
So don't delay! Cash in on the incrcas-

inj? oppKjrtuniUes for finRcr print techni-
ciansand criminal invcsliRalors.

FREE!
*'BLUE BOOK
OF CRIME**

Packcd füll of ihrills. Keveals "Jx^hind the
scenes" facts of actual criminal cases. Teils
how bcienlific invesliKaiors solved them
through the same methods you learn at
I.A.S. Explains, loo, how you can gel
Starled in this profession at low cost.

Don't wail . . . mail in thiscoupon today.

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
[A Corr9tpond»n<9 School Since 1916)

D^t.470-C1920 Sunnysid«. Chicago 40, lU.

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON NOW

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnysid« Ave., 0*pt. |7|.C
Chicoge 40, IllinoU

Gentlemen: Without Obligation, tend me the "Blue

Book of Crime," and list of Identification Bureaus
employing your studentt and graduates, together with

your low prices and Easy Terms Offer. No salesman

will call.

Name.

Addrei RFD er Zone.

City. Sfofe. .Age.«

.
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Now! ATranquilizing Pill

Without A Doctor's Prescription
Releated to vom for ihe first time! An entirely different

kirutoß ''ralmhoun Hiir—that kelps you FIGHT SERV-
OUSNESS . . . FIGHT TEN-
SIGN . . . FIGHT AGGRA-
VATION, HEADACHE
AND ANXIETY Hke noth-
ing you have cver tried
heforc without a doctor's
prescription

!

Think of it! KiKht now—today
— the wondpr-workintf ingredi-

ents in these pillit are being:

recommended by leadint; special-

ists all over America, in cases of

nervous headache ... in casee of

miffraine-Iike headache ... in

cases of stomach upset or sleep-

lessness caused by nervous ten-

sion! They are used to f^^ht the

terrible, frantic depression
caused by constant anxiety ! They
are fciven in almost every clinic.

hospital, and doctor's office in the

World— to men and women of all

a^es, who need doctor-prfgcrihed

hflp to break the continuous
chain of worry, tension and
anxiety that is ruininfc their life

today?

Ayid now thete exaet $ame cap-
anlen are your» to try in your
own home— WITHOUT a doc-

tor's prescription — and without
ritking a pennyl

Here is all we ask you to do!
Simply take one of those tiny

capsules the next time you are
twisted with anxiety . . . the next
time you are bent double with
worry . . . the next time nervous
tension tears apart your life!

Take these tiny capsules

—

and
they mnst help you open the door
to a whole new world of peace
and calmnest that you never
knew existed within you before—
they must help you relax, no
matter how Kreat the temporary
strain — OR EVERY CENT OF
YOUR MONEY BACK! You try

them entirely at our risk ! Act
TODAY!

Nervous Tension Can Kill

You -Fightit Today!

Be honest with yourself for

one moment! How many times in

the past month have you literally

been "sick with worry"? How
many times have you cumc home
in the evening — completely ex-

hausted — not from work, but
from constant aggravation ! How
many times have you sat down
at your dinner table — so tense,

so irritated, so nervous that you
couldn't even enjoy your own
food!

Yes, and how many times have
you spentmn entire evening with

your stomach tied up in a knot
— with the muscies of your arms
and Shoulders and legs "as stiflT

as boards"! How many times

have you told yourself: "I
shouldn't worry" — "There's no
reason to be nervous" . . . and
then feil right back in the same
old killing pattern of nervous
tension that's been torturing you
before

!

Would it he worth one minnte

of your time to help break that

Chain of ServouB Tension!
Would it be wortk one minute of

your time tv help prove that you
CAN relax . . . that you CAN
live in peaee and tranquility . .

.

that you CAN fight that yiervous

excitability AS EASILY AND
QVICKLY AS YOU'D TAKE
AN ASPIRIN!

Doctort Givo You
Tho Answer!

Doctors believe that the
answers to these questions are

YES! Doctors know that the

mere Symptoms of Nervous Ten-
sion cripplc thousands of Amer-
icans every month! They have
seen patient after patient come
into their offices, with actual

permanent physieal damage to

their bodies— eaused by tension,

and tension ahne!
For years, doctors and scien-

tists and pharmaccutical re-

searchers have been workini; on

MEDICAL RELIEF for you

—

tiny capsules that would knock
this tension right out of your
body . . . that would soothe that

constant Irritation. . .that would
help give you the tranquility and
peace of mind that you've been
searching for for years! In case
after case they have succeeded
beyond their fondest dreams!
Medical wonder drugs such as
Meprobaniate and Rauwolfia
have literally trnnsformed the

entire practice of medicine!

But all of these drugs had to

be given by doctor's prescrip-

tion! They could only be taken
under a doctor's constant care!
And niillions of men and women
— who despcrately needed their

help — couldn't tolerate them at
all!

This is the reason for this an-
Houneemrnt! To bring you an
entirely different kind of Calm-
Down Pill— that will give you
this same kind of blensed relief—
WITHOUT THESE RESTRIC-
TIONS! Yes! A tiny, harmless
capsnle that you com take any-
where, anytime, according to

simple dircctions~AND TAKE
SAFELY~AS MUCH AS TWO
TO FOUR TIMES A DAY—
WITHOUT THE SUCHTEST
FEAR OF FORMING A
HABIT!

Not Ono- But FOUR
PROVEN SEDATIVES

Givo You Startling Relief!

The name of this product is

TR-34. It is an almost-magic

blend of proven Daytime Seda-
tives—ingredients that help calm
your nerves . . . soothe your ten-

sions . . . drain ofT the pain caused
by constant Irritation

—

bnt are
NOT intended to tnake yoH
sleepy, or "dopey," or drowsy!

Every one of these ingredients
has been tested and proven and
written up in the medical litera-

ture of every country in the
World! Any one of them — if it

were given to you by itscif—
could bring you startling relief!

Bnt blended together — adding
one proven calming effcct to an-
other, and another, and another
— they become SO effective, aiid

yet SO gentle and SO ntild

THAT WE ASK YOU TO TRY
THEM ENTIRELY AT OUR
RISK— WITH THIS AMAZ-
ING FULL-MONEYBACK
CUARANTEE!
Ib« This amazing Formula—
TR-34 — must start to work in

your body in as little as fifleen

Short minutes — OR EVFRY
CENT OF YOUR MONEY
BACK!
2a If you NOW sulTer from nerv-
ous tensioaa or anxielies caused
by businesH, or finanrial worries.

MEDICAL PROOF!
Frsm the Files of One ef America's

Leadini Ncnrt Spicialisti!

Hrr* arr c«»e hi»toriM of n»«n and
woiiMMi hke yuurs#lf— who «w«r« actualjy
rmrufil from dcapair by TR-34. eem
nlUr rnry knmrn tr*rmuilitrr kad com-
litvtfti/ faiUd Ihtm!

C»»* »l.J.A. — t4-y*ar-o<H marricd
l«anian Siiffrr««! from ncvcr-rndinc
anxiety Plavii^d hy continiiuiis t«niiiun
•n Ktronir that hin arm* and lv«rt< arhed at
nlrht - that h* f«lt aa th<>u«rh iioineonc
wa* xittlnir on hii rhMt — that h« eould
hardly slwp. Tkig paltftit kaJ rretirtd
aintott tvtry ifdntivf knoun to mfd>r»l
»fifiirt wxth <ml\t moHfrolr and (rmpo-
rary tfttttt'

On January II. 1957. he w«a placed on
TR-34. Since tkat time, kt fc«a not »mf-
frrfd from a tinfflr attaek of anzirty.'
Hi« muaci« Unsiun iatcreaUy rclieved. H«
hImp> mufh Itetier and la Hlled with
ii#n»« of weit beinff. rratitude, new hup«
and viKor! All thia from th« rery firat
week of trcatment! And Ikere \cere no
dittHrhing »idt effcciB rrported from
TK-Jl.

Ca»« liC.M. - A Ihlrly-year-old
»inirle woman. with a Ave year hivtury of
repeated tnrtuuus headarhes. Thaa« pay-
rh<js<imktir headache» always nccurred be-
hind the riirht eye. They wer« ao painfui,
and throbbed so much, that they wok«
the patient nirhüy from her »leep. SIm
waa forced to walk the floiir for one fuU
hour until the attack left her. In pa»t
vrari. $he kad h^rn Kiien t^urrttl kind»
of »tdative», analgftir», anlikittaminr.»,
rntal romttriclor» and trmnqMtlixrri u-itk
ab»oiutrli/ no f.flrrt.

On January 7. 1»67. ahe waa iriven TR-
34. Tkia ammztng mrdirati»n relieotd ml-
mo»t all altark» WITHIS 10 MfNVTES
after bring tnkm' Thi» relief va« re-
fiortrd from the vtry firtt nigkt.'

IMPORTANT NOTICE On thi. p.re. y«.. wUl learn about

an entirely different type of "Tranfjuiliiinif Pill." rfleased for the first time in

thi» niagazine. It in the opinion of a leadinR nervr s|>e<-iali«t — connected with

one nf the larirest hiMpitalü in the world — that thi.s pill will K*ve you the «ante

kind of bleased relief a.s Tranquilizern now itold only throuKh doctor's pre»crip-

tiona — and yrl thia prodHvt t» nou- rfleaird to yoa withont firctfription of any

kind' We l>elieve that it li» so important that y<>u try thi» product — in your own
home — that we ai>k you to teiit it ENTIRKLY AT OVR RISK — WITHOUT
YOUR GAMRLINO A CENT! Read the ihrillinir detaiU on thi» pagml

ACT TODAY!

Caae «1:8.0. — a Sfi-ve«r-«ild divoreed
<«e<Telary Had bc«n aufferirvr for the pnat
•ix years from repeated boiita of severe
melanrholy — durinir which «he feit life

had "iefl her behind" . . . durtns which
she neglectecJ her home uid p«raon«l ap-
ftearance . . . loat appetite and »leep . . .

and feit that «he waa un»ble to do her
work. She eomplained of deep-aeated
pain« in her «tomach and head. Sonr of
ihr. tranQMtlicrrt naed in the patt eould
fffeitwely help h*r fight o/f tht fu>Unee
of thear moods — nor rould tkry kelp ker
ehmtnmtf tke pain'

On January 7, 1*(57. patient waa ptared
on TR-34. Thr 6e«ir;irtVi/ effert va« >m-
mediatety notiftd hry Hotk patient and
phi/eieian' Sh« waa able to "face" life
and "work thinr» out." Her attack« of
anxiety and excilement beiran to «ulMide
imntediately. Her pain waa immediately
lesHened. and she enjoyed reatful Hleep.
So kar-mftü aide effreta were reportcd'

or family trouble.s — this prod-

uct must help you relax in the

face of all these temporary
strsins . . . must help you clear

your mind so you ran meet and
solve these problemn . . . must
help your body prevent perma-
nent damage caused by these

tensions — OR EVERY CENT
OF YOUR MONEY BACK!
3* This product must help drain

off the pain and discomfort of

nervous headaches . . . migraine-
like headaches . . . dizzy head-
aches — OR EVERY CENT OF
YOUR MONEY BACK!
4a This product must help you
fight the constant »train and tirrJ'

nr»»—caused by nervous tension
— that is now draining your
energy and health . . . and actu-

ally help yon rrnain that energy
—OR EVERY CENT OF YOUR
MONEY BACK!
5« And above all — this prod-

uct mu.st help you Finkt Nervoms'
ne»t . . . Fight Tention . . . Fighl

Nervou» ltepre»»ion, H^mdaehe
and AnxielY, EVERY DAY
THAT YOU MEET THEM—OR
EVERY CENT OF YOUR
MONEY BACK!

Try It Entirtly
At Our Risk!

The price of TR-34 is only

$2.98 for the füll SO-capsule sup-

ply — or lesa than one-half the

cost of similar producta! Or

if you wiah, you may buy the 60-

cap.^u)es size — twicc as much—
for only $4.98— a saving of one
dollar! Or, you may buy the

economv size of 90 capsules —
THREE TIMES as much — for

only $5.98 ! This is a saving of

THREE FÜLL DOLLARS! And
the name money-hack guarantee
is yours — for thirty füll days—
no watter which size you try!

You have nothing to lose! This
product must work for you! Act
TODAY!
r—MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY f-

Case «4:B.L. — a 24-ye«r-old married
housewife. mother of two. She had be-
come increasinirly more despondent —
irivinK way to frequent cryinu »peihi —
HutTcrinv from feelinirs of inadeguacy,
iinworthine«« and iruilt. .She wa.s terriHed
by repeated nirhtmarea — which had
crown more and more fritrhleninR dur-
ins the past few weeks. Her familft pky-
airian kad tried to emrb tke\e »pmptoma
tcitk tke aid of harbituralea and traM-
gnilitera — but wtthont rcmult*.

On January 2H. 1057. patient waa in-
structed to take one ca|>sule of TR-34
after breakfast . . . on« ra|)!iule after nup-
per and two rapnulen before retirinir.

Tke effeet «r«« a/moat itnmrdimtr' When
MMi • füll w«ek later ihe patient reportett

immediately that she has not had a sincle
repetition of theiie nightmares—and that
renerally she feela much more calm, paci-
Sed and even-tempered. No harmfnl »ida
effreta of any ktnd wert revorted.'

Try tt at our r,»k' Art TODAY!

.NORTH AMERICAN STEVENS CORP., Dtpt LG-8
31 West 47th St.. New York 36. N.Y.

Yo». I want to try your amatinR new Formula. TR-.14. entirely at your

risk. I understand that theoe amazinir new capsules must help me (t|rl>t

tension . . fiirht nervousnes« . . f^rht aicltation. nervous headaches. and
anxiety — or my fuM money hack! I wlU pay the postman only the low

introductory price check«d below. plus C.O.D. chanre«. I also understand.

if I am not completely delifthtcd. that I may return the used packajre with-

in one month and iret a FIMJ. KKFtrND' No questions uked!

Q I wonl tke fwll 30-<opiwle iwpply for only $}.9t.

Q I wont Ihe big 60-<ap«ul« »upply for enfy $4 98. Thi* U o loving

of II 00.

Q I wont the giont econemy swppfy. 90-<ap>uiet for only $3.98. Ttilt il

a »oving of • füll $3.00

I

NAMI.

ADDRESS.

CITY ZONE .STATE

G tAVf iOIEI Send enak. rkeck or m«Ney ordtr tcitk foup«n. and ic« p«v
// poatage fkmrge»! Savea yo« •• mnck m .*«.' Same money-bark guarantee

of rourae'

t>Kntire Contenta Copyrigkted by Sortk Ameriean Steven» Corp., lfS7
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I GUARANTEE YOU
READ FOR

YOÜRSELF...
-P7

GLAMOUR
Thousands of Women Who Have Already Done It Say

"YOU TOO, CAN HAVE A G0R6E0US BOSOM/"

DO S0METHIN6 WiTH WHAT YOU'VE GOT
What you may not have realized is that famous stars and modeis
have bosom problems, too. Some are small busted. Others have flat,

sagging busts-or wIde busts. Yes, Hollywood's most exotic stars are
really no different from you-except for just one thing. That one thing
is what they do about their problem.
Stars have beautifui bosoms because they make the most of what
they've got by wearing the fabulous bra that solves all problems.
Thif is their glamour secret. I know-öecause I have seen bosoms
that nature overlooked become glamorous and exotic-just with the
proper bra-and that's all you need to do!

DON'T READ ANY FURTHER unless you are one of the millions of
women who have dreamed of heaven-sent cleavage and youthfui
uplift-but never found it. What I have to teil you is only for those
of you who have gazed with envy at stars and modeis and said, "Oh
-but I could never look IIKe that." It is to you that 1 say, "Yes,
you CAN look like that!" You can achleve the most glamorous bosom
beauty imaginable just as easily as any movie star or model.

\

:t

K f

Decollete

Plunge

#3155

I AM SO SURE THAT MY HOLLYWOOD PRO-
FILE BRA CAN BE YOUR GLAMOUR SECRET
THAT IT IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED . .

.

Or your every penny will be refunded!

And betöre you read any further, I want you to

knowHOLLYWOOO PROFILE BRA IS GUARANTEED
To give you gorgeous cleavage and decolletege

-k To give you high-rise movie star curves
• To keep its NEW shape-always.

I personally spent two years designing this bra
-tne only bra-that can guarantee you so much.
Every line-every curve was designed and rede-
signed until it became the marvelous creatlon
that will give you bosom perfection.

Any bust-the small-the natural-the wide-ALL
obey the gentle persuasion of the magic IN-UP fhlS JS
angle pads. This magic feature angles in from ^•••* '*

the sides so that your bosom must fall into the
gorgeous natural cleavage that spells alluring
womanhood. At the same instant, this päd
pushes you In and UP to give your bosom the
youthfui, pointed uplift that will never let you
down. Equally miraculous is the NEW inner circle
Shell pad-so light ifs almost invisible. This is

my secret "shape-keeper" that guarantees NEW
shapliness forever-or your money back. This
bra won't sag-ever-and neither will you!

You might think that any bra of this description
and talent might be a cumbersome, ugly, un-
comfortable affair. But I guarantee that the
exact reverse is true. This is the most comfort-
able and glamorously feminine bra you've ever
seen! The Iower bust section is luxurious Slipper
Satin. The upper bust section is exotic peek-a-
boo Nylon Sheer with exquisite stitching. The^
very fmest quality Nylon Leno Elastic back and
sides guarantee perfect fit. Wear it wide-
shoulder or halter style. However you wear it,

you will instantly become the glamorous crea-
Iure you've always dreamed of being. #3155
In Fetal White or Chorus Black, sizes 32 to 36
A, B & C cup.

*5.00 Mow/

No-cut \
Wide set "*-

Straps
I

X'•»^.

What these movie peo-

ple and thousands of

other women say about

Frederick's clothes!

"I want to thank you for

your feminine creations

and styles, and I wish you

also had a störe in New
York City."

LINDA LOMBARD

"l'm just wild about your

clothes and nobodv be-

lieves me when I teil them
how little I paid. They've

helped me to success-but
definitely!"

JUNE SVEDIN

"Tm on my way to star-

ring roles in two big pic-

tures - and I know it was
my Frederick's dress that

helped me get my first

role."

"No matter where I go In

Hollywood, my Frederick's

dresses make me the cen-

ter of attention . . . on the

set or off. They're the

most wonderfui and dra-

matic creations in the

World."
./ELLISON HAYES

Lovely REGINA GLEASON .

populär young TV and Film
Star wears Style i:570..

.

for that "Frederick's fit

and fashion flair so im-

portant to the theatre."

Favorite of Hollywood pho-
tographers marks Fred-

erick's :^184 Swim Suit as
a "must-go" for every "out-
of-doors" assignment.

TOTTI AMES

Pusfi^ IN

from hM«

Secret

Circle

Shape-

keeper

ReMtmktr' TMs It a MWffct>»fa
MNMtiM at a Rtvtr-agaiR prict!

^Atdericks

oNiy

1430 N. CAHUENGA BLVO Dept.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. 4427

Please send the followlng styles:

#3155 @ $5.00 Size Cup Color

#3073 @ $5.00 Size Cup Color

#3074 (a) $15.00 Size . Cup Color

D I enclose payment fl Send C.0.0. (No C.O.D.
without $1 dep. on Each item

Name

Ol957

UM N CANUEMCA BIVO..
NOllVWOOO 2t. CALIF.

Just 3 Of the 1639 stunning styles you'il
find showcased in Frederick's 6 bl-
monthly catalogs FREE to you with every
Order!

Don't wait! Rush your order today- and If you'rc
not 100% satisfied send it right back-and your
every Single penny will be refunded.

#3073 RlOir HIfiH
Your favorite IN UP angle
(same as 3155) in glamorous
tmbroidered cotton, Tjmmjted
to light »hell foam rubber for
titra Support Upper bust sec-
tion Is Nylon Marquisette
frosted with lace White only
Si/es 32 to 36. A B i C cup

11.00

#3e74 SMART SMOOTNIC
The magic IN-UP angle bust
(tarn« at 3155) in a ne«* front-
2ip long Itne. Your hips, tum-
my and waist will melt Into
luscious curves under Nylon
Satin and Oacron Leno Power
Net Clastic. Underwircd bust
ot Satin and embroidered Ny
Ion sheer! Nonslip elattic bot-
tom neeps it in place Low
cut back, fledblt wire bonmg
3-way strapless White Si/es
32 to 38 B cup fIS.M

(
.' ^ #2iM rcurrifss

^

> .; loM , lean, lov«(y rayo« TtMM
^ f»ilU Cr«pt ihcatli wttli ßf-

ell-tlinMiläg iHiM fltfwMg »Utk
tiwry CMTvt; kitrigmim§ «Imc«
ttrtAf strap« imtCM« to jrM
wltli back ilMcr.^tacli. WhiH
«r Coral. iiin 10 to 20

I14.M
jt%u •unim MT
lusclews Styling antf iRtrifv-

•nf sHotttrlng stra^ malit
this rayon Imt« skcath a data-
timt wonder in dancing tfots'

Curve-hugging tnug fit it at-
turad by bach /ipptr Mavy
Oot CA White, WHita 0«t m
•iKh SKti 7 to 19. 10 te lt.

Sft.OO

«tu ««•MPflNT
lect iwtattr bta dttigfted

lo pouil M» bosom glory witli

high poMtti' rawthfHi tupiMrt
and coMforl assMced by >»n«tl

Mtality salin lasNi Cdartwl
Misias petfe through sheer Ny
lau mara«>Mlt« at lap af bwtl
Peek-a kaa siraat belwttn
bMts law back White only
Saes 37-3«A. U 310. 33 40CUM

ftOM toAMi onioc
LHRuriM« IMaltafinithad PVylo«

larsay is »hirrtd trom ntck
to wallt, bock and front (Waar
It to er fro!) ilock. SHy Pink.
Wtiito Sita« 32 to 3t . fOM

^^ NAirUlON ^^^
Coplotf iroBi froMO OfMMl.
rro^orick's Francby ImM fira..

onlv half high ytt this Satin
and Lastoi baawty is jüoraa-

to 9tm in plaoo. rha cup
IS Satin with fooM rul*or back-
tng for porfoct controf. Wirod
HndorcuB ilack or Wtelto. SUos
32 to 3M cuo MO»

3104 TWIN ITMt
ihini Iwo-pioce terrv cloth
sansation Snug bra top has
adjustable haller briof pants
are shirred al sidas with elas-

tic lo really fit Perfect for

pin wps. eiercisa or sun bath
lAg lM«o Cold. White, LilM.
Sim 32 to3a I4.ta

ttnn Same stylt t\ nlMM
witn btio«r-«iOo«» sle«<r«i and

mad« 0* ciiA|iN| Maitt i»is«ii

(lay«A «Ad Nyioni lufouo>sf

Meto« Hack Sires M to 3«MM

|ra40i
Shoath sUilar of gardon-Kant
r'int on lustrout Sattn Cotton
Mtt tmphasKing bailt-ln

shapo Snug torso brealu at
hips into a füll, frivotog« nmt-
matd flounca with smart tri-

angulär thapad cuff and bow
ot same materlal. Rom. VoI-
low or BIwe print Spocial low
prtca Suas 10 to 10 |n.et

#Mt1 PIUTAI
Ciotlc 2-pioca cotton cocktail
drtts Importad from Maiict
City! Genuin« linen laca. ei-
Ruisltaly mad« and gorgaoutly
Ktternad. nots m daep ruf-

« at nock and bust at woll
as flaring fiotta skirt. Olack
or Rad with white Laco. White
with Olack Lace Suet 10 to
II ii7.ia

«1327 tütCR WAVI
Raves will roll m lika wavet
when you wear Hollywood'!
newest shocher in glittcnng
MetallK Lurai' Wicked httlo
pants feature seit drap« cli-

maiing m nng nghi over your
lummy One Shoulder top ac-
ctntuales bosom glamour
Fuliy Irned. and elasticijed
White or Olack Lurei Siies 32
to 3« I13.ro

fl114S S-IMCNCATWAU
A Frodortcb's Fktl-AiM a Mo«
Ntfbf Pussy toolin' higher Ihan
ever betöre in those S-iacb
sky high heels' Sieek BiKk
Panther Patent from loa to
heel will make you purr with
delighl* Its your 1957 hi-way
to eiciting glamour' Sues 5
to Ri-jO |22.t»

91312 tUN-OOOOISS
Laste« FaiMe suil combinmf
white freni panal with dark
tidcs and back to make you
look alluringly slim and curv-
aceous Its a boscm accenlu-

.^daling tMauly with high halter
_/nech in front and a plungmg

deep V back Roned bust wilh
floating inner t»ra for firm
Support Black with White Cen-
ter. Brown wilh QoM Si^et
32 to 31 lO.tO

#17
#37B3 ISIC OOflN
Step from your bath mto thit
curve hugging wraparownd Sa-
rong of woven cotton Terry
Outlon adiusimenl al lop and
waistline ConirastUg pipmg
Oaubie pockct hoids matchmg
Terry scuffs Add 50c for pack-
mg White. Pink, Blue SKet
10 to IB tS.tO

9IM7 ilOSfTOOONCI
Alluring shaath skirt m cling-

tng Matte iertay (Nylon and
acetata) Hara's th« perfect

flamour male to any pratty
Iowta "Rum^llnod" to pre-

sarvo the baautifwl lines of
ßw-and lt. Black. Coral or

Ige Siiet 10 to 16 ..$7.40

ffHU WOWt
Sensal lonal pants revaal evory
Single ime of »our body' (las-

ticiied salin faille clmgs and
clings High nse consiruclion
acis liko a weist mpper Beau-
tifui braid embroidery runs up
and down both «tdes Kipper
back closmg Olack. Rad.
White. Pink. Maua. Turquois«
Sites 10 to 16 $12.BB

^17 neu SCANTIC
They'll vote you the girl most
likely to swccaed-in tha the-

atrical world-whan you wear
Frederick's fabulous new craa-

tion that's KluaMy a pantie

and hote. all in ofM' In gor-

geously shaar "stratch-nyion"

with reinforced loe. haal and
cretch Ter dartcars and mod»
eis. the finest garmont of its

kind Pink er Olack Sites »V»
to 11 •»

Dopt 4607
1430 N. CANUENCA BLVO.

NOLLYWOOO 20, CALIF.

followlng styles: (order by numbers)

<^.:,

B I

I

I

I

I

•IH-ÜP

iT
ttnn BARiitP
NEW* Paddae «hell cocktaii

bra In gergtow« embroidered
nylon wilh eatra »ide push-up
päd bullt IN to tive you that
füll kign look plus "Inward"
actio«! Ikal creates eorgeous
cleavage bonmg at tldei a*d
nyion olaslic back Wirtd un
tftr cwp 3 wtj Shoulder
ttrapi Rettbud kelwee«
busli White 32 to 34A 32
10 3M MM

Style
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By MADGE McLEOD

NE OF THE HOTTEST shows on TV this year
has been Mr. Adams And Eve. This clever com-
edy was a smash hit right from the very first

**take," providing busheis of bellylaughs for viewers from
coast-to-coast.

It also provided plenty of surprises for the critics —
who suddenly found out that Howard Duff, the male star

of the show — is one of the best damn actors in the bus-
iness.

Even Howard's beautiful wife, Ida Lupino— who co-

stars with him in Mr. Adams And Eve— must have been
somewhat surprised at the tremendous talent that How-
ard has been hiding in B, C and D movies over the past
decade or so.

Show Must Go On
But the fact that people were surprised only goes to

show they didn't know Howard very well back in the
days before Ida said "I do" to the dauntless Duff.

Actually, Howard is a trouper from way back. With
him the play was always the thing— and nobody played
around better than Duff. He was a real show-must-go-on
thespian and even falling down a flight of stairs with a
pussy in his arms couldn't keep him from putting on a
purring Performance.

Fact is, Howie was so good at emoting back in those

\fP

I I

I

I

free-wheeling, pre-marriage days that even when he was
the only actor in a cast, he still received plaudits from
the pretties who played supporting roles!

Take the time he was sharing a bachelor apartment
with a bachelor buddy on Fareholm Drive near Laurel
Canyon, Hollywood, U.S.A. Also sharing the apartment
were three or four cats and, on occasion, a lithesome little

lassie named Cassie. At least that's one of the names this

hunk of honey has been known by.

Now, we aren't sure just where Howie had acqiured
the four-footed felines. But he first met the Cassie kitten

in a swank Hollywood Boulevard bistro called The Villa-

nova. Introductions were cemented over a few sips of

Smimoff and with one thing leading to another Cassie
soon found herseif off in a puff to the Duff domicile.

Practice Makes Perfect

A few more Smirnoffs were cozily consumed in these
quiet surroundings and with one thing leading to another
Cassie suddenly found herseif in a position that enabled
her, on the following day, to give quite an account of

Howard to her girlfriend.

"He's what you might call adequate as a lover," the
Cassie critic said. "Nothing very exciting — but on the
other band not too bad either/'

Then, remembering certain parts Howie had played
more vividly, she added, "He made a lot of noise. He
would come up groaning and moaning like a drowning
man. And he made all kinds of faces, my dear!"

Hardly the sort of review that wins one an Oscar —
but give the boy time. Practice makes perfect, they say,

and practice was one thing Howard hankered to get
plenty of. With his brand of stick-to-it-ness, he couldn't
help but finally become the Most in a cast.

He did, however, get an assist from a kitten.

This unexpected help came (Continued on next page)

Ida Lupino might have been a bit surprised

at Howard's acting ability, but how could

she have known he was so good — as he did

his best "acting up" before they were wed.

I

I I

As Mr. Adams he piays

it straight, but as

piain cid i-loward Duff

he played around

!

V %
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Hi, diddie, diddle, fne ca the fiddle, and Duff

'.»."

took an awfui fall • . . But in convalescence, the dolls

Howard Duff cortvolescet oftor Coming oflp soconcl

best in a tifF with a kitty. But if you tili

Howie was mad at the cot, you're croxy — he nev
hod it better than when bo woi flot on bis bckM

brought him presents and. Man! this boy had a baill

Howard Duff rcontinued)

one afternoon when Howie was carrying one of his cats

upstairs. Suddenly his foot caught in a mat and he top-

pled over backwards. He could have saved himself, easily,

by simply letting go of the puss and grabbing the side-

rail. But the guy who made Sam Spade famous on the

radio is made of sterner stuff than that. Unwilling to see

the kitten go flying thru the air all by its lonesome, he
held the pint-sized pet protectively in his arms while —
whammo! — down went Duff to the bottom of the stairs.

The kitten came out with all nine lives as intact as

ever. But Howie came out with a busted leg.

He was rushed to the hospital, where the leg was piil

back together again, after which it was carefully encas^^

in a plaster cast.

Yep, this is the cast weVe been talking about all along

the one he was the Most in!

Wouidn't Gry Quits

Being in this kind of cast would have made any other

actor cry quits. But not Howie. Dauntless Duff might

have been down, but he wasn't out. Not only could he

still get into the act, but he could i>erform like he never

performed before.

To get into the mood for such Performances, Howard
it got out of the hospital. Then he rented a new house,

time at 66 Malibu Colony Road. Unlike the old one,

ras stairless. He wasn't going to provide cushioning for

more cats if he could help it.

^^^-Tfhe stage set, all the actor needed now were some
>rting Players. That he found just the kind he needed

l^ade evident to Cassie (the critic) one day when
ie :ti^me around to brighten his convalesence. This

igh^^ning up didn*t include any co-starring roles on

ifi part because, as mentioned before, she wasn*t

the type to bring out the very best of Howard's abilities.

'^Ot p^rhaps she'd simoly been unfortunate in that, when
she had starred in HoWie*s house, he hadn't been in the

cast. \ \
that as it may, Ca|^ie ha^l come merely for con-

•^"' V^"^

:K'',

X̂»**l**

'f ^v4.

.*. .

dolences. And in the course of her condoling she noticed

that Howard looked mighty tuckered out for a guy who
couldn't get around much anymore.

"Does your leg hurt very much?" she asked sympa-
thetically.

"No, it doesn't bother me at all," was the weary actor's

reply. "But this lying on my back is getting me down."
**How come?" Cassie questioned.

"Well, I'm getting more action with my leg in a cast
than I ever did when I could get around!" was Howie's
happy retort. .

*

Cassie was mighty surprised with this änswer, you can
be sure. In fact, she wondered if perhaps she might have
misunderstood Howie*s meaning. The more she thought,
the more she wondered. So she decided to keep a closer

/

check on that cottage on Mfflibu ColonyJ??oad — just to

see what the actor in this cast meant by "action."

She saw all right. Sunbathing on a nearby beach, her

jaw sagged in awed admiration as she watched a steady

parade of pretties ankle up to Howie's house, give the

laid-low actor a lift, then ankle out again.

Four Star Performance

Blondes, brünettes and redheads — they all came a-

calling, all around the clock. And what with the quantity

and quality of the cuties, handicapped Howie must sure

have been putting on a four-star Performance!

-^^, The show apparently went on daily and Sunday, with

matinee and evening Performances — not to mention

special added sunrise and sunset presentations.

The girls, it seems, were taking Howie'fc jaccident as an

excuse to come over to enquire if they coutd-belp him

out in any way. And when Howie said they ceitpinly

could — well, that's what they'd come over for. >5^

All this, as said in the beginning, was before Ida Lupi

became Mrs. Duff. And, of course, before Mt. Adams And

Eve became a topper on TV. But can any intelligent

person doubt but what the experience Howard got m the

cast on the Malibu Colony Road playbill didn't help

make him the great actor he is todayÄn^i^-

And if he ever begins to go stale, he knows how to get

himself into a position where he can put on those prize

Performances again. A
All he has to do is carry a cat up the stairs and , •%

11

\
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Kim may be doing greal

on actress, but from

woy she kept three bei

hopping, she'd hove de

even better as a juggl
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By TINA MORRIS

HCCORDING TO HOLLYWOOD HUCKSTERS
/\ most of the cinema citys most luscious blondes are

jj[jL fcatherheads. These dumb Doras are constantly

credited by columnists with some of the most nonsensical

remarks ever remarked and are perfect foils for the most
idiotic-appearing publicity stunts ever devised.

To hear press agents teil it, the blonder the dame, the

dumber.
Now this may be true of some of Flickerville's golden

girls, but where Kim Novak is concerned it*s just so much
hogwash. As more than one Hollywood wolf has learned,

this doli is about as brainless as one of the $64,000 Ques-

tion^s prize-winning shoemakers and — because of her

brains, body and ability—a helluva lot richer.

Kim has skyrocketed from a walk-on part in a Jane
Russell movie named The French Line to the starring

role in the soon-to-be-released Jeanne Eagels in the short

Space of three years. And she did it by using her brains

and manipulating her beaus.

Kim successfully proved that the brain is more power-

ful than the bra the very first day she hit Hollywood, back

in June 1953.

Quick Action

All honey had when she checked into the Beverly Hills

Hotel that day was a burning desire to break into movies

and exactly two bucks between herseif and starvation.

Under similar circumstances, a really dumb dame
would have dashed right out and got herseif a job in a

five-and-dime störe, to keep herseif in falsies. But Kim

—

or Marilyn, as she was called then—didn't need falsies,

nor was she interested in doing time in a five-and-dime.

Before the ink was even dry on the Beverly Hills Hotel

register, the lovely Novak had waltzed out into the lobby

and popped her baby blues at a Hollywood and Vine

character named Michael Benedict.

Whether she had advance information on Mike or not,

even Whisper doesn*t know. But it turned out that Bene-

dict was a very close associate of a rieh Roumanian
named Edgar Ausnit. And to Mike a beautiful blonde

meant only one thing. Cash—not capers.

Kim began pouring out her two doUars* worth of

troubles to Mike, and before she could fin^h| be wai
making with the **I want you to meet Mr. Aushit" routinel

And meet him she did.

^•'

Edgar—"Eager Edgar*' as he's known to the Starlets

that populate Hollywood Boulevard—took one look at

this luscious lass and decided she was the doli he'd most
like to set up in a cozy little apartment at Oakhurst Ave-
nue and Beverly Boulevard. And Kim decided she was
the doli who*d most like to be set up in exactly that spot.

It was a real happy arrangement. So, without further ado,
Mike was given a nice fat check with which to pay the rent.

Thus, with no strain or pain, the Hollywood chapter of

Novak's life was launched. This is dumb?
Kim was as happy as a lovebird in a lovenest. Home

was never like this, and neither were the goings-on

—

even though they didn't go on too often. It seems that
while Ekigar was perfectly willing to invest his cash in

Kim's annuities, he seldom came around to chp his

Coupons. ^ .

He Paid The Rent

The not-so-dumb blonde quickly remedied this Situ-

ation. One afternoon while making the rounds of the

Casting offices, she met a handsome young actor named
Ted Cooper. Before you can say "No casting today," Ted
was the man around the house that Ausnit was paying for.

For Kim, Ted served two purposes. He made up for

the void that Edgar created by being an absentee lover.

And, since he was an actor, she figured he might be able

to introduce her to a good agent. Even when she was out

for kicks, Kim's brain was always playing the angles.

Lots of girls would give their eye-teeth to be this stoopid!

It didn't take Kim long to impress Ted with the fact

that she was hot to get into the movies. Even hot movies
if need be.

One night while Ted was going over some of the land-

scape that Ausnit had left behind, Kim told him she'd

love to have him take some home movies. And Ted al-

most swallowed her ear lobe (Continued on page 56)

r.

When Kim first hit Hollywood, Ted Cooper (beiow)

thought he was THE man in her life. But he soon

found out that two other guys had the same idea.

4:
*̂

hl *
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The rent on Kims place (left) at 425 North

Oakhurst was being paid by Edgar Ausnit

- but when she wqnted to make "home
movies/' he wasn't the one asked to co-star.
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By MARC THORAZ

SHE'S A PROFESSIONAL slut—cheap, surly,

diseased, the type who makes men snicker

lewdly when she passes. A tradesman or shop-

keeper would hesitate serving the tawdry trollop.

A policeman, seeing her on the street, would be
inclined to run her in without hesitation.

Yet, to the United States Government, she is an
unimpeachable witness whose word is enough to

send a young American soldier to prison for the rest

oi bis lifo!

The girl's counterpart is a tough, knife-scarred

thug, an ex-Nazi SS butcher with a long postwar
prison record. Altho his own people shun and detest

him and his sort, American authorities in Germany
treat him with almost fawning respect. An accusa-

tion from this underworld type is sufficient to con-

demn a dozen teen-age Gl's to long terms at hard
labor!

This is about the sum and substance of the new
Washington policy toward GFs overseas.

Gl's Take Rap

Natives of foreign countries can—and do—lodge

vicious and unfounded criminal and civil complaints
against American servicemen, and the GFs have
little or no chance to defend themselves!

,The civilian police of former enemy countries

have the power to arrest uniformed Americans—
with or without cause. The Yanks are hauled before

native judges who hate the U.S. and who inevitably
throw the whole library at the GI*s.

An American soldier can be convicted of rape
and imprisoned for life — practically on the un-
supported testimony of a known and notorious
prostitute!

ITS HAPPENED—NOT ONCE, BUT MANY
TIMES!
A United States serviceman can be accused of

assault by the very foreigner who tried to hold him
up with a gun—and be tossed into jail.

irS HAPPENED—NOT ONCE, BUT MANY
TIMES!

This shocking Situation is the result of Washing-
ton*s backward-bending policy toward foreign coun-
tries. Government bureaucrats have decreed that

American servicemen stationed overseas shall be
little more than sixth-class Citizens.

They have made the U.S. soldier, sailor and air-

man sitting-duck targets at the mercy of every for-
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eign tramp, cheat, perjurer and extortionist who
comes along.

"WeVe got to keep the natives of the countries in

which our troops are stationed happy," the swivel-

chair geniuses declare. "If we don*t go more than

half way, they'll go Communist."
The long-suffering American taxpayer has sacri-

ficed his hard-earned dollars—billions of them—to

keep Europe and Asia from turning Red. Now Uncle
Sam's braintrusters are making his sons sucker bait.

Trutnped Up Charges

Americans serving overseas soon discover they're

in grave danger every hour of the day or night. Ger-

mans, Japs, Koreans, Frenchmen, Saudi Arabians,

Englishmen—all are ready, willing and able to have
them jailed or imprisoned, often on ridiculous or

trumped-up charges.

Any Air Force chaplain found wearing the Chris-

tian Gross insignia of his calling on his uniform will

be arrested by Saudi Arabian police!

Japanese trollops and their procurers have a new
racket. The women pick up youthful Gl's. In the

middle of an amorous embrace, they suddenly de-

clare they will scream **Rape" if they're not paid

oflf handsomely. The prostitute's pander appears

and says that he was a witness to the rape.

The smart serviceman hands over whatever the

shakedown artists demand. He knows the cards are

stacked against his ever hoping to beat the rap, not-

withstanding the occupations and reputations of

his accusers! (Conttnued on page 49)
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John never works on musical comedies, but

maybe he should — because he did a greaf

Job directing his secretory in Pajama Tops!

John Huston (commued)

By TREVOR C K. BANNING

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING DIRECTOR John
Huston's movies are usually füll of rough, tough

he-men who seem to get along just fine without the

opposite sex. •

Take Asphalt Jungle, for example. In this flicker the

boys were so busy lusting for loot that they passed up
Marilyn Monroe as if she were a pile of damp tea bags.

And though Gregory Peck, as Captain Ahab in Mohy
Dick, did follow a wiggling tail around the world, the teil

was securely fastened to a great white whale.

Love sat on the sidelines in other Huston epics such as

The Maltese Falcon, Treasure Of Sierra Madre and Red
Badge of Courage, More recently, John walked out on A
Farewell To Arms because, it was said, the producer tried

to inject too much sex into the situations.

Films without sex— spread thicker than cream cheese

on lox— just don't seil. Cr so Hollywood thought before

Johnny-boy came along. The great success of his flicks

made movie moguls change their minds about sexless

scenarios. But it didn't make them change their. minds

about the man himself.

What kind of Joe is this, they asked, who thinks themes

like gold, courage and ideals are more important than

39-inch bosoms in python-like embraces?

'^Cherchez la femme," some said knowingly. *'This guy

must get his kicks somewhere." And they looked and

looked without finding any torrid romances in John's life,

except, of course, for the gals he married. Quickly the

word got around that Walter Huston's little boy Johnny

cared as little for Tamour in his private life as he did in a

movie scenario.

Studying John, the sidewalk psychiatrists around Sun-

set and Vine decided, was like watching all the girls go

by. None ever stopped. And maybe they were right—

Relaxing during the filming of

a picture, Huston gets corted

around the lot by Truman Capote

and Kevin McCIory. Guess he
told them to ''take a litter''!

Li
I
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odmire their Academy Awards. Wender what kind of

oword John shouid get for that thritler in London?

around Sunset and Vine. But if they'd looked at John's
other life, as lived some 6000 miles from Schwab's Drug
Store, they*d have reached diflferent conclusions. And
they'd have leamed why the great director doesn't get

excited over sex on the silver screen.

For excitement, after all, a whole barrel of the most
perfectly developed films in the world can't compare with
just one over-developed doli in your boudoir!

For a fast take on John's other life, let's move the

Camera back to 1954, when he was staying at London's
swank Claridge Hotel, where the most delectable tarts in

England are served at afternoon tea.

He Wosn'f Lonely

A well known Hollywood producer was also in town
and knowing about John's lack of romantic interests de-

cided to drop by the director*s hotel and find out just

what he did for amusement. Hell, there were only so
many museums a guy could visit. So figuring that John
might just be lonely the producer brought along his

blonde, beautiful. British girlfriend.

John was alone, but apparently not lonely when he
opened the door and invited them into his suite.

Rain splashed against the silk-draped Windows and a
bitter wind chased raes of fog thru the wet streets, but
Huston defied the outside elements in a bright Sport

Shirt, California slacks, yellow loafers and an imported
suntan.

He waved his guests toward the deep, crimson sofa

that stood against one mammoth wall. Then strode to the

chrome glittering bar in the opposite comer and began
splashing whiskey, soda and ice into tall glasses.

*What have you been doing to amuse yourself?** the

producer asked.

"Well, IVe been keeping pretty busy,*' Huston replied.

"I brought my secretary along so I could get lots of work
done. Just a minute, I want you to meet her."

With that he left the room, entered the suite directly
across the corridor and was back in a flash with a neat
bündle of secretarial efficiency poured into a black wool
dress.

"This is Laurie," Huston introduced his Girl Friday
to his chums.

Laurie was about five feet tall, but there were more
Sharp curves in those few feet than on the Rocky Moun-
tain Railroad, She had dark hair, an olive-smooth com-
plexion and almond eyes that revealed how nuts she was
about her boss.

If anyone eise had had a sweetie like that in the suite
just across the hall the producer would have winked a
knowing eye and figured she was around more for pleas-
ure than for business. Laurie looked like a doli who might
very well know her prepositions, but she was built more
for propositions.

Knowing John*s reputation, however, the producer be-
lieved him when he said **secretary."

MIdnight Visit

After a few drinks, John suggested dinner so all four
took off for the local ptomaine parlor.

The party broke up after supper as John said he and
Laurie had a busy day coming up and would have to get

to bed early. But he must have had a change of mind
because as he hailed a taxi he told his pals to drop into

his suite for a nightcap if they were in the neighborhood
later on.

By coincidence, they were.
Big Ben was just booming midnight when the couple

returned to the plush hotel and paused once more outside

the quiet Huston suite.

Now had this been any other Hollywood hotshot the
producer would have thought twice about barging in at

such an hour but as he expected John to have nothing
more exciting than the moming papers in bed with him
the producer rapped on the door. (Continued on page 59)

On the set of fieat The Devil, Huston explains o

scene to Jennifer Jones and Peter Lorre. And when
it comes to making scenes, John is a real expert!
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KXCLIJSIVE from Peru

Adriano Barber, owner of Lima's Bar Zeia, was th* lirst to sorve chuchiwasi to the gen«ral public.

\

Whether you're 9 or 90, male or female,

hol or cold — try a chuchiwasi cocktaiL

If won't eure everyfhing ffhaf ails you,

but you'il get more bounce to the ounce!

tM^^.

can Increase Your Virility

!

By PETER AMOROS

S
AVAGE AMAZONIAN INDIANS, descendants of

the ancient Incas, have known of the wonder-potion
for centuries. They kept its identity a carefully

guarded secret.

Yet explorers and traders in the wild, remote Amazon
River forest long suspected there was some reason for the
incredible sexual vitality of primitive people in the region.

The Indians appeared to possess some mysterious means
of vastly increasing the potency of the young and of

wondrously rejuvenating the old.

For generations, adventurous white men visiting the

area were astounded by the unflagging prowess of the

tribespeople. They could hardly believe what they saw.

"Fantastic!** was the consensus of ofT-the-record reports

they brought back. "Members of several tribes — from
teen-agers to aged hags and old men— seem to have
drunk freely from some unknown Fountain of Youth!"*

Until recently, the magic invigorator has been a mys-
tery, its nature and source known only to a handful of

witch-doctors. Not long ago, however, Peruvian biolo-

gists and botanists cracked the riddle of the miraculous
rejuvenator.

They leamed that the unprepossessing bark of the

fairly large Chuch tree, found profusely in jungle regions,

provides one of the world*s few, true and harmless aphro-

disiacs.

The bark, about a quarter-inch thick, is called Chuchi-

wasi by the Indians. It, Peruvian researchers declare, is

what has been keeping the Amazonian aborigines fit and
fiddling far beyond the age at which Nature decrees that
sexual vigor shall wither. In addition, it gives younger
folk a powerful vitality-boost without let-down or after-

effect!

Dr. Emiliano Moran, a prominent Lima physician, has
been one of the professional medical men to investigate

and test chuchiwasi, His findings are likely to cause a

world-wide chuchiwasi rush.

No HarmfuI Effects

"The agitating effect of the potent jungle tree bark,

when it has been processed and taken in liquid form, is

feit very rapidly," states Dr. Moran. There are none of

the harmful effects experienced from many other well-

known aphrodisiacs."

Evidently the Peruvian government, which has strict

laws governing the distribution and sale of harmful and
habit-forming drugs and medicines, agrees with Dr.
Moran. Authorities have made no effort to interfere with
the production and distribution of chuchiwasi,

It is being made commercially, as well as in Peruvian
homes. The process is simple. Strips of bark are dropped
into bottles of some alcoholic beverage and allowed to

steep there for from two weeks to a month.
Peruvian natives prefer using pisco or aguardiente,

two of the cheapest drinks in the country, but any other

spirituous liquor will do as well. Chuchiwasi bark turns

the liquor a dark, oak-brown (Contmued on page 60)

The ^Xhuchiwosi Hour" is ropidiy repiacing troditional cocktail hour omong the smart set in Peru.
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Sophia Loren is a beauty who was brought up in Rome

— but when it came to doing as the Romans did,

this well-stacked siren just wasn't having any!

By SAM SCHAEFFER

ROME, ITALY— The pseudo-aristocrats and lecherS who run this Schizophrenie

city's Saturnalian orgies haven*t gotten over it yet. Debauched Dukes, concupiscent

Counts and bawdy Barons— theyVe all boiling because they feel theyVe been

cheated by a scrawny waif who blossomed into a raving beauty.

TheyVe mad because a hungry little slum kid who refused to play according to their

rules beat them at their own game.

The gal the Roman roues resent is Sophia Loren, the talented bombshell with green

eyes and a fabulous body who is Italy*s hottest export to the USA.
What's behind all the beefing? Ifs a long story and a sordid one. But it leaves luscious

Sophia the hands-down, chest-up winner of a multi-million-dollar prize for guts, gumption

and determined decency!

Rome, the Italian capital, leads the most dizzying double life of any bürg on the

Continent. Some of international society's

wildest, most uninhibited sensualists can be

found among its ritzy-rich residents.

Recent investigations into the mysterious

death of Wilma Montesi, a Roman party

girl, raised a comer of the curtain that masks

the carnal carnivals held by the city*s social

butterfiies. Wilma's partially-clad corpse

was found on a sandy beach. Courtroom

testimony indicated that she died after a

marathon sex-and-dope orgy involving the

scions of several top-drawer Roman fami-

lies. Such goings-on are far from uncommon
in Rome. TheyVe overwhelmed and broken

many young girls.

But they left Sophia Loren ice cold.

While a goodly number of the city's titled

and wealthy wastrels devoted their after-

dark hours to imitating the degenerate an-

cient Roman Emperor, Nero, honey-haired

Sophia kept her nose to the grindstone.

Nero spent his life throwing drunken de-

bauches and wanton orgies— and he fiddled while Rome burned.

Sophia Loren turned the tables on the Emperor's imitators. She thumbed her pert,

pretty nose at the powerful playboys— and Rome burned while Sophia ßddled!

Sophia was only 15—but already equipped with an incredible body and earthily beau-

tiful face—when she moved to Rome from Naples in 1949. She wanted desperately to be

an actress, a big ambition for a kid without a father and only a mother and younger sister

to help her.

It didn't take long for them to discover that Sophia could hope to achieve her ambition

in either of two ways—the hard way, or the easy way.

There were—and still are—countless prominent wolves and worse, with plenty of pull

and potency in Italian show business. TheyVe ready, willing and eager to "Sponsor" any

young, attractive girl. The younger and more attractive the better.

**Be nice to me and Fll be your protector,** is the delicate way they broach the subject.

"I'll give you an apartment, introduce you to producers and Sponsor your career. In

return, you will privately *entertain' me—and some of my very close friends. ..."

TURN THE PAGE

...^

Sophia is one doli who's always willing to prove
her points. Here the fiery Italian shows she's in

great shape, breaking the tape at a nice round 38.

I I
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Sophia Loren and Alan Ladd in a scene from her first

American picture, Boy On A Dolphin. Alan played the

boy and Sophia was around to put the doli in Dolphin.

Sophia Loren, the sexiest

morsel who ever refused to

seil sex for success, pulled

herseif up by her own bra

Straps— and proved that a

gal can become a great star

without first being a "bust"!

•.«-'•' IX» . >. y • m

Sophia Loren (contmued) ^

Sophia received scores of such invitations while she

and ^^Mama" made the rounds of theatrical agencies.

She was just going on 16, but she was busting out into

the eye-and-dress-popping 38-24-38 dimensions that

drive men to madness and women to distraction.

She had only to lift a finger or drop a Shoulder strap

and she'd have been jet-propelled along the fastest

road to good parts on stage, screen or what passes for

TV in Italy.

One Con/e,whose Contessa wasn't barefoot—merely

middle-aged—made Sophia a Jackpot offer.

"ni finance a motion picture starring your daughter,"

he told Sophia's mother, "IF shell spend a week with

me on the Riviera—alone."

Begged For Food

But there's a big difference between Sophia Loren

and the many eager young things whoVe bounced to

Stardom along Boudoir Alley. In her whole life, Sophia

had never gotten anything the easy way. And this was

a habit the youngster couldn't break.

Born in a Naples slum, she spent her early years in

gnawing poverty. Then World War II came along and

the terrified child—destined to become the most tanta-

lizing actress of the Century—cowered in air raid shel-

ters while bombs blasted the city to rubble. When
Allied troops finally took Naples in 1943, Sophia, only

nine and as scrawny as an alley cat in Chinatown, was
forced to beg food from American GFs for herseif and
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Cary Grant and Sophia in a scene from Pride And
The Passion. He must be a great actor to be able
to look as sour as all this at a fass like that.
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the rest of her half-starved family.

With the advent of peace again, Sophia began study-

ing to become a school teacher, while her mother
slaved to eke out an existence for the two girls. The
climb toward decorating classrooms came to a screecb-

ing halt» however, when our heroine walked ofif with
second prize in a Naples beauty contest.

The die was cast. The girl became infected with
footlight fever. The move to Rome—center of all Ital-

ian theatrical life—and the weary plodding around,
looking for parts, followed.

'^othing for you today. Perhaps if you want to see

a Duke, a friend of mine, at his home tonight, sonae-

thing could be arranged. . . .
."

•*Cast you for a part? Impossible. You must be
*recommended' by some prominent man first. . .

.

**T/ie Conte di Pompano is giving an 'exotic* party
for his male friends. He asked me to supply young
women 'performers' for it. Ifs an excellent stepping>

stone. ..."

Sh# Wouldn'f Give In
»

Hot-eyed panders, masquerading as booking agents,

ertended countless similar invitations to assignations

and orgies to Sophia Loren. For two and a half years,

she tumed them all down. It made the characters with
the money and the titles furious. Here was a dead-
broke bella donna from the slums who wouldn't give

in. What was even worse, the ragazza was lush and
lovely. She was a tempting morsel to set up in an
apartment—or, better still, to bring along for a weck-
end sex-binge.

They offered her parts, money. Drooling "daddies"

offered to shell out sheaves of lire to get first crack at

the stubbom, Junoesque beauty.
Would she, or wouldn't she? If she would, it was all

hers. If not, all deals were off.

Sophia figuratively spat in their sweaty faces. They
howled in fury. The Iow-bom pauper was fiddling

Even Marlon Brando doted the sexy Sophia. When this

boy even noHces o gal, she must be great. And when
he puts on o tie for her — man! she's the greotestl

around with them. Rome—or at least the wolves of

Rome—began to bum with fnistration.

Sophia plugged away at efforts to get near the Big
Time. She did get some Jobs as a film extra, but only
because Itahan movie extras are hired in huge bunches
and paid practically nothing. No one was interested in

blocking her here.

"Youll never get an3nvhere the way you're going,"

the know-it-alls advised her. *'YouVe got to be nice to

the men who can do things for you. Don't be such a

prüde. It's not so bad—once you break the ice. . .
."

Sophia pretended not to hear.

Then the gal with the guts and gumption fooled the

wiseacres. She landed an important part in a semi-

documentary film, "Africa Beneath the Sea." It wasn't

any epic, just a minor (Contmued on page 64)
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Döring the lilming of legend Of The lost, Sophia

took John Wayne on a sightseeing trip in Rome.

Can there be better sights thon Sophio, her$elf?

I I
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There's A Sncker Born Every Hinute!

AFEW MONTHS AGO I entered a "Count The
Diamonds" contest. A card had been put in our

mailbox with pictures of the diamonds to be counted.
I went to work very carefully on this and mailed in

my answer.

In a few days I received a letter saying I had won
second prize—a diamond worth at least $ 100. When
I went to Claim my prize I was told the diamond had
to be mounted first. As I had no ring or pin in which
to have it mounted, I had to pay $25 for a ring. After

receiving the ring and diamond, I had the diamond
appraised and found it was worth less than $5.

I also found out that everyone who entered the

contest won second prize.

—Elizabeth Reenan, Whitestone, New York

1 RECEIVED A CIRCULAR in the mail telling

me about a new book titled ''What Men Know
About Women." The cost was $1 so, being curious,

I send my dollar at once. The book arrived soon
after—a 3" x 5" book with a nicely printed cover but
its ten pages were absolutely blank! This could eas-

ily have cost the dealer 4c a copy so with a title like

that he must have made a mint!
—Mrs. Marvin Gibson, Hudson, South Dakota

took bis $10 bill, deducted for the amount of food

he had eaten and gave him the change. He left the

lunch-wagon wearing a straight face but it must have

taken some effort. He must have burst into laughter

as soon as he got out of earshot and is probably still

laughing. The ten-spot he so neatly presented to me
turned out to be a phony.

—Charles L. Cottrell, Red Bank, New Jersey

THERE WAS QUITE a rainstorm recently and I

got soaked to the skin. While standing under a

clothing Store awning, a salesman came out and

asked if I wanted to get into dry clothes. I thought

this was a very kind offer and I accepted an old pair

of trousers, an old shirt and underclothes. The man
Said he would dry my clothes, clean and press them,

and told me to come back in a day or two. When I

did, he demanded $4.50 for cleaning and pressing

my own clothes and $5 for the loan of the clothes he

ofifered me. When I put up a squawk he told me
either I'd pay up or he would keep my suit, which
I had just paid $65 for—so of course it was cheaper

just to give him the $9.50.

—Charles Klein, Buffalo, New York

ONE NIGHT a hungry-looking man came into

the lunch-wagon where I was working. He
looked longingly at the assortment of food, and after

a few minutes got enough nerve up to beg some food,

saying he hadn't eaten since yesterday. I softened

and gave him a good meal. As he started to leave,

thanking me profusely, he pulled out a handkerchief
to wip>e his mouth, and with it, to my surprise, out

fluttered a $10 bill. I was furious. The man meekly
submitted to my lecture, looking very contrite. I

IWAS WALKING ALONG one of the busiest

streets in Boston when I noticed a crowd of

people around a man, who was selling hand-painted
portraits of George Washington. They looked well

worth the price of $1, so I bought one. The man
handed me a package but when I opened it at home
I realized I'd been swindled. Inside the package was
a piece of cardboard on which was pasted a 3-cent

stamp. And on the stamp was a pictufe of George
Washington. No more closed packages for me!

— Biagio Giardina, East Boston, Massachusetts
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Tuck didn't have his horse

with^him in England/ but
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when he said "Giddap" to

"^ a skittish British filly

l-she really took off!
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Philip Wylie and Tuck discuss Script of their Crunch
and Des series. On TV Forrest plays Crunch. In London
he played a hunch and had o little honey with his tea.

Tuck's Texas twang may

have confused the British
V -

Babe a bit

—

but when he

put on his dressing gown

and Slippers, she knew

exactiy what he meant!

Forrest Tucker (continued)

By RAYMOND DÜMARET

IN
COWBOY MOVIES the hero is tough with men,

shy with women and his favorite love song is

Horses, Horses, Crazy Over Horses, It's gotta be

that way, *cause if a cinema cowpoke cuddles closer to

a cutie than to his horse, the horse gets mad aS hell, the

girl gets fired for being oversexed, and the audience

writes threatening letters.

All of which leads us to a rugged, six-foot-plus pack-

age of bunkhouse brawn—better known to horse opera

fans the world over as Forrest Tucker.

This Forrest is tough as oak, handsome as anything

you ever spotted under a 10-gallon hat, and closer to

his horse than the saddle.

In other words, as five million fanatic fans agree

,

he's a perfect horse opera hero.

On the screen, that is.

Off the screen it's another story—one apt to jolt

Forrest's fans right out of their saddles. For the awful

truth of the matter is that—when he's not in front of

Cameras—the Tucker tot prefers two-legged fillies to

four-legged ones any night of the week!

And if any members of the horsey set feel so hurt

over that Statement that they demand hide-bound

proof, we can do no better than refer them to a lush

lass named Susan Stanton.

Susan—who came for tea and stayed for tiddly-

winks—is very equable, but she is not an equine.

This young lady first met Forrest in—of all places

for a cowpoke to be—London, England, where saddles

are built a bit differently and nice girls still ride them
sideways.

They Went Upstairs

It was last January when Susie's phone began
jingling as if it were going to a four-alarm fire. On the

other end was a girlfriend—who asked Susie if she'd

like to meet Forrest Tucker, the American movie idol.

Sweet Susie thought deeply for no time at all before

blurting out that she'd LOVE to!

**Then meet us on Sunday in the Tea Lounge of

the Hotel Dorchester," the accommodating chum sug- _

gested. It was merely a Suggestion and not the least

bit suggestive. Just tea — and no mention about any
spiee being added.

So when Susie showed up at the right time in the
right place, she never dreamed she was going to be
rounded up and branded before she again hit the trail.

She found her girlfriend sitting at a table with the
biggest and best looking cow-puncher our gal had ever
seen. Tea for two immediately became tea for three

—

but not for long. The girlfriend who'd arranged the
whole thing quickly discovered that she was crowding
the table and, muttering something about getting home
to mother, exited into the fog.

Susan hardly noticed. She only had eyes for Forrest.
And ears, too. When he declared, in that voice that has
sent shivers down the spine of more than one bad
hombre, that he liked the English habit of having after-
noon tea, Susan sighed as if she were hearing sheer
poetry.

^Trovided,** he added, "I can slip up to my room
afterward—and wash the tea-taste out of my mouth
with a little whiskey.**

Having nodded her head agreeably to everything
the cinema cowpoke had drawled thus far, Susie
nodded agreeably at this, too. And, like a veteran
wrangler roping a steer, Tucker moved in with just the
right amount of speed.

**How about joining me in my room for some of that
mouth wash?" he asked, his eyes piercing her like bul-
lets from a pair of twin Colts.

You can judge what Susie answered by the fact that
two minutes later she was getting out of the elevator
on the 7th floor and trotting into suite 715/6. By some
obvious coincidence, this just happened to be the suite

Mr. Tucker had unpacked his suitcases in.

Maid In The Mood
Having corralled the cutie in his room, Forrest sud-

denly remembered it was Sunday, and that he **always
liked to lounge around on Sundays.^ Handing Susie a
glass of scotch to keep her occupied, he asked if she'd
"Mind if I get into something more comfortable?"

"I wouldn't mind at all," the young lady answered
demurely, sipping scotch as she spoke.

Forrest exited stage left and Susie studied the bro-
cade on the couch—as she wondered whether "some-
thing more comfortable" meant levis and chaps.
When Forrest returned several minutes later, his

new costume was the last thing in the world one would
ride the ränge in. It consisted of a reddish-colored
dressing gown and slippers. Damned awkward for a
knock-down-drag-out fight in the Silver Dollar Saloon«

It was all right for sitting down on the sofa next to

Susan in, however. And as Forrest looked into her eyes,

and she looked into his, one might have thought they
were sitting under the cactus in old Arizona, rather
than on a couch in the Dorchester. Instead of Texas
Stars overhead, there was only the plaster ceiling that

looked down at the cowpoke in the dressing gown and
the maiden in the mood.

"To make this movie complete,** the wrangler said,

"all we need is a love scene."

And with that he put his arms around Susie and
drew her closer closer....

It took about 10 minutes by the clock on the mantle
for Tucker to put the purty, brown-eyed she-critter

into a completely tamed State. Less than 600 clock-

ticks after the drawing—closer, that is—Susie was
straining at the halter for a slow tour of the bunkhouse.

Sweeping the sweet one up in his arms, Forrest un-
erringly headed for the softest Spot in the suite. After
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Home in Hollywood, where there's no danger of

fhose Forresf fires, Tuck gets a lighf from
Adele Mara, his co-star in Rock Island Trail.

which at least one girl soon realized that everything
she'd heard about this cowp>oke was true. Nobody but
nobody could handle livestock better than he.

The star's Performance in this scenario was worthy
of rave reviews. But soon, as in every play, the curtain
had to come down and the leading lady had to go home.
Her eyes still gleaming, as they'd been doing ever since
the first cup of tease, Susie bid her range-riding hero
a reluctant adieu.

Later she was pleasantly surprised to find Forrest
had slipped her something quite worthwhile while she
was up in his hotel hacienda. Reposing at the bottom
of her purse was about $30 which hadn't been there
before.

• All in all, her meeting with the horse opera hero had
been educational, entertaining and rewarding in more
ways than one. And, to any Forrest fan who tries to

say this cowpoke is nicer to horses than he is to honeys»
all Susie can say is . . .

Well! Jk.JLJ^

Tucker and movie sfar Paf

Crowley äffend o New Yoric

prämiere. He's a real two
fisted he-man in pictuies,

but can be gentle os a lamb
when the occasion arises.
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I am not ashaitied.//

declares 17-year-old

Maureen Thomas, who

has a harem of three

colored husbands and

is living with them —

all in the same house!

AM THE WHITE WIFE' of three colored men. I am a

communal wife. I am not ashamed!" This defiant confession

of blatant immorality by pretty 17-year-old Maureen

Thomas of Wolverhampton, England, has thrown all good Brit-

ishers into a shocked furor.

Maureen—already the mother of one half-caste child born out

of wedlock, and soon to give birth to another— openly admitted

she lived in multiple-adultery with a trio of natives from the West

Indies. She calls these men her "husbands."

As if this revelation of her own voluntary role as a three-way

wife weren't enough, the gregarious teen-ager also charged—and

apparently proved—that such harems as hers were commonplace

in the sprawling industrial city of Wolverhampton.

Staid Englishmen were understandably horrified by this siz-

zling exposure of Maureen's willing Submission to sex-slavery

with three men—with whom she lived under the same roof.

Husbands Don't Mind

The laughing, blue-eyed youngster, her stocky frame made
heavier by pregnancy, bared the sordid details of her life to

English reporters at her Wolverhampton home. She was obviously

of the opinion that there was nothing wrong about her polyan-

drous playpen!

"Please don't think Fm immoral," she urged shaken reporters.

"I wouldn't sleep with just ANY colored man. My *husbands' are

all good boys, all hard workers. They will do anything for me

—

they treat me like a queen."

To Maureen, this sharing of her wifely affections with a trio of

males appears normal—even necessary.

**There are not enough colored girls to go around, so my *hus-

bands' don't mind my being their communal wife. And I regard

myself as married in everything but name."

Maureen is only one of several **communal white wives" in

Wolverhampton, a factory town caught in the middle of a problem
brought about by mass-migrations of West Indian natives to

England.

Several thousand adults from the West Indies have flocked to

the British Isles in very recent years. Having poor living Stand-

ards and prospects for the future in their own Caribbean islands,

they go to England in hopes of bettering themselves.

The vast majority of these emigrants are men. They settle

largely in industrial areas where there (Continued on page 52)
32
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Suckers are being taken

for over $200/000 a

week in the Cloudland

Casinos— and the law

just can't seem to find

a way to say/^No diceT

By WALLY LEVINE

*7 shot some dice up in the air,

They landed bad, a crappedout pair
'*

TH£R£*S more to that couplet than just a clumsy
parody on the old missing arrow jingle. It's a verse

many high-flying, high-betting aerial crapshooters

are ruefully recitipg these days.

It concems the newest Wonder of the Gambling Age:
floating crap games that really float— 10,000 feet above
the surface of the earth!

Several times each week, sleek, powerful airhners take

off on chartered flights to nowhere. TheyVe Standard

transport planes that, at a nod from the ship's navigator,

are converted into gambling casinos.

Cruising lazily in the peaceful blue of a dice-tosser's

Seventh Heaven, the Cloudland Casinos are the gambling
czars' latest answer to nationwide crackdowns on organ-

ized gambling.
Ifs a new dodge, and it promises to give enforcement

agencies one of the biggest headaches of the age. Sk) far

the legal-eagles have been staying up until the wee hours
searching for some law that says it can't be done.

In the meantime, Operators of the chartered dice-

flights are booking their ships to capacity far in advance.

TheyVe had no problems with cancelled reservations or

"No Shows." In fact, the gimmick which started with

two flights per week has proved so successful that cur-

rent schedules call for one round-trip every other day!

Some of the cleverest heads in mobsterdom dreamed
up the aerial angle. They borrowed a page from the law-
beater's book written by one Tony Cornero back in the

1920's — and updated his original billionnJoUar idea.

Tony was the guy who bought up ocean-going ships,

converted them into swank gambling layouts — and
anchored them off the California coast beyond the three-

mile limit. Out there, he reasoned, the waters were inter-

national and the law couldn't touch him.

34

Mr. Cornero kept it up for years and made more than

one mint before State and Federal authorities established

harbor patrols and stopped the water-taxis that carried

suckers to the gambling ships.

But this new twist leaves no such loopholes for the

coppers. Instead of ships, the Operators use airliners.

Outwardly, the well-dressed, well-heeled folks who show
up at the airport are out to take a four-hour chartered

flight. Period.

Signol For Action

There's no law agin a group of friendly guys and gals

taking a sightseeing joyride in a Great Iron Bird. They
board the plane and take their seats. Except for the fever-

ish, eager flush on some of their faces, they look like any
other group of passengers on any other airliner.

Once off the ground, the pilot sets a course that will

carry him over the Atlantic Ocean by the fastest and
most direct route. The next move is in the hands of the
navigator. He checks his Charts and Instruments care-
fully. When he's certain the plane is well outside the
Continental limits of the U, S. A., he gives two muscular,
watching Stewards a decisive nod.

"Unfasten seat belts," the sign above the door to the
pilot's compartment ffashes. The passengers Start un-
buckling. Those in the first rows of seats get up and get
out of the way of the Stewards who ur\bolt the chairs,
carry them to the back of the plane, and Stack them.
The forward portion of the cabin cleared, the Stewards

haul out what looks like an overgrown suitcase. It opens
up into a portable, but sturdy and fuU-sized, crap table.
From there on in, it*s jüst like Las Vegas. A house

stickman yells "Place your bets, they're rolling!'* above
the roar of the engines — and the speckled dominoes
begin their four-hour gallop.

The altitude is high — and so are the stakes. Neither
inhibits the players, members of one of America's most

exclusive clubs. The3rve already gone through plenty in

Order to take a flying flyer on the dancing dice.

To become a card-holder in this **Two-Mile-High
Club^" an applicant has to be reconunended by someone
known to the gambling bosses. There foUows an investi-

gation that would make an atomic project security check
look casual and slipshod.

The boys who bank the flying frolics want to be cer-

tain the applicant has dough — big dough — and that

he or she isn't the type to yowl "Copper!" if the dice tum
sour — which they usually de, of course.

The Operators haven't slipped up yet. They*ve been
high-^iiddling the stateside laws since the niiddle of 1956— and no one has complained or blown the whistle yet.

jB| Who Hos Coittrol?

At the moment, it appears that the question of what
can be done about the floating crap games is— to coin

a phrase— up in the air. Not the least of the headaches
faced by authorities is the problem oi Jurisdiction. No
one seems to know who— if anyone— can ground the
gamblers.

If the ever-alert and efücient Civil Aeronautics Board
has made any investigations or contemplates any action,

it hasn't leaked word to press or public.

One excellent reason why the CAB may be proceed-

ing very slowly— and quietly— can possibly be found
in a recent precedent-establishing SKiuabble. The hassle»

between domestic and overseas airlines, had many as-

pects paralleling those of the present dilenuna.

The rhubarb wasn't about dice — but about drink.

A domestic airline complained that an overseas airline,

its competitor on certain routes, was enjoying an unfair

advantage.
The transoceanic outfit was allowed to serve booze

aboard its planes. The domestic line, which sticks close

to home but flies some of the same routes as the overseas

line inside the U.SA., doesn't pour giggle-juice for its

passengers.

Apparently feeling that air-travelling booze-hounds
preferred its competitor's planes because they could

tipple while traveling, the domestic airline asked the CAB
to take some fast action. The airline asked that its com-
petitor be required to take out individual licenses to seil

liquor in every State over which it flew.

Furthermore, the CAB was petitioned to order the

liquor Stocks padlocked while the overseas planes winged
over dry states.

The CAB's statute-searchers must have wom out their

law libraries before admitting they were stumped. The
federal agency, they confessed, had absolutely no Juris-

diction in the matter.

"Which shows no one even knows who controls the

air over the U. S. itself," chortle Two-Mile-High Club-
bers. "Howinell will they ever figure out who runs the

show 10,000 feet above the Atlantic?"

There may be plenty of doubt about who runs the
show, but there isn't any about who runs the games —
or what the Operators net from their casinos in the clouds!

The profit margin is high— much higher than that of

ordinary crap games that float on terra firma, >

' First of all, there's no ice to pay. Crime and vice in-

vestigations conducted by Senator Elstes Kefauver proved
conclusively that payoffs to grafting cops were the higb-

est overhead items on a professional gambler's profit

and loss Statement. There being no cops in the air, there

can't be any graft— which saves plenty.

Secondly, rival mobs can't very well heist an airbome
crap game. This eliminates big salaries for torpedoes who
guard games on the ground.

The Game's "Upstoirs"

The plane and crew costs the Operators about $1,000
for the four-hour whirL That's for two-engined craft.

Four-engined birds are about half again as much. Other
expenses — pay for house-hired '^Stewards,*' limousine

Service for the players, snacks and refreshments aloft—
add up to about the same amounts.
The take? There are between 25 and 30 players on

every flight. A thousand bucks is about the flat mini-

xnuni with which one of the crap-shooters would dare

climb aboard. The average runs between $5,000 and
$10,000 per person, with plenty of heavy players in the

$20,000-and-up class.

Profits on a single flight have been running as high as

$90,000, although the (^)erators figure they're doing okay
on $50,000 per excursion.

One fixed Charge that never varies from flight to flight

is the write-off of the folding crap table. Ifs jettisoned

when the time comes to tum back to the airport The
layout is dumped — just in case a player who's lost

wants to yell copper. Without the equipment to prove
there's been gambling« he can't make a Charge stick— if

there is any legal basis for the Charge in the first place.

This apparent waste doesn't bother the Operators. The
tables are mass^roduced and wholesaled to the gambling
mob for less than $40 a throw. And that's the cheapest

throw on the trip.

In the old days, a guy wanting to shoot a little crap

rwould sidle i^> to a hotel clerk or taxi driver and ask

where he could find the nearest game. Usually he got a

whispered, furtive reply on the order of: '^ver at

Harry^s place. Ifs a floatin' game — they're playin' at

Third and Elm today, I hear . .

."

Now? Don't be surprised if yotr ask, and your inform-

ant grins, points his finger at the sky, and says: ''Ifs

about two miles— straight up . .
."

Thafs how ifs being done.

Move over, Ghost Riders, you're crowding the Crap
Tables in the Sky ... A A A
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Suckers are being taken

for over $200,000 a

week in the Cloudland

Casinos— and the law

just can't seem to find

a way to say ^^No dice!''

By WALLY LEVINE

'7 shot some dice up in the air,

They landed bad, a crapped-out pair. . .
/'

THERE'S more to that couplet than just a clumsy
parody on the old missing arrow jingle. It's a verse

many high-flying, high-betting aerial crai>shooters

are ruefully reciting these days.

It concerns the newest Wonder of the Gambling Age:
floating crap games that really float— 10,000 feet above
the surface of the earth!

Several times each week, sleek, powerful airhners take
off on chartered flights to nowhere. They're Standard
transport planes that, at a nod from the ship's navigator,

are converted into gambhng casinos.

Cruising lazily in the peaceful blue of a dice-tosser's

Seventh Heaven, the Cloudland Casinos are the gambling
czars' latest answer to nationwide crackdowns on organ-

ized gambling.
It's a new dodge, and it promises to give enforcement

agencies one of the biggest headaches of the age. So far

the legal-eagles have been staying up until the wee hours
searching for some law that says it can't be done.

In the meantime, Operators of the chartered dice-

flights are booking their ships to capacity far in advance.
TheyVe had no problems with cancelled reservations or

**No Shows." In fact, the gimmick which started with
two flights per week has proved so successful that cur-

rent schedules call for one round-trip every other day!
Some of the cleverest heads in mobsterdom dreamed

up the aerial angle. They borrowed a page from the law--

beater's book written by one Tony Cornoro back in the

1920*s — and updated his original billion-dollar idea.

Tony was the guy who bought up ocean-going ships,

converted them into swank gambling layouts — and
anchored them off the California coast beyond the three-

mile limit. Out there, he reasoned, the waters were inter-

national and the law couldn't touch him.

Mr. Cornero kept it up for years and made more than

one mint before State and Federal authorities established

harbor patrols and stopped the water-taxis that carried

suckers to the gambling ships.

But this new twist leaves no such loopholes for the

coppers. Instead of ships, the Operators use airliners.

Outwardly, the well-dressed, well-heeled folks who show
up at the airport are out to take a four-hour chartered

fiight. Period.

Signal For Action

There's no law agin a group of friendly guys and gals

taking a sightseeing joyride in a Great Iron Bird. They
board the plane and take their seats. Except for the fever-

ish, eager flush on some of their faces, they look like any
other group of passengers on any other airüner.

Once off the ground, the pilot sets a course that will

carry him over the Atlantic Ocean by the fastest and
most direct route. The next move is in the hands of the
navigator. He checks his Charts and mstruments care-
fuUy. When he's certain the plane is well outside the
Continental limits of the U. S. A., he gives two muscular,
watching Stewards a decisive nod.

"Unfasten seat belts," the sign above the door to the
pilot's compartment flashes. The passengers start un-
buckling. Those in the first rows of seats get up and get
out of the way of the Stewards who ur^bolt the chairs,
carry them to the back of the plane, and Stack them.
The forward portion of the cabin cleared, the Stewards

haul out what looks like an overgrown suitcase. It opens
up into a portable, but sturdy and full-sized, crap table.
From there on in, it's just like Las Vegas. A house

stickman yells ''Place your bets, they're rollmg!" above
the roar of the engmes — and the speckled dommoes
begin their four-hour gallop.

The altitude is high — and so are the stakes. Neither
inhibits the players, members of one of America's most

exclusive clubs. They ve already gone through plenty in

Order to take a flying fiyer on the dancing dice.

To become a card-holder in this **Two-Mile-High
Club," an applicant has to be recommended by someone
known to the gambling bosses. There foUows an investi-

gation that would make an atomic project security check
look casual and slipshod.

The boys who bank the flying frolics want to be cer-

tain the applicant has dough — big dough — and that

he or she isn't the type to yowl "^Copper!" if the dice tum
sour — which they usually do, of course.

The Operators haven't slipped up yet. Theyve been
high-diddling the stateside laws since the middle of 1956— and no one has complained or blown the whistle yet.

Who Hos Control?

At the momenty it appears that the question of what
can be done about the floating crap games is — to coin

a phrase — up in the air. Not the least of the headaches
faced by authorities is the problem of Jurisdiction. No
one seems to know who — if anyone— can ground the

gamblers.

If the ever-alert and efficient Civil Aeronautics Board
has made any investigations or contemplates any action,

it hasn't leaked word to press or public.

One excellent reason why the CAB may be proceed-

ing very slowly — and quietly — can possibly be found
in a recent precedent-establishing squabble. The hassle,

between domestic and overseas airlines, had many as-

pects paralleling those of the present dilemnria.

The rhubarb wasn't about dice — but about drink.

A domestic airline complained that an overseas airline,

its competitor on certain routes, was enjoying an unfair

advantage.
The transoceanic outfit was allowed to serve booze

aboard its planes. The domestic line, which sticks close

to home but flies some of the same routes as the overseas

line inside the U.SA., doesn't pour giggle-juice for its

passengers.

Apparently feeling that air-travelüng booze-hounds
preferred its competitor's planes because they could

tipple while traveling, the domestic airline asked the CAB
to take some fast action. The airline asked that its com-
petitor be required to take out individual licenses to seil

liquor in every State over which it ilew.

Furthermore, the CAB was petitioned to order the

liquor Stocks padlocked while the overseas planes winged
over dry states.

The CAB's statute-searchers must have wom out their

law libraries before admitting they were stumped. The
federal agency, they confessed, had absolutely no Juris-

diction in the matter.

"Which shows no one even knows who controls the

air over the U. S. itself,"* chortle Two-Mile-High Club-
bers. "Howinell will they ever figure out who runs the

show 10,000 feet above the Atlantic?"

There may be plenty of doubt about who runs the

show, but there isn*t any about who runs the games —
or what the Operators net from their casinos in the clouds!

The profit margin is high — much higher than that of

ordinary crap games that float on terra ftrma.

First of all, there's no ice to pay. Crime and vice in-

vestigations conducted by Senator Estes Kefauver proved
conclusively that payoffs to grafting cops were the high-
est overhead items on a professional gambler's profit

and loss Statement. There bemg no cops in the air, there
can't be any graft — which saves plenty.

Secondly, rival mobs can't very well heist an airbome
crap game. This eliminates big salaries for torpedoes who
guard games on the ground.

."The Gome's "Upstoirs'

The plane and crew costs the Operators about $1,000
for the four-hour whirL That's for two-engined craft.

Four-engined birds are about half again as much. Other
expenses — pay for house-hired "stewards," limousine

Service for the players, snacks and refreshments aloft —
add up to about the same amounts.
The take? There are between 25 and 30 players on

every fiight. A thousand bucks is about the fiat mini-

mum with which one of the crap-shooters would dare
climb aboard. The average runs between $5,000 and
$10,000 per person, with plenty of heavy players in the

$20,000-and-up class.

Profits on a Single fiight have been running as high as

$90,000, although the Operators figure theyYe doing okay
on $50,000 per excursion.

One fixed Charge that never varies from flight to fiight

is the write-off of the folding crap table. It's jettisoned

when the time comes to turn back to the airjx)rt. The
layout is dumped — just in case a player who's lost

wants to yell copi>er. Without the equipment to prove
there's been gambling, he can*t make a Charge stick— if

there is any legal basis for the Charge in the first place.

This apparent waste doesn't bother the Operators. The
tables are mass-produced and wholesaled to the gambling
mob for less than $40 a throw. And that's the cheai>est

throw on the trip.

In the old days, a guy wanting to shoot a little crap
would sidle up to a hotel clerk or taxi driver and ask
where he could find the nearest game. Usually he got a

whispered, furtive reply on the order of: **Over at

Harry's place. It's a floatin' game — theyVe playin* at

Third and Elm today, I hear . .
.'*

Now? Don't be surprised if you ask, and your inform-

ant grins, points his finger at the sky, and says: ''It's

about two miles— straight up . .

"

That's how it's being done.

Move over, Ghost Riders, youVe crowding the Crap
Tables in the Sky ... A A A
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The price may be Iower than a flat tire,

but put on the brakes before buying—once

that salesman gets you in bis clutch

hell jack up the price and before

you get your bearings he'll

wreck your bank account!
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By BENSON HELPRIN

WHEN WORLD WAR II ENDED, the automo-
bile business in the United States entered the
most fantastic boonn period in its history. Mil-

lions of cars were sold each year. There weren't enough
to go around. Some people waited weeks, often months,
for a car. Dealers cleaned up.

The boom has continued almost right down to the
present time. Recently, however, the Saturation point

seemed to have been reached. The best evidence of this

is shown by the way dealers are frantically looking for

new methods of unloading cars on an already overhlled

market.
And one of the most successful methods they've de-

vised so far is known as **Plan D.** Used extensively on
the unwary public throughout the United States, the

plan works as foUows:

1. A prospective car buyer is "lowballed." That is, he's

quoted a price for a new automobile that is so low it

could never actually be delivered for that amount. The
purpose of this is to push the shopper into becoming an
actual buyer. Sometimes the car dealer doesn*t wait for

customers to come to him to be quoted these imprac-
tically low prices. He mails out "penny** postals pro-

claiming bargains that are irresistible to anyone even
remotely in the market for a new car.

2. The buyer, feeling he's getting a terrific buy, puts
down a large deposit on the new car and signs his present

car over to the dealer as a trade>in. He and the salesman
sign a contract, but the buyer doesn't generally find out
tili the next day or so that the pa(>ers are not binding on
the Company until countersigned by the managen

3. When the salesman takes the buyer to the man-
ager to get the contract countersigned, the manager be-

rates the salesman for **giving the car away.** Sometimes

'/]

^;J ^

he will go so far as to actually pretend to Are the sales- <

man right on the spot.

4. Wanting to get out of this mess as quickly as pos-

sible, the customer asks for his own car back — the one
he traded in on the new model. He doesn't get it. He's
told it has already been sold to someone eise. (It's really

been taken to another spot and temporarily hidden.)

5. The customer is in a quandary. The contract he
signed isn't binding on the Company, his car is gone, and
he feels he's responsible for the salesman having lost his

Job. What can he do?
6. At this psychologically perfect moment, the man-

ager holds out a Solution. He*ll approve the contract, he
says, if the customer will split the loss the störe will have
to take — by paying $200 more than the original con-

tract quoted. Since it still looks like a swell bargain,

even when $200 is added to the price, the customer
agrees.

7. The manager now waits a few weeks before again

contacting the customer or delivering the car. This gives

the buyer time to teil all his friends he has bought a new
automobile. (If the customer calls about delivery, he's

told everything is being processed, the bank is approv-
ing his credit, etc., and that the new car will arrive soon.)

After two or three weeks, the manager calls the cus-

tomer and teils him he*s sorry, but due to certain over-

sights, the car will cost $300 more. By this time, the cus-

tomer has been thinking, talking and dreaming about the
car both day and night. He can't let it get away from
him, especially since it is still not a bad buy. He argues,

however, and the manager hnally ^'gives in** and pretends

to share some of the customer's loss this time by letting

him off with paying only $150 of the $300.
8. A few more days go by, then the customer finally

gets the long-awaited news that his car is ready for de-

livery. The manager takes him to see the beauty, and
they find it*s loaded with accessories the customer didn't

Order. This apparently amazes the manager as much as

the customer. Of course, they'll all have to be removed— that beautiful radio, heater, Spotlight and so on— and
the removal won't be done right away due to a shortage

of help. Which means another couple of days* wait.

Noticing the customer is hesitant about letting them
take these accessories off the car — and about waiting a

few more days— the manager goodnaturedly says that,

since it was the store's mistake to put them on, hell let

them go at about 25% less than the usual price. Here's

another ^bargain** which the customer snaps up. Actu-

ally he pays füll price, and the dealer has gotten another

$200 or so out of him.

9. Thus, by the time the customer finally gets this

"terrific bargain,** it's cost him from $400 to $600 more
than he ezpected. And he's usually paid at least as much
for the Ibargain*" as he would have paid if he'd bought the

car outright at the usual price. Besides which, it has

taken him a month or so longer to get it into his garage.

That's how "Plan D" works. It's all very cleverly fig-

ured out and based upon sound selling psychology plus

shady maneuvering,
When seen on paper, it looks very obvious and you

feel it is easy to avoid being taken by such shenanigans.

But well bet that— even after reading this— over 50%
of the people who buy a new car within the next siz

months or so will still fall for ''Plan D."

And at least 40% of these will end up still thinking

they i^ot a bargain! Jk.j^^

» *^
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By FRANK IVES

ONCE UPON A TIME VD was considered a

naughty word and certainly never mentioned
in the presence of children.

, Times have changed.
Today the youth of the nation not only knows

what VD is — nearly 300,000 of them contract it

every year.

The bug carrying this dread disease has been flit-

ting from blue jean to dungaree and vice versa among
today*s temptation-prone teen-agers.

And a funny thing about that bug is the fact that

it's easy to kill if caught early, but authorities are

having one devil of a time trying to corral it. This is

one disease that kids don*t teil their family about
until ifs too late, and by then the teen-ager is scarred

or crippled for life.

Promiscuous Teen-Agers

For some years (1947 to 1954) VD declined

among the adolescent group, but in 1955 the graph
flipped like a runaway bull market and is still climb-

ing.

The American Social Hygiene Association reports

that youngsters from 11 to 19 claim more than half

the VD cases in the United States.

Teen-aged girls accounted for 34% of last year^s

epidemicl
Because of the increase, the ASHA is undertaking

a two-year study of promiscuity among teen-agers.

Philip R. Mather, the President, believes the jump
in VD reflects in some way the jump in JD.
And if Juvenile Delinquency is the real culprit,

then every State in the union is in trouble. Dr. Jules

Vandow of the New York City Health Department
points a (>enicillin pencil specifically at Illinois, Cal-

ifornia, Michigan, Ohio and Tennessee. Kids 10 to

19 are scoring advances in syphilis and gonorrhea
there, and in some other states teen-agers have man-
aged to double the VD rate among girls from 15 to 19.

If the trend continues, every other kid you see could
be contaminated!

Since VD is on the Upgrade, it might be logical to

assume that promiscuity is keeping pace. Therefore

if the promiscuity can be lowered it goes without say-

ing that the VD rate has to decline too.
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A good place for the ASHA to Start their investiga-

tion would be with the teen-agers' clothing. During

the past few years we have seen an enormous in-

crease in the number of girls wearing blue jeans or

denims at school, in town, and on the neighborhood

streets. Sloppy they may be, but to most men a girl

in tight-fitting blue jeans is decidedly erotic. Maybe
banning blue jeans in critical areas like schools,

dances, etc., would not be the Solution, but it would
certainly be a start.

'n' R To Blame?

Rock and Roll is another area that the ASHA
might investigate. Not necessarily the music itself

but certainly the dance steps that teen-agers have
developed to go with it. Some of these would make
the gyrations of the African Swahili tribe's mating
dance look like a game of ring-around-the- rosy.

And when you consider the fact that these same
wild movements are used by stripteasers to excite a

whole roomful of adult males, ifs easy to see that

R 'n* R dancing is certainly doing its part to raise

the promiscuity rate.

Probably one of the biggest contributors to promis-

cuity is the automobile. The hotel room of pre-war
fame is the 497-horsepower, V-9 Strato-backbreaker
of today. Seems like just about every kid just out of

Short pants owns one, and before a protesting girl,

(or boy as the case may be) can'say ^'no** theyVe over
in the next county where nobody knows them, or at a

drive-in theater where, "What the hell, everybody
eise is doing it. Let*s neck!" is the rule.

Maybe if the minimum age for drivers was 18 in

every State, this could in some way help to harness
the rising VD rate.

Other little things, too, could be done. Like giving
school kids Wassermann tests at the beginning and/or
end of each term.

And finally, maybe if the school boards were to
pull their heads out of the sand and make social

hygiene courses mandatory the teen-agers would at

least know what to beware of and learn how to Pro-
tect themselves against it.

These are just a few pointers to start the ASHA
off in the right direction. We don*t guarantee taking
these Steps will eradicate VD but at least it might
Start a decline. And that's good enough for a start.

It was a foggy night in London when
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When BurI Ives sings those folk songs, he usually gets paid plenty —

BurI Ives (continued)
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By HORACE LEMMING

WHEN "CAT ON A HOT TIN RCXDP' played to

record audiences on Broadway recently, nothing
did more to keep the critics purring than the

show's guitar-playing star — that Elvis Presley of the
elderly set — burly BurI Ives.

As the nation*s Number One singer of folk songs,

this cat's in a class by himself — and, man, how it pays
off! Every time he cuts a platter or takes the floor in a

nightclub, golden notes pour out of his mouth and into

his pockets.

He's not only expensive, he's also mighty hard to get.

So many people are so eager to hear the bearded minstrel— even at his prices— that he*s booked more solid than
a blonde hustler in Savannah on a Saturday night.

There was one occasion not long ago, however, when
BurI was not only easy to get, but he sang his do-re-mi*s

for no dough atalL

Itching For Action

Blame it on the fact that he was in London and there-
fore in a fog. Or maybe he was just piain lonely that night
in the fall of 1953. Whatever the reason, BurI feit like
singing love songs — and acting out the words. A friend
wag rooming with him at the time, but wasn't built for
wlHit BurI had in mind. In fact, the friend wanted a little

''>^£what BurI had in mind himself.

^Ij^t do you do when youVe in a stränge town, itch-
ing Ar action? Just what you probably do at home. You
grab a cab and start looking. Thafs what BurI and his
buddy did» too.

As Men of Distinction, they naturally did not head
for the dives and dames of Soho. They stuck to more

\

w\

snooty quarters. And around 12:30 a.m. an observant
Bobby could have spotted the panting pair cruisinp^ down
Old Bond Street, studying the terrain so closely you'd
have thought they were a couple of hunters looking for

quail.

Which they were.

Old Bond Street turned out to be mighty good hunting
grounds for guys with young ideas. That*s where BurI
spotted luscious Rita Howard, a willowy brünette who
was sashaying along all by her lonesome, without a

thought in the world about folk songs.

Two Delectable Does

Not being the kind of hunter who beats around the
bush, BurI had the cab pull up alongside the dish on the
pavement and came right to the point.

**We're lonely," he said. "We don't know your London
very well. Would you care to come and have a drink
with US?"

This might not be the most original approach in the
World, but apparently it's a hell of an effective one on
Old Bond Street. Without so much as an "Ibegyourcot-
tonpickin' pard —" Rita bounced from the sidewalk
into the cab.

Maybe she was tired of Walking. Or maybe she was
taken off guard by the fact that the two forward gents

weren't drunk — which most Yanks out for action on
Old Bond Street at that time in the yawning usually are.

Anyway, British babes are noted for their hospitahty,

and Rita apparently didn't want to go down in history

as an exception.

BurI and his buddy weren*t completely happy yet,

however. The old adage, "A chick in the hand is worth
two in the bush," might be all right for a guy who's hunt-

ing alone. But while BurI is generously built, he's not

generously inclined — not when it comes to sharing an
appetizing dish like Rita.

"We'll have to find another girl,** he said, giving his

pal a look that added, **for you" The p
at ravishing Rita, but weakly agreed. ,

So off they drove, toward PiccadiP' .^

was a splendidly stocked game presei^^J"
*^

Spotting a delectable doe at the foot c *^®

the nimrods moved in swiftly for th^^ ^'^

broadside at the broad proved as eff^*^ ^^^

within five seconds the cab door had fP'^^c-

doll who was saying her name was Pat P'^^

would like to have a drink with them, ^ven

BurI and his friend lived in an apai

"block of flats," as the English say - P"^
Square, on the Thames embankmenl^^^"^
remarkable how much brighter that sman

when they returned with their cuddl^ ®^^

in tow. ^gon

Everything Wa$ Coijjj^jj.

Not wanting to seem to have capt'^ "^
hens under false pretenses, BurI imme****^*

the drinks. Having noticed that Rita 1

Cent, he*d promised her the biggest sc<

had. And, never a piker where 100-pi

he wasted no time pouring her a hool

produce a lost weekend all by itself.

Pat and BurFs pal also pitched in, ai

was flowing faster than the Thames. E
cozy, it was easy to see the girls were
the point where they'd be willing to gi^

cause of Anglo-American relations. And
relations were exactly what BurI and^

interested in at the moment.
Only one thing more was needed t<
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Your child could be studying math with a manicic, histöiyv.

with a homo, science with a psychotic. It sounds infcr^ible
- #

but it can happen — It hos happened -~ It ^S happehing
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By EDNA CARPENTER

BY RECENT ESTIMATE, there are

more than 50,000 mentally unbalanced
teachers in the elementary and secon-

dary schools of the United States. This num-
ber of teachers would control from 1,000,000
to 3,000,000 children per year.

If you have a child in school, therefore, and
he never comes under the "guidance** of one
of these unfit instructors — he's just piain

lucky. If he does come under such guidance,

he could easily bear the scars for life.

An authority on our educational System told

this reporter: **Almost anyone with a College

degree can get a teaching job in our schools.

The mental condition of the applicant isn't

taken into consideration — unless he or she
is so far gone that ignoring the obvious is im-
possible. Teaching children is a nerve-wrack-
ing Job — enough to make even a normal
person come close to "snapping" at times— so

just think what it does to someone mentally
unfit to begin with. Td say there are at least

250,000 teachers who should be in a mental
hospital, or should at least be following some
line of employment other than teaching."

Scondolous Conduct

Anyone at all acquainted with the school

System of this country knows about these un-

fit teachers. The principal of any fair-sized

school receives complaints almost daily. And
a steady stream of items in newspapers bear

tragic testimony to how often afifairs get so

bad that the scandalous conduct of this teacher

or that can't be suppressed any longer.

For suppressed they usually are.

Whisper charges that the only reason the

whole rotten business hasn't erupted into a

nationwide scandal is because there's a deßnite
conspiracy on the pari of educators to keep
the shocking facts suppressed — out of fear

that the whole school system might coUapse
if parents knew the truth.

In all fairness, it must be said that the basic

reason why this condition exists is the great

shortage of decent teachers. Unable to get

enough good ones, school boards are forced to

take chances with teachers who might easily

warp the minds of impressionable children.

Or who, thru sadism or eroticism, might do
irreparable damage to countless young bodies.

Consider the case of the little girl who was
brought to Dr. Kenneth E. Appel, professor of

clinical psychology at the University of Penn-
sylvania. The girfs trouble had been diagnosed
as "heart ailment." Whenever she tried to get

out of bed in the morning, her heart would
beat so violently her parents feared for her

life.

Dr. Appel discovered the palpitations had
begun appearing not long after the family had

moved to a new neighborhood — and the girl

went to a new school.

On her very first day there, uneasy in her
new surroundings, the shy child had been
called upon to recite in school. She was so
nervous she was unable to open her mouth.

''Recite or leave school!" the teacher shouted
at her. Understandably, the child collapsed in

a heap on the fioor. And thereafter, her heart
would literally almost pound itself to pieces

at the very thought of having to go back to

that school.

. When she was finally, under Dr. Appells

guidance, transferred to another teacher, the
palpitations ceased. Had she been forced to

continue with the first teacher — as happens
with most children in a similar spot — she
would have become a mental wreck, perhaps
even an invalid, probably for life.

Child Went Beserk

The late Dr. Emil Altman, was acutely
aware of such dangers. In his capacity as med-
ical examiner for the New York City Board
of Education, he fought for years to rid the
city schools of 1,500 emotionally unstable
teachers. He lost the battle and was hounded
out of public life. As usual, school authorities

figured that keeping the (for them) comfort-
able Status quo was more important than the

welfare of children.

Altman*s files bulged with examples of juve-
nile delinquency which might have been pre-

vented by sane teachers. One case was that of

a 13-year-old girl who was so gravely con-

cerned about her unhappy home life that she

was subject to uncontrollable spells of fidget-

ing. Her teacher was a maniacally cruel woman
for whom the child was an ideal target. Day
in and day out the woman nagged, twitted and
ridiculed the child. One day the girl could
stand it no longer and belted the woman in

the face. The teacher called the cops and the

child went to a reformatory.

She learned much in the reform school, in-

cluding how to get along in the world without
parents, without teachers, without cops. At 15

she was back in town, working cheap bars as

a $5 prostitute. A well-adjusted teacher could

have helped that child and saved her life.

In this case, due to her sad home life, the

child was unable to teil her parents about how
she was treated in school, and thus there was
no one to protect her from the teacher. Un-
fortunately, even when a child does have par-

ents to complain to, it seldom does any good.

Whenever a child squawks, and the parents

rush to See the principal — which not all par-

ents bother to do no matter how much com-
plaining their children do — the principal

invariably says something like the following:

"My dear Mrs. Jones, Miss Soandso is one

of our best teachers. We have never had a

complaint of this ( Continued on page 63)
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By PHILIP G. WELLS

MOST LOVERS AGREE that **two s

Company, three's a crowd." But Scott

Brady, the handsome, hairy hero of

numerous ^'tough g\xy^ movies is one man who
believes there's safety in numbers—esf>ecially

if they are curvy little two-legged numbers.
With bis boozy brother, Lawrence Tiemey,

Scott was raised on the teeming sidewalks of

New York. Maybe that explains why he likes

plenty of people around. The fact that he pre-

fers them to be people of the opposite sex can
also be explained if one tries hard enough.

J«t^Prop*llMi Action

His mania for multiple monkeyshines was
brought to the attention of an eager young lass

—known to close friends as "Babs**—not long

ago when she moved to Holl3rwood and took

a cozy little apartment on Palm Avenue.
Babs had always been a great admirer of

Brady's body beautiful—as seen from a seat

in her neighborhood theater back home—and
she had secured his phone number from a

mutual friend before Coming to Movieville.

So now, lonely and wanting Company, she
dialed her hero. No sooner had she introduced
herseif than Scott promptly suggested, '"Why
don't you meet me?"

This sounded like exactly the lift our lonely

lass was looking for. "^When?' she asked
breathlessly, well aware that a hunk of he-
manity like this must be dated clear thru for

many months in advance, but hoping he might
be able to slip her in in maybe a week or so.

**Why not right now?" Scott shot back with
such enthusiasm, he sounded as if he were
going to pop right thru the phone.
Not anticipating such jet-propelled action,

Barbara explained that a girUriend was visit-

ing her and

—

'•Thafs OJC'' Brady broke in. "Bring her
along—^the more the merrier!''

If Babs had known just then what the husky
Star was thinking of when he made the last

Statement, maybe she'd have thought twice
about going to see him. and bringing a girl-

friend yet. Then again, maybe even it she had
thought three times, she'd still have done the
same thing as she did that night.

Putting on her best face and tightest

sweater, she grabbed the girlfriend and to-

gether they drove off to a drive-in restaurant

where Brady had said he*d be. A few minutes

after they got there, Scott drove up in his

cream-colored Pontiac convertible.

No Place Like Home
Now this drive-in is noted not only for its

tasty food and drfnks, but for its delectable

car-hops as well. But once Scott laid eyes on
the toothsome tidbits who'd come to meet him,

he lost interest in all other forms of nourish-

ment. He insisted they come home with him
for a spread of Sandwiches and such. Nothing
like home cooking and a hreplace to curl up in

front of, he said. The girls, hating to appear
disagreeable, agreed.

So off went the cream convertible, with the

titillating twosome following close behind. As
they drove along, the girls figured Scott prob-

ably had a friend around the house—one who
would prove a perfect partner for the extra

girl. And, as girls will, they wondered if he

would be tall, dark and handsome or tall,

light and handsome. (Continued on pa^e 62)
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trained accouniants are the executives of

tomorrow.
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NOW.
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BurI IVGS (Continued from page 41)

when he was thinking of rewards

quite different in nature from the

kind you put in the bank.

**I always play strictly for cash,"

he boomed in his burly baritone,

"but tonight, as a special privilege,

I'm playing strictly for love!"

With that he picked up his guitar

and began banging out On Top Of

Old Smoky, Up to this moment, the

girls hadn't known they were batting

in the big leagues. Burl hardly had

time to lift his tonsils halfway up
Old Smoky, however, before Rita al-

most swooned as she gasped, "Why
— you must be Burl Ivesr

Time For Duos

The great man didn't pause on his

trek up the mountain to confirm her

sudden suspicion, but his buddy al-

lowed as how it really was the

famous folk-song singer they had the

honor of being entertained by— and
whom Rita would have the honor of

entertaining ere dawn parted the cur-

tain of night.

When Burl finally got down off

Old Smoky and took time out for a

couple of ryes (for some reason —
maybe just to make it easier for us

to title this yam— he was on rye on

this occasion), the girls breathlessly

asked him why he hadn't told them
he was Burl Ives in the first place.

**You didn't ask me," he said mod-
estly. Then, inspired by their admir-

ing glances, he took off his coat and

breezed through more numbers.

After these, he decided it was time

to dispense with solo numbers and

begin making music together. Tak-

ing Rita aside, he told her he'd like

to show her the rest of the apartment,

so she trotted off after him thru a

door leading out of the living room.

Burl didn't turn out to be a very

thorough guide. Though he showed

Rita plenty, it was not of the apart-

ment.

And A GKiortof

The door she went thru landed her

smack in the boudoir. It contained

the Lisual furnishings— and that was

as far as Rita's peregrinations went,

for the next hour or so, at least.

In his inner sanctum, Burl began

acting as if he thought Rita was his

guitar. He also said he wanted to

give her a "present." Instead of giving

her anything, however, he began tak-

ing things away. But Rita didn't

seem to mind.
After that, harmony reigned su-

pweme in the renowned singer's bou-

doir. While Burl hasn't previously

been noted for his ability as a diplo-

mat, Anglo-American relations were

never conducted on a more enjoy-

able basis.

By the time Rita had gotten her

things together again, Burl was ready

for another drink. Not, however, be-

fore he'd tenderly placed the sum

of three pounds in Rita's hot little

band. Perhaps he meant it as a form

of foreign aid. Or maybe he was

merely paying the entertainment tax.

In the living room, Burl noticed

his friend had managed rather well,

for both he and Pat had disappeared

into another part of the house. They

came back just as Burl was polish-

ing off a slug of rye. Pat was fully

dressed but her escort must have

undergone a few clothing alterations

since Coming home, for he was wear-

ing a dressing gown.

Rita next reappeared, and the

quartet wfis together again, though

obviously on a less formal basis than

before. After remarking on what a

wonderful guitar player Burl had

tumed out to be, Rita spotted a book

that happened to be his autobiog-

raphy. Feeling a bit sad that she'd

come into his life too late to make a

chapter in the book, she nonetheless

asked if he'd autograph it and give

her the copy.

In Harmony

Burl was only too happy to grant

her request. On the inside cover he

wrote: To a bonnie Scots lassie —
Rita — from Burl Ives. The bonnie

Scots lassie still has the book, as a

Souvenir of what a great folk-song

singer can do when he's not singing

folk songs

Somewhat tired after their low-

level, two-power Conferences, the

girls refused any more drinks and

bade the boys adieu. The boys were

weary too and could do no more than

point the way to the elevator as they

bade the British babes tallyho.

What with the concert and the

subsequent audience participation, it

had been a fairly füll evening for all

concemed. And ever since that night,

Rita has been a firm believer in per-

sonal contact as the best method for

cementing Anglo-American unity.

And while she feels that Burl Ives

should continue his career as a folk-

song singer nonpareil, she also thinks

that, as an ambassador in interna-

tional relations, he could command
top Position any time he wanted it.

Her opinion shouldn't be regarded

lightly, either. For it took only one

night with the bearded maestro of

mountain music to make this Miss an
expert at foreign affairs!
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THE TYPEWRITER CAN BE MADE TO PAY FOR

ITSELF AND SHOW YOU A WEEKLY PROFIT!

JUST

$400

and'1

AWEEK

THE Remington Hand
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER CAN BE

YOURS FOR ONLY (1.N PER WEEK.

nnWM You can now own this amazing port-^^"" able Remington Rand Typewriter
for just $1.00 per week. This world
renowned beautiful quiet typewriter
will be sent to you factory sealed
and 100% fully guaranteed in an
attractive carrying case. You will

also reeeive a simplified typing in-

struction book so that you can easily learn how to type
in your own home. No expensive lessons are necessary.
Thousands upon thousands have increased their earning
power this way. And if you act right now, we will also

send you a booklet "how to earn money at home with
YOUR typewriter." Let the typewriter pay for itself and
still show you a good profit. This offer is for persons over
21 who are employed or any housewife. Just think what
this means to any high school boy or girl or for those
going to College. It will help them considerably in their
schooling and to earn higher grades. But you must act

fast as the quicker you order the quicker you will get
your typewriter. Send $1.00 with your order. The dollar

will be credited to your account or will be refunded if

you are not satisfied. This may prove the best buy you
ever made. . . . Rush $1.00 Now!

ONLY SI.N PER WEEK—GET YOUR FACTORY SEALED
QUARANTEED TYPEWRITER DELIVERED NOW!

Remington Rand Portable Typewriter

Brighten up the face of your
son or daughter! You can do
this and more. You can also

learn how to earn money in

your spare time. And to get
this gift you don't have to pay
a Cent for 30 days. You get a
brand new factory sealed,

guaranteed Remington Rand Portable Typewriter in the
next few days for just a dollar a week. For ordering now,
you get a book of complete simple typing Instructions so

that if you or someone around you wishes to learn they
can do so quickly and easily. You also reeeive the booklet
"how to earn money AT HOME WITH YOUR TYPEWRITER."
This booklet has shown thousands how to make up to

$40.00 a week typing at home in their spare time. YouVe
got to hurry . . . the quicker you order the quicker you
will get your typewriter. To start a
brand new Remington Rand Portable
Typewriter on its way to you just en-
close a Single dollar bill along with
your name and address and fill out
and mail coupon

!

INCLUDED

MAIL COUPON NOW!

Smartly ttyled b««u-
tifui, sturdy carrying

cas«, safaty lockad

from tampering hands
it includad äf no
•xtra charg« with tha

Quiatwritar Raming-
ton Rand Typawritar.

SLOAN ond PETERS CO., Dept. 321
403 Market St.. Newark, New Jersey

I •Rclose $1.00. Send m* fb« lamingtoii Rand pul«twrlfar Porfablc Typewriter

ON THE Remington Rand DEFERRED PAYMENT AGREEMENT
Thi» undorsiKnH liorehy p<iivliasps from the (iealrr indlcate«! IkMow ihe iiiachines or niuipincnt dcscribed hor«»ln, and
»Kre<»s fo all of the followinK tPiins and condltlons of this Atfirmicnt.
Title to the above detcribed equipment shall not mm to the purchaaer until the entire indebtedness evidenced by this
agreement is paid in füll.

I'tii-('lias«'r aKrtf^s to pay th(*-)Milanr«' diie licrcundcr in 37 <'<iuhI iiionthly installiiirnts of |4..'i.'i, and a final pMyiiu'tit ol $2.09
wliii'h sliull Im» payal)lp on tlip lOth day of cacli iiiontli lictcaftcr until paid in füll, and ai;ro(s that if any payinont is

ni>t niado witliin 10 days aft<>r the datc wh«>n du<>. Itciiiinuton Kand niay dci-lurr the total iinpaid halaarc diu* and paxahic
forthwith. As an alternative RenilnKton lliind inay elet-t to deitiand the iiuiuedlate return of the e<iuipiiient whieh will b<!i

delivered by tJie iindersiKüd forthM'ith lipon siieh <l<Miiand. In tli** event that eolteetiun of the iinpaid Imlanee. or the return
of the e<(uipMient is n'ferr<Ml to an atiorn«*y or a coIhH'fion «K^'ncy, piircliaser agrees to pay all colleetion or rept>s>ies.sion

exp<>nNes and charKi's in eonneotion tlierewith.

If the alN)ve deserib«*«! etiuipinent is niK)s>M'.s.se<l, ad aiiiounts thi*r«'totore paid b>' the under<«iKned piirelmser on aeeount
hereof shall Ix' eonsldere<l rental for the iwrlo«! while in the undcrsiKned's po^.'W'ssion and upon paynicnt of repossesslon
e\pens<\4, if any. his aKreenient shall be deenied liquidnte«! and the underslKiicd purchaser dis4.'harKetl as to any unpaid
balanoe and other Uahilily hereunder.

I*ur<"ha-.er anrees to keep the iH|uipinent In Kood condition and assuineH füll re>ponslbllity for sauie. includinR its los« by
theft. daniaKe or destructlon.

Tha undersiflned purchaser agrees to aecept delivery of the above mentioned equipment upon acceptance of thi» afree*
ment by Remington Rand Division of Sperry Rand Corporation and acknowledpes receipt of a copy of this agreement.
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RUPTURE-
GARD

TraUftnark

No Tf'g/if Steel Bands wHh

RUPTURE-GARD
You'll blcss the day you ordered Rupture-
Gard. No skin chafing steel bands or rub«
bing leather. Instead. RUPTURE-GARD
is soft and comfortable to wear. suspended
frora a comfortable belt around the waist.

No Hard Gouging Knobs wifh

RUPTURE-GARD
Instead. a broad. flat päd of foam rubber,
lined with skin soothing flannel and cov-
ered on the outside with cool nylon mesh.
Yet. it holds a reducible inguinal hemia
as safely and comfortably as a "pair
of hands.*'

Nothing to "Ride" on Your Hips with

RUPTURE-GARD
You wear Rupture-Gard like a pair of
Shorts. Ifs suspended from the waist.
There is no tight binding. no steel or
leather. Nothing to nib or chafe your
hips. It*s as easy to put on or take off as
a pair of trousers.

Amazinf
30-DAY

Rupture-Gard re-
quires no fitting.
Order Now. Just
gi V e measu re
around waist.

$9.95 roctiMM.

The Kinlen Company
Wyandolte Si . Dpt.WR-SZWjKansasCUy. Missouri

Ifs easy to order

RUPTURE-GARD
The Kinlen Company
809 Wyandotte Street. Dept. WR4I7W
Kansas City 6. Büssouri

Gentlemen: I am endosing $9.95. Rush
me a Rupture-Gard. I understand that
if I am not completely satisfied that
I may retum it at any time within 30 •
da^s and you will refund my purchase |

Snce. The measure around my waist
! inches. |
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FAKB FAKE! FAKE!

I always knew your rag was a fake,

and now IVe got POSITIVE proof of

it. The June issue, page 8, shows Mickey
Hargitay carrying Jayne Mansfield, and
he's got a bandaid over his left eye. On
the Cover there's almost an identical

photo of him carrying her, and the band-
aid is over his right eye. So Whiaper has
never been caught in a falsehood, ha,

ha. Explain THIS ONE, you FRAUDS!
Betty Braun
Portland, Maine

Howcum that bandage over Mickey's
right eye moved over to his other eye
a few pages later? Has he got two heads,
or maybe you guys do manipulate facts

after all — just like you manipulate
bandages. . .

.

Eddie Fisher
Farmingdale, Long Island

. . . What gives with that bouncing band-
aid?

Doris M. Cohen
Chicago, Illinois

Caught at last, Whisper apologizes— it

just 3eems ttiat some artist on the staß
tttought ttte Cover picture would look
better with Jayne facing the opposite
vfay. So, as is ölten done in magazines
good enough to afford such arty indi-

viduals, he merely **flopped" the pic-

ture. We hasten to add, however, that

Whisper never Never NEVER üops
facts.—Ed.

DO WOMEN ASK FOR IT?

In your April issue was a letter from
Miss D. J. Bruggeman telling you to

stop worrying about prostitutes and do
nnkore about keeping children safe from
sex maniacs. I notice that in your June
issue you give 10 ways to spot a sex
maniac, which should in part answer
Miss Bruggeman, but I'd like to answer
her further.

Do you know, Miss Bruggeman, what
causes most sex maniacs? It is women,
whether prostitutes or not. If it weren't
for women— particularly the **teasing''

kind — there WOULDNT BE any sex
maniacs!
Women go around in tight fitting

skirts ... in dresses cut so low in front
they don't hide a thing ... in sweaters
so tight they might as well be naked . .

.

and so on. And when a man foUows a
woman dressed like that down a dark
Street and attacks her, she afterwards
cries like a danm fool and says she can't

understand WHY the man foilowed her.

If she'd look at herseif in the mirror, in

her '*come and get me'^ dothes, then she

wouldn't have to ask "WHY?"!
And it's not only what they wear, it's

how they act. Some women do it imcon-

sciously, maybe, but 90% do it deliber-

ately—^they are nothing but **teasers*'.

They WANT to get men excited about
them, even though they have no inten-

tion of doing anything but leaving the

man in that state.

And if he goes berserk and takes it

out on some other woman, or some
child—well, the woman (or women)
who made him that way really didn't

mean any härm, did she?
Oh, no—not at all!

' Get rid of these teasers, and youll get
rid of sex maniacs!

Joseph Lincoln
Los Angeles, California

W^e're passing on your advice, Joe, lx>y,

but we doubt if yot/re going to get many
sympathizers— especially from among
those teasing womenl—Ed.

FILTH, FILTN, FILTH!

Of all the American magazines I read,
Whisper is the dirtiest, filthiest, rotten-
est of all. Take James Dean for example.
When he was at the peak of his career
you threw mud at his name. Even now
that he is dead, you do it . . . I vow never
to buy your magazine. I hope you have
the guts—^yes, I seid GUTS—^to print
ALL of this!

Rosalinde Sajo
Manila, Philippines

As tftose four littte dots indicate, Rose,
we DlDNir have the CUTS—yes, we
Said guts—to print ALL of your letter.

But you didn't say anything on the sec-
ond two pages that you hadn't already
said in your first sentence. Anyway,
since yovtte never going to buy Whisper
again, you really don't care il we print
your letter or not. So there.—Ed.

SOMBODY LOVES US
We agree with you—^you have never

printed a derogatory story on James
Dean, for which we are grateful. As for
Dave Wasserman and Bill Talbot, they
have a right to their feelings, but when
they compare I>ean to Presley and have
Elvis come out on top as an actor, we'd
like to set them straight on the facts.

Even Presley's most ardent fans say that
if his second picture is going to be like
his first, he*d better stop working on it

right now.
Love Afe Tender is not doing well,

let*s face it On the other band, a Holly-
wood trade paper said that only 100

/•

Here's entertainment for open minds and

ticklish spines. Here's lusty, merry recrea-

tion for unsqueamish men and women.
Here's life with apologies to none. Col-

lected, selected from the best there is, this

zestful Primer is an eye-opener for the in-

experienced; wisdom for designing; merri-

ment for all. You'll find it a bluepnnt for

uninhibited living, an ideal bedside
companion.

TEN PAY TRIAL OFFER !

PLAZA BOOK CO. Dept. P-508
109 Brdtd St.. New York 4. N. Y.

S«»d THE PLEASURE PRIMER
in piain wrapper on Moncy-Back Otter. If

not delifhted. I mav return in 10 dayt and
price will be refunded.

I oncloae 96c. S««d prepaid.

Send COD. I'H pay postman98e plus pottaie.

Name
Addre»!
City Z«M.... State

Canada 4 Foreign—$1.25 with order
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They M«k you out, they come tearint down
your doort, thoy woo't let you fo! They are

yourt, YOURS ALONB. In thete conftdential

booki you'll ftnd ancient love magic and med-
am tachniquat . . . Don Juan and the Man-
About-Town . . . And waya to maka the mala
poraonality mora potent and irretittible!

If a double aacret - Intimato Romanca and
aocial ttratagy. That't why YOURS ALONK
offen in 2 complete booka an Art ol Lar« and a
Wmy oi th9 World. Single» engagad or marriad,

you'll be thrilled with your new power. Ift ao

aaay when you know how! Only $2. Money-back
guarantae.
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& Poroi0n-|2. SO witk ordor

Addfow

Cily

pictures have been what the industry
calls "blockbusters"—and not one, not
two, but Dean's THREE pictures are all

on this charmed list.

The only way to prove how wrong
Dave Wasserman and Bill Talbot are
would be to remake East of Eden, Rebel
Without A Cause and Giant with Elvis
in the starring roles!

Murder ! ! !

!

Rose & Ann De Gennaro
Hoboken, New Jersey

All readers who would really like to see
Presley play these parts may now stand
up and shoot themselves thru their

pointed Utile heads.—Ed.

BOONE, BELAFONTE AND BRÄTS

Dear Big Fat Headitors: Stop print-

ing all that dirt about Elvis Presley, or
we'U come up there and stuff your noses
down your throats. We love every little

movement Elvis makes, and only gar-

bage heads like you could find anything
wrong with him. If you can*t say some-
thing nice about people, don't say any-
thing at all. Or why don't you write

about that boring Pat Boone or that

Harry Belafonte—he's no good either.

Jerri Alsop
Evelyn Connant
Madge Swartz
Nashville, Tennessee

We haven*t written about Pat or Harry
because these two boys have been be-
having themselves, and, consequently,
the only stories we could write on them
would NOT be the kind that certain

types ol little brats would enjoy reading.

—Ed.

Grs Framed!
(Continued Irom page 17)

A U.S. soldier driving along a Ger-

man read finds that running over a

chicken is fantastically expansive.

German courts will fine him any-

where from $50 to $150 for killing

the bird.

"We base cur fines on an estimate

of what the chicken would be worth
if it laid eggs for the rest of its natural

life," German judges blandly assert.

"Besides, the Americans have plenty

of money. If they don't pay, they go
to jail!"

Two young, teetotalling American
sailors were set upon and viciously

beaten by a gang of German thugs in

Nürnberg last*Fall. One of the sailors

was savagely slugged several times

with a bottle. Battered and bleeding,

they staggered to their automobile
and fled.

The German goons raced after

them in another automobile—bran-

dishing knives and guns! What hap-

pened? Nürnberg polizei stopped the

(Continued on page 50)

LAW TRAINING
FOR BUSINESS
{In spare time af home)

Earn LL.B. Degree

Thousands of men and women who never

intend to practice Law are studying it in

spare time at home as an aid to business

advancement.

Today Law is involved in practically every

business decision. In many lines of work it is

almost indispensable. Law training develops

keen, clear, quick, correct and decisive

thinking.

You can study LaSalle's American Law
and Procedure right in the privacy of your

own home—progressing as rapidly as your

time and ability permit. For nearly 50 years

we have helped over 1.350,000 ambitious

people get ahead in the business world.

A MOST UNUSUAL LAW LIBRARY

This training includes the 14-volume LaSalie

Law Library—AMERICAN LAW AND
PROCEDURE—that is the basis of all our

instruclion Service. This library has been

compiled by leaders in the field of Law. It

Covers the whole field in an orderly and

simple manner that is easy to leam and

understand. Collateral reading and printed

leclures, furnished'at regulär intervals, Sup-

plement the texts. Law instructors personally
supervise your program. Under the LaSalle

method you leam by actually solving legal

Problems—not just memorizing rulcs.

WRITE FOR TWO FREE BOOKS
Send the coupon below TODAY and find

out how you can qualify for the many fine

openings available to the law-lrained man.

In our FREE books ''I^w Training for

Leadership" and "Evidence" you will find

answers to your questions about the study

of Law and the LaSalle method.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY

A Corretpondence Institution

417 S. D*orborn Sl. D«pl. L-7 I I Chicago 5, aL

Pleasc send me. FREE,"Law Training for leadership"
and "Evjdence."

Name.

Address.

Cüv. . . . .Zone. . . . State.
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Immediatft Confert «ad Rtlief for Ym
with ^afenfed

RUPTURE-EASER
T.M. R«g. U.S. Pat. Off. (A Piper Broc» Truss)

For MEN, WOMEN ond CHILDREN

Right or Left

Side $^9v
Double $595

A strong, form fitting wash-

able Support designed to

give you reli«f and comfort.

Adjustobl«. Snaps up in

front. Soft flot groin päd

—

back-locing ond odjustable

leg strap. Ne st««l or leotker bands. Unex-
c«lled for comfort, invisible vnder lighf

dotliiiig. Washable. Also used os öfter Opera-

tion Support.

• A MOST EFFECnVE SUPPORT FOR
REDUaSLE INGUINAL NERNIA
Hundreds of thousonds of people hove dis-

covered wonderfui new comfort jurith Rupture-

Easer. Compore it yourself with conventional

sfeel and leother trusses!

• RUPTURE-EASER IS SANITARY
Can be woshed without horm to fobric—
you neyfer offend when you wear Rupture-

Eoser.

• NO FITTING REQUIRED
Just measure oround the Iowest port of

the abdomen and specify right or left side

or double.

Over 1,000,000 GratefuI Users
Reod Whaf Offfcers Say:

R. C of Cervoliis, Oreso«, Air Mails: *'Üend
nie anot/ter Rupture-Kaser so I iriU hnve
one to change off vrith. It is ennhling me
to \cork top apeed nt my preaa machine
S hra. n dny."
M. S. off Aadorsoa, lad., HmkIis os «od soyst
**// ia one of the fineat thinga I have ever
tcom nnd haa made my life icorth Uving. It
haa given me untold cnae and comfort "

L. C H., RIockboni, Mo., wrifos: "The Rup-
ture Eaaer I bonght from you haa done ao
much good I conldn't forget you thia Christ-
mua sraaon."

Offder fwo for dkwuge-o fff
wlbea foonderiog.

PIPER BRACE CO»
Dept. WR87

811 Wyondotte, Kansas City 5, Mo.
Conodio« Order»—^dd $1.00

Moll to: PIPER MACE (Ccmodo)
1242 McGILL COLLEGE AVE.
MONTREAL, CANADA

USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
Piper BrcKe Company, Dpf.WR.87
•11 WyoNdotto, Kansos Cify S, Me.
Wo Propoy Postago Excopt o« CO.D.'s
Pleose send RUPTURE-EASERS by retum tnaW.

Right Side ^ S4.95 Measure oround Iowest port

Left Side n $4.93 »^ "»y abdomen is

Double G $5.95 INCHES.
Enclosed is: CH AAoney Order n Check for $

in Send C.O.D. Be svr^ to g'iym size ond sidm.

City ond State

BUSH THIS COUPON NOW!

chase

—

and airested the Yanks ior

being drunk, disorderly and indting

a riotl

*We don't stand a chance once a

Kraut decides to accuse us of some-
thing," servicemen in Germany say

ghmly. **They've gotten billions of

dollars from us. Now they want to

show that they've got the Upper
band.*'

The way the Japs treat us, you'd

think they won the war," is the report

of Nippon-based GI's. **A cab driver

thinks nothing of charging us triple.

WeVe got to pay, or the local cops

heave us in the clinkl'

Ccm't Do Much

Military authorities would like to

Protect servicemen from such depre-

dations and frameups, but there isn't

much they can do. TheyVe got their

Orders—from the global fri^idship

theorists who seem to think the way
to make foreign friends is by black-

jacking Americans!
Take the case of the 28-year-old

Sergeant who was arrested in Kai-
serslautem, Germany, in September
1956. He was charged with having
raped a German woman in a wooded
area outside town.

Fortunately for the Sergeant, the
Army got his case. Investigation

showed that the female making the
complaint was one of Kaiserslau-

tem's best-known floozies—a cheap
pay-as-you-^nter girl even then un-
dergoing medical treatment for vene-
real disease!

Under such circumstances, even
the German newspapers that had
been screaming for a death-sentence
for the Sergeant had to back off.

There was no rape. The fraulein

simply wanted more money than the
ncm-com had. She yowled ''rape'' in

Protest at being underpaid.

Stili Hofe Americons

Even so, the German press and
public had to be pacified.The civilian

bureaucrats who set overseas pohcy
passed the word to the Army.

**The American Gl has to be
shown at fault, right or wrong," was
the essence of their instnictions.

The rape-rap was changed to a
screwball charge of improper con-
duct The Sergeant was busted down
and hned $600—^which barely served
to satisfy either German editors or
the bureaucratic bigwigs.

Other American soldiers haven't
been so lucky.

Three Yanks were attacked by a
dozen juvenile Jap hoodlums in

Tokyo last year. The natives had
knives and brass knuckles. The teen-
age U.S. soldiers defended them-
selves, put four of their assailants in

the hospital—and themselves in jail

for long terms. Jap authorities

charged them with **cruel and sadis-

tic fighting against civilians.**

*^hese are no longer occupied

countries," Capital officials offer in

explanation. "The nations in which
American garrisons are present are

independent and sovereign. Under
existing treaties, our men are subject

to their laws as well as our own, and
native police have Jurisdiction over

them."
Which is just dandy. Countless

Japanese policemen and judges

served in Hirohito's armies during

World War II— and still hate all

Americans for having kicked the

pickle Juice out of them.

Only the Good Lord and a few
very-top Bonn officials know how
many members of the German land-

polizei and courts are unrecon-

structed ex-Nazis. It's no secret that

few of them bear any love for ''der

Amerikanische schweine'' stationed

in Germany.
Whether ifs burglary in Beppu,

robbery on the Rhine, or rape in

Rouen, the first impulse of America's
well-subsidized **allies" is to blame it

on U.S. servicemen,

Your Son Next?

It's gotten so bad overseas that

the Army has issued ofiicial warnings
to its personnel.

''Many of the alleged cases are not
really rape," one military directive

States flatly. However, bowing to the
potent political pressure from civil-

ian Washington, the Army tips its

GI's off to the real State of things.
,

"The bürden [of proof] is upon
the soldier who gets caught in a Situ-

ation which points to rape," it con-
tinues, a little helplessly.

American GI's are going to Jail on
pumpjed-up—or even trumped-up

—

charges. The servicemen are human
offerings to "cement" what mimeo-
graphed Washington press handouts
call "closer ties and better relations"

with European and Asiatic countries.

Do you have a son serving over-
seas in the Army, Navy or Air Force?
If you do, take a Icmg^ careful look
at the photograph of the cheap for-

eign prostitute accompanything this
article.

She, or one like her, might meet
your boy—frame him—and accuse
him of rape or assault. If she does,
then the chances are 10-to-l that
he'U be tried, found guilty and sent
to prison for five years or more!

It's happening all the time to
American servicemen overseas. It
could happen to your son.

Next week.
Tomorrow.
It could be happening todayl
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MAIL COUPON TODAY!
100 Dolls Co., Dept. 1208

228 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I can't wait to see if these dolls are all you say

they are. Enclosed please find $ in Check (3
money order |3 cash [], for sets of 100 Dolls each

at $1 plus 25$: for postage & handling per set. If I am disap-

pointed in the slightest, 1 will send them back to you for refund

as per your guarantee.

ADDRESS ->.

CITY ZONE... STATE
Sorry -no COD.'«

50 51
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Classilied Opportunities
For adv«rtiting rat*s writ«

CombinadClatsifitfci, 1227 Loyolo. Chicago 26

_ BUSINESS-MONEY.MAKING OPPOIITUNITIES
MfN WÖMENT START MONEY MAKING PUSTIC LAMINAtlNG
BUSINESS at home m spare time. Material that costs Uc bnngs
back $2 56 No canvassmg or sellmg but mail Orders bring in $20
a day. \^rite (or (ull particulars FREE. Rush name on postcard
to WARNE R, RoomJ..BM5l2..iarvis. Chic.agO.26. •"

iE ARN EXTRA M ÖN £Y— sei 1 un i förms tö wa i tVesie s . beau t ic •ans .

nu'ses, etc Exclusive styles newest fabrics. For FREE sellmg
outfit. FREE gift plan, wnte: Upland Unilorms, Dept. CM 17

255 Wes t 28lh St.. New Yojrk l, N . Y.

$10Q $200 MÜNTHly P^SibLe, addressir^g envelopes. postcards,

from mailing lists at home. Longhand, typewnter. Oetaiied In

structiOf)s only 25c' Q. Economy, Box 1686. Clearwatjer, Florida.

CÜNVERT SPARE' tTmE" INTO ÖÖLLÄRr^^^lnvesti"g3te "Cläims"-

60,000.000 customers. FREE book' UM VERSAL SCHOOIS, 6801 B
Hillcfest, Dallas 5, Texas

JXm AND WÖMEN VVÄNTEb to Start hörnelbusinesiTn spare" time
with little table top rubber stamp machme. Easy to earn up to

$9 80 an hour »vithout previous experience. Füll particulars FREE
by mail Send postcard to ROBERTS, 1512 Jarvis, Room 5B,
Chicago 26, III. 1____^
FREE BOOK. Grow Musbrooms Guaranteed Market MÜSH
ROOMS. Dept. 410. 2954 Admiral Way. Seattle. Washington.

tXTRA MONEY PREPÄRING Mailmg Postcards.nSüT 1815 Meyers.
Dept. C, Lombard, III.

Make U^'W: Sterling,yearly; Public Adjuster Free details.

Great Neck_4.j^ Y. _
START BIG PÄY BÜSiN£§S AT HOME in spare time No expen-
ence needed to operate little table top machme for bron/mg baby
shoes. Make $5 46 profit on every pair. Füll particulars FREE.
Send postcard to MASON, 1512 Jarvis. Room 5^B. Chicago 26, IM.

AGENTS-SALI$ HELP WANTED-MAiE.fEMAlE
MAKE EXTRA MÜNEY ^CäsFcommissions. Easy to seil AOVER
TISING BOOK MATCHES. UNION LABEL. Füll or part time.

Powerhouse sellmg kit free. Superior Match, Dept. Y 257,

7530 Greenwood. Cntcago 19.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Sellmg Advertising Book Matches. Free

tample kit furmshed. MA TCHC ORP, Dept GG 7, Chicago 32, IM.

WHOLESALE COMEDY CARDS, SAMPLES, $1.00. Sebastian. 10934
Hamlin, North H o i

tj^
*?!.ood

, _Ca h f . _
6f iMftKESf tÖ^WOMEM

MAKE MONEY ADORESSING ENVELOPES Dur Instructions re

veal how GlENWAY, Box 6568, ClevelanO 1, Ohio^

HomeMork Prepanng mail for Stores Creations, Box 307, Holly

wood 28, California.

HOME CRAfTSMAN-LEATHERCRAR
WOOOWOl^KlNG and Cabmetmakmg course for begmning and ad

vanced home craftsmen. Only complete low cost home trammg
program available. Wnte for free booklet Interstate Training

Service . Dept. G 99, Portland 13. Ore.

FREE '

' Do It Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy Leather
Company, Box 791 Y 18. Fort Worth, Texas.

PID COINS WANTEO
We purchase Indianhead penmes Complete allcoin catalogue ?5c.

Magnacoms. Box 61 MO, Whitestone 57, New York.

$I(X).00 for certam Indianheads, Lincoln pennies $50.00. Booklet
showing prices paid, 25c L i nc oln Coins . D 72, Glendale. An/ona

EOUCATION-INSTRUCTION
ÜÜMPLETE yWR HIGH SCMÖÖLät home in spare time wiYh 60-

year old school. Texts furmshed. No classes. Diploma. Informa-

tion booklet free American School, Dept. X210, Orexel at 58th,

Ch icago 37 , Illinois.

FgKEIGN A U.$ A. JOB ilSTJNOS
HIGH PAYIN^JÖBS. All types. Foreign, U.S." Öfiänce to travel.

Fare paid, Application forms. For Information Wnte Section
95F National. 1020 Broad, Ncwark. N. j

PERSONAI-^ISCEILANEOÜS __^
INVENTORS WRITE PATRICK D Beavers. Registered Patent At

tornev, 819 Coiumbia n BIdg. Washington 1, D. C.

PÖEMS'WA'NTEDTÖR NEW SONGS. 5end Poems, free Examina
tion. Immediate Considetation SONGCRAFTERS, 2724 Arcade
Station , N ashvtlle, Tenn.

FilÄRR^E" BOOK SERVICE. Secures hard to find out ofprint
curiosa Give titles, authors, subiects Send stamped seif-

addressed envelopc. 40 R East 23rd. Heft Y ork 10.

Printmg Presses. Type, Swpplies Lists 3c Tumbaugh Service,

Mounted Route, Mect^antcsburg Penn

US Ttam'ps OiscTu'nt Pnced. Giant Catalog 15c. Raymax, 35-VBF
Maideniane. NYC 38.

WHOLESALE; Phonographs. Radios Tape Recorders Catalogue

2Sc. Towers- 155, Philadelphia 5.

Learn FingeVprinting at Home. ALABAMA SCHOOL of FINGER
PRINTING. Bo x 18 5. Fairfield. Alabam a

Crests. Family Records $1.00 FLAHERTY, Pine. Holyoke.

PRÄYER
Is ft Tremend»«* Mlfhty Power! Are you faclng dtfB-
cult Froblenu? Poor Hemlth? Monej or Job Tronblrs?
LoTO or FaiBily Troables? Are you Worried about
someone dear to you? Is soraeone dear to you Drink-
ing too Much^ Do you ever gct Loncly—Cnhappy

—

Dlscoarared? Would you Uke to have more Happlneas.
Sttcces« and "Good Fortane" in Life?

If you have any of these Problems, or otheri Uke
them. dear frlend. then here Is wonderfui NEWS

—

NEWS of a remarkable NEW WAY of PRAYER that is

helplng thouaands to giorlous NEW happine&a and Joy!
Wbether you believe in PRAYES or not. this remark-
able NEW WAT may bring a whole NEW world of
happlnesa and Joy to you—and very. very quickly toof
So don't wait. dear frlend You will surely bleu thIs

day—50 pleaae don't delay! Just clip this Message now
and mall with your name. address Sc Sc stamp to LIFE-
STUDY FELLOWSHIF. Boz 5600 Noroton. Conn. We
will rush this wonderfui NEW Message of PRAYER
and FAITH to you by AIR MAIL absolutrly FREF!

SPARKLING
8 X 10

^ f ENLARGEMENT

ONir 49/

FREU
Oo ordtr« of

2 or MMTt wo
will ioii4 yow
ont iporklinf

wslltt liit

.... ». » w 4 . priat FREI.
Mall US any photo, snapshot or negative l

'^

and recetve. postpaid. your enlargrment on double-
weighl paper Original returned unharnned. Nothing
ebe to pay. If beautiful hand-coloring Is desired add
30c for each print. C O.D.'s accepted on Orders of 2 or
more. plus C OD charges. Satisfactlon Ousrantced.

QUALITV VALUCt. Studio 19' f
B BIEKNIUN STREIT New York SS. N. V.

Communal White Wife (Conunued hom pa^e 33)

is need for unskilled labor. Wolver-

hampton is one such area.

The West Indians live in about

200 houses in the Waterloo Road
section of Wolverhampton. No one

has made an accurate count of the

actual number of persons these

houses contain, but they are crowded
to a dangerous degree—both physd-

cally and morally.

"Several men, often a dozen or

more, will share the rent of a Single

house and move in," one neighbor-

hood merchant declared.

Evidently, they share more than

just the rent.

"There are not enough colored

girls to go around," Maureen said.

But Maureen is not colored, and
neither are the other Wolverhamp-
ton girls who serve as mates for en-

tire groups of the West Indian males.

This would indicate that there aren't

enough girls of any kind to "go
around."*

**It is terrible to think such things

go on,'* declared the Rev. H. A. Salter,

the local vicar.

Storted At 1

3

No one can disagree that such
things are terrible, but no one can
deny that theyVe going on — and
have been for some time.

Maureen herseif admits having
begun her sex-ridden career in her
first teen year.

"I met my first Jamaican when I

was 13. Since then I have had noth-
ing but respect and afFection from
colored boys," she said. She would
not—perhaps could not—be specific

about the identities of the men who
had fathered her first child and made
her pregnant with a second.

Nor would she divulge any details

of the manner in which the wife-
sharing operated. She did, however,
summon an 18-year-oId girl friend,

possibly to corroborate her claim
that multiple-husband arrangements
were accepted without question in

her set.

The friend, Joyce Arnos, is also
the mother of a half-caste child—

a

14-month-old daughter. Joyce was
no more reticent about her adulteries
than Maureen.

"I have had many colored boy-
friends," she stated matter-of-factly.
"At the moment I am living with
only one colored man. We hope to be
married legally next month."
As a result of Maureen's confes-

sion, and the subsequent baring of
widespread immorality and polyan-
dry in Wolverhampton, dazed au-
thorities, psychologists and sociolo-

gists are frantically searching for an
answer to the question: "What*s

wrong—and what can be done about

it?"

A few extreme elements of the

British press are demanding that mi-

gration of West Indian natives to

England be halted.

There are other Citizens who have
set up a loud clamor for the imme-
diate arrest and punishment of the

West Indians and the girls involved

in the share-the-wife scandals.

The entire mess is due for a wide-

open debate in the British Parlia-

Maureen went with her firsf colored

boyfriend when she was 1 3 years old.

ment soon. Some MP*s privately pre-

dict that the young women will be
forcibly removed, if necessary, from
the homes in which they are co-

habiting with multiple hubbies.
"That won't solve anything," a

skeptical British editor told this re-

porter. "Once something like this gets

Started, it can*t easily be stopped. If

you make the girl live with only one
*husband,* others will sneak in thru
the back door. And, if you arrest

every woman who's living with a

man without benefit of clergy in Eng-
land, you'll have to double the num-
ber of prisons the first week!"

Pretty Maureen's not - so - pretty
predicament is due to her environ-
ment, without a doubt. It is not, as
she reportedly said, due to her hav-
ing fallen in with a Jamaican and.

7

"Once youVe had a black man, you
never want a white man again!"

Psychiatrists might also say it's

due to something that happened in

her childhood. In Maureen's own
Word: "When I was little, my mother
used to threaten me with the Bogey
Men if I was naughty. She used to
say, *The Black Men will get you!'
Well, I am very glad that one DID!"
When there are fewer parents who

try to scare children this way, and
fewer environments such as Maureen
was brought up in—then there will
be fewer girls like her. Girls who, at

17, pregnant, unwed, the **wife" of
several men, can look you right in

the eye, laugh, and say:
"I am not ashamed!" .^.^^

Human Eyes

(Continued from page 13)

Vision are sold to unethical surgeons
for prices ranging up to $500 per
pair. The surgeons exact heavy fees— as high as $5000 or $10,000 —
from blind patients for performing
the transplanting Operation.

A non-profit Organization, the Eye-
Bank for Sight Restoration, Inc., has

y been set up as a central agency to
process legitimate eye-donations and
requests for corneal transplants.

The "Eye-Bank" has performed a
spectacular service. It handles all ap-
plications on a first-come, first-served

basis without regard to the occupa-
tion, wealth or social Standing of the
blind person. The Eye-Bank fur-

nishes Corneas free of Charge. Among
the many prominent Americans who
have "left" their eyes to the Bank is

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. Üpon her
decease, her eyes will be given to the
blind person then next in line for
transplant.

Some Must Wait

Because of the shortage of eye-

donations, "first - come" generally
means a minimum wait of two years
before a voluntarily offered Cornea
becomes available for transplanting.

It's a harrowing ordeal to wait.

**That's why there's such a boom-
ing black-market," ethical surgical

practitioners declare grimly. "It costs

thousands of dollars for a Single

transplant. This, naturally, means
only one thing: Immediate restora-

tion of eyesight for the wealthy blind,

and continued blindness for those
who are not so well off financially!"

**Money can't buy health," is the
old adage used by homely philoso-

(Continued on page 54)

We searched the world for
the world 's ^reatest value
in GENUINE, DE-LUXE
OUALITY SUinless Steel
Steak Knives. And, wc
found them-RIGHT HERE
in the UNITED STATES!
American inf(enuity, Ameri-
can materials, American
skilb, American craftsman-
ship, and American money,
produce the finest. the best
and the most inexpensive
Steak Knives on the face
of the carth! IN ADDI-
TION, we >dve you a fan-
tastic DOUBLE GUARAN-
TEE!
FIRST, if for any reason
you do not enthusiastically
say that our knives are the
finest you have seen or
used, sinnply retum them
and weil retum your
money PLUS your postage.

SECOND, if at ANY TIME durin« your LIFETIME, our
knives become defective due to defects in material
workmanship, retum for an immediate replacement!

EVERYTHINQ YOU WANT IN STEAK KNIVES!

f^^A^^rK?^^,^^ ***®^ ^ .* ^'i'^^cr's razor! And they'rcOUARANTEED to stay that way without sharpeninir
because they have DEEP serrated edges.
FINEST STEEL-made and guaranteed to last a lifetime.
Our Steel of SURGICAL quality is hardened and tempered
to ngid specifications, is sharpened to a razor-edged finish

FOR^EVERf"*^*
«*««* » serrated so it wül rcmain sharp

SIZE-oxir Steak Knives measure a füll NTNE INCHES
from top of Catalan Handle to edge of steel Wade. Compare
this with others! Handies measure 4 inches. Blades measure
5 mches. Quickly cut through steak, roast heef, ham. lamb
turkey, chicken ur other gamel
APPEAÄAiVCE-ultra rich-looking! The luxurious bolster
IS made of genuine 24-karat GOLD plate! No other
Steak knives m the whole wide world can claim this
distmction. And, the beautiful gold flecking in the rieh
Catalan handles is EMBEDDED deeply below the sur-
face so it CANT come off or out, unlike other "designs"which quickly WASH or mb off!

Gl/AflA/VTEE-a LIFETIME of Service GUARANTEED'No other Steak knives would darc make this all-powerful!
aJl-mclusive. unlmiited. unqualified guarantee. So whytake chances! Order TODAY'

ORDER TODAY AT THESE LOW PRICES!

3 for 96c 6 for $1,92
12 for $3.84 24 for $7.50

(Nofm fovffig whmn yov buy 24 knivg.)

DOUBLE QUARANTEE ON EACH PURCHASE!
YoH tak« NO chanots whaUvar

/

Actual Size
Füll 9" Length

STEAK KNIFE CO.
510 St. Charles

Dept. E-1

St. Louis, Mo
RUSH for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
St««k Knlfe Co.,
Dept. E-1, 510 St. Charl««.
St. Louis, Mo.
Rush Staak Knives
doubl« guarantee.

. 3 for %c
12 for $3 84

to me on 14-day home trial with

6 for $1 92
24 for $7.50

(Nota saving when you buy 24 knives.)

I am enclosing $_ _. Be sure to includ« one free
Pie and Cake Sender with each 6 Knives ordered.
Sorry, no C.O.O.'s because the extra postage expense
on C.O.D. Orders is so high.

NAME

ADDRESS.

I.
I

14-DAY

I FREE Trial!
i Try in your own
I home for 14 füll

I
days. If you are

I
not astounded at

I
the Knives' quality,

I
appearance. and

1 serviceability, re-

J
turn for a purchase

2 price PLUS postage
refund!

You expect to pay a big
price for such a useful.

richappearing Pie and
Cake Server, but we in-

clude one free with «ach
six Steak Knives you
ordert
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AUWimia PRECISIONl

• 1 LAS VEGAS
SOUVFNIR

DICE $^
CUSTOMÜB OCSmiHG 25 PIL Oft MOftE

WITH PERSONAUZED MONOGRAM $|25
•PR.I

CNKK (M MONCY OtOMS MUST ACCOMTAMY OtOMS KM
SOUVfNM OICI .... lAftOfS OtORS SNIPTtO C. O. 0.

^.;?«'

PROFESSIONAL
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NOW SUPPLYING LEADING CASINOS
! AU OVER THE WORLD

MEN OVER 40!
1

EMERfiY! VIlRLiTY
«•Roy fcwkwji

JLÜÜL
Do you feef run-down on the job or «t home?
Muscie ton« gone? Nervous? Oon't t€t it get you
down! Whether it \% dueto a sub-clinical defi-

citncy or th« lack of rieh red biood. science
hat tho answer for BOTH! Fortify your diet?
Or. Burliard M.O. fives you miraculoui VtTERONC
capsules (crystalline B12. plus vital nutritive
tiements) ustd by thouMnds of tatisfied twn
all over the WORLO. Yours to try for less than
they ever cost before!

Iliislitd t« confidontial wrappcr.

SPECIAL OFFER!
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5 "'^ $6.95

MINEY lACK If v.=>^ NOT laiGNTEO

SiRi $5 far tfet ciMtiRitUi NOW!
Cama M.O.O OMckO C.O.O.Q

I prtftr 100 VITCROME capsults tt IIQ
IR. ÜRRARO UtORATORIES • LH. W 8

3006 Olympic Station. Beverly Hills. Mit

phers to cheer up their poorer friends.

That may be true — as far as it

goes. But money—preferably lots of

it—can certainly buy sight for some

of the sightless.

The extent to which this vicious

profiteedng on human misery has

spread across the nation was brought

to light thru recent, füll scale inves-

tigations. In New York City, for ex-

ample, Investigations Commissioner

James H. Shiels instituted a probe

which hit pay dirt immediately. The
commissioner's sleuths uncovered

one of the most revolting scandals

in the Big Town's scandal-riddled

history.

Evidence showed that hundreds of

eye removals were performed in the

Borough of Queens, alone, during a

Single two-year F>ericxi—and that in

the majority of cases, laws governing

such Operations were ignored!

Sordid Details

Further investigations, on a nation-

wide scale, forced several internes to

resign from one midwestem hospital

after it was proven they were run-

ning a wholesale eye-stealing-and-

selling ring.

These sordid details came to light

as a result of a nervous conspirator's

clumsy bungling. Ordered to remove
the eyeballs from the head of a dead
patient and replace them with artifi-

cial ones, the young doctor became
jittery.

One of the "aggies" slipped out of

his rubber-gloved hands while he was
attempting to thrust it into an empty
socket. It feil to the ground and was
smashed.
"He was afraid to teil his partners

he'd botched things," one of the

probers told this reporter. "The muti-

lated corpse was sent back to the

hospital mortuary. There a staff doc-

tor took one look and blew the

whistle."

It was Foolproof

Questioning the staflF and digging

into what skimpy records the

morgue-robbers maintained, hospital

officials were horrified. The members
of the ring had been involved in

scores of under-the-counter, cash-on-

the-line Cornea transplants. Their
take was big enough to permit one
$30-per-month interne to buy a new
Cadillac convertible!

**This sort of thing is going on all

over." So shrugged an eastern doctor

when hauled before authorities to

explain some glaring irregularities in

his activities. He freely admitted he
had signed certificates declaring he'd
performed a great number of autop-
sies—when no such autopsies were
performed at all!

Why? So he could ohtain the eyes

irom the skults oi the dead—and seil

them to his long list oi rieh and eager

blind patients!

It was foolproof. Eyeballs are re-

moved when autopsies are per-

formed. They, along with other un-

needed organs and gobbets of flesh

and tissue, are disposed of in hospital

or morgue waste Containers—tabbed

"slop jars" by hard-boiled hospital

personnel.

Hence, by stating that autopsies

had been completed, the mass-turn-

over surgeon was eliminating all

Chance of being questioned as to why
the eyeballs were missing from the

bodies!

But there's still another dark as-

pect to this brutal contraband traffic

in human eyes. Stop and think of it.

Where do those black-market eyes

come from?
Certainly not from the bodies of

rieh patients, whose survivors are

bound to pay juicy fees to the doc-

tors who cared for their departed

loved ones. The eyeballs are pried

from the skulls of the ward patients

and charity patients who die in city

hospitals. From people who have no
relatives willing to claim their bodies,

or whose sorrowing kinfolk can eas-

ily be bulldozed by the eye-robber.

He can talk or frighten them out of

taking any action—thus overcoming
any chance that authorities might
discover his grisly theft.

Everyone's Business

The writer has talked to many ex-

perts interested in improving the

corneal transplantation picture. The
following recommendations repre-

sent a distillate of their suggestions:

1. Persons desiring to leave their

eyes to the blind should write: Eye-
Bank for Sight Restoration, 2 10 East
64th St., New York 21, N. Y. Füll

Information will be sent by retum
mail.

2. The public should demand strict

laws and heavy penalties to deter
black - marketeers in human eyes,

whether surgeons or otherwise.

3. Greater care should be taken to

insure that eyes are not taken from
the bodies of persons in charity

wards in city hospitals—without pre-

vious permission from the deceased,

or from the nearest relatives.

Corneal transplantation is truly a
miracle of modern surgery. It's

everyone's business to make sure the
light such Operations can bring won't
be darkened by the shadows of black
market racketeers. Who can teil but
what the next person needing this

miracle might be someone near and
dear to you.

It could even be you. -^ -^ -^

FOROU
fVe üloife New ülen Out of

Thousands of Other fellows . .
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""Here's what I did for

HECTORROMERO...and

what I can do for you!"
kN

^^IVE me a skinny, pepless, second-rate
^^ body—and I'll crem it so füll of hand-
some, bulging new muscie that your
friends will grow bug-eyed . . . I'll wake
up that sleeping energy of yours and

' make it hum like a high-powered motor!
Man, you'll feel and look different!

You'll begin to LIVE!

iet Me Make YOU a NEW MAN—
IN JUST 15 MINUnS A DAY

You wouldn't believe it, but I myself used
to be a 97-lb. weakling. Fellows called me
''Skinny." Girls snickered and made fun of
me behind my back. I was a flop. THEN
I discovered my marvelous new muscie-

building System — "Dy-
namic Tension/* — And
it tumed me into such
a complete specimen of
MANHOOD that today
I hold the title of "THE
WORLD'S MOST
PERFECTLY DEVEL-
OPED MAN."

Bc the cnvy of
your friends !

Win this strlk-
Ingly handsome
"Atlas Cham-
pions" trophy.
over IVaft. high!

ARE YOU
Skinny and
run down r

Always
tired?

Nervous ?

Lacklng In
Confldence?

Constipated ?

SufTerlng
fHMn bad
breath ?

Whot to Do
About It

if feld inmy
free foeoki

J

Whaf l§ "Dynamic
Tmnsion"?. • . How
Does ff Work?

When you look in the
mirror and see a healthy,
husky, strapping fellow
smiling; back at you—then

you'll realize how fast
"Dynmrruc Tension" GETS
RESULTS! And you'll be
using the method which
many great athletes usc
for keeping in condition

—

prize fighters, wrestlert,
baseball and football Play-
ers, etc.

*'Dynamic Tension'* is

the easy. NATURAL
method you can practice in
the privacy of your own
room — JUST 15 MIN-
UTES EACH DAY—while your scrawny ehest
and Shoulder muscles begin to swell, ripple . . .

those spindly arms and legs of yours bulge . . .

and your whole body Starts to fecl "alive,"
füll of zip and go!

One Posfoge Sfamp May Change
Your Wholo Ufo!

Sure, I gave Hector Romero (shown above)
a NEW BODY. But he's just one of thousands.
I'm steadily building powerful, broad^shoul-
dered, dynamic MEN—day
by day—the country over.

3,500,000 fellows. young
and old, have already gam-
bled a postage stamp to
ask for my FREE t>ook.
They wanted to read and
see for themselves how I

build up scrawny bodies,
and how I pare down fat,
flabby ones — how I tum
them into human dynamos
of pure MANPOWER.

FREE MY 32-PAGE ILLUSTRATED BOOK YOURS
-Not For $1.00 or 10c— BUT FREE

Send for my famous book showing what "Dynamic Ten-
sion" can do for you. 32 pages crammed with photographs
and advice. Shows what my method can do for YOU.

This book is a real prize for any fellow who wants a
better build. Yet 1*11 send you a copy absolutely FREE.
Just glancing through it may mean the turning point in
your whole life! Rush coupon to me personatly: CHAIILES
ATLAS. Opt.l30-H. 115 Eott 23rd St.. New York 10. N. Y.

CHARLES ATLAS, Depf. I 30-H
115 Eosf 23rd St.. New York 10. N. Y.

Send me — absolutely FREE — a copy of your
famous book, showing what "Dynamic Tension"
can do for me. 32 pages. crammed with actual
photographs, answers to vital health questions,
and valuable advice to every man who wants a
better build. I understand this book is mine to
keep, and sending for it does not obligate me
in any way.
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You'll be enchanting in

this Gown & Duster Coat
set with lovely rosebuds

on 100% nylon. The
swirling waltz length

gown and whirling

duster. . . both a-froth

with ruffles. Washes
and dries in

minutes.

Gown ^.98

Duster Coat $8.98
Gown & Düster Set

$13.98

Colors:

White, Light Blue.

Buttercup

Sizes: 32 to 40
Sizes: 42 to 48
-$2.00 extra

^;,r;

Satisfaction Guaranteedl

If nct satisfied, return in 10 days
your money will be refunded.

I
FENWAY FASHIONS, Oept. U08

I 114 E. 32 St. N.Y. 16, N.Y.

I
Please send me the items

I
I have checked:

I n Gown at $5.98

I O Duster Coat at $8.98
I D Gown & Duster Set $13.98
I SiTe vSizes 42-48-$2.00 extra

[ Ist Color Choice

I
2nd Color Choice

In Amount enclosed plus PS«* to

Cover postage and handling.

I D Send COD. I will pay post-

I
man price plus postal and

I C D fees.

I

NAML

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Yeors

If you did not or cannot ßnish high school, here is

your opportunity. Study in spare timc at homc. Go
as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to residential school—prepares for College
exams. Standard texts supplied. Credit for subjects
already completed. Single subjects if desired. Di-
ploma awarded. Be a High School graduate. Start
studies now. Free Bulletin. Send coupon.

OUR 60TH YEAR

I
AMERICAN SCHOOL, D*pt. HC 06
Drexcl «t S8th St., Chicago 37, III.

WIthout oliliKutinn, please «»4Tk1 FKKK
iKMiklet.

Name

Address

(>>n)pletp ("niindlan C>Mii°»eK «vailattle. Wriit* American
.Sch<M»l. iK'pi.HCOft «<)83 ShfibriMtk»' .si. W.. Monlroal

I

I

I

I

SAVE^o'50%&MORE!

-V.^'

>PON".

GENUINE
DIAMONDS

kBnv «llaninnds and diamond Jewelry hnir-
\pr.ced rrom K-^skera, Amerlca'D for»«-

inost Diamond Specialist. Fvery dl.i-
niond Im re-set In a luxurious ne^
lmonntln«f . , . oraded according tc

]natlonally aee^pt^d Standard . . . andl
^ wUd to thts efTect. For 70 years.l
Ae've aerved 1.000,000 satHrted cus-
tomera. CASN CR la MONTN« KAftV
l^AVMENT«.

N» W VOBK S ICADING

MOMfy<flACX MAIAHTA
{Uffertntu: Yovr baidi.or^

mr lUtiaf Actac)r.i

UND »0« BIG

lUUSTRfiTIO

DIAMOND SPECIALIST iCATAlOC

KASKEL'S
wlthoul

Namk
AÜI»Rl!:SS.

oblliTHtlun.

41 W. S7tli St.. Oept.
N*w York 1». N.Y.

No aulevman .will call.

795-H I

•

Svnd FREE CATALOG and Advioe about DIAMONDS |

I

I

I

. riTV staif:
J

Kim NOVak (Contmued from page 15)

when he learned that the kind of

home movies she wanted were defi-

nitely the kind that are never shown
in the home. A house, yes — but
never a home!
And when she explained further

that she wanted Ted to be the hero
and herseif the heroine, he really

had to come up for air.

It was all he could do to talk Kim
out of the idea and get her mind
back on the monkey business at hand.
And the only reason he was success-

ful was because there was no camera
handy.

So, for the lack of a Kodak, the

World lost what might have been a

Photographie scoop.

All during these times when Kim
was busy keeping Ted happy in the

evenings, she was also hopping over

to Edgar's playpen in the afternoons— and bringing his dividend checks
with her. These capers again showed
that this blonde knew how to use her

Kim Novak in a scene from her soon-

to-be-relaased movie Joanne EageU.

noggin. By going to Edgar in the

afternoons, she not pnly gave him a

bit of a return on his Investment —
she also made him so damned tired

he Cüuldn't make the trip to her

house at night, if he wanted to!

Shuttling between Ted and Edgar

kept Kim busier than a one-armed

drummer in a burlesque pit, but it

also proved this kid's brain does

more than shape her pretty head.

She kept both guys happy — and

what's more she kept them apart.

Exlgar even went so far as to ap-

point Mike Benedict as his watch-

dog in Charge of the Kim kitten, but

she easily got around this by sneak-

ing Ted into the house when Mike's

back was turned.

He Was Entranced

Just how she explained Mike's

presence to Ted is not known, but

it must have been one whale of a yarn
as Ted never did tumble to the fact

that somebody eise was paying the

rent on Kim's lovely hacienda.

In fact, Kim had Ted so thoroly

entranced, he even introduced her

to a good agent and then, when Kim
was finally scheduled for a screen

test at Columbia, lent her his own
drama teacher, Kim Colebrook, and
paid for her Coaching.

So far Kim had come up with a

place to live, an agent, a screen test

and a drama coach— and she hadn't

laid out a thing. In the way of money,
that is.

How dumb can you get!

Burned Some Bridges

The night after the screen test,

while Kim and Ted were again clip-

ping Coupons, her phone rang. A
voice on the other end informed her
she had passed the test and was to
be put under contract to Columbia.
Kim was so happy she almost

passed out before dashing back to

teil Ted the good news.
The brainy broad was now on her

way up, and all that remained to be
done was to bum a few bridges.

The first thing she did was to dump
her drama coach, Kim Colebrook.
She did, however, retain one thing
from this alliance. Dropping her own
first name of Marilyn, she adopted
Miss Colebrook's. And thus it was
that ''Marilyn Novak" became "Kim
Novak."

Next, Ted had to go. This was ac-

complished the following night. She
told him that she was dining with
Eklgar Ausnit that evening — it was
the first time he'd heard the Rou-
manian's name — but she would

Edgar Ausnit may have given Kim
Novak a lot, but he got the leasel

meet Ted at ten o'clock in front of

her house.

He was there at ten and so was
Kim. But she was hanging onto
Eager Edgar's arm, and the two of

them waltzed right past Ted like he
was the corner lamp post. They dis-

appeared into the house, where Aus-
nit finally got to see what he'd been
paying for.

And he must have clipped quite a

few of his own coupons that night,

as he didn't emerge until somewhere

after two in the ayem.
Meanwhile, Ted had gotten hotter

than a double-crossed husband. And
he made up his mind right then and
there that he and Kim were kaput.
He didn't know it then, but Kim had
made up her own mind to that very
same thing the minute she learned
she'd passed her screen test.

Cooper did, however, show up at

her house one more time. This time
it was for lucre — not loving. It

seems Kim owed him money and he
wanted to collect.

After ringing her bell quite a few
times and getting no answer, he wan-
dered around to the side of the house
and spotted a light in the bedroom
window. Feeling somewhat nostalgic

about that room, he peeked in and
his eyes almost popped thru the slats

of the Venetian blind. There in the

room was another guy clipping cou-
pons with Kim— and it wasn*t even
Ausnit!

Yep, this beautiful and brainy
blonde had been keeping three —
count *em three — guys happy and
apart. She had Ausnit for cash,

Cooper for a career and the third

guy for kicks!

So the next time you read about
how dumb those beautiful blondes
are, just think of Kim Novak. Be-
cause here's a beautiful blonde who
really used her brains to get ahead—
even though she did have some body
to help her now and then! .^.^.^

Kim may be toeing mark now, but there was o time she kicked up her heels.

on NAME BRAND inerchanriise

«"FRE!CATALOG

WRITE TODAY
FOK

WHOLESALE
CATALOG

Save up to 60% off normal department störe
and manufacturer's list price on over 1000
name brand gifts» Household items, sporting
goods, toys, and other producta. Make your
dollars buy you more. Send now for free cat-
alo^ and discount price list. Aho make money
sellmg through our new plan. Send card to:

DANA Products »•pt.Mf.a
»OX 1 74 WMt in«l*wo«4i, N. J.

UBOOKS
iMi

^ IBUCK/
ist..*«

900K

TROUBLED

WITH

ÜNWANTEO

HAIR?
iÜLEfS

Yow n««dn't b«i How yo« c«n
rtmove unwcnttd K«ir for«v«r
— in fh« priv«cy o> youf Korn«
— witH th« famout Makler H«ir
R*fnov«t Epil«torl Acct«)m«d
}y tKouiandt of wom«n who
««VC diSCOv«r*d How M«hl*r
leitroyt the heir roo' per*n«>

ntntiyl ly foilewing owr iiittruc-

yOu. too. c«n l«#rii to wte

Ihc Mahter safely and «fli-

cioMtly * Positiv« moflayback
quaranta«! Act todayl

f M I . Send S4 <or itiuitrated ti p«9e
"•'•'• booHtt "New tadiawt JeaMty"

PUMPS 300 6ALS. PER HOUR
Needs No Clecfrle Motor or Gas

Engine Power, Uft% Wafer 6 ff.

Solvc your flood nnd «IraJn prnhIcniH with ncw low.
c<»»t DRAINMASTKR. End haml-pumpinK and »»allinir.

ne wnn-j--f»ee if ixiwer falls. ORAINMASTKR ojH>ralfs
on Siphon princlpic. Re«juhfs only normal vvatoi fuii-

rt't piossurc lo pump fast and Kloady. Ufts waler H
fort New fUit-L>ottom dcsljjn «Iralns rlKht down to

fl<H»r. To put In »ction fast,
simply onnncot jirarden Iioho
to wat«>r faucet: free t'nd of
hose to INTAKK slde of
ÜRAINMASTF.R. and to DJS-
CHARGK sldo adtl IcnsrUi of
hose and run to rtralnotf
aioa. Then. fully turn on
wiitor faucot an«l DRAIN

-

MASTER will st«Tt pumpinR
;iOO iials. |>er hour. rreiM-
hlun-mnde of lifctiine brass
—no nuivmK paMs to wcar
or jam. Bo rcady for enier-
jroniv—OROFH NOW! .Scn<l

only S2.JJH and wo poy post-
aao. Poslaue a«lded on
C.O.n. orrtors. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.

Drains Cellars, Citterns,
Vats, Pools, Fonds, Ex>
cavations, Troughs,
Boats, Etc.

ONLY $298
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MERIDIAN CO.. 366MadisonAve., Dept. D 344 New York 1?

REMOVE CAILUSES

CORNS <^"'^*'^

HOLLIS
SAFE
WAY postage pr»paid

Scientific fpeed trimmer EASY AS SNAVIN6I

Just giide blöd« surfac«, collut or corn "peeh" off.

No presturol No poini No preliminary soakinyl

Don't cut into your callus or corn and risk blood
poisoning and other infections. Use Safe Way with
blade encascd in safety Shell to protect skin.
Accidcnt-proof . . . quick, casy, absolutely safe:

Uses regulär double-edged blade—easy to clean.
easy to replace.' Precision made of chromium
plated surgical steel . . . colorful hand-shapcd handle.

Guaranteed to Satisjy or Money Back.
NOLLIS Co. 1133 Bway, New York 10, Oapt. C-44
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You Can Be A

CLAIM INVESTIGATOR

Wt'll Train YOU ff*r • LIFE OF EXCITE
MENT • 116 PAY • SECURITY \m

Hit f«<f flr»wi«f, l>llliMi-4*ll«r CUIm
jyjvstnwit Fl«l<l

Ev*ry
IHViSriOATi Community

N««dt Adjutttfi

Every second
of every day ac*

cidenti and iostef

happen — and tralned daim adjust-

erk are needed to inve«tlgate and to

distribute billions of dollars.
AUTO ACCIOENTS

Yes, thousanda of Insurance com»
panies, airlinet, railroad companies,

ateamship linet and . Government
Offices must continually use Claim

MiiMncTAMi inccc* Invcsiigatora and Adjusters. Trained
WINDITOR« 1.0»EI c,,i^ Agents are slwmyt in demand.

Many earn over $750 a month.

U^nnrSi^Ss. Here it your opportun! ty. At home
r^BEtV^N in spare time you can learn this fai-

]^^|Kr^ cinating work— easily, quickly.

^^'^^ In taking our Adjuster Training

lURGLARIES Course you are given che necessary

knowledge cither to enter your own
bustnets or to work with one of the large companies.

Mail This Coupon NOW for FREE Book

I UNIVERSAL SCMOOLS, Dept-Wd
I
Univeraity Park, Box 8202, Dallas 6. Texas

I
Please rush me your free book on Claim Inves-

I
tigration. Thia does not obligate me and no
aalesman will call.

Noma__
Address.

City

Jkge.

J[one. .Slot«.

SEWS LEATHER
AND TOUGH TEXTILES

LIKE A MACHINE
WIth SPEEDY STITCHER Automatic SewinsT
Awl, anyone ran <iiiirkty and skillfully sew
or repair anytlilntr niadc of LEATHKH.
CANVAS. NM-ON, PI.ASTIC. or other hcavy
matei'ials. Sows flnn, even look-stitohcs
Ilke a niac-hUie. Oots Jnto hard-to-rearh
places. Si)ocJnlly ma<le for heavy duty scw-
ing on Ll'GGAGE. FOOT-
WEAR, RUGS, AWNINGS.
SAIL8. SADDLFRY. UP-
HOLSTKRY. O V EH-AM.S,
AUTO-TOPS. SPORTS GKAR,
and other toueh neu-inK Jo»»«.
Here'« tho handioKt t«>ol
you'll ever own. Will tiave
you many timoK tts Kmall
cost. Comes ready for instant
US« romplpte with
bobbin of waxed thread and __

3 dlffcrent types of diamund-pointcd needles. Easy-to-follow
direotionH will niakc you an cxpert in mlnute. Extra
necdles and waxod-thrcad always availaltlc. Save money,
send $1.98 für poatpald dollvery. If C.O.D.. 91.98 plus
postase. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

SPORTSMAN'S POST
366 ModisoR Ave.. Depf.A'IM ; New York 17

fW MAKE EXTRA MONEY -»»

EVERY BUSINESS EVERYWHERE
USES UNION LABEL BOOK MATCHES

No exiiertcnr«* needed to «fsrn biit daily

commtaaions. Be a dir<^t fitctory reprr
«ntativf of the worldS lariretit cxelu-

•ive UNION LAKKLBook Matrh manu
facturer. Pro«p«^t» every i*hrre, Kt-ature

Glamour GirW. HillMIlie«. arenic* and
«luxen« of uther iityle«— Double B««ok!i-

Jumbo Book»—nearly lOOcolorrumbina-
tion«. New, biffger portfoiio make« this

faitceat selltnfr line a real prvflt maker
for yoa. WHte TODAY for füll detajls.

SUPERIOR MATCH CO.

W//^*̂ U'i€

m

206vTS2a %. Oraaawd Ava.. CMca«* 1«. Hl.
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Male Prostitution (Commued ifom paje 18)

ives, these young men abide by cer-

tain rules in the game theyVe playing.

They know that wispy smiles, limp

wrists — high-pitched voices and a

girlish swish are completely taboo.

Such antics will merely send prospec-

tive buyers away— to hunt for more
virile game.

Not all young men who wear the

previously mentioned leather-jacket-

and-jeans outfit are hustlers, of

course. Sometimes a handsome
youth, innocently wearing similar

garb, will be found sauntering around

the "hunting grounds" for one reason

or another. But the predatory limp-

wrister has a practiced eye and ex-

periences no difficulty in separating

the good from the bad.

Aside from the costume, there's

one other thing that marks these hus-

tlers. They keep moving. One reason

for this IS that their trade flourishes

with warm weather. So most of them
head south for the winter. Another
reason they are so migratory is be-

cause it's best not to become too well

known in one place—by customers

as well as the police.

They know that in most cities

there are Spots where their business

can be carried on with relatively little

fear of the law—as long as they don^t

bother people who don't want to be
bothered. Once he oversteps these

boundaries, however, the hustler

heads for trouble.

Mardi Gras time in New Orleans

is to hustlers what the South is to

birds in winter. Many a young man

has Struck it rieh for the season in

this quaint old city, especially if he

was "lucky** enough to run into a

party-giving character down there

whose parties in the French Quarter

are the type that make reputable old-

line New Orleans famihes pull down
the blinds.

In New York City, male hustlers

can be found around Bryant Park or

just off Broadway along 42nd Street.

Other favorite Manhattan haunts are

in Greenwich Village (the west side

of Washington Square in particular)

and along Central Park West in the

70's.

In New Orleans, anything goes in

the French quarter and along the

penny-arcade section of Canal Street.

But in the newer sections of this old

town, a young man in Jeans and
leather jacket will attract the atten-

tion of a cop if he merely Stands still

long enough to catch a bus.

On arriving in any big city, a hus-

tler easily finds his place of business

merely by asking where the all-night

movie houses are. Here hell either

find customers or find persons who
can teil him where they are.

The day of the week also affects

a hustler's business. In the early part

of a week, competition is keen. There
are lots of sellers but few buyers. On
Thursday, with the weekend nearing,

business begins to pick up. Friday
and Saturday the customers are out

in droves. Many come in from out of

town. By Sunday night, business is

on the decline again. Standard price
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Do You Make
these Mistakes

in ENGLISH?
MANY persons sav **bctw€cn you
and I" instead of "between you
and me"—or use **who" for
•Vhom"—or don't know whether
to spell certain words with one or
two "e's" or "m's" or "r's" or
with "ie" or "ci," etc. Mistakes
in English reveal lack of education,
refinement—prcvent you from pre-
senting your thoughts in strongest
way. Real command of English
reach any goal.

Shorwin Cody

Englfsh will help you

WoBci«rfiil iRveRfiea
Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody'i

fatuouii Inveiitiüu—und you can actually SEE your
KugUsli Improvo. It teaches by HABIT—makes
It easler to do the RItJHT way. Won<1erful, self-
correctlng lesBons. _^__ _

PtEE BOOK ON ENGLISH
Lack of laaguuge power may be
coHting you thonsanils of dollars
every year. See what Mr. Cody cau
do for you ; it costs you nothing to
find out. Wrlte for free book,
"How You Can Master Good Eng-
lish in 15 Minutes a Dar." It will
prove a revelation. WRITE NOW.
SHERWIN CODY COURSE IN
ENGLISH. ISS8 Central Driv«.

Port Wa«lil»«toa. N.Y.
•• • •• •*

SHERWIN CODY COURSE IN ENGLISH
ISSACenfral Drive, Port Washington, N. Y.

Send lue (without Obligation) free book. "How
You Can Master Oood English in 15 Minutes a Day."
No agent will call.

• •••••«••••*••*•«•••••••••••*•••>Name
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City State.

a If 18 jears or under. check her© for Booklet A
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SCAUDALOUS
COITFESSIOIT

Scandalout confcsiion rockcd the marrugf
bed ? A second husband. he was ieilous of

his predecestor and wanted to know what
was nooe of his business. She. poor thinf.

desifed only to pleaK, and so made a

natural mislake . . . You must read this story

f6r ooc of the intimate and eicitioc reveU'
tioos in MARRIAGE MISCHIEF.
SINC.Lk OR MARRIED. vou'11 go for this

saucy "undress" view oi bride and gr(x>m.

MARRIAGE MISCHIEF it brand ntw. devil

ishiy indiureet. »ich original füll page car

l<M>ns. Featuring; What tvcry Bride Should
Know . . . Counvl for the Bewildercd Gr(M>m
. . . The Wedding Daze . . . The Baihelor
Dinner . . . Hazards of the First Night . . .

Honeymoons. C onventional and Other» ise

. . . Fr«»m Smtoker tu Bedroom . . . The Truth
About Trousseaux . . . And many more pro
voking topus to keep you gagging. An ideal

wedJing or anniversary gift.

TRY MARRIAGE MIS( MIEF 10 DAYS AT
OUR EXPENSE Money back if not satis6ed.

C.O.D. pay postnun 98i plus postage. If

you send 9fl<. we pay postage.

PLAZA DOCK CO. DSPT. A 4S8
199 ifMtf St., N«w YoHi 4« N. Y.

on barren Monday is $2.

Whatever the day, the place or the
price, the frightful truth of the mat-
ter is the very fact that this sort of

thing exists at all. And it is growing
every year. Where formerly male
prostitutes stayed out of sight in side
Street dives, they now parade boldly
down the main streets of the land,
leaving a trail of filth behind them.

It's time decent Citizens put an end
to this sordid "business"—before ir-

reparable härm is done to the morale,
and morals, of the nation. ^^ ^ ^

John Husten
(Continued irom page 21

)

Nothing happened!
He rapped a little louder and still

nothing happened. The knuckle
tempo increased and then, as the pro-

ducer and his playmate turned to

leave, John opened the door.

This time, his costume consisted of

a bright red dressing gown and Slip-

pers. A lock of brown hair dangled
over his forehead.

**Hope we didn't wake you," the
producer said, **we were in the neigh-
borhood and thought we'd pop over
for that nightcap."

For a moment John looked dis-

mayed. Then his long face bright-

ened and he invited his visitors in-

side.

"I wasn't asleep yet," he said. "Al-

ways glad to have Company."

Not Toking Notes

He didn*t, however, mention the

fact that he already had Company.
The blonde made that discovery a

few minutes later when she asked for

directions to John's john.

*Tn there," he said pointing to the

bedroom door.

So the blonde tripped into the bou-
doir and there, right smack in the

middle of a king-sized bed was
Laurie, wearing only a man's pajama
top across her olive Shoulders.

Shades of Asphalt Jungle, Moby
Dick and Red Badge Of Courage,
could they have interrupted a love

scene?
There was no memo päd, or pencil

or typewriter in sight so what eise

could it have been. And to remove
any other doubts the blonde may
have had, Laurie assured her that

John kept her mighty busy night and
day. The blonde was so flabbergasted

she almost swallowed her gum. This
wasn't the way the producer had de-

scribed Mr. Huston.
When blondie finally emerged

(Continued on page 60)

^PLAYGUITAR
'

'i ....; /yv 7 DAYS
>>ORGET MONEY BACK

"MW

ED SÄLE, TOP RADIO OUITARIST.
TEACHER OF HUNDREDS OF GUITAR-
ISTS, PROFESSIONALS. WILL POSI-
TIVELY TEACH YOU TO PLAY A
BEAUTIFUl SONG THE FIRST DAY!
AND ANY SONG BY EAR OR NOTE IN
7 DAYS. His 66 page secret System con-
to int 52 lif« siz« photographs, 87 chord
and Bnger placing Charts along with

complete, «asy to learn instructions on—How to tun«, build
chords, keep time, bass runs, dance chordt, swing, over 100
iearn-quick examples, etc., plus 110 HiHbilly, Populär and
Western longs with Ist, 2nd, 3rd guitor, words and music.
ABSOLUTELY NO previous music knowledge neededl Im-
agine how surprised and proud your friends will be when
they hear you play their fovorite long» on the guitar.
SEND NO MONEY: Just name and address, pay postmon
$2.98 plus C.O.D. postage, or send $3 and

$098
2

I poy postage. Same guarantee. (Sorry, no
C.O.D. to APO, FPO, Of outside Continental

U.S.A. Canada and Foreign $3—cash with

Order.)

pag^papi 110 Populär and Western songs, words and
L lirr music. Plus Instant Pocket Chord Finder of all

I iir r ^* chofds used in populär music plus Guitarist's
* Book of Knowledge— Encyclopedia of Guitar
and Show Business guide. Play any song— in any key— the
shorthand way. FREE with your order.
ID SALI, Studio 20IIA Iradisy tooch, Now Jorsoy
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Reirular Price of a
Slide Rule |4 and up

Ol IflF Dill F *"" *^" '«*"'**'

Wbli#b nVkb ADD 8e POSTAGE
If Yeu Can M%» A Peneil Ye« Can Use This Slide Ruifl.
^at atudenU, housewivet. acc«>untants. Mtlesmen, farm-
er». »v«rybody. Invaluable for Armed ForcM. Man'»
most uMfuI tool. Easy to caiculaie initantly, accurate-
ly. Multiplying, proportions. diviaion, roots, «tc. "Higls
Vition" Clear View Slide. Füll lO" Hule. A, •. C. B,
Cl. and K Scale*. Limit 3 rul»s p«r coupon. Money
tiack guarantee.

FREE 28-»afle Instruttien Baok on hew te tet eer>
reet answers instantly without peneil or pafer.

LARCH, 118 E. 28, Dcpt. 27A. New York 16
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SBITO UNCLE SAH!
TlNiCa hoMT f mmäm $20,000 m ymmr— smiling iunkjBwIry io (!•• U. S.
Government. Send me your name
and VII Show you how I did iL

LEARN AT HOME IN ONE EVENING
Thi» is the most faniafltic way of mak-

ing money you ever hcard of. That'a because you do
all your "aeiling*' BY MAIL to one customer—the
U. S. (iovernmeni! Uncle Sam will buy all the old
junk jewelry you send in at $36.00 AN OUNCE for

the (i^ld il contains. Jufit follow my Plan and you
can pick up ko''^ on any street in your town. I ahow
you where to find it, what to pay, how to lest and
how to mail to Uncle Sam forcaah. VW teach you the
secret« by which I made $2(),CHK) a year. No charjje

for facta. No saleaman will call. Send no money

—

just your name, addreiw on |>ostcard. Laslie Patton,
33S W. Madisen St., Dap. P 1209 Chicago 6, III.

LUCKY

LODESTONES

:

7
MAONETIC LODESTONES are
truly ANCIENT. Romans and
Oraeks used them in BIBLICAL
TfMES We offer our ANCIENT
BRAND of highly MAONETIC LODESTONES. the
samt type ttie ANCIENTS mav have used Our AN-
CIENT BRAND of hlghly MAONETIC LODESTONES
'^ome to j'ou in a red flannel bag, tosether with «
!(0-callPd Talismenlc Seal of Luck No 20. ts shownm the 6lh and'Tih BOOK OF MOSES bv Louis d»-

Claremont All POUR items for only »2 00 pastpaid
or $2 50 COD. We ranke no Claims and seil them
only as rurtoft ^-»— «.

AMOICMT PRODUCTS. OEPT.227-D
125 ROAO STRCCT. NEW VORK 4. N. Y.

''LOVE ME ALWAYS''
"LOVE TIME." the allurlnr per-
fume. dellcately blended to Tlnffer
for HOt'RS ... an Irreslstible
scent, suggestinf LASTING
LOVE and ROMANCE. Men
never tlre of deltcate perfume.
a.<i it conjures in them all the
ENJOYMENT of LIFE and

LOVE. "LOVE TIME" hlnts of a great many delights
in Store for you. A FKW DROPS AT A TIME IS ALL
\OV NEED? MONEY BACK QUARANTEE!
"LOVE TIME" must satlsfy you in every wav or your
money returned at any time! FL'LL directions with
every order. Only $2.00 with order. ($2.50 COD > FREE
GIFT IF YOU SEND MONEY WITH ORDER!^

MADAME BEATRICE. DEPT. Sl7-X>
504 HICKSVILLE RO. MASSAPEOUA. N. V.
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Ugfy BLACKHEADS

OUT IN SECONDS

K«*p xeor compUxion fr«« o' blockK«ods ,IKCw^ ^W »wiw.^.wn.w -rw« V »•«»»••WWW» •

— look Ottroctiv« inttontly. Sci«nt«f icolly |

I
d«sigr)«d vocuum pump g«ntly "lifti" out

|
ugly blockh«adt tof«ly. withowi ptnching *

I
or >qu««xing. Try VACUTCX 10 Üoyt— if not 1

id«ligKt«d r«turn lor $1 . r«fund.

•AilCO PRODUCTS CO. 0«pt. 30 |

|1011 Kon« Concoursc, Surfsid« 41, Florida i

I G Cncioted find S1.00. Send postpoid. ,

DOYOU
WANT

POWER?
Power to make you victoriuu« in all you undertake?
Power to make people a<*mire you? Power to eam
money? Power to gain popularity love? Power to

make anyone follow you? 1 will send you informa-
tion which i8 the rettult of scientific reüearch. This
Information and directions will help you become
more masterful and exert (rreuter influence. You will

be able to break prevailin« miHConreptions. IF YOU
ARE NOT DELIGHTED, YOUR MONEY IMMEDIATELY
REFUNDED. Just send your name and address. Pay on
delivery $2.00 plus postaffe or send $2.00 cash or
money order and I will pay postasre.

PUPP with every order: Talismanic 5?eal of Luck In

rilLL blood-red ink on Egyptian mottled parchmeni.

SECULAR PRODUCTS, Dept. 129 D
504 HICKSVILLE HD.. MASSAPEQUA, N. Y.
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CItcks 6S^
in fiermany

—

$5 valve

in U.S.A.

HOME-IMPORT
BUSINESS!

M«n — Womon. Vi'e show you
how CO Import big-profic items
at amazing low foreign prices
(examples at Icft). Your homc is

your Office. Get lisl of 157 Im-

^
Ports FREE! Füll or spare time
business by Mail Order. Or take
volumc Orders from Stores. Im-
port jewelry, clothinK. sporting
Koods, Hardware, ^tc. NO IXPE-
RIENCE OR INVESTMENT IN PROD-
UCTS NEEDED. Without obliication

send today for complete details

and iist of 157 tmport« FREE! Air
mail reaches us over night. The
Meliinger Co., I^l? Westwood.

Dcpt. 0.|438,Los Angeles 24.Calif.

the Man
Utm You Want^i

M«k« ffI« fMirt M—m feravgr
Ymi fdUH fk« «ir «f L«v« wkca ymt mm
Utk M». ka^f««^ LUHE PBtFUML Ewik,
Wrlftsf. aiyilwi«M — LUHE PERFUME

•r mO COi>. WffI« IM

LUtO CO^ D«9t.U4-B Im Mt. Mt V N, Y.

MAKE HIM
WANT YOUj

Try « f«w drop» of FLÄMING DE
SIRF . . . a iittt« b«hind your «ar« . .

« littl« in your hair . . . a w«« bif

mor« in tom« t«cr«t plac« . . . it will

giv« you that wond«rful f««iing all

ov«r. This pow«rful p«rfum« can
giv« you that «itra puth with a man
that will mak« him f««l diff«r«ntly

• V about you. You will n«v«r want to

b« without it. Quantitict af limif«d to ord«r FLÄMING
DESIRE now! Wh«n postman d«liv«rs. d«posit only $2 plus

postag« (3 for SS). If not d«fight«d r«turn and l'H s«nd

your mon«y right back VANITY PRODUCTS. Dept.lOSA
177 MUilAN AVI., YONKOlf f, N. T.

from the boudoir Huston asked her

if she'd Seen Laurie.

"How could I miss her?" she re-

plied.

"She's the best secretary in the

World," Huston laughed, putting

much emphasis on **secretary/'

When the producer finally under-

stood just what they were yakking

about he looked at John with a new-
found respect and hustled his blonde

the hell out of there, saying, "Well,

since youVe got a füll work schedule

we won't keep you from it."

So they left, and the blonde took

with her the answer to the Huston
riddle that has puzzled hundreds of

Hollywood denizens and millions of

movie fans.

Is John as lousy a lover as his

screen heroes appear to be?
We won't ask him to "speak for

yourself, John."
Instead well put it in the exact

words that Laurie whispered to the
British blende in the stillness of Hus-
ton*s silk-and-satin Workshop.

"John is the greatest!"

And that, kiddies, is why John
Huston employs no sex in his cellu-

loid thrillers. This guy would rather

play boudoir sports than be a spec-

tator—anytime. Jk

John Huston takes his former wife,

Evelyn Keyes^for a piggyback ride!

ChuchiwaSi (Contmued from page 23)

color in approximately a month, but

does not härm the drink and doea

"activate" the beverage in about half

that time.

No Peruvian authorities have
found any grounds on which to re-

strict the sale of the bark or the

beverage made with it. Chuchiwasi
is an aphrodisiac, true, but it is in no
manner injurious to the users' health,

nor is it a narcotic.

What exactly makes chuchiwasi

the stimulator and vigor-restorer

that has South American medical

circles agog? Research teams are

working to isolate the **miracle" in-

gredient. But they have not yet had
time to make a complete analysis.

At first, chuchiwasi was available

only in jungle communities along the

banks of the headwaters and tribu-

taries of the Amazon River in Peru.

The drink initially made its appear-

ance in cities such as Iquitos, Ramon
Castilla and Pucallpa. At the pres-

ent time, though, chuchiwasi is be-

coming "the thing" throughout most
of Peru.

Commercial concems have been
buying large quantities of the bark,

processing it into drinkable form and
selling it as a bottled beverage, The
business of such hrms is booming.

The chuc/iiwasi-hour has already

supplanted the cocktail-hour in many
bars and cocktail lounges in Peru's

large, modern cities.

Typical is the "Bar Zela," a popu-
lär cafe-bar located on Lima's Plaza
San Martin, less than a stone's throw
from the swank Gran Hotel Bolivar.

Senor Adriano Barber, owner of the

Bar Zela was one of the first to com-
mercialize chuchiwasi.

**We are always filled to capacity
with patrons," he smiles happily.

"There is a vary rapid turnover.

Couples come in to drink chuchiwasi— but they do not stay very long
after they have finished," he adds
with a meaningful wink.

Places like the Bar Zela are
crowded during the chuchiwasi
"hour" — which Starts about 5:30
p.m. and continues until midnight.
Among the most avid drinkers of

bark-treated beverage are graying,

middle-aged businessmen and Cab-
alleros who appear at the bars with
young senoritas on their arms.
"The best practical proof of chuchi-

wasi*s effectiveness is the fact that
these older men now have no trouble
holding the interest of girls young
enough to be their daughters." This
Statement by bar-owner Adriano
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may help you to

Round out . . Firm up .

.

YOUR NATURAL BOSOM
PRO-FORMA contains Extract of

Galega, which has been used for years
by women of France to develop a
fuller, firmer bosom. If your breasts
have lost their youthful firmness and
fullness because of nursing or dieting,
you may be among the women who
find that PRO-FORMA is the key to a
lovely contour. PRO-FORMA may
help to restore your breasts to femi-
nine beauty, Our medical doctors have
stated that they had good results with
a considerable percentage of women
for whom they prescribed the formula
contained in PRO-FORMA.
PRO-FORMA is absolutely safe

when used as directed. It does not
contain hormones or harmful drugs,
or Creams. No massage, no exercise or
wearing of appliances is necessary.
Some women have been helped within
six weeks, others have needed more
time and dosage.
We do not say that PRO-FORMA is

a sure-cure wonder drug, that it will
help every woman. We say only that it

has given helpful results to some
women. Just take three tablets daily
as directed. We unconditionally guar-
antee to refund your füll purchase
price promptly, if PRO-FORMA has
not produced improvements or if you
are not completely satisfied after six
weeks use. You alone are to be the
judge.

$5.00 for 6 weeks supply.

Pliyiicfons moy ofefoin ö wk% »vpply
frem vpon writtmn rmqum$f.

r""~ Fill In ond Mail Coupon Nowl " "i
D«pt. G-LG-8
TyUr Phormocol Dittribvtort, Inc.

1237 lOYOLA AVE.,
CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
D Check or Money Order for $5.00

enclosed. Send Postpaid.

D Send C.O.D. I will pay $5.00 plus
62C C.O.D. Charges. toUl $5.62. U.S.
and Possessions only.

NAME.

AOORfSS.

CITY -ZONE STATE.
L Unconditional Monoy-Back GuarantooJ

Barber is echoed throughout Lima.
As sold in most places, the drink

IS dark — about the color of bock
beer. It's poured from bottles looking
like those used for sweet vermouth.
By the quart, it costs about one dol-
lar. Cafe owners Charge approxi-
mately 15 Cents per drink of chuchi-
wasi,

When poured into the tall, tapered
glasses in which it's usually served,
the marvel beverage has a thick,

creamy head. It should be sipped
slowly. Two or three drinks are all

that anyone needs and the chuchi-
wasi takes effect in about an hour.

Old Become Young

The booster effect lasts for any-
where between two and four hours,

depending on the age of the user.

Older men— and women— appear
to "work off" the pep-tonic faster

than younger ones.

The results? Astounding, chuchi-
wasi aßcionados unanimously agree.

The old become young and the young
become capering Casanovas or pant-
ing Pompadours.

**Ifs like putting a quick-charger
on a rundown car battery," grins an
American oil explorer who didn't

find any oil in Peru —but was more
than satisfied by his discovery of

chuchiwasi,

"You shoot in the juice and then
you Step on the Starter," he grins

enthusiastically. "The engine catches
and you roar off, hitting on all eight

cylinders with plenty of power under
your hood."

Some bartenders make up the
chuchiwasi themselves and keep it

behind the bar in wide-mouthed
candy jars. Others buy and resell the
commercially manufactured brands
bottled in Lima.

For U.S. Too?

Peruvian producers are hoping to

export the bark or the drink to the
United States, once^they can meet
the rigid regulations of the U. S.

Pure Food and Drug Act and the
Food and Drug Administration. It

may be tough to do.

"Harmless or not, it*s still an
aphrodisiac," they admit. "And Uncle
Sam is mighty grim about this sort
of stimulant."

There are some Americans who
are scandalized by the thought that
chuchiwasi may some day be im-
ported into the country.

"Can you imagine what would
happen if people sat around in Cock-
tail lounges sipping aphrodisiacs in-

stead of highballs?" they ask in

shocked whispers.

We know, all right! Set up two
doubles, härtender. Not too much
foam on top, please ... -^ -^ ^
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PAST

Afflicted With Getting Up Nights^

Pains in Back, Hips, Legs«

Nervousness« Tiredness.

If you are a victim of the above Symp-
toms, the trouble may be due to Gland-
ulär Dysfunction. A constitutional Dis-
ease for which it is futile for sufferers to
try to treat themselves at home. Medi-
cines that give temporary relief will not
remove the cause of your trouble.

To men of middle age or past this type
of dysfunction occurs freguently. It is
accompanied by loss of pnysical vigor,
^raying of hair, forgetfulness and often
increase in weight. Neglect of such dys-
function causes men to grow old be-
fore their time—premature senility and
possibly incurable conditions.

Most men, if treatment is taken before
malignancy has developed, can be suc-
cessfully NON-SURGICALLY treated
for Glandulär Dysfunction. If the condi-
tion is aggravated by lack of treatment,
surgery may be the only chance.

NONSUR€fCAL TReATM£N7S
The NON-SURGICAL treatments af-

forded at the Excelsior Institute are the
result of 20 years research by scientific
Technologists and Competent Doctors.

The War brought many new techniques
and drußs. These added to the research
alreadv accomplished has produced a new
type Ol treatment that is proving of great
benefit to man as he advances in years.

The Excelsior Institute is devoted par-
ticularly to the treatment of diseases of
men of advancing years. Men from all
walks of life and from over
3,000 cities and towns have
been successfuUy treated.
They found soothing and
comforting relief and new
health in life.

RECTAL
COLON

Are often as-

sociated with
Glandulär
Dysfunction.
We can treat
these for you
at the same
time.

LOW COST EXAMINATION
On your arrival here our

Doctors make a complete ex-
amination. You then decide if

you will take the treatments
needed. They are so mild
they do not require hospitali-
zation. A considerable saving
in expense.

Writ« Today for Our >
The Excelsior Insti-

tute has publiahed a
New FREE Book that
deals with diseases
peculiar to men. It

could prove of utmost
importance to you.
There is no oblij^a-

tion. Address

! EXCELSIOR INSTITUTE
Dept. 1-265

I
Excelsior Springs, Mo. ,

I
Conflomon. Ktndly send et onco your New

FREE BOOK. I am.
I

I

j
NAME

I

I ADDRESS.
I

I
TOWN

I

I

.years old

STATL
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TH«y look lib« t«ol D>ai»o«»d

Men's Genuine

2 CARAT
ZIRCONS

STTMI/JOrn

UKT.YEUOW(OlO
HOT PUTIP

MONEY BACK GUAHAN1EE
They look like they cost a fortune. Newest
modern styles All rinqs ovoitoble in Sterlin<

o( no «alro (ho'get
0>d«r» moilvd \on>e
doy r«<ei«rd Send
no mon«y Roy po%t
man plk*\ lOlii! Fed
To» ond poitoyr
or mdud« poyntent
wilh o'dt'r ond %a«r
povtaq« ond C O D
«.T No C O D lo
Cunudo

S A K ZIffCON COMPANY Dept W
404 W BALTIMORE ST . BALTIMORE 1, MARYLAND

NATURAL
ilGHTWEIGHT

DENTAL PLATE
Made from your old one . .

.

returned Air Mail same day
New Process Saves ^^^^^"*<i^^^^^^
Moneyd 1-95 M ^^^ ^jf^K9

15Fric«il
L«wAs
N«w Pp«f«««l«i«al
M««hMl mak«s b««utlful
r*ot-flttinc plastie pla>. ..«.....«, ^^
oraokad I«m« pUt«s WITHOUT IMPRESSION.

SO DAY mOMEY'BACK TRIAL
YOU c«n have gorireous, natoral-lookinff , perfect-fitting false
plates that are comfortable, healthful and prideful. From
our old plate we will make a brand new denture— upper,
Iowerorpartial—perfectly matched, perfectly natural. Amaz-
ing savtn^ with new scientific Clinical method. New plate«
returned to you Air Mail oflually within eifirht houra.

Cmn Uit UmirV J^«^ ^^^^^ ^*"^*^ ^^^ address for
OLnif nU IfllMlLl interesting deUiis of wonderfui
Suarantee that enables you to try your new plate for 30 whole
aya to be «ure they're EXACTLi what you want. If not de-

lifrhted, Clinical returns every eent you've paid. Write now.
CLINICAL DENTAL LABORATORV, D*pt. M 2^
93S W«ftt MadlspB Str««t • Chicac« •» IIIIhpU

.

40 ACRE GOVERNMENT
OIL LEASES—$100

You <lo no drillinflr. pny no taxet*. mHy realixe a
kinir-KiM* Profit without ever Icavinic horoe.
Free map and booklet. Write to

AMERICAN OIL SCOUTS, D«pt. WM,
7Sat

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS
The kind YOU will enjoy Each one of these
booklefs i$ size 3Vi by 4y, and is ILLUS-
TRATED with 8 page carloon ILLUSTRATIONS
of COMIC CHARACTERS and is füll of fun
and entertainment. 20 of these booklets
ALL OIFFERENT sent prepaid in piain envel-
ope upon receipt of |1.00. No checks or
C.OO. Orders accepted

TREASURE NOVEITY CO. 0ept23 J
112 Knickerbocker Station New York 2. N.T.

JOBS ON SH PS
MKfi WANTED (IC-SS)
HIGH PAY. Kam whlle you
^Travel to forelrn landx.
[Kxperlence not reoulred.
IChoIce Jobs: merchantvi.

r'

a c h t •. luxury Unera.
reichten, etc. Adrenture:

Write for FREE Information.

WORLD.WIDE SEAMEN'S SERVICE
Dept. ZB » 30» W. « St.. New Vertc M. N.V,

RUPTURED?
I NÄVI cueto MYSor or 3 «ao mt^iums, vou may ai
ACLC TO CUai VOUatCLP WITNOUT ORWaS OK AN
OPIRATION. UtMia MY SYST».

POa COMTLCn MSTNUCXIONt
T0>- C.RAY,

BOX 3201 JCrPOCON STATION.

$100

Shelley Winters looks amused by what Scott's soying, while Anita Ekberg

just looks. Moybe he's telling them about some of the girls he has known.

When they reached Scott's plush
playhouse in the Hollywood Hills,

just off Lookout Road, they discov-

ered that this "friend" wasn't as

handsome as they'd hoped. In fact,

he just wasn*t, period. When it comes
to homespun entertainments, Scott
prefers trios to quartets.

All by himself he merrily mixed
some drinks, horsed around like a
small boy with some new toys, and
told a few offbeat stories to get the
girls in the mood for offbeat over-
tures.

When he feit they were nicely re-

laxed, he took them on a tour of his

diggings—with a special stopover in

the spacious bedroom where a king-

sized bed stood like a drooling

dragoa,

Liices New Foces

The king for whom this bed was
sized might well have been Ibn Saud
of Saudi Arabia, for the monstrous
mattress could have accommodated
the mighty monarch and half his

harem, with room left over for a

three-piece band.
Always the perfect host, Scott in-

vited his giggling guests to bounce
up and down on the bed to their

hearts* content—just to test the su-

perior spring in those Springs, of

course.

When the bouncing eventually
came to a halt, Scott feit so satisfied

with the evening's activities that he
gave the girls a generous $100.

Naturally after that joyful joust

of plenty, Babs went back to our
hero*s happy hacienda several more
times. And because she now knew
he preferred pulchritude plus, she
brought along a different doli each
time.

'*I like to meet new faces," Scott

had told her, and Babs was a most
obliging babe—as must be rather ob-

vious by now, even to the most casual

of our readers.

She had no trouble in toting out

tootsies, because Scott was a free-

spending guy and, as Babs told her

girlfriends, he was no Square when it

came to pitching woo. He was more
of a triangle.

He was, that is, until the day Babs
introduced him to a tall, slim blonde.

It was the last girl Babs ever intro-

duced him to, blonde or otherwise.

"You know, I really like her," Scott

Said, referring to Blondie. "I think

she's a wonderfui girl."

Roved No More
She must have been worth any two

others, that's for sure, because he
suddenly ditched his long-standing

policy of "The more the merrier."

"Two's Company, three's not al-

lowed," became his new theme song.

Apparently Cupid had plunked a

dart right between his deejvset rov-

ing eyes, and they were roving no
more.

For several weeks, Blondie was
the only girl in Brady*s busy life. He
called at her apartment on Haven-
hurst Avenue almost every day, even
when he knew he wasn't going to do
anything more than just talk.

**This cat really goes for me,"
Blondie confided to Babs, "but, gosh,

I don't dig him at all!"

Scott didn't realize just how little

he meant to Blondie until one day
when he affectionately autographed
a photograph of himself and gave it

to her, thinking she'd prize it above
all her other possessions. Imagine his

chagrin when he learned that the
only pictures she was interested in

were those on $50 and $100 bills!

That did it. Burned to the quick,
Scott returned to playing it cool.

Back he went to the safety-in-num-
bers game.
And as far as we know, he*s at it

still ^
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BE YOUROWN
BIDSIC TEACHER
S«iid ft Fn§ Bo*k Tefllnf How Cully
YS.'L*^.*'' •-•^" **'••»•• 6ult«r. AectrdiM.
ANY lMtrum«iit Tklt EASY A-B-C Wty

NOW IT'S EASY to Icarn muile at
home. No tlreiome "exercliei." No

toachcr. Jutt STAKT KIGHT OUT pUylnir ^»
linple P»«c«i Thoujandi now play wbo never thoucht they
could. Our plclured leiions make It easy as A-B-C to
learn to plaj populär ujubIo. hymni. claiiical and anyother mu«IcOn easy-pay plan, only • few centa a leiioaOver 900,000 atudental (Our 58th succeeisful year.)

Stop Choatintr Youraelf of Theae Joyal
PopuUrltyl New frlenda. Gay partiea. Good tlioei. Careor,
Extra Money. Underatand. appreclate, and converse about

ISJ^Jff;.
•"*

"^i2*.*"!* Spmpo'ltlona of modern and areat

R-ViÄ,' -:i#*.J:.
^!*" '"•"*/*» «^"lea and fru.tratlona.

SatUfy Mlf-azpreiilon. creatlve urga. Galn aelf-confldence.

mA!ii 9.9SJ?i*' ^* fffi^ "ÖOK. Find out why our

f^r a«n.*il^n*^.'**l'i'"lJ*'"''.S*«**J^- inexpenilvely. Write
Vii *!p*«5 illu«trated Free Book. No obllxatlon. Men-
tlon your fa?or!te initrument. Just nall
cou0on betow toda/l

'W* ü. S. SCNOOL
OF INUSIC
Studie A-5i6S

Pert Wathlniton. N. Y.

[»•HiaNIN«»
*Jm4

FREE BOOK

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
j

SfadIo A 3)68 . Port Woshington. N. Y. j

Pleas« »end m« your 3e-p«ffe tllustratcd Fre« |Book. I would like to play (Name Inatrum«nt). !

f ,t,..,,,.. .1
Have you
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DRAW FOR MONEY !

Ovf SimplB ülefkei/ ffw% fee Co«
leeni fe Orow «f H9m» m Spmrt Tim*

YOU can Icarn Commcrcial Art,
I>esigning, liluscrating. Cartoon-

tng, etc. . . . right at home, in spare
ttmc. No previous art training neccs-
sary. Soon be your own boss—werk
ac homc, pick your own working hours.
Or earn big money as sraff artist for

advertising agency, newspaper, mag-
azine, dept. störe, etc. Or make Art a
profitable hobby. Earn whilc you learn.

22-piece art outfir given with your first

lesson AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
(Sihool estahlisheä tn 1914.)

PRIE BOOK, "Art for Pleasure
AND Profit." Describes our methpds.
Lists opportun ities. Teils what our
students say. No Obligation.
So mail coupon at once.

FREE BOOK

I

I

I

I

I

I

WatklnqfoR Sckool of Art
Stedie 788 Port Woshinfton. N.Y.
Send me- FREE -your valuable illua-
trated Book, "Art for Pleasure and
Profit." No Obligation. No salesman
will call.

Name.'••«••«••••••••••••< Afe
(ri.tASI PRINT PLAINLT)

StrMt.

City. .Zone .State.

Insone Teachers
(Continued irom page 43)

nature before. I think you*d better
take your child's stories with a grain
of Salt. He is a highly imaginative
little fellow, you know. Sometimes
young minds conjure up all sorts of
fantasies. But don't worry, we'll keep
a close watch on the youngster and
try to find constructive outlets for

his busy little brain."

The second time the kid comes
running to Mother, she usually
brushes him off with a pat on the
head. He quickly learns that he has
no allies at home, and drops the sub-
ject.

The principal, meanwhile, be-
comes the teacher's fellow-conspir-
ator. He can't afford to lose her
Services, because there is a teacher
shortage and the other members of
the staflf can*t absorb her work-load.
He begs her to take it easy on the
kids and she promises to do so. But
she is incapable of keeping her prom-
ise.

If things finally bust loose and an
organized group of parents demands
the teacher*s removal, other conspir-
ators enter the picture. They are the
school board, the retirement board,
the medical board and all the other
red-taped poobahs who depend for

Prestige and livelihood on keeping
things nice and smooth.

Sexy Gomes

If severely pressured, these per-
sonages will transfer the looney
teacher to another school, demote
her or promote her, give her a med-
ical leave of absence, even suspend
her— but it*s practically impossible
to get her out of the school system
without an order from the Governor.
Or unless the teacher quits, of her

own free will.

Along this line, consider the case
of Louis L. Pund. Mr. Pund wanted
to be a trombone blower but became
a school teacher because, as he put
it, "I didn't want to be considered a
black sheep."

So this is what he did with his

12-year-old mathematics pupils in

Washington Public School, Princess
Anne, Maryland — he worked on
their sex inhibitions. He organized
games of post ofiice in the cloak
room. A boy would go intö the cu-
bicle and call the name of the girl

whom he wished to sample. The girl

would trip dutifully into the cubicle
and they would be allowed sufücient
time together to lose their inhibi-

tions. Pund confided later that some
of the girls were bashful at first, but

(Continued on page 64)

Ob My Rested Back!
Blissful relief from "tired back" comes
fast from the moment you slip on this
surfjrically-deslprned I^ack Easer. You'U
"feel years yount?er all over."

Thouiands Now Help
'^ Thomselvof to New Rostod

Fooling with theP, PffR'

BACK-EASER
A Piper Brace Sacroiliiac Support (Trada AAark)

Easy to wear as a pair of shorts.

Gives you scientifically placed, firm
Support at exact spot needed, yet

leaves you action-free to move in any
direction. Simple strap adjustment
lifts the load of weariness off your
back in seconds. Washable; soft as

linen; strong as canvas. Folks who
never suspected their

backs were to blame for

"tired-out" feeling now
say "Oh, my rested
back!" Order your
PI Peer Back-Easer
today. Just send hip

^ ^F measurement.

MAKE

lO-DAY

TEST
Money Bock
if YouVo Not
Relioved and
Dolightodl

Postpaid (Except C.O.D.'a)

PIPER BRACE CO.
•1 1 Wyandetta D^IWR 171, Kaiuos Cily i, «Ae.

MAIL THjS COUPON TODAY

Piper Brace Co., Dept. WR-876
811 Wyondotte, Kansas City 5, Mo.

Send me _. PI PEER BACK-EASERS ot

$5.95 each. I understand this entire omount

will be refunded If i am not entirely sotis-

fied with the Bock-Easer and return it within

ten dayv Meature arovnd my hip» is

inches.

Enclosed i» ( ) Money Order ( ) Check for

$ ( ) Send C.O.D. (We poy post-

age except on C.O.O.'s.)

Name.

Addreas-

City and Zone. .State
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MEDICAL TABLET DISCOVERY
NEW EFFECTIVE TREATMENT
FOR CRUSTS, SCALES, PATCHES OF

b

TROPISAN
No M«sty Oils-Simpl«, Eaiy, SAFE TABLITI

Say (Toodbye to 8me!ly. RreaHy oils and salves.
TKOPISAN, newly dincovered medical tablet,

Rives welcome relief from itchy acales, patches and
uther externa! Symptoms of Psoriasis. TROPISAN
Koes to work thouRh the blood stream. Absolutely
safe. fast, easy to take. No mess, no fuss, no un-
siRhtly bandases to mar work or play. TROPISAN
—the proven "effective treatment." Every re-

l>orted ca»e stated that Tropisan relieved Symp-
toms to some deKree with continuous use. Send
$1.00 today for Trial Offer. Address.

TROPISAN DRÜG CO., Dept. 5l5
114 i. 31 St., H. Y, 16, N. Y.

GOVERNMENT 40 ACRE

OIL LEASE ^100.
Act of Congress gives Citizens equol rights with Oil Co.'s to
obtain Govt. leases. You do no drilling, yet moy shar« in

fortunes med« from oil on public londs. (Paymenti if dcsircd.)

licensed & Bonded Oil Brokers. Fre« Information & Mops of
booming oreas. Write:

NORTH AMERICAN OIL SURVEYS
8272-ARSuns«t BIvd.. Los Angeles 46. Colif.

POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To Music

Send one or inore of your be.st poenfjK
today for FRIOK KXAMINATION. Any
Subject. ImnK-dlate Consideratlon.

Hionograpk Recerd« Mode
CROWH MUSIC CO.. 49 W.32 St.,Studie252 New York 1

JOBS ON SHIPS & YACHTS
MRN (16 to 50) Go to Sea.
Travel foreigrn countries.
Experience unnecessary. <

Civilian occupation. Excel- *

lent pay. Ship and yachtins: >

Jobs adventuroiis-excitinif .
(

Write for FREE Information.
DAVENPORT SEAMEN'S SERVICE, Dept. 2l

• lOX 1354, G. P. 0. NEW YORK 1, N. Y. •

NO OTHEA CLua OA SCRvtCi UKf rr.

CONFIDCNTIAL «• PERSONAL. WRITI
TOOAV. EXCLUSIVC PAflT(CULA«S .FRE E.

P. O. tOX 4747 MIAMI «iACH 41,riA.

Why Be Lonely?
L«t Amorica't fri«ndly club arrang«
a romantic corratpondanca for you.
Hambara in avary ttata, Canada, A
many foraign countriot. Pictura
album givan. Photoa furnithad to
•pacial mambara.

DIAMOND CIRCLE, Dept.W
im. st LaiOf, BUMaari

SOCIAL
CorrpHpondenre Club
EXPERIENCE the thrill of

romancethru thieselectclub! Introductions-by-let-
ter. This club is conducted to Help lonely, refined
men and womeo find compatible friends. Discreet,
confidential servico . . . Nationwide membership.
Established 1922 . . . Sealed particulars FREE.
EVAN MOORE, Box 988. Jacksonville, Florid«

EPILEPSY!
Learn about treatment for
epUeptic spells! Write today
for free Information.

OmI-W f OrMatMid XOM«

soon learned to enjoy the game.
"Psychology is my hobby " he said.

When parents complained about him,

Pund quit his job. Said he much pre-

ferred to play trombone.
Among other oddballs who have

wound up facing a classroom was
the New York teacher whose idea

of discipline was to teil her young
charges that she was going to lock

the Windows and doors on them, so

they*d be unable to go home to their

mommies — perhaps forever.

She got discipline all right. She
also made a few of the kids so hy-

sterical it took them months to re-

cover from the scare.

Sadistic Delights

Then there are teachers who went
out and got teaching Jobs simply be-

cause they couldn't stand being

home with their own children. They
get great kicks out of abusing other

people's kids. There are also spinster

teachers who get a sadistic delight

out of bullying children who have
pretty mothers.
A type that hits the papers with

fair regularity is the "panty-snap-

per." These fellows are usually found
in classrooms where the girls are be-

tween 12 and 16 years old.

Though it is fashionable to blame
juvenile delinquency on the family
these days, psychiatrists know that

nothing can put the skids under kids

more easily than improper guidance
at school. Not all children come
from happy homes, and it is the func-

tion of school teachers to help such
unfortunates over the rough, forma-
tive years — not to push them over
the edge into tragedy,

And it is up to parents — and all

Citizens who are interested in the

country^s future — to see that chil-

dren get teachers fit for the job.

The kids can't do it themselves.

Sophia Loren

(Continued from page 27)

movie made on a shoestring.

The rushes were shown—quite by
accident—to a number of important
Italian producers and directors.

When they saw the way Sophia
rounded out a movie screen, the panic
was on!

Within the next three years,
Sophia Loren, the sexiest star who
ever refused to seil sex for success,

made a staggering total of 27 movies!

Italy went wild over her. Now she
was really fiddling—playing the tune
while the playboys bumed. They*d
tried all their wiles on her, but she

Hcrc*s a Garden of Eden, unspoiled! Grace-

ful, flirtatious bcaulics far outnumbcr the

men. Beach and sun provide the life you want.

Food is abundant, drinks cheap, the pace

leisurcly. For one or two dollars a day, you
live like a king!

This is no dream, it's a real place-a day*»

trip if you're in a hurry. You can go by car

or bus, train or plane. So close is Paradise, if

you know where to find itt

This romantic retreat is fuUy described in

a ncw book PARADISE FOR MALES. Othef
incredible retreats, equally thrilling, equally

available, are also included in this fascinating

book. Of special masculine appeal are the

full-page pictures, showing types of native

beauty.
Adventure cails!\Jt takes just one dollar to

get all the practical information you need-'
now to go, where to stay, what to do, how
little it costs. If you don*t find a dollar*s worth
of excitement in text and pictures, retum the
book for refund.

To get PARADISE FOR MALES, send
$1.00 or pay postman cost plus postage.

PLAZA BOOK CO., DEPT. B'138
109 Broad St., Now York % N. Y.

ONIY

Your "sexceu" depends on when, where, how,
how much, with whom—and o lot more. It calU
for the right Iin9 and the türm fovch. And whot
you don'f know con hurt you

!

EVERY DETAIL PICTURE-CLEAR
Loy questions, doubts and feart to rest. Got
straightened out and "cued up" with tho best-

selling FROM FREUD TO KINSEY, npw in its

ninth largo printing. All the onswers you neod
in piain man-and-woman talk—ovory dotail pic-

ture-cloorl Exciting entortoinmont from Cover to

Cover f

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Order FROM FREUD TO KINSEY in piain wropper
now. If not pleo&ed, return it for refund of pur-
choieprice. Don't go onother night without itl

I

I

10 DAY IRIAL . MAIL COUPON NOwS
fUlZA BOOK CO.. Dept. K-Sld
lOe Broed gt., New York 4. N. Y.

Uusti FROM FnEUn TO KINSEY in piain
wrapper for 10 DAY FREE TRIAL If not Mt-
isn^. I tet my purchase price refunded at once.D Send C.O.D 111 pay postman $1 98 plun

fiAtace.
_ enclose tl.08. You pay all postage
Name.

Addreai

I

I
Lj I eiiciose ei.if». lou pay all postage. |
»••"»• Aot I
Addreai 1

LOJty Zona ... tuu 1
,2^d«^^Ofeli^jv--ljojO^.O.—Send f2.B0 1
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had made it without them. They
were itching to even the scor^ with
the girl who'd never said "Yes."

And when a choice bit of scandal

was whispered into their eager ears,

they thought the chance had come.
Word began being passed around
that the parents of Sophia—and her
sister, Maria — had never legally

married. The father, Riccardo Scico-
lone, had been engaged to the
mother, Romilda Loren, but the en-
gagement ring, if any, had never been
snuggled against a wedding band.
Riccardo had deserted Romilda im-
mediately after Maria's birth, con-
tributing little or nothing to the
family*s support thereafter.

In other words, the rumor-mongers
whispered, oh-so-haughty and un-
touchable Sophia was not only a
product of the slums — she was
illegitimate, to boot!

it Took Courage

This gossip might have destroyed
anyone with less courage and a less-

clean conscience. Not Sophia, how-
ever—or her mother or sister.

**They want the truth?" they said,

in effect. "Then well give it to them.
All of it!"

Ignoring the snide remarks, So-
phia and Maria went to court. They
sued for the right to use the Scico-
lone family name. The court gave it

to them.
"The girls sure proved who the

real bastards were in this case!" an
American correspondent covering
the trial later remarked.

After this, her second victory over
the playboy pack, there was no stop-
ping Sophia, and soon Hollywood
was hot on her trail. The alarm rang
when two of her films, Aida and
Neapolitan Carousel were shown in
America. That did it.

Producer Stanley Kramer was the
first to climb on the gland-wagon. He
cast Sophia in The Pride and the
Pas^orL It was a big-budget film
made in Madrid, and it became a
smash hit in America. It cinched

the question of Sophia's future.
What has this gal who once begged

food from GI's got?
Well, there's that face and that

38-24-38, 5'8" Stack of firm, but oh,
so, supple curves. There's a füll, ex-
citing mouth and a mass of soft,

honey-blonde hair. Some of the best
experts in the movie business unani-
mously agree that there's plenty
more.

"She's Mount Vesuvius, Etna and
Krakatoa all thrown into one," en-
thuses George Raft, no mean judge
of femininity.

Gary Grant and Frank Sinatra,

who starred with her in The Pride
and the Passion, can't boost her
enough. The two buckoes say she's

a fine actress, a real artist—and a
terrific person.

Marlon Brando met her in Rome.
His raves about Sophia's beauty and
dramatic ability were masterpieces
of poetic praise.

She must have something, because
the breathtakingly beautiful Miss
Loren—now a radiant, vibrant 23-
year-old—has been signed to Holly-
wood contracts running into millions
of dollars and has started working in
pictures in this country.

Her Own Doing

Whatever heights Sophia reaches,

she has the satisfaction of knowing
she didn't take the' "easy way." There
weren't any **gift" apartments or sex
orgies paving her path to stardom.
The years during which she dodged
and parried the lewd offers of
Rome's upper-crust pimps and slob-
bering patricians have paid off.

The Roman roues are going to be
in far worse shape than ever before.

In the United States, Sophia can
learn to fiddle with a boogey-beat

—

a much faster rhythm than even the
snappy Italian tarantella.

The faster she fiddles, the more
they'U burn. Eventually the whole
carnal crew may incinerate itself.

Which wouldn't be a bad idea at
all.

That's what friends will teil you when
you let Slim-R take that old man's sag"
out of your midriff. You'U feel sitmmer.
younger and less tired. too. when Sllm-R
takes over that back-stralning job of hold-
ing up 'noo much abdomen."

Feel Younfer. Teo!
But more Important. you'll feel so com-
fortable Slim-R. with its advanced "sub-
stltute-for-muscles" construction. holds
your stomach up as well as In. without
that tlght. corseted feeling. Its Ught, It

moves with your body And no betraying
bulges elther Gant rtde up; comfort-fitted
supporter keeps you trlm at all tlmes.

No-RUk Trial Offer
Prove It to yourself: Send today for the
Sllm-R that's built for you and glve it 10
days' free trlal. If you dont agree you do
feel and look sllmmer and younger, more
comfortable and more peppy. return it to
US and we'U refund your money.

Why Walt to Look and Feel Better?
Order your Sllm-R today Just send $4.98
cash, check or money order, and glve us
your walst measure. We'U send your
Slim-R postpaid; and If 10 days' trial
doesn't wln you completely, send it back
for complete refund. Mall that coupo<n now
—address Dept. wu.87k. Piper Brace Co. .811
Wyandotte St.. Kansas City 6. Mo.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

Piper Brace Co., Dept. WR-87R
811 Wyandotte St.. Kansas City 6. Mo.

In accordance with your 10 days' trlal

offer. send me my Slim-R, for my
measurements glven below:

Q I enclose $4.98—send postpaid.

G Send C.O.D.. $4.98 plus postafe and
C.O.D. feet.

It Is understood that If after 10 days'

trial I am not satlsfied with my Slim-R.

I may return it and get my money
back.

My waist measure Is inches.

Name

Address -

City ~ Zone State

Sophia fondles Buri Ives' beard. Maybe Tony Perkins wishes he hod one tool
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SKINNY?
Now, Make Your

Own Weight-Gaining

Test

T

$198
YOU GET I""
TEST-SIZE ADD-A-POUND

WAFERSpHEEl

— w/ien you huy *22S

regulär size ort

HHONEY-BACK GüARAMTiil

NOW! nSTED Quick WAY TO

FIRM FLESH
. . . if yov mderweight is die to poor appetite or bad eatiiig habits

Here's ezcitlng newa for jou heahhy folk«

who Just cmn't seem to fain welfht . . . no
BuUtcr how mnch you eat Here's « great new,

cientille, weighl-fainlng diaeowtrj . . • rieh

fai coneentrated iioiiriahineiit • . • Ihe qnlck-

actiiif ADD-A-POUND Candy-Tjpe Wafer.

Jwaf Uk« Thr«« Ixtro Snocka Dolly

There's no need to stoff younelf any more.
Now» you can gain weifht ihe eaay, quick,

proven way— by juat eating two ADD-A-
POUND Candy-Type Wafen after meals aa

diracted (aa you would after-dinner minta).

The aecret of ADD>A-POUND auoceM ia

due to all the **eztraa'* it fivea you . . . which
your body can quickly tum into extra pounda
and added inchea— eatraa like theae: Extra
vitamina like B12 — Bl — D . . . extra minerala

like Calcium and Phoaphorua . . . extra

Carbohydratea . . . extra weifht-building ob-

aentiala. Actually, ADD-A-POUND Wafen are

ao remarkably nouriahing, to quickly aaaimi-

lated, that they're practically like three extra

anacka each day . . . a wonderful nutritional

aupplemant that could change your outlook
on Lila and Lovel

•oostor AcHon Spmmd*
Up N«w Cvrvo Apyl

Take advantage of the efficient, booater action
that you get with ADD-A-POUND. See for

yourself how faat you begin to fill out all over
your body . . . your face, neck,
arma, shouldera, buat, thigba and
lega. See for yourself that ADD-
A-POUND (when taken ae
directed) alao makee for a feeling
of well being, improvea your ap*
petite, enhanoee meal ei^yment,
adda to your energy and reaktant
reaerve, emphaaisaa greater at-

tractiveneai and peraonal appeal.

Try ADD-A-POUND Af Our MskI
Now, without riaking a penny, let your bath
room ecalea teil you an almoat fantaatic atory.
If you aren't nmply delighted with the way
your FREE-TRIAL package of ADD-A-
POUND starte your weight going up—juat
retum the REGULAR-SIZE unopened pack-
age for a oomplete refund. Hut, whether you
also use up the Regular-Sise package or retum
it...reinember thia: THE $1.98 FREE-TRIAL
PACKAGE IS YOURS ABSOLUTELY
FREE! There*a no coat to you when you
make thia quick testi

ADD-A-ROU
DOUBU-aCTION, CANDY-TYPI WAPIBS

. . . when you buy
thi$ ^2.98 regulär

siz e on Money-
Back Guarantee !

MMmr «voy y^u dacldb—

«- EASY ORDER BLANK aia
Add-A-Peenil CeMp«ay, Dspt. LG-8
31 W. 47th 8t., N. Y. U, N. Y.
y/ CNKK WMICN WAT YOU WANT TO OtMRt
D MYMgNT WTN OtDHL I am endoaing 12.08 for

mv ADD-A-POUND order. Send me the $1.98
FREE-TRIAL sixe, together with the $2.98 regulär
sixe» poatpaid.for a total of only $2.98.

CI £ÄÄ; J2?^"»* When Poatman deUvwra $1.98
FREE-TRIAL sixe of ADD-A-POUND. together
^^„•^•2?,^» I wiU pay him only $2.98 (plua
amaU C.O.D. Charge).

NAME
STRHT

f

r

mnwwmr wwjr jriHf uvuifa<"-

Ym kMp $1.98 siz8 obstkrttly ItmI L.«.....««............^!^

U



Was Ashamed To

Always So Tired

!

I
ALWAYS feit simply "run down." People were thlnklng of me as

a "spoll-sport." I didn't know why untll my doctor put me wlse.

He told me that I acted like a man much older than myself . . . and
explalned wfiy I feit "tired" . . . wliy my youthful vlgor was slipplng

away . . . why my wife and family were beginning to thlnk of me
as a worn-out man.

He told me how a vitamin-mineral deficiency In my dlet could
bring on these Symptoms—rob me of the joys of living . . . and
suggested that I Supplement my diet with pep-buildlng Vitamins
and minerals. Thousands of others had found new energy. new
youth, new happiness by adding these essential factors to their diet.

Well. I put off doing anything about my condition—until one day
I read the Vitasale ad in a magazine. offering a 30-day FREE sup-
ply of high-potency Vitasafe C.F. Capsules! I figured / had nothing
to lose, so I mailed the coupon. When my free supply arrived, I

began taking one Capsule a day. In a Short time. I began to feei

like a new man! My pep and vigor came back. I continued with tne

Vitasafe Plan—and I feit stronger—younger—more energeticl

Today, no one thinks of me as a ''worn-out old man." I've got pep
and energy to burn, and I have fun like a fellow half my age! And
you may too! Why don't you take advantage of this sensational

free offer to see for yourself whether you too can agaln feel peppy
and füll of llfe! Accept this no risk offer as I did.

30 DAYS SUPPLY

hkITpoteiicy capsules
LIPOTROPIC FACTORS, MINERALS and VITAMINS
You pay only 7Si to he/p cover posfago and shipping expens« to an/where in th» U.S.A.

Safe Nutritional Formuia Containing 25 Proven Ingredients: Choline, Inositol, Methi«

onine, 11 Vitamins (Induding BloodBuilding B-12 and Folie Acid) Plus 11 Minerals

To prove to you the remark-
able advantages of the Vitasafe
Plan . . . we will send you, with-
out Charge, a 30-day free supply
of high-potency VITASAFE C. P.
CAPSULES so you can discover
for yourself how much healthier,
happier and peppier you may
feel after a few days' trial. Just
one of these capsules each day
supplles your body with over
tiüice the minimum adult daily
requirement of Vitamins A, C
and D

—

five times the minimum
adult daily requirement of Vita-
min B-1 and the füll concentra-
tion recommended by the Na-
tional Research Council for the
other four important Vitamins!
Each capsule also contains the
amazing Vitamin B-12, one of
the most remarkably potent
nutrients known to sclence.

F/tl OUl THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY!

VITASAFE CORP. 385A-2
43 West 6 Ist Street, New York 23, N. Y.

Please send me free a 30-day supply of the proven VITASAFE CF
(Comprehensive Formuia) Capsules, and füll Information about the
VITASAFE plan. I am not under any Obligation to buy any addltional
Vitamins, and after trying my free sample supply, I may accept the
beneflts and substantlal savlngs oflered by the VITASAFE Plan,
or if not fully satisfled will reject them. In any case. the trlal
month's supply of 30 VITASAFE Capsules is mlne to use free.

I ENCLOSE 2Sf (coins or stamps) to htip poy for pocking and postagt.

Namt.

Addrosi.

City Zone Statt
This olTer Is limited to those who have never before taken advantage
of this generous trial. Only one trial supply per family.

POTENCY AND PURITY GUARANTEED
As you probably know, the U.S.

Government strictly controls
each Vitamin manufacturer and
requires the exact quantity of
each Vitamin and mineral to be
clearly stated on the label. This
means that when you use VITA-
SAFE C. F. CAPSULES you can
be sure you're gettlng pure in-
gredients whose beneficial effects
have been proven time and again!

AMAZING NEW PLAN SLASHES
VITAMIN PRICES ALMOST IN HALF!
With your free Vitamins you

will also receive complete detalls
of an amazing new plan that
provides you regularly with all

the Vitamins and minerals you
will need. This Plan actually
enables you to receive a 30-day
supply of Vitamins every month
regularly, safely and factory
fresh for exactly $2.78 -or 45%
lower than the usual retail price.
BUT YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
DECIDE NOW—you are under
no Obligation to buy anything
from US whatsoever. To get your
free 30-day supply and learn all

about this amazing new Plan,
be sure to send the coupon nowl

VITASAFE CORPORATION

43 West 61 St., New York 23, N. Y.

EACH DAILY VITASAFE CAPSULE CONTAINS
Choline
Bitartrate 31.4 mg:.

Inositol I") niK.

d^Methionlne 10 mt:-

Vitamin A
r.>,r>oo usp Unit»

Vitamin
i.üüo uar i'nits

Vitamin C
Vitamin B|
Vitamin Bj
Vitamin B.«

Vitamin B\'>

Calcium
Pantothenate

7.') IHK.

5 nijc.

2.r) IHK.

OT) riiu.

1 (ni'K-

4 mif.

Niaein Amide
Vitamin E
Folie Acid
Calcium

Phosphorus

iron

Cobalt
Copper
Manqanesfl
Molybdenum
lodine
Potassium
Zinc
Magnesium

4Ü mg.
2 I.V.

r» n\K.

75 mg.

58 mg.
30 mg.

0.04 mg.
0.45 mg.
0.5 mx.
0.1 WH.

0.075 mg.
2 mg.

0.5 mg.
3 mg.

We invite you to eompare the richnesi of thli formuia
with any other Vitamin and mineral preparation.

Jt
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John Huston^s

WifeKiUed

in Auto Crash
DIJON, France (UPI)—

Mrs. Enrica Sonia Huston,
vvife of American film

director John Huston, died
last Wednesday after an
automobile accident in

Cray, a village 25 miles
northeast of Dijon, police

Said Monday.
The 39-year-old former

ballerina died in a hospital

after she suffered serious

injuries when the sports

car in which she was a
passenger, driven by
American musican Brian
A n d e rson, 29, collided

with a truck.

Anderson and the truck
driver were both seriously

injured.

In Rome, a spokesman
for the director confirmed
that the dead woman was
his estranged wife.

Mrs. Huston, who once
danced under George Ba-
lanchine with the New
York City Ballet, was re-

ported en route to Milan,

Italy, from Saint Quentin,

France, when the accident

occurred.

Sources dose to the

director said the couple

had been married for 19

years, but had lived apart

recently.
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Random
Notes on ihis and thal

The Lincoln Center Repertory Company, after an
embattled past, appeai^s to be forging ahDad as a skillful

producing Organization . • . And as an acting group . . .

Neither its "King eLar" nor its "A Gry of Playei^" was
overwhelmed with ecstatic praise, but they were gi*eeted

as expert examples af intelli-^

'gent production . . . William

CO
O

o

OJ
2

GLbson's drama about Shake-

speare's youth is striking and
interesting, if not alvvays suc-

oesßful, and Frank Langella and
the beautiful Anne Bancroft are

splendid in the central roles . .

.

I must admit I'd rather see Eu-

ritpides* *'Iphigenia in Aulis" in

Englisili than in the wortthy

Piraikon Tlieatron's version ki

modern Gi'eek.

V Tt* V
The strängest fact about Nix-

on LS that we actually know so

U^tie of wha't he really 't'hinks

. . For a man so long in the

publii'C eye, it is not beeause of

any poten-tial secret depbhs but

usdng the Paris confer«ice for

Propaganda purposes . . ^ Ours
is dbviously not the only ooun-
try in the wogrid th>at is lia\'ing

youth Problems.

* ^ *
There is one vast diflference

betvveen Italy of today and of
classic times . , . The contem-
porary Italians are among the
most charming of people, which
is a quality the anclent Romans
utterly lacked . . . Stewart Pe-
rovvne presents a graphic pic-

ture ot decadence and deserved
disaster in "Death of the Roman
Rcpublic" . . . Julius Caesar
emerges unattractively, and Cic-

ero seems to have been smug

anfl timorous, though one of the

few serlously concemed with
republican principles . . . Pom-
pey appears to have been a sur-

prisingly decent man . . . But
the most admlrable flgure was
Agrippa, a modest patriot with
no ambition except for the best

inl^erests of the dying State.

^ St. ^
Romain Gary*» ncw novel,

"The Dance of Genghis Cohn/'
suffers from over-ambibiousness

. . . He has a brilliant black

comedy idea in his tale of a
Jewish performer who returns

from the grave to plague his

Nazi executioner as a dybbuk
. . . But his attempt to turn it

into a parable of world guilt

gets out of hand . . . Brian
Cleeve's "You Must Never Go
Back" is a fairly effective sus-

pense novel about an Engllsh-

man who goes back to Italy to

find his father's murderers . . .

I think it suflfers from lack of

a properly powerful climax, and
I prefer Mr. Cleeve's stories of

Sean Ryan, his Irish ex-revolu-

tionary who works reluctantly

for Brittish intelligcnce.

:|^ * *
Nora Fitzgerald, of wliose re-

cent death in Dulblin I've just

leamed, was a wanri-heanted,

<ieiligfh.tful woman who was the
kindest of fdends to alft Ameri-
oans who woiiked in ouirlegation

in Ireland durin<g the war • • .

9Jie was our wise ad\ isei- and
wonderful iiostess in the dark
days when many of the Irislh

w^'re far fdom connnced of our
eventual victoiry . . • "NBC

News Pleture Book of the Year,"
1968" is the formidiaible title of
a üarge and handsome volume
of woald pictori«al chronicle im-
der the expei^t edlitorship of Ben
Gmuer . . . The la»te CarditMil

Bea was one of the pillars of,

modern Cattliolicism . . , Out
theater soason hiasn*t ye»t es-

C5aped from its inertia.
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The Lyons Den

By LEONARD LYONS

Huntington Hartford was at the Ruaslan Tea Room»
where someone phoned to speak to him. Hartford requested

that a phone be brought to hls table. He was told ther«

were no portable phones. He'd have to go up front, near ihm

cashier. He noticed the phone booths, and asked that th«
caller be given the booth number and told to call him thertu

Calls to the booths are usiially for staff members. When
It rang, a waitress rushed to answer lt. The caller asked
to speak to Huntington Hartford. The waitress asked: **lB

he a Walter, or a busboy?''

Thomas E. Dewey declines all retainer offers unleas

they're for five years . . . Tony Biddle 3d will marry Karen
Erskine in the chapel of the Charleston Navy Base Dec. 23.

He's at Navy Officers Candidate School . . . One highlight of

long-distance Bell's spring TV special, "The Record Mak«
ers," will be Bing Crosby's comments on the Beatles' contri-

bution to the current music scene . . . Aaron Copland'a*
award from N.Y.C. misspells his name.

Lllllan Gish, who's been a fiini star since the silent«

soreen years, has been touring Eiirope, leeturing about the
history of films. She*s been to the USSB as their guesti,

and to France. This week
she was invited by the Yugo-
slav government to speak
there. She says: "They have
a vast curiosity about moiies.

'7n making those lecture

tours I feel Vm paying my
debt to the movies."

^ /*^
John Huston spent his

last night here with George
C. Scott seeing the Muham-
mad Ali-Oscar Bonavena
fight Then Huston flew to

Spain, where he'll direct

Scott's next movie-^r. James
T. Farrell is reatlmg proofs

on his 46th book, "Invlsible

Swords." He's been working
on it for 16 years . . . The
Actors Studio Is having

financial problems, as usual

. . . For "Nicholas and Alex-

andra " producer Sam Spie-

gel is building Leningrad's

Winter Palace in Spain.
BABBRA STBEISAND
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Sheilah Graham
Geraldine ^^ust Wait for Carl
HOLLYWCX>D^<]; e r a 1 d i n e

Chapman and her pihotographer
beau Carlos Saura are starting
their third film togf?ther. Mar-
riage? That must wait until

Carlos is able to get a divorce.

Omar Sharif,

who has made
sereen love to

Sophia Loren.
Julie Christie,

Ingrid B e r g-

man, Catherine
Deneuve, An-
ouk Aimee and
B a r b r a Strei-

sand, was la-

m e n t in g, "I

don't knowwhy
I can't e ve

r

jseem to meet
anv re^lly inter-

vvoPhei

plays a nasty
in "de Sade" whidh

ihe is directing. The movie is be-
ing s.hot in Berlin in great
secrecy, not because of the erot-

ic theme, but bocause the
West Berlin auühoriiles are pro-
tecting the art treasures of the
Royal Palace of C:iar]otten-
buig, the loca^e of the mov:e.

4^ y 4i
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The Lyons Den

LEONARD LYONS

Wlien Richard Nixon finally appeared Simday on CBS' Face
the Nation, tlie questions were ali long and involved. Twelve
questions could liave t>een aslced In tlie tinie tiiey toolc to 9knk

tiiree. On tlie previous Face tlie Nation show tiie loquacious Hu*
l>ert Humplirey was urf5:ed to lieep liis answers sliort. During m
Station brealc HHH said: 'Tlie answers are shorter than th»^^
questions/' O^

Tyler Abell, Chief of Protocol, has his father aa hls assistant

The senior Abell was assistant to Ambassador Angier Biddle ^^ »

Duke in the protocol bureau . . . Kim Stanley, who was to havW _^^
returned to the stage in 'TL.ion in Winter" in Buffalo, left for "2)
good cause ... In his next film, "De Sade," John Huston will •'^-

need directing: He'U have a love scene with two women simul-
taneously . . . Sinatra will head HHH's rally in Houston's Astro
dorne Sunday.

Mirty for Sen. MeCrovern of Sontli

|ers incinded McCarthy supporter
.rthur Schlesinger Jr. and LBJ*
It was Valenti who said: 'The
on anything of historical ini-

his booli, The Age of Jaclison/ *•

will telecast the Emmy Awards
in contention . . . Jack Warner
the University of Southern Galt»

;•:«:;•^^:•<%^Irx^^^::^:v.•,.:^''<;•:iii •x)(;-<!tJ:-

V

JOHN HUSTON
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% Norman Thomas presented

itial candidate. His höpe for

litment boundless. Norman

:s for issues. Social Security—

:hild labor laws—civil rights

in our society, is our legacy.

on, his werk continues. The

88 the home of his heritage.
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Franz Theodor Csokor, 83,

Austrian Dramatist, Dead

VIENNA, Jan. 7 (UPI)—
Franz Theodor Csokor, drama-
tist and author, died Sunday
after a circulatory collapse

last week. He was 83 ^years

old.

Mr. Csokor was best known
for his play. *Third of Novem-
ber, 1918," now a Standard
repertory piece in Vienna's
Burg Theater. He wrote 25
books.
Mr. Csokor, a former Presi-

dent of the Austrian P. E. N.

Club, was awarded the Austri-

an national prize for literature

in 1956

Mr. Csokor received many
prizes and literary honors. He
was born in Vienna Sept. 6,

1885, and started as a Student
of art history. He became dra-

matic adviser for the IdaOrloff
Company in St. Petersburg.

In 1933 his works were
banned in Germany, and in

1938 he left Austria "on con-
scientious grounds" and trav-

eled in Poland, Rumania and
Yugoslavia. In 1945 he returned
to Vienna.
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The two Broadway openings
of last week seemed to nie al-

most equally disastrous . . .

First there was "Red, White
and Maddox," an amateurish

~ musical offering that came up

^ from Atlanta with a lampoon

Q of Georgia's outrageous Gov.

J2 Lester Maddox . . . It provided

3 no evidence that thc fcllow, be-

ing neither amusing nor really

h:' si nister, was worth salirizing

Q . . . The aniazing thing about
ö- *«Fire!" was that it reached
^ town from Brandeis University

Q to the accompanimcnt of ad-

>- vance critical acclaim . . . It did

^ have a promising conception in

Lg the idea of a destructive mod-
2 ern Prometheus, but it was

"wasted in hopeless confusion

and ineffcctuality.

* *»- *

It isii't qui.e fhilcvmg to

President Nixon to 11) d bis ad-

mirers expecting so litlle of him
. . . Because he didn't become
tongue-tied or fall on his face at

his first press Conference, they

are hailing it as virtually a tri-

umph ... I don't deny that he

has behaved very well so far,

, but there are too many unhappy
memories of his past conduct to

make one feel sure of him yet

. . . John Kennedy had such a

genius for press Conferences

that the recollection places a

great handicap before his suc-

cessors . . . The Breton nation-

alists brought a fresh new note

in Insults when they greeted the

French President with cries of

**De Gaulle to the niuseum!"

* * *
Perhaps Red China is actiially

becoming more reasonable, but

there are no signs of it in the

growing violence of the Peking

press . . . The cheering aspect

is that the Chinese bark is

often more furious than its bite

NO ONE WILL Bt Aumtrrto
DUÄINQ THE Lil5?T t- —-

. . . The Czechs may not forget

young Jan Palach as quickly
as the Russians hope . . . Jacob
Beam seems an excellent choice

as our new envoy to Moscow
. . . The Arab charges of being
victims of Israeli Propaganda
overlook the fact we are judg-

ing thcm on thcir own evidence

. . . Eric Hoffer is an angry old

man, but I think he makes a lot

of sense . . . It surprises m^
when Sen. Fulbright insists on
demanding "objectivity."

* * *
Israel Zangwill, the eminent

British novelist, turns out to

have becn a pioneer of the

locked-room mystery . . . *The
Locked Room Reader," a fine

anthology edited by Hans S.

Santesson, includes "The Big
Bow Mysteiy," first published
hcre in 1895, and containing all

the elemerts of detective fic-

tion's favorite gambit . . . Zang-
will added a revelation of the
murderer's identity that is still

rare,- and some good Dickensian
humor . . . Likewise in the vol-

ume is Melville Davisson Post's
1918 'The Doomsdorf Mystery"
. . . It is a good Story about
Uncle Abner, an early 19th-cen-
tury mountain man who is one
of the original creations among
fictional crime-solvers.

* * *
There Isn't aedially a imirder

in "Virginia's Thiüg," and it

deals largely with youth, pot-
smoking and racial involve-
ments in a state university . . .

But Heniy Woodfms suspense

fnovel fias a likable new detec-

tive hero and an atniosphere of
contemporaiy ccnceins that
make it fresh, intelligent and
steadily entertairing . . . Jan
Koffman's "Daze of Fears"
deals with an Englishwoman
who may have eithor committed
a murder or been its intended
victim . . . It whips up consid-

erable su5?pense, but for me it

was seriously handicapped by
its neglect of the piivate investi-

gator who might have been the
novers one interesting charac-
ter.

* * *
Thq, Iffte T.t «Äiinfi: Jen was

one bf the few Kuomintang gen-
erals I admired in China during
the war . . . Ricky Soma Hus-

n, the late wife of the film

ector, was a boautiful an
dertgMful lady . . . Allen Di^s

great ability . . . Dancers photo-
graphed in action tend to look
eerie, and I'm no aficionado of
ballet, but the current volume
of John Willis' annual "Dance
World" is an authoritative re-

cord for those multitudes that
are . . . The masked dancers in

''Celebration" are said to prove
its imaginative touch, but 1

wondered if it couldn't have
been because they didn't look
pretty enough without them.
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B. TRAVEN] 79, dUS;
SECRETIVE AUTHOR

MEXICO CITY, March « 26

(AP)--B. Traven, writer of "The

Trcasure of the Sierra Madre"

and one of the most mysterious

of modern authors, died today

of a heart attack. He was 79

years old.

If anyone ah've knew Mr.
Traven's real namp and origins,

he kept the author's secret well.

Literary speculation has raged
for years over whether the pub-
licity-shy novelist was of Ger-

man or American hirth, whether
his first name was Bruno and
whether one of his translators,

Basil Creighton, was really the

author.

Mr. Traven's works includc
"The Death Ship," "The Story
of an American Sailor," "The
Carreta," "Government" and
"The Bridji^e in the .Tunglc."

He rcfused for a long time to

be ' published in the United
States, asserting that American
pubhcity mcthods "rcduccd au-
thors to the Status of tightropc
Walkers, sword swallowers and
trained animals."

Mr. Traven is sun'ived by his

widow, Ros?: and two daugh-
ters, Klena and Maria.



•BaseballWrite
i

By MAUBV ALLKN
Baseball'3 funny foHles took

to the boarda for the 46th tlme

last night at the Americana
and an audlence of 1500 captive

wltnesses (they were locked In)

roared thelr approval at the

Jokes and cried at the nostalgla.

"Super," Said the Times.

''Sensatlonal/' Said the News. koJ

"Out of this World," sald the
crltic from The Post. Of course
the crltlo from The Post, the

critic from the Times and the

crltic from the News doubled

as the actors. It helps the re-

views.

Produced by Barney Kremen-

Obituarieü
jjDR JVALLACE NOTKSIEIN,

2 A memorlal servlce for Df.

Wallace Notestein, 90, noted
historian who speclalized In

17th Century England, will be

^*,held Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. In

M Yale Unlversity's Dwight Chapel

]K In New Haven.

Dr. Notestein taught at Yale

from 1928 until 1947 when he
retlred as Sterling Professor of

Hlstoiy. He Is survived by his

wlfe, two s isters and a brother.

OLAND D* RUSSELI^ 6S

Funeral arrangements were
under way today for Oland D.

Russell, an expert on Far East-
ern affairs for the Scripps-

Howard newspaper chaln. He
died Sunday of a heart attack
at the age of 68.

Russell spent 51 years In the
newspaper business, retlring In

1966 from the Scripps-Howard

LI TSUNG JEN, 78

The death of Gen. Li Tsung-
Jen, former Vtee President of
China under Chlang Kaishek
and who defected to Peking in

1965, was reported yesterday.

I

He was 78.

' He worked with Chlang in the
early days of the Kuomintang,
but feil out with hlm in the
1920s. He was elected Vice Pres-

ident against Chlang's wishes In

H948.

Li left China In 1949, going
first tp Hong Kong and then to
New York for an Operation. He
refused to go to Formösa after

the mainland had fallen to the
Coramunists, and was stripped
of hls post in 1954. The hlghest
ranking defector tö Communfst
China, he returned to Peiring

ih 1965. He dld not Joln the Com-
munfst Party,

MRS. ENBICA HUSTON, 89
Mrs. Enrica Huston, fourth

wife of actor-director Jolin Hus-
ton, died in an auto crash last

Wednesday in Gray, France, It

was reported today. Sho was 39.

Mrs. Huston, a former resi-

dent of New York, had Uved
apart from her hüsband for
some years. Besides him, she is

survived by three children: An-
thony, 18: Angellqa, 17, and Al-

legi*a^ 4, and her parents^
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She Only Game to Snap His Picture
By GUY FLATLEY

M

e

an

ICHAELwho?"said
the pretty Ameri-

can photographer

when Glamour
magazine cablad ?ier to pho-

tograph Michael York in his

London apartment. True, she

had noticed the talented

young actor in Joseph Losey's

"Accident"—he was the de-

cent, trusting Student who
was destroyed by Dirk Bo-

parde and those other heart-

less Pinter people—but she

had not rerneruJi^IS^ ^'^

name. She \^'t' forg^Kit

again, thp»?rhr"be«aiise no

—two ><ears later—pa^t-tim

shuttTffbug Pat McCallum is

full-t/me Mrs. Michael York

'^mour wanted an

tocrati^^tgK)king Enfll i

Pat rcralls, stretching out on

a sofp. in the couple's suite at

the rhf^rry-Netherland (ear-

lier th^t day, her doctor had

or'^'3red her to take it easy).

"\Vhrn they gave me the as-

"ignmor.t, I thought, *My God,

what if he wears blue jeans,

like so many of the actors

Tve nhntographcd?* But I

wasn't about to call Michael

pnd as!: him to dress like an

English aristocrat."

"You'vp no idca of the

amount of clearing-up that

wrnt on in my apartment

before Pat arrived," Michael

laughs.

*

Untidy Michael York may
be, but unpromising he's not.

Although the 27-year-old ac-

tor has yet to burst forth with

a real supersmash, he has

demonstrated with a number

of superior Performances

—

most brilliantly as the

doomed blueblood in "Acci-

dent'* and the treacherous

Tybalt in "Romeo and Juliet"

—that there is room for at

least one more Briton at the

top. And, on the way, there

are three biggies: "Alfred

the Great,'* in which he will

clash violently with David

Hemmings; Lawrence Dur-

reli's "Justine," in which he

will romance both Anouk
Aimee and Anna Karina; and

*The Cook," in which he will

make unscrupulous love to a

lonely, aging baroness played

by Angela Lansbury.

What makes Michael a

frontrunner? Well, his looks

don't hurt. Although his nose

Actor Michael York, Tybalt in the movic "Romeo and Juliet," and his wife, Pat

"Young people make love when they want to make love/* says Michael

Alix Jetfry

has been broken twice—in

childhood accidents — and
his ears jut out at rather

surprising angles, there are

those bright blue /feyes and
that movie-star physique to

assure him a place among
the pretty people. Plus a

non-pushy sex appeal and,

most conspicuous of all,

plenty of talent.

That talent received crucial

recognition in 1964 when
Michael, a recent Oxford
graduate, was admitted to

Britain's National Theater.

"Albert Finney was accepted

the same day. I stayed there

two years and I feit I was
actually getting down to the

ground roots of acting. The
great thing is that every role

is fully understudied—and

each understudy is given very

serious attention. And every-

one takes the same classes

—

movement, voice, fencing—so

you suddenly find yourself

doing knee-bends next toSir

Laurence."

A small role in Franco Zef-

firelli's National Theater pro-

duction of "Much Ado About
Nothing" proved to be the

big break for Michael. When
Zeffirelli got around to Cast-

ing his film of "The Taming
of the Shrew" in 1966, he
remembered Michael and
gave him the part of the love-

struck Lucentio. Later that

year Michael reached a turn-

ing point in his career with
the highly respected "Acci-

dent," directed by Josep)

Losey and written by Harolj

Pinter.

"Harold himself had a roll

in the film," Michael grins.

"But he just couldn't get all

those Pinter pauses."

Between "Accident" and
"Romeo and Juliet," there

were some less fortunate "ac-

cidents," like "Smashing
Time," an unsmashing movie
with Rita Tushingham and
Lynn Redgrave in which "the

actors had a lot more fun

than the audience," and "Red
and Blue," a Tony Richardson

effort in which Michael pur-

sued Vanessa Redgrave.

Whatever became of that

one? "Hiss! Boo! Hissl Boo!"

stage-whispers Pat from
the sofa. "They hissed and
booed it right off the screen

in London." (Pat is not alto-

gether unwilling to give her

opinion of her husband's

colleagues. "Uuugggfhhh!" is

her instant appraisal of Clive

Donner, who directed Mi-

chael in "Alfred the Great.")
" *Red and Blue' was an

interesting idea but it didn*t

work out," Michael says.

"Richardson and Vanessa got

their divorce on the first day
of shooting, and that helped

to create a very peculiar at-

mosphere. They behaved like

a pair of young lovers. It was
extraordinary."

And when she wasn't behav-

ing like a young lover, Vanes-

sa was behaving like the

young radical that she is. How
does Michael feel about mix-

ing art and politics? "I'm not

an activist," he says thought-

fully, "but that doesn't mean
that I don't feel passionately

about things. I'm sure Vanes-

sa's Protest is absolutely sin-

cere. It's regrettable the way
it's being publicized— her

work, her views on life, and
her passions all becoming a

jumble. Perhaps one has dis-

credited the other. In her ca-

pacity as an actress, she has

the ear of the press and . . .

one says things that are per-

haps better left unsaid."

Last year, while on location

in India for "The Guru," the

newly-wed Yorks lived a har-

rowing real-life drama. "Pat

feil seriously ill with a

blocked intestine, and she had

to be operated on immediate-

ly. It was an Operation from

which, even in the center of

civilization, few survive. But

those Indian doctors, working

in a kind of hut, performed a

surgical miracle."

"I had a five per cent

Chance of pulling through,"

Pat says with a shiver. "And
now, just today, we've had

wonderful news from our

doctor here. I'm perfectly all

right now. We can have chil-

dren."

Before leaving for Ger-

many, where "The Cook"
will be filmed, Michael and

Pat plan to take in several

Shows. "Oh! Cakutta!"? May-
be—though Michael, it seems,

Is not altogether sold on the

notion of altogetherness in

the arts.

"It's not the young people

today who are hung up on
nudity," he says. "The young
people aren't queueing up to

see the Pornofilms. Nowhere
eise does the generation gap
show up so clearly. Young
people make love when they

want to make love. They
don't pay money to watch
others doing it.

"There are times when sen-

suality and sexuality are de-

manded and can be treated

artistically without giving of-

fense," he admits, "but unless

sex and love are allowed to

retain their mystery and pri-

vacy . . . if one's capacity for

being aroused by the human
body should be alienated by
overexposure . . . if breasts

and private body parts should

become as commonplace as

necks and wrists . .

."

"Hmmmm. Td better cover

up," purrs Michael York's

pretty photographer wife.
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Behind Exciting Art Show

:

A Little-Known CoUector
By JOHN

A dazzling exhibition called

*'Thc Gold of Ancient Amer-

ica*' noJv at the Museum of

Fine Arts. Boston, and sched-

uled to travel to the Art In-

stitute of Chicago and the

Virginia Museum in Rieh-

mond, is probably the most

comprehensive gathering of

this precious sculpture yet

seen. It has special intenest

for one New Yorker, John
Wise, who estimates that at

least 80 per cent and perhaps

90 per cent of the objects

are either his or have passed

through his hands during his

years as a private dealer in

pre-Columbian art. Mr. Wise
remembers, also, that in the

Museum of Modern Art's

1954 exhibition, "Ancient Art

of the Andes," some 300 of

the 420 works were from his

personal collection.

"Fm Mr. Anonymous in

the Catalogues," Mr. Wise
says. He is unknown to a

general public that is in-

creasingly fascinated by art,

and known only to the most
serious of collectors. Hut the

40 or 50. museums Üiajt keep
au courant with his stock

and who have acquired ob-

jects from it ränge from the

most venerable of all, the

British Museum, to the new
Israel Museum in Jerusalem.

/ A hint of his Standing with

collectors to whom he is not

anonymous may be given by
the name of one visitor, Nel-

son A. Rockefeiler, who es-

tablished a record when he

arrived at 3 o*clock one after-

noon and took untii 10:30

that night to fill bis Shopping
bag.

Moving to a Hotel

Mr. Wise came into his

profession by accident—if

the 1929 market crash can be

called an accident. Still in his

20's at the time, he was do-

ing well on Wall Street and
he and his wife were pleas-

• antly set up in a house on
Fifth Avenue. In 1930 they

had to move into a hotel

room at $4 a day. This did

not exactly make them Oakies,

since the hotel was the West-
bury, at Madison Avenue and
69th Street, but times were
hard enough so that Mr. Wise
looked at one of his silver

spoons one day and realized

that it meant less to him
than a 5-cent cup of coffee.

A man of decision, he
' rented space on Madison

Avenue (now .converted into

the Westbury's Madison Ave-
nue entrance) and set about
selling off the family silver,

antiques, bric-a-brac and
paintings to the bargain
hunters who had survived
the initial blast of our na-
tional economic disaster.

Among the paintings was

CANADAY
one that a family connection

had come by through t lot-

tery, between 1845 and 1850,

with the winning number on

a $5 membership in an art-

ist's cooperative venture

called the Art Union. It had

come down the line to Mr.

and Mrs. Wise, and they de-

cided they could dispense

with it. In the window it

was spotted by an old gentle-

man who turned out to be

Bryson Burroughs, then cura-

tor of paintings at the Met-

ropolitan Museum, whose of-

fer of $1»500 was accepted

with alacrity and delight. The

painting was *Tur Traders

Descending the Mississippi,"

now generally acknowledged
to be the masterpiece of the

then not widely appreciated

American artist George Caleb
Bingham. Today it would
bring at least half a million,

but as prices on the i^h-
century American painting

went at the time, Mr. Bur-

roughs had faund a very

good buy but not a fantastic

bargain.

During the Depression

Even so, the sale impressed
Mr. Wise with the potential

of works of art as properties

and he began thinking seri-

ously about dealing in art as

a real business. A famous
collection of iron artifacts,

that of the Duchess of Meck-
lenberg, that had been val-

ued at $2-million before the

depression, sold at public

auction in New York for only

$12,000, with the auctioaeer
suing to recover catalogue
expenses out of that small

sum. Indirectly this worked
out well for Mr. Wise by dis-

couraging the heirs of Minor
C. Keith when they came to

dispose of his collection. Mr.
Keith had died a multimil-

lionaire as the President of

the United Fruit Company,
but the combination of a

banana blight and the Wall
Street crash put his heirs in

such a spot that they re-

claimed from the Museum of

Natural History Mr. Keith's

collection of pre-Columbian
gold, jade, ceramics, stone
sculpture, and fabrics, which
the museum had expected to

retain as a gift. Nor did the

museum feel it could raise

the money to buy at the es-

tate's asking price.

After the Mecklenburg auc-
tion, the Keith heirs aban-
doned plans for sale on the
block, and when Mr. Wise of-

fered them $15,250 for

the lot—better than the
Mecklenburg Collection had
brought—they accepted it.

giving him a brief time to

find the money. He found it

The New York Times (by Jsck Manning)

In his Office at the Westbury Hotel, John Wise examines works from his collection of

pre-Columbian art. The standing figure at left is from Veracruz, Mexico, about A.D. 300-

600. At center is a stirrup jar from the Chavin culture of Peru. At right foreground is

part of a ceremonial vessel from the Vicus culture, from the north coast of Peru.

by offering half the collec-

tion at the same price of

$15,250 to the Museum of

Natural History, which was
having second thoughts a bit

too late. The three-way sale

was effected in the presence

of all parties something in

the manner of a juggling act.

Mr. Wise now had 9,066

pre-Columbian objects (he di-

vided the collection of 18,132

pieces with the Museum of

Natural History piece by

piece on a System of alter-

nate choice. after* winning
first choice by the flip of a

coin), but he still had no
capital. One item in the col-

lection. however, was a gold

nugget. A jeweler gave him
$800 for this, and he was
now in business with a stock

and operatin« funds.

During the period of set-

tlin? in, he and his wif^

could never go out together

because the gold from the

Keith collection (there was a ,

lot of it) was stored under
the bed and one or the other

always had to stay home to

guard it. Actually, the intrin-

sic value of the metal in such
pieces is seldom great, but

gold as gold is always attrac-

tive to thieves. An added fear

for ' people who love the

sculptures as art is that they

are stolen as gold and melted

down.
Like every successsful

dealer, Mr. Wise, who oper-

ates from a rather shabby

Office above his original sales

room, cQrnbines love of the

objects he sells with the busi-

ness of selling them and has

become a scholar in the field.

It has been a satisfaction to

him to See pre-Columbian

objects re-evaluated as works

of art; even as late as the

time of his pürchase of the

Keith Collection, they were

thought of primarily as an-

thropological specimens. He
regards as a landmark his

first sale of a pre-Columbian
gold object to a museum ded-

icated only to art—in this

case, a gold sculpture to the

Cleveland Museum.
William Milliken, the direc-

tor, was determinod to ac-

quire the particularly fine

piece that Mr. Wise wanted
to place with him, but the

nearest he could find to an
appropriate fund was set

aside for Early American art.

Unable to convince himself

that he could legitimately

get quite as early as all that,

Mr. Milliken telephoned an

understanding patron, got the

money for pürchase, and as

far as Mr. Wise is concerned.

turned the tide of apprecia-

tion for the art of ancient

America.

Mr. Wise admires the fore-

sight of J. F. Morgan, who
as a founder of the Metro-
politan Museum a hundred
years ago, advised that the

Institution interest itself in

the earliest of all American
art. Until 1900 the policy was
followed, but then the muse-
um gave away its acquisi-

tions, primarily to anthropol-

ogical or "natural history*'

museums. It was not until

James J. Rorimer, as director,

purchased a stone sculpture

from Mr. Wise that the Met-
ropolitan got back on the

track. For its lOOth an-
niversary celebration in 1970,

one of the Metropolitan's
major exhibitions will be the
largest pre-Columbian show
yet held in this country.
there will be loans from
around the world. but for

Mr. Wise, surely, the event
again will take on the nature
of a reunion.



Dear^Tommy: '^ i*^

Loomis just left Romo f or Madrid^
(cUid thc bull rin^ circuit) and his
parting shot to mo was a requost to
drop you a line about our move to
New York.

TWENTIETH CENTURY FCX
r^ 1 o.. .r . ^^ LAURENTIIS STUDIOS
^^e are shootmg a Mexican sequonce caseiia Pos^aie n. 10000
early next week (whicli Loomis will rome, italy

be iack to covor) aiid then we take off for
Manhattan. ^^^ ^^^ö-'^i^^ village is 200miles South cf
Eome.

It will be the first timo Huston has shot in the
streets of the city since "The Asphalt Jungle".
He first came to New York at the age of 15
(48 years ago) to stay with his fathor "at a
little theatrical hotel in tho forties called
the Raphaol". Later he worked as a reporter on
the old Graphic -"I managod to get fired fivo times
boforo it finally took"- and still later as a
reporter on tho Midv/eek Pictorial, then puhlished
iy the New York Times.

At 19 he played leads in two off -Broadway plays
(Shcrwood iUidorson's Triumph of the Egg and
Hatcher Hmghes Suint) v;hile he lived on the fourth
floor of a iMacdougal Street walkup.

This time he arrives via Irish Airlines flight from
Shannon due at Kennedy Airport at 6:15 PM Sunday
evcning, Juno Ist, Tho following moming ho Starts
shooting at Lho IIisx)anic Socio ty of America at

155th Stroot and Broadway. This is sunnosod lo h

•e

I I
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soiiiothing callod Tlio Tillln^^or Foimdation, v^liich

is tho front for aai international spy ring.
(If you want a Script Dick Brooks of Twcnticth
Century-Fox in New York will ge t ono to you if
you phonö him.

)

Tuesday sees him sliooting a Bloekor Street Goffee
liouse sequence at the Cafe Figaro (186 Bloekor
Streot) just around tlie comer froni wkere he used
to livo as a young actor.

4

The next day he shoöts somo material at the
Municipal Garage at Öth Avenue aJid 53rd Strjob
plus a sequence at the Central Park Zoo, Thon he
takes off for the little tovm of Pattorson, New
York^ where he' 11 shoot exteriors Thursday and
Friday, And ^vlth that the picture is finished.

mos
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j, XL%^
J:^ -** *"^ j s^» -u fc-» in tlicse scquences include: llichar<l

Boone;Jiatrick O'Neal; Barhara Parkins; Nigel Green;
Dean Jagger; Nigel Green; George Sanders and others,
My guess is that he will make tracks for Ireland
the minute he v.Traps, Ile will ie staying at the
Sherr^^-^Ietherlands and so vall I. I vdll arrDve
Friday aftemoon, May 30th*

He has heen living (actual^y) in the studio and
has heen cutting the film as he madc it. I sav;

one hour and fiftynine minutes of it and so did
Loouiis and ]ie can confinu that it is really
something v/ild, (I can't wait to see it again!)
Lopmis was sliattered hy it. Loomis doosn' t shatlor
e ao \ •

New %York.I look forward to seoing you Vn iNcw%io

(am / ^V/am̂ '^ost n;reotingsiD Ernie Anderson
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departmcnt of painii,,^ and sciilplnre.

Stall fiictioii, lujwcvci. was not l)asi-

cally what laid Lowfn low. It was liis ar-

roj^aiicr toward MOMA's powcis lliat hc.

Oll many occasions, aciordini^ to in-

siders, I.owry wonid k( «p itidhidtial

momIxMS of the hoard ( odlm^ tlu-ir hcels

für a fow days Ixfort' lir could find linu»

to soe tlicin. And lic rndt ly disniissod

the sug^estions of loundinu din^ctor aiid

trustce enierilus Alfred Hur, and tliiis

alienatcxl tlic oldrr, poui-rful, pro-harr

triistecs. To niake nialdrs worsr, he is

ivliably reportod to liavr iskrd tliat

the museuin huy and fnrnish an ex-

tremely lavish apartmcnt ior hin», which
tlie trustees thouuht woiiM \)c nsed, in

part, for olPioial ciiUMlaiiiin;;. Büt once

the apartnient was Ins. LowrN announced
that it was his lionic and llie innsenin was
not to intrnde iiilo his pri\ ale lue.

No perniaiKMit n'|)Ia((Miu'fit has hcon
fonnd for l.owr), hut IcnIiIc iiiaiznate and
art collector W'ahrr ll.is( i>>. a luislor and
(.liairnian of th(^ i.oniinilti'c oii paintint^

and scnlptinc, ulio icpcalcdly intied

the board to krcp I .dwi y for at least

oiie inore voar, has assiiinod Interim ad-

ininistrative respoiisihih(i(»s.

As for Hatos l.owrw his resii^iation is

elFective iinniedialcK . »nd at the end of

tlie week he was inconununicado. Friends

Said: "He has no plaiis Ior the Inture."

\VhiIe MOMA looked Ior a new nias-

ter, its venerable W'ashinuton, 1).C>., cous-

in, the Xatioiial C'.allery of Art, was eele-

!)ratin^ the ai)noniic( incnl of its new
director, John Charter Hrouii, 3t. He re-

phiees John W^dker, 62, who spent 30
years at the paller\' (bolh he and Brown
wcre Harvard stndeiits and acolytes of

the famed Henuird HtM-enson), and re-

cently brought Leonardo fki Vinci's

Ginevra de* BtMU'i to W'ashiimton and
launched a $20 niillion (lenter for Ad-
vaiieed Stndv in the X'isual Arts.

Brown, who was d('i)nty chreetor of

the gallory, inherits one of the world's

major colleetions of trachlioiuil painting

and sculpture. And for tho nrw center,

he phms to Start l)u\ iii.L: the work of hving

artists for the first linie iu ihc ^allery's

historv. "This is onr thiiiu," he (h^elared

after his elevatioiK "to i^nserNc the best

of our time." "The best" will inelude

light, kinctic and innitiinedia works,

"whatever form art takrs.'

they should have all been

like this one. . . love

r

''^"'T^:,;'';
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AT HOME WITH
•''.

The Patrick O'Neals

JOHNA BLINN
mmmm"Starvation became the order

of the day. Suddenly, a strange-

ly psychological thing occurred:

We became occupied with mak-
ing a stew." Privation and the

sudden Obsession with coolting,

actor Patrick O'Neal explained,

were the self-imposed activities

of cast and crew during the

filming of the movie "Castle

Keep."
"We were driven to our own

Xitchen devices because the Yu-
goslavian food nad a stunning
sameness.
"We all took turns tending

the fire and everyone con-

tributed to the meal. Someone
would provide a bottle of wine
or scrounge up some meat or rick and"cynthia are avid stü-
vegetables. The director Sydney ^ents of modern paintings and
Pollack and makeup man Robert novice collectors of paintings
Schiffer did most of the cooking. ^nd sculpture. Their living
Luckily, we had an early ^oom, where they were seated
spring and made some great ^n muted Chinese red couches,
salads with leeks, lettuce, omons

jg ^^ attractive showcase for
and carrots.

"We were living in a beauti-
such diversified objects of art

^ , ^ ^ , , . , , . , as Chinese porcelains, s 11 k
ful hotel which was designed gcreens and the paintings of
for the tourist who stops over ^ndy Warhol and German im-
only for a one- or tv/o-day vislt.

pressionists Otto Dix and Ernst
There was one kitchen for the Kirchner
hotel plus a gypsy restaurant ^hey dote on entertaining
across the street. We had the

^^eir friends at sit-down din-
same menu every day consist- ^^^^ .j ^^^^^ ,^^1, ^^^ more
ing of cabbage salad French ^^ ^j ^t people," Cynthia
fries and some kind of edible

^^^^
meat either lamb or beef. I u^^ g^e's a marvelous cook,
finally got so I had cans of ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ the Cordon
Chili brought in by alr freight. ßj^^ „

patj,ici, boasted.
Even to drive to Beigrade for .^^^en we were living in Lon-
dmner was a futile effort when ^^^ j ^^^^ ^o school several
we knew we had to get up ^^ys a week. Patrick was mak-
early the next mormng and go j^^ ^ TV series and I didn't
to work. know anyone In London. I've al-

* * * ways been interested in cook-

Fortunately, life in New York ing as I come from a Hungarian
is the antithesis of his latest family which loves good food. I

cinematic adventure. The learned to cook from my moth-
O'Neals live in a remodeled er when I was a child. Typical-

brownstone on the West Side ly, ours was Middle European
with their small sons, threß^teaiT food featuring many stews and
old Maximilian and sevenNpaprika. But mostly, our food
monthold Fitz John Marcellus Md to do with what to do with
(named for JobirlTtRsteiU^JBajt-^i^b hearts and calves brains.

Patrick Just can't face these
foods, however. He'd much
rather have plainer things."

"I grew up on Southern cook-

ing and as you know, there are
so many taboos about the

things you can't eat like escar-

gots and all the other graphic
things." He was born in Ocala,

Fla. "I had to overcome hominy
grits, but my wife has helped
me overcome some of my food
hangups although I still can't

eat brains or steak tartar."

* * *
Their mutual interest in food

led to the establishment five

years ago of The Ginger Man, a
restaurant Patrick owns and
supervises across the street

from Lincoln Center. The estab-

lishment, reminiscent of a re-

fined English pub—small, intl-

mate with an informal atmos-
phere — specializes in French
c u i s i n e . The restaurant is

named for a play by the same
name in which Patrick starred

off Broadway.

"Obviously, our original mo-
tivation was to have a place

to go so I could eat. We never

anticipated the enormous re-

sponse of our Clients."

The real secret at The Ginger
Man is the choice of menu. ^We
have a nucleus of four or five

things that people like," he sald.

Favorites include coquilles St.

Jacques, quenelles de brochet,

and Patrick's favorite ragout
de boeuf Bourguignon. The
Burgundian classic is also his

favorite choice at home.
"Boeuf Bourguignon can be

very well done so it doesn't end
up being just a beef stew, but
so much more," the stunning
brünette said. "It takes an awful
lot of chopping and moiuids of

vegetables. It must be prepared

so all the vegetables disinte-

grate to form a nice thick

sauce."
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'Moties Are Passions and My
15

Movies

By GUY FLATLEY

C
ALLING "Z" t «ood thriller is likt

aüling "Easy Ridcr" « pleasant

travclogue. According to Costa-

Gavras. at any rate. Gavras is the

tarnest, Grcek-born director of *'Z," the

hK French movie about political comip-

tion in Greece that currently has New
Yorkers Standing on foot-freezing line

at the Beekman Theater. Recently — a

few days before he was named best

director and "Z" was named best film

by the New York Film Critics —Gavras

sat in his unfancy suite at the Algon-

quin, patiently answering questions. And
in his own charming, well-mannered

way, he was quite angry. He simply

could not comprchend how Vincent

Canby could deny the film's political

motivation, choosing to see it as nothing

more than a crackling suspense yarn.

T never intended 'Z* to be sheer

entertainment," Gavras says in a gently

exasperated voice. He is pale, broad-

fhouldered and handsome — in the off-

beat, melancholy manner of his favor-

it« leading man, Yves Montand. "I al-

ways meant the film as a political act.

And the proof that it succeeds is that

everyone recognizes the Situation as the

one in Greece, even though Greece is

never once mentioned."

Gavras grins and shrugs a very

French shrug. "Well, I was not too sur-

prised by Canby's review. The critic for

Figaro said something similar. I sup-

pos« there are certain people who just

do not wish to believe that things are

the way I have shown them in my
film." His smile suddenly vanishes. "But

I really cannot understand how your Mr.

Canby can compare the peace sign car-

ried by the people in 'Z* with the

swastika. What would he say, I wonder,

if, instead, they had carried a cross?

'The Story of 'Z' is a true story,**

he says relaxing. "We did not give the

name of the country because when peo-

ple think of Greece, they think of beau-

tiful vacations in the syn, and they

would have been distracted from the

movie's purpose. At the end, with the

military coup d'etat and the long list

of censored works, the audience rec-

ognizes that the country is Greece. And
they realize then that what we have

been showing them tjiroughout the en-

tire film are real facts.**

The "real facts" that inspired "Z"—
and the novel by Vassili Vassilikos upon

which Gavras and Jorge Semprun based

their screenplay — are the assassina-

tion in 1963 in Salonika of pacifist

leader Gregorios Lambrakis; the sinister

attempt by govemment officials to con-

ceal the true circumstances of th« kill-

\

Cosia-Gavras, director of 'X"
and his wife. The New York Film Critics

voted him best director and
•T* best film of 1969.

A ray o/ hope: the young people who
take to the streets and protest. "If l

Mpere 18,1 too would be in the streets"

ing; the painstaking investigation of the

crime by an uncompromising magis-

trate; the tyrannizing of witnesses by

the police; the sensational trial and con-

viction of the murderers — and the

ultimate coup d'etat that brought the

guilty parties back to positions of power

in the Greek govemment. Even those

who maintain that "Z" is affective only

on the thriller level are not totally

shocked to learn that the movie has

been banned in Greece, that Gavras's

parents have been subjected to men-

acing scrutiny and that Gavras, now a

French Citizen, does not dare return to

the land of his birth.

Constantin Gavras — Costa is short

for Constantin and the hyphen has been

added to "create confusion"— was bom
in Athen» 36 years ago, one of three

sons in a middle-class family. His father,

an atheist, held a drab administrative
' Job in the govemment. His mother, an

obsessive Orthodox Catholic, kept an
imblinfcing eye on the spiritual welfare

of her children. "I was plunged into

religion," Gavras recalls. "Completely

suffocated by it. The sort of training

that made it much easier for me to

fmally break away from the church."

When he tumed 18, Gavras broke

away from both his Catholic boyhood

and his repressive homeland, fleeing to

Paris, where, with the aid of family

and friends, he was able to enroll at

the Sorbonne. At 21, he graduated with

a degree in literature and then went on

to study filmmaking at the Institut des

Hautes Etudes Cinematographiques.

Even as a youngster in Athens, caught

up in the capers and calamities of

Charlie Chaplin, he had feit an insati-

able cinematic urge, and now, in Paris,

when he was not developing his tech-

nique at the^n^tiUrtrirg^oul^""6^^415-
m söme dark cinema cejla?>

lesmerized by the Visual glories of his

new idols — Rene Clement, John fius-

n, Raoul Walsh.

Frenchwoman who put an end to Costa's

man-about-town days a year and a half

ago. They are now the boastful parents

of a 4-month-oId boy who, regrettably,

had to be left at home in Paris. Mrs.

Gavras, who was married once before

—at the age of 16—also has a 14-year-

old son.

As Mrs. Gavras, she is relatively un-

known, but as Michele Ray, fearless

freelance Journalist, she has an avid in-

ternational foUowing. Once a high fash-

ion model with the House of Chanel,

Michele seems to view the world of

jouraalism as a 50-50 blend of politics

and thrills. She made headlines a while

back with her ingenious efforts to outwit

the Americans in the race to gain pos-

session of Che Guevara's diary in Boli-

via. But the summit of her fame was
reached in 1967 in Vietnam, where her

beauty, bravery and bullheadedness ap-

pear to have bowled over just about

everyone, from the Green Berets to the

Vietcong. What happened was that she

jumped into her Renault one sunny

day, armed with nothing but her note-

books, camera and nerve, and, starting

at the Southern tip of Vietnam, set out

for the demilitarized zone in the North.

She didn't quite make it—having been

forced to pull over to the side of the

bumpy road by three members of the

Vietcong. And for the next three weeks

Michele got to know firsthand what the

Vietcong are really like, while Time and

Life and the rest of the world specu-

lated on her whereabouts and how-

abouts.

*'I was stopped by the Vietcong be-

cause there was a war going on," says

Michele, who is now sitting beside her

husband. Her eyes are deep brown, her

mouth slightly pouting, and as she brush-

es back her long red hair, she reminds

you of the smouldering Rita Hayworth

of the forties. "It was fantastic to be

on the other side of the American bombs
and to see the Vietcong struggling for

their existence. They are not killers,

you know. To the Americans, Vietcong

means North Vietnamese Communist.

They don't want to know the truth, that

this is a war of liberation, and not an

aggression from the North."

Perhaps we will leam the truth

about the Vietcong in the form of a

political thriller from Costa-Gavras?

"No," says Gavras. "You cannot make

a movie about Vietnam. We are all so

directly involved. In 'Z' we showed a

Situation that until then was not widely

known. But we see so much of what is

really happening in Vietnam. Everyone

is too impregnated with real facts, from

television, from newspapers . .
."

'The American public will never Sup-

port a film about the Vietnam War,"

Michele asserts. "Look what happened

with The Anderson Platoon.' And that

was a generous movie—the Americans

were the wounded ones, the Americans

gave out all the candy. The Vietcong

were never even shown. You see, the

Americans don't really ivant to know
what's going on. Three years ago, when
pictures were shown of a G.L calmly

setting fire to a peasant family's hut

with a cigarette lighter, nobody really

cared. And next year Americans won't

care about what happened at Songmy."

Husband and wife share a sigh and

the conversation is shifted to less pain-

ful areas. Like New York, which they

both find fascinating; Yves Mon-

tand, whora they consider a fine actor

and a fine human being; "Easy Rider,"

which Gavras sees as a poem and Mi-

chele apparently accepts as straight re-

portage; and their wonderful children,

whom they miss immeasurably. Then,

smiling prettily, Michele offers her band
and says that she really must dash for

her plane. She kisses her husband and

Vernor L. Smitti from Scoot

moves to the door. Standing there, tall

and model-thin, she watches—with a

look that is tender and sweetly pos-

sessive—as a photographer takes close-

ups of the rising young director. And
then, quickly, she breezes away to cover

the trial of the Chicago Light

•

Gavras smiles one final smile for the

photographer and then sits back and
begins to retrace the Steps of his movie,

from A to "Z." "I never met Lambrakis.

I was in France when I heard that he
had died. Like all Greeks, I knew that

it could not have been a simple accident,

that it had been plotted. Then, three

years ago, when I read Vassilikos's book,

I knew immediately that I would have to

make it into a film,"

The road between the knowing and
the making was not always smooth.
United Artists, with whom Gavras had a
contract, turaed "Z" down because •^it

was too political, and they were afraid

that if they made it, all United Artists

pictures would be banned in Greece."
Nor was any other American Com-

pany willing to take the risk. Finally,

thanks largely to the energy and per-

suasiveness of co-producer Jacques
Perrin, the young actor who plays
the unfeeling reporter in the film, the
necessary money—approximately $750,-
000—was raised in France. All of the

shooting, however, was done in Algiers,

not for political reasons, but because
the Algerians came through with facili-

ties and equipment. In fact, "Z" is the
first French-Algerian co-production.

Most of the actors in "Z" worked for

considerably less than their usual star-

salaries. "I knew from the beginning

that Montand was the only one in

France who could play Lambrakis,"

Gavras says. 'Today political figures

are as well-known as stars, and we had
to have someone with whom audiences

could immediately identify. Neither

Montand nor I was bothered by the fact

that he would have to be killed early

in the movie.

"It was also tremendously important

for me to have Irene Papas in *Z.' She

is the only Greek in the cast, you know,
and she^ is used as a symbol of Greek
suffering. Irene is passionately opposed
to the military regime. She was at the

funeral of Lambrakis. And she is a great

friend of Mikis Theodorakis."

The seething, swelling, raging music

of Mikis Theodorakis lends an almost

unbearable tension to "Z." The com-
poser, who was being held under house
arrest in Greece, was unable to do an
original score for the film, so adapta-

tions of music he had already written

were used. "We needed something very

special for the scene in which Montand,
who has been Struck a blow on the head,

manages to weave his way through the

screaming crowd and pull himself up
the Steps to where he is to make his

speech. What we did, finally, was take

the music we already had used in an-

other scene and use it again — only

backwards."

Jacques Perrin flew to Greece in an
effort to discuss the score with Theo-
dorakis. "He met with Theodorakis's

wife and lawyer secretly, in a hotel near

the house where Theodorakis was being

held. Afterward, outside the hotel,

Jacques was stopped by the police, put
into a car and driven to the airport.

'It would be better for you not to come
back to Greece,' they told him. And
that was before they knew anything

about the movie having been made."

•

Gavras looks as weary as the

doomed hero of "Z." Fach day brings

new reports of restrictions and atroci-

ties. Is there no hope for Greece?

"Tha day America understands that

the people of Greece must be free is the

day there will be hope for Greece. Be-
cause on that day America will stop
helping the military govemment—a gov-

emment that could not stand for one
week without her help. But Mr. Agnew
has been saying that Greece has been
saved by the military govemment, that

he considers it the best govemment
Greece could have. A stränge concept
of democracy."

In the meantime, there is one ray of

hope, Gavras feels: the young people, in

all parts of the world, who drop out
from corrupt societies, who take to the
streets and protest rather than fight in

unjust wars. "I am happy to say that I

was never in military service."

His eyes brighten and for a moment
Costa-Gavras looks almost boyish. "If

I were 18," he says, "I too would be
in the streets."

Before long; he ^^Ssworking as as-

sistant director to other idols, men like

Yves Allegret, Rene Ciair and Jacques

Demy. Finally, in 1966, he manned his

first solo directorial flight, "The Sleep-

ing Car Murder" — a nerve-tingling,

nonpolitical, highly comniercial film

starring Yves Montand, Simone Signoret

and Jean-Louis Trintignant. The success

of that movie, for which Gavras also

wrote the screenplay, has tumed out to

be a mixed blessing. He feels that it

may have prompted at least one critic

to dismiss him as an "escape" artist.

He much prefers talking about his sec-

ond, not-so-popular, film, "One Man Too

Many," which United Artists dubbed

and dumped onto 42d Street last year,

calling it — for reasons that leave its

director baffled — "Shock Troops."

Michel Piccoli played the hero, a French

pacifist who displays great courage dur-

ing the Nazi Occupation.

Gavras insists that he does not want

to be labeled a director of thrillers or

political films. "Movies are passions,"

he says, "and just now my great pas-

sion happens to be politics. Tomorrow

I may decide to do a musical."

That musical may have to wait un-

til the day after tomorrow. Gavras will

be busy for ßome time with "The Con-

fession," his new movie which is now
[shooting in France. Set in Czechoslova-

kia during the early fifties, it stars

Simone Signoret — and, almost inevit-

ably, Yves Montand, this time playing

a dedicated Journalist investigating a

I

political crime. "It will be a very po-

Htical film," Gavras laughs, leaning back

n his chair.

•

There is a buzz at the door, and

suddenly a cool, stunnlng redhead in a

.smart ll|ack and white pants suit sweeps

into tb«. room, She is Mrs. Gavras, the

-';»
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Life of Robert Kennedy on TV
By VAL ADAMS

"The Journey of Robert F. Kennedy," a 90-niinute

documentary about the political and personal life of the

late Senator, will be televised by ABC's Movi<

on Tuesday, Feb. 17, at 8:30 p.m.

The David Wolper production

was written by Arthur Schle-

Hin^er Jr., autihor and educator,

and narrated by John Huston,

m o V i e writer and director.

Througrh still photographs, home
movies and news film, the pro-

gram Covers the ränge of the

RFK years from his boyhood to

bis assassination in Los Angeles
on June 6, 1968.

"We tried not to lionize him,
but to shoW all aspects of the

man," said David Seltzer, pro-

ducer of "The Journey of Robert
F. Kennedy."

Persons who will offer views on
Kennedy include former Secre
tary of Defense Robert McNa
mara, civil rights loader Charle
Evers, Art Buchwald, Mrs. Ros
Kennedy and Frank Mankiewicz
who was press secretary to the^;

Senator.

4t0*^-

Engelbert
Humperdinck

^•^nX-^'

en astronauts James Lovell

nnd Fred Haise step on the moon
in April, you won't be able to see

It on your TV set. The reason is

"^

that the moon walkers oF^flTollo

13 will not turn on their color

television camera until about 40
minutes after they step on the

lunar surface.

Robert Wusaler, director of spe-

cial events for CBS News, said

TV Signals from the moon will

not begin until the astronauts
have set up an S-band antenna,
which will require the efforts ot

both. And the astronauts must
make certain that the camera is

. ot aimed at the sun, a mishap
that burned out the picture tube
0n the Apollo 12 mission.

On the two former moon land-

, the first astronaut down the
der furned on the TV camera

atfkched to the lunar module
jus\ betöre he stepped on the
lunar surface. Later, the camera
was/moved to a tripod some dis-

tanjb trom the module.

uring the Apollo 13 mission,

TV will Cover two moon walks,
h of about iV2 hours. The first

tentatively scheduled to begin
out a a.m on Thursday, April
and the second that evenmg

prime time.
V « *

tEngelbert Humperdinck and
om Jones, whose respective

ABC-TV Shows have a big fol-

lowing among female viewers,
will bring on female pulchritude
to interest male viewers. Gina Lol-

lobrigida will be a Humperdinck
guest on Wednesday and Raquel
Welch Visits Jones on March 19

. . . Ghannel 5 and four other sta-

tions owned by Metromedia Tele-
vision will present "Survival 70,"

a two-hour special on the natiorfs
polluted environment. The pro-
gram will be televised early in

March, probably from 8 to 10 p.m.



44^Sdisplays a real g^ft for baring Greeksff*

Otiassis, Niarchos, and Livatios

Only a close personal friend could teil the whole story of the

incredible careers and private lives of three of the world's

riebest men— and Doris Lilly is just that. Throughout the

years she's seen everything, forgotten nothing, and now has

written a bombshell of a book.

"In a free and easy style, Doris Lilly plays David to the

Greek shipping Goliaths. Separating fact from fiction, but

always peppering with wit, Miss Lilly takes on the monu-
mental task of sorting out the complex lives of these world

economic giants and accomplishes it with casual, informative

grace. . . . She proves to be equally adept at historical

background and society gossip. But she is at her

best in capturing the life-style of these fantastically

wealthy men. She has written a fun book,

charmingly biting, surprisingly füll, and
delightfully readable."— Jüan Crawford

"Jet Set watchers will have a blast with this

new book by the author of How to Marry
a Millionaire"— Publishers* Weekly

"A tour de force! Doris is a witty, all-knowing

and irreverent guide to a Grecian never-never-

land of jewels and ships and Olympian egos."— Gerold Frank

"From drachmas to divas, Doris' first-hand

knowledge an^-expert sleuthing have

produced aÖascinating comedy-drama.
I loved it!"V- John Huston

*BUDD Schul^rg

Illustrated with photographs • $7.95

Two Big Printings Before Publication

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

cowles'hook Conwaniipnc
bsidiary of Cowles Communications, Inc.

^""^A subsidiary

488 Madison Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10022

June 21. 1970 19
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Contlnued from Page 1

erybody connected with it

apparently hopes it will be.

I, for one, will opt for those

multi-levelled moments in the

doldrums, as when Juliet

Prowse, whom I never seem
to see in a movie, only on

the Oscar shows, dances

Hollywood's tribute to the

Beatles a half-decade late.

The arrangements, of course,

iidn't have much to do with

Beatle arrangements, but

they had an awful lot to do
with the psyche of an indus-

try that has survived largely

by assimilating just about

anything of importance, as

well as of unimportance, it

could lay its hands on.

.•»Ä

'

/ What is significant In any
Oscar show is likely to be

something that has been left

out, as much as it's likely to

w be something that has some-
' how crept in. Take, for ex-

ample, this year*s special

award to Orson Welles. This

was, in effect, to compen-
sate for something that had
been left out 30 years ago,

when "Citizen Kane" was by-

passed as the best film of

the yeax-«T favor öf John
Foi:d*if'"How Green Was My
Vfilley." John Huston gave
tHe citation bis best Noah's
Arie reading, but it was
Wehes who made the mo-
ment lÄ^orable.
Not onTy-was herTiot there

to receive the award in per-

son, he almost was not there

to receive dt in a film clip

made earlier. Wrinkleless,

glowing with good health,

mellifluous of voice, lordly,

Welles gave his acceptance

Speech the kind of fake, ho-

key Performance with which,

in movies like "The Black

Rose" and "Marco Polo," he's

had to make ends meet dur-

ing the last three decades.

It took, I think, a certain

amount of wild imagination,

and even chutzpah, to vote

the Irving S. Thalberg award
to Ingmar Bergman, but then,

why not? Bergman has al-

ready won the Oscar for best

foreign language film a cou-

ple of times ("The Virgin

Spring," "Through a Glass

Darkly"), and, instead of sim-

ply giving him another for

"The Passion of Anna"
(which was not one of this

year*s nominees), the Acad-
emy managed to salute Berg-

man, and, in so doing, at-

tach to him all of the pre-

vious Thalberg award win-
ners— among others, Cecil

B. DeMille, Sam Spiegel,

Jack L. Warner, Buddy Ad-
ler, Jerry Wald and Darryl

F. Zanuck, a three-time

award winner. The Thalberg

award, for a consistently

high Standard of production,

mav^ever be the same
im.

The foregoing are certain-

ly more highlights than can
be boasted by any other

two-hour-and-a-half variety

show you've ever seen on
television, but there were
still more!

Like Bob Hope's disastrous

monologue. Who says Holly-

wood is not growing up?
Tm sure there were at least

10 more laughs at my house
than in the Los Angeles the-

ater audience when Hope so

gamely trotted out those be-

loved one-liners about Mayor
Yorty, Bing Crosby, Spiro

Agnew, dirty movies, his

own stinginess, and the ter-

rible state of the industry.

On my television set, any-

way, I had the distinct im-

pression that Hope was fac-

ing an audience that, while

not quite ready for Jane Fon-

da, Donald Sutherland and
Jules Feiffer, had certainly be-

I
gun to reconsider Hope's

place in the Hollywood hier-

archy.
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The Lyons Den

By LEONARD LYONS

John Hiiston, the ino\ie director-actor» was in Bangkolc,

where the sale of opium and hashish is leg-al. He \isited

an opium den, and studied the ''patrons'' who were reclining

on wooden cots, some with. x>orcelain pillows under their

heads. They were all smoldng pipes, dreaming their dreams.

Huston commented: "I like Coming here, I enjoy tht^

View.
>t
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Stanley

Kauffmann
on fflms

Thrills and Spills

The French Connection (20th Century

Fox). Go see it - and take your viscera

along. This thriller was made to grab

your insides, and it does. It's the most

exciting picture I've seen since Z, and

it's not burdened with any ambition ex-

cept to excite. Made with razor skills

and a gbod sardonic sense of the film

tradition it comes out of , it jets off from

the beginning and, since in a way it's

open-ended, it may still be going. You

know while you're watching that it's

just another cops-and-robbers but that

it's not just another because it's so well

done.

This time it's heroin smugglers out of

Marseilles versus New York City de-

tectives. The European and American

settings are milked for contrasts, by the

Camera and the casting and the dia-

logue. Old-world streets, polished man-

ners, and the sound of French versus

Brooklyn bars, grimy cops, and broken-

bottle dialogue. Near the end we get a

chase - a car underneath the Brooklyn

el, racing to catch an express train at

the next Station - that's the best since

Bullitt (produced by the same producer)

and more gaspy because there are some

narrow escapes, so the incredibility is

more credible. And the chase is exactly

what we want at that point, it's the

obligatory scene, just as we want the

final shoot-out that foUows shortly.

Why does this thrilfer outrun the run-

of-the-mill? First, Ernest Tidyman's

Script (from a book by Robin Moore)

is lean, hard and knowledgeable about

characters who are knowledgeable about

themselves. No bad guys against good

guys, just black against gray. It's a

Script about cool modern Professionals,

each one good at his trade: pushing

drugs, murdering people, or hunting

people who push drugs. Without a lot

of psychologizing about it, the Script

teils US that people have their pride:

the pusher likes his cleverness, the

chaser likes the chase.

William Friedkin cast and directed it

to the (tightly clenched) teeth. I've dis-

liked Friedkin's previous work, such

as The Birthday Party and The Boys in

the Band, because he seemed to be hop-

ping all over his material so that we
could see his footprints. The odd thing

here is that, with material of small

specific gravity, merely clever stuff, he

is much less ostentatiously clever him-

self. One is never conscious of Friedkin

sticking his face around the corner to

grin at the camera, only of the story

being whipped along.

Friedkin and Tidyman have a neat ap-

preciation of the gangster-film tradi-

tion behind them. The mature ring-

leader has a young tootsie. (Louis Cal-

hern and Marilyn Monroe in The As-

phalt Jungk.) And there's lots of '30s

gangster-film wryness. A Marseilles

crook gets shot in his hallway on his

return from Shopping; the killer steps

over his body, breaks off the end of the

loaf that the dead man was carrying,

and chews it as he departs. While two

of the dope ring are lunching in a luxe

New York restaurant, with vintage

wines, two detectives are watching out-

side in the cold, stamping their feet and

chewing pizza. When there's a fist-fight

between the detectives themselves, it

takes place against the background of a

bloody car accident on a freeway where

the detectives have gone to see their

captain.

And the cynical ending - using a de-

vice that echoes Z - is exactly right for

a film that wants the surprises of re-

cognition, not of fantasy.

Of course, as in all thrillers, even the

most realistic of them, there are un-

believable things. Apart from the chase,

how can we believe that a fleeing sniper

would run down the middle of a street

where he's most likely to be seen? Or
that a car, stripped to pieces by search-

The New Republic

ing police, could be reassembled so per-

fectly that its very sharp owners would

never suspect? (And so quickly!) The

answer is that when the price is right,

we're willing to pay it. We want to be-

lieve the far-fetched when we want to

be fetched.

One very big reason that we believe is

the acting. Fernando Rey, of Bunuel's

Tristana, as the drug chief; Marcel

Bozzuffi, who was the homosexual

thug of Z, as his assistant; Gene Hack-

man, who was Clyde's brother in Bon-

nie and C, as the principal detective,

all endow their by-now conventional

characters with life, because these actors

know that conventional characters have

lives. (By the way, there's a cat-and-

mouse game in the Times Square Shut-

tle Station between Rey and Hackman
that is worth the price of admission.)

And a bow to the editor, Jerry Green-

berg. No slouch, he.

Some people, alas, are bound to take

this picture as a demonic but profound

Statement of contemporary morality, as

a manifestation of "true" cinema, etc.,

etc. Don't let all this prevent you from

enjoying this spin-off from truly seri-

ous work. The Golden Age of Holly-

wood, like that of TV, was largely gilt,

and The French Connection is as slick

and shiny and enjoyable as much of the

best of it.

Here, too, are three "serious" ones to

avoid. The Last Movie (Universal)

-

not, I beg, to be confused with The

Last Picture Show - is the only regret-

table one in this trio because it messes

up a good idea. An American film Com-

pany makes a gory western in a remote

Peruvian town. After they leave, one

(Continued on page 32 )

Kauffmann, from page 22

of the hands (Dennis Hopper) stays be-

hind with the horses, hoping that more
film companies will come down and use

the location. Meanwhile, he lives

through the results of the movie Visi-

tation on the townsfolk. They "con-

tinue" shooting the film with wooden
Cameras and mikes but with real vio-

lence substituted for the fake film

violence. Carl Foreman once scratched

the surface of this idea in a short he

made about the filming of The Victors

in Italy. Hopper, who directed here,

didn't Scratch the surface, he ruptured

•
1 HE New Republic

I

the idea with ponderous freight. And he
also managed to load on a search for

gold in the nearby hills, a religious par-

able, some orgy sex, and some lush

photography.

Hopper previously directed Easy Rider
and has directed this one with, unfor-

tunately, a free hand. What he needed
was a tough producer and a good editor

to work with him from before the be-

ginning. They might have forestalled

this gaseous and overblown mess that

hints only occasionally at the effective

iitii« allegory irrTtt:g|it have been. As is,

a line attributed to

ted in Myra Breck-

\ess, and on the day

acting Stint, he waved
his hand and said, "Goodbye, boys.

You'll never cut it together!" They
didn't, and Hopper didn't.

I hope that The Last Movie fails very

badly and that it's difficult for Hopper
to get another picture and that he gets

one only under the iron hand of a good
producer. I hope all this because I think

he has some talent.

1 can't hope very much about Henry
Jaglom, who wrote and directed A Safe
Place (Columbia). He had two good
people, Tuesday Weld and Jack Nichol-
son, and he had Orson Welles (charac-

ter-acting around), and he wasted them
all in an incredibly inflated triangle

Story about a tender New York girl, her

devoted swain, and her irresistible

lover. (I'm told I'm wrong, but I simply

report that I got a hint of incest: that

Nicholson is suggested to be her broth-

er.) Take a bit of Robert Nathan (girl

meets kindly old Jewish magician in

Central Park), take a lot of Alain Res-

nais (incessant playing with time se-

quences), put them in a Waring blender,

and it all comes out puffed up with air.

r. R. Baskin (Paramount), directed

by Herbert Ross, is about a girl of that

name who comes to Chicago, gets a job,

gets insulted by a supposedly sensitive

man she sleeps with, takes a crack at

whoring, and is surprised by the sensi-

tivity of the man she tries to whore
with. The film serves one useful pur-

pose: if you doubt Mike Nichols' abil-

ity with actors, see how dreadful Can-
dice Bergen is here, after Carnal Knowl-
edge. Peter Hyams wrote this near-

moronic Script. Why, for instance,

would the sensitive man have put

money in the girl's pocket? And after

his error, which he regrets, why would
he have recommended her to another

man as a call girl? And why am I writ-

ing any more about this dreck?
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Evelyn Keyes!

Evelyn Kcycs, that vcry bright, vcry attractive actress who
captured our favor in some 40 nlms has written a novel that be-
gins in poverty and ends in Hollywood.

Fcw people kncw thc Golden Years of Hollywood thc way
Evelyn Kcycs kncw it. Her warm friendships with Mike Todd,
John Hiiston and Charles Vidor (she married the latter two and
is now Mrs. Artie Shaw) gave her q;>ecial insi^ts into filmland
from both sides of the camera.

I AM A BILLBOARD by Evelyn Keyes is a novel so cffcctivc

that you will live it as you read it! Just published!

At bookstores everywhere. $5.95

PÜBUSHED BY LYLE STUART
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TelevisionThisWeek

A THIRTIES CHRISTMAS—Patricia Ncal, as the mothcr of scven in a Dcpression-struck

mountain town, thanks CIcavon Little, a local prcacher, for rcscuin3 one of her children from

a storm. Earl Hamner Jr.'s "The Homecomins—a Christmas Story" is on CBS tonisht at 7:30.

Morning

TODAY-SUNDAY, DECEMBER 19

• 2:00 P.M. Football: New England at Baltimore (4)

7:00 (2)Tom and Jerry

($)Wonder Window
(ll)The Christophers

7:15 (4) Modern Farmer
(|l)Davey and Goliath

7:30 (2)Groovie Goolics

(5) Cartoons
(9)The Christopherf

(IDDay of Discovery

7:45 (4)Community at Large

8:00 (2)Around the Corner
(5)The Flintstones

(7)Faith for Today
(9)0ral Roberts

(ll)Magilla and Friendi

8:15 (4) Library Lions

8:30 (5)Wonderama
(7)Christopher Closeup
(9)Davey and Goliath

8:45 (4)Maryknoll Wodd
9:00 (4)Sunday School

(7)The Answer

9:15 (4)TV Hebrew School

9:30 (2)Way to Go
(4)Inquiry: "Christmaj tt

Father Lloyd's"

(7)Faith, Hope. Lov«
(9)New York Report

10:00 (2)Lamp Unto My Feet:

"When Faith Meets
Faith" (R)

(4)0pen Circuit: Carleton

P. Irish, assistant to

Mayor Lindsay, for

special Community
Problems

(7)Reluctant Dragon and
i Mr. Toad

(9)Catholic Mass
(ll)Little Rascals

(21)Catholic Mass

10:30 (2) Look Up and Live:

"Devotions and Drol-

leries," a look at the

"Grandes Heures" of

the Duc de Berry, an
illustrated prayer book
of the Middle Ages

(4) Man in Office

(7)Here Come the Double«

deckers

(9) Point of View
(ll)Superman

11:00 (2)Camera Three: Excerpts

from "Godspell." off-

Broadway musical

(4)Newslight
(7)BullwinkIe

(9)Rex Humbard
(ll)Hee Haw, Roy Clark;

Bück Owens
(21>Christmas Is

11:30 (2)Face the Nation: "A
Conversation with Gen-

eral Westmoreland."

John Hart is the re-

porter

(4)Direct Line

(5)The Flintstones

(7)Make a Wish: Chil-

dren 's program
(21)Living Judaism

4:00 P.M. Football: Detroit at San Francisco (2)

7:30 P.M. Drama: "The Homecoming-AOiristmas Story" (2)
i«n».MB

9:00 P.M. Masterpiece Theater: *'Resurrection'' (13)

10:00 P.M. Firing Line : William F. Buckley Jr. (13)

3

s

11:30 P.M. David Susskind Show

Biblical story Mq

(5)

tht
Nativity (R)

(9)Movie: "Cripple Creek"

Don't miss it and let

your heart break
(7)«M0VIE: "Synanon"

Afternoon

12:00 (2)Newsmakers: Whitman
Knapp, chairman,

Knapp Commission *

(4) Research Project

(5)The Flintstones

(7)Tweniy-five Years—
The N.B.A. Story

(9)Hour of Power
(ll)Movie: "The Wistful

Widow of Wagon Gap"
(1947), Abbott and

Costello. She's Mar-

jorie Main, which helps.

Some
(21)Catholic Mass

12:25 (2) News Reports

12:30 (2) Public Hearing: "Forest

Hills Project," Repre-

sentative Herman
• Badillo, Democrat of

the Bronx: Representa-

tive Edward I. Koch,

Democrat of Manhat-

tan

(4)Meet the Press: Donald

Rumsfeld, director,

Cost of Living Council

and counselor to the
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A THIRTIES CHRISTMAS—Patricia Ncal, as the mothcr of scvcn in a Dcpression-struck

mountain town, thanics CIcavon Little, a local prcacher, for rescuin3 onc of her children from

a storm. Earl Hamner Jr.'s "The Homecoming—a Christmas Story" is on CBS tonight at 7:30,

TODAY-SUNDAY, DECEMBER 19

Morning 2:00 P.M. Football: New England at Baltimore (4)

7:00 (2)Torn and Jerry

(5)Won(ler Window
(ll)The Christophers

7:15 (4) Modern Farmer
(|l)Davey and Goliath

7:30 (2)Groovie Goolies

(5)Cartoons
(9)The Christophen
(ll)Day of Discovery

7:45 (4)Community at Largc

8:00 (2)Around the Corner
(5)The Flintstones

(7)Faith for Today
(9)0ral Roberts

(ll)Magilla and Friends

8:15 (4)Library Lions

8:30 (5)Wonderama
(7) Christopher Closeup
(9)Davey and Goliath

8:45 (4^)Maryknoll World

9:00 (4)Sunday School
(7)The Answer

9:15 (4)TV Hebrew School

9:30 (2)Way to Go
(4)Inquiry: "Christmai at

Father Lloyd's"

(7)Faith, Hope, Lova
(9)New York Report

10:00 (2)Lamp Unto My Feet:

"When Faith Meeti
Faith" (R)

(4)0pen Circuit: Carleton

P. Irish. assistant to

Mayor Lindsay, for

special Community
Problems

(7)Reluctant Dragon and
i Mr. Toad

(9)Catholic Mass
(ll)Little Rascals

(21)Catholic Mass

10:30 (2) Look Up and Live:

"Devotions and Drol-

leries," a look at the

"Grandes Heures" of

the Duc de Berry, an
illustrated prayer book
of the Middle Ages

(4)Man in Office

(7)Here Come the Double«

deckers

(9) Point of View
(IDSuperman

11:00 (2)Camera Three: Excerpts

from "Godspell/* off-

Broadway musical
(4)Newslight

(7)Bullwinkle

(9)Rex Humbard
(ll)Hee Haw, Roy Clark;

Bück Owens
(21)Christmas Is

11:30 (2)Face the Nation: "A
Conversation with Gen-
eral Westmoreland."
John Hart is the re-

porter

(4)Direct Line

(5)The Flintstone«

(7)Make a Wish: Chil-

dren's program
(2l)Living Judaism

Afternoon

4:00 P.M. Football: Detroit at San Francisco (2)

7:30 P.M. Drama: "The Homecoming-AChristmas Story" (2)

9:00 P.M. Masterpiece Theater: "Resurrection" (13)

10:00 P.M. Firing Line : William F. Buckley Jr. (13)

11:30 P.M. David Susskind Show

Biblical story^

(5)

12:00 (2)Ncwsmakers: Whitman
Knapp, chairman,

Knapp Commission *

(4) Research Project

(5)The Flintstones

(7)Twenty-five Years

—

The N.B.A. Story

(9)Hour of Power
(ll)Movie: "The Wistful

Widow of Wagen Gap"
(1947), Abbott and
Costello. She's Mar-

jorie Main, which helps.

Some
(21)Catholic Mass

12:25 (2) News Reports

12:30 (2) Public Hearing: "Forest

Hills Project," Reprä-

sentative Herman
' Badillo, Dcmocrat of

the Bronx: Representa-

tive Edward I. Koch,

Democrat of Manhat-

tan

(4)Meet the Press: Donald

Rumsfeld, director,

Cost of Living Council

and counselor to the

President

(5)Laurel and Hardy
(7)Eyewitness News Con-

ference

1:00 (2)Movie: "A Christmas

Carol" (1938),Reginald

Owen, Gene Lockhart.

Good, direct plum-pud-

ding Version by Holly-

wood
(4)High and Wild
(5)#M0VIE: "The Gold

Diggers of 1935, Dick
Powell, Gloria Stuart,

Adolphe Menjou. Weak-
est of all the gold dig-

gers, exciuding Berke-

ley's great "Lullaby of

Broadway" number,
warbled by Wini Shaw.
Hang on for this

^(7)Directions: "Ch?ist it

f,
Born," re-creat^n of

tht

Nativity (R)

(9)Movie: "CrippleCreek"

Don't miss It and let

your heart break
(7)«M0VIE: "Synanon"
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Hot and malel Ifs BAKHIER ROW, by Lakeland. And ITS BOSSI
Sculpturad of Barrier Cloth, rain and stain-proofad with ZePel* . . . 66%
Dacron'^ poiyaatar--36% ootton. . .the one fabric.for all waather. Sump-
tuoualy oollarad and linad in a warmth of Orion"^ acrylic pHe, it's the
taiccm-bold way to face down the cold.

BARRIER ROW...ITS BOSS! Just that much more male. Now, for you«

at the neaieat ffine störe that offors outerwear by Lakeland. $66.00
^Dv POfit ll«o. T. M.

LAKIIdlND
iMtl • Cmpirt Sut« •MI«.. New Yo«ti

>wift

Gimbels - All Stores Schlesinger's - West H^yn York Kavanaugh's - Baltimore

7t THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE
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It took nearly a Century and a half to win

.

voting rights for mo^ Americans.

And each year about 30 million Americans lose that right

Only fifty years ago women couldrft vote.

But they fought for the right to vote.

They marched for it; and again^

Opposition like this-

theywonit
Yet each year millions

of Americans-men and

women-lose that right to vote.

A lot of US don't regi^er

and if you haven't-well, forget

it-until next year. But a lot

of people who regi^er don't vote.

Ju^ remember this: if you don't vote you get who's

Coming to you.

So on Eledtion Day, November 5th-vote.

This message is sponsored in the public intereA by the Union Label Department of the International

Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. Our label is cur symbol of progress made and more to come. Look for it when you shop

OCTOtlR 27, IfM 77
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JYGIRL'SÜN

Film on the Mother-in-Law

of Producer Opens

By VINCENT CANBY
Most men make jokes about

their mothers-in-law. Ray Stark
the producer, made an entire

Broadway show about bis. In

the process, he made an in-

ternational Star of Barbra Strei-

sand and a fortune for himself,

his wife, Frances, and their two
children.

Last night the motion picture

Version of "Funny Girl," "based
on incidents in the life of Fan-
nie Brice," had its world prc-

miere here at a benefit Per-

formance at the Criterion The-
ater.

Its ticket Scale is the highest

ever charged here for a motion
picture ($6 top on weekends
and holidays). It cost $8.8-mil-
lion to put on the screen, and.
several days ago—before any of
the critics or members of the
public had seen it—Mr. Stark
was willing to be quoted to
the effect that "Funny Girl"
will gross $65-million in the
United States alone.

A Partisan View

A movie Publicity agent, who
talks the way Mr. Stark likes

bim to write. said simply: 'Fu-

ny Girl* is the greatest movie
ever made—it was announced
today."

If it does—and if it is—the
52-year-old Mr. Stark, who be-

gan his Hollywood career mak-
ing floral wreathes for Forest
Lawn, Stands to make another,
much bigger fortune.

According to his contract
with Columbia Pictures, the
companv that financed the
movie, he is to receive 10 per
cent of the gross plus 50 per
Cent of the netprofits. It'squite

apparent that before he became
9 producer he was an agent.

(A friend not long ago remem-
bered h'm as "a litle guv who
would run up and down Sunset
Boulevard, waving a contract
and shouting: 'I got a deal!

I got a d^al!'"

Sitting in his apartment at
' the Dorchester, at 1 10 East 57th
Street, the other dav, sipping

tea and looking affluent and
dignified, Mr. Stark couldn't
quite restrain the old marauding
enthusiasm that helped make
him a orototype of the new
stylp of movie producer: the
kind of man who packages
dreams (a star, a story and a

director, for example) and thf»n

sells them to other people to|

make. '

Past and Future Work
Tn addition to such films as

"Night of the Iguana" and "Re-,

flections in a Golden Eye." Mr.)

Stark personally producedi
"Funnv Girl." He is gettingi

away from the role of nimble
packager, but he still thinks

in those terms. 1

"I'm m^^king this deal withi
," he said, mentioning

a hi<?h1v regarded director

whose financial flops are leg-

endary, ''and we have this far-

out scriot. ... I mean, I read

it and frankly I didn't under-

stand it, but it could be fan-

tastic!"

Some other "fantastic" pron-

ertics Mr. Stark has either oack-

aged—or. as they say in Hollv-

wood. "announced"—are "Oh
Dad. poor Dad. Mamma's Hun?!

You in the Closet and Tm
Felling So Sad." which was a

cinematic disaster, "West Side

Story,** which was a tremen-
dous hit. and "The Youn?
Christ," which never existed

except as a title.

"Funnv Girl." the love story

of Fannie Brice and Nicky Arn-

stein. is something yf^ry special

to him, a funnv and loving val-j

entin^ that took years to put|

together. When he talks about

i

it now. there are moments
when he s'^ems to indulee in

the same kind of extension of

reality that he readily admits
"Funny Girl" to be.

i

Genesis of *Funny Gir!' |

The nroiect started as some;
notes dictated by Miss Brice

shortly before she died in 1951

That became an authoriz^d

biographv th^t was r**v^r mib-

lished (Mr. Stark naM 5:50.000

to retrieve the book nlatcsV

and thrn w?s tiirn'^d 'nto an,

original srrernnlay (several
|

times). Fin^llv it became a plav:

by Isobel Lennart, with musicl

and Ivrics bv Julie Stvn^ and

Bob Merrill, directed bv Garsoni

Kanin witH, ps Mr. Stark savs.i

"Charisma" added by Jerome:

Robbins. I

When it had its first public

Performance in Boston in 1963,

the curtain came down at 1:45

1

A.M. The show stayed on the^

road seven extra weeks. can-

celing nine Broadway openings

and leading to rumors that Mr.

Stark had sold the memory ofj

his mother-in-iaw, the great

Singer anH Zeigfi'^ld star, for ai

pound of bad notices.

"It was never really bad,"
Mr. Stark now says. "but it

lacked somcthinc'* That some-
thing was suppü'^d bv Mr. Rob-
hins and by the rmergence

—

on the road—of Miss .Streisand

I
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rost men make jokes about
their mothers-in-la\v. Ray Stark:

the producer, made an entire

Broadway show about bis. In

the process, he made an in-'

ternational star of Barbra Strei-;

sand and a fortune for himself,

bis wife, Frances, and tbeir two
children.

,

Last night tbe motion picture

Version of "Funny Girl," "based
on incidents in the life of Fan-

nie Brice." had iis world pre-

miere here at a bcnefit Per-

formance at the Criterion The-
ater.

Its ticket Scale is the highest

ever charged here for a motion
picture ($6 top on weekends
and holidays). It cost $8.8-mil-
lion to put on the screen. and.
several days ago—beforc any of
the critics er members of the
public had seen it—Mr. Stark
was willing to be quoted to

the effect that "Funny Girl"

will gross $65-million in the

United States alone.

A Partisan View

A movie Publicity agent, who
talks the way Mr. Stark likes

bim to write. said simply: 'Fu-i

ny Girl* is the greatest movie
i

ever made—it was announced
today."

If it does—and if it is—the

52-year-old Mr. Stark, who be-

gan bis Hollywood career mak-
ing floral wreatbes for Forest!

Lawn, Stands to make anotherj
much bigger fortune.

According to bis contract

with Columbia Pictures, the

comoanv that financed the

movie, he is to receive 10 per

cent of the gross plus 50 per

cent of the netprofits. It'squite

apparent that before he became
9 producer he was an agent.

(A friend not long ago remem-
bered h'm as "a litle guv who
would run up and down Sunset

Boulevard, waving a contract

and shouting: 'I got a deal!

I got a d^al!'"

Sitting in bis apartment at

tbe Dorcbester. at 1 10 Fast 57th

Street, the otber dav, sipping;

tea and looking affluent and»

dignified, Mr. Stark couldn'tl

quite restrain the old maraudingj
enthusiasm that helped make;
bim a orototvpe of the newj
stylp of movie producer: the'

kind of man who packages
dreams (a star, a story and a

director, for example) and th^n

sells them to other people to;

make.
,

Past and Future Work

Tn addition to such films asi

"Night of the Iguana'' and "Re-i

flections in a Golden Eye." Mr.j

Stark personally producedi

"Funnv Girl." He is gettingi

awav from the role of nimble

packager, but be still thinks^

in those terms. !

**rm m^^king this deal withj
,*' be said, mentioning

a bi^hlv regarded director

whose financial flops are leg-i

endarv. "and we have this far-!

out scrint. ... I mean, I read]

it and frankly I didn't under-|

stand it, but it could be fan-

tasHc!"
Some other "fantastic" pron-;

erties Mr. Stark has either oack-'

aged—or. as they say in HoUv-:

wood. "announced"—are **0h

Dad. poor Dad. Mamma's Hunn
You in the Closet and Tm
Felling So Sad." which was a

cinematic disaster. "West Side^

Storv,'* which was a tremen-!

dous" bit. and "The Young!
Christ." which never existedj

cxcept as a title.
|

"Funnv Girl," tbe love story,

of Fannie Brice and Nicky Arn-i

stein, is something very special;

to him, a funnv and loving val-j

entine that took years to putj

together. When be talks about

i

it now, there are moments;

when he s^ems to indulge inj

the samp kind of extension ofj

reality that he readily admits

"Funny Girl" to be.
I

Genesis of Tunny Girl'

The nroiect started as some'

notes dictated by Miss Brice,

shortly before sbe died in 1951 '

That became an authoriz^d

biograpbv tb^t was r^v^r nnb-

lisbed (Mr. Stark naM $50.000;

to retrieve the book olatcs).;

and tbpn was turn'^d mto an;

original screennlav (several
|

times). Fin^llv it became a plavi

by Isobel Lennart, with musicj

and Ivrics bv Julie Styne and!

Bob Merrill, directed bv Garsonj

Kanin witb, as Mr. Stark says.|

"Charisma" added by Jerome'

Robbins.
When it had its first public

Performance in Boston in 1963,!

the curtain came down at 1:45

1

A.M. The show stayed on the

road seven extra weeks, can-

celing nine Broadway openings

and leading to rumors that Mr.

Stark had sold the memory of,

bis mother-in-law, the great|

singer anH Zeigfi^ld star, for a

pound of bad notices.

"It was never really bad,"

Mr. Stark now says. "but it^

lackcd so?nethinc.'* That some-'

thing was suppüed bv Mr. Rob-
hins and by tbe emergence

—

on the road—of Miss Streisand;

into a truly original performer.:
"Barbpra '- '"xtr3ordinr^r^^"i

Mr. Stark said at the Dorcbes-
ter. "There*s no attempt to imi-'

täte Fannie, but somehow the

two Personalities have comej
together. I don't now know!
what is Barbra and what is

Fannie. Barbra plays Fannie as

an extension of herseif—which
is something that Fannie could
never have done. Fannie wasn't
an actress, but a satirist."

Miss Stre'sand also Stands to

become richer from the film.

Mr. Stark cstimates that she
will make more than $l-million

from her salary and subsidiary
rights. "And." said the pro-

ducer, "she's worth one half 9f

Ol

tl

t(

i!

fl

of it! I'm kid- to do three more pictures to-

gether.

every cent

ding!"

He was ext<^nding realitv. Re-' Asked how long they had

lations b-tween the producer ^^^n associated, h? ansv/rrcd

;md the 26-vear-oId star have ^^'^^'y- "^mce the turn of the
ana tne Jb-ycar oia siar "eive

^^^^^ „ ^^ explained: "It's
becn stormy. He sued her last

jjj^g ^^^ ^^^^^ ^f «p^nny Girl.*

ycar for brcach of contract, but,We love each other, but love is

they have rcconcilcd, planning not cnough."
|
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Darling.*

Tntoday's FILM DAILY....

JOHN HUSTON TO DIRSCT 2 FOR SEVEN AKTS AND PAR.

Joxhn Hustor? will Hlrect for Seven Arts Production
and Paramount release Tennessee Williams' "This
Proper ty Is ^ondemned," starring Natalie Wood, and
Rudyard Kipling 's "The Man IVho V/ould Be King,"
storring Richard Burton«

Huston, who is now in Rome conoleting "The Bible,"
will begin early next summer ("This Proper ty Is

Condemned") on location in Baton Rouge, La,, with
interiors to be filmed at Paramount Studios in
Hollywood. "The Mai '^^o Would Be King" is schedulod
for fjlming in late 1965 on location in India^

No "unemployment" problems for JHl

much love.

P.S. You can see this job has broken the trend
of electric typewriterp for me —- it isn't even
a good manual - horrible, in facti
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Santl Vl8alli

of love, war, triuniph and tragedy

looked. "He has this gift," Miss Curtin

says. "He can encourage with a flick of

the wrist, the stance of bis body, an ex-

pression on bis face." Since Rudel does

not permit a prompter's box, tbe liaison

between tbe conductor and singer is

mucb more intimate. "It's like singing a

diiet," Miss Curtin added. Mihies said,

"He gives so mucb of bimself. He doesn't

retire to tbe pit Hke some conductors

but extends bimself up and over it, in

constant communication."

Right Track: Tbe quiet, bandsome
and bumorous Rudel is taking tbe luxury

of bis new tbeater in easy stride. "I

loved tbe old bouse," be says. "But wbat
we are is important, not wbere. We are

absolutely on tbe rigbt track, and I only

bope tbat our greatest asset—our loyal,

intelligent public—will follow us over

bere. I promise to keep tbem on tbe

edge of tbeir plusb seats."

Above tbe proscenium arcb of tbe

old Mecca Temple are inscribed tbe

words: "Es Salamu Aleikum"—Go in

Peace. Tbe New York City Opera ap-

pears to be doing just tbat. Years ago
tbat operatic propbet, Fiorello La
Guardia, said of tbe Company, "It bas to

succeed because tbe players love it, tbe

usbers love it, tbe public loves it. And
wbat's more—it's good for tbem."

Fred Fehl

Rudel: Over-all mastery

March 7, 1966

Maestro Huston

**I can*t read music," confesses movie
director Jobn Huston. "I can play only a
few maudlin tunes of Stepben Foster on
tbe harmonica." Yet, last week, Huston
found bimself directing, of all tbings, an
Opera, in, of all places, La Scala. Tbe
Opera was Englisb composer Riebard
Rodney Bennett's twelve-tone "Tbe
Mines of Sulpbur," translated into Ital-

ian, wbicb is one of tbe many languages

Huston does not speak. Even for tbe

59-year-old Huston, wbo bas never been
known for playing it safe (before La
Scala, he finisbed two years of filming

"Tbe Bible" witb bimself cast as Noab),
bis operatic debut would seem to be
an act of incredible daring. But to Hus-
ton, tbe experience was botb natural

and rewarding.

Even tbougb Huston bas less musical

experience tban most of tbe usbers at La
Scala, be sees no reason wby be sbould

not direct opera. "I can listen to music,"

be told Newsweek's David Sbirey. "I

like everytbing from Louis Armstrong to

Gregorian cbants. And I can see. Tbis is

wbat opera is all about—listening and
seeing. One is not subordinate to tbe

otber. I bave tried to amalgamate and
enbance tbe acting and tbe singing.

"I bated opera as a boy. Yet tbe great-

est drama I bave ever experienced—
wbetber in movies or opera—was a

gripping production of 'Wozzeck.' Tbe
idea of presenting a spellbinding drama
tbrougb sung dialogue ratber tban

talked dialogue bas cballenged my artis-

tic sense for some time. Moviemaking
can make a man go limp. A director can

become slick in bis tecbnique witb all

tbe possibilities be bas witb a moving
Camera. But in opera a director bas to

provide as mucb drama—or more—witb
fewer means. Opera forces a director to

make tbe most of a Situation."

Jeers: Tbe Situation was not entirely

in band at last week*s premiere. Hard-
nosed, leatber-lunged Milanese opera

buffs greeted tbe curtain-calling Huston
and bis singers witb cries of **schifor

(sickening!), "üiW" (scrami) and **puzza

di zolfor (it stinks of sulpbur!). But otb-

ers sbouted, "Huston! Huston! E il nos-

tro uomor (Huston! Huston! He's our

man!). One music critic said tbat tbe

jeers bad come from a "Puccini claque,"

and Renzo Rossellini wrote in II Mes-
saggero: "It*s modern music written to a

modern tbeme for a modern mind."

Bennett, 29, is tbe youngest composer
ever to bave an opera staged at La
Scala. "Mines" is bis first full-lengtb

Opera, written witb librettist Beverley

Gross under commission for London*s

Sadler's Wells, wbere it was first per-

formed last year. It is a moody, macabre
gbost Story, with echoes of "Hamlet"—

a

troupe of actors (wbo are really ghosts)

stage a play witbin a play to catch the

conscience of the killers. "It pleases me,"
says tbe director, "because it satisfies

my atmospberic, cinematic sense."

Huston bas become a great fan of

Opera singers. "So mucb is demanded of

tbe performers—to bave to sing and act

and go on counting as tbey do so ...

Tbey're tbe most brilliant Professionals

I've ever known." Gloria Lane, tbe lead-

ing soprano (and only American) in

"Mines," returns tbe compliment: "If we
bave impressed Huston witb our acting,

he bas sbown us tbat we are not just

flibbertigibbet prima donnas around
wbom tbe opera revolves." But soprano

Floriana Cavalli, wbo plays an actress

gbost, bemoans tbe diminution of her

Position. "We're all tbe same in tbis

Opera," she says, "just a part of tbe

wbole, like tbe set, or even tbe director.

Tbe excessive democracy of tbe singers

London I);illy Express

Huston at La Scala: Opera-struek

will lead many to call tbis anonymous
opera." One member of tbe Scala or-

chestra is a bit scornful of Huston *s

innocence: "He watcbes a singer belt

out a romanza as if awe-struck, as if

transported into an unknown world."

But Huston is not so mucb awe-struck

as music-struck, as are more and more
film and stage directors. Lucbino Vis-

conti, Franco Zeffirelli and Mauro Bo-

lognini move freely in all mediums and

next season botb Federico Fellini and

Michelangelo Antonioni will stage bal-

lets at La Scala. "I wouldn't be sur-

prised," quipped Huston, "to see William

Wyler directing an opera soon." As for

bimself, be plans to direct more opera

and to use opera singers in bis films.

"iVe already started taking piano les-

sons," be adds. "Wbo knows? Someday
I might even get to the point wbere l

can write my own opera."

89
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THE NEW FLAMES: SMOKY TWEEDS

Mr. and Mrs. Martino La Salle ('dhove)—an(I the tiinic siiit. The ui)beat here—leiij^th

of jackct. biittoned down the side, buttoned hugely. The fabric—an cntcntc cordialc

of bhick and gold j)etit \)o\x\i tweed. Suit and hat by Christian Dior-New York. Suit

about $275. At Saks Fifth Avenue; Harzfeld's, Kansas City; Frederick and Nelson,

Seattle. Fiorentina shoes. Mr. La Salle is the star of Robert Bresson's Pick Pocket

which won the Trix de la Nouvelle Critique. His wife—China, the famoiis niodel.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Leslie (opposite)—^/w// the notched für collared suit (with prat-

falls of Opossum, zany pleats). By Zelinka-Matlick, in charcoal herrin^'bone Anglo

wool tweed. About $160. At Bonwit Teller; Woodward and Lothrop, Washington; Joseph

Magnin. Walter Florell hat. Sa|iphire stockings. Palter de Liso shoes. Michels

Provoking IMnk lipstick. Mr. Leslie: Action Painter; co-producer-and-director of Pull

My Daisy; editor of The Ilasty Papcrs. His wife—Lisa Bigelow, beauteous niodel.

richardI

HARPER"S BAZAAR, SEPTeI

I I
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lip up the Steps of the Royal Scottish Museum in Edin-

iirgh, through the main hall to a statiie of Achilles, where

\taggie Smith, starring in "The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie"

\or Twentieth Century-Fox as an unabashedly romantic

\choolteacher , has been introdticing her schoolgirls to the

nysteries of culture. The scene's finished; the girls, clad in

\:ritish boarding school gray, are being told by the assistant

irector to be back at the location by one forty-five. Then

\uddenly Pamela Franklin, a small, trim figure ivith broivn

lair and amazing green eyes, w}lo plays Jean Brodie's favor-

e pupil, Sandy, disengages herseif from the swirling crowd.

I've never been the sort of person who thought about the

[uture, who worried about a career or anything. Oh, I've

injoyed acting ever since T began, when I was about elcven,

>ut it never really meant more to me than a pleasant sort of

hing to be doing. This picture has changed all that. For the

irst time, Tve got a character to play who means something

|o me, and I realize that acting is my life, that there's nothing

^Ise I want to do except become better at my work. I don't

f/ant to be a star. Vm not concerned with being a pretty face

»r taking the kind of roles I see some girls my age taking—

|he easy, sexy roles—or worrying about a part's not being big

nough. I know now what I am able to do, and I want to

how that you don't have to be beautiful to be an actress,

[hat you can have a piain face like mine and make a go of it. ,

n fact, I'm glad I have the kind of face I do, because it

loesn't get in the way and make people conscious of how

look rather than the part I play.

Miss Brodie is a romantic person who means well, but she

las a terribly dangerous effect on her students. She Visits

taly and admires Mussolini—the story takes place in the

Ihirties-and then gives one of her girls the idea of going of!

[o help Franco and the Fascists in the Spanish Civil War.

iandy, the girl I play, is a piain girl who's awfully intelli-

gent. She loves Miss Brodie but she comes to realize that she

ates her too for being so destructive, and she reports her to

|he headmistress of the school. Finally they have this big

kene where Miss Brodie realizes that it's Sandy, her favor-

|te, who has turned her in! When Maggie Smith, who plays

ean Brodie, and I did the scene, the director said it was very

[;ood, and we did do well with it, but we were slugging it

om our guts. We rehearsed, working terribly hard, for

[i lys before we had it down the way it should be. You've got

o feel that sort of thing, you cm't put it on or make it up.

When I work on a part, I cut myself oft from everything

'se and lose myself in it until I identify completcly with

-'at person and become her. I've done that with Sandy, but

t the same time I can't stay with her continuously. It's too

uch of a strain. I wouldn't want to be a Sandy, even though

admire her. I should hate to be someone who is so mature

' much carlicr thnn she should bo. I've had to aj^e from

know what scvcntecn's like, and I rcmember very clearly

what it feit like to be twelve, but I can't remember anything

about the in-betwcen. Somehow I've missed the middle

wicket! I've never been an adolescent. I don't know the

period in which you are being formed as a woman at all.

I've been working since I was eleven when I was one of

the pupils selected by my ballet school to audition for a

movie director making a picture called The Innocents. From

that time on, I've almost always been with people older than

myseif and I don't have any teen-age reactions to situations.

I react either with giggles as if I still were a child or in a

fully mature way. I'm a loner. Most of my friends are older

than I am, although there's only two months' difference •

between me and Suzie, a friend of mine who is an art stu-

dent in London. Suzie is wild. I don't mean in a bad way—

just extroverted, füll of life. I'm the opposite, although there

are many things we are very much alike in. I hate going to

parties where people find it necessary to drink or use pot in

Order to feel happy. I think that's a dreadful thing to do. I

think that once you begin with one thing, the next thing you

know you would want to try something a bit stronger and

then you're really stuck.

I don't have a steady boy friend. I wouldn't want to have

the kind of dates English girls do—a couple go out to a

restaurant and sit down to dinner and then stare at each

other. And I don't have anything to talk about with a boy

my own age. There's no common experience. '

Until I was eight I grew up in Ceylon, where my father

worked, and then I was sent to England. I stayed there in

boarding school until I was thirteen. I used to see my grand-

mother during holidays. Then when my family moved back

to England, we lived in the suburbs-oh, how I hate the

subarbs!—of London, Greater London they call it. I went to

school there for a couple of years. I met Suzie at school but

mostly the girls hated me. Jealous of my working in films—

but there was nothing one could do about that. Besides, I

was a terrible child. No one could do anything with me. I

was a great one for playing gags on everyone I could. At one

point I even took to stealing. I used to go down to Wool-

worth's and nick marbles! I still love a gag. The other day I

told the assistant director, "I've had it on the film and I'm

off to London," and he believed me! I pushed it a little too

far though, and he caught on.

I left school v'hen I was fifteen. as you can do in England,

and I've been independent ever since. My mother used to

travel with me until that time but then she stayed at home

with my brothers— I have two younger brothers, eight and

nine, and an older one who is twenty and trying to be an

accountant. I like to feel that I can take care of myself. I

like the idea of knowing that my parcnts are there, of course,

in case I need some help, but otherwise I want to make my

own d(*cisions .nnd do tliin.^s my own way. Even whon I was

yoMr^'f^rr I ncvr-r ]•' \'<<M.o, fTv^l"; :\ry d'H'isiorvs fov rii«.» about

lil
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was a period when she tried to

push me in Ihe business, but I put
my foot down about that. My
falher bought a post office—that's

a ßcneral slore—about forty miles
out of London, where we've been
living. Everyone pitches in and
sclls the grocerics and things.

Evcr since I've been able to

drive legally—seventeen is the age
in England when you can take out

a liccnsc—I've had my Dwn car. I

spcnd half my time on the road
belwccn home andX.ondon. I have
Interviews and make appoint-

nicnts. Sometimes I want to stay

out late and Mother wants to know
where I am or where I've been.

It's just not the kind of thing I

want to do, to have to keep ex-
plaining all the time if I stay over
at a friend's house or whatever.
Eithcr she sees me or she doesn*t,

and that's it. My mother can't get

used to the idea that it's time for

me to bc on my own. Sometimes
she bccomes so jealous of what I'm
doing, it's as if I'm the mother and
she's the child! My father can't ex-
plain it and there isn't much he
can do about it anyway. He's al-

ways Said that if acting makes me
content, it's fine with him. J can
do it or not as I please. I love my
mother and father but I've decided
that the time has come for me to
move'put, and I've taken a flat in
Londcn. I want my older brother
to come and share the apartment
with me too. I think he should be
on his own as well. Mother has
been helping me furnish the place
and has been very good, but now
she's beginning to say she thinks
they all should come and live with
me. When I say no, she cries like

a child. If only she'd let me go!
The past threo or four years

have just flown by. Tinie has dis-
solved; I don't know where it's

gone. I hadn't been feeling very
diiTerent from the way I used to
feel until about a year ago, when I

suddenly realized the awful State

most pcople are in, caught up in
suburbia, keeping up with the
Joneses in so many petty ways that
they are missing out on the real
value in living. I've done it myself.
It's hard to know what to do about
it as an individual. The world is so
füll of marvelous things to do and
experience!
Three years ago I was in New

York to do a tv special with Trevor
Howard. I spent four weeks in
New York but I didn't see very
much. Edinburgh is a smaller city
but somehow it feels larger;
there's a more spacious feeling
about it. In New York everything
goes up and down. I get the same
closed-in feeling in London. It was
only when I got up to the top of the
Empire State Building that I really
caught a look at New York.

After returning to England I

madc The Nanny with Bette Davis,
v/hich wasn't very much, and then
did Our Mother's House, about a
group of children whose mother
died. It was a nice story but it was
ruined by the way the character-
ization of our father, played by
Dirk Bogarde, was developcd. I

made Sinjul Davey with John
Hurt in Ireland for John Huston.
It will be a good, funny picture
without trying to be another Tovi
Jones. Huston first tested his
daughter, Anjelica, for the part

i
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Imogine . . . fobulous European human
hair eyelashes worfh $7.50, a professional

booklet on how to opply falsa eyelashes,

plus DUO Eyelash Adhesive cnd appli-

cator . . . alf for a smoshing $2.00.

Now see for yourself how morvelous-

(ooking your eyes can be with just a few

more loshes theo come naturally.

Once you've become an eyelash

enthuslast, you'll know why professional

modelsandoctressesrelyonDUOWater-

proof Surgicol Eyelash Adhesive to keep

their loshes firmly in place oll doy long.

Loshes stay comfortoble because DUO
sloys flexible. DUO contoins no irritoting

ingredients so it's gentle to the skin and

won't cause eyes to woter. And hooroy

...whenyouVe ready to unlosh, DUO lifts

off the folse losh in one nice clean strip.
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Mt'iBffeS and

Outruges
By ARCHER WINSTEN

Today's New Film

UJ
Z

"a fable for grow-
"Hie purp Westpin

It cosl $200.000 to malke

"MV HIISTLKK" (Film-Mak-
er.s Distribution Ct^ntor. A
lilm pi oduced and diRTted by
Andy Warliol. Foatuios Paul
AmtMica, Ed Weinor, S. P.

Farry and Joanne Vieve. At
Ihe HUDSON.

*;

Robert Aldrich among tlie

Amoiicans, De Sica, Gallone,
Soldati and Cameiini among (he
Italians. lle has never worked
with Fellini, Antonioni, Viscon-
ti and Monicelli.

He has a house 10 miles out-
side of Rome thal's füll of
Italian moderns (art>, a wlie
(former Piima Ballerina of the
Rome Opera), and two daugfi-
ters. He foars flying in planes
but does it because he has to.

He doesn't shoot pistols much
or ride the old-fashioned horse,
though he does admire John
Huston enormously and "The
Asphalt Jungle." Üe's researoh-
ing a picture about Prohibition
days in America even now. In-
st ead of a horse he rides a
Maserati.

The Situation was de.^pei'ate as ustial in tho movio
- indüstry in Italy. It \\'as a crisis. Only four Italian tilnis

< had boen produced that ye?ir.

Z • Rot und directoi'-writer Sergio Leone was also in crisis.

O Produc-ors had rejected all his proposals that yeai". What
"^ they wanled from him was an-

,_-other "The Colossus ol Rhodcs."

^ which he considcMed pseudo-hi .^

2 torical pscudo-colossal. Ho didn't

want to keep on making that

kind of trash. Since no Westora*

Q were coming out of America, as

in former yeais, he thought he

would try ono v\ith a "V'ojimbo"

type hero, bul tall as Clin! East-

wood (6 foot 4). The rest is fl-

nancial history.

Speaking through an Inter-

preter at Satdi's the other day,

and wolfing a canneloni followed

bv icecream cake wilh zaba-

güo (75,000 calories», Signor

Leone de^scribed the fabulously

suecessful picture, "A Fistful of

Dollars" as

ups," and
foi'm."

and grossed $7,000,000 in Italy

alone. It was also big in Ger-

many, France and Spain. In

Japan It gave its distributor,

Toshiro M i f u n e. the actir

$1,000.000 white giving another
million to the produoer.

Leone remembeis that ho had
to fight his producor to koep
the picture free of love and do-

cently clear of FBI motivation.

Htf thinks the dubbing was bad
In English, missing the humor,
tht» laconic speo;'h, and rtie

spirit.

¥ * V
When he thinks of hu alltinie

gi^eat Westein, it's "My Darling
Clementine," Suiting a<tion to

theory, he tried to porsuade
Henry Fonda's Italian agont to

get Henry for his second movie,

"For A Few Dollars More." The
«gent never mentioned the

SCI ipt to Henry, thereby makinff
Henry mad whon he learned

about lt.

Leone frankly says he never

gfot a penny from the million«

of "A Flistful." He worked
for 30 per Cent, then fought

wüh the producer before any
money showed up, and has
been In «litigation ever since.

Foftunalely he did hi« own
pjoducing on the second picture,

whlch has been doing even bet-

ter than the flrst.

Hl» third picture is, "The
Good, The Bad and the Ugly"
ftentative title), starring not
only tall Clint Eastwood but
also Lee Van Cleef and Eli

Wallach.

Leone has been In America
four times for brief periods of

research. In Washington, D. C.

and Richmond, Va. he learne&
about the Civil War. In New
Me;^Ico and Arizona he »aw
landüi for which sustitute loca-

tions could be found closer to

home. in Almeria, Spain. Gen-
erally he has found America to

be "extraordinary."

He Said, "If American writers

discover the great stories here,

we're through in Europe."
He believes that tlie vast back-

drops of America, the startling

contrasts and the satire imnliclt

In a mixed .society provide fllmlc

material that is wond^rful.

¥ ¥ »
H« Said. "Yoii havie a to'^-

mlne of stories and actors here.*'

H« began his movie career
actiiifi: as assistant dlrector on
58 Ulms, some of them by Fred
Zinnemann, Robert Wise, Wil-

liana Wyler, Raoiü Walsh tnd

t

Ol*

I I
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Dick Slaps Down 'Dr. Kildare' Image
LONDON—^Every interview given by Richard Cham-

berlain here has a slap, with Richard doing the slapping

at his Doctor Kildare image. I can't understand why.
Kildare was a nice, clean-cut kid with compassion for suf-

faring humanity. Furthermore it made the then quite
unknown actor a star! I pre-^
fer Richard's appearance as

the dactor in

the television

series t o t li e

image he is

projecting now.
He's barely
r e c g n i •

zahle with
all that long,

droopy hair.

**The Ser-
geant" will
t a k e a little

longer to com-
plete in Paris
because of
Rod Steiger's sad mission to

New York to attend the funeral
ol his mother. He and his wife,

Claire Bloom, had expected to

spend the New Year in London,
but now he will fly back to

Paris and Claire will be waiting.
His film will cross the finish

line in mid-January.

^h V tP

Yul Bryiiner's name doesn't
mean so much at the box oflice

the:e days, but the bald-headed
guy never stops working. • His
next assignment: 'The Mad
Woman of Chaillot/' with
Katharine Hepburn and Simone
Signoret. John Huston will

direct. The three stars have
approval of their still photo-
graphs.



KIUßBEBEL
ByWHtirnffM^

Tradition-breaker, myth-maker, cinema's celebrated sol-

dier of fortune, John Huston is very much a legend in

his own time . . . a wild mixture of Irish rogue and
mercuiial genius. Many of the most highly praised and
roundly damned pictures ever made were produced by
him, and his failures are generally as monumental as
his successes.

This fastpaced, anecdotal biography dramatically
Covers three decades of his spectacular director-writer

career. You will share his jet-speed life on and off the

sets . . . be pulled into a frantic, fabulous world where
the extraordinary becomes commonplace under Hus-
ton's Strange spell.

Here, too, are intimate closeups of Hollywood's great-

est Stars under his direction, and the man himself . .

.

riding to hounds, making outrageous wagers on horses,

playing allnight poker games, deaiing with world fa-

mous artists, actors and writers on his film projects

which are often adventures that stagger the Imagination.

All of Huston's 33 films are completely listed with casts,

retease dates, running times, producers and other rele-

vant details. Sixteen pages of personal photos give

vivid glimpses of his colorful life, the people with whom
he worked, the pictures he directed . . . right up to his

latest Italian epic, The Bible, with himself in the role of

Noah. $5.95

To your Bookstore, or:

SHERBOURNE PRESS
1640 8. La ClMMga BIvd., Los Anc«l«s, Cal. 90035

Pl«ase sand m« postpaid, copies of THE
EROTIC REVOLUTION @ $7.50; copies of

JOHN HUSTON: KING REBEL @ $595. If not com-
pletely satisfied, I may retum for füll refund within

10 days. I enclosa Q check Q money order.

Name.
(Please print)

Address.

CIty. State. .Zip CodtL
TB-4

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
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Home Page Visits

MRS. JOHN
HUSTON

L
OOKING at other
people's homes
sometimes gets

to b€ like reading Simone
de Beauvoir on sex or
Ck>mpton Mackenzie on
Compton Mackenzie. You
get slit-eyed and think,
O.K. surprise me. Then
they do . . . other people's
homes I mean, not Simone
or CJompton.

I was surprised thls week.
I vlsited Ricki Huston, wife
of film dlrector John Huston,
and found her livlng in not
so much a house, more a vast
labyrinthine treasure trove.

Rlrkl Huston herseif üs rather
surprising. She has Garboesque
features and looks about 22 and
teils you she has a 17-year-üld
son. She wore a silk blouse on
the front of which was printed
a replica of a French general's
füll dress uniform.
Her harne is an eye-boggling

maze of the most extraordiiiarily
diverse and beautiful objects.
There are Hogarth chairs, French
Elmpire beds, Navaho Indian
tribal jewellery, mother of pearl
inlaid Moroccan chests, Orecian
vases. trays and trays of rare
coins, trays and trays of spark-
ling stones. pebbles. Etruscan
gold, dried lotus blossoms. You
name it and Ricki Huston col-
lects it.

Compulsiv^e
«

She will show you a table made
from a gnarled old barn door

—

" I needed a table like I needed
a hole in the head but it was so
perfectly lovely. I already had a
perfectly lovely table but that
had to go elsewhere.

" I collect everj'thing. anything
I like.*' she says somewhat un-
necessarily. " My .sort of coUect-
ing is like my husband's it's

Instinctive and compulsive which
Is a failing as well a»«» a boon.
I mean your collection can never
get sterile but you can't half get
stung."

Her husband, who is now
filming in Rome, Is American—or
I should say was because he has
now become a naturalised Irish-
man. I asked Ricki Huston if

this was because he had Irish
ancestors. *' No." she s a i d .

*• Actually he has Scots ancestry.
but he likes to think he is Irish."
Which .seems the perfect quali-
fication for becoming Irish.

They have a house near
Galway which once belonged to
the Chamberlain family, ihen to
the famous practical Joker
Horace Cole. '* Once you have
done a house up in IrelandJ' said
Mrs. Huston, *' everything in
England seems to move with
greal .speed and efRciency, which
of course it doei>n't.

Leprechauns
" Ireland Is absolutely infurl-

ating. Did you know that objects
in Ireland have a volition of
Iheir own ? I mean, you buy a
perfectly good new vacuum
cleaner or somelhing, and right
away the leprechauns move in
and it's perfectly good no more."

Infuriating or not, she chose
to bring some of the Iiish atmo-
.sphere to her North London
home, " I told the painters I
wanted the walls in the living
room to look like an Irish sky."
That Is a scene I would like to
have wltnessed. "I think," she

Walls the colour

of an Irish sky

require a

way with painters . .

.

added, " that they thought I was
crazy, but they were perfectly
marvellous about it and they
mixed thls misty blue colour
then ^ust dabbed it with rags
while U was wet, and it's exactTy
right."

Mrs. Huston seems to have a
way with painters, which I'm not
surpri-sed about—just jealous.
She told them she wanted the
bedroom wall« to be the colour
of blackberrie^ and Cream, and
that is exactly what she got.
" Well actually," she said. " I do
remember now that I found a
piece of bloMing paper that was
practically the colour, .so I gave
them that." Which. of course,
made it perfectly piain sailing
—for her.

Murky

cheap and also because they are
much easier to keep clean than
any other floor coverlng . . .

well, easier to keep looklng
clean."
The whole family seem to be

collectors. Her 17-year-old son 's

room is a tiny museum of rifles,
pistols, speans, other miscel-
laneous weapons, and cameras.
I asked. a trifle nervously. if he
knew what professlon he would
take up. "He know.s," slie said,
"but he's not telling anyone."

All her collectlons of obiects
are arranged on little tables—
she collects little tables—or kept
In boxes with drawers in. Sne
collects boxes with drawers in.

Collectdng for her husband is,

.she says, a distraction and
relaxation. " He is just drawn
towards thlngs," she said. **it is

RICKI HUSTON IN HER LIVINC ROOM

quite Instinctive. It Is also very
instructive. I met him when I
was under contract to David
Selzndck. Most other people of
my age were at universi^y, so
John wa.s my university."
Her house has a marvellously

haunting atmosphere. " I never
111ed consclously to create an
atmo.sphere," she .said. '* I don't
think you could by trying. it

just happens by accumulating
aroiind you all the sorts of
thin^^s you like. I suppose this
is like the house <A my childhood
dream.s. when I always thought
somewhere there would be a
room füll of treasui*es."

Barbara
Anne Taylor

A lot of the pieces of furniture
in her living room are Piench
Empire pieces with lovely faded
painted wood. To blend with
this she let an art student friend
of her son loose on the
enormous wood window shutters.
He painted them In murky
shades of blue and grey using
the method which is descnptively,
if unfortunately, called Fi-ench
drag. It is quite easy to do if

you've got the nerve. You siniply
stroke one colour over the other,
.so that the first colour shows
through, sort of elongated
stipplfng.

" I economI.se." said Mrs.
Huston, "by not buylng thlngs
like expensive bathroom furni-
ture and flttings. I didn't even
buy Standard ones. I bought an
old fashioned claw ftx>t bath for
£5, and I didn't box it in all

neatly. I let an art student palnt
foliage all over it.

" I wanted the bathroom wall
to loc* like pavlng stones made
from mirror, so I Ju.st went
round buying old mottled
mirrors, they are very cheap but
perfectly lovely. Then I had
them all put up on the wall.
"I bought Paddington paving

stones from the local Council
because I love stone floors In
kitchens, a^so because they are
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Reader's Report
By MARTIN LEYIN Spcaking of the movics,

THE CENTURION (Morrow,
$4.95) offers the Gospcls ac-

cording to Leonard Wibberley,
who, with his beard, looks more
like Noah than Joh^ H^igton^ Mr.
l^bbcrley adhcfes to the ESarly

Church View conceming the
role of the Jews in the Cnicl-
fixion, and is not above mak-
ing a fcw ethnic observations
of his own. John, for examplc,
is dcscribcd as having "a can-
dor which was ahnost unnatural
in a Jew/' Jesus, who is con-
tinually referred to as "the
rabbi," is dcscribed as "big for
a Jew." And aecording to Wib-
berlesr's Roman legiionnaires, the
Jews are "always quarrelsome."

The author appcars to hesi-

tate at ascribing divinity to

Christ, although he docMS de-

scribe His miraclcs. These are
espccially attested to by the
Roman centurion cited in the
Gospels as tiaving witncsscd the

Resurreotion. The novel makes
the ccnturion's servant (men-
tioned in Luke as having been
miraculously healed) into an okl

Celtic Chieftain to wbom the
centurion owcs a bkK>d debt.

This is not in Luke, but it

wouM be great for

Bickfont

\
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I saw this
Darling... thought of you when
stor^y that came from the Studio Publicity
!^f?*:/ ^^'.°^ course, got picked up by

the captron" K'f • ^^-^--lly- I thoughtT:ne caption a bit strong...

much love.
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DICK BROOKS
NATIONAL PUBLICITY DIRECTOR

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JOHN HUSTON RAPS U.S. CRTTICS
AT SAN FRANCISCO Fim FESTIVAL

SAN FRANCISCO. —Direcftor John Huston Monday (28) swung a verbal haymaker at

•tiie critics, declaring that "American criticism is the vgorst in the entire world."

An honoored guest at the 12th Annual San Francisco International Film Festival,

Histon^s remarks staggered a press Conference at Masonic Auditorium here vflien he

told more than 30 newspapermen — most of them critics themselves — "too many

critics write *cute' — obviously to impress themselves and other critics. I am

not impressed by a pun in Time Magazine.

"When a good film is discredited by critics and doesn*t make money; and vÄien

a bad film is given credit and makes money — the Situation is not conducive to

• •

creativity.

"American criticism is the worst in the world, not only toward motion pictures,

but in virtually all other arirs — painting and literature too. Critics do not

realize their responsibility and their Obligation to the public. But, -Üiank

God, critics can rap a good film and it still can be acclaimed by the public."

ftiston flew frxan Ireland Sunday with producer Carter De Haven, following the

ccqpletion of filming of 20th Century-Fox's "A Walk with Love and Deatti" in Italy

last week. Rough footage of the Medieval rcmantic drama was featured Monday

during the "retrospective" of 12 of Histon's most acclaimed films over the years.

- more -



j6him' HUSTON — 2

^ Asked hcM it feit to direct his daughter, Anjelica, in her acting debut in

"A Walk vdth Love and Dea-Öi," the noted film-maker quipped : "It was quite

natural. After all, I*ve been directing her for 17 years. A director is a sort

of father iinage anyway, although it Wcis reversed when I directed iry old man (the

late Walter Huston) in 'The Treasure of the Sierra Madre. '"

Huston retumed to Burope yesterday (29), taking with him Öie rough footage

of "A Walk witäi Love and Death," vMdi is being edited in Rone. Subsequently, he

vgill iimiediately begin a starring acting role as the uncle in "Marquis de Sade,"

follcwing v*iich, he and De Haven will re-team as director and i>roducer on "The

Kremlin Letter" for 20th Century-Fox, vMch he descrribes as "ocn5)letely amoral, bi

not Pornographie."

The Film Festival, vMch runs through Nbveniber 3, is hOTioring seven

distinguished international film fi.gures in addition to Huston — Michaelangelo

Bergner

Kirk Douglas and William Wyier.

"The Touchables," a 20-äi Century-Fox feature made in England and directed by

Robert Freeman, will be the official Great Britain entry in the Festival and will

be featured next Saturday, along with Russia^s "The First Teacher."

# # #

102968TNYNrM
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HOLLYWOOD. — Before John
Huston took off for a fishing
Jaunt in Mexico with his 12-year-
cid son Tony, he paused to name
the best five actresses and the
best five actors he has had the
pleasure to work with.

• *'KATHARINE HEPBLRN is

the top of the list. She's one of
the great decent people in the
gix>up of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Audrey Hepburn Is a beautiful
human being, like a thorough-
bred filly: Deborah Kerr Is a fine
actress. So Is Susannah York—I
dldn't care too much for her
while we were maklng 'Freud.'
but she's a good actress. And
then there was Marilyn Monroe.
This was a great pcr.sonaIity."

r Sfars
HOLLYWOOD: SHEILAH GRAHAM
^ The men? *'My father Walter

Huston, Humphrey Bogrart, Rob-
ert MItchum, George Scott, and
Joe Ferrer.

"Freud" will be premiered in

New York and Hollywood In De-
cember. In time to give Monty
Clift a crack at the Oscar.
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Bcreen: 'Candy/ Compromises Galore
ÄWS-ww-;;::::^;:;:.jä:;'

I^Wjfeö^l

Film Faithful in Spirit

to Satirical Novel

CANDY/ screenplay by Bück Henry,
from the novel by Terry Southern and
Mason Hoffenberg; dirertcd by Chris-
tian Marquand; produccd by Robert
Haggiag, with Selig J. Seligman and
Peter Zoref a$ excutive producers; a

Robert Haggiag-Peter Zoref-Selmur Pir-

tures prescntation distributcd by
Cinerama Releasing Corporation. Af
the Astor Theater, Broadway and 45th
Street, the Baronct Theater, 59th Street

at Third Avenue, and Loew's Orpheum
Theater, 86th Street at Third Avenue.
Running tinfie: ]19 minutes.

Candy Ewa Aulia
The Hunchback Charles Aznavour
Grindl Marlon Brando
AAcPhisto Richard Burton
Dr. Kränkelt James Coburn
Dr. Dunlap John Huston
General Smight Walter Matthau
Emmanuel Ringo Starr

Daddy and Uncle Jack John Astin

By RENATA ADLER
<<pANDY," which opened

^yesterday at the Astor,

Baronet and Loew's Orpheum
Theaters, is faithful in dreary
spirit to the best-selling

novel by Terry Southern and
Mason Hoffenberg, and also

to the larger, more seriously
received schools of writing
and cinema, which keep
prolonging little trite, messy
spasms of mediocrity and
mistaking them for the cour-
age to go too far. In two
hours of the picaresque story
of Candy, an innocent high-

school girl who keeps being
had in trucks, planes, hos-
pitals and men's rooms and
on billiard tables (a kind of

reversal of the old Doris Day
seduction comedies at exact-
ly the same comic level),

there is not enough material
for a two-minute bawdy skit.

"He's leaking badly,"
somebody says of a man

Ewa Aulin

who*s bleeding. Or "Candy.
That's a beautiful name. It

has the sound of the Old
Testament." Or "Some of us
haven't had much dolce in

our vitas." A Mexican lover,

in the course of making love,

shouts "Viva Zapata!" What's
supposed to be going on is

an irreverent satire of sex,

police brutality, the medical,
the military, film, academe,
the East, the Electra com-
plex. One line, **It*s not fun-
ny, Livia. It's not a funny
Situation," seems to sum the
whole thing up.

The movie, directed by
Christian Marquand, man-
ages to compromise, by its

relentless, crawling, bloody
lack of talent, almost anyone
who had anything to do with

Ex-Miss Teen Sweden
Plays Title Role
! -' !. I I !»— I -I- ^« ^ — ..-—

it. Richard Burton, as a poet-

seducer, gives a firm, de-

lighted, irrefutable demon-
*4f€rtTtm of hts tack of any
Comic talent whatsoever. John
Huston and Ringo Starr look

fi—tlmugli—thcy had been
drawn in by a regrettable,

humorless beautiful people
Syndrome.* Charles Aznavour
performs uncrisply and badly
as the hunchback. Marlon
Brando, as a Jewish guru (the

film has an ugly racialism and
arrested development, frog-

torturing soft sadism at its

heart), is less unendurable,

because one is glad to see

bim on the screen, in any-
thing, again. Rockefeiler Uni-

versity, where some of the

bumbling, fatuous assaults

on Candy are set (and a
pointlessly cruel brain Opera-

tion, disgusting for its lack

of comedy, is set as well) is

hardly recognizable.

Only Walter Matthau man-
ages to keep bis comic pro-

fessionalism intact, without
going all over smug, out of

control and self-amused—and
bis part, as a stock general
from Central Satire, is one
of the worst written of all.

(In one of the film's comic
climaxes, he parachutes from
a plane without bis para-

chute. That's what it's like.)

Ewa Aulin, as Candy, nude
some of the time and mostly
out of synch the rest, is a
former Miss Teen Sweden,
who seems not in great con-
dition for 18.
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alloy, we have the co-star of this melting

pot: Tisha Sterling. Time's critic may now
take his place 'neath Longfellow's spread-

ing chestnut tree as he hammers out his

reviews.

Don Bowman
rmburg, Germany

Sir: Congratulations on having no god-
dam puns in the Cinema section this

week [Nov. 15J.

John Huston
Berlin

Address Letters tothe Editor to TIMK & LIFIi
ing, Kockefeller Center, New York, N.Y

Time Inc. also publishes Life. Fortune, Sports
Illustratkd and with its siibsidiaries the Inter-
national editions of Time and Like. Chairman
of the Board, Andrew Heiskeil; Chairman,
Executive Committee, Roy E. Larsen; Chair-
man, Finance Committee, Charles L. Stillman;
President, James A. Linen; Executive Vice Presi-
dent and Treasurer, D. W. Brumbaugh; Senior
Vice President, Bernhard M. Auer; Vice President
and Assistant to the President, Arnold W. Carl-
son; Vice President-International, Charles B.

Bear; Vice President, ComptroUer and Secretary,
John F. Harvey; Vice Presidents, Charles A.
Adams, Rhett Austell, Edgar R. Baker. Clay
Buckhout, R. M. Buckley, Otto Fuerbringer,
Charles L. Gleason, Jr., Robert C. Gordon, John
L. Hallenbeck, Jerome S. Hardy, Sidney L.
James, Arthur W. Keylor, Henry Luce III,

Weston C. Pullen, Jr., Herbert D. S>chutz, James
R. Shepley, Arthur H. Thornhill, Jr., Carry Valk;
Assistant ComptroUer and Assistant Secretary,
Curtis C. Messinger; Assistant Treasurers, VV. G.
Davis, Evan S. Ingels, Richard B. McKeough;
Assistant Secretary, William E. Bishop.

TIME, NOVEMBER 29, 1968
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By JACK BRADFORD
The "llya Darling" producers secretly flew director Joe Anthony to Detroit

where Melina Mercouri and Jules Dassin are whipping the show into shape

before it bazoukis onto Broadway. The producers are quietly asking Joe for

"suggestions" . . . Meanwhile the New York theatre parties boosting the

pre-opening take to an all-time record of $2 '/4 million . . . Anjanette Corner

won the lead opposite Tony Quinn in "The Walls of San Sebastian" with

Charles Bronson and Sam Jaffe . . . Producer Jacques Bar follows "San Sebas-

tian" with "The Chinese Wall" on the Eady plan . . . Robert Vaughn begins

his Retreat St. Patrick's night in Peachblossom, California — it'll be rest and

Cerman language study . . . All's not well between Susan Strasberg and her

Chris Jones with fast and flying rumors . . . Frank Sinatra is plugging for

Jill St. John to play Ann in "Shamus" . . . Pioneering Warners is on to some-

thing new — a picture-on-disc mechanism for home use . . . Marlon Brando

into Orbit with "A Better Answer" — Barbara Gilbert, owner of the answer-

ing Service . . . Major lensing on "The Scalphunters" began yesterday with

a massacre scene so shocking, the unprepared set-siders screamed and ran in

all directions — just blame Telly Savalas and Dan Vadis, those rats . . . Gregory

and Veronique Peck will try the hat trick again this year when they entertain

Anouk Aimee and her Pierre Barouh at Champagne Cocktails before the Oscar

ceremonles. Last year their guest Maurice Jarre and the year before, Peter

Stone — each won an Oscar . . . Last week, Ava Gardner and John Huston
met several times at Pinewood Studio viewing one film after another. This

week Huston brought his ideas and plans for a stay at the Beverly Hills Hotel

. . . Watch for the Los Angeles Times' Times-Mirror to plunk down $10 million

for^fhe Populär Science Publishing Co.! . . . Alan Wilson sticks with the trend.

His ryexf picture: "Israeli — Italian Style."
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GUKEX KAY. VVis. (AP) —
Any \)\:\n Vinco Lombardi

miplii. hnvo 1»p'mi h:ir])oring ycs-

tcrday alxuit qiiitting the Green

2 Bay P.iclv(M-s and taking com-
< man-l of Ihr W^.shin^'ton Kcd-

2 skins wii > iMholled l)y his pro
otball ay

ä snrpriso.
gj foothall ayi^ociatcs as officially

Packers' spokcsmon said thoy Mrs. Lombardi, who stayod at quit Green Bay diirlng a lo.sini^

hoped to confoi* tociay with their ' homo diu'in^:^ t'ne weckend while
general niana;:i:er, who had re- ; Ikm* hiisband was in New York-,

mained oiit of toiich as rumors I snid she knew nolhing nioie of
spread that ho woukl ask to bc ! tho iinnor than what she read
relieved of his contract so he
coukl beconio coach, goneral

manager and part ownor of the

Washin£;ton club.

>-
<
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cd.

o

A m^'ir:0?i;il seiTico for Dr.

Wal 1.1 CO Notestein, 90, notcd

histcri.'in who speeialized in

>- 17th crntnry England, will bo

^ hold \\ t'<ln.'S(Jay at 2:30 p.m. in

21 Yale l'ni\er.;ity*s Dwight Chapcl

in New IIa von.

Dr. Notestein tnu.'^ht at Yale
froni :192S iintil 1?A7 when he
retirtd a. Sl(^rling Professor of
History. Me is survivcd by his

wife, two siJers and a brother.

OLA?;i) I). JlfSSIJX, ß8

Fiin^ial arrnngenients wero
iind'M- ^^'^y to!:iy for Oland D.
Russ( 11. an exptM't on Far East-
ern aflnirs for the Scripps-
Howard newsj)a]>er chain. Ho
diod Sundny of a heart attack
at tlio nrre of 08.

Russell spent 51 years in the

The death of Gen. Li Tsunjr-

in yesterday's newspapers. A
report that liOnibnrdi would get

13 per Cent of the Redskins
stock, shc Said, "was intcrest-

ing."

Jlis Own Derisibn

Packrrs' .sourcos noted Lom-
bardi decided on his own to

ceasc Coaching the NKL club.

One soll reo said the general
manager pi'obably eould regain

Jen, fornier Vice President of ;
tlio Coaching post if he wanted

China imder Chiang Kaishekjto, biit noted the club's wide-

and who defected to Peking in
|

spread stock dislribution .sys-

1965, was reportod yesterday.

Ho was 78.

Hq worked with Chiang in tho

tem would ncver allow him the

glanior of Packer ownership.

Tony Canadeo, a member of
early days of tho Kuomintang, i tho Green Bay cxecutive eom-
but feil out with him in the I mittoo said yesterday that, ])rior

1920s. Ho was electotl Vico Pres- i to tho rumors, no nieeting had
ident against Chiang's wishos inh^^cn scheduled today to hear

1948.

Li loft China in 19(9, going

Loml)ardi's plans.

**I"d imagine with all the pub-

first to Hong Kong and then to''l><^iU' ^h'cn the story over the

New York for an Operation. He |

'^^^^'^^"<^' ^^'^^^^^ ^^'''l want to sit

refused to go to Formosa after
j

^^'^'^''"^ ^^^^^ *^'^'' to US.

we'vo
All

read
wo
ortho mainland had fallen to thoM^"^^'^' »^ ^^'^"'•'^

Communists, and was strippcd
*^^^^''^^'" ^''^'^'^ Uiehnrd Bonrgnig-

of his post in 105 t. Tho highost !^^_":
vice president of Green

ranking defector to CommunistI
China, ho returnod to Peking I

in 1965^fo did not join tho Coni-
iUI Party.

newspapcM- business, retiring if{^^^^'
KNUICA IfUSTOX. 39

1966 from tho Scripps-Howard
b u r a u in Washington. Ho
wrote three l)0olcs on Japan.
His wife, jMargaret, a daughtor,
Joan Snnchez, an,d a son, John,
who is in the Sc ripi)s-Howard
Washington binoau, survive.

DEATM KOTIGES

RESNIK—Pflulipc L., on February Ist, 1969.
Widow of S.TtTiucl. Belovcd motHc't x)f
Solornon, p-j^^i Lo-ihcn 8. Sylvia Gr.iuif- ,

Lovini cir.indmoher of Jocl, Kennoth Ä*^^..-.
Gary UJ-cn, Joyce, Dum«? ^ Julian CWRCE HINTZ. «5

Mrs. Enrica Huston, foiirth

wife of actor-director John Hus-
ton, diod in an auto crash last

VVednosday in Gray, France, it

was reportod today. Sho was 39.

Mrs. Huston, a formor resi-

dent of New York, had livcd

apart from her husband for
some years. Besidos him, she is

sui-vivcd by three children: An-
thony, 18; Angelica, 17, and AI-

legra, 4, and her parcnts.

Gr?>'

Bay P.'iekors Inc.

But Packers' pre.sident Po-
minie Olejjiiczak snid: *'You

never know what gocs on behind

elosod doors."

SOlejniczalc. e x p 1 a i n i n g he

ha()n*t .^een Lombardi for a

week, said tho reportod move to

Washington had never been

mentioned by Lombardi, nor hnd
Green Bny over been contacted

by the Redskins.

Loml)ardi coached tho Pack-

ers to an unprocodontod five

NFL championships in seven

years and two Super Bowl
crowns bofore abandoning tho

after the 1967-68 season

bocomc füll timc general

manager. '

\

son son.

Tlie Washington Post said
in its pditions yo.iterday that
Lombardi would ask Gi-eon
Bay to free Iiim from the re-

maining five yearss of his con-
tra ct.

Tho Washington EveningStar
said the arrangement with the

LS3 ^ *ii> u

^'i^^'--

f

f.

\:

:f^:

N.

' *

1.

^>f-.^^.\^f^

t>,

>'' •••'^

**

L

Red: ;k ins neodfvl nodiing moro
than Lombardi's sijmalure.
A r(^poit fic.iliii!: a round

Green Bay h.ia indicakHi tho
widow, daughUr and son of C.
L(»o DeGi-soy were pr(^j)ared to
soll their l.') [)or C(Mit inlerest in

(he Redskins, acconipanied by
efforls to let Lombardi got tho
stock.

.i
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Pretly IVnny Ann Karly shows no 111 will (owards Joekey
1

Alavaro Pineda. even lhon/;ii he has Just hv^i h<'r in a nialrh f

raee al Calienle Kare Track. Penny Anne is iiyiii^^ to pniv(^ 5

8he IS fit to Win hör joekeyVs lieense.
As,oci.»^d Press Wircphofo

j!

-f.

Proo^dvß^ Yoi^'Ei

PAWNBROKTRS' AUCTION

I. KIRSCHrjPR,
Connoff. A. O'nnf. I

#>l I ..I... A.-l

/V. ISr NnilRGTR, J. i

, f r«|»|hiihn, A'jrlinnnprf [
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turos, ride horsos, collect paint-

in^s c'ind rc;?rcts, and have thc
best time I can.
• "Most of my rofriots, howcv-
or, arc of such a i)rivato naluro
thal thcy would hardly boar ci-

ihnr rojK'tition or priniin«^.'*

IIu.st<jn, leatluTy.faccd and
lanky as a couboy, has had a
laik in holpin^ sjx-nd moro than



o^

New Huston Film

Stars Daughter
John Huston, who directed his

father Walter in the award win-

nin^ "Treasure of the Sierra

Madre," will now direct his

daughter Angelica, 16, in her
film debut in "A Walk with
Lüve." Based on Hans Konings-
berger's "A Walk with Love
and Doath," it is about two
teenagers having a love aflair

amid the turbulence of the 100
Yoars War in 14th-Century
France. Dale Wasserman, who
did **Man of La Mancha," is

adapting the novel, seen as an
allegory about love and doatli.

Shooting Starts in June in Bor-
deaux, for 20th-Century Fox
release.

y * y



Morton Nathanson

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR '729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK I 9, N. Y.
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Miss Euth Marton,
244 East 55th St.

,

New York 10022,
New York.

.St. Clerans,
Craughwell,

COUNTY GaLWAY .

January 5th. 1970.

Dear Ruth,

So glad the heat's been turned back on and, thank
you for your new address.

I think the Botanical Gardens are v/rong. The
Christmas Poinsettias are kept throughout the year here
and are treated just as green non-blooming plants so
there's hope for yours

.

I don't yet kncw the name of the hotel we'll be
staying in Tapachula, but will write you the moment I
know it.

It*s possible John may stop in New York for a
couple of days on the way down and, if so^ what a happy
re-union we shall have with you.

Best wishes from everyone here.

Glady3 Hill.
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The Lyons Den

LEONARD LYONS

John Huston, who became a Citizen of Ireland, may
gi\e it up and become an American Citizen again . .
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I5y HAL BOM.IC

NEW YORK (AP) — John
Hiiston is a /reo soul in an ago
of anxi(My.

In G3^ yoars of livinf: crammod
wilh varicty and oxcilomont )ic

has bcon a boxpr, liculenant

witli tho Moxican cavaliy,

paintor, folksinßor, scrccn writ-

er, actor and film director.

*l'vi» nevor had any goal ex-

cept the immodiale one, what-
evcr that might bc," he re-

markcd. "Now I just make pic-

turos, ride horsos, collect paint-

inf:s and regrcts, and havo the

best tlmc I can. i

' "Most of my reßfrets, howev-
er, nro of Mich a privato naluro

$50 million of othor pooplr's
nionoy whilo making 20 films.

They incluflo such momorablc
oncs as "The Malloso Falcon."
"Tho Troa.sure of Iho Sierra Ma-
dro," "Tho African Queen," and
"Tho Bible."

"I boliovo I'm tho only ono In

film histoiy who has directed
himself, bis lathcr, and hLs

tcr," he Said.

His famous father, Walter
Huston, appoarod in "The
Trcasure of the Sierra Madre."

lial Boylc Says:
v:^'/,vy!T!y'.

*^
.'T'.'^?T:'''^'''—•-•'••?i

Hl«; dau;:hlor, Anjolica, 18, stars

in Ihc scK)n to bc roleasod "A
Walk wilh Ivovo and Doath,"
and John has pono Ix^Iore the

Camera in several of his films,

includin;:: his lalest, "The Krcm-
lin Letter," a spy thriller.

Asked which me'mbor of his

family was the best actor, John
sniilod and said:

"Tliere's no questiön about
Tiat—it was Dad.

"Tlie only tinne I act Is whcn I

can't pct anyono eise for the

role. And as an actor I'm al-

ways in accord with the director

—when Vm tho director."

—mawkish populär sonjis—the
sound of autoinol)ilc melals in

collision—drunken women—any
writjn^; that trios too hard foV

effect—and p<^ople with too
much pi'opnety, peoplo who
strain aftcr social correctnoss
but achieve only pomposity and
self-complacency."
1

r:
of

of

CO



that—it was Dad.
"Tlie only limo I act Is whcn 1

can't p:ct anyone eise for the
role. And as an actor I'm al-

ways jn accord with thc director
—whon I'm the diroctor."

Bctwcon film choros Huston
spond.s most of Jiis time tally-

hoin/; >)ohind /oxhounrls on liis

lOOacre cstalc in Galway, Irc-

land.

"I'm also inlorosiod In tho
crcation of an Iiish film Indus-
try. Tluw'rc just about to om-
bnik (ju il, and I'd liko lo diroct
soiju» Iiish films noxt."

Undcr quostiunin^', John said
thos(» thiiiKs:

"My ^Teatf.'st iloioct is mis-

,

placrd^ fiiilh in coitain )i<nt>c?5.

**I sui)i)Oso my grcatost virtue

is that, in filmin^ a scenc, I it'-

fuso to conipiomiso with any-
Wunix JhjI thc bo.sl or, at Icast,

thc best as I .SCO it.

"Li/o its(»lf fascinatos mo,
fach rnomcnt as it comcs al()n^^

I <l(»n't know that I havc a j)hilo.

sophy, but I iiovcr do anyüilni:

Ihat do<»sn't ontortain mo. Thatj
way a man can't ba borcd.

"What dofcats most mon In
i

lifo? Probably thc fact that thcy!

makc falsc Rods for thomsolvc^
|

and stri\o to attain things that
j

don't havc an cnduring valuc

for thom.
'Tcars, too, howcvcr Icgiti-

mate, hurt both individuals and
nations. Fear can cau.so thcm to

do thin^^s that dcstroy thcm and
kccp thom from doing thc othcr

thinf^s that arc rcally important
to thcir happincss or cven sur-

vival."

Hcrc arc John IIuston*s likcs:
•
'II ifrhly scasoncd things, böth

foods and ikh)J)1c—tho lonp;, long

twilif^hls of Ircland, which arc a

small otcrnity—any music by
Bach—thc sound of hounds in

füll ciy, thc sound of crows—
primitive sculpturc—nood vodka
~i*o;:ucs—and a^ility of mind in

jx'oplc bccausc that mcans thcy

havc frcsh outloooks.

And hcre arc his dislikcs:

"Any dish contalninj^ chicken

fl



John Musion is the man v*ho maiJe "Key
Lari;o/* *'lh« Asphalt Junijle/* "The Treasure of

the Sierra Madie/' *'The African Queen,** "Moby
Dick/* .uid **Tlie Bible" among many olheis.

Hii^ llhiis, hi3 ideas, his personallly are the brst

explanalion of what he means \vhen he says: *'
1 hkö

hero.>hIp/*

—ADRIANA GRASSI. Itallan Bureau

Kl
%> '/*
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for French T;

s Fetched

'Falstaff' Out of Stupor
Matching the film and the

audience is an elusive box-
office ideal biit sometimes the
n^:>ults, especially with
"classic" re-releases. cheer
even the chariest distributor's

heart.

Orson Welles' 'Tnlstaff"

which played to empty seats
t\v() years back rccently
resiistered a shimmerin? $1,-

106 at the tiny Play Circle on
t'ie University of Wisconsin*
Campus in Madison. This
li^ure was recorded in two
days at an admlssion price of
.5 '3c.

FÖX'S IREtlN'

[i
By AUBRFY TARBOX

How do you brin? a feature film

in alioad of sVhedule' h hiMps if

you have "protessionai actors" as
opposod to "suPiT- Stars" with their

capacity for t-eneraiin? super-
problems of all kmds. Add the ini-

portance of an experiencod direc-

tor.

So mused produoer Carter De
Ifjr.en ) «st Thii •>. .")• ns p?!nciual

photography was completed in the
vilLiqe of Pattcr.s*Mi. ui'state New
York, on his 2i)ch-Fox release to

conie. "The Kreir.lin L'^ttPi." Melo-
drama was aboun two weeks ahead
of its aüotted shootin:^ rinie. It

had in tlie lntt?ri!n stailed Febru-
ar y» in Helsinki. Finiand 'in iieu

of Russin' and niosily in Ronie
before the Amorican loration '. ind-

up. Tlie film shoüld zo into the

can at around $6.000.000.

De Ha\en was gratified at the
schedule's deieat and passed out
posies to John Huslon a-> an in-

tegral element in the fast pace.

David Anderson as production
manager ihe's British director Mi-
chael Anderson'? son» was alsa
crediipd as a prime contrihiitor to

the self-congratulaiory achieve-
ment.

In an indirect reply to actor-
director Orson Weüos 'who is in
**Kremlin"! and lus claim of ohiect-
in^ to any "oreative" assist from
producers or production staffers
when makint? onc* f>l' his own iilms.
De llaven respondt^d that current
Situation anent "Kiemlin" proves
that somelinies — and this is in

area. Otiier film was *Vidas ;the purely doilar area of how much
'^," or no*v in translation. "Bar- i a film costs to rv»':'--'fs s'Misible

Lives" from artie distrib Pathe jbusiness to let certain thin^s pass
'cmporary. Fihn which dopicts

j

from immediate iiatids of director
rty in rural Brazil is holder so that he can proceed with his
nall cult fame in that its sub- primary funclions. Speakiiu for
and docinnenlary api)roach : himself. De llavcr feels tnat for

ilfd Start, some years hack. |a producet **lo packa'ie the dcal
ihe new school of Hrazilian and then have no active part in
;-' and politically oricMited

j

a film's rreation — seems
senseless." This beinq; his second
fihn with
tinroleased

.Y. Critics On:

Tired Huston,

week followins? Memorial Day
ly only two films unreeled
•w York. One was UA's ' Sin-

:)avey/' long delayed ^and one
^ rumored as sold to tv» opus
:i John Ifuston. Althoui^h it

d to win much critical ^upport
\\ its "Tom J(mes" pcriod com-
elcments, its opening marked

: use of new pic in "art break"
weck old new showca.se net-

< of 16 hnrdtops in metropoli-

> dubbed "Cinema Xovo."
•uont Cnnhy K.\. Timos>
1 the Iluston-dirocted ''Da-

ti

a movie of no discornible love epic.

Huston. ifirst still

bv Fox i^ middle a^^es

A Walk With Love and
notable only for the aitistic jDcath") producer foels that by now

pliysical resources it scjuan-
' Adventuies if a youn:j Scot-
hiijhwayman (read thu*f» of

ISüO's uas, accordin.» to

nan. les.s a film tlian a
' of Ideas Ihrown around at

Conference." KathhM^ri (\ir-
' Y. Xews» gave only weak

l^vo and Jialf of p.iper's

^eUht Stars to pic. V^' nme
'*»*. havinj; fun nniiI» the

oiitinued on page 90»

tlie two men hav? '\5ome sort of
creatlve ass^xiation in Operation."

What this as.sociaiion means in

actual bieakdown of wotk('>ad is

that director ifu^N)n prep'nvs his
actors, organizos lensin2( and Set-
ups vith t!»p raotdily Ihal comos,
accordm:? to De Havon. from direc-
tor writim? own Script for 'Krem-
lin" from Noel Hehn's original
tome. It als3 mean-j that De llaven

iContinued oix page 90>
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Contiuued from paga 7

can and did take active part in

Casting and arrangements Invalved
in the elaborate pre-production

location plotting. In terms of last

week's t'our day Gothain plus

upstate filmin;? this meant that as

e:«rly as last January De'Haven
had arranged for indie production
conii)any lioaded by Tony LaMarca
to supply *'all secondary crew and
producoion i.ic-ilitiOa." This niearit

_ , that all technicians were Cotham
l [

based as were some 40 N.Y. Screen
Actors Guild local members »need-

ed at Patterson for Church and

j \
adjacent cjni'^tery burial scL*nes.>

c ' Also noticed were sniall technical

Points such as leaves, gathered last

Winter by'La Marca's outfit, being
used to simulate tlie action's

taking pl?.ce in oariy autiimn.
All arrangements for transporta-

tion. solection of the actual Pat-
:terson Church and arrangements
i witti iis minister, town police and
Supervisors for day's lensing were
fpossible via De Havcn's picking
up what amounted to* an ''instant

! second unit" through use of
LaMarca Ltd. Point also shows that
with unfamiliar assistant directors
and production assistants, only col-
loborating for. the sliort four day
period, Huston still manages to
prodüce qiuck results in terms of
actual filming.

Witli Short look prior' to lunch
break the director plotted sequence
that lüund Patrick O'Neal arriving
at what was supposed to be a small
Baptist Church in some part of
the deep South, foliowin^ this with
a "funeral" (spy-pic style) involv-
ing the church's minister cum se-
cret agent Dean Jagger and
another quostionable char acter
played by Richard Boone.

Post break shooting of the three
involved set-ups in some two hours
supplied De Haven wiih evidence
to Support idea that if the director
knows what he wants in his mind.
the secondary aspects of niulti-
million dollar fihn production at
the semi-creative level can com-
fortably fall on tfie producer's
Shoulder. jMain point being that
Huston, or any director, still is
"in control" of teclinical supplies,
personnel, or in this case au old
v/hitc. vvooden church and grave-
yard not seen until one hour
before he used it in his film. It
still remains his responsibility, in
DeHaven'i ohiase. 'lo seo that it

comes together as a whole."
White curious local townpeople

[Strained to sce the filming of t!ie
funeral. De Haven niade quick
reference to next project he has
on tap with Huston: pic edition
^"

'
'^ '•'

• " s cun-»n» loo-
selling tome, "Bullet Park." Team
will rnosf liicely b.^ lilming tli»» tj!(-
of suburban c o u n t r y folkwavs
sometime next year. Thus far'it

_ remains their own IndepencL^nt
.y 1 production and ironically enou »h

otl^vül most likel: be filmed ia
upstate New York. It may turn
out that Huston and Company will
find themselves putting the
Cheever opus onfo celluloid not
jfar from wliere they were cur-
rency creating a fictional Dixie.

Last v.'fH^k with ^'The Kremlin
Letter" only two takes away fiom
the labs and editing. this secmed
far less of interest to De Haven
and Huston then wrapping up with
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< WHEN HE COMES ON THE SET THERE IS NO
> CONFUSION. NO FRANTIC LOOK BUSY AC
§ TIVITY. THE DIRECTOR HAS ARRIVED —
5^ THAT'S ALL.
F
V,* The big, burly man in ihe turlleneck swcalcr

zi and corduroy suit .stand» ihrre for a minulc, bis

Q arms folded. He watches with an cxpression of idic

(^ interest, a« if he just dropped in by accident.

<
^ He unfolds bis arms, walks slowly aroiind tbe

8cene chccking positions, niunibles soinetbinj» tr) a

2: cameraman, makes a suRKCstion td an actor. Tben

p! be Stands near tbe camera and in a malter-of-fact

P tone Jobn Huston dcciares, "Aclion."

And action be gets. Sucb prerision nclion. in

fact, be's a niontb abcad of tbe sboolinu,' plan.

I iuslon is now in Uome making bis latest fibn, "
I be

Krrinlin Letler," a spy ibrillor wilb George Sanders,

Kicbard Boonr, and Palrick O'Neal.

JN THIS FRA OF WHIZ-KID MOVIE DIRFC-

TORS. JOHN HUSTON STANDS AMONG Tl IF

GRAND MASTERS.

His cnreer spans tbree drcadcs and at 63, be is

now on bis 29tb film—averaging one a year sine«

bis first, "Tbe Maltese Falcon," in 1941.

Huston's melbod of directing is not one of roar-

Ing power or bigb-tension command. It's a kind of

tubtle influenae be exudes over tbe entire process

wbicb be bas planned out to tbe finest detail abead

of limc.

Talking wilb Jobn Huslon off tbe set is far

more exciting tban watcbing bim work. He is as

big, complex and overpowcring as some of bis films.

His cbaracter spans kindness, gentleness, goodness

on on« extreme . . . nastiness and nneanness on tb«

other. It all add« up lo an extremeiy fancinami,

Women bave told bim be is at oncc "bateful*

and "darling/* And be seeins to enjoy being tbat

combination.

HUSTON IJKFS CONVERSATION AND SHIFTS

FROM SUBJECT TO SUBJECT.

He talks quickly, spontaneously.

"Homosexuality? Sex? Lesbianism? Pornog-

rapby in films today?" Huston says, ligbting a lillle

cigar. "TTiey are. at tbe top of a parabolic curve

as film and ibeatre tbemes. Give tbem a little time

and everybody will forget about tbem. I don't mind

bow far tbey go. All periods bave bad tbeir ex-

tremes.

"I talked it over witb my Iwo cbildren—tbey're

18 and 19. Tbey tbink it's Square.

*'But I tbink it is a contribution to tbe vocabu-

lary of films. 1 want to teil a story in a film. AU
rkinds of gimmicks bave been used but tbey don*t

concern mc. 1 migbt use tbem if ibey servc to teil

tbe story."

On tbe use of color, Huston also connects tbis

witb tbe film's story. "Color or black and wbita

. . . it all depends on wbat you're dealing witb.

For a bigbly psycbological story, color gets between

you and tbe subject. Unless color is superbly used

it can be dangerous and even a bandicap to tbo

understanding of tbe story.

**Ai for tbe use of black and wbite and color

in tbe same film, it's been done many times and

I don't like it. Im a formalist in a way.
•t

Of all his films, he prefers "Reflcctions in a

Golden Eye." He likes tbe Script, costumes and

tbe human message. *'l know it was very poorly

rcccived in tbe United States," Huston admits, "a

little better in Europe. But tbat does not cbange

my opinion. One learns by being offended.'
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Concerning actort, it*t of little difference to

Huston if one i» professional or non-profcssional.

He considers tbem on different levels, but follows

only one ruie, one tecbnique witb botb — "1 o get

out of tbem as mucb as possible, from witbin tbcm-

selves."

HUSTON TALKS ABOUT ACTORS AS IF TI IFY

WERE SIMPLY TOOLS.

"A great actor on tbe screcn is different from

one on tbe stage. Laurence Olivier is grcat only

on tbe stage.

"Personality is niore imporlant for a screon

actor. Tbat camera gets terribly close and leveals

cvery little emotion wbicb you can't see from your

seat in a tbeatre watdiing a stage actor. You can't

conceal anylbing from tbe camera and if tbe actor

is in conflict witb bis part, it sbows — even witb

tbe best.

"For me. Marlon Brando is ihc best actor. It's

a pity be bas practically disappeared from tbe

scene. Bob Mitchum is anotber great actor but be

never quite came off . . . George Scott is great

and Burton is whcn used properly."

Huston considers Riebard Boone bis latest find.

**I saw bim on TV and immediately wanted bim

for 'Tbe Kremlin Letter.* He's magnificent."

When he shifts to actresses tbcre's tbe na«igbty

boy glint in bis eyes. "Greta Garbo was in a class

by berself. Now Katharine Hepburn is tbe best ac-

tress.

"Howcver, I try to be witb aclors as little as

possible. It's a bore. I never figbt witb tbem. I

leavo it to tbem to act and interpret tbe role. Wben
tbey get stuck, tben I help tbem.

''Actresses und actors are sbadows of pantbrism.

Tbe great beauly, tbe fool, tbey are all part of

an Olympus. Everybody bas bis role in tbe big

movie game but tbat's it. I look at tbem as 1 look

at Greek mytbology."

ON OTHFR DIRECTORS, HIS ANSWFRS ARE
QUICK. DIRECT.

*De Sica is a master wilh a wondcrful bu:nan

message. Fellini is not as direct as De Sica but

tbere is deep trutb in wbat be does. 1 admire Inpmar

Bergman. I bave just S'^cn bis 'Sbaine* and it's a

mastcrpicce — tbe best film 1 bave ever secn. Tm
dyinc: to s<*e wbat Brr;»nian and Frllini do lo-

getbcr."

But Huston is not all wrapjicd up in bis worlc.

As soon as tbe day's work is over be rusbes back

to bis place . . . considers a little solilude necessary,

Huston likes to paint in oils and read. He is an

avid art collector of Etruscan, Eqyptian, Roman
Inca and Japanese works inixcd in wilb tbe mod-
crns. .

v-

His great pleasure is bis manor bouse in Counfy
Galway where be goes as soon as a film is finished,

for a good fox bunt and long rides. His passion is

borses. In Ireland bc bas I 2, two of wbicb slartrd

racing reccntly.

On life in gcneral, Huston says: "Wben 1 wai
young, it was a period of beros — in .^ports,-'a|tt«,

politics, niusic. Clearly, it was a time wben pcÄJe
needed beros. Now it's different. We bave U
Braties wbo cbanged a lot of tliings, but no
people like Hemingway, Cbuicbill, Stalin.

"In tbe arts, tbere's Nureyev, but be's only W]f
a bero. Even Kennedy — a great man — Im w^e
did not bave tbe power, ibe inipact, of a \\txi

"Every period in bistory produces its ffbill

wbicb are more or Icss brilliant. I don't believe'tbjit

our epocb is favorable to devcloping tbe hero -tli^o

of people. In fact, tbey're not necessary. |r> /

"Even tbe screen bas forgotten tbe beroes th^A
days. We are inclined to make people commq^
place.

"Now we live in a time of incredible actlont,

I am bappy to bave scen so many extraordinary

tbings. I hope to bo around to see peopK^ dijyj|ng

cars on tbe moon . • • 1 migbt go myself. \\^ ^
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By C. P« Crilmore

•<i'His son was a big disappointment

to him. He wanted the boy to play

basebali and football. The kid could

hardly catch a ball, and when he did

he didn't seem to know what to do
with it Almost as bad, he was doing

poorly in school."

Speaking is Dr. Howard L. Millman,

director of psychological Services and
research at Children's Village, a resi-

dential treatment center for boys with

leaming and behavior problems in

Westchester County, and director of

psychology at Psychological and Edu-

cational Services of Westchester, a

private diagnostic and treatment cen-

ter. "The boy was handsome. attrac-

tive, obviously bright — in all ways
normal to the casual eye. His father

was convinced that he could do better

—if he would only try. In the attempt

to* improve his son's Performance, the

father had urged, pleaded, reasoned,

yelled, harangued, punished—until the

relationship was almost destroyed.

Nothing helped. Now he had come to

my Office to have his child tested. He
wanted me to teil him how to make
his kid into a basebali player and a
success in school.

"After I had tested the boy I calied

the father in and told him to put his

band in this mirror drawing apparatus
we have. You can't see your band, but

you see its reflection, When you move
right, the image of your band moves
left« And up and down are reversed.

I put a Star with a double outline in

the box under his band, ^ave him a
pencil, and told him to draw a line

around the star, staying between the

double outline. Just as happens to any-

one who hasn't tried it before, every
time he tried to move in one direction,

his band moved in the other. The
marks zigged and za^ed out of the

boundaries. His face got red. He was
embarrassed and frustrated.

"That's when I yelled at him. *Hurry

up! Why are you taking so long? Don't

you know right from left?* He glared

at me — furious. *Can*t you under-

stand?' I said to him. 'This is how it

feels to your son yf^iihout the mirror

—

CR GiXmore is execuixve edifor of

Populär Science.

all the time.* I thought he was going

to hit me. Then suddenly he under-

stood—he saw what he had been doing

to the boy. He put his face down on
the glass and—still holding the pencil

over the star—began to sob."

The child was suffering from a

Problem that usually goes these days
under the catchall name of "learning

disability.*' It is a problem agonizing

to child and parent alike because

neither knows what is wrong or what
to do about it. Even Professionals who
work with children often fail to recog-

nize it because its victims seem so

normal.

A leaming disabled child is not re-

tarded. In fact, he is of at least aver-

age and frequently superior intelli-

gence. His troubles do not usually

grow from emotional roots—although
they may cause emotional problems.

Instead, the difficulty is assumed to

spring from a physical defect. Some-
where in the brain, according to the

most widely accepted theory, there is

some gap, some improperly wired Cir-

cuit, some group of neurons that is

supposed to work in certain ways, but
doesn't.

Learning disability takes many
forms. The hyperkinetic or overactive

child is easiest to recognize. His is not
simply the ebullience of childhood, but
a pathological State so severe that he
literally cannot sit still or concentrate
for more than a few seconds.

It is much harder to recognize a

child with a more subtle learning prob-

lem. For reasons not fully understood,

a child's brain may process certain

kinds of information, make connec-

tions between related facts, or störe

and retrieve information in slightly dif •

ferent ways from the normal child. He
may not be able to discriminate be-

tween certain shapes or sounds as

most children do. His coordination

may be bad, so that his band does not

do what his brain teils it to do. To the

outside World, such a child can seem
completely normaL But his hidden

handicaps, most educators and psy-

chologists are now beginning to under-

stand, make it almost impossible for

him to leam when taught by methods
commonly in use in schools today.

"He wants to leam, he tries as hard

as he can, but nothing seems to work,**

writes Dr. R.M.N. Crosby, a pediatric

neurologist. "Everyone eise in the

class is learning. Why isn*t he? He be-

comes acutely conscious of his fail-

ure. His parents are disappointed, take

away his Privileges until he improves
his grades and often corporally pun-
ish him. He fails grades and becomes
a 10-year-old third grader, the big

dumb kid. He gives up on education,

school, his parents and himself."

"Fve Seen it hundreds of times,"

says Dr. Millman. "A kid teils you
about the troubles he*s having, and
he teils you with a lot of emotional

The students pictured acroas the botlom of these pages are at New York*s Adams
School, wfxich specializes in teaching learning-disahled chiMren.

anguish, because he thinks he should

do better. He*s bought it—that if he
would only try harder he would be a
better kid and he'd be able to perform.

So it is tremendously frustrating, tre-

mendously anguish-producing when
the child knows he's trying as hard as

he can and people say he isn't. Then
he begins to believe it and think of

himself as a rotten kid, and in my
view, that is the beginning of a vicious

cycle."

Such a child's need to prove himself

can show up in a lot of destructive

ways; he may tum into the classroom
clown or bully, or he may become
Süllen and withdrawn. He is likely to

become troublesome as well as trou-

bled, a severe bürden to parents,

brothers and sisters, teachers, the
whole neighborhood. If he comes from
a wealthy of upper-middle-class fami-

ly, he may be launched into years of

psychotherapy to try to find out why
he won't apply himself and leam.
One pediatrician estimates that three

out of four children who are referred

to mental-health centers for psycho-
logical help, who drop out of school,

or who are juvenile offenders had
their troubles Start with leaming dis-

abilities. One study showed that as
many as 80 percent of a group of juve-

nile delinquents suffered from leaming
disabilities of one kind or another. .

The various difficulties now lumped
together under the learning-disability

He wants to leam,

but nothing seenns

to work. Everyone

eise learns.Why

doesn't he? He be-

comes acutely

awareof hisfailure.

He gives upon
school, his parents

and himself.
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label were tentatively identified some
40 years ago. In the intervening years,

the field has been filled with contro-

versy. Experts have squabbled over

causes, ditagnosis and fornis of treat-

ment most likely to succeed. But

today, with rapidly growing interest

in the field, a broad consensus has

begun to appear on many points:

Many experts now believe that

leaming disability is not the rare phe-

nomenon it once was thought to be. In

one form or another, it may affect up
to 20 per cent of the sohool population.

New evidence indicates that un-

diagnosed leaming disability may be
the basic problem with large numbers
of children who do not do well in

school—the underachievers, the dis-

ciplinary problems, the dropouts.

Despite continuing controversy, a

new basic theoretical understanding of

the Problem is emerging. And it is

leading to better methods of diagnosis

and treatment.

Clues to the causes of leaming dis-

ability have been apparent since the

early days of the Century. For example,

some children who recovered from
encephalitis during the 1918 epidemic
"showed a catastrophic change in Per-

sonality: They became hjrperactive,

distractible, irritable, unruly, destruc-

tive and antisocial," reports Dr. Mark
A. Stewart of the Washington Univer-

sity School of Medicine. Their school-

work suffered badly. Then, continues

Dr. Stewart, **it began to be noted that

the same Cluster of behavior problems

commonly occurred in children who
had suffered brain damage from other

causes, particularly from head injuries

or oxygen lack during or shortly after

delivery."

By the nineteen-fifties, a team at

Johns Hopkins studying the conse-

quences of prematurity found, to no
one's surprise, that premature babies

were more likely to be retarded than
those who went to normal term. But
they also found, surprisingly, that in-

fants who were premature were also

likely to show more than their share

of reading disorders and behavior

At M.l.N.D., Inc., in Cambridge, Mass., a child works with a cockpit-sized

**training perimeter'* to develop his perception of up and down, right and left.

It is not a form of retardation; it is

caused by minor brain damage. It may ,

occur in 20 per cent of schoolchildren.

/

/

\.

Problems. It seemed logical that brain

damage might be causing the problem.

Brain injunes to babies, most experts

now believe, can be caused by inade-

quate oxygen during birth, poor diet,

injury or illness of the mother during

pregnancy and high fever or toxic

Chemicals during infancy.

Support for the point of view that

leaming disabilities might spring from
subtle brain damage became stronger

in the nineteen-sixties when Dr. Wil-

liam F. Windle, director of research

at the New York Institute of Rehabili-

tation Medicine, launched a series of

experiments that eventually won for

him the prestigious Lasker award for

medical research in 1968. Dr. Windle
carefully reduced the oxygen supply

to 130 monkeys for a few minutes im-

mediately after birth. Over the next

few years, he compared these experi-

mental monkeys with monkeys that

had not been subjected to oxygen
deprivation. The results were striking.

The experimental monkeys had motor
difficulties— they were clumsy— and
obviously had sensory problems simi-

lar to those experienced by leaming-
disabled children. Autopsies ^owed
that certain parts of their brains had
been noticeably affected by the oxygen
deprivation.

Brain injury is assumed to be the

cause of leaming disability in the vast

majority of cases. But a small number
may also develop from severe emo-
tional Problems. A child may develop
leaming problems, for example, if his

World is so chaotic that he simply
does not go through the normal steps

of childhood development. Severe cul-

tural deprivation may also be at the

root of such Problems. A slum child

who is rarely spoken to and has noth-

ing to play with to develop the skills

of band, eye and brain will obviously

not develop normally. (An intriguing,

though unproven, theory holds that

TV is a form of sensory deprivation

that may contribute to leaming dis-

ability in some diildren—that a child

who spends thousands of hours gawk-
ing at the tube during his early years
does not spend enough time exploring

his World and leaming to relate him-
self to it.) Finally, there is consider-

able evidence that some types of leam-
ing disabilities run in families and are

more often inherited through the fath-

er's side.

Some recent research projects have
hinted at ^et other causes—poor nu-
trition, food additives, malfunctioning
of the inner ear—although most such
work is far from confirmed and not
generally accepted by most workers in

the field. (The Food and Drug Admin-
istration, however, has recently en-

couraged research into a link between
food additives and hyperkinesis.)

With widespread confusion and un-
certainty surrounding both the causes
and effects of various types of leam-
ing disabilities, it is not surprising

that a Wide variety of terms has been
applied to the condition. A recent Gov-
ernment report found 38 different

names in common use, including mini-

mal brain damage or dysfunction, psy-

choneurological inefficieticy, cerebral

dysfunction, neurological handicap.

perceptual handicaps, communication

disorder and association deficit path-

ology. A number of more specific terms

are also in common use: dyslexia (in-

ability to read), dysgraphia (inability

to write), dyscalculia (inability to

manipulate numbers) and develop-

mental aphasia (inability to receive or

express spoken words),

Leaming disabilities ränge from mild
to severe, from the child who will prob-

ably leam to overcome them himself

even without help, to the youngster
whose difficulties are so disabling that

they will probably plague him all his

life. This wide divergence accounts in

part for the widely varying estimates

of how many children are affected; it

depends on where you draw the line.

One school of opinion holds that leam-
ing disability is extremely rare, that an
"epidemic" of learning-disability diag-

nosis lumps together children with a

Wide ränge of problems from emotional
difficulties to simple bad manners, that

the field is characterized largely by
faulty diagnosis and confusion over
proper treatment and that the pheno-
menon of leaming disability has been
blown far out of proper proportion.

Some of these charges are no doubt
justified. Leaming disability is a fash-

ionable area of study right now, and
much confusion surrounds it. But the

conviction is growing among most
authorities that the problem is enor-

mous. For example during a four-year

period ending in 1969, Drs. Helmer
R. Myklebust and Benjamin Boshes of

NorthwesternUniversity gave a massive

battery of medical, psychological and
neurological tests to almost 3,000 Illi-

nois third and fourth graders. They
found that 7.5 per cent had clear leam-

ing disabilities, and another 7.5 per cent

were borderline cases. A large Govern-

ment study arrived at the conclusion

that one out of seven children may be

affected. The similar results of these

and other studies suggest that about 10

million children suffer leaming disabili-

ties to some extent. Boys experience

leaming disability somewhere between

four to to seven times more often than

girls.

The practical (Continued on Page 1 7)
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A M.LN.D., Inc., student uses a mirror to watch herseif speak.

Continued from Page 15

effect of a learning disabil-

ity on a child's Performance
fs striking—and puzzling.

Teachers and psychologists

have long recognized that

no child has equal abili-

ties in all fields; he may
have a flare for math or mu-
sic, or be particularly good
at reading but poor at draw-
ing. Yet the leaming-disabled

child's variations far exceed
normal limits. A lO-year-old

fifth grade child who suffers

a learning disability may read

at a 12-year-oId level yet per-

form like a 3-year-old in

arithmetic; he may not even
be able to master such ele-

mentary tasks as sorting a

series of blocks according to

size. If his trouble is in read-

ing, then he may be a total

failure in school, since so

much of the other work is

based on this fundamental
skill. Dr. Christine Kris, di-

rector of the Multidisciplinary

Institute for Neuropsycholo-

gical Development—^M.I.N.D.,

Inc.—of Cambridge, Mass.,

spends most of her time diag-

nosing the specific problems

when obviously bright chil-

dren with such widely diver-

. gent abilities have trouble in

school. She relates the case

of Joanna:

"She was 10^4 years old

and completing the fourth

grade when she came to me.

Her teacher said that, well,

she reads well enough, but

she does not, in fact, count.

I asked her to show me how
many pennies you need to

get a nickel in exchange. Now,
for a 10-year-old this should

not be difficult. But Joanna
was not able to teil me at

all.

"I asked her to crawl, and
she was quite unable to do
it. Her mother said Joanna
had never crawled. She also

had difficuhy balancing and
couki not skip. When I asked
her to draw a picture of a girl,

the form had two parts to the

body; one didn't seem to be
connected to the other. So I

could see from her drawing.

whtch is a form of projective

assessment, that her body
Image had not been devel-

oped.

"In Order to get away from
anything that had to do with

school, I gave her a set of

those beautiful plastic boxes
that one can buy. And she

was to put them in order, the

tallest one on the wall side,

since she is not sure about

right and left. But she couldn't

do it. So I gave her an ex-

ample with three and then

five boxes. With five. she

found the tallest and the

smallest, but got the others

in the middle mixed up. She
could not compare and match
—look at two objeots and
know for sure which is larger

—when the task involved both
matching and putting in

Order."

Dr. Kris explained that Jo-

anna's particular pattem of

abilities and disabilities was
characteristic of a certain

type of perceptual problem.

"Most children learn to match
and Order according to size

at 3 or 4," she said. "Joanna,

who had always been a very

verbal ohild, did not. Her
drawing showed that she had
very little understanding of

her body and the relation-

ship of its parts. And—at 10

—she could not crawl. She
could not name her fingers or

follow directions when asked

to lift a fingen This prevent-

ed her from using her fingers

to count. She was actually, in

her altemating movement In-

tegration, at the level of a

toddler."

Researchers have found

that learning, a most taken-

for-granted human activity, is

incredibly complex and fasci-

nating. It depends on the ac-

quisition of a series of inter-

related skills; learning them is

the principal business of child-

hood. Even an infant's appar-

ently random movements are

highly useful. In his thrash-

ing, for example, he first

touches an object, then leams
to look at what he has

touched. Next, he leams to

see an object and realize that

he can reach for it. He leams
to grasp, and then to release.

He looks at, feels, tastes

and smells the world around
him and gradually beglns to

perceive the relationship be-

tween it and himself. Prac-

tically everything he will do
in later life—including his

Performance in school—de-

pends upon his understanding

of that relationship as it de-

velops at this time.

The normal child Starts with

his own body as the center of

his universe and his frame of

reference. He relates objects

and shapes to this reference

point and gradually develops

a sense of left and right, of up

and down, of front and back.

He leams to differentiate be-

tween big and little and to put

objects of different sizes in

Order. Language develops and
words become matched with

objects; the objects are named
and classified; the words are

ordered into sentences.

Somehow, in ways not clear,

Joanna's sense of seif—^psy-

chologists call it her body
image—^had not been well es-

tablished. With no clear frame
of reference, she had not

leamed the simple skills of

comparing and matching. But

she could listen to words and
sentences, repeat them and
leam to read using what psy-

chologists call a "whole word
and sentence" method. An-
other child, who through a si-

milar process has not deve-

loped a clear sense of up and
down or right and left, may
consistently reverse letters

when he begins to leam to

read. He may be unable to teil

b from d, and even confuse

them with p, q, 6 and 9. He
may have trouble in arithme-

tic because he cannot remem-
ber from which side to bor-

row, or on which side to start

multiplication.

An even more complex skill

is developed during the early

childhood years. It involves a

process psychologists call In-

tegration. So fundamental is

this process to the adult that

it seems intuitive and automa-

tic. But it is not. Integration

involves matching up the

clues received through the va-

rious senses. For example, a

child leams to relate a word,

an auditory Stimulus, to an

object, which is perceived by
sight and touch. Later, he uses

his process of intersensory

Integration to match Visual

Stimuli, Symbols on a page,

with sounds, words, and so

leams to read. When he has

not leamed to make a visual-

auditory match—a problem

almost impossible to detect by
anyone but an expert — a

clearly bright child will find it

all but impossible to learn to

read by methods used in nK>st

schools.

Two basic approaches to
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• helping children with percep-

tual Problems are in use. They
are partly the result of the

work of the late Dr. Arnold

Gesell of the Gesell Institute

of Child Development at Yale,

who spent decades plotting in

minute detail the various de-

velopmental steps through

which a child progresses, and
devised a highly detailed set

of guidelines for detecting the

limits of normal behavior in

many different skills at all

age levels. Other theoreti-

cians, such as the renowned
Swiss psychologist Jean Pla-

get, have further strengthened

the theoretical framework of

our fundamental understand-

ing of the leaming process by
pointing out that each de-

velopmental step—reaching,

grasping, manipulating, orga-

nizing, etc.—apparently must
xome in the same sequence
for each child and is based on
those that go before it.

The first method of helping

children with leaming disabil-

ity involves simply taking the

child back through the steps

missed in childhood, gradually

bringing him up to a State of

development appropriate for

his age. Ten-year-old Joanna,

for example, was taught to

crawl, manipulate her body,

and plan and initiate acts in

sequence by stepping on the

rungs of a ladder and by
working with a "training pe-

rimeter" — a large circular

frame fitted with switch-op-

erated electric lights. She
would practice pointing to the

lights, counting them and
tuming them on and off in

sequence.

A second and quite different

technique involves teaching

children to use the skills they

have to get around those they

lack. Another of Dr. Kris*s

patients provides an example.

Bob is 16. He has been doing

poorly in school, has repeated

two grades, is now in the

ninth grade. Dr. Kris smiles

and sits opposite him at a

small desk. "My Job," she teils

him, **is to find out why you
have trouble leaming in

school." She smiles and he
smiles back. **When were you
bom?" "September, 1958."

"Which month of the year is

September?" He touches his

thumb to each finger in se-

quence until he arrives at*the

number. "Ninth." She explains

to him that he is using the feel

of pressure on his fingers—

a

tactile Signal—plus a know-
ledge of how many fingers he
has, to arrive at the answer.

"You are helping me leam
about you," she says.

She asks him for the name
of his favorite teacher. "Mr.
Copolo." But he does not
know how to spell it. He tries

several times, does not even

come close. Dr. Kris gives him

three possible written alterna-

tives. He selects "Copolo" as

being most likely, then copies

it twice on a sheet of paper.

She asks him to go to the

chalk board across the room
and write it. He writes "Colo-

po," reversing two syllables.

"That's classic," she says. She
then has him come back to his

chafr. She leans across the

desk and, writing with ap-

parent eäse upside down so

that it appears right to him,

writes "Copolo," while saying

"Co-po-lo." She has him copy
it twice, saying it each time

after writing it. She then asks

hi*m to go to the board again

and write it from memory. He
does.

She leans back and looks at

him. "To leam a word," she

says, "you need to see it,

write it, say it. Then you will

learn."

Later, she explains: "He
could not recall the name cor-

rectly. He does not have good
auditory memory. He wasn't

sure Low to pronounce it, yet

this is his favorite teacher.

When he picked out one of the

ways of spelling I gave hini,

he copied it correctly twice,

then wrote it on the board as

Colopo. When I asked him to

come back and check it, he
didn't only look at it; he sat

down and rewrote it. And af-

ter he rewrote it, he actually

Said *Co-po-lo,' as I had be-

fore. He can obviously make
an eye-hand match, then the

hand-voice match. He will

never learn by the method
used in most schools today, in

which children have to make
a Visual' auditory match—look

at a word and then say it. His

brain doesn't work that way.
He has to look and do, then do
and say. And this is crucial to

the whole problem."

The leaming jh-oblems dis-

cussed so far have primärily
involved perceptual difficul-

ties. Hyperkinesia—overaotiv-
ity—disrupts leaming in an-

other way: The child who
suffers from it is simply too

inattentive and distractible to

follow classroom work, Most
children are active, but hyper-

active children are in another

league. The brain damage
thought to be responsible for

the condition causes such
children to be constantly in

motion. They cennot sit still

for more than a moment, and
they speak and act almost en-

tirely on Impulse. They are

impatient and easily upset.

Motion studies by Dr. Herbert

Birch of the Albert Einstein

College of Medicine in New
York suggest also that the

movements are random rather

than purposeful. This gives

the illusion of even greater

motion. One mother said of
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soQie of Üie help such chil-

dren need. Some school psy-

chologists are now able to

diagnose the specific problems

causing a chijd's failure in

school and prescribe special

teaching techniques and other

methods to help him leam.

Many such children now go

into "developmental" class-

rooms where a specially

trained teacher has a class of

eight to 12 children with

leaming disabilities. With an

understanding of the problemi

of each, she uses the method

that will help each leam.

She also gives training to

strengthen the perceptual and

matching difficulties that each

child displays.

Children with less severe

Problems may go for a few
hours a week into a "re-

source" room. There, leaming
diagnosticians analyze the

specific Problem, then give

one-to-one training designed

to strengthen a particular Op-

eration or teach by nonstand-

ard methods that make use of

areas in which the child has

strengths. (For example, Dr.

Kris. after analyzing Bob's

intersensory matching Prob-

lem, sent back to his school'

her prescription for how he

could be taught by having

him look, write, then repeat

the material presented to

him.) Such teaching is ex-

pensive, since it requires more
individual instmction than the

average child gets in a class-

room. But many school dis-

tricts throughout the country

are now making at least some
efforts in this direction.

Many parents who become
aware of the precise nature of

their child's trouble hire spe-

cial tutors. Others arrange for

private Visual and motor
(movement) training—usual-

ly by an Optometrist—to help

a child develop or improve

skills he may have missed in

early childhood.

Perhaps the most encourag-

ing element in the whole Sit-

uation is this: It is becoming

clear that most leaming-dis-

abled children, if not irfepa-

rably damaged psychological-

ly, will eventually show some
improvement. Their problem,

if not diagnosed and treated.

may keep them from reaching

the levei of achievement that

would be expected on the

basis of intellectual capacity

alone. But many developmen-

tal deficiencies eventually

tend to heal themselves to

some extent. And it is now
absolutely clear that with the

proper help, leaming-disabled

children can grow into

healthy, successful adults.

Indeed, dramatic improve-

ment can result simply from

improving the understanding

and acceptance of a leaming-

disability Situation by teach-

ers, parents and others in a

Position to influence the child

involved. In the case of the

child whose father had
learned to understand percep-

tual Problems by putting his

band in the mirror device, Dr.

Millman reports, "The effect

was—if you'll pardon the ex-

pression—nrviraculous. When
you reach parents in an emo-
tional way so that they under-

stand the child and stop

screaming and hitting him and
blaming and instead try to be

helpfui and praise his

strengths, you can see a dra-

matic improvement in the

whole family. Other things be-

gin to happen positively. The
child feels better about him-

self, so he tries harder. And
there is a ripple effect that

spreads through the home and
school."

Where to write
If you suspect your child has a leaming disability, talk

to his teacher and to the school psychologist. Ask them to

recommend that he be given a füll battery of tests (a one-

or two-day procedure) that can be used to pinpoint the

difficulty. If this doesn't work, you can have him tested

privately. For more information and help, write:

The New York Association for Brain Injured Children

95 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10016

The New Jersey Association for Children with Leam-
ing Disabilities

Post Office Box 249

Convent Station, N. J. 07961

The Connecticut Association for Children with Per-

ceptual Leaming Disabilities

Mrs. Ruth Tepper
20 Raymond Road
West Hartford, Conn. 061C7

P.C.



Stars Shine in Savln^sAds
By PAMELA G.HOLLIE

Special to The New York Times

LOS ANGELES, Oct. 14 — The ad
war among California savings and loan
associations has begun to look like the

late movie on television.

George Bums sings about putting his

money in Brentwood Savings and Loan.
Eddie Albert urges television viewers
to come to San Diego's Imperial Sav-
ings and Loan. Bob Hope introduces
himself to Califomians as "Bob 'Cali-

lorriia Federal Savings' Hope **

lome Savings and Loan, the nation's
largest, fields an entire galaxy of
Stars: Fred Astaire, Helen Hayes,
Edith Head and Dear Abby, Abigail
Van Buren. Similarly, Great Western
Savings and Loan, which had been rep-
resented by the late John Wayne, has
Ben Johnaon, Glenn Ford, Maureen
O'Hara an(^IohnHuston in its team.
"And it's ömytneTÄglnning,'' said

James F. Montgomery, President of
Great Western, which begins its cam-
paign this month. "We have more stars
who are associated with the old West in
mindforads "

To be sure, the star wars among sav-

ings institutions extend beyond Califor-

nia. In New York City, Jane Powell has

been dancing and singing for the Dry
Dock Savings Bank since 1974, Joe Di-

Maggio promotes the Bowery Savings

Bank and Eli Wallach urges saving in

the Emigrant Savings Bank. But the

heavy action appears to be in Califor-

nia.

Competing for consumer dollars,

savings and loan associations have

been pouring increasing sums into ad-

Continued on Page D8
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DUDE'. . . An $800,000 Disaster

Where Did They Go Wrong?
By PATRICIA BOSWORTH

RIGHT after the opening night Performance of

"Dude"—which may go down in theatrical his-

tory as Broadway's most monumental disaster

—

its author, Gerome Ragni, huddled in a taxi

clutching his 7-year-oId son, Eric, to his bosom.
He kept rocking the little boy back and forth, chant-

ing, "Nureyev loved it, booboo, Nureyev loved 'Dude.*

He X^S'^er -\

ybbody eise in the^taxi responded so Ragni continued,

"An' John Huston ^s there an' Ed Sullivan an' Lennie

Lyons . .
." ^^^

He smüed. It was the same eager, goofy grin he'd

wom all during those frenzied weeks before "Dude's"

opening—when the original director, choreographer and

costume designer were fired, when the exhausted cast

threatened insurrection and the producers swore they

would close the show unless Ragni wrote a second act.

Ragni's battered clown grin has been a kind of trade-

mark—along with his tangled Medusa locks. He used

them both to supreme advantage in "Hair," the fabu-

lously successful "love-rock" musical which he co-

authored and performed in and which turned him into

a millionaire. It also inspired him to write "Dude."

So he kept that grin tight across his cheeks until the

Did 'Dude^s^ author

Gerome Ragni ignore

an Ultimatum?



^vftVELYN K*:YES Is coml/igr to

NY to wrlte a mystery story but a
reader of her memoirs asks, "What
mystery Is left?" . . . Earl Blackwell
gave a party for Hollywood Reporter
publisher TIcht Wilkerson Miles
where writer George Wells conferred
with Ethel Merman and Bricktop,

both of wtiose memoirs he Is re-

memlbering . . . The great beauty
Lad^
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Across a
crowded
room...

They spotted each oiher in

the crowd and it was
crowded at the 1978 EUR
International Prize movle
gala In Rome. So, nat-

urally, sultry actress Gina
Lollobrigida did In Rome
what they do In Holly-

wood: klss the gentleman.
On the receiving end was
famous American director

John Hustoijy^who was
up.

Ji'in

Connery and Caine Settle

Suits Against Allied Artists

Sean Connery and Michael Caine
have reached an "amicable** out-of-

court settlement of lawsuits the actors
had fiJed against the Allied Artists Pic-

tures Corporation.

In suits filed in United States District

Court and State Supreme Court in Man-
hattan, Mr. Connery and Mr. Caine
contended that Allied owed them each
$200,000 for their starring roles in the
film **The Man Who Would Be King/*

Allied, in tum, had filed a $21.5 mil-

lion countersuit charging Mr. Connery
with defamation.
Jay Feldman, a lawyer for Allied,

said yesterday that lawyers for the ac-

tors and Allied had agreed not to make
any comment beyoi\d an eight-line

stateipfint.
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Te Sorrow and the PityJJnde Vapya,
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Mow for Something Completely Differ-

rent Belaied Flowers, The Heartbieak

Kid, Phantom India.
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ISnships töT boat rÄclng In Lake
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The Lyons Den

,:-ä>:M,........:. By LEONARD LYONS

Dana Andrews recently retiirned from London, where
he eostarred with Stanley Baker,, Geraldine Chaplin and
Donald Pleasenee in ''Innoeent Bystander/' While in London,
Andrews was asked to present the London Film Critics

Award for the best supporting: actress. The award went to
tiis old friend Margaret Leighton, for "The Go-Between/'
for which Harold Pinter wrote the sereenplay.

When Andrews congratülated Miss Leighton, she intro-

duced him to a man standing near her: "Dana, do you
know Harold Pinter?" . . . The playwright acknowledged:
"You've been my favorite actor, and I grew up aeeing all

your films. May I have your autograph, please?"

John Huston, between Ws acting and directing assign-

mei^ts, will sit in on the board of the newly reorganized

ArdinoreJBitW'rtational Studios, 10 niiles from Dublin . . •

The growing interest in Ireland's flims and filmmakers has

prompted the Irish Tourist Board to join with the Ck>rk

Film Festival and the Society of Independent Filmmakera
of Irehind to Sponsor a "Fihn Buff's Tour of Ireland" in the

Summer.
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John Huston, outstanding film writer, director and actor, one of the leading

figures in contemporary cinematography, is a distinguished member of the

World film Community. A cultivated man of wide interests he eschews the

razzle-dazzle of Hollywood and today when not working on a film he lives

quietly in Ireland where he is active as a horseman and enjoys the impressive

array of pre-Columbian art he has assembled. Coincident with the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art's exhibition, **Before Cortes, Sculpture of Middle America/'

to which he is a lender, MD samples the distinguished John Huston coUection

in photographs by Louis Stettner,
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Holding a Mesoamerican

figure John Huston poses.

in the library ofhis home in

Ireland, At his right is a large

Totonacfigure ; north central

Vera Cruz is still inhabited by

Totonacsy descendants ofthe

Indians who welcomed Cortes

and allied themselves with

him against Aztec overlords.
,
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Seatedfigures with ear Ornaments, top, and the seated

figure with headdress, arm and leg bands and possibly

decoratwe Shoulder scarißcation; above, are represen-

tationsofmusiciansfromjalisco, Mexico, Fromfarlefiy

warriorfiguresfrom Colima, Nayarit, Jalisco.
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Totonacfigures, lefi and above, with that

on thefrontispieceform a rare, perhaps

even unique, trio that Huston considers

the most important items in his collection,

After he acquired one, he approached

the owner ofthe others in the true spirit of
the connoisseur and offered to unite the three

pieces, offering to buy the other ttuo or to seil

his, At righty an important Mayan-Olmec

mas\ dated about 600 bc. Three smiling

children, belotv, of clay sculpture -(

from the area of Vera Cruz,
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Costumer Monty Berman
May Take Over Nathan's

London, Feb. 8.

Report here has film and legit

costumer Monty Berman "in the
process" of acquiring his London
rival, Nathan's of Drury Lane.
Both firms would continue ander
their own names and operate 4n-
dependently.

Berman's, founded by pater
familias Max^J^gnan in 1929, also

has ou^l^li^E^ HoUywoM^ Paris
and

win Huston Gets

Ardmore Studios

In $1,000,000 Deal
Dublin, Feb. 8.

iDirector John Huston is a
board pember of a new Company
which has purchased Ardmore
Film Studios at Bray. county
Wicklow, for a sum reportedly
around $1,000,000 from its re-
ceiver, Alex Spain. Huston. aij

Irish Citizen for several years
who resides in County Galway,
was not in Ireland at <the time the
deal was disclosed.

His oodirectors are George
O'Reilly, who has a number of

show biz ties including artist man-
agement, and John E. Noian, a

Dublin busine^sman. Nolan is a

brother of radio gabber Llam
Nolan who recently became a di-

rector of a new film production
Company.
Ardmore Studios, built in 1958,

is on a 40-acre site 12 miles from
Dublin. It has three sound stages,

together with Workshops, preview
and dubbing theatre and camera
equipment.

It has changed ownership sev-

eral times, and diifi is the seoond
occasion in which it has been put
into liquidation by the Industrial

Credit Corp. Outflt last dhanged
owners in 1967 when ift was ac-

quired by a British Company with
amusement park and other in-

terests in England.

Huston, a longtime advocate of

an Irish fikn industry, headed a
commission set up by the Irish

govemment to make recommenda-
tions for the industry. Recom-
mendattions, which covered ftnan-

cial Support, were subnütt^d two
years ago. The govemmeat proro-

ised a Films Bill but this has
been delayed.
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U.S. Directors Are Stars

Of Cannes Film Festival
By CYNTHIA GRENIER
apecl&l to The New Yoric Timei

CANNES, France, May 4— by the sex of their directors

showing coyly under the ti-

tle of "No Man's Land." Su-

san Sontag's "Brother Carl"

—presented here last year in

the directors' fortnight—rep-
resents the United States.

As part of the American ex-

plosion at Cannes, as the

newly appointed festival di-

rector, Maurice Bessy de-

scribed the United States

presence here, four films are

in the competition:

"Jeremiah Johnson," "Slau-

ghter House 5" "The Visi-

tors" and "To Find a Man"—
the four are being shown out

of competition.

Most Unseen In U.S.

Among these are "Fat

City" John Huston's latest

film being presented as a fes-

tival tribute to Mr. Huston.

and "Night at the Op'^ra," a
festival tribute to Gfoucho
Marx, who will receive a spe-

cial decoration from the

French Government on the

occasion of the showing.
Half the films In the critics

week are from the United

States, with "The Catons-

ville Nine" already leading

in interest here among for-

eign critics, and over a
quarter of the 55 films in the

director's fortnight are also

American, most as yet un-

seen in the United States.

The out-of-competition film

that opened the festival was
a comedy about hijacking and
hostageholding. "L'Aventure

c* Est l'Aventure" is Claude
Lelouch's first comedy. He
says that for the last six

years he has been complete
iy confused by the reading of

daily newspapers, and that
"this is a film about confu-
sion." The audience laughed
throughout.
The competition proper

begins tomorrow with Elia

Kazan's "The Visitors."

The 26th Cannes Interna-

tional Film Festival opened
here tonight with massive
American participation. But
while in former years the

United States was represent-

ed by Standard, big-budget
Hollywood films, which pro-

vided much of the traditional

festival glitter, what the

Cannes officials and Euro-
pean cinema circles seem to

want from America these

days is the counter-culture.

This festival is, in fact,

completely different on all

counts from festivals past.

The Starlet is very much a
creature of the past, and the
film director is the new king.

A bumper crop of some 50
directors are attending the
festival this year including
many a distinguished talent:

Fellini, Hitchcock, Donskoi.
Polanski, Kazan. Lelouch, de
Broca, Wajda, Jansco, Petri.

Jury Led by Losey

The Jury is headed by a
longtime expatriate director,

Joseph Losey, and includes
three other directors: Mark
Donskoi (Soviet Union) and
the younger talents Milos
Forman (Czechoslovakia),
and Alain Tanner (Switzer-
land).

While there is still much
trading and deal making in
the byways of the festival,

the atmosphere is basically
serious, more reminiscent of
a vast intellectual seminar
on cinema than anything
eise.

There are 350 films going
up on screens here during
the next two and a half
weeks. They are spread
among the feature competi-
tion, the critics* week, the
director's fortnight. This
year there is an additional
collection of films grouped
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iBy LEONARD LYONS

Clifford Irving" will hold a press Conference tomorrow
morning: at the Alg^onqiiin. He is fi^oing to annoiince the
publication of "What Really Happened/' his own story of
the Howard Hughes interview hoax.

When George Bush, U. S. Ambassador to the UN,
returned from Geneva, he went straight to Roma di

Notte to welcome the Miss Universe contestants on behalf
of the President. He said to the girls: "I only wish you could
all be winners but, since that's impossible, may the best
Ms win."

Steve Alien, Jayne Meadows, Mil^e Douglas and George
Jessel will appear on Bob Hope*s telethon Saturday to

benefit the flood victims . . . Morris Ketchiim, President of
the American Institut« of Architects, and Barbaralee Dla-
monstein, the writer, were sworn in Monday for three-year
terms on the Landmarks Preservation Commisslon.

Mike Conners, who plays "Mannix," will make a muslcal
television special in Paris with his old friend, Charles Azna-
vour . . . Lee J. Cobb has been signed to play the policeman
In "The Exorcist" . . . Carlos Santana, leader of the group
that began the wave of Latin music popularity, will attend
the opening of "Our Latin Thing" tomorrow night. The
movie is a documentary fea-

t:->:-:v;vWi

JOHN HUSTON

turing some of New York's
Latin groups.

Procecds from the cham-
pionship American Socccr
I^ague match between the

Nor'East United and the N.Y.
Greeks teams Jiily 29 in

Gaelie Park will benefit the

N.Y. Philanthropie League
for Handicapped Children . .

.

At the Unicom, Sharlie Stu-

art, who plays Abigail Adams
In *'1776" on tour this Sum-
mer, said her male lead will

undergo a drastie physical

change.

Hugh O'Brian, who is 6
foot, plays John Adams in

the musical, but he will be
replaced by 5-5 Joel Grey.

Shirley MacLaine is writ-

ing an article for the Sunday
New York Times Magazine
which will appear shortly.

She will write about.the Mc-
Govem campaign, her experiences as a McGovem delegate

from California and as a floor leader at the Convention.

. . . Roseland Dance City will publish a house organ for its

regulär patrons.

Julie Buddy the I8-year-old singer, has signed a two-year
pact with the Desert Inn in Las Vegas at more than $100,000

a year . . . Leo Genn, the British character and supporting

actor, is writing his memoirs . . . Roberta Peters will star

at the Opera Theater of New Jersey's first professional

Summer productton. Alfredo SUipigni will conduct Strauss'

operetta ''Die Fledermaus'' Aug. 2 at Newark's Symphony
Hau.

Sid Karpoff, a Brooklyn College Junior and freelance

photographer, photographed Sen. McGovern during the cam-
pai'gn. The Senator and his aides were so pleased with thi»

picture that It is being used as one of the three official

campaign photographs. Karpoff will not get a Copyright on

the photo but, instead, donated it free to the McGovem cam-
paign.

New York has' another "saioon dog" replacing Skippy,

who was at P. J. Clarke*s untU he was klllcd by a Third Av.

bus. The new dog, Sauren, is a German Sliepherd who acts

as maltre d* at Churchiirs. Sauren escorts each new party to

Its table, listens whlle they order, and then retums when
their food Is served, begging for samples, to be siire the

food Is satisfactory.

The Columbia 11 Theater will show eight John Huston
movies around the clock starting Tuesday morning. Admis-

sion to the retrospectlve show will be free. Hustcm's latcst

movie, "Fat City," opens at the theater the next day . . .

r

N
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An Albanian representatlvc to tlie UN offered as evidence

of his nation's enmity toward Israel the fact that Albaiüa
has refused to play Israel at the current chess Olympiad.
The Albanlans preferred to forfeit the g;ame inst^Ml • • •

Herbert von Karajan, the famed conductor» Is at werk on
a book aboüt the five musicians who have most strong^ly

iofluenced his life. They are Wilhelm Furtwaeng^ler» Bruno
Walter, Arturo Toscanini, Richard Strauss and Victor d«
Sabata.

Hans Holzer, author of Bobbs-Merriirs "Phantoms of
Dixie/' investigated a house, supposedly haunted, in Balti-

more. He arrived on a Friday the 13th. The taxi driver
couldn't find the house on North Calvert St. and let htm
off five blocks away. When he ioeated the house, the door
was locked and he entered from the back. As he approached
the haunted cupola, mortar feil on his head, blowing dust
in his eye. A doctor had to remove it later.

The man he came to see wasn't even in. As Holzer left,

he stepped on the tail of a black kitten, which scratched
hinyAnd he missed lüs train back to N. Y. by 30 seconds . • •

"ItJB probably all coincidence/' said the researcher of psychlo
^nomena, ''but next tUne I travel to investifi:ate a haunted

»use 1*11 choose either the 12th or the 14th/'

Huston h^ put up for sale his 17-room manslon
ana TiWsgcre estajpnn County Galway, Ireland. The asking
price is $520:660. . . Next
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Eight Short Travens i

The
Kidnapped

Saint
And Other Stories

By B. Traven.

Edited by Rosa Elena Lujan
and Mina C. and
H. Arthur Klein,

198 pp. New York:

Lawrence Hill & Co. $7.95.

By ALAN CHEUSE

Filthy, unshaven, the man
shuffles painfuUy across the

cactus-studded desert. urging

on his heavily burdened burros

while the mountains brood

darkly in the background. A
band of destitute robbers con-

fronts him at a waterhole. Ma-
chetes flash. A stone thuds

dully on skullbone. A dream
of wealth fades like a mirage

from the screen before us.

Most North Americans dis-

cover B. Traven's narrative by

watching Humphrey ^
Bogart

perform such scenes in John

1 Huston's film version of 'The

M'reasure of the Sierra Madre.'*

Traven himself, who died in

Mexico City in 1969. had a

great interest in movie-making

and wrote the screenplays for*"

several Mexican productions of

his work. (One story, and there

are many such, has Traven .

skulking about the set of the •

Huston production in the guise

of his own agent, "Hai

Croves.") But more important-

ly Traven's spare but resonant

narration, which harks back

to the old wisdom tales of In-

dian-American mythology, has

much in common as well with

that alienated (Brecht called

it "distanced**) mode of presen-

tation which we have come

to associate with technological-

ly produced works of cinematic

art-
.,,

"The Kidnapped Saint" will

give readers new to the Traven

canon ample opportunity to dis-

cover this distinctive style at

its best. The eight stories in

the collection will in fact be

new to all but the most intrepid

Traven followers (and some

will be new even to them).

The title tale. which appears

apparently for the first time

in English; introduces us to

Cecilio Ortiz. an illiterate mmer

who misplaces his precious

pocket watch and then holds

the icon of Saint Anthony, pa-

tron Saint of those who losj

valuable possessions, for rai

som in a deserted jungle well.

How Ortiz recovers his watch

but loses his faith becomes

a delightful comedy with seri-

ous social undertones. It sets

the mood for the rest of these

deeply feit and extremely witty

fahles of Mexican Indian and

mestizo life.

"Submission" (one of several

pieces which appeared in a

now long out of print Traven

collection and are published

here in new translations) de-

picts the period of adjustment

between two headstrong

though aging newlyweds from

the "romantic" State of Michoa-

< an. "Frustration* is an intrigu-

ing Story (with a surprisingly

Cortäzar-like flavor) of a Chica-

no woman's bizarre spinster-

hood in a Texas border town.

"The Diplomat" sharply sati-

rizes the court of Porfirio Diaz»

Mexico's last dictator (against

whom the mahogany-cutters

struggle in Traven's six-volume

"Jungle" series, now nearly all

in print in this country).

Of the remaining stories, only

"Reviving the Dead" Covers fa-

miliär ground, spinning a Varia-

tion on the scene in "The Trea-

sure of the Sierra Madre" in

which one of the North Ameri-

can prospectors revives an ap-

parently dead Indian child. It

recalls a similar moment in

Traven's lesser - known but

Alan Cheuse teaches litera-

ture at Bennington College.

equally wonderfui novel, 'The
Bridge in the Jungle," in which
the narrator, a down-and-out
oil worker named Gales, tries

without success to bring a
drowned Indian boy back to

life. "The Story of a Bomb"
and "Accomplices" starkly con-
trast country justk^e and city

justice. "Indian Dance in the

Jungle/' a first-person account
of an ephemeral night of music
and ritual among the tribes

of rural Chiapas, Stands as a

moving Ijrric coda to the fiction

portion of tbe volume.

In addition to these tales,

with their remarkable fusion

of deep empathy and the self-

conscious distance that al-

ways prevents us from tuming
Indian passion to gringo pastor-

al, the collection contains the

first seven (and most success-

ful) chapters of a novel pre-

viously unpublished in the

United States. "The White
Rose," Traven's uneven satire

on the American entrepreneurs

who ravaged Mexico's pe-

troleum reserves before Pres-

ident Cardenas nationalized

them at the outbreak of World
War II. Mina C. and H. Arthur

Klein, Traven aficionados since

the days of pre-Hitler Germany.

also present their translation

of a previously unpublished

political essay, "In the Freest

State in the World." Here the

young Traven, apparently writ-

ing as "Ret Marut," fiery an-

archist editor of the revolution-

ary Munich Journal Der Ziegel-

brenner, gives a stirring ac-

count of what seems to be

his own capture and near-exe-

cution by right-wing police af-

ter the collapse of the short-

lived Bavarian Republic in

1918.

As his widow, Rosa Elena

Lujan, suggests in her affec-

tionate introduction, Traven's

penchant for such disguises has

made great headaches for schol-

ars. Given some of the Prob-

lems surrounding the "Marut"

document and the variatioos

in many Traven editions, the

headaches will probably con-

tinue for some time. But, as

any reader trained to keep his

gaze from wandering from the

screen should know quite well

by now, it is the stories them-

selves, whether fahles of the

downfall of avaricious-^ringos

or tributes to the native wis

dorn of peasants bereft o

modern technology that re-

main the sites where the true

Traven treasure abides.

i i
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Program in color unless black and white

, (hdw) is indicated. R is for rerun,

4:0(^-.(2) Vin SciiUy. Red Buttons.

4:30— (2) Mike Douglas. (IV2 hours). Co-

hostess Mary Travers with Jerry

Butler, Peter Boyle, Shari Lewis,

Deborah Lawson, Brenda Lee Eager.

7:30— (2) Fve Got a Secret. Steve Allen

with Allen Ludden.
7:30— (4) Police Surgeon. Trying to stop a

Police officer bent on revenge.

7:30— (7) Safari to Adventure. "Creatures

of the Tide." Bill Burrud narrates.

8:00— (2) Maude. Walter is caught with

another woman.
8:00— (7) Temperatures Rising. Child pa-

tient meets horror film star. Guest
Jcrfin Myhers.

8:00— (13) Realidades. 'Tan, Salud y Li-

bertad." Nutrition and urban Puerto

Ricans.

8:30— (2) Hawaii Five-O (1 hour). Cracking

an extortion ring.

8:30—(5) Merv Griffin (l^i hour). Richard

Chamberllin, Kent McCord, Fred
Williamsoll, John Huston. J

8:30— (13) Bill M^jers' Journal, .^Wfumnist

Joseph Alsop Jfl JiM recent trip to

China.

9:00— (13) Behind the Lines. Excerpts from
a recent Conference on "Broadcasting
and the First Amendment."

9:30— (13) Black Journal. Examination of
the controversy between Howard
University's soccer team and the
NCAA.

10:00— (4) America (1 hour). Emerging as a
leader in technology and industry.

Written and narrated by Alistair

Cooke.

10:00— (7) Marcus Welby M.D. (1 hour).

Helping a couple with marital Prob-

lems. Guests Pernell Roberts, Sally

Ann Howes, Lyle Waggoner.
11:30— (4) Tonight (iy2 hours). Johnny

Carson with Buddy Hackett, Marcel

Marceau, Nancy Wilson, singer Hurri-

cane Smith.
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Tcitum and Ryan—Look Closely, IVs the Same Jaw
5^
jjjf

JUDY KLEMESRUD

E races out of his Pierre bedroom
like a golden retriever, l«api

into the air and lands on both

feet. "H-M-I-E-E-E!" he yelli.

thrusting both arms Into the air the

AI Jolson used to do whenever he

"Manimy." The smile is dazzling,

sweater is Killarney green, the

qMjfs tan chino. And desplte his very

Gen^rge Sega!-ish moustache, the over-

jtUjl impression— even though he has

|IÜ|| turned 32—is still WASPy boyish

^^nis. Yes, it is Ryan O'Neal, come to

tiwn to talk about the movie that he

iifS^, or at least hopes, will "exonerate"

fijäi' for having made "Love Story."

^^'had been told Ryan likes to make
ßrÄrances, and my source was right.

Bui' he soon cans the Star Stuff, and

stttles down on a sofa, sharing it with

th^ precocious 9-year-old kid who prac-

tically steals his new movie, Peter Bog-

danovich's "Paper Moon," right out

from under him. Ryan says he couldn't

care less. In fact, he's already written

an Oscar acceptance speech for his co-

staw. The kid, you see, is Ryan's daugh-

ter, Tatum O'Neal.

She is a pint-sized version of him:

Same sandy hair, same blue eyes, same

Colgate teeth, and as she keeps saying

In the movie, "We got the same }aw."

Sitl'ing there on the couch. snuggled

ft^^t to Daddy, in her yellow T-shirt

with the words "Gone Wishin'" on It

and her red plaid slacks, she looks so

angehe, so wholesome ... so unlike the

cursing, cigarette-puffing orphan of

"paper Moon" who pairs up with a

Bible-selling con man working Kansas

in the 1930's.

, Is she hooked on clgarettes? I ask,

wondering about all those coimtless

retakes where she had to inhale with all

the bored insouciance of a Bette Davis.

*'No, Tatum doesn't smoke," Ryan says,

smiling. "There's a law in the family:

Nome of us smoke. Tobacco, anyway.

[Smile.] I'm not a psychopath about it,

or änything. My own child just trains

herSelf like I do. Anyway, who cares?

The Smoking is one of the biggest

laughs in the picture. I never worried

thät she'd get hooked. She'd be green

after a scene . . . she couldn't even eat

slie^was so sick!"

Z^^atum (she was named after her ma-

tlrgal grandmother) sips on a glass of

Mehi orange soda, then Starts crunching

the ice cubes in her mouth. "Tatum and

fbäve a special relationship, sometimes

ai^.Xhe top of our lungs," Ryaa shouts.

"J^ike right now, I'm about vL attack

her»for what she's doin£ to thaÄic« . .

."

(Boith of thei

» J*You knolv, John Huston wAs origi-

nally goingVto direct 'Paprf Moon,'

ustng Paul Ne^^^mjim^and Jpg daughter,

Neil," he goes on. Then Peter Bog-

dtiiovich took over, and he wanted
iVttim and me. She had never had act-

mg'lessons before, but she's had a very

itJteresting life, and that's how you
fc<öt^ome a good actor. I wouJdn't hava

done the picture without her. The whole

concept was such an interes^
nection fi
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ToBergman, Light, Too, Isa Character
By RICHARD EDER

Sven Nykvist, Ingmar
Bergman's cameraman, was
talking bout a scene in the

film ''Cries and Whispers."
'There are people talking

in a room/* he said. *The
suniight comes into the

room. It walks across the

room. When it dbes, the

people stop talking. When
the light walks, something is

happening."

In all movies, of course,

light is significant; even
apart from the fact that in

a sense movies are nothing
but light. But there is no con-

temporary director in whose
work light has such an ex-

pressive function as it does
in that of Bergman.

Light is not only an event
in a Bergman film, it is also

a character: the actors react

to it almost as if it were an-
other actor speaking to them.
In the new Bergman film

"Face to Face," for example,
the lighting of the grand-
parents* home altered subtly
when it became part of Liv
Ullmann's dreaming.

"The effect is so much
more than one can bdieve/*
Miss Ullmann said the other
day. "The childhood home,
with its greens and the
particular light you get there;

when it comes back in a
dream the green is shaded,
the light is more douce.

"The light shows you what
to do. You don*t act the
same way when it changes."

Conscious of Mortality

Bergman uses light in a

special, measured way, as if

it were about to give out.

Or perhaps it uses him in a
special way. He l\as never
made a film outside Sweden,
a country where light dries

up and disappears for long
winters, and is counted and
celebrated when it returns.

How much of the quality,

even the substance of what
he has to say is governed
by this light?

It is a tragic light, as if

conscious of its mortality: a

light used not as the Italians

or French use it, but Calvin-

istically. With Bergman,
darkness is suggestive but his

most terrible moments are

moments of füll light. It is a
bare wl\ite light, with faint

sepia tones, that is used for

the tremendous scene in

"Face to Face" where Miss
Ullmann sits in her bedroon
and tries to kill herseif, swal-
lowing handfuls of pills with
a true Bergman touch—bot-

tled water.

As the tormented psychiat-
rist, Miss Ullmann cannot
stop her mind, her guilts, her
fulminating aridity. It is all

talked out, explained obses-
sively, but all the while the
film's light carries its mes-
sage even more forcibly. It is

midsummer, the light won't
fade; there is no darkness
and no rest.

Bergman uses light, then.

But what does this mean:
how does he use it? In a New
York hotel roosH^Ernie Ander^^

^onJBergman's
mWfduced a huge, bearded
man, perched preposterously

in a green French Provincial

chair.

"This man is the painter's

eye," said Mr. Anderson, who
is a very good press agent

and additionally, one sus-

pects, figures on a list some-
where in Bergman's mind as

the press agent he would film

if ever he wanted to film a

press agent.

Mr. Nykvist's own eye was
floating about the room. He
is one of the great cinema
photographers in the world;

he has made every Bergman
film since "The Virgin

Spring," and wherever he
goes he looks at the light.

"If I were filming this in-

terview," he Said, "I would
place you against the win-

^ • •"^* ' ^•^^•••* ••^•»•^•••« »j»^«^

Thtt Ntw York TImcs/Barton Sllverman

Sven Nykvist discusses Ingmar Bergman's use of light
>«r

dow for the backlight, and
I would use the lamplight

on your face, and I would
make a mistake. I would
use too much light."

Mr. Nykvist has no interest

in talking about lenses or

camera angles or any of what
he calls "the technical stuff."

It is light that is his medium,
and like any considerable art-

ist he is constantly trying
to press his medium to its

limits and beyond. He is con-
vinced that he still uses too
much light on faces, giving
them emphasis but somehow
falsifying them.

Mr. Nykvist's Identification
with Bergman is virtually to-

tal. "I read the Script many
times," he said. "I try to
see what mood, what mean-
ing Bergman wants at each
stage, and I look for a light

that will give that meäning."

The two men work inti-

mately. Bergman will use an
adjective, perhaps to express
what he wants in a scene.
In the dream sequences of
"Face to Face," for instance,
he penciled the words "a
flowing light." Mr. Nykvist
takes these notions and
translates them into light.

What he can't do is translate
what he does back into
words.

He does convey, though,
the closeness of the two art-

ists, the extemal means by
which concepts turn into
lighting. For example, there
was the preparation of "Win-
ter Light": A scene covering
a period.of three hours was
to taketplace in a church.
It was relatively early in

the relationship, and Mr.
Nykvist says he assumed
that a Single light setting
would be enough for the
three hours.

"Bergman took me to the
church," he recalled. "We
sat there for the three hours.
Every five minutes he had
me take a photograph and
when we finished I realized
how all these tiny shifts of
light worked out into what
he was trying to do."
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Television ThisA^ek
/

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Today

1:00 P.M. [13] NATIONAL INDOOR
OPEN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Participating are 31 players from 18

countries. i

6;00 [13] THE LORD OF THE UNI-
VERSE. A documentary about Satgura

Maharaj Ji, the 16-year-old Indian

mystic.

6;30 [4] FILM: "The Wizard of Gz"
(1939). Judy Garland, Ray Böiger, Bert

Lahr, Jack Haley, Billie Burke, Mar-

garet Hamilton. The one and only. All

aboard, all ages. . . '

8:30 [13] RELIGIOUS AMfeRICA. "Meet

Me in Galilee." A member of St.

James Episcopal Church talks about

the significance of the church Com-

munity in relation to problems of city

living. Part eight of a series.

9:00 [13] MASTERPIECE THEATER.
"Upstairs, Downstairs." The eighth

episode of a 13-part comedy-drama

about the British upper class and their

»ervants. ' '• • . » . •..

10:00 [4] NEC NEWS PRESENTS. An
interview with the Shah of Iran and

a look at his nation's recent military

buildup. Bob Rogers is the reporter.

Monday

17:30 P.M. [13] TOM BROWNES SCHOOL-
DAYS. The first episode of a five-part

dramatization of Thomas Hughes's

1857 classic novel. The drama will

run through Friday. A rebroadcast.

|8:30 [13] MARGOT FONTEYN. Richard

Burton narrates this film about the

prima ballerina; she is seen during

Performance and at home.

9:30 [13] LADY BIRD JOHNSON: ON
HER OWN. In her first interview

since the death of her husband, the

former first lady talks about Water-

gate and other subjects.

Michael Hume acts the Celebrant

in the Yale University Student pro-

duction of Leonard Bernstein's

"Mass,*' Wednesday evening at 8:30

on WNET/13's "Theater in America."

her two most recent books, "An Un-
finished Woman" and "Pentimento."

9:00 [13] BLACK JOURNAL. A report

on the struggle for survival of the

National Center of Afro-American Ar-

tists, a black cultural center in Boston.

10:00 [4] AMERICAN BAG. A comedy
special, satirizing the consumer's bat-

tle from the supermarket to the gas

pump. Dennis Weaver is the host.

Wednesday

11:30 P.M. [7] MARILYN REMEMBERED.
Recollections of Marilyn Monroe. This

special, witfT^clips from her films,

is narrated ly John Huston, wii

. ter LawfordVs host and guest SM^iey
Winters.

Tuesday
Thursday

8:30 P.M. [13] BILL MOYERS' JOURNAL,
A conversation with author and play-

wright Lillian Hellman. She talks about

8:00 P.M. [2] FILM: "Hello, Dolly!"

(1970). Barbra Streisand, Walter Mat-

thau. Funny girl still riding high, wide
and hearty. Nice musical carpeting;

Gene Kelly directed. Television prä-

miere.

8:30 [13] BEHIND THE LINES. "The
Press and the Energy Crisis."

9:30 [13] V.D. BLUES. The award-win-

ning program featuring music, come-

dy and dramatic vignettes aimed tt

providing information on venereal

disease. With James Coco, Robert

Drivas, Marcia Rodd, Sevem Darden,

Karen Wyman and Novella Nelson.

Dick Cavett is the host. Repeat.

7:30 P.M. [2] SECRETS OF THE DEEP.
"2000 Years Under the Sea." A voy-
age through the birthplace of civiliz-

ation, as seen beneath the Mediter-
ranean and Red Seas. Former astro-

naut Scott Carpenter is the guide.

Saturday

7:00 P.M. [13] HOLLYWOOD—YOU
MUST REMEMBER THIS. A glimpse
of Hollywood during the 1940's, with
guests John Huston, Ingrid Bergman,
Robert Mitchum, Frank Capra, Daltoa
Trumbo and Albert Maltz. With clips

from memorable films. Repeat.

7:30 [2] CHANNEL 2 EYE ON. "The
Twilight Children." Correspondent
Rolland Smith examines the contro-

versy over the amphetamine treat-

ment of hyperactive children.

8:30 [13] THE UNQUIET DEATH OF
JULIUS AND ETHEL ROiSENBERG.
An examination of the Rosenberg-

Sobell atomic spy case of the early

1950's. Morton Sobell, the two Rosen-

berg sons and others who were di-

rectly involved will speak publicly

for the first time.

10:00 [2] GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW.
The National Academy of Recording

Arts and Sciences presents its honors

for creative achievements in the field

of music. Andy Williams is the host.
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Briefs on the Arts

sons, objects and events. In-

cluded are such tidbits as

the possessor of the longest

mustache, the heaviest hu-
man, the largest bear and the

largest pizza.

The 43-year-old McWhirter
twins, known in England as
**The Answer Men." will fly

to this country for national

Publicity appearances from
March 19 through March 28.

They are reported to have
"near perfect memories" and
have been fact-finders since

the age of 9.

Memorabilia Säle

Aids Actors Fund
The tiller of the African

Queen—the small ship used
in the filn^^ lliU LUlllL A^e
zn^gffSSto Katharine He|
bUm by the director, John'
Huston, Moss Hart's original,

hglograph manuscript of

in a Lifetime" and a
painfTHcby Claudette Colbj

are amofigSh^ hundja^of
articles to be offerecrfor sale

at a gala auction of the the-

atrical memorabilia April 12

at Sotheby Parke-Bernet Gal-
leries, 980 Madison Avenue.
The Actors Fund of Amer-

ica will benefit from the sale

of the personal mementos
donated by prominent figures

of the theater and films. An
illustrated catalogue of the
items to be auctioned will be
available at the fund's Offices,

16J9 Broadway, or by mail
after tomorrow. The cata-
logue will be priced at $1
plus a $4 tax-deductible con-
tribution to the fund.
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A Fine Way for a Director to Act!

Jack Mitehtll

At 71, director John Houseman is being haiied as

an exciting new actor because of his Performance

as an imperious professor In *The Paper Chase."

Fran9ois Truffaut triumphed not only as the director of "Day for Night/' but
also as one of the film's stars. What role did Truffaut play? A director

who had a way with bcautifui movie stars—such as Jacqueline Bisset, above.

« • -

• • k

Bob Fosse, who won an Oscar last ycar for his direction of "Cabaret," plays The Snake to Steven Warner's "The Littlc Prince" in the Lerner-Loewe

muiical of the Sa int-Exupery fable. Other directors-turned-actors: Don Siegel, Gene Saks, Roger Corman, Hai Ashby, Claude Berri and William Castle.

Why should a movie director do all the work and
yet go unrecognized by moviegoers? Well, it doesn't

have to work that way—not i£ the director has an

ounce or so of the old ham in him. Through the years,

a surprising rlumber of directorial biggies—Hitchcock,

^^^^yfiJt^^ ^^^^^>^^"^^^* Von Stroheini, Prtmy^
infire;^ DcoicaXjojpOTtion only a few—have ut.cixJfft(-

by the acting bug. And today, when the practice is

pcrhaps hotter than ever before, you can see a whole
slew of directors emoting, among them Martin Scor-

sese, who plays an assassin in his own *'Mean Streets,"

and Mark Rydell, who acts a sadistic gangster in Rob-

ert Altman's **The Long Goodbye." Not to men-

tion Woody Allen, who's done a dandy Job of

dirccting Woody Allen in the town's newest hit,

•'Slccper."

*kZ?

George Marshall, who directed hundreds of films, including 'Tou Can't

Cheat ön Honest Man" and "Destry Rides Again," will—at age 81—
make his acting debut as a sly World War I veteran in "Vrooder's Hooch."

**'^.

a r^
((« /«. (
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TVReview
Miss Monroe Is Focus

of Dull A.B.C. Study

By JOHN J. O'CONNOR
"Personally, it offends me,"

commented Peter Lawford,
the actor, about the "continu-

ing exploitation" of Marilyn
Monroe. The remarks were
admirably reasonable except

for one jarring detail. They
were made near the end of a

90-minute television pastiche

called" Marilyn Remembered,"
this week's most prominent
exercise in exploitation. The
program was shown last

night at 11:30 o'clock on the

American Broadcasting Com-
pany's Wide World of Enter-

tainment series. The host for

the entire affair was Peter
Lawford. _

red a
iocumentary film, n/rrated

Huston. Uie screen
Monroe's

lifej'Vrom hea/'childhood in

foste^i^m^i^o her death on
Aug. 4, 1962. Mr. Lawford,
introduclng the various Seg-

ments, noted that "I likä
Marilyn Monroe very much,
as a perton and as a fellow
artist, and it*s a privilege to

be here tonight." It was that

kind of evening.

Visually, the film was quite
good, neatly distilling the
Monroe career and also, in

numerous candid-camera or
unofficial-film sequences,
capturing the Monroe Per-
sonality. Many of the bio-

graphical Clements were sup-
plemented with the voice of

the actress on tape. The for-

mal Script, however, read by
Mr. Huston, was ponderous
with cheap dramatics.

Marilyn*s mother "vanished
behind the dark barrier of
mental illness." Marilyn was
hurt but "few suspected that
her wounds might be mortal."
As her career settled into
dumb-blonde roles, "tiie fa-

mous nude calendar hung
anonymously in bars across
the country, like a time-
bomb . . ." Meantime, "back
in Hollywood, the quicken-
ing tempo . , ." And so on.

After the film, Mr. Law-
ford conducted several Inter-

views. The first was with
Eunice Murray, Miss Mon-
roe's last housekeeper, who
proved to be curiously unil-

lummating about anything.
Mr. Lawford: "She was a
very gentle person." Miss
Murray: "Very gentle.'

»t

Finally, Shelley Winters, a
former "Blond Bombshell"
herseif, discussed the differ-

ences between herseif and
Miss Monroe "I was lucky— I had a momma and
poppa." Miss Winters men-
tioned that she was working
on a TV film called *'lhe Sex
Symbol," which, as fickle

luck would have it, has since
been indefinitely postponed
by A.B.C.

The film, loosely using Seg-

ments of the Monroe legend,

is said to include controver-
sial scenes with a political

character of some promi-
nence. Norman Mailer's

biography of Miss Monroe
speculated on her possible

relationships with some of

the Kennedys. Peter Lawford
was formerly married to a
Kennedy sister. Neither Mr.
Mailer nor his book was
mentioned on "Marilyn Re-

membered." It all gets very
complicated.

In any case, Miss Winters

forged ahead, rather charm-
ingly, with her observations.

Perhaps, she said, if Miss
Monroe had pursued a career

in the theater, "she would
have developed a belief in

her talent, and not just in

her bosoms." And finally

Mr. Lawford made his com-
ment about finding exploita-

tion offensive. It's still ad-

mirably reasonable.



Hooray, Another Awful Ofcar Evening
By VINCENT CANBY

> the other

during fhw Irin iiiit^^u the

46th a n n u a I Academy
Awards presentaiions Td

probably be writing some-

thing small. mean and peev-

ish at tfiis very minu.te. Even

cruel. Howe\cr. after listcn-

ing to Mr. Huston I was

fürced to rethink my gut re-

actjons to the show and to

the awards themselvcs.

Mr. Huston came on some-

where in the show's second

Century, sometime a'fter pe-

tite, darling Tatum O'Neal,

dre^sed in that precious lit-

tle unisex tux, had (figura-

tively, of course) given a low

one to her Opposition and

walked off with the Oscar

as the year's best supporting

actress. Certainly Tatum

O'Neal didn't buy that award!

know that and I rather re-

ent Mr. Huston's Suggestion

J might think so. Anyway,
nobody makes that kind of

dough these days.

Mr. Huston was introduced

a.s one of the evening's Hosts

and he was, truly, the host-

of-hosts. He shambled on like

Noah but he soon souiided

like God. I must say I'm ini-

presscd by anyone who can

take so much tinie between
.sentences that you begin to

think he 's waiting for a re-

sponse from the congrega-

tion. Vm also dazzled by any
person who can get away
with saying **as it were"
more than once in a lifetime

without being thought of as

supremely fatuous. When Mr.

Huston walked onto that

stage, he became the con-

science not only of the indus-

try but of the public as well,

as it were. These awards are

serious, he said, and he was
sick and tired of all the nay-

sayers who inevitably knock
the winners and the System.
Hear. Hear.

I now reaiize that I was
being downright childish

when I broke up and feil all

over the floor during those

tastefully staged production

numbers designed to refresh

our recollections of the Os-
car-nominatcd songs. As Mr.

Huston pointed out, Telly

Savalas does have a way with

a romantic lyric, though I

doubt that Mr. Huston and
I would agree on what that

way is after listening to what
Mr. Savalas did with a song

called "You're So Nice to

Be Around."

Mr. Huston, who said he
wasn't knocking freedom of

Speech (has there been any-

body who would — I mean,
publicly—since Hitler?) made
me ashamed for jotting down
notes to the effect that Ovan
C»:nnun scemed to bc sing-

;ng "All That Love Went to

Waste" in Dracula'.s boneyard
and that Johnny Whittakor
and .lody Foster, ihe stars

of "Tom Sawyer" who san.^

"Love," both seemed to have -

had changes of voice. And,
speaking of changes, how
about the apiomb, make-up

and figure exhibiti .;' by Lin-

da Blair when snc :ame out

to present a short subjects

award? She gives every im-

pression of being able to take

care of herseif, which some-

how imparts an entirely dif-

fcrent meaning to 'The Exor

eist"

Like members of tho Nix-

on Administration, the pro-

ducers of this year's Oscar

show appeared to be hell-bcnl

on self-dcstruction as if iL

were a patriotic duty. Medi-

ocrity was style. Statesman-

like compromise inevitably

turned into disaster.

It's one thing, and a good
thing, to go without Bob
Hope as the master-of-cerc-

monies since, over the ycars,

the show was becoming to

look more and more like just

another Hope special. And
the producers of the Oscar

show ran't he held rosponsi-

hle for Hope's cutting him-

Tatum O'Ncal hugs the Oscar shc won as

best supporting actress in '*Paper Moon"

There were high points, lo\\> points and no points

Unjfed Press Intorndtioniil

seif in on the action by
scheduling his Gillette special

adjacent to the Academy
Awards program. One can

even be kind to Hope in the

knowledge that he has all of

those dreadful jokes about

not winning an Oscar and

he has to be allowed to get

rid of them somewhere. Oth-

erwise he might burst.

That's all very well and

good, but this year's pre-

.senters (is there really such

a Word?), even though they

looked fine, behaved with all

of the poise of people nabbed

in a bordello raid. Hadn't

they ever seen a teleprompter

before?

There's something appeal-

ing — winsome really —
about the joshing around that

takes place between male and

female presenter, but they

are, after all, performers and

they should be able to get

through an evening without

talking about the "screen

language award" (for foreign

language award) or a refer-

ence to "Lawrence of Alabia."

Then, again, maybe those

tiny bloopers are what make
the evening bearable.

In view that most of the

people in this country, and
probably some in Hollywood,

have nevcr heard of Lawrence
Weingarten, whom Katharine

Hepburn presented with the

Irving rhalberg award for his

production achievements, a

lot of people in television

land would have been inter-

ested in the news that he had

been an MGM contract pro-

ducer for more than 30 years

and was responsible for a

number of Miss Hepburn's

films and, more recently,

*The Honevmoon Machine,"

"Signpost to Murder" and
*The Impossible Years."

The t^rdiness of the presen-

t;ition of a special Oscar to

Groucho Marx was not exact-

ly helped by the terrible de-

cision to introduce a series

of clips from great Marx
Brothers movies with a scene

from the Broadway flop,

"Minnie's Boys," purporting

to show how the Marx Broth-

ers got that way. Groucho
(Contimied on Page 3)

r«,^

''i^ iVuotber Oscar Evenin
^

m:M.

(^onlinued from Page l)

iiuidled himself as best he

Jiotlld. There were a couple

of bright moments: Frangois

^^ Truffaut's acceptance of his

awc^rd for '*Day for Night,"

and Jack Valenti's surpris-

ingly to-the-point presenta-

tion of Henri Langlois 0/ the

Cin^matheque Frangaise who,
undfiaracteristically, also
"sppfce briefly and to the point

Jj^. «boiK his love of American

' Most of the time, however,
it was sort of a shabby sham-
bles of minor, wrong decisions,

like showing the dubbed clip

froni "Cries and Whispers"
and allowing Marcel Marceau
to-'make a fool of himself

*niin(i!ng, for alj I could teil

.^^- "IXwit^ one exception), the

J^ -title» of the films to be shown
latei? that night on the Late

batt Show.

The awards, as always, ex-

ist beyond criticism, like a

national election, and are al-

most beyond meaningful anal-

ysis. Safety was the theme
this year. And blandness.

Long after "The Sting," a

perfectly respectable, enter-

taining film, has been forgot-

ten, the industry will still be

measuring box-office grosses

by the yardstick of *The Exr

orcist," while Bergman's
"Cries and Whispers," an-

other loser, will probably

never go out of circulation.

Considering his competition,

including Marlon Brando in

"Last Tango in Paris," Jack

Nicholson in the "The Last

Detail" and AI Pacino in

"Serpico," the award to Jack
Lemmon for that dreary soap

Opera, "Save The Tiger," can

only be considered a vote of

confidence in the home team,

which is,

hensible.

I suppose, corApre-

I have my suspicions ^out
the streaking incident, /ut I

know Mr. Huston v^uldn't

appreciate them. Idff think,

however, that h^^nnot de-

(s our right to

laugh, sneer and ridicule this

yearly, G-rated debauch when
he knows darn well that, the

good Lord willing, as it were,

we'll all be sitting there still,

50 years from now, glued to

our wall-to-wall tellys, hang-

ing on every goof and puffing

smugly at every award, even

while Tatum O'Neal, making
one of her rare public appear-

ances, receives a Standing

ovation as she walks on stage

to present the Thalberg award
to some kid who, today, may
be shredding iceberg lettuce

at Blimpie's.

.2S!f

|.'>
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BISfiOP PEABODY,

LED 5KN0D HERE

Episcopalian, 86, Dead—
Aided Harvard Board

Bishop Malcolm E. Peabody,

who headed the Episcopal Dio-

cese of Central New York State

from 1942 until his retiremeni

in 1960, died yesterday in Bos-

ton. He was 86 years old and

lived in Cambridge, Mass.

From 1938 to 1942, Bishop

Peabody served as Bishop Co-

adjutor of Central New York.

He was a former president of

the Protestant Episcopal Synod
of New York and New Jersey,

and had served on the Harvard

Board of Overseers and as

board chairman of the Manlius

School.

The son of Dr. Endicott Pea-
body, headmaster of the Groton
School, Bishop Peabody was
born in Danvers, Mass., and
graduated from Harvard in

1911. He was headmaster of

the Baguio School for Ameri-
can Boys in the Philippines

from 1911 to' 1913. He then

attended Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, England, and the Epis-

copal Theological School at

Cambridge, Mass., where he re-

ceived a B.D. degree in 1916.

He was ordained the next year.

In World War I, Bishop Pea-

body served as a Red Cross
chaplain with the American Ex-

j^^-
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Associated Press, 1964

Bishop Malcolm Peabody
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peditionary Forces and as an
Army chaplain with the 102d
Field Artillery. He was rector

of Grace Church, Lawrence,
Mass., from 1921 to 1925 and
of St. Paul's Church, Chestnut
Hill, Pa., from 1925 to 1938.

After his retirement, Bishop
Peabody was preacher-in-charge
at Trinity Church, Concord,
Masß., and assistant at Gracc
Church, Salem. Mass., and All

Saints, Brookline, Mass., until

1965.

Surviving are his widow, the
former Mary Parkman; four
sons, Endicott, former Governor
of Mas.sachusetts; George L.,

Samuel T. ^nd Malcom E. Jr.;

a daughter^Jrs. Marietta Tree,

former VnitnUitiriif rrprrirnt
ative on the Trusteeship Coun-
cil of the United Nations; four

sisters, Mrs. Rose Parsons,

Elizabeth, Margery and Mrs. F.

Trubee Davison, and eight

grandchildren.
A funeral Service will be held

tomorrow at noon in All Saints

Chur^v Brookline.
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TV: London 'Matrimonial/ Hollywood Ceremonial

By JOHN J. O'CONNOR
In television, it's not so

much a matter of the good

driving out the bad as it is

the bad, if the ratings are

high enough, creating an oc-

casional opportunity for the
good. For this week's illus-

stration, consider the sched-
ul^ of the National Broad-
casting Company with its

Tüfesday night bad of "Ham-
burgers/* Bob Hope and the

**Cavalcade of Champions,"
and the Academy Awards.

Wednesday night provided

the good with "Crown Matri-

monial."
And when television is bad,

it's atrocious. "Hamburgers,"
presented as an offbeat hour
of humor, was little more
than an extended and ex-

haustingly frenetic laugh-

track. The studio audience,

which loomed prominently in

the proceedings, seemed to be
hooked on massive doses of

speed. The few genuinely fun-

ny bits, monopolized by Sid

Caesar, hardly justified the

nonstop hysterics.

Bob Hope's hour, produced

by Hope Enterprises, Inc.,

concocted a glant commer-

cial for the Gillette Company,
which presented its 1973
awards to the top athletes

of the year. Show-biz Person-

alities were present to band
out the awards. Everyone, in-

cluding Mr. Hope, smiied and
read awkwardly from off-

camera cue cards. And Gil-

lette was mentioned several

hundred times.
•

The Academy Awards ex-

travaganza on TV is, of

course, a phenomenon unto
itself. There are bearable
years, and there are bad
years. This was not a bear-

able year. Among the high-

lights: Burt Jieynolds persistj

ent vulgaritf
^^

less - than - inf35ÖCachi^^*ad'
mowishment" to the industry;

Katharine Hepburn's energet-

ic nervousness, and the

streaker, whose bare ehest
momentarily bobbed in off-

focus behind a charmingly
suave David Niven.
Everyone snears, moans

and giggles, but the annual
ritual is evidently irresistible.

More than 70 per cent of the
TV sets operating in New
York on Tuesday evening
were tuned into the awards
ceremony. Cab drivers re-

ported a Virtual standstill in

business between 10 PM. and
1 A.M. Nationally, the pro-

gram had a 68 per cent share
of the audience.



"ACo^lex Love Story Reduced to g FüHatJous Sexual Battle II

OU can almost judge a film di-

rector by the magazine that puts

him on its cover. The track rec-

ord is too good far mere coinci-

dence: Frank Capra, Hollywood's favorite

Depression Pollyanna ponulist, earned

1 Time p/rtrait in the ^gSO's (Orson

Welles anb John Huston couldn't cut

Mr. Luce'i^mustard l^er on.) Stanley

KuBfick maH«LjUie^over of Saturday
• - ^ *

-^-A Secona Upinion
J On June 16, Vincent Canhy descrihed

^'Daisy Miller" in these pages as "some-

4hing of a triumph for everyone con-

iarned," It was, he continued, the "best"

and "most original" of Peter Bogdano-

vich's five films, Herewith, a contrary

view.

"RÄlew just at the time bis work turned

from supple satire to sour pseudt)-

pWlDsophies.

..And a few weeks ago, Peter Bogdano-

"Virb, the tyro director of/'The Last Pic-

ture Show" and "Paper Moon" and

cuTPently "Daisy Miller," was emblaz-

oned on People, along with Starlet side-

kick Cybill Shepherd. The only question

now is what new media worlds are left

for Hollywood's latest glory boy to

conquen
— BogudTiovich may be the most shame-

less Hollywood celebrity since exhibi-

tfOttism became a national life-style.

E^6ry piece he writes as a "film critic"

is pfeppered with forced buddy-buddy

anecdotes and reverential references

about film buff favorites like John Ford

and Howard Hawks. His own inter-

view« carry ceaseless self-endorsements

^ 'rhis obsessive moviegoing, simple-

rainded art-for-art's-sake stance, and

ßjajid enduring passion for Miss Shep-

hercl.

4P Of course, the man's films are the

fhost damaging evidence against him as

Michael Sragow was film critic for the

Harvard Crimson until his College gradu-

ation in 1973. H« is now a freelance

writer living in Boston.
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80B WILLIAMS

Hollywood's Old Guard was rushed In last night to

save the three-hour Oscar Awards ceremony from utter

boredom on th^ homescreen—but they couldn't quite do it.

The streaker, considering the cautious NBC camera angles

which showed above-hips nudity, did nothing more than

upset Elizabeth Taylor, who was recruited to present the

Best Picture award to "The Sting."

The biggest moment? It

was obvious. Long-time ab-

sentee Katharine Hepburn
finally got to the Oscar af-

fair as a presenter of a spe-

cial award and bask'ed, nerv-

ously, in the biggest Stand-

ing Ovation of the endless

telecast. Quaking, she leaned

on the podium, placed her
hands on her hlps and spread
her feet for stability. Every-
body knew that the very

private Hepburn was mak-
ing a late-in-life public effort

playing herseif.

Susan Hayward of the Old
Guard adorned the proceed-
*ings of Hollywood's new
breed. So did David Nive
with ^tyle, not to menü
directM» John Huston^^ho
becam^^^o garruJpMs with
vague reTSrenCÖs of how
George C. Scott and Marlon
Brando had accorded their

Best Actor awards in the
past. Jack Lemmon, out of

the Old Guard, got it this

time, and said he'd forgotten

his old speech and called it

"one hell of an honor."

N i V e n, with traditional

suavity, handled the streaker

fling as if he knew it could
happen. He said it was
"bound to happen." He added
that "the only laugh that

man will ever get in life is

Stripping off his pants and
showing his shortcomings."

Good line, and it was not
written.
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dime-store way
to make movies money

If what AIP peddles is trash, it is trash with an eager market

/

By Aljean Harmetz

Samuel Z. Arkoff is not feeling well. Last night

he tried acupuncture, allowing seven needles to be

inserted into his face. "Shingles is such an awful

name for a painful disease. I feel like Camille. She
died of consumption—a pass6 disease. For the

young people to identify with her or me, we should

make it a social disease."

It is not beyond the r^alm of possibility that, in

Arkoffs projected version of "Camille," the lady of

the camellias will have traded tuberculosis for

Syphilis. After all, in Arkoffs version of "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde," Hyde was a woman.

Arkoff's movie Company— merican International

Pictures—^has roughly the same Status in Holly-

wood as the man hired to sweep behind the ele-

phants in the circus parade. There is a rieh aroma
to AIP pictures, from 1957's "I Was a Teen-age

Werewolf," which featured healthy high-school
athlete Michael Landon wolfing down a fellow Stu-

dent in the gym; to 1969*s "Three in the Attic,"

which demonstrated how College stud Christopher

Jones was undone by the three girls with whom he
had been carrying on simultaneous affairs; to 197Ts
"Bloody Mama," which showed a fat but indefatig-

able Shelley Winters hauling herseif into bed with

one or another of her grown sons.

"Garbage!" sniffs a producer at a major studio.

'Trash," adds the inheritor of a tastefully deco-

rated executive suite at a different studio. But there

is garbage and garbage, and, if what Sam Arkoff
peddles is trash, it is trash that finds an eager
market. In the 20 years of its existence, AIP has
never lost money. Between 1954—when it was
founded by Arkofif and the late James Nicholson

—

and 1960, AIP never even made a picture that lost

money. For the fiscal year ended March 2, 1974,

AIP had a profit of $931,400 on sales of $32.5 mil-

liom. The highest profits in its history thus coin-

cided with its 20th anniversary.

"I will be condemned for saying this," says

Arkoff with a sigh, rubbing at his scalp. The sigh

may be part pain, part acknowledgment that the

"arty" movie aristocrats regard him as « bar-

barian. "I look upon my movies as being merchan-
dise, just as Woolworth's has a line of merchandise.

The fact that many of my acquaintances wouldn't

buy Woolworth's merchandise doesn't keep it from
being perfectly good merchandise. Many people in

this business feel that merchandise not aimed at

them must be shoddy. They wouldn't feel that way
about overshoes."

Arkoffs merchandise has always been aimed at

the pizza-eating, acne-pitted, Coke-drinking 19-

year-old inhabitant of the drive-in theaters. As
such, it has changed dramatically over the last 10

Aljean Harmetz, a freelance based in Los Angeles,

frequently writes on the film scene for The Times.

*'Beach Blanket Bingo*': A mid-sixties goody—well,

money-maker, anyhow^^f American International.

years to match a changing audience. In the early

sixties, "Beach Party," "Pajama Party," "Ski Party"

were all tease and froth. Frankie Avalotn never did

get to attain what Annette Funicello so tantaliz-

ingly promised in bubble-gum songs. A few years

later, AIP was presenting teen-agers quite differ-

ently. Teen-age President of the United States

Christopher Jones put his mother in a concentra-

tion camp in "Wild in the Streets" in 1968. Two
years after that, Jones was triple-raped in "Three

in the Attic." (With a theatrical film rental of

$5,500,000 in the United States, "Three in the Attic"

is, so far, AIP's highest-grossing film.)

"Our pictures In the sixties mirrored the teen-

agers as they went from high-spirited to rebellious

but not sullen to rebellious and sullen," says

Arkoff. "Kent State was the tuming point. It was
no longer fun and games to call policemen pigs.

You could get shot. The big body of teen-agers

tumed off into nothingness by 1970. That's why
the nostalgia pictures are successful today. Because
those who want to believe can only believe if a
Story is set in the forties or fifties. Today a 16-

year-old boy doesn't believe in virgins. Plenty of

16-year-old boys are virgins, but it's not credible

to them except in 'Summer of *42' or *The Last
Picture Show.*

"

In 1974, AIP is, as usua\, trying to fathom what
its audience—^no longer the archetypal 19-year-old

boy or girl—^will buy. "There's no way to seil the

young today that's as clearcut as in the past,"

Arkoff says. "I don't think our audience is the same
audience any more for any two different pictures.

Each picture must be attractive to some segment of

youth, to some part of the audience under 30. But
you can't buckshot any more. You must aim dead
Center a what you consider your audience for a spe-

cific picture and hope what you have will also

X

attract a peripheral audience. Falling between two
stools is not my idea of comfort."

As an example, he offers one of AIP's two films

for Christmas—"Cooley High," a black "American
Graffiti" about black writer Eric Monte's bittersweet

high-school experience. Arkoff is taking a $750,000
Chance that he is correct in his estimate that the

black teen-age audience is ready for more subtle re-

flections of itself, that whites are ready for subtle

reflections about blacks and that "the hard-action

black film is Coming to an end. Not that anything

was wrong with them. We did very well with

*Slaughter,' 'Black Caesar,' *Coffy.' But they're m
novelty any more.

"What are kids looking for today? They'U
everything and nothing. They will not buy the

litical picture at all. Kids are less idealists tod^

bigger pragmatists. They're no less innocent,

they are more jaundiced. You need to be first a^

good today, rather than second and better. A m(
fickle audience wants something to tickle

camival spirit. 'The Exorcist' is simply a si

AIP horror picture."

It would be easier to mock Arkoff's dime-st<

approach to moviemaking if it were not for t\

facts: (I) In the last half-dozen years, while a1

was basking in the sunshine of modest but resj

able Profits, the old-line movie companies wei
losing half-a-billion dollars. (2) Much of that $5(

million was lost not on seriously intended movies
that happened to be commercial failures but onJ

attempts to tum a trendy bück. "The Strawberry]
Statement." "The Magic Garden of Stanley Sweet-
heart," "Pretty Maids All in a Row," "Born to Win"]
and Dennis Hopper's "The Last Movie" were amonj
the two dozen major studio films that failed toi

capture the magic drug-cum-sex-cum-youth market
captured by AIFs "The Trip," "The Wild Angels,"
and "Wild in the Streets."

Arkoff cannot guess which of AIFs 24 or 30
pictures for 1974 will make money. " Truck Turner*

rm pretty sure of, but I wouldn't want to be a

one-picture producer because on one picture you
can go wrong. i would never predict the success
of one picture or despair if one is a failure." What
he is absolutely confident of is that "flying by the

seat of my pants on 20 pictures, TU come out O.K."

He is convinced that AIP's inelegant but shrewd
blend of horror ("Madhouse," "The Bat People"),

melodrama ("Truck Stop Women," "Macon County
Line"), black supermen and women ("Truck Turn-

er." "Foxy Brown"), and audacious animation
("Heavy Traffic" re-released in an R version and
"The 9 Lives of Fritz the Cat") will be commer-
cially viable.

And it is a shrewd blend. AIP has an almost daz-

zling record for guessing what will tickle the pub-

lic's fancy in any given year (e.g., sandy teen-age

romance, motorcycTe gangs, classic horror tales),

and for making new genres by mixing old ones (e.g.

Black -f Horror = "Blacula"; Teenage h Horror =
"I Was a Teen-age Franken- (Continued on Page 32)
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stein"). AIP was one of the

few Studios not to lose money
on drug pictures because it

didn't make any except one

carefully constructed drug ex-

perience, *The Trip." Says Ar-

koff. "The Trip' didn't say

drugs were morally wrong or

criminally wrong. If you're

making a picture for a certain

audience, you can't insult

them. Those Studios had drug

pictures where everybody

came to a bad end. How the

hell coüld they expect the

marijuana fanatics to come?
And the antidrug parents

would never come to any

drug picture, no matter how
moral."

Although AIP has distrib-

uted a dozen or more Kung
Fu movies ("Shanghai Kill-

ers," "Bamboo Gods and Iren

Men," ''Screaming Tiger,"

*'Deep Thrust") during the last

year, there are no Kung Fu
movies on its summer and fall

slate. "The Standard Kung Fu
feature will be dead by sum-
mer." says Arkoff. "To be suc-

cessful, Kung Fu will have to

be grafted onto other genres."

Sitting in his office on the

fourth floor of the five-story

building that his Company
owns in Beverly Hills—a roly-

poly. 55-year-old man with a

black eye-patch over one eye

—Arkoff is no accidental ty-

cooTi, no garment manufac-

turer or insurance salesman

who stumbled into Hollywood

gold. Nor is he a barbarian.

Even with the eye-patch (a

temporary memento of the

shingles), he looks less like a

buccaneer than like the winged
leprechaun, Mr. O'Malley, in

the "Barnaby" comic strip—

a

comparison made more apt by
the cigars that he chain-

^spiokes.

e is. in paradoxical

actuality, a fero-

ciously intelligent

man who has chosen

to use his intelligence to an-

ticipate what a youthful, unso-

phisticated audience will buy
for an evening's pleasure. In

this pursuit, he has given- a toe-

hold on the often unscalable

Hollywood wall to actors

Jack Nicholson, Peter Fonda,

Dennis Hopper, Bruce Dem,
Mike Connors and Woody Al-

len, directors Bob Kaufman
("I Love My Wife"). Richard

Rush ("Freebie andthe Bean"),

Monte Hellman (*Two Lane
Blacktop"), Menahem Golan
("Kazablan") and Martin Scor-

sese ("Mean Streets"), writers

John Milius ("Jeremiah John-

son") and Willard Huyck
("American Graffiti") and a
score of others.

Arkoff is frank to admit
that nurturing talent is in

AIP's self-interest. "But it's

not a one-way street. We're
not exploiting anybody. When
these young people come to

US, they have a lot to learn."

John Milius worked for two
years for $75 a week doing

odd Jobs at AIP before he be-

came a high-priced writer

jkh an itch to be a director.

'Milius got $300,000 fromy'lnough to see it four times.

fFirst Artists for *Life anü /Arkoff was terrified. The last

i

Times of Judge Roy Bean,'" /AIP film she had really liked

1957, and watch the movies
with him. "I have always util-

ized the opinions of young
people. No matter how good
I think I am, after a certain

age you don't react the same.

One of the great fallacies in

our business is exhibitors in

their fifties and sixties telling

distributors in their forties

and fifties what audiences

want to see." (If an evening's

film comes from AIP, Arkoffs

wife of 27 years usually

watches one or two reels and
thea goes to bed. Hilda Ar-

koff, a sculptress, is proud of

her husband as "a man, a

human being, a successful

father and husband," but she

rarely likes his films. When
he did like "Heavy Traffic

fi

[says Arkoff. "Because they
rouldn't let him direct it.

mid have taken SlSO.OPflTif

the^sJiadlet him djp<^- So
we cameiirtnmijwfrthe idea

for 'Dillinger' and got him

—

as writer and director—for a

'What are kids

lookingfortoday?

They'llbuyevery-

thing and nothing.

. . . Kids are less

idealiststoday,

bigger
pragmatists.'

>»fraction of his usual price.'

Arkoff rubs his head again.

Besides adding 20 pounds to
his already ample figure, the
shingles has slowed him down
to an eight-hour working day.
He usually works a 9:30 A.M.
to 8 P.M. day, including

lunch. ("This is a business of

communication. You have to

talk to people, reach for the

hints they may not even real-

ize they're giving.") Each
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
evening, he sees movies. On
no Weekend does he see less

than six movies, and he may
see as many as nine.

His 24-year-old son, his 22-

year-old daughter (wife of

Mike Pindar of the Moody
Blues), and 30 or 40 nieces

and nephews ("My wife is one
of 10 children; I am the aldest

of five") and their friends

sprawl on the floor of the big

living room of the San Fer-

nando Valley house he built

was "Angel, Angel, Down We
Go," an unmitigated financial

disaster starring Jennifer

Jones.)

"How do you come to the

conclusion the timing is right

for something? If it*s a sub-

ject the public is aware of, if

it seems different, and if you
can put it into an action vein

—by th^t I don't mean gun-

play, I mean dramatic—then

you have to experiment. We
made *Wild Angels* because

three different people threw
on my desk the Life magazine
that had the HeU's Angels on
the Cover." With AIP*s suc-

cessful series of beach pic-

tures, "I simply listened to my
17- and 20-year-old nephews
talking. Such - and - such, a

friend, wasn't living at home
any more. So-and-so had with-

drawn from his parents. I

sensed kids were ready for

pictures totally about them as

a tribe, unconnected to the

adult generation."

Arkoff is equaliy attuned
to poor timing. AIP's spring

horror film, "The Bat People,

did poorly. And "Madhouse
is doing less business than is

normal for an AIP Vincent
Price film. To Arkoff, the fig-

ures augur the reality of

something he has been half-

anticipating. "What we call

'Horror' and they call *Sus-

pense' is all over TV. You can-

not seil what is being given
away." The horror film, a sta-

ple of AIP since 1960, may
soon vanish.

Arkoff freely admits his

own errors of competence.
"'De Sade!' An abortion.

'Bunny O'Hare!* Bette Davis
and Emest Borgnine on a mo-
torcycle. I knew it was a bad
project. Too cutesy. And not
inexpensive for us ($900,000).

But it was on our schedule,

and the sales department had
sold it. So we went ahead."

But nothing Arkoff says is

to be misinterpreted as a

>»
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Bronson
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Contmued front Page 19

ica, with conservative pro-

jected carnings of $20-mi]lion

in this country alone?

Could this be the combative
Bronson who says he was so

bitter at Hollywood in the old

days that he used to knock
passers-by out of his way if

they did not give ground as

they approached him on the

sidewalk?

Could this be the sadistic

Bronson whose appeal to the

masochism in millions of

European and Asiatic movie-

goers has made him the No. 1

box-office attraction in coun-

tries as disparate as Italy,

Japan and Israel—and indeed

(according to a 1972 poU of

the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association) No. 1 in the en-

tire World outside of the

United States?

Yes and no. -

In France, where he out-

draws Alain Delon and Jean-

Paul Belmondo, Bronson is

called '/e sacr^ monstre** (the

sacred monster), and to

legions of squealing Gallic

fans, he cpitomizes the sexy

American knock-'emdown
gangster Syndrome that

Humphrey Bogart used to

represent. This image of him-

self Puzzles Bronson. He told

me: **I can*t understand it. I

haven*t hit 3nyone in 15

years."

Yet that may be the one

clue to the baffling new cult

of Bronson-worship, suddenly

elevating a middle-aged

joumeyman American actor

to staggering fame and for-

tune, after 54 mostly dread-

ful pictures.

Because Bronson \ooks as if

at any moment he*s ahout to

hit someone.

his theme recurs,

with interesting var-

iations, in nearly

every conversation (

had with distinguished film-

makers about theV Bronson
phenomenon. For^example,
John Hustoi^^ explained:

ilLCharlesJSgitJon reminds me
of a band grenade with the pin

pulled. I saw that quality of

impending cxplosion in him in

an obscuro picture called 'Red

Sun/ which 1 list with John
Ford's *Stagecoach' and Henry
Hathaway's *Red River* as the

three best westerns ever

made.'* (You probably never

saw *'Red Sun." It was filmed

in Spain, st^^rring Bronson,

Japan*s great Toshiro Mifune

and France*s Alain Delon. It

was released only desultorily

in the United States by the

now-defunct National General

Company, though it continues

to be an all-time top-grosser

overseas.)

Terence Young, who direct-

ed "Red Sun" and is best

known for his James Bond pic-

tures, said: **In Bronson on the

screen, there*s the constant

air of the dangerous; the

brooding deep violence, the

sudden outburst. That gets to

women, who also look at his

muscles, and purely and sim-

ply think to themselves, *He*d

be great in the sack.*

"

Michael Winner, the British

director of Bronson in "Death

Wish," "The Mechanic,*' "The
Stone Killer,' observed: "The
key to Bronson is the re-

pressed fury, the constant

feeling that.if you don*t watch
the screen every minute, you*ll

miss the eruption. You didn't

sense that with Gable or Bo-

gart. But coupled with the in-

tense masculine dynamism,
there's also a great tender-

ness in Bronson which wom-
en, in particular, recognize.

In real life, he*s the best fa-

ther in the history of father-

hood and the best husband in

the history of husbandry.

Women respond sexually to

that combination of danger

and tendemess in him.**

Bronson himself is disdain-

ful of all such analyses. He
told me: "Don*t ask me to ex-

plain a mystique. Tm just en-

joying all this while it lasts.

Tm basically tloing the same
thing I was doing 20 years

ago.'*

Twenty years ago, he was
working in such Hollywood
nonepics as "Crime Waye,**

"Apache" and "Riding Shot-

gun.** He was still using his

real name, Charles Buchinsky,

changing it to Bronson only

after Senator Joe McCarthy
depopularized anything Rus-

sian-sounding. With his un-

lovely face and muscular little

body—hardened in , the coal

mines to mini-Charles Atlas

proportions—he found a lot

of work. playing heavies of

Mexican, American Indian,

Oriental, Slavic or just piain

big-city slum background.

He was a workhorse Bad
Guy of unremarkable talent.

Of his acting, his good friend

Robert Mitchum told me: "He



Let US now praise a famous man

James Agee, 1945, by Helen Levitt,

Remembering James Agee
Edited with an Introduction by David Madden.

lUustrated. 172 pp. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press. $8.95.

By ERIK WENSBERG

How to account for what the novelist

David Madden. editor of this collection

of reminiscences, calls the "legend** of

James Agee. Perhaps it arises out of

Agee*s agreeable ability to be, within

somewhnt ampler than mortal limits,

anything you want him to be. Or, more
particularly. anything you want to be:

the author of a masterpiece both neg-

lected and famous, a well-paid critic

proclaiming what was then the new
art of film, a Pulitzer-Prize novelist, an

intellectual, a lyric poet, a satirist of

large promise, a scriptwriter with im-

portant Hollywood friends, a first-rate

Journalist with distinguished New
York friends, a bewitching talker, an

enthusiastic drinker. someone re-

Erik Wensberg, editor of The Colum-
bia Forum, is at work on a critical bi-

ography of James Agee.

nowned enough (it often seems) for his

kindness alone, handsome in youth, of-

ten tormented, and mourned even now,

20 years after his death. Among the

young, especially, some might decline

the torment and pass up the drink; but

one wonders how many.

Only a few years ago, when this re-

viewer began preparing a critical biog-

raphy, the image of Agee most often

mentioned by people who*d known him

a little, and people who hadn*t, cmn-
bined sentimentality and artiness with-

out, all the same, being quite untrue: a

mind*s-eye Portrait of the srtist rapt

before Beethoven, his tousled head
pressed to a phonograph at top vol-

ume. That populär cameo may, to be

sure, derive from a passage in quite a

different spirit in "Let Us Now Praise

Famous Men.*' But ther^ is no doubt

that it appealed to a period sentimen-

tal and arty in many precincts. Little

good at that time to set next to the

phonograph, say, the Agee Christmas

Card of one year depicting, as Robert

Fitzgerald teils it here, "a pair of ijolar

bears in innocent copulation. with sea-

son's greetings.*' It may startle or even

mislead the susceptible now to be told

that a recurring image in these mem-
oirs by people close to Agee at diverse

times is of his notably large fist,

at the end of a long arm, connect-

ing forcefully with 1) a wall at Har-

vard, 2) a streetcar door in Cambridge,

3) a Fifth Avenue bus, and, perhaps, 4)

an editor of Time magazine. Most of

these Sketches being brief, the temper-

amental balance is restored with a

bump.

Not that Agee was tough: Louis

.Kronenberger is not the first, even in

these pages, to see in Agee*s character

"something . . . just not sufficiently

firm.*' But neither was Agee only what
many youngsters barbered like Jesus

and drunk on "creativity** have select-

ed for their poet and film man from

"The Letters of James Agee to Father

Flye'*' a figure pensive, bewildered

and earnest—as the young often ar<*

in any period. Agee wrote of different

matters to different people. Nor do I

think that many of his melancholic

devotees of any age have read "Let Us
Now Praise Famous Men,** passionate,

magisterial, and complex as that work
is. But then, that is still the book

which few read and nobody finishes:

the masterpiece. Ardent, furious and

concentrated, it will comb the art frcm

your beard and pull you straight up.

Wh?.t manner of man wrote such a

book? "Remembering Agee*' brings be-

tween two covers most of the hitherto

published attempts to describe him

—

those»by Dwight Macdoiyld, Walker

EvanLjohn Huston, Loijis Kronenber-

ger, T[S>.MatÜl£:KÄr--^^ttaker Cham-
bers and, preeminently, Robert Fitz-

gerald And it adds glimpses by David

McDowell, the editor of "A Death in

the Family** and "Agee on Film"; by

Father James Herold Flye, Agee*s

teacher and friend; by the photogra-

pher Florence Homolka; by Mia Agee,

James Agee*s widow; and, most vivid-

ly, by Robert Saudek, Agee*s room-

mate at Harvard. Madden*s book also

collects 20 photographs of Agee (most

of them by the Superlative Helen Lev-

itt)—which attest that genius is cor-

poreal as well as transcendent, and, in

rare cases, radiates great charm.

Agee was thoroughly corporeal, try

as he might to get out of it. Robert

Saudek locates him on a rostrum at

Harvard in '32 in the wrong cap and

gown, forgetting his own class ode; in

the dormitory, doing his Imitation of

Grant at Appomattox, which always

ended^ on the floor; and in the stair-

well, night after night, commiserating

with a non-matriculating wastrel no-

body eise could stand. Agee would

later get Whittaker Chambers (who
does not speak of it here) through

many an otherwise solitary lunch

among Time i>eople who found Chamb-
ers lur.ubrious. _

Robert Fitzgerald locates Agee at

most important times and places over

some 20 years. But he does so nowhere

more movingly, or with more grace

and subtlety, than at a point, upon his

own return fröm the N?.vy in 1946,

when both men suddenly know that

Fitzgerald has been transported back

io the Church as firmly as Agee had
earlier "wrestled out of it** and will

stay with poetry as surely as Agee is

leaving it.

We do not see Agee at drinks with

Robert Lowell and T.S. Eliot in Fitz-

gerald*s apartment, Agee "leary** (his

Word) of Eliot's "churchiness** and An-
glophilia; or Agee strolling with Auden
on Cornelia Street. But a photograph

here records him with Mia Agee and
Charles and Oona Chaplin in si night-

club in the late 1940's—not very long

after Agee, as Chaplin teils it, had
bawled out a fairly swinish group of

reporters baiting Chaplin about his

politics. The Louisiana State Universi-

ty Press csption-writers decline to say,

mind you, that these are the Chaplins,

and that the persons with Agee on
page 131 are Eleanor Steher and Serge

Koussevitzky. Out of similar careless-

ness proofreaders have reproduced

"hollow** for "hallow" in an earlier

misprinted Agee stanza. I wish the

Press 5. second edition and a horse's

sense.

All of this and a good deal more
shows US Agee in the world—^who

leaves T. S. Matthews impatient and
grateful and Dwight Macdonald impa-

tient, fond and touched with awe, the

more so as he astutely examines

Agee*s published work. Walker Evans's

account of the years in which "Let \J&

Now Praise Famous Men** was "re-

searched,** written and rewritten looks

suddenly at a more solitary young
man, and the perspective deepens with

uncanny swiftness.

But about Agee in the world it seems
clear from this testimony, and more,

that he could indeed be anything you
wanted him to be—if, at a good guess,

what you wanted him to be was tire-

lessly attentive in listening, infinitely

inventive in talk, and generous some-
what past the current Christian re-

quiremonts. As Mia Agee suggests

here, such men often live better in the

country, as Agee often did.

Finally, though, one doesn't "review"

affection or assign rank to regard. It is

as inahe to say that these essays are

"uneven** as it would be to say a fami-

ly was. Wfiat can be said—where
praise seems like presumption—is that

Robert Fitzgerald's remembrance of

James Agee is one of the small mir-

acles of American prose and form.

The New York Times Book Review/December 29. 1974
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MEL BROOKS

Nicer as fhe years go by
Fost Photo by Vic OcLucla

Just for Laughs
By HELEN DUDAR
npHE END OF the visit Is Mel Brooks ador-
• able: he leads you to the door pronounc-

ing you a pussycat and planting energetic

avuncular kisses on your cheek. But the

beglnnlng—the beginning Is somethlng eise.

Then, eyes wary, compact little body colled

against the «protective arm of the couch, he
asks questions. They are puzzllng ques-

tions iintil you understand that he is de-

termining whether you come as friend or

foe. There you are, a charter fan who cack-

Icd through early Brooks epics in movie-

houses half-fiiled with othen\'ise morose
audiences, a person who travels In a smart

set composed exclusively of nuts who can

recite entire Brooks records, and he can't

teil at a glance; he wants to know, do you
love me? Do you respect me?

My goodness. YES.
There's more. You are put on notice that

he does not do a number; he does not come
on crazy all the time. "I disappoint a lot of

people that interview me bccause they have

a preconception," he reports soberly. "You're

always a little disappointing in person be-

cause you can't be the edited essence of

yourself."

The essential Mel Brooks is, of course,

the pure lunacy—even. tho impure lunacy

—

that survives in a finished film. Nobody, he
says, sees the garbage on the floor, "the

mess I made making a movie." There is a

moment's beat for the kicker. "Unfortun-

ately, there's a lot of garbage in me."
And another thing. He seems, this day,

ferociously preoccupied with Image. That is

perhaps a natural conscquence of having
become the media person of the month. The
success of "Young Frankenstein" has
buried him jn prlnt recently, a process that

must be like catching unexpected glimpses
of oneself in a reflecting surface. (That can't

be the real me.) But the complaint is a
little devious. Twice in two hours, hc men-
tions Jerry Lewis and what he feels is the
distasteful press attention Lewis e.xcited at
the height of his fame 10 years ago.

"People treated him like a chimp, not a
person," Brooks says with anger. "It was
terrible. They created a mohster. And he
was tom—he c'dn't want to let people down.
They came to tee Jerry I^ewis, a jumping
maniac. Who expected to see a father? A
movie executive?"

. Mel Brooks, a father. Absolutely^ He has
three teonage children, a daughter and two

sons, whom he loves and who love him.

They live here with his first wife, while he
now works and lives on the coast with his

second wife, the wondrous Anne Bancroft.

Whenever he can, he flies East—in some
terror—to see them, to share a meal at the

Russian Tea Room, a few bowls of noodles

in Chinatown. "

Mel Brooks, a movie executive f Yes and
no. Combining a paternal visit with a little

movie promotion, he says he does all that

stuff—directing, producing, editing frame by
frame, radio and TV commercials ("'Young
Frankenstein,' not for the short!")—be-

cause he is first and foremost a writer con-

cerned with the accurate transference of his

Comic Vision to film.

(Only later does it occur to me that T

have never thought of him as a writer, but

as a performer, a comic irtelligence invent-

ing his material by filtering it through and
bouncing it against other comic sensibilltles.

Certainly, his successful work has always
been in coUaboration with others: with six

or eight others in his TV decade on the Sid

Caesar "Show of Shows" of the '50s: with

Carl Reiner as brilliant straight man in the-

recordings starring Brooks* 2000-year-old

man; with Bück Henry for the zany TV spy
spoof, "Get Smart," with various writers for

his four movios. And he is, incidentally,

meticulous these days about reciting the

"withs.")

• • •
Mel Brooks, jumping maniac! Oh, once

in a while, but on balance he's more your
jogging maniac. Often, his humor is an-

archlc: almost as often, it is rooted in ob-

served social attitudes and experiences. And
frequently it is expressed in a language both
enriched and corrupted by Yiddish.

There is a Brooks cult and its holy wrlt
is the Brooks-Reiner recordings which first

appeared about 14 years ago, featuring the
2000-year-old man, a distillation of first

generation American Jewish domestic wit
and wisdom (and the defiant inventlon of a
man who loathes the idoa of mortality).

He glamorized the nectarine ("Haifa
pcach, halfa plum, it's a helluva fruit.")

and celebrated the guilt-inducing laments
of the neglected parent ("42,000 children—
and not one comes to visit.") It was sweet,
affoctionate humor, with subliminal zings.
The old man. togethcr with all the other
characters on the records — folk singor,

P5ychiatrist, ad man — are endearingly
fraudulent.

SECTION 2 POSlI
" THE WEEK IN

Entertainment

In the East, bits and pieces of Brooks
. dialogue are imbedded in urban speedi and
turn up In print. Perhaps the ultlmate

homage was Avery Corman's fimny little

novel, "Oh God," starring a Dcity who was
a direct descendeht * of Brooks' andent,

metaphorically speaking, that is.

Brooks is aware of the exi^tcnce of fierce

loyalists, but he says they seldom impinge
on his consciousness. To be sure, he gets

mail in praise or complnint but "the true

cultists are very bright and verv shy at the

same time and they do not write letters to

you."

This detail is offered on a rosy Spring
afternoon at the Sherry Netherland. Brooks
is togged out in blue jeans-cut pants, a
dark blue sports shirt and shoes made out
of the kind of silken leather that looks like

it was the sacrifice of some unborn beast.

He's in one of tiiose fancy suites done
up in antiques. The location is not exactly

choice, although it has comic possibilities.

The living room looks out over a roof with
all sorts of ducts, one of which every now
and then erupts in a cloud of steam, di-

verting and riveting his attention. From
time to time, the phone rings, usually a

business call. Work never stops. He and a

writing team are devising a pilot for a TV
series entitled, "When Times VVere Rotten,"

which they hope will tum out to be a long-

running laugh riot about Robin Hood and
the Sherwood Forest gang. •*

Back in Hollywood, work proceeds on
the next big Brooks feature, a non-talkie.

It will not, he emphasizes, be a salute to

the silents. It will be in color and in 1975 cos-

tume and although there will be cards for

dialogue and exposition, there will also be
noises and muslc to help the comedy along.

Whcn I inquire alwut the stage of the
Script, he recounts:

"It's on a giant cork board and it's in

big Cards. The good guys are in blue, the

bad guys are in green, the story line Is in

white, en passant bits are in yellow." En
passant bits, it turns out, are jokelets: the

camera notes a restaurant advertising spicy

hot Szechuan food and then catches a flre-

man extinguishing the blaze in the diner's

mouth.
A Brooks movie Script is a painstaking

process Involving almost a year's work. It

will be ä while before there is a finished,

bound Script and even then it won't be ready
for the camera. "Then, we'll attack that

Script like we were Nazis in September,
1939, entering Poland, that's how fiercely

we'll attack that Script. And it'll have to act

like Israel in 1948, brave and courageous
fighting for its life."

The first two feature-length Brooks
movies, "The Producers" and "The Twelve
Chairs" ("I love it; it may be my best pic-

ture") lost money. But "Blazing Saddles"
and "Frankenstein" are hits, and it has been
reported far and wide that they are making
him secure-for-life rieh—a fine thing to hap-
pen to a boy born poor in East New York
who started out playing drums and making
jokes in Catskill resorts. A question about
Profits elicits a cloud of steam to match
the one on the neighboring roof.

He has just read that he Is going to

make $5 million out of "Frankenstein" and
he is indlgnant.''"lt didn't even break even
j'^et. People don't understand the finances of

movies. They don't even know what 35 per
Cent of the gross for distributing mcans*.

I'll be very lucky to make $100,000 or $200,000
— and that would be a bloody fortunc.

IN THIS SECTION
THEATER IN BRIEF

MOVIES IN BRIEF :

Earl Wilson _ 18 Movie Cloclc

.19

.20

40
For the Children 42 Martin Gottfried 16

SicTney Skolsky 42 Going Out 41

Richard Wafh . _I6 Archer Winsfen_38
Rolling Sfone 42 Music 39

"You know when that happens? This

$5 milllon? It happens with a *Godfather'

a 'Sting.' when a picture makes $100 mil-

lion." There seems to be nothing he does

not know about the finances of film distrl-

bution and he explains it in dizzying detail

before recalling his anger. "I got calls from

relatives all over the world.- It's very cm-

barrassing. I feel like a failure, you know
what I mean?

"Anyway, I don't make movies for

moneyJj never did. Of course you want a

lot of people to see them. But I never ex-

pected 'Blazing Saddles' to make a quarter.

It was a very private joke that the world

joined me in. Who knew they knew? But

obviously—they knew." «

Of course, the pay from the other Jobs

he does in film can't be bad, but that's no

novelty. E3xcept for a brief bad time after

the Caesar show ended, he has been accus-

tomed to high paychecks since his mid-203.

The Caesar show paid well, enough to sup-

port a'n analyst as well as a family, and to

buy books.

Brooks Claims his reading stopped In high

school at "Ivanhoe." Besides, "I spent my
early life playing hockey without skates.**

One day, Mel Tolkin, the head writer on the

show, offered him a book saying, "I think

you ought to read this." It was a work by
Dostoevskl and it turned him into a fevered

reader. He went through all the Russians

("I read Tolstoy and fäinted") and- moved
on to other nationals—Stendhal, Proust,

Kafka—plus a few Americans—Melville,

Thoreau, Nathanael West.
"I read 'War and Peace' every couple ot

years. I have to."

*'Why?"

"Because he's tops in taps." A Brooks
Joke never dies; it never fades away, either,

* • •
Brooks has always been a passionate

movle-goer and studio life keeps him happily

in the dark. Once a week, he Orders a Sand-
wich, pays $20 to rent a 16 mm. copy of a
film and Invites friends to share a golden
oldie: W. C. Fields movip^, "City Lights" ("I

completely forgot howa loved it"), the best
ofStohn Huston ("0n, such good things"),

the Nimiing^^^^^i>ifie of William , Powell
and CarJJiBTIombard.

His own all-time favörites Liffclude the
orlginai^^lThe Blue Angel," GejHtfTs "Seduced
and Abaii8Qjied," "Big^^e^ on Madonna
St.," 4g^e Afncan ^i^e^ffrf^"Grand Illusion,"

and BitlV WllÜürs"^ome Like It Hot," an
"impeccably constructed" piece that he says
Is afe good as Wycherly's "The Country
Wife" and will be applauded as a classic 50
years from riow.

Ask him if he thinks his own work will

survive a half-century and he turnis salty.

Recent writings on Brooks ha\'c elevated
him to the Status of "a serious artist," «
heavy label he refuses to admit he enjoys.
"I'm sure when Chaim Soutine finished 'The
Bellboy,* he did not take. 10 steps away and
say, 'That is a great Work of art.' Maybe
he hoped somebody might say it a hundred
years later. But what he probably said was,
•I'm so glad I finished it.'

"

The cloud has nassed, restoring x sunny
Brooks. His frien^Joseph Hellc/^aid re-

cently that nobody w^uld—^ä*^ again see
Brooks at his funniest, a level achieved in

olden days when he could be heard
hllariously savaging former colleagues more
successful than he.

Now that he's as successful as anyone
eise, Brooks does appear to have mellowed,
but he thinks extreme fame had hardly any-
thing to do with it. Of his earlicr years, he
says, "I was very hard to live with. Now, I

find myself more understanding of peoplc'a

needs, more patient than I was."
It's time, that did it, he says. He's 48

and "with age," he appears certain that

"you get to be a nicer person." -. -*>^-^Au.
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Maureen

Lambray

on ttie move,

wifh camera

ready.

Photo by Stan Wan

lon EUGENIA SHEPPARD

SHE IS A CAMERA
P^VERYBODY WANTS to be a pholographer these^ days, but not many become so successful so soon
as Maureen Lambray.

It was only five years ago that Maureen started

taking pictures. She and her husband, Ari Kopelman,
were still at Harvard, where he was teaching law and she
was studying films.

"Somebody gave me a camera and T didn't even know
how to load it," she says. "The first thing I did was to
photograph Ari for his passport picture."

There was no crystal ball around to teil them that a
few years later Maureen would be rated as one of the top
women photographers and that Ari would be the manager
of their fortune as well as a lawyer for many others in the

film and photography worlds.

"I talked myself into becoming a photographer's assist-

ant and I worked there for a year," says Maureen. "I

swept the floors, made the coft'ee and learned how to de-

velop my pictures. I photographed everybody I could find."

It was purely accidental, according to Maureen, that

her first Job on her own was a big national advertislng

plum. She was hired to photo^raph for L&M cigarets and
has been off and running ever since. "I started at the top,*'

she says. '
. / \

She credits Jier sucfess to having her own point of view
and style.

"People are always saying that my style is European,
but I think I would analyze «t as romantic and somewhat
moody. I like the daydreaming, mysterious quality of wom-
en, and I tend to brinji; it out in my photographs."

Since her start with L&M, Maureen has done all kinds
of commercial photography, including cosmetics for Revlon
and fashions for Bloomingdale's catalogues.

"There's much less hard seil in advertislng than there
was even five years ago," she says. "A firm that used to

want nothing but a big bottle on the page Is now looklng
for an attractive man-woman Situation with the drinks
somewhere >n the background. In fashion there Is less seam-
less paper and more natural background, and fabrics are
allowed to look creased and not as if an iron had just gone
over them."

It was Maureen who persuaded Bloomhigdale's to let

her make a pioture story of the fashions in their last two
catalogues. The most recent, at the Breakers in Palm Beach,
has the modeis on a boat, parading the deck or sitting on
deck chairs. The spring edition photographs will be even
more of a personal story. .

Since she loves photographing Personalities, Maureen
has decided to use some of her friends as participants. In
the group on the spring catalogue coVer will be Jill Krem-
entz, also i^ated as one of to(|ay's top women photographers.

"Jill is more on the reportage side than I am. We're not
rivals and I like her very much."

She often wonders why, «since the Forties and F^fties,

there have been no great women photographers like

Margaret Bourke-White, Louise Dahl Wolfe and Toni Frisell.

"I think women are wonderful in fashion photography.
They put in all the llttle details that create the mood,"
Maureen says. Among the women fashion photographers to
whom she gives top billing are Deborah Turberville in

London and Sara Moon in PaiMS.

CommerciaF photography may have changed for the
better and more artistic, but the same oannot be said for
modeis, according to Maureen. "Models used to be really

put together and organized, and they were proud of being
modeis. Nowadays they take more interest in the photo
than themselves and they tend to look down on their job."

Maureen's first book is about to be publishcd. For the
past year she has been photographing European film
directors. The text will be by Richard Schicket, Time mag-
azine film critic. It will be foUowed by a book on Ameri-
can film directors. They axe all in one oi' the other, includ-

ing fl^an Renoir, Francois Jruffaut, Bob Altnian, Billy Fried-
kin and John Huston.

MAm-een doe9n^t,^4rfiow how much money she makes, but
she and nHkiuwtr^d have just moved to Park Avenue. "It

was hard for us at first. It all happened at once, with my
travcling around all the time on assignments and so much
money coming in, but now we're perfectly adjus-ted."

When she travels, she caiTies a bag over her Shoulder
with five Nikon cameras, each with a different kind of lens

ready. It's no light weight for a slim girl, but it make^ the
job quicker and easier. Sometimes she takes as many as

8000 frames a week, but she still loves her work.

J I I I
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BOB WILUAMS

The Thin Edge, the five-part, bi-weekly Ch. 13 serie? on
mental health, turns its attention at 8 tonight to "Guilt: the

Psycliic Censor." We begin learning about it in childhood

from parental admonitions and it remains with us, to some
degree, all our lives.

Prof. Harvey Cox, Profes-

sor of divinity at Harvard,

belleves it wrong to ascribe

our guilt Problems to the

Puritans. He blames the

Victorians, particularly Queen
Victoria and her concern

over "trivial sex ethics*' and
a kind of "conventional

piety."

say that the churches almost
induced a kind of guilt, pro-

duced it, encouraged it in

people, so that this almost
increased the control that

churches had over people's

lives."

Guilt usually afflicts sur-

vivors on the death of some-
one close. A Vietnam veteran
couldn't erase memories of a
guerrllla he'd slain. One
psychiatrist told of a success-

ful businessman and a suc-

cessful physician who, out of

deepset guilt, "feil apart."

Most of US live with our
guilts. Those who can't cope
can find therapy. And there'i

no sense in feeling guilty

about feeling guilty, wams
producer David Prowitt. "It's

part of the human condition

and you and I have a lot of

Company."

Ch. 13 will have a panel of

experts on duty taking phone
calls from viewers seeking
advice. The series has been
drawing thousands of such
calls, including the night a
few weeks back when the

New York Telephone Co.

estimated a jam of 150,000

callers who couldn't get

through on the clogged lines.

, An I^rael^-raade tilfv, 'tX^e^ ..

dlst Bloiv,^' with pneviotJ^lyv fc|

unreleased Nazi films of the
suffering of the Jews under
Hitler, will be televised by
Oh. 13 at 8 p.m. May 10 as
part of a special commem-
oration of the collapse of the
Third Reich.

The documentary, which
won an Oscar nomination,
will be one of the highlights
of a series of special pro-

grams to be aired May 2 to
11 in connection with the
station's spring membership
drive.

The series, titled A Time
To Remember, wiH include
films by moviemakers Frank
Capra, John Huston and Wil-

Vyler. The Oapra^lm,
^airedatJjO-trTrTMay 8,

will be "Prelude to War,"
tracing the faselst scourge.
The Hüston film, "San Pi-

clro," teils the story of the
liberation of an Italian town
and is set for airing at 10:15

p.m. May 9. At 10:45 the
same night the Station will

air the Wyler work, a per-

sonalized account of the last

mission of a bomber, Mem-
phis Belle.

"The Finest Hours," a two-
hour documentary on the
war years of Winston Church-
hill, will be presented at 9



BOB WILLIAMS

'The 81st Blow," which will be televised Saturday night

at 9:30 by Ch. 13, is a chilling documentary of the slaughter

of Europe's Jews during the Hitler holocaust.

The Israeli-made film, which was nominated for an
Oscar, is the "centerpiece" of the public TV station's series

of World War II programs during its spring fund-raising

campaign.

Much of the film and many
^ of * Ihe*

'• pfrofogfaph^i [weÄT
seized in t)he capture of Ber-

lin and'nevei^ before releiased.

The Hebrew narration (there

are English subtitles) was
drawn largely from the testi-

mony of witnesses during
the 1961 trial of Adolph Eich-

niann.

The brutality of the grin-

ning Nazis is almost unbear-

able, but the program is

must viewing as an education

to those w*ho were not old

enough to know what was
happening during the

scourge of the Third Reich

—

and those whose memories
have dimmed.

The film draws its title

from the story of a survivor

who arrived in Israel and
told how he'd been bludge-

oned 80 times by an SS of-

ficer. No one believed him
and he remarked, "This is my
81st blow." The docimientary

was assembled from more
than 400 hours of film and
thousands of photograpihs.

Inc'luded are films of the

Warsaw Ghetto, where the

imprisoned, starving Jews
are finally bumed out.

* iü 1^

Tonight at 10, in its A Time
to Remember series, Ch. 13

will offer the first of seven
patriotic films, Frank Cap-
ra's 1943 "Prelude to War."
Friday at 10:15, Ch. 13 will

show a 1945u Signal Corps
film made bj^John Hustoi

on the liberation^an liecmn
village, "San Pietro," followed

at 10:45 bjiV\^liam Wyler's

film, "Mempte^^-sEeüe," jdefti^

ing with the final mission of

a World War n bomber. Sun-

day at 4:30 p.m. will bring

"The First City: London" and
how it withstood the Nazi

blitz.

Xc 4( *
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TV: WNET Panorama—30 Years After V-E Day
War Is Seen in Capra,

Huston, Wyler Films

JBy JOHN J. O'CONNOR
One thing about WNET/13:

it rarely thinks small. As
part of its spring-member-
ship drive this v/eek, the Sta-

tion has elected to re-create

nothing less than World War
II. Under the general head-
ing of "A Time to Remem-
ber," it is marking yester-

day's 30th anniversary of

V-|: Day with a hefty sched-
ule of special programing,
frcrm America's "Victory at

Sea** series to Israel's "The
8 Ist Blow," a two-hour doc-
umentary on the holocaust.

In several ways, especial-

ly on the heels of the gigan-
tic blunder of Vietnam, the
material is astonishing. I

»especially recommend a düs-
ter of wartime Propaganda
filiUs produced by three of
thi« country's most distin-

guished film makers: Frank
John Huston and Wil-

iam Wyler. Thestjlms are
ocent, naive anoTigli t^us,

ahcH>hoy hav^ every reason
to , be—as accurate reflec-

tions of the nation at that
particular moment in history.

The lines between right and
wrong, between good and
evil were clearly drawn

—

and "we" were on the rigjit,

the angelic side. The rare

unanimity of opinion may
never be recaptured.

"Prelude to War," which
can be seen tonight at 10,

was the first of seven patri-

otic (i.e, Propaganda) films

made under the supervision
of Lieut. Col. Frank Capra.
The tract, with appropriate
animation by the Walt
Disney Studios, dramatizes
World War II as a **fight

between a free world and a

slave World." On the side of
freedom are Moses, Moham-
med, Jesus, Confucius and
the Declaration of Independ-
ence. On the other side are
Hitler, Mussolini and Hiro-
hito. In the background, a
leading American official is

stressing the need to estab-
lish "out flag as a symbol
of freedom on the one band,
and of overwhelming power
on the other.**

Patrick Henry's apocryphal
"Give me liberty or give me
death is constrasted with
he "ambitious rabble-rouser
in Italy" or the "even more
forceful demagogue in Ger-
many." Germany's "love of
regimentation and harsh dis-

cipline" or Japan's "fanatical

worship of a god-emperor"
is compared to the honesty
and idealism of America's
"John Q. Public." Hitler and
his "buck-toothed pal" (the

Japanese) obviou5ly don't
stand a Chance against the

forces of good. The dis-

tortions are glaring. The
emotional accuracy and justi-

fication are startling.

Tomorrow night at 10:15,

the resurrection specimen is

Maj. John Huston's "San
Pietro," an on-location depic-

tion of a 1943 battle in Italy.

The War Department film

was released in 1945. Writing
in The Nation Magazine, the

late James Agee observed:
"Somewhere close to the es-

sence of the power of mov-
ing pictures is the fact that

they can give you things to

look at, clear of urging or
comment, and so ordered that

they are radiant with illimit-

able suggestions of meaning
and mystery. Huston's simple,

wordless use of children,

toward the end of the film,

does that, and seems to me
the first great passage of war
poetry that has got on the
screen."

As usual, Agee was correct.

The sequence is dazzling, al-

though, as he pointed out,

the Mormon Tabemacle Choir
accompaniment is atrocious.

The rest of the half-hour film,

however, does not survive

quite so successfully. The
scenes of battle are com-
pletely convincing, but the
interminable narration, writ-

ten and read by Mr. Huston,
is tedious ("The task ahead
promised no less bloodshed

—

yet it was taken in good
spirits and high determina-
tion"). The over-all result is

less a masterpiece than a his-

torical—and thoroughly ab-
sorbing—curiosity.

•
Shown with "San Pietro"

is Lieut. Col. William Wyler's
"Memphis Bell," which re-

counts the 25th and final

mission of an Air Force
bomber. The film was made
soon after Mr. Wyler had
completed the direction of
"Mrs. Miniver."

This collection of Propa-
ganda films is a first-rate

source of image manipulation

'81st Blow' Depicts the

Slaughterof Jews

and bemused nostalgia. But
what of "The 81st Blow"?
What of horror and brutality

on a Scale still beyond com-
prehension, even for the di-

rect survivors? The title of
the documentary is taken
from the story of the boy
who somehow had survived
80 blows delivered by a tor-

mentor. When he later told

his story to his liberators,

"they thought it was not
true, such things could not
be done." That was the 81st
blow.

But, of course, such things
were done, and documentary
evidence exists for terrifying

proof, much of the Visual

evidence recorded by the sa-

distic perpetrators. This Is-

raeli documentary, which will

be shown Saturday night at
9:30 and which had been
nominated for an Academy
Award, displays much of that
evidence, some of it never
before exhibited to the gen-
eral public.

It is, quite simply, a har-
rowing experience, complete-

]y beyond the irrelevant pale
of esthetic criteria. It is, in

a sense, unbearable. But, in

a still profound sense, it is

the crucial element of the "A
Time to Remember" theme.
The monstrosity of Nazi
dominance, the helplessness
of its victims ("Most Jews
did not believe—neither the
simple Jew in the street nor
the Jewish leaders")—the in-

credible nightmare must not
be forgotten.

I am told that a young
staff member of Channel 13

became very upset on seeing
"The 81st Blow," insisting

that the content was impos-
sible, that.it had to be Israeli

Propaganda. That was the

82d blow. That is why the

showing of this film, no mat-
ter how painful, is essectial.
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ARCHER WINSTEN

Charles Bronson Flexes

His Biceps in 'Breakouf

Hard-faced Charles Bron-
son, with his biceps, is here
in *'Breakout/' an impossible
adventure sutpposedly taking
place in Mexico and the USA,
but actually made in Califor-

nia, France and Spain.

The idea Is that Jay Wag-
ner (Robert Duvall), grand-
son of tycoon Harris Wagner
(John Huston), has been in-

volved in anti-American Big
Business dealings which have
led to his being railroaded

into a Mexican jail. His wife,

Ann (Jill Ireland), tries all

sorts of schemes to free him,

aided by her grand father-in-

law, but she doesn't know
that the latter is not only
helping, but also betraying.

This Is a Situation calling

for a super4iero, which is

what Nick Colton (Charles

Bronson) is. He Is prepared
to assault a fortress-prison

to rescue the victim. In order
to do this he .leams how to
fly a helicopter like a stunt-

A Columbia Pictures release. Pro-
duced by Irwin Winkler a-nd Robert
Chartoff. Directed by Tom Gries. Screen-
play by Howard B. Kreitsek, A/Varc Nor-
nnan, and Elliott Baker. Cast: Ctiaries
Bronson, Robert Duvall, JIM Ireland,
Ra-ndy Quaid, Sheree Nortti and John
Huston. 96 minutes. AAPPA: PG: Pa-
rental guidatKe suggested.

ing professional, taking only

a few days to do so.

The rest is easy, too easy.

What's remarkable is the

Stuntmen who actually do
that flying.

The action sequences, picked

up in odd locations all over
the World, are sufficiently

exciting and bloodthirsty.

Unfortunately there are

some gaps in continuity that

leave you wondering what
they left out, For instance,

cn one occasion Jay Wagner,
the victim, is supposed to

cscape by getting into a cof-

fin with a corpse about to be

buried. The coffin goes out,

all right, but the last you see

of it is the dirt being shov-

eled on top and p>oor Jay
Wagner, still inside, shouting,

"Let me out, let me out."

Later he's back in his cell,

ready for his next attempt at

escape, but there*s not the

slightest Suggestion of how
he got there.

Throughout the plcture

there is a similar disregard

cf sense, probability and log-

io. The main purpose is to set

up a Problem for the air-

adventurer, Nick Colton, and
then let him triumph. This

makes it a Charles Bronson
vehicle.

When the last shot comes,

heroic Charles Bronson is

framed against high cumulus
clouds. Who cares what's

happened to poor Jay Wag-
ner, or his wife, er his evil

grandfather?



Thosewho knew her bestjoin in

hailing'b definitive lifei'*

GrOnVille HiCkSfirstmetCorson
McCullers ot fhe Yoddo writers ond ortists colony in

1 940, fhe yeor her first novel The Heort Is o Lonely
Hunfer/ cofopulted fhe lonky fomboy info instont fome
Qf 23—ond soon info seporofion from her husbond, o
connnnune in Brooklyn Heights, ond ofher loves. He
proises "Mrs. Corr's feeling for rhe world of fontosy in .

which Corson lived ond ouf of which she wrofe."

Tennessee WilllQnns.rhoüghrthe
Summer of 1 946 would be his lost ond osked to see her
before his.deorh. Once Corson McCulfers orrived, he
obondoned oll rhoughf of giving up fhe ghosf, Three
decodes lofer he soys of THE LCDNELY HUNTER: "I hove.
rorely reod o more poinsfoking documenfofion of on
orfisf of such unique folenf.ond personolify, ond of
such epicolly heroic experience."

John HUSfOn hod^iP^sfofeinGolwoy
Irelond fo which he injvifecLGofson offer he'd finished

filming her {\0lecftot\s in o Golden Eye.' She spenf

s&? I le uf lleTlosf hoppy fhough bedridden, doys fhere

offer o lifefime of horrowing illness. Mr. Husfon colls

Virginio Spencer Corr's biogrophy b beoufifui, deep
book—defoched, objecfive, unsenfimenfol ond
profoundly moving."

HOrOld CIUrnnQn,onoIdfriendfrom
Droodwoy where Corson's 'Member of fhe Wedding'
become perhops her besf-known werk, colls THE
LONELY HUNTER, ' o sfroighfforword, honesf occounf
of fhe life of on exfroordinory ond Imporfonf Americon
wrifer."

And fhe crifics ore just os enfhusiostic:
««A triumphont, difficult, offen
nnessy CQreer...Mrs. Corr hos been üble
fo cofch fhe quollfy of couroge-under-poin
fhor gives fhe meoger oufpuf of Corson
McCullers Ifs peculior disfincfion."

—John Dorkhom Reviews

"A wornn ond luminous biogrophy
...o hoppy blend of fhe personol ond rhe

liferory..:pernneofed wlfh fhe somber glow
of fhe privofe womon Corson McCullers

was."— Publishers Weekly

"^

Ucne^

'Tüll sympothetic onci fronk
... Virqinio Spencer Corr knows Corson
McCuTler's work inside ond ouf... A volu-

oble record of fhe liferory scene of fhe

19405 ond fhe posfwor yeors, in which
Corson McCullers ondrogyne swonk ond
her lofer crippied perseveronce of her orf

were pofenf focfors...This Is o definiflve

life."—Wolter Clemons, Newsweek*

Wifh 54 poges of phofogrophs; nofes;

erjeologies; o chronology; ond index.
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LESDIAN IMAGES, by Jone f^ule. Whof If meons
fo be o lesbion, sef ouf in o percepfive sfudy of
fhe lives ord works of 1 2 wrifers, including
Coleffe ond Willo Cofher. $0.95 •

A MOST EXTRAORDINARY PAIR: Mory Woll-
sfonecroff orxj Williom Godwin, by Jeon
Defre. A remorkoble pxDrtroif of o morrioge'—
"fhe best reod of the yeor"-Eve Merriom. $0.95

DOES SHE.,.CR DOESKT SHE? by Shirley

Polykoff. The womonVho firsf osked fhof ques-
fion hos wriffen o worm, wiffy book obouf her
life in ond ouf of fhe odverfisirig business. $6.95
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jO ^ "wv Eugenia Sheppard Around the Town 4* /t /7^
"Listening to the Bamboo" Is the enlgmatic title for the new spring

exhibit that opens tonight at the Asla House Gallery. Before the 9 o'clock
preview there, of course, will be dlnners, two of which are beüig given
by the cochairmen, Mrs. Ronald (Marletta) Tree and Richard MacGratb^
Another dinner will be given by Mrs. Pierre David-WeiU.

' Once at the gallery, guests will have a look at the padntings before
«troUing In the garj^j^j^here^a wandering Violinist will cntertain, er

French

Post Photos by Vernon ShibI«

j » MacitH« Tra# u ^ •i*^
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FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

Should Movies

Have Messages?

»

3

ven at their best, movies probably can never be
more than entertainments for the child

ionprisoned in the oidest of us."

So writes Russell Baker, the New York Times
columnist, in a recent piece questioning the

sensibjlities if not the sanity of the New York
critics who were so taken by Lina Wertmuller^s '*Seven

Beauties." Mr. Baker loathed the movie, which he describe«

as "a 'messa^e' film." He's always been wary of messages
in movies, he says, because, among other reasons, Stalin

and Sunday-school teachers had a habit of slipping messages
into stories.

I don't want particuiarly to defend "Seven Beauties"

here. Though it's a film I admire tremendously, I do think

that one of its fauits is not that it has a message, but
that it has too many. They aren't messages, really, they ar«

associations that we make with the WertmuUer material,

and sometimes they are quite contradictory. They are

disorienting.

A second reading of the Baker piece suggests that it's

not the existence of the "message" in ''Seven Beauties"

that bothers him as much as the repugnance of the message
he has chosen to accept. He sees the movie—the story of

a buffoon who stoops to anything to stay alive in a Nazi

concentration camp—as "exzdting human survuval as the

purpose of existence." In so reading the film Mr. Baker
has, in effect, made something literal and sensible out of

a work of art that can be interpreted witb equal facility in

several other ways, including Miss Wertmuller's, which,

like Mr. Baker's, differs considerably from the way most
of the New York critics saw the film. All of which proves

nothing more than that artists are not always the best

people to Interpret their own work.
What is most interesting about the Baker piece is his

feeling that "movies can probably never be more than

entertainment for the child imprisoned in the oidest of us."

It's my suspicion that this conv iction is responsible

for much of the current anger, frustration and impatience

with films being expressed today by so many people.

especially in the over-40 age groups. Today's movies—^not

all of today's movies, just a tiny but imiportant minority of

today's movies—are hard on people who were brought up
knowing that movies were supposed to be fun because they

were a lesser form of literature that could be understood

even if one didn't know how to read.
^-^•"i.—

In pre-television days one went to the movies as a kind

of reward, as a means to relax, having finished real, serious

work, including all sorts of difficult, often boring, required

reading. Movies were to be perceived in predictable ways.

One could be sure that when one entered a dark, popcom-
scented movie house there was Uttle chance of being hit in

the face with Pascal's "Pensees." What ideas movies had

were spelled out in pictures, which guaranteed they wouid

never be ver>' complex. Movies had beginnings, middles and

endings, and unhappy endings were just as upbeat as the

happy ones. Heroes never died in vain. In movies, life had

shape.

Today's movies are different. They are not necessarily

better, but they are decidedly different and that difference is

alienating a lot of moviegoers who want movies to keep their

old place. There's nothing worse than an uppity movie:

What the hell is "Claire's Knee" about anyway? Some

guy with a thing about a knee and endiess talk. The main

thing wrong with ''Nashville" is that it doesn't have a story

and all the people in it are fools or con-artists. You can't

even understaad half the dialogue. What's so beautiful about

"The Story of Adele H."? A movie about a rieh, selfish girl

who goes nuts over a guy who has made it very clear he

doesn't love her? Take the fancy photography away from

*'Barry Lyndon" and what have you got? Just another

costume picture, slower than most, about an 18th-century

rogue who doesn't succeed--*for more than three hours yet.

It's no "Tom Jones," that's for surc.

"Seven Beauties?" Good gri^! I don't go to movies to

spend two hours in a concentration camp and get depressed.

Why don't they make movies like they used to? (They do.

It's called "Jaws," and it's not bad but there can be more to

movies than jumping in your seat periodically.)

The New Movie is not new, of course. It's been around

for years, regularly since the early 1960's, and there are as

many kinds of New Movies as there are movies. Dramas,

melodramas, comedies, satires, science fiction, love stories,

made by such directors as Miss Wertmuiler, Robert Altman,

Stanley Kubrick, Ingmar Bergman, Michelangelo Antonioni,

Jean-Luc Godard, Francois^ruffaut, Federic^ Fellini, and

sometimes by Mike Nichols\ohn HustonJHun Peckinpah,

Otto Premmger^yRainer WeriÄrfÄBiffioer, Martm Scorse

PSj;|ancis Foj:cKoppola, John Cassavetes.

Scorsese,

I

These directors are not all equally successful. Not

since "Faces" have I been able to respond to a Cassavetes

film with much interest. His *The Killing of a Chinese

Bookie'* is a disaster. Mr. Scorsese's "Taxi Driver*' is a New
Movie about which I have such mixcd feelings that 1 could

borrow a coupie of phrases Mr. Baker attaches to "Seven

Beauties." That is, "It is a parable of humanity in a society

seen as bestial" and "I leave this movie onutterably

depressed," though I'm not sure that says as much about

the movie as about me, about my wishes, needs and

capacities to look beyond the immediate jmages. No one can

force you to look beyond the immediate image, and most of

the time when you do look, there's nothing to see. But it's

a big jump from that Observation to say fiatly that "movies

probably can never be more than entertainments for the

small child imprisoned in the oidest of us." It depends on the

movie as well as on the imprisoned child who is looking.

New Movies can't be read like books or roadmaps.

One of the characteristics that the New Movies share Is

the seeming aloofness of the moviemaker to his characters.

though if he were aloof he probably wouidn't have bothered

to make the film. The New Movie is disorienting in that

we can't always be sure of the writer/director's attitudes

towards his material. He raises questions and doesn't attempt

to answer them. The New Movie talks back to our

prejudices without our knowing it.

Like the Old Movie, the New Movie feeds us all sorts

of Information simultaneously through the eyes and ears,

a process that keeps the mind busy while more Information

M
s
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ven at their best, movies probably can never be
more tJian entertainments for the child
imprisoned in the oidest of us."
So writes Russell Baker, the New York Times

coluinnist, in a recent piece questioning the
sensibjlities if not the sanity of the New York

critics who were so taken by Lina Wertmuller's ''Seven
Beauties." Mr. Baker loathed the movie, which he describe«
as "a 'messa^e' film." He's always been wary of messages
in movies, he says, because, among other reasons, StaHn
and Sunday-school teachers had a habit of sUppinff messaees
into stories.
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I don't want particularly to defend **Seven Beautles"
here. Though it's a film I admire tremendously, I do think
that one of its faults is not that it has a mesi^ge. but
that it has too many. They aren't messages, really, they ar«
associations that we make with the WertmuUer material,
and sometimes they are quite contradictory. They are
disorienting.

A second reading of the Baker piece suggests that it*s

not the existence of the "message"' in "Seven Beauties*'
that bothers him as much as the repugnance of the message
hc has chosen to accept. He sees the movie—the story of
a buffoon who stoops to ajiything to stay alive in a Nazi
concentration camp—as "exalting human survival as the
purpose of existence." In so reading the film Mr. Baker
has, in effect, made something literal and sensible out of
a work of art that can be interpreted with equal facility in
several other ways, including Miss Wertmuller's, which,
like Mr. Baker's, differs considerably from the way most
of the New York critics saw the film. All of which proves
nothing more than that artists are not always the best
people to Interpret their own work.

What is most interesting about the Baker piece is his
feeling that ''movies can probably never be more than
entertainment for the child imprisoned in the oidest of us/'

It's my suspicion that this con\ iction is responsible
for much of the current anger, frustration and impatience
with films being expressed today by so many people,
especially in the over-40 age groups. Today's movies—not
all of today's movies, just a tiny but imiportant minority of
today's movies—are hard on people who were brought up
knowing that movies were supposed to be fun because they
were a lesser form of literature that could be understood
even if one didn't know how to read.

>:'''kai^

In pre-television days one went to the movies as a kind
of reward, as a means to relax, having finished real, serious
work, including all sorts of difficult, often boring, required
reading. Movies were to be perceived in predictable ways.
One could be sure that when one entered a dark, popcom-
scented movie house there was little Chance of being hit in

the face with Pascal' s "Pensees." What ideas movies had
were spelled out in pictures, which guaranleed they wouid
never be ver>' complex. Movies had begirmings, middles and
endings, and unhappy endings were just as upbeat as the

happy ones. Heroes never died in vain. In movies, life had
shape.

Today's movies are different. They are not necessarily

better, but the>^ are decidedly different and that difference is

alienating a lot of moviegoers who want movies to keep their

old place. There's nothing worse than an uppity movie:

What the hell is "Claire's Knce" about anyway? Some
guy with a thing about a knee and endiess talk. The main
thing wrong with **Nashville" is that it doesn't have a story

and all the people in it are fools or con-artists. You can't

even understaiid half the dialogxie. What's so beautiful about
"The Story of Adele H."? A movie about a rieh, selfish girl

who goes nuts over a guy who has made it very clear he
doesn't love her? Take the fancy photography away from
*

'Barry Lyndon" and what have you got? Just another

costume picture, slower than most, about an 18th-century

rogue who doesn't succeed—*for more than three hours yet.

It's no "Tom Jones," that's for sure.

"Seven Beauties?" Good grief ! I don't go to movies to

spend two hours in a concentration camp and g^tt depressed.

Why don't they make movies like thejt- used to? (They do.

It's called "Jaws," and it's not bad but there can be more to

movies than jumping in your seat periodically.)

The New Movie is not new, of course. It's been around
for years, regularly since the early 1960's, and there are as

many kinds of New Movies as there are movies. Dramas,
melodramas, comedies, satires, science fiction, love stories,

made by such directors as Miss Wertmuiler, Robert Altman,

Stanley Kubrick, Ingmar Bergman, Michelangelo Antonioni,

Jean-Luc Godard, FrancoisJTruffaut, Federico Feihni, and
sometimes by Mike NicholsVphn Huston^Hm Peckinpah,

t)tto Premingeiy^ainer WernisiJiÄBifffaer, Martin Scorsese,

P(;ancisFoj:d<^ppola, John Cassavetes.

These directors are not all equally successful. Not
since "Faces" have I been able to respond to a Cassavetes

film with much interest. His *Th€ Killing of a Chinese

Bookie'* is a disaster. Mr. Scorsese's "Taxi Driver" is a New
Movie about which I have such mixed feeiings that I could

borrow a couple of phrases Mr. Baker attaches to "Seven
Beauties." That is, "It is a parable of humanity in a society

Seen as bestial" and "I leave this movie unutterafely

depressed," though I'm not sure that says as much about

the movie as about me, about my wishes, needs and
capacities to look beyond the immediate ianages. No one can

force you to look beyond the immediate image, and most of

the time when you do look, there's nothing to see. But it's

a big jump from that Observation to say flatly that "movies
probably can never be more than entertainments for the

small child imprisoned in the oidest of us." It depends on the

movie as well as on the imfprisoned child who is looking.

New Movies can't be read like books or roadmaps.

One of the characteristics that the New Movies share is

the seeming aloofness of the mo\'iemaker to his characters,

though if he were aloof he probably wouidn't have bothered

to make the film. The New Movie is disorienting in that

we can't always be sure of the writer/director's attitudes

towards his material. He raises questions and doesn't attempt

to answer them. The New Movie talks back to our

prejudices without our knowing it.

Like the Old Movie, tiie New Movie feeds us all sorts

of Information simultaneously through the eyes and ears,

a process that keeps the mind busy while more information

coRtinues to pile in. Yet the New Movie's Information is

often contradictory, associative, incompletc. The mind has to

yivrork—and this, odd to say, can be terrifically entertaining.

There are Spaces to be fiiled in, judgments that we most

make on our own. The New Movie considers somethmg,

perhaps discards it, considers something eise, and moves

on. It's not easily labelled optimistic or pessimistic.

No movie—New or Old—can be analyzed as if it were

an editorial, at least, not if it's any good. If one has to make

an association to the wrltten word, a movie is closer to the

potdc form, fuU of subliminal Impulses, which if why UM
great ones delight both the child and the aging adult who
imprisons him. ^
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dienoes do not holt from the

theater during the rape scen«

—although one or two cus-

tomers invariably leav« and
ask for their money back.

Cut to the Quick

For years directors have
been complaining about the

cuts that television makes in

their movies. But the unkind-

est cut of all comes from
Continental Airlines. Accord-

ing to Action, the monthly
magazine of the Directors

Guild of America, Continen-

tal Airlines is offering "spe-

cial ly Condensed movies
along with fun food." Action

asked for comments from
some of the directors whose
pictures had been "Con-

densed." Otto Preminger,

whose "Laura" had been sub-

jected to Continental's scis-

soring, «aid, "Continental

Airlines themselves should be
cut down if they insist on
cutting down the films that

have been carefully edited by
directors and producers. I

wi'U do everything I can to

stop them, sue them, and re-

veal what vandals they are.

I certainly wouldn't trust my
life to Continental Airlines if

they behave so hresponsi-

bly."

A'

Elia Kazan, commenting
upon the absurdity of the Sit-

uation, sadd, "They have tak-

en a film ["Gentleman's

Agreement"] which won the

Academy Award and hacked
it down to 45 minutes^' John
Huston^ whose disa!

^'Tlw ^arbarian and the

Geisha" was Condensed by
Continental, responded tartly:

"They deserve The Barbar-

lan and the Geisha.* It serves

them right ... I think it's

awful, just awful."

Hypocritical?

The reel of film is läbefled

by a green celluloid band.

Tbe reel is a one-minute
"preview of coming attrac-

tions" for "Taxi Driver," per-

haps the most violent of this

year's early crop of violent

films. The 60-second trailer,

however, is not violent. It

consists of a close-up of

Robert De Niro's face, accom-
panied by a disembodied
voice praising De Niro's act-

ing. The only hint of the con-

tent of "Taxi Driver" is a

sentence printed in capital

letters across De Niro's body:

"THE MOST CONTROVER-
SIAL FILM YOU WILL EVER
SEE."

The green celluloid band on

t
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The Literary Scene
By BRUCE COOK

1

SHOGUN: A Novel of Japan. By James Clavell. Altheneum*

802 pp. $12.50.

In the year 1600, a Dutch ship, the *'Liefde," arrived

in Japan. The pilot of the vessel, Will Adams, was English.

Adams and his adventures in Japan—he adapted to the
culture, was elevated to the nobility, and died there in 1620
—have caught the Imagina-
tion of writers before. Novel-

ist and screenwriter Dalton
Trumbo, for one, wrote a
screenplay in the '60s, titled

simply "Will Adams," which
% John Huston^anted to direct

NiLüi i'i ( f'rfrToole—but it feil

thfough.

One way or another, a
movie about the first Eng-
lishman to set foot on Japan
may yet be produced, for

James Clavell, who has a fair

record as a screenwriter him-
self ("The Great Escape," "To
Sir With Love"), has brought
forth "Shogim," a novel based
on Adams* early experiences
there—and it would make a
terrific movie.

sie 4( 4e

Clavell has an affinity for

Bruce Cook is a staff writer
on the arts for the National
Ohserver.

tion, the only chance for sur-

vival is for him to make him-
self useful to Toranaga.
Toranaga wants power,

feels he must have it, If

Japan is not to be continually

racked by civil war, and ho
sees Blackthorne, and the

knowledge of modern war-
fare and the great world be-

yond that the latter posses-

ses, as a means of getting

and keeping absolute control.

To help draw this

mation from BJ

interpn



For Olivia de Havilland, a Real-Life Mother Role
t\ CA-^ By ANGELA TAYLOR
What is Olivia de Havilland doing these

days? To listen to her teil it, she is playing
a supporting role to a girl she describes
as a "ravishing 19-year-oId." She and Gi-
sele Galante, her daughter by her second
husband, Pierre Galante, live in Paris and
she describes her main function as answer-
ing the telephone and taking messagss
when her daughter's many beaux call.

'*It's Ren6, or Olivier or Bruno," she tick>

off on her fingers. "When she gives a
party, I help with the cooking. I live a
vicarious existence. I went to work at 18,

I never lived the normal life of a young
girl."

She and Gisele, who is a second-year
law Student at the University of Paris, live

in the 16th arrondissement, two doors away
from the private residence of French Presi-

dent Val^ry Giscard d'Estaing. His red
spantiel and her daughter's French bulldog
are acquainted and loathe each other. The
bulldog was relieved when his enemy
moved to the Elys6e Palace. "Our dog has
delusions of grandeur," she said.

Undoubtedly, he is aware of the tvyo

Oscars that sit on a special shelf in Miss
de Havilland's bedroom. "One of them
tilts," she explained. "A French customs
man was suspicious and insisted on un-
screwing it."

Hollywood's "perfect lady" celebrates

her 6Qth birthdav today. She is plumper
and cozier than in the days she was play-

ing virginal h.eroines in costume movies. In

her beige silk, Chanel-like suit and neat
navy pumps, she locks like an exceptional-
ly pretty suburban matron. The long dark
hair is now short, reddish and curly and
her complexion is a Technicolor dream.

She is not exactly a stranger to mother
roles. In her last movie—"Light in the
Piazza" in 1961—she played a mother who
connived and fought like a tigress for the
happiness of her brain-damagcd daughter.
She is even more serious in her part as
Gisele's mother.
She turned down a role in "The Tower-

ing Inferno" because it would require her
to be away from home when her daughter
would be taking the grueling baccalaureate
examinations for College. (Miss de Havil-

land never got to College; she had won a

scl\olarship to Mills College in California,

but was discovered for Max Reinhardts
"Midsummer Night's Dream" at the crucial

moment.) Recently, another good script

came her way. But it was set in a brothel

and she would play what she delicately

calls "a lady of the evening."

"I thought cf my daughter and I couldn't
do it," she said.

Tours the Lecture Circuit

Her son, Benjamin Goodrich, 26, whose
father is her first husband, Marcus Aurelius

Goodrich, the writer, chcse to be an Amer-
ican after a European education. He is now
living in a Student commune in Austin,

Tex., and she gets to see him when she

is in this country on lecture tours. What
does she lecture about? Reminiscenses of

her Hollywood career, during which she

made 41 films.

»«miniscing with Olivia de Havilland is

as good as seeing one of her movies. She
still speaks with what has been described

as "elevated diction." (Her parents were
British. She and her sister, Joan Fontaine,

were born in Tokyo, but came to California

when she was 3 and Joan was 2.) She
punctuates the diction with whoops of

laughter when she describes the men
she dated and didn't marry (Howard
Hugl\eA John Huston and Edward Heath,

Britain's formsr Prime Minister) and the

two she did.

Errol Flynn was her first love. Her eyes

f '!1 with real tears when she talks of his

death

—

'"I cried for 24 hours when I hrard

about it." Her rsason for her New York
Irip v/as to help prcmote a 34-fi!m "Saluto

to Warners" retrospective at the Re^ency
theater. She appears in four of the films,

three with Flynn.

Maid Marian still adcres Robin Hood.
Somebody put up a poster in her hotel

bedroom cf Errol Flynn as Robin shooting
an arrow in Sherwood Forest.

It's the first thing I see when I wake

up," his leading lady said. "When I saw

£ Screening of the picture, I feil in love

with Errol all over again."

She was a starry-eyed 19 when she mads

"Captain Blood," her first movie with the

Grcat Swashbuckler. They were to make
ei.^ht films together.

"I had a great crush on him," she related.

"Eventually, he got one on me. It was
inevitable to fall in love with him. He was
.so naughty and so charming. His roistering

life was not as attractive as his film life.

I saw another side of him: a thoughtful,

Irish - tweed - and-books-and-tea-by-the-fire-

side." But the timing, sne said, was wrong
for them. Flynn was always otherwise en-

tangled.

She recounted a recent, uncanny inci-

dent.

"I dreamed of Errol one night; I hadn't

in years. In the dream we were happy and
talked about spending our life together,

but I wcke up before we settled anything.

And the next day, Warner's called and
asked if Td come to New York. It was
a shock."

During "Gone with the Wind" she met
Howard Hughes.

"He was very shy," she recalled. "But

his shyness was misleading. We saw New
Year's in together, at Victor Hugo's restau-

rant. We danced, if you could call the shuf-

fle he did dancing." When he went to Flori-

da, there were telephone calls every Sun-

day and huge boxes of as many as 30

white orchids. Did he make passes? "In his

shy, stealtl\y way, he did," she says with a

big smile.

Married in 1948

It was assumed in the l^O's that she

would marrji^ohn Hustoof Instead, she

married Marcu^ft»##rtfTnTi 1948. She ex-

plained that he is really a Texan, but more
Southern than any true son of the Confed-

eracy. "He lives in Richmond, Va., now
and Richmond knows it." The Citizens of

Atlanta were pleased that their Melanie

of G.W.T.W. had made a good match and
married a Southerner. The Goodriches were
divorced in 1952.

She met Pierre Galante, editor of Paris-

Match, at Le Bourget Airport when she

was on her way to a film festival in

Cannes. She had requested two plane tick-

ets and Galante, who was involved in tn3

arrangements, asked, "Does she want to

bring a lover?" He was surprised when he
found out that the extra seat was for I\er

then 3-year-old son.

He arrived at the airport looking very
S'heepish. "Then at every showing, I found
him sitting next to me. Later, I went to

California and there he was again," she
said. They were married in 1955 and have
been separated, though not divorced, for

a decade.
Edward Heath, then Lord Privy Seal, was

a fellow passenger on a rough voyage of

the Queen Elizabeth 2, on his way to a

Conference in Ottawa. "I studied my
Script, he memorized his speech.") Again,
she danced in a New Year with a famous
man. Years later, her phone rang in London
and a very British voice announced it was
10 Dowming Street calling to extend the
Prime Minister's invitation to Chequers. "I

thought 'Checkers?* Was it a dog or a
game?"
Does she have any plans to return to

films? She would jump like a shot at a

respectable role. If she were startlng in

films now, would she agree to take off

her clothes? Emphatically no.

"This explicit business is not sexy," she
said. "The scene in "Gone With the Wind,"
when Rhett carries Scarlett upstairs and
her scene in bed the next morning—that

was sexier than sex." However, she
thought the scenes in the French "A Man
and a Woman" apropos and moving.
*'Wl\en I got home, I was trembling and
drank a half bottle of Champagne.

Miss de Havilland is on her way back
to Paris, where she will take part in the
American colony's Fourth of July cere-

monies. And answer the phone for Gisele
in fluent French. Which she has been told
she speaks with a Yugoslav accemt.
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Paul Winfield in a scene from "With All Deliberate
Speed/' to be broadcaat on Channel 2 at 10 P.M.

8:00 P.M. The Jacksons (2)

8:00 P.M. The Thrce Million Year Cluc (13)

8:30 P.M. Kelly Montcith Show (2)

Theater in America (13)

»s wom- (68)Uncle Floyd
lome 6:30 (5)The Partridge Family

(13)The Electric Company
(21>£1 Espanol Con Gusto
(R)

' <25)Villa Alegre
(31>Consultatton
(41)Lo Imperdonable
(47)Sacrificio De Mujer
f50)Crockett'i Victory
Garden
<6S)Voyage to Bottom of
the Sea

7:00 (2>News: Walter Cronkite
(4) News: John Chanccllor
(5)Andy Griffith
(7)New$: Harry Reasoner
(O)Ironside
ni)The Dick Van Dyk«
Show
(iS)Zoom (R)
(IDWhat's Cooking?
(25)Electric Company
(Sl)On the Job
(41)Noches Tapatias
(50)The Tourists Are
Coming (R)

7:30 (2)Last of the Wild (R)
(4)Name That Tune (R)
(8)Adam-12
(7)Lers Make a Deal
(ll)Family Affair
(13) •ROBERT MACNEIL
REPORT
(21) Long Island News-
masazine
(25) High School Equival-
ency
(3nNews of New York
(41)Lucha Libre
(47)Viendo a Biondi
(50)New Jersey News
Report
(08) • WALL STREET
PERSPECTIVE SPECL^L

8:00 (2)»THE JACKSONS:
Musical-variety series. The
Jackson Five, star. Sonny
Bono, guest (?)
(A)%TV MOVIE: 'The Re-
turn of the World's Great-
est Detective". Larry Ha^-
man, Jenny O'Hara, Ni-
chola Colasanto. A man
is conviiiced he's the
famous Baker Street sleuth
(5)The Crosswits
m^BIONIC WOMAN (R)
(0)«MOVIE: "Mr. Smith
Croes to Washington"
(1939). James Stewart,
Jean Arthur, Claude Rains,
Edward Arnold. Grand
comedy of idealistic Sena-
tor vs. Washington wolf
pack. One of the best
(Il)Th*» F.B.L

(13)«THE THREE
LION YEAR CLl
Huston, narrator/

_ of Richard
ey's ahthropological
searcb
(21) «INNER TENNIS
(25)Antiques
(31) «ALL ABOUT TV

MIL-
John

9:30

10:00

10:80

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30
1:00

1:30

2:00

2:04
2:30
2:39
2:55
3:15

,.:ä

i'si"

..(•^

.r \<t-

?.'

rv».
.
<»*.•

.'^!/»5w

^.*.>

(7)Movie: "The Only Game ,

in Town" (1970). Elizabeth *

Taylor, Warren Beatty.'

Strictly Stardust, if that's

your pleasure. Expect na
more ,

*

(ll)Bracken's World ' • ^»^
(13)«THEATERINAMER-^ *

ICA: 'The Eccentricltiesof ^^
a Nightingale". Blythe Dan- ,.

ner, Frank Langella. Shy
nervous |irl seeks love of
a promising young doctor _

(25) USA: People and'
"^

Politics •

»'v
(31)Woman -»r^^^t

(47)Mi Hermana Gemela ,%.

(50)Masterpiece Theater *•

(R)

(4)Chico and the Man (R>i >•'

(25)Lowell Thomas Rp- ^ft
members .

*.;
*"

(31) In and Out of Focui ^,
(41)E1 Chofer ''^^*^

(2) #THE AMERICAN PA-
RADE: "With All Deliberata
Speed". Paul Winfielcfc-

John Randolph. The Su-
preme Court decisiort|

DarHng racial segregatioii

in American public scbooli-A«'

14)! law!«

(5, IDNews
(21)Lowell Thomas Rfr
members .r ,<r

(31)The Urban Challengo '
,'

(47)Lucecita ' ' "
"

(50)New Jersey Newt '^ '

Report \:^'*zy^

(68)Eleventh Hour •* '^y j

(9) Garner Ted Armstrong - ^r-^

(21)Long Island Newir r.fi
'

magazine (R) ••?.."/

(31)»EVENING EDITIOr»'^
(41,47)News
(50>Dance for Camera (P) •..»'

(2,4,7)News
(5)Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
(9)The Lucy Show
(ll)The Honeymooners ^'

(13) «A FAJVHLY AT
WAJR (R)
(21)Lilias, Yoga and You

,

(47>Esto No Tiene Nombra
.f

(68) Wall Street Perspe(>
tive ^'

,.

(2)Movie: "The Spirit »'*-
Willing" (1967). Sid -i

Caesar, Vera Miles, Barry ;^'

Gordon. Three playful.j^

fhosts in vacation hous^
4)Tonight Show: Johnny *^

Carson, host. Steve Lana-^
''

esberg, Bert Convy, Dr;.r^c

Joyce Brothers, Donna
Theodore
(5) «MOVIE: "Juarez"'
(1939). Paul Muni, Bett^ ,

Davis, John Garfield, Brian* -

Aherne, Claude Rains. The
Mexican Revolution. Big,

bulging and beautifully-

played
(7)tV Movie: "Murder or
Mercy". Bradford Dillmair,*-
Melvyn Douglas. A noted
doctor is accused of taking

tlie life of his terminally
ill wife (R) — -'.-

(9)Movie: "Sirocco"
(1951). Humphrey Bogart,'

Lee J. Cobb, Marta Toren«.;^
Follow-up sideswipe al

"Casablanca" '"•
'

(ll)Burns and Allen *% i^

(ll)MovIe: "Hotel Berlin'-*,

-

(1945). Raymond Massey.
Helmut Dantine, Raymond' * •

Massey. Faye Emerson,*-'
Peter Lorre. Bit episoditf v'

but has color and drive.

Not bad
(13) The Robert MacNefl
Report
(47)Su
Presente

^
(l3)Captioned ABC News .

•

(4)Tomorrow: Tom Sny-..:-

der, host. "Return to the-

*

Days of Vaudeville" (R)
'

(7)Movie: "Malaga" ^^f
(1962). Trevor Howard^^;.^
Dorothy Dandridge, Ed-.>
mund Purdom. Jewcl
thieves in Spain. Limp büt'

'

scenic ."
(2)Movie: "Hot Spell"; i

(1958). Shirley Booth„>

,

Anthony Quinn, Shirlcx
\ .

MacLaine. Dreary, drab .

family soaper "\
. .

(9)The Joe Franklin Show^^y^'

(4) Movie: "The Secret. v

Partner" (1961). Stewart^f-,
Granger, Bernard Lee. " '',

( IDNews '"'^

(5)Jack Benny Show ^K^'

(9>News .''i«
(5)Hitchcock Presents --^ir^

(7)News
(2)The--ßa^ifllkM^how

Futuro Es ßh'
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THE LARDNERS
A FAMILY REMEMBERED
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ARTICLE V: The Hollywood Ten

By RING LARDNER JR.

BY EARLY OCTOBER, 1946, taward the

end of our brief honeymoon, [Ring Jr.

married the widow of his brother, David]

cold war polütics had deveil<^ped so ominous-
ly that I got a message saying niaybe we
shouJd remain out of town awhile. There
was a runior in the Hollywood Communist
Party that subpenas were out from the Cali-

fornia State Committee on Un-Anierican
Activitles. This wasn't so, but an investiga-

tion was soon under way by the mala oom-
mittoa in Washington that led to preliminary

hearings in Los Angeles the foilowing spring

and full-dress ones in Washington in mid-
October.

We kncw there was a cloud on the

horizon, but we also knew there wasn't

much we could do to prevent mo«t3 from
gathering. So we concentrated on other

things. Frances playcd Lady Macbeth in a
local stage production. I responded to an
offer from Fox by signing a contract at

$2000 a week, with the number of weeks I

worked each year pretty much up to me.
After nine months in the fui-nished rentai

we bought a large house with a tennis court

near the beach in Santa Monica. We were
still in esorow when a U. S. raarshal came
to the door of the old house with a subpena
from the House oommittee.

It developed that there were 19 of us
who came to be known as "unfriendly wit-

' nesses" as opposed to
those who were will-

ing and eager to teil

the World what they
knew about Commu-
nist Subversion of the
movie business. There
were many meetings

«vor the next few weeks among the large

number of liberals who fett the scheduled
hearings were a threat to the frisedom of

the screen generalüy, and among the small
group In more ünmediate peril.

From the flrst category came a brcad
Committee for ths First Amendment, which
used the cumulative prestige of iits members
(Humphrey Bogart, John Garfleld, Fredric

March, Rita Hayworth, Groucho Marx,
Katharine Hepbm-n^^Joto Hustoa and^Wi^
liam Wylery^mong tIItemt""4li^^xpo9e^Sie

^ [ttee's purposes to the public.

From our more private meetings, generally

with two or more lawyers present, agree-

ment ftnaJfly emerged, after considerablc de-

bate, on the best g^neral approach to take

at the hearings.
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Australian tennis star

Evonne Goolagong, who is

seeded fourth in next week's
Wimbledon toumament, took

time off from her training to

sneak into a registry office

in Canterbury and get mar-
ried to Roger Cawley, a Brit-

ish metal broker she's known
for six yeal-s. The ceremony
was attended only by the 25-

year-old Cawley's parents

and six close friends. Miss
Goolagong, 23, who won the

Wimbledon in 1971 and the

Australian title in 1974, had
announced her engagement
early this year but had man-
aged to keep the time and
place of the wedding secret.

When she arrived in England
this week, she told reporters,

*'I am here to win at Wim-
bledon and that's the main
thing on my mind at the

moment." On the day of the

wedding, British newspapers
were reporting that the cou-

ple would marry in Sydney
next January.

* 5»«

"The librarles and teachers

have such a good lobby—
they've convinced everybody
we*re a g a i n s t educating
kids," Said columnist Art
Buchwald, one of seven writ-

ers who spoke at a Symposi-
um in Washington sponsored
by the Coalition for Fair
Copyright Protection, an Or-

ganization that opposes the

unrestricted dupücation of

books, articles and the like

without royalty payments.

The other writers, speaking
against proposed legislation

which the coalition says
would sanction "the piracy

of Intellectual property,"

were Gerold Frank, Barbara
Tiichman, David Halberstam,
Herman Wouk and Kurt Von-
negut Jr. "It takes me four

ycars to write one extremely
thin book," Vonnegut said

in defense of his~ right to

royalties. "Writing is ex-

tremely tedious— it is like

making wallpaper by band
for the Sistine Chapel."

4k «

The University of Rochest-
er, his alma mater, will re-

ceive $100,000 from the es-

tate of Kenneth Keating, if

it establishes a law school,

it was disclosed when Keat-
ing's will was filed in Tren-
ton. The size of his estate,

though not precisely estab-

lished, was believed to be
several million dollars. Keat-
ing, who died here May 5,

had been ambassador to Is-

rael and India and served
as a State judge and a U. S.

Senator.
*

After almost a year of

legal maneuvering, Madame
Chiang Kai-shek has agreed
not to press libel charges
against the publisher and
editor of the first volume of

Drew Pearson's diaries. Her
decision came after she re-

ceived a Ictter signed by a
senior vice President of Holt,

Rinehart and Winston; Tylei

Abell, the late columnist's

JOHN HUSTON

stepson, who edited the diar-

ies; and his widow, Luvie
Moore Pearson. The letter

apologized for the inclusion

in the diaries of several pass-

ages "reflecting adversely on
President and Madame
Chiang Kai-shek," including
a reference to "a question-
able relationship" between
Madame Chiang and Wendeil
Wilkie, and included an
agreement to delete all the

passages in question from
future printings of the diar-

ies. The publisher also agreed
to pay out-of-pocket expenses
incurred by Madame Chiang's
lawyers during the case,

which came to $480.
^ l* *l*

John Huston, who has
directed a number of multi-

million - dollar films in his

time, is working on one with
a budget of $380,000. The
film, which will run 28 min-
utes, is scheduled to be
shown at a National Park
Service visitor center in

Philadelphia as part of the
Bicentennial. Huston is work-
ing for free. "My ancestors
were in the American Revo-
lution," he explained.

-PETER KEEPNEWS
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\eanor Perry

7^m absolutely crazy about this
book! • . . Talk about apage-
turnen ...
"/^ isn*t only who the guys were—which is fascinating in it-

seif—hut it hrilliantly illustrates hoiv women are hrain-
washed to accommodate men, to please men, to ivipe them-

\ selves out as people, It says more about the condition of
women than any feminist tract Fve ever read, ^'

Although it's about "women and survival" (similar in some ways to Bette Davis' The Lonety

Life), Scarlett O'Hara's Vounger Sister by Evelyn Keyes is not another woman's kvetch-

book. It is more meaningfui, identifiable, than many recent best-sellers of feminine quest-

ing, and it never bores. Neither does it become a book of embarrassments, even though it

abounds with sex and private disciosures about well-known people.

Evelyn Keyes is a seasoned, sensitive person with an interesting life to share and

engaging stories to teil . . . She entertains enough to keep one awake long after sieepiness

turning just one more page, one more page, until we suspect that Evelyn Keyes might

also be Scheherazade's younger sister! _^.^^ Mitchell, LOS ANGELES TIMES

Evelyn Keyes' autobiography, Scarlett O'Hara's Younger Sister, is creating a

stir among Hollywood kiss-and-tell fans! . . .Does it bother 58-year-old

Evelyn w^hen a columnist who is considerably over 21 teils her that he grew
up on her films? "Not much/' she concedes. "I don't care about age. Either

you grow old or you die." She agrees that one is less willing to take chances
as one grows older but says that she's always thrived on lack of security.

"No roots, that's me. I look to me for happiness—the only place I know."
During Evelyn's heyday she did plenty of looking.

—Arthur Bell, VILLAGE VOICE

Her teachers both in the bedroom and on the set read like a Who's Who of

Hollywood in the late '30s, '40s and '50s. But this is no simple kiss and teil

memoir, it's also a chronicie of a woman's psyche and the kind of meat-

rack mentality that one time prevaiied in Hollywood. It's not a pretty

picture of tinsel town morals, but it rines true.^ ^ —Rona Barrett

Evelyn Keyes says that she is "daddy-prone." The operative word here is

"prone/' based on the evidence in the actress's no holds barred autobiog-

raphy, Scarlett O'Hara's Younger Sister (Lyle Stuart, $10). In the course of

her "Lively Life In And Out Of Hollywood," Keyes seems to have made
more men than she did films.

Some of her films are well known—"Gone With The Wind," "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan," "The Jolson Story." Some are forgotten

—"Dangerous
Blondes," "Nine Girls," "The Killer That Stalked New York." Others she

does not even bother to name.

So it is with the men in her life. She has had four husbands. The first one,

Barton Bainbridge, blew his brains out. The next two were directors,

Charles Vidor and John Huston. The most recent was Artie Shaw. Between
Huston and Shaw, Keyes had a lengthy, hectic affair with Mike Todd, who

^
was on the verge of marrying her when he met Elizabeth Taylor.

In between were minor liaisons with Anthony Qginn (until C. B.

DeMille, to whom she was under contract, said, "Stay away from that half-

breed."), Kirk Douglas ("in and out—in more ways. than one"), Cantinflas

("We had no mutual spoken language, but it's surprising what can be done
without"), David Niven ("a one-night stand"), and a whole string of bed-

fellows.

Harry Cohn tried, didn't make it, and put her in some of those forget-

table films, until she finally broke her contract with Columbia. David O.

Selznick hardly tried
—

"chased me once around his office, in a rather ob-

ligatory fashion, as if his heart wasn't in it." Howard Hughes, who tested

her, didn't even try. —I>AILY VARIETY

Ms. Keyes is a crisply candid writer [and] her version of the slightly tar-

nished Golden Age of Hollywood is expert entertainment! A lot of people

will love it'

—Jane Clapperton, COSMOPOLITAN

SCARLETT
O'HARA 'S

YOUNGER
SISTER
by

Evelyn Keyes
is a Literary Guild Featured

Alternate. Fifth large print-

ing now available at your

local bookseller's. $10.

4

ß4^blished by

Lyle Stuart
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Husbands help
WITH her sensational klss-and-

tell book, '^Scarlett O'Hara's
Younger Sister," still on the best-
seller lists, Evelyn Keyes isn't

really keen on running into any
of the ex -husbands she writes
about. So she was relieved to just
miss estranged mate Artie Shaw
in Joe's Pier 52 the other night.
"We haven't spoken a word to
each other since we parted two
years ago," says Evelyn. **\Vliile

I'm real mad at Artie, I must ad-
mit he encouraged me to write."
Evelyn says she did send a copy
of her book to another ex-husband,
John Huston. He wrote back that
the book seemed "95 per cent ac-
curate, with the other five per cent
being given a touch of improve-
ment"

ITEO BY NEAL TRAVIS —

"^
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Love
was
cool

and

John Huston and Evelyn Heyes—marriage was an adventure.

Romance kept filmdom buzzing
By EVELYN KEYES

I KNEW WHO^ohn Hiiston was.
No big trick, everybody knew wbo
everybody eise was in Hollywood.
Gossip, after movies, was the big-

gest occupation in town. Had not
hls father told me about the son
who made "The Maltese Falcon"
before going off to war to make
documentarles for the Army?
"How," Said he so low it was

almost a whisper, "would you like

an adventure?"
The moment rustled with olec-

tricity. There was mystery in the
way he spoke, a promise of some-
thlng I had never experienced be-
fore. I feit alive again.

"Yes," I whispered, falling under
John's spell.

How good we all were with the
beginnlngs. How beautifully we
played the courtship parts, the
romancing business—we all had so
xnuch practice.

John's Personality remained con-
sistent. His lovemaking was sure,
with authority, and cool as always.
And it was fun. Isn't this an
amuslng thing we're doing? was
the tone of action.

I was worklng; John was wTiting
"Treasure of the Sierra Madre"
(which would win him Oscars for
writing and directing, and his fa-
ther one for acting), which kept us
from seeing too much of each
other, and spoiling a good thing
too early.

The second night of my morri-
age, cur fllming switched to out-
door work, which meant reporting
to the studio for hair and makoup
at 6 of an evening and working at
the Columbia ranch until the sun
came up. John, still attentive. iri-

sisted on taking me to work that

first night and picking me up
when I was through.
Working at night on practically

your honeymoon. All those jokcs
madc the rounds. When I flnishod

a little early, about 3:30 am., and
went to the phone to call John,
those sitting nearby wore knowing
smirks and cocked ears to hear the
conversation between the newly-
weds.

The receiver was pickod up at

the other end and a deep voice
mumbled, "Mmmm?"

I spoke softly, knowing I had
awakened him from a deep sleep.

"It's me, John, I'm through worlc.

Can you come get me now?"
There was a very long pause.

Finally the milk and honey voice
I knew so well said, "Uh . . . who
is this?"
He was certalnly rlght to ask.

Who was I? Who the hell was this
woman who had plunged so quick*
ly, so eagerly Into a close relation-

ship? Oft with the old and on with
the new in nothing flat.

It was a joke, wasn't it? That's
what all John's friends took it as.

How they laughed when they heard
the news—Bogie, John's very good
friend, and his new wife, Betty
Bacall, all of them Warner Bro-
thers comrades. Anatole Litvak
and the William Wylers all laughed
and laughed. Walter Huston, my
new father-ln-law and old friend
laughed loudest of all at his son's
latest caprice.

Even John's girlfriends didn't
take his matrimonial step .serious-

ly and continued to call, send
notes, and sometlmes even flowers.
I had married a very populär man.

Everybody who knew
John Huston -^ his

good friends, Bogart
and Bacall, his father

Walter, his mony girl-

friends, too —
laughed when he
married Evelyn
Keyes.

In the fall John and*I took off

for New York. He was to direct
the Jean-Paul Sartre play, "No
Exit," In Its flrst production in this

country. All veiy excitlng.

However . . .

John, I soon learned, was the
darllng of—just how do I describe
them — Truman Capote's gang.
They were well-born, moneyed, in-

telleotually and artistically in-

clined. They gathered artists about
them in thelr elegant housos and
apartments—writers, painters, de-
signers, directors and actors. But
only the best, mind you. You sel-

dom saw anybody at their gather-
ings who wasn't a star in his ficld.

We went to thelr partles because
John, whom they adored, was in-

vited; his little wife, of course,
could come along.
The flrst person In New York

John had dashed to see was ome
Pauline Potter, head deslgner at
Hattie Camegie's. (She later be-
came Madame Phillip de Roths-

child and the proprietress of all

TiiiörliigiÄikiipdd

that lovely wlne.) She had an ex-

quisite house In the East COs,

everything in It carefully choscn
and arranged. She gave little sit-

down affalrs for slx people, as
carefully chosen as her objets

d'art. Terribly chic table settings

with conversation to match. At one
such evening John encouraged us
all to give our opinions of Plcasso's

paintings. I didn't know a thing
about Picasso's paintings.

They were going around the
table, one by one; they would get
to me soon. I could feel mysclf
gettlng hot with embarrassment.
I had Seen some of those distortod

(to me) thlngs of Pfcasso's with
the eyes all crooked, the nose
where the ear should be. . . .

"Evelyn?" John's voice was mel-

low. "And what do you think?"

"M-maybe he's puUing our leg,"

I blurted. "I mean, aren't those
funny-looking people jokes?"

Silence feil with a thud. Some-
one cleared his throat. "Well,
ye-es," Paullne Potter murmureU,
"I suppose that's one way to . .

."

Her pleasure at my gaffe was 111-

disgulsed. "Shall we have coffee?"
she said, rislng, leavlng me to stew
In my Ignorance.

John's first picture with Sani
Spiegel under the Horizon banner
was to be called "We Were Strang-
ers," with John Garfleld, Jennifer
Jones and Gilbert Roland.

The writer Peter Viertel (now
married to Deborah Kerr) would
do the screenplay on his own. On
April 30, 1948, he and his then
wife, Gige, boarded a plane for
Havana with John and me.

In no time at all after our arrl-

val, the four of us cllmbed Into a
hired limouslne and were driving
to the tiny village of San Francisco

to Visit Erncst Hemingway and hls

wife, Mary.

. Emest Hemingway didn't work
in the house. The writing was done
In a tower apart, approached by
an outslde circular stalrcase. A
very special Inner sanctum where
all Cuba spread out before him.
Their place harbored some 20-odd
cats, all locked up in the garage at

night, for what reason I shall

never know.

Hemingway Invlted us to Joln

him and Mary on his 40-foot craft,

The Pllar, named after the char-

acter In "For Whom the Bell Tolls."

Around noon an Iguana wan
sighted sunnlng Itself on one of

the boulders on shore. "Look-a
there," Papa said quletly, "want
to try your luck, John?" John
lifted the rlfle to hls Shoulder; the
blast of It fllled the peaceful day
and a quick jerk of the animal's
head indicated the bullet had
found its mark.

"There's blood. He's hit."

But "he" was mIssJng. No
iguana. It was then that Heming-
way acted out In füll detail tho
classic Hemingway legend, "l'he

animal's been wounded," said
Papa, "and must be found."
. He picked up a rifle and, holdlng
It above his head, slipped over-
board and paddled hls feet softly
untll he found solid ground. He
then walked ashore, holding the
rifle clear of the water.
For two hours Ernest Heming-

way stayed out there in the sizzling

midday Cuban sun, bent over,
searching for a wöunded Iguana
although It was not he who had
done the wounding.
He found it too. Qulte dead. H«

brought It back to the boat in one
hand, the rifle in the other, the
same way he had gone ashore.
The hunter's code was fulfllled.

Then he steered us back to
Havana.

From SCARLETT O'HARA'S YOUNGER SIS-
TER. By Evelyn Keyes. Copyright C 1977

..by Evelyn Keyes. Reprinted by Permission
of Lyle Stuart Inc.
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Keyes today: DeMiUe was a ieg man.'

Post Photo by Frank Lfon«rdo

She arrived in Hollywood
from Atlanta at age 17, beau-

tifui, ambitious, incredibly

naive. She got the coveted
role of Suellen O'Hara in'

'Gone With the Wind.' But

Evelyn Keyes didn't stay naive

long, as she recounts in her

candid, entertaining autobio«

graphy, "Scarlett O'Hara's
Younger Sister." Especially

about men: She's been mar-

ried four times, Charles Yidor,

Artie Shaw. John Huston
among them, and known oth-

ers, including Mike Todd and

Kirk Douglas.

"YOU MUST practice hard each
day," my mother told me, "so
you'U be good enough to become
a teacher yourself when you
grow up."

I had somethlng eise In mind.
I grew up in Atlanta watching

my mother scuffling for pennies:
baking pies, selling corsets to
overweight w o m e n , raising ca-

naries for a pet shop.
When I was seven, I dreamed

of being an Inäian, living in the
forest with the animals; at eight,

a nomad riding a camel across
the sands.

I was 13 before I realized the
answer to my escape caper.

Become an actress. Actresses
weren't stuck with one life, they
could have a hundred.
Three times a week after high

school I went to danee class on
Peachtree Street. When I had
two routines under my belt—one
"oriental," one tap

—

I began pick-
Ing up Jobs on weekends. Five
dollars here, 10 there. The money
pald my fare to Hollywood.
My mother and sisters saw me

off on the train. Mother asked
the conductor to take care of
her little girl. He said he would.
He got off in Chicago. So much
for the kindness of strangers.

Meefs 'God'
It was God hiniself, Cecil B.

DeMille, maker of "The Ten Com-
mandments," "King of Kings,"
"Sign of the Gross," who finally

signed me to a seven-year con-
tract.

Ushered into the great man's
presence at Paramount Pictures
by one Jeanie MacPherson, a
writer already well into middle
age (rumored to have had a fling

with DeMille back in the Ice

Age), Iwas awestruck. Even back
in Atlanta we knew who Cecil

B. DeMille was.
To my surprise he wasn't a

giant, merely of medium height,

a bald man in his 50s, q u 1 1 e
grandfatherly, except for eyes
like electric drills. "She photo-
graphs rather well," Miss Mac-
Pherson told him. "Lovely legs,

too. Show him, dear, pick up your
skirt so he can see them."

I had had a few "almosts" be-

fore I got to DeMille's office. I

was a pretty enough little thlng;

my breasts, unfortunately, were
only average. America — and
movie producers— preferred those
blown-up Jobs.

DeMUle, It would appear, was
a leg man.
"How long have you been

here?" DeMille inquired, watch-
ing me.
"A-a about three months."
"From where?"

Scarlett OHara's

younger sister &
winds of fortune

"AUanta, that's In Georgia—"
"That Southern accent must be

ellminated at once." His voice
was stem. "You don't want to
play nothing but Southern girls

all your life, do you?"

"Oh." I hadn't thought about
that. "No no. Certainly not."

He nodded at MacPherson. "She
has possibilities."

"Have your agent get in touch
with me," DeMille said, waving a
band in my direction.

Then God turned back to his

desk. Subjects dismissed, exit,

Walking backvvards. Slo-o-ow fade-
out.

He wouldn't go broke signing
me. Beginning with $50 a week
it would take seven years to rise

to $1000, with annual options
that allowed him to change his

mind and drop me altogether.

(My contract had to be court-

approved, as I was under age.)

My movie star education began
on the Paramount lot in the fall

of 1937. Tap dancing was out,

considered by my mentor to be
vulgär. The Southern accent was
exorcised, and acting lessons be-

gun. We contract players did

scenes from plays in the small
Paramount Theater to leam our
trade and give filmmakers an op-

portunity to take a look at us.

Whlch is how I met Anthony
Quinn.
Tony was a tall one. His height,

his .startling black eyes and in-

tonse manner were impressive as
hell. Aztec and Irish, he told me
he was, piain Mexioan wouldn't
do for romantic Tony. And he
was that. Quoted Shakespeare and
poetry at the drop of a hat. sent
me Gibran's. "The Prophet,** and

By Evelyn Key^s

gave himself the code name of

Mr. Christdan so that he could
call me any place, any time, and
it could be our secret.

I was thrilled to know such a
good actor. Here, at last, was
whei^ I belonged. Tony proposed
marriage and said we would be
an actihg couple like Lynn Fon-
tanne and Alfred Lunt. He was
gentle and thoughtful and tender.

He said our bodies were beauti-

ful and that if we could only do
our scenes naked as well, we
would find total freedom of ex-

presslon at last.

I might have tried It had not
DeMille called me into his office

and told me in no uncertain terms
to "stay away from that half-

breed."

I backed away instantly. God
had spoken. I could see my career

ending before it began. (Nlce re-

tribution, I thought, when the
half- breed m a r r i e d DeMille's

daughter and gave him little

quarter-breed grandchilden.)

DeMille was beginning a plc-

ture, "The Buccanecr," the story

of Jean Laflttc, the plrate, star-

ring Frednc March. I was to have
my first part, three lines in toto

but I got the star treatment just

the same, as DeMille's new find.

Three days were spent selecting

the right gown and hairdo for

the auspicious launching of thls

new speck of light in the galaxy.

Then came the premiere of "The
Buccanecr" in New Orleans. Off I

went on a triumphant return to

Atlanta.

Atlanta's own, said the head-
lines, my name up there on the
marquee (first) right alongside
March's.
These jaunts became a way of

life, and in those pre-television
days a way to build up name and
face. I stood around one day as
Marie Antoinette in a tall white
wig and pink feathered gown, not
moving, not speaking; in "Artlsts
and Models," starring Jack Benny
(never saw him); a Romanian
peasant glrl in something star-
ring Bing Crosby (never saw
him); played "the glrl" in "Sons
of the Legion."
In 1938, "Gone With the Wind"

buUetins far outnumbered those
from Europe. Production would
Start soon, and who would play
Scadett O'Hara and Rhett Butler
was the concern of the entire
countiy. Every actress and actor
In Hollywood (and the rest of the
World) had been out to Selznlck
International in the last year to

see about a part, except me, who
was from Atlanta.

One day I received a call from
my agent; the "Gone With the

Wind" makers had finally gotten
around to me.

I was very jittery. I had read

the book and had had this wild

dream—knowing it couldn't pos-

sibly come true—that I would star

in this grand movie-to-be-made
about my home town.

Tonriorrowi Marriage

From *Gone With the Wind.'

It was an antlclimax when I

found they were interested in me
for Scarlett's sister, Suellen. Vivien
Leigh, a stranger to Hollywood,
was signed for the female lead.

For a good slx months I would
be tralpsing to some GWTW set,

going to balls, picking cotton,

sobbing when Scarlett took my
fiamces for herseif.

But for all the troubles, every-
one was so pleased to be in this

most publicized flick of all time
that the atmosphere around the
set was almost partylike, especial-

ly since our dialogue was con-
stantly handed to us at the last

minute, as if our host, Selznick,

was thinking up some charade
for US to play.

One time the fun started as
early as 2:30 in the morning,
when we had to be made up and
driven out to location at Lasky
Mesa in San Fernando Valley in

time to catch the sunrise for Scar-
lett's scene at > the end of Part
One. She had just returned to
Tara to find utter devastation.
"As God is my w i t n e s s ,

" sh«
vowed, "I'll never go hungry
again "

Some realism
Lat^r, she whacked me, Suellei\

because I complained. And shÄ
didn't pull her punches. My cheek
wore the imprint of Vivien's fin-

gers for the rest of the after-

noon.
To say that I knew "Gone with

the Wind" would become the last-

ing classic it has would be a lie.

It was certainly a super-produc-
tion. But I wasn't impressed by
Selznick's attention to each stitch,

design, color, shoe buckle, down
to using thorns for fastening
clothlng d u r i n g the Civil War
period (when buttons would have
disappeared) and importing Geor-
gia red dust to stain our shoes
and skirts.

I never thought one way or the
other about black actors sitting

among us, that Hattie McDaniel
even had a chair of her own, that

they were earning more than I

(easy to do). They were playing
slaves, which made it all right,

kept them in their place.

After that, I tested for Howard
Hughes, but nothing came of it.

His turn-down, coupled with
Hitler's spring Invasion of Nor-
way and Denmark, brought me
low indeed. Four dreary months
of no-so-quiet desperation passed
before my agent got an appoint-

ment with Maxwell Arnow, cast«

ing dlrector for Columbia Pic«

tures. A chapter of my life was
Coming to an end.
From SCARLETT 0'HA.RA'S YOUNGER SIS-
TER. By Evelyn Keyes. Copyright C> '»T7

by €ve>lyrt Ktyes. Reprinted by Permiss'pn
of Lyle Stuart Inc.
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What makes Polanski tick
HE LIVED nlghtmares and then

he put hls nightmares on film. He
celebrated horror then found hlm-
self In the center of It.

Roman Polanski, 45, who hls

frlends joke "Is a 5-foot Pole who
nobody should touch," has for the
past ten years been at the eye of

a Hollywood storm that covered
the whole canvas of success and»

cxcess.

He bugged out on the town that
he helped make known as "Baby-
lon West." But more important
he bugrged out on the colony he
formed krown as "The New Hol-
lywood."

Polanski was the architect of
"The New Hollywood." A latter
day rat pack whose charter mem-
bers were Jack Nicholson.iAnjell-
ca Hustonj/Warren Boatt.vT mfnWff

^ter Seilers and John
Phillips of The Mamas and the
Papas.

Like Sinatra's rat pack of old,

they lived in lavish mansions —
drove mouth-watering cars. But
unllke the old pack, they never
owned the houses they occas-
ionally lived in nor the flashy cars
they drove.
"SomehoA\% all of us were put

In orbit at an early age and we
never really got the idea of set-

tling down," said Polanski. "One
day a manion, the next day a
hotel room. Who knows where we
are going tx) be tomorrow?"
Perhaps a Los Angeles judge

would like that very questlon
answered.
His style stuck wlth hls follow-

ers. Warren Beatty still lives In a
Beverly Wilshlre Hotel penthouse.
Jack Nicholson rernts his mansion.
They have oodles of bread but
just don't know where they are
going to be tomorrow.
"The New Hollywood," unlike

the old rat pack, didn't give a
damn what the press said about
them, regarded Publicity agents
as extinct as the dodo, and hap-
plly lived together without wed-
lock and cared less what the world
thought of them.

Men like Jack Nicholson typl-

fied the ground rules set by Po-
lanski. When a makeup man on
a film tried to hide a bald patch,
Nicholson looked up at him and
said: "I do enough fooling, now
you want me to fool mother na-
ture."

I first met Polanski and hls
beautlful wife, Sharon Täte, in

1969. It was two weeks before
Sharon and some frlends includ-
ing Polanski pal Voitek Frykow-
skl, were butchered by members
of the so-called "Manson famlly."
Polanski had by then given up

ideas of livlng in Europe. As a
12-year-old kid In Poland he had
dreamed about Hollywood in movie
houses for so long, he had de-
clded to make hls dream come
true.

"You know why I love thls

palce," hc said in hls machine-gun-
fire accent as he surveyed a bevy
of beautlful homes under hls rent-

ed manslon In Bei Alr's Topanga
Canyon.
"Look down there. Down there

live two queers. They are quite

happy and the neighbors don't
care. Over there, a pair of Icsblans
live, and over there some glrls

rent a house and they have whlps
and chalns and you can hear all

sorts of funny thlngs going on.

But who cares?
"Now hcre, I love the Idea that

those people are allowed to live

In peace. We In this house, by
oomparlsoin, are pretty Square."
Today, • soinci ^ ^ember» >f the .

police force* and *af leaM^ dhe^ Sef

"«

Film director Homan Polanski fied the country

rather than face a possible prison sentence for

haviing sexual relations with a 13-year-old girl. Post

reporter Steve Dunleavy, who first met Polanski

in 1969, offers some insights into the man.

Roman Polanski in happier times, with his wife,

actress Sharon Täte. She was slain in 1969.

of parents of a 13-year-old girl

mlght dispute that.

"There is a sexual revolutlon

going on—and, well, maybe we are

part of it." Sharon blushed as if

to say, "Well maybe he is, but
I'm not."

He rarely trled to hlde hls at-

tachments to other women and his

response to a questlon asked
about that would have made Glo-

ria Steinern blow steam out her
ears.

"Over the years, from being a
hunter, man has had more ox-

perlences with life. So he Is more
creatlve. Because we are more
creatlve, we find It easlor to have
casual acqualntances because we
are mature.

"Women? Women on the other
hand are likely to translate a
casual affalr Into somethlng more
meanlagful, so Its.best they rstay

aw&y irojn thefn."
'

Hö e6u\ä be equally as f^alling

to some wlth hls attltudes toward
aotors and actresses. Once on lo-

oatlon in Waleg, he notlced some
actors eatlng bananas. "See," he
said, "bananas, It's good for them
—they are monkeys."

He Is a whlrlwlnd of a llttle

man, like Dickens, Artful Dodger
with a Prince Vallant halrdo. I

saw hlm often in that week in

Hollywood and no two tlmes was
he the same. A graceful host, an
argumentative combatant, a pock-
et dynamo, a pacing llttle tlger

and sometmes qulte mad.
"If I can't move you then I

have falled in maklng any klnd of
difference to your life as even an
acquaintance. If I can't move au-
dlences then I have falled in my
Job as a movle maker."

Well, he has always moved au-
dlences, sometlmes with hls blood
and göre, moved them right to
the bathroom.
"Cul De Sac," "Repulsion,"

In a scene from the fihn

**Chiiiatown."

Polanski hreaks down at

his wife*s funeral.

With his lawyer, Douglas Dalton, last Aug;. 8 In Santa
Monica court after pleading guilty to having sexual

intercourse with 13-year-old girl.

"Knlfe In the Water," "Rose-
mary's Baby" and "Macbeth"
made Alfred Hitchoock look like
Walt Disney.

It was little wonder that blood,
horror and death have been so
much a part of hls work. In Po-
land he saw the Nazis wall up
the Jewish ghetto and then saw
stormtroopers take his mother
and father away. He never saw
his mother again.

As a little boy he saw a man
knlfed to death in an elevator by
Nazis. Then, not months later, he
had the horrifying experience of
some Ge^rman soldlers flring a
volley from thelr rifles over his

head to scare him. More still.

When he was 15 a homlcldal mur-
derer almost beat him to deatli

with an iron bar. He still carries
the scars.
Then, of course, Sharon.

He has vehemently denled any
of hls work was Influenced by
his frlghtenlng childhood. "Show-
ing vlolence to be unvlolent is

like taking a glrl's vlrglnity ani
telllng her she is still a virgln."

He talked a lot like that.

After the horror of Sharon Täte
he still made vlolent movies and
some said that in "Macbeth" he

was mlrroring the slaughter In
the Hollywood Hills. He would
scoff angrily: "Crap."

I would see him several tlmes
after 1969. And although hisfilms
still contained the raw nerve of
blood red shock, he always seemed
to be operating only on fo^ir

cylinders. "Maybe its just middla
age," he said.

It wasn't mlddle age, it was
the very human-like quality that
he never got over the loss of Sha-
ron Täte. "I was very happy then.
So mudh energy."

I recall one night in an Upper
East Side pub, some Idiot woman
who had just been introduced to
Polanski saying to him: "Ixx)k at
the misery and poverty in thls

World, Sharon is in a better place."

I thought Polanski was going
to pour soup over her head. "I

have never heard such bull

in my life. You are born, you
live, then you die. After that
nothing. liiving is what counts."

Today, somewhere in a foreign
land, Polanski is sure to be form-
ing a new rat pack and when he
does, he sureJy will teach them
how to "live"—at least a llttJe.

But in the meantlme what will

hls old rat pack do without hlm?
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Oscar Homolka/Actor, Dies at 79;
*>i.i. - ^ ^ncle in^ Remember Mama'
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Oscar Homolka, for decades one of the

leading character actors of stage, theatre

and television, with a ränge from somber
terror to chortling affability, died Friday

in Sussex, England. He was 79 years
old.

A Viennese who went to Germany to

work for Max Reinhardt and then fled

Germany and Austria because of the

Nazis, Mr. Homolka quickly adjusted to

life in England and then the United
States.

He had the rotund appearance of a

man who enjoyed food and the urbane
manner of a man who had leamed to
adjust to different societies.

For his first appearance in an English

play, he had to work on his English for

six weeks. He went from staeg to film

to television with equal ease.

Mr. Homolka did not worry about
styles of acting. Whether he was the sin-

ister theater owner lerrorizing London
in the Hitchcock film "The Woman
Alone," or the blustering uncle in the

warm pl'ay "I Remember Mama/* he ap-

proached his Job as a professional.

Over 400 Play«

He once estimated that by the time

he was 30 he had appeared in more than

400 plays. His son Lawrence saiid Mr.

Homolka had been in at last 100 movies

and as many television shows.

"He never talked muoh about the dif-

ferent styles of acting," said his sqn ye«-

terday. "He once told us that in Vienna,

where he was born, he had considered

becoming a painter before he became an
actor."

Mr. Homolka not only got along well

with producers and directors but also

charmed Interviewers. One reporter

WTOte: 'There is something likeable about
Oscar Homolka. Maybe it is the joy with
which he eats and drinks. Maybe it is the

good talk which he practices with the

ease and fluency of a man who is ac-

customed to good talk. Maybe it is the

eyes twinkling in the porcine face—sly,

intelligent, scrutinizing eyes."

Among the plays in which Mr. Homolka
appeared were works by Shakespeare,
Shaw, O'Neill, Hauptmann, Werfe! and
Pirandello. On Broacfway, before his best-

known role in "I Remember Mama,** he
was in "Grey Farm" and *'The Innocent
Voyage.*'

Tired of City

Among his many movies—^in which he

appeared with Katharine Hepbum, Gary
Cooper.V^^a lter Huston^^Ingrid Bcrgman,
uise RauieP,JÜlti l«i Tioyer, AJargare

Irene Dünne—were
ission to Moscow,** "The Mad-

woman of Chaillot,** "Rage in Heaven"
and "Ball of Fire."

Mr. Homolka, who had livcd in New
York City for about 15 years. decided to

move to Sussex abo<ut 12 years ago be-

cause he decided he had had enough of

city life.

He was married five times. His last

Oscar Homolka

wife, the late Joan Tetzel, had one of the

major roles in **I Remember Mama." His

fourth, the former Florence Meyer, was
the daughter of the late Eugene Meyer,

the publisher of The Washington Post
and financier.

His two survivors, his sons, Lawrence
and Vincent, were of that marriage,
which ended in divorce.
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Norman Corwin says of

SCARLETT O'HARA'S YOUNGER SISTER

by Evelyn Keyes:

^'A wall to wall and
bed to bed tapestry of

power and sex in

Hollywood. Memoirs so

intimate, authentic

and revealing that you
don^t know whether to

laugh or cry."

SCARLETT O'HARA'S
YOUNGER SISTER isa

Literary Cuild Featured

Alternate. *

Third printing being
rushed to booksellers.

$10—wherever books are sold.

Publlshed by Lyle Stuart
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Puerto Vallarta, long a sieepy hillside fishing village.

is now one of the fastest growing beach resorts in

Mexico. The timeless red-tiied roofs and cobbied

streets contrast with the new luxurious hoteis that

Stretch around the bay calied "Bahia de Banderas",

and accommodate an increasing number of visitors

each season. The leisurely spirit of Puerto Vallarta has

not been diminished by its recent fame as a vacation

resort town; instead, it has been enhanced by the

cheerfui mood of a year-round fiesta. Parasailing and

donkey polo, surfing and skin diving are typical of the

action and merrinnent every day along Puerto Vallarta's

25 nniles of sandy beach. In the balmy evening, much of

the fun moves indoors long enough for a fresh seafood

dinner; tall. cool Cocktails; and disco dancing that lasts

into daybreak.

The climate of Puerto Vallarta is perfect. The annual

temperature averages about 80°F. There are several

beaches in the area, beginning in front of the downtown

"malecon", or seawall and promenade. A delightfui

1 - Surfing at San Blas

2 - Translucent waters at Mismaloya

open-air bus takes visitors south to Playa del Sol (Sun

Beach). Further along are Las Palmas Beach,

Macumba Beach and Las Estacas Beach. Sightseers

can continue around the south side of the bay by car to

the settlement of Mismaloya. The movie, "Night of the

Iguana", which helped bring Puerto Vallarta into inter-

national prominence, was actually filmed at a small

house in Mismaloya. The beach here is quiet, and ex-

cellent for sunbathing and swimming. Area explorers

should also see Los Arcos, a picturesque natural

bridge formation carved out of the off-shore rocks by

the Pacific.

Big-game hunting safaris, for mountain cats and wild

boar, originate in Yelapa, a nearby village reached by

boat. And fishing is also fine along this section of

coastal Mexico, with sailfish and marlin biting from

November through May, and red snapper, sea bass,

dolphin and tuna abounding throughout the year.

Puerto Vallarta has an international airport with direct

jet flights from Mexico City, as well as from Phoenix,

Tucson, and Los Angeles. The city also has regulär bus

Service, and offers auto ferry Service to and from the

Baja Peninsula.



MONTGOMERY CLIFT: A Bio-

graphy. By Patricia Bosworfh

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

438 pp. $12.95.

I AM PRIVILEGED to have
witnessed three r o m a n -

candle early Performances
by three of our era's most
extraordinary male st a r s

,

Marlon Brando in ''Street-

car," James Dean in "The
Im m o r al i st," Montgomery
Clift in "The Searching
Wind."

It would be idiocy to say
which was best, but when I

saw Clift as that young
American soldier in the
Lillian Hellman play cursing
out an older generation that
had sat still for war and
fascism, I was a young
American in the sa m e

uniform, and I thought he
spoke for me.
The salient point is that

two of these men have been
dead now for quite some
time, and it was only a few
years ago that Marlon Bran-
do as good as came back
from the dead. Is it a cliche,

or does America actually do
something to the most prom-
ising, most brilliant, of its

talents?
The r e f r es h i n g and

merltorious thing a b o u t

Patricia Bosworth's book is

that she pokes all around
that question w i t h o u t

directly asking it or sensa-
tionalizing it. Indeed she

does her Job as a good re-

porter, through hundreds of

Interviews, letting the ques-

tions as well as the answers

emerge of themselves. The
unvarnished story is

dramatic enough.

I only wish she were as
skilled a writer, or at least

had had an editor who mlght
have saved her from con-

structions like, one example
from among dozens: "On
their last stop — Florence —
Kevin [McCarthy! photo-

graphed Monty hanging out
of his hotel wtndow. He came
dangerous-ly close to falling

into the Arno."

No matter. Miss Bosworth
has brought forth, like
buried treasure, everything
that went into the making of

Montgomery Clift — a much
more searching wind than
what went into the destruc-

tion. She also brings to life

— what even his movies now
cannot, in füll — that special

Impression he seems to have
burned into anyone who
knew him, worked with him,
deplored him, loved him.
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Empty was something that

could not, God also knows,
be said of Clift's own eyes.

Indeed, as an unnamed film

director \(Houston?)/ told
P a t r i c iä BuSwo r t h :

"Montgomery Clift knows
how to use silence and fill it

up." Rest in peace. —J. T.

Clift hlmself was the most
l^ercipient of human beings
— about other people. God
knows he hit the nail on the

head when he said o^John^
Houston "his eyes are empty
— they have no feeling in

them at all
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JOHN HUSTON

SIX MONTHS on location in

the jungles of Bora Bora was too
much for John Huston's doctor,
who*s just ordered his famous pa-
tient to withdraw from the cast
of "Hurricane." (That's the Dino
di Laurentiis spectacle also star-

ing Mia Farrow, Timothy Bot-
toms, and Max Von Sydow.) Hus-
ton, 70, had two major heart Oper-
ations in the past year, and is not
known for a lifestyle particularly
conducive to good health. So
Trevor Howard's flying to the
South Pacific to take his place,
while John relaxes by polishing
his autobiography — just like

everyone eise in Hollywolod.

i
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After 35 years of work in

more than 100 movies, Rob-
ert Mitchum is definitely a
survivor, a term he sniffs at

as sounding "like a Stand-

ard brand name." Few ac-

tors work as steadily. His most recent
film, *The Amsterdam Kill." with Mr.
Mitchun^ playing a cop in pursuit of a
ring of international drug smugglers,
opened in New York last week ; a second
film,**The Big Sleep," a re-make of the
1946 detective thriller based on the novel
by Raymond Chandler, with Mr.
Mitchum in the role originated by Hum-
phrey Bogart, is playing at local thea-

ters, and a third Mitchum vehicle,

**Matilda," a comedy about a boxing
kangaroo, is scheduled for release late

nextmonth.
**I work cheap," is the 60-year-old ac-

tor's explanation for his career's lon-

gevity. The whole subject of acting per-

plexes him, however, because he keeps
running into this character people call

•^Robert Mitchum." He Claims he's

never met the fellow. %

The instantly identifiable Mitchum
persona was visible even when he was a

young man just starting out in movies in

the early 1940's. His face already looked

older, tough, broody, hardened by ex-

perience. A number of incidents in his

iife helped to fuel people's imagination:

seven days on a Georgia chain gang as a

16-year-oId vagrant before escaping;

riding the rails to California soon after-

wards; six months in a work camp in

1948 for his celebrated marijuana ar-

rest; his picture on front pages all over

the World when a Starlet he posed with

at the 1953 Cannes Film Festival sud-

denly removed the top of her swimsuit;

fired off the set of Otto Preminger's
**Rosebud" after vehement arguments
with the director—the columnists loved

**Bob Mitchum."
To the actor's distress, this doppel-

ganger "Bob Mitchum" follows him to

nearly every first-time meeting with

people. **I keep looking over my Shoul-

der," he says, "wondering who it is

they're addressing. They're speaking to

someone who really doesn't exist. They
say, *I read it in a bio.' I didn't write the

biographies. It's flack fat. All those er-

rors are crystalized now. I find it very
awkward."
What often gets overlooked is that

there is a keen self-mockery underneath

the screen "Bob Mitchum," a clue to the

fact that the actor takes neither himself

nor his roles too seriously. "There's a

very strong faction," he says, "which
insists that I am a comedian. A lot of

people say I'm the funniest guy they

know. Bogie once said to me, 'The differ-

ence between you and me and those

other guys is that we're funny. '

"

Kirk Honeycutl is a freelance writer

who frequently reports on the film

scene. . . .

Robert Mitchum Rolls Merrily On
Despite the Vehicles 4|t>6<;C?v

Mitchum in *'The Big Sleep"
—

'There aren't too many who can do what I de.
>»

1

On screen the actor projects a laconic,

droopy-eyed heat, a man slow to anger

but not to be crossed. He has played the

purist of evil, most notably the murder-

ous preacher in the 1955 film "The Night

of the Hunter," but usually his tough-

ness is tempered by a strict moral code.

He's often a cop or adventurer whose

scruples put him at a disadvantage fora

while. Mr. Mitchum's perpetual air of

cynical amusement tends to carry him

unscathed through even the shakiest

vehicles.

"Half the time you have to have fun

with a role—what eise is there to do with

it? You develop a facility—and l've had
it for a long time—or you read dialogue

that no one eise would really dare read.

You just have to clean it off your teeth

likehenfeathers."

Few major film stars wind up with

such bad dialogue—and in so many bad

or simply mediocre movies—as Mr.

Mitchum does. He says he has done

4 ^
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some films just so that others could

work. **If I work, they work. I mean,
what 's a producer without a production?

Other times you come into it and the di-

rector has an autocratic paranoia about

the Script—^very word is ho|y>writ.

Then I quot^ohnny Huston/!/ nere he

Slips into a fine Imitation of director

John Huston. " *We can make bad pic-

tures too, kid. If they want 'em bad, we
can make 'em bad. Cost a little more,

but we can make 'em.* So I just do it as

badly as they wish."

The pictures may take their lumps,

but the actor keeps dodging like the mid-

dleweight boxer he once briefly was. Al-

though Mr. Mitchum insists that his

"cheap" price is the key to his resilience

through the years, another factor is his

"bankability." The "Bob Mitchum"
image has underwritten many a produc-

tion; yet, at first, Hollywood had diffi-

culty classifying that image.

•*When I first went to work, Td go into

Casting Offices and they'd say, 'What's

he do?* Or, 'Did you ever think about

getting your nose fixed or changing your

name?' Then later, not too much later.

they'd say, *We need a Mitchum type/

rd say, *What exactly is that?' I tumed
out to be the only one, which ensured my
longevity. As long as you're not depend-

ent on youthful beauty and display ver-

satility, you've got far greater oppor-

tunities."

Has he ever been able to define that

Singular attribute? "No," he shrugged,

"nor has anybody eise."

While working at Lockheed Aircraft

during World War II, Mr. Mitchum
joined a theater group in Long Beach,

Calif., where his sister was performing.

Shortly thereafter an agent got him bit

parts in a series of Hopalong Cassidy

Westerns. Once he even played the ro-

mantic hero when the actor scheduled

for the part was drafted.

**I never looked back. I played Cow-

boys, old Chinese laundry women, any-

thing but midgets. My first picture at

R.K.O., a Zane Grey western, I was in

drag."

His rise was rapid. In 1945, three years

after his first walk-on, he was nomi-

nated for an Academy Award for "The
Story of G.I. Joe." Under contract at

R.K.O. Studios, Mr. Mitchum worked

steadily in a succession of action movies

and thrillers. But in 1948 his career

nearly ended. At the time of his narcot-

ics arrest, studio contracts had a morals

clause that would have allowed the

studio to cancel his contract. Fortu-

nately for Mr. Mitchum, Howard
Hughes, who owned and operated

R.K.O. , had great faith in the young

actor and supported him throughout the

entireepisode.

**There was no evidence. Howard
wanted me to go to court and fight it. I

said no, it would be a three-ring circus

and would damage a lot of people. As
soon as I got out, we submitted the Court

transcript and my record was wiped

clean. But the press never printed that.
'

'

Once back to work, Mr. Mitchum
found that screenwriters were begin-

ning to create roles with him in mind.

"About half the Scripts submitted they

claimed were written for me. On a cer-

tain percentage of the others they had
sort of written themselves into a

comer—they couldn't get anyone eise.

There aren't too many who can do what

I do. I tried to get out of making 'Cape

Fear.' I told the director I didn't feel like

Continued on Page 32
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Continued from Page 17

working. He said, *0.K., who then?' I

made all the obvious suggestions, then

flew back to Maryland where I was liv-

ing then, getting in around 7 in the mom-
ing. I heard this thumping and came
downstairs. The producer had sent a
bouquet of flowers, a case of bourbon
and a note asking please would I do the

film. I called at 6 A.M. Los Angeles time
and said, *0.K., Tve drunk the bourbon,

rmdrunk.rildoit.'"
"The Big Sleep," is certainly in the

Mitchum mold—^ private eye clinging

to bis integrity amid murder and cor-

ruption. This latest film version trans-

plants the tale from Los Angeles to Lon-

don. Why?
**Well, because it's the only place they

can practice industrial slavery. I didn't

have one damn day off. Around 8 or 9 at

night rd say, 'Isn*t it getting a little

late?* 'Oh, weren't you informed,*

they'd say, *today is an extended day?*

*What's that?,' I asked. Tumed out to be
ä day you work until midnight. I pick

Scripts by the pleasant location, the

days off and the greatest retum for the

minimum effort. Did I miscaiculate on
this one!"
Mr. Mitchum's miscalculation on

"The Amsterdam Kill," also shot in Eu-

rope, was in doing most of his own stunt

work. "Tm not supposed to do stunts.

Hell, Vic Mature wouldn't step off a high

curb. Unfortunately, they must have
read all that garbage about me, too, and
thought that Td do it. I loused up my leg

on a picture in Japan, and since I had a

lot of galloping and running to do in

•Amsterdam Kill,' they brought this

stunt feilow over from England. He
finally decided he owed me dinner for

two years for my doubling for htm all

through the picture. I kept telling the di-

rector, *Look, if my knee goes, it's going

to be a three-month lunch,' and he would
say, *0h, did they raise your taxes, too?'

He was deaf in both ears. It was always
nonsequiturs."

Unlike many of today's actors, Mr.

Mitchum has no desire to create and
control his own productions. "Control is

marvelous—you get a white chair with

your name on it in Heu of salary. I don't

want control like that. There is a very

simple way to get control any time : Just

forget your lines. When the cost of a

scene is up to about $40,000. they come
over and say, 'What's the problem?*

*0h, I have this idee fixe that it could be

better.* Believe me, they listen. I think

it's a much simpler system than having

control."
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Stars Join TV Galaxy
By RICHARD F. SHEPARD

IT
IS APRIL, and the rain of

names continues unabated in the

news of programs that are Com-
ing to television. Colleen Dew-

hurst, Charles Durnlng and Harry Ham-
lin, a young actor who will have the

title role, will star in NBC's six-hour
dramatization of *'Studs Lonigan,"
based on James T. Farrell's 1930's

trilogy of Irish youth in Chicago. The
play will be in three two-hour parts on
consecutive nights next season. Reg-
inald Rose has written the Script, his

first for television in a decade, and
James Goldstone is the director.

At CBS, announcement rwas made
that Irving Wallace's 1972 novel, 'The
Word," would be translated into an
eight-hour miniseries next fall. It will

Star David Janssen and Florinda Bol-

kan in the tale of a public-relations

man who travels the world, in the
midst of intrigue and danger, to ascer-

tain the authenticity of the finding of

ancient documentp by his cJients.

Geraldine Chaplin,[ John Hustory Kate
Mulgrew, Janice Rul^ ailil NlUoi Wil-
liamson also are in the show, which
is to be made in Los Angeles, Rome,
Amsterdam, London and New York.

Finally, from NBC comes word that

the first of its news Specials with
former President Gerald R Ford will

be seen April 26 from 10 to 11 P.M.
John Chancellor will question Mr. Ford
on his Administration's foreign policy
and on the world Situation today.
NBC has Deen filming with Mr. Ford

in a number of locations.
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By ROYAL S.BROWN

In

photographs of the group of
French composers known as **Les
Six," Georges Auric is always the
one who seems the most physi-
cally imposing, the one whose
Stare penetrates the most deeply.

Although, at 79. he no longer has the
youthfully round face that always
Stands out in pictures taken (and paint-
ed) throughout his career, Mr. Auric
still has a robust appearance. He and
his wife, Nora, an accomplished paint-
er. were in New York recently for the
premiere of "Tricolore." whose score
he wrote for George Balanchine of the
New York City Ballet. In his room at
the Mayflower Hotel, overlooking Cen-
tral Park West. Mr. Auric. in a witty,
carefully tumed French, spoke of his
long musical career.

A child prodigy who began compos-
ing before he reached adolescence, and
whose pianistic gifts were so impres-
sive that Igor Stravinisky asked him to
perform one of the four piano parts at
the Paris premiere of **Les Noces** in

1923, Mr. Auric has always been some-
thing of an iconoclast. The "Les Six"
group—Poulenc. Honegger. Milhaud,
Durez, Tailleferre and Mr. Auric—os-
tensibly stood for a reaction against
both Wagner and Debussy in favor of a
musical simplicity with roots in the
more populär idioms. And if, as Mr.
Auric insists, the group could not be
considered as a school, Mr. Auric him-
seif championed the revolt strongly
enough in both his philosophy and his
music to have Jean Cocteau, the liter-

ary spokesman for the group even be-
fore it was baptized "Les Six," dedi-
cate his aphoristic pamphlet ''Le Coq
et rarlequin** to him in 1918. It was this

work. subtitled "Notes Around Music.**
that sounded the battle cry that Mr.
Auric and his colleague Francis Pou-
lenc were to pick up with the loudest
voices.

Throughout his career. then. Mr.
Auric has infused his work with the
openness and simplicity that can be
found in the music of Erik Satie. whose
eccentric esthetics served as a launch-
ing päd for "Les Six." At the same
time, however, there is a harmonic and
rhythmic sophistication to the Auric
style that owes much to Stravinsky.
who was the first composer Mr. Auric
acknowledges as an influence. Sixty
years after "Le Coq et Tariequin." Mr.
Auric still finds himself set against the
musical establishment. Open and ac-
cessible. his compositions stand at the
opposite pole from the hermetic, elitist

works of Pierre Boulez. whom Mr.
Auric admires but whose musical poli-

tics he feels obliged to oppose. And al-

though most people associate the Bou-
lez style with Schoenberg and Webern,
for Mr. Auric it is the Debussy side of
Pierre Boulez he is fighting, so that,

Royal S. Brown is an assistant Pro-
fessor of French at Queens College and
a free-lance writer on musical sub-
jects.

Auric Speaks of

Then and New
Uü-u^" GOi^fp

paradoxically. the wholef battle is

beginning all over again.
As Mr. Auric put it, "When I was

young, all my friends and I were saying
'Down with impressionism and all

those beautiful sonorities!' Now the
same thing is happening again. Be-
cause even in Boulez's most admirable
compositions, I find that it all boils

down to a new way of handling impres-
sionism-—the marvelous sonorities, the
unexpected timbres, all of them very
well chosen and carefully worked out.

It's the antithesis of Improvisation, and
it's all quite masterful. There is no
denying Debussy's brilliance as a com-
poser, but I had simply feit that new di-

rections needed to be followed. just as I

do now.
"So, when Balanchine asked me for a

Short score. I knew I had to do some-
thing different from Boulez. My score

even makes some use of traditional

tonality. even though I feel that. by and
large, the System of traditional tonality

has been completely exhausted. You'll

also find some passages that are quite

specifically melodic, even though the

harmonic language is often deliber-

ately harsh. All this represents a sort of

personal reaction against everything I

have been hearing so much—too much
lU around me."

Yet the revolt has not led to intoler-

ance. As general manager of the Paris
Opera and Opera Comique from 1962 to

1968, Mr. Auric was responsible for the

first Staging, at the Opera, of Berg's
Wozzeck." which also, as Mr. Auric

put it, ''revealed to Paris Pierre Bou-
lez's enormous talent as a conductor. It

was an immense triumph for him, and
after that. we all realized that we had a
great conductor as well as a composer
in our midst.** What Mr. Auric does not

tolerate are what he calls "the disci-

ples, the altar-boys. the little schools."

"When I was quite young. they were

Continued on Page 20
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Th« Bettmann Archive; Royal ^. Brown

In the 1950's, the members of "Les Six" had a reunion with Jean Cocteau, their early champion, who is

seated at the piano. Behind it are Darius Milhaud, Georges Auric, Arthur Honegger, Germaine
Tailleferre, Francis Poulenc and Louis Durey. Mr. Auric is shown above the group as he is today.

../
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Riding a wave off the famed North Shore ofthe island ofOahu, whter-director John Milius takes a surfer's holidayfrom his surfing film, *'ßig Wednesday, *' in Hawaii.

NEWNEWWnHfE
A young group of writer-directors has moved into positions of power in Hollywood. All friends,

they trade ideas, help one another to get Jobs, and even share in profits from one another s films.

By Robert Lindsey
SUNSET BEACH. Hawaii. John

Milius likes military metaphors. The
surfboard he rides through the moun-
tainous surf here while directing "Big
Wednesday.** a movie played against a
bacl(drop of surfing, is called the Bis-

marck. On the beach he has surfboards
named the Scharnhorst, the Graf Spee
and the von Tirpitz, all named after

World War II German sea raiders.

Milius*s production Company is

called ''A Team.** a combat designa-

Robert Lindsey is the Los Angeles bu-

reau Chiefof The New York Times.

tion he borrowed from the Green I

Berets. And when he denounces the

competence of some of the men who run
Hollywood Studios, he again borrows
from the military: ''Tm a general. Tve
successfully commanded troops in the

field. I don*t even regard studio execu-
tives as colonels. Some of them aren't

even good enough to be lieutenants. **

As the erect, 34-year-old, moderately
plump, black-bearded director navi-

gates the Bismarck toward the North
Shore of Oahu — a mecca for surfers

seeking big waves that drew Milius

himself when he was a surf bum 15

years ago— he doesn*t look like some-
body Hollywood or Wall Street would be
much interested in. He is a screen 1

writer — traditionally. an occupant of

the lowest rung on Hollywood's crea-

tive and financial pecking order.

But Milius is part of a generation of

film makers that is suddenly a hot eco-

nomic property both in Hollywood and

on Wall Street. He belongs to a group of

young writer-directors who are close

personal friends. who shun Old Holly-

wood, help solve one another*s Prob-

lems, share the profits from one anoth-

er's pictures. and. so far. have been

successful enough occasionally to

shower studio-owning conglomerateurs

with cash while making widows in Du-

buque wish they had invested in Colum-

bia or Fox instead of A.T.&T. In Holly-

wood, success means power, however

transitory. and right now this group has
considerable power.

Most were classmates at cinema
schools operated by the University of

California at Lx)s Angeles or the Univer-
sity of Southern California; most do
their own screen writing; recently.

several have become producers to gain
more control over their pictures; and
most are scorning the traditional Holly-

wood movie stars. Perhaps more im-
portantly. they are proving that motion
pictures do not need big stars to coin

big money.

Milius recalls a conversation that he
had with Francis Ford Coppola, direc-

tor of the two "Godfather movies, and

The New York Times Magazine/May 28, 1978 M



FILMMAKERS
Continuedfrom Page 15

Ben Johnson (left), as G-man Mc/vin Purvis, leads his men in a Showdown shoot-

out with the DiUingergang in MHius's *'Diüinger," which some critics call o¥ie of

the best gangster filtns ever made; pthers condemn the movie for its violence.

says, *'is that there seems to be a lack
of pretentiousness. Look at 'Julia.' It's

preachy, liberal preachy, a female
macho film. *Close Encounters* is inno-

cent, with wide-eyed, wonderful
amazement. Instead of blaming the

Government for hiding flying saucers,

or saying the C.I.A. has evil intentions,

people meet the aliens. What people
want in flying saucers is to go out and
see them and meet the aliens; they
want to see another world; it's got to be
the most wondrous thing. 'Star Wars' is

a simple comic lxx>k. It's fun; it's a
great romp.

*'If you want to see the difference be-

tween generations, look at the differ-

ences between any of our movies and
'Black Sunday/ or 'Marathon Man.'
They're violent, yet they're liberal;

they're chic, yet they're exploitative.

They're really foul movies by the Bei
Air Circuit. It's easy to be cynical. It*s

hard to be comy."
Milius follows the curi of a wave with

his eyes, then continues. "Producers
are just trying to get a deal with some
gimmick — a novel, whatever. They
don't use their own Imagination or con-

viction to make things they believe in.

You hear people say, 'This is a good
commercial idea, it'll fit right in with

the times.' " His voice clearly ex-

presses his disdain.

"Guys like George and Steve and
me," Milius says, "make our own stuff

and we have producers who run the Or-

ganization for US. There've always t)een

a few directors like that — Hitchcock,

John Ford. If you saw a John Ford
movie, an Alfred Hitchcock movie, it

was a particular kind of movie. I don't

mean to compare myself with these

guys because I think they're 10 times
better than we are, or Howard Hawks,
or any of them. They made 10, 20 good
pictures; they were generals; at best,

we're lieutenants; maybe Francis is a
captain, but there isn't a colonel among
US yet."

The thing that is most marked alxHit

his group of friends, Milius observes,

"is that they've gotten very rieh off a
few movies. In the case of Francis, I

think his wealth and power distracted

him from the simple things he wanted
to do. I don't know if he still has the de-

sire to be a major force in making
movies. I think he'd rather be an artist.

It's not ever going to be a problem with
me because I never went looking for

wealth and power in the first place.

"

a
Milius was bom in St. Louis. His fa-

ther was a wealthy retired shoe manu-
facturer. His childhood heroes, he re-

j-Af i-



Matthew Robbins (center) and Hai Barwood (right) huddle with

actor Mark Hamill white shooting **Corvette Summer, ** one ofa
number offilms by '*network** members dealing with youth.

calls, were Herman Melville,

Emest Hemingway, Teddy
Roosevelt, George S. Patton

and Douglas MacArthur.
When he was 7, his family

moved to California and Milius

was drawn to the surfing cul-

ture. He bounced around at

several schools and, after a

Coming of age that he said oc-

curred among the big waves
on Sunset Beach, he decided to

finish cinema school. In 1969,

with Coppola's patronage, he
got his first job, writing his

Story on the Vietnam War.
"I owe it all to Francis. In-

stead of having to pay the bills

or do a rewrite on some moviej
I got to do something I really

wanted to do. It*s that critical

point in a writer's career when
he either compromises him-
self or goes elsewhere. It al-

lowed me to go for it.
**

Milius married and later di-

vorced a girl he had met while
surfing. He is now married to

Celia Kaye, an intelligent for-

mer actress, and lives in a
modern home in Los Angeles.

While his friends maneu-
vered to get their first direct-

ing Jobs, Milius considered

himself, first. a writer. He
began to make a name — and
money— writing screenplays.

Because of the respect ac-

corded his script for

**Apocalypse Now** (even
though it was not to be made
for another nine years), Milius

in his 20*s became a much
sought-after writer. The pic-

tures he wrote included "Dirty
Harry," **Magnum Force**

and "Jeremiah Johnson.**

Screen writers, however,
suffer two disadvantages

:

Other people determine what
ultimately happens to their

stories before they reach the

screen; and, alone among the

major creative participants in

a movie. they don't get a piece

of the Profits — "points,** in

the parlance of the trade.

*'They were my stories,*'

Milius recalls, "but they were-

n't my pictures. I didn*t recog-

nizethem."

Eventually, Milius began a

campaign to become a direc-

tor. After writing **The Life

and Times of Judge Roy
Bean** five years ago, he re-

calls, he offered to seil the

Script to producer John Fore-

man for what he considered a
bargain — $150,000 — if he
could direct the picture. Fore-

man tumed him down, chose
Jnhn pus^on instead, and

Is oemanclya— ähd got—
$300,000 for the Script.

Milius finally persuaded
American International Pic-

tures, best-known for drive-in

exploitation pictures, to give

him a stab at directing— any
picture. The result was
"Dillinger,** a film that many
critics called one of the best

gangster movies ever made,
but which other critics were
less Kind about.

**In many ways," Milius

says now, **it is well made, but

Tm not interested in crimi-

nals. I think all criminals

should be done 'the big

favor.* ** That, he explains, is

a Green Beret expression

referring to assassination.

His second picture, in 1975,

was **The Wind and the Lion,"

a David Lean-style desert epic

involving Teddy Roosevelt.

Like "Dillinger," it made
money.
After only two pictures,

Milius attracted a small cult of

followers — as well as some
harsh criticism of both films'

violence. Milius's critics were
further outraged by Publicity

about his love of guns, his af-
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Writers and their
ifjAMESp^

Excerpted from WIT'S END: DAY5 AND
NICHTS OF THE ALGONQUIN ROUND
TABLE, by James R. Gaines. Publlshed bv
H«rcourt Brace Jovanovicli# Inc. Copyright Q
1977 by James R. Gaines.

ovanovicli# Inc. CopyrijHit 6 J H ^ A
Gaines. 1

öwn love stories
All was not laughter for the Algonquin

crowd. Dorothy Parker early demonstrated
her affinity for tragedy, slashing her wrists

on a winfer's day in 1 923. Alexander Woollcott's
sexual identity was in chronic confusion. Frank

Adams (FPA) was crudely contemptuous of

women. The Round Table's mania for games,
then, was less elation fhan escape.

IN EARLY 1923, somethlnj

somber was settling over the city

in general and Dorothy Parker in

partlcular. William Bolitho wrote

in the World that solo saxophones

were taking jazz into a musical

region that was "endlessly sor-

rowful yet endlessly sentimental,

with no past, no memory and no

future." Dorothy Parker was suf-

fering a broken love affair with

Charles MacArthur, who was now
being seen around town with

Beatrice Lillie. At first, she was
inconsolable; later, she grew
resigned, but friends found It har-

der than ever ^o drag her away
from the bar at^^ony Soma's.



fjottfried Reinhardt, /le son of the celebrateqMax.y
fWf tlhasteten in tiDw ii ^ntff the English rights to "DMm

of a Hunter," the one-character play by Rolf Hoch- -^>_^

huth about the last hours of Emest Hemingway. ^

Mr. Reinhardt, who is something on the order of
^"~"

a Teuton Robert Morley, was a writer, producer and
director at M-G-M in Hollywood for 20 years. Then he ^^
retreated to Salzburg, Austria, where "Death of a J^
Hunter" had its premiere last August. Mr. Reinhardt ^
says he is looking now for someone to adapt the
play, and that he will then look for a star.

"He shoots himself on stage," Mr. Reinhardt said. ^.
**You know throughout the entire play what will "'J

happen, but it is still a real play by a real writer." %
So, who should play Hemingway? .3

Scott. Jason Robards," Mr. Reinhardt \^
said. HLJohn Huston--/he's a good actor, he's a Hern-

_^
ingway cliariÜClBr, fle's a friend of mine, he's a goj4_^'^
actor. Burl Ives could do it. Burt Lancaster coÄ"^^
do it."

First, however, the adapter.



It Happened
Last Night

DONNA
Along 5S(l St.

EARL WILSON

Just a Little Ol' Street Fair ...

We always had colorful little county falrs—with bak-

ing cöntests—and tiuge state falrs—with fanious stars

—

bai'lc in Oliio . . . but when fanious 62d St. had a New York
Street fair with maybe half a milllon people out, the New
Yorkers had the i^all to act iike they Invented it.

New York's «a bunch of farmers and people-watchers

Iike everybody," I said. _.
There was this dude outslde Joe Kipness' Pier 52, with

a stravv-hat sign, "WE WANT WIVES ..."

**What does he want wives for? Is he crazy?" I asked.

He wore another sig^i: '^HUS-

BANDS OPPBESSED." Like "Alco-

iiolics Anonymoiis."
"We Want Wives Who Obey

TIteir Husl)ands. Not What Can My
Husband Do for Me But Wliat Can
I Do for My Husband? Down with
Wonien*s Lip . . . not Lib . . . lAp

• • . Help Preserve the Male Species

• • . No More Dog:house8.".''

"Where are all the other hus-
bands tonij^ht?" soniebody asked.

The cnisader replied, **Honie, doing:

the dishes!''

# « #
IT WAS, of course, a trifle. In

this Street fair, "Americana 75," with
no meaning except that It made
people friendly. Mayor Abe Beame
was populär, moving about without
any police bodyguards, protected
only by M. C. Comedian Joey Adams,
if you call that protection. And there were beautiful girls

like Polly Bergen, Miss U. S. A. (Summer Bartholomew) and
Donna Theodore.

The big city had taken a lesson from the little county
fair. (I used to go to the Meroer County Fair at Celina
In a horse-drawn buggy with Dad giving me a quarter to

blow in).

Now the famous 21 Club threw open for the flrst time
Its iliustrious balconies and, for the good of the fair, sold

glasses of wine, usually at $2.50, for $V Gallägher's cele-

brated Steak house took over a parking lot, disposing of

10,000 lianiburgers and 1000 steak Sandwiches. Joe Kip-

ness hired three music groups to stlr up the Qrowds and
didn't niake any effort to seil anything.

* * # ^
YOU*LL BE HEARING that this was a proniotioiu

It was! Well carrled forward by the Mayor's office,

Angier Biddle Duke, and the Americana Hotel Chiefs,

Mario de Genova, Allen Ostoff and the chain's publicist,

Jim Shanahan, who kept everybody steained up. '

It was supposed to have some-
thing to do with the Bicentennial. The
52d Street Operators have said In

thelr quaint way that there should
henceforth be a Bicentennial every
year.

* #

'

«
GEORGE C. SCOTTS BEEN out

of "Death of a SalesmaW getting
checkups — with Roy Poole in his

place. Spottes expected hack tomor-
row . . . Frank Sinatra'a date at the

Uris Theater in^ September looka

like a sellout älready at a $kO top

. . . Morocco will he one of the SO
hellydancers in the SOhour "Belly-

thon for Muscular Dystrophy" start-

ing Sunday at the Darvish,
Jf * #

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH,
who'll direct "A Bridge Too Far,"
cheerily told producer Joe Levine,

"Now my wife and children'll have enough to eat for xhe
next two years." (Levine answered, "What I'm paying you,
you'll be able to feed Queen Elizabeth, too!") . . . Fabian*s
recuperating from throat surgery . . . Young actor Jimmy
(Dyn-o-mite!) Walker said at Catch a Rising Star he's
recognized and stopped on the street often. For auto-
graphs? "No—for loans" . . . BRAVOS: guitarist Bucky
Pizzarelli, singer Savina at Soerabaja.

PAUL NEWMAN'S driving a huge Fleetwood motor-
home, living in it when he's away at auto races . . . Com-
ing up: a biography of the late columnist Dorothy Kilgal-
len, who'll have bH^deäd 10 years^fiis fall . . . Actor
Michael York*s wife1^U^,McCalJ|ii»r^apped some of the
pictures for Playboy's "Sex Stars of 75" article. (Just
took 'em, didn't pose for 'em) . . . Singer Myma March
is recovering from surgery and making plans to resume
her career.

MOROCCO
In hellython
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Tintype: Michoel York
Michael York woriced as "second banana" in a lot of

üne pictures from the Burtons in "The Taming of the

Shrew," Liza Minnelli in "Cabaret/' to the runner-up spots

for both *The Three" and "Four Musketeers."

He says: *7'tf rather be a runner-up in a fine film than

the Star above the title in a stinker,"

He now achieves füll stardoni in Saul David's *'Logan*s

Run," the story of life in the

23d Century. He Is a futuristic

policeman and does away
with i>eople over thirty.

He was born March 27,

1942, in Fulmer, England. It

seems he had no big desire

to be an actor. However, ev-

erything he dld leaned in that

direction.

He was a member of the

Oxford University Drama
Society. He has been selected

by Laurence Olivier for sev-

eral Shakespeare companies.
He was making good on

stage, screen, television. En-
joying it all with no particu-

lar direction.

He says Olivier was in-

strumental in getting him
interested in movles. ("I saiv

him on the screen in 'Henry
V and nex^er got over it , . ,

Vve never changed my mind. I loill always prefer films to

9tage")
He is 6 ft., has gray eyes and long blond halr. He wears

clothes better than most actors. He is one of the few actors

who always looks good in costumes, ranging from togas

to tights.

« » •
He ha» romanced botli Redgravcs—Lynn and Vanessm—

on the screen only.

He always dicj OK in romance.

married to professional photographer
McCalluni^They constantly move through the world like

legant gyo^^es while he makes his movies in far-off loca-

ti*(

He's worked in 12 different countries during the past

8 years. ('*For six straight years I never made a picture in

England.*'}

He and Pat have never been troubled by the traveling.

He and Pat maintain a home in London but rarely see

it. ("We\^e sei up temporary homes in Hollywood, Israel,

Italy, Spain, Ireland, America, West Germany, France and
MoroccoJ')

He will teil you that Pat is an excellent photographer.
The many places are her locales also.

He keeps in shape by swimmlng and hikini:. He Is noi

a golf or tennis foUower. ("Exercise is not that important
to me because I have never had a weight problem.")

He reads a great deal. ("Eoerything. Fiction, biogra-

phies, non-fiction, magazines. And of course scripta, The
chase is always on.")

He wants it knovvn that he and Pat were married on
his 26th birthday. C'This roay I never forget the anniversary.

Pat is generous aboiit it. I gel tivo presents.")

He goes to Japan following the completion of "Logan's
Run" for a contemporary romance involving him with a
Japanese actress yet to be cast. (**They're calling it 'Seven
Nights in Japan' but I think we*re obviously in for a title

change.^J

He goes from one acting Job to another. He does not
worry about over-exposure. (*'An actor*s biggest problem is

Mnder-exposure.*'

)

He is an early riser. He also likes to stay up late. CTm
ome of those people who can get along on a minimum of
fieep.'*) Most of the tlme he sleeps in pajama tops.
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It Happened
Last Night

\

J
for Vice PKesididä,W ^^

Liz
Wonien WTite me Irate letters saying I mu-st be on

ElizabetU Taylor*» payroll (so \vliere*s the nioney?) but I

still think sho must be one of the niost fascinatbig^ fe-

niales. DId I teil you about Liz meeting Jimmy Carter? I

didn't! W-E-L-LI

*'Yes, it happened, we all liked him very much," Andy
Warhol said. Liz, Andy, Halston and other chums met him
at the Waldorf at sort of a round table discussion where
Elizabeth asked Carter what he could do for her Great
Britain and for the Africa sfhe's interested in. Wairhol re-

membered that Carter made no
sweeping promises but sounded hon-

est, saying he would try.

# # #
LIZ CAIVIE OUT higlüy im-

pressed but uncommltted. Warhol
spoi<e of it at a reception at the
West German UN Ambassador's resi-

dence where he'd just donated five

portrai'ts of Willy Brandt for the
benefit of UNICEF.

•'ELIZABETH IS SO INTELLI-
gent she should run for offiee," Andy
said . . . ''What Office?" . . . *'Flrst

woman \lce President!" . . . How-
ever, there was a slig^ht hitch. We
believe Liz is a British subject . . .

I asked Andy If he'd ever slipped tli«

tape recorder on Liz. "Tape record-

ers," he said sadly, "tum her off."

Unless she Switches passports, she
won't be tiie Liz Tliat Was Known as
\'eep.

« 4f> #
ENGLISH STAB MICHAEL

York zinged us New Yorkers about be'mg slowpokes, not

allowing the Concorde to land here. 'The British used to

be slow; the boot is on the other foot now," he said.

He expounded upon the beauties of the flight—leaving

Paris at 8 p.m., arriving in Washuigton three hours earlier,

at 5 p.m. Sj>eed of 1350 miles an hour, no fatigue, no titne

for overeating . . . it reminded him of his futuristic film

"Logan's Run," 23d Centuryish, with all people of 30 due to

die to make rocm for the young.
He was so proud of Britain tliat when I asked hlni

where he lived and he said, "Monte Carlo," I asked why?
He said befind his wife,

»at McCallum, Ztravel editor

ler, "find that

England Is no longer vlable

due to the confiscatory taxes

of 89 to 93 per cent. This way
I can only go to England 90

days a year. An actor is a
gypsy any^vay and we park
our wagon where tlie grass
Is greener. But doesn*t it

seenn fnnny . . . irs belng
siibjeots one day of Prlncess
Gniee?" I was polite. I didn*t

even mention the Concorde
again. Damed nice of ine, I

thought.

Pos! Ptioto by Verron Shibia

LIZ

Photo by Ti]

MICHAEL YORK & w
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Princess Grace
presides at a

special auction
IF YOU were looking for

something to give a special

somelDody, last night was
the time to find it at an
auction of Christmas stock-

Ings stuffed by top celeb-

rities.

The auction went on at

intervals during a dinner

dance on the Waldorf's Star-

light Roof to benefit Trinity

Missions. It had Princess

Grace present as honorary
chairman and Mrs. Robert
Wagner, as working chair-

man and originator of a new
twist to benefits.

The stocking stuffed by
Princess Grace was 'bought
by Harry Helmsley. He
couldn't wait to open it. In-

side he found some stamps
from Monaco, dolls dressed
like the palace guards, an
invitation to five days in

Monte Carlo with an invita-

tion to dinner at the Palace.

Arthur Borinsky of Tus-
can Dairies in New Jersey,
w!ho paid $1900 for the green
wooden ehest donated by
Frank Sinatra, said he
wasn*t going to open it un-
til Christmas. It was a sen-
timental gesture because his

wife and Barbara Sinatra
have the same birthday.

Borinsky also bought John
Saladino's red quilt wrapped
around something mysteri-
ous.

The real plum of the eve-
ning was the stocking
stuffed by Mary Wells
Lawrence and her staff at

Wells, Rieh and Green, since

it held a ticket to Acapulco,
along with a few days stay
at Las Brisas. Lee Guber
paid $900 for Lyn Revson's
stocking, which had a
Mickey M o u s e telephone
Spilling over the top and
Said it would be a Ohristmas
present for his daughter.
None of the stockings

went for less than $150.

Princess Grace, here with-

out her family, wore a Dior
dinner suit of white tex-

tured crepe. Before the auc-

tion, she went to a cocktail

party at Mary and Harding
Lawrence's apartment on the

East River. There she sat

between Father Roland Mel-
ody, who started the annual
auction four years ago, and
Monaco's c^nsul to the UN,
who was her escort.

All the committee mem-
bers for the party appeared
in red to match the r^d
velvet tablecloths. Amöng
them were Charlotte Ford,
Emily Fisher and Phyllis

Wagner.
Gpv. Carey was there and

so were Mary Lasker, Diana
Vreeland, Denlse and Pren-
tis Cobb Haie, David Ma-
honey and Hilly Merrill,

Betsy and Walter Cronkite,
Kltty Carlisle Hart, Betty
Fumess and Lester Mldgley,
Michael and Pat York, David
and Joyce Susskind and 325
others.

^ # -jf

Prince Nawaf of Saudi
Arabia was guest of honor

at Earl Blaekwel
ner in Doubles the other
night.

His highness bought Bar-
bara Hutton's apartment in
Paris recently, but he has
begun to Uke New York and
is also apartment Shopping
here.

*lt must have four master
bedrooms, though^" he says.

Prince Nawaf likes New
York parties so much that
he stayed on for Jaqulne and
Charles Lachman*s dinner
last night for Florence and
Gerald van der Kemp of Ver-
sailles. There were 40 guests.

Michael an<

stopping over in

on their way back to Cali-
fornia, lunched with Wendy
Townsend, the Jello heiress,
yesterday at Jim McMuUen's
restaurant.

The Yorks will spend
Christmas at home in Bev-
erly Hills and will have
Christina Onassis as their
houseguest.
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EUGENIA SHEPPARD aroimd the town

Christmas time is travel

time for the jet setters
JUST around this time of

the year many of us are

receiving postcards with

exotic p h o t o s from
intrigiüng places sent by
our friends who have been

sneaking off for the Ijoli-

days,

^^atand Michael \orl^ow
caiWfronte Carlo theiPnome.
They will leave it briefly,

though, to spend the holidays
with Jean Pierre and Rose-
,marie Marcl-Riviere at their

jhalet in St. Moritz.

*^
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael York pause at the Chinese Theater to pose for photographers.



orting Saratoga Springs,

The Good Life Isn't Easy
By ENID NEMY if^t(^<

Special to Tht New York Tlmef

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y.. Aug. 9—
It's true that some people think that
living rieh is living easy, but goodness
only knows where they get that idea.

Chauffeurs, butlers, bank accounts,
horses, oil, real estate and other sun-
dries can't buy stamina, and without
it, one might just as well be poor. In

fact, without it here, one could hardly
survive the cheek kissing, let alone the
season.
The season, 114 years after opening

the first track that turned Saratoga
into a sporting resort is, for horse
lovers, the month of August. That is

not to say that there aren't an increa-
ing number of cultural activities. The
Saratoga Performing Arts Center has
the New York City Ballet in July, and
the Philadelphia Orchestra and individ-

ual entertainers this month. There are,

too, an acting Company, a film festival

and various art shows throughout the
summer months, but the Sport of Kings
and the geranium-dotted grandstand,
Stahles and track are still the hub.

Revolving around the hub are non-
stop parties—brunches and even break-
fast on the Clubhouse porch, lunches
and Cocktails at The Reading Room,
near the track, and dinners and dances
at private homes, among them those ^
owned bt Liz and Col. Cloyce Tippett /
and T/^otN,^^ wniifnfiY T"^^^r P^^ ^^
the Golf Club or the fashionable Siro's.

77.VO

^
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Claude Dauphin Dies in Paris;

Stage and Film Actor Was 75

Special lo The New York Times

PARIS, Nov. 17— Claude Dauphin, the

internationally known French film and
stage actor, died last night at the age of

75. The cause of death was given as an in-

testinal occlusion. American audiences
saw him most recently as the aged doctor
with Simone Signoret in the French
movie **Madame Rosa."
Claude Dauphin, whose real name was

Claude Legrand, was bom in suburban
Corbeil, the son of the noted poet and
humorist Franc-Nohain. His first career,
begun at the aee of 19, was that of a set

and costume designer, notably for the

Odeon Theater here. He might have pur-

sued that career indefinitely except for

the accidental incapacitation of an actor
in Tristan Bemard's comedy, "Langre-
vin, Father and Son.'* Mr. Dauphin took
on the part ovemight and his Perform-
ance went so well that he was encouraged
to tum actor.

Three years later, in 1933, Mr. Dauphin
was a Star, playing alongside such sea-

soned comedians as Victor Francen and
Gaby Morlay in the wildly successful

Henri Bernstein comedy, **Le Messag-
er."

Charmer With an Easy Wink

In France, Mr. Dauphin introduced a
new type of leading man~ not handsome
and not particularly tough, rather a dash-
ing charmer, ironic and tender by tums.
He became famous for his rebellious

shock of hair and easy wink.
While continuing his career on the

stage, notably in other Bernstein plays,

Mr. Dauphin became a sought-after

movie actor. He is remembered for his

parts in Marc Allegret's classic 1938

*'Entr6e des Artistes," where he shared
the limelight with Louis Jouvet and Mar-
cel Dalio, and Henri Decoin's 1939
**Battement de Coeur" ("Heartbeat")
opposite Danielle Darrieux.
During Worid War II, in 1942, Mr. Dau-

phin rallied London to fight with the Free
French forces, retuming to Paris with
the advance guard of Gen. Philippe Le-

clerc's armored division in 1944, actions

for which he was awarded the Legion of
Honor and the Croix de Guerre.
At the same time, Mr. Dauphin became

fluent in English, which gave his career
an altogether new scope, bringing en-

gagements in London, New York and Hol-

lywood.

Appeared in 80 Films

High points during the ensuing 20 years
of commuting among capitals included

his Performance in the American pre-

miere of Jean-Paul Sartre's "No Exit,"

directed by John Huston ind co-starring

Pictohal Parade

Claude Dauphin

1946. In 1950

e long-running }
Annabella and
he acted the fat ^

Succesfuf pictures^frtürig IhVÖU irt Which
he appeared were Jacques Becker's 1952

"Casque d'Or" opposite Miss Signoret
and George Seaton's "Little Boy Lost" of

1953, which starred Bing Crosby. He was
also iiKl'Le Plaisir.'y"The Quiet Ameri-
can" an

In 1965. Mr. Dauphin retumed to the
Paris stage in a new incamation more
adapted to his age, that of a more weighty
and often tragic p)ersona. His new suc-

cesses included parts in the French adap-
tation of Arthur Miller's "Death of a
Salesman" and in "The Merchant of Ven-
ice" as an unforgettable Shylock.

The actor was married three times, to
actresses Rosine Derean, Maria Mauban
and Norma Eberhardt, from all of whom
he was divorced. He was living in recent
years with Ruda Beresford, an American
actress. He leaves three children.

.•«
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The Short hfe & unhappy
death of the WPA theater

The
World

books

By JERRY TALLMER
THE WITNESS before chairman Martin
Dies and the House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities is HaUie Flanagan, director of
the Federal Theater Project. Her interroga-
tor of the moment is Rep. Joe Starnes (D-
Ala.). The date is Dec. 6, 1938.

STARNES: You are quoting from
this Marlowe. Is he a Communist?

MRS. FLANAGAN: I am very sorry.

I was quoting from Christopher Mar-
lowe.

STARNES: Teil us who Marlowe is,

so we can get the proper reference, be-

cause that is all we want to do.
MRS. FLANAGAN: Put in the

record that he was the greatest drama*
tist in the period of Shakespeare, imme-
diately preceding Shakespeare.

You will find this exchange on page 33 of
Free, Adult, Uncensored, a New Repubhc
Book edited by John O'Connor and Lorraine
Brown. The hearing room, Hallie Flanagan
would later write, "rocked with laughter, but
I did not laugh. Eight thousand people might
lose their Jobs . .

." And in fact within six
months the Federal Theater was gone, put to
death by an Ignorant and hostile Congress.

It had had a short life, four years, 1935-39— but what a four years. Horse Eats Hat.
Doctor Faustus. Johnny Johnson. S. S. den-
caim. Pinocchio. Run, Little Children and
the whole Negro theater movement, under the
impetus of FTP. And OneThird of a Nation.
Androcles and the Lion. Twenty-two produc-
tions of It Can 't Happen Here opening on the
same night in cities across the nation. FTP
was dead, but it did not die. O'Connor and
Brown have subtitled their book "The Living
History of the Federal Theater Project."
They got into it by way of something eise.

John O'Connor and Lorraine Brown are
Professors of English and drama at George
Mason University, Fairfax, Va. Four or five

years ago they set about looking for the
Script of Arthur Miller's first play, done as a
young man working on "the Project" under
the New Deal.
The search led them to the National Ar-

chives in Washington. "All the WPA records
are there," O'Connor said one recent morn-
ing in New York, "but not what is called the
Product Material, that is, things that were
made—Scripts, scores, art work, state guides.
So we went to the Library of Congress. No
Scripts. In fact we came across a,1949 recom-
mendation that all that should be destroyed.
"We didn't know if it had been or not. Then

we met a Library of Congress researcher,
John Cole, who told us a lot of the WPA stuff
was storad in a Maryland National Guard
airplane hangar east of Baltimore.
"And there it was. Incredible. An enor-

mous thing, way in the back, maybe 10 feet

high, 60 feet long, stacked up on wooden pal-

lets. Old 9-cubic foot crates. File cabinets
tumed sideways or upside down. Boxes. Car-

Pust Photo by Dan Bhnxac

ABOVE, co-author John 0*€onnon
discovery in an airplane hangar.

RIGHT, Sinclair Lewis in lead role of
his play, 'It Can't Happen Here/' 1938.

tons. All covered with a plastic tarp, but be-

fore that it had been exposed to pigeon drop-

pings and all sorts of weather for years."

O'Connor and Brown opened one crate,

and the first of what would be 5000 Scripts
spilled out. O'Connor gave a laugh over his
coffee. "We'd gone out for Arthur Miller," he
said, "and came away with a life's work."
And did they find the Miller play?

"Yeah. They Too Arise, a semiautobio-
graphical play. I liked it. Miller doesn't want
to see it published or p>erformed."

John O'Connor, one of six children of a sur-

geon in Ann Arbor, Mich., is 32. As a 1968
graduate of the University of Michigan he
spent a lot of his time in those turbulent
years with his fellow students — in the
streets. (Lorraine Brown had emerged from
the same university into the nuUity of the
era of I Like Ike.) O'Connor took his Ph.D at

the University of Virginia, aiming to become
a drama historian.

"I like drama but I can't act. I just think
drama has a more direct relationship to So-

ciety than any other art form.

"That's what the drama of the 1930s re-

flects— how close this society was to falling
apart in the Depression. An important time
in terms of our country and in terms of the-
ater. A lot of people have tried to sweep it

under the carpet."

Once they knew they had a "career," he
and Lorraine Brown put themselves to inter-

viewing as many FTP survivors as could be
found. Not available, of course, was Roose-
velt confidant and trouble-shooter Harry

Hopkins, creator in the summer of 1935 of
the "free, adult, uncensored" federal theater

to be run — much to the shock of the Broad-
way establishment — by Hallie Flanagan,
Hopkins classmate at Grinnell College
(Iowa). A widow with two small children, she
had for 10 remarkable years been conducting
an experimental Workshop, first at Grinnell,

then at Vassar.
Mrs. Flanagan fherseif is now dead. But

Houseman jwas to be seen, and Arlene
Cotten, E. G. Marshall, Bil

BairdlL^hman Engel
^

^irgil Thomson, Leon-
ard dePallf, Norman Lloyd, now a Holly-
wood producer who talked to Brown aAd
O'Connor about the security of the Federal
Theater's $23.86 a week ("You could get mar-
ried on that"), and mythic lighting designer
Abe Feder, telling about his clashes with
Orson Welles.
"What you get," said John O'Connor, "is

the sense of tremendous energy of those
people." And he talked about the nights Sin-

clair Lewis was locked in a room in New
York at the Essex House, fighting through
rewrites of It Can't Happen Here, while tel-

egrams saying "DROP FIRST SCENE"
would go buzzing out to Omaha, Seattle, Los
Angeles, Birmingham, 14 other cities.

And the night the whole damn FTP came
to an end and hundreds of kids at the Ritz
Theater on 48th Street held up signs, "Who
Killed Pinocchio?,** as stagehands demol-
ished the set in view of the audience and
Pinocchio was carried off in a pine coffin.

Christopher Marlowe, where were you
then?
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Fictional Col

PublicityMe.
ByAUEANHARMETZ

special toThe New Yort Tinncs

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 17 — A

Fräser Qarke Heston, the 23-year-

old son of Charlton Heston, has written

\ an original screcnplay that will star his

father.

"Wind River," about the the moun-
tain men of Wyoming in the early 19th

Century, will be produced by Martin

Ransohoff Productions and Columbia
Pictures.

"Marty Ransohoff bit before they ap-
proached me,'* says Charlton Heston.
**rm pleased at the order of things.

Fray did a formidable amount of re-

search, in libraries and in Wyoming.
Those für trappers were prot>ably the
only completely free men in the world
during their brief era. I think Fray's
caught something of why they refused
to depend on anyone, of what drove
them."

Fräser Heston is a licensed white
water guide on the Salmon River in
Idaho. He has climbed mountains in

Norway and Spain, taken a two-man
canoe trip from the source of the Yukon
River, and, most recently, explored
reefs on the bottom of the Red Sea.
When "Wind River" goes into produc-
tion early next summer, ha will join the
Company of\Joh|]^jJystQajnd William
Lancaster, two otner sons of famous
actors who have become the writers of
movies.
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$100G grant gives a reprieve
*

'

to 'We Interrupt This Week'
"WE INTERRUPT This
Week/' Ned Sherrin's
cheek-tweaking quiz show
which was to be laid to
rest by PBS due to a lack
of funds, has just won a
new lease on life, at least
for five more weeks.
The Corporation for

Public Broadcasting, no
doubt spurred on by the
thousands of letters that
have poured in protesting
the show's demise, revived
the program with a grant
of $100,000. "We Interrupt"
will retum to the air Feb.
2.

Last week, as the show
was faced with inuninent
extinction, Sherrin ap-
pealed to Viewers to show
their support, and the re-

sult was some 5000 Jetters
and telegrams, including
one from film director
John Hiist^

illBETALK



Haley may
waltz out of
Oscar night
in song flap

Lt wouldn't be an Oscar show
Vnd this is no exception.
iwalk off as producer of
ible over the show's sche-
Inumber isn't resolved to

jademy has told Haley in no
jnuously objects to ''Oscar's
^reat songs — but numbers
for an Oscar — to be sung:

JACK
MARTIN

% . -

reporting. .

.

on. To put the place in

shape, 120 workmen have
been sharing shifts around
the clock for three months— the "improvements" ad-
ding up to another $2 mil-

lion. And 70 other busy lit-

tle beavers have been
working away installing a
security System described
as "ultra sophisticated." It

better be.

Ad Infinitems: CBS
has lined up Wonder
Woman with a Wonder
Man for next season. The
part will be played by
Olympic pole vaulter (and
former Soap star) Bob
Seasren, who also runs an
L.A. travel bureau on the
side — called The Happy
Booker . .

.

Romancing around
town: Steve McQueen and
Linda Evans who's sepa-
rated from her real estate
tycoon husband Stan Her-
man; movie musicman ex-
traordinaire ("Dr. Zhiva-
go" and "Lawrence of Ära-
bia") Maurice Jarre and
Cece Husten, ex-wife of di-

rertorWAhn IHinj^|ojv/ and
83 year-old George^ums
had his third date this
week with '50s movie
queen Evelyn Heyes —
also an ex-wife of^o^n»
uston/and still mamed

e Shaw . .

.



JACK
MARTIN

reportinjj. .

"voice" John Forsythe to
direct him in Mister Rob-
erts in January at his Burt
Reynolds' Dinner Theater
in Jupiter, Fla.

Forsythe has directed
the Show once before — in

1956 with Charlton Heston
and a "young kid from
Florida State College who
looked just like Brando —
named Buddy Reynolds."

Co-starring with Burt
(as Ensign Pulver) will be
Apocalypse Now star Mar-
tin Sheen.

Add Infinitems: Those
Great Western Savings
commercials (shown only
on the West Coast), whicfa
for years starred John
Wayne, will now feature
friends of the Duke —
Glenn Ford, Maureen
O'Hara, Ben Johnson and
John Huston.

i

N
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Till« tveeh^s hoohs
wilh HARRIET VAN HOHNE

How to cope with
life by
Lauren Bacall

SHE ROSE from obscurity like a rocket
'irom the silo. Wlth her hard boned Slavic
face and smoky eyes she was a pho-
tographer's dream at 17. She lived with
her divorced mother and her Grandma
Sophie in a cramped apartment under
the Sixth Avenue El.

Then one day those eyes that could
gaze an eagle bhnd looked out from the
Cover ot Harper's Bazaar,.. Sind Betty Bac-
all's life was changed forever.
Suddenly, this "nice Jewish girl," as

she regularly refers to herseif, was a Hol-
lywood celebrity, dazzied by all she be-

held, but most of all by her leading man,
Humphrey Bogart. He was 25 years her
senior and three times wed.
Miss Bacall's description of their court-

ship— the secret meetings, the guilt, the
aching rapture of every goodbye — will

be instantly familiär to every woman
who has lived this particular scenario.
Betty — who seems never to have accep-
ted the studio label, Lauren — was luck-

ier than most girls in their first affair.
Bogart really cared.
"He was a gentle man." Betty writes of

Bogey, "diametrically opposed to most of
the parts he played. He detested deceit of

Bog:ey...so sentimental, so lovlng

Lauren Bacall, By My^elf;
Knopf, 377 pages, $10.95

any kind. He had never had a secret rela-

tionship such as we were having...! was
innocent, sexually — Bogey began awak-
ening feelings that were new to me. Just
his looking at me could make me trem-
ble...I would not have believed Bogie was
so sentimental, so loving."
As autobiography, Miss Bacall's story

is flat and ordinary — until the sparks
begin to fly with Bogey. Her mother, ex-
cessively protective, found iier daught-
er's first affair shocking. Louella and
Hedda emitted some pious clucking
Sounds, too. Betty and Bogey didn't give
a damn for the world's opinion. They
were married in 1945 at Louis Brom-
field's Ohio farm. They had 11 blissful
years and two children before Bogart
was Struck down by cancer.
Again, every woman who has lived

through the long watches of the night,
feeling a man's life ebbing away, will feel
instant empathy with Miss Bacall. In
these pages one is absolutely sure that
the actress wrote it all herseif, exactly as
the publisher states.
Bogart's death was slow, painful and

gallant. All the clinical details are here,
along with loving memories of friends
who rallied 'round —sHepburn and TJracy
(the best of the lot)\john HustonJeven
Jack VYarner in his buttk IIo»>>>ufg, and
Sinatra who was later to woo her and
wound her in the freshness of her young
widowhood.
Looking back, Miss Bacall says simply,

"This is what he did" — and strips him
down to the brüte bone. Their affair was
public and the nice Jewish girl who
remembered Bogey's advice — "Never
cheapen yourself" — got what she wan-
ted: a marriage proposal from Frank.
But soon after that "the treatment"
began. He was "wildly attentive" one
evening, surly the next. He was sweet, he
was vile. It's a festering sore, that fling
with Frank.
"To be rejected is hell, a hard thing to

get over, but to he rejected publicly takes
everything away from you...I spent night
after night in tears, hearing from time to
time about Frank's activities — dinner,
girls, work."
Having given Sinatra his due, Mi.ss Ba-

call can still find the grace — or defini-
tive pride — to write that she and Frank
are now friends. "I'U always have a spe-

:5S$;;SÖsSgÖS*i«!^:3iii^^:;;jj^

Bacall...this nIce Jewish girl

cial feeling for him — the good times we
had were awfuUy good." She's a grand
Sport, Miss B.
She is equally grand to her second hus-

band, Jason Robards, whose alcoholism
made her life hell for eight years. She re-

counts the binges, the ugly scenes, the
broken promises, the infidelity with clini-

cal detachment. Her health suffered, her
young son, Sam Robards, made regulär
Visits to a p.sychiatrist.

She sets it all down in its tinselled
squalor but is curiously reticent about
the severe strains imposed on Bogart's
children by this horrendous second mar-
riage. Stephen flunked out of College,

dabbled in drugs, was finally wooed back
to the fold by Betty's patient mother who
used to rendezvous with the boy on
Street corners in Philadelphia. Daughter
Leslie — a snub nosed beauty — simply
"withdrew." Here a scrim comes down on

family problems, as perhaps it should.
In her closing pages, this tough, resi-

liient woman wonders how she has come
through so much stürm und drang with
her spirit intact. Shrewdly, she gives
much credit to her warm close relation-
ship with her mother.

This is not at all unusual among the
great names of show business. It would
seem that excessive maternal input is

vital to shaping the ego, nurturing the
narcissism that impels an individual to-

ward theatrical success.

The lyrical passages in this book have
mostly to do with the Bogey years, the
arrival of babies (Bacall seems to be one
of those Earth Mothers enraptured by
pregnancy and the tender, early years)
and by travel.

Her first night in Paris proved so excit-

ing that she got sick. Twc^months in the
steamy "NCongo, filming ^SC^^^ African^
Queen^Jre vividly described^TTdviiiy Tto

m the picture, restless Mrs. Bogart
took over the commissary, nursed the
sick (the antibiotics in her kit saved one
actor's life) and formed a deeply admir-
ing friendship with Katharing Hepburn.
Miss Bacall writes in her own style:

choppy, vivid, sometimes witty, some-
times too terse for comfort. In her clos-

ing pages she wonders how she has sur-
vived a life of such ups and downs. "Why
didn't I fall prey to the obvious pitfalls of
life— booze, drugs, wlthdrawal?"
She answers the question with Psychi-

atric insight. "I would say that being
loved unselfishly by two people had a
hell of a lot to do with it. My mother gave
to me constantly...Her constant encour-
agement, together with the strength of
our family and my own character...And
Bogie, with his great ability to
lovc.helping me to keep my values
straight in a town where there were
few..."

Now a grandmother, handsome and
humorous in her middle age, Lauren Bac-
all appears to have the strength of ten.

She has suffered greatly, she has de-

lighted greatly. Her heart. you sense, is

warm and good. The great virtue of this

memoir is that the heart is thcrc, on
every page.

.J
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Epics and
Errors
THEACTORSUFE
Journals 1956-1976.

By Charlton Heston.
Edited by HoHis Alpert. A Henry Robbins Book.
niustrated. 482 pp. New York:
E.P.Dutton. $12.95.fO. k

By Axel Madsen. .

niustrated. 280 pp. New York : Doubleday & Co. $10.

By SEYMOUR PECK

ESPONSIBILITY. justice, courage and moder-
ation— these are the **Confucian" virtues that

I Charlton Heston represents, a newspaperman
in Taiwan told the actor not long ago, seeking to ex-

plain the phenomenal popularity of his movies in the

Far East. Confucian they may be, but these virtues

are at the core of Mr. Heston's film persona to all mo-
viegoers, East or West; and, from the evidence he of-

fers in "The Actor's Life: Journals 1956-1976/* they

may be at the core of his entire existence.

Gathered into nearly 500 lengthy pages of diary
entries are accounts of most of the more than 50 films

he has made, in which he has almost invariably por-

trayed the noble, heroic man; his efforts at a kind of

good citizenship, even statesmanship, that have in-

volved him in political, social and trade-union activity

all over the world; and his seemingly exemplary
family conduct as the husband of the same woman for

nearly 35 years and the devoted father of two children.

Mr. Heston writes in a forthright and honest manner
— there is in his book the mixture of pride and ego,

modesty and uncertainty that marks the thinking of

far less successful human beings. Yes, his 50 films

have grossed a fairly staggering $1 billion. Yes, he is

one of the few stars able to command a percentage of

the gross **from the first doUar" when he signs on to

do a film. And, of course, he won an Academy Award
for his Performance in **Ben Hur."

Still, there are the doubts. His Moses in **The Ten
Commandments*' somehow did not bring him the sta-

ture he thought it might. Too many of his films are in

the epic tradition ; yet when he pursues his goal of a

smaller, more intimate story, the result is **War

Lord," a failure. He believes in the importance of

working in the theater but, since his flop on Broadway
in "The Tumbler" in 1960, he ventures onto a stage

only occasionally and pretty far from New York. His

"Macbeth" in Los Angeles in 1974, he acknowledges,

got "pans, bad ones." His Single try at directing a

film, "Antony and Cleopatra," in which he himself

played Antony, was so poorly regarded that he was
unable to get an American dis-

tributor for it.

Off screen, Mr. Heston as

concemed Citizen takes part in

the historic march on Wash-
ington for civil rights in 1963,

becomes President of the

Screen Actors Guild, a force in

the National Council on the

Seymour Peck is cultural

news editor of The New York
Times.

+

Charlton Heston.
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Arts and the American Film Institute, joumeys to Eu-

rope, Africa and Australia on cultural missions for the

State Department, travels twice to Vietnam, not as an

entertainer for masses of troops but as a compassion-

ate man tallcing with the fighting men and the

wounded in hospitals, Visits the White House where he
States his view of Vietnam to President Johnson and,

later, disapproving of the Democratic candidate,

George McGovem, endorses Richard M. Nixon for

President.

There is a great deal in Mr. Heston's book— both the

essential and the unessential. Granted his passion for

tennis, are so many day-to-day references to whether
he did or did not get in a game significant? Or so many
to his remarkable ability to sleep on planes? Over 500

pages, **The Actor's Life" tends to grow repetitious,

even monotonous. The problem may be that, as Mr.
Heston travels indefatigably either to make movies or

to publicize them, one is not sure that, among the 50 of

them, there are enough of genuine interest to merit
such a massive book. One finds onself hard-pressed to

recall more than half dozen— even if nearly all 50 did

make money.
Mr. Heston's book has flashes of personality, as

when he relates the caprices of Orson Welles, whom he
first proposed to Universal as director of the much-ad-
mired **Touch of Evil." But too much of the time one
feels that he has produced a book that, rather like

some of those epics he made, has more size than sub-

stance.

Whatever one's reservations, Mr. Heston's book is

certainly an honorable Publishing enterprise, under-

taken seriously and deserving of the reader's trust.

' But what can onp say about Axel Madsen*s biography,
l "John Huston"^ Besides the usual assortment of mis-

^^pellft^ r\HTP^ there are sufficient errors in it, stem-

ming from carelessness or lack of knowledge, to make
one wonder. When Mr. Madsen speaks several times

of the leading lady of a 1932 Walter Huston film, "A
House Divided,*' as Ruth Evans, although the actress

in question was Helen Chandler (Ruth Evans was the

name of the character she portrayed), shall one shrug

off such carelessness? Or when he speaks on one page
of a Broadway play of which John Huston was co-au-

thor and calls it **In Time to Come" (the correct title)

and **In Our Time** on another page?
But, more worrisome, what is one to make of Mr.

Madsen's assertion that Walter Huston*s wife, Nan
Sunderland, performed in a movie called 'Trigger'*

with Katharine Hepbum, Joel McCrea and George
Brent, when Miss Hepbum never appeared in any
movie by that name, nor is there any record of a movie
by that name at all?

Mr. Madsen also describes "The Sound of Music,**

one of 20th Century-Fox 's biggest hits, as a Universal
picture, and teils how John Huston was assigned to

write the screenplay of "The Killers** for "Wamers*
new sex queen, Ava Gardner.** But "The Killers** was
a Universal production, and Miss Gardner may never

have worked for Wamers in her life.

But the errors are not the whole of it; one has the

suspicion that Mr. Madsen is writing in haste, some-
times rehashing material from other books and maga-

zines and newspapers and
sometimes not even rehashing

it, but giving us passages and
quotes from other publications

verbatim, inserting them into

his book in a kind of scissors-

and-paste job. His book has a

bibliography, so Mr. Madsen
has given some measure of

credit to his sources, but one is

still troubled by how much in

IUI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 the body of the narrative is of-

John Huston. Continued on Page 31
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Continued from Page 13 ,

fered without the source.

Now and then Mr. Madsen
provides a telling insight into

Huston*s way of life and his art

as a director, and even a bit of

good writing. But one finishes

"John Huston" with a nagging
sense of dejä vu; one fears that

this is Huston as before, with all

the legendary, quixotic behav-

ior served up again and not

some new, authentic perspec-

tive on either the man's work or

his life. One fears that, as far as
John Huston is concemed, the

reader— and possibly Mr. Mad-
sen — is on the outside looking

in.
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This u>eek^8 hoohs

Theater souvenir
from a sad time
FREE. ADULT. UNCENSORED:
The Living History of the Föd-
eral Theatre Project. Edited by
John O'Connor and Lorraine
Brown. New Repiiblic Books,
$29.95; Paperback $1 L95.

By MICHELE SLUNG

THE FEDERAL Theatre Project,
which was conceived so that out-
of-work stage people could sur-
vlve the Depression, had within
its ranks, at various times: Orson
Welles, Arthur Miller, Elia
Kazan, Nicholas Ray,^ohn Hus-
jtoQ/Doris Humphrey,
oR; Bil Baird, and a cast of thou-
sands of others, unknowns and
luminaries.

All worked together, drawlng
on vast reserves of energy, in-

genuity, and talent, and it is the
spirit of that magnificent Cooper-
ation which informs this hand-
somely designed, stirring book.
The Units, spread across the

face of America, ranged from a
Gary, Ind., children's circus to
"living newspapers'' in Manhat-
tan to vaudeville troupes in Los
Angeles emd Chicago. A black
unit in Seattle performed Lya-
istrata; also on the West Coast, a
marionette group put on Ttie Em-
peror Jones; back in New York, a
class-conscious animal fable drew
the wrath of the critics and was
later to serve as "evidence" when
the House UnAmerican Activi-
ties Committee was trying to fer-
ret out "Conmiunist control of
the FTP."

For those involved, it was a
time of Innovation, and many of
the participants "dreamed of cre-

ating a continuing national
theatre out of the theatre relief

project." Or, in the words of one,

"it kept alive possibilities." But
the Show didn't go on.

However, we can be grateful

for what we have at band: a
richly filled souvenir program.
The editors' selection of costume
and set designs, posters, re-

hearsal and Performance stiUs,

and reminiscences from FTP
alumni eombine to give the
reader a front-row seat.
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TVWEEKEND
ByJOHNJ.O'CONNOR

HE main event on ABC tonight

Ltures Larry Holmes in

Je de-

able to be seen for this review, but the

lineup of talent is curious enough to

merit passing mention. With Raquel
Welch and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. as
hosts, the featured stars include Sandy
Duncan, Nancy Dussalt, Larry Kert,

Michele Lee» Chita Rivera and Dick
Shawn. Solid enough, but hardly in the

all-star category that might reason-

ably be expected to celebrate *'75 Years
of Glorious Entertainment."

Sunday at 11 A.M., "Camera Three,"
the long-ninning and award-winning
CBS series, which, incredibly enough,
appears to be on the verge of cancella-

tion, is offering the second and final in-

stallment of *'Remembering Jean
Gabin.'* The French actor, who died in

1976 at the age of 73, is profiled through
film Clips, photographs and Interviews
with directors and actors who worked
with him. This half of the proiect deals
with his career following World War II.

Using a Script by Stephan Chodorov,
the narrator is Nadia Gray, a former
Gabin co-star. Francophile movie buffs

can also tum to cable television, where
at 8 P.M. on Channel 10, Telefrance
U.S.A. continues its exhaustive and
first-rate history of the French cinema,
consisting of 13 hourlong episodes
produced in France. There are English
subtitles.

(C.v--

David Janssen stars in the fouriiart dramatization of Irving Wallace's **

Word,** which gets underway Sunday evenlng at 8 on CBS.

and miserable private life threaten to

destroy him. His wife (Janice Rule)
wants a divorce. His ycnmg daughter
(Elexa Kenin) has an alcohol problem.

\His father TMr. Huston)>has had a
stroke . RmiüiRandafl , not sui pnsingly, has
taken to gulping vodka for breaKfast.

Also at 8 P.M., on CBS, "The Word"
is clearly this weekend's big produc-
tion. The dramatization of an Irving

Wallace novel carries credits for two
technical crews— one in this country,

the other in Europe— and features one
of those glossy international casts:

David Janssen, Florinda Bolkan^lQblL^
^ton.^ames Whitmore, Eddie Al-

bert, Geraldine Chaplin, Nicole Wil-

liamson, Ron Moody and Martha Scott,

just to mention a representative few.

The first two>hour segment of the pro-

duction's ei£ht hours (the others will be
shown Monday throu^ Wednesday at 9
each evening) establish, somewhat la-

boriously, enough plots to keep the
average soap opera twisting for years.

Steven Randall (Mr. Janssen) is a
public*relations man, whose cynicism

(1
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On choosing
the best ten
movie list

By ARCHER
VVINSTEN

ONE HUNDRED movie critics recently were asked by a Boston
cinemane, Stephen White, to choose the 10 best pictures, actors
actresses and directors of the last 25 years. Forty-one of them,
Including yours truly, replled,

from newspapers as far apart as
the Boston Globe and the Ssm
Diego Union, the Seattle Times
and the Miami Herald. Needless
to say the results stir old and re-

cent memories — and all sorts of
feelings pro and con.

Of course the ultimate value of
this little game is: none. But the
public relations value can be
enormous. And, of course, the
Stimulus to the reader's adrenalin
is considerable. So it is with this

one.
Sixteen souls gave "Singing In

The Rain" the top rank. Amazing!
Fine as it is, delightful as the
dancing of CJene Kelly was,
should this give it a position far

above the eight for "Lawrence of
Arabla," seven for "West Side
Story," six for "Cabaret," two for
"Tom Jones," "Dr.Zhivago," "The
Stlng" and "Jaws"? And Gene
Kelly, its Star, was not even listed

among the 43 men mentioned for
acting honors.

Sir Laurence Olivler beat out

the field with 18 adherents, leav-

üig Jack Nicholson cmd Marlon
Brando as runners-up with 17
apiece, Spencer Tracy at 15, Mon-
togomery Clift 12, Dusün Hoff-

Laurence OUvier (shown tn

''Marathon Man*'): Chosen as
best actor.

Katharine Hepbum in "The
African Queen."

Donald O'Connor and Gene Kelly kick up thelr heels In "Sin-
gia* In the Rain»" chosen as best plcture of the past 25 years.

Llv Ullmann in "Scenes from
a Marriage."

Jane Fonda nearly beat out Katharine Hepbufll
m

man 11, Robert DeNiro 10, Alec
Guinness 9, Henry Fonda 9,

George C. Scott 8, Gary Grant 7,

Jason Robards 7, James Dean 6,

AJ Pacino 6, Jon Voight 5, and so
on.

It was remarkable to find such

notables as Robert Redford. Al-
bert Finney, James Cagney, Wal-
ter Matthau, Max Von Sydow,
Burt Lancaster, Michael Moriar-
ty, Fredrlc March, William Hol-
den and Robert Mitchum down at
the bottom with one vote apiece.

Among the women there were
surprises more startling. Katha-
rine Hepbum led all others with
29, beating out that figure of con-
troversy, Jane Fonda, by a Single
vote.

*"

Women with strong minds

seem to win out, and Glenda
Jackson with 17, Anne Bancroft,
14, Bette Davis, 14, and Joanne
Woodward, 11, don't change that
Impression.

If you're seeking a great ac-
tress who can show Just a Single
vote, look at Liv Ulimann, Ingrid
Bergman, and Simone Signoret,
all of them handicapped by their
foreign origin.

Vivlen Leigh had 10 votes —
she could have taken all of mine— Marilyn Monroe 7, Ellen Burs-
tyn 5, Lee Grant and Helen Hayes
3, Judy Garland and Deborah
Kerr and Shirley MacLaine 2, and
lookig back up the list you find
'Elizabeth Taylor winning a mere
6.

The Best Director list topped
with that Standard choice, Alfred
Hitchcock, with 25; Stanley
Kubrick, the change-of-pace mas-
ter, with 24; Robert Altman, the
Innovator, 17; the master John
Ford joining Francis Ford Cop-
pola at 13; andUohn Hustontvjöi
Woody Allen aTTO, «Miy VVilUei,

8; David Lean, 7; and a flock at 5:

John Schlesinger, George Cukor,
Mike Nichols, Paul Mazursky,
and George Lucas. Orson Welles
and Howsuxi Hawks show at 3
votes. "Citizen Kane" was made
in 1941, and Welles hasn't been so
hot this past quarter of a cen-
tiuy.

Going back to the 10 top pic-

tures "The Godfather" tied
"Annie Hall" for second with 14
votes. Thirteen votes went to
"2001: A Space Odyssey;" "Mid-
night Cowboy" and "On The
Waterfront" üed at 12; "China-
town" and "American Graffiti"

11; and "Star Wars," "The Gradu-
ate" and "Dr. Strangelove" tied
at 10 votes apiece.

The taste of critics reflects that
of the public, which can seldom
settle on unanimous praise. Fre-
quently it follows the beaten path
to a picture or person praised by
intellectuals, scholastlc Profes-
sors, or the loudest publicist; but
sometimes it surprises with a
fresh, new choice, like "^Annie
Hall." It's nice to see it uj»!there,

whele~ •1hti?flors^"^wn*"^long
next year.

I I
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Puts Yale on Probation O

*^ United Press International

IS THE WORLD READY FOR TWO JOE NAMATHS? Joe Namath, the quarterback, meet-
ing Joe Namath, the thoroughbred, at the Hialeah Race Track in Miami yesterday, Mrs.

Cloyce Tippett» horse's owner, handled th6 introduction. She is the formei\^iz Whitney,



;tate Department Is Losing Some of Its Showpieces
By WILLIAM M. BLAIR

Special to The New York Times

WASHINGTON, May 28—
A large and valuable collec-

tion of Early American fur-

niture and art objects, includ-

ing a Stuart painting of

George Washington, was
moved out of the State De-

lub-

ttt of Upperville,

recailed the furnis^pmgs

years

ago raiMA&e-i«-«Te State De-
p^rtment's diplomatic rooms.

Mrs. Tippett said by tele-

phone from her ranch in Cal-

ifornia that she was putting

the collection up for sale be-

cause *'I would rather have
another stallion than some-
thing that isn't doing me any
good."

The Tippetts race thor-

oughbred horses under the
silks of Llangolen Farm, Mrs.
Tippett's 4,000-acre breeding
estate at Upperville. Mrs.
Tippett was formerly the wife
of John Hay Whitney.

State Department officials

Said the Tippett collection

was the only large group of

period furnishings to be
recailed. Mrs. Tippett said

pieces could be bought by
the Government or by any-
one eise and returncd to the
State Department, which has
sought through a special

voluntary program to furnish

the rooms on the eighth floor,

where the Secretary of State

and other officials meet and
entertain leading world fig-

ures, with period furniture.

Examples of decorative art

appropriate to the rooms
named for early presidents

and statesmen — including

V

d
U^ iUi^ (1^

John Quincy Adams, Thomas
Jefferson and Benjamin
Franklin—have been chosen.

Mrs. Tippett said the State
Department had been invited

to select for the rooms other
period pieces she has at the
Upperville farm, but experts
familiär with her collection

said they did not believe

those pieces matched the
earlierconsignment in quality.

Clement E. Conger, deputy
Chief of Protocol and chair-

man of the department's spe-

cial fine arts committee, said

gifts and loans now in the
rooms were worth about $4.5-

million. Of the furniture,

early landscapes, portraits

and decorative art, 40 per
Cent has been acquired by
purchase and donations and
60 per cent is on loan, he
said.

He addcd that he hoped
some of the Tippett pieces

might come back through do-

nations. The collection has

been consigned to the Parke-

Bernet Galleries, Inc., in New
York.

The Gilbert Stuart portrait

of Washington, which has

hung in the James Monroe
Room, is said to be worth
between $75,000 and $85,000.
Stuart did many portraits of
Washington, but this one is

considered important because
it is one of the earliest. It

was commissioned by the
Fairfax family of Virginia.

Perhaps the most valuable
piece of furniture in the
group is a Maryland Chippen-
dale mahogany highboy of
about 1765. It is said to be
worth about $25,000.
The decorative objects in-

clude two Lafayette com-
memorative porcelain pitch-

ers of 1824.

ytv\M
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Saturday night in the old west.
Cowboys and ranchhands would ride

in from all over the county looking for a
little easy money.

Thcy'd risk a whole week's pay lookingfor some easy money.

But come Monday, most of them were
riding back to work stone broke.

Well, you don't have to gamble a penny
looking for extra money these days. You can
even nde into town on Saturday and put
it where it'U be safe. As well as eam the

highest interest the law allows.

In a Great Western Savings account.

ASMABT PLACETOGO
AFTERAHARDDAY^WORK.
Saving part of your paycheck regularly,

even a small part, has always been good
advice. It's harder to do these days, and some
"experts" even advise against it during per-

iods of high inflation. But the fact remains:
A doTlar saved at Great Western* is

more than a dollar eamed.
Can you save $25 a month? $50? $100?

Just look at how that money accumulates,
if saved regularly, in just a few years' time:

Number
of years
frotn now
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Sam Jaffe, 91, Looking for More Role;

ByAUEANHARMETZ
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Hollywood

WHEN he was 46 years cid,

Sam Jaffe played the 200-

year-old High Lama in

"Lost Horizon." That was
in 1937. Now that he is 91, he says
wryly that if he had a Chance at the
role again, "I wouldn't act old — Td
justbemyself.*'

"When people ask me how I feel, I

smile," he says. ''Everybody teils me
how well I look, tut an exact descrip-

tion of how I feel you will find in

Jacques' 'Seven Ages of Man' speech
in 'As You Like It.' 'Sans teeth, sans
eyes, sans taste, sans everything I

"

There are hearing aids in Mr.
Jaffe's ears. He leans on a wooden
caneas thickas a tree branch, and his

face has a translucent look, as deli-

cate as aged glass. Yet, propped up on
pillows in his favorite easy chair in his

house on a quiet street in the less-

fancy part of Beverly Hills, he wears
old age in part as^another role, the last

mask of an expert actor.

iliF6e Cafoors

"Something of the 61an vital — the
life force that carries on — does re-

main/' he concedes. ''You always feel

you can improve on what you've
done."

With three careers behind him —
the theater in the 1920's, movies and
theater mixed for the next three dec-

ades and four years as Dr. Zorba on
the "Ben Casey" television series in

the OO's — Mr. Jaffe is still an actor.

He has just retumed from New York
and a role in an M-G-M/U.A. movie,
"Nothing Lasts Forever." As Father
Knickerbocker, he arranged for the
leading man to join a group of elderly

people on a bus trip to the moon.
Proudly, he displays a letter from
Tom Schiller, the movie's young
writer-director. One sentence reads,
"If only some of my young actors
could have taken a tip from youl

"

"The author gives you the top of an
iceberg," Mr. Jaffe says fiercely.

"You have to find the two-thirds of the

character that is down below. Theater
sives you a better Chance to develop,

rour weeks of rehearsal in which to

create your character. The movies
take the Cream off the top. Movies are
catch as catch can. Television is mov-
ies in a pressure cooker. But just as an
artist has to be familiär with oils,

charcoal and engraving, an actor

must be familiär with all mediimis."

'Every loch a iüiig'

"In movies, you leam to be econom-
ical, to hold in," he continues. "I don't

believe in tearing a passion to tatters.

At my age, you have your knowledge
of people, your cumulative knowl-
edge, to use as you dig^ A good direc-

tor leaves you alone.\Jo£n_Hu8ton
chooses the right persoii'

you alone. Frank Capra looks into

your eyes to make sure you under-
stand and are not just a record talk-

ing.

"In 'Nothing Lasts Forever,* I play
the king of the bums— and every inch
a king. I brought the respect they gave
him as king, the confidence he must
have to be king and the knowledge

F .•: iBF •
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Portraits of a Bozen Artists in Old Age
Continued From Page Cl

living room. She stabbed her questioner with a blue
glare. "Why not me?'*
Of all the group, Miss de Mille, practitioner of an

art that describes itself through movement, has
been the most devastated by illness. A crippling

stroke felled her 10 years ago. "I can't do dances
anymore," she said. But she has written three

books since then and is working on another. The
spunk, the tart wit, keep breaking through, even
though she describes herseif as held together with

*'spit and Scotch tape" and she reduced a visitor to

helpless laughter with jokes about her infirmity.

"Angry about being old?" said John Huston in

Los Angeles. A gravelly cackle rattled out of his

wrinkled face. "Yes,** he said. "All the time." He
is 79, 2md yet critics found *'Prizzi's Honor," his

39th and latest feature film, as fresh and exuberant
as the work of a young man.

Louise Nevelson, age 86, appeared at 10 o'clock

of a sunny weekday in her house in New York's Lit-

tle Italy. She wore ounces of eyebrow pencil, bris-

tling black lashes, a gypsy scarf around her head, a

gold lame underblouse plunging to there and black

satin pants slit to reveal black lace stockings. "Oh,
dahling,*' she said, as she stroked fingers up along

her chiseled cheekbones, "Tve never been lifted.

But I do like a bit of glamour in the moming."
After all these years, "I still want to do my

work,'* she said. "I still want to do my livingness.

And I have lived. I have been fulfilled. I recognized

what I had, and I never sold it Short. And I ain't

through yet!'*

Gallant these artists may be, financially secure

at last, recognized the world over. But old age and
even fame have their bitter fruits.

"I loathe my body,*' said Gian Carlo Menotti, 74,

slender and elegant-looking, as always. "The liver

Spots, the sagging flesh.'' He finds himself more
vulnerable, weeping in public at the sight of chil-

dren, or when memory overcomes him. It embar-
rasses him, he said.

*

Robert Motherwell, who will be 71 on Friday,

called the public's appetite for famous people "a
mouth as big as a mountain.** He fled from that

It is their work,

its daily discipline,

that fuels them all.

omnivorous mouth and New York and its power
junkies 15 years ago to the greenery and Isolation

of Connecticut. He relishes his solitude still.

Isaac Bashevis Singer, now 81, went unrecog-

nized for years and was delighted to meet for cof-

fee with any stranger. Then he won the Nobel Prize

in Literature in 1978. "It did not really change me;
it changed the public," he said. Now, he com-
plained, "I run from the telephone to my manu-
script and from my msmuscript to the telephone.'*

Eudora Welty, 76, is grateful she lives "a long
way from the competitive world of New York,"
snug in her girlhood home in Jackson, Miss. She is

losing her hearing but, she said, "I can still see,

thank God." From the bedroom where she writes,

"I see the mail Coming, and the laundry, and
friends Coming. I want to keep on writing as long as

I can think."

It is their work— the demands of it, the daily dis-

cipline and the dissatisfactions — that fuels them
all and is central to their lives. The painters look at

their blank canvas, the writers and musicians at

"that terribly empty page that stares at you," in

the words of William Schuman, 75. And then they

begin.

"We all Start with nothing and make some-
thing," 72-year-old Morton Gould said. "That is

Creative discipline." Miss de Mille called the crea-

tive urge "that demon that will not accept anything

second-rate."

Mrs. Nevelson, asked what she saw before her
when embarking on a new sculpture, did not an-

swer for a moment. Then, without a word, she
slowly drew a large question mark with her forefin-

ger on her black lacquer dining table.

Mr. Schuman has gone through a heart attack

and triple-bypass surgery but described gleefully

how he had just delivered an important commis-
sion 14 months before it was due because "1 was so

hot I couldn't stop."

Robert Penn Warren published his first poems
when he was 17. He is 80 now. He said, rasping and
almost inaudible following throat surgery, "I don't

know what stopping really is." His wife, Eleanor
Clark, author of "Rome and a Villa," is also peg-

ging away at her life*s work in an adjacent bam at

their Connecticut home.
M. F. K. Fisher, 77, slowed to a snail's pace by

Parkinson's disease, can no longer type or use her

dominant right hand, but she lies awake "writing

Eudora Welty
"I can still see, thank God. I see the mail

Coming, and the laundry, and friends

Coming. I want to keep on writing as long as
Icanthink."

John Huston
"Despair has assaiied me at various mo-
ments during my life. There has been no in-

crease of incident as l've gained years. But

something every now and then Struck me,

and l've feit utterly useless."

Thomas Victor; Universal Pictorial Press; Annie Leibovitz

M. F. K. Fisher
"Now stuft I wrote 35, 40 years ago is sell-

ing like peanuts. They're saying, She is

good.' I wasgood then."

all night in my mind*' on her open-air sleeping

porch on a California ranch. "I'm always working,

oh God, yes," she said. "I can't help it— I love it."

The woman who used to write up to 5,000 words a

day must tape her stories now, "which I hate," she
said, "but it's my only way out."

"I believe one thing," said Martha Graham, the

doyenne of the group at 91. "That today is yester-

day and tomorrow is today and you can't stop. The
body is your instniment in dance, but your art is

outside that creature, the body. I don't leap or
jump anymore. I look at young dancers, and I am
envious, more aware of what glories the body con-

tains. But sensitivity is not made dull by age."
They are all aware of time running out and of

death, conscious, as Robert Motherwell, who has
had three heart Operations, said, "that the light-

ning can strike at any moment."
But they are far more afraid, as Mr. Gould put it,

that "TU wake up tomorrow moming without a
Creative idea in my head." Or worse, that their

minds will fail altogether.

Mrs. Fisher's "living will," which hangs on her
bathroom wall and which she has initialed fre-

quöntly in recent years, stipulates that she should
not be kept alive by artifical means or heroic meas-
ures if hopeless deterioration befalls her.

Some are afraid of repeating themselves, of self-

imitation. As Mr. Warren says: "It stops thepro-
cess; you're not moving on if you imitate your-
self." Some feel that while advamcing years may
have brought the sheer experience of life, control of

their art, simplicity of expression, even wisdom,
they have also brought a loss of spontaneity and
power.
Many, just like ordinary people, have discovered

that the sustaining love of a spouse or companion,
and the Company of young people, are among the

best counterbalances to old age and encroaching
illnesses. Mr. Schuman said that Frances, his wife
of nearly 50 years, "would never permit me to have
an invalid psychology." He added, "If Beethoven
had had a wife like mine, he would have smiled."
But age has forced them all to cut back on de-

mands outside their work: lectures, other public

app)earances, travel, interviews, serving on com-
mittees and boards, long answers to fan letters.

Even so, admirers get to them.
Strangers ignore the sign "Trespassers Will Be

Violated" at the gate of Mrs. Fisher's ranch home
deep in the California countryside and continue
down the road. "Are you M. F. K. Fisher?" they
ask. "I am M. F.K. Fisher," she answers and
stifles a sigh as she asks them in.

"Tve undertaken too much," Miss Welty said, al-

though she has enjoyed her outside commitments.
"I am going to put what energy I have left into

writing."
Most of the 12 artists have gone through periods

of depression, but these do not seem to be con-
nected with age orsuccess. "Despair has assaiied

me at various moments during my life," Mr. Hus-
ton said. "There has been no increase of incident as
l've gained years. But something every now and
then Struck me, and Tve feit utterly useless."

"I often think still — and from the beginning —
that I am misunderstood," Mr. Motherwell said,

"that my work is accepted or rejected for irrele-

vant reasons." In an anxiety dream that continues

to come to him, he is in a railroad Station or a hotel,

"and it is obvious what is going on, but they are
speaking languages I do not know, and I cannot
make myself clear to them."
Some feel that critics and the public appreciated

them more when they were young. Some feel the
opposite.

"Now stuff I wrote 35, 40 years ago is selling like

peanuts," Mrs. Fisher said. "They're saying, *She

is good.' I was good then.*'

"One year in the 1940's I made $37," she said.

"My agent, Henry Volkening, took his 10 percent
commission— $3.70— for his ^martini fund,' where
the money went when I was bringing in less than
$50. We kept that fund going for years and year^i"

Many of the artists, never satisfied with them-
selves, are their ovm harshest critics, and that in-

cludes Isaac Bashevis Singer. He is a Nobel lau-

reate; he has received the ultimate accolade; the
prize also brought him $165,000. No matter. "l've
always feit l've never done well," he said. "l've al-

ways feit I should have done better. It was true

when I was 30. It is true at 81. If I'm famous, I can-
not stop it or enhance it. Only today I know better

what I'm doing when I write. When I was 20 years
old, I didn't know what I was doing."
At any age, it is what Mr. Motherwell called "the

endless quest" that keeps every one in the group
going.

"One wonderful thing about creativity is that

you're never wholly satisfied with what you're
trying to do," he said. "There's always the an-
guish, the pleasurable challenge." The painter said

he had gone several years ago to an engagement
reception for his older daughter. "I was startled at

how many people asked, 'Have you retired yet?'

They explained that they thought so because I'd

been well known for so long. Then, the idea of age
became very vivid to me. For me, to retire from
painting would be to retire from life."

A few of the artists interviewed were familar
with the poem "Sailing to Byzantium," which Wil-

liam Butler Yeats wrote when he was in his 60' s,

after a period of desolation and anger. He found a
way out of his frustration by penning some of the
most triumphant lines of his life, among them:

An aged man is but a paltry thing,

A tattered coat upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
For every tatter in its mortal dress.

Hearing the poem for the first time, John Huston
gave a shout of joyous recognition. "That's it! " he
cried. "That's it!"

4
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Artists in Old Age:

The Fires of Creativity

Burn Undiminished

The New York Times; OHlro

Louise Nevelson
"I have lived. I have been ful-

fllled. I recognized what I had,

and I never sold it short. And I

ain'tthroughyet!"

By NAN ROBERTSON

THIS is a Portrait of the artist

in old age. Twelve artists

sat for the pH)rtrait, in places

as distant as the manicured
lawns of exurban Connecticut and the

tawny hüls of northern California. All

are greatly talented, all famous, all

still at work despite physical ravages
that have diminished some. The baby
among them is 70. The oldest is 91.

In them all bums a creative flame
that only death or mental incapacity

can extinguish. That sets them apart.

So, too, does the unending challenge

of the empty canvas, the blank page,

the unfilled space— and the nagging
fear that one moming, they might be
unable to meet that challenge. When
creativity ends, they all say, life ends
also.

In this Portrait are the composers
Gian Carlo Menotti, William

Isaac Bashevis Singer
"l've always feit I should have »

done better. It was true when I

was30. Itistrueat81."

Schuman and Morton Gould; the

sculptor Louise Nevelson and the

painter Robert Motherwell; the film

director John Huston; the choreogra-

phers Martha Graham and Agnes de
Mille, and the writers Eudora Welty,

Isaac Bashevis Singer, M. F. K.

Fisher and Robert Penn Warren.
There are no performing artists in

the group, because their art is of a

different kind and because advancing
age treats them, with few exceptions,

differently and often more harshly.

Life ultimately showered prizes

and endless praise on the 12 artists

who speak here about age and crea-

tivity. Life has also given them heart

attacks, strokes, Parkinson's disease

and a host of lesser ills, They go on.

"Why me?*' said Agnes de Mille,

age 80, a crooked right band held to

her ehest in her Greenwich Village

Continued on Page CIO

Martha Graham
"The body is your Instrument In

dance, but your art is outside

thatcreature, the body."
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Influential Women in Milanese Design

Eleonore Peduzzi Riva
"I was vcry famous in the 1960's

— when I Started, I was doing

only architecturc."

Continued From Page Cl

companies, such as Ciga Hotels, and has worked with

Maddalena de Padova, the Milanese fumiture manu-
facturer and distributor. on the design of her trend-

setting showrooms and Stores. Being able to remain
independent, and apart from the male^ominated
corporate structure in Italy, has enabled some
women to create special niches for themselves.

Among them is the architectural photographer Carla

de Benedetti. She studied architecture but then, fol-

lowing a course in photography, specialized in photo-

graphing buildings and interiors.

In the past 20 years, her work has appeared in most
European magazines. "In the beginning I had no real

Problem being accepted as a woman/' Miss Bene-

detti Said, *'but that is because I had no contact with

bigbusiness."

Now she travels extensively and photographs sub-

jects that concem the Organization of Space— includ-

ing agricultural and scientific projects. "I hate to

stay in the same place," she said. *'I have a habit of

enlarging a subject until it becomes worldwide.*'

Cini Boeri and Carla Venosta are among the most
well-luiown women here in the design field. Mrs.

Boeri has just designed a bank in Verona, but her fur-

niture for Knoll International and Arflex, as well as

her interiors, have made her better known as a de-

signer than an architect.

"When I began." Mrs. Boeri exptained, "it was un-

usual for a woman to study architecture. And not

everyone believed that a woman could work like a
man in this field." As in the United States, even if

trained as architects, many women here work as in-

terior designers. "It's thought easier for a woman to

work inside, and that's the most difficult thing to

break," she noted.

Mrs. Bocri's current projects, however. include

planning for an airport as well as designing a door.

**A very important element for a building," she sug-

gested. "I am trying to give it more possibilities than

ithadbefore."

Mrs. Venosta, on the other hand, did not study ar-

chitecture. "I am a designcr," she stressed. "Our
concems aredifferent."

At the moment, she is designing two new chairs.

"There are so many famous ones," she said. "It*s

like designing a bridge."

In 1979, she won the presligious "Compasso d*

Oro" award for the design of an electro-medical ma-

chine. She is intercsted in the links bctween the in-

dustrial, technical society and the role of the design-

er.

"It could be that architecture as we know it is fin-

'

.^

*>«

Cini Boeri
"It's thought easier for a woman
to work inside, and that's the

most difficult thing to break."
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Jacqueline Vodoz
"Maybciflhad

been a woman alone,

I wouldn't have done it**

ished," said Mrs. Venosta. who t>egan her career in

1964. "That would also mean the re-evaluation of

decoration— so that perhaps in the future, there will

be only engineers and designers.
'*

Antonia Astori also specialized in design and in-

teriors in school, then t)egan designing fumiture for

her brother, an architect, in 1968. At last year's fumi-

ture fair here, her sophisticated presentation for

Driade was much admi red.

Although her brother's Company has worked with

other architects and designers in the last decade, it

has been her work that has sustained its factory.

"The difficulties for women in the professions are

personal ones," she said.

"Maybe if I had been a woman alone, I wouldn't

have done it," agreed Jacqueline Vodoz. who with

her husband, Bruno Danese, created Danese, an ac-

cessories Company, in 1957. '
* It took all of our energy

,

and it was something we did together," she ex-

plained.

In 1970, Miss Vodoz joined a non political women's
group— Rivolta Femminile, the first of its kind in

Gae Aulenti
''

. . to succeed in this profession she

must have a streng passion« energy

and be able to slip in unnoticed."

Carla Venosta
'it could be that architecture as we
know it is finished . « . there will be

only engineers and designers.'*
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Italy. "I had had all the gratifications, the recogni-
tions in my work," Miss Vodoz recalled. **But I was
Starting to ask myself where I was going. *

*

It wasn't until seven years later that she decided to
leave the Company. "I didn't want to do something in

a moment of Impulse," Miss Vodoz expiained. "One
must do things when one feels confident. I could
leave when I understood my Situation.

"

Now there are more and more women in design
and architecture in Italy, and the younger ones scem
to adopt a more relaxed attitude. Often they begin
their careers in larger Offices. But some, like the 3(V-

year-old architect Paola Navone, still feel con-
strained in such surroundings.

"Big structures are restrictive," Miss Navone
said. "It's better to be freelance. Prcjudice against

women comes out when men have to choose an archi-

tect to build a factory, for example — it's not thi*

woman architect who gets the Job"
Miss Navone also has a more direct method. "I in-

sist, I scream," she said. "I've been calied a pain in

the neck, tut in the end, I get what I want.

"



Women and Design in Milan

By SUZANNE SLESIN

Milan

IN
the field of modern de-

sign, Milanese women
have achievcd an interna-

tional prominence in the

last 20 years. From concepts and
planning to manufacturing and
presentation, their success has
been notable in a country where
women, in general, are conspicu-

ously absent from high positions.

The creativity and success of

Italy's design movement in the

early 1960's created sp)ecial op-

portunities. Even before the first

signs of feminism appeared here

in the 1970*s, a few of the women
had established themselves

more effectively as designers

and architects than their Ameri-

can counterparts.

Several years ago. Gae Aulen-

ti, one of Italy's leading archi-

tects, attended an international

Conference on women in archi-

tecture and was surprised to

leam that she was one of the few
women who had her own office.

"Most women architects in Offices

work with their husbands or brothers,"

she Said. *^

Miss Aulenti's career began in the

early 1950's when she worked for Casa-
bella, then the leading architectural

magazine. Architecture was her **first

passion," she recalled. She has de-

Antonia Astori

"The difficulties for

women in the professions

are personal oncs."

The Ntw Yort Times / Michel Ameud

signed fumiture and accessories, as

well as showrooms for such prestigious

companies as Fiat and Olivetti, but not

many buildings. '*I have been working
for 25 years/* she said, **and Tve only

had three buildings built."

In the last five years, her work in

stage design, in collaboration with

Luca Roncone, has been much
acclaimed. "I think for a woman
to succeed in this profession she

must have a strong passion,

energy and be able to slip in un-

noticed," Miss Aulenti conclud-

ed. "Then, one day you're just

there."

Eleonore Peduzzi Riva is one

of the architects who did, origi-

nally, open an office with her

husband. That was 20 years ago.

"I was very famous in the

1960's," she said. "When I start-

ed, I was doing only architec-

ture."

But when her son was boni,

she designed fumiture for him
and then manufacturers began
producing it. So she became a

fumiture designer. '*I did things

because I needed them,*' she ex-

plained.

Several years ago, she real-

ized how her career had
changed. Ordering leather from
a supplier, she gave him her ad-

dress and he said, referring to

the fashion designer, "Same
building as Giorgio Armani?"

N "Same building as me," she re-

plied. "I realized then that my name
was not on everybody's tongue."

Nevertheless, she now has her own Of-

fice and was one of the first designers

in Italy to use halogen lighting in a

commercial interior. She has also been

a successful design Consultant to large

Continued on Page C8
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Directors Guild Lists •

Nominees for '85 Award
By ALJEAN HARMETZ

Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29— Ron How-
ard,\John,Huston^ Pollack,

Steveirbplelb??g*and Peter Weir
were nominated today by the Direc-

tors Guild of America for its 1985

award, an award that usually fore-

shadows the Academy Award compe-
tition. Only twice in the 37 years the

guild has been honoring directors has

the winner failed to collect an Oscar
,as best director also.

Mr. Howard was nominated for

"Cocoon," the story of a group of old

people in a Florida retirement Com-
munity to whom aliens bring a foun-

tain of youth. Mr. Huston's nomina-
tion came for "Prizzi*s Honor," a
black comedy about the divided loyal-

ties of a Mafia hit man. Mr. Pollack

was honored for "Out of Africa," the

saga of the Danish novelist Isak Dine-

sen's life as an African coffee planter

and her ill-fated romance with a Brit-

ish hunter. Mr. Spielberg was nomi-
nated for '*The Color Purple,*' a

screen version of Alice Walker's Pu-

litzer Prize-winning novel about the

subjugation of a black woman by her

husband. Mr. Weir was the director of

"Witness," in which the mores of a

tough big-city policeman clash with

the morals of the Amish farmers
among whom he hides.

It was the first nomination for the
31-year-old Mr. Howard and the sev-

enth nomination for the 79-year-old

Mr. Huston. Mr. Huston was last

lominated in 1964 for "Night of the

--1

Iguana.'* Mr. Weir was also a first-

time nominee, but it was the third
' nomination for Mr. Pollack and the

fifth for Mr. Spielberg. None of the di-

rectors have won before.

The nomination of Mr. Howard was
the major surprise. The industry had
expected the guild to nominate Akira
Kurosawa for his epic film "Ran,"
particularly considering the fact that"

Japan did not nominate "Ran" in the
Best Foreign Film Oscar categdry.
The Directors Guild award 'was*

created in 1948-49 and won byüo^eph
•-JVlankiewicz for "A Letter to

wlves.'^^The award is voted ort by
nearly 8,000 directors, assistant di-

rectors and production managers. In^

1968, Anthony Harvey won the guild-

award for "The Lion in Winter,"
while Carol Reed won the Oscar for

"Oliver!" In 1972. Francis Cop^la'
was honored by the guild for "The
Godfather," while the Oscar went to

.

Bob Fosse for "Cabaret." • -

The Directors Guild was founded 5()

years ago by 12 difectors, including i

Howard Hawks and^Lewis Milestone,

as a Step toward gaining a contracl
with the producers. The group, which
is celebrating its Golden Jubilee with^r

considerable fanfare, originally met"
in secret at the house of King Vidori
Rouben Mamoulian is the only sufrvi-,

vor of the original group. During «the-

anniversary year there will
] bc^

monthly programs, each starring a
prominent director, at art museurns'
in nine cities. Among the directors
who are to appear at the Museum of ',

Modem Art before December are
Blake Edwards, Elia Kazan and Mr.'
Mankiewicz.
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Documentaries: Limitless

Eyes, Recording Civilization
ohn Grierson, sometimes called *'the father of the

English documentary film,** defined the form as

"the Creative treatment of actuality.** Paul
Rotha, longtime friend and associate of Mr.
Grierson, insisted it was something more, that is,

?*the use of the film medium to interpret creatively and in

Isocial terms the life of the people as it exists in reality.
**

Jf Both definitions could be applied to the work of^g^t)—

^

^^ert Flaherty^the father of the American documentary
nriffiTrHoV5^e?er, Flaherty's classic films ("Nanook of the

^North," 1922, "Moana,'* 1926, "Man of Aran," 1934, and
*'others) today look exceedingly romantic, both for the ele-

gance ot theii images, and for the narrative urder Fla-

rherty imposes on his raw material atwut life in primitive

'societies.

r To most ordinary Americans in the 1930*s and the

,1940*s, inotion picture documentanes didn't mean the ex-

tOtic films of Flaherty or the socially committed work of

Pare Lorenz ("llie Flow That Broke the Plains,** "The
River'*). Instead, documentary films were exemplified

!by Louis de Rochemont's widely populär "March of

Time'* series — lively, opinionated, easy-io-comprehend
explorations ol current events, composed of newsreel

footage, staged Interviews and, sometimes, staged

^events, narrated by Westbrook Van Voorhis, whose au-

thontative, stentorian voice remains as evocative of that

era as Donald Duck s gravelly lisp.

In the early 1960*s the term "cinema v§rite" came
Into vogue to describe a new, spontaneous kind of docu-

mentary film, composed of seemingly "found" moments
[and made possible by the development of easily portable,

'lightweight cameia and sound equipment. Jean Rouch,

Chris Marker and Frangois Reichenbacli pioneered

^cinema verite in France and, in this country, Richard

Leacock, D. A. Pennebaker and Robert Drew among
others. A little latei Albert and David Maysles and Char-

lotte Zwerin ("Saiesman," "Gimme Shelter," "Grey
!Gardens") chose to use the phrase "direct cinema** to de-

scribe their work, perhaps to avoid the troublesome word
>**truth," which seems to deny that documentanes are any
less subjective than fiction films.

• • #
In vvhaiever words ihey are defined, documentanes

'continue to record the history of this civilization in ways
never before avaiiable to any other, and in filins of :>ach

variety that no Single detinition seems adequaie. Take
just four films currenily avaiiable:

• "Shoah," Claude Lanzmann's massive, profoundly

disturbing, 9V2-l^our recollection of the Holocaust as re-

»corded not in old newsreel footage but in the contempo-
rary faces and voices of death-camp survivors, former
Nazis who ran the camps, petty functionaries who imple-

mented the Final Solution and civilian witnesses.

• Michael Apted*s "7 Up/28 Up,** a rare (and possi-

bly unique), ongoing sociological study of the lives of a
group of English children, from the time they are 7 years
old until — in this film — they are 28, at which point a re-

markable number of them have achieved their goals, sev-
eral have had to compromise but only one has reached an
emotionally disturbed dead end.

• "Huey Long,'* Ken Bums's study of the life and
times of the Louisiana politician (1893-1935), beloved by
his poorer constituents and party cronies, but whom
many others saw as having the makings of an American,
down-nome fascist— a film composed of period newsreel
footage and contemporary mterviews with historians,
joumaiisLS and people who, for beiiei or worse, knew him
or were govemed by him.

• "Streetwise,*' a fine example of contemporary
American cinema verite about a group of homeless teen-
agers, nustling for tneir lives on Seattle streets, photo-
graphed and directed by Martin Bell and produced by
Cheiyl McCall, based on a Life magazme article by Miss
McCall and a photo essay by Mary Ellen Mark.

Just how far the dcn^umentary has come since tnovies
were invented — and some idea of the many forms it has
taken — can be seen in the week-long retrospective open-
ing Thursday at the Carnegie Hall Cinema and in the Mu-
seum of Modem Art 's continunig retrospective, which
opened Uct. 17 and will run through Feb. 13. The emphasis
in the 15 programs ot the MOMA show is on contemporary
work, while the Carnegie Hall Cinenia's retrospective in-

cludes everything from Flaherty's "Moana'* to Louis
Malle's brand new • (jod's Country,** about a Minnesota
farming community.

Tliough no two documentary film makers probably
will ever agree on what a documentary film is, all docu-
mentary film makers would seem to share a compulsion
to change things, to record history as it is happening or to

call attention to some aspect of our lives that they believe
deserves consideration.

Some are propagandists, like Dziga Vertov, ttie great
Russian film maker who came out of the 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution determined to raise the consciousness of the
Proletariat, and Leni Riefenstahl, for whom Hitler staged
the Nazis' Nuremberg raiiy in 1934 as material for her
"Triumph of the Will." Some, like Flaherty, are poets,

and some are poets with highly developed senses of public
Service, iiKe Grierson, Rotha and Lorenz.

The passions of World War II inspired a lot of extraor-
diqaril> good Propaganda films, including, in this coun-
try\j^ohnHuston's j'Battle of San Pietro" and "Let There
Be Ughi/" })üT after World War II, documentary films
seemed on the verge of extinction. No matter what the
subject they all had come to look and sound alike: beauti-
fully composed images accompanied by the voice of a
Soundtrack narratoi, someone who dutiiully told audi-
ences what they were expected to think about what they

were seeing.

The development— in the late 1950's and early 1960's— of fast film stock and lightweight camera and sound
equipment changed not only the look of documentaries
but aiso the manner in which they affected audiences, at
the same time raising unsettling questions about the
"truth" of such films.

How "true" is the behavior of someone, whether it*s a
public figure (Attomey-General Robert F. Kennedy in the

Leacock-Pennebaker "Crisis**) or a private person (Paul
Brennan, the Bible saiesman in the Maysles Saies-
man**), when his actions are being recorded by even a
small film crew? To what extent does the presence of the
camera prompt uncharacteristic behavior? Is there some
way of judging how characteristic uncharacteristic
behavior really is?

Though there still are no satisfactory answers to

Continued on Page 20
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these questions, the newly simplified

Camera and sound equipment allowed
film makers to compose documen-
taries that speak for themselves,

without the guiding voice of a narra-

tor, to Show US iinages of private and
public life never before possible. And,
because there is no i eassuring narra-

tor, films like '*Salesman'* and the

current '*Streetwise" make emo-
tional demands on audiences that

were unthinkable in the old '*March of

Time" days.

These films remain cool, seemingly
aloof, to such an extent that Jean
Rouch objected to the dispassionate

eye of Frederick Wiseman's "Titticut

Follies" (1967), which studied the

horrors of a State prison for the crimi-

nally insane. In G. Roy Levin's book,

"Documentary Explorations,"

Rouch is quoted as saying flatly, '*!

don't think it's possible to be a wit-

ness to the things happening around
you and not take a stand."

In the excitement prompted by the

evolution of cin6ma verite, which
more or less coincided with the inter-

est in Truman Capote's **In Cold
Blood" and the idea of the "nonfic-

tion" novel, film makers were pre-

dicting a whole new kind of movie, the

nonfiction fiction film.

Spme, indeed, were Aiade, includ-

ing\Norman Maller^**Beyond the

Law^'^iü ''MahJtgtone," and, more
notably, Robert Kramer 's '*Ice" and
"Milestones," about Mr. Kramer 's

friends in th'» New Left of the late

1960*s, and, r:cently, Louis Malle's

*'My Dinner With Andre," in which
Wallace Shawn and Andre Gregory
speak — in front of Mr. Maliers cam-
era— a kind of heightened Synopsis of

hundreds of hours of conversation

they held in real life. Today, however,
the nonfiction fiction film remains an

eccentric hybrid.

Cin^ma v6rit^ has not, as some
thought, co-opted the documentary
film form but, rather, enriched it. To-

day's docümentaries come in all

sizes, shapes and combinations of

styles. They can be recollections of

the past through period newsreel foot-

age plus contemporary Interviews —
'*Huey Long" and *The Good Fight"

(reminiscences by veterans of the

Lincoln Brigade). They can be

recordings of everyday life by the

cin^ma v6rit6 camera, like **Street-

wise" and *'Seventeen," or compila-

tions of other people's footage, like

"Point of Order" (1964), composed by
Emile de Antonio and Dan Talbot

from newsreel coverage of the Army-
McCarthy hearings. and Edgardo
Cozaiinsky's süperb "Jean Cocteau
— Seif«Portrait of a Man Unknown,"
shown at this year s New York Film
Festival. '

/'

• ' ' '

Not to be underestimated either is

the "talking heads" documentary, in

which interviewees and Interviewers

simply talk in front of the camera,
without worrying about being eine-

matic. These can be deadly if the talk

is boring, but when the talk is special,

so are the films. Two of the most fas-

cinating docümentaries of the last 10

years must be Hans-Jürgen Syber-

berg's "Confession.s of Winifred Wag-
ner" (1978), in which the doyenne of

Bayreuth is seen and heard as an un-

reconstructed devotee of Adolf Hitler,

and ''Sartre, Par Lui-Meme" (1982),

with Jean-Paul Sartre talking for 190

minutes about almost evciything that

ever interested him,
The kind of documentary that has

fared most poorly over the years is

the fully committed Propaganda film,

the one that buries the audience with

facts and figures (and a point ol view)
with which there is no arguing, at

least, while one is sitting in the thea-

ter. A recent examplf;* "Haivest of

Despair" (shown at this year's New
York Film Festival), the r/crident if

deeply angry essay about Stalin 's

"manmade famine" in the Ukraine m
the early i930's.

All good docümentaries take their

sbape from their sAbject matter. Like

\^ Marcel Ophuls's /'Sorrow and the
Pity^" an eXälnination of the Nazi oc-

cupation of France, Mr. Lanzmann's
"Shoah,'' is not only about an extraor-

dinary perio3, the Holocaust, but
about liow that period is recoUected.
By focasing exclusively on the Holo-

caust as il is rememoered today, and
on the looks of the landscapes of the

"Holocaust 40 years later, he soiAiehow

finds Ihe terrifying truth of the initial

experience, as well as a truth of to-

day: it could happen again.

"Shoah" is so fine that it adds still

anotiier definition for documentary.
This particular film is a lament for

mankind.
iv
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Ruthie dear,

You will probably receive

three of these from your

alert public, but I don*t

want to risk your not

seeing it at all.

Love, love,

e-a^iöT
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"Fm laying off directing for the moment," says John Huston.

FILM CLIPS

HUSTON DOCUMENTARIES:
ONLY FOLLOWING ORDERS
By JACK MATHEWS,
Times Staff Writer

For a few moments, the present

fades for John Huston. The
tubes leading from his nose to

the green oxygen tank— sitting hke
a growling pup at his side—don't
exist. The voice, the spirit and the

memory are still strong— if the

lungs aren't—and the images are

recalled in sharp detail.

Huston is a young soldier Stand-

ing on a Corner outside the walls of

a palace in a smail Italian town
during World War II. Suddenly, a

jeep rumbles around the corner,

sending the tall Signal Corps officer

diving headfirst into the dusty

Street.

As the jeep passes, Huston sees

that it's **one of ours," and remem-
bers that he is miles from the front.

Moments later, another jeep turns

the corner and he's on the ground
again.

"I feit like a perfect fool," he
says, with a laugh made husky by
his long bout with emphysema.
'Tour instincts become so alerted

that you do things automatically,

trying to keep yourself in one
piece."

The subject of this interview, at a

friend's home in Mandeville Can-
yon where the 79-year-old director

is staying, was the war effort— his.

Like many of the best film makers

of the time—William Wyler, John
Ford, Anatole Litvak and George
Stevens among them—Huston
went to war with a camera and
captured history.

He captured it in the North
Pacific, documenting American
flying missions over Japanese bas-

es in the remote Bering Strait. It

was "Report From the Aleutians."

He captured it in Southern Italy,

documenting a costly battle to take

a mountain village. It was "The
Battle of San Pietro."

He captured it in Mason General
Hospital on Long Island, docu-
menting the treatment of shell-

shocked GIs trying to shake the

shakes on their way back to Soci-

ety. It was "Let There Be Light."

"San Pietro" and "Let There Be
Light" were so good, they were
temporarily banned from re-

lease—the first for a year or so, the

second for nearly four decades.

"Let There Be Light," made in

1945, sat in a Defense Department
vault until 1980 when, according to

Huston, Walter Mondale mounted a

successful offensive to liberate it.

Huston, whose brief but indelible

documentary career will be hon-

ored by the International Docu-
mentary Assn. next month, says he
just foUowed Orders. After com-
pleting "Report From the Aleu-

tians," which he says was basic

Please see FILM CLIPS, Page 6
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"patriotic cheerleading" aimed at

lifting spirits back home, he was
sent to Italy to cover what was to

be the Army's triumphant march
into Rome.
The premise faltered when bad

weather and feisty Germans com-
bined to derail the objective and
Huston ended up shooting a story

that shot back (two members of his

crew were killed). After seven
months in Italy, he returned with a

documentary that included some of

the most painfully authentic foot-

age of combat ever filmed, and no
one in the Pentagon wanted tp

watch.

Talk about tough audiences.
When Huston showed "The Battle

of San Pietro" to Army brass in

Washington, they all walked
out—in descending order of rank,

starting with the presiding three-

star general.

"By the time I got back to the|

Signal Corps, my name was mud,"
Huston says. "The picture would
never have been shown, except

that Gen. George Marshall saw it

and made it required viewing for

every man who might have to go
into combat."

Marshall's endorsement quickly

washed the mud off Huston's name.
He was, in fact, decorated for his

work and given a promotion. Then
he was assigned to Mason General

Hospital to film the treatment of

psychologically impaired veterans,

with the honorable goal of con-

vincing industry that these men
could responsibly perform work.
The changes in the men, filmed

during therapy sessions over a

period of about four months, were
astounding and seemed to prove
the Army's point. Even the men
loved it, Huston says, celebrating

their participation at one point by
decorating a jerrybuilt lamppost
with a sign saying "Hollywood and
Vine." The patients were shown
the final product, he adds, andeach
one signed a release.

Nonetheless, the Army, calling it

an Invasion of privacy, refused to

show it to anyone. As for the signed

releases, Huston says they miracu-
lously disappeared. There is no
record of who those men were, or

what became of them (and
wouldn't that make a documenta-
ry?).

Now, after adding 37 features to

his 1941 debut, "The Maltese Fal-

con," Huston is planning another
documentary. This one, for produc-
er Alan Landsburg, would take him
to the Sea of Cortez along the
Pacific Coast of Mexico, south of his

jungle Compound in Puerto Vallar-

ta, to film some of the most exotic

marine life in the world ( how about
lOO-foot long whale sharks? ).

Huston left his Mexican home to

promote the opening of "Prizzi's

Honor" three months ago, and
ended up spending two weeks in

Cedars- Sinai Medical Center for

treatment of his emphysema. The
chronic illness, which Huston at-

tributes to a lifetime of cigar abuse,

forces him to install the oxygen
tubes for extended conversation,

but it saps none of his creative

vitality.

"Prizzi's Honor," one of the
year's most critically applauded
films, Shows more signs of intelli-

gent life than the rest of the

summer's movie fare combined.

Huston is planning to get back to

work soon. In two months, he will

fly to England to play the part of a

"soul collector" in a Christmas
movie that will be directed for

British television by his youngest
son, Danny, who will then handle a

camera for the Cortez documenta-i
ry.

(Huston also may be seen start-

ing Friday in "FaUl Attraction,"

but his work in that Canadian-
made psychodrama was done three
yearsago.)

As for directing another feature,

Huston says he's reading Scripts,

but not too seriously.

"I'm laying off that for the

moment," he says, shooting a dis-

gusted look at his oxygen gear.

"I've got to get away from this

damn thing before I Start throwing
my weight around."

(The International Documentary
Assn. 's all-day tribute to Huston,
which will include Screenings of his

three war documentaries, will be
held Oct. 6 at producer Landsburg's
home in Malibu. Tickets are $1(X)

each. For Information, call (213)
655-7089.) D

I i
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From the Cahiers Critics,

An Enduring Legacy
George Bernard Shaw, in one of a number of let-

ters he wrote to R. E. Golding Bright begin-

ning in 1894, when Bright was 20, rej)eatedly

advised the aspiring drama critic to describe
what he saw and to avoid Statements of sweep-

ing, usually meaningless generalities. Golding Bright ap-

pai'ently followed Shaw's directions with care. He became
a successful drama critic and later an even more success-

ful drama agent, representing Shaw himself, among
others.

It's all very well to advise a young critic to describe
what he sees— the problem is that we all see things differ-

ently, depending on our experience, interests, tempera-
ments, talents and education.

Before they started writing their seminal pieces of

film criticism for the French Journal, Cahiers du Cin^ma,
in the early 1950 's, Eric Rohmer, Jacques Rivette, Fran-
Qois Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard 2md their associates spent
months on end at the Cin^math^ue Fran^ais watching
movies— old movies, new movies, French, German, Ital-

ian, American movies, everything that was available.

They didn't just stare at those films. They studied them.
They'd watch favored films over and over again, 8, 10, 20
times.

The films* narratives — the things that keep most of

the rest of us glued to a screen— disappeared as these stu-

dents became aware of cutting, of lighting, of camera
movements, of framing of specific Images, so that ulti-

mately they were able to identify the technical logic

within a film, if one existed, and then to associate it with
the manner in which the film worked on its audience.

The result of their labors was not only a body of film
criticsm that can still provoke us today, but a body of
comparatively inexpensive films, produced initially out-

side the French film establishment, whose only clearly
defined common denominator is the expression of the Per-
sonalities of the men who made them. In their films as
well as in their criticism, the Cahiers critic-directors de-
scribed what they saw.

• • •
In his Antoine Doinel series, beginning with "The 400

Blows'* (1959), Truffaut produced a series of autobio-
graphical films that span more than 20 years and are un-
like anything eise in cinema. Mr. Godard*s work, from
*'Breathless" (1960) through the Maoist films of the 1970's
(including "Wind from the Easf* and "Vladimir and
Rosa") to his current "D^tective,** are a rare record of
one man's search, including the many detours, for a new
narrative form as well as for his own political center in a
culture that refuses to remain static. Mr. Rohmer, the
man who championed the work of Alfred Hitchcock and
Nicholas Ray, has produced a series of remarkably witty,
graceful, philosophical comedies ("My Night at Maud's,**
"Claire's Knee,*' "Pauline at the Beach*') that look and
sound like no other film comedies ever made.

In addition to creating their own cinema, these film
makers, by what they wrote and by the movies they
made, had such a profound influence on succeeding gener-
ations of film makers around the world that it*s probably
safe to say that, without them, there would have been no
Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner Herzog and Wim

Wenders in Germany, no Diane"Kurys in France, and, in

this country, no Martin Scorsese, no Francis Ford Coppo-

la, no Steven Spielberg, no Jim Jarmusch, no Susan Sei-

delman, no Wayne Wang.
At this point, just 31 years after Truffaut, then 22,

Game forth with his arrogantly self-assured polemic,

"Une Certaine Tendance du Cinema Fran^ais," which
contained the essentials of what became known as "au-

teur theory," there can be no doubt about the degree to

which Truffaut and his associates successfully altered the

course of movies.
• • •

Under the sympathetic but often highly critical guid-

ance of Andr6 Bazin, their mentor, Truffaut and the other

contributors to Cahiers du Cinema, set out to destroy "the
tradition of quality" of the French film establishment by
destroying the then almost universally accepted manner
by which films were judged. That their sometimes outra-

geously unfair, sometimes totally commonsensical,
sometimes imF)enetrable writings eventually had such in-

ternational impact was due in large measure to their own
subsequent success as film makers.

Their success as film makers, in tum, has tended to

overshadow the imjx)rtance of their critical pieces, some-
thing that is now being at least partially rectified in the in-

valuable new book, recently published by Harvard Uni-

versity Press, "Cahiers du Cinema: The 1950*s: Neo-
Realism, New Wave,*' edited by Jim Hillier, a film

teacher at Bulmershe College, Reading, England. "Ca-
hiers du Cin'ema'* is both a history and a how-to book.

It reminds us of the innocent era before Hollywood
studio contract directors, mostly regarded as hacks by
the American critics of the day, were suddenly given
heady Status as "artists," first by the Cahiers revolution-

aries and then by their followers abroad. It also — most
instructively — recoUects the manner by which the Ca-

hiers writers arrived at their apotheoses, some of which,

like those of Alfred Hitchcock, John Ford and Howard
Hawks, have been confirmed by time, while others — I

think immediately of the comedy director Frank Tashlin
— have not been especially long-lasting.

• • •
It's not important that the Cahiers writers were right

or wrong about Hitchcock, Ford, Hawks, Anthony Mann,
Edgar J. Ulmer, Samuel Füller, Nicholas Ray>^Billjc

Wildet ^Wüliagxyyler,jamong others. They had furlölis

^"tH^iitnenCr^vithone^ about the talents of individ-

ual directors. However, before Cahiers, few people ever
bothered to argue about such things.

In what is probably the book's most brilliant essay,

"On the Politiques des Auteurs," the usually tolerant

Bazin can't restrain himself from scoffing at Mr. Ri-

vette's paean to Hawks's "Monkey Business*' or from
suggesting that it was unseemly for Cahiers to publish a
piece of extravagant praise for Vincente Minnelli's "Lust

^ for Life" justx)ne issue after Mr. Rohmer "demolished"
yJohnJiugtojivR director much admired by Bazin, mostly,

according to Bazin, because Mr. Minnelli was a "Cahiers
auteur" and Mr. Huston was not. *

Cahiers du Cinema 's most valuable contribution to

Continued on Page 30



Peers to Pay Tribute

To Elizabeth Taylor
By DENA KLEIMAN

Elizabeth Taylor, whom America
^has watched evolve on film from a
precocious little girl into a sensuous
and serious actress, is to be honored
tonight by the Film Society of Lincoln
Center.
An audience of theatrical lumi-

naries will gather at Avery Fisher
Hall and watch a summary of this

glamorous actress's career in a
series of film clips spanning more
than 40 years— from when Miss Tay-
lor was only 10 years old in "There's
One Born Every Minute" (1942)

Ithrough **Between Friends," which
[Miss Taylor made in 1983.

In a total of 54 films, Miss Taylor,
rho has won two Academy Awards,

|has worked with such distinguished

lirectors a^V^^hn Hustqn^incente
iMinnelli, Geofge Sieveris^ George
Cukor, Richard Brooks, UoseghJ^
IMankiewicz^nd Mike NicfioTs.

R^eFTour decades she has proven
Ito be a living symbol for the excite-

ment and durability of American film

Imaking," said Wendy Keys, assqci-

Associated Press

Elizabeth Taylor
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TV Review ^yL>Ae^

TheAcademyAwards Ceremony
By JOHN J. O'CONNOR

ABC'S presentation of **The

58th Annual Academy
Awards" began at 9 o'clock,

I Eastem time, Monday
evening and, more than three hours
and a ^zen commercial breaks later,

teFevision could lay claim to its best

Oscar Show in years, perhaps ever.

Suddenly, it seemed, somebody had
listened to the complaints that had
grown deadeningly famihar over the

yeärs. Clumpy film clips and smirk-
ing patronization were out. Spiffy

electronic techniques and pure cele-

bration were in, leavened with gener-
ous doUops of good-natured and some-
times outrageous humor.
With Stanley Donen, the veteran

film maker (**Singin* in the Rain,"
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers"),
serving as producer, television

turned the occasion into something
resembling a cross between an old

filna musical and "The Muppet
Show,*' complete with what sounded
liKe a sweetened applause-and-laugh
track. The result miraculously
caüght the essence of the glitter,

glamour and sentimentality that is

qiiintessentially Hollywood. The
Academy Awards were transformed
into a smartly paced show for, as the

phrase has it, kids of all ages.

Things looked promising early on
wben Robin Williams, one of the

hosts, appeared with two Price-

Waterhouse representatives suppos-
edly carrying the names of the win-

ners in their briefcases. "What say
we open up the suckers right now,*'

suggested Mr. Williams. That ploy re-

jected, he conceded that "Tm afraid
we have to do this show." Following
the usual scenes, recorded earlier, of

the arriving stars being cheered by
their indefatigable fans, the show
segued into an elaborate production
number combining **aeriar* scenes
from the old Ginger Rogers-Fred As-
taire film "Flying Down to Rio" with
Teri Garr and several dancers doing
their own tricks on the wings of a spe-
cial-effects airplane that *ianded" on
the stage of the Los Angeles Music
Center. A certain offbeat style was al-

ready refreshingly evident.

•
As the other co-hosts, Jane Fonda

and Alan Alda were as dapper and
charming as Nick and Nora Charles
in a **Thin Man" romp. In a tribute to

"the class of 1986," they asked all of

the nominees in the audience to stand
and be applauded as a group. A nice
touch. A bit later, Irene Cara sang a
"hymn to the losers," accompanied
by scenes from now classic movies
that did not win a best-picture Oscar,
from "E. T" and "Tootsie" to "The
Wizard of Oz" and "Citizen Kane."
An even nicer touch.

It became clear rather quickly that

past rules were being discarded. The
presenters, for example, were not re-

quired to appear in pairs. Most came
out solo, eliminating the need for

strained banter. There were even a
couple of trios, including one of the
evening's highlights: the distin-

guished directorsyohn Huston, Billy_
-^^derNand Akira Kllffi*aw?a BeslTJw-

rJ^^lie'best-pictureaward. Adding to

the clevemess, three of the five nomi-
nees for best song were performed in

a tidy and imaginative Cluster, taking

care efficiently of those that were not

likely to win and leaving Huey Lewis
and Lionel Richie, the eventual win-
ner, to their own special appear-
ances.

Mr. Williams's improvisational,
on-the-precipice style of humor
brought the event's comic tone
thumpingly into the 1980*s. This was
no longer the topical-gag world of Bob
Hope or even Johnny Carson. There's
an element of danger in the hyperki-
netic flights of Mr. Williams, but they
whiz by so fast that just about no one
has time to be insulted, although Jack
Valenti, President of the Motion Pic-

ture Association of America, might
argue the point. Mr. Williams, ap-
pearing midway through the evening
in what looked like a white confirma-
tion suit ("So who ordered the

shrimp?" he asked in his best wait-

er*s voice), announced that there
were "only four more awards to Jack
Valenti — so get ready." Later, he
Said: "You never heard of him but

you're going to have to listen to him
anyway — Mr. Jack 'Boom-Boom'
Valenti!" The executive graciously
pretended he hadn't been listening.

Unfazed, Mr. Williams zipped in and
out of his mini-impersonations, at one
point becoming a little boy squealing,

"Quick, Ma, the Irving Thalberg
Award, we can't miss this."

•
Inasmuch as Marty Pasetta, the di-

rector, is a veteran of television Spe-

cials, much of the credit for the crisp,

witty, streamlined "feel" of the show
probably must go to the new presence
of Mr. Donen and even more, I sus-

pect, of the writers, all of whom are
singularly accomplished in television

United Press International

Robin Williams at the 58th Academy Awards ceremony.

comedy : Glen Gordon Caron ("Moon-
lighting"), Douglas Wyman
("Family Ties"), and Larry Gelbart
("M*A*S*H"). Presenting the award
for best screenplay, Mr. Gelbart
ticked off some of the prerequisites
for trying to write in a "Visual" medi-
um. A writer, he said, might have
"water on the brain that the director
has no problem Walking across."
There were, of course, a number of

meandering Speeches with, despite
wamings, professions of gratitude to

the recipient*s entire family. But
there were more than enough goodies
to offset the dull moments. A tribute

to M-G-M musicals featured Howard
Keel and a slew of still remarkably
glamorous leading ladies, from a
frisky June Allyson to a determinedly
tapping Ann Miller (although, emerg-
ing from a puff of smoke, Esther Wil-

liams was made to look like a fire-

fighter instead of a swimmer). The
Standing ovations for Don Ameche
and Geraldine Page were as genuine

as those overexposed rites can possi-

bly get. eher was dressed in a cos-
tume that made her look like a candi-
date for the role of a futuristic Daffy
Duck, but she contributed her own
dash of humor, explaining: "As you
can see, I did receive my Academy
Award booklet on how to dress like a
serious actress." And Sally Field got
an opportunity to poke fun disarm-
ingly at her gushy seif, naming the
nominees for best actor and wonder-
ing, "let*s see which one you really,

really hke."
There were even a couple of Jim

Henson's Muppets, the two old codg-
ers, sitting in a box seat and offering
running comments on the show (Mr.
Williams referred to them as Gene
Siskel and Roger Ebert). At the very
end, one asked, "Is it over? Who
won?" The other replied, "The Chi-
cago Bears." This time, though, the
movie fan sitting at home came out
on top. This particular Oscar ritual

deserves an Emmy.

Oscar Winners

Listed for 1986
r

'

Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, March 25 —
Here is a complete list of win-

ners at Monday night 's 58th

Academy Awards:
Picture: "Out of Africa."

Director: Sydney Pollack, "Out of Af-

rica."

Actor: William Hurt, "Kiss of the

Spider Woman."
Actress: Geraldine Page, "The Trip

to Bountiful."

Supporting Actor: E>on Ameche, "Co-

coon." \
Supporting ActressyAnjelica, Huston,

"Prizzi's Honor.
'

Foreign-Language Film: "The Offi-

cial Story" (Argentina).

Original Screenplay: William Kelley,

Pamela Wallace and Earl W. Wal-

lace, "Witness."
Screenplay Adaptation: Kurt Lue-

dtke, "Out of Africa."

Ctnematography: David Watkin,

"Out of Africa"

Original Song: Lionel Richie, "Say
You, Say Me" ("White Nights").

Original Score: John Barry, "Out of

Africa."

Art Direction: Stephen Grimes and
Josie MacAvin, "Out of Africa."

Costume Design: Emi Wada, "Ran."
Documentary Feature: "Broken

Rainbow."
Documentary Short: "Witness to

War: Dr. Charlie Clements."

Film Editing: Thom Noble, "Wit-

ness."
Animated Short: "Anna & Bella."

Live-Action Short: "Molly's Pil-

grim."
Sound: Chris Jenkins, Gary Alexan-

der, Larry Stensvold and Peter

Handford, "Out of Africa."

Visual Effects: Ken Ralston, Ralph
McQuarrie, Scott Farrar and David
Berry, "Cocoon."

Makeup: Michael Westmore and Zol-

tan, "Mask."
Sound-Effects Editing: Charles L.

Campbell and Robert Rutledge,

"Back to the Future."

These are the awards an-

nounced previously:
Jean Hersholt Award: Charles

(Buddy) Rogers.

Honorary Award: Paul Newman.
Honorary Award: Alex North.
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Joan Crawford in "Dancing
Ladyr

The Real Tinsel
DAVm O. SELZMICK'S HOLLYWOOD

By Ronald Haver.
Designed by Thomas Ingalls.

Illustrated. 425 pp. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf. $75 until Dec. 31, 1980; $85 thereafter.

By FRANK RICH

E««IHVEN after more than 25

viewings, *Gone With the

Wind' still had enough
narrative power to keep me en-

grossed in its story. Along about
number 30, I began to be very
aware of the picture as a work of

the art of production, and its fasci-

nation on that level has carried me
through another 118 Screenings.

Tve Seen the film under every con-

ceivable condition: from Market
Street fleapits with an audience of

winos . . . to the hysterical *recite-alongs* of

*Gone With the Wind* camp followers in Green-

wich Village. The night of its first commercial
television broadcast, I drove around the night-

spots of Los Angeles to the bars, the bowling al-

leys— any place that had a television set and a

cross section of people.

"

The Speaker of these words is not, as one
might guess, a character out of a new Holly-

wood novel by Gore Vidal or a direct descend-

ant of Margaret Mitchell. He is Ronald Haver,
the Director of Film Programs at the Los An-
geles County Museum of Art. And Mr. Haver is

a man obsessed. From the moment he first feil

in love with "Gone With the Wind," he has de-

voted his life to shadowing David O. Selznick,

the movie's producer. As Mr. Haver further

explains in the introduction to his book, "David
O. Selznick's Hollywood'': **Over the years I

amassed a huge störe of clippings, photos and
other trivia ... I bombarded [Selznick] with

letters, telegrams and personal appearances,
begging for a job. . . . The dosest I ever came
to my goal was sitting beside him at two sneak

Frank Rieh is Chief drama critic of The New
York Times.

David O. Selznick,

**i

previews . . . where I strained to

hear every word he mumbled to his

twosecretaries."

Although Selznick died in 1965,

Mr. Haver's passion lived on, and
it has reached its orgasmic fulfill-

ment here. This outsized tome is a
spectacular pop culture stunt, even
by the colorful Standards of movie
books. It is füll of facts and judg-

ments, and yet is usually bereft of

a genuine historical or esthetic sen-

sibility. It tries to portray Selznick
as "the most important figure in American
films after D. W. Griffith," and never comes
close to backing up that Claim. The real subject

of this book, intentionally or not, is often Mr.
Haver himself, and he's far more fascinating

than most of the famous figures who trot

through his pages. **David O. Selznick's Holly-

wood" is an uncensored joumey into the mind
and passions of the ultimate Hollywood mo-
viegoer, a man who not only blurs the distinc-

tions between movies and real life, but also be-

tween good movies and Hollywood dross. Mr.
Haver is the real-life protagonist that Walker
Percy and Nathanael West could only dream
about.

The heart of the book is the author's huge col-

lection of Selznick memorabilia. These Souve-
nirs are captured in 1,500 well-reproduced, ele-

gantly organized photographs that represent a
triumph of both book production and design.

"Hollywood" opens with a double-truck fold-

out of a "Gone With the Wind" landscape and
then goes on to overwhelm the reader with ex-

travagant reproductions of ad campaigns,
posters, stills, costume designs, memos and
sound-stage snapshots. For "King Kong,"

Continuedon Page 18

ßarry Wills writes on

notable American women
Hugh Kenner on the

work of Gertrude Stein

W. C. Fields and Freddie
Bartholomew in "David
Copperfield," Clark

Gable und Vt vien Leigh in

"Gone With the Wind."

King Kong.

Selznick
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here is a replica of a two-page

copper-tinted, cardboard trade

ad, as well as enough icono-

graphic studies to rival Picas-

so's warm-up drawings for

'"Guemica." There are frame-

by-frame blow-ups, many in

splendidly vivid Technicolor, of

sequences fro^i Selznick

movies, screen tests (Melvyn

Douglas as Ashley, Lana Turner
as Scarlett) and trailers. Some
of Mr. Haver's oddities border

on the surreal. In a huge candid*

photo from the set of "Dancing
Lady," Fred Astaire, Joan

Crawford and Clark Gable re-

hearse while the Three Stooges

Stare forelornly from the

shadows. We also find one of the

first product tie-in magazine
ads, in which Marie Dressler,

Lionel Barrymore and Jean

Harlow sip Coca Cola out of

straws to help plug both the soft

drink and "Dinner at Eight."

Surroui^ding these photos is a

lengthy text, loaded with proper
names, statistics and quotes,

that assiduously takes us

through the minutiae of SeUt:

nick'8 cfiirewr. ThöügTS Mr.
Haver's accounts of the making
qS "Gone With the Wind" and
^'King Kong" are quite enter-

talning, he doesn't stop there.

Do you want to know the real

low-down about the making of

"The Paradine Case" or "Bird
of Paradise"? You'll find it

here. You'll also find digres-

sions ranging from a corporate
history of RKO, a studio Selz-

nick briefly headed, to first-

hand testimony about the great
man 's benevolent treatment of

his clerical help.

Along the way, Mr. Haver
gives a rough picture of the

machinations of Hollywood's
studio heyday, though not

nearly the vibrant portrait of-

fered in Aljean Harmetz's re-

cent "The Making of *The Wiz-
ard of Oz.' " He also paints a
persuasive, if prosaic, portrait

of Selznick as a driven, fanati-

cal showman who became the
the prototype for the detail-

crazy, marketing-obsessed, in-

terfering Hollywood producer of

today. Indeed, that's why Selz-

nick, like his current succes-

sors, often worked with hacks
rather than first-rate directors.

Even when he did hire a Hitch-

cock or Cukor or^ustom the

meddling Selznick would usu-

lally end up either firing them or

driving them nuts. In a typical

memo, written to Hitchcock
during pre^production on "Re-
bÄfei,»''" tlW- '^rodli^ Wfcirid
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ActorMoves Into Foreground at 81
By ROBERTO SURO

Special lo The New York Times

ROME. Sept. 28 — After 60 years of

playing bit parts, Feodor Chaliapin
Jr. has had plenty of practice in add-
ing atmospheric touches in films.

Now, however, the 81-year-old actor
has a key role in a serious movie. His
name is currently appearing in the

title credits of "The Name of the

Rose" with the likes of Sean Connery
and F. Murray Abraham.
Having inherited a love of cos-

tumes and a flair for melodrama
from his father and namesake, the

great Russian opera singer, there is

something appropriate for Mr.
Chahapin in the role that has brought
late-blooming success. He plays
Jorge of Burgos, a blind and slightly

mad 14th-century monk who is cen-

tral to the film's criminal and intel-

lectual mysteries.
Talkies were still something novel

when Mr. Chaliapin stopped counting
the movies he worked on. He has been
cast as the Doge of Venice twice. In

one movie he played both an old beg-
gar and a young squire. Elsewhere he
has appeared as one of the false

prophets of Sodom, but most often he
has lurked in the background of

scenes as an elegant European aris-

tocrat or military officer.

*Making Plans Is Ridiculous'

"The Name of the Rose," he said, is

"the most valuable thing I've done,"
but Mr. Chaliapin is not expecting
any sudden dividends. "I never plan
on anything. I hate the very word 'ca-

reer* because everything depends on
whether you get good luck or bad
luck. Making plans is ridiculous."

Sitting in the dusty little apartment
cluttered with Souvenirs where he
lives with two cats, Mr. Chaliapin re-

cently spent a morning reviewing his

fortunes, from the bad luck that

brought the Bolsheviks to power in

his native Moscow to the good luck
that got him the part in "The Name of

the Rose." From infancy Mr. Chalia-

pin traveled among the great cities of

Europe when his father reigned over
the Continent's opera houses. He still

remembers with delight the hotel

suite in Monte Carlo with a view of

the harbor where his family lived

while his father created the title role

in Massenet's "Don Quichotte," a
Performance that 76 years later is

still a benchmark.
"I learned everything from watch-

ing my father and mother and their

friends," he said. "I did not need a
school for acting, music, art or even
to learn little tricks like how to make
yourself look old —- which I don't need
so much any more."

In 1922 the family slipped out of the

Soviet Union and joined the ömigrö
Community in Paris, mourning what
the Revolution had done to Russia.

Then, when he was 21 years old, Mr.
Chaliapin decided he had to break

Associated Press

Feodor Chaliapin Jr., who por-

trays the monk Jorge of Burgos,

right, in ''The Name of the Rose/'

away from his father because, he
said, "I had seen the sons of other

great men grow pathetic by tagging
along for too long."

Since he could speak only a little

English, Mr. Chaliapin decided Holly-

wood and the booming silent-movie

industry was the best place to be-

come an actor. In his very first role

he was cast as a Cossack. He was, in

fact, Russian, and he lent realism to a

calvary battle by falling and breaking
his nose.

Admirers and acquaintances of his

father, who died in 1938, often helped
produce a fairly steady flow of Jobs as

an extra until he was a well-estab-

lished character actor known for ver-

satility, a wildly expressive face and
great skill with makeup.
Mr. Chaliapin's adult life has been

a series of exiles. The arrival of sound
sent him from Hollywood to Berlin.

He fled the Nazis, returning to Cali-

fornia, and when television put the

movie industry into a tailspin in 1959

he moved to Rome, where the Studios

were booming.
For the production of "The Name

of the Rose" Mr. Chaliapin was origi-

nally cast as a character who would
be seen but not heard. As often before,

his Job was to help create an atmos-
phere, in this case that of a medieval
monastery where a series of bizarre

murders are taking place.

Jojjn HustonJ^ho was supposed to

piay!It5f^?"öf-mirgos, begged off be-

cause of ill health, and when shooting
was about to begin on sets in Ger-
many and outside of Rome, Mr.
Chaliapin was given the part. "Most
actors my age are either sick or dead.

so I guess I was an obvious choice,"

Mr. Chaliapin said.

A strong Constitution proved to be
essential. The role of the blind monk
required wearing grotesque contact
lenses bearable only for short periods
of time, and during the filming of the
climactic fire in the monastery li-

brary Mr. Chaliapin was accidently

Struck by a burning beam and
knocked down. His scalp required
stitches and his band was burned, but,

he said, "we didn't have to do two
takes and I bet it looks good."
While waiting for his agent to call,

Mr. Chaliapin is busy filling boxes
with memorabilia of his father's ca-

reer. Later this year he is expecting
to take it all to Moscow where a mu-
seum exhibition dedicated to his fa-

ther is being organized. Mr. Chalia-

pin's feelings about the Soviet Union
are decidedly mixed. He recalls with
reverence and in absolute detail the

day in 1913 when he saw Czar Nicho-
las II riding by in a parade. But in re-

cent years Soviet cultural authorities

have tried to recoup the legacies of

6migr6 artists. A year ago he ar-

ranged to have his father's remains
transported from Paris to an honored
place in a cemetery outside of Mos-
cow. "He is a saint there now," said
Mr. Chaliapin, "and he never stopped
being a Russian."
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Notes onPeople
Film Society to Honor Barbara Stanwyck
For the last decade, Barbara Stan-

wyck has been all but retired, and is

rarely seen in public. She has also
tumed down invitations to be honored
at film festivals, but now the notably
shy actress has agreed to be honored by
the Film Society of Lincoln Center next
spring.

Miss Stanwyck will be the second ac-
tress to be so honored— Joanne Wood-
ward shared a film society tribute with
her husband, Paul Newman. Othei
honored have been
Fred Astaire, Alt

George Cukor an^J^nHgstofl^
Joanne Koch, oinScfbr of the film

society, said yesterday that Miss Stan-
wyck had been selected because "she
has an important place in the history of
cinema, particularly American cine-

ma, as a fine and versatile actress in

the areas of both comedy and drama.*'
Miss Stanwyck, since 1929, has made

more than 80 films, including "Stella
Dallas," "The Udy Eve," "Double In-

demnity," "Sony, Wrong Number"
and "Clashby Night."

The film society tribute will Surround
Miss Stemwyck with notables who have
been important in her life and career.
Miss Koch said that Henry Fonda, Rob-
ert Preston and William Holden, each
of whom has gone on record as saying
Miss Stanwyck was his favorite leading
lady , hope to be on band for the tribute.

Barbara Stanwyck as she appeared
in the movie, "The Mink Coat,"

The date has not yet been set.

"In recent hours, we've also decided
to work in a Screening of a 1955 Stan-
wyck westem called 'Cattle Queen of
Montana,' " said Miss Koch. "Her co-
Star was a man named Ronald Rea-
gan."
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30 Directors Honor Orson Welles
ByAUEANHARMETZ

HOLLYWOOD

SOME dO international movie di-

rectors, including Bemardo
Bertolucci of Italy and Roger
Vadim of France, honored

Onon Welles, a director whom Holly-

wood has had little interest in for three

decades, at a dinner given Sunday
night by the Hollywood Foreign Press
Association.

"Bravery" was the key adjective
used over and over again to describe
the work of the 65-year-old director

whose '*Citzen Kane'*in 1941 changed
the grammar of movie making. Mark
Rydell spoke of Mr. Welles's "reck-
less, audacious,* maverick kind of

courage/' incluc^ng the courage to be
unfashionable. Mr. Vadim talked of

trying to imitate Mr. Welles and fail-

ing.

"There is no one here — actors, di-

rectors, writers, even producen —
who doesn't owe something to the work
of Orson Welles," summed up Richard
Brooks.

Directed Feöeral Theater

Mr. Welles, whose career has l)een

painfully erratic in recent years, said

he would have been much better off if

"after I had made my best picture, I

had gone back into the theater.

"

Mr. Welles first achieved fame di-

recting for the Federal Theater in New
York in the late dO's. Then, with John
Houseman, he formed the Mercury
theater, which in a few short years
Startled and dazzled New Yorkers with
a series of productions of offt)eat plays

from the Elizabethan era to the 20th

. Century. From "Citizen Kane*' on-

muxl, he tumed his attention almost

completely to films, as a director and
actor.

Mr Welles spent nearly five years in

the late 70*8 raising money in dribs and
dabs to comnlete a movie about Holly-

wood starrinaMr. Huston.^'The Other
Side of the Wina."'lhe rough cut of the

movie is locked in a vault in a law Of-

fice in Paris awaiting a court dedsioo
astowhoownsit.-
The completion money on "The

Other Side of the Wind" was put up by
a group of Iranians, including the
brother-in-law of the late Shah, and the
negative is claimed by Mr. Welles, the

Shah's brother-in-law and the Ayatol-

lah RuhoUah Khomeni.

To Film Nezt Spring

Mr. Welles has just completed an
original screenplay, "The Big Brass
Ring," and has acquired the backing
to make an $8 million movie from it.

Amon Milchen, the Israeli industrial-

ist who flnanced Martin Scorsese's

"King of Comedy," starring Robert
De Niro and Jerry Lewis, will back
"The Big Brass Ring," to be produced
next spring in Spain.

The movie concems a Democratic
Senator fated to be the next President
of the United States who flees his yacht
ina last attempt at freedom before the
inevitabilitv of his future. Henry Ja-

glom, the director who will be execu-
tire producer of "The Big Brass
Ring," described the movie as "the
bookend to 'Citizen Kane,' a look at the
political and social fabric of the last

part of this Century." Besides direct-

ing the film, Mr. Welles will play the

Senator's mysterious political mentor.
The almost spontaneous dünner —

put together in barely 10 days — was
unique in that it was not a fund-raising
event and seemed to have no ulterior

motive except to honor Mr. Welles,

who was visibly touched, especially

when Peter OToole dedicated to him a
reading of Hamlet's speech to the
Players.

Mr. Welles said that in a few months
he would hi^ve finished his flrst 50
yearis woiidng as an actor and direc-

tor. He characterized a director as
"the loving mother, the sergeant
major," a person whase "real role is to

be the audience" and wfaoee seoood Job
"is to preside over acddents."
Among the other directors present

were Samuel Füller, Sydney Pollack,
Monte Hellman, Walter Hill, Jeremy
Kagan, John Landis, Adrian Lyne,
Ivan Passer, Bob Rafelson, Richaxxl
Rush, George Schaefer, Andre Kon-
chalovsky, David Steinberg and Jud
Taylor and the actor-directort Jack
Nicholson, David Carnidine and
Marty Feldman.

4
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NOTES ON

ashion

FINALLY it Mt Üke' OurlstaM.
Ttero WBFB hngb flAtes of tnow»
wet and periahable. The tree in

Rockefeiler Center wvs reassorlngly
bright Childreo fbgged the Window at
Steuben co Fifth Avenue as they
watdied a miniature train poll ciyetal
Otterand paogulB» oKnae, pig and baa-
ver. And teshionable Amencana and
Europtam mingled and paited on raa»
sonablygoodterma ata nuBiberofdin>
ners where plaoenMot seecned to be
eveiything«

At the Metropolitan Muaaum^a din»

ner last Monday, aeveral wonen had
beon pnxnlsed seats nezt to Valentino
in the prlsed pool area, but found
theraaelves sitting elaawhere and tar^

ribly oonfused« At Jean PQniatowiki*8
party at Regine's för the Christmas
Issue of Freach Vogoe «Uted by the
film directoi^j^ijtoton^^
^*^yjy^ and her rot§T?afWi Haraftl Lopaa*
Sanchei» left after beiM^bioedat
some fimove ftan their fnenda«

Still the paity gUtterai The Freoch
designer Sonia Rykiel Said Bamay*8 Is

^ving a Show for her Jan. 19 at the
Pierre. Calvin Klein, sitting acFoaa
from her» seid he is moving tnis waak
to his new Central Park West apart-
ment* And Giaafraaoo Ferr6» next to
Miss Rykiel, aaid his fW coUaction
will Iteture the New Leg— long, lean
and diaped at the ankle. He and Berg-
dorf Goodman aie scheduling a giaat
fashkm Show in March, whidn wQl be
hekl on the Hudson River aboard the
Entarprtsa,an aircraft carrfar«
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ttheMovies is Chase

Since 1978, the Nissan Motor Corpo-
ration, which distritNites Datsun cars
and tnicks, has sponsored an annual
competition called FOCUS (Films of

College and University Students).

Last year, the Ladd Company helpei
proride prizes; this year, Columbia
Pictures and the Dino de Laurentiis
Corporation will co-sponsor awards
for animation and screenwriting.

Peter Ladue and Roland Halle, who
won the 1980 FOCUS award for *'ICarl

Hess: Toward Liberty," also won last

year's Oscar (for best documentary,
Short subject) with the same film

Dudley Moore has begua filming
"Lovesick," which has a screenplay
by Marshall Brickman, and a cast

that includes Elizabeth Mc(jOvem,
Alec Guinness, Alan King and^JohiU,

jauston^l
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Director Standing Trial

For Deaths on Film Set.* ^ ^

I *

\ ]jMJ^ By JUDITH CUMMINGS 1 \XX ^S (ä^
Special to The New York Times i

~
(,
^^

;;
XOSANGELES, July22— Justafew

miles below the hillside *'Hollywood*'
,sign that characterizes this city around
«the World, a trial opened in a Los An-
geles courtroom today that promises
some of the splashy drama of a guns-
[and^action Hollywood film.

Five defendants from the motion pic-

!tur^ jndustry, including the film direc-

tor "^John Landis, are facing criminal
rcharges linked to the deaths of the

*actor Vic Morrow and two children in

the filming of "Twilight Zone: The
Movie.*' The fatal incident took place
July 23, 1982, when the three were hit

'by a'helicopter that was downed amid
the firing of explosives in special ef-

fects depicting the bombing of a Viet-

namese village. ^

In the intervening four years the in-

•dustry and the authorities have reas-

;sessed the safety Standards governing

film makers as they strive for greater

»»
ers,"' **National Lampoon's Animal
House*' and '^Trading Places,*' is by all

* accpunts the first person to stand trial
* for ä death in connection with a movie

, he was directing.

* rh addition to Mr. Landis, those on

trial are Paul Stewart, coordinator of

special effects on the movie; George
Folsey Jr., associate producer; Dan
Allingham, production manager, and
Dorcey Wingo, a stunt pilot who flew

the downed helicopter. All are charged

with involuntary manslaughter, a felo-

ny, in the deaths of Mr. Morrow, who
was 53 years old, and the two children,

Myca Dinh Le, 7, and Renee Shinn
Chen, 6.

Mr. Landis, Mr. Folsey and Mr. All-

ingham are also accused of taking the

children onto the set after 6:30 P.M. in

violation of California laws on child

labor.

Defense lawyers have called the
Crash an unforeseeable accident. All

five defendants have pleaded not

guilty.

The case has been closely watched by
the film industry throughout the public

legal examinations leading to the trial.

In an unusual move, responding to an
article in the magazine RoUing Stone
that examined the issue of the extent ot

responsibility of movie directors, an
array of Hollywood directors spoke out

in 1984 in a letter defending Mr. Landis.
and greater realism. Mr. Landis, The directors, who mcludecliJohn Hus^

' whose film credits have included such ton] Si^ney LumetJ FrancisTöppoTaT
box-office hits as **The Blues Broth- nseorgeuKrasTrtWTly Wildgr^and Fred

»« A «1
2:inneman, contefttfWT'Tfiat directors

performed only the artistic function ol

designing movies and ultimately de-

pended on the "skills and professional

responsibility** of others in production.

The case has previously been the sub-

ject of an inquiry by the National
Transportation Safety Board, an inves*

tigation by a Los Angeles County grand
Jury, which in June 1983 retumed an in-

dictment against the five defendants,

and a five-week preliminary hearing or

th(



i Frank Capra's
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es
By ROBERT LINDSEY

Beverly Hills, caiif

.

Frank Capra, who became a Holly-
wood legend by making movies
about the common man often bat-

tling forces greater than himself, is

battlmg ^ Segment of HoHywood that

is trying to give a new life to one of his best
loved films, ''It's a Wonderful Lite."

"Fm going to fight like hell," he says.

"People used to say, 'You preach in your pic-

tures,' and here Td be the first one giving up
my integrity if I stood by and let this hap-
pen."
Mr. Capra, who is 88 years old, said that he

gave his tentative consent last October to a
plan by Hai Roach Studios to add color to his

"It's a Wonderful Life." That 1946 black and
white movie starred James Stewart as an or-

dinary fellow who considered himself such a
failure that he planned to commit suicide

until an angel appeared and showed him how
much worse the world would have been had
he not been around.
The Roach studio has previously made

what it calls "colorized" versions of an old
Laurel and Hardy comedy, *'Way Out West,"
and "Topper," starring Gary Grant. Com-
puter technology is applied to synthesize
flesh tones and otherwise add color to movies
originally photographed in black and white.
**When I got home that night, I came to my

senses," recalied Mr. Capra, who will be hon-
ored in New York Wednesday night for his

World War II movie, "The Sattle of Russia,"
at an unusual event promoting Soviet and
American Cooperation in film making.
. **rd have sold out all the peopie who had
yrorked on that picture. This is a classic, you
don't fool around with a classic," he said over

a luncheon of clam chowder and sand dabs at

the Beverly Wilshire Hotel, where he lived

during the 1930's while making such enduring
films as "It Happened One Night" and "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington."
Over lunch, Mr. Capra talked about many

things — a wish to make movies again; his

disenchantment with many of Hollywood*s
current movies, and his experiences while
making the "Why We Fight" films for the

War Department more than 40 years ago.

He said he had agreed to be honored at the

"40th Anniversary Allied Victory Film Festi-

val" this week without really knowing much
about it, and, in a suspicion bom perhaps dur-

iv-^ thf M»:Carthy en when he and other film

maxerö wfrre ftrcus'C."^ of leftist tendencies,

said, "I hope Tm not being used."
Soviet and American representatives are

scheduled to participate in the festival, which
is being financed by International Film Ex-
change Ltd., a New York Company that Im-
ports Soviet films, and Sovexportfilm, which
exports films to other countries.

Mr. Capra is to be honored Wednesday at

the Beekman Theater in Manhattan and the

following night at the American Film Insti-

tute theater at the John F. Kennedy Center in

Washington. Also to be honored is Irina Kali-

nina, who made "Recollections of Pav-
lovsk," a Soviet documentary that was nomi-
nated this year for an American Academy
Award.
From next Friday through May 30, a selec-

tion of classic Soviet war films such as "The
Cranes are Flying" and "Bailad of a Soldier"

will be shown at the Carnegie Hall Cinema,
along with American films such as "The Bat-

tle of Russia" and "The Longest Day."
Mr. Capra said that Gen. George C. Mar-

shall, the wartime Army Chief of Staff , asked

Continued on Page 23
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The Statue of Abraham Lincoln in

the Lincoln Memorial in Washington,

he noted, "is all in one color— white.

Would the Statue be more credible or

more forceful if paint was used on his

face, beard and those wonderful

hands?"
**By the way," he added, **the

Statue of Mr. Lincoln belongs to the

people just as a classic film in public

domain belongs to the people."

Mr. Capra said that he was weigh-

ing the possbility of suing the studio in

an effort to block distribution but

said, "at my age," he wanted to avoid

litigation and instead was mobiüzing
Hollywood labor unions to oppose
reissue of old movies as **new" ones
without performers and technicians

being paid for them again.

Mr. Capra's wife of 52 years died

six months ago after a long battle

with emphysema, and he plainly

misses her.

'*It*s been a rough six months," he
said.

Adding to his grief have been trou-

bles with his eyesight, causing him.

he said, to givf up golf on the course

near his home in the resort Com-
munity of LaQuinta near Palm
Springs. Occasionally, he has trouble

remembering things.

**What was the name of the studio

Zanuck ran?" he asked one time, be-

fore being reminded that it was 20th

Century-Fox. He couldn't remember
the principal narrator of the World
War II films. '*Who was the son of a

famous actor who became a direc-

tor?" he asked, before being re-

minded it wasyohn Ha^Qil
Yet, at other finies, his eyes spar-

kling, vivid memories of one of Holly-

wood's most productive careers

poured out of the diminutive immi-
grant from Sicily whose parents had
been peasants.

**I feel lousy being all alone," he
said. **rd love to get back making
movies." His last film, **A Pocketful

of Miracles," was made in 1961.

**I think la dolce vita has set in," he
replied when asked what he thought

of the general run of motion pictures

these days, **and la dolce vita has de-

stroyed more countries than anjrthing

eise, and once it ßtarts, nations go
down fast."

He said he was troubled by the

nudity and explicit sex in many of to-
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iansToast a Friend, a Man ofArt
By GLENN COLLINS

At least there was something that both

, the New Yorkers and the Philadelphiahs

cbuld agree on: the sense that, iri some
inexplicable way, Henry was there,

though, of course, he couldn't possibly be.

"Henry would just love this," Brooke
Astor Said. "I think he is happy to know
that everyone is here," Leonore Annen-
berg said. "Henry's spirit is hovering,"

said Christopher Bürge, the President of

Christie's New York, who was the host of

Henry's party.

Henry was Henry Plumer Mcllhenny,
one of Philadelphia's greatest art patrons,

social leßders and hosts, who died a year
ago on Mother's Day at the age of 75. And
when the 200 people who gathered at

Christie's stood silently at their tables

during a benefit dihner Thursday night,

raising their glasses in a toast to Henry
and invoking his name, it was somehow
natural to imagine that Mr. Mcllhenny
was there.

"We've had all the memorials for

Henry that we needed in the last year,"

said Robert Montgomery Scott, President

of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. "What
Henry would most have wanted us to

share this evening is a nice Irish wake — a

celebrationof life."

And celebrate they did, at a preview of

some of Mr. Mcllhenny's extraordinary
paintings, furniture and precious objects,

which will be auctioned at Christie's this

Wednesday and Thursday in a sale that is

expected to realize $3 million for the Phil-

adelphia Museum of Art.

Half the Guests From Philadelphia

Half the guests had journeyed from
Philadelphia for the occasion — 34 of

themona bus orieinatine at thfi-Miiseum..

is irreplaceable ~ but Henry was irre-

placeable."

Some said that no important private

party given last winter had gone without a

guest wondering how much Henry would
or would not have liked it. In some re-

spects "life in Philadelphia is inconceiv-

able without him," said Sally Wetherill,

who said she knew Mr. Mcllhenny "all my
life." ' •

"You see, Henry's grandfather and my
great-grandfather were business partners

in Columbus, Ca., before they came to

Philadelphia," she said.

Mr. Mcllhenny's fortune (his grandfa-
ther invented the Mcllhenny gas meter)
enabled him to collect a remarkable num-
ber of masterpieces, among them paint-

ings by Ingres, David, Toulouse-Lautrec
and Degas. Another ornament of his life-

long acquisitiveness was an important
collection of Charles X furniture.

Mr. Mcllhenny left his estate to the

Philadelphia Museum of Art, where he
was chairman of the board and "a dollar-

a-year-man serving as curator of the

decorative arts for 29 years," Mr. Scott

said. After selecting the cream of the

paintings and objects, the museum gave
the remainder to Christie's for auction.

And there, before the guests, in six view-

ing and auction rooms, were some of Mr.
Mcllhenny's treasures from his 28-room
house at 1914 Rittenhouse Square, and
from Glenveagh, his 19th-century Castle

in Donegal, Ireland.

The guests examined hundreds of ob-

jects from Mr. Mcllhenny's collection:

Impressionist, Modern and Victorian

paintings, prints and drawings; sculpture,]

silver, rugs, as well as American, Euro-j

pean and Chinese fi

"See, there, that was the entrance hall

table," said Mrs. Annenberg, pointing to

an Italian table inlaid with marble and
lapis lazuli that is estimated to seil for

$10,000 to $15,000 in the auction catalogue.

'So Many Fond Memories'

"And these were in the drawing room —
1 have so many fond memories of them,"
said Gay Scott, pointing to a group of

French chairs and a settee. "Oh, look —
here's the ehest we gave Henry as a

present," she said, heading over to a ma-
hogany armoire. v . •

"It's tragic to see these things without

Henry," Mrs. Annenberg said, "but we're
going to make a happy evening out of it

anyway." . . '

Part of that happiness was in recollec-

tion. "The truth is that parties in Philadel-

phia often ended at 11, but at Henry's, no
one wanted to leave," Mr. Stait said.

"He entertained every visiting fireman
in town," Mrs. Scott said.

Mr. Mcllhenny's diverse guest list in

Philadelphia and Ireland included Mrs.
Astor, the Duke and Dutchess of Windsor,

\ Gi^|vCa rlo Menotti,)Samuel Barber, Ned
Ro^rh, EBgerf^rmandy, Stephen Spend-
er, Vivien Leigh,\Johnjkiston^and Cecil

Beaton. Tennessee WilTiarnswas a fre-

quent visitor at Mr. Mcllhenny's Philadel-

phia home, as was Helen Hayes. "And in

the 60's, Andy Warhol brought his whole
group of Underground friends, including

Baby Jane Holzer," Mrs. Etting said.

"Andv showed his movies."
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Donleavy's

''Ginger Man'

to be filmed.
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HIRTY-TWO years after its

publication, *The Ginger
Man," J. P. Donleavy's clas-

sic, has been optioned for the

screen. Having turned down offers

over the years by such screen lumi-

naries as Robert Redford.vyohn Hus-
ton pnd Mike Nichols, the NcWYöflc^

--^ern writer who studied and now
hves in Ireland has reached an agree-
ment with the newly formed Bluebird
Films, an independent Company
headed by his son, Philip Donleavy,
and Robert A. Mitchell, a producer.
The partners, who have raised some
funds independently, are hunting for

. a distributor, actors and a director

I while the author completes the last

l

draft of the screenplay, which will be
• filmed in Ireland. Mr. Donleavy has

I
also sold Bluebird Films the rights to

. **A Singular Man," which will be
i filmed after *The Ginger Man."
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SDG President Joseph L. Mankiew-
icz balked at imposing a loyalty oath.

In
1950, when redbaiting was an ugly

Hollywood reality, director Cecil B.

DeMille put alj bis muscle behind an
attempt to deposcSi9aeph L. MankiewiczJ
as President of what^artTtHefrcallMthe
Screen Directors Guild.

Mankiewicz's supposed offense: He had
balked at imposing a loyalty oath on guild

members.
As it happened, DeMille's coup was

thwarted by still other powei;*ful direc-

tors—including\^ohn Huston^ John Ford
and\Williarn Wyl^^pwho rose to Man-
kiewic2T^efense during a stormy, all-

night guild meeting in the Crystal Room
of the Beverly Hills Hotel.

Curiously, that bit of ancient history

has now become the subject of tense
discussion between Columbia Pictures

and the Directors Guild of America.
Columbia executives, including Chair-

man David Puttnam, are eager to make a
movie about the DeMille-Mankiewicz
Showdown. But guild officials— fearful of

embarrassing some living directors who
attended the Oct. 22, 1950 meeting—are
so far withholding rights to a crucial

transcript of the proceedings, according

to individuals connected with the project.

"Some directors who were at the

meeting are still alive, and some of them
were on the wrong side," said film maker
Richard Brooks, who attended the meet-
ing as a young director.

Brooks, 75, plans to write and direct

the Columbia movie, which would have a
budget of $3 million to $4 million. But the

director said he would find it difficult to

proceed without the exact wording of the

impassioned speeches delivered by Ford,

Huston and others among the 500 guild

What went on when Hollywood's biggest directors met behind

closed doors at the Beverly Hills Hotel on the night ofOct. 22, 1950?

Columbia Pictures wants to know and make a movie about . .

.

The Night They

Dumped DeMille

By MICHAEL CIEPLY, Times Staff Writer

members who showed
up for the hastily con-
vened session. The
members not only up-
held Mankiewicz in the

closed-door meeting,
but also forced DeMille
(who died in 1959) and
14 others to resign from
the SDG board.

Michael Franklin,
national executive di-

rector of the DGA, suc-

cessor to the SDG, con-
firmed that the guild's

directors voted to

withhold rights to the

transcript at a board
meeting in April, al-

though Brooks was
subsequently permit-
ted to inspect the docu-
ment on condition that

he not discuss its Con-
tents.

'The [1950] meeting
was limited to guild members, and some-
times members say things under the

assumption that they are speaking only

to other members. Whether they were
aware at the time that a transcript was
being taken, I don't know," Franklin said

Franklin said the board may reconsid-

er Columbia's request at a future meeting

that will probably be held after conclu-

sion of contract negotiations between the

DGA and movie and television producers.

The guild's three-year contract expires

on Jiine 30.

In a further twist, Mankiewicz, 78, and

living in Bedford, N.Y., Claims to have

Richard Brooks wants to

write and direct the movie.

what he believes is the
only complete dupli-

cate of the guild's tran-

script of the meeting.
But the director said he
hasn't been contacted
by Brooks or Columbia.
CT still intend to write

a book about it," he
said.) And Franklin
said he considered it

possible, though by no
means certain, that the
guild or individual di-

rectors might have
rights extending to the
Mankiewicz copy.

Brooks, Mankiewicz,
Franklin and Columbia
executives all declined

to identify living direc-

tors who spoke out
against Mankiewicz at

the meeting.

According to Ken-
neth L. Geist's 1978

biography of Mankiewicz, DeMille,

known for bis anti-Communist fervor,

was originally a supporter of the guild

President. But DeMille, who helped found

the studio that later became Paramount
and directed such epics as "The Ten
Commandments" and "The Greatest
Show on Barth," reversed his Position

after Mankiewicz expressed reservations

about enforcing a loyalty oath on all

directors. /

In August of 1950, as vfankiewicz

sailed home from Europe affer finishing

"All About Eve," DeMille, an SDG board
member and behind- the-^enes king-

A Strang anti-Communist, Cecil B.

DeMiUe tried to oust Mankiewicz.

maker, convened an emergency board
meeting to approve the oath. Shortly

afterward, DeMille persuaded a group of

board members to ask for Mankiewicz's
recall as President—and quickly dis-

patched motorcycle messengers to guild

members' homes with ballots that, ac-

cording to Geist, were marked only with
Space tovote"yes."
Mankiewicz staved off the recall and

possible banishment from the industry,

by finding 25 guild members who were
willing to put their names on a petition

calling for a general meeting to challenge
DeMille.

"You can't imagine the emotions. Some
men were weeping. That's how scared

they were," Brooks said of an Oct. 13

strategy session at Chasen's restaurant

during which Mankiewicz and supporters

such as Huston and Billy Wilder sought
the signatures needed.

"What resulted was beyond belief. The
guild never did want the whole story

told," Mankiewicz said of the ensuing

Beverly Hills Hotel meeting, which con-

vened at 7:30 p.m. and ended at 2:20 a.m.

Ironically, Mankiewicz, having tri-

umphed over DeMille, quickly signed an
open letter urging guild members to take

the oath. Mankiewicz went on to direct

"Cleopatra," "Suddenly, Last Summer,"
"Sleuth" and other films.

According to Geist's account, Frank
Capra, now 90, was part of the committee
that demanded Mankiewicz's recall; but
Capra resigned his committee member

-

ship in Support of Mankiewicz at the

meeting. According to a newspaper ac-

Please see THENIGHT, Page 6
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THE NIGHT THEY DUMPED DeMILLE
Continued front Page 1

count at the time, all the ballots

that had been cast to oust Man-
kiewicz were ordered destroyed at

the meeting.

Catherine Wyler, a movie devel-

opment executive at Columbia, said

the idea of a DeMille-Mankiewicz

movie grew out of her work on a

television documentary about her

father, the late director William

Wyler. "In the course of a discus-

sion with [Columbia Chief David]

Puttnam about good, true stories,

this came up as a really fascinating

investigation into a lot of important

issues of the time," Wyler said. A
strong supporter of Mankiewicz,

William Wyler directed such mov-
ies as "Wuthering Heights" and

"FunnyGirl."
Several individuals familiär with

the movie said that Columbia
Chairman Puttnam is especially

interested in the project. Before

joining Columbia last year, the

British-born Puttnam produced

several movies that dealt with

historical situations, including

"Chariots of Fire" and "The Mis-

sion."

Despite the guild's uneasiness,

DGA official Franklin said he could

understand why Columbia is in-

trigued by the DeMille-Mankiew-

icz conflict. "There's definitely

drama in it. I don't know if it's high

drama, but it's drama," said Frank-

lin.

The guild presented its own
rendering of the event in a docu-

mentary produced for its 50th an-

niversary last year, according to a

guild spokesman.

In addition, "A Film Maker's

Journey," a widely acclaimed doc-

umentary on the life of the late

director George Stevens, also in-

cluded some details of the incident.

Among them was an account of a

particularly striking speech—by
some accounts the turning point of

the evening—during which direc-

tor John Ford ("Grapes of Wrath,"
"Stagecoach"), who died in 1973,

pronounced his respect for De-
Mille's artistry, if not his politics. "I

don't agree with C. B. DeMille. I

admire him," Ford supposedly said.

"I don't like him. But I admire
him."

Brooks said if it is ever made, he
doesn't expect the movie to have
Wide commercial appeal. "I don't

know if today's young people
would want to see it," said the

director, whose extensive credits

include "Looking for Mr. Goodbar,"
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" and
"Eimer Gantry." But, he said, "we
can do it if we keep it at a cost

where no one gets hurt."



DearDiary: ^
When I was growing up in the Bronx in the early

1950*s, Saturday was always movie matinee day. I

was reminded of this recently while watching an
episode of the television series "Murder, She
Wrote," in whicit EvelynKeyeskwas a guest star.

Miss Keyes, an attraclWe.'pöpular film star of the

period, is probably best known for "The Jolson

Story". and for having been married to both\^ohn_

^Hustonjand Artie Shaw.

Whenever I think of her, however, I recall the

Saturday afternoon in the Bronx when I was asked
to take a neighbor's son, whom my friends and I

knew as little Georgie, to the RKO Fordham where
the second feature was a low-budget thriller star-

ring Miss Keyes. It was titled "The Killer That
Stalked New York."

The actress played a woman who unknowingly
passes smallpox on to just about all of New York.
As the film progressed, Miss Keyes became more
horrible looking, while little Georgie became more
and more terrified. Whenever she appeared, he hid

his face. Finally, during a scene in which Miss
Keyes drinks from a public water fountain, little

Georgie made a thumping dive under his seat.

The next day his mother called. "Georgie's been
crying and screaming all night," she said. "What
did you take him to see, 'Frankenstein'?"
"No," I told her. "Evelyn Keyes."

For as long as I knew him, little Georgie never

did get over his terror of Evelyn Keyes. The very
mention of her name could bring on a flood of tears.

His mother was distraught. "We*ve got to stop this

fear of Evelyn Keyes," she said to me one day.

"She's in a movie at the Fordham on Saturday.

We'll take him, but we won't teil him she's in it."

Saturday afternoon we slowly approached the

Fordham. Little Georgie looked up at the marquee,
which announced "Smuggler's Island," starring

Jeff Chandler and Evelyn Keyes. He began to

stamp his foot and howl. We never did see "Smug-
gler's Island," and I never did learn if Georgie
overcame his fear.

I wondered about it the other night. Was big

Georgie watching this episode of "Murder, She
Wrote"? Did he shiver when the name Evelyn
Keyes appeared? Does he remember her at all?

That night I went to bed with a smile, and I

dreamed of the Bronx. TONYAYLWARD



Ironweed' Is Nourished
By Kindred Souls^ ^^""^
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ALBANY
RONWEED," THE PU-
litzer Prize-winning novel by

William Kennedy, seems to

belong to Albany as much as

State Street. But, in one of

the quirks of the movie business, the

book took its first Step toward becom-
ing a movie on a beach in the north of

Brazil, where Hector Babenco, the di-

rector of "Kiss of the Spider

Woman," read it and was moved by

it.

So it was that the intensely Amer-
ican small-town story of P'rancis

Phelan — an Irish-American ex-base-

ball Player from Albany who, in his

search for rodemption, becomes a

Skid Row bum, came to be directed

by an Argentinian film maker who
had emigrated to Brazil.

The movie, which recently finished

shooting in Albany, is a collaboration

between a writer whpse work is

grounded in a kind of specific gravity
— a detailed evocation of Albany in

the first part of this Century — and a

foreign director with a literary sensi-

bility who is not familiär with the cul-

ture but strives to express the book's

universal themes.

"I Started to feel it was boiling in-

side myself , asking to be translated to

the screen," said the ebullient Mr.

Babenco, who does not shy away
from sweeping metaphors to express

an emotion. "The only way to remove
the tumor was to do a movie."

Mr. Babenco's devotion to the book

and his determination to make it into

a movie are not without irony, since

as a mevie critic for The Times Union

in Albany several years ago Mr. Ken-
nedy had argued against the idea of

foreign directors attempting to make
movies with strongly American
themes.

The atmosphere on the set was col-

legial, largely free from many of the

pitched battles and artistic differ-

ences that sometimes mar a work's

transition from book to film. The

writer, director and producer have a

healthy respect for each other and for

the work.
"1 feel the novel is there to be

read " said Mr. Kennedy "A film is

somethine eise. I don't'have this anti-

thetical attitude of movie versus book

because I love the movies so much. I

have a truly deep appreciation of

great film that has instructed me as

much as books — the films of Berg-

man, Bunuel. ^J

o

hn Ji^ston j* Orson

Welles."

Mr. Kennedy said that as he and

Mr. Babenco discussed changing the

novel into a screenplay, it became

clear that certain elements of Fran-

ciS's interior world — those that rely

on language, on the poetry of the

work, would have to vanish. What as-

tounded him, he said, was that he

hadn't realized the power of talented

actors to restore that poetry, even

without the descriptive language:

"Meryl and Jack had the ability to

draw on elements of the book, to use

throw-away lines from certain parts

of the Story, and with a look, a few

words, a way of living in the past and

present at the same time, which is

what Helen does in the book, they

were able to retain the interior life of

the characters that might otherwise

have been lost."



HOLLYWOOD DESTINIES: European Directors in Amer-
ica, 1922-1931. By Graham Petrie. (Routledge &
Kegan Paul, $29.95.) For a brief decade before the ad-

vent of sound, the films of European directors like F. W.
Mumau, Victor Sjostrom, Mauritz Stiller anoSEmst Lu-

bitsclv'played, with modest success, in Peoria". H'oiiy-

wood, disdaining small measures in the face of foreign

competition, decided to simply import the enemy. Al-

though none of these directors except Lubitsch found a

great box Office reception, many of the films they made
in Hollywood now are recognized as classics of the silent

era. Graham Petrie, a professor of film at McMaster
University in Ontario, feels these directors offered Hol-

lywood its last Chance to fuse **the Claims of *art* and
the Claims of *entertainment* **— an argument that dis-

penses with the achievements of later directors such as

Orson Welles an^Jaly;i Hustonjjy simply ignoring them.
Mr. Petrie does not commöliihiself to his directors* Hol-

lywood oeuvre and even the most devoted fan may be
exhausted by his analysis of Lubitsch 's German come-
dies made before the director developed his famous
'*touch/' Mr. Petrie also scants gossip and biography

for lengthy excerpts from contemporary reviews, and
since he neglects to discriminate among the publica-

tions in which the reviews appeared, readers are left

confused. Many of the films he includes exist today only

in mutilated form. Some are still unavailable for public

viewing. For example, Mary Pickford, the star of

** Rosita," Lubitsch's first American production, hated

the movie so much she bought the distribution rights

and withdrew it from circulation. Despite the book's

flaws, it has a marvelous collection of stills.

— Hanna Rubin
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Hollywood
Correspondent
THE LETTEBS OrillinVMAIXT
ßelected and Edited by
Dorris Johnson and Ellen LeventhaL
Foreword by Alistair Coofee.

281 pp, New York: Alfred A, Knopf. $16.50,

By JOHN HOUSEMAN

lORE than half a ceifury has passed since

Nunnally Johnson first swkm into my ken as

the author of a Immorous column in The
New York Evening Post. By the time I arrived in Hol-

lywood in 1943, he had written tlw screenplay for "The
Grapes of Wrath*' and estadlished himself as both a
successfui film writer and one of the handful of edu-

cated WASP's on whom Darryl Zanuck counted to

write, produce and, occasionally, direct the more so-

phisticated items in his vast annual Output of motion
pictures. I knew of him, too, as a fellow wit and favor-

ite drinking companion of my beloved friend Herman
Mankiewicz, who, incidentally, first lured him to the

fleshpots of California. Yet in all those years he and I

had not exchanged more than two dozen words; our

acquaintance was unilateral and posthumous, estab-

lished mostly through a reading of "Flashback," his

daughter Nora'« affectionate but merciless account of

their inrense relationship.

With the publication of this collection of Nunnally
Johnson's letters, I was hoping to gain deeper insights

into the fascinating personality of this gifted, much-
loved and loving man. In that respect I was disap-

pointed— unjustly perhaps, since this selection of let-

ters (written between 1944 and 1976) seems to have
been made with the limited but delit>erate Intention of

presenting him to the world mainly as a humorous and
sophisticated commentator on the Hollywood scene. It

offers the reader, as his friend Alistair Cooke says in

the Foreword, "an Insider's diary of the fun, the guile,

the allegiances and enmities, the social habits and
pretensions of the movie colony for thirty years or

more In the middle of the twentieth Century."

These are letters that anyone would be overjoyed to

find in his mail. Except for an occasional flare of Irri-

tation provoked by such vlsiting celebrities as Cläre

Luce and Walter Winchell ("a perfectly splendid fel-

low with but orte weakness— he thtnks you are glad to

see him*'), they are withoü^llhisions but tolerant of

the frailties they describei Tb quöte Mr. Cooke again:

"In a flashy and cynical" ^oclety^ . , . Nunnally ren-

dered himself no threat tb iVkybody by adopting, as a
second niture, the alr oY a bewildered mouse in a
world jfti4;^rsän(!tjaguars..^[ ,

•**

The events recörded by ihfs tatter^day Pepys in-

clude a crc>quet game, in which ^ bouncing mallet

;draws blbod from Ziänuck^s Olympiäh brow; the intro-

duction of tamales intö the studio qomn^issary ; a feel-

out fpllow<^ jb(y a punch-Out at RonT^noffs involving

the Öscaf LeVäiits, the Watter Wangers and "Danger-
ous Georgie Kaft*'; a top!^ g^rmiiäiific exhibition by
Darryl Zahuek in a nightclub on the Strip; Humphrey
Bogart*s funeral aiid iiis own sdh*s antiestablishment

^wedding. We are also tre^jted t<^ frequent bulletins on
f. o Joü^ 9? > ^: ' '''^ontinuedonPage41

John Houseman, the actor, director and producer, is

also the author of "Front and Center** and **Run-

Through."
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tery of Camouflage, mean ex-

actly the opposite/'

The same idea is basic to El-

iade's best-known novel, ''Noap-
tea de Sanziene" ("The Forbid-
den Forest/' written between
1949 and 1954). It is inUmately
bound up with hls works in the

histoiy of religion» where hints

of some ineffable transcendent
meaning slowly accumulate be-

hind thousands of musty texts

and individually trivial folk cus-

toms. And it is entirely charac-
teristic of him that he should

discuss the growth of bis ideas

and bis leaming in the context

of the most intimate personal
relationship. This first^volume
of bis autobiography portrays
the starting out of this man at

home with paradox. It makes
one eager for the second vol-

ume, in which presumably the
war years will bring the *'terror

of history"(one of Mr. Eliade's

favorite phrases) to füll flood,

and the brilliant young Ruma-
nian writer of the dO's will find

himself the pre-eminent scholar

ofreligions.

Mac Linscott Ricketts's fine

translation conveys beautifully
i Mr. Eliade's clean, lucid, yet
evocative style.

onnson

Continuedfrom Page 13

the courtship of J^
and Olivia de Ha
ports of the latest absurdities

uttered by movie mogul Spyros
Skouras.

This correspondence, which
excludes aimost all personal

and emotional reactions, is ad-

dressed mostly to Johnson's
professional associates —
producers, directors and actors

(Richard Burton, the Hum-
pfirey BOgafSr^elen Hayes,
Groucho Marx, Fredric March,
Monty Woolley and others). But
there is a special warmth in his

letters to writers, including

James Thurber, Frank SuUi-
van, Arthur Sheekman, A. J.

Liebling, Mr. Cooke, John Stein-

beck and George Kaufman, for

whom he had an admiration
bordering on reverence. Indeed,

of the longest and most care-

fuUy written letters in this col«

lection, three were sent in re-

sponse to requests for Informa-
tion from biographers of Wil-

liam Faulkner , Scott Fitzge^
luid chä'nes ifilacArthur. An-
other one is a sympathetic and
perceptive account of his work-
ing experience with Marilyn

Monroe. ("I must say I never
had Q very high opinion of her
talent as an actress. ... I know
that many critics rated her
much higher than that, but crit-

* ics are subject to irrelevant in-

fluences as well as anybody
eise.") Another, in the form of a
letter to The New York Times,
is a witty, nonpolitical and
devastating exposure of the in-

sanities of the Hollywood witch
hunts. ("The only Organization

that I belong to is the Limited
Editions Club, which I am as-

sured is as clean as a hound's

tooth.") It is perhaps worth not-

ing that his protest was not

made until the box-office re-

ceipts of one of his own films,

"The Senator Was Indiscreet"

— a parody, in Johnson's words,

about ".a fellow who figured he
had no talent for doing anything
eise bat be President of the
United States" — appeared to

be threatened.

Throughout these letters,

though often relegated to post-

scripts, are humorous but

touching progress reports on the
activities of his own and his

friends' children, which leave

no doubt about the overwhelm-
ing importance that his family

played in his life. The few inti-

mate letters included in this col-

lection and the memory of some
that were reproduced in "Flash-

V, SM"
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Royal Rumanian Movie Maker
Mr. Negulesco'8 career is told through a series of

character Sketches — a Hollywood gallery that
* varies in quality and Interest In dlrect ratio to his

personal InvolvemenL with his modeU. We have
glimpses of the grea|X£)mst Lubltschj "the mas-

THINGS IDID.
I

^3^^<2n Negulesco
Illust

*^

. AND THI^
TewYork:

Linden Press/Simon & Schuster. $18.95,

ByJohn Houseman

YEARS ago, between the wars, there was a

small Rumanian colony in Hollywood. The
most illustrious of its members was the

film Star and art collector, Edward G.

Robinson; the most obscure was myself ; the most
charming, by general consent, was a young painter

tumed film director, by the name of Jean Negules-

co. The charm persists. Indeed there are moments
when one wlshes there were rather less of it in these

reminiscences of a rieh and varied life.

••Things I Did . . . and Things I Think I Did" be-

gins as a conventional memoir, with the author's fa-

I
ther, the riebest man in a small Rumanian town,

suffering through the successive births of four

daughters. He waits in frustrated humiliation for

the arrival of his first son, whose precocious talent

for drawing takes him, soon after the end of World
War I| first to Bucharest and then, inevitably, to

Paris.

In the sections set In that city we are treated to

several romances appropriate to the art Student 's

life; also to a number of artists' portraits (those of

two compatriots, Brancusi and Pascin, and one of

the tragic Italian genius, Modigliani) that are vivid

and personal. Later, more general accounts of

goings-on in the Parlsian art world of the late 1920's

tend to read like file co^ies of Condö Nast's Vanity

IFair.

The threat of tuberculosis leads him to the

^outh of France, to restored health and to a brief ca-

ir as a gigolo employed by the Hotel Negresco in

[ice, where he encounters Picasso, Cocteau, Rex
ram (who acquired one of his paintlngs) and

idora Duncan in the last, tragic phase of her life.

American wife brlngs him to the New World. He
to New York, to Washington, D.C. and, finally,

(ter his dlvorce, to California where he is intro-

tced as the ''Royal Rumanian Painter" and
ces a living, for a time, painting Hollywood por-

lits.

His entrance into the film world was a profes-

lal one— as a sketch artist for Paramount Pic-

I, where he designed a successful opening mon-
;e for the musical film, "Tonight We Sing." His

ixt assignment was that of technical adviser to

[iriam Hopkins on the film version of William
faulkner's "Sanctuary," retitled "The Story of

'emple Drake." His dramatic Sketches, repro-

luced here, helped to get the film's rape scene past

le censor and led to a friendship with b^ author
Star. Another Job— on ''A Farewell to Arms"

led to his becoming a second unit director and, in

1944, to his first successful feature film» "Mask of

Dimitrlos." These fllms were follOwed over the next
ao yaärs by 3B mor«» «. y^.^

Jean Nsguiescobccupie^ a r^ftpititt^^ nfdie in

4he dikfaiotic pantkepn^ H« nlaiiirliln quol« of 4o88
buth&a h mmbet ^jiifff/i^^

tiiris to his \.cniiiit, inoludiog "Johnny
BeUnda," "How . to Mnrry a MUlionaire," and
"Three Coins in the Fountain." Above all, he
showed a valuable talent for getting relaxed Per-

formances from a number of formidable female
Stars, includlng Joan Crawford, Jane Wyman, So-

phia Loren, Lauren Bacall and, above all, Marilyn
Monroe, of whom he writes with sympathy and un-

derstanding.

John Houseman's "Final Dress," the third vol-

ume of his autobiography, has Just been issued in

Paperback.

leph von Steml JnBTs decline, accom-
IHoward Hughes in all

ter'

panied b]

his horror ;\gilllyJÄQlderJ5^1us at any party. " And
we meet MrT Negulesco^ three principal producers
— the outrageous Jack Warner; Jerry Wald, ''the

doer"; Darryl Zanuck, on whose croquet court he
served for many years and of whom he writes with

an enthusiasm bordering on the sycophantic.

He is at his best and most reveallng when he
writes about his coUeagues, brother directors and
fellow machos: Bill WelLman; Howard llawks, the

"exaggerated dreamer"&rohn Hustonj/artist with

a punch"; Anatol Litvak, the Russian "sufferer."

He is particularly perceptive and sympathetic on

Jean Negulesco with Marilyn Monroe. From
**Things IDid... and Things I Think I Did.

"

the subject of such close and long-lasting emotional
relationships as Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hep-
bum's, Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall's, not

to mention his own with a woman named Dusty An-
derson.

One of Mr. Negulesco's attractive qualities is

his modesty— professional and personal. His only
direct boasting occurs in his account of how he "dis-

covered" the painter, Bemard Büffet, comered his

works and then created and dominated the profit-

able Büffet market in America. Otherwise, though
we are frequently reminded that he was. for years,
the town's most sophisticated and appreciated
ladies' man, he does not embarrass us (as others
have done) with titillating accounts of his con-
quests. A true man of the world, he leaves those de-

lights to our Imagination.

» Jean Negulesco made his last film more than a
dozen years ago and retired to Spain for an agree-
able life as an art collector and a successful dealer
in real estate. His wearlness of the Hollywood scene
is reflected in the final pages of his memoir, which
degenerates into a stränge scrapbook of anecdotes,
quotations and one-liners that add little or nothing
to his Story. On the other band, his book is elegantly
presented with dozens of his own well-reproduced
drawings, each "a composition of what a person
meanttome.*' - '^ D

1^^

•^v.
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decouverte
MARIANA COOK, PHOTOGRAPHE

ELLE est amv6e lundi der-

nicr de New-York avec six

grandcs valises noires : une
pour ses habits, ce qui est bien

naturel pour une jeune femme de
trente ans ; une pour son appareil

photo, un Hasselblad ; une pour
son tr6pied ; une autre au contenu
plus curieux, puisque s'y alignent

trois Cents rouleaux de pellicule

Tri-X ; son portfolio ; la valise la

plus myst6rieuse contient un
immense pan de velours noir.

Quand les chambres d*hdtel ne

sont pas bien chauff^es, Mariana
Cook le d6plie au-dessus des cou-

vertures du lit. D*ordinaire c'est,

avec un rouleau de scotch qui ne

laisse aucune trace sur les murs,

son principal instrument de tra-

vail. Elle Ta d6ploy6 dans Hie de
Marguerite Yourcenar, ä Tinstitut

humanitaire de Tuniversitö de
New-York, oü Jorge Luis Borges

donnait une lecture, dans le pres-

bytöre de Michel Tournier, ä

Jerusalem, oü eile a fait, pour le

mus6e juif de New-York, un
grand nombre de portraits
d*artistes isra^lites.

Le velours est tendu sur un mur
perpendiculairement ä une simple

source de lumi^re, le sujet n*a

qu'ä s*asseoir ä m£me le sol sur le

tissu repliö ou sur un si<^ge, et

faire front ä Tobjectif. On dirait

que la surface opaque et 16gdre-

ment moirde du velours a la vertu

d'absorber tout ce qui alentour et

aussi ä la surface de son expres-

tion pourrait distraire le sujet de
lui-m€me, fait coulisser comme
un rideau ou une enveloppe inu-

tile sa peau sociale la plus £prou-

v6e pour ne plus laisser affleurer,

comme r6pine, comme Tos, une
de ses empreintes spirituelles.

Mariana Cook a eu recours ä ce
Systeme il y a quatre ans, pour lut-

ter contre rimpersonnaiit6 dis-

trayante du fond, des papiers

peints de chambres d'hötel, de
l*accumulation des bibelots dans
les int6rieurs, du fatras pr6tendu-

ment lisible des instruments de
travail. La pidce de velours a
grandi, la place du sujet dans le

cadre a r6tr6ci, il ne donne meme
pas leur chance aux vetements.

Ne subsiste plus, nou6 dans sa

propre intensit6, que le caract^re.

Le sujet reste immobile, stup^-

fait par Topöration, m6dus6 et

comme vamp6. II suit derri^re

Tappareil la gesticulation de
Mariana Cook, qui fait voler sa

robe, enjambe son mat^riel, dissi-

mule sous un mouvement de che-

veux ses joues empourpr6es, et

d6croche brusquement la

machine de son tr6pied pour
acqu6rir plus de mobilit6 autour
du sujet.

Si on la questionne sur cette

activit6, Mariana Cook tente

d*expliquer tout le rapport qu'elle

pressent avec la sexualit6 : « Si qa
marche bien, c'est formidable,
dit-elle, mais, dis que quelque
chose cafouille, qa devient catas-

trophique. II y a la meme nices-

siti d'une Sympathie mutuelle, ei

aussi cette faqon de chercher
ensemble, comme si Von gravis^

sait une pente, dans une pricipi-

tation ou un ralentissement du
rythme, pour se retrouver sur un
sommet dans un accord plus
absolu, et une retombie sembla-
ble du Souffle et de l'inergie

quand l'union s'est stabilisee,

quand la bonne photo a it^

prise. »

La prise de vue dure une demi-
heure, il faut ensuite un ou deux

jours ä Mariana Cook pour obte-

nir cinq bonnes epreuves sur une
trentaine de tirages. Chaque Por-

trait, de grand format, est coll6

sur un carton, enveloppe dans une
chemise de plastique, la surface

elle-meme de Timage prot^gee

par un calque un peu crissant que
Mariana se platt ä retirer d'un

coup sec, soufflant aussitöt le brin

de poussiere qui aura eu le temps
d'apparattre sur la face, et d6cou-
vrant tour ä tour ses merveilles :

Yourcenar, royalemcnt sereine

;

Patrice Chereau, le visage 6pin-

gl6, mais toute Tagitation incar-

nee dans un mouvement flou

d*6ventail des doigts qui manient
la cigarette, suspendant la fum6e
comme une sculpture translu-

cide ; John Husten ou Lilian Hell-

man, qui sont parmi ses images
les plus övidentes et les plus

fortes.

Mariana Cook est n€e h New-
York en 1955, d*un p^re psychia-

tre et d'une m^re traductrice de
fran^ais. D'abord eile veut deve-

nir 6crivain, mais il faut 6tre seul

encore et toujours quand on 6crit,

et ä seize ans Mariana d6cide de
s'en tenir ä Töcriture des lettres

pour ses amis, et pense ä la Photo-
graphie. On peut 6tre aussi seule

quand on est dans la chambre
noire, * protegie du monde exti-

rieur comme dans une poche
foetale » (Freud est un des 6cri-

vains favoris de Mariana), mais
on peut aussi en ressortir de temps
ä autre pour aller ä la cueillette

de rapports choisis.

Son p^re, qui n'est d'abord pas

trop persuad^ de cette vocation,

Temmdne dans un magasin
d*appareils d'occasion : eile en
ressort avec un Haminex, que, le

Premier 6t6, eile empörte ä l*6cole

John Huston.

d'6t6 dans le New-Hampshire.
C*est un Etablissement de gar9ons

qui, exceptionnellement pour les

vacances, accueille des filles ; on

y apprend la litt^rature, on exa-

mine les grands textes, on r^dige

dessus des rapports de lecture :

c*est lä que Mariana ddcouvre les

M^moires d'Hadrien, un de ses

livres pr6f6r6s.

Un professeur de math6mati-
ques döcide de donner, six

semaines de suite, un cours de
Photographie : Mariana prend
plusieurs rouleaux de photos,

aucun n'est impressionn6. « Je
croyais que c'etait parce que je

regardais mal les choses que le

rouleau refusait d'avancer dans
l'appareil, raconte-t-elle. C'est ce

qui m'a forci et m'a appris ä
mieux voir. »

Mariana commence par photo-

graphier le reflet d'un paysage sur

un lac, une de ses amies, et une
paire de souliers sur lesquels un
plaisantin a 6crit droite et gauche
sur les pieds oppos6s... Quand eile

rentre ä New-York, le President

de son dcole a chang6, c'est juste-

ment un passionn6 de photo, qui

engage trois professeurs pour
enseigner la Photographie ; les

eldves doivent faire les portraits

de leurs camarades pour les

albums de fln d'ann6e, Mariana

est charg6e de les <» editer * (en

am^ricain le terme editor d^signe

celui qui choisit les photos sur les

planches-contacts) . Elle a obtenu
son brevet et part poursuivre des

Etudes de Photographie ä Tuniver-

sit^Yale.

La Chance de sa vie, ou ce

qu*elle reconnait comme teile,

survient quand eile a vingt-deux

ans : une cousine Tintroduit
auprds du maitre paysagiste Ansei

Adams, qui, ä soixante-quinze

ans, vit dans une grande maison
au sud de San-Francisco, ä Car-

mel, avec sa femme, ses assistants

et ses 61dves.

Pendant plusieurs ann6es,
jusqu*ä sa mort, Mariana va tisser

une relation exceptionnelle avec

lui, lui rendant visite quatre ou
cinq fois par an, lui apportant ses

photographies pour qu'il les com-
mente, le regardant travailler, et

lui envoyant dans Tintervalle de
ses s6jours les tout premiers
tirages de ses nouvelles photos,

qu'il lui renvoie aussitöt avec des

annotations fl6ch6es au crayon
dans les marges : « coin trop som-
bre », <^ lä, trop de lumiere », « ici,

trop vide ». « Et il avait toujours

raison, raconte Mariana. Ce quil
m'a surtout appris, c'est de croire

aux innombrables possibilitis de
la Photographie. »

Mariana Cook,

trente ans,

Amöricaine.

Dans ses cartons,

des portraits

de Marguerite

Yourcenar,

Patrice Chäreau,

John Huston...

Elle se souvient avec emotion
de sa Silhouette de personnage de
dessin anim6 : «^ Son cräne
chauve, son cell bizarre, sa
bedaine et ses trop gros souliers ;

je ne suis curieusement Jamals
parvenue ä faire un bon portrait

de lui, il agissait beaucoup, il

pensait beaucoup, mais il narrt-
vait pas ä reflechir ses imch-
tions. »

Son Systeme d'hyperr6alit6

photographique, Mariana Ta trös

justement d6plac6 du paysage, oü
Texactitude pouvait avoir quelque
chose de pesant et de morne, au
visage humain, oü il devient capti-

vant, comme si chaque sillon ou
chaque grain de la peau exsudait

un secret. Mariana Cook est reve-

nue ä Paris avec une liste assez

impressionnante de personnes ä
contacter, Samuel Beckett et

Marguerite Duras en tete. Elle a
eu la Chance de rencontrer, dans
le hall de son hötel, d^ le lende-

main de son arriv6e, Tauteur de
l'Ami retrouvi, Fred Uhlman,
qui, lorsqu'elle lui a montrE ses

portraits, lui a dit : « Poser
m'ennuie horriblement, mais vos
photos sont si beiles, je n'ai

meme jamais vu qa de ma vie,

que ce sera un honneur de lefaire
pour vous. »

I «» v«

HERV^ GUIBERT.
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For more than a

decade one of the

world's most populär

acfors, Eastwood

only recently won

respectability as an

American icon.

By John VInocur

Eastwood in a still from "Pale

Rider," a westem scheduled for

a Summer release. The film

marks his first retum since 1976

to the genre that made

a favorite.

HE SNOW HEAVED AND BIL-
lowed theatrically, the wind groaned
with a sound-studio's boosted reso-

nance» and halfway through a night

frozen white and Jagged, an outtake

from a Sergeant Preston of the

Yukon movie, a Rolls and a couple of

big-boss BMWs discharged a small
group of men at the bottom of the

stairway of a private plane at Riem
Airport in Munich. Luftwaffe bomb-
ing runs to Coventry or Rotterdam
were called off on nights like this, but

The Clint Eastwood Magical Re-
spectability and European Accolade and Adulation

Tour moved on. The Gulfstream's Jet engines rum-
bled, a ground-crew type pleading, in German, for

an autograph was shown to the door, and the plane
lifted itself into the gale, carrying the actor and di-

rector, the world's most populär film star over the

last 15 years, to England.
The tour had started in Paris in January with a

retrospective at the Cin6math6que, and East-

wood *s decoration by the Ministry of Culture as a
Chevalier des Arts et Lettres. Then it shifted to Mu-
nich for more of the same: the start of a retrospec-

tive at the Filmmuseum there, and, as in France»

the deep, wet embrace of at least part of the coun-

try's film intellectuals.

As enterprises go, the tour was an intriguing one,

bones being consciously fitted under the flesh of

Clint Eastwood's new, public embodiment as a

John Vinocur is the Paris bureau Chief of The New
York Times,
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THE EUROPEAN AC-

colade and adulation

tour bumped forward.

Looking back from London,

things had gone well but im-

perfectly. On one hand, as if by

common accord, nobody men-

tioned "City Heat,»' the rather

recent blip below the median

line of what Positif, another

ambitious French film publi-

cation, grandly described as

Eastwood's ability to "totally

control his audience and his

own universe, both stylisti-

cally and mythologically.** On

the other hand, in Paris, Jack

Lang, the Minister of Culture,

had another engagement and

could not make it to the Cin6-

math^ue award ceremony.

Lennie Hirshan took the green

Chevalier ribbon anyway and

later threaded it through the

buttonhole of one of East-

wood's Dirty Harry corduroy

jackets. A man quietly

checked the list of other Amer-

ican cultural Chevaliers of the

Mitterrand era. They included

Myron Karlin and Sidney

Sheinberg, studio executives at

Warner and Universal; the in-

vestigator decided not toAtell

Eastwood.'^ohn Huston^ be-

came a memWFWÄHJ ölder in

1984, but with a higher rank,

Commander. Maybe the

French were still not con-

vinced about Eastwood's per-
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b fQytlleton

« L'ASSASSINAT DTNE RENONCULE ». d'Alfred D§Mm

Morts douces, morts violentes

l^\'OU vmna-tu ? Alors que tu es mort depuis longtemps 7

jy 11"'^^ suis probablement mort, mais mon bras ne gu4-

11 m^ ritpas. »

Ce dialogue entre deux mödecins allemands en Lorraine appa-

rart dans le Pore abject, un röcit d'Alfred Döblin publik pour la Pre-

mixe fois en 1917. Plein de revenants, de diables et de mödecins,

il clöt un passionnant recueil de nouvelles ä peu prös toutes inMites

en francais, bien traduites par le germaniste Philippe Ivernel, dans
ia collection « Döbuts d'un siöcle. Sörie allemande » que dirige

Jean-Michel Palmier aux Presses universitaires de Grenoble.

Cette question, on voudrait pouvoir la poser au romancier de
Berlin Alexanderplatz, qui, vingt-cinq ans aprös sa mort, demeure
malignement, injustement oublie aussi bien chez nous que dans les

deux Allemagnes, considörö comnne l'auteur d'un seul livre qui a

masqu^ le reste de Tcsuvre. Mais meme avec ce roman-lä, Alfred

Döblin n'a pas de Chance en France : la traduction qui date de 1933
n'a jamais 6x6 refaite, ni r^isöe, malgrö des erreurs criantes et de
volun^ineuses coupures ; quant au film de Werner Fassbinder, qui

fut un peu le testament du röalisateur - tfeize episodes tournös

pour la telövision, ~ il n'a toujours pas 6te achete par une des
chaines de t^lövision ...

On se doutait pourtant de \a multiplicitö des dons de Döblin

depuis qu'on avait pu lire, en 1974, cette nouvelle prodigieuse inti-

tul^ l'Assassinat d'une renoncule (1), reprise dans le present

recueil, puis, en 1983, la premidre partie de son ceuvre nr^onumen-

tele sur la rövolution de 1918 en Alsace, ou l'auteur se trouvait

alors. On y decouvre un mouvement independantiste alsacien qui

ne souhaite pas etre rattach^ ä la France (2). Cela d^plut et valut au
tivre d'6tre longtemps ignord dans notre pays.

IL
a 6x6 pourtant, au plein sens du terme, un « europ^n », le

docteur Alfred DöbMn : r)6 allemand en 1878 ä Stettin - ville

auiourd'hui polonaise ~ dans une famille de commerpants
juifs, il est nK>rt en 1957 ä Emmendingen, pres de la Foret-Noire,

citoyen francais, et catholique. Mais sa rupture avec le judaTsme

par Nicole Zand

ötait beaucoup plus ancienne. On pouvait d^jä la percevoir dans les

nouvelles du recueil qi^i vient de paraTtre. Mödecin des pauvres

dans un quartier populaire de Berlin ä partir de 1911, Döblin habite

la Frankfurter Allee - qui deviendra la Stalin Allee puis la Karl-Marx

Allee, ~ et il connaTt lä les milieux les plus döshöritös de la grande
ville. Gyn^ologue, puis aliöniste dans un höpital, il se sp^ialisera

dans la m^decine des maladies nerveuses, fidöle disciple de Freud,

qu'il n'avait pas encore lu quand il öcrivait l'Assassinat d'une

renoncule.

Passionn^ par l'ecriture, il devient un collaborateur assidu de
Der Sturm öhs sa fondation en 1910, et pubiie des nouvelles dans
cette revue qui sera Tun des ferments les plus importants de
l'expressionnisme allemand. (En 1932, Herwath Waiden en arrS-

tera la publication sous la menace de la prise de pouvoir nazie et

ömigrera en Union sovi^tique.) Alfred Döblin, lui, quittant l'Allema-

gne avec sa famille au lendemain de l'incendie du Reichstag en
1933, choisira la France et recevra la nationalite francaise en
1936. A la döclaration de guerre, il travaille au ministere de t'infor-

mation sous les ordres de Jean Giraudoux, puis, en 1 940, partpour
les Etats-Unis, ou il retrouve Bertolt Brecht^ Hein£i£h lytannTj-ion >
Feuchtwanger. lavec lesquels il creera une rnal^^T'^^l^nXlsS^
Angelet. Hentre en Europe, install^ en "Frähce, Üöblm sera^artelö
tifixre ses deux patries : bien des Allemands ne lui pardonneront pas
d'avoir servi en 1945 dans l'armöe d'occupation, en uniforme de
colonel francais...

Tout Alfred Döblin se retrouve en germe dans ces treize nou-
velles de jeunesse öcrites entre 1902 et 1917, et qui, en rupture

avec la tradition de la litterature allemande, sont expressionnistes,

avant meme que rexpressionnisme soit n6. Tressaillements,

^blouissements, frissons, haliucinations expriment le mal d'etre

chez ces personnages ötudi^s ciiniquement : tous, ou presque,

sombrent dans la mort ou dans la folie. II ne faut pas manquer ces
röcits sulfureux, aimablement morbides, qui, meme s'ils ne sont pas
tous r^ussis, tömoignent d'un sens satirique d'une formidable viru-

lence.

(Lire la suite page 12.)

(1) Aubier, 1974. Introduction et Chronologie par Joris Duytschae-
ver ; traduction de Philippe Ivemei {€puiU) .

(2) Bourgeois et soldats. Tome I, de Novembre 1918 (Pandora,

1983). L'6diteur, qui a cess^ son activit6, n'a pas pu achever la traduction

ide la tötralogie.
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10:00 Disappearing World: "The Kwegu"

This documentary Visits two African

tribes, the Kwegu and the Mursi,

whose lives have become entirely

Interdependent.

1 1 :00 State of the State: New Jersey
Governor Kean reviews this past year

and assesses the future.

12:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[O Tues8, 7:00pm]

WEDNESDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[R Wed9, 11:00pm]

8:00 Smithsonlan World: "A Desk in

the Jungle"
A Smithsonian ethnologist discusses

George Catlin's nineteenth-century

paintings of American Indians; a
physical anthropologist Visits Panama
to observe the howler monkey; world-

renowned ornithologist 8. Dillon

Ripley secretary emeritus of the

Smithsonian, gives an exciusive

interview. For more, see page 28.

[CC] [R Sun13, 7:00pm]

9:00 First Contact
When the Leahy brothers explored

New Guinea in 1930, they carried a
movie camera. This amazing footage

Supplements interviews with New
Guineans who recall their first

encounter with Western man.
[R Sat12, 3:00pm]

10:00 Stateline: Call Commissioner
Gordon Ambach
A call-in show with the New York

State commissioner of education.

1 1 :00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[O 1^60^9, 7:00pm]

12:00 Austin City Limits

It's time to turn up the volume on your

television when Ray Charles brings

his special kind of soul to Texas.

THURSDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[R ThurslO, 11:00pm]

8:00 Newton's Apple
Learn why your voice sounds the way
it does and why you yawn. See
images, hidden to the naked eye,

made visible through thermography

8:30 Innovation
[R Sun13, 2:30pm]

9:00 Mystery!: Praying Mantis
First of a three-part story of

caiculation and greed. Is Professor

Canova, who has a million-dollar

insurance policy having an affair with

his secretary Beatrice? For more, see
page 37. [CC]

Metrocosms: "Tapdancin'," Sunday the 6th at 11:00 P.M.

10:00 Intercom: "Secretaries of State in

Conference 1985"

Alexander Haig, Henry Kissinger,

Dean Rusk, and other former

secretaries of State join moderator
Edwin Newman to discuss foreign

policy [R Sat12, 1:00pm]

1 1 :00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[O ThurslO, 7:00pm]

12:00 Masterpiece Theatre: The Jewel in

the Crown: "Incidents at a Wedding"
[O Sun6, 9:00pm]

FRIDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[R Sat12, 7:30am]

8:00 Washington Week in Review

8:30 Wall Street Week
[R Sat12, 8:30am]

9:00 The Shakespeare Plays:
"King John"
John struggles as others claim Prince

Arthur to be the rightfui heir to the

throne. He emerges victorious only to

be poisoned by a monk. Leonard
Rossitor Stars as King John; Ciaire

Bloom plays Constance. For more,

see page 37.

[CC] [R Sun13, 4:00pm]

12:00 Star Movie: Farenheit 451

Francois Truffaut, in a somewhat
uncharacteristic move, directed this

1966 adaptation of Ray Bradbury's

novel. Julie Christie stars. For more,

see page 37.

SATURDAY
DAYTIME
7:30 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

lOFri11,7:00pm]

8:30 Wall Street Week
[O FriH , 8:30pm]

9:00 The McLaughlin Group
9:30 Congress: WethePeople

10:00 FiringLine

1 1 :00 Tony Brown's Journal

11:30 OpenMind
12:00 Frontline: "Give Me That Big Time

Religion"

1 :00 Intercom: "Secretaries of State in

Conference 1985"

[OThursW, 10:00pm]

2:00 OntheMoney
2:30 This Old House
3:00 First Contact

[O Wed9, 9:00pm]

4:00 Ballad of an Unsung Hero
[OMon7, 10:30pm]

4:30 American Playhouse: "Pudd'nhead
Wilson"
[O Mon7. 9:00pm]

6:00 Nature: "Resurrection at Truk
Lagoon"
[0 Sun6, 8:00pm]

EVENING

7:00 Family Classics: Tom Brown's
Schooldays
When Tom is falsely accused of

poaching, he is flogged in front of the

schoolhouse. Embittered, Tom takes

to drinking and ignores his friends.

[RSun13, 10:30am]

7:30 Wild America: "All-American
Animals"
A look at some wild creatures found
only In North America. [CC]

8:00 The Nature of Things
Snapping turtles, once abundant In

Canada, are now endangered. Can
these creatures survive? Join David

Suzuki and find out.

9:00 Film on Film: "Notes from 'Under
theVolcano"
A Portrait of the American director

John Huston, focusing on his most
recentfilm.

10:00 Sneak Previews

10:30 Cinema Thirteen: "The Lady Eve"
(1941) Barbara Stanwyck plays a lady

Cardsharp outsmarted by a millionaire

simpleton (Henry Fonda) on a

transatlantic cruise. A Preston

Sturges comedy classic.

1
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Frontline: "Vietnam Under Communism,"
Tuesday the 15th at 9:00 P.M.

SUNDAY
DAYTIME
7:30 Sesame Street

8:30 Mister Rogers' Neighborhood

9:00 Sesame Street

10:00 Voyage of the Mimi

10:30 Family Classics: Tom Brown 's

Schooldays
[O Sat12, 7:00pm]

11:00 WonderWorks: "Hide and Seek"
lOMon7,8:00pm]

12:00 Why in the World

12:30 InsideAlbany

1:00 Currents

1:30 Agronsky & Company
2:00 Bits and Bytes: "Computer Music"

How does a Computer make sounds?

2:30 Innovation
[OThurs10,8:30pm]

3:00 Nova: "Garden of Inherltance"

[O Tuesd, 8:00pm]

4:00 The Shakespeare Plays:
"King John

"

[OFri11,9:00pm]

EVENING
7:00 Smithsonian World: "A Desk in

the Jungle"
[O Wed9, 8:00pm]

8:00 Nature: "Tumbler in the Sky"
A look at the African bateleur eagle,

known for its aerial acrobatics.

ICC]IR Sat1 9. 6:00pm]

9:00 Masterpiece Theatre: The Jewel in

the Crown: "The Regimental Silver"

At the request of Lady Manners, Hari

Kumar's case is reviewed. He reveals

that Merrick made sexual advances
while flogging him. Sarah learns that

Bingham has been kilied in battle and
must break the news to Susan, now
several months pregnant.

[CC] [R TtiursU, midnight]

10:00 Adam Smith's Money World

10:30 Monty Python's Flying Circus
This show teaches children how to

eure the world of all diseases;

examines the llfe of Tchaikovsky; and
demonstrates the famed "fish-

slapping" dance.

1 1 :00 Metrocosms: "Grand Central" and
"The Street of Ships"
The first film examines the history,

architecture, and mythology of the

famed terminal with guests Brendan
Gill, Philip Johnson, and Robert
Wagner. The second film chronicies

the efforts of the Friends of South
Street to save a group of historic

buildings.

MONDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

lRMon14,11:00pm]

8:00 WonderWorks: "And the Children
Shall Lead"
A young black girl in Mississippi is

deeply affected by the Coming of the

civil rights movement to her sieepy

backwoods town.

ICC]IR Sun20, 11:00am]

9:00 American Playhouse: "Go Teil It on
the Mountain"
Ruby Dee, Alfre Woodard, and Paul

Winfield star in this film adaptation of

James Baldwin's best-selling novel

about growing up in Harlem in the

1930s. For more, see page 24.

lCC]lRSat19,4:00pnn]

1 1 :00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[O Moni 4, 7:00pm]

12:00 Butterflies

In the final episode, the future looks

decidedly bleak as Ria is faced with

her sons' leaving home and her

husband Bens rekindling of an old

love affair.

TUESDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[RTues15, 11:00pm]

8:00 Nova: "Global Village"

An in-depth look at the State of India's

satellite Communications. How will

this technology affect the country's

villages and rural areas?
[CG] [R Sun20. 3:00pnri]

9:00 Frontline: "Vietnam Under
Communism**
Ten years after the American pull-out,

Vietnam is determining its own future

under a communist regime. While
some of the government's reforms are

starting to werk, many people remain
destitute. A look at the new Vietnam.

[CC] [R Sat19, noon]

/

10:00 Disappearing World: "Asante
Marketwomen"
In the matrilineal society of the

Asante of Ghana, the women run the

marketplace, but at home remain
subservient to their warrior husbands.
An all-woman production team looks

at how their culture may be slowly

changing.

1 1 :00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[OTueslö, 7:00pm]

12:00 To the Manor Born
A repair bill for Audrey's Rolls-Royce
convinces her of the virtues of the

horse. Richard is not convinced. He
has just bought a helicopter.

WEDNESDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[RWedW, 11:00pm]

8:00 National Geographie Special:

"Land of the Tiger"

The producers spent two years in

India's national parks to film this

elusive predator. Richard Kiley

narrates. [CC] [R Sun20, 7:00pm]

9:00 In Search of Excellence
A behind-the-scenes tour of

American business in action that

illustrates the findings of the best-

selling book by Thomas J. Peters and
Robert H. Waterman Jr. For more,

see page 21.

[R Sun20, 5:30pnn]

10:30 A Day to Remember
This documentary commemorates
the 1963 March on Washington and
Reverend Martin Luther King Jr.'s

"I Have a Dream ' speech.
[R Sun20, 5:00pm]

1 1 :00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
[O Wed16, 7:00pm]

12:00 Austin City Limits

Celebrate this series's tenth

anniversary with the Oak Ridge Boys
and Visit the streets of Austin with Bob
Wllls' Original Texas Playboys.

THURSDAY
EVENING
7:00 The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour

[RThursU, 11:00pm]

8:00 New Vbrk's Master Chefs
Premiere of a new series that brings

you into the restaurants of this city's

most accomplished chefs, including

Andr6 Seltner of world-renowned
Lutöce. Learn how they prepare an
entire meal, from appetizer to

dessert, and then try it yourself. For

more, see page 14. [R Sat19, 3:00pm]

8:30 Innovation
[R Sun20. 2:30pm]
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Liz Whitney Tippett

i

In
the annals of horse history

and society's high jinks, Liz

Whitney Tippett is a living

legend. Even the toughest

horsemen shy away from Com-

ing up against this most formi-

dable and irrepressible woman
of American racing.

The daughter of a polo-play-

ing Pennsylvania coal mine own-

er, Liz was 15 when her Uncle

Sam Riddle, owner of Man o'

War, gave her her first horse.

Liz often sought the solace of

hard werk at her Llangollen

Farm in Warrenton, Virginia,

returning there after her di-

vorce from Jock Whitney and
again after the death of her sec-

ond husband, Dr. Cooper Per-

son. "It is where my roots are,"

she says. She was rescued from
the self-imposed seclusion of

her widowhood by Prince Aly

Khan and Bing Crosby. "Aly

told Bing it was terrible for me
to be all alone on the farm for

the rest of my life. So Bing came
to the farm and took me to Eu-

ropa, and for the next two years

I chaperoned Aly and his million

girlfriends."

Her recollection of a lifetime

of wheeling/dealing/buying/

selling/breeding/racing Thor-

oughbreds is nonstop. **I had

Jumpers and won the American
Grand National. Mr. Gus won
the Woodward, beating Nashua.
And then I had Tumblewind,

Restless Wind, Pretense, Rac-

ing Room, who broke track rec-

ords. I trained Restless Wind
myself, living in a room at the

racetrack. I won the Santa Anita

about three times."

Liz met her third husband,

Colonel Cloyce Tippett, on a

fishing trip in Lima, Peru. "It

was a whirlwind courtship of

four years," she grins.

Always a character nonpareil,

Liz is famous for f)ainting her

helicopters the colors of her rac-

ing silks. But what was once ut-

ter flamboyance and her

Singular trademark has set a

trend: today many racing peo-

ples' airplanes sport the colors

of their racing silks.
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Actr^s"Wins

Test of Time

Honors Miss Gish

By ALJEAN HARMETZ

Special toThe New York Times

lOLLYWOOD, Feb. 29— Sit-

ting in a hotel room six

floors above the ballroom
where she is to be given the

American Film Institute's Life

Achievement Award tonight, Lillian

Gish wears pearls and red lipstick.

Her long forehead slopes down to

amazingly bushy eyebrows, two thick

crayon strokes in an unlined face.

The 90-year-old actress has started

this day, as she does every day, with

an hour of exercise, including sit-ups,

although her collapsible slant board
has been left l)ehind in her New York
apartment. Since 1940, she has fought

gravity by lying upside down on the

slant board each moming at 7 o'clock.

Lillian Gish is the 12th recipient of

the institute's award, gjven annually
to someone *'whose work has stood

the test of time." She foUows John
Ford, James Cajgney, Orson Welles,

J^illiamWylen ßette Davis, Henry
' on<Tar ' Alfred Hitchcock, James
Stewart, Fred Astaire,,Frank Capra

andVjjjjhn^uston) Tonight's dinner
will be fitmedTbrtelevision.

Miss Gish has acted in 50 plays and
more than 100 movies, most of them
one- and two-reelers at a time when
David Wark Griffith was, in her
words, "giving film its form and
grammar." She made 11 movies in

1912, 20 movies in 1913. But she also
made films when the silent era was at

its peak, including "The Wind" for

the director Victor Seastrom in 1928.
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TV Reviews

Bernstein Conducts

Mahler's Sixth

ByJOHNJ.OXONNOR

lOR a while last year, public
'television's **Great Perform-
ances" series thought it would
be presenting the German

mini-series of Thomas Mann's "Bud-
denbrooks'' in the first months of this

year. Hut for whatever bureaucratic
reasons, ''Buddenbrooks" is being
held for— some would say dumped in
— the summer schedule. This leaves
the distiguished series scurrying for
suitable filier material, one example
of which can be seen tonight on
WNET/13 at 9. A Unitel/Ambei-son
production, made in 1977, will feature
Leonard Bernstein conducting the
Vienna Philharmonie in a Perform-
ance of Gustav Mahler's Symphony
No. 6.

Following the example of such con-

ductors as Bruno Walter, Mr. Bern-
stein has been a Champion of Mah-
ler's music. On **Great Perform-
ances" alone, he has presented over
the years the composer's Second,
Fourth, Fifth and Ninth symphonies,
in addition to "The Song of the
Earth." And when Mr. Bernstein is

dedicated, he is very dedicated in-

deed. His reading of the Sixth is as vi-

brant and powerful as we have come
to expect of this remarkable conduc-
torat his very best.

What is frequently referred to as
the "inner turmoil" of Mahler's life is

reflected almost painfully in his
music. Born in Bohemia in 1860, he in
fact devoted much of his musical ca-
reer to conducting. His conducting
appointments included the Budapest
Opera and the Vienna Imperial
Opera. Before dying in Vienna in 1911,
his final professional position was as
music director of the New York Phil-
harmonie.

This television presentation begins
with a Short biographical sketch
providing details of the composer's
life when he began composing the

Symphony No. 6 around the tum of

the Century. Much of the inspiration

derived, we are told, from vacations

with his wife and children. The major
motif in the first movement is a lyri-

cal evocation of Alma Mahler. The
unrhythmical games of his children

are caught in themes for the second
movement. But this is not a work
about love or joy. It is known as the

"Tragic" symphony, primarily be-

cause in the final movement. Mahler
quite literally shatters his heroic

Leonard Bernstein

themes. Maestro Walter once de-
scribed the work as the Statement of a
man who finds "his existence burden-
some, death desirable and hfe detest-

ed."
As usual, Mr. Bernstein gives a

podium Performance that is commen-
surate with the music. This was a
period in which he had grown a beard
that lent him a dramatic look midway
between the actor Alexander Scourby j^L

and the film director^ohgC^^Siiaa/l
His hair, falling over hiS^TOreRead, is

gray but boyishly tousled. And there
is not a moment when Mr. Bernstein
is not exuding and communicating in-

tense emotion. He is by tums deli-

cate, determined, ecstatic and trium-
phantly exhausted. He is, as always,
marvelously, even if somewhat irri-

tatingly, the incomparable "Lenny."
The Performance took place before

a live audience in Vienna 's Musik-
verein, a long and rather narrow hall.

The large orchestra seems tightly

clustered around the figure of Mr.
Bernstein, creating the interesting

Impression of intimacy and complete
conducting control. The score de-
mands a Wide ränge of percussive In-

struments, including a Xylophone,
cowbells and a huge wooden hammer,
which is used as the shattering weap-
on. As might be expected, Mr. Bern-
stein and the orchestra receive an
Ovation for the Performance. It is

very much deserved.
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Biologists

Monitor

igration

ByJOHNCORRY

T is not necessary to admire, or
even to like, the whooping
crane to be gladdened by
"Flight of the Whooping

ICrane," a National Geographie spe-
cial, on Channel 13 at 8 o'clock to-

night. In a way, the documentary
isn't really about whooping cranes at
all. It is about the lengths to which
people will go to protect them. Man
has entered a covenant with birds.

Whooping cranes, white creatures
that stand five-feet high, once dark-
ened the skies. as they say, filling the
air from Texas to Canada. By 1941,

however, only a handful of whooping
cranes were left. One estimate was
21, 15 of them wintering in the salt

marshes of the Texas Gulf Coast, the
rest scattered.

A decade later, wildlife biologists

discovered where whooping cranes
spent the summers: in a remote part
olf Canada 's Northwest Territories.

Since then, whooping cranes have
been banded and tracked. Solar-

power transmitters have been at-

tached to their legs. Their lives have
become open books. There are now,
the documentary teils us, 144 whoop-,
ing cranes, all descended from the 15

that were counted in Texas in 1941.

National Audubon Society

A whooping crane, an endangered species, is topic of to-

night's National Geographie Special on Channel 13 at 8.

The largest part of the documen-
tary, however, is concemed with
three particular whooping cranes —
mother, father and chick— and their
flight from Texas to Canada. A team
in a Cessna 206 follows them in the
air; on the ground, another team fol-

lows in a panel truck. The whooping
cranes are monitored. even escorted.
Thus, the whooping cranes rise

from the Aransas wildlife refuge on
an April moming, heading for Wood
Buffalo National Park in Canada,
2,500 miles away. Whooping cranes
climb several thousand feet in the air,

and then seem to coast.

Meanwhile, aloft and on the
ground, the whooping cranes are fol-

lowed. Bad weather sets in over Kan-
sas, however,' and they are lost. The
Cessna is grouf.ded. The team in the
panel truck racei' around Kansas and
Nebraska, listening for beeps from
the whooping cranes* transmitters.

Success comes in a flooded wheatfield

only a few miles from where the birds

were lost. They are soggy but un-

harmed.
Eventually, the whooping cranes

make it to Canada, and the documen-
tary tums to a research Station near
Laurel, Md. Wildlife biologists there
raise captive whooping cranes. Their
eggs are placed in insulated suit-

cases, taken to southeast Idaho, and
put in the nests of sandhill cranes,
who become Surrogate parents. In
Laurel, the natural mothers continue
tolayeggs. j

U JohnHusigflJthe sonorous narrator
for'-l^Vght Ol ttie Whooping Crane,"
doesn't really explain why we go to so
much trouble for whooping cranes;
neither do the wildlife people we hear
in the documentary. On the other
band, it is probably inexplicable, and
is unlikely to matter much, anyway.
We care because we care, and that's

all there is to it. "Flight of the Whoop-
ing Crane" is pleasing.
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Three Women Whose Present Has a Past
By RICHARD EDER

Paris

IN
THE PROGRAM for "The Wom-

en of Thursday," there are large

photographs of each of the mid-

dle-aged actresses who play the

central roles. And there are small

photographs showing them as children

with sand buckets, and as young
women looking triumphantly into the

camera.

Our memories, writes the play*s di-

rector, Yves Bureau, in the same pro-

gram, "continue to inhabit the body
and time that we imagine we occupy
alone. Usually they are unobtrusive

tenants. But sometimes, suddenly, the

laughter or tears of a 7-year-old girl

are heard in the voicc of a 60-year-old

woman."

"The Women of Thursday" is the

first play by the distinguished actress

Loleh Bellon and it may be the finest

thing currently to be seen on the Paris

stage. It is about the reunion every
Thursday of three aging sisters, but the

A'Oices that speak and answer are many
more than three. Old loves, jealousies,

disappointments and resentments
emerge, not merely as remembered but
as lived.

One sister will answer, from the per-

spective of the present, the long un-

answered question or accusation of

another speaking as a 20-year-old. With
only imperceptible changes of inflec-

tion, with no tricks or mannerisms
whatsoever, the three splendid actresses

playing the parts use time to make a

fourth dimension in a three-dimensional

playiiig-space.

The setting is the tiny, cluttered

apartment, set in some unfashionable

Parisian ajrrondissement, of Sonia, the

youngest sister. Played by Dominique
Blanchar, she is round, generous and

exuberant. She still has a ghost of

prettiness after a life led by pure in-

stinct and heedlessness. She has a!

ways been deceived by men, and her

spirit has flourished on it.

Finally, reluctantly, too old for sex,

she is not too old for love. Her ami-

able son, whose only interest is his au-

tomobile, cadges off her in precisely

the same way that her lovers used to.

After she writes him a check for funds

she does not possess, he drifts out. Her
two sisters arrive and sit down to tea

and a large cake (most of which Sonia

eventually eats), and to a re-living of

their lives.

•

H6löne, the oldest, is the antithesis

of Sonia. As a child, she was the bril-

liant one of the three, füll of life and

passion. But she has never yielded any

of herseif, and her life has become a

series of purposes that have grown
smaller and drier as time passed, until

her particular purpose on ihis particu-

lar Thursday is to persuade the middle

sister, Marie, to turn over to her a plot

in the family cemetery.

Marie is the balance wheel. Along
the years she emerged from the anony-

mity of being the middle sister to take

up the dosest thing to a normal life.

She is a mixture of warmth and com-
mon sense, and she could be mediocre

except that her balance is a rough mir-

ror of rcality itself. Unlike H616ne, she

Suzanne Flon and Dominique Blan-

char: "The finest play in Paris."

is open to life; but she is also, unlike

Sonia, open to its limits and frustra-

tions, and so she grows.

The play*s action is simple but sharp;

sufficicntly so to hold tt^gether the com-
plexity with which the sisters reminisce

and change ages before our eycs.
H6l6ne, who barricades her door to
night, refuses to lend Sonia money to

give to her son. Marie, whose life is

largely over—she takes sleeping pills

at night to blot out her grief over her
dead husband—refuses to reject life.

Even Sonia's foolish indulgence of her
son is a kind of life: So Marie sells

the cemetery plot to H61öne and turns
the money over to Sonia.

It all has a quiet, everyday tone. The
agile intelligences of the three women
provide the fundamental lineaments of
the play. Its color—marvelous, subtle
and shifting—comes from the interplay

of the memories through which their

lives and all their history emerge.

The play's technical intricacies are
totally mastered. It is complex but
transparent, like a waterfall. Suzanne
Flon's Marie is contained and observ-
ant, but her dialogue with her dead
husband, played as a young ghost by
Frank Bertrand, is pure grief. FranQoise
Lugagne is a thin, sharp H61(^ne, crack-
ling with nerves and the despair of

having kept a vault locked for 60 years

and finding, nonetheless, that the gold
has vanished.

Yet, for all her barricaded life, H61^ne
lecites at one point, almost uncon-
sciously and with no special emphasis,
a few line of *'Erlkoenig," Goethe's
ballad about a mysterious ravisher. It

is inexpressibly moving. In her first

play, Loleh Bellon has, like Colette,

writien about women's lives and about
life as if there were absolutely no dis-

tinctipn between the two.
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Preview: Cannes 1981
by Joan Dupont

CANNES — After last year's Interna-

tional Film Festival drizzled to a

close here, a group of independent
U.S. producers — the industry's new

force — vented their anger.

They claimed that Cannes — 10 percent

more expensive during the festival — was a

rip-off, from the exorbitant cost of billboard

advertising, to the graft practiced in hoteis,

where under-the-table reservation fees van-

ished into \hin air, to the chaotic ticket System
that plagued the evening galas. Somehow, the

local butcher and hairdresser ended up with

the best seats, wHile foreign guests were shuf-

fled to the back— if they could get in.

"We're sick of French favoritism, not to

mention French arrogance," said one. "Cannes
had better clean up its act." That is the tenor

of the Cannes festival today. Forget the au-

teurs, forget the Starlets on the beach and
Palmes d'Or awards.

Special criticism was leveled against the

Film Market, the muscle behind festival gloss.

Located in the Palais des Festivals, the world's

biggest film market has outgrown its cramped
and crumbling headquarters, and completion
of the new Palais is at least another year away,
construction having been interrupted by
strikes and earthquakes.

When the disgruntled independents made it

known that they were launching their own
Film Market in Los Angeles this year and
might boycott Cannes, Festival President Rob-
ert Favre-Lebret appointed administrator Mi-
chel Bonnet to iron out the wrinkles. The Orga-

nizers had gloomy visions of opening their fes-

tival to a desert — no more $35,000 parties at

the Moulin de Mougins, only the major Studios

in lown to throw their money around.
But once it looked as though the dissidents

were not out to bury Cannes, just to shake it

up, their panic subsided and the good inten-

tions petered out:

"The independents exaggerate; just compare
hotel and restaurant prices in Cannes with

thüse of olher European capitals or U.S. cit-

ies," says Favre-Lebret. And market head
Robert Chabert is celestially unperturbed,

"Why reorganize a market that has tunctioned

so smoothly for 20 years?"

As for Michel Bonnet. he has been discreet

about his reforms, saying that there may still

be "an air of casual disorder, but our public

knows it's part of French snobbishness.' As if

that were an endearing trait.

The angst about Cannes is actually a meta-

phor for the movie business, which is in real

trouble. Hollywood has other things on its

mind beside rüde French hosts. Costs are
booming, audiences are off and so is quaUty.
In the wake of fiascos like Michael Cimino's
$36 million, top-heavy "Heaven's Gate," the
major Studios are taking fewer risks.

The only way to recoup investments is to
seil abroad, but competition is stiff and Goldie
Hawn comedies die in foreign cities. In this

atmosphere, the films that get produced and
promoted are less ambitious. *i'm not con-
cemed with the defection of the independ-
ents," says Nouvel Observateur's film critic

Michel Mardore, "I'm worried about the bad
films we're going to see."

Pierre Billard, editor of the newsmagazine
Le Point and the trade weekly Le Film Fran-
cais, sits on the French selection committee.
He expresses frank disappointment with this

year's crop: "We screened 42 films and saw
that our task would be harder this year — the
films were just less good."

Since they could not make a quality selec-

tion, the committee went for character, choos-
ing Claude Lelouch's three-hour extravaganza,
"Les Uns et Les Autres" and, at the other ex-
treme, actress Juliet Berto's first film, the mini-
budgeted, Godardian "Neige." In between,
comes Bertrand Blier's "Beau-pere" — "Good,
classic French cinema," says Billard.

France aside. the other official entries are
chosen by Gilles Jacob, who travels far and
Wide from November to April. The striking

thing about this year's selection is that all the
films come from Europe or the U.S. There are
no entries from India, Japan, Latin America or
the Middle Fast. Jacob admits that his materi-
al was less sumptuous in this period of eco-
nomic crisis, despite the encouraging trend of
international coproductions.

"Cinema today is a world Citizen," he says,

pointing out that Polish director Andrzej Zu-
iawski's "Possession" was shot in Berlm in

English with an international cast and French
funding. Likewise, Alain Tanner's "Li^t
Years Away," a French-Swiss coproduction
shot in Ireland, is in English. James Ivory's

"Quartet" benefits from French funding.
Jacob is pleased that British cinema is making
a Comeback at Cannes with Hugh Hudson's
"Chariots of Fire" and Ken Loach's black and
white study of industrial despair, "Looks and
Smiles."

Why was "Heaven's Gate" put in competi-
tion — to give Michael Cimino a chance to
redeem himself and win some money back for

United Artists? If so, it's an interesting if des-
perate gesture. Newcomer Michael Mann's
"Violent Streets," the odys.sey of a high-line
thief, has been generating excitement: It took
nine months to edit with wizard special effects.

The third U.S. entry is John Boorman's me-
dieval romance "Excalibur." Bob Rafelson's
"The Postman Always Rings Twice" — proba-
bly the festival's most erotic film — is offered
out of competition, as is Jerry Schalzberg's
"Honeysuckle Rose." which closes the festival.

Traditionally, the opening and closing films

are lighthearted. but this year's opener is Fran-
cesco Rosi's dramatic "Tre Fratelli" ("Three
Brothers"). Other Italian entries include Ber-
nardo Berlolucci's "Tragedy of a Ridiculous
Man," his first film in competition, Lilian Ca-
vani's "La Pelle," and, as usual, an Ettore Sco-
la, "Passione d'amore."
The colder climates are represented by "Tu-

lipaa" from Finland and "The Fact," a
Lithuanian film. Sweden presenls "Montene-
gro," directed by Yugoslav Dusan Makavejev.
There are two Hungarian films, Istvan Gaal's
"Quarantaine" and Istvan Szabo's "Mephis-
to," from the Klaus Mann novel (JHT, May 9-

10, 1981). As for Wajda's "Man of Iron,' "'the

sequel to "Man of Marble," there is some
suspense, due to the Situation in Poland, as to
whether the film will make it to Cannes.

The exotic, the unexpected can be found in

parallel sections, such as the Cniics' Week and
the Directors' Fortnight, conceived precisely

to show that the original and marginal can ex-

ist in Cannes. In the Certain Regard section,

next to Agnes Varda and Lee Strasberg, Sohei
Imamura, who started his carecr as Ozu Yasu-
jiro's assistant, presents his ambitious "Ei-

janaika," set in imperial Japan.

Festival Organizers love retrospectives, rooi-
ing out old glories and paying hommage to
careers and political themes just late enough to
remove their radical edge. This year, the Speci-
als include a tribute to Luis Bunuel, a program
from the People's Repubhc of China critical of
the Cultural Revolution and the Screening of
John Huston's "Let There Be Light." Filmcd
in a U.S. Army mental ward, the Huston docu-
mentary on the traumas of war has been kept
under wraps for the past 35 years.

What Cannes needs, aside from a new Pajais
and a dose of sunshine, is a new wave of cre-
ative filmmakers to remind the world that the
International Film Festival is still about cine-
ma. Meanwhile, it can ride by another season
on Stardust memorics, a mythical empire creat-
ed by the movie business.



Lincoln Center to Honor
The Film Society of Lincoln Center

has chosen the honoree for its next

Spring Gala, to be held May 3, 1982. He
is Billy Wilder, the director, screen-

writer, and producer whose movies

are known for their wit and sophistica-

tion.

The 75-year-old Mr. Wilder, whose
movies include "Some Like It Hot,"

**Love in the Aftemoon," "The Seven-

Year Itch/* and "Sunset Boulevard,"

will be honored for his sustained body

of work over a period of more than 40

years.

Mr. Wilder is noted for his caustic

wit, and he likes to talk about his love

for film. But in ezplaining what he
strives for in his movies, he resolutely

refuses to sound like an artistic high-

brow.

"I sleep an awful lot in movie
houses,*' he once said, "and I tiy to

stopothers from doing it."

Last spring the Film Society per-
suaded Barbara Stanwyck to come out
of near-sedusion to be honored in New
York. Previous spring galas have paid
tribute to Charlie Chaplin, Fred As-
taire, Alfred Hitchoock, Joanne Wood-
ward and Paul Ne^vman, Bob Hope,

iphnHuston,
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2d Theaterat theModem
ByHERBERTMITGANG

It says something about the Mu-
seum of Modem Art's new movie
theater that will open tonight that only
Steps away, as one enters, hang many
of the master paintings of this Cen-

tury. Museum officials say that plac-

ing the theater, its second, next to the

galleries is deliberate: emphasizing
5ie relationship of pictures to moving
pictures, elevating films at their his-

toric best to an art form.

When Jeffrey Schulman, the Chief

projectionist at the Roy and Niuta
Titus Theater II, shows this evening's
inaugural film — "Atlantic City,'*

which will be introduced by its writer,

John Guare, to mark the 70th anniver-

sary of Paramount Pictures — the
audience will be seated in what is con-

sidered the most technologically ad-

vanced moviehouse in the country for

sound, projection equipment and
sightlines.

Mary Lea Bandy, director of the

Modem Museum's film department,

said the museum was now the only one

in the United States with two movie
theaters. Mrs. Bandy said that the

second theater was needed for more
specialized film programs and lec-

tures that would attract a more lim-

ited audience. Both theaters will even-

tually be open simultaneously.

<Hi8 and Hers*

Museum theaters I and II both bear
the name of Mr. Titus and his wife.

The couple donated $1 million to refur-

bish and endow the original 46Ö-seat
movie auditorium — which is dark
while the Museum of Modem Art is

being reconstructed — and a second
million to pay for constmction of the
new 229-seat house in the west wing.

"My friends kid me and call them
the His and Hers theaters," said Mr.
Titus.

The 73-year-old son of the late
* Helena Rubinstein, whose cosmetics
empire he headed until his retire-

ment, explained: "I've been a movie
fan since I was 10 years old and used
to watch the silent clifpiangers and
serials. William S. Hai^ Fritz Lanj
movies like *Birth of a
grew up with them. I wanted to do
something to let new generations have
the fun of seeing these and the other
wonderful films in the museum ar-

chives."

i
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Film Group
To Honor
Olivier

j
,

By CAROL LAWSON

V

Laurence Olivier will make a rare
appearance in New York on April 25,

when he will be honored by the Film
Society of Lincoln Center. The 75-

year-old actor will attend the society's

tribute to him at Avery Fisher Hall.

The black-tie evening will feature
the Screening of selections from at

least half of Lord Olivier's 60 films, in-

cluding "Wuthering Heights," "Re-
becca," "That Hamilton Woman,"
"Prince and the Showgirl," **The En-

.

tertainer," "Richanl III." "Othello,"*
"Henry V" and "Hanüet." Lord Oli-

.

vier won a special Academy Award in

1946 for "Henry V," which he
produced, directed and starred in. He
also won an Oscar for "Hamlet" in

Several figures in the film industry

who have worked with Lord Olivier

will offer reminiscerices. The list of

participants has yet to be drawn up

because the society received Lord Oli-

vier's acceptance of its invitation only

twodaysago.

From Stage to Screen

"We are very pleased about this,"

Alfred R. Stern, President of the soci-

ety, Said. "Lord Olivier's Perform-
ances have been the most memorable
youcanimagine."
"He has been such an invenuve

mafcer of movies over the years,**

Brendan Gill, chairman of the society,

Said. "So many stage actors of distinc-

tion have worked in movies, but have-

n't thought hard about the differences

between movies and the stage. Olivier

was always thinking, 'How can I take
advantage of the contradictory nature
of this medium?*"
The extent of Lord Olivier's partici-

pation in the tribute is not yet known.
"He might just take a bow in the box
of the guest of honor," Mr. Stern said.

"That is what Charlie Chaplin did. But
we hope Lord Olivier will do more
than that. When Barbara Stanwyck
was honored, she came on stage and
madea Speech."
Mr. Stern said that the society de-

cided a year ago that it wanted to

honor Lord Olivier. "We thought it

would be great to get him, but hard to

do," he said. "He is very busy as an
actor, and also he hasn*t been well."

'His Health Is Better»

Lord Olivier has suffered from
many major illnesses in recent years,
including cancer, thrombosis, an ob-
stnicted kidney, pneumonia and der-
mato-myositis, a muscle-wasting dis-

ease.

"His health is better," said MUton
Goldman, Lord Olivier's agent, who is

credited for having convinced the
actor to agree to come to New York"
for the tribute.

Last month, Lord Olivier completed
filming "King Lear" for British tele-

Vision. The production, which features
Faye Dunaway as Regan, is to be
shown on both sides of the Atlantic
after the first of the year. In addition,

Lord Olivier's autobiography, "Con-
fessions of an Actor," will be pub-
lished next month by Simon & Schus-
ter.

The film society's cuinual tributes
began in 1971 with an evening cele-
brating Chaplin. Subsequent honorees
were Fred Astaire, Alfred Hitchcock,
Joanne Woodward, PauL Newman,
George Cukor, Bob Hope,yohn Hus-

,

ton, Barbara Stanwyck andvBlTIy
Vilder,
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Chcirlotle Curtis

Champagrie and Pasta

Palm Beach, Fla.

R. and Mrs. Joseph Bern-
stein have one of those
palatial houses for which
this rieh resort is cele-

brated: huge, high-ceilinged white
rooms with white fumishings, enor-
mous paintings and Windows spacious
enough to accommodate a view of
their swimming pool, their gardens
and miles of Lake Worth, and they are
quiet people.

Helen Bernstein is a Wollman for
whom New York's Wollman Skating
Rink is named, a cousin of Henry and
Richard Block, the Kansas City tax
experts, and a part-time Journalist.

Periodically, she toils away at the
Palm Beach Daily News not far from
where Mrs. Winston F. C. Guest, the
inimitable C.Z., occasionally tends
hergarden column.

Mr. Bernstein made his money in

construction and real estate. His pals
run to board chairmen. Though re-

tired, he cultivates his Investments,
Supports championship tennis and
zips off to Miami for the thoroughbred
horse racing. Neither he nor his wife
feel they have to be out every night
whooping it up, as many Palm Beach-
ers do. They have been known to go 96
hours without climbing into the re-

quired black-tie and ballgown.
Yet they cheerfully and generously

give to the scores of causes to which
the resort is addicted, and go their

own way. And when Charles Wieland,
for years a vice President of the Wally
Findlay Gallery, came to visit, they
pulled in some friends for dinner.
Nothing fancy. Just Champagne and
canap^ the butler served in the draw-
ing room, its tables bright with fra-

grant yellow lilies, then to a restau-
rant.

Alejo Vidal-Quadras, the artist

whose charcoal portraits are promi-
nently displayed in some of the
World 's most expensive houses, came
for a drink. Frank McMahon, the re-

tired Canadian Utilities tycoon, and
his wife, Betty, arrived. They live in a
showplace across the street from the
Baron Arndt Friedrich Alfried Krupp
von Bohlen und Halbach, the muni-
tions heir. At last count, the Baron had
three housemen in Thai livery, a
Stretch Rolls-Royce to take him about,
fresh Beluga caviar to go with his

scrambled eggs, and $125 million
stashed away to pay the bills. Until re-

cently, Mrs. McMahon had English
butlers and American live-in ser-

vants, each of whom had his own color
TV set. But with houses in Acapulco
and Bermuda, and her own Invest-
ment business, she is beyond that. She
prefers day help and caterers.

The racing set^Col. and Mrs.
';^Cloyce Ti^pettVarflW iifXr~fiid
^^shertiy thereafter, it was off to Nan-
do's for pasta and more Champagne.
At dinner, the irrepressibl^Liz Tip-
pett, an admirer of dogs, propmy
W^fiorses and interesting men, said
she was writing her autobiography
and planned, as she put it, "to teil

all." Since she was first married to

It was just another

quiet little dinner

with friends.

John Hay Whitney, the late horseman,
publisher and an Ambassador to the
Court of St. James 's, and has known
four generations of what passes for

Society here and around the world,

presumably there
teil.

is some "all" to

Colonel Tippett, a World War II

pilot, said he met Liz in Peru, where
he was working in civil aviation. He'd
been persuaded to pick her up at Pisco
and fly her to Lima. He had a P-28 jet

at his disposal and, when he arrived,

she was floating in a swimming pool,

oblivious of the time, and he was furi-

ous because she wasn't ready.
"She thought she was going in a pas-

senger plane," he said, "and I was
flying a two-seater. She dressed, and I

got her into a parachute, put her in

back and told her if she looked for-

ward and I wasn't there, she was to

push this red button, you know, to

eject. She was frightened. She didn't

think it was funny. It was so beautiful
over the Andes I told her to look down.
It was clear and you could see the old
Indian paths. She told me to stop look-

ing at the scenery and stick to flying."

At Lima, Colonel Tippett said, he
landed and there was no car to meet
Liz. So he took her to her hotel and
made a date for drinks. Three years
later, they were married.
While the colonel talked, Mr. Wie-

land and Mrs. McMahon compared
schedules. Mr. McMahon toasted his

hostess. And Nando's wandering mu-
sicians, having played "Fascination"
and "If I Were A Rieh Man" at the
next table, approached. Mrs. Tippett,

sure they wouldn't know anything
Russian, asked if they could do "Mos-
cow Nights," which they could and
did.

"I am Latvian," the lead Violinist

explained, "but my father was from
Moscow."
"Can you cook?" Mrs. Tippett

asked.

"Of course, cook," he said gruffly.

"Would you like to work for me?"
she asked, and he studied her face,

nodding warily.

"Then you're hired," she said, and
they exchanged names and telephone
numbers.
Before moving on, the musicians

played "Those Were The Days." The
waiter delivered the last of the Spa-
ghetti, wrapped in foil, for Harmless
Harry Houdini, the Tippetts's German
shepherd. Mrs. Tippett said her Rus-
sian trip might make a separate chap-
ter, and then it was time to leave. The
Bernsteins and their friends had had
just another quiet night.
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Billy WilderHonoredätLincoln Center Gala

-
I

1

By MDCHIKO KAKUTANI

In "Sunset Boulevard/' the screen-
writer hero complains, "Audiences
don't know anyone writes a picture—
they think the actors make it up as
they go along." Be that as it may, the
author of that line, BiUy Wilder, has
eamed international acciaim for writ-
ing and directing such pictures as
"Sunset Boulevard/' "Double Indem-
nity," "The Lost Weekend." "Stalag
17," "Some Like It Hot" and "The
Apartment" — he has won 6 Oscars
and been nominated for 20 Academy
Awards— and last night, many of his
coUeagues from Hollywood and New
Yoik tumed out to honor his achieve-
ment at the Film Society of Lincobi
Center's annual gala.

Assembled in Avery Fisher Hall,
the black-tie audience — including
John Houseman, Myma Loy, Arlene
Francis, Dina MerriU, Cliff Robert-
son, Betty Comden, Adolph Green, Eli
Wallach, Anne Jackson and Kitty Car-
lisle Hart — watched a series of film
Clips and listened to reminiscences
from friends spanning Mr. Wilder's
career, from Ginger Rogers who ap-
peared in the first American picture
he directed. "The Major and the
Minor," to^hirley MacLaine^who
starred in *'fte Apartm^kit^and
"IrmaLaDouce."
%John Hustonj Austin Pendieton,
AMMmmil; Horst Buchholz and
Mr. Wilder'8 longtime collaborator
I. A. L. Diamcmd «üso offered appreci-
atioQB.

Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau,
who were unable to attend, sent a

filmed tribute; and a message from
one of Mr. Wilder's most famous lead-

ing ladies was read. "I had prepared
an eloquent speech," the telegram
began. "However, since I began in the

days when we only had faces, I

leamed to express everything silent-

ly. So I caress you now with a deep
feeling of gratitude and love." It was
signed, "Norma Desmond sometimes
known as Gloria Swanson.

"

r c w
Altemately witty and self-deprecat-

ing, gracious and irreverent, Mr.
Wilder speaks with a curious blend of

Austrian formality and American
Slang. At the age of 75, he scoms all

manner of pretension — he wants
nothing to do with "auteur" theories

and critics who call the movies "eine-

ma"— and he enjoys regaling visitors

with jokes and anecdotes and a won-
derful mix of metaphors. In person as
on the screen, he remains a masterly
Storyteller.

In Disparate Genres

"The basic point is to bring them in

and keep them awake," he said during
an interview before the "Lincoln Cen-
ter shindig." "The picture where it

Starts at 8, and at midnight I look at

my watch and it's 8:15 — that's the

kind of picture I hate. I don't want to

bore or propound some phony philoso-

phy, and I don't want to g^ve them
schlock. If you can do it with style,

without low punches, if you can enter-

tain them fbr two hours and have
them talk about the picture for 15

minutes after they leave, Fm satis-

fied.

"

In some 50 pictures, Mr. Wilder has
done just that and more, and he has

öone'it, remarkably enough, in alniost

every genre: farce ("One, Two,
Three"), film noir ("Double Indemni-
ty"), suspense ("Witness for the

Prosecution") romantic comedy
("Sabrina") and satire ("A Foreign
Affair"). Yet for all their disparate

forms, the movies share a distinctive

point of View, a certain Wilder touch.

It is a kind of acerbic wit, a willful de-

sire to expose, throu^ drama and
often low gags, society's venality and
greed and lusts. As Mr. Wilder him-
self has said, "I like to mix a little

vinegar in the Cocktail."
More often than not, his movies in-

volve elaborate deceptions ending in

the loss of innocence, and his charac-

ters tend to be unconventional, if not

thoroughly disreputable. "After the

whole bit in drag," said Mr. Lenmion,
recalling his rote as a member of an
all-girl orchestra in "Some Like It

Hot," "I played six more parts with
Billy. These are the characters: a
weakling who rents his apartment out

for assi^iations, a guy who lives with
a prostitute and pays her, a married
man who fbllows dear old Dad's foot-

steps — he arranges a yearly Euro-
pean tryst with another lady, a totally

unethical newspaper reporter who'd
stoop to any unsavory act to get a
Story, a cameraman in a neck brace
trying to collect money for phony in-

juries and a kner who wants to kill

himself because his wife is holed up in

a sex clinic with her therapist."

Such ch^^cters and plots, com-
bined with Mr. Wilder's savage
humor, have persuaded many critics

to characterize the writer's work as
"cynical," but as Miss MacLaine

noted last eveniiig
:

''The Wilder touch
goes beyond cynicism. I think what
he's beoi giviiig us all these years is

reality — underlined with the best

punch lines in the business."
"It's an old Viennese tradition that

comes down from Schnitzler," added
Mr. Diamond. "It is a Middle Euro-
pean attitude, a combination of cyni-

cism and romanticism. The cynidsm
is sort of disappointed romanticism at

heart— someone once described it as
whipped Cream that's gotten slightly

cuixUed."
Mr. Wilder, on his part, says he will

not deny that he is something of a ro-

mantic, and he argues that a film like

"The Apartment" has "as fairy tale a
third act as anything by Capra." In-

deed, many of his heroes are oppor-
tunists who experience an awakening
of sorts, and if his pictures often seem
to dwell on the brashness, even vul-

garity, of Americans, there is also an
admiration for their vitality and inno-

cence -— an admiratioQ that has roots

in Mr. Wilder's own romance with tlüs

country.

«NoiDiiilliisiolied*

Born in Vienna in 1906, Mr. WUder
left his Job as a newspaper reporter to

writescreenplays in Berlin and Paris.

Ahhough Hitler's rise hastened bis

departure in 1934, he says that, like all

European film makers of the day, he
had always dreamed of Hollywood.

"I thoi^t that the stars are going
to be runäng in the streets/' he says,

"and it would be aU beautifully kept
bungalows and great parties with
women wearing hats with ostrich

feathers. One of the things that im-
pressed me when I was young was a
silent American picture in which a
bum asks a man, 'Can you teil me
what time it is?' And the man takes
out his watch and gives it to him. I

thoiigfat of that as very American.
Yfur concept tums out to be totally

different, but I was not disillusioned

one little bit. Naturally you grow up,

and you see it with more realistic

eyes, but I have not wavered as to

which country I wanted to be a dtizen
of— never. I thought it was great—
the tnergv, the generosity, even with
all the nribles, the human weak-

»»

While his subject matter is usually

American, Mr. Wilder's style and
technique were influenced iy those
two great European fUm-makers —
Erich von Stroheim and;£ragLLu-
MtsAJthe legacy of Strohäm, SSyar

BlrT^fnlder, was "away of attacking a
scene, a sfaarpness and daring"; of

Lubttsch, "a bemused wit, an eroti-

dsm which is so far superior to all our
eff6rts now that cens<nrship has been
removed."

As Mr. Wilder sees it, LuMtsch was
able, in the 20'8, to deal with poten-

tially ri8qu6 subjects by handling
them with degance and sophistica-

tkiL In contrast, the humor of today's

fUms strikes him as simplilbc, even
cnide. "Suddenly, we are painting

with acr>üc8," he says. "No more

The New York Times /Dlth Prarr

Billy Wilder with Ginger Rogers last night at Lincoln Center.

watercolors, no more oils. It's all post-

ers— everything underlined, with ex-

damation Points.

"

As for Mr. Wilder's own recent pic-

tures, they have been somewhat less

than successful— even such critically

acdaimed films as "Fedora" did
pooriy at the box Office— and his cur-

rent difficulties underline how much
Holljfwood has changed. The audi-

ences are younger today, and the Stu-

dios' perceptions of what those audi-

ences want maket for calculatedly
oommercial "blockbusters" and se-

quels of previous hits. What is more,
with tlie breakdown of the studio Sys-

tem, Mr. Wilder says he now spends
twice as much time tryüig to raise

money for a picture as actually mak-
ingit.

"I've been floundering," he says.

"People say, *It wasn't your year.'

Well, it hasn't been my decade. I

guess I lost contact with the audience
» I hope, only momentarily. I don't

mean I'm going to do a 'Stripes' or a
'Saturday Night Fever.' I do my own
thing, but the big stumbling block al-

ways is if people don't like a painting,

you can toss the wtioledamn thing into

the fireplace— the canvas and paint

cost $4.99. But my canvas costs 6 mil-

1km or 10 million or 12 million dollars,

and I have a responsibility to the in-

vestors.

"And it's not just the money, but the
time. At my age, you get a bit appre-
hensive. You think tluree times, and
sometimes you triple-guess yourself
out of something that might be a big

hit. It's hard to make that beautiful,

brand-new, universally acclaimed
masterpiece if you play it safe. Still,

the energy, the ambition, has not

1

1

I

diminished— you strive for a decent,
preferably admirable, third act. It's

the bang we're looking for, not the
whimper. If jrou are to die, better to

die with your horse winning the Ken-
tucky Derby than to die on the sub-
way, without even a horse running in
therace."
"One day I was having lunch at the

studio commissary," Mr. Wilder went
on, "and there were three young men*
sitting in the other comer. I recog-
nized their faces— they had all been
mail boys at William Morris. Now
they were vice presidents— you could
teil from their Italian suits, their nar-
row ties and their Rolex watches. I

heard them whisper about me, and the
essence of what they said was, 'Billy

Wilder's career can be summed up in

one Word— over. '
"

Mr. Wilder and his many fans, how-
ever, remain unconvinced. He contih- T -\

ues to work, meeting Mr. Diamond at
their Office every moming at 9 : 30. The

'

two collaborators are currently in the
process, he says, of "rejecting ideas,

'

narrowing the choices of what to do'
next."

"I am absolutely not retiring," he;
said to a Standing ovation at Lincoln -

Center. "As far as I'm concemed, tWs
ball game is just going into extra in-

nings. I'm ready. I changed my
stance, I shortened my grip and I got
some contact lenses. I'm sure I still

have a few hits coming, maybe even a
triple or a home run. So a tribute like

this is like a marvelous shot of adrena-
lin, and for this I am very grateful."

He paused and then went on.

"Thank you," he said, echoing Norma
Desmond in "Sunset Boulevard, "you
beautiful people out there in the-
dark

>>
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Paul Schrader, cineaste ?
Tout scenariste n 'estpas
un cineaste en puissance.

Depuis dix ans, Paul Schrader
a üoulu verifier. Le resultat

laisse ä desirer. La feiine en est

une preuve, parmi d'autres.

LA carri^re de cin6aste est ouverte. II est plus facile

d*y entrer que de s*y maintenir. Des critiques Font

fait. La nouvelle vague en France, Bertolucci, Bel-

lochio, Richardson offrent de bons exemples de ce par-

cours rdussi. De m^me Br(X)ksA>yildeijHuston)^a^^^

j^i^Kasdan aux Etats-Unis, Cloüzotcn France, Scolä

et Brusati en Italie ont montr6 avec bonheur qu*on pou-

vait passer du sc6nario ä la r6alisation. Mais il existe

aussi des exp6riences moins probantes. Ainsi Celle de

Paul Schrader forin6 ä Tuniversiti de Los Angeies

(UCLA).



DAY HIGHLIGHTS
Royal Fun

Katharine Hepburn stars

with Humphrey Bogart in

"The African Queen,"

]H[uston*sVl951 come-

dy-drama atJout a journey

up the Congo River during

World War I.

8 P.M. (5) ^
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Final Cut

Hustonftand the Dubliners" documents the making
ot tne lale^irector's last film, an adaptation ofJames
Joyce's novella "The Dead."

8 P.M. and 2:30 A.M. (BRV)

Final Cut

V^JohiyHuston^d the

liSers'' documents the

making of the late direc-

tor's last film.

MONDAY, 8 P.M. and

2:30 A.M. (BRV)
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Montand to Be Honored In Film Society Tribute

The French singer and actor Yves
Montand will be the recipient of the

1988 tribute by the Film Society of

Lincoln Center, April 25 at Avery
Fisher Hall. As it has done annually
since the first tribute in 1972, the Soci-

ety will show excerpts from several

of the honoree's films, including his

latest, "Jean de Florette" and
"Manon of the Spring." Several ac-

tors who have worked with Mr. Mon-
tand will take part in the event, which
is to begin at 7 P.M.

Among those previously honored
lare Fred Astaire, Federico Fellini,

Alec Guinness, Alfred Hitchcock,

\JohnHustonJ.aurence Olivier, Bar-
D^fä^taiTWyck and Elizabeth Taylor.

Tickets are $250 (which includes a

black-tie buffet supper at Tavern on
the Green), $30 and $15. Information:
877-1800, extension 489.
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Film: Marcello Mastroianni

In Mikhalkov's 'Dark Eyes'

By VINCENT CANBY

IIKITA MIKHALKOV'S
*'Dark Eyes," tonight's

convivial opening attrac-

tion of the 25th New York
Film Festival at Lincoln Center, is

both enchanting and enchanted, a tri-

umph composed of seemingly irrec-

oncilable contradictions.

"Dark Eyes" is — technically — a
pastiche, but it has the manner of

something freshly conceived. Ifs
Russian to the core, yet much of it is

set in Italy and its star is the match-
less Marcello Mastroianni. It's a
wise, ruefully funny Chekhovian
comedy, though Chekhov did not
write it. It takes one into a turn-of-the-

century world that's as casually pres-

cient as those of "The Three Sisters"

and "Uncle Vanya," without for a
minute seeming to be.

Though it's about a man with the
soul of an artist and the manner of a
buffoon, about the man's abandoned
aspirations and doomed love affairs,

as well as about the heedless follies of

the new European bourgeoisie,

"Dark Eyes" is consistently exhila-

rating. In the steadfast resolve of a
fellow who's an utter failure, it dram-
atizes a truly Chekhovian concept of

comedy.
"Dark Eyes" will be shown twice

tonight at Lincoln Center and will

Start its regulär commercial engage-
ment tomorrow at Cinema 1.

Lik^ohn Huston, Mr. Mikhalkov,
best known nere7or'^*Slave of Love"
and "Oblomov," is an eclectic film

maker who manages to honor his

source material. In "Dark Eyes," the
Russian director borrows freely from
four Chekhov stories, mostly from
"The Lady With the Little Dog" and
"The Name-Day Party," to create an
original work that Chekhov would
never have written.

vfe'X'.'j-: :¥;•";•:.•:•:•!•:•:•.•;•:•'
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Marcello Mastroianni

Lovelorn

DARK EYES, directed by Nikita Mikhalkov;
screenplay (Italian with English sublitles)

by Alexander Adabachian and Mr. Mikhal-
kov, with the coilaboration of Suso Cecchi
D'Amico, based on the short stories by
Anton Chekhov; director of photography,
Franco de Giacomo; ediled by Enzo
Meniconi; music by Francis Lai; produc-
tion Supervisor, Vittorio Noia

;
produced by

Silvia D'Amico Bendico and Carlo Cucchi;
released by Island Pictures. Tonight at

Alice TuIIy Hall at 7:30 and Avery Fisher
Hall at 9, as part of the 25th New York
Film Festival. Tomorrow the film opens at

Cinema 1, Third Avenue at 60th Street.

Running time: 118 minutes. This film- has
no rating.

Romano Marcello Mastroianni
Elisa Silvana Mangano
Tina Marihe Keller

Anna Elena Sofonova
Elisa's Mother Pina Cei
Pavel Vsevolod Larki|;iov

The Governor of Sisoiev
Innokenti Smoktunavski

The Lawyer Roberto Herlttzka
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Books ofTheTimes
By Christopher Lehmann-Haupt

TIMEBENDS: A Life. By Arthur Miller.

Illustrated. 614 pa^es. Grove Press.

$24.95.

WRITING about certain

Problems he was having
in the 1950*s with bis

work and bis marriage,
the playwright Arthur Miller de-

scribes how he began psychoanalysis
but could not go through with it. First,

"it was ultimately impossible for me
to risk my creativity . . . by vacating
my own autonomy, however destruc-
tive it might conlinue to be." Second,
"I could not help suspecting that psy-
choanalysis was a form of alienation

that was being used as a Substitute

not only for Marxism but for social

activism of any kind."

Now admittedly there's a differ-

ence betwecn being psychoanalyzed
and üsing analysis as "a way of as-

sessing human behavior," as Mr.
Miller puts it. But for someone even
slightly leery of the discipline, he has
allowed it to play a powerful role in

the Story of bis life, and he has done
so regarding both his creativity and
his social activism.

Hardly does he raise the subject of

his youthful introduction to Marxism
but he observes: "This day's over-
turning of all I knew of the world
revolutionized not only my ideas but
also my most important relationship

at the time, the one with my father.

For deep down in the comradely
world of the Marxist promise is parri-

cide. For those who are psychically

ready for that age-old adventure, the

Sublimation of violence that Marxism
offers is nearly euphoric in its ef-

fects; while extolling the rational, it

blows away the restraints on the

Oedipal furies, clothing their violence

with a humane ideal."

•
As for analysis and his art: "Time-

bends" is füll of dreams — of a mur-
derous female in the form of a bicy-

cle, of killing his friends and family
by putting them in his plays. It is the
language of Freud that permits him
such acute observations of himself,

his plays and certain important rela-

tionships.

Most significant from a reader's
Viewpoint, his narrative approxi-
mates free-association, bending time
past into time future as if Mr. Miller's

awareness were a happier version of

Willie Loman's. ("Memory keeps
folding in upon itself like geologic
layers of rock," begins a typical

transition, "the deeper strata some-
times appearing on top before they
slope downward into the depths
again.") And while the connecting
Points may not reveal all that much
about the author's unconscious, they
constitute a Statement that there is no
dividing a person up, no cutting off

the present from his past (something
that Mr. Miller believes has happened
to contemporary Americans).
This technique also gives him the

luxury of moving fluidly from one
personal portrait to the next, of freely
linking one anecdote with another and
of shaping his own history to maxi-
mum dramatic effect. This is a
particular benefit for the reader, be-
cause the personal portrait s are
striking, especially those of such sur-

prising walk-on characters as Lucky
Luciano, Ernie Pyle and John Stein-

beck, but also those of Harry Cohn,
Spyros Skouras, Lee and Paula Stras-

berg, Elia Kazan, Clark Gable. Sjir

Laurence Olivier ancfvohnHust^^^



entry thal preceded the burn-

injg of the house. But Justice Fried-

mann immediately dismissed the bur-

glary counts, saying, "There wasn't

enough evidence in the record to per-

whether througn a naive desif?
that I would be of some help in putting
out the rest of the fire on Gladwin Ave-
nue. I failed, and I am sorry about it."

Later, the judge told reporters he
had meant he wished the case could

iswrong."

In the days after the arson, Mayor
Koch was harsher in his assessment,

denouncing it as a "terrorist act*' and
vowing that the house — which the city

had rented from its owner as part of a

tria

Mr. EvserofI an
which groups he had in mind, but he
told a reporter later that he had been
referring to minority groups. Most in-

fants in city foster-care shelters are

seph Mincneiia, a 33-year-olv1

man. Investigators had originail^

sidered him a suspect too, but he nv'

not charged with any crimes.

3 Convicted in Shotgun Slaying

OfGrandJury Witness in Queens

Continued From Page Bl

separately to face the Jurors, who stood

with an American flag hanging on the

wood-paneled wall behind them, the

sounds of evening traffic drifted in

through the open Windows.

^ After the verdicts were read, Mr.
Middleton, who faces a robbery Charge
in another incident, slumped into his

seät and bent his head forward onto the

back of his lawyer's chair. Mr. Korne-
gay, who is already serving 25 years to

li(e on a previous murder conviction,

sat down and rested his face on his

hands. And Mr. King, a senior at a Man-
hattan trade school at the time of his

arrest, stood with his head drooping at

one point. Before his arrest in this case,

he had no criminal record.

Key evidence in the case was a video-

täped confession by Mr. Middleton that

he fired a 9-millimeter pistol at Mrs.

Gi'eene's head as she lay on the floor of

the car Service office after she was

The case raised

concerns about
i

witnesses'

jsecurity.

shot with a sawed-off shotgun by Mr.

Mr. King's lawyer, George Shein-

berg, Said: "Paul King is going to ap-

peal. They didn't have enough evidence

to Show he was acting in concert with

the other dcfendants. They didn't even
have enough evidence to show he did

anything. At its worst, he was in the

wrong place at the wrong time talk-

ing."

Mr. Kornegay's attorney, Russell C.

Morea, said, "1 find it hard to believe

that the jury was able to reconcilc Rose

.

Jefferson's Statements with the truth."

Rose Jefferson, 17, a key prosecution

witness who said she was hired by Mr.
Kornegay to keep records of drug
transactions in a crack house, testified

that she overheard the defendants
making plans to kill Mrs. Greene.

Mrs. Greene Seen Testifying

Ms. Jefferson testified that at a

meeting in the house, at 111-40 155th

Street, Mr. Kornegay ordered the mur-
der of Mrs. Greene because he thought

she had testified against him before a

grand jury investigating an earlier

shooting outside the Big D Royal Car
Service, at 150-01 Linden Boulevard.

Mr. Kornegay faces charges of at-

tempted murder in the shootout at the

cab stand, which arose out of a dispute

overa fare.

Mr. Kornegay's lawyer saw Mrs.
Greene on the witness stand on Oct. 1

as he walked from holding pens near-

by.

Ms. Jefferson said that at the Oct. 2

meeting, Mr. Winston suggested they

go to the cab stand and shoot anybody

The New York Times/ Peter Frecd

Louis Natole, the owner of the barber shop at the St. Regis Hotel for 30 years, helping a regulär customer,
Dr. Jesse D. Stark, with his coat yesterday after his last haircut in the shop.

St Regis Hotel Checks Outfor a Year
Continued From Page Bl

tions. They have have pridc in the
coüking, in every plate. Now just

when things were going up, this hap-
pens."
The last of 70 guests from Wednes-

day night were gone by 4 P.M. and
there was a ghostly quality about the

place. The voices of the cashiers
echoed off the 15-foot ceilings. The
lounges were empty. No onc was in

the library to read the leather-bound
Dickens volumes. The marble stair-

case in the lobby now seemed to lead
to nowhere.
Small pockets of activity — behind

(he front desk where cash was being
taken from the money boxes, and in

the kitchen, where Mr. Caloz and his

workers raised Champagne glasses —
pumped a little life into the building.

39 Years in the Kitchen

More than 350 people lost their Jobs.

Some were transferred to other
Sheraton-owned hoteis. The St. Regis
held two Job fairs, bringing in recruit-

ers from rival hoteis to meet its em-
ployees, but many of the workers yes-

With the guests

gone, there is a

ghostly quality

about the place.

terday were still not sure what they
would do.

Most expressed sadncss rather
ihan bitterness. Enrique Cruz began
at the hotcl 39 years ago washing pots
for $28 a weck. He left yesterday as a
Cook, earning $528 a week.

"I don't really want to leave," he
said. "This has been my home." He
had another reason to linger in the
kitchen, though ~ severance checks
hadn't been handed out yet.

A waiter with 38 years at the hotel,

Joseph Domingo, recalled serving
JorDtiüJwho lived there for

iibout 1 i^Tnough he didn't know the
artist well, he said, he did know he
liked his eggs "boiled three minutes

'and his roasl beef very rare."
And now that times lies on his

hands like a mclted watch, Mr. Do-
mingo, 59, said his plans were 'to take
a vacation — and then I don't know
what."

"It feels like l've been in the jungle
for 30 years," said Louis Natole, the
owner of the hotel barber shop for
that Stretch of time. "Now I'm going
back into the big city and and finding
out things aren't what they used to be
out there."

*Last Daysof Class'

The barber shop, which still offers
steamed towels and shoeshmes, was
fairly busy. Dr. Jesse D. Stark, a local
but a regulär in the hotel, called his
last trim there "the last days of class
in New York." In the adjacent chair,
Henry Timnick, an investment bank-
er, said he had gotten a haircut just 10
days before, but wanted one last sit-

ting with Camille Picou, who had
been here 33 years.

"He knows how to feather it in the
back," said Mr. Timnick. "That's spe-
cial and you can't find it anywhere."

I I
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By RAY WALTERS

THESE are anxious times in the world of books.

Durlng the 90 Shopping days between tomorrow
and Christmas— what the trade calls *'the fall

season" — publishers will be sending some 7,000 new
titles to the bookstores. How will they be received by
the buyers and readers?

The bookpeople's concem is great because of the

way recession and Inflation have been affecting their

fortunes. Last fall» when the publishers thought the

titles they were offering were a **good, average" lot,

distressing percentages of them were retumed un-

sold. During the first half of 1980, sales continued

•*way down." In recent weeks, an upswing has been

reported» but it is still too soon to teil how strong it is.

A survey of the forthcoming books has led us to some
conclusions

:

• Either by the Intention of publishers or by sheer

Chance this will be a very "commerciar* season. An
unusually large number of "good reads'' are being

published— novels designed to provide escape; biog-

raphies of celebrities, living and dead, intended to en-

tertain. Although many should keep the booksellers'

cash registers ringing, relatively few will evoke high

praise when literfiry awards are passed out next year.

• Many of the populär novels are the ^ writers with

established reputations.

• A number of the outstanding books are biogra-

phles of American literary figures.

• It is a rieh time for books about the present social

and economic malaise but, surprisingly in an election

year, few volumes deal specifically with candidates
and issues.

Fiction

For most booksellers and their customers, the sea-

son 's most welcome news is that two lordsof the best-

seller lists, James A.

Welty.

Michener and Ken Fol-

lett, have new novels.

Mr. Michener's* "The
Covenant" chronicles

15,000 years of the bis-

tory of South Africa.

Mr. Follett's **The Key
to Rebecca** is a
thriller about Rom-
mers World War II

campaign in Africa.

His name is also on the

title page, as co-author

with Rene Louis Mau-
rice (a Pseudonym for three French joumalists), of

"The Gentlemen of 16 July ,'* a nonfiction book about
the exploits of a Robin Hood-like European bank rob-

ber.

No matter what kind of populär fiction a reader
prefers, there will be novels to satisfy him by veterans
of the best-seller lists.

For escape into faraway times and places, there are

Robert S. Elegantes 17th-century China ("Manchu"),
Norah Lofts's olde England ("A Wayside Tavem"),
Douglas C. Jones's Arkansas during the Civil War
("Elkhom Tavem") and William Stevenson*s Ger-

man East Africa during World War I C'The Ghosts of

Africa").

* •••
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Nabokov.

t Ray Walters is an editor of The New York Times woman's devotion to what she thinks is right during a
Book Review.
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For thrills in a modern world where terrorism and
violence are rife, there are Helen Macinnes's "The

Hidden Target," Irving Wal
lace's "The Second Lady,"
Lawrence Sanders 's "The
Tenth Commandment," Mi-
chael Crichton's "Congo,"
Richard Condon's "The En-
twining " Alistair Ma-
cLean's "Athabasca," Al-

fred Coppel's "The Hastings

Conspiracy" and N. Richard
Nash's ' 'Aphrodite's Cave."
Spookiness and things that

go bump in the night?

There's Peter Straub's

"Shadowland" and JJ^rman
Raucher's"Maynard'sHouse." Lo^^ic* i

A woman's romance in glamorous localSSPalmer's)
"A Time to Embrace," Phyllis A. Whitney's^TPofilcr^

ana" and Dorothy Eden's "The American Heiress."

A woman facing midlife crisis? Cynthia Freeman's
"Come Pour the Wine" and Susan Isaacs's "Close
Relations."

A man's midlife crisis? Avery Corman's "The Old

Neighborhood."
A behind-the-scenes look at a Broadway musical?

Garson Kanin's "Smash."
One of the season's few novelists whose past work

has won both a populär following and critical acclaim

is E. L. Doctorow. In his last novel, "Ragtime," Mr.
Doctorow depicted the ebullience of American life

early in this Century; in his soon-to-be-published

"Loon Lake" he follows an ambitious young man in

search of himself during thä Great Depression.

Like Mr. Doctorow, Judith Rossner has enjoyed
bestsellerdom — with "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" —
but thus far her reception by critics has been mixed.
Her new novel, "Emmeline," is something a bit differ-

ent— the love story of one of the "mill girls" in 19th*

Century Lowell, Mass.

Like Mr. Doctorow, Mary Lee Settle has won liter-

ary awards, but she has yet to win a large public. Her
new novel "The Scapegoat" portrays a young

Henry and Alice James.

>i\

miner's strike in 1912 West Virginia.

A quintet of writers whose past works raised high
expectations are retuming. Alice Adams, who has
written movingly of lost dreams in many short stories

and several novels, in "Rieh Rewards" teils of a
woman who unexpectedly comes across an old love
and wins the encounter. Barry Hannah, author of a
notable collection of short stories, "Airships," de-

scribes, in a novel called "Ray," a Southern small-
town physician's effort to escape his feeling of guilt for

what he did in Vietnam. W. M. Spackman of "An Arm-
ful of Warm Girl" is

back with "A Presence
With Secrets," a novel
tracing 30 years of ad-

venturing by a Phila-

delphia Quaker liber-

tine. Hilma Wolitzer,

whose two novels have
been called "beautiful

and troubling," teils in

"Hearts" of the rela-

tionship that develops
between a young
widow and her teen-

age stepdaughter.

A pair of novelists

who over the years
have become centers of

cults have new offerings for their followers. Tom Rob-
. bins — he of "Even Cowgirls Get the Blues" — has
"Still Life With Woodpecker," which his publisher de-
scribes merely as "a seriocomedy, a sort of a love
Story." William Kotzwinkle — of "The Fan Man" —
undertakes in "Jack in the Box" to answer a buming
question: Can a young man from a small mining town
find happiness as a human being?
Three collections of Short stories will enable readers

to reappraise the careers of esteemed veteran writers.
"The CoUected Stories of Eudora Welty" brings to-

gether all the short fiction written since 1936 by this

gifted portrayer of Southern life. For her volume,
"Fifty Stories," Kay Boyle has selected and arranged
those that she believes illustrate how her craftsman-
ship has developed over half a Century. "The Stories of

Ray Bradbury" assembles 100 examples of more than
30 years* work by a writer often categorized as a sci-

ence fiction author, but whose compass is far wider.
Ella Leffland, whose fiction has won a number of

prizes in the past several years, offers 14 short stories

in "Last Courtesies and Other
Stories."

As in most fall seasons, two-or
three-score writers will publish

first novels. The majority of

them, in keeping with the spirit of

the times, were written with at

least one eye on a best-seller list-

ing or a movie sale. Among those
with ambitions that seem more
serious are four whose debuts are
already being talked about in

literary reviews. Ann Arensberg's "Sister Wolf" teils

of an aristocratic young woman's first, late surrender
to passion. Dinitia Smith's "The Hard Rain" shows
how the passage of a decade upset the situations of a
group of activists of the 60's. Rhea Kohan's "Hand-
Me-Downs" and Joshua Gidding's "The Old Girl" pic-
ture contemporary life in that stränge place called

Southern California.

Remarkably meager are the season 's Imports from
Europe. As usual, the most interesting are English.

Continued on Page 28
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Prophet of Energy" by Jeremy
Bernstein.

Show Business

I l

With Americans eager for

books offering entertainment
and escape, it's not surprising

that there is a spate of books
about entertainers. Last season
the admirers of the populär
talk-show host Phil Donahue
made his autobiography a best
seller. His rival Merv Griffin

hopes that his fans will do the
same thing for his upcoming
memoir **Merv," which he has
written in collaboration with
Peter Barsocchini.

Many of the other **celebrity"

books that seem likely to be
widely read are about men and
women— mostly women— who
became legends through their

appearances on the screen.

Gloria Swanson recalls her
years in the Babylon that v as
once HoUjrwood, including .ler

numerous marriages and
amours» in **Swanson on .Swan-

son." Greta Garbo's exploits at

Metro-Goldwyn- viayer in the
old days are recouiited in

"Garbo," written by Alexander
Walker, a British author who
has used "privileged miterial
drawn from the studio's ar-

chives." Ingrid Bergman
remembers ner life onstage and
off, with some literary help
from AIm Bur^ess, In "Ingrid
Bergmf n: My Story." There is

poignancy as well as glamour in

"Susa 1 Hayward: Portrait of a
Sur ivor" b:' Beverly Linet.

TAe Image that was Marilyn
Monnx has long fascinated the
novelist i Norman Mailer.1 He
publisheda book about her nalf-

a-dozer years ago; this fall,

using a portfolio of photographs
of her and other W( men by Mil-
ien H. Greene, he elaborates his

theories about feminine charm
in * Of Women and Their Ele-
gance."
The d langes that have trans-

formed the business and art of
the fi m ovor the past half Cen-
tury aie observed rather
thoughtfi Uy in books about two
Hollywood titans — a studio
chieftain, in "David O. Selz-

i^ck's Hollywood" by Ronald
Haver; and a great director, in

John Huston's")autobiography,
"^An upen Book." More conven-
tionally gossipy in style is

Sammy Davis Jr.'s "Hollywood
in a Suitcase," a continuation of

the reminiscences the actor
began several years back in

"YesICan!"
There is stardust as well in a

number of upcoming books
about the theater. It is sprinkled

thickly in "Naked at the Feast,"

« <i * > i^^^ V i* *^



Americans Lousy Lovers?

Don't Believe It!

Do you ever get the fceling that the American
man has gölten the short end ot the stick

when it comes to being thought of as a great

lover? I he mantle is one worn with timeless cUsdain

by various foreigners. lake, ior instance, the late,

languid Piince Aly KJian, who wore a wristband
filled with shaved ice to keep him cool and reusable.

Or take Dominican-born Porfirio Rubirosa, after

whom the giant pepper grinder is named in tribute

to bis upright, outstanding charm. Or super-roman-
tic Richard Burton, Brazil s maximum playboy Fran-

cisco ''Baby" Pienatari or the very British Rex Harri-

son—legends all.

Ihe tabloids named Rex Harrison "Sexy Rexy"
when actress Clarol Landis took her life following a

lovers' cjuariel, and they still call him that, even
though Fm told by an ex-wife that he's far from it.

Clertainly an argimient against suicide: God forbid

you should do yourself in and some sticky old cat

you'd Seen occasionally, but didn't care that much
about, took credit for your demise. He'd be an over-

night celebrity. Women would üght to sample what
another had died ior.

Ihen there was millionaire Germaii financier Her-
bert Klotz, who, when dumped by silky l.ady Sylvia

Ashley tor Cllark (iable, caused coliuiinists to jeer,

"Klotz has lots, but (iable's able". Tel cjuestion that,

but what the heck, let's hear it for the Yatiks—and be
glad you tired ot Europe while it was still chea|).

American lovers can do all the things foreign lov-

ers can, but they do it with more heart. Ihey can
drive fast cars, drink too much, ganible too much,
get good tables in ciowded restaiuants, play polo,

cheat on their wives and marry for money. Like
getting drunk on martinis, foreign lovers have be-

come passe.

I sensed that the mystic|ue surroiniding the Italian

lover was short-lived when a rieh f rieiid coniided she
was giving un her Mario. "I didn't mind buying
refrigerators for his entire family," she sighed, "but
every time 1 opened my bag the first thing I had to

take out was his band."
Ihe dif ference i)etween an American marrying for

money and, let's say, an Italian doing the same thing,

is that the American will keep his job. It might not
pay much, but it sounds right at the Racquet 8c
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Teftnis Club. If his wife

f)ays the bills, who knows
or sure, and who cares?

Dignity has been main-
tained.

Are American men na-

ive? I don't think so. Bul
there was a time when the

well-brought-up Ameri-
can male oelieved that if

he took '*advantage" of a

girl, it was his duty to mar-
ry her. Not any more.
That same man would
cheat on his wife if he
could get away with it, but

when she laid down the

law he did what he was
told. Men married within

their own apartment
buildings. In insecure
Texas, rieh oilmen mar-
ried the daughters of rieh

oilmen and formed secure
dynasties. Forbidden sex

(tne kind they like most)
was found in the soiled

trailers of chicken ranches
and seedy motels. To a

Texan, there were two
kinds of women: the ones
you paid and the ones you
married.

Jet travel changed all

that forever. Planeloads of glori-

ous, braless, sexually liberated

girls swarmed over our men and
found them to be not only hand-
some and debonair but eager to

learn. With only the slightest di-

rection they caught on quick to

those soft, sensual secrets long
known to veteran heartbreakers
and World travelers sujch as Frank
Sinatra^ohnHuston,Mike Todd,
Errol Fl)mrr"atKnfriSybe the great-

est lover of them all: the reclusive,

ribald, romantic Howard Hughes.
A man who openly worshiped
women, Howard told me, "once
you love someone you'll do any-
thing for them but love them
again."

Like his foreign cousins, the
American man learned how to be
devastating to a woman. That po-
lite lack of curiosity about you tnat

comes so easily to the Frenchman;
making love with the light on, and
when you try to turn it off, he
refuses and makes you endure
it—the Italian Way. Sex in Germa-
ny is the height of lofty indiffer-

ence, shrouded in an air of comi-
cal dignity: be glad you are here,

his eyes seem to say, as they Hicker
over you with all the warmth of a

left-over tuna on a Fulton Street

fish market slab. Is the German a

great lover? Adolf Hitler got bet-

ter reviews for World War II.

Being a great lover some-
times means breaking the
rules. If it means you must

covet your neighbor's wife, then
do a little coveting and wind up
with Elizabeth laylor, like Eddie
Fisher did. Now, tnat's the Ameri-
can way!
A great lover in any language is

the same as a cartographer, map-
ping out the features of his carnal
continent: its major rounded
mounts and hills, not to forget the
many side-safaris to seek and find

small verdaut Valleys, tiny
mounds, and other unexpected
zones, probing always for more
and new hedonic sites. But to dou-
ble their pleasure, double their

fun, the ladies were quick to dis-

cover the American lover was not
only super in bed, but also (gasp)

generous. But can wealth and
presents bring happiness? What
gay distress, what splendid misery!

If a man is stingy with his mon-
ey, he will also parcel out his emo-
tions. Cheap is cheap, and it ap-
plies to everything, every phase of
life. Ihere are those who exagger-
ate, saying that a Frenchman is

the only person in the world who
will eat when he isn't hungry—if

he doesn't have to pay for it. So if

you're looking for someone to pay
for that new co-op, you've got
about as much of a chance of get-

ting a Frenchman to pick

up the tab as you have of

spending a day at the
beach with Marlene Die-

trich.

I teil you, love was
sweeping the country. A
department störe heir met
a 5candinavian girl he
liked in New York and
maiied her a shiny new
car when she returned to

Sweden; she returned and
they got hitched. Henry
Ford, a pillar of Midwest
morality, married an Ital-

ian beauty he met while
he was still married. Two
of America's riebest and
most eligible men, Edgar
Bronfman and Jonn
Kluge, married British
girls who were not of the
nobility. Ehe former Car-
roU, Marquesa de Portago,
widow of the dashing
Spanish race driver, mar-
ried billionaire philan-
thropist Milton Petrie, and
together they give endless-
ly to charities of their
choice and those in dire

need. Frank Sinatra, bless

him, gave up his philan-
dering to settle down with the
beautiful Barbara Marx, a ro-

mance and marriage that gives ev-

ery indication of lasting forever.

When an American man cares

for you it doesn't stop with sex.

He is genuinelv interested in your
happiness and your welfare. A
man who loved me was horrified

to learn I didn't have health insur-

ance, and went out and bought
me some. Thoughtful. Ihey will

be there when tney are needed.
With an armfui of Howers, or a

blank check, or a kiss on the
cheek. Ihey'll even cook for you if

you are sick.

1 () be a great lover goes beyond
the Kcnnasutra guide tnrough par-

adise lost. There must be love, be-

cause without it there is no value.

Some American women fear love;

they shun the responsibility.

Don't hide from love like the
heavily armored man in a mirror.
Go out and find it, and when you
do, remember it's easier to make a
man do what you want than to fall

into an obsessive love and do what
he wants. Never insist on perfec-
tion, because if you do you may
keep your heart until it dries out
and nobody will have you. Live
and love as if your birtli certificate

hacl an expiration date. And when
you buy, buy American. You'll get
more tnan you paid for.
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DirectoAjohn Huston( who knows

what he is taKingabout, has this to say
about egotistical film stars: "The only
really nice thing about them is that they
never go around talking about other
people."
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Codger
Witha
Camera

SLOW FADE
By Rudolph Wurlitzer,

211 pp. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf. $13.95.

By Fran Schumer

As its title suggests, Ran-
dolph Wurlitzer's "Slow
Fade" is a novel about
the movie industry.

Wesley Hardin, its hero or anti-

hero— one isn't sure which— is

portrayed in thAjrfm-Huston-,
Howard Hawks molä, aiT old

codger who we think is brilliant

but who alienates studio execu-

tives with his budget ovemins
and impulsive style. Now that

he's passed his TOth year, he de-

cides to do a little soul-searching,

and he naturally uses the camera
to direct his securch.



Jed riarris Memorial §ünday
A memorial meeting for Jed Harris,

the theatrical producer and director

who died Nov. 15, will be held Sunday at

6:30 P.M. at the Booth Theater, 45th

Street west of Broadway. Among the

Speakers will be\lphn Huston , jLillian

Gish, Ruth Gord(»i, Mamili Iblcbtt and
Richard Watts. The meeting was ar-

ranged by Mr. Harris's son, Jones Har-
ris, with the Cooperation of the Shubert
Organization.
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l^ADIE HARRigphas written a col-

tollywood Reporter
about the Comings and goings of

show-business folk for more than
three decades. So, it was only fitting

that plenty of them crowded into the
Wyndham Hotel penthouse of John
and Suzanne Mados to wish her a
happy, if unspecified, birthday. The
guests included two knights, Sir Alec
Guinness and Sir Richard Attenbor-
ough, as well as Vincent Price, Kate

^
Reid, Dina Merrill an<%rohn Hustqn. ^p
Janet Leigh spent iSuH^iiiyfdDlc

time explaining why she had been
kiod to her first husband, Tony Cur-
tis-, in her book, **There Really Was a
Hdnywood." "Why not?" she said.

**We were married for 10 years, but it

w^ so long ago that now I don't even
knChv the man."
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Life of the old

pro of thrills

It
was in Saigon that I first got to

know Eric Ambler's thrillers.

The Street urchins had decided
views on literary value, and they

werc always keen to band on advice.

The authors they reckoned werc
Graham Grecne, John le Carre,

Kingsley Amis, and Ambler. If they
were well stocked wilh their titles,

they feit secure in their futures. If

not, something had to be done about
it. They remembered every book
they had sold you. They gave you a
day or so to read the valuable ones,

and after that they wanted them
back. An Ambler was, to them, a
Unit of currency. Thcre was no
question of it gathering dust on a
shelf. It was to bc sold, read, given
back, sold again, read again, given
back again. That's what it was/ör.

Later I met Mr Ambler for an
interview and he told me that at the

time he took up thriller-writing he
was working in advertising. He had
bccn given the Exlax account (**In

the copy department this was seen as

a Promotion. I tried to see it that

way too"), at a time when the slogan

for this laxative chocolate was:

Exlax. For Incomplete Elimination.

The thcory was that an inefficient

cxcrctory System caused a poisoning

of the body. Exlax made sure you
got rid of cverything. But Mr
Ambler's researches revealed that

pöople werc buying the stuff under a
misapprehension. They thought
Incomplete Elimination was a
sexual dysfunction which could be
cured with chocolate.

Instead of staying with Exlax, Mr
Ambler decided to revamp the

image of the thriller. This was in the

1930s. There were ingenious and
highbrow authors at work on the

detective story, including Dorothy
Sayers (also in advertising), but the

thriller was a despised form. Mr

James Fenton on
the memoirs of

a populär novelist

HERE LIES
ERIC AMBLER
An Autobiography
By Eric Ambler

Weidenfeldi Nicolson. £10. 95

Ambler "could no longer find tny
worth a tecond reading.'

»

// was the villains who bothered me
most. Power-crazed or coldly sane,
master criminals or old-fashioned
professional devils, I no longer
believed a word ofthem. Nor did I
believe in their passionsfor evil and
plots against civilization. As for
their world conspiracies, they
appeared to me no more substan-
tial than toy balloons, over-inflated
and squeaky to the touch, with sad
old characters rattling about inside
like dried peas.

Mr Ambler may have made a shaky
Start in his eflforts to rectify this State

of affairs, but there is something
impressivc in his choice of villainy

for The Dark Frontier. He knew a
bit about the structure of the atom,
deduced that an atomic bomb could
be made, and that its possessor
would have overwhelming political

power. He guessed all this in 1935,
but made, as he acknowledges, one
mistake - he believed that the atom
bomb could be constructcd "in a
Single laboratory by a team of
Ruritanian scientists". *'If I had
known a little more I might have
written a sciencc flction novel of
somc conscquence."

Wi
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The old master of intrigue comes out of his Covers
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After the first book had appeared.

a friend asked Mr Ambler what his

literary modeis were. His reply

included Pirandello, Stevenson,

Gogol, and James Joyce. The friend

Said: "Try Somerset Maugham," -

meaning the Maugham ofAshenden
- and continued, "Never read very

good writers when you are trying

yourself to write good irash. You'll

only get depressed. So Mr Ambler
read Maugham and Compton
Mackenzie, and went on, in the pre-

war years' to write the five classic

thrillcrs that established his repu-

tation. Whether "good trash" is a

useful way of describing what he was
producing in üncommon Danger,

Epitaph for a Spy, Cause for Alarm,
The Mask ofDimitrios, and Journey
into Fear I ralher doubt. Populär
writing does not have to be trash;

and indeed what makes people sit up
when they come across an Ambler
or an (early) Lc Carre is precisely the

feeling that this is not trash. Still, the

friend's advice appears to have
concentrated Mr Ambler's attention

on his duties as a storyteller. It is

this gift that is so admirably on
display once again in this autobi-

ography.

The book opens with Ambler at

the wheel of a new car which he has

managed to drive off the Swiss

autoroute into a ditch. He is

admitted into hospital and diag-

nosed as suffering from a touch of
amnesic aphasia; but such is his fear

of hospitals he tries to cover up the

language and memory difficulties he

is having in order to get himself

discharged. The way the story

unfolds gives one a charming insight

into an old man*s cunning in the

face of a doctor. As the memory is

restored, Mr Ambler recalls what it

was that he was thinking about in

the minutes bcfore his accident: he
had been contemplatin^ the horrors

ofan American promotional tour.

77»^ real reasonfor my not wanting
to do the tour again would be too

difficult to explain, too difficult in

New York anyway. There, pub-
lishers are understanding about
physical infirmities but easily lose

patience with behavioural quirks

and frailties. The quirk was my

belief, long held but still firm, that

the best and by far the safest place

for readers and writers to meet was
on the printed page,

It is not so much the professional

interviewers. Mr Ambler, as I recall

very well, is a professional himself at

being interviewcd. Fve never known
anybody make the job so easy and
pleasant. What gets him down,
though, is pressure from the "local

wiseacres, rogue literati and aha
instant analysts", the people who
buttonhole him at bookstore events.

He identifies two kinds:

Those who read novels but

disapprove in their hearts of the

habit, and those who saw novel-

reading as a game in which the

reader is challcnged tofind the real

live person hiding behind the

Portrait on thejacket,

To say to the latter type that

his novels are not autobio-
graphical is to invite baleful,

disappointed looks. After a
while, on the gruelling tour he
describes, he had resorted to telling

people about his forthcoming,

brutally frank autobiography which
would answer all the questions. And
yet, "I knew that I could never do it.

Only an idiot believes that he can
write the truth about himself**

To what extent we are to believe

that Mr Ambler is not telling the

truth about himself herc, is hard to

teil. He sounds very convincing to

me. He has his chosen areas of
reticence, of course, but the general

approach is anti-pretentious and
sardonic. There is a fine evocation
of the world of musical entertain-

ment in which he grew up. He has
forgotten nothing, it appears, of his

experiences as an engineer (he has

the knack of talking shop and
making himself interesting). Work-
ing in films during the war, he goes
to Italy with John Huston; his brief

description ot a battlefield is one of
the best things in the book. We end
with the return to novel-written after

the war, but there seems to be plenty

more left o\er for volume two. I

hope he writes it. This book is a
good read.

Chilled

vintage

old Ambler
THRILLERS

Tim Heald

THE LEVANTER
By Eric Ambler

Weindenfeld & Nicolson, £8. 95

DOCTOR FRIGO
By Eric Ambler

Weidenfeld & Nicolson. £8.95

These two prizc winning Amblers -
the 72 and *74 vintages - are
showing extraordinarily well. I think
some of the earlier years are
exhibiting signs of age but these, one
Middle Eastern and the other
Central American, have all the »

characteristic flintiness and pre-

cision of the best Ambler, while at

the same time being topical and
convincing about international poli-

tics, assassination techniques, and
the intricacies of bomb manufacture
and diagnoslic medicine. Unlike
cruder praclitioners he can convey
menace and fear without ladling on
the göre. His villains - El Lobo an
overgrown, dissolute child with the

"small contemplative eyes of an
extremely dangerous fish'* is won- »

derfully revolting, the Arab terrorist

Salah Ghaled even more so. His
hero figures are a bit bloodless, and
it*s not easy to admire or even like

either the Levantine Michael Howell
or Dr Castillo, the son of a murdered .

banana republic despot. Both books
are intricate and elegant. If there is

one aspect that dates them, but
which I like them for more than
anything, it is their extreme
fastidiousness. Defmitely worth
reading now but likely, I would
guess, to rctain their appeal for at

least another decade.

••«•• •• f
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WineTalk Frank
J.

Prial

Philippe de Rothschild: a

man worthy of his wine.

N front of me as I write is a

small menu card, about the size

of a postCard, dated Oct. 4, 1973.

It reads thus:

Petits Rougets a LA Peruvienne
Canetons Rotis

Püree DE Marrons
Salade de Laitue

Fromage
Souffle Aux Liqueurs

LAFITE1959
Haut-Brion 1945

MOUTON-ROTHSCHILD 1920

YQIIEM 1945

Oct. 4 was a day like any other day

I

at Chäteau Mouton-Rothschild — any
other day when Baron Philippe de
Rothschild was in residence. In fact,

it was a quiet dinner for six: Baron
Philippe and his wife, Baroness Pau-
line; a deputy mayor or some such
from Bordeaux with his wife, and a

couple of Americans who almost
never drank '20 Mouton during the

week.
The memory of that evening at

Mouton and, oh, maybe a half-dozen

or so like it over the years, came
flooding back last week with the news
that Baron Philippe had died at his

home in Paris at the age of 85. It's a

stock phrase, used whenever some-
one dies, but in his case it is totally ac-

curate to say we shall not see his like

again.

There was a lunch one day at Mou-
ton when, if memory serves, the

owner of another chateau, Brane-
Cantenac, was among the guests. In

his honor, Baron Philippe served,

among many wines, a 1945 Brane-
Cantenac. The owner was over-

whelmed. "We haven'l had any of this

in our cellars for years," he said.

Later, he told me that he found a

case of his 1945 in his car when he left

after lunch.

There was another evening long

after Baroness Pauline's dcath in

1976, when Baron Philippe got into a

heated argument with his close friend

and literary collaborator, Joan Little-

wood, the English theater producer.

At one point, Miss Littlewood left in a

huff and didn't reappear.
After about an hour, a butler came

in and whispered to the Baron: "Ma-
dame est partie."

"I know," the Baron replied. "She's

probably up in her room."
"No, no," the butler said. "She left.

She's gone."

Baron Philippe shrugged, and the

party went on. Later it turned out that

Miss Littlewood had stalked out, ig-

noring the Chauffeurs and cars al-

ways available, hiked ihrough the

vineyards to a nearby village, whcrc
she hopped a bus to Bordeaux, 35

miles away, and then took a train to

Paris.

Then there is the story aboüt the fa-

mous wine writer who used to ar-

range his Visits to Mouton so that thcy

began just as Baron Philippe was
leaving for Paris or Denmark or

Santa Barbara, Calif., three of his

favorite playgrounds. E^ach time, as

he left, the Baron would instrucl his

major domo to see that the writer had
everything he wanted.
The writer, purely in the interest of

research, of course, would proceed to

Order up rare vintage after rare vin-

tage, to the dismay of the chateau
staff. Finally, someone told Baron
Philippe. When the writer next visited

Mouton, the two men took a st roll in

the garden. The Baron asked his

friend what he would like to drink for

lunch. True to form, the writer men-
tioned a rare and costly bottle.

Throwing an arm around the man's
Shoulder, Baron Philippe said: "It's

not a luncheon wine, old boy, not a

lunchcon wine." And that was end of

the Problem.
The Mcdoc, the flat, rain-swept

peninsula jutting north from Bor-

deaux between the Atlantic and the

Gironde, has changed over the years.

Once the vineyard owners sat in their

chateaus, arguing over vine rot and
genealogy, like the protagonists in a

Mauriac novel. Buyers from New
York and Hamburg and Amsterdam
would be entertained from time to

time, but rarely anyone eise.

Baron Philippe changed all that. At

any time during the long season that

ended after the harvest, his guests

might include a famous British actor,

a former president of France, a Nobel
laureate in poetry, a powerful Amer-
ican publisher, an ambassador or

two, a Champion automobile racer, an
occasional duke and perhaps even
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother,
who is said to enjoy a decent claret

now and then.

Dinner at Mouton was never served
in the same place at the same time. It

might be a gala, taking up the length

of the grand gallery, a room filled

with priceless paintings and sculp-

The New York Times

Baron Philippe de Rothschild of Chäteau Mouton.

tures. It might be an intimate affair

for four at a table in the library. Or it

might not be in ihe chateau at all, but

at Petit Mouton, the 19th-century
housc that Philippe de Rothschild
lived in, without running water or
elcctricity, when he first came down
from Paris to learn the business in

1922.

In preparing her dinners, the

Baroness, who had been born Pauline

Fairfax-Potter in Baltimore and had
boen a designer for Hattie Carnegie,

not only consulted with her chef but

also leafed through huge sample
books conlaining pictures of all the

chateau's sets of china and table

linens. All wines were decanted and
served from tall chemical beakers,

oach with a blue linen clolh tied

around its neck.

Table decorat ions were rarely
flowers. Mouton employed a full-time

horticulturist, who ranged the fields

and woods of the Medoc and produced
st lange Dali-esque table displays
from weeds and fungi.

Baroness Pauline was more than a
chatelaine. Once at dinner, someone
rnentioned the Hnglish poet Gerard
Manley Hopkins but couldn't remem-
bor the title of a particular Hopkins
poem. Later, in the library, the

Baroness spread three books on Hop-
kins before the astonished guest, one
of them opened to the poem he had
tried to recall. \

Literature was not an affectation at

Mouton. Baron Philippe delighted in

the Company of writers and produced
a respectable body of poetry and
translations himself. It indudes three
volumes of poetry; an anthology, in

I'rench and English, of the Elizabe-
than poets, and translations of Chris-
topher Marlowe's "Tamburlaine the

Great" and "Dr. Faustus," and of six

plays by the contemporary English
writer Christopher Fry, induding
"The Lady's Not for Burning."

At Mouton, Baron Philippe's style

was Churchillian (he would say
Churchill's style was Rothschildian).

He stayed awake talking or reading
most of the night, then spent most of

the day in his huge bed, which was al-

ways littered with pets, books, blue-

prints, manuscripts and correspond-'
ence. Much of his mail was from hap-
less Paris bureaucrats whose lives he
delighted in making miserable with
requests for road closings, road open-
ings, and, unrelentingly, demands
that his beloved Mouton be raised to

first-growth Status.

In 1973, 118 years after the Bor-

deaux trade rated Chateaux Latour,

Margaux, Lafite and Haut-Brion as

first growths, and passed over Mou-
ton, Baron Philippe achieved his life-

long goal. Mouton was rated a first

growth. But it wasn'l the bureaucrats
who finally relented; it was the own-
ers of the other premier cru chateaus
and conservatives in the Bordeaux
trade who had feared that a change
for Mouton would presage change for

many other chateaus. These they

feared would be demoted or dropped
entirely from the list of 62 dassificd
growths. ."^

That didn't happen. There was a
move to downgrade 15 chateaus at

the time Mouton was elevated, but

Baron Philippe, among others, spoke
against it. To date, no action has been
taken.

Mouton's fate is now in the hands of

Baron Philippe's daughter, Baroness
Philippine de Rothschild, who has
shown every indication of being as de-

voted to the famed property and its

wine as her father.
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Philippe de Rothschild^ 85y Dies;

Mäher ofChateau Mouton Wine

By FRANK PRIAL

Baron Philippe de Rothschild, a

membcr of Ihe Rothschild banking
family, owner of Chateau Mouton-
Rothschild in Bordeaux and a tireless

Champion of French wines died at his

home in Paris yesterday after a long

illness. He was 85 years old.

Philippe de Rothschild was a Pari-

sian by birth and inclination, but Mou-
ton was his first love. For half a Cen-

tury, he signed his famous bottles with

ihis device: "Premier ne puis, second

ne daigne, Mouton suis." "I cannot be

first, I do not deign to be second, I am
Mouton."
Behind this ironic motto, adapted

from the aristocratic Rohan family,

was a long and bitter battle to gain the

rating he insisted was his right — a

Position among the first growths of

Bordeaux, the wines generally con-

ceded to be the best of France.

The list was compiled by the Bor-

deaux wine trade in 1855. Four chä-

teaux were judged to be at the head of

the list: Haut-Brion, Lafite, Margaux
and Latour. Mouton was not included

because it had bcen bought only two
years earlier by Baron Philippe's

grandfather, Baron James de Roth-

schild. The Bordeaux experts decided

the chateau was in a period of transi-

tionandpassed it by.

Drive for First Growth

From the day he took over Mouton in

1922, at the age of 20, Philippe de Roth-

schild worked to make Mouton a first

growth, or premier cru. In 1973, to the

astonishment of the wine world, he suc-

ceeded.
He celebrated by using a famous Pi-

casso painting, "Bacchanale," as his

label that year, and by changing his

motto to "I am first, 1 was second,

Mouton never changcs."
The Picasso label marked two occa-

sions: Mouton's ascendancy and Picas-

so's death. In that sense, it was special.

But, since 1945, all Mouton labeis have
been special. That was the year that

Baron Philippe, back from the war,

began changing his label annually. The
1945 vintage, a great one, bore a label

proclaiming "The Year of Victory."

Then, for every subsequent Mouton
vintage, he commissioned a renowned
artisi to design the label. Jean Cocteau,

an old family friend, did it in 1947;

Georges Braque drew a partly filled

glass and a bunch of grapes for 1955

and Salvador Dali produced a squiggly

shecp for 1958. Over the years, Henry
|

Moore, Andy Warhol, Marc Chagall,

Robert Motherwij^l and the film direc-

torVohiTjouston Uli did labels for Mou-
ton-KTTthschilcT '

The exception was 1953, Mouton-
Rothschild's centenary. Baron Phi-

lippe dedicated the '53 label to his fore-

bears.

A Parisianat Heart

Philippe de Rothschild was born in

Paris on April 13, 1902. His father,

Baron Henri, was a descendanl of the

English branch of the Rothschilds.

Baron Philippe's parents first sent him
south to Mouton during World War I,

when it looked for a time as if Paris
might fall to the enemy.

In 1922, he returned and, emotionally
at least, never left again. "There was
no electricity," he liked to recall, "no
running water, no telephone. Animals
wandered throiigh the cellars."

Over the next six and a half decades,
he poured millions of francs into Mou-
ton, situated in the commune of Pauil-

lac, 35 miles north of Bordeaux.
In the 1930's he bought the adjoining

Chateau d'Armailhacq and changed its

name to Chateau Mouton-Baron-Phi-
lippe. When his second wife, the Amer-
ican designer f^auline Fairfax-Potter,

died in 1976, he changed the name
again, to Chateau Mouton-Baronnc-
Philippe. In 1970, he bought Chateau
Clerc-Milon, a property halfway be-

tween Mouton and its great rival, Cha-
teau Lafite-Rothschild, owned by his

French cousins.

A Man of Letters and Sport

Away from the vineyards, Baron
Philippe was a sportsman, a theatrical

and film produ.cer and a.writer^and
translator. ^'il^ ? U> >üJXi ^.

He built a thoc^jc]' in U^aris and
produced plays 5ySacha Guitry, Jules
Romains and Jean Giradoux. In the
I920's, at the whecl of a Stutz or a
Bugatti, he competed regularly in the
l<e Mans 24-Hour and Monaco Grand
Prix races. A yachtsman, he developed
the French seaside resort of Arcachon
on the Bay of Biscay. A Champion bob-
sledder, he refused to compete in the
1936 Olympics because of the persecu-
tion of Jews in Germany.
As a writer, he produced several vol-

umes of poetry. He translated Christo-
pher Marlowe's "Dr. Faustus" and
"Tamburlaine the Great," and among
contemporary writers, the works of

Christoper Fry, including the play

Philippe de Rothschild

"The Lady 's Not for Burning." He also
wrote the lyrics for a ballet, "Ven-
dange," by barius Milhaud.
Baron Philippe's first wife, Elisabeth

de Chambure, was deported by the
Germans and died in the Ravensbrück
concentration camp in 1945. He es-

capcd through Spain and North Africa
to join Charles de Gaulle in London and
landed in Normandy in 1944.

With his second wife, Pauline, whom
he married in 1954, he turned Mouton
into an architectural showcase and
built one of the world's foremost mu-
seumsof wine art andartifacts there.

Baron Philippe, in his custom-made
smocks, and Baroness Pauline, in her
green mink coat, were the stars of the
Bordeaux "season" for two decades. At
their table, often adorned with fungi
and artfully arranged weeds, could be
found the political, literary and theatri-

cal names from three continents.
Baron Philippe is survived by a

daughter. Philippine Sereys-Roth-
schild, who has taken the title of Baron-
ess Philippine de Rothschild, and a
grandson.
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Going by the Label

MAN'S CALENDAR IS SET BY THE
Stars ; wine's is fixed by nature. The
fury of the January storm determines

the date the vines flower in June; the

heat of the August sun sets the date of the Sep-

tember harvest. No dates in the wine calendar

are immutable: even Nov. 15, the day they al-

ways open the floodgates of the Beaujolais nou-

veau, was ignored last year to give the grapes

more time on the vine.

Hut there is one event every wine year that is

set by man. The man is Philippe de Rothschild,
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the master of Mouton-Rothschild, and the event

is the release of the newest label for his wine.

Many wineries, particularly in California, now
change their labeis regularly, or at least offer

different labeis for different wines. Hut Mouton-

Rothschild was probably the first to change its

label every year. Philippe de Rothschild took

over the vineyards and chateau at Mouton, near

Bordeaux, in 1922. The property had been pur-

chased by his great-grandfather, Nathaniel, in

1853, and the Rothschilds had more or less been

absentee landlords since. Philippe was the first

to take a personal interest in the chateau— httle

more than a Victorian manor house in those days

— and the vineyards and cellars.

In that era, the chateau owners sold most of

their wine in barreis to n6gociants, or wine mer-

chants, in the city of Bordeaux. Since the n^go-

ciamts aged, bottled and marketed the wine, the

chateau owners had little interest in whatever

label eventually appeared. In fact, since the wine

was sold all over the world in barreis, there were

often many labeis for the same wine.

In 1924, Baron Philippe instituted the new and

then-radical practice of bottling all his wine at

the estate. Estate bottling meant
that the owner took responsibility

for his wine. It also meant that the

owner saw new significance in his

labeL It was his escutcheon, his

colors, the equivalent of racing

silks.

With customary verve, Baron
Philippe commissioned a well-

known poster designer, Jean
Carlu, to do the new label. The re-

sult was a remarkable example of

Cubist design that was used again,

with minor changes, in 1925 smd
1926. By 1929, the five Rothschild

arrows — symbolizing the sons of

Amschel Rothschild, the founder of

the Clan — had been miniaturized

into a light-hearted coat of arms
dominated by two "rams ramp-
ant," a play on the word mouton,

which originally meant a small hill

but also is the French word for

sheep.

In 1937, for the first time, the

Mouton label— for the 1934 vintage

— listed the number of bottles

made and when they were bottled:

a total of 134,989 bottles, half-bot-

tles, magnums, jeroboams amd im-

perials.

After World War II, Baron Phi-

lippe conceived the idea of asking

artists to design his labeis for him.

For 1945, he asked a young artist

named Philippe Julian to do a label

that would commemorate the

Allied victory that year. Mr. Julian

chose the V, for victory, symbol. The following

year, Jean Hugo, a descendant of Victor Hugo
and a prominent designer of sets and costumes

for the theater, took the dove and olive branch as

his theme, to symbolize the first year of peace.

Until 1954, the Mouton labeis were done almost

exclusively by artists who were personal friends

of Baron Philippe — Jean Cocteau in 1947 used

the actor, Jean Marais, as his model; Marie
Laurencin did the label in 1948, and Marcel
Vertes, in 1951.

The 1953 label commemorated the centenary

of Rothschild ownership of Mouton and bore a

15 cl

Portrait of the first Rothschild owner, Baron Na-
thaniel. In 1955, the famous Georges Braque took

on the task, and the custom of using world-fa-

mous artists along with prominent French paint-

ers and designers was instituted. Over the years,

labeis have been done by Salvador Dali, Joan
Miro, Marc Chagall, Richard Lippold, Henry
Moore and Wassily Kandinsky.

The 1973 label marked a major event in the his-

tory of Mouton and in the life of Philippe de Roth-

schild. Throughout his adult life, he had waged a
relentless campaign to have Mouton elevated to

first growth, the very top rank of Bordeau cha-

teaus since they had been classified by the wine
brokers in 1855. The Government relented in

1973, and Mouton, which had always been as

good or better than the other first growths —
Chateaus Latour, Margaux, Lafite-Rothschild

and Haut-Brion— joined them in the top rank.

To celebrate, the proud owner of Mouton
adomed his 1973 label with an outsized Illustra-

tion of a 1959 watercolor and gouache by Pablo
Picasso. It honored not only Mouton, but Picasso

himself , who died in 1973. The picture used was
from the collection in the Chateau Mouton-Roth-
schild Wine Museum.

AMERICANS HAVE DOMINATED
the label series in recent years. Doro-

thea Tanning, the Surrealist, did the

1965 label; Robert Motherwell was the

artist in 1974, and Andy Warhol in 1975. The film

director John Huston, a close friend of Baron
Philippe, did the 1982 Illustration, and now, the

enigmatic Saul Steinberg has done the 1983. Mr.
Steinberg, perhaps most widely known for his

New Yorker Cartoons and illustrations, has
made painting an increasing part of his work
since the early 1970 's. His theme for the Mouton
label is an empty landscape or beach where a
tiny human figure is dominated by the earth and
sky. The sun is depicted by two trompe l'oeil

seals.

The directions to the artist are precise, but

only as to size. The sole suggestions offered are

that the Illustration should contrast with the dark
red of the wine and black, red and gold of the

labers lettering. The artist choses his own
theme, but almost everyone has chosen the vine,

the pleasures of wine or the idea of the ram.
Even the Picasso chosen was a work entitled

"Bacchanale." According to the contract, Baron
Philippe has the right to reject any design that he
does not feel appropriate to Mouton. Whether he
has ever done so has not been disclosed, but the

probability is high.

No cash is involved, by the way. The artists all

agree to take cases of Mouton-Rothschild, both

from the year they illustrate amd additional

cases from any year they choose. Mr. Stein-

berg's year, 1983, was a good one. Not as good as

1982, but then he could take that as his second

year.

Davon Philippe de Rothschildproduces excellent wines that are

further distinguishedby their artistic labeis.
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Fine-Arts Dealer

^Columbian Expert, Dies

John C. Wise, a dealer in fine arts who
specialized in the pre-Columbian period,

died Saturday at Sharon (Conn.) Hospi-
tal. Mr. Wise, who had homes in Manhat-
tan and Cornwall, Conn.» was 79 years
old.

Mr. Wise, though not well known to a
general public interested in art, was a
familiär figure to the most serious of col-

lectors and to more than three score mu-
seums that knew of his treasures or had
acquired objects from him.

He was bom in Roanoke, Va., the son of

Robert and Marcella Wise, and grandson
of a former govemor of Virginia. He
came into his profession as a result of the

1929 stock-market crash, at which time
he was employed by a brokerage house.

Leaving the financial field, he rented
Space on Madison Avenue at the West-
bury Hotel and set abcmt selling off

family silver, antiques, bric-a-brac and
paintings. Among the paintings was an
early American work, **Fur Traders De-
scending the Mississippi" by George
Caleb Bingham, which he sold to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art for $1 ,500.

When a collection amassed by Minor C.

Keith, late multimillionaire President of

the United Fruit Company, came on the

market, Mr. Wise was able to obtain half

its pre-Columbian gold, jade, ceramics,
stone sculpture and fabrics. A three-way
sale was effected among the heirs, Mr.
Wise and theMuseum of Natural History

.

Had Large Role In 1N9 Show
tf

In "The Gold of Ancient America/' a
major exhibition that began at Boston's
Museum of Fine Arts in 1909, Mr. Wise
estimated that more than 80 percent of

the objects were either his or had been
handled by him as a private dealer.

In 1975, he and his wife, Nora, estab-

lished the Nora and John Wise collection

of South American pre-Columbian art at

the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts. He also

donated fine art to the Cleveland Mu-
seum, the Brooklyn Museum and the
Metropolitan Museum, which wlth his

help clebrated its lOOth anniverary in 1970

with a major pr&<^lumbian show.
Mr. Wise contimied his active business

career through this year and met with
Clients at the John Wise Ltd. Galleries at

15 East 09th Street in the Hotel Westbury.
Besides his wife, he his survived by a

brother, Julian« and a sister, Blrs. W.
Baine Kerr, both of Roanoke.
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Pre-Columbian Works Could Be Fakes
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By DOUGLAS C. McGILL

9pme of Ihe most spectacular ex-

arnples of pre-Columbian art in

mjtjor an museums and private col-

ledion. around the world, including a
ceramic sculpture at the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, are being studied

as a possible group of forgeries all

made by a Single artist now living in

M4xico.
•The ceramic sculptures, previously

saXd to date from A.D. 600 to 900 and
to be from the Veracruz region in

Mexico, mostly depict ancient mythi-
cal beings in elaborate dress and in

striking poses. The Met's piece, for in-

stance, is a three-foot-high sculpture

of the ancient Mexican wind god Ehe-
c^tl, who wears an ornate, winged
höaddress and a distintive mouth
'mask that protrudes from the facev

like a curled beak.

"The group of sculptures suddenly
began to appear for sale in leadmg
art galleries in the United States in

the late 1950's, and later found their

w^y into major private art collections

and museums around the world, ac-
cording to longtime dealers and col-

lectors of pre-Columbian art.

The doubt cast over the group of

sculptures has arisen as part of a
widening investigation by museum
curators and private collectors fol-

lowing an announcement last month
by the Dallas Museum of Art and the
St. Louis Art Museum that several of

their major pre-Columbian sculp-
tures were fakes.

No Single Test

Lacking any Single scientific test

that can firmly date ancient Vera-

cruz sculpture, museum curators at

other museums with similar pieces

have attempted to compare their own
doubtful sculptures to other works,

known to be genuine, in other collec-

tions. They are finding, however, that

'such works themselves might be

fakes
"There are a lot of these pieces

around the world,*' said- Julie Jones,

curator of pre-Colunr][bian art at the

Metropolitan. "One worries whether

the group as a whole is good, or the

_ The New York Time«/Vk: De I.ucia

XiiVie Jones, curator of pre-Columbian art at the Metropolitan Museum
ßi Art, and George Wheeler, associate chemist, department of objects

jtpnservation, examining a Veracruz ceramic sculpture.

group as a whole is bad. If the field is

to be cleansed of a number of fakes,

we'll all benefit from it."

Meanwhile, pre-Columbian art col-

lectors and dealers familiär with the
Veracruz figures recall doubts and
rumors about the pieces that went
largely unquestioned when the sculp-
tures first appeared on the art mar-
ket.

"These big figures came up all

over," Said Edmund Carpenter, a
New York archeologist familiär with
the pre-Columbian art market, recall-

ing seeing the works in the early 60*s.

"TTiey appeared out of nowhere,
resembling nothing previously exca-
vated. I saw some in New York, Los
Angeles, Paris. Museums bought
them, big collectors bought them. But
nobody asked, 'How come a big find

likethis?'"
Andre Emmerich, a New York con-

temporary-art dealer who has also
traded extensively in pre-Columbian
sculpture, said he heard stories about
the piecifes when they first appeared,
but never handled any of the Vera-
cruz sculpture.

"There were rumors that these
were composed pieces," Mr. Emmer-
ich recalled in a recent telephone in-

terview. "That heads from one figure

were put on the body of another, and
then covered with a sauce made up of

ground fragments, so it was difficult

to see what was intact and what was-
n't."

Most Populär Pieces

Many of the works, including the

pieces at the Dallas, St. Louis and
Metropolitan museums, have been
among their respective museums'
most populär pre-Columbian sculp-

tures.

The works have frequently been
reproduced in catalogues and text-

books as prime examples of the late

classic" pre-Columbian period of the

Veracruz region of Mexico, roughly
contemporary with the Mayan peri-

od.

The controversy thus far centers on
the Claims of one man: Brigido Lara,
a 47-year-oId Mexican who works as a

sculpture restorer at the Jalapa Ar-
cheological Museum in Jalapa, Mexi-
co.

Last fall, Mr. Lara told two report
ers from Connoisseur magazine,
Mimi Crossley and E. Logan Wagner,
that for 20 years he worked as an arti-

san making sculptures in the pre-Co-
lumbian style, which were then sold

to collectors.

The question now being asked by
museum curators and collectors with

large Veracruz figures is whether the

stylistic similarity of the pieces re

flects a genuine ancient style or, rath-

er, the personal artistic style of Mr
Lara during a prolific period in his

early career.

Sculptor Sold Works In 50's

In a recent telephone interview, Mi

.

Lara, speaking through an Interpret-

er, confirmed that in the mid-1950's

ji
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Some of the Dallas Museum of Art's Veracruz ceramic sculptures whose authenticity is being questioned.

Met sculpture is

one of the pieces

being studied.

he made a number of pieces in this

particular large, showy style.

But he said they had always been
sold to tourists and art collectors and
dealers as his own original works —
never as authentic ancient sculpture.

"My style was born with me," said

Mr. Lara. "I didn't learn from any-
one. I studied the pre-Columbian
pieces in my town that came from the

burial mounds, and I used the ancient
techniques. I made these pieces and I

am very proud."
Mr. Lara said he began his craft

,

around the age of 10, and continued
when he learned that his handiwork
quickly sold to tourists and local col-

lectors and dealers.

He later learned, he said, that peo-
ple would sometimes buy his works,
doctor them to appear aged, and then
resell them as authentic pre-Colum-
bian sculpture. But he never con-
doned this activity, he said.

A Staged Excavation?

From at least one quarter, how-
ever, a conflicting story has been of-

fered explaining the origins of the

sculptures from this period.

Bill Pearson, an art dealer in San
Francisco, said that in 1957 he exca-
vated the three works at the Dallas
Museum, and probably the work at

the Metropolitan Museum, from a
jungle Site in the Veracruz region.

Mr. Pearson said he made a film of

the dig that shows the sculptures at

the Dallas Museum Coming out of the
ground. A Mexican colleague, who
has since died, unearthed many more
of the sculptures and later sold them
to many American art collectors and

dealers in Mexico City, Mr. Pearson
said. He said the Met's sculpture was
probably in this group.
Curators at the Dallas Museum,

however, say Mr. Pearson was prob-

ably the unwitting victini of a com-
mon forger's ploy: the staged exca-
vation. '

"It's not unlikely that people in

Mexico would go to such iengths to

give the appearance this was a buri-

al," said Carol Robbins, acling cura-

tor of new-world cultures at the Dal-

las Museum of Art.

Mr. Pearson, however, discounted

this possibility, saying there was no
possible motive for anyone to stage

an elaborate trick. "It doesn't make
any sense," he said. "Who would
benefit? Where was the payoff? In

those days you couldn't give pre-Co-

lumbian art away."
Mr. Pearson said he gave two of the

three sculptures as gifts to two
friends, the movie director John Hus-
ton and a Texas collector, Ted Wein-
er. He kept the last piece for himself,

later giving it to Mr. Huston, who also

eventually acquired the piece belong-

ing to Mr. Weiner. In 1974, Mr. Huston
sold all three works to a New York
collector, John Wise; who\ in turn

loaned them in 1976 to the Dlllas Mu-
seum. The museum acquired title to

the works in 1982. \ i

History of Met Work

Could the Metropolitan's sculpture

of the wind god also have come from

.

the jungle site describcd by Mr. Pear-
son?

If Ms. Robbins's conjecture is right

— that Mr. Pearson was the unwitting

victim of a staged excavation — then

both Mr. Pearson's account and Mr.
Lara's could hold true for the wind
god sculpture.

It would have been possible for Mr.
Lara to have made the sculpture, for

it to have been bought and buried by
others, unearthed by Mr. Pearson
and his colleague and then sold to an

American dealer.

According to the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, its sculpture was purchased by
Nelson A. Rockefeller in 1957 from
Robert L. Stolper, a well-known
dealer of pre-Columbian art in Los
Angeles. Mr. Stolper now lives in Lon-
don.

In a recent telelphone call to his

home, Mr Stolper's son said his fa-

ther was not at home and could not be
reached. 1 he Metropolitan said it had
not yet contacted Mr. Stolper.

Study Continues

Meanwhile, scientific tests have
been of little use in solving the puzzle
of the Veracruz sculptures. The Sin-

gle test that sometimes provides an
ironclad date for ceramic materials,

thermoluminescence, does not give
accurate results with the type of clay
found in the Veracruz region.

At the other museums, the determi-
nation of forgery was based on weak
thermoluminescence test results, in

combination with tests done on sur-

face pigrhents and coatings, which
were found to be modern. The surface
of the sculpture at the Metropolitan
Museum was cleaned sometime prior

to its acquisition, however, making
such tests impossible.

"So far, we have drawn a blank,"
said the Met's Chief of objects conser-
vation, James H. Frantz, who has
headed the museum 's technical ef-

forts to determine if the wind god is a
fake. '*But I really would stress the

ongoing nature of the study."
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Life as Ellington's

SonWas Mostly

'Mood Indigo'

By MICHIKO KAKUTANI

As he lay dying in a New York
hospital, Duke Ellington

tumed to his son, Mercer,
and asked him to finish edit-

ing the tapes of the Third Sa-

cred Concert. Although Mercer had
long been a composer in his own right,

it was the first time that Duke had ever
really acknowledged his musical judg-

ment, and his words of recognition

were to be among his very last. Duke
Ellington died several days later, and
after more than 50 years in the shadow
of his famous father, it seemed that

Mercer was finally on his own.
"Over the years, we'd had so many

arguments," said Mercer, recalling his

father's domineering pride. "But the

only time you feel at a loss is when you
don't have anything to fight, and one of

the things that made me feel so lost was
that when Pop passed away, I was left

without an argument. My thought of

what to do never really went past him.

He was supposed to last forever.

"

It has now been seven years since

Duke died, and in death, as in life, he
continues to haunt his only child. Eight

times a week, when the curtain goes up
at the Lunt-Fontanne, Mercer Elling-

ton is there on stage, conducting the

band as it performs some 40 Duke Ell-

ington pieces. "Sophisticated Ladies,"

a revue of Ellington 's music, has been
acclaimed as Broadway's newest hit,

and Mercer Ellington is suddenly in the

Spotlight, a Spotlight really focused, as

it always was, on his father. "My son.

Mercer Ellington, is dedicated to main-
taining the luster of his father's

image," wrote Duke in his autobiogra-

phy, and Mercer has indeed become, as

he says himself, '*the keeper of the

keys," a loyal custodian of his father's

memory and h's music.

Like all sons, Mercer Ellington loved

and admired his father, and sought his

love and admiration in retum. Yet at

times, he says, he also hated his father

— a feeling he explains by quoting a
family friend who once said, *'Hate is

such a luxurious emotion, it can only be

spent on one we love deeply." Indeed
his ambivalence toward his father is

reflected by the fact that he sometimes
refers to him as "Pop," sometimes as

simply "Ellington." In Mercer's case,

of course, all the usual filial emotions
were heightened further by his father's

remarkable achievement — an
achievement that Mercer, having
chosen the same profession, would en-

counter again and again in the form of

invidious comparison. Just as there

were special Privileges attached to

being the son of Duke Ellington, Mer-
cer found, there were also special ex-

pectations and doubts.

Duke Ellington, after all, was
blessed with rare and special genius.

As a composer, he wrote some 3,000

original works, ranging from such
populär hits as "Mood Indigo" and
"Satin Doli" to the religious pieces of

the Sacred Concerts. As a conductor, he
nurtured one of the finest bands ever, a
band that included such outstanding

Continued on Page 6

Red Grooms Reshapes His Loony World

From "Duke Ellington," Dt C«po Press, 1973

The late Duke Ellington with his son, Mercer—"We
had so many arguments," Mercer recalls.

MUSIC VIEW
DONALHENAHAN

When Composer and
Conductor Are One
The relationship between the

composer and the conductor is

an uneasy one, charged with

all sorts of psychological and
musical tensions. Ask any

composer. Ask siny conductor. At best,

the Creative and the interpretive artist

simply find it difficult to understand

ope another; at worst, tliere can be

open disdain and open warfare. That is

why the more famous the conductor,

the more likely he is to want to confine

his dealings to one kind of composer:

the dead kind. Live composers gener-

ally want to recognize the piece being

played as the one they wrote, and they

have a habit of speaking up from the

rear of the hall during rehearsal.

This tense relationship is inevitable

and probably has always existed. How-

ever, in former times the roles of com-

poser and conductor frequently

merged into one individual, which may
not have lessened the problem but cer-

tainly Consolidated it. Haydn the com-

poser seems not to have argued much
with Haydn the conductor, but the

Situation changed as the cult of the con-

ductor grew.
Mahler continually found it neces-

sary to argue with Mahler: the fact

that his symphonies were revised at al-

most every rehearsal by Mahler the

conductor suggests that the two did not

thvariably see eye to «e, or hear ear to

ear. Mahler found it emotionally and
physically draining to handle this

Schizophrenie tugging and pulling, but

he was able to make great music out of

the conflict. He put Romantic angst
and modern anomie to work for him.
The 19th Century was a time when it

was not at all unconimon for important
composers to be important conductors.

Even as recently as Richard Strauss it

was possible for a composer to rank
with the greatest chefs d'orchestre of

his day and still manage to compose
prolifically and well. This picture of

Creative and recreative harmony in the

recent past, however, is misleading.

Actually, as the 20th Century arrived,

the tension between the two artistic

urges began to grow and cause cracks

in the facade. Conducting began to be

extremely profitable and soon over-

shadowed composing as a way to glory.

Travel became easier and faster, and
audiences everywhere demanded to

see the new celebrities of the baton.

Mahler, who slaved at the podium most

of each year and shut himself into a lit-

tle hut to compose during the summer
months, represents the leading edge of

a development that by now finds the ca-

reers of composer and conductor

sharply distinct.

We are not talking here of composers

Continued on Page 1
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Red Grooms touches up "Looking Along Broadway" for his show opening Friday at the Marlborough Gaflery

By GRACE GLUECK

((t's a museum piece," says Red Grooms,
pointing t :^ a garbage c^^^i^ beat up that it

looks like a Red Grooms <filwing of one. "A
great battered can we picked up on Eliza-

beth Street, to use as a model. The classic

kind, with this rim. You couldn't find that up-

town."

It's an old saw that art imitates life, but life —
Street life, that is — seems to have taken on the

curious habit of imitating Red Grooms. In 1976,

this robustiously funny artrepreneur put the city's

lower depths on the map with his dazzling

"Ruckus Manhattan," a rickety, 3-D version of

the downtown scene and its landmarks that was a

smash hit, with critics and with crowds. Since

then, not only real-life garbage cans, but buses,

buildings, signs, people and, indeed, whole chunks

of the City look as if they'd come right out of a
Grooms sketchbook.

New Yorkers find Mr. Grooms*s Sharp rapport

with our urban looniness one qf his most appeÜBüing

achievements, iil! the more remarkible :n that he

grew up as an outlaiider in, of all places, Tennes-

see. But the artist, a big strawberry blond whose

Southern drawl and air of country innocence belie

his Streetwise sawy, takes his New Yorkophilia

very much in stride. To him, Manhattan is really

an extension of his native Nashville. **I always

liked urban things — I enjoyed the center of the

City, and the wonderful typies to be seen there," he

says. "As a kid, I always fantasized about Nash-

ville being New York. And the first Chance I got, I

came here." And from the time he arrived — in

1956 at the age of 19 -^ his reputation as a wildly

witty Wunderkind began building; it's never

really stopped. His early Happenings and films,

his luridly animated paintings and constructions.

and his outscale environmental tableaux have al-

ways commarded attention, and praise from crit-

ics has flowed. He has been descrioed as "an ex-

traordinary artist" and his work as "hiiarious,

audacious, utterly original," by Küton Kramer,
who saw "Ruckus Manhattan" as something akin

to *'a collaboration between Charlie Chaplin and
the director of *The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. '

"

Now Mr. Grooms is having his first big show
since "Ruckus Manhattan," opening Friday at the

Marlborough Gallery, 42 West 57th Street, a show
for which he has spent some two years preparing.

It boasts no less thar 60 constructions, reliefs and
watercolors, giving a Grooms-eye view of locales

ranging from Manhattan to Brittany. (the Brook-

lyn Bridge from "Ruckus" will appear in it).

Though by this time he's a veteran, at midpoint in

a solidly established career, he's still jittery. To
begin with, there are the pressures — deadline

Continued on Page 20
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VINCENT CANBY

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"—Lauren BacaU, Harry Guardino and Marilyn

Cooper, left, are in the musical by Peter Stone, John Kander and Fred Ebb.

Directed by Robert Moore, the production opens tonight at the Palace.
"iäKT

What the

Oscars Are

Overlooking

So
far this year we've sat through the annual tele-

cast of the Golden Globe awards, where ther2

seems to be a prize for anyone who shows up.

We've also slumbered our way through the tele-

cast of the awards presented by the film critics of

the Los Angeles area, an äffair that always fascinates their

Eastem colleagues, not one of whom has ever had the ineffa-

ble pleasure of hearing his own luminous prose— in praise

of this or that film, Performance, special effect or junk tune

— read at such sonorous length on national television.

Now that these preliminaries are out of the way, we can

look forward tomorrow night to what is really the main

event, the telecast of the annual Academy of Moüon Picture

Arts and Sciences Oscar ceremonies, an affair guaranteed

to make certified television critics groan with predictably

pained boredom while the rest of us remain so glued to our

sets we won't miss one commercial or even a syllable in the

Speech that will call coast-to-coast attention to the humani-

tarian Impulses of some modest and humble Hoilywoodite.

• • •

The nominees are a ver>^ mixed bag, as they always are.

yet it does seem that this year there have been more glaring

omissions than in any year in the recent past. Considering

the Hollywood community's need to identify box Office suc-

cess as artistic achievement, it's staggering that "Air-

plane," one of the most profitable pictures of the year, as

well as the funniest, should not have received nominations

for the best picture of the year or for direction. The suspi-

cion is that parody of such unbridled uproariousness still is

not taken seriously in Holl>'wood, especially when not one
person but three— Jim Abrahams, David Zucker and Jerry

Zucker— receive credit for its direction.

Three co-equal directors? The menbers of the Acad-

emy have never been kno^^nn as auteurists. people who be-

lieve that a film 's identity is a direct reilection of the artistic

Vision of a Single personality. most often its director. How-

ever, even they have trouble accepting the fact that "Air-

plane" is appärently the result of an extreme kind of col-

laboration that Stretches beyond all comprehension the con-

Continuedpn Page 13
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NmYorkPhiUianiioiiie Zubin Mehta
Music Director

The echoes of ''Bravo

!

through seven generations
herald the 140th year of

one ofthe glories ofNew York
and tlie nation—

the New York Philharmonie.
Share The Glory

!

A stunning landmark season!
The Orchestra's

magnificent müsicians!
The dynamic Zubin Mehta!

Celebrated guest conduetors

!

A galaxy of süperb soloists!

1981-82 Concert Schedule
CONDUCTORS
AND SOLOISTS

THURSDAYS
AT8PM

FRIDAYS
AT2PM

SATURDAYS
AT8PM

PROGRAMS ObD EVEN 000 EVEN B

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

CHRISTA LUDWIG, mezzo-soprano
STOCKHAUSEN Jubilee (U.S. premiere)
MAHLER Kindertotenlieder

STRAVINSKY The Rite of Spnng

Sept.

10
Sept.

11 T

TUESDAYS SEa SER. FRIDAY
AT7:30PM DK ,S*riML

1 AT AT AT
000 EVEN i 8 PM 8PM 8PM

Sept
15

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

KATHLEEN SATTLE, soprano

CHRISTA LUDWIG, mezzo-soprano

WESTMINSTER CHOIR
JOSEPH FLUMMERFELT director

MAHLER Symphony No 2
("Resurrection") Sept

17

Sept

18

Sept
19

Sept
22

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

ANOR^ WATTS, pianist

HENZE Barcarolle (U.S. premierc)

SAINT-SA£NS Piano Concerto No. 2

BRAHMS Symphony No. 3

Sept.

24
Sept
25

Sept
26

Sept.

29

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

rrZHAK PERLMAN, violmist

STOCKHAUSEN Jubilee
BEETHOVEN Violin Concerto
STRAVINSKY The Rite of Spring

Oct.

1

Oct
2

Oct.

3
Oct.

6

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

CECILE LICAD. pianist

SAMUEL Requiem for Survivors

RACHMANINOFF Piano Concerto No
MOZART Symphony No. 41 ("Jupiter

)

Oct.

8

Oct.

9

ANDRE PREVIN, conductor

HORACIO GUTIERREZ, pianist

RACHMANINOFF Piano Concerto No.

SHOSTAKOVICH Symphony No. 10
Oct.

15

Oct.

16

Oct
17

Wed
Oct Oct

20 14

ANDRE PREVIN, conductor

KYUNG-WHA CHUNG, violmist

HAYDN Symphony No 94 (Surprise) "

STRAVINSKY Violin Concerto
MENDELSSOHN Symphony No 4 ('Italian")

Oct.

23
Oct
24

Od
27

Thurs
?Oct

22

RAFAEL KUBELIK, COnductor

MURRAY PERAHIA, pianist

MOZART Piano Concerto. D Minor

BRÜCKNER Symphony No 3

Oct.

29
Oct.

30
Oct
31

Nov.

3

RAFAEL KUBELIK, conductor

PINCHAS ZUKERMAN, Violinist

PROKOFIEV Classical Symphony
TCHAIKOVSKY Violm Concerto
JANACEK Smfonietta

htov.

5
Nov.
7

RAFAEL KUBELIK, cortductor PROKOFIEV Classical Symphony
SCHUBERT Symphony No 6
JANACEK Smfonietta

Nov.
12

Tues.

Nov
10

Nov
13

LARRY NEWLAND, conductor

RICHARD GOODE, pianist

SCHULLER Symphony for Brass and
Percussion

BEETHOVEN Piano Concerto No. 4
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No. 2

("Uttle Russian
) ^

Nov.

19

Nov.

20
Nov.

21

Nov.

24

RAYMOND LEPPARD, conductor

CHRISTIAN BLACKSHAW, pianist

BRITTEN Overture. The Building of

the House"
BRITTEN Pas de six from The Pnnce

of the Pagodas"
BRITTEN Piano Concerto
BRITTEN "The Young Apollo for •

Piano and Strings (U.S. premiere)
BRITTEN Sinfonia da Requiem

Nov.

27
Nov.
28

Dec.
1

NOK

RAYMOND LEPPARD, conductor

HILOA HARRIS, mezzo-soprano
DAVID BRITTON. tenor
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Rene Clair—Molder of ModernCinema

•HARDLY WORKING"—Jerry Lewis portrays an out-of-

work clown who trics to find a convcntional job. The comedy,
which Mr. Lewis also directed, opens Friday at the Guild.

^ATLANTIC CITV—Burt Lancaster plays an aging

numbers nmner who comes into a fortune in cocaine. Louis
Maliers romantic thriller op)ens Friday at Loews Tower East

By GARSON KANIN

When Jean Anouilh pub-

lished a coUection of his

sunniest comedies under

the Omnibus title,

"Pieces Roses," he in-

scribedonecopy:
"To

Rene Clair

who invented
thecolor**

Few who know and love film will dis-

agree, yet he invented far more.
The work of Rene Clair of the Acade-

mje Frän9aise, who died in Paris

eadier this month at the age of 82, was
a touchstone, a model, an Inspiration

for a generation of filmmakers. In my
View, he was the most brilliant, versa-

tile, original and innovative filmmaker
the medium has yet produced.

A distinction should be made here be-

tween the terms "filmmaker" and

"film director." Ren6 Clair was a shin-

ing exemplar of the former. He wrote

and directed, created characters and

scenes and lines and gags and ideas

and themes. Thus, it is inaccurate to

refer to him as a "film director." He
was not an Interpreter; he was a Crea-

tor.

As a young Journalist who, quite acci-

dentally, became a small-part film

actor in the early, formative years of

the French cinema, he recognized al-

most at once that he had found his true

mutier and began to make small films

that instantly captured the Imagination

of the press and public alike. Within

three years, he was the outstanding fig-

ure of the new French film industry/

art.

One of his early and most impressive

feats was his production of Labiche's

classic farce: "The Italian Straw Hat."

Here is a play noted for its wit and ver-

bal pyrotechnics, yet Clair made of it a

completely silent movie that Stands up
even today as a masterpiece of film

farce.

I asked him once for his defimtion oi

farce. He thought for a moment, then

said, "Farce. Farce is when a group of

people get into a Situation where some-

body should call the police but nobody
does."

•

In 1929-30 came the sound revolution,

and even the masters were bewildered,

confused and stumped. Clair himself

was less than enchanted by the stric-

tures of reduced camera movement,
necessarily awkward Staging and the

Overall artificiality of mechanically
amplified speech and sound. "The birth

of sound," he said at the time, "is the

death of cinema." Still, unlike many of

his contemporaries who predicted that

the novelty would soon blow over (as it

did later with 3-D and Cinemascope),

Clair saw the development as ine^ita-

ble. A pliilosopher by nature, he^^n-
templated the problems for a year.

Then he made "Sous les Toits de Paris"

and showed the way to use not only

speech but sound and integrated music.

He began, he says, with this consid-

eration: "A blmd man m a regulär

theater and a deaf mute in a movie
theater should still get the essentials

from the Performance.
'

'

He became the most copied and
plagiarized filmmaker in the business.

Long before I met him, I studied his

Garson Kanin's latest novels are

"Moviola," which is about Hollywood,

and "Smash, " which deals with Broad-

way.

films avidly, devoured their delicious-

ness hungrily, and in the guise of inspi-

ration and emulation, imitated him

shamelessly. My ambition was to make
"a Ren6 Clair movie." Alas, I never

succeeded, but it was not for want of

trying.

We became friends when he came to

Hollywood, a refugee, in 1940. 1 was, at

the time, secretary of the Screen Direc-

tors' Guild and, with Frank Capra and

Ernst Lubitsch, arranged for the Guild

to give Ren6 Clair a welcoming ban-

quet. It was a great success, at least for

me, isince I made it my business to

meet him and, later, to know him.

Mjore than anyone I have ever known,

he epitomized his work. Rene Clair in

person was a Ren6 Clair film— sophis-

ticated, fascinating, daring, sexy, ro-

mantic, surprising, satiric, human,
warm, infinitely attractive and witty.

We were having dinner in a Paris res-

taurant one winter evening when the

Duke and Duchess of Windsor came in

and were seated, apparently at their

customary table. They spoke not a
Word to one another or the maitre d', or

the waiters, or the sommelier. Yet
their drinks were served, and their din-

ner, which they consumed in total si-

M
V..

lence. The Duke looked glummer by the

minute.
Finally, I asked Rene, "Why do you

suppose he 's so miserable?"

"Ah, don't you see?" said Ren6. "He
is in an impossible Situation — to have

been King of England."
•

In the course of some antic research

for a film which was (thank God!)

never made, I told Ren6 that I had been

reading about a curious sect in Turkey.

"Husbands and wives of this persua-

sion," I informed him with the passion

of a trivia-discoverer, "have sexual in-

tercourse only once a year. One day is

set aside for it. Friends send flowers

and gifts, servants and children are

sent away, and they do it. Then it's all

over until the next year.

"

"My God! " cried Rene.

"Whatisit?"I asked.

"rmaTurk!"hesaid.
•

His American films are graceful and

charming, but not his best, although "I

Married a Witch" has many admirers.

The Hollywood front^ffice System

befuddled him — just as his camera-

cutting technique (shooting only what
he needed to fit the grand design in his

mind) confounded the front-office.

*'It is hard enough," he said, "to

please one's seif. Even a little. But to

please everyone 'upstairs' is not agree-

able. It constipates the thinking.

"

Moreover, although he knew the

English language extremely well —
thanks to his beautiful and brilliant

wife, Bronia — he was never entirely

comfortable with it. He always said

"mauvaise" for "movies." Since this

word means wicked or bad or evil, I

sometimes corrected him, as did his

wife. He went on saying it. It suddenly

occurs to me that it may have been a

private joke — between him and him-

self. Yes.
•

I asked him once what he considered

to be the major functions of a filmmak-

er.

"Only three things," he replied. "In-

vention, invention, and invention."

His great friend Jean Renoir as-

tounded him one aftemoon by inform-

ing him that he was vniting a biogra-

phy of his father, Pierre-Auguste Re-

noir— in English.

"In English?" asked Ren6 in French.

"Yes," said Renoir. "I find now I

cannot more think in French. Only in

the English. You do not find it so?"
"I will teil you the truth, Jean," said

Ren6. "I have lived now in America for

four years. I have made here fivc pic-

tures. In English. I keep house, I skop

at the Farmer's Market. In English. I

go to the barber. En Anglais. I have

had a thousand Conferences. In Eng-
lish. And in all this time — I have not

understood one goddam word!

"

An exaggeration. But th«n, that was
the hallmark of his work. It was all

larger than life. And better. It was a re-

flection of existence, not as it is, but as

it should should be.

•
When the Clairs retimied to their

home in St. Tropez after World War II,

they brought with them a new addition

to the family — a saucy, black poodle

named Bijou, described by Ren6 as "an
American snob who hates the mau-
vaise." I had occasion to phone Rene on
a business matter and began by inquir-

ing about Bronia and their gifted son,

Jean-Francois, and finally about Bijou.

"She is fine," said Rene. "She has
been most occupied lately — teaching

meanewtrick."
"What new trick?" I asked.

"Well, she brings me a small stick

and lays it at my feet. then she wants
me to throw it. Then she chases it and
brings it back and I :am supposed to

throw it again. It didn't take me long to

leam, actually. She is an excellent

trainer. Very patient. I do it fine now. I

can teil she is proud of me.

"

•

My favorite Clair film is "Les Beiles

de Nuit," a blend of dreams and reality

in which, at one point, the noise-har-

rassed young composer — played by
the incomparable Gerard Philipe —
finds himself, in white tie and tails,

conduaing a formally attired opera-

tive pit orchestra, the instrumentation
of which is made up of vacuum clean-

ers, Jackhammers, police sirens, auto

homs, fire department bells, rip-saws

and yowling infants in baby carriages.

But many consider "A Nous la

Libert6" the quintessential Ren6 Clair

work. Some Claim that Chaplin 's "Mod-
em Times" was influenced by it. In

fact, Tobis, its production Company,
sued United Artists on the basis of in-

fringement. Clair wrote Tobis: "I seid

Continued on Page 22
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Rene Clair, at top, and a scene from "A Nous La Liberte
—

"If you believe work to be the

most important thing in life, do not go to see it, but send your children."
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niMVIEW

i Some Oscar

i Oversights
i
fW Continuedfrom Page l
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veüUonal Hollywood concept of movie-making as a Joint en-

terprise.

As much as one can admire the Performance of Sissy

SpaCÄk in "Goal Miner's Daughter," for which she has been
noroinated as best actress, it does seem that the film, though
perfectly acceptable in its way, deserves its best picture

nomtnation far less than "Airplane" and far, far less than a

couple of other films that were mostly cold-shouldered in

this year's Academy voting. Ignored completely was John
Huston's "Wise Blood," which has not been a box-office suc-

cess though it is one of the most vital and original films in

that director's long, distinguished career. Ignored, too, were
"Melvin and Howard" and its director, Jonathan Demme,
the least publicized (and thus least recognized) member of

that small group of comparatively new, top Hollywood di-

recting talents, which would include Martin Scorsese, who
was nominated this year for "Raglng Bull," and Brian De
Palma, who was not nominated this year for "Dressed to

Kill," by far the most accomplished of his big-budget, com-
mercial films to date.

• • •

It's also inconceivable tiut true that "The Elephant

Man" should be nominated for eight awards, including best

picture, best direction (by David Lynch) and best actor

(John Hurt in the title role), while the Performance of An-

thony Hopkins is overlooked. It is Mr. Hopkins, who plays

the doctor in the film, who exemplifies the film's saving

manner, a fusion of cool, curious detachment, an awareness

of the awful realities of a late 19th-century, industrialized

Society and great compassion. Mr. Hurt is certainly impres-

sive under all that remarkable makeup, but Mr. Hopkins

does an equally impressive job under no makeup at all. Why
did he lose out? I suppose that, theoretically anyway, you

can't have two best actors in a Single picture.

Yet that rule did not apply when it came to the voting on

the nominees for best supporting actor, Judd Hirsch (as the

psychiatrist) and Timothy Hutton (as the troubled son) hav-

ing each received a nomination for his work in Robert Red-

ford's clear-eyed "Ordinary People." They are both such

good Performances that the chances are that they'll cancel

each other out in the final voting. Perhaps not.

Tof«lly baffling is the rt^ination of Richar«^ Rush as

maniacal tycoon in the Sidney Lumet-Jay Presson Allen

"Just Teil Me What You Want," James Caan's blue-collar

worker at war with the F.B.I. in "Hide in Piain Sight" (also

ably directed by Mr. Caan), Michael Caine's urbane, not

completely trustworthy psychiatrist in "Dressed to Kill,"

Dourif's self-proclaimed anti-prophet in "Wise
Blood," and even of tiny David Bennent's wicked Peter Pan

SheUey
Duvall as

Olive Oyl in

"Popeye"—
"the

Performance

of her career"

best director of the year (instead of Mr. Huston or Mr.

Demme or Mr. De Palma), though the Rush film, "The

Stunt Man," was omitted from the list of nominees for best

picture. There's no other way of interpreting this— it's as if

Mr. Rush had been nominated for making a second-rate pic-

ture. I won't argue with the Academy on that one.

There are some terrifically good Performances cited

among the best actor nominees, especially Robert Duvall's

in "The Great Santini," Robert De Niro's in "Raging Bull"

and Mr. Hurt's in "The Elephant Man," but there are at

least six or seven others that might have been more appro-

priate for nomination than Peter O'Toole's in "The Stunt

Man" and Jack Lemmon's in "Tribute," which is the kind of

Performance that seems to get down on its knees in front of

the Academy membership and say "please."

I think particularly o(f-Alan King's uproariously megalo-

in Volker Schlöndorf's adaptation of "The Tin Drum,"
which won the Oscar as best foreign language film of 1979
but only went into commercial release here in 1980.

It's difficult to take exception to any of the nominees for

the best actress award, but it does seem a pity that Shelley

Duvall was not recognized for her work as Olive Oyl, the Per-

formance of her career so far, in the Robert Altmsm-Jules
Feiffer-Robert Evans production of "Popeye," and that

Blythe Danner was not noticed for her lovely work in "The
Great Santini." As much as I admire (}oldie Hawn's skillful

comedy in "Private Benjamin," it doesn't carry the excite-

ment of the Duvall and Danner work. Besides (and this

should be the Hollywood way of thinking, though it's appar-

ently not) Miss Hawn already has an Oscar ("Cactus
Flower") for doing something that was not all that different

from "Private Benjamin."

Dozens of excellent supporting actors have been over-

looked, but there is, after all, room for only five nominees.
Among the honorable losers are Levon Helm, the father in

"Coal Miner's Daughter," Keith Gordon, the pushy, brainy

kid in "Di'^^ed to Kill," and every supporting act^ in Mar-

shall Brickman's "Simon," including Austin Pendieton,

Fred Gwynne, Max Wright, Wallace Shawn and Adolph

Green.
• • •

Debra Winger, who may tum out to have been the movie
find of 1980, received no nomination for her great work in

"Urban Cowboy," but she was not alone in being pushed
aside by such people as Eva Le Gallienne ("Resurrection"),
Eileen Brennan ("Private Benjamin"), Cathy Moriarty
("Raging Bull"), Diana Scarwid ("Inside Moves") and the

marvelous Mary Steenburgen ("Melvin and Howard").
Miss Winger is in good Company. Also unrecognized by the
Academy were Charlotte Rampling, who's so good as the
neurotic actress in Woody Alien's "Stardust Memories,'*
Pamela Reed, Melvin Dummar's comparatively sane sec-

ond wife in "Melvin and Howard" and Elizabeth McGovem,
who makes memorable the small role of the troubled son's

girlfriend in "Ordinary People."

The way the Academy chooses its nominees for best for-

eign language film is not exactly a scandal but it is, it seems,
not especially efficient, if one is interested in some kind of

true contest. An official, quasi-govemment body m each
filmmaking country is asked to select a film and send it to

Hollywood, where a small committee selects the five nomi-
nees that are then voted on by the entire membership, at

least those members who make the effort to see all of the
nominees.

Inevitably the list of nominees includes a number of

films that have not yet been released in this country and, ex-

cept for "The Tin Drum," the winner is one of the films that

have been released in the United States during the previous
calendar year or, at least, before the Academy voting, m
this way benefiting from reviews and Publicity denied the

other nominees. Foreign films that have been released here
in the previous calendar year are, of course, eligible for all

of the awards anyway, but it does help when that foreign

film has the official backing of the country of origin.

Because both Akira Kurosawa's "Kagemusha"
(Japan's official entry) and Fran9ois Truffaut's "The Last

Metro" (France's official entry) are in current release, it

would seem that they have the edge over the other three

nominees: Hungary's "Confidence," the Soviet Union's
"Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears" and Spain's "The
Nest." Yet because Mr. Truffaut has already received an
Oscar, the Academy may surprise us by avoiding "The Last
Metro," which is a hit, in favor of Mr. Kurosawa (even
though "Kagemusha" is not top-form Kurosawa, the re-

sp)ected director is getting on in years) or one of the other en-

tries.

I've never been very good at predicting Oscar winners.
To be a successful seer, one must do three difficult if not ex-

actly contradictory things at once: forget one's own biases,
suspend one's conviction that all awards by consensus are
nothing more than popularity contests, and credit the Acad-
emy membership with a total lack of taste and intelligence,
even though each year some taste and intelligence pop
through the TV spreen

.

mt



NOWPLAYINGW29lOCAnONSNEARVOÜ!
Sam Goody Video Centers bring you all the

newest home video equipment, from large
screen TV Systems to video tape recorders
and Video disc players. . .along with a fantastic

selection of programming for all formats, and
a complete selection of accessories. Watch!

THE GREATEST MOVIES ON RECORD
A^RCAVIDLODISC
smoo

The magical new entertainment Sys-
tem that plays sound and pictures
through your own TV...on records!
Lasier to use than a record player—
just load the disc. flip a switch and
enjoy the show. Come in for a demon-
stration.

. .and see the terrific selection
of VideoDisc titles available.

HERE NOWI ^499
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Nanuet Mall • NEW |ERSEV O '

• Garden St Plaza • Woodbridge (3
o
o
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©RCA SEUCTAVISION
'^VIT 180 6HOUR

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
Watch what you want—when you want! Record up to 6 hours
on one cassette. Built-in 24-hour electronic timer lets you
record while asieep or away fronn home; you can even record

one program while you watch another. ^AVE
Includes remote pause control with 3!lmlit
20' cord. digital tape counter. and C .^ » j>.q*-
accepts optional color camera. to ^^\'^CÄ
produce your own shows. ^ßJ^
Reg. $749.95 Sjive $90.00

|©FROM WARNER HOML VIDEO
•CADDYSHACK $59.95
• MAGNUM FORCE $59.95
• FLEETWOOD MAC $39.95
• ROD STEWART-LIVE. . . . $39.95
• ONL TRICK PONY $49.95
• HONEYSUCKLE ROSE. . . $49.95

ALSO AVAILABU:
• Superman • Blazing Saddies
• The Kinks • Blondie-Eat To the Beat
••|0" • Oh God! Book II

• Enter the Dragon . . .and many. many more

(5)VIDEO CASSETTE MOVIES
^FROM MGM/CBS

• 2001:
A SPACE ODYSSEY ...... $64.95

• BEING THERE $64.95
• CRUiSING $54.95
• KENNEDY YEARS $44.95
• WIZARD OF OZ $54.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
• Dr. Zhivago • That's Entertainment
• Ben Hur
...and many nvuiy more

©VIDEO PLAYHOUSE
^SERIES OF CLASSIC MOVIES
Available in our Rockefeller Center. East Side. Paramus,

Woodbridge. Livingston and Massapequa Stores only

• MAN IN THE GLASS BOOTH
• THE ICEMAN COMETH
• RHINOCEROS
• A DEUCAIE BALANCE

ALSO AVAILABLL-
• Butley • The Homecoming
• Lost in the Stars \

• Galileo

• In Celebration • Three Sisters

• The Maids ' • Philadelphia Here I Come
• Jacques Brei Is Alive and Well and Living In Paris

©FROM MAGNETIC VIDEO
9T0 5 $59.95
THE STUNTMAN $64.95
I C>LC> •••••••••••••••••••• 904»7^
/mLlknl« •••••••••••••••••• 934*^3

Also AVAILABLL:
• The Rose • Muppet Movle
• All That Jazz \ ...and many. many more

• Nutcracker— Bolshoi

^.
D

All tape movies shown available in

VHS and BETA format.

Not all titles available in all Stores.

MANHAHAN-SIW I

SlstSt •666 3rdAve.

• BROOKLYN • Kings Paza

QUEENS «Rego Rark*YONKERS
• Gross Cty Ctr. • LONG ISLAND
• Green Acres Ctf WaltWhitman

Ctt • Smithhaven Ctc • Sunrise

Mall • WHfTl PLAINS '

• The Gaileria • NANUET

»1

Ctr • Livingston MalkWayne
Hills Mall • Monmouth Ctt

• Lawrence Ctr. • RALEICH,

NORTH CAROLMA« Crabtree

Valley Mall

GK-ethegift
ofmusic.

Prices effective thru April 4. 1981JHE WORLD'S LARGEST RECORD, TAPE & AUDIO DEALER
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THE NEW
REFERENCE
POINT FOR
HIGH RIAS.

////Mj/miiiiiiiii

SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE

SA-X C90^TDK

Uli SA-X C90"'»' B'» '»« Eo«TDK ii:

H
Laboratory Standard Cassette Mechanism

HIGH RESOLUTION

^m
TDK made SA-X with one reason : to improve upon the

high bias Standard already set by SA. SA-X has a dual layer

of the unique Super Avilyn particie. That gives music a

deeper base of high bias energy. A new richness and clarity.

SA-Xs Performance has already won three international

awards. With TDK it s not iXk'VF^I.^
enough to set the highest wM^ I^^jl^.
Standard. But to go beyond it. ™ cT.vSoJtdK

c 1981 TDK Electronics Co'p GardenCity N Yii530 TDK cassettes are warranted ^or a iifetime

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THE TDK SPECIAL OFFERS.

Continued from Page 19

while I went back to take class with
Merce and really enjoyed dancing in a
way I hadn't been able to in the Compa-
ny. I feit so much freer. I didn't have to

prove I did something so well it should

be in the next dance. And I always
loved watching Merce dance, which
was one of the best things about class.

Then I worked by myself and tried to do
something about the way I danced,

making up Steps for myself with no In-

tention of performing them. I had de-

veloped a lot of habits that bored me.
**But I was very restless. I think the

body gets used to using a quantity of

energy and dancers get deprived when
they're not dancing so much. I thought

Choreog:
about trying to be a character actress

but I still wanted to make dance hap-

pen, though not to perform, so I started

making dances for other people.

"

Her work has changed in the 16 years

she has been choreographing. Miss

Farber's "crotchets and crochets," as

she puts it, have softened and broad-

ened into warmth and sustained inven-

tion — cord, perhaps, to Mr. Lubo-

vitch's ribbon.

Some Farber dancers troop across

the floor of her pristine new studio in

the Madison Avenue Baptist Church on

Madison Avenue at 31st Street, the
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company'6 home after three years of

being shunted from temporary work-

space to workspace. One small, slight

girl with*subtly inflected hands and

feet is "a leaf" to Miss Farber. "They
have to be strong," she adds, describ-

ing her dancers and, in the process, her

work. "Not just the stamping foot but

the force to be soft and sensitive. And
what interests me a lot is phrasing and

attack. The thing of not taking posi-

tions but getting to a place. It's what is

called musicality, but it doesn't just

happen in music."
Miss Farber studied music before

switching to dance, and the dances to

be performed at The Space are set to a

wild variety of scores. "Bright

Stream" will be performed to piano

music composed by Alan Evans, a pi-

anist who plays for Miss Farber's

classes and at ihe Empire Diner. The

French percussionist Jean-Pierre

Drouet will play an improvisational

score for "Ledge." "Bequest" will be

performed to Mendelssohn's Trio for

Piano, Violin and Cello.

'I used to play piano rather eamest-

ly," Miss Farber says, "and that was a

long thing I played on Sunday after-

noons. I've purposely used one of the

most overplayed, well-known of scores,

partly so people wouldn't have any-

thing to worry about. But I meant it

quite seriously, too. I am interested in

how to do what I do without violating or

being overpowered by the music.
'

'

She will dance m "Bright Stream"

and "Bequest," which her dancers

refer to affectionately as "the Schmen-
delssohn." "Just a little in 'Bequest,'

"

Miss Farber adds. "It's selfish but I

really wanted to dance to that music.**

She will also be seen in "Tea for

Three," choreographed for herseif and

two other mature dancers — Sarah

Stackhouse, a former Jose Limön danc-

er, and Sallie Wilson, formerly with

American Ballet Theater. "Both have a

way of abandoning themselves to danc-

ing but with very different qualities,

partly because of their different back-

grounds," she says. Unfortunately,

Miss Wilson suffered a rehearsal injury

a few days ago and probably will not be

able to appear in the work.

"Obviously I'm getting old," Miss

Farber, who has just tumed 50, contin-

ues, stretching her long legs and flex-

ing her feet luxuriously. "And your

muscles don't do the things they once

could. But there's something eise one

leams about dancing if one goes on

with it: you don't stop leaming. That's

what's so marvelous about dance."

Rene Clair

Continued from Page 13

you the rights of "A Nous la Liberte."

You can defend your property, but I

will have nothing to do with it. All

cinema is indebted to Chaplin. We are

all the offspring of this man, whom I

admire, and if he has been inspired by

my film, it is a great honor for me.

"

Much has been written about this

film, but the definitive Statement

comes from Renee Clair himself :
" 'A

Nous la Liberte' is not a film for serious

people. If you believö work to be the

most impwrtant thing in life, do not go

to see it, but send your children. There

would be fewer employed today if the

moralists had not established a religion

of work in the past. We must work in

Order to live, but it is absurd to live

merely in order to work. If work were

intelligently organized, if machines

worked for man instead of against him,

this film would have no reason to

exist."

Then came color— and another year

of reflection, study and experiment.

Clair came to London with his cine-

matographer, Rene Juilliard, and his

art director, Leon Barsacq. They made
endless tests, using a variety of spectra

and fabrics.

Hanging around, hoping to leam, I

eventually lost patience and said, "My

God, Rene! You're behaving as though

this were the first color film.
'

'

"It is/' he said. "It is my first color

film."

The result, "Les Grandes Manoeu-

vres" — in which color plays many
roles— was worthy of the effort.

•

"For me," he once said, "the most

important and sometimes the most

hard thing of picture-making is the

first shot — I mean the opening shot.

How to begin? The style. The mood.

The Suggestion of what is to come. Max
Beerbohm said that the two most

charming words in the English lan-

guage are— 'And then?' That is what I

want the audience to ask me every

minute— every foot— every frame. If

I do not have the opening shot in my
mind, I cannot go on — but once I am
satisfied by that — voilä— it marches
— I mean, it goes."

Indeed it did, again and again.

Like all Superlative artists, Ren6
Clair created a world of his own — en-

chanting, delectable, adorable — and

out of his great-hearted genius, pre-

sented it to us on a rose-colored platter,

toshareit with him.

And, by the grace of film— the most

significant artistic development of the

Century — that world will continue to

entertain and to enlighten and to de-

light and to magic forever.

V 1
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Mii§ffes and

Outraffes
By ARCHEk WINSTBN

was
»

refeiTing to
*

'Coli-ne
tempt.
Joe Levine said she was dif-

ficult.

Joe Losey said she wasn*t.
It wasn't her fault. The direc

tor was Jean-Luc Godard.
It seems the Cahiers de Cin

ema gang doesn't think J
the greatest anymore. Joe
Losey, that is. So what? He's

If everyone who went to England and spent 13 years

there foiling the Un-American Activities Committee could

come back here looking and talking like Joe Losey, it

would be a great place to go and improve yourself.

He wears a faintly green suit with a thin red-orange

stripe in it, a gray-blue Shirt, af
salmon colored tie, partly gray,

partly longish hair, and a deep,

healthy tan. He looks like every-

thing a man of taste, 58, vigor-

ous, with integrity, should be.

He talks without having to cen-

sor this or that because it might
displease someone. The secret?

He says, "No, I'm not rieh. I'm

In debt. Always have been. I'm

behind on taxes. For the first

time I have my own house. In

London. My agent holds the

mortgage on it. I have a car now
too.

•*A Jaguar?"
•'No, a little MG."

# ^ ¥
He says, "I don't niake money.

I'm sort of obstinate. I don't

make the pictures I want to. No
one will back them. But I don't

make the pictures I don't want
to."

This leaves the pictures he

does make. They include pic-

tures like "King and Country,"
which has made not a penny,

and *The Servant," whidh was
a success and did make money,
but not as much for Joe as you
might think.

He says, "Maybe I shouldn't

say this, but I've never coUected

as much as $50,000 for a picture,

and half of that goes to taxes

in England."
He*s not complaining. These

are the facts of his movie-mak-
ing life, and if, in order to make
more money he had to do things
he didn't like, he wouldn't.

V ^ ^^

Of course, he does get fooled,

and stays angry about it for
years. There was "Eve," a pic-

ture he made starring Jeanne
Moreau, Stanley Baker and in-

troducing Virna Lisi. The Hakim
Bros., producers, managed to
get it away from him after it

had been accepted for Venice.
They cut it both visually and
in the sound track, re-dubbed
and revised, until it was an-
other film. He and the stars
wanted their names taken off

the result, but a counter-suit
forced them to stay visible.

Some years later a semi-original
Version was seen in Finland. One
of the early versions had been
sent tliere because the thrifty

Brothers didn't want to throw
it away. Losey got the British
Film Institute to buy it at a
fancy price for the film record,
but what they got was not that
Version, but the cut one. Losey
still bums.

•T* T* ^ .

The first pichire he made that
came out pretty much as he
wanted was "The Servant."
Even so, he's had to support

himself and family by doing
about 200 TV commercials over
the past 13 years.

Right now he's ready to make
a picture with Brigitte Bardot
with a Pinter seript. No one
will back him for that.

We were talking at a restaur-

ant plainly known as the

G r o u n d Floor. Joe Levine
walked by and asked Joe
Losey if he had anything in

mind to make for him. Joe told

Joe he had a Bardot picture in

mind.
"Anything: but Ihnt," Jor^

Levine said. T lost a r»i.* hi

on her."

Just had a Losey Festival in Al-

giers. He w^as there and that's

where. he got this wonderful
tan, irf the desert. A lot of his

old films embarrass him, like

"The Boy With Green Hair"
and "Man on the Beach."

* *
''Accldent,'' though, his cur-

rent orfeV this is another story.

It's by far his greatest success,

and it has had almost unani-
mous critical a(Tlaim as well as

populär acceptance. He doesn't

know quite what to make of it,

except to be ploased. It's been
a long, hard time lor him, work-
ing anonymously back there in

the early 50*s in ; ondon for the
Danciger Bros. Or writing Scripts

for Edgar Anstey o^^cumentaries
for 75 pounds.

If everything comes up roses

and gold for him now, fine. But
he remembers how it went with
John Huston, the director whose
work taught him more t h a n
anyone, when John went into

the big money class. The great
pictures stopped.

t * .-* • }
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Films Abofit Blacklist: Hollywood's Bad Old Days
}

ByALJEANHARMETZ

Special loThc New York 1 imes

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19 - The
blacklisting that demoralized Holly-

wood during (he 1950's was a laboo
subject for (hrce decades. Now Holly-

wood is spollighting the McCarthy
era and thc redbaiting that barred
hundreds of producers, directors,

wrilers, actors and technicians from
working in the industry.

'The House on Carroll Street" uses

the era of Senator Joseph R. McCar-
thy as a backdrop for a thriller about
a Life magazine pholo editor (played

by Kelly McGillis) who loses her job

when she speaks freely about politics

and human rights.

•'Season of Fear" is a semiautobio-
graphical Script by a blacklisted

writer and director, Abe Polonsky.

One character in "Persistence of Vi-

sion" is an elderly blacklisted film

maker who lakes on a young protege.

Richard Brooks is trying to make a

I

film about a dramatic fight within the

I
Directors Guild that he took part in as

ja young director in 1950. And
I

"Legacy of the Hollywood Blacklist,"

la documentary that focuses on the

jfamilies of the victims, will be aired

tomorrow night on many public tele-

vision stations.

Times Inspire a Look Back

Both Judy Chaikin, who produced
and directed "Legacy of the Holly-

wood Blacklist," and Irwin Winkler,

who will produce "Season of Fear,"
point to the Iran-contra affair and the

debate over the nomination of Judge
Robert H. Bork to the Supreme Court
of the United States as reasons why
blacklisting is now considered a sub-

ject with increased commercial
Potential.

"The events of the last six months
in the political life of ihis country
have made a receptivity beyond my
wildest dreams." Ms. Chaikin said.

Mr. Winkler, the co-producer of

"Rocky" and "The Right Stuff," also

thinks the Vietnam War film "Pla-

toon" opened the doors to an exami-
nation of the painful past. "We're
looking at our scars," he said.

"Season of Fear," which is to be di-

rected by Bertrand Tavernier for

United Artists, takes place in 1952.

The leading character is a director

who is called to testify by the House
Committee on Un-American Activi-

ties.

! (The Shock of the Climate of Fear'

"Ifs a made-up story, but any story

of that time would be semiautobio-

graphical," said Mr. Polonsky, who is

just finishing the first draft of the

Script. "It deals with the shock of the

climate of fear. It made no difference

to the committee if you had been a

member of the party 15 years earlier

and left, like Budd Schulberg. You
would still be named."
Because of the blacklist, there was

a 22-year gap bctween the first film

Barry Welcher

Mandy Patinkin, right, and Jonathan Hogan in a scene from **The House on Carroll Street."

Mr. Polonsky directed, "Force of

Evil" in 1948, and the second, "Teil

Them Willie Boy Is Here," in 1970.

Like many screenwriters, though, he
was able to write movies and televi-

sion Shows by using a false name and
hiring a fellow writer to meet pro-

ducers and act as his front.

"Now," said Mr. Polonsky, chuck-
ling, "I'm visited by two Ph.D. candi-

dates a week. All over the country,

they're writing Ph.D. theses about
this."

Bocks on the Subject

Book publishers became interested

before the movies did. Three books on
the subject were published between
1980 and 1982: "The Inquisition in

Hollywood" by Larry Ceplair and
Steven Englund, "Naming Names"
by Victor S. Navasky and "The Holly-

wood Writers' War" by Nancy Lynn
Schwartz.
The screenwriter of "The House on

Carroll Street," Walter Bernstein,

was also blacklisted. Mr. Bernstein
wrote his experiences as a comedy in

"The Front," a movie that starred

Woody Allen and was directed by
Martin Ritt, who himself was black-

listed. Released in 1976, "The Front"
was a commercial failure.

"Marty Ritt and I tried to do 'Th^
Front' directly," Mr. Bernstein sai<

'But we could only get someone to

make it when we came at the subject

sideways, as a comedy. I think the lib-

As a producer put Mone

It, We re looking

at our scars.'

erals are getting a little braver to-

day."
"The House on Carroll Street" was

directed by Peter Yates and is to be
released by Orion in February.
"What matters is that two Studios
were willing to make the movie," said

the producer, Arlene Donovan.

Interest Among the Young

Mr. Bernstein said there was a con-
tinuing interest in "The Front" by
College students, "who know more
about ancient Greece than the 50's in

America."
That the blacklist is becoming

casual currency is demonstrated by
"Persistence of Vision," where an old

director is given a history of being
blacklisted just as an interesting
"element in the story," according to

the producer, Michael Vanoff.
That Mr. Brooks should turn his

memories of the Directors Guild fight

between Cecil B. DeMille andVloseph
Mankiewiczjover loyalty oaths
movie was suggested by David Putt-

nam as the head of Columbia Pic-

tures. Mr. Puttnam has since re-

signed.

with^ohn Jin^rfgiij

Robert Wisc ändSl
rectors, Mr. Brooks forced an open
meeting of the guild that ended in a
victory for the liberals.

The Fallout From *Crossfire*

"Crossfire," a 1947 movie that was
the first Hollywood film with a theme
of anti-Semitism, came from a novel
by Mr. Brooks, "The Brick Foxhole."
Strong Opposition to anti-Semitism
was at that time associated with the
political left, and Mr. Brooks's con-
nection to the movie made him sus-
pect. The director of "Crossfire," Ed-
ward Dmytryk, and the movie's pro-
ducer, Adrian Scott, were 2 of the Hol-
lywood 10 imprisoned for contempt of
Congress after they took the First
Amendment and refused to answer
questions posed by the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities.

"After Adrian came out of jail,

Mrs. Scott came to me and asked if I

could help them with a little money
because they were going to England
but didn't have the fare," Mr. Brooks
recalled. "She said, 'But don't give
me a check because it might get you
ona list.'

"How do you dramatize that to peo-
ple who get off buses by the score to

get into the movies, and who say,
'Who's McCarthy?' But if you can
make the movie for under $3 million,

you can do it honestly, and no studio is

going to get hurt financially."
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By JACK SLATER

Asmall but growing number
of historians are turning in-

creasingly to Hollywood in

Order to understand and elucidate

this country's pasif

That was the message culled from

the words of historians, journalists

and screenwriters who addressed

the annual Conference of the Amer-
ican Historical Assn.. which met
earlier this week at the Bonaven-
ture and other local hoteis. The
Conference attracted 4,000 histori-

ans.

"More and more," explained Pa-

trick Griffin, a historian-turned-

film maker, "historians are begin-

ning to accept film and television as

legitimate sources of research. At

the same time. archival materials

(about films and film production)

have opened up for historians in the

past decade. I think that has hap-

pened because historians have

proven their credibility to the film

Community.**

Interviewed after a Conference

Workshop entitled *'Historians Con-

front the Movies." Joyce Falk, a li-

brarian at UC Irvine, explained,

'*Historians are beginning to use

their trainmg to analyze movie

Scripts."

Old film Scripts m their first-,

second- and third-draft stages, as

well as production notes on movies,

are available to historians through a

growing body of archival Services,

said Anne G. Schlosser, archivist at

the American Film Institute.

*'But what's also new." Griffin

added after a Workshop discussion.

"is historians making their own

SATURDAY/CALENDAR
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HISTORIANS TURNING TO HOLLYWOOD
films and being accepted (by other
historians) for making those films.**

As an example, he cited his own
forthcoming production for public

television, "California Dreams,'* a

series on the state's history. Griffin

also pointed to the film/videotape

"Television's Vietnam,** screened at

the historical association's Confer-

ence and produced by historians

David Culbert and Peter C. RoUins.

KEN LUBAS / Los Angeles Times

Victor Navasky

Measuring the growth of histori-

ans* interest in the media, Griffin

cited an AHA Conference held in

New York 10 years ago. **At that

time, there were only two Work-

shops or sessions on media topics.

Now, at this Conference, we have
had at least five sessions devoted to

media subjects.'*

In addition to "Historians Con-

front the Movies." other AHA
Workshops included "Mobilizing the

Movies for War.** "The Jews and

the American Film Industry,** 'The

Great Songwriters of Tin Pan Al-

ley*s Golden Age" and "Hollywood

andtheColdWar.'*

At that last Session, Hollywood's

liberal-to-radical political past

came under scrutiny. For instance.

historian Larry Ceplair, a teacher at

Oakwood School in North Holly-

wood, declared that, despite the re-

curring Red hysteria of the 1930-50

period, the Communist Party "con-

trolled very little in Hollywood."

Ceplair, co-author with Steven

Englund of "The Inquisition in Hol-

lywood," went on to say, however.

that during the *30s, Hollywood

communists "influenced the behav-

ior and thought of many non-com-
munists, while breeding heightened

social consciousness and providing

Channels for political activity

among their own membership.**

Yet the Workshop on the cold war
and Hollywood was dominated not

by historians but by a Journalist and

a screenwriter.

Victor S. Navasky, editor of The
Nation, and screenwriter Philip

Dünne exchanged friendly fire

when their interpretations or ver-.

sions of the same events collided.

Both at the Conference and in his

latest book, "Naming Names,** Na-
vasky suggested that Dünne and

other liberals abandoned the Holly-

wood 10, a group of film makers
blacklisted as subversives in the

late 1940s.

In his speech to the session,

Dünne declared that Navasky's

Views on the matter were "totally

untrue.*' To give support to the Hol-

MARTHA HARTNETT / Los Angeles Times

ny •

Anne G, Schlosser

lywood 10, Dünne said that he and
others in a group called the Com-
mittee for the First Amendment
went "on a national radio broadcast

caUing for an end to the persecu-

tions. And I have here in my hand,

as Sen. Joe McCarthy used to say, a

flyer offering records of that broad-

cast for sale in aid of that cause. The
date is Nov. 28 (m 1947), a füll

month after Vic (Navasky) says we
abandoned the 10."

For his part, Navasky stood by

his Statements published in "Nam-
ing Names." In his speech, he said,

"One of the lessons of that period

for this period is that liberals ought

to Protect those to the left of them
in times of trouble."

As for the Hollywood hearings

conducted by the House Committee
on Un- American Activities, Navas-
ky said, "The hearings themseives

were really rituals. They were de-

gradation ceremonies. It was a time

in our history when to call some-
body a communist was to Visit a so-

cial Stigma on that person, a Stigma

greater than the punishment many
courts could provide for real-life

crimes."

Turning his attention to the role

of the Studios during that period,

Dünne added, "What has been un-

derplayed in most revisionist histo-

ry is the role of the producing com -

panies. They. not the Hollywood 10

and not our group, held the key to

the Situation."

Dünne said that after he and oth-

ers had succeeded in forcing the

House committee hearings to be

temporarily called off in the fall of

1947. "we discovered to our dismay
that the producing companies were
considering dishonoring their

^pledge never to install a blacklist.

>HiotinJ Hustont (William)^ Wyler ^

änd I believed that the best way to

fight (the blacklist) was in hard-

nosed, man-to-man, closed-door

sessions. And that's what we did,

jawboning every studio executive

except Jack Warner, who had been

one of the most poisonous of the

friendly witnesses (before the

House committee)."

The historians' fascination with

Hollywood also was expressed in

some of the other films and Video

-

KEN LUBAS / Los Angeles Times

Philip Dünne

tapes screened for the conferees,

includmg ''Middletown: The Cam-
paign." and a segment from a forth-

coming PBS series. "The Life and
Times of Rosie the Riveter."
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The Hol lywood 10 recalied

To name
ornot
toname
By Victor S. Navosky

A few weeks ago, David Rintels, a Hollywood
screenwriter in his late 30's, tumed in his Script

about a blacklisted writer to his agent. A secretary

in her 50's read it and dissolved into tears, >^ile

a secretary in her 20's said, "I like it, but there's

one tliing I don't understand. Why didn't he just

name the names and go back to work?"

It is more than a quarter of a Century since

the so-called Hollywood 10 (also known as "the

Unfriendly 10"), a gn)up of screenwriters, direc-

tors and producers, refused to **name names** or

cooperate in any otiier way with the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) investi-

gation of Communism in Hollywood. And it is

more than 15 years since the blacklist which fol-

lowed began to disintegrate with the discovery

in 1957 that the ''Robert Rieh** who won an

Academy Award for *The Brave One'* was actually

Dalton rrumbo, perhaps the most rambunctious of

the original 10, who used to earn $4.000 a week
before he was blacklisted. And yet many of

the surviving victims of the blacklist—^whether

they are successful like Ring Lardner Jr., who
won an Oscar for "M*A*S*H," or are on hard times

like Alvah Bessie, who never made it back to

Hollywood—seem to define themselves and their

peers less by what they have become than by how
they behaved a generation ago.

Moreover, issues like "naming names*' are not

merely the preoccupation of the blacklist alumni

but have suddenly emerged at the center of an
avalanche of revisiting. Eric Bentley*s 1971 book,

"Thirty Years of Treason," a hefty documentary
history primarily about the entertainment investi-

gations, had barely been published when his play

"Are You Now or Have You Ever Been?*' opened
to controversial notices in New Haven. Harper &
Row, which has published the Bentley play and
reissued Alger Hiss*s answer to Whittaker Cham-'
bers, "In the Court of Public Opinion," has also

just reprinted Dalton Trumbo*s "The Time of the

Toad," a polemical pamphlet first published in

1949, which argued that many of HUAC's most
cooperative witnesses "wanted the Jobs held by

those they accused of being Communists.*' Robert

Vaughn, who came to prominence as **The Man
from U.N.C.L.E./' has published his doctoral disser-

tation, a study of show business blacklisting, as a

book entitled "Only Victims.*' Stefan Kanfer, asso-

ciate editor of Time magazine, has written the

fortfhcoming **A Journal of the Plague Years/*

which, like the Defoe novel of the same name,
Shows how a disease—blacklisting—can infect an
entire society. Arthur Laurents*s blacklisting novel,

*The Way We Were,*' is soon to be released as

a movie starring Barbra Streisand. The Canadian
and British Broadcasting Corporations have inde-

pendently put together TV documentaries on those
bleak days. And Conrad Bromberg, whose father,

J. Edward Bromberg, Is one of the martyrs of the

blacklist, having died of heart disease after testi-

fying under committee compulsion against doctor*s

Orders, has written a play, *The Dream of a Black-
listed Actor,*' which has already been produced
in the ANTA matinee series and, when last heard
from, was headed for Off-Broadway.

T'HE histor>' of HUAC in movieland is

quickly told. J. ParneH Thomas
brought his committee to Hollywood in October,

1947, ostensibly to discover evidence of Communist
Subversion in the motion-picture industry. Critics

said the committee wanted to bask in the reflected

Victor S. Navasky, a freelance writer and author

of "Kennedy Justice/* teaches a course in N. Y. U.*s

Media Ecology program on the subject of film

Propaganda.

The *'Unfriendly 10": Pictured with their lawyers at a U.S. Distnct Court in 1948 were the 10 writers, producers and directors who defied the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities at hearings in Hollywood. They are—with photos of the six surviving memhers at top—(l) Herbert Biberman,
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Publicity which Hollywood personalities provide;

hard-line critics have observed that if you want to

scare a country you attack its royalty, and Holly-

wood is America's royalty.

First came the "friendly" witnesses, who pro-

vided little evidence of Subversion, but lots of

laughs. Walt Disney said some attempts had been

made to have Mickey Mouse foUow the party line.

Ayn Rand found Communist propwganda in the

smiling faces of Russian children in "Song of

Russia." Mrs. Lela Rogers told the conwnittee

proudly that her daughter Ginger had refused to

speak the line, "Share and share alike—that's

democracy!" in a picture called "Tender Com-
rades" by Dalton Trumbo. And Lester Cole was
fingered as the screenwriter who had a football

coach instruct his players, after the fashion of

the Spanish Communist, La Pasionaria, that it is

better to die on your feet than live on your knees.

The following week came the "unfriendlies."

Only 11 of 19 who had announced that they

would not cooperate were called, and the 11 th,

Bertolt Brecht, when asked if he had ever made
application to join the Communist party, answered,

"No, no, no, ik), no, never!** and the next day he
flew to East Germany, never to retum. And then

there were 10. Backed by a planeload of stars who
had flown in for the occasion, with Bogey and Baby
and Groucho and Frankie all providing visible and
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vocal Support, each of the 10 arrived with a pre-

pared Statement denouncing the committee, which

all but one were not permitted to read (the ex-

ception, for reasons that were never clear, being

Albert Maltz), and challenged the committee's right

to ask questions relating to political affiliations.

They based their stand—after much preliminary

discussion—on the First Amendments guarantee

against incursions on free speech, rather than the

Fifth Amendments protection against self-

incrimination.

Ten days later Congress voted to oite them all

for contempt, and in November, Eric Johnston,

President of the Motion Picture Association of

America (M.P.A.A.), who had earlier assured the

10, "As long as I live, I will never be a party

to anything as un-American as a blacklist,** an-

nounced, after a two-day meeting of 50 top execu-

tives at the Waldorf, that the 10 would be sus-

pended without pay, and that thereafter no

Communists or other subversives would "know-

ingly" be employed in Hollywood.

In the Summer of 1949, the liberal Supreme

Court Justices Murphy and Rutledge died, and

the following spring their conservative successors,

Justices Burton and Minton, were in the 5-to-4

majority which refused to review the lO's con-

victions. The 10 went to prison for sentences of up

to a year, as did the chairman of the committee,

Thomas, who was convicted of taking kickbacks in

1949, and ended up at the Federal Correctional

Institution in Danbury, Conn., with fellow inmates

Ring Lardner Jr. and Lester Cole. In 1951 the

Hollywood investigation, suspended while the

^ y

1

The moral choices posed
a quarter of a Century
ago in Hollywood are by
no means forgotten-
least of all by those

who were forced to choose«

lO's case worked its way through the

Courts, was reopened, with Representative John

S. Wood at the heim, and the first wit-

ness, Larry Parks, was called on the day

Alger Hiss went to prison. Parks, who had starred

as AI Jolson in "The Jolson Story," mouthing the

words which Jolson himself sang, was more than

willing to teil the committee about himself, but he

pleaded that he not be forced to implicate others:

"Don't present me with the choice of either being

in contempt of this committee and going to jail, or

forcing me to really crawl through the mud and to

be an informer. For what purpose? I would prefer,

if you would allow me, not to mention other peo-

ple's names."

But in Rogers v. US., decided not long after

the 10 went to prison, the Supreme Court had
ruled that once a witness admitted his own party

membership, he had waived his right to invoke the

Fifth Amendment to refuse to answer questions

about other people's party membership; therefore,

the committee would not allow Parks to remain

silent—by talking about himself he had waived this

right—and the ground rules for the decade were set.

There was some uneasiness as Representative

Francis Walter asked, "How can it be material to

the purpose of this inquiry to have the names of

people when we already know them?" But the view
of Representative Donald Jackson prevailed: "The
ultimate test of the credibility of a witness before

the committee is in giving füll details as to not only

the place and activities but also the names of those

who participaied with him in the Communist
party." From that point on, witnesses were advised

by their attorneys that they had three choices: to

(Continued on Page 110)
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. . . (2) Aetomcy Martin Popper, (3) Attorncy Robert Kenny, (4) Albert Maltz, (5) Lester Cole, (6) Dalton Trumbo, (7) John Howard Lawson, (S) Alvah
Bessie, (9) Samuel Omitz, (10> Ring Lardner Jr, (II) Edward Dmytryk and (12) Adrian Scott
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To
not to name
(Continued from Page 35)

take the First Amendment,
and risk going to jail like the

10; to take the Fifth Amend-
ment, and lose their Jobs be-

cause of the blacklist; or to

cooperate with the committee
and name names.

Although only about 30 of

the 90 witnesses called in

connection with the 1951-52

investigations actually named
names, for a while it seemed
as though everyone was do-

ing it. Sterling Hayden
named his mistress. Screen-

writer Melvin Levy ("The
Bandit of Sherwood Forest")

named a collaborater. Rich-

ard CoUins, who wrote
"Song of Russia," named a

creditor. And Clifford Odets,

who had given the eulogy at

J. Edward Bromberg*s memo-
rial Service (where he blamed
HUAC for Bromberg's death),

named J. Edward Bromberg.
Martin Berkeley, a screen-

writer specializing in animal

pictures ("He couldn't write

human dialogue," says Ring
Lardner Jr.) named 162

names. Some named only

those previously named, per-

haps on the theory that a
man could not be blacklisted

more than once, although as

one actor named many times

told me, "Every time I

thought I was off the list,

someone new would name
me. It was like being in one
of those old comedies where
every time you come up for

air you get hit in the face

with another pie."

For the most part, the

namers went back to work
and the named either went
before the committee and
"cleared" themselves by nam-
ing others, or they found an-

other line of work. Academy
Award winner Sidney Buch-

man (who wrote "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington") went
into the parking business;

Lionel Stander became a
Stockbroker; Alvah Bessie got

a Job working the lights at

a nightclub in San Francisco;

Lester Cole worked as a ware-
houseman; Zero Mostel took

up painting; character-actor

Jeff Corey became an acting

teacher. Where they could,

writers went into the black

market and worked for cut-

rate prices under Pseudonyms.

The less foi;tunate went to

alcohol, mental institutions,

divorce court; and a few went
to their graves.

Such was life under the

edly subversive affiliations

^L might have conceded the ex-

/ i^ istence of a blacklist. But no.

they were a sort of political

credit-rating service, "like

Dun & Bradstreet," said one

Legionnaire, and nobody ever

accused Dun & Bradstreet of

running a blacklist. In other

words, the blacklist was just

an ugly rumor started by
movie, radio and TV people

who couldn't get work be-

cause of past (and sometimes

present) political associations.
\

blacklist. The Motion Picture \

'

Association denied there was \ .

Fortunately for those will-

such a thing, but said no
Fifth Amendment-takers who
hadn't purged themselves be-

fore the committee (or First

Amendment-takers either, for

that matter) could work in

Hollywood; the Screen Actors

Guild, President Ronald Rea-
gan speaking, said, "We will

not be party to a black-

list," but banned Communists
and noncooperative witnesses

from S.A.G. membership.
Even HUAC said the idea that

it was compiling a blacklist

was "absurd," since any good
American could come before

the committee and clear his

name. One would have
thought that the publishers

of The American Legion Mag-
azine, Counterattack, Red
Channels, which was called

"the bible of blacklisting."

and other publications that

ran long lists of indi-

viduals and their alleg-

ing to pay the moral price

of getting off the nonexistent

|ist, an ancillary service

—

what might be called the

clearance industry — had
st)rung up. There were "clear-

aice" lawyers, like Martin

Gasg; "clearance" columni^ts,

like George Sokolsky; "clear-

ance" . unionists, Hke Roy
Brewer, and "clearance" tal-

ent Consultants, like Vincent

Hartnett. A prototype of

how it worked is available in

John Cogley's "Report on
Blacklisting":

"When a former member
of the party came to Brewer
for help, the first thing [Brew-

er] insisted on was that the

ex-Communist go to the F.B.L

with all the Information he
had. Then the ex-Communist
was put in touch with the

House committee and some
kind of public repentance was
worked out. The ex-Commu-

nist was expected to testify

(which meant naming names
in public session), denounce

the party at union meetings

and, if he was prominent

enough, make some kind of

Statement for the press . . .

or in some other way publicly

express his new feelings. . .
."

The committee called them
cooperative witnesses; the

left called them "informers,"

Whatever their motives, the

lines seemed clearly drawn.

Elia Kazan, Budd Schulberg,

Clifford Odets, Lee J. Cobb
and others took the position,

as Kazan wrote in a news-
paper ad, "that Communist
activities confront the people

of this country with an un-

precedented and exception-

ally tough problem." It was,

after all, a time when Alger

Hiss had been convicted for

perjury, the Rosenbergs for

conspiracy to commit es-

pionage, and 11 Commu-
nist party officials for

conspiring to advocate the

overthrow of the Government
by force and violence. The
British scientist Klaus Fuchs
had confessed to violating

Britain's Official Secrets Act.

And we were at war in

Korea. It followed, as the co-

operative witnesses saw it,

that it was wrong to with-

hold names because, as

Kazan's ad put it, "secrecy

serves the Communists, and
is exactly what they want.

The American people need

In 1948, J. Pamell Thomas, right, studies testimony given his House Un-American Activities

Committee. With him, a young Congressman, Richard M. Nixon, who sat on the committee
at the time of the Hollywood hearings, and chief investigator Robert Stripling.
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the facts and all the facts

about all aspects of Com-
munism in order to deal with

it wisely and effectively."

The cooperative witnesses

believed — or rationalized —
that while the committee's

procedures might be arbitrary

and antidemocratic, thev

were no more so than those

of the Communist party they

had quit years before, and
why should they sacrifice

their careers for something in

which they no longer be-

lieved? Wide: Roy Huggins
("The Good Humor Man/*
•The Füller Brush Man"
and other screenplays), who
thought he had an under-

standing with HUAC that be-

cause he didn*t have any new
nanties to offer, he would not

be required to go through
the name-naming ritual. Hug-
gins took the stand—only to

be asked, after preliminary

formalities, whether he knew
so-and-so. It is a sign of his

mental anguish that he paused
for five minutes to think

about it before he finally

allowed as how, yes, he knew
so-and-so, but when asked to

spell the name, he drew the

line and said he didn't

know how. *'ln retrospect,"

he told me, "in the hindsight

of 20 years, it is ap-

palling to me that I coop-

erated with them in any way.
But that wasn't obvious 20
years ago, especially when I

had long, long since decided

that one of the great errors

of my life had been that of

believing that the Soviel

Union represented the glori-

ous future. I was caught un-

prepared and had a faiiure

of nerve. I said to myself, you
know, rd love to be a hero,

rd love to go to jail, except

for one thing: Who the hell

is going to take care of two
small children, a mother and
a wife, all of whom are to-

tally dependent on me? If I'm

going to go [to jail] I want
to go for something that Tm
actually guilty of."

Uncooperative witnesses

either took the Fifth and de-

nounced the committee, or, in

the cases of a few like Arthur
Miller (who risked prison in

1956 by taking the First,

but got off on a techni-

cality) and Lillian Hellman,

made it clear that while they

were willing to talk about

themselves, their consciences

would not permit them to

talk about others. In a much-
quoted letter to the commit-
tee, Miss Hellman wrote: "I

do not like Subversion or dis-

loyalty in any form, and if

I had ever seen any, I would
have considered it my duty

to have reported it to the

proper authorities. But to

hurt innocent people whom
I knew many years ago in

Order to save myself is, to

me, inhuman and indecent

and dishonorable. I cannot

and will not cut my con-

science to fit this year*s fash-

lons
>t

• • • •

As much of the libertarian

left saw it, the issue was
simple: Either you were or

you weren*t an "informer."

And so in 1970, when Trumbo
was presented the Laurel

Award for Achievement from
the Writers Guild of Amer-
ica/West, he told his audi-

ence that "the blacklist was
a time of evil and no one on
either side who survived it

came through untouched by
evil, . . . It will do no good
to search for villains or

heroes because there were
none. There were only vic-

tims."

Who would want to take

exception to such a noble and
perhaps profound sentiment,

a generous view made pos-

sible only by the passage of

the years? Well, Albert Maltz,

for one. When I walked into

the Laurel Canyon home of

Mr. Maltz, O. Henry Award
winner, novelist, playwright

and the most literary of the

10, he handed me two pieces

of paper, each reflecting his

deep commitment to his own
idea of what a writer's in-

tegrity requires. The first

was a copy of his now-
famous letter assigning the

ruble royalties due him on the

two million copies of his

books published in the

U.S.S.R. to Alexander Sol-

zhenitsyn, the Soviet novelist.

The second—well, the second
he feit so strongly about that

he asked if I could publish it

in füll, for if not, he was
thinking of taking out an ad
in Variety. Here is what he
had typed out:

"There is currently in

vogue a thesis pronounced
first by Dalton Trumbo which
declares that everyone during

the years of blacklist was
equally a victim. This is fac-

tual nonsense and represents

a bewildering moral position.

*To put the point sharply:

If an informer in the French

Underground who sent a

friend to the torture Cham-
bers of the Gestapo was
equally a victim, then there

can be no right or wrong in

life that I understand.

"Adrian Scott was the pro-

ducer of the notable hlm
'Crossfire* in 1947, and Ed-

ward Dmytryk was its direc-

tor. *Crossfire' won wide

critical acclaim, many awards
and commercial success. Both
of these men were members
of the Hollywood 10, opposed
the practices of the House
Committee on Un-American
Activities and refused to co-

operate with its attempted
invasion of their civil rights.

Both were held in contempt
of the committee and sub-

sequently went to jail. When
Dmytryk emerged from his

prison term he did so with
a new set of principles. He
suddenly saw the heavenly
light, testified as a friend of

the committee, praised its

purposes and practices and
denounced all who opposed
it. Dmytryk immediately
found work as a director, and
has worked all down the

years since. Adrian Scott,

who came out of prison with
his principles intact, could

not produce a film for a

One aclor named
many times said,

"Every time I

thought I was off

the list, someone
new named me/'

studio again until 1970. He
was blacklisted for 21 years.

To assert that he and Dmy-
tryk were equally victims is

beyond my comprehension.

"He did not advance this

doctrine in private or public

during the years in which he

was blacklisted, or at the

time he wrote his magnificent

Pamphlet, The Time of the

Toad.* How he can in the

same period republish The
Time of the Toad* and pre-

sent the doctrine that there

were *only victims,' I cannot
say—^but he does not speak
for me or many others. Let

it be noted, however, that his

ethic of 'equal victims* has
been ecstatically embraced
by all who cooperated with
the Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities when there

were penalties for not doing
so.

It is not surprising that the

blacklisting subculture should
still be preoccupied with such
esoteric issues as what is the

proper attitude to take toward
an "informer.** And, indeed,

the question is, on one level,

a matter of social etiquette.

Helen Levitt, whose writer-

husband AI Levitt was black-

listed, says cheerfuUy, "We
were the first in our group
to speak to stool pigeons.
You know, the informers*
lives were loused up, too."
Others, like Lester Cole, will
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teil you, "I feel repulsed by
these people. If I find myself

in the same room with them,

I ignore them and won't

greet them, and if they seek

to greet me I refuse my hand
and tum my back."

Alvah Bessie, as mihtant as

any member of the 10, was
put to the test when, after

some post>prison hard times,

he finally landed a job as

P.R. director of San Fran-

cisco's film festival—only to

discover that he had been

recommended for the job by
Ed Dmytryk, the one member
of the 10 who had defected

and named names. It never

occurred to Bessie to quit the

Job, but one day Dmytryk
walked in the door, put out

his hand and said, "Hello,

Alvah." Bessie's jaw dropped,

he stared and, speechless, left

the room.
Mr. and Mrs. Ring Lardner

Jr. have something of a

social Problem since it is Mrs.

Lardner*s policy not to talk

with informers and it is Mr.

Lardner's policy to say hello

to anybody. ("I don't believe

in blacklisting," he says.) lan

Hunter, a blacklisted writer

who co-authored the Broad-

way musical **Foxy*' with

Lardner, is credited with

originating a whole set of

rules of thumb on how to

treat an informer—the cardi-

nal one being to treat him as

though he doesn't exist. A
Story, perhaps apocryphal, is

told about the day during the

blacklisting era, when Hunter
was Standing on the unem-
ployment line and who
should show up behind him
but Leo Townsend. Townsend
had named 28 former com-
rades when he testified before

HUAC in the fall of 1951 (and

since that time has gone
on to write such films as

"Beach Blanket Bingo," "Bi-

kini Beach" and "How to

Stuff a Wild Bikini") . Hunter
is said to have done his best

to treat Townsend as though
he wasn*t there until finally

he couldn't resist the tempta-

tion. He turned around and
said, "I know what Tm doing

here, but what the hell are

you doing here?"

Trumbo, who says he does
not want to get into a public

dispute with Maltz, did talk

a little about those occasions

when he had arrived as dinner

guest of a host and hostess

who did not know that he

and another guest were on
opposite sides: **I can teil you
I was unable not to acknowl-
edge that person's presence,

and I am physically unable to

insult him in front of the

host and hostess who have
unwittingly presented both
him and me with an awkward

Situation. J can*t do it. There

are many of them that I do
not want to see, that I find

it embarrassing to see. Most
of them in fact. But, you
know, to concentrate on
them is to forget the enemy.

The enemy was the god-

damned committee. That*s

what Vm against."

On a more Substantive

level, Trumbo asks, "What
were you going to do about a

homosexual caught by the

F.B.I. and given the choice

of informing or being exposed

in a time when homosexuality

was regarded differently?

What were you going to say

to that man? It's a choice I

wouldn't have wanted to

make, and Tm not prepared

to damn him. You know Lil-

lian Hellman said, *Forgive-

ness is God's job, not mine.'

Well, so is vengeance, you

know. I really am not con-

cemed about it, having lived

with it for 25 years. I think

hate is just naturally an un-

healthy thing."

To muddy the moral
waters further, it tums out

that homosexuality was only

one of many things the

committee used for behind-

the-scenes blackmail, to en-

courage potential witnesses.

John Bright, who wrote "Pub-

lic Enemy," in which James
Cagney shoved a grapefruit

in Mae Clarke's face, was
told by a committee function-

ary that if he would name
Edward G. Robinson there

was a producer ready to put

him under contract at $1,500

a week. "There was only one

Problem," says Bright, who
took the Fifth. "As far as I

knew, Robinson wasn't a

Communist." Helen Levitt, a

former secretary of John Gar-

field's, was told that her

husband would be taken off

the blacklist if she would
testify about a Statement

Garfield had made which
could have subjected Garfield

to a possible perjury indict-

ment. She wouldn't, and her

husband's promising screen-

writing career was converted

to a pseudonymous television

career. Garfield, incidentally,

who took the position that

because he had never been a

Communist he had no names
to give, was at the time of

his death hoping to clear

himself by Publishing an ar-

ticle in Look magazine calied

"I Was a Sucker for a Left

Hook."
"Another thing," adds

Trumbo, "the 10 were virgins.

We went into an unprece-

dented Situation which had
results that we could not
predict. As a matter of fact,

we feit we were going to win
(Continued on Page 1 18)
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A scene from "M*A*S*H" (Donald Suther-

land, left, and Elliott Gould), which won an
Oscar for writer Ring Lardner Jr.

"Of the Unfriendly 10, only two had any
talent," director Billy Wilder once said,

"the other eight were just unfriendly."

The famous remark was more quip than

factual commentary. The truth is that some
of the more talented people in Hollywood
were in the small band that defied the

House Un-American Activities Committee
in the late forties.

To take them alphabetically, ALVAH
BESSIE (whose screenplays include "The
Very Thought of You" and "Hotel Berlin"),

had fought in Spain. served as drama
critic of The New Masses, received a Gug-
genheim Fellowship for creative writing.

Among his post-prison works was a novel

calied "The Symbol," based on the Marilyn

Monroe story, which he is trying to adapt

for television. Bessie describes himself as

an "unaffiliated radical," and probably

considers himself a Marxist, although "I

would not say that on pain of losing

my work." . . . HERBERT BIBERMAN
directed such movies as "Meet Nero
Wolfe" and "The Master Race." After he got

out of prison, he organized and directed the

controversial but highly praised "Salt of

the Earth," independently produced and
written by blacklisted screenwriter Mi-

chael Wilson. Biberman died in 1971. His

widow, Gale Sondergaard, who had also

been blacklisted, appeared most recently

in Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" in Los
Angeles. . . .

LESTER COLE had written 36 films

("Objective Burma," "High Wall") be-

fore he was subpoenaed by the com-
mittee. He recalls that as late as 1965,

when he wrote a screenplay for "Born
Free" for Columbia, his lack of Perform-

ance before the committee was an issue.

He says Mike Frankovich, Columbia's Pres-

ident, "was so fearful that he wanted to

throw my screenplay out and Start over,

but this the producer refused to do, so

we ended up with a Pseudonym." He has

just finished writing a political comedy
and points out, "When you write a non-

political play or film, there's little Prob-

lem now, but when one of us writes any-

thing political, it*s harder. We're judged

by a different Standard." . . .

ED DMYTRYK had directed 24 films be-

Iween 1929 and 1949 ("Till the End of

Time," "Crossfire," which dealt with anti-

Semitism, and "Hitler's Children") before

drawing his contempt sentence. In prison,

he told fellow convict Albert Maltz, "Fm
never going to prison again." Afterward,

he appeared as a friendly witness before

HUAC, named some names and went back
to work, mostly in Europe. When I told

him what I was writing about he said, "I

preft. to stay away from that," and he
did. . . . RING LARDNER JR. is the author

of the most famous line of the hearings:

"I could answer [your question] but I

would hate myself in the moming." He
is also author of two Academy Award-
winning screenplays, "Woman of the Year"
and "M*A*S*H," as well as the recently re-

published novel with a growing cult fol-

lowing, "The Ecstasy of Owen Muir.". . .

•

JOHN HOWARD LAWSON. first Presi-

dent of the Screenwriters Guild when it

was organized in 1933, later head of the

Holljnvood section of the Communist party,

Group Theater playwright ("Processional"),

author, critic and theoretician ("The The-

ory and Technique of Playwriting" is

a Standard text), wrote two of the more
celebrated movies Coming out of World
War II, "Action in the North Atlantic"

and "Sahara." Lawson, who says he is still

blacklisted, is at work on his mem-
oirs. . . . ALBERT MALTZ. who wrote
for leftist Journals of opinion in the thir-

ties and forties, is an O. Henry Award win-

ner. His short stories have been widely
anthologized. His movies included "This

Gun for Hire," "Destination Tokyo" and
"Pride of the Marines." . . . SAM ORNITZ,
who died in 1957, had written 25 films

between 1929 and 1949, none particularly

notable. He published "Bride of the Sab-

bath," the first povel of a trilogy, after he
was released from prison. . . .

ADRIAN SCOTT, a producer, died a few
months ago. At a memorial Service, Albert

Maltz said, "He died unfulfilled." The con-

sensus is that Scott, whose first wife left

him while he was in prison, never really

recovered from the ravages of the black-

list. He had produced such films as "Cross-

fire" and "Cornered." His last production

was a television play, "The Great Man's
Whiskers," which was seen last month.

. . . DALTON TRUMBO'S latest film,

"Johnny Got His Gun," based on his novel

of the same name, won the Prix Special

du Jury and the International Critics

Award at the 1971 Cannes Film Festival.

In his heyday ("Kitty Foyle," an Academy
Award nominee, "A Guy Named Joe,"

'Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Our Vines

Have Tender Grapes"), he was in such

demand that his contract contained a stip-

ulation that story Conferences be held at

his house, where he preferred to sleep

days and work nights in a bathtub with

a special cross-board to hold his type-

writer. Trumbo was the only member of

the 10 with a working-class background;

he was employed as a baker for eight

years. "I never considered the working

class anything other than something to

get out of," he told me.—V.S.N.
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on the constitutional issue.

Now, it's quite a different

Situation to enter Into a

course of conduct which you
feel to be right, the punish-

ment for which you de not

know. No one had ever been

blacklisted, nor were they

until two or three weeks
after those hearings. So we
could not be certain we
would lose our Jobs; neither

could we have been certain

we would go to jail; neither

could we have been certain

that we would become so

notorious that there would be

no way we could clean our-

selves up for a decade. Now
cut to two years later and
everybody eise who comes
before the committee knows
exactly what the penalty is.

All the people who took the

First and the Fifth after us

knew something that we had
not known—namely, that they

would not work for years.

Now, I say that those people

are in a better position to

make moral judgment on in-

formers than are we who
went in without knowing."

There comes a point, of

course, at which etiquette

blurs into substance, diplo-

macy becomes policy. Sylvia

Jarrico (the former wife of

Paul Jarrico, the screen-

writer who, when asked what
he would do if subpoenaed,
told the press, **If I have to

choose between crawling
through the mud with Larry
Parks or going to jail like my
courageous friends of the

Hollywood 10, I shall cer-

tainly choose the latter") is

quite eloquent on the subject,

having left the country in

1957 and retumed in 1964
surprised to find that ideas

which were "unspeakable"

when she left were now pub-

licly accepted. "When I left,"

she recalls, **I respected all

the people who were willing

to take a beating for a point

of view. I accepted the fact

that informers were danger-

ous and irresponsible people

as a class. They had demon-
strated that they sold out

cheap when the Chips were
down. I feit there was value

in holding them responsible

for what they had done, ex-

pressing that view to them
and regarding them as dan-

gerous people to associate

with. I still feel that way. A
point of view Tve come to

is that it's terribly important

for people to act upon their

own convictions and to do so

in such a way that there's no
doubt about what the con-

victions are. In times like

ours, the only security one
has is to make oneself

known. That's what I under-

stand the phrase 'etemal

vigilance' to mean. You have
to stay ahead of the stereo-

tyf>ed thinking of your own
time by making known your
deepest feelings about what's
right and what's wrong."

Ring Lardner Jr. adds,
"There is some historical val-

ue in remembering how de-

graded some people got
through being scared. A lot

of people behaved badly.
That's the sense in which
Dalton means there were only
victims."

ECAUSE the 10

were obstreper-

ous witnesses and because
they were not open with the

committee or the public about
the nature of their involve-

ment with the Communist
party, balanced observers
such as Richard Rovere have

argued that they and the

committee deserved each

other. And yet it was the

10 whose belligerent First-

Amendment posture consti-

tuted the most direct attack

on the committee's right to

ask these questions in the

first place, the 10 who went
to prison for their beliefs and
the 10 whose black-market

work ultimately became the

Symbol of the defeat of the

blacklist. What, I wondered,
did the remaining members
of the 10 feel has been most
consistently misunderstood
about their experience?

A number spontaneously
mentioned the "Afterword"
in Eric Bentley's coUection,

"Thirty Years of Treason."

In what is perhaps the most
articulate condemnation of

the 10 for posing as classical

libertarians when in fact they

were Stalinists and/or Marx-
ists, Bentley writes: "They
lacked candor, and if that, hu-

manly speaking, is quite a com-
mon lack, it is an impossible

lack for real radicals. For, to

radicalisnn, candor is no
adomment, it is the essence.

... So, in the HUAC hearings,

the rhetoric of John Howard
Lawson merely counterbal-

ances that of the commit-
l»\iv*» • • •

"Where Bentley got the

idea that candor is a hall-

mark of the true revolution-

ary is beyond me," says John
Howard Lawson, who was
head of the Hollywood
section of the party at the

time of the hearings but who
refused to answer the com-
mittee's $64 question. VThe
idea that real radicals are

obligated to adhere to the

rules of open disclosure im-

posed by their oppressors

seems too fantastic to merit

serious discussion. I have al-

ways taken pride in having
given a good part of my life

to the struggle against

thought control."

There you have it. Can
it be that John Howard
Lawson, the rigid cultural

commissar of Hollywood
legend, whom I would have
thought was himself in the

thought - control business for

many years, is now, at

age 81, rewriting history

and claiming to have been in

the civil-libertarian vanguard?
To clarify matters, I asked him
about his role in attacki'ng

Albert Maltz's New Masses
plea in 1946 for less doc-
trinaire judgments on writers

who strayed from party
dogma. (After he was de-

nounced, Maltz recanted, con-

ceding that he had "severed
the fundamental connection
between art and ideology.")

And what did Lawson have to

<^.'*^r
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The Ring Lordner Jr/s have
a seclol Problem since il is

Nrs. Lardner's policy not to

talk to informers, while
Mr. Lardner talks to anybody.

say about Budd Schulberg's

detailed and harrowing ac-

count, in his testimony, of how
Lawson and other members
of a *'study group" put the

pressure on him to make
"What Makes Sammy Run?"
oe the party line?

Whatever he once was, John
Howard Lawson today is ar-

thritic in tone, humble in

Claim, but crystal clear in his

recoUection of what he was
and wasn't in the old days.

"As a matter of fact," he told

e, "there was a minimum of

interference with members of
the Communist party, and a
great deal of emphasis on
Creative prohlems rather than
Solutions. The Maltz discus-

sion in my opinion has been
total ly misunderstood because
it has been regarded as a dis-

pute about freedom of expres-

sion solely, whereas what was
involved was the whole ques-

tion of artistic integrity. I was
concerned with a deeper un-

derstanding of the nature of
the artistic experience. The
whole Problem of the artist is

to deepen and strengthen the
character of his work."
On Schulberg: "IVe never

questioned a writer's right to

write what he pleases. But I

also have the right to say
what I think about it, and I

thought 'What Makes Sammy
Run?* was not a great Holly-

wood novel, not a great prole-

tarian novel and not a great

novel. In fact, I thought it was
a piece of junk. I thought that

then, and I think that now,
and I think history has proven
me correct."

OW much was
dialogue and

how much Diktat? We can't

know until all the mem-
oirs are published and even

then there will be questions.

But we can know that the

stereotype of Lawson as agit-

prop-director is insufficient to

capture the seriousness with

which this man set about at-

tempting to reconcile the per-

haps competing demands of

art, politics and whät he camc
to regard as the imperatives

of monopoly capitalism. Law-
fson quit writing for the black

market, he told me, "because

it corrupted everything and
everybody it touched. You
took Jobs you didn't want, and
you didn't even have an op-

portunity to talk over story

points or changes that were

made in your work/* Alvah
Bessie told me Lawson turned

down an opportunity to work
on the screenplay of Kurt

Vonnegufs "Mother Night"

because he didn't see any "hu-

man" values in the Script. The
issue of the relationship of

Propaganda to populär culture

is older than Plato, more cur-

rent than Maltz*s protest over

the "blacklisting" of Solzhenit-

syn: When feminists judge the

work of other feminists,

blacks that of other blacks,

should they bend literary

Standards to meet politi-

cal requirements? One can

disagree with Lawson 's reso-

lution of these dilemmas
and suspect the rigidity of his

intraparty role, yet still honor
the integrity of his claim that

in refusing to teil HUAC any-
thing about his politics, he
was fighting "thought con-
trol" as best he knew how.

I myself happen to believe

that whatever the relation of

their art to their politics, had
the 10 talked fully and freely

outside the committee room
about their involvement in the

party, its nature and quality,

they might uave helped un-
dermine one of the most dam-
aging confusions of the cold

war—the assumption that to

be a member of a Marxist
study group was the equiva-

lent of joining a Communist
spy ring. But I respect the

point made by Trumbo and
others: "There's a differ-

ence between public expres-

sion of opinion on the one
band, and confession of affili-

ation on the other. It's be-

cause of our public expression

of opinion on every conceiv-

able issue that we were
caught. Now you can argue
that we could have said, 'Yes,

Tm a member of the Commu-
nist party and to hell with
you,' but to do that was to

imperil the whole principle of

the right of political privacy,

because by throwing it away
in public you do not really

preserve it, you see, you set a

pattem for others who are go-

ing to have to conform."

And given his outspoken
current pK)litics, Albert Maltz
is certainly not mouthing any-

body's dogma when he states

his conviction: "We en-

tered this as an opportunity

to rid the country not only of

this committee, but it would
rid the country of every one
of these inquisitorial commit-
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it was nothing to justify the

scare HUAC put in the indus-

try. Ironically, the one con-

tribution the committee did

make to our understanding of

the Hollywood Communists
undercuts the conventional

anti-Communist wisdom of the

day, best articulated in 1949

^, by Arthur Schlesinger Jr., who
^wrote in "The Vital Center":

*The Hollywood writer, like

the radio writer and the pulp-

fiction writer, tends to have a

pervading sense of guilt. He
feels he has sold himself out,

he has abandoned his serious

work in exchange for large

weekly pay checks and he re-

sents a society which corrupts

him. ... He has qualms of

conscience, moreover, for

making so much while others

make so little. So he believes

he can buy indulgences by
participating in the Commu-
nist movement, just as men
in the Middle Ages bought re-

mission for sins from wander-

ing monks."
If the hearings demon-

strated anything, it was that

men like Odets and Kazan,

and presumably Lawson and

Maltz — early activists in

the theater of social protest

—had come to the party be-

fore they came to Hollywood.

And, like other writers and
intellectuals involved in radi-

cal movements of the day,

they had come in response to

the condition of Depression at

home and Fascism abroad. A
more interesting question than

how they got there is why it

took them so long to leave.

Guilt may have been part of

it, but Albert Maltz, who al-

ways saw film-writing as a

way of subsidizing novel-writ-

ing, and who didn't give up

on socialist realism until 1951

and on Communism Russian-

style until the Khrushchev

revelations of 1956, provides

another explanation:

"We didn't know that mil-

lions were being arrested and

tortured and put in jail and

executed and sent to concen-

tration camps. Now, there

were some who did know and

who wrote articles and books

about it, but like many others

I brushed them aside. And the

reason why is several-fold:

First, there was this classic

idealistic literature to which

we clung. I never believed that

any friend I knew who was
working sincerely to stop Fas-

cism would turn around at any
given point and frame and
torture me. It was unthink-

able, preposterous, to believe

that the Bolshevists would do
this to one another. Secondly,

the enmity of the capitalist

nations toward the Soviet

Government was well-estab-

lished. In fact, Walter Lipp-

mann wrote a book at some
point in the twenties exposing

the journalistic lies that had

been told about the Soviet

Union in the first years. And
there was every reason to

think that when people spoke

of millions in concentration

camps that they were also

lying. It seems incompatible

with the picture of a govem-
ment dedicated to improving

the welfare of its people, and
indeed there were improve-

ments."

The impact of the blacklist

on our culture is, of course,

impossible to measure, since

part of the calculation has to

do with Scripts unwritten,

ideas not pursued, careers un-

begun or unfulfilled, industry-

wide Potentials unrealized.

Television, for instance, was
born, and defined itself and
its structure, amid blacklist

assumptions. But David Rin-

tels, who is chairman of the

committee on censorship of

the Writers Guild, says, **No

major studio production I can
think of in the last five years

has been critical of Adminis-
tration policy. The industry

is a Propaganda arm of the

Government. The worst thing

is that TV not only adheres

to official prejudices—it fos-

ters and reinforces them. In

my View, Hollywood has never
really recovered from the

blacklist. The horns were
pulled in, the chilling effect

is still feit."

On the trip back to New
York from Los Angeles, I

found it a happy omen
that my in - flight ''Jeta-

rama Theater" movie, "The
Deadly Trap," was co-authored
and co-produced by Sydney
Buchman, a once-blacklisted

writer-producer who escaped

imprisonment for his 1952

testimony. (Like the 10, he

refused either to name names
or take the Fifth Amendment,
but he had the luck to retain

as counsel a relatively un-

known young Washington at-

tomey named Edward Ben-

nett Williams, who discovered

there was no quorum at the

time he was cited for con-

tempt.) The film was O.K.,

but I would rather have seen

a revival of Buchman's Oscar-

winning *'Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington," in which Jimmy
Stewart singlehandedly de-

feats graft and corruption in

the Senatorial-industrial com-
plex. I was saddened to think

that neither Mr. Buchman nor
anyone eise will ever write a

"Mr. Smith Goes to Washing-
ton" again, not because it is

so political, but because it is

so innocent.
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To the Editor:
'

Hilton Kramer implies that "Holly-

wood on Trial" (to be released later

this month) makes a case for ''a ma-
levolent conspiracy of the Western
clemorracies to undermihe the benign
intentions of the Sovet Union." This
i» nonsense. No one who understands

MAILBAG

lacklisting—The Debate Continues
the film could make such a judgement.
Mr. Kramer's confusion aoout the film's

intentions is apparent whsn he impJies

that we approve of the politics of

Hollywood's pro-Soviet film ^'Mission

to Moscow" simply because we use a

Clip from it in "Hollywood On Thal."
In fact, it is used simply to serve as

an example of the kind of Propaganda
the major Studios turned out during
World War II when the Soviet Union
was our ally. The film, based on a book
by the first U.S. ambassador to the

Soviet Union, was made at the request
of the Roosevelt administration. We
also use even more extensive clips from
the "Red Menace," a hysterically anti-

Communist film made after the com-
mittee hearings began. Do we support
the message of that film because we
included it? Certainly not. Both clips

represent examples of our changing na-

tional attitudes as expressed on film

during the period in question. Here
again Mr. Kramer distorts our film's

point of view to support his own trans-

parent bias.

•

"Reaction will differ, of course," Mr.
Kramer kindly allows, "to the experi-

ence ofifliearing the voice oVohn Hous-^
torv^e narrator of *Holl7»¥»©ed-'On

Tffal/ mouthing in all solemnity the
judgment of [Arnie] Reisman [writer

of the film] that in 1946 'Winston
Churchill drew an iron curtain across
Eastern Europe.' Again, it .seems awful-
ly unfair to Stalin to deny him proper
credit. . . ." We never denied there

were two sides in this war, and we
never denied Stalin's contribution to

it. However, we don't believe the Soviet

Premier ever posed as a former British

prime minister and gave a speech at

Westminster College in Fulton, Mo.,

in 1946 during which he coined the

phrase "iron curtain"—and that's what
is visually on the screen at the timc
Houston speaks the line in question.

Once again, Mr. Kramer takes a line

out of context and chooses tp misun-
derstand its use in the film.

Mr. Kramer also would have us be-

lieve that the Hollywood Ten refused

to admit Communist Party membership
during the House Committee hearings

because they were dedicated agents of

a Soviet conspiracy to overthrow the

U.S. government by force and violence.

He refuses to accept them as a group
of writers and directors thrown togeth-

er by government subpoena, who had
Ihe right to challenge the Constitution-

ality of the investigation by Standing

on their First Amendment rights. What
he describes as the Ten's contribution

to what Alistair Cooke called "a squal-

id and rowdy parody of a court of law,"

we see las 10 men who, after being

denied their most basic rights, were
being justifiably hostile in speaking out

for thosc rights. The House Committee
spoke for our government, the Ten for

themselves. To equate the Ten's behav-

ior to the committee's is absurd. AI-

though the Ten were finally found in

contempt of Congress, it is perhaps

more revealing to recall the fate of

Committee Chairman J. Parnell Thomas
who went to prison for defrauding the

government and of Committee member
Richard Nixon Who barely escaped
prison.

Nowhere does "Hollywood On Trial"

suggest that all the events and issues

of this period can or should be seen

in simple black and white, as Mr.

Kramer's distortions would have his

readers believe. On the contrary, it is

he who tries to removc all the complex-
ities from the issues to fit his personal

theories of convenience.

ARNIE REISMAN, writer;

DAVID HELFERN. Jr., director;

JAMES C. GUTMAN, producer.

"Hollywood on Trial"

I I
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crises of the 1930's—and the values

generated by those crises—were re-en-
acted in the investigations and contro-
versies of the late 1940's and 1950*s,
so the crises of the 1960*s—and the
values and beliefs generated by them—
are now under serious scrutiny and de-
bates. . /

'The Front" and "Scoundrel Time**
and "Hollywood on Trial'*—^to judge
from the most recent works at band

—

are thus as much a part of thi-s re-

examination of the 1960's, and espe-

cially the radicalism of the 1960*s, as

they are an attempt to redraw the

•history of an ©arlier era a^long lines

—

often, a4as, fictional lines—^hat are

sympathetic to the present ciamate of

liberal opinion. The point, it seems, is

to acquit 60's radicalism of all malevo-
lent consequervce, and to do so by por-

traying 30's radicalism as similarly in-

nooent, a phenomenon wholly benign,

altruistic and admirable. Lillian Hell-

man puts the matter baldly in the last

pages of "Scoundrel Time.** Of writers

llke herseif, who for so long defended
every Communist shibboleth and false-

hood, she says: "Whatever ouf mis-

takes, I do not believe we did our

country any härm.** And of the writers

who were anti-Communist she says: "l

think they did.** They gave us, in hier,

view, the Vietnam War and Nixon.
'

Another thing these works are about,

then, is the Cold War and Detente

—

and very explicitly. "The Front** opens,

even before Woody Allen's axhetypal

schlep-hero is drawn into a scheme to

act as a front for a blacklästed writer,

with a quick-cut pyaitchwork of oWt

newsreel fo(?tage. We are given glimp^

ses of the war in Korea, General

MacArthur, President Truman, the

'^osenberp prosecution, civilian bomb
shc'lters, the Vietnam war, etc., toward

all of wiiich we are expected to take

an attkude of complete and unques-

tioned disapproval. "Scoundrel Time"
is simHarly prefaced—^in this case, by
OOlTY Wills's long essay in historica!

mystification that depicte **Truman*s

aggressiveness** as a form of premedl-

tated pölatical viilainy and omits all

reference to that distant and obscure

figure, obviously considered irrelevant

to the discussion—Josef Stalin. Which
is rather unfair to Stalin, considering

the role that bis political influenae

which informing became a career in

itself, and innocent people wefk'
smeared and even destroyed by false,

accusations.

From which it does not tollow, hoW-*
ever, that all the accusi^itions wer^^
false. Less easHy recognized, from tlie*

curren/t perspective anyway, are th^
other villains of the tale—tJie mariy'*

wealthy, dedicated Communists in the'
industry who—both because it was tfie*

Party line to do so and in the 'hojSi'*

of saving their necks—denied their truä

commitments and beliefs, and thereby*
created an atmosphere of havoc and

^

hazard for the truly innocent. Writing'
about the Hollywood Ten in **A Genera-
tion on Trial" (1952), a book generally

'

sympathetic to Alger Hiss, AllistÄt

Cooke observed that "they refused tö'
say if they were CommunisJts, in Ti''

series of hearings that the wrtnesse^;''*

just as much as the Committee, wea^tf-^

respcnsible for tuming into a squalicf

"

and rowdy parody of a court of iarw."*"

Despite the best efforts of Mr. Reismaö:
^

and the direotor of "Hollywood on-

Trial,** David Helpem Jr., to have us
think otherwise, the contribution of th^^;

'

Hollywood Ten to this "squalid and
rowdy parody*' comes thÄ>ugh loud anÖ

'

clear in the old film clips of the hear-'*

ings. ^-..,,,.,.^ ,, . ^, •;;•

still, the myth of total innocence

.

must be upheld even where it is contra-
*

vened by the acknowledged facts^^,

When Dalton Trumbo died last montj^.^^

The New York Times matJter-of-factiy''

reported in bis obituary that he admit-^ j
ted in 1970, when he was securely re-.^

stored to Hollywood clover, to havine
been a member of the Communist Pariy.u

from 1943 to 1948, and again briefly^;

in 1-954—a fact convemiently otnitted

from the voluble interview witfi'.'.'

Trumbo that is part of "Hollywood öjf^

Trial.'* Nor, In its eaimest effort to por-

tray the Hollywood Ten as champfons
of democracy and the underdog, doe^^'
the film quote Trumbo's own oontempt- .

ible comment on this commitment: "I

never considered the working cla^sj^,^

anything other than something to S%\^ .

out of.** ?: '. -'^r . -, ,?. .L

As for the industry, about which 'The* \
Front" and "Hollywood on Trial" arc.i.

so pious, it responded as indtrstrjß;':

always responds to any manifest threat« »

to its profits^with whatev^r mixtupe.rn

cf cauticn, cowardice, prudence, hypocrr^^

risy, dissembiing and emergency plan*-^

ning it deemed necessary to its proa-»«»/

\\.>

ari

Members of the Hollywood Ten ^ s

demonstrating against HUAC.
• i ' •
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once played in Miss Hellman's life.

If, for Mr. Wrlls (and, one must a^-

sume, Miss Heihnan), it was President

Truman who *'launched the Cold War
in the spring of 1947," then for Arnie

Reisman, the author of "HoUywood on

Trial," it was Winston Churchill, and

even earlier. Reaction will differ, of

course, t^ the experience o£ hearing

the voiceoif John Huston, t)fe narrator

of "^r.\ur,^r>>^ ^^
ypaUii^Anthing in

aill solemndty the judgment of Mr. Rei-s-

man that in 1946 "Winston Churchill

drew an iron curtain across Eastern

Europe.*' Again, it seems awfully imfair

to Stalin to deny him proper credit for

one of his most distinctive achieve-

ments—but that is the way things

often are in the fantasy worid of revi-

sionnst hlFtory. The imagery of perfect

(Communist) innocence must be

upheld, and the historical record ad-

justed accordingly.

It must be said, in this respect, that

the Congressional investigations of

•*>^ jf

jj.'

perity and survivah This was the ethfcf

cf the industry when the Hollywoo4'9

Ten—and Lillian Hellman too—were-i

counted among its loyal, pampere<t^;

high-priced hacks. It was the ethic öT*
the industry when it put its blacklist^'^'

'

into effect. And is the ethic of the in-*''

dustry any different today, I wonder,'*^

when many of the former blacklistee^
*

are once again pleased to be the bene-'^

ficiaries of its huge salaries and spe«''

cious glamor?
"""*

The history of this period, dubbed'-

"Scoundrel Time" by Miss Hellman, is
'

anything but simple, but that is preciÄ^"'

ly what "The Front" and "Hollywood *"

on Trial'* urge us to believe—that the^'*

issues were all very simple, a matter öf

good guys versus bad guys,with all vif-

tue accruing to the people who, hl*

principle, denied the Government the

right to investigate what it judged to bfe'
'

threats to its security, and defied any "

Government process that might illumi*--^

nate such threats. In "The Front,** with"

H

o
CO

H
O
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so the crises of the 1960's—and the
values and beliefs generated by them—
are now under serious scrutiny and de-
bates.

"The Front'* and "Scoundrel Time"
and "Hollywood on Trial"—to judge
from the most recent works at band

—

are thus as much a part of thi-s re-

examination of the 1960*s, and espe-
cially the radicalism of the 1960*s. as
they are an attempt to redraw the
his>tory of an earlier era along lines

—

often, aias, fictional lines—-tbat are

sympathetic to the present climate of

liberal opinion. The point, it seems, is

to acquk 60's radicalism of all malevo-
lent consequenoe, and to do so by por-

traying 30's radicalism as similarly in-

nocent, a phenomenon wholly benign,

altniistic and admirable. Lillian Hell-

man puts the matter baldly in the last

pages of "Scoundrel Time/' Of writers

llke herseif, who for so long defended
every Communist shibboleth and false-

hood, she says: "Whatever our mis-

takes, I do not believe we did our
country any härm.*' And of the writers

who were anti-Communist she says: "I

think they did.'* They gave us, in her
view, the Vietnam War and Nixon. -'

*-'

Another tWng these works are about.

then, is the Cold War and Detente

—

and very explicitly. "The Front** opens.

even before Woody Allen's archetypal

schlep-hero is drawn into a scheme to

act as a front for a blacklüsted writer,

wit'h a quick-cut patchwork of ol4

newsreel foctage. We are given glimp-

ses of the war in Korea, General
MacArthur, President Truman, the

"•osenbenr prosecution, civilian bomb
shc'lters, the Vietnam war, etc., toward
all of which we are expected to take

an attitude of complete and unques-
tioned disapproval. "Scoundrel Time"
is simiiarly prefaced

—

hi this case, by
Q8LTy Wills's long essay in historical

mystification that depicts "Truman's
aggressiveness" sls a form of premedi-

tated pölitical villainy and onaits all

reference to that distant and obscure

figiire, obviously considered irrelevant

to the discussion—Josef Stalin. Which
i$ rather unfair to Stalin, considering^

the role that his pölitical influenae

«krf t

*;•»

currenft perspective anyway, are the
other villains of the tale—the maiiy"*

wealthy, dedicated Communists in the'
industry who—both because it was tfie*

Party line to do so and in the hc^^'
of saving their necks—denied their truÄ'

commitments and beliefs, and thereby;

created an atmosphere of havoc aiA
.

hazard for the truly innocent. Writin^'

about the Hollywood Ten in "A Genera-
tion on Trial" (1952). a book generalTy'.'

sympathetic to Alger Hiss, Allistair'

Cocrfce observed that "they refused tö'*

say if they were Communists, in Ta*

series of hearings that the witnesse^,**"*

just as much as the Committee, wer*tf^

respcnsible for tuming into a squalid"'

and rowdy parody of a court of larv/.'*^'

Despite the l>€st efforts of Mr. Reismail^^j

and the director of "Hollywood on-'

Trial," David Helpem Jr., to have us
think otherwise, the contribution of th*^^'

Hollywood Ten to this "squalid an<f

rowdy parody" comes thir)ugh loud antf

'

clear in the old film clips of the hear-'"

ings. ,., ,,..,, ,^ ^ ^ ^;;-

Still, the myth of total innocence
must be upheld even where it is contra-

vened by the acknowledged facts^^

When Dalton Trumbo died last monitj^

The New York Times maidter-of-factJy

reported in his obituary that he admft-^^

ted in 1970, when he was securely re-^^

stored to Hollywood clover, to havin^
been a member of the Communast Partyjt
from 1943 to 1948, and again briefly^;

in 1-954—a fact convemientily omitted

from the voluble interview witfi/.

Trumbo that is part of "Hollywood öijT

Trial." Nor, in its eamest effort to por-

tray the Holljrwood Ten as Champions
of democracy and the underdog, doeO"
the film quote Trumbo's own contempt- _.

ible comment on thi« commitment: *1

never considered the working clajs^^^

anything other than something to S^\^ \

out of." : ', : "^tn

As for the industry, about which "The* a

Front" and ''Hollywood on Trial'* arerM.

so pious, it responded as indüstr^g;':

always responds to any manifest threat« '

to its profits^with whate\r2r mixtupö^m
cf cauticn, cowardice, prudence, hypocrt^s

risy, dissemblir.g and emergency plan*^^

ning it deemed necessary to its proa-»!?;

"TV/
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Members of the Hollywood Ten
demonstrating against HUAC, tf r

IT^

once played in Miss Hellman's life.

If, for Mr. Wills (and, one must a^-

sume, Miss Heihnan), it was President

Truman who "launched the Cold War
in the spring of 1947," then for Amie
Reisman, the author of "HoHywood on

Trial," it was Winston Churchill, and

even earlier. Reaction will differ^ of

course, tD the experience of hearing

the voice\f John Huston, t)fe nanrator

of '*^^^^-r'r>>^ ^1^
Jfo\Jj0i^r^uihmQ in

aiH solemnity the judgment of Mr. Reis-

man that in 1946 "Winston Churchill

drew an iron curtain across Eastern

Europe." Again, it seems awfully imfair

to Stalin to deny him proper credit for

one of his most distinctive achieve-

ments—but that is the way things

often are in the fantasy worid of revi-

sioniist history. The imagery of perfect

(Communast) innocence must be

upheld, and the histodcal record ad-

justed accordingly.

It must be said, in this respect, that

the Congressional investigations of

Communist influence in the entcrtain-

merrt industry and the blacklisting that

resulted from them — the common
theme of "The Front," "Scoundrel

Time" and "Hollywood on Trial"—are

subjects almost idealiy surted to but-

tressing this (false) imagery of inno-

cence. The scenario abounds with eas-

ily recognized vjllains from Congress-

men out to grab a headline at any oost

to craven industry executives solely

concerned to protect their careers and

investments to former ooimrades out to

save their own necks. The investiga-

tions and the hearings were often con-

ducted in an appalling manner. Their

very nature created a Situation in

-»."%<»• fte.< ' 't,«2V
>I^V/

^j)^
perity and survivaK This was the ethiO/c

cf the industry when the Hc^lywood-)»

Ten—and Lillian Hellman too—weror.«

counted among its loyal, pampered^^'

high-priced hacks. It was the ethic öF;*

the industry when it put its blacklist^^"

into effect. And is the ethic of the in-''^

dustry any different today, I wonder,'^

when many of the former blacklistee^^
*

are once again pleased to be the bene^'^

ficiaries of its huge salaries and spe«'*

cious glamor?
*'''

The history of this period. dubbed"-

"Scoundrel Time" by Miss Hellman, is''-

anything but simple, but that is preci*^'^'^

ly what "The Front" and "Hollywood''*

on Trial" urge us to believe—that tte^"

issues were all very simple, a matter öf *-

good guys versus bad guys, with all vif-

tue accruing to the people who, W
principle, denied the Government th^';-

right to investigate what it judged toW ^

threats to its security, and defied any'/^

Government process that might illumi^*'

nate such threats. In 'The Front," with"^

its Cartoon characterf2*tions, the"'

character played by Woody Allen gets**-

the girl by defying the committöe loolE^^

ing into his connection with the Cofti-"

munist or fellow-traveling writers he"'

has been fronting for. The schlep be-'^'

comes <a moral hero, and the good gu^si'^

win. In this scenario, as in "Hollywood^"

on Trial," the only real thi^at is the*

Government itself, and those opportufi-

ists who exploited a climate of f^af."'^

The climate now is very different, '^

of course. Radicals are chic, the F. B^'H*^''

TS under a cloud, and the old black^*^'

list has become a roll of honor. It ir*
-»•'

Continued on Next Page
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INT'L ALLIANCE BALKS PIX REDS

• IT MICHT BE WELL for writers who
intend continuing in the picture busi-

ness to take advantage of the current

production lull and do some writing on

their own. They should develop ideas,

get them into Script form and present

them to Studios for future pictures.

Up until now, during much of the

short history of this Business, writers

have been working on studio time.

They have been under contract for spe-

cific salaries each week, and during

the term of those contracts were given

assignments by the studio. It has been
only on rare occasions when a writer,

freelancing, worked on his own time

with a Story and sold it to pictures.

because all the better writers, capable

of such tasks, were on contract. Now
they're not. Now there's less contract

employment of writers than ever be-

fore. Now most of our writing brains

are idiing, "waiting for things to pick

up," or they're doing small Jobs for

small pay in TV. As a consequence,

the Creative backbone of this Business

should grab the opportunity now forced

on them and really do some creating

—original stories, completed Scripts.

We have an idea that good writer

creations, worked on and completed
soon, will bring higher prices upon their

presentation and acceptance within the

next few months, than ANY story and
Scripts of the same value before. The
current reorganization of production,

brought on first by the demand for cut-

ting overheads, and secondly by the

current confusion about the depth and

dimension processes. is going to create

a story market better than the writers

have ever had heretofore. The better

writers will take advantage of it by

having something ready when the de-

mand reaches its height.

All this hoopla about story changes

to fit the new processes is just hoopla.

Cood stories and Scripts fit into any

process. After all, it's still going to be

the story and the writer that will count

most in any production change.

Dassin Dropped Frown FUmü
in France;Husion StandIn
liaiy Backed By Unions
Existence of an international alliance between Hollywood

American Federation of Labor forces and anti-communist unions
In France and Italy, in order to rid the motion picture industries

in those countries of members

Home TV Taping

Device Reported

By Omaha Group
A revolutionary new TV recording

tape which carries video on one side

and audio on the other was reported

yesterday to have been developed in

Omaha by a four-man promotional

grnijp head<?d by o weil kncv..'^ Kar-.sar.

oilman who asked that his name not be
revealed.

Tape, to be ready for the market by
the first of next year. reportedly is

geared to take shows off the air at a

central location for later distribution

for home showing through a small at-

tachment which will allow the tape to

be played on the home set on an un-
used Channel.

Croup currently is seeking FCC per-

mission to seil the tapes on a delayed
basis and will work out a royalty System
for payment to networks, Sponsors and
unions. Basic idea is that a set owner
who happens to miss a particular show
can Order it from the tape distributor

and play it back on his own set at his

convenience.

of the communist party, was
bared yesterday.

The disciosure came as a result of

Cite-Films producer Jacques Barr's re-

moval of Jules Dassin as director on
"Public Enemy No. 1," French film

which is to co-star Fernandel and Zsa
Zsa Gabor, and his replacement by
Henri Vermeil. Dassin had been identi-

fied as a member of the communist
party in testimony before the House
Un-American Activities Committee.

Miss Cabor had threatened to with-
draw from the film unless the Status

of Dassin in relation to party activities

was clarified, and so Barr replaced him.
Upon their request by telephone and
cable, Roy M. Brewer, chairman of the
Hollywood AFL Film Council, supplied
Information to Irving Brown, European
head for the AFL, and Miss Cabor con-

(Continued on Page 4)

Johnson Named 'Adviser/
Brown New ZOth Story Ed

Julian Johnson, for 21 years story

editor at 20th-Fox, will become an aö-
viser in the studio story department on
May ) . David Brown, Johnson's assist-

ant for the past two years, will become
story editor.

Johnson was title chief and story

editor at Paramount for 1 2 years be-
fore joining 20th in 1932.

3-D DriTing Indies Out of Biz,
Myers Teils iSenate Cammitiee
Washington.—The question of divorcement of film production from dis-

tribLition was raised yesterday by Sen. Guy Cillette (D., Iowa) in the course of

the Senate Small Business Subcommittee hearings on distribution practices in

the industry. The only witness at the —
day's Session was Allied board chair-

man and general counsel Abram F.

Myers, who charged that 3-D would
be used to drive independent exhibi-
tors out of business. Other practices,

he Said, amount to "premeditated mur-
der" of the independent exhibitor.

Myers termed pre-release runs as

another means of forcing independent
exhibitors to the wall and said an Allied

study of price increases and price uni-
formity in connection with three cur-
rent pre-releases, "Peter Pan," "Sa-
lome" and "Hans Christian Andersen,"

disciosed "as pretty a piece of price-

fixing as 1 ever saw . .

."

Myers asked that the committee
recommend to the Attorney Ceneral a

Justice Dept. investigation of alleged

anti-trust law violations by the film

companies, with special emphasis on
the practice of pre-releasing at ad-
vanced-admission prices.

Cillette suggested that perhaps the
consent decrees following the Para-

mount case should have provided for

divorcement of production from distri-

(Continued on Page 9)

Schulberg-Kazan to Do
Waferfront Crime Pic
"Water Front," a story about

the New York and New Jersey

waterfront scandals, is due for

July filming by 20th-Fox. Budd
Schulberg wrote the Script and
Elia Kazan will direct. Picture will

be shot entirely on the New York
and New Jersey waterfronts.

Chaplin Gives Up
Reentry Permit
To State Dept.

His home and studio here up for

sale, Charles Chaplin has voiuntarily

surrendered his reentry permit to State
Dept. officials in Ceneva. Switzerland.

thus giving up his Status as a resident

dlien, it wdS announced yesterday in

Washington According to department
officials, Chaplin, if he intends to re-

turn to the U.S.. would now have to

seek a return residence visa, applying
as any other alien, and then would have
to prove his qualif ications.

Immediately after Chaplin's depar-
ture for Europe last September, the At-
torney Ceneral announced that he
would not be allowed to reenter the
country before appearing at an immi-
gration hearing to determine his ad-
missibility, because of accusations of

communist sympathies and pest "grave
morals charges."

Coogan, Chaplin Progeny
Play Parents in Pic Bieg
A son and daughter of Jackie

Coogan and Charles Chaplin have been
set to portray their parents in "The
Jackie Coogan Story," set for late June
Start at Motion Picture Centre by co-
producers Sam Mannis and Jackie

Coogan. Joan Coogan, 5. will play the
role of her father, when he was a child

Star, and Charles Chaplin, Jr., will im-
personate his dad as he appeared dur-
ing his silent picture days. Screenplay,

by James Cross, is based on a story by
Coogan and Cross.

Van Fleet Up for 20th Bd.
Gen. James A. Van Fleet, proposed

by President Spyros P. Skouras, is up
for election to the 20th-Fox board of

directors.

U-l Drops Mildred Gusse
Mildred Gusse, for the last eight

years an assistant Casting director at

U-i, leaves the end of the week as an-
other casualty in the studio's retrench-

ment.
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New Series Prepped
By ^Hero^ Writers

Rik Vollaerts and Maurice Richlin,

Scripting the Robert Cummings "My
Hero" TV film series for the past sev-
eral months under producer Ed Beloin.
have completed an initial Script for a

projected new series, "For the Love of
Mike."

Format of the new iayout. according
to Vollaerts, represents a departure

—^cm bcth the stai comedian and radio
Situation type of comedy so prevalent
In TV today and leans more in the di-

rection of the motion picture type of
comedy. It is a tack, Vollaerts said.

they have tried to take with the cur-
rent "Hero" Scripts, telling an amusing
Story rather than building a series of
cutright comedy situations. "Mike"
format is tailored more to the talents
of a Jimmy Stewart or a Fred Mac-
Murray than to those of a name
comedian.

Republic-Wilcox Ann^
In Summer London Bow

Republic's "Laughing Ann," the
first picture made jointiy under the
agreement with Britain's Herbert Wil-
cox, will world-premiere in London
early in the summer.

The film, based on the Joseph Con-
rad Story "Ann," stars Wendeil Corey
and Forrest Tucker, along with Britain's

Margaret Lockwood and Ronald Shiner.
Future Wilcox pix will have similar
name casts drawn from both Creat
Britain and America.

Balaban's Daughter Wed
InN.Y.toMCA'sKanfer
New York.— Paramount President

Barney Balaban's daughter, Judith Rose
Balaban, was married here yesterday to
|ay Kanter at the Hotel Plaza. Kanter,
formerly connected with Music Corp.
of America in Beverly Hills, is now
associated with the Company in NY.
Among the bridesmaids were Rose-

mary Clooney and Peg^y Ann Carner,
Best man was Marlon Brando.

'Brighf Road' Benefif Bow
New York.—MCM's "Bright Road"

will have a benefit world premiere at

the tiny 55th St. Playhouse April 27.
Benefit will be sponsored by Forest

Neighborhood House.

By MIKE CONNOLLY
The Dämon Runyon Fund has dropped a total of $468,000 into California

Cancer research. There has been a total of $7,381,000 donated to this great

Winchell creation . . . jimmie Grainger spent the day with Howard Hughes at

Vegas yesterday going over RKO matters . . . Nicholas Schenck is leaving his

Florida vacation for his New York desk the end of the week . . . Which reminds
US to teil you, if you didn't already know, that L. B. Mayer got a settlement of

$3,000,000 from Loew's-MCM for his participating interest in MGM product

. . , The 20th-Fox stockholders story on the future sale of the old backlog to TV
is viewed by those wise in Wall St. trading as a master stroke in boosting ZOth's

share value . . . Lauren Bacall, who's still carrying a political torch for Stevenson,

asked for and received an autographed photograph of Ike . . . Leonard Goldstein

has a season pass to every major league ball game, but has to sit in that dreary

old Office in Westwood . . . Marilyn Monroe left the hospital last night . . . TV
is now paying $50 to $2000 each for the run of pictures. The $50 tag is for old

westerns that have been run and re-run; the $2000 is for a first and second-run
on pictures new to TV . . . Both the 4th of july and Memorial Day are Saturdays

this year . . . Why don't rhe newshounds stop reconciling Wanger and Bennett?

There won't be any patchup. . . . The Italian film industry is paying the freight

for a New York and Hollywood visit for some of their more attractive girl stars.

Smart!
•

The Vegas tabernacles are wildly bidding for Betty Hutton. One sp>ot offering

$60.000 for a three-week stand . . . Hear that most of the visiting Hollywood
Personalities will duck the "Chaplin Day" proceedings April 23 at the Cannes
Film Festival . . . Elliott Nugent is out of the hospital and recuperating at a

friend's house in Upper NY . . . What's this Earl Wilson report that Jose Ferrer

is on a per-day basis for "Caine Mutiny"? Supposedly getting $5000 a day . . .

If Roz Russell quits "WonderfuI Town" for a picture, Cinger Rogers will take

over in the show . . . Hear that Spyros Skouras is campaigning for Gen. Van
Fleet's appointment as the new Ambassador to Greece.

•

The New York front: Saw "WonderfuI Town," and it's just wonderful. In

Roz Russell's dressing room after the show talked to james Montgomery Flagg,

who's just finishing his portrait of Roz, who, Flagg sez, "is more sexciting than

Lillian Russell in her heyday". . . Bumped into tne Bankhead sisters, Tallulah and
Eugenla. Tallu has lost 10 pounds in preparation for her Performance at the Las

Vegas Sands. She will have in the act with her Patsy Kelly (who's trying to beat

off 20 pounds and get a new bridgeworkl, the Clark Bros, plus High. Lo. Jack

and a Dame. Dee Engleback is Staging it. Sister Eugenia is looking after a two-

year-old that's stabied at Delaware Park; they call it "Speaker Will" after their

father . . . Memo to Betty Bacall: Sammy Cahn told me in the Barberry Room
that only his mother's illness preventing him from testifying in your behalf . . .

The Theatre Guild wants Spencer Tracy to play a priest in its new play . . .

Tennessee Williams will direct "The Starless," written by Donald Windham. for

the Guild . . . Adolph Zukor told us he's off on his 79th European trip. Will go

to London, Paris and Rome in the interest of Paramount . . . At Lisa Kirk's going-

away party for Earl Blackwell, we talked to Shirley Booth. Mike O'Shea. Ed and

Janet Madden. Geil Chapman and Tom Rogers. Gertie Niesen and Roger Dann.

Barbara Lyon (the Ben and Bebe sprout > , Lester Grady and Ralph Meeker. Later.

in Lisa's hotel suite, Lisa, Shirley and Ralph Meeker sang and kicked up their

heels until dawn.

Back to the Hollywoods: Elaine Stewart has made the grade. Changed her

phone number three times in the past two weeks . . . L. B. Mayer, on things in

general: "Studios are on the continual look for 'cute stories,' for 'different

stories.' There are no cute or different stories. Your father loved your mother.

just like you love your wife. People love and hate. Emotions haven't changed
since time began". . . How's things at Columbia for john Derek.? . . . Ted Briskin

checks in at the Bevhills this ayem , . . Christine jorgensen hiding away in the

Hollywood hüls while an agent is trying to get her a TV spot. She's sorely in

need of some moola . . . Hear that Mike Curtiz and CBS are talking a TV deal.

Curtiz, if you remember, was back in New York last year for a couple of weeks,

studying TV at CBS . . . Which reminds us that TV distribution costs are now
running from 35 to 40 percent. Generally 10 percent higher than the cost of our

exchanges handling pictures . . . The Crosby outfit sunk $500,000 into its

"Crown Theatre" series without even having a Sponsor . . . The Star System is

taking hold of TV. It's no longer "What's it about" but now is "Who's in it". . .

Winchell goes to Vegas for the golf tournament that should net the Runyon
Fund additional money.

j'm hopping the TWA Ambassador this afternoon for the flight to Paris, my
first overseas hop, and it might be a good spot here for our thanks to the many
who prepped me for the tour l'm about to make. So—thanks to Harry Brand and

Perry Lieber, Greg Bautzer and Irving Hoffman, Howard Strickling and Norman
Siegel, Alex Evelove and Richard Gulley, Harry Crocker and Earl Blackwell, Ray

Stark and Paul Kohner, Merle Oberon and Liza Wilson. Abby Greshier and

Julian Meyers, all of whom gave us addresses, letters of introduction and good

advice on what to see and do.

British Producers

Ignoring U.S. 3-D,

Balcon Sez Here
British film producers have not

slowed production to see which way
the public will jump for such new de-
velopments as 3-D and wide-screen
processes, Sir Michael Balcon, produc-
tion Chief of j. Arthur Rank's Ealing

Studios, said yesterday. Here to find

out about the new techniques and to

arouse interest in his latest film, "The
Cruel Sea." which U-l will release in

this country, Balcon said production
was proceeding in England with vir-

tually no plans for 3-D or wide-screen.

In fact, the showing of shorts made
in the Stereo-Techniques process dur-
ing the Festival of Britain made very
little impression on British film-makers,
he declared at a press luncheon at the

Beverly Hills Hotel. "We thought it

was a very exciting novelty," he said,

"but we never thought of developing
it for feature production. We think

that we haven't exploited 2-D to its

füllest. Maybe this new development
is a confession of our own weakness.

"l'm as confused as anyone eise

about these new developments, but 1

don't think the shape or size of pic-
tures matters- it's the content. But I

would want to see Standards reached in

these processes, so we all will not be
working in a vacuum."

it had been suggested that the cur-
rently filming "West of Zanzibar" be
filmed in 3-D but he successfully
argued against it, he said.

The only 3-D feature to be shown
in England, "Bwana Devil," was a tre-

mendous success financially. he pointed
out. and when asked about exhibitor

reaction to 3-D, he repiied: "Exhibitor
reaction is Standard throughout the
world when anything comes up that is

good for grosses."

16mm TV Suit Defendanfs
To File Answers July 15

Attorneys for the 1 2 Company de-
fendants in the government's anti-trust

suit over releasing 16mm versions of

features to television and other out-
lets yesterday waived objections to the
Government's interrogatories and stip-

ulated that they would file answers by
july 15.

The action was filed July 22. 1952,
pnd is before Federal Judge William
Byrne.

Auz. 23 - Sepf . 1 3 Slated

For Edinburgh Festival
Aug. 23 to Sept. 1 3 has been dated

for this year's Edinburgh Film Festival,

which is being held in conjunction with
the International Festival of Music and
Drama. This year marks the seventh
annual festival.

A Conference on the relations of

films to TV will be part of the agenda.

Hickman's Weighty Tome
Herman Hickman, former football

coach and all-American, currentiv por-

traying a coach in U-I's "All-Ameri-
can." vesterday received word from
New York that his first book, "My
First 300 Pounds," will be published
by Simon (j Schuster this summer.

Maidel Turner Dies
Maidel Turner, veteran character ac-

tress, died of a heart attack this week
in Ocean Springs, La.

.rl

TECHNICOLOR SPLITS SHARES
2 FOR 1; PAR TO RE CHA]\GED
Stockholders Meet
May ISforChanges
New York. - Directors of Techni-

color yesterday voted to split the stock

of the Corporation at the rate of two

shares to one and asked the stock-

holders to approve the action at the

annual meeting calied for May 18. At

the same time, they declared a divi-

dend of 50 cents per share payable

March 1 2 to stockholders of record

April 27.

Technicolor stock, on the American
board, closed at 30^8, up ]^A, with

5000 shares traded.

Other proposals to b submitted to

stockholders at the May 18 Session in-

volve changing the shares from no par

value to par value of $1, eliminating

preemptive rights and reducing the

capital of the Corporation to the par

value of the new shares, Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus, President and general man-
ager, announced.

In the opinion of the board, the re-

classification of the shares will result

in the payment of appreciably Iower

transfer taxes by stockholders on the

transfer of their shares, and the in-

crease in the number of shares out-

standing should broaden the market for

the Stocks. The proposed split would
constitute a tax-free exchange under

the Provision of the Internal Revenue
Code, in the opinion of counsel, the

board said.

Technicolor is geared to help the

industry meet every challenge, with

the evolution from flat-screen presen-

tation to 3-D, Cinerama. CinemaScope,
Todd-AO and other wide-screen proc-

esses. Dr. Kalmus reported to the

board.
In this connection, during recent

years the Company has expended some
$6,000.000, as a result of which it has

expanded its capacity in the U.S. from

some 160,000.000 feet of release print

a year to more than 600.000.000 feet

per year, Dr. Kalmus said. A portion of

this capital expenditure will enable

Technicolor to handle the new types of

photography.

2 MC, One 20th, One Para

Film in Direcfror Race
Two MCM, one 20th-Fox and one

Paramount releases were nominated by

the Screen Directors Cuild for the best

directorial achievement award of 1953
from the films exhibited here during

the first quarter of the year, it was
announced yesterday.

The pictures and their directors are:

MCM's "Lili." Charles Walters, and
"Above and Beyond." Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank; 20th-Fox's "Call

Me Madam." Walter Lang, and Wal-
lis-Paramount's "Come Back. Little

Sheba," Daniel Mann.
The directors nominate for each

quarter. with the winner of the annual

award to be announced at the SDC
dinner in February.

Cooper Wins His Spurs
Cary Cooper has been announced

the winner of the fourth annual Reno
Silver Spurs Award as outstanding

western star of 1952. The silver and
hand-tooled leather set of spurs will

be presented to him by the city of Reno
May 1 5 for his role as the sheriff in

Stanley Kramer's "High Noon."

Keuneth haughart anä Diana Green
present

'A DATE WITH APRIL"
hy George Batson

Directed hy Reginalä Deuham
Sieuic äesigu, Robert O'Hearu

Cast: Constauce Bentiett, liänion

Ryan, Evelyn Varäen, Herbert Eters,

Marjorie Peterson, Louise Larabee,

APRIL IS THE CRUELEST MONTH
New York.—We all saw Constance

Bennett, you know, the movie star,

rnaking her debut at the Royale Thea-
tre last evening, and, my dears, she

looked divine. Twenty-four years old

from where I sat and, my dears, I saw
her in "Common Clay."

Well, she was wearing one blac'-;

knitted suit with diamonds and stuff

all over the top, and it looked as if you

could touch your hands around her

waist. In the first act she wore a rose

popover shading down to blood red at

the hem. In the second act she wore a

brocaded coolie coat, down to the knee,

over black slacks. She was playing a

lady composer, you see, so those were
her work clothes, you know, for going

over and hitting some of those modern
sounding chords on the piano. Later,

she wears a gray sequin-on-lace eve-
ning gown when she goes out with the

movie star to make her boyfriend mad.
I forgot to teil you she has a boyfriend

who writes books, and this play is all

about how she gets him to marry her.

I didn't like the evening gown too

much. Bony Shoulders.

Then she wears a yellow satin

housecoat in the next scene, where the

boyfriend finds the movie star in her
apartment, and she has the cutest little

red cotton, sort of a shantung with
v/hite collar and short sieeves with
white cuffs for the final clinch. It looks

like a simple little thing but that's the

way with really expensive clothes. and
ril bet they cost a fortune from Tina
Leser and Saks Fifth. She looked won-
derful. and don't forget, I saw her in

"Our Betters."

The play.^ Well, it sort of slips my
mind. They just kept talking to each
other tili it was over. But Evelyn Var-
den was funny as the mother. She was
wearing a flowing blue negligee that

was marvelous, and the funniest fla-

mingo colored wig. A nice looking boy
named Herbert Evers played the movie
star. and I was hoping Constance would
marry him. Edmon Ryan was the nov-

elist and he kept forgetting his lines.

but then when you heard the lines who
could blame him?

Constance has been playing this in

summer stock, I understand, and de-

cided to bring it to town. l'm glad she

did, because l'm going to send my
dressmaker in the next couple of days,

before it closes, and maybe she can

copy that red shantung.

Anyway. Constance looked dee-
vine. and don't forget. I saw her in

"The Easiest Way." — Lee Ro^ow.

Hopefulof ColorTV
By Xmas, Solon Says
New York. Hope that the public

might have at least some color tele-

vision by Christmas was voiced here
yesterday by Rep. Charles A. Wolver-
ton, of New Jersey, chairman of the
House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce. The committee,
which has witnessed demonstrations of
RCA anö CBS color during the past two
days, has been endeavoring to learn

whether introduction of color TV has
been unreasonably delayed. Their re-

port will be made within the next two
weeks.

Witnesses at the demonstrations
were much more impressed with the
RCA color than with the CBS process,

which has FCC approval. Paramount's
new Chromatic television tube was also

shown in action during the demonstra-
tion of CBS color.

The Chromatic Television Labora-
tories later in the day held another
demonstrations showing its tube to-

gether with the National Television
Systems Committee compatible Stand-
ards in both color and black-and-
white. While this was limited to tele-

cast slides, the color here was very
impressive and the black-and-white
picture much sharper than usual. Rich-
ard Hodgson, President of Chromatic.
said the Lawrence tube can be mass
produced and sold to set manufacturers
for only about $25 to $35 more than
cost of black and white tube of equal
size.

Murphy Recruits Filmites

For Scouts Jamboree Pic
George Murphy, chairman of the

motion picture committee for the July

International Boy Scout jamboree on
the Irvine Ranch, is recruiting talent

and technicians from the industry to

produce a film of the event.

A highlight of the proposed film

would be the visit to the jamboree of

President Eisenhower.

AA Sets Carlson
Richard Carlson has been set by

Allied Artists to star in "The Maze."
company's first 3-D. It goes into pro-

duction Monday. Co-starring will be
Veronica Hurst, Associated British star.

who planes in from London Friday for

her debut in American films.

McCrea, De Carlo Team
joel McCrea and Yvonne DeCarlo

were set yesterday to star in "Border
River." U-l Technicolor pic. It goes
before the cameras June 3. Miss De-
Carlo returns to Hollywood from Europe
next month. Albert J. Cohen will pro-

duce.

Ed Grainger Back
RKO producer Edmund Crainger

planed in yesterday from Mexico where
he completed plans to shoot outdoor
sequences for his 3-D film "Second
Cha-^ce," starring Robert Mitchum.
Linda Darneil and Jack Palance.

Lockhart Planes in
Gene Lockhart planed in from New

York this week for one of the top roles

with Dan Duryea and Marian Carr in

"The World for Ransom," now rolling

at Motion Picture Centre.

Rome.-—Vittorio De Sica's "Termi-
nal Station," which opened here re-

cently, received good notices in the

Rome press, all the way from superla-
tives in the Messaggero, which calied

it De Sica's best picture, to the polite

compliments of the Paese-Sera, which,
although commenting that De Sica

ought to stick to social dramas such as

"Shoeshine" and "Bicycle Thief,"
nevertheless admitted that this film

was "moving . . . intelligent . . . correct

. . . lucid . . . compact . . . ably done
and directed with great care." Only
discord in the critical opinion was
sounded by the Giornale d'ltalia critic,

who gave it a mild panning. The critics

were unanimous in their praise of Jen-
nifer Jones and Montgomery Clift

—

even the Giornale d'ltalia critic, who
found them "capable" and "expres-
sive." The picture, which teils the story

of ar\ American woman's (Jennifer

Jones) heartbreaking adieu to her

Italian lover (Montgomery Clift) as

she boards a train at Rome's Terminal
Station to return to her husband and
daughter, has several top Italian stars,

such as Cino Cervi and Paolo Stoppa,
in small but significant bits. "Termi-
nal Station" is at the Barberini and
Metropolitan.

The Fredric March film, "Love Life

of Wagner," is shelved because of

Script difficulties. When March arrived

here, he read the screenplay. didn't

like it. and (because his contract calls

for Script approval) squawked about if

to producer Maleno Malenotti. sug-
gesting that an American screenwriter
be hired to do a rewrite. Meanwhile,
the Marches are vacationing in Greece.

•

Virginia Beimont has been signed by
UBOR Films of Rome for "Cuore di

Spia" ("Heart of a Spy" > , to be di-

rected by Renato Porraccetti. Co-star-
ring with her will be Otello Toso and
Zina Rachevsky. Giacomo Rondinella,

Italian radio and recording star, will

sing several Neapolitan songs in the

picüfure. Shooting Starts on location at

Naples.

The Jess Barkers (Susan Hayward)
left here for Paris (via Pan-American)
after a whiriwind 10 days of Sight-

seeing and Shopping-—^not to mention
press and radio interviews and posing
for photogs. The Barkers have been
away from Hollywood since February,
and are getting pretty homesick for

their twin scns. So that they could
catch up with the latest news from
home. I gave them a batch of Re-
porters, which they read avidly

—

and'
then were more homesick than ever!

To save time, they sent their driver

back to Paris with their Jaguar, and
from there will have it freighted to

California. After stopovers in Paris,

London, and New York, they will fly

home to Hollywood.
Ivan Moffat and screenwriter Edwin

Blum, here for Ponti Gr De Laurentiis'

"Attila the Hun," held open house at

their new apartment in Via Gregoriana.

Among those present was another
Hollywood screenwriter. Hugh Gray,

who just arrived here to work on an-
other Ponti (j De Laurentiis project,

"Odyssey." This isn't Gray's first time
in Rome: he was here in 1950 for

MCM's "Quo Vad s." and then staved

to work on the Script for the Anna
Magnani picture, "The Golden Coach."— Albert Califano.
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Lesser Shuffles

3-D Distribution
The five 3-D subjects playing around

since last Christmas under the title of

"Stereo-Techniques' 3 - Di mension"
have been given a new tag of "Royal
Flush" and will be turned over to

states-righters, it's been announced by
Sol Lesser.

The Stereos were produced in Eng-
land under the 3-D process of Stereo-

Techniques, Ltd., of which Lesser has

U.S. distribution rights. New ballyhoo

campaign has been designed for the
new title.
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Int'l Alliance
(Continued from Page 1 )

cerning Dassin's record in this country
and the attitude of the AFL in re-

sisting the release in this country of

any picture made by or worked in by
individuals "who still indicate they are

under Obligation to the communist
party."

Brewer pointed out that Dassin had
been identified by Frank Tuttle and
Edward Dmytryk as a party member
and "had not made himself available

to committee subpoena," he said yes-
terday, and left the decision up to Miss
Gabor.

Another instance of Cooperation oc-
curred during the filming in Europe of

"Beat the Devil," which was directed
by John Huston, who had threatened
to walk off the film if his backers used
actors and technicians whose loyalties

lay with the communist party, Brewer
revealed. Lauding Huston for his stand,

' Drewer'deci'ared that he hao bieen i~rv-
"

formed by Brown that the impact upon
the Italian theatrical unions of the di-

rector's stand was "tremendous."
Anti - communist unions in both

France and Italy have been furnished
with information about other persons
with party records in the U.S., Brewer
disciosed, in an attempt to bolster the
anti-red drives and to eliminate the
possibilities of boycott actions here
against red-made films.

FILM NEWS
OF ITALY

Rome American News is the

weekly Bible of U. S. film ac-

tivities in "Hollywood-on-the-

Tiber," "Seen Gr Heard Around

Rome" and other columns report

tatest film news of American

interest.

Rates: Regulär mail to U. S.,

$5 per year; First-class, Airmail.

$1 per week, 1 week minimum.

WILLIAM DOWDELL
Editor

Hotel Excelsior — Rome, ftaly

blfRAPIE HARR/S /'03//^n00
New York.—Garbo, whose fad used to be the Gaylord Hauser diet, is now

occupying herseif with a new interest. Alas. it isn't her career, but French

furniture! Undoubtedly, this is the influence of her favorite boulevardier these

days. Eric Rothschild, whose impeccable taste she's enlisted to decor her

Hampshire House suite. Of the recent suitors with whom Garbo's name has been
linked (George Schlee and Cecil Beaton) her intimates seem to think that if

the time ever comes she tanks she no longer "vants to be alone," she'll brave

the altar for the first time with this distinguished kinsman of the Rothschild

clan . . . Poor Bette Davis is certainly running into a series of woes that would
try the patience of a Job! First, the disappointment of her B'way Comeback; then

her serious jaw Operation; now that she's checked out of the N.Y. Hospital and
is back aX her Beekman Place duplex, with the horrible discomfort of having her

mouth still numbed by so much novocaine, her 2 '/2-year-old Margo came down
with the mumps—just as her 5 '/2-year-old Beetsie was getting over chicken

pox ! No wonder Bette is wondering whether she should consult an astrologer to

see how soon these "unfavorable aspects" will disappear! . . . The starring role

in F. Hugh Herbert's newest comedy, "A Girl Can Teil," is the answer to every

actress' prayer. She's only offstage for quick costume changes, as she advises

her young daughter about choosing her future heipmate through a series of

flashbacks, revealing five different romances in her own life. The surprise twist

is that the daughter doesn't know until the final curtain which of the quintet

wound up as her fatherl The mother role, that of a young. attractive and wise

parent in her 30s, is a natural for Barbara Bei Geddes. but Aldrich Gr Myers, who
arc producing this comedy in the fall, are in the dilemma of also wanting Barbara

for the London Company of "Moon Is Blue." (Aside to Dick A: How about Anne
Baxter, who started her career as a youngster at your Cape Playhouse and is

looking madly for a play, now that she's a freelancer? Or Margaret Sullavan. who
still looks young enough to be mistaken for a deb herseif?)

ADD ARRIVALS: Nanette Fabray, Franchot Tone, Dennis Day, George
Stevens at the Warwick . . . Dorothy Lamour, Sol Siegel. Mitchell Hamilburg at

the Sherry Netherland Anna Magnani. Hai Roach. jr.. Bruce Bennett at the

St Regis . . . Jan Sterling and Paul Douglas at the Gotham . . . Doris Day and
Marty Melcher at the Plaza . Bonita Granville and Jack Wrather at the Pierre

Jeanmaire at the Drake . Constance Bennett at the Lombardy . . . Henry

Ginsberg at the Dorset . . Barbara Lyon at the Astor
•

VIVA ANNA: Anna Magnani, who speaks English as haltingly and sparingly

as the average tourist speaks Italian, obviously hasn't let this handicap prevent

her from being an avid movie fan of the American cinema. At the SRO gathering

celebrating her first visit to these shores, held in Matty Fox's magnificent Park

Ave. penthouse atop the Universal building, I discovered, via my best high school

French. that her three favorite screen stars are Shirley Booth, Julie Harris and

Bette Davis. She was ecstatic over meeting both Shirley and Julie at this soiree,

and was "tres triste" that Berte wasn't well enough to be on band. too.

Through the assist of an interpreter. Miss Magnani told Shirley that the first

play on her list was "Time of the Cuckoo." Whereupon Shirley said that she

hoped Anna would understand her few efforts in Italian, even if she couldn't

follow the English dialogue! Among the picture faces familiär to the visitor were

Danny Kaye, Jan Sterling. Paul Douglas, Reggie Gardiner, Barry Jones, Farley

Granger, Ralph Meeker, and. of course. Geraldine Brooks, with whom she played

in "Volcano." made on Stromboli three summers ago but still unreleased here.

Among the "new faces" thrilled to meet this "volcanic" personality. who,

despite her lack of movie queen glamour, commands the highest salary in Italy

today, were: Geraldine Page, Maureen Stapleton, Arthur Laurents, Donald

Murphy, Arthur Krim. Ona Munson, Eugene Berman, Mike Frankovitch. Connie

Sawyer. Ed Dukoff, Timothy Smith, and Gloria Bianca and Jimmy Stroock.

Unfortunately. Hollywood won't have a chance to meet Magnani on her two-

week Visit here. because she left Rome in the middle of a picture, and her

studio won't let her risk the possibility of a delayed flight.

ON THE CUFFO NOTES: Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon's daughter Barbara is

being dined and wined by all the pals here who have enjoyed a "Lyons" share

of hospitality at their London home in Knightsbridge . . . At Giselle MacKenzie's

closing nite in the Cotillion Room, the entire house crew came out to join in tho

applause. a tribute to the affection she inspired during her stint there— an

object-lesson that a certain visiting screen star could do well to emulatel The
cast of her current play has only one sentiment about her. They wish she'd go

back to Hollywood!

ASSICNMENTS
Joel Freeman, John Greenwald, asst.

directors; Charles Hunt, unit manager;
Grace Dubray, Script Supervisor; Arthur
Lonergan, art director; Arthur Krams,
set dresser; Paul Vogel, cameraman;
Robert Quirk, still man; Frank Mac-
Kenzie, Ralph Pender, sound mixers;
Newell Kimlin, film editor, "Half a

Hero." MGM . . . John MacBurnie.
cameraman; Tony Martinelli, film edi-

tor; John Grubbs, asst. director; Tom
Carman, mixer; Charles Lee, recorder;

Charles Thompson, set decorator; Ira

Hoke, still man; Joan Eremin, script

Supervisor, "Down Laredo Way." Re-
public . . . Gene Merritt, sound; Grace
Gregory, set decorator, "Elephant
Walk," Paramount.

CASTINGS
Ed Rand, AI Hill, Phil Teal, Stanley

Andrews, "Those Sisters From Seattle,"
Pine-Thomas-Paramount . . . Gregg
Saunders, Edward Norrls, Charlita,

Robert Carson. "Murder Without
Tears." Allied Artists . . . Duane Thor-
sen. Jean Wright. untitied serial, Re-
public . . . Jan Arvan. Ben Astar. "The
Robe," 20th-Fox . . . Helen Gibson.
Betty McDonough. "Ma and Pa Kettle
Hit the Road Home." U-l . . . Nancy
Westbrook. Conchita Reyes. Ross Tu-
rich. "Wings of the Hawk." U-l . . .

Douglas Kennedy. "All - American."

TITLE CHANCE
"Cairo" to "Man From Cairo." Lip-

pert.

TRAVELINC
Lynn Duddy planed to Miami to

meet Arthur Godfrey . . Joan Edwards
to Las Vegas via Western Air en route

to NY . . . Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Taurog back from five-week guesting
by Bill (Hopalong) Boyds at Honolulu
. . . Harvey Clermont back from Palm
Springs . . . Marilyn Erskine back from
NY plugs for Warners' "The Eddie
Cantor Story" . . . Dan O'Herlihy. Les-
lie Bradley to Mexico City to co-star in

Miguel Torres' "Women of Tehuante-
pec."

The Picture of the Week

JACK CHEFE
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," 20th-Fox

"Dream Wife," MGM
Photographed by Wally White

AUSTIN STUDIOS — CR. 3666
6689 Sunsef BIvd.. Hollywood 28

A Lowell Thomas and M C. Cooper Presentatioi

I NEVER EXPECTED TO SEE ANYTHINC AS AMAZINC AS CINERAMA IN OUR TIME." — LOUELLA O. PARSONS

STARTS APR. 30

WARNER
HOLLYWOOD
THEATRE

All Seafs Reserved

HE. 6891

•'\

CHARLES BRACKETT

J-'^roducer

A 20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

/ / i
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SMPTE IIV FIRST REPORT ON
3-D PROJECTIOX PROCEDURES
24-lnch Reel, New
Equipment Favored
New York.—A 24-inch reel Holding

approximately 5000 feet of color film
or 5500 feet of black and white is

recommended at this time by the So-
ciety of Motion Picture and Teievision
Engineers as the ideal size to permit
maximum running time between breaks
for rethreading. Such reels require a
25-inch magazine.

According to its first report to ex-
hibitors released here yesterday by
SMPTE, large scale conversion of the
nation's theatres to show 3-D motion
pictures with good projection is now
possible as result of industry-wide
technical coordinating committees of
the Society and the Motion Picture Re-
search Council. With early theatre ex-
perience to go on and with recommen-
dations from producing Studios, the
Society and the research Council have
set down several detaiied reports as the
basis for uniform installation and Op-
eration procedures.

In recommending a 24-inch reel
with a 25-inch magazine the report
assumes two hours as length of average
feature plus shorts. or 10.800 feet.
The two-hour show could be mounted
on two reels. requiring only a Single
program break. Very few theatres have
four projection machines needed for a
"changeover." An even larger combi-
nation to take a 6000- fönt Ipngth of
film has been suggested by one studio
but has not yet been studied in detail
by the engineers.

At present most theatres are using
23-inch reels with 24-inch magazines
because the larger size is not yet in
füll production. Those favoring the
smaller size combination cite the 7600-
foot length of "Bwana Devil" and the
8200-foot length of "House of Wax."
SMPTE. however. states they may be
faced with two intermissions when fea-
tures of greater length are produced.

Spindles Cause Trouble
Considerable trouble with the pres-

ent 5/16th of an inch spindles is re-
ported by the society as the result of
larger and heavier reels needed for
3-D. There are several suggestions for
new spindle sizes ranging from ^2 inch
to two inches in diameter. Larger
spindles and reel bore will also elimi-
nate flange weave. The society also
advises projectionists to watch takeups
closely during projection as present
takeups were designed for the 2000-
foot reel. Slow starting takeups at the
outset of 3-D projection resulted in
some serious film damage in the Iower
magazine. Several Solutions for these
Problems of takeup and hub size of
reels are being studied.

The 3-D repKDrt also advises exhibi-
tors to use only filters made specif ically
for 3-D projection. Fan cooling is nec-
essary to prolong life of the polarizing
fllter and give better definition to the
picture. Exhibitors can check filters
from down in house by looking back at
booth through one-half of a rotating
Viewer for maximum light cut-off. If

the projection filter is in good condi-
fion the light coming from the booth
should be a uniform dark blue. If the
light is blotchy, then the projection
filter is no longer polarizing and should
be replaced.

One of the most needed develop-
ments is a mounted polarizing projec-

Bill on Triple Damages
Washington.—A bill to permit

courts to award less than treble

damages but not less than Single

damages in private anti-trust suits

was introduced yesterday by Rep.
Chauncey W. Reed (R.. III.).

chairman of the House judiciary

Committee.
The film companies pressed

Congress in the past to permit
less than treble damages in these
cases.

tion filter supplied with a permanent
holding fixture so that the filter can be
easily slipped out or swung away when
not needed and so that it can be readily

cleaned. Projectionists, theatre man-
agers and studio photographers and
producers are advised to get permanent
3-D spectacles.

Projection screens for 3-D must be
metallic-surfaced to avoid depolarizing
filtered light from projector. Refinish-
ing on the Spot with aluminum paint
may be satisfactory, provided the paint
is made of pure aluminum and is free
from non-metallic filier, the screen
surface is not heavily textured and.
further. the painter uses exactiy the
right technique.

Lenses Must Mafch
Matching of the focal length of the

two projection lenses is one detail that
must be controlled for good 3-D re-

sults. If it is not, one eye will see a

larger picture than the other. Lenses
must be matched to within 1 percent,
ideal.

Projectors that run interlocked for

3-D must be carefully aligned so both
pictures will just fill the screen. Fram-
ing adjustments of both films must be
exactiy alike. Otherwise the patron.

wearing special viewing glasses. will

have to look slightly higher with one
eye than with the other. Research
Council has developed a 35mm test

film for aligning the projectors to show
all 3-D pictures now available or about
to go into release. Prints of this test

film are available from the Council and
the society. Cost is $2 postpaid. The
society sends füll details for use of test

films.

The report recommends that light

Output from each projection machine
be doubied for satisfactory results. Pic-

ture brightness should be equal from

Cinerama Keeps Up
Detroit Sellout Face

Detroit. — Cinerama, now in its fourth

week here, continues to do sensational

business. Predictions are for at least

an eight-month run.

The opening week Cinerama did

$27,800; the second stanza, $28,400,
anö the third. which was Easter week,
It played to absolute capacity during
its 1 5 Performances for a box off ice of

$31,200. The show has an advance
sale of $104.200.

The advance sale on Cinerama,
opening April 30 at the Warners Hol-
lywood, is up to around $1 1 5,000 and
is expected to reach $200,000 before
the opening Performance.

Presfon Smifh Elected

Prez of Texas Drive-ins
Dallas.— Preston Smith, independent

drive-in Operator of Lubbock, Texas,
has been elected President of the Texas
Drive-in Theatre Owners Assn. Board
of directors unanimously voted to be-
come the first unit in ar\ international
drive-in theatre owners association.

Paul Short. National Screen Service
executive, met for two hours in closed
Session with the board of directors.

Board voted to appoint a coordinator in

key cities to meet once a week with
all drive-ins and to make a complete
report to the new president. Now be-
ing considered is its own arbitration

board.

both machines. If not, the stereo effect

will be decreased as the brightness dif-

ference becomes worse. If lamps ara
clean and in line. if carbons are kept
always in trim and if lenses and mirrors
are cleaned regularly, brightness dif-

ference troubles aren't likely to be
serious.

The society report follows the re-

search council's informational bulletin

of April 8 in recommending use of

Selsyn interlocks. The society report

also quotes the research council's bul-

letin on film identification which in

addition advises use of fades for finish

and Start of intermissions as well as for

each reel. Exhibitors are urged to write

to SMPTE headquarters here, com-
menting on the report or offering addi-

tional Problems or questions.
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Outstanding Attractions

Bvery Oufdoor Sport

Paris. — Harry Kurnitz resists en-
treaties of lady admirers who press him
to import his famed Hollywood bed.

It does everything by push button

—

except kiss you goodnight . . . At din-

ner given by Ralph Beaver Strassburger,

Col. Robert R. McCormick floored all

the guests with his charm and wit.

They address him as "Bertie"—but
only behind his back . . . Ann Warner
with her lush Antibes chateau and the

Duchess of Windsor's new mill project

at Cif have been completely "out-
Elsie Mendeied" by the decor of the
new mansion Christian Dior has bought
in Auteuil . . . Arrival of Senate blood-
hounds Roy Cohn and Dave Schine
originated new ailment in the DP from
America - set . . . Bing keeps visiting

cute Ghislainede Boisson, Schiaparelli's

socialite model. On his way out, he
stopped in Chislaine's courtyard and
sang an impromptu serenade under her
balcony. And what did French neigh-
bors do? They opened Windows and
screamed Paris version of "Shaddap"
. . . Brother-in-law of Aldous Huxley,
Billy Westborg, carried his heiress
sister, Hilda West, back for reconval-
escence to his country house in Cam-
bay . . . The john Nasht-Steve Szekely
"Orient Express" circuit is mad at john
Huston. For his "Moulin Rouge" he
used up all the better slum spots—so
john and Steve had to build a slum in

the studio for "One in a Million." last

of their series . . . Coodwill-boy for

TWA. Julian Long promotes goodwill
in Paris lush spots by squiring a dame
who screams four-letter words with a

Cockney accent . . . Max Ophuls had to

put up a fight before he could get
hair on Charles Boyer. Not on his ehest
but on his top. Boyer protested against
wearing a toupee in their new pic . . .

Pity-you-can't-print-dept. : memoirs of

Robert Siodmak about a leading lady
who scrambles shooting schedules with
her dashes between studio and the
boudoir of Latin romeo.—Laurence Santrey.
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By the reel, jfs just so much film. On the screen, It's

freedom . . . a magic carpet—from here—-to there.

AcfvaWy, there's nothing in the world quite like a
good show . . . nothing so relaxing . . . nothing so rewording.

That's why it's so importont that oll details be precisely

attended to. That's why the industry is so keenly interested

in lotest technics; why the Eastman Technical Service for

Motion Picture Film, in turn, is so earnest in its co-operation,

with every phase of the industry.

Branches at Strategie centers. Inquiries invited.

Address: Motion Picture Film Department,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, H. Y.

% ^

tatt Cttosf Oivhion,

342 McKÜson Avmnwt.

New York 17, N. Y.

Miiiwtl DMiion,

1 37 NoHh Waboth Av»nu«,

Chkago 2, Illinois.

Wosf Coast Division,

6706 Santo Monico BM.,
Hollywood 38, California.
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Home Radios to Get
New Sound Realism

Combining AM, FM
Dimensional radio sound. creating a

width-depth effect for listeners. will

be practical and possible within the

next five years, according to john Hil-

liard. Chief engineer of Altec Lansing
Corp.. subsidiary of Altec Service Corp.
Altec instalied all equipment used by
20th - Fox's CinemaScope, Cinerama
and WarnerPhonic sound.

Hilliard said that new and startling

realism in radio production will result

by utilizing both AM and FM simul-
taneously within one radio set. Experi-

ments along this line have been suc-
cessfully carried out during the past

year in New York. Washington, Chi-
cago and Boston. In those cities, dialers

wifh AM and FM radio sets tuned to

a designated Station from which AM
and FM programs were transmitted.

Sets were placed from six to 1 feet

apart, resulting in a pseudo effect of

width and depth in programs being

transmitted.

Les Bowman. chief CBS engineer

here, backed up Hilliard's forecast. He
said that broadcasts of a Symphonie
orchestra. via dimensional sound, would
enable listeners to hear the brass in

one location and woodwinds emanating
from another section. Airplanes or

trains would create the Impression of

roaring through the living rooms of

individual listeners.

Advent of dimensional sound could
change radio production and presenta-
fion m^thodv. f^T-ich m the samp man-
ner that 3-D has required revisions in

motion picture production, Bowman
said.

Maj. Edwin Armstrong, inventor of

Frequency Modulation, has already

stated that a method of Converting
present sets to simultaneous AM-FM
receivers has been perfected.

Sets would contain two Speakers,

one over the FM and the other over
the AM apparatus. Initial cost of man-
ufacturing radios capable of receiving

dimensional sound would be doubied
but as production increased, prices

would level, Hilliard stated.

Present drawback is that only 25
percent of stations in Operation are

equipped with FM transmitters. There
also exists a small number of stations

equipped only with FM facilities.

1
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FORESICHT IS ONE commodity for which the TV networks are more than

willing to lay big money on the line. If you have it. you're in. The hitch, of

course. lies in the fact that foresight can never be proved out until hindsight sets

in— at which time rigor mortis frequently sets in right along with it. Fourteen

years ago, for instance, NBC bought up a block of land at Sunset and Vine and

built itself some very fine radio Studios. At the time of this particular little real

estate deal, the network was also offered the property occupied today by such

space-fillers as the Palladium and Columbia Square. Had NBC taken the addi-

tional footage, the network's expensive Burbank studios would be sitting on it

today. Somebody didn't have foresight—and who's to blame? The problem now
is to project the network's thinking ahead another 1 4 years. Try it on even a

five-year basis, for that matter, and see how helpfui you can be to NBC in its

plans for expanding the Burbank Operation. What percentage of the TV Operation

is going to be live? What percentage film.^ What percentage stop-and-go kine-

scope.'* What happens with the perfection of the electronic video recording

t^pe.^ How about the advent of color? When.^ What do we do to be prepared

for it.^ What will be the impact of the electronic tape on the various unions.^ Is

it tape.^ Is it kinescope.'* What is it.^ How about the cost factor.^ What kind of

shows do we produce for what kind of market.^ Will costs ever start leveling off.

or even coming down.^ How many Sponsors can continue to foot the "Comedy
Hour" kind of hlW? Do we continue chiefly as a network or do we Start getting

heavily into TV film distribution on a regional and spot basis? Will we be able

to make our own films? If so. what kind of Space and facilities do we need?
What kind of talent do we sign to what kind of contract? What does the public

want? How long can comedian "A" last as compared to comedian "B"? When
does talent evolve into a white elephant? If you can come up with an answer to

all those questions, you're made.
•

WALTER WINCHELL says that Hollywood's saloons. unlike those in NY.
are singularly lacking in TV sets. Took him two or three days before he finally

discovered one at Chasen's. which is where he'll watch his own kinnied shows
while he's on the Coast . . . Radio's gray hairs are beginning to show. "One
Man's Family" winds its 2 1 st consecutive year on NBC April 29, and the same
nrtwork's 'Fibber McCee and Molly" got started on its ) 9th straight year day

before yesterday . . . KHJ-TV says it has a firm contract with Frank Pasquale,

South Gate Arena promoter, and will start airing professional boxing every

Monday night beginning April 27. Station is paying Pasquale $1350 a week.

Bill Symes is tentatively set as announcer . . . Diana Lynn. who made her live

TV bow with Ed Wynn back in early 1950, headlines Robert Montgomery's

"World by the Tail" in NY Monday, kinairing here May 4 on KNBH . . .

NBC-TV's Ed Sobol hopes out loud that TWA's 1 0-week TV writing course.

which Starts next Wednesday. will include a study of the mechanics of pro-

duction designed to "restrain their flights into an imaginative world which

cannot be encompassed by TV". . . Spade Cooley returns to KTLA Saturday after

a two-week vacation. john Carradine is set as guest star . . . Dan Dailey and

Debra Paget do "Deadline USA." for Lux Radio Theatre April 20 . . . Ed

Madden's resignation from NBC is another of those quietly arranged l-shall-go-

you-may-leave affairs. regardless of any reports to the contrary . . . KFWB will

broadcast the "Spook Premiere" of Warners' "House of Wax" from the down-
tcwn Paramount at midnight tonight . . . Art and Dotty Todd return to Coast

radio Monday with a 25-minute five-a-week show on KECA. — Dan Jenkins.

FRONTON PAUCIO
TIJUANA, MEXICO

Dawn Addams Tops Gast
Of Circle's Irish Comedy
Dawn Addams heads the cast of the

Circle Theatre's forthcoming produc-
tion of "A Saint of Little Conse-
quence," producer George Boroff an-

nounced yesterday. Others so far cast

for the Irish comedy include Strother

Martin. John Alderson, Marjorie Ben-
nett. Janet Brandt, Frances Osborne
and Eddie Clark.

"Consequence," by john Crilley. will

be directed by Boris Sagal. It opens at

the Circle Theatre early next month.

Thorpe, Brooks to Britain

To Prep *Knights/ 'Flame'
MCM directors Richard Thorpe and

Richard Brooks TWA'd out last night

to England to begin preparations on
"Kr.ights of the Round Table" and
"Flame and the Flesh," respectively.

Thcrpe expects to start "Knights"
in May, with Brooks rolling "Flame"
in june. wth exteriors to be filmed in

Italy.

Peabody Radio -TV
Awarding fo Be NBC-ed
New York. - - Presentation of the

George Foster Peabody awards to out-
standing television and radio programs
of 1952 will be televised by NBC-TV
April 24 from a luncheon meeting of

the Radio and Television Executives
Society at Roosevelt Hotel.

Robert W. Sarnoff, v.-p. in Charge
of NBC's film division. will preside as
President of the society.

15 ABC Houses Install

Equipt. for 'House of Wax'
London. Installation of 3-D pro-

jection and WarnerPhonic sound equip-
ment of 1 5 Associated British Cinemas
for Screening of Warners' "House of

Wax" was ordered yesterday by D. J.

Goodlatte, theatre head of the ABC in-

terests in Britain. "House" will be
booked into the ABC chain after its

showcase release late this month at the

Warner Theatre in Leicester Square.

Madden Resigning

NBC-TVV.P.Post
After Three Years
Edward D. Madden. NBC staff v.-p.

for public relations and formerly v.-p.

in Charge of TV sales and Operations,

is leaving at the end of this week.
Sources dose to Madden report that

he has been unhappy with the way
"Opposition networks, notably CBS-
TV, are being permitted to cut down
the imposing lead NBC-TV had built

up under his guidance."
Madden joined the network in 1950

after a three-year stint as executive
v.-p. and general manager of the
American Newspaper Advertising Net-
work. Prior to that he had served for

10 years as a v.-p. and director with
McCann-Erickson.

Gene Raymond, an amateur magi-
cian, demonstrates on KNBH's "It's a
Good Idea" April 21 . . . Isidore Lin-
denbaum, head of Filmcraft Produc-
tions. to NY for two weeks . . . Irene
Ryan, currently at the Shamrock in

Houston, set for six TV and five radio
guest Spots while there . . . Songstress
|eri Sullivan Starts out under a new
name, Jenny Barrett, when she guests
tomorrow with Bill Ballance on KNX.

Cecil B. DeMille plugs the current
Cancer drive today with an appearance
on KHj-TVs "Queen For a Day"
simulcast . . . Lawrence Welk records
four sides for Coral this afternoon and
a series of Capitol transcriptions tomor-
row . . . Danny Thomas set for Peter
Potter's "Platter Parade" via KFWB
Sunday . , . Mother of Elena Verdugo,
CBS-TV's "Meet Millie" headliner.
critically ill following a heart attack
yesterday.

Henderson TV Cuest
U-I's Marcia Henderson

the CBS-TV network show.
Rieh," tomorrow.

guests on
"Strike It

ROLLS BENTLEY SEDAN
Low mileage. like new.

SPECIAL ONLY $5850

International Motors Inc.

HE. 3165 5670 Sunset BIvd.

800 Feet Above the Strip!

Modern-styled. glass-fronted house.

2 bedrooms. 1 bath. Glorious view.

Private road. Fireplace. Formica

kitchen. Walled patio.

CR. 8688

YOUR TYPEWRITER
Is a Valuable Instrument

If it needs cleaning or repairs
rely on experts only

BEVERLY HILLS TYPEWRITER SHOP
433 N. Canon Dr. BR. 2-2819

Since 1927
All Makes — Reg. or Custom

i^ BUY OR SELL •
Immediate Cash to You
LATE MODEL CARS

'50-62 Cadillac Club Coupe — $3100

Call EDDIE WIENER
667 S. Vermont Ave. -— DU. 9-1116

3D DRIVES INDIES OUT OF BUSINESS TiThirngs
(Continued from Page 1 )

bution, in addition to the Separation of

these two phases from exhibition. be-

cause of the consequent impact on ex-

hibitors brought about by the main-

tenance of distribution control in the

hands of prcducers.

Myers replied that he had never in

the past advocated divorcement of dis-

tribution from production. but that in

view of developments in the past six

months. it might be a good idea.

Gillette said that the testimony given

in the recent Los Angeles phase of the

hearings seemed to make it clear that

the production-distribution tieup was
"developing into continued monopo-
listic control which is forcing the inde-

pendents out of business."

Subcommittee chairman Andrew F.

Schoeppel <R.. Kans. ) agreed that

there is "too much directional control

of distribution by the producers." and
Myers said this will be borne out by
later exhibitor testimony.

Asks Standard Process

Myers asked the committee to rec-

ommend to producers and distributors

that they develop a Standard 3-D
process "at the earliest possible date"
and to expedite the sale of the re-

quired projection apparatus in order to

make it "available to the largest pos-

sible number of theatres in the shortest

possible time." He said. "Unless
prompt action is taken to prevent the

freeze-out of the independents by
means of the pre-releasing of pictures,

and the production of depth pictures
by multiple processos a^nd thp with-
holding of apparatus from the inde-

pendents," other practices to be de-
scribed by future Allied witnesses "will

become academic."
Myers charged that the film com-

panies are planning to exciude the in-

dependent exhibitors from exhibiting

3-D films. chiefly by refusing to get

together in Joint research "to produce
a Standard method which would be
within the means of and available to

all producing companies and all classes

of theatres." He said. "Only the great

chains can afford to equip their thea-
tres with all the apparatus and acces-
sories necessary to the exhibition of

pictures involving these different proc-
esses." He said that CinemaScope ap-
pears most likely to emerge as the

Standard 3-D process, and said this

System requires very costly projection

lenses and a huge circular screen which
cannot be instalied in many existing

theatres.

Myers also argued that Fox had an-
nounced that the CinemaScope equip-
ment would not for several years be
available to theatres in cities of less

than 100,000 population. During that

time, "the theatres in the smaller cities

and towns will be in a bad way for

any kind of film to exhibit, if the other

companies also adopt CinemaScope and
Step making flat films."

Allied complaints during the past

year and a half about pre-release pic-

tures found little interest in the Justice

Dept., he said, noting that since the

departure of anti-trust attorney Robert

Wright. who prosecuted the Paramount
case, there has been a noticeable "fall-

ing off of interest" in film cases in the

anti-trust division of justice.

Myers, in a january letter to the

Justice Dept.. charged that more pic-

tures had been sold by this illegal

method of price-fixing during the pre-

ceding 18-month period than in the

past 1 years, and he turned over to

the subcommittee Allied correspon-

dence with the Justice Dept. charging

illegalities with regard to a long list of

pre-releases, including "Quo Vadis,"

"David and Bathsheba," "Createst

Show on Barth," "Ivanhoe." "Snows of

Kilimanjaro," "Salome," "Hans Chris-

tian Andersen" and "Peter Pan."

Myers cited recent Statements by
Fox theatres topper Charles Skouras
and United Paramount Theatres Presi-

dent Leonard Coldenson to the effect

that in a few years most of the small

independents would be forced out of

business and only the large chains

would survive. He argued, "We seri-

iously believe that there is a deliberate

purpose on the part of the film com-
panies to exciude most. if not all of

the independent motion picture thea-

tres from the business."

Pre-Releases at Small Profit

When pre-release films are finally

made available to small independent
theatres they can be run at only a

small profit at best, and possibly at a

loss, Myers said. "The extended pre-

release runs. followed in many cases by
so-calied regulär first-runs in the same

Ütomouth

THE SUNSET STRIP'S

COCKTAILS WITH HORS D'OEUVRES
FROM 3:30

DINNER FROM SIX

your hosts

5AM Ml%%\ • JACK LONDON

9039 SUNSET BIVO. CR. 4.2055

THEATRE
Small Studio Showcase equipped for

rent part time. HU. 2-0541
1323 N. El Centro

• • •
See Mary Stewart interviewing

talent for Showcase plays.
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Key at CR. 1-621 1 any week day
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If you ain't eatin* at MURPHY'S — you ain't eatin'!
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key theatres, tend to bleed the pictures

white before they reach the subsequent
runs."

Small exhibitors, Myers added, find

that their customers, "who support the

run-of-mine pictures at the established

prices, resent being gouged every time
the theatre offers a better-than-average
picture. Theatres create traffic and
traffic makes trade," he said in arguing
that the forced closing of upwards of

10.000 theatres would not only hurt

the exhibitors concerned. but would
also be a serious blow at the business
life of entire communities.

Myers stated the findings and rec-

ommendations made by the committee
"will exert Controlling influence upon
the public officials and industry ex-
ecutives who have the power to take
the necessary action to keep the in-

dependent theatres. or the great ma-
jority of them. open."

Today's witnesses will be headed by
Allied President Wilbur Snaper. Her-
man Levy. Theatre Owners of America
general counsel, who was present as

an observer, said that TOA President
Alfred Starr and Walter Reade, jr.,

would testify next week, principally on
arbitration.

Film Company and MPAA attorneys

also attended the Session.

Washington.—The Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations will be rep-

resented by four witnesses at the House
Ways and Means Committee hearings
on removal of the admissions tax from
film theatres, scheduied for next Mon-
day. according to a witness list re-

leased by the committee yesterday.

COMPO witnesses will be Pat McGee,
Col. H. A. Cole. Albert E. Sindlinger

and Robert W. Coyne. Also on the list,

which was, however, incomplete, was
the American Municipal Assn., repre-

senting some 12.000 city governments
in 42 States which have been pressing

for years for repeal of the levy so they

can enact their own admissions taxes.

james F. Riley. executive director of

the League of New York Theatres, is

expected to argue that if the tax is re-

moved from film admissions, it also

should be lifted from legitimate thea-

tres.

A number of congressmen are on the

list. as is Abe Berenson, president of

Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf

States.

McLemore in 'Money'
Henry McLemore, veteran syndicat-

ed columnist, will play a featured role

in "Money From Home," Hai Wallis

production.

The Stars of'POHY [XPRESS" take to

the air-ttine premieres in nine di

...iiong historic ISQOmile traii

HORTH AMERICAH SALUTES A GREAT MOTION

PICTURE- PARAMOUNT'S NEW OUTDOOR EPIC

North American Airlines is

proud fo transport the stars of

Paramounf's greaf mofion
picture, "Pony Express." irom a
World premiere in St. Joseph.

Mo., to premieres in eight major
cities . . along the tamous
Pony Express Trau

tn 1860. it took two weeks /or

gallant and daring horsemen
to ride the ISOO-mile Pony
Express Trail.

Today, giant 4-engin9
North American Airlines

Skymasters lly over the

tiail m 7 hours.

COLOR BY TCCHNICOLOR
•TMIMtM«

CHARLTON BESTON • RHONDA FLCMINC

JAN STERLING • FORREST TUCKER
DlNKCTID av

JERRY HOPPER

pwooacio av

NAT HOLT

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

*" '"*"< "im msT-rocoAsr

Art Willianns, Host CR. 2-3432
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CURB OH BARSKY

AS DOCTOR VALID

Sijpreme Court, 6-3. Upholds

State in Suspension Based

on Contempt Conviction

^i^/95f

^^•

rpiii:Li):

.«lp«d«l to Th* New York TtmM

WASHINGTON. Aphl 26—The
S>iprcme Coutt iiph^lrl todoy thr|

New Yf>tk State Kilu<ation Law
wn(l«»r which the liconse of l>r.|

Edwartl K. Kajskv to piactice!

m»*<.li<in»> was .Musppiid^d.

I>r. Baisky, ronvicled of con-i

teinpt of ConproHs. siMved tive»

nienlh« (»f a six-nionlhs jail tprm
In H 6-to-:5 opinioii the «oiutl

hcUl today Ihat th»; ronvi'^i'iri'

[>rovidt"d New York »mllUi,. .]

vMih ample I^khI ki""*'"'*«** 1"'

iKsioii of the licwi.«e. l>r '

i;,;j>kv. It rul«*d. had not; ber-n!

d^^priv'ed of hi.^ constitutionalt SlSPI-iNSION
lipht \o duo pioieas of law. a? J)r. Kdwiud K. Harsky. ulios«
IgN.uanteed in the Fouitwnth

,„,.(|i<.a| ii,.,.„v,,» ^as siisp«Mul-

I

The Barskv opinion wa.s the' ^'^I "' J'^-»' »»»'•* ^'^ * *'""^***

lonly om» handed down by the; lioii of rontrmpt ol ('oni^reHS«

Iroiiit today afler a receas of twoj Suprcnit* (-ourt a<'t«Ml yost<»r«

weekv Tiie ^«<•hool segreK'ation ,|ay in mipport of N.V. Stat<\
(Ciiises. the niofit impoitant oii '>»<|

'

_ ^ • 'Jj'z

•«Joikel, «Uli awail dj'ci.sion.
t

I Thi« Court annoiince<l that 1t 1

jwoiild retess May 3 to May 17

1

jand that in this terni it wouitll

'hear no arK"»>inent.s on pendiri^i

ica^es this wtok.

I)4'lit*d ( all for Rccurd««
{(

Dr. Bar«ky was national rhair-|i

mau nnd a meniher of the execu-l^

tlve board of the Joint Anti-jl

Kascisi F*.efij^ee Conuniltfi'. He,'

and sixU'en olht'is were citod!

for (onlenqd of (.'ontfresa wheni
Ihey refused to prodiue record^
.subpoenaed by the Jiouse T'n-:

Anifiican Activili*»«« Cuniinitt»'»'

In 1947 l.>r. Haisky. as well a

'he exe«-nt»\'e se<retary and sev-

eial members of the executive

bomd of the oi^anization, wa.s

'lonvicted.

! On Jun<» 11, 19-18, the Snpreni"
< '»urt denied to Dr. Barsky and

The New Yoik State Kdiioa-

tion Deparlmenfs niedital rom-
mitietf on KrievHncea suspend-^d

Im. Har.sky fnwn practj«;»» loi

thiee nionth.«j. bta the fwil griev-

ance «onuniltee increastyl the

»uspen.sioii to .«^Ix nionths. Th«-

-IhI»' 5 B*)flrd of Kepents Hiustain-

jCd this .s\i.««pHn.*iioii.

Jnvlice Hiuold IT. Bürton. who
deliveitnl ihe majority opinton
todny. said that the pnnc.pai
qih^snon ])!esented wa.s whethor,
the odiication biw, im «on.sliued
and applied in the Barsky rase,]

iviolatifd the Frd»«ral ron^^titiUlon.;
f.'hipf .Jn.sti'e Rarl Warren andi
.lustices Stanl<'y F. Roed, Pwobfit!

H. Jackson. Shornian Mmton and
jTom C. Clark jomrd Jii.stice Bur-i
'\n\y in hf>ldine that it did not. i

Th*^ dis.senl»Ms were .JiK-^ticea

'F»»lix Fiankfurter. TIuko L. Black
and William O. Doujjlas.

I Stat« Power 'KI«Mneiiial*

I .Tustice Bur ton a.«;.«ierted lt Lo be
'vlem^^ntal that a »taie "ha.s
bioad power to e.<?tah!:.«;h and en-
lovre t;tai:datd.s of rondiict vMthin
it«» boidei.s relative tu the health
of everyone there:'*

Ju.stice Bl.Kk wrote a di.ssent-

injf opinion In whirh .Inst i( ei;
r>niigi.'^s «onrurred and Justiceji
jDnu;jla.s wrotp one in which Jiia-

jtiee Black ronrune<f.
Ju.^tire Black hold that New

York had conti avcne<I the Con-
stitution by permitting: ^be intro-
duciion at the hearinj( on sn.s-

Pension of the evidenco that the
PvOfn^ee Conunittee had boen li!*t-|

•d a.<* .svibver.«?ive by the Atlorney
Ceneral. Subsequent to the hear-
\nK the Siipreme Court held that
the Altr)rney Generals listing
iwa« unlawfni.

Ju.stJce Black Said that the

i /
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By JIM COOK
(With Marcji Elias and JoS( i>]i Kahn)

The sei (inj? for tho most importnnt drama in tho lifo of Arthurthe huge Caiicus Room of tli. Old Ilouse Office Building in Washingtonrhe scen(n\v had ihe stark
>va.biHntion.

simplicity whirh has rhar-
aclerized inost of Miller's
Broadway plays.

l-incf1 bohind an olovafod l^oiuli
in Iho back.c:roun<l woro six inon,
mombors of tho Housc Coinniit-
tee on UnAmerican Activitics.

llie witness. MilJor. a ^nuni,
dark haircd man dross«'f| in a \)\\u^

suit and wrarinir horn-iirnmod
spoctnclo'^. .<^.'it at a tablo bcl-w,
facin^:: tho comniitloo.

Botwoon Millor and tho com-
mittccmon a plump, rosv chookod
man strode to an(i fror* Richard
Arcns, tho committ^'o tounbol.

Roportors sat at tab]o<? ovon
farthor bolow. srribbhn;: on \rl-
low copy papor. Abtnif l.'^O [H'oplo
woro in iho audionco. Thov sat
quiotly.

Tho a\istoritv of tho «^ottinc:
was brokon only by iho docora-
tivo riassio columns on tho walis
of tho lijo^ room. and bv tho
frostod ^^lobos and ;:ht"torini::
rhandoliors which gave Jighi to
tlio sccno.

'J'ho timo was Thursdav moM-
ing. June 21, 195G.
Not many lioiirs boforo. Millor

had givon a goodby kiss :o his
flancoo, Marilyn Monroo. at lior
Sutton PI. apartmont in Manhat-
tan.

*Sho's worrlod," h(. had <ol(l n
conipanioii on tho frip to Wash
lns:ton. ".sho liopcs I clonl tel
»laiightorcil."

Actually, the tone of tho firsi
act of the hearing was more oon-
genial than Miller had imagined
Arens, Chaimnnn Waltor (DPa.)
and the other committce mem-
jber.s voioed thoir questions po-
ilitely, and he was givon plenty of
time for each of bis answers.
Tho hearing had boen callod

for the announoed purpose of in-
vestigating passport laws of the

The first vollov of questions
brought this tostimonv from Mil-
;Jor:

He admittod ho mado an error
whon he swore to tho Xow York
Youth Board that ho had sub-
mittod a nonCommunist oath to
the State Dopt, whon applvinp
for an ai)plioation in VXy\. Jiuas

Artklc VI

^hlJer was

«... . As.rorlat^d Pre« ThctcMILLKK TKSTinFS AT IIOI SK HFVHING.
nn honest erior of momorv, Jie
.Said.

(I>ator Miller did snbniit muh
an oath In applylnß: for a pass-
port to aooojmpanv lils brid*» on
a trlp fo England.)

Millor .Said he had pormittod
the use of bis name bv the Joint
Anti-Fasrist Committeo. nn Or-
ganization citod by tho Attornoy
General as subversive.

Some Quesfions.

Some Answers

Uo .Said lio did not rocall, bui
djd not dony. hoin^' a sporisor of
tho \[)M World Voiilh Festival in
Praguo. Hut lio addod.

I

**I woiild not siip|K>rt now a
ioauso or inovemont whUh was
jdoniinatod hy C ommunists."
i

lio Said ho had no rocollection
of signing a Civil Rights Con-
gross statonienl protesting legis-
jlation against Communists. He
jdid not dony it. Nor did he deny
|signing a protost of the prosecu-
ition of Communist loader der-
hart Eislor in 1947. He did not
invostigato bofore .signing, he
Said.

"I UA\ >on qult*^ fraiikly, this
siiltod fh«* inood that 1 was in
and I woMid n<'v«'r havo gon*» (<»

any tronI>N* abont irivostigatin^^-
that kind of thin« in r^dafion to
a oaiisr." ho Said.

ArrMis i.<>kod him if ]\p had
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^Cont\niml jrom Pit<jr
J IMIUJIIC: I uiis |>rrsi>ii( i\X

^K'ivcn lüs namo lo a Icftcr of du, "»»'«'tinu's of ('.»iniiiiinist Tarty
jCivil Kij^'hi«- Conurrss' \'»'fo:ans'vvriH'rs in |;»I7. ul>oiil um- or six

j-VAfrainsf DiscTiminaiio;). whic-Ii I

""*«'<«"••?'<•
• • •

2 uri;(,nl tliat lh(» IIousc Hn AnuMi' AKKNS: Havo yu\\ ovit marlo
5 cau Activifirs C d ru in i t I o «> h(» .»|)pli<alii»n for intMnb<'r>hij) in
tt. aboÜNliod, MilU'i said y«^s. tJic Citmmuiust P.irts ?

.1 MilliT Said he was "not ( Irai "
|

MILLKJi: In lfU9 I holievo it

^ wii.'tl'.tT ho was a spcikor ^il aiWas. or in 1!)!(), I wm! to attiMid
p;Manlianan »ally of tlio Civil ja Mirxist slud> ccmüso in tlio
iluunis Lon^ioss uldcji callod /or vatatu slurc opcu Id ihe slrort in
'an ond tf> tho samo committoiv 'my Fudidiborhowd in Brooklyn. I
II*» did sif^n a pioiosi a'ainst th<'!fMtM"e .si^ncd s'^mo forrii or an

g,canmiitt«vs Red Jnvestif,'aiion in''>tM(M'

illollyvvo.xl. ho Said, and a protost' AKKNS: Thal was an ..iptillci.
^lagainst tho tommiltoos aotiop tion Cor ni«ni»M.rshlp hi fho i oin

apainst author Howard Vi\^\.

j

•*!( so«Mn«'(l lo »MI' Mial lh<« th«*n
provalint. r.itlur ».-aMlo^s, in\(

inuidsl l'arty. \\a^ it nul?
MII.Mii:: I vould not sa> tlial

1 was Ihnc tiir :ii>ont tlui'o
imatin:; of urtisis was croatiiii; a or foiir (invs pfrhaps. || was of
I»»il nl appr.'ji.'nsion and fo.u n<» inliTosi f«, mk aiid I <li«ln*|

..II II. ..I A .1 •( «•• A .aiiionu all Kinds ol p"oj)|'>," >iii

Icr said.

Mlllor ooticodod tliai ho wroto sir

an arliclo in Iho Now M.issos op ih«

ndurn . .

AKKNS

l>y Siic Uarron? In IJH:{?

MII.LKU: To my knowlodfre, I

|Wonld not knnw that. I wnuld
havo no knowlod^'o of it .-. .

I

Ai:i:.\S: j put it to you as *

,

fa<i and ask you lo affum or
dony tho fact that you (hd make
appluation Tor nii'nibor.ship in

jtiio Communist I\irty and that
tho nuinhor of your anidication

'i.s ivnif).

I
MILLKli; I w.add tjot afflrm

fiiat. I jiavc lu) inomory of .such
a thinj».

AIJK.NS: Ho Voll donj^ it?
-MlLLKii: r vvould (tony it.

'I Lovc

This Country . .
.*

Trll US. it you ploaso.
al)<;ui thoso n)ootinj,'s witij
Communist Party writors" " ' •• "i '- n'iii-i I ui i^ wijior.s

po.sin;: lonioncy for Ezia l'ound, wlii<h >.hi said you ationdod in
uiu) mado l)r(»adcasls for Miis- .V»'u Yiuk City,

MILLKU: ... I aitondod thoso
tncotin;:s in oidor to locato mv
doas in nMalion to Maixism

.scdini durin;^ Woi !if W.u il

"I am a .frw." Milh'r said. -II.'

was lor hmiiiiu; Irw s, and >om
will havo fo pardon niy r\ri(»' I wcnt tlioro to disoovor u horo l

iiiiMit at Uli- iMsic '!' ll-.al was Iho stood tjnally and ronipIofMiy^ j^j-j,-}

Situation," il hstofiod nn<l said vorv httio I

i;i;r. .lACKSON (UCal.): "Did fhifik. tho foui < r \\\c t"imo^. .'.

y«)U . . . ovor inakr a piildir stalr AKKNS: < k,, y,,„ i,.|| ,|s who
ni<«n( dononn« inu IIh' sIwu Ivinu was thor«- \\|,,.n ynu ualkod inio
o\id«'in«' o| anli >'«niiiisni in tho (hf room?
So\iot Ininn?" MII.IJiK: "M,-. ( Imirnian, I nn
Mll.LKK: "I am m»m> lo s.iy dir stand tho p!dloso[dty ImIuikI

that Ihoro uas n )t. I am vony tr» thi- <pi«'s|ion :uid | want \n\\ \u
say soiMothini; W(»r>«': that I was nndrrstaiul nun'- . . , I want m»u
not shorko«!. . .

." to nndorst.md that I am not pro
Milh'r w r, askod if in VX^l ho t*Mtini; tli.- ( lunmnnlsts or tho

si^nod a siatonuyil dofondiny; tho Coinmiiiust l'.uty. | a,|, frvinj;
12 Communists who woro oon- Xu. and I will. nr.»"ti( t iny srns«- of
victod in F- loy .Square, undor tho mysolt. I oonhl not nso tho namo
fodoral .Smith Act. MiUor .said ho ot anoth«>r prrson and Itriny troii-
^^a<' •>•< '»" hiiu. ... I ask yoii^not to

^... . M Ü.IJJU: "I am opposcd t«» th.» ask mo ttial (|n«'stlon.
Smith .Art and I am sul) upposrd \KH\S: Th«'so w»'rr ( onmiii
to anyon«' \h^\\\\i piiiali/.rtl tor idst Tarty m»'i'lini;s, woro tlioy

•• ..-.1 .»

That ondofl tho quo.stioning.
hut .Millor .stilj had theso com-

i

tnonts to mako:
"I think it wouk! Ih' a disavttr

arul a oalamity If th«« Conummist
Party ««vor t«Nik ovor this
try

«otin-

advtK-atin:; anythini;,
The playwripht said

thi.s opinii>n particulariy
lo liloraturr.

"1 am rtp|M»s«>d tu t!i«'

nt»t
••

w foil i>III.I.KI{: I uill Im. p.Mfrotly
appliod fraidi with ymi in »'VTrythini; rö-

latini; t<» my aotivitios. I tako tho
laylnu nvsponsildlity for «'vorythlnir I

dtiwn of any lindts npon tlu« fro«'- bavc <\..r donr. I)ut I (aimot lak«-
«loru of lltnatur.. . . . lnTaus«' I n-sponsiliihty for anotlirr human
ttiink lliat way lirs a kiitd ol rc holn:;,

prossloM of litoratnro whii h is AP.KNS: . . . Thoso woro Com-
dlsastnuis" .And "Millrr add«'d: "^""'^t I'aity rnoetini^s. Is that
"In Üw So\|»'| l nion tljrrt« has' "»>•'<"' ?

iMvn nothini: Miiiti'n of any \alu«' MILLKH: I inidorstood tliom
In 2."i yoars."

'

;

to ho Cominunist writors who
ro;.:uIai I\

. . I hidiovo in drmocraiy
. . . >ly orltlrisni, sm h as it has
hörn, is not to hr oontiisod with
a hatro<l.

"I lovr this ooiiidry . . . und it

Is hoiausi. I s«M» tliint;s ttiat 1

Ihirdv tradUic «frtainly tho valiiOM
that l»a\«' iMM'n in this 4r>nt)try
that I sprak. I woidil likr moro
than an.MhInu <'ls<' in thc Morld
to makf my jdavs positiv«', and I

int«nd to tio so Ix foro I tinish.
Hut it has t(» »)o on tho hasis of
roality."

Ualtoi- .<;aid ho thoucjht It was
i"vrry unfortun.ito" that Miller

j

had ncvor movod to as.sist poop!e|
who woro porsoculo<i by th«^
.Communists.

"

j

"I think it is not only unfortu-
nato." .yiilh'r n*i>Ii«Ml. "It w»<^ m
tfri'al orror."

K.>I». Ko;wnoy ( U-.\. Y. » a.skwl
Millor if ho ronsidorod hiinsolf
i"moro or loss of i\ dupo in Join-
jin^' throo Ccmimunist organiza-
|tlons?"

"I wonidn't say so, ho« auso I

was an adult." >|ill»»r answrrod.
"I was |iN>kin:; for Iho world that
would ho porr«'<t. I think it niMOS-
.sar> tliat I do that if I w«'io to
do\(dop inysrlf as a >\ritor.

"I am not ashamrd of this. I

lit.

I

Thal is whal I

h'arnrd a irroat

Millor rioriiod tliai ho had ovor ^^'^''^ mootiii!: ro^TulaiK.
callod duocior Klia Kazan an "in AKK.N'S; yi,-, ( hairnian.
formor' or a "ronopado intollo< • '^P^'**^^'*"> ^uyursi iliat ilo

tual aftov Ka/an jjavo tho namos "*"^^ '**' ord.i.-il and «lirr« t«'d to
of porsoris with whom ho had

''"'*"'*'' ''•* m«»«'^I'«»u as to who il

associato<l in Communist sathor"'"^^ *""'' '"" ' * "
ings. Millor .sairl the ond of his
closip a.ssooi.ition with Kazan. who
dirocfod -All Mv Sons-'
"Deaih of a Salosman." oam«
lar^oly to»- "porsonal roa.«;on.s.

I r.

wil

hl' saw at tlu'so

He Refuscs

To Name Nomes

was that
ino»'tin;;s.

^^\ Millor did tiot nanM» tho namo«;

an'd
'^^" '"' -'^I"*''^*' ''' h'n.t,Ma on hi.^

^/o.\i)erionfo with tho Kfoup. Wo
.said ho tinally ratno to tho con
clusion th.at ho could not he a
Marxist writor bocauso ho would
novor l>c willing to altor facts to
.^iiit a partv liric

KFP. S( HKI{i:i: (ItOhioi:
j

Wo do not a<<«'p| tli,« r»'as(»n
Millor said ho o(,uld not recall!-^""

'^*^'' '•"* '"•'lusin«- to answor
havuiK sii'nod ooriain protosts

"'*' Muostion and that if is tto»
«Rainst tho Intornal Sooui ity Act "'''"''•" ''^ •'"' «"mmiH«'«' that i(

In 1Ü52. Nor did ho rooall lotlin£j.-^"" *'" ""* answrr tho qiiosti<ni.
Iij.s namo ho usod on a woloominc *''''' >•"• "'•' P'''>«'"i: yoursolf in
rominittee for tho liov Hewlett *"""*'''"»**-

John.son._ tho "Hod Doan of Can- •^»{^'^'^: >Vas Arnand iris-
tcrbury." \\o did romomhor par! '**'•'" «hairman of this mootin«
licipatin^' in tho Waldorf Poaoo,"*" < «nomunist Parlv writrrs
Conforence in 1919 and a dinnoi .^^''''•'' *"'>*^ l»':»'«" 1" l'»«' at
to rai.se funds for the China Wol i^*''''^'

><»" *^ «''*•• «n atlmdanro?

"JJ.
{M>PoaI. MIIJ.i:i{: All 1 oan say. sir. Is

Millor oono(H|»>d his namo had <•»•»* '".v con.s« ionor will not iht-
beon usod on hohalf of a halfj"''* »'»' l<» uso tho nam«« of nn-
üozen other such projocts andj«*'»*''" P<'rvm—and that mv ooun-
cau.sos which tho rommittoc re •'*<*• advisos nio that tliorö Is no
lerrod to as suhvorsivo. jrolovanoo Ixdwo^n this ((uostion

nicn came tho last ait, and a"d tho quostion t)f whothor I

ArV^-^'c T^ °^ quostioiLs, shotdd havo a passport or thoro

. u \ '^° ^'^^ *^"^^^' a per shouhl Ih« passiM)rt loijlslalion in'•on by tho namc of Suo Warr<?n? \\irA\

MILLER: I couldnt rocall at
this momenf.
AKENS: Do you knou* or havo

you known a porson by the namc
oX Arnaud D'Ussoau?"
MILLEII: I havo mof him

(IIAIKMAN WAITKK: You
aro diro< to<l to answor tlio nuos-
tlon.

MII.LKK: I havo glvon you my
answor, sir.

AKK.VS: WiTo you proposodAlth.NS Ijavo you Inw-n in any for momhorship in Ih.- -stuv

$rn:ürir'**'*^:'*"^^^^
uith|v..sanl Bran.h.' P.Mh .Us.n h vArnaud D I ssoau

?

j ,„,,^101. of tho Communist VAviy
\

a<'ropt my
l)a\«' dorn*,

dral."
' And. on this noto. the hearing
ondod.
A wook latoi- tho wook of hLs

miniaK«' to Marilyn .Monroe

—

th.^ c'ommiftoo .sent him an ulti-

jmatum to answor tho koy ques-
ition wilhin 10 days or f.icc a cita-

'tion for contompt.
Whon. at the end of tho 10

days. Millor aj:ain doclarod that
his oon.srionoo would nfd permit
him to iilontify the writors who
w'oro prosont at tho meelinRS,
t!io oommi't 00 votod to recom-
mond th.it ho be cited for con-
lompt.

'i'ho maftor now will po bofore
iho füll Houso of Hoprosenta-
tives. If tl.o Hou.se. as it usually
does, accopts the committeo reo-
ommondation and issuos tho con-
tompt citation. tho rase will ro
to a fodoral grand jury later this
yoar.

A conviclion could brinp a
Sl.CXX) tino or jail torm of up to
ono yoar. or both.
But .Millor has mado it cloar

that he will novor namo the
' n.imos.

"If in truth I have donc evil,
tho naminn f»f othors surely oan-
not miti^M»o that ovil or eraso it,

and the rofusal to namc them
cannot mako the evil worse than
iit was." Miller .said in a lotter
to Chairman Waltor.
"Xor can I belleve that such

a uillinpnoss betokens, in itself,
rosporl for tho Congross, or that
in this Instanoo unwillinRness is

a mark of disrospect, let alone
of contompt."

I

-

W KKKKM) KDITION: Mr.
and Mr.s. MilUr's Futun».

i i
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BUTWPD RATHER LIVE THERE

Some thoughtfui comments by four notable Americans who have chosen to spend part of their lives in IrelandL

John Huston,
By Seamus Kelly

Most of US know John ÜMsion as a
Hollywood motion pieture direeior,
wriUr and produeer, one of the finesi

crafIsmen in the bushtess. What is less

well known is that Husion isy like
many of hs, a refugee frorn an over-

cTowdtdy over-urbanized World. But»
unlike inany of us^ John Huston has
done sotnething about it. He has tnade
hin home in County Galway^ treland.

His friendy Seamus Kelly, who here de-

seribes a visit to Huston*s plaee, is

drama eritie and eolun^nist for The
Irish Tin^s. He is also an aetor and
played the part of the Third Mate on
the whaiing ship **Peguod^* in Huston's
fUm epie, **Moby IHek'\

THE "next parish to America" line

is a pretty weary diche in Ireland,

as applied to County Galway, but
it has basic geofni^phical tmth. Gal-

way's a ^reat county when the cloud

rooFs off it, and the last Urne I went
there it was like that.

No clouds sat low on the fields; no
drizxle of rain hid the landscape almost

as if it were behind a theatrical f^uze;
but brig^ht sunshine reflected blinding^ly

from the flooded patches in the low
marshes and high-Ii^hted the spiny
white cfarystone walls. The blue sky and
the long perspectives over the rollinf^

landscape irave a great sense of airy,

uncluttered space. When we stopped

the car to look around, we could hear
birds sin^ni^ three fields away. The
whole atmosphere of the place made it

easy to appreciate the appeal of West-
ern Ireland to any refuf^ee from an
overcrowded, overbuilt, over-urbanized

worl<L

My objective, on the trip, was a little

(CoBtuiiied on Page 12)



• john Huston^ Irishman .

By Seamus Kelly

(Contivued from Page 1)

hermitage which one such refugee has

prepared for himself. It's a house

called St. Cleran's, near a village called

Craughwell, which is 16 miles from
Galway city, 120 miles from Dublin,

5% hours flying time from New York.
And about the same (allowing for road

transport to Dublin or Shannon) from
ix>ndon and Paris. It*s also a nice

peaceful long distance from Hollywood,
California.

These factors, plus the fact that St.

Cleran's sits in the heart of the famous
Galway Blazers Hunt country, suit its

present owner very well, for John
Huston likes nothing better than fox

hunting when he is not commuting in-

temationally. The approach to St.

Cleran's is nowise airborne. We bumped
towards the house along a rutty boreen
passing a tribe of Irish commuters

—

tinkers—camped by the hedges where
their piebald horses grazed. Soon after,

we tumed into a long drive that runs

through trees, bridges a trout stream,

and fringes a parkland where hunters
are pastured before circling a castel-

lated ruin and fetching up in front of

Squire Huston's home.

The house is not the "Victorian
horror" that has been described to me.
It's like a lot of small Irish country
houses, of no fixed design or penod, a

place that has been lived in and added
to by successive generations of tenants.

It has a Georgfian core, a touch of Re-
gency, a bit of tolerable early Victorian,

behind a handsome neo-classical portico.

It's tacked on to 80 acres of land. Not
ideal fann-land, but Huston has no lust

for farming. (**There*s the stream,
good rough shooting, and enough pas-
ture for the horses. It's all I need . .

,'*)

The day I went down, the Squire and

his Sancho Panza, Maiitin Tierney, had

given up duck-shooting to receive me
(Mairtin told me that "the ducks is bad,

anyway*') Huston was relaxed and
easy. He started talking about the place

as soon as the first Irish whiskey had
been put in my band. "It was old de

Burgo (Norman Galwegians) land;

there was a 12th Century monastic
chapel here. Legend says the monks
cursed the place when they were dis-

possessed. Said no rooks would ever

nest here. No rooks ever do. Later, it

belonged to the Cole family. Same fam-
ily as Horace Cole, the practical joker

who dug up Piccadilly Circus in Ed-
wardian times. "We renovated it for

three years. The local workmen aren^t

fast, but they're as good craftsmen as

Pve met anywhere . . ." Elsewhere, Pd
been told that St. Cleran's was a major
industry in that part of Galway. "Go
there in the evening,'* said an American
friend, "and it's like watching the end
of a shift in the Ford plant at Detroit."

Any tour of the house will as likely

as not Start in the stables. As stables

go, they're authentic Irish-squirearchic

period stuff. Downstairs, they house
Irish hunters and the kid's ponies. Up-
stairs, there 's a very well-equipped
work and sleep room for the Squire,

with some beautiful Japanese doUs and
a cleanly attractive original oil-paint-

ing on an easel. Huston confessed that

it was his own work, but deprecated it

and rushed me back to the main house.

Nonchalantly, he led me through a love-

ly bedroom with a curved w:^ looking

over miles of County Galway ar^d with

a bed head-board that had been an
altar-piece in a Mexican cathedral. This

fought for attention with a magnificent

Harlequin by Juan Gris. Around the

place I had previously noticed an Italian

tapestry Pierrot and a full-size Pan-

Adverfisement

taloon figure ' in ceramics. I asked
Huston if the repetition of the Comme-
dia della Arte, theme had any signifi-

cance. He laughed; showed me an im-

pressive Jack Yeats painting and a

wonderful medieval Fi*ench Christ in

wood.

Another bedroom offered what I took

for ship's figureheads, as collected by
old chum Burl Ives. They turned out to

be indecorous decoratlons from the Or-

gan in a Mexican cathedral which had
been destroyed in an earthquake. We
galloped past Indian and Chinese treas-

ures. ("Nepars a wonderful place;

That*s a T'ang horseman.") and went
downstairs again, stopping at a window
recess to do homage to a beautiful

horse*s head in marble. ("Greece, Third
Century B.C.") . ,

In the kitchen, as in most of the

bathrooms, the walls are tiled with
Mexican azulejos from Queretaro.
(About these, I'd been told that the

tile-workers of Queretaro had never
known a bigger boom in their history).

Then back towards the gun-room, but

off to John Huston *s greatest contribu-

tion to gracious living in the County
Galway. This is a genuine Japanese
bath, with Shoji screens specially im-
ported across the world, where old

Buddha Huston broils himself and
broods himself for a couple of hours
every day.

Afterwards, when he was showing
myself and a Hollywood visitor called

Cherokee his Matisse-illustrated edition

of Joyce's **Ulysses," and talking about
the impact of a certain Galway aca-

demic Catholic divine on Jean-Paul
Sartre, who had been his house guest
not so long before, Huston mentioned
that he had had a letter from a Jap-
anese woman, married to an Irishman
and living in some improbable un-Jap-
anese place like Mullingar. He said that
she had congratulated him on havine
the civilization to build a Japanese bath
but that she had forgotten to sign her
letter. He asked me to offer her an
open invitation to come to St. Cleran'g
for a civilized bath anytime she feit

Uke it. I said I would.
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John Huston's Leg Broken
GALWAY, Ireland, Jan. 10

(Reuters) — American movie
director John Huston broke his

right leg when he was thrown
from a horse during a hunt yes-
terday, it was learned tonight.
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A pproximately twenty years ago,

John Huston was riding to hounds

with the Galway Blazers when he

chanced upon the ruins of St. Clerans

and was smitten by its beauty. What
Mr. Huston wants, Mr. Huston gets,

and he has never been known to do
anything halfway. Today St. Clerans

is one of the most exquisite houses in

the World, and John Huston, its owner,

is Ireland's most celebrated natural-

ized Citizen as well as M.F.H. of the

Galway Blazers. When not actively

engaged in shooting, cutting, or edit-

ing his latest film, he leads an idyllic

life at St. Clerans, surrounded by
treasures that include a Monet in the

drawing room and the best cook in all

Ireland in his kitchen. Here the world

comes to him. And many linger.

The hospitality of St. Clerans is per-

fect, as is the house itself—comfort-

able and comforting, luxurious and
easy, expert but casual. On arrival,

the visitor is led through the classic

entrance hall floored with Connemara
marble to an inner hall lighted by the

great window over the stairs, to be
confronted by a cofifin-sized marble-

topped ehest covered with a lavish

array of bottles and glasses. It*s all

there, from Scotch, Irish, and bourbon
to tomato Juice, orange and lemon
squash; and it remains there, a twenty-
four-hour nonclosing oasis. Or would
you prefer tea, you're asked. Would
you like to take your drink into the

library? There's a fire. There's also

Seamus, an Irish wolfhound the size

of a Connemara pony, and shelves füll

of life-size figures of pre-Columbian
men gazing at you eerily. The house is

centrally heated and very cozy. You
decide to go to your room.

Here it's all quiet elegance and
great luxury. Antiques, silks, velvets,

and thick (Continued on page 148)

Right: Mr. Huston holds a gold pectoral
from his coUection of pre-Columbian art.

Left: He adds a touch to a painting in his
studio. Above: His grazing thorough-
breds. Photographs by Wallace Litwin
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A pproximately twenty years ago,

John Huston wns ridin^ to hounds

with the G.'ilw.iy Blazers when he

chaiiced lipon the riiins of St. Clerans

and was sniitten !:)>• its beauty. What
Mr. Huston wants, Mr. Huston gets.

and he has never been known to do

anythin^ halfway. Today St. Clerans

is one of tlie most exquisite houses in

the World, and John Huston. its owner,

is Ireland's most celebrated natural-

ized Citizen as well as M.F.H. of the

Galway Blazers. When not actively

en^a^ed in shootin^. rutting, or edit-

in^ his latest film, he leads an idyllic

life at St. Clerans, surrounded by

treasiues that include a Monet in the

drawin^ rooni and the best cook in all

Ireland in his kitchen. Here the world

coines to him. And many linger.

The hospitality of St. Clerans is per-

fect, as IS the house itself -comfort-

able and cc^mtortin^, luxurious and
easy. expert but casual. On arrival,

the visitor is led thiou^h the classic

entrance hall tloored with Conneniara

niarbit' to an inner hall lighted b\- the

^reat window over the stairs, to be

confrt)nted by a coffin-sized marble-

topped ehest covered with a lavish

arra\ of bottles and glasses. It*s all

there, from Scotch, Irish. and bourbon
to toniato Juice, orange and lemon
sciuash: and it remains there. a twenty-

four-hoin nonclosing oasis. Or would
\()U prefer tea, youVe asked. Would
you like to take \-our drink into the

librar\? There's a fire. There's also

Seanuis. an Irish wolfhound the size

of a Conneniara ponw and shelves füll

of life-si/e fi^ures of pre-Columbian
nien ^.i/ni^ at you eerilw The house is

centralis heated and very cozy. You
decide to ^o to vour r(Mtm.

Here it's all quiet elegance and
great luxury. Antiques. silks, velvets.

and thick (Continucd on pa^e 148)

Ri^ht. Mr. HustDi) hohls u gold pt'cti>rnl

fron} his ci)llt'crii)n of prv-Coliinibinn iirt.

l.rtt: ffr ;ul(ls .j foi/c/i fo n puiiitiiifi in his
stmlio. Afutvv: His firn/inf^ thori)ii^h-
fyrt'ds. f^hot(tfir:iphs />v' Wnllact' Litwin
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i4öove; The wooded arbor near the greenhouses. Below: Part of the library, where art works include life-sized

pre-CoIumbian figures. Right: An antique stone um in the stable yard. Opposite page—top, left: A corner of the
j

drawing room with its large Monet painting. The backgammon board is of antique petit point and the pieces are W',

antique carved ivory. Top, right: A view down the main staircase to the inner hall. Bottom, left: The trout-stocked %. . ^

pond and the children's thatched summer house on an island. Bottom, right: Mr. Huston and Saemus, the wolfhound »i. .
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Above: The woodeü urbar near the ^reenhouses. Below: Part oi the library, where art works include life-sizoü

pre-Colunibiaii fi^iires. Rif^ht: An antique stonc urr) in the stable yard. Opposito pa^e— top, left: A corner of the
dran'ing rooni with its lar^e Monet paintit^^. l'he back^anmion board is o/ antique petit poInt and the pieces are -' "^
antique carved ivory. Top, t i^ht: A view dowt} the main staircase to the inner hall. Hottorn, leit: The trout-stocked
pond and the children's thatched y.urnrner house on an island. Button}, ri^ht: Mr. Huston and Saennis, thewoUhound "^r^
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JOHN HUSTON
(Continued from page 114)

carpets, flowers, a desk with its

engraved notepaper. The bathroom

is huge, carpeted, the tub seven feet

lonj? and marble; bookshelves tilled

with English, German, Italian, and

French volumes; a comfortable

chair, heated towels, a tub tray

with a minor. Your luggage has

been unpacked and put away. You
find slacks, a heavy sweater, stout

shoes, a raincoat, and, told that

Mr. Huston is in the studio, set

out to find him.

Before the house is an Italian

fountain and, beyond, a Constable

scene. Cattle grazing beneath an-

cient trees in wide fields and pas-

tures, and a hidden moat, known
locally as a ha-ha, to keep them
there and out of the drawing room.

Behind the house, a bridge over a

noisy stream, brown trout darting

swiftly, a tiny island with a sum-
mer house. Then a turn in the load

and the greenhouses, the gardens

(there's a leprechaun tree but

they don't come out until mid-

night), the farmyard, the grooni's

house, the steward's house, the
|

Stahles, and up the stairs to the

studio.

It's very quiet. More pre-Colum-

bian sculpture, a fascinating Por-

trait of bis beautiful daughter

Anjelica, and John Huston, paint-

ing seriously and expertly in bag-

gy Jeans, Mexican shirt, and an old

cap puUed down to bis eyebrows.

But it's drink time; the house-

hold drifts in. He drinks martinis,

gazing at the day's work, adding
an occasional brush stroke, an oc-

casional word to the conversation,

meticulously cleaning bis palette

and brushes. His voice is very soft,

gentle, he suggests it's time to go
back to the house for dinner. We
won't dress, he says, we'll change.

We meet in the library, tho

women in long skirts, the men in

dark suits. Another drink before

the fire, and our host enters, not

dressed—changed! Transformed, in

a fitted velvet suit with a silk

turtleneck shirt (the first we'd

Seen), making the other men, in

their perfect English and Italian

tailoring, look definitely drab.

Across the hall into the candle-

lit dining room, a simple but per-

fect dinner with the best poached
salmon and chocolate mousse in the

land. Then the drawing room and

another fire, for coffee and brandy.

And early to bed with instructions

to sleep as late as you wish, to

phone the housekeeper for your

tray whenever you wish, whatever

you please.

That night the ghost came to

my room—a silent, untroublesome,

curious little ghost. I was told

later that a young boy, though in-

jQocent, was hung in the court near

the Stahles in the twelfth Century.

He comes back occasionally, but

not to everyone. He didn't stay

long, and when he left I feil asleep.

In the morning two red-cheeked

maids brought me eggs and gam-
mon and soda bread and Irish

honey and a huge carafe of good
black tea, and I never feit better or

more pampered in my life.

Oh, it's a grand house, it is,

and he's a grand man. Grand.

^«'Vv^
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J
Doug Cramer, head et Paramount-

to New York on h.o. confabs.

Chuck Jones, v-p and executive

-ector of children's progroming for

)C-TV, and David E. Hansen, mon-
ier for children's prcgran-.ing, to

licogo and Minneapoüs dient meets.

Thomas D. Tannenbaum, network
les v-p Paramount-TV, from net-

>rk meetings in New York.

A. Frank F^el, producticn v-p Met-
Imedia Producers Corp.; and Lennart
|ngquist, Metromedia sales v-p, from
?w York confabs.

Bill hAaddcn, MGM general sales

mager, ond Mort Segal, ad-pub di-

:tor, to Europe on "Rvan's Daugh-
ir" and "No Blöde of Grass."

Sybil Trubin, financial affairs v-p

ir Compass Productions, from New
>rk.

Lloyd Leipzig, director of public

id artist relations for Liberty/UA

Ic from New York.

Producer Sandy Howard to London.
Joe Solomon, President of Fanfare
Ims, and William Smith, stör of

"he Losers" from promo in Miami.
Producer AI Ruddy, director John

imon, assistant director Tom
jhmidt, to Albuqucrque for Start of

iaking It."

Dave Friedman, EVI v-p ond Wil-
im Allen Casticman, producer, to

lontreol.

Producers Breck Wall and Joe
?terson to Omaha.
Edith Hamlin, Metromedia Pro-

icers Corp. executive, here for meets.
Harry Belafontc frcm New York.
Joey Faye here for "The Grissom
mg."
Theodore Bikel to Amsterdam to

jgin role in "The Little Ark" for

Incmo Center.

Lee Gront to New York.
Art Linkletter on hiotus from NBC-
's "Life With Linkletter," to

iwoii.

Abbe Lane to Miami.
Sue Ane Langdon fnom promo on

ir new CBS-TV scries, "Arnie."
Shcrec North from Mexico.
Dinah Shore from Woshington.
Diahn Williams frcm New York to

iris.

Gcraldinc O'Brien to Atlanta.
Joan McCall to New York.
Max Julien to San Diego.
Gloria Loring to Atlonta.
Jacqueline Briskin, author of "Cali-

irnio Generation" to Boston book
)mo.

^y\amblingf^eporter

Wcdnesdoy, July 8, 1970

HEAR IT WAS ANOTHER MAN WHO CAUSED THAT SPLIT between a

thrush and her young hubby—his secret sweetie, not hers! . . . It'll be John

Huston Doy in Dublin, Irelond, tomorrow when he receives an honorary doctorate

in letters at Trimty 'College. Prctty good for an admitted high school dropout.

. . . Chris Holmes (Arlene Dahl's ex) celebrated the Fourth by taking another

wife in San Fron, o doli nomed Winnie. . . . Betimes, Arlene ond new hubby

Skip Schaum are off to New York wnere thcy'll host a July 12 birthday dmner
for Van Cliburn. . . . Am told May Britt has a doctor who not only makes
house calls but tokes her to dinner at the Luau. . . . Alexandra Hay's off to

New York to audition for Alan Jay Lerner's B'way musical version of "Lolita,"

also to pick up some hoy on the Johnny Carson and Dick Cavett shows. It'll

be a bit ironic if Alexandra docsn't grab the IS-yr.-old Lolita role. She's lost

six roles in as many pics because the producers told her she looked too young,

the lotest being "A Gunfight." . . . Are you ready for this.^ Soon to be marketed,

Q pipe-smoking Hugh Hefner doli. You wind it up and it puffs bolloons (natch!)

. . . Hope it doesn't spoil Melvin Von Peebles' day to read here the titles of

his "top secret" pic to follow his "Watermelon Man" director debut—and,

believe it, he's determined to push the title intact In oll newspaper ond mag
ads. The title? "Sweet Sweetbock's Boood Aaass Song." And Van Peebles

won't deny our previous snoop revealing his pic's about a block pimp who
becomes o militant leader— not, you bet, for the Women's Liberation Front.

Cliff Robertson's off to sunny Spain next week for odded footoge on

his "I Shot Down the Red Baron

—

I Think" and it's hoped the rains in Spain

won't fall mainly on his vintoge planes. Cliff's betting his aeriol combat scenes

will be more spectacular thcn those in "Darling Lili/' and thot'll toke some

doing.

•

DUNNO IF IT'S WHAT STANLEY KRAMER HAD IN MIND for his

"R.P.M." pair, but reteaming of Tony Quinn and Ann-Margret could well

happen in o remake of "it Happencd One Night," updated to have A-M
OS o runawoy heiress-turned-hippie. . . . Kroiser Plant: "George Burns with a

porty of ten at Jack's at the Bcoch." Thot's kinda young, even for George.

. . . Sally Kellermon and Rick Edelson are torgetting o wedding date in Sep-

tember. And, true they're plonning to nest indefinitely in o New York päd.«*

. . . With ex-hubby John Brascio going thatoway with Sondro Scott, Tybee's

new beau is Italo thesp Dan Vadis. His brother Quo told us. . . . Yes, "it's o

long, long time from May to September but the Riviero Hotel in Vegas is hoppy
that Borbro Streisand hos now agreed to do her postponed May stand next

November. . . . Like we said, Olivia Hussey ond Martin Potter will co-star in

Pier Paolo Posoiini's "Heloise ond Abclord." Agent Stuort Cohen, who hcndles

'em both, just wingcd to London to finolize o comcro Start dote. . . . Meanwhile,

Olivia's enjoying the surf at Chris Jones' Molibu Beach päd. . . . Stanley

Rubin's awready taiking a thcatricol pic with his new "Brackcn's World" title

Star Loslie Nielsen. . . . James MacArthur ond Melody Patterson not only

resumed the romance, but will be wed on "Hawaii Five-0" locotion on the

isle of Kaui next Sundoy. V/e know 'cause Jimmy's moma Helen Hayes is flying

from New York for the nuptiols and is too excitcd to keep o secret. . . . Happy
Birthday: Craig Stevens, Edy Williams, Buddy Brcgmon, Horriette Smtih, Serge

Krizman, Paul Grant, Vi Greshicr, Billy Eckstein, Gertrude Niesen, Hernando

Courtright, Chili Wills, Sy Bartlett, Jeff Donnell, David Brinkley, Neilc Adams
McQueen, Mark Herron, Faye Emerson and Steve Lawrence. . . . intcresting

that the first annual AGVA Awords Sept. 20 on the Ed Sullivon Show will

include categories for animal acts. Inspired, no doubt, by the foct that a lot

of Emmy ond Oscar-winning shows have been dogs or turkeys.

•

IT KINDA MAKES ONE FEEL OLD TO HEAR that Columbia's öfter Van
Johnson to ploy a key role os an aging film star in the screcn version of

Jacqueline Briskin's "California Generation" novel. . . . Sarita Vora's copped
the title role in producer Robert De Maria's "Juanita" pic. . . . It happens like

this some times: Chris Stone rcfused a Stuntman double for a scene in "The
Interns" where he hod to leop onto a speeding truck. Did it without o Scratch,

but while accepting congrats for his one-toke, he kickcd an "ow shucks" at

o tire and broke his right toe. . . . Chi's Drury Lone Thcatre clomped Doug
Fairbanks Jr. fcr on Octobcr run in "Pleasure of His Company." . . . Dello

Reese birthdoy-gifted herself with o Bel-Air home. . . . The wcother was
perfect, warm but not humid, ot the Greck Theotre Monday night for the

opening of the Burt Bacharoch Show, also perfect, need we add.^ And in perfect

good humor was impresorio Jimmy Doolittle, Standing next to the "Sorry, All

Seats Sold" sign . . . You'll read a review elsewhere in thcse poges, so we'll

just soy that Bacharoch really proved, if proof was necdcd, why he's roted

this year's phenomenon by virtuolly all music critics. Thcre for the Burt in

the hond, we spotted a sworm of celebs, including Ann Miller, Kay Gable,

Dinah Shore, Darren McGavin & his Kathie (Browne), Cyd Chorisse, Alex

Cord & his Joonno (Pcttit) ond Bob Evans & his Ali (MocGrow). . . . It was
the third time we'd seen Ali in a peasant outfit that mokes her look like a

refugcc from a gypsy camp, complete with babushka, ond we mcntion it

only because she's too lovely to hidc all that beauty in whot we can only

describe, for wont of a better wcrd, a disguise.

(Hank Gront's Enfcrtainmenr News airs four fimes daily on KNX Newsradio)

MCM Board Meet Hcrc
Next MGM boord meet will be r

at the studio July 14, marking •
third such Session held here in a r-

under the new odministration hec-»
by President James T. Aubrev sV
s.on will be chaired by George
Killion, head of Ameircon Stearrs'*
Lines, board chairman.

r-

Becker Assistant

To Frank O'Connor
Larry Becker hos been nome^^ c

sistant to Frank O'Connor, exec-"
for doytime progroming and spec :

for Universal Television. In his '•-:-

post, Becker will also be studio iic -

with the Don Knotts Show schedu --

for NBC-TV this fall.

fintertainmen t^Stocks
Courfesy Cene Cascino —
Wedbush. Noble, Cooke
Tuesday, july 7, 1970

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Sales

»n Nf
Stocks— 100 HIsrh Low Close C-

Amcr. Bdcst. 23 ZM^ 2C^s 21
Ampex 107 15? 6 '5 15^--
Avco 217 9"^ 91'- 9"- • —

I

Bell Gr Howell 48 25i'4 2Ahl 24'
Bcrkey Photo 44 5^^ 5

^

's
5^1

CapCitBdcst 23 23 V4 23' 23* i -
CBS 59 26 25 V/4 25' - -
ChrisCraft 208 5'S 5V3 5-'t —
CoiumbiaPic 302 9^^ 9' Q"^ —
Cox Bdcst. 9 1233 123a 123.:-
Walt Disney 429 11 1 '2 '071^ 109^ ; -.
Eastman Kd. 493 62U 6O39 60"^ —
EIccCrMusln !S' 4I2 4I4 4'I —
General Tire 3S 15*4 M5'g 14"= ~
CuIfGrWstrn 16S 12 IC 9 10'.-— '

KinNatlScrv 135 22 ''s 21' 2 21- j —
Loews Thtrs c3 IS'-^:; 18 15=.- -
MCA 70 12"

9 12i's W :>

—

Mctromedia 23 10'
'4 9's 10 ' —

MCM 27 13'4 13U 13' = —
Nafl Gen'l 157 11 1 2 'O^^ 1 1 ' ^ -
Norton Simon 12 31 3C3<? 503'- — *

PcrfFIm&Chm 9, 5^ i 5I4 5^:; —
RCA 20s 19"^ 195^ lor.—
RcpublicCorp. 94 9'g 8^i S'--.
Storer Bdcst. 27 14' o 14 M —
Taft Bdcst. 2 14' 4 M''4 14'^-
Transamrca 309 12 113^ ]]2. —
TranContlnv 310 5' 2 **'4 5 " —
2Cth-Fox 297 6-^4 6' 53.—
Zenith 87 25'-, 2451, 243;

—

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
Allicd Artist 12 3-s 33^ 3 .—
Bartcll Media 14 43^ 4'^ 4' _
Capitol Ind. 21 22 V4 21 "l, 22'.: —
Cinerama 72 35s 3'4 3-- —
Eckmar 3 5 43.4 4"; —
FImways 22 85'8 8 ''s 83. -
CcrVI Cinema 4 23 223;; 22:.:-
Inflif^htMtPic 3 57g 55'g 5"^ -

Movielab 4 25^^ 25 q 25^.
MPO Video 5 5 ''s 5

'

5 ' —
ReMtyEquitics 14 7 6'A 7
Reeves Bdcst. 15.. 3 7'c, 3 '2 5'- —
Sonderling Bd. 1 13-^ 135'^ 15^7 —
Superscope 24 10^4 lO^j 10:"^ —
Technicolor 49 9''s S't S'- —
TelcPrmpTer 328 "5914 561^ 57

' I
-

Trans-Lux 34 12 103;; 12
Vievvlex 92 7 Cl'i --"-:--

Wrather Corp. 6 5' 4 5'p '"
. -
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: t
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4
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Media Creations ^ x

A. C. Nielsen 29' 4 ->

Official Films T3
Pacific American 6
Pathc Industries 5''6
Polly Bcrpcn Co 23.i ;

Proicct 7 Films 1134 •

Scripps Howard Bdcst 15^4
United Artists Thcatres t'

2

Walter Readc 3

• " » ^^äXn,.



Huston's Committee Bids

Ireland Help Finance Pix

To Foster Own Industry
Dublin, July 23.

Pictures on a shoestring are
recommended in a report pre-
pared on a possible Irish film in-

dustry by a committee headed by
Veteran filnimaker John Huston
for the Irish government. Hus-
ton's group suggests setting up a

State films board which should be
allowed to make loans up to the
füll cost of production to Irish

producers of Irish feature films

costing not more than $120,000.
Production team and cast would
have to be predominantly Irish.

Loans of up to $24,000 could be
made to producers of internation-

al repute who submit acceptable
proposals for Irish features; these
loans to Cover pre-production
costs.

Committee says Irish films

should be in two categories: those
in the $480,000 class made by pro-

ducers whose films are acceptable
in international commercial cir-

cuits, and those in $120.000 ränge
by Irish personnel. Many of the

latter may be recruited from the

documentary field.



JOYCE HABER
^ / n^ .

1
VVt6^<L^ ^) H^u$^

John Huston'^s
.VA'ir YOIIK—Mansiun, Karh/ (irorgiini: si.v hvd-

rooms: tlirce seminTs rootns: f/urdoi liouse; st(il)lc!/ard

irith separdtr guest (lUdticrs: a dozcn stnlls for hor^es;

vumrroiif^ jircplnces: sfone lioiis and rlassical cnlurnns

jlank ihe main entrance; Japanese sanken batli uilh mi-
niaiurc landseape; eastle consinicied out of hand-heam
•rock of ihe local limestone: pillared pnrliro entrance:
private traut rivcr vith nmtcrjall, snialt lake and island

iriih thatched suinmrrhouse. Sl. Cterans^ CrauqJnreJI:

Countj/ GaJwaii, Ireland; Oshorne, King and Megran,
sole agents.

So Ihe hrochures cvcmi here on Ihe Kasl C'oast desci'il)?

it. This might be an ad for anyone's house, n'est-ce pas?
Buli as it happons, Ihe properly helongs lo John Huston,
that old rehable whoni that old rehable refercnce book
*'P'ilmgoer's Conipanion" hsts as "unpredictablc AmcM'i-

f'an (Hreotor, wriler and
latterlv actoi."

l'hose who know I Ins ton

know that his alfection for

liis Castle in livland was
iinsiirpassed. The writer
of "High SieiTa" and "Ser-

geant York," the director

of "Maltese Falcon" and
the writer - director - star

and Oscar w inner for
"T r eas u i'e of Sierra

IVladre" miglit i)iit his 2,-

0()0 out Standing films on
tlie market, bul his Castle?

Never.
Whydid hculoit? T don't

know. That's the sort of

thing that press ag(MUs

never pulilicize. f^ut I have the l)rochiircs in band.

So if you've a yeu for an Irish eastle, and plenty of yen,

or dollars, even in our depressed economy, contact Os-

borne, King and Megran, sole agents.

la the midst of all this talk about actors taking less

money—both voluntarily anil of necessity through the

rconomics of the business—comes James Caan. His con-

tract with Warners called for the studio to pay him

$200.000 for a picture. The deal was pay-or-play, which

means the studio has to pay liim whether it uses him oi-

not. But Caan relinquished all that money to take two

roles for which his combined salary is less than the fi-

,J

John Huston

Castle on Blocl̂
gui'e in the contract. The parts are in "T. H. Baskin,"
a mo\ie costarring C'andice Beigen and "The God-
father," in which Caan will play Sonny. The vevy first

se(iuence in "Baskin" puts Candy and Jim between the
sheets for a love scene that lasts 20 minutes onscreen
and took roughly 10 days to film. So now you see what
lempted James Caan—that movie might be the sleeper
of theyear ...

1^'rank Sinatra shot L") rolls of film while coNering that

Joe l^'i'azier-Muhammad Ali fight which got him the Cov-
er on J.ife magazine. Frank was paid the usual fee for

his photos—some $2.000—all of which he'll flonate to his

father's memorial, the Martin Anthony Sinatra Medical
Education Center in Palm Springs . . .

\\'hrn Bi'enda Vaccaro discusses her i'omance with ac-

tor Michael Douglas (he's Kii'k's boy and they live

together) she unhesitatingly offers: "Aüchaers a couple
of years younger than 1 am. 1 guess I know what the ge-

neration gap is all about."

\nd b\' the way. who says the generation gap is all

])ad7 Pi'üducer Jlal Wallis used his own version of the

generation gap to solve a sticky biUing problem on his

iatest movie for Universal, "Red Sky at Morning." Be-

cause the film is mainly concerned with teen-agers of

the 40s, Wallis wanted to give the proper attention to

the young stars without lovvei'ing the slatus of the older

anrl i>etter known stars who appear in the movie. Re-
sult: the screen credits will introduce Richard Thomas,
Catherine Burns and Desi Arnaz Jr. as "The Young
Ones," while Richard Crenna, Ciaire Bloom. John Colli-

cos and Harrv Guardino are billed as—no, not "The Old
Ones," but—"The Adults."

Simone Signorct has boen on the long distance phone
with Irving Wallace. She's boen asking him to do a

s('roenj)Iay for her on the life of Pauline Bonaparte, who
was Xapoleon's sister. and is one of the heroines of h'v-

ing's nevv book, "The Nympho and Other Maniacs." Irv-

ing describes Pauline as "obsesvsed with finding lovers of

great sexual prowess. She was a tireless bed partner to

the despair of her gynecologists . .
."

Milton Berle is going to do Neil Simon's play, "Last Of
The Red Hot Lovers" in London in June. He has already
(Jone the play in Florida . . . Alan Arkin, who made his

directorial debut with "Little Murders" is still looking
for new fields to conquer. He next wants to star in a
Broadway musical .



lomor new noto aro pale rib-

bcns — evcry shade including
o r a 11 «[ shorbet — throadedj
thron.q:h govvns of silk organza]
for an individual look.

Skirts, whicli seem to have
jjreater varüety t li a n iisiial,

v^hoiild ilatter ^ i r 1 s of every
hei;»:ht and fi;;:ure. Tlie th^ silk,

.•^ g^owii of sim|>|p eleffaii€« ($149),
lias an enfanta skirt. A sUnhurst-
pleated skirt niakes a silk or-

«:anza fetcliin«; for the ^oiing:
hrid(\ A taffeta sheath ($189)
li a s a detachable overskirt of
Alencron laco. ITliis one should l>e

a populär addition to the^ trous-
soau, this year whei
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JOYCE HABER MCi<L^ ^) l<Xi^e9.

John Hustoii's
\E\V YOIiK—Mdvsion, Knrhj Cicorgum: si.v hcd-

roows: tJircc scrvanTs roonis: fjardoi Jiouse; slahlei/ard

uith separate guest quarlers: a clozcn stalls for horaes:

vuiiirrous jircplaces: slvne lions and riassical colurinis

jlank the inain enirance; Japanese sanken bath xviih vii-

niaiure landsrape: casile consirncted out of Jumd-liewn
rock of the local limestone: pillared porlico entrance:

private trout river icitJi watcrjall, swall lakr and island

'witli Ihaiched suinmcrhouse. S(. Cterans, CraaqlnreU;
Countj/ Galway, Ireland; Oshorne, King and Megrav,
sole agenfs.

So the brochuivs cven licre on the Käst C'oast (lescril)p

it. This might be an ad for anyone's house, n'est-ce pas?
But as it happons. the properly belongs to .John Hiislon,

Ihat old rehable whoni that old rehable refercnce book
"Filmgoer's Companion" list.s as "unpre(bctal)le Ameri-
can (lireetor, writer and
latlPi'lv actor."

Those who know Iluston

know that bis affectiou for

liis Castle in Irckmd was
iinsurpassed. The writer
of "High Siei-ra" and "Ser-

geant York," the director

of "Maltese Fak^on" and
the writer - director- star

and Oscar w i n n e i* for
"T r e as u r e of Sierra

I\ladre" might ])ut his 2,-

0(X) outstanding fibtis on
the market, but his Castle?

Isev'cr.
^ Wbvdid hcdoit? T don't

kuow. That's the sort of

thing that press agcnts

never publicize. Hut I have tbe l>iochures in band.

So if you'\ e a yen for an Irish castle, and plenty of yen,

or dollars, even in our depressed economy, contact Os-

horne, King and Megran, sole agents.

la the midst of all this talk a)x)ut actors taking less

money—both voluntarily and of necessity tlirough the

economics of the business—comes James Caan. His con-

tract with Warners called for the studio to pay hini

$200.000 for a picture. The deal \va<: pay-or-play, which

means the stucHo has to pay bim whethcr it uses him or

not. But Caan relinquished all that money to take two

roles for which his combined salary is less than the fi-

*;

I:

1

John Husten

Castle on Blocli
gure in the contract. The parts ai'e in "T. R. Baskin,"
a movie costarring Candice Beigen and "The God-
falher," in which Caan will play Sonny. The very first

secjuence in "Baskin" puts Candy and Jim between the

sheets for a love scene that lasts 20 minutes onscreen
and took roughly 10 days lo film. So now you see what
tompted James Caan—that movie might be the sleeper

of the year . . ,

Krank Sinati*a shot 1.") rolls of film while covering that

Joe 1^'i'azier-Muhammad Ali fight which got him the Cov-

er on Life magazine. Frank was paid the usual fee for

his photos—some $2,000—all of which he'U donate to his

father's memoria 1, the Martin Anthony Sinatra Medical
Education Center in Palm Springs . . .

W'hcn Brenda Vaccai'o discusses her i'omance with ac-

lor Michael Douglas (he's Kii-k's boy and they live

together) she unhesitatingly offers: "Michael's a couple
of years younger than 1 am. 1 guess I know what the ge-

neration gap is all about."

And by the wa}', who says the generation gap is all

])ad? I^roducer Hai Wallis used his own version of the

generation gap to solve a sticky billing problem on his

latest movie for Universal, "Red Sky at Morning." Be-

cause the film is mainly concerned with teen-agers of

the 40s, Wallis wanted to give the proper attention to

the you ng stars without lowering the siatus of the older

and better known stars who appear in the movie. Re-
.^ult: the screen credits will introduce Richard Thomas,
Catherine Rurns and Desi Arnaz Jr. as "The Y'oung
Ones," while Richard Crenna, Ciaire Bloom, John Colli-

cos and Harrv Cuardino are billed as—no, not "The Old
Ones," but—"The Adulls."

Simone Signoret has been oii the long distance phone
^^•ith Irving Wallace. She's bcon asking him to do a

screenplay for her on the life of Pauline Bonaparte, who
was Xapoleon's sister. and is one of the heroines of Irv-

ing's new book. "The Nympho and Other Maniacs." Irv-

ing describes Pauline as "obsessed with finding lovers of

great sexual prowess. She was a tireless bed partner to

the despair of her gynecologists . .
."

Alilton Berle is going to do Neil Simon's play, "Last Of
The Red Hot Lovers" in London in June. He has already
done the play in Florida . . . Alan Arkin, who made his

directorial debut with "Little Murders" is still looking
for new fields to conquer. He next wants to star in a
Broadway musical .



John Huston's Leg Broken

In Riding Accident in Ireland

Galway, Ireland, Jan. 11 (AP)
— John H u s 1 n, horse-loving
American film director, has been
admitted to a hospital after
breaking his right leg in a riding
accident

Huston, who never misses a
Chance to go fox hunting with
the famed Galway blazers, was
thrown by his favorite horse at

a wall on his big St. Vlerans
estate during a chase Saturday.
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John Huston, U.S. Filmmaker,
^ Becomes a Citizen of Ireland
6

Signs Docnment in Dublin-

Denies Decision Involves

Income-Tax Situation

By EUGENE ARCHER
John Huston, one of Amerl-

ca's leading filmmakers, gave
up his United States citizenship
yesterday and became a Citizen

of Ireland.

^ The Missouri-born dlrector —
Vhose father, the late Walter
Huston, once portrayed Abra-
«lam Lincoln for D. W. Griffith

,;j--signed the document that
inade him an Irish Citizen in the
.Dublin Office of Justice Minister

J
Charles Haughey. Then he re-

turned to his 100-acre estate
In Ireland's western coastal re-

gion, where he has resided for

12 years.

Mr. Huston, reached by tele-

phone last night at his home at
Craughwell, in County Galway,
Said his decision had "nothing
whatsoever" to do with his in-

come-tax Situation. **! believe,"

he Said, "that a person should
be a Citizen of the country in

, which he lives."

Between films he has regular-
ly retumed to his Irish residence

United Press International

John Huston

Mexico that won him Academy
Awards for writing and direct-
ing.

"I hope to work in Holly-
wood again," Mr. Huston said

first at Kilcock, in County yesterday, "and I envision no
Kildare, and subsequently tohis difficulty in obtaining the nec-
present address, which was the
setting for his recent melo-
drama, "The List of Adrian
Messenger." Like one of the

essary Visa and working per-
mit, though I have no im-
mediate plans."

My move," he explained.
principal characters in that

| -had less to do with economics
film, Mr. Huston lives the lifeithan with my lov efor Thoreau
of a country squire and is anj^nd 'Waiden Pond.' Now that
expert fox huntsman—a master
of the hounds. He plans to go

I'm older, I like to relax and
contemplate nature and this is

ü

fox hunting today with the Gal- jähere I go to do it. I've been
ways Bla^e^s. a pack of which ^^hinking about this step for a

" "" year or two, but I didn't teil

anybody about it."

he is Joint master.

Far-Flung Activitie»

;^. His film activities, like those
^f many of his Hollywood con-
temporaries, have carried him
to various corners of the world
in recent years—to Africa for

The 57-year-old director re-

cently appeared as an actor in

Otto Preminger's "The Car-
dinal," playing an Irish-Ameri-
can prelate of the Roman Cath-
olic Church. All of his scenes*^The Roots of Heaven" and

';;**The African Queen," to Ire-,were shot in Boston.

rland and the Azores for "Mobyi Mr. Huston's great-grand-
/t)ick," to Germany for "Freud,"

|
father—who spelled his name

' to Mexico for his latest, "TheiHoughston — emigrated from
: Night of the Iguana," and soon| Ireland in IS-^O. He went to

: . to Italy to prepare for his next,

. : "The Bible."

A specialist In adventure
films, he has been a leading

' advocate of location shooting
since his success in 1948 with
"The Treasure of the Sierra

Canada aiid later the United
States.

The filmaker expects his wife,

Ricky, and their children, An-
jelica» 12, and Walter, 13, to fol-

low his example and become
Irish Citizens within a few

Madre," the drama made inweeks.

THE NEW YORK TIMES, SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1964.



HOLIDAY: Katharina Hepburn, who's In IreJAnd fllmlng
[

"Lion in Winter," spent the holiday at John Huston's castle io^y^ -^;yj

Gahvay. Of all the holiday guests, Miss Hepbum was the m/ty^ M ^^
one who suffered stomach disorder. Houston asked what she'd- — "

;;3^

drunk, and the star said: **I stayed with tap-water."
i
— X —

^'Tav water?*' Huston roared, **Nobody*8 toxiched a drop of^^ "^

water in this place in 20 years,*'



John Husfon Now Cifizen of E/re
DubJin, Jan. 3 (AP)—John

Huston film direotor and pro-

ducer, Master ol tlie Foxhounds

and gifted story teller, became

an Irjsh Citizen today. By so

doing he renounced his U. S.

citizenship.

He will call himself Sean.

The son ol Waller Huston,

who has carved a name in the

Ulm World as important as that

of his famous father, signed the

official document that made him
an Irish Citizen in the office

of Justice Minister Charles
Haug'hey. Huston then went to

the Shelbourne hotel and told a
news Conference:
"I've been playingaround with

this idea for a long time. For I

believe that a person should be
a cit'zen of the country in

which he lives."

Huston recently returned from
Mexico where he directed the

movie adaptation of "The Night
of the Iguane," starring Rich-

ard Burton and Ava Gardner.
He has maintained a home in

Ireland for 12 years, first at Kil-

cock, County Kildare, and now
at St. C 1 a r e n s, Caughwell,
Loughrea, County Gälway.

"I feel I'm more of a Galway-

man than an Irishman," he faid

today.
^^

And indeed he is. He is Mas-
ter of Foxhounds of the Galway
Blazers, one of the world's rnos<

colorful hunts. That makes him
an important social figure.

Huston takes a great interest

in local affairs and has said:

"I'm fascinated and attracted by
the Irish—and I like Irish Jife."

He resides in Galway with
his wife, Ricci, and two children,

Anjelica, 12, and Walter, 13.

Huston saidh is wife probably
would take out Irish citizerlship

in a week or two and his chil-

dren would latcr.

Huston's great - grandfather
emigrated to Canada from
Armagh, Ireland, in 1840. Hus-
ton's father was Canadian born.
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JOrW HUoTUN— HIS H'AThhÜ, HIS AitT

by

ituth Marion

Ihe year is 1940, before the Maltese ii^^alcon.

John and I, talking, in his office at Warners

—

John is doodJ.ing.

My Portrait emerges: Am I one of Macbeth *s witches?

Is this how he sees me?

Ve become friends«

**An iraportant x>art of our lives," he writes me 45 years

later, in 1985.

I

Once, from afar, I ^aw Waiter and John Walking together,

father and son, in absolute!, unforgettable,#yerfect

harijiony.

Yhey loved one another above all others.

They were so much alike and yet so different.

Walter, whimsical and extraordinary compelling, truly deinoniac

in the Platonian sense— but, "How fragile he must have

been," remarked Maricela when 1 told her about his almost-

mania for the finest, thinnest crystal glasses...

^
And John?

*

There was a photo, taken by his father at the reuichJ

or / -^

j
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John squatting on the ground, skec^hing cows. The camera

had caught bis essence— bis total concentration, his

Immersion in the now, in that very moment...

And whoever shared such a moraent, became, fleetingly, its

Center.

This was the secret of his fascination for us, his magic,

the way »e held men and women in thrall»

His incandescence lit our hearts and souls, while, as with

a huge cloak, enfolding us all.

ßC

11/29/1988



.JOHN HUöTUN— UXS >'ATHi-:K, Hlü Ai<T

by

Huth Marion

I

Yh« year is 1940, helore the Maltese Faloon.

John and I, talking^ in his office at Warne

John is dood].in<^«

My Portrait emer^ent Ajn I on© of i)anbeth*s witch<»8?

is this hov he sees me?

¥e become fri^^iiils«

i) An iiTn^ortaiit [>art of our lives," hs writes m*» 4S years

later, in 1985.

Once, trm afnr, I ^aw Walter and John valkirg together,

father aivl son, in absolutei, unfori»»>ttable, p<?rfect

>ian|iony«

Yhey loved one anothor above all others«

They %rere so murh alike ancl yet so different«

Halter, whirasical and extraordinary co >pelling, trtily demoniac

in thc riatonian sense—- but, ^Hov fra^;ile he must have

been,** r«marked («iaricela when I told her about his almost-

mania for the finest, tViinnest crysial glasses«»«

tAnd lohn?

*n)ere va« a photo, taken by his father at thr ranchi
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Jo^in »quatlin^ on the ground» 8k€^c|thinA5 cow«, Th#» cwnera

had ca\jght his esaence— his total conc»^ntration, his

iimnersion in the nov, in thnt very inom«nt. .

.

And viioever Sharon« sucii a moinent, becaine, flei^tinÄly, its

Center.

Tbis vas the socret of his fa.cinotion for ua, hiü jnagic,

the way e helrt men and vonien in thrall«

His i icandf^scence Ixt our h«^arts and soiils, while, as with

a huge cloak, enfolding us all*

Il/29/l9ii8



JO ii\— iilS AKT Ai\i) illd FATHiü

by

Huth Niarton

The year is 1^40, before the Maltese Falcon,

John and I, talking, in his office at Warners^»«

John is doofiling«

My Portrait emerges: Am I one of Macbeth 's witches?

Is this how he sees me?

¥e become friends«

"An important part of our lives/' he writesme 45 years later,

in 1985.

There was a photo, taken by his farher at the ranch:

John squatting on the ground, sketching cows. The camera

had caught his essence« i-^- ^-^ •

Immersion in the nov, in thWt

^^^^^^f^J^;^^ was the secret of his fascinati|nTor us\ h'is magic, ^^^^cU^

the vay he he]i[men and women in thrall.

Once, from afar, I saw Walter and iohn Walking together,

father and son in absolute, unforgettable, perfect harmony.

They loved one another above all others«

They were so much alike and yet so different«

%
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Walter, whimsical and extraordinary compelling, truly demoniac

in the Platonian sense— but, "liow fragile he must have been,"

reinarked >iaricela when I told her about bis almost-maiiia fot^

the finest, thinnest crystal glasses...

And John?

His incandescence lit our hearts and souls, vrhile, as with

a huge cloak, enfolding us all.

# « «

10/29/1988

i
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H-I>A^7
JOaN ANli lilb FATiiUi

Huth Karton

The year is 1940, before the Maltese Falcon.

John and i jtiSß tttiking, in his office at Warnersl '

he is dooclling. •

«

My Portrait emerges: Am I one of Macbeth 's vitches?

Is this hov he sees me?

Ve become friends,

"An important part of our lives," he writes me, 45 yigars later,

in 1985*

i^^ft tli'

<^
here was «^ photo, taken by his father at the ranchj

John squatting on the ground, sketching cows« Me had caught
A.

his essence— his total concentration, his iminersion in the

nov, in that very moraent...

-^t was the secret of -^te fascination,

men and vomen in thrall.

yy\J M
be^^^T^'tofakAi held

ünce, from afar, I sav 'kalter and John Walking together, fatheir

and son in absolute, unforgettable, perfect harmony.

They loved one another above all others.
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JOHN ANu H16 FATHhiü

by

Ruth Marion

Tne year is 1940, before the >ialte«e Falcon.

John and I.l^ taTking, in hia office at Warnersj ^^^

h€> is doodling»*«

My Portrait emerges: Am I one of Macbeth •» witches?

Is this hov he see«? me?

Vc beoo»e friends«

••An important part of our lives," he vrites me, 45 ytar» later,

in 19fe5.

ö.
here was ^i# photo, taken hy hia father at the ranch^

John squatting on the ground, sketc!\ing covs. yit had caught

bis essence— his total concentraticn, his iuuiersioD in X)

nov, in that very moroent... ^ ^ ^

Hui l6C''^ j^ K/V — ,Ur#^
-^t was tho secret of the fascination^Hhe magic,

lO

^i^

men and vomen in thrail«

held

ünce, from afar» I sav ufaiter and Jolm valking togeth-Jr, father

and 3on in absolute^ tinforpettable, perfect harmony.

They loved one another above all other«?.
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Tbey were so much alike aJid yet so dif ferent.
fjp _.^

Walter niii truly demonia^Ä in the Platoriian scliae— but,

••llov fragile he niust fiave been,** rein^^ed Marictjla when I

told her about his mania for the finest i thinnest crystal

glasses«»^

His incandescence Mm^gm%4. oiilT hearts and souls, >^lt^

hu|{« cloak j»nl'olviini^ us all.

^K 'iövi^

* «

Nev York, 10/29/l988



Tbey vere sojjimiich aXikö\^idyet snjl^i,f^f'erent>

Wa|iter

^jfUi iiiU c^^ r

rs.

tnily demonia^Bl in the ir'latonian' sense— but,
)

i»f:äi9^f.

"iiow fra^rile he must have been," remaüred Maricela when I

told her about his mania for the finest, thinnest crystal

glasses« V 4

And John? ^ j w^/^)

iiis incajidescence ^ttaä^»»4i oulr hearts and souls, yip^ WH^ a

huge cloak enfolding us all.

# ¥t

New York, 10/29/l988
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HUSTON: A LAMP ON DARK SIDE OF LIFE

It
was a few years ago. John

Huston, who died Friday
morning in his sleep at the age

of 81, was then in his 70s and not

long out of the hospitai, where he

had surrendered a fair proportion

of his insides to the surgeons. He
had gone a few hard rounds with

that feil Sergeant, Death, but had
eluded arrest. Yet the word around

town was that a great career was
over, and at the time it was a

reasonable conjeeture.

Huston was shaky and thin,

although his thinness had the look

of seasoned hickory so hard you
couldn't whittle it with a good
penknife. It was his first night out

and he was having a quiet dinner at

Ray Stark's house with the produc-

er and a friend.

He was füll of recollections, as of

By CHARLES CHAMPLIN,
Times Arts Editor

his friend the critic James Agee,

who wrote "The African Queen"
for him. Against all the evidence, it

was clear that evening that the

World had not heard the last from
John Huston.

As it turned out, of course, some
of his best work lay ahead, inciud-

ing "The Man Who Would Be
King," that glorious adventure that

would have taxed the physical
' resources of a film maker half his

age, and "Wise Blood" and "Under
the Volcano" and "Prizzi's Honor"
and "The Dead," the last film, from
a Story in "Dubliners" by James
Joyce, which we will get to see

later this fall.

"Fat City," Huston's telling of

Leonard Gardner's fine novel about
a pair of down-and-out fighters,

was a commercial flop but one of

his most characteristic and person-
al works. Huston, who had been a
professional fighter in his own
young days, knew the men and the
milieu, and what he knew more
deeply than anything eise was that

the will to survive is in itself a form
of winning.

He made some films that will last

as long as the medium itself, and
some others he could not be re-

minded of without wincing. There
are films he made to sustain his life

style as an Irish lord of the manor
and others that simply sounded like

better ideas ihan they turned out to

be.

Yet the best of his work, and the

Please seeHUSTON, page 14
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HUSTON
Continued from Page 1

bulk of it, was as personal and
identifiable as any great director's

must be. There was not necessarily

a Visual signature. The linkage, So

to say , was that it was the work of a

master storyteller who combined a

writer's passionate admiration for

eloquent words with a film maker's
sure command of the grammar, the

vocabulary and the possibilities of

the Camera.
He had a particular affection for

underdogs, hopeless causes and the

dark side of life. He tackled
films—Malcolm Lowry's "Under
the Volcano" was a prime example;

'*Wise Blood," the Flannery
O'Connor novel about religious Ob-
session, was another^of such lit-

erary merit and such finally de-
spairing tone that the only
certainty was that the mass audi-

ence would stay away in ruinous

numbers.
But Huston got the projects go-

ing on the strength of his own

reputation and persuasiveness, and
he leaves the industry with a

diadem of jewels to sparkle amid
the prevailing mediocrity of its safe

and hollow choices.

Caution was not in him, in his

private life or in his work. He lived

with a bold extravagance and
when, in his films, he went over the

top, he seemed to be acting out the

creed that you're only as good as

you dare to be bad. It could be said

of him, as of a handful of other

Creators, that his failures were
more interesting than many film

makers' successes. "Sinful Davey"
and "Reflections in a Golden Eye"
will be interesting to see again

when plenty of box-office smashes
will have gone as stale as last

year's popcorn.

A jovial cynicism and a robust

romanticism were opposite faces of

his unlque coinage. The strains

were conjoined in his lovely spoof,

unappreciated in his mid-'50s day,

"Beat the Devil."

Like John Ford, he appreciated

the value of legend and he was not

shy about spinning a few legends

around himself. Legends survive,

particularly in a tough town. But

sentiment became Huston as well,

and the efforts of his final years to

work with his chlldren, enhancing
their careers by his participation in

their work, is an affecting story
touch that befits a legendary figure

who was perhaps not always as

dutiful a parent as he might have
been.

His final film, "The Dead," is

dedicated to the young woman,
identified only as Maricella, who
has been his companion for the last

several years. That, too, is an
affecting gesture by a man who,
with all eise, created a style of

dashing gallantry that was his

alone, and not likely to be found
again in the present world.

"I thought he was too tough to

go," Michael Caine said Friday,
"because Sean [Conneryl and I

went to his deathbed several years
ago to say goodby, and the next
thing I'd heard was that he'd made
three more films. While he was
living I thought he was a legend,

and now he is."
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Director, Actorfor5Decades

Hollywood Giant

John Huston Dies
By CHARLES CHAMPLIN, Times Avis Editor

John Huston, one of the most colorful and talented of

all American film makers, died early Friday of

emphysema at the age of 81.

The rugged director and actor, whose life proved as

interesting as many of the characters he moved about
the sets of his varied films, died in his sleep at a home
he was renting in Newport, R.I., near the filming Site

of "Mr. North," his last picture.

Despite the debilitating effects of his respiratory

Problems, which had finally confined him to a

wheelchair and a supply of oxygen, the hickory-tough
Huston had continued to work.

In late July he began acting in "Mr. North," a script

he co-authored with Janet Roach, who wrote his

successful "Prizzi's Honor." The film was being
directed on location in Newport by his son Danny, 25,

with Huston's daughter Anjelica co-starring. When he
feil ill, Huston asked his old friend Robert Mitchum to

stand by, and then to take over the role.

Huston had completed directing his last feature,

"The Dead," based on a James Joyce story from
"Dubliners," earlier this year. It is to be released in

November.
And in what proved a farewell public gesture,

i Please see HUSTON, Page 24
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Associated Press

John Huston posed for this portrait in 1984^
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John Huston,
aHVood
legend,

dead at 81
By ROBERT CONNOLIY
and NAT SEGALOFF

JOHN HUSTON, the legendary dl-

rector who vuultcd to fame on the
strength of a serics oif hard-boilcd
Humphrcy Bogart Ihrillers. dled
in Rhode Island yesterday where
he worked on his final film, "Mr.
North,"

At Huston's bedside, according
to sources. were his companion^
Maricclla Hcrnandez, and her Bis-

ter. He reportedly had
smiied at thcm, raised
both flsts in a clasped
prize-fighter's victory
sign, and slipped away.

Hußton's ex-wife,
Zoey. the mother oi
Danny Huston, who is

making his directorial
dcbut with "Mr. North/*
also was prescnt. sources
Said.

The Oscar-winnlng dtt*

rector's death at age 81
was attributed to compli*
cations rcsulting from
chronic emphysema.

Yesterday, as word of
the famed director*s
death rippled through the
film*s Newport, R.I., base,
the cast and orcw await-
ed Word from Danny Hus-
ton. By 9 a.m„ the word
was out — kecp working
and finish the film on
jBChedule.

"Danny made the de-
cision himself," said a
production source. "He*s
doing no morc than John
Huston would have done."

Earlier thls week, the
eldcr Huston had visited

*e "Mr. North" editing
:oom and was shown
ost of the rough cut by

his son and cditor Ro-
berto Silvi. Production
sources rcported that
Huston had bccn "very,
very pleascd" with the
film.

He had also attended
an cqueslrian show in

Newport la.st Sunday.
A free spiritcd direct*

Turn to Page 2

JOHN HUSTON.
above, the Acad-
emy Award-win- ^

nlng director who
thrjlied genera-
tions of moviegoers
with such fllms as
The Maltese Fal-

con' and Prlzzrs
Honor/ died yester-

day at age 81. He
is shown at left with
actor pal Hum-
phrey Bogart dur-
jng filming of 'The
African Queen.'
More photos,
stories: Pages 2, 3,

16 and 17.
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NEWS / IN BRIEF |

U.S. hunting alternatives

to weak support in Gulf
MANAMA, Bahrain — The United States, frustral-

cd by the refusal of Persian Gulf nations to providc
it permanent support bases, is considering using
offshore barges as floating bases in the region,

sourccs Said yestcrday.
The 400-foot-by-lOO-foot barges would be lashed

together and anchored in the northern Persian
Gulf as base camps for mine-swceping helicoptcrs
and boats and beyond ränge of Iran's silkworm
missiles overlooking the Strait of Hormuz, sources
in Washington said.

The Navy uscd barges as support camps more
than a decade ago in Vietnam.

deaths

PASSING OF A FILM LEGEND

John Huston

dead at 81
From Page 1

or, writcr and actor, Hus-
ton was the creator of

such film classics as
"The Maltese Falcon."
*The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre," "Key
LATgo" and *The African
Queen."

Huston, who lived
near Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico, directed 40 films
during a 46-year career.

The crusty filmmaker
publicly rued his long-

time habit of cigarette
Smoking in recent years.
He was almost continual*
ly tethered to an oxygen
bottle because of his re-

spiratory woes.

Haft said the death oc-

curred at 2 a.m. and that

family members and
crew were notified before

the police.

Producers working on
the film said in a State-

ment that Huston's body
would be returned to Los
Angeles for burial.

Huston had been re-

leased Aug. 19 from
Charlton Memorial Hos-

pital in Fall River after

he was hospitalized for

three weeks for emer-
gency treatment of his

illness. He was ordered to

continue physical ther-

apy and medication.
Before he was hospi-

talized, he had been on
his way to play a role in

"Mr. North." a movie di-

rected by his son, Danny,
and co-starring his
daughter Anjelica. He
was forced to turn over
the role to Robert Mit-

chum, but planned to re-

main as executive pro-

ducer.
Huston, In his rieh.

decp voice, once repeated
his own father's advice:
"Don't work at anything
simply for money.
Choose your profession
as you would choose your
wife: For love — and for
money."

"Recently I heard my-
self described aa a living

legend,'* he remarked
upon receiving an award
for his achievements in

1985. "My doctors assure
me that the first wintry
blasts would almost cer-
tainly change my present
Status."

In a long and adven-
turous career — as ac-

tion-filled as the films he
made — Huston caroused
with Humphrey Bogart
and Emest Hemingway,
broke his nose in a fist-

fight with Errol Flynn
and directed Clark Gable
in his last film.

Huston said he was
never quite sure how to

describe the stories that
attracted him as a film-

maker. "I suppose it has
to fulfill me somehow,"
he once told a Boston
Herald reporter.

"If there's a pattem to

my work, it's that I

haven't made any two
pictures alike. I get bored
too quickly," he also said.

Huston gave minimal
direction to his stars. "He
feels, for the kind of
money we get paid, we
ought to know how to do
it ourselves,'* Michael
Caine said.

Of his hands-off dir-

ecting, Huston also said,

"I try to get the most out
of him (an actor) by dir-

ecting Just as little as
possible.**

FAMILY TRADITION: Director Danny Huston, son of

John, walks Into Newport, R.I., YMCA after hearing of

father's death. The young director, shown going over
father's Script for 'Mr. North' with Robert Mitchum in

file photo below, decided to continue shooting on the

film yesterday. statt photo aöov« t>y jm oav«
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PASSING OF A FILM LEGEND

Remembering %e master
I

By NAT SEGALOFF

NEWPORT, R.I. — Calls of
sympathy flooded the pro-
duction Offices of "Mr.
North," where Icgendary dl-

rector John Huston was
working beforc his dcath yes-
teday.

•'He was a landmark in film
history, a grcat friend, and TU
miss him very much," said ac-

tor Michael Cainc, who along
with Scan Conncry workcd
with Huston in "The Man Who
Would Be King."

Robert Loggia, who co-

starred in "Prizzi's Honor,"
Said, "Working with John Hus-
ton was a unique expcricncc as
an actor.

"He workcd with the cast
like a master conducting a
symphony. He gcncrated a feel-

ing of love and loyalty. I had
the same devastating fceling
when my father died. They
both passed away from emphy-
sema. 'Prizzi's Honor* should
go on his epitaph and I hope it

will go on mine too."

In "Prizzi's Honor" Huston
directed his daughtcr, Anjclica,
to a Best Supporting Actress
Oscar. Thirty-scvcn ycars car-

lier, Huston directed his father,

actor Walter Huston, to a Best
Supporting Actor Oscar for

"The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre."

After learning of Huston's
death, Mickey Rooney said,

"The Sierra Madre has lost its

treasure."

Huston's screenwriting
partner. Janet Roach, said,
"John had room in his heart for
so many people of all kinds."

Calls were Coming into the
company's production Offices
from all over the country ex-
pressing sympathy. One was

LAST BIRTHDAY: John Huston was forced to celebrate his final

birthday from a hospital in Fall River. But his family, clockwise
from Iower left, daughter Allegra, ex-wife Zoe Sallis, son Danny,
and daughter Anjelica, were there to celebrate with him.Heraidf.iephoto

from Huston friend Ava
Gardner, who was at one time
supposed to play a role in "Mr.
North." The part was later tak-
en by Lauren Bacall.

Actor Anthony Edwards,
who plays the title role of Mr.
North, termed Huston's death
"a tragedy. This is the saddest
day of the year."

Added Huston's longtime
production manager, Tom
Shaw, "He was the original
*macho man' — you can teil by
his films. I can't teil you how
much he meant to me. He was a
huge part of my life. Every-
thing really good that hap-
pened to me in this business
was caused by him."

Huston touched the entire
Company of "Mr. North" even
though he never set foot on its

set to act, as originally
planned. He was, instead, taken
to the Charlton Memorial Hos-
pital in Fall River July 28,

where he was diagnosed with
pneumonia complicated by
chronic emphysema.

On the set yesterday it was
"business as usual," but no ges-
ture or thought was far from
John Huston. People hugged
one another instead of shaking
hands and looked at each other
as though being guided by the
ghost of the man.

Their focus was Danny Hus-
Turn to Page 17

A glimpse at an elusive genius

UNHAPPY CALL: Actor Anthony Edwards, who plays
the lead in Mr. North.' waits outside Newport, R.I.,

YMCA for Start of öho'otine) yesterday. sta» photo by j.m iiav.s

Editor's Note: Nat Segal-

off was the only reporter
allowed on the set of John
Huston's last film, "Mr.
North." He was granted a
rare interview with Hus-
ton shortly before the leg-

endary director's death.

By NAT SEGALOFF

Although The Herald was
granted unprecedented
access to the set of "Mr.
North," access to John
Huston, the co-writer, ac-
tor and executive pro-
ducer, proved more elu-

sive.

Huston, hospitalized on
the second day of shoot-
ing, remained unavailable
to anyone but family
members and close pro-
duction associates.

I did, however, have a
Chance to meet the legen-
dary Huston on the Sun-
day prior to the cameras'
rolling — two days before
he would be hospitalized.
It was in his rented house,
Sea Meadow. overlooking
Newport Harbor.

I was Introduced by Er-

nie Anderson, Huston's
publicist and a close
friend for 30 years. In the
kitchen, Huston's compan-
ion, Maricella Hernandez,
was preparing lunch for

check on a game of "Hold
•Em" that Stanton had
just dealt.

It was impossible not to

notice the clear plastic
tubing that ran from the

Verniere chronicies
Huston's life: Page 16

the Players of a poker
game then earnestly in

progress in the sunroom.
Sitting around the

broad table were actor
Harry Dean Stanton, Ste-
ven Haft (co-producer of

"Mr. North"), Michael
Fitzgerald (producer of
Huston's "Wise Blood '

and "Under the Vol-
cano"), film editor Ro-
berto Silvi ("The Dead")
and, of course, the man
himself.

Even ravaged by age
and disease, Huston
looked tall in his chair.
Dressed loosely in house-
clothes, he was contem-
plating whether to bet or'

in

Center of the house, wind-
ing through the hallway
and living room, down
three Steps and into the
poker room, ending be-
neath Huston's nose. It

was the oxygen passing
through this tube that
kept him alive.

Huston was known as a
gamblcr — thousands at a
time — and in this heady
crowd, the fives and tens
were intimidating.

"Bet's to you," Haft re-

minded Huston, who con-
templated a raise. "OK,"
he said. "I'U go 10."

Stanton was next.
"Ten?" he confirmed.
"Well, OK, count me in. A

dime." So much for high-
stakes poker.
Huston's appearance at

this game was striking, if

not shocking. White-
haired, groomed infor-
mally (it was, after all, a
Sunday), he seemed to
lose focus occasionally
until brought back into
the proceedings.

Yet he was also unfail-

ingly polite, remarked
how well Ernie looked,

and exchanged pleasan-
trics about the film, about
the articles we'd do, and
the success he hoped his

son, Danny, would have
with "Mr. North."
Thornton Wilder — who

wrote the novel on which
Huston's final Script is

based — once noted that it

is those tiny, day-to-day
events that define the
truth of a person's life. We
usually think a man is

measured by drama and
crises. Yet it is those
small pieces of time that
speak more eloquently
than all the dramatic mo-
mcnts cvcr could.

MC-i.tn«iW>v4'**W
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PASSING OF A FILM LEGEND

FINAL
By JAMES VERNIERE

Ati (ippreciation

WHEN STEVEN Spielberg
got up at the 1987 Aca-
dcmy Awards show and
announced that it was
time for Hollywood to re-

discover the value of liter-

ature, director John Hus-
ton — who died yesterday
after a long illness — must
have howled.

Hcre was the new kid on
the block telling the world
that a book's a good thing.
And there was John Hus-
ton, a vislonary American
filmmaker and a man who
used to be Ernest
Hcmingway's drinking
partner.

Huston, who preferred
Tennessee sour mash
Whisky, not only drank
wlth writers, he identified

and worked wlth them. He
claimed Eugene O'Nelll as
the greatest Influence on
hls work. And In the course
of his 46-year career as a
director, he made fllms
based on the works of Ru-
dyard Kipling, Dashlell
Hammett, Herman Mel-
ville, Stephen Crane and
James Joyce. He also
collaborated on screcn-
plays wlth Ray Bradbury
("Moby Dick"), Arthur
Miller ("The Misfits"),
Jean Paul Sartre
("Freud"), James Agee
("The Afrlcan Queen")
and Tennessee Williams
("Night of the Iguana").
Huston's llfe Is the stuff

of movle epics. Born In Ne-
vada, Mo., on Aug. 5, 1906,

he was not an underprlvl-
leged boy (the adult Hus-
ton usually adapted books
that hc'd read as a child).

His father, Walter Huston,
was a movle actor. Hls
mother, Rhea Stevens, was
a newspaper woman who
loved horseraclng. And his

grandfather owned and
operated the local power
Company, a Company he'd
reportedly won in a poker
game. Gambllng, llke a
love of llterature, was a
Huston famlly traditlon,

and It was another tradi-

tlon that young John
would proudly Inherlt.

Huston's llfe was füll of

gambles. He left high
school for a career as a
professional boxer (he
won 23 of 25 flghts), before
spcnding two years In the
Mcxican cavalry, emerg-
Ing as a Ileutenant. He set
off for Paris to study art,

and after hls return, the lu-

gubrious-voiced, 6-foot-4

Huston worked as an ac-
tor, playlng Lincoln for the
WPA theater In Chicago.
Of hls actlng, Humphrey
Bogart once sald: "(John
Huston) has more color
and Is more photogenic
than 90 percent of the stars
in Hollywood."
But Huston preferred to

wrlte and dlrect, and after
1930 he dldn't return to act-

lng untll 1962, when Otto
Prcmlnger cast hlm as
Cardinal Glennon of Bos-
ton in "The Cardinal."
(Huston also directed hls

^
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PASSING OF A FILM LEGEND

SMILE OF SUCCESS: Huston smiles over success of Prizzi's Honor' with cast of the 1985 film, from left, Jack Nicholson, Kathleen Turner and daughter, Anjelica Husten.

•i.
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Actors reminisce
on a craft master

TEAM EFFORT: Huston, left. hams it up wIth father Walter after winning 1949 Oscars for Treasure.'

From Page 3

ton, John Huston's 25-

year-old son, the film's di-

rector, who opted to con-
tinue production in the
same spirit his father
would have wanted.

Huston had known
many of the key produc-
tion personnel from what
is now his last completed
film, "The Dead." which
features his daughter, An-
jelica.

Speaking of her father
at the time of his hospita-
lization, she said, "Hc's
been on so many adven-
turcs; he relishes adven-
ture. It's the fine line be-
tween what you fear and
what makes your heart
beat faster, and I think
he's a man who has gone
for the rush of adrcnaiin
in his time."

Bacall, who first met
Huston through her then-
husband, Humphrey Bo-
gart and later worked
with them both on "Key
Largo," said at the time;
"He instills great trust,

which is the best way to
direct. He has a great gift

for that, and when you

trust your director, you
feel you're able to try any-
thing, because you know
he will always stop you
when you're going too
far."

Having worked with
Huston on what will now
be his final contribution to

the art of film, screenwrit-
er Roach revealed that
she had sensed a feeling
of satisfaction in her part-
ncr just before his death.

"He had seen all of his
children get launched —
Anjelica won the Oscar
for 'Prizzi's Honor' and
that was a great moment
for him; he was very
proud of Danny; Tony had
written a Script that John
was pleased with (for
"The Dead"); and Allegra
is successful in Publishing
in London.

"His last words to mc,
when he'd seen the foot-

age last Monday (of "Mr.
North," run specially for
him), were, *Very good.
Honey.' When we were
writing *Prizzi's Honor' I-

lived for those words. I

got a lot of them: *Very
good, Honey.' " Roach
said.
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Anielica Huston ond
tend a 1986 golo for

Astocioted Preis

her wheelchair4>ound father John at-

Amnesty Intemotionol in Beverly Hills«

MOVIE LEGEND
JOHN HUSTON

AT 81
By LESLIE GEVIRTZ

* STEVEN SILVERMAN
JOHN Huston, the
hard-drinking and
fast-living filmmaker
who directed some of

Hollywood's most en-

during classics, died
•yesterday near New-
porl, R.I.

He was 81.

His longtlme com-
panion, Marcella Her-
nandez, and another
friend were at his bed-
side when he died.

The legendary direc-

tor smiled at them,
raised both his fists in

a clasped prize-fight-

er's victory sign and
then slipped away, ac-

cording to one report.

Although Huston
had been in poor
health, relatives and
friends had believed
he would finish his la-

test project, "Mr.
North," a film being
directed by his young-
est son, Danny.
His daughter Anjel-

ica co-stars in the film

being shot in Newport.
Huston was the film's

executive producer.
Family filmmaklng

was a tradition Huston
himself initiated in 1948

when he directed his fa-

ther, Walter Huston, in

'Treasure of Sierre

Madre."
"Sierra Madre" gar-

nered screenwriting
and directing Oscars
for the young Huston.
His father won one of

the coveted gold
statuettes for best
supporting actor.

The legendary Hus-
ton — whose career
spanned directing

classics such as "The

^^ä^Sm'''"''^'^

JS*^ .i^

Associated Press

Celebrating the 81-yeor-old iegend's birthday in the hospital

eorlier this month are doughters Allegro (left) and Anjelica.

Maltese Palcon" and last month.
"Key Largo" to the

box-Office hit "Prizzi's

Honor" — was to have
had a small acting
role in "Mr. North."
But the grandfa-

therly g^ant with the
booming voice and
snow white beard was
forced to surrender
the part to actor Ro-
bert Mitchum when
his health deterioated

Until he was hospital-

ized last month for

pneumonia, Huston —
sitting in his oxygen-
equipped wheelchair —
often could be seen on
the set, offering to the

crew the benefit of his

advice for making
"Mr. North" from his

bed in the intensive
care unit of a Massa-
chusetts hospital.

He celebrated his 81st

birthday Aug. 5 in the

hospital. He also spent
his time there playing

experience in 46 years poker and backgam-
of directing.

Even after he was
hospitalized, Huston
dispensed tidbits of

TINSEITOWN'S TORRENT OF TEARS,

TRIBUTES & TERMS OF ENDEARMENT
HOLLYWOOiyS gre^t
and famous paJd trib-

Ute yesterday (o John
Huston, the man they

Said was iüng.

*aiie Sierre Madre has
lost its treasure," said

Mickey Rooney.
JaclL Nicholson» who
has dated Huston's
daughter Anjelica
for 15 years, said the
legendary filmmak-
er's death was a
hard blow.

'It's a tremendous
tragedy and great
loss to Jack personal-

ly," said Nicholson's
agent, Sandy ßresler.

"We've lost another
giant/' said Frank
Sinatra.

Michael Calne called
Huston ''a great
friend** and praised
his career as '^a

landmark In film
history . . . I'll miss
him very much.**
1 am proud to have
known him because
he was a great friend

and I thank God I had
the good fortune to

work with him,** said

Kathleen Turner.

Elizabeth Taylor said:

llis total genius was
in being John Huston.**

"He was a special
man, really a Sym-
bol of courage and
talent,** said director
Stanley Kramer.

First Lady Nancy
Reagan paid her re-

spects from Wash-
ington, saying:

"I have many warm
and fond memories
of this special man
who I loved and will

miss terribly.**

mon and sneaking an
occasional shot of te-

quilla.

"He*s rallying like a
bull elephant," Anjel-
ica said shorlty after
visiting her father.

Last week he was
released from the hos-

pital and returned to

the home he had
rented for the filming
of "Mr. North."
John Marcellus Hus-

ton was born Aug. 5,

1906. in Nevada. Mo.
His father later be-

came a star on Broad-
way and in Holly-

wood. His mother was
Reah Gore Huston, a
newspaper reporter.

He wrote several

screenplays and, in

1941, directed his flrst

feature, "The Maltese
Falcon."
Services will be held

in Los Angeles.

Eberfs tribute: P. 15; Sadness on the set: P.17
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ALL-TIME FAVORITE: Huston's first in IHl, HOLLYWOOD HIRO: His work reflects his character.

Film legacy of John Hustan
already Stands test of Urne

IF I were to make a list of all of

my favorlte movies and then
look at the names of their direc-

tors, I would find John Huston's
name mentioned more often
than any other. No one eise

made more great films over a
longer time, films that stand up
today aa well as on the day they
were premiered« films that

stand solid and true and have
character and strength.

The titles have become a sort

of litany, a rosary of nanoes that
people recite to honor John Hus-
ton, who died in his sleep yester-
day at the age of 81.

There are the films that every-
body knows: **The Maltese Fal-

con," 'Treasure of the Sierra
Madre/* *The African Queen,'*

•The Night of the Iguana." "The
Man Who Would Be King."
Then there are "Under the Vol-

cano*' and "Prlzii's Honor," two
extraordinary films made at the
end of his career, made when he
was so ill a lesser man would
have taken to his bed, yet made
so well they won money and
prizes not because they were
made by a legend, but because,
damn it, they were good movies.
As I sat and thought about

John Husten, however, I thought
not only of the great and famous
films, but of all of the others.

Here was a man who did not dl-

rect films simply so they would
be successful, so they would
make money.
In his long and füll career he

made many odd and stränge
movies, films made simply be-
cause he wanted to make them,
and on the list are wonderful en-
tertainments like "Beat the
Devil,'* quirky psychodramas
like "Reflections in a Golden
Eye,** romantic foUies like "A
Walk with Love and Death,**
Strange relationships like the
one between an infantryman
and a nun in "Heaven Knows,
Mr. Allison,** grimy walks on the
wild side like "Fat City." off-

rhythm war stories like **The
Red Badge of Courage," grandi-
ose epics like "The Bible" and
"Moby Dick," and small, bold
curiosities like "Wise Blood," a
film so personal and impenetra-
ble you would swear it was dl-

rected by a wild-eyed young
film-school rebel, and not by a
man already in his 70a
For anyone who grew up dur-

ing Huston's lifetime, the Image
of the man came to stand for the
'fulhiess of a life of action. He
was a tall, Joyful, handsome buc-
caneer who lived life so fully

that he had a kind of invincibil-

ity about him. He was known not
only as a great director but as a

& DAUGHTER: Httston uHth daughter Anjelica
and Jack Nicholson,whom he directed in "Prizzi's Honor."

figure of legend, friend of the
great, the lord of his Castle in
Ireland, a man whose famous
home in Puerto Vallerta, Mexi-
co, could be reached only from
the sea, a lover of racehorses, a
formidible drinker, a lover
whose five wives only began the
list of women who feil for his
spell.

All of his life, Huston was rep-
resented by only one agent, Paul
Kohner. who was also the agent
of his father, the actor Walter
Huston. Typically, no contract
was ever signed; it was a band-
shake deal.

The first time I met Huston it

was in Kohner's office in a little

white building left over from the
earliest days of Sunset Boule-
vard.
Huston sat on a sofa in front of

a wall of photographs. One of
them showed John and Walter
Huston on the day they both won
Academy Awards — John for di-

recting 'Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," his father for best sup-
porting actor.

Another photo showed Huston
and Kohner on location in Mex-
ico for the film, standing on ei-

ther side of a small, obscure lit-

tle man. The little man was al-

leged to be B. Traven, author of
"Sierra Madre" and the most
mysterious literary figure of the
20th Century, said to be a Ger-
man refugee to Mexico, his real
name unknown.
I asked Huston if the man were

really Traven — a man so reclu-

sive he had hardly been seen, let

ConHnmed on fbüowing pag€

HOUSEmor WOnH SECOND MOnCAGE — PAGE 19
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THE COUNTDOWN TOTERROR HAS BEGUN.
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"SitKli * ItlllTA TNI MOVIU"
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Michael Coine und Pierce Brosnan cire remorkcibler'
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Huston
Continued from Preceöing Ptge

alone photographed, apart from
that one occasion. Huston drew
on a long black cigar and
thought for a moment. "If you
want my opinion," he said, "that
is a picture of the man who mur-
dered the man who was B.
Traven, and sold his manu-
scripts as his own."

I looked up. Huston was not ex-
actly smiling. But there was
something in his eyes, and it

was the look of a storyteller with
a good yarn to spin. I have since
talked with Paul Kohner about
that theory of the two Travens,
and am not sure if Huston even
meant what he said that day.
Maybe he was only amusing
himself. What I know ia that
Huston knew his answer pro-
vided the best possible story.

Huston had long been a legend
in the movie industry, but in his
last years he experienced a kind
of renewal of his genius that
caused a quiet amazement in

the business. Cid and weak, he
directed three final films, and
the two that have been released
were among the best movies
that anyone made in those
years. They were about three
subjects central to his life:

Drinking, sexual warfare, death.
"Under the Volcano" starred

Albert Finney in a nightmarish
screen version of Malcolm Lo<
wry's classic novel about the
last day in the life of an alco-

holic Englishman in Mexico.
"Prizzi's Honor" was a wick-

edly funny and savagely cynical
comedy about two Mafia hitmen
(Jack Nicholson and Kathleen
Turner) who marry each other
and then try to kill each other.
"The Dead/' his final film, not

yet released, was based on the
Short Story by James Joyce on
Irish guilt and redemption. He
had always intended it as his
last film, and.although he was
tethered to an oxygen machine
while he made it, it was typical
of John Huston that he finished
it. It will be surprising if it is not
a good film, but even more sur-
prising if it is not exactly the
way he wanted it
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By NAT SEGALOFF

[EWPORT, R.I. — The grey
cloud hanging over the set

of '^Mr. North" might be bright-
ened by floodlights, but inside
there is a pall that Stretches
from Newport around the film
World: John Huston is dead.
"I can*t teil you how much he

meant to me. He was a huge part
ojf my life," said Tom Shaw, Hus-
ton*s long-time production man-
ager and right band man. "Ev-

erything really good that hap-
pened to me in this business was
caused by him."
Covering his sadness with

determination, Shaw continued,
"He was the original *macho
man* — you can teil by his
films."

The Oscar-winning director
passed away early yesterday
morning in the bedroom of his
rented Newport home. Death
was attributed to complications

Last game of poker
I By NAT SEGALOFF
WPWO Days before he was hos-

pitalized, the legendary
John Huston was pursing one
his lifelong passions — gam-
l^llng.

There was a poker game going
on his rented house» Sea Mead-
ow. overlooking Newport Har-
bor. His longtime companion,
Maricella Hernandez, was in the
kitchen preparing lunch for the
Players.
Sitting around the broad table

were actor Harry Dean Stanton,
Steven Haft (co-producer of
•*Mr. North" ), Michael Fitzger-
ald (producer of Huston's "Wise
Blood" and "Under the Volca-
no"), film editor Roberto Silvi

("The Dead") and, of course, the
man himself.
Ravaged by age and disease,

nonetheless Huston looked tall

in his chair.

Dressed loosely in house-
dothes, he was contemplating
whether to bet or check on a
game of "Hold 'Em" that Stan-
ton had Just dealt.

What was impossible not to no-
rtice was the clear plastic tubing
that ran from the center of the

1 house, winding through the hall-

way and living room, down

three Steps and into the poker
room, ending beneath Huston*s
nose.
It was the oxygen passing

through this tube that kept him
alive.

Huston was known as a gam-
bler — thousands at a time —
and in this heady crowd, the 5s
and 10s were intimidating. They
were flinging red, white and
blue Chips onto the table like so
many matchsticks.
"Bet's to you," Haft reminded

Huston.
Looking like King Lear, Hus-

ton contemplated a raise:

"OK." he said, "I'U go 10."

Stanton was next. "Ten?" he
confirmed. "Well, OK, count me
in. A dime." So much for high-
stakes poker.

resulting from chronic em-
physema, a condition that
forced the 81-year-old actor-
writer-director to be constantly
coupled to an oxygen supply.
Assembied on the "Mr. North"

set at the Newport YMCA, the
cast and crew awaited word
from Huston*s son, Danny, who
is directing the film.

By 9 a.m. the word came: keep
working and finish on schedule.
"Danny made the decision

himself," a well-placed produc-
tion source. "He*s doing no more
than John Huston would have
done."
But on the set, although it was

"business as usual," no gesture
or thought was far from John
Huston. People would hug one
another instead of shake hands,
look at each other as though
being guided by the ghost of the
man, and constantly strived to
do their best in his memory.
According to sources, Huston

was attended by his companion,
Maricella Hernandez (to whom
his as-yet-unreleased final film,
"The Dead," is dedicated) and
her sister.

Huston's ex-wife, Zoey, who is

Danny's mother, was also pre-
sent, sources said.

Huston's daughter Allegra, out
of town, was reportedly coordi-
nating the family's plans.
Daughter Anjelica and son Tony
were still in Newport making fu-

'• A TOAST: John Huston, with daughter Anjelica,
living life to the füllest— as always.

neral arrangements.

"John had room in his heart
for so many people of all kinds,"
said his screenwriting partner,
Janet Roach ("Prizzi's Honor,"
"Mr. North"), "and the fact that
he made room for one more —
me — without anybody eise get-
ting short-changed was a won-
derful quality. More people
should have it.

"His last words to me, when
he'd Seen the footage last Mon-
day (of "Mr. North," run spe-
cially for him)," Roach said,

"were, 'Very good, Honey.* When
we were writing Trizzi's Honor*
I lived for those words. I got a lot

of them: *Very good, Honey*."

Huston touched the entire
Company of "Mr. North" even
though he never set foot on its

set to act, as originally planned— he was, instead, taken to the
Charlton Memorial Hospital in
Fall River on July 28 where he
was diagnosed with pneumonia.
He was discharged ("He talked

his way out of the hospital. is

what he did," confided a friend)
last week and was living in Sea
Meadow, the house he had
rented overlooking Newport's
rocky beach.
"WeVe all stunned by his

death," said Ken Reiner, produc-
tion executive with Heritage En-
tertainment, co-producer (with
Steven Haft) of the film.
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A HOLLYWOOD LEGEND IS DEAD

IHEDIRBnOR
lived life to the hilt even when confined to a

wheelchair and tied to an oxygen botde. Below,

celebrating bis 8Ist birthdaywith daiighters All^ra (left) and Anjelica.

Loses his battle

to emphysema
BY MICHAEL MCQOVERN
Daily News Staff Writer

John Huston, 81, the hard-drinking, hard-lov-

ing Hollywood movie-maker who lived as he
chose and directed such classics as 'The Mal-

tese Falcon," "The African Queen" and "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," died yesterday

in his sleep.
Huston, a lifelong smoker,

died in a rented Newport,
R.I., home of complications
arising from his long bout
with emphysema.
His longtime love, Marcella

Hernandez, was at his side

when he died.

The swashbuckling artist's

promise, inventiveness, in-

transigence, charm and tal-

ent brought him to the top of

the Hollywood heap during
its golden days.

He persevered for half a
Century, bringing to the
screeti such exceptional mov-
ies as "The African Queen"
and "Phzzi's Honor." He also

won acclaim for acting, such
as in "Chinatown."

Released from hospital

Huston was released last

week from a hospital in Fall

River, Mass., after three
weeks for emergency treat-

ment for pn^umonia compli-
cated by emphysema.
He returned to a movie set

on Monday, in Newport, R.I.

The movie, "Mr. North," is di-

rected by his son, Danny, 25,

and co-stars his daughter, An-
jelica.

Both Anjelica and Huston's
father, Walter, won Oscars in

films Huston directed. Walter
Huston won for "The Trea-
sure of the Sierra Madre";

40 REASONS HE'S A FILM LEGEND
These are the films directed
by John Huston. Films in
which he also starred are indi>

eated by an asterisk (*).

l^'The Maltese Falcon," 1941
2. "In This Dur Life," 1942
3. "Acrossthe Pacific," 1942
4. **Report from the Aleutlans,"

with the Amny, 1943
5. "The Battle of San Pietro,"

wtth the Anmy, 1944
6. "LetThefeBeüght,"

with the Amfiy, 1945
7. "The Treasure of the Sien-a

Madre," 1948 "

8. "Key Largo," 1948
9. "We Were Strangers," 1948
10. "TheAsphalt Jungle. • 1950

11. "The Red Badgeof Courage,"

1951
12. "The African Queen," 1951
13. "Moulin Rouge," 1952
14. "Beat the Devil," 1954
15. "Moby Dick," 1956
16. "Heaven Knows, Mr. AMigon,"

1957
17. "The BartMrian and the Geisha,"

1958
18. "The Roots of Heaven," 1958
19. "TheUnfbrgiven," 1960
20. "TheMisfits."1961

21. "Freud," 1962

22. "The List of Adrian Messenger,"

1963*
23. "The Night of the Iguana," 1964
24. 'TheBible,"1966. *

25. "Casino Royale,"

opening segment, 1967 *

26. "Rettections In a Golden Eye,"

1967
27."SlnfulDavey,"1969

28. "A Walk with Love and Death,"

1969
29. "The Kremlin Letter," 1970
30. "Fat City,"1972
31. "The Life and T\rnes ofJudge Roy

Bean." 1973 *

32. "The Mackintosh Man," 1973
33. "The Man Who Would Be King,"

1975
34."WiseBlood,"1979
35. "Phobia," 1980
36."Victory,"1981

37. "Annie,"1982

38. "Under theVoteano." 1984 *

39. "Prizzi's Honor,"1985

40. "The Dead," to be released in

1987

Films in which Huston acted
but did not direct:

1. "The Cardinal," 1963
2. "Candy,"1968
3."DeSade."1969
4. "Myra Breckinridge," 1970
5. "TheDeserter,"1970

6. "Man in theWildemess," 1971
7

.

"Battle for the Planet of the Apes,

"

1973
8. "Chinatown," 1974
9. "Breakout," 1975
10. "The Wind and the Uon," 1975
11. "The Word," (TV) 1978
12. "Winter KiMs," 1979
13. "Lovesick," 1983
14. "youngGiants.'1983
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Anjelica won for *'Prizzi's
Honor."
Huston won his own for

writing and directing "The
Treasure of the Sierra Ma-
dre."

Huston offered as his for-

mula for success his father's

advice: "Don't work at any-
thing simply for money.
Choose your profession as
you would choose your wife:

for love -and for money."
Huston had five wives —

Dorothy Harvey, Lesley
Black, Evelyn Keyes, Enrica
Soma (Anjelica's mother),
and Celeste Shane-and chil-

dren by other women as well.

He also adopted two Mexican
children.

Drinking brawls
A one-time boxer and

roustabout, he was a world-
class drinker whose brawls
with Errol Flynn and Hum-
phrey Bogart became legend.
So did his romances with

leading ladies Bette Davis
and Olivia de Havilland. Ac-
cording to his own reckoning,
he made and spent several
fortunes.

He became an expatriate in

1952, when he left a Holly-
wood gripped by what he
called the "moral rot" of Mc-
Carthyism and moved to the
land of his ancestors, Ireland.
In 1964, he became a citzen

of Ireland, giving up his U.S.
citizenship. He said he never
regretted his decision.
Huston once had homes all

over the world, including a
Castle in Ireland, complete
with a Stahle of race horses
and fox hounds and a grand
art collection.

In his later years, he was
reduced to one, a small Com-
pound at Las Galetas, Mexi-
co, south of Puerto Vallarta.
It was so remote it could only
be reached by boat.

When he wasn't behind the
Camera, Huston was writing
screenplays or acting. paint-
ing, narrating commercials
and making documentaries
such "The Battle of San Pie-
tro," an uncompromising
look at the war in Italy, which
is cpri^dpfpcl ^ j^asterpiece.

class postote i»«ldd^lJot/y*r«j k.f. U$PS 144.3M'
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MAJOR FILM MAKER FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Aman ofmany hats

who wore them well
By HARRY HAUN
Daity News Staff Wnter

John Huston, a formidable
presence on the film-making
scene for more than 50 years,

wore many hats in life and
wore them well— writer, di-

rector, producer, late-bloom-

ing actor—and his energies
created a colorful assortment
of screen classics.

He directed 40 films in all,

and, although the quality var-

ied, even his losers somehow
radiated the lusty life-force

of the man who made them.
What pulled Huston into

the motion picture business
was the printed word, and
that more or less marked him
for life. Throughout his ca-

reer, he was the best yarn-
nimer in the business, fever-

ishly pursuing the lost
Hollywood art of storytelling,

letting it move him through
an erratic career of cinemat-
ic Hills, Valleys and flatland.

Huston made an impres-
sive career of filming the un-

filmables — from Dashiell
Hammett*s "The Maltese Fal-

con" to James Joyce's "The
Dead"—with stops along the
way for such films as "Moby
Dick," "The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre," "Wise Blood."
"The Aft-ican Queen," "Priz-

zi's Honor," and yes, even
"The Bible" (or, at least, half

of Genesis). He knew no fear.

No pattern

"I like variety," he once
Said. "I like to jump around
in life and in films. If there's

a pattern to my work, it's that

I haven't made any two pic-

tures alike. I try never to du-
plicate myself In fact, I go
the other way. One must
avoid personal cliches. This
is not to say variety is to be
preferred. I think, as a matter
of fact, it tends to throw peo-
ple. It's awfuUy diftlcult for

an audience to know what to

expect from me."
Such was the price Huston

paid for putting story above
all. It's precisely the priority

one could expect from a

screenwriter-turned-direc-
tor.

During his "two terms" in

the Warner Bros. Script de-

partment, he collaborated on
such disparate items as "Jez-

ebel," ''Sergeant York,"
"High Sierra" and "Dr. Ehr-
liches Magic Bullet."

Eventually, his good work
eamed him a shot at direct-

ing. But JackAVarper. a crafty

studio chfl^,'^dldri*t ^make it

easy; he vttir?^ ii^^ a book

that had failed twice before

as a film. Huston greedily

seized the opportunity and
told his secretary to run
through the book and type up
all the dialogue in Script
form. It could well be that

Huston owed all of his subse-

quent success to an overzeal-

ous studio-messenger, who
collected the typed dialogue
when the secretary was done
and delivered it by mistake to

the front office—where it was
received, enthusiastically, as

a finished Script.

The legend begins

This third version of "The
Maltese Falcon" unleashed a

lot of legends, the most en-

during of course being the

Bogey myth. Humphrey Bo-

gart's remarkable growth as

an actor can be charted by
the four films he did with

Huston: "Falcon" gave him a

vulnerability that forever
freed him fVom one-dimen-
sional bad-guy roles; "The
Treasure of the Sierra Ma-
dre" enabled him to play evil

incarnate; **The African
Queen" provided him with a

mother lode of crusty come-
dy, and "Beat the Devil" per-

mitted him a wry spoof of all

of the above. When Bogart

won the Oscar for "The Afri-

can Queen," Huston sent him
a telegram that read: "You
see? Real leeches pay off."

Bogart's death prevented a

fifth teaming-with Clark Ga-

ble-for *'The Man Who
Would Be King," a swagger-

and-dash romp which Huston
nnally got around to filming

20 years later with Sean Con-
nery and Michael Caine. (Of

all his pictures, that was Hus-
ton's favorite.) Another
death-that of Huston*s fa-

Akissoii
In iMpraisni

Long'time amoker John
Huston recently made a
public $erv1ce aunounce-
ment on emphysema.
A spokeswoman for the

American Lang Associa-

tion Said, *'He ialks äbout
how he mad« a lot of
fllms about heroes, but
didnt reaily know what a
hero was until he camo
down with emphysema
and found what kind of
t^ourage and stamina it

takes to deal with 11**

tk .e>4 -i m^ >i ev<»

ther—cheated him of the per-

fect Captain Ahab, but "Moby
Dick" got made anyway —
with an eamest, if awesomely
miscast, Gregory Peck.
Huston learned directing

by watching his actor-father

rehearse Eugene O'Neill's
**Desire Under the Elms."
Years later, at the height of
his film career, Huston seri-

ously considered Staging the
original production of
O'Neill's "The Iceman Com-
eth."

The material had an obvi-

ous attraction for him: The
derelicts in Harry Hope's tav-

ern, existing solely on a diet

of drink and self-delusion
("lyin' pipe dreams," O'Neill

called it), were little more
than brothers-under-the-ta-
ble to the obsessed dreamers
who inhabited Huston's best
films.

Revenge against a German
gunboat was what propelled
Bogart and Katharine Hep-
bum in "The African Queen"
through raging rapids and
leech-infested swamps to
eventual, but quite acciden-
tal, victory; still, they fared
better than characters who
pursued The Black Bird
("The Maltese Falcon"), The
White Whale ("Moby Dick"),

gold ("The Treasure ofthe Si-

erra Madre"), stolen jewels
("The Asphalt Jungle"), an-

cient treasure ("The Man
Who Would Be King") and
uranium ("Beat the Devil").

"I've always had themes
of life. of living, attributed to

me, and I always nod wisely
and agree," Huston once re-

marked.
"In France, theyVe got me

all figured out as an existen-

tialist who preaches a philos-

ophy of failure. They see me
interested in the chase and
not the reward, the pursuit
and not the prize."

He confessed a career-long

sympathy for striving under-
dogs.

"I feel an admiraiion for

the valor of these people
who, ever so briefly, look life

in the teeth and then have
the drive to go on kidding
themselves."
Like a character in one of

his movies, he never gave up.

"I have to work," he said.

"I'm not rieh. I've spent it

as I've gone along, but I've

had a hell of a good time—

a

better time than a lot of the
Hollywood fat cats."

(Walter) and son both won Oscars in '48

for "The Treasure ofthe Sierra Madre/'

OrapQ of"The African Queen," Bogey and

O Ifillv Hepbum, are flanked by Lauren

Bacall and Huston. African offidal is seated.
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Late Edition

New York: Today, cloudy, showers cnd-

ing. High 68-74. Tonight, Clearing, dense

fog. Low 58-63. Tomorrow, becoming

partly sunny. High 75-80. Yesterday:

High 64, low 61. Details on pagc 50.
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SIX AIRLINES AGREE

TO REDUCE DELAYS

AT 4 BIG AIRPORTS

SCHEDULES TOBE ALTERED

Pact Follows U.S. Review That

Found Deceptive Practices

in Setting night Times

By CLIFFORD D. MAY
Special 10 The New York Times

WASHINGTON, Aug. 28 - The De-

partment of Transportation announced

today that it had reached agreements

with six major airlines aimed at reduc-

ing delays at four of the nation's busi-

est airpoijts.

The a^eements, disclosed by Trans-

portation Secretary Elizabeth Hanford

Dole, call for American Airlines, Delta

Air Lines, USAir, United Airlines, Con-

tinental Airlines and Eastern Air Lines

to improve their Performance at O'-

Hare Airport in Chicago, Hartsfield

Airport in Atlanta, Logan Airport in

Boston and Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport.

The agreements were reached afier

two weeks of secret meeiings between

Transportation Department officials

and airline executives.

*Truth in Airline Scheduüng'

Robert Marx, a Transportation De-

partment spokesman, said the meet-

ings followed a department investiga-

tion that found "deceptive and unreal-

istic" scheduling practices, which he

said Violated the Federal Aviation Act.

The department has also been placing

increasing pressure on the airlines to

reduce frequent delays at the nation's

airporis.

"The American people have a right

to truth in airline scheduling," Mrs.

Dole said.

The agreement does not require the

airlines to admit that their flight sched-

ules were deceptive.

The six airlines have agreed that

beginning Nov. 1 they will adjust their

^hedules at the four airports so that

their flights will operate within 30

minutes oi published schedules at loast

half ihe time. By April 1. 1988, flights

are to operaie within 30 minutes of pub-

lished schedules at least 75 perceni of

the time.

Rising Public Dissatisfaction

The Transportation Department said

that investigalions similar to those that

led to today's agreements have re-

cently begun at four other airports:

Newark, LaGuardia, San Francisco,

and Stapleton in Denver.

Today's announcement comes one

day after the head of the Federal Avia-

tion Administration met with more
than 200 of the nation's senior pilots in

Kansas City, Mo., to discuss ways to re-

duce errors by pilots and air traffic

Continued on Page 9, Column 3

NEW YORK EXPANDS PHILIPPINEMUTINEERSDRIVEN
TREATMENT POLICY

FOR THE

People Who Cannot Gare for

Themselves Will be Put in

Hospital Involuntarily

I

The New York Times

Elizabeth Hanford Dole, the Sec-

retary of Transportation.

Saudis Pledge

To Demolish

Iran *Monster'

By FRANCIS X.CLINES
Special to The New York Times

JIDDA, Saudi Arabia, Aug. 28 — The
Saudi sirategist, deeply knowledgeable

aboui the affairs of the monarchy,
showed a look of pure pleasure as he

talked of the Iranian regime as a

"monster" and of his own nation as at

last shedding its image of being

"wimpy."

"We are going to try and demolish

them politically and Islamically," he

said of the Iranians, as he leaned back

comfortably in one of the many opulent

houses that mark the reign of the Saudi

royalfamily.

Indeed, the Saudi Government is said

to be preparing an unusual offensive

against the Iranian ruler, Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini, planning to chal-

lenge him not so much as a renegade in

fhe polilics of ihc Persian Gulf region

but as a braggart and idolaior in the

theological Councils of Islam.

*Call of Khomeini* Wristwatch

They are making much, for example,
of a wristwatch lately worn by the Aya-
tollah's Shiite Moslem devotees. The
watch face is inschbed with "the call of

Khomeini" — a sacrilegious wordplay,

the Saudis now Charge, on "the call of

Allah" so familiär to true believers.

Fired by such provocations, some
/anking Saudis are talking almost hap-

pily of being willing to break relations

with Iran and being ready for war.
They are expressing their nation's sur-

prising new policy and finally Coming
forth to match the Iranians loudly,

Continued on Page 2, Column 3

John Huston, Film Director,

Writer and Actor, Dies at 8

1

By PETER B. FLINT

John Huston, the legendary director

and scenarist who made such classic

films as "The Maltese Falcon," "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," "The
Asphalt Jungle" and "The African

Queen," died yesterday in Middletown,

R.I., at the age of 81. Associates said he

had died in his sleep of complications

from emphysema.
The film maker, who lived as hard

and at times as dangerously as the pro-

tagonists of his movies, rarely slowed

his pace. Though he had suffered for

decades from acute emphysema,
which forced him in recent years to

rely on oxygen tanks to help him
breathe, he continued to smoke.
Mr. Huston was in Rhode Island for

the filming of "Mister North," a movie
based on Thornton Wilder's novel

"Theophilus North," which he was
producing and had written with Janet

Tioach. Mr. Huston was admitted to

Charleton Memorial Hospital in nearby

Falls River, Mass., July 28 for *-eat-

ment of pneumonia. He celebratea i.:s

81 st birthday there on Aug. 5, and was
released last week.

Mr. Huston died at 2 A.M. in a house

he had rented for the duration of the

filming, a family spokesman said.

Early this summer he completed his

last directorial work, making "The
Dead" — as yet unreleased — from a

James Joyce story. Mr. Huston's de-

bilitating illness made him uninsura-

ble, so the producers, who included his

son Tony, had to insure another direc-

tor willing to take over if neressary.

Among the film maker's distinctive

achievements was casting his father,

Walter, in "Th<? Treasure of the Sierra

Madre" in 1948 and his daughter Anjel-

ica in "Prizzi's Honor" 37 years later,

in roles for which each won an Acad-

emy Award.
Mr. Huston directed 41 films over 46

years and co-adapied and acted in

Continued on Page 33, Column 1

BySUZANNEDALEY
New York City will hospitalize men-

tally ill homeless people involuntarily

if they are deemed "incapable of tak-

ing care of themselves," Mayor Koch
said yesterday.

The new policy, which was criticized

by civil libertarians, vastly expands
the city's Standards for who can be

taken for treatment against their will.

In the past, the city, concerned that it

would be infringing on the legal rights

of the individual, had acted only when a

person was found to be in "imminent"
danger to himself or others. But the

Mayor said the past interpretations of

the law concerning such hospitaliza-

tions had been far too narrow.

Beginning in October, he said, home-
less people "in danger of serious härm
within the reasonably foreseeable fu-

ture" will be taken to Bellevue Hospital

for a 15-day examination.

Moral and Legal Obligation

"Both morally and legally we have

an Obligation to help those who can'i or

won't help themselves," Mr. Koch said.

Under the new policy, homeless peo-

ple will be interviewed on the streets by
a team of experts, including a psychia-

trist, who will determine whether they

should be taken to Bellevue.

Once there, doctors will have to con-

cur with the team's evaluation before a

homeless person can be placed in a

special 28-bed unit. Within 48 hours, a

third doctor must agree that the person

needs continuing care.

For decades, lawyers and psychia-

trists have been battling over the

rights of mental patients and their

treatment. In the 1970's, the lawyers by

and large prevailed. Stringent limita-

tions were placed on involuntary com-
mitment of the mentally ill.

But in recent years, the trend has

Continued on Page 30, Column 5

Kodak-Fuji Rivalry

OverBusiness Takes

An Academic Turn

John Huston
Sygma/Francois Duhamel

By LEE A. DANIELS
Like many American corporate

giants. the Eastman Kodak Company
battles its Japanese competitors in

whatever marketplace they meet.

Kodak recently carried that fight over

to the university campus.
Professing concem that an employee

of its fiercest rival, the Fuji Photo Film

Company, would be a classmate of

some of its senior managers at the Uni-

versity of Rochester graduate business

school, Kodak asked the university to

rescind its acceptance of the Japanese
Student.

The university, which grew to its

present stature in part because of large

donations from George Eastman,
granted Kodak's request. A university

official arranged for the Student to be

admitted to the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

It was an unusual show of corporate

influence even in the long, close rela-

tionship between American business

and the nation's business schools. And
it was even more striking because the

University of Rochester's William E.

Simon School of Business is known for

its free-market principles, which advo-

cate a minimum of regulatory con-

straint.

The Student, Tsuneo Sakai, is part of

this year's contingent of employees

sent by Japanese corpwrations to busi-

ness schools in the United States to

learn more about American business

principles and practices. He was ad-

mitted to the Simon School for its two-

Continued on Page 37, Column 3

FROMKEYPOINTS IN CAPITAL;

TOLL AT19KILLED, 249HURT

Keuiers

Rebel soldiers captured at television Station yesterday in Manila being disarmed by Government troops.

MANILA NOW QÖIET

Military Statt Chief Says

Situation Is Normal

— Roadblocks Up

The New York Times/ Aug 29, 1987

A few rebels were said to be holding out at Camp Aguinaldo.

Harsh Test for Aquino

Discontent in Philippine Military Reflects

Hunger for Greater Respect and Influence

By SETH MYDANS
Special to The New York Times

MANILA, Saturday, Aug. 29 — The
latest rebellion by disaffected soldiers

reflects a deep discontent within the

military that has erupted in a series of

threats and coup attempts throughout

the tenure of President

News Corazon C. Aquino.

Anaivsis ^^ demonstrates the dif-
^

ficulty the nation has

faced in subordinating the

armed forces to civilian control after

15 years of martial rule under Ferdi-

nand E. Marcos, followed by a military

revolt that ousted him and received

worldwideacclaim.
The fact that the bulk of the armed

forces supported the Government Fri-

day, despite any discontent the mem-
l)ers might share with the rebels, was a

Trudeau Returns, and the Reception Is Mixed
ByJOHNF. BURNS

Special 10 The New York Times

OTTAWA, Aug. 28 — "Maybe I am
passe," said Pierre Elliott Trudeau, an
edge of sarcasm in his voice as he

gazed across the hearing room at an

old parliamentary foe. "Maybe there is

a new Canada now."

Three years after ending his 15-year

tenure as Prime Minister and virtually

disappearing from public view, Mr.

Trudeau. 67 years old, returned to Par-

liament for the first time on Thursday.

On ihe political scale here, where ear-

nestness often counts for more than

style, his scathing, witty and intellectu-

ally imperious Performance in testi-

mony against a new constitutional pact

registered as something of a Sensation.

The pact gives the provinces some of

the national Government's powers.

In a country that tired of its most fa-

\

mous politician by 1984, when Mr. Tru-

deau retired to a corporate law prac-

tice in Montreal and his Liberal Party
was routed in an election, the parlia-

mentary television Service was be-

sieged by callers wanting to know why
his testimony was not being covered
live.

When he finished, his passage

through the marbled hallways of Par-

liament to a chauffeur-driven car took
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on the semblance of a procession, with

applause and flashbulbs and out-

stretched hands making a 15-minute

event of what could have been accom-
plished in one.

"Like old times, huh?" Mr. Trudeau
quipped as his testimony began, when
the packed hearing room reacted to

one of his ripostes with the first of

many bursts of applause and shouts of

"Bravo!"
With a red rose in his lapel and his

spectacles in his hands, Mr. Trudeau
offered reminders of what prompted
Canadians to rally to his support

through four elections. He switched ef-

fortlessly from English to French in a
Speech that ranged from the defeai of

the French garrison in Quebec in 1759

to the political battles fought by his

predecessors as Prime Minister. Toss-

Continued on Page 4, Column 1
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Signal of a basic acceptance of civilian

rule.

But after the bloodshed, the possibil-

ity remained of even deeper rifts

within a divided armed forces.

Ever since the revolt in February
1986 that helped boost Mrs. Aquino to

power, Clements in the military have
been restive, seeking greater political

influence and complaining that they
are not respected by the Government.

Fiiday Was a Tuming Point

Friday's events, in which Philippine

soldiers engaged in serious exchanges
of fire for the first time, were seen as a

tuming point.

"The myth is gone ~ the myth that

soldiers won't shoot at soldiers," said a

woman who watched the fighting on
Friday at Camp Aguinaldo, the armed
forces headquarters.

"It is the myth they used to frighten

US," she said, referring to threats that

a divided armed forces, rather than

fighting among themselves, would turn

on the civilian Government.

Military Rejected the Charter

In a constitutional plebiscite last

February, the armed forces went
against a nationwide trend and voted

against a charter that was viewed as a

Symbol of Mrs. Aquino's rule.

On Friday, for the first time, the mili-

tary as a whole demonstrated that al-

though many members may be un-

happy with her Government, they were

Continued on Page 5, Column 1

By SETH MYDANS
Special to The New York Times

MANILA, Saturday, Aug. 29 — In a

day of Street fighting and air attacks

Friday, forces 'oya? lo the Govei «mc . :

swept rebel soldiers from aUno#( ^«M

their positii^s around Mani'..;^ai%:f X9f

this mommg they had pui tiowii -the

main thrust of the most serious assault

yet on the Government of President

Corazon C. Aquino.

Manila was largely back to normal

this morning and General Fidel V.

Ramos, the armed forces Chief of Staff.

said, "The Situation is completely

under control throughout the country."

Secretary of Health Alfredo Bengzon

said checks of Government and private

hospitals showed that 19 people had

been killed in the fighting, most of them

civilians. He said 249 had been wound-

ed, including 202 civilians.

Discontent Within Military

Earlier counts had given higher

totals. Mr. Bengzon's figures did not in-

clude casualties sent to military hospi-

tals.

The insurrection, the latest in a

series of armed challenges against the

Aquino Government, reflected long-

running discontent within the armed
forces over the pace and style of the

Government. But the outcome demon-

strated the willingness of the main por-

tion of the military to fight in its de-

fense.

Only one small group of mutineers

appeared to be holding out, in the Air

Force headquarters building here.

Larger groups surrendered during the

day and overnight after attacking the

presidential residence — the Malaca-

nang Palace — four television stations

and a sprawling military base, Camp
Aguinaldol where they briefly took

over the general headquarters building

of the armed forces.

500 Rebels Surrender

Altogether, General Ramos said

about 500 mutineers had surrendered.

Witnesses said some groups of muti-

neers who gave up apparently were al-

lowed 10 walk away, sometimes chang-

ing into civilian clothes and boarding

buses.

Roadblocks were set up north of

Manila, Ixit there was no sign this

morning of a rebel force that had re-

portedly threatened to move from that

direction into the city.

General Ramos said his troops had

secured a base north of the city where
another group of mutineers had report-

edly seized control.

In Cebu, the nation's second-largest

Continued on Page 5, Column 1
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Fundamentalists Press On
Despite major setbacks in the courts

this summer. the drive by fundamen-
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John Huston, Legendary Film Maker
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Continued From Page 1

more than 20. He was a flamboyanl
raconteur, bon vivant, horseman, big-

game hunter and eventually filmdom's
grand old maverick.

At a 1983 testimonial, Lauren Bacall,

a longtime friend, described him as
'•daring, unpredictable, maddening,
mystifying and probably the most
charming man on earth."

The best Huston films have lean,

fast-paced Scripts and vibrant plots

and characterizations, and many of

them deal ironically with vanity, ava-
rice and unfulfilled quests. In them,
nonconformists and misfits brave dan-
ger fataHstically in a world where
women are often peripheral.

He directed most of Hollywood's
Stars with a sportive irreverence to-

ward their images, and bucked Holly-

wood's penchant for happy endings by
concluding an unusual number of mov-
ies with love unsatisfied.

Mr. Huston sought repeatedly to

transpose the interior essence of litera-

ture to film with dramatic and Visual

tension, and he had the boldness to film

such novels as Stephen Crane's "Red
Badge of Courage" (1951); Herman
Melville's "Moby Dick," for which he
won the New York Film Critics' best-

director award for 1956; Flannery O'-

Connor's "Wise Blood" (1979) and Mal-
colm Lowry's "Under the Volcano"
(1984). The film maker took uncom-
mon care to preserve the writers'

styles and values.

Debüt With ^Maltese Falcon'

Mr. Huston made a dazzling direc-

torial debut with "The Maltese Fal-

con," which he adapted from the novel

by Dashiell Hammett. The compelling

1941 movie is considered by many crit-

ics to be the best detective thriller ever

filmed.

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
a süperb study of greed, gold and self-

preservation adapted from a novel by

B. Traven, gained for Mr. Huston the

best-writer and best-director Academy
Awards for 1948. "The Asphalt Jungle"

(1950) is a superbly incisive tale of

crime and corruption. "The African

Queen," a rollicking adventure movie
based on a novel by C. S. Forester

about a hard-drinking river trader

(Humphrey Bogart) and a prim mis-

sionary (Katharine Hepburn), won Mr.

Bogart a 1951 Oscar.
Detractors at times accused Mr.

Huston of shallowness and of lacking

conviction and commitment, though

they acknowledged that even his in-

ferior films had interesting Clements.

Critics seemed confounded by the lack

of a common, unifying theme. In rebut-

tal, Mr. Huston called his film making
eclectic, explaining, "1 don't seek to in-

terpret reality by placing my stamp on

it. I never try to duplicate myself. One
must avoid personal cliches."

In the 1960's, his reputation was
clou^ed by a number of movies that

/ critics denounced as muddled and at

^ times sloppy claptrap, and many re-

viewers began to underrate even his

better efforts.

But in the 1970's and 80's, despite em-
physema and heart disease, he filmed

such works as "Fat City" (1972), about
the gritty world of small-time boxers;

"The Man Who Would Be King" (1975),

based on a Rudyard Kipling story

about two British sergeants who seek,

find and lose a great treasure in a re-

mote land; "Wise Blood," an exuber-

ant, haunting 1979 movie about reli-

gious guilt and Obsession; "Under the

Volcano," a drama of a doomed alco-

holic (with a tour de force Performance
by Albert Finney), and "Prizzi's

Honor," a black come
Mafia in Brooklyn and lo

out to be killers for hire. Tl

Film Critics Circle vot

Honor" the best movie of 1

about the

rs who turn

e New York
"Prizzi's

5.

Concern Over New Dlrectors

Mr. Huston voiced concern that the

large new generation of directors

emerging from film schools was "in

terrible danger of cannibalism."
Elaborating, he said, "If you make
movies about movies and about char-

acters instead of people, the echoes get

thinner and thinner until they're re-

duced to mechanical sounds."
As his 80th birthday approached, he

was honored with a series of career-
achievement awards from many lead-

ing organizations, including the Amer-
ican Film Institute, the Film Society of

Lincoln Center and the juries at the

Cannes and Venice film festivals.

In 1985, Vincent Canby, the film

critic of The New York Times, lauded
Mr. Huston for "the amazing endur-
ance of his first-rate cinematic intelli-

gence, the variety of his films and the

consistency with which he has re-

couped his fortunes with a good film

after turning out some bad ones."

"It may now be time to call him a
master," Mr. Canby said.

A 6-foot-2, lanky man with a craggy,
kindly face, Mr. Huston said he learned

to act by studying his father's perform-

He directed the

Academy Award
Performances of

his father and his

daughter.

ances. In a score of roles, the son had a
benign self-assurance, playing the

tough but compassionate title charac-
ter in "The Cardinal" (1963), Noah and
the voice of God in his own "Bible"

(1966), the venal father of Faye Dun-
away in "Chinatown" (1974) and a
charismatic tycoon in "Winter Kills"

(1979).

Vaudeville and Race Tracks

John Huston was born on Aug. 5, 1906,

in Nevada, Mo., the only child of Walter
Huston and the former Reah Gore, a
Journalist. After their divorce, when he
was 6, he often traveled with each sepa-

rately — on vaudeville tours with his

father and to race tracks with his

mother, who worked as a sports report-

er.

He gave differing accounts of his

childhood, perhaps because the years
were unhappy. He was sickly and, at 12,

was treated for an enlarged heart and
a kidney ailment. However, he soon re-

covered and learned to box at Lincoln

Heights High School in Los Angeles. At
15, he dropped out of school to be a
boxer, becoming a top-ranking ama-
teur lightweight in California, with a

broken nose to show for it.

Though his formal education had
ended, the young Mr. Huston continued
to read voraciously. He took painting
lessons in Los Angeles and in New
York, where, at 19, he acted in several
Off-Broadway plays.

Mr. Huston then spent two years in

Mexico, where an Army officer gave
him riding lessons. When he could no
longer pay for them, the officer gave

him an honorary commission in the

Mexican cavalry so he could get the

lessons free. Back in New York, he

wrote a short story for H. L. Mencken's

American Mercury and did reporting

for The Daily Graphic, where his

mother also worked. His articles some-

times contained glaring factual errors,

and he was soon dismissöd.

Wrote for Early Talkies

His father then helped him get writ-

ing contracts for early talkies in Holly-

wood, and his first Script credits were
for two films starring the eider Huston
— "A House Divided" (1931) and "Law
and Order" (1932) — and for "Murders
in the Rue Morgue" (1932).

The writer quickly gained a Holly-

wood reputation as a lusty, hard-drink-

ing libertine. In an autobiography, "An
Open Book" (1980), he recalled his life

at the time as a "series of misadven-
tures and disappointments," culminat-

ing in a 1933 accident in which a car he
was driving Struck and killed a young
woman. A coroner's jury absolved him
of blame, but, traumatized, he left Hol-

lywood and spent almost a year living a

drifter's life in London and Paris. Back
home, he got occasional writing, edit-

ing and acting Jobs in New York and
Chicago.

In late 1937 at 31, nearly five years
after the auto accident, he returned to

Hollywood to become a serious writer
at Warner Brothers, determined to di-

rect his Scripts. Over the next four

years, he co-wrote the Scripts for such
hits as "Jezebel," "The Amazing Dr.

Clitterhouse," "Juarez," "Dr. Ehr-
lich's Magic Bullet." "High Sierra"
and "Sergeant York."

Mr. Huston won a director's contract

in 1941 and filmed "The Maltese Fal-

con," starring Humphrey Bogart,

Mary Aster, Sidney Greenstreet and
Peter Lorre. The movie, made in eight

weeks for $300,000, was an immediale
artistic and commercial success that

continues to win new fans four decades
later. In 1942, he directed two more
hits, "In This Our Life," starring Bette

Davis, and "Across the Pacific," an-

other Humphrey Bogart thriller. He
then joined the Army Signal Corps as a
captain. ,

Three Wartime Films

While in uniform, he directed and
produced three films that critics rank

among the finest made about World
War II: "Report from the Aleutians"

(1943), about bored soldiers preparing

for combat; "The Sattle of San Pielro"

(1944), a searing (and censored) story

of an American intelligence failure

that resulted in the deaths of many sol-

diers, and "Let There Be Light" (1945).

The last, about psychologically dam-
aged combat veterans, was suppressed

for 35 years for being too antiwar. It

had its first public showing in 1981 and
won critical approval.

Mr. Huston rose to the rank of major
and received the Legion of Merit for

courageous work under battle condi-

tions.

After the war, Huston movies in-

cluded "Key Largo" (1948), for which
Ciaire Trevor won a supporting-ac-

tress Oscar; "Beat the Devil" (1953), a

wildly roguish comedy classic;

"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison," a 1957

war story; "The Misfits" (1961), an in-

trospective melodrama that was the

last film made by Marilyn Monroe and
Clark Gable; "Freud" (1963); "The
Night of the Iguana" (1964) ; "The Life

and Times of Judge Roy Bean" (1972)

and "Annie" (1982), a lavish, rambling
production of the Broadway musical.

In making movies, Mr. Huston fa-

Ml
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John Huston, top right, on the set of "Treasure of

the Sierra Madre" with, from left, Humphrey Bo-
gart, Walter Huston, Bruce Bennett and Tim
Holt. The eider Huston won an Academy Award
for his Performance. The director*s daughter,

Anjelica, above, won an Oscar in his film "Priz-

zi's Honor," as did Bogart for "African Queen,"
with Katharine Hepburn. The director-actor

played Noah, at right, in his film "The Bible."

vored sequential shooting on location.

He shot economically, eschewing the
many protective shots favored by
timid directors, and edited cerebrally
so that financial backers would have
trouble trying to cut scenes. He made
brilliantly evocative use of color,

particularly in "Moulin Rouge" (1953)
and "Reflections in a Golden Eye"
(1967), closely supervising all stages of

production and invariably working
under budget. He shot a picture in-

tensely six days a week and, on Sun-
days, played equally intense poker with
thecast andcrew.
He was a thoughtful, patient crafts-

man who drew the best work from per-
formers and crews. "When I cast a pic-

ture," he said, "1 do most of my direct-

ing in finding the right person. It's a
practice of mine to get as much out of

the actor as I can, rather than to im-
pose myself upon his Performance."
He said he never tried to demolish an
actor'sego.

Mr. Huston's consideration for per-

formers was recounted by Lillian Ross

in a 1952 series of New Yorker articles

that detailed his making of the Civil

War movie "The Red Badge of Cour-
age." In his final instruction to actors
before a downhill marching scene, he
ordered: "If anybody slips, he must be
sure to Protect the men in front from
hisbayonet."

Disturbed by Blacklisting

Politically, Mr. Huston called him-
self a Jeffersonian Democrat. In the

postwar years, he was increasingly dis-

turbed by the Government's frantic

search for Communists and by the in-

dustry blacklisting that destroyed
manycareers.
Citing "moral rot" at home, he

moved to Galway, Ireland, in 1952 and
made that his home until 1975, when ho
moved to Las Caletas, a remote hide-

away on the west coast of Mexico.
There, when not making movies, he
spent his time reading, painting, snor-

keling, caring for animals, and whale-

spotting with "my back to the jungle

and my face to the sea."

A reporter who interviewed him
there in 1985 wrote that, despite seripus

illnesses, hc was "still a vigorous, un-

vanquished man." Looking back, he
said he missed the major studio era

when people savored making movies,

not just money.
Mr. Huston was married five times;

his wives included the actress Evelyn
Keyes and Enrica Soma, a ballet dafic-

er. He was divorced from all his wives
except Miss Soma, who was killed in an
auto Crash in 1969 after a 10-year mari-

tal Separation.

Speaking of his wives last month, Mr.

Hustoni told an Interviewer, "jhey
were a mixed bag: a schoolgirl, a gen-

tlewoman, a motion picture actress; a

ballerina and a crocodile."

Surviving are three natural chil^ren,

Tony, Anjelica and Danny; two
adopted children, Pablo and Alle^ra,

and three grandchildren.

A private funeral Service for family

members will be held in Los Angeles. A
memorial service is to be arranged.
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Associated Press

Funeral Service for John Huston
Anjelica Huston being comforted by friends following a private Service

for her father yesterday at Hollywood Memorial Park. The film direc-

tor, who was 81 years old, died Friday in Rhode Island.
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Cory Aquino

ebranlee,.,

Ii/ix-huit mois
apres avoir accede au pouvoir,

Cory Aquino vient de surmonter
son epreuve la plus rüde. Les
'militaires qui se sont insurges, le

vendredi 28 aoüt, etaient prets ä
tout pour renverser le regime et,

contrairement aux tentatives

precedentes de coups d'Etat. il a
fallu les deioger par la force des
reduits qu'ils ont occupes ö
Manille. Pour la prämiere fois, le

sang a abondamment coule.

Cette rebellion n'etait appa-
remment pas dirigee par des
nostaigiques de l'^re Marcos,
mais par de jeunes officiers

denonpant la « corruption » du
pouvoir civil et les insuffisances

du commandement militaire dans
la lutte contre la guerilla commu-
niste. Pour les memes raisons,

les mSmes hommes avaient pris

leurs distances, sur la fin, ä

l'egard de l'ancien dictateur et

des generaux de son entourage.

Le general Ramos, chef d'etat-

major general, tout autant vise

que Cory Aquino par les rebelies,

ne s'y est pas trompe. II n'a

jamais songe ä parlementer avec
les mutins — ce qu'il avait pour-
tant fait lors des precedents
coups de force, - et la cassure
au sein des forces armees est

evidente. II ne s'agit plus d'un
grave malaise, mais d'une
confrontation entre chefs mili-

taires qui n'hesitent plus ä
recourir ä la force pour regier

leurs comptes.

Lle pouvoir civil

sort encore plus affaibli de
l'epreuve. Les mesures edictees
pour redresser l'economie, on l'a

vu la semaine derniere, provo-
quent les premieres gröves. Les
projets de reforme agraire, juges
trop audacieux par les uns et

trop timides par les autres, sont
ouvertement contestes. Et,

apr^s avoir ete un moment
deroutes par le « phenomöne
Aquino », les communistes
insurges semblent avoir retrouve

leur cohesion. En outre, aucun
terrain d'entente ne paraTt se
degager avec les autonomistes
musulmanes.

II est revelateur que les chefs

des putschistes, qui ont pris tout

le monde par surprise, aient eu
pour ambition, en cas de succös,

de former une junte militaire. En
effet, le reproche le plus souvent
adresse ä M**** Aquino est son
manque de fermete. La bonne
volonte et le charisme ne peu-
vent tenir lieu de politique une
fois passee la periode de l'etat

de grace. Les Philippines fönt

face ä une crise de gouverne-
ment, ce qui explique sans doute
la latitude dont ces officiers

rebelles ont ben^ficie pour pro-

perer leur putsch.

c.ertes, Cory
Aquino peut se feliciter de la

determination du general Ramos
ä mater la rebellion et de la cele-

rite avec laquelle les Occiden-
taux, Amöricains en tete, lui ont

exprime leur « entiere solida-

rite ». Mais ce double soutien est

sans equivoque : le commande-
ment militaire attend d'elle,

desormais, une reprise en mein,
et ses allies en esperen^ autant,

tout en estimant qu'elle demeure
le dernier recours pour son pays.

Elle reste, neanmoins, le seul

rempart contre la generalisation

d'une guerre civile qui ensan-
glante dejä de nombreuses TIes

de l'archipel. Personne ne peut
souhaiter aux Philippins le

retour, sous la houlette d'une
junte militaire, au regime de loi

martiale qui leur a ete impose
pendant douze ans. II ne leur res-

terait, le cas echeant, que le

choix entre deux dictatures.

(Lire, page 3. l'article

de KIM GORDON-BA TES.

}

La nouvelle offensive libyenne

Tchad : riolents combats

laus le secteiir d'Aozou

Vingt-quatre heures apres Vannonce par la Libye de

la reprise de l'oasis d'Aozou, aux conßns tchado-libyens,

la Situation apparaissait des plus confuses le samedi

matin 29 aoüt.

Les autorites tchadiennes dementaient toujours la

perte de cette localite, enlevee par les forces du president

Hissene Habre le 8 aoüt, apres quatorze ans d'occupation

libyenne. Neanmoins, N'Djamena faisait etat de combats

d'une « violence inouie »,

C*est vendredi apres-midi que
Fagence officielle libyenne Jana a

annonce, de Tripoli, que les

troupes libyennes avaient « libere

le village d'Aozou, au terme
d'une bataille de pres de deux
heures, au cours de laquelle les

forces ennemies ont ete extermi-
nees ».

Situe dans une bände revendi-

quee par la Libye du colonel

Kadhafi, qui fonde notamment ses

revendications sur Taccord Laval-

Mussolini de 1935, Aozou, consi-

deree par N'Djamena comme fai-

sant partie integrante du Tchad,
avait ete prise par Tarmee tcha-

dienne apres une serie de succes

qui avaient permis aux forces du
President Habre de recuperer tout

le nord du Tchad. Depuis le

8 aoüt, les autorites tchadiennes

avaient fait etat de plusieurs ten-

tatives libyennes pour reprendre

Aozou par la force. Tentatives que
les Forces armees nationales tcha-

diennes (FANT) avaient reussi ä

repousser.

Vendredi soir encore, le porte-

parole de Tetat-major tchadien
affirmait que les troupes de
N'Djamena tenaient « ferme-
ment » Aozou. Samedi matin, la

radio tchadienne indiquait : « Les
FANT fönt face en ce moment
aux troupes libyennes », sans plus

de precision, avant de diffuser un
communique militaire dejä publie

vendredi soir et parlant de com-
bats violents.

(Lire la suite page 3.
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La preparation de la campagne presidentielle

La majorite miiplie

les attap contre M. Mitterrand

Le RPR et l'UDF multiplient leurs attaques contre

M. Mitterrand. M. Leotard a donne cette consigne, le

vendredi 28 aoüt, aux responsables federaux du Parti

republicain. Au RPR, les jeunes militants, reunis le meme
jour, ont scande: «Mitterrand ä l'hospice ! ». M. Seguin
ironise sur les divisions du PS, ä huit mois de l'election

presidentielle. Samedi, ä Beifort, M. Chevenement devait

annoncer son Intention d'etre « candidat ä la candidature *

socialiste.

lagitation

iBeyrouth
Les dirigeants condamnent

les erneutes contre la cherte

de la vie.

PAGE 12

Tour de vis

en Afrique du Sud
Nouvelles et sheres restric-

tions ä la liberte de la

presse.

PAGE 3

Scandale finander

en Yougoslavie

Des personnalitis politi-

ques seraient en cause.

PAGE 4

PoKmique

iBrian$on

Le telephirique du mont
Prorel construit sans auto-

risation

PAGE 12

Le sommaire complet
se trouve page 12

La mort de John Huston

La beaute du desastre
Le cineaste americain, John

Huston est mort, dans la nuit

du jeudi 27 au vendredi
28 aoüt, dans sa maison de
Newport (Etats-Unis) ä Tage
de quatre-vingt-un ans. La
mort de John Huston a frappe

le Festival de Venise ä la veiÜe

de son Ouvertüre.

Le « patriarche » devait

envoyer par satellite aux parti-

cipants de la 44* Mostra un
hommage. II ne le pourra pas,

mais il laisse en guise d'adieu

son dernier film qui sera pro-

jete le 3 septembre et est ins-

pire d'une nouvelle de James
Joyce. Son titre: «The Dead»
(Les Morts).

II aura beaucoup bu. Et pas

mal renverse. Jusque dans Tau-

delä, peut-etre s'en sert-il encore

un petit ä la sante des necrologues

de tout peil, perplexes, qui se

demandent si c'est un grand
cineaste ou non qu'ils enterrent

sur le papier et par quel beut

attraper ce diable d'homme. Peu
de gens y sont parvenus, et lui-

meme n'a pas du prendre le temps
de s'y interesser. Trop ä faire, trop

ä vivre.

Americain d'ascendance irlan-

daise, il fut plus irlandais que pos-

sible, prolifique, bagarreur, ins-

pire, travailleur acharne et

nonchalant ä la fois, courageux,

insouciant, avec quelque part au
fond de lui, vagabonde, une dröle

de felure ouvrant sur le bizarre.

En tout cas insaisissable.

Boxeur professionnel ä dix-huit

ans (il ne perd que deux combats
sur vingt-cinq) , il s'engage ä vingt

ans dans la cavalerie mexicaine
avant de partir pour la France
« etudier la peinture », la littera-

ture, ecrire des romans, une piece

pour marionnettes ; retourne aux

Etats-Unis et, devenu de son pro-

pre aveu « le plus mauvais jour-

naliste du monde », entre au Ser-

vice de Samuel Goldwyn comme
scenariste, en 1930.

En quarante-six ans, il realise

plus de quarante films, qui refle-

tent bien la diversite de ses

talents, de ses interets, la singula-

rite de sa culture, au point de ren-

dre parfois incomprehensible la

coherence de sa demarche.

Faut-il d'ailleurs ä tout prix en
chercher une, sinon celle de sa

curiosite et de son plaisir ? Hus-
ton - entre la Bible (1967) et

Casino royal (1968) - n'a jamais

paru soucieux de delivrer un mes-
sage constant ni de respecter une
esthetique personnelle, sa Philoso-

phie sur ce point se resumant ä

une simple regle : « II n'y a que
deux positions pour la camera

:

assise et debout » . On a voulu voir

en lui le cineaste de l'echec. Ce
theme, sous des formes multiples,

est en effet assez frequent dans

son Oeuvre.

C'est meme le seul fil conduc-

teur qui s'en degage avec insis-

tance, si l'on tient vraiment ä

l'esprit de Systeme : l'echec ou le

leurre, les impasses, les evasions

illusoires, les tresors qui n'existent

pas, hantent la plupart de ses

chefs-d'ceuvre, du Faucon mal-
tais, ä Asphalt Jungle (Quand la

ville dort), des Misfits
(les Desaxes) ä Fat City et Pro-

menade avec ramour et la mort.

Mais ce n'est qu'un fil parmi

d'autres. Huston en joue du reste

avec un sens critique et comique
ravageur dans le plus acheve et le

plus etrange de ses films : l'ine-

narrable Beat The Devil (Plus

fort que le diable), oü des gangs-

ters plus saugrenus qu'inquie-

tants, en rade dans un village

d'Italie, tuent le temps ä petits

verres, sur un scenario de Truman
Capote. Gina Lollobrigida roule

les * r » en degustant des gäteaux

secs, Bogart singe Bogart et Hus-

ton parodie Huston.

II n'aura pas toujours une aussi

claire conscience de soi, un
humour si parfait, qu'en cette

annee 1954, mais qu'importe. La
liste de ses reussites est teile - et

la Nuit de l'iguane, et Reßets

dans un oeil d'or... - que le vieil

homme peut dormir tranquille : il

a plus que rempli son contrat avec

son art, avec la vie et ses doubles.

MICHEL BRAUDEAU.

(Lire, page 7. l'article

de JACQUES SICLIER.

)

Exorcismes
« Ilfaut rentrer dans le lard de

Mitterrand » : teile est la consigne
donnee ä ses troupes par M. Fran-
9ois L6otard, secretaire general

du Parti republicain. M. Leotard
l'a dit, devant ses amis, le ven-

dredi 28 aoüt ä Bordeaux, ä huis

clos parce que ce langage ne sied

gudre ä un ministre de la culture,

tenu, de surcroit, par fonction, ä
un minimum de deference envers
le chef de l'Etat.

M. Leotard est ä la tratne. II y
a belle lurette qu'au RPR la

guerre au ras des päquerettes est

engagee contre le president de la

Repubiique, qui * blablate » et

« perd la memoire », selon
M. Franck Borotra, porte-parolc

du Rassemblement.

Les jeunes RPR, r6unis en uni-

versite d'ete ä Arles, ont tout de
suite compris la le^on et se sont

atteles, sans plus attendre, aux
travaux pratiques. * Mitterrand ä
l'hospice ! >*, criaient-ils vendredi

apr^s que M. Philippe Seguin eut

enonce trois ou quatre arguments
destines ä demontrer l'inutilite

d'une nouvelle candidature du
chef de l'Etat.

II convient, pour ctre complet,

de rappeler que la campagne sur

r«äge du capitaine» ne date pas
d'hier. M. Rene Monory l'avait

ouverte la semaine prec6dente en
lui attribuant genereusement
quatre-vingts ans (deux de trop)

au terme d'un hypothetique
second mandat.

Olivier
DUTAILLIS

Le simulateur
roman

GALLIMARD nr/*

Tous contre M. Mitterrand : ce
n'est pas surprenant ä huit mois
du scrutin presidentiel. Tous les

presidents de la V^ Repubiique —
ä l'exccption, evidemment, de
Georges Pompidou - ont eu ä
subir pareils assauts, ä commen-
cer par le general de Gaulle en
1965, dont Page (soixante-quinze
ans) ne laissait pas ses adversaires

indiffcrents. Encore faudrait-il

que cette offensive s'appuie sur
un discours parfaitement logique.

Les responsables de la majorite
ne cessent d'etaler, publiquement
au moins, toutes les excellentes —
et les moins bonnes — raisons que
M. Mitterrand aurait de ne pas se

representer. Ils s'affirment, pour
la plupart, convaincus qu'il renon-
cera. Pourquoi donc, dans ces

conditions, s'en prendre ä un non-
candidat, ä quelqu'un qui ne pre-

sente plus aucun danger ? Cela
doit relever de Texorcisme.

La majorite n'est pas seule ä
conjurer le sort. Chez les socia-

listes, on s'y exerce aussi. Le spec-

tacle, aux yeux de la majorite,
n'est pas seulement pittoresque.

C'est un don du ciel. Enfin, les

socialistes se divisent ! La majo-
rite, soulagee apres une longue
attente, enfonce le front.

M. Rocard est candidat et
affirme qu'il ira jusqu'au bout de
ses intentions, quoi que decide
M. Mitterrand. M. Chevenement
veut l'ctre si M. Mitterrand ne
Test pas. M. Fabius ne desespdre
pas. L'affaire se prcsente mal.
M. Lionel Jospin s'en inquiete. Si
le Parti socialiste est divis6,
observe-t-il, la droite l'emportera
et les socialistes * se boucheront
la perspective * bien au-delä de
1988.

Outre Tage du capitaine et les

mutineries dans l'equipage qui la

mettent en joie, la majorite se
r^jouit que les soutes soient vides.

Les socialistes, repetent les diri-

geants UDF et RPR, n'ont pas de
projet et rien ä dire aux Frangais.
M. S6guin a proc6dc ä un examen
complet : ils ont, dit-il, 1'« elec-
troencephalogramme plat ».

C'est, chez eux, « le desert. le
vide, integral, sideral ».

JEAN-YVES LHOMEAÜ.

(Lire la suite

et nos informations ßage 5.

)
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Dates

RENDEZ-VOUS
Dimanche 30 aodt. — Union

sovietique : Visite de dcux
semaines du dalai lama.

Mardi 1" septembre. — Tri-

poli : Fctc nationale (procla-

mation de Tind^pendance)

.

Centrafrique : Cinquidmc
anniversaire de la prise du
pouvoir par le g6n6ral
Kolingba.

Mercredi 2 septembre. —
Canada : 2« sommet des chefs

d'Etat des pays francophones

(du 2 au 4 ä Qu6bec) . Union
sovietique : Proc^s de
Mathias Rust ä Moscou.

Vendredi 4 septembre. - Etats-

Unis : Sentence dans le procis

du « justicicr du m6tro » ncw-
yorkais.

Samedi 5 septembre. - Afrique
du Sud : Visitc d'une d616ga-

tion de d6put6s fran^ais (du 5

au 20).

Dimanche 6 septembre. -
Argentine : Elcctions des
s6nateurs, d6put6s nationaux,

maires. Turquie : Ankara, Ics

61ecteurs turcs se prononccnt

sur un amendement constitu-

tionnel interdisant ä une cen-

taine de dirigeants politiques

de se präsenter ä des 61ec-

tions. Zaire : Kinshasa, 61ec-

tions legislatives.

II y a soixante-dix ans
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Les mutins du soviet de La Courtine

«M'ONSIEUR le minis-
tre de la guerre de
la Republique

franqaise, savez-vous qu'au camp
de La Courtine (Creuse) se

trouve la l^' brigade speciale

russe, ä l'effectif de neu/ mille

huit Cents hommes, qui, le

16 avril 1917. ä Courcy (Marne).
a versi son sang pour la France et

pour la Russie ? Aujourd'hui, la

l" brigade est reduite ä lafamine
par Suite de la reduction des
rations. Nous sommes soumis au

« // allunte une lumiere au cceur
des soldats. emprisonnes dans les

casernes ou dans les cantonne-
ments du front, avec unfusil pour
cinq hommes. » Georges Zamo-
tine, le seul lemoin connu encore
vivant, raconte : « Le 25 decembre
1915. le capitaine nous a mis en
rang pour nous annoncer qu'il

avait besoin de sept hommes pour
partir en France. On etait
soixante-dix ä repondre ä
l'appel ; le capitaine a alors dit :

« Ceux qui sont illettres, trois pas

que parviennent les premieres
rumeurs sur les evenements
incroyables qui viennent de se

derouler en Russie : le tsar a abdi-
que, un gouvernement provisoire

est en place, la Russie est une
Republique... D'abord occultce
par les officiers, la nouvelle
devient officielle le 12 avril 1917,
quand les troupes pretent serment
au nouveau pouvoir. Quatre jours
plus tard, c'est le jour « J » de
Toffensive Nivelle.

Le 16 avril, la 2« brigade est

Des calicots portant le mot Liberte - en fran^ais et en nisse - apparaissent derri^re le general

passant en revue les troupes nisses.

bue les causes des mutineries
fran^aises aux ev6nements de
fevrier ä Petrograd. Dds lors, il

devient urgent d'envoyer ces deux
brigades russes, qui s'emancipent,
en un Heu eloigne du front, des

populations et des exiles politi-

ques russes de Paris. Dans les Pre-

miers jours de juin, les prisonniers

allemands qui se trouvent au
camp de La Courtine quittent les

lieux.

Un emissaire

deKerenski '

Pour accueillir les soldats
russes, * toutes mesures de
meßance ou de coercition preven-
tive sont ä eviter soigneuse-
ment ». Foch invitc ainsi le g6ne-
ral commandant la region
militaire de Limoges ä faire

preuve de psychologie envers des
troupes alliees « dont l'etat moral
exige la plus serieuse attention ».

Pour l'etat-major, La Courtine
n'est alors qu'une etape avant le

renvoi de ces troupes en Russie.
« Un indispensable retour au
pays dont les hommes disent
avoir la nostalgie », Signale le

general de Castelnau (3).

Ein juin, la 1" brigade arrive en
train ä La Courtine. Le comite de
soldats de la l'* compagnie. Tun
des rares ä ne subir Tinfluence
d'aucun officier, prend aussitöt

rinitiative de « faire connaitre au
monde » sa Situation. Quand, ä

son tour, la 2^ brigade s'installe au
camp, un grand meeting est orga-

nise dans la nuit du 5 au 6 juillet.

Le 1^ brigade veut rallier ä sa

cause les nouveaux arrivants.

Le comite de soldats demande
de voter pour le retour en Russie :

« Lä-bas. nous saurons etre du
cöte de la liberte, du cöte du peu-

meme regime que les prisonniers

allemands. Est-il possible que la

France permette que ces neuf
mille huit cents hommes meurent
de faim ? » Sign6 : * Joseph
Sobolenki, sous-officier 7' com-
pagnie du /" rigiment de la
1^' brigade du corps expedition-

naire russe en France. »

Ccttc lettre, Paul Painlevd,

ministre de la guerre, la re9oit

dans les premiers jours de septem-

bre 1917. Le ministre a ddjä echo
d*un appel lanc6 par cette brigade

russe. Les hommes prient, exigent

et insistent pour qu*on les renvoie

en Russie : * On ne nous consi-

dire pas comme des hommes
mais comme des objets. On a ete

achetis par la France en ichange
de munitions pour la Russie.

C'est le bruit qui courait quand
on est arrives il y a un an et

demi. » •
. /

En decembre 1915, Paul Dou-
mer, le futur President de la

Republique, est en mission parle-

mentaire ä Petrograd. II est parti

de Paris avec un projet fou soumis
par rdtat-major et dont Joffre est

rinstigateur. La question des
effectifs le pr6occupe et, en cas

d'attaque allemande, il lui fau-

drait faire appel ä la classe 1916.

En revanche, la Russie, faute de
materiel, ne peut utiliser qu'une
partie de ses troupes. Doumer
demande ä Nicolas II des effec-

tifs qui pourraient aller jusqu'ä
quarante mille hommes par mois,
form^s en unites, dont Tarmement
et r6quipement seraient assures

par la France.

Via

b Chine

Pour sceller ce projet d*accord,
conclu le 15 decembre, Doumer
pr6vicnt Albert Thomas, le sccr6-
taire d*Etat socialiste ä Tarme-
ment, qu*il a consenti d*ajouter
* Cent cinquante mille fusils
modele 18/4 ä la livraison des
trois Cent mille deja negocies ».

En fait, Doumer n'obtient reelle-

ment des Russes que Tenvoi d'une
premi^re brigade de dix mille
hommes * ä titre experimental ».

Une deuxidme brigade suivra
ainsi que deux autres encore desti-

nees ä Salonique. Un total de qua-
rante mille hommes dont la mis-
sion Viviani-Thomas du mois de
mai 1916 prend acte sans pouvoir
obtenir plus du g^ndral Alexeieff.

Le num6ro un de la hi6rarchie
militaire tsariste 6tait r6ticent d^s
Torigine ä rid6e de cette trans-

plantation du soldat russe sur une
terre etrangdre.

Henri Barbusse (1) consacre

en 1928 une nouvelle ä Thistoire

de ce Corps exp6ditionnaire. II

imagine ce que fut l'appel aux
volontaires pour partir en France :

en arri^re » ; ä la fin on n'etait

plus que quatorze et on a tire au
sort. »

Quelques jours plus tard, un
voyage invraisemblable s'organise

pour dix mille soldats. La mer
Blanche etait prise par les glaces,

le seul passage est ä Test. La
1« brigade part de Moscou et de
Samara par le Transsiberien. Une
premiere etape en train longue de
9 000 kilometres jusqu'aux fron-

tieres de la Mandchourie. Des
trains japonais prennent alors le

relais pour acheminer la 1" bri-

gade ä Lu-Ta, port chinois. Sui-

vent des escales bigarrees pour
ces milliers d'hommes embarqu6s
sur des paquebots fran9ais requi-

sitionnes : Saigon, Singapour,
Colombo puis Djibouti, le canal

de Suez et enfm la Mcditerrance.

Le 20 avril, les deux premiers
bateaux accostent ä Marseille.

UHimalaya et le Latouche-
Treville, dont une nuee de
vareuses rdseda a envahi les S
ponts, sont acclames par la foule

massee sur les quais. Ce « mor-
ceau de rouleau compresseur
russe » est exalte (lans la presse,

meme si certains ne voient la

qu'une experience symbolique :

* N'allons pas imaginer qu'une
grande armee russe va venir bien-

töt combattre sur notre front »,

souligne le Figaro. Dans son ordre

du jour du 20 avril, Joffre
accueille ces soldats « choisis

parmi les plus braves et com-
mandes par les officiers les plus
reputis »,

Les Russes avaient effective-

ment recrute des soldats alphabe-
tis6s, et le tsar avait meme 6te

jusqu'ä souhaiter qu'ils soient
blonds ou chätains avec les yeux
bleus ou gris. Dans la l'« brigade
qui debarque en France, on trouve
ainsi des ouvriers moscovites let-

tr6s mais qui n'ont jamais com-
battu. La 2« brigade, qui arrive

quelques semaines plus tard, est

composee de paysans descendus
des contreforts de l'Oural. Ils ont
dejä combattu mais n'ont pas la

culture de leurs pred^cesseurs.

Arm6s du lebel (2) qu'on leur
remet ä leur arrivee, equipes du
casque du poilu orne pour l'occa-

sion de l'aigle ä deux tetes, formes
en quelques semaines au camp de
Mailly, les vingt mille soldats du
Corps exp^ditionnaire ont leurs

Premiers contacts avec l'ennemi
au debut de l'automne 1916. Jof-
fre, qui attendait beaucoup plus
d'un renfort russe, constate alors
amdrement que, * reduit ä ces
proportions. il ne presentait plus
un interet majeur comme Solu-

tion ä la crise des effectifs du
frontfranqais ».

Pourtant, en vue de l'offensive

du printemps 1917, les brigades

s'entrainent pour enlever les posi-

tions les plus pörilleuscs. C'est lä

y^m^"^

Globa, (bu centre), pr^ident du soviet de La Courtine,

apres son arrestation.

clouee sur place pres de Reims. A
Courcy, sur les bords du canal de
la Marne, la 1" brigade passe

mais c'est l'h^catombe. Sur les

vingt mille Russes engages dans
Toffensive, il y a quatre mille tues

et btesses. Les Fran9ais comptent
deux Cent cinquante mille morts
et les mutineries ne tardent pas ä
6clater dans leurs rangs. Une
indiscipline qui n'epargne pas le

Corps expeditionnaire.

Les decisions

de Petrograd

Envoy6s au repos dans les

Vosges et en Haute-Marne, les

Russes prennent alors conscience

que tout a bascule dans leur pays.

C'est dans les höpitaux qui re^oi-

vent des blesses russes que les pre-

miers soviets de soldats sont
form6s sous l'impulsion de civils

russes qui hesitent encore ä ren-

trer au pays. Le \" mai, ä Neuf-
chäteau, dans les Vosges, le gene-

ral commandant les troupes russes

en France preside une revue de
ses troupes quand, derriere lui,

fleurissent des calicots impro-
vis6s ; sur Tun d'eux un seul mot

:

«LIBERTfi».
Quelques jours plus tard,

conformement aux decisions du
soviet de Petrograd, une premiere
reunion des comites de soldats de
la 1^ brigade se tient dans la salle

du conseil municipal pretee par la

mairie de Bourmont (Haute-
Marne). A parite et ä egalite, les

hommes sidgent avec leurs offi-

ciers.

Le ministcre de l'interieur

s'inquiete alors serieusement de
l'influence de cette effervescence

sur les troupes frangaises, L'etat-

major, en premiere analyse, attri-

ple laborieux et orphelin. Pour
cela la seule ressource c'est de
s'unifier et categoriquement de
refuser d'aller sur le front fran-
gais. » Dans les rangs de la 2' bri-

gade, c'est rhesitation, et les offi-

ciers reussissent in extremis ä
reprendre en main leurs « mou-
jiks ».

Ce loyalisme etant prccaire, le

8 juillet, le general commandant
le Corps expeditionnaire deserte le

camp avec l'ensemble des offi-

ciers des deux brigades suivi des
six mille hommes de la 2' brigade.

Ils partent s'installer ä une ving-

taine de kilometres au nord du
camp, pres de Felletin et Aubus-
son. A present, l'enceinte militaire

est occupee par neuf mille
« rebelies » avec armes et bagages
sans autres chefs que ceux qu'ils

se choisissent.

Baltais, le prcmicr pr6sident du
soviet de La Courtine, organise
dds lors une r6sistance passive.
Cela donne Heu ä des semaines de
palabrcs : il re^oit un emissaire de
Kerenski venu au camp, il repete
la volonte de ses hommes de ren-
trer en Russie, il monte ä Paris, il

negocie. A son retour au camp,
juge trop tendre, il est supplantc ä
la tete du soviet par l'Ukrainien
Globa. Pendant ce temps, en juil-

let, les hommes ont aide ä faire lcs

foins dans la campagne environ-
nante...

Mais d6but aoüt, pour mettre
fin ä ces va-et-vient et au voisi-

nage bon enfant avec la popula-
tion, trois mille soldats fran9ais de
la classe 1917 encerclent le camp
ä bonne distance. Dans le meme
temps, les six mille hommes de la

2« brigade, surnomm^s les « felle-

tinois » , sont transf6r6s dans un

camp en Gironde. Juges de moins
en moins aptes ä ramener leurs

camarades ä la raison, un tiers

d'entre eux seulement reviendront

ä La Courtine debut septembre
pour ce qui s'annonce etre un
combat fratricide.

Paris, qui reitdre depuis des

semaines sa volonte de ne pas
s'immiscer dans « l'etat inte-

rieur » des troupes russes, decide

toutefois dans les derniers jours

d'aoüt d'obtemperer pacifique-

ment aux appels desesperes du
commandement russe. L'inten-

dance, qui livre depuis deux mois
plus de dix mille rations par jour,

r6duit considerablement son
approvisionnement au camp. Une
reduction qui sonne comme un
Signal pour les rebelles.

Trds vite, le dispositif est para-

cheve quand le hasard veut qu'un
detachement de trois mille Russes
« ultra-loyalistes » soit de passage

en France. Aussitöt, certains

apprennent les rudiments du
canon de 75, que l'armee fran-

gaise met ä la disp>osition de cette

troupe providentielle. Le 12 sep-

tembre, la Population civile de
La Courtine est cvacuee. Le 14, le

gdneral commandant le corps
expeditionnaire donne quarante-
huit heures aux rebelles pour se

rendre. Le 16 septembre, ä
10 heures, fin de i'ultimatum, per-

sonne n'a quitti le camp, et Globa
donne l'ordre aux musiciens de
jouer la Marseillaise et la Mar-
che funebre de Chopin. Au meme
moment, les premiers obus s'abat-

tent sur le camp.

Lacaoonnade

Les musiciens sont les pre-
midres victimes, alors que, incrc-

dules jusqu'ä la derniere minute,
les neuf mille assi6g6s du camp
paniquent et courent se r^fugier

dans les caves des casernes. Cette
canonnade dissuasive epargne les

bätiments du camp, inaugure en
1905 ; en evitant de causer de trop
gros degäts materiels, eile hache
chaque heure de ce 16 septembre.
La nuit est entrecoupee de quel-
ques lirs de mitrailleuses tenues
par les plus courageux des
rebelles.

Le 17 au matin, les 75 se
remettent en batterie et les reddi-

tions, d'abord eparses, se multi-
plient tout au long de la journee
jusqu'ä ce que les plus determines
des assieges se retrouvent une
centaine ä la nuit tombee. Ces
derniers se battront toute la jour-
nee du 18, bätiment par bätiment.
Pendant ce temps, les soldats
fran9ais, qui sont rest6s jusque-lä
en observateurs, parquent dans les

champs alentour les huit mille

cinq Cents hommes qui se sont
soumis. Le 19 ä 9 heures, l'opcra-

tion est terminee. Globa est
arrete.

Le bilan officiel fait etat de
neuf morts chez lcs mutins.
Divers autres dccomptes permet-
tent de dire qu'une centaine
d'hommes furent tues ou blesses.

Quatre-vingt-un meneurs sont
incarcer^s aussitöt ä llle d'Aix
dans l'attente d'un jugement du
tribunal militaire russe, qui ne
viendra jamais. En novembre,
Clemenceau, nouveau president
du conseil, ne dispose plus d'inter-

locuteurs en Russie, et le sort du
Corps expeditionnaire est Tun des
derniers soucis des bolcheviks. II

propose alors ä l'ensemble des
troupes russes en France le travail

volontaire dans l'Hexagone ou le

travail « oblige » en Afrique du
Nord, dans les « bat' d'Af » de
Mers-el-Kebir ou Biribi... Une
majorite accepte la premiere Solu-

tion.

Eparpill^s partout cn France,
ces soldats deviennent ouvriers

agricoles, bücherons, mineurs...

ou tailleurs, comme Georges
Zamotine. Dirigi sur l'intendance
de Lyon, il ne rentrera jamais
chez lui. C'est seulement en 1919
et 1920 que la plupart de ses
camarades sont 6changes contre
des Fran9ais retenus en Russie
sovi6tique.

Enfin, jusqu'ä Tarmistice, une
poignee d'officiers et de soldats

obtiennent pour l'honneur qu'une
l6gion russe poursuive la guerre.
Le jeune Malinovski y apprendra
son metier de soldat avant de
devenir en 1945 maröchal, puis
ministre de la defense sous
Khrouchtchev et Brejnev.

LAURENT-YVES GILOUX.

( 1 ) Henri Barbusse, 6crivain, auteur
du Feu (1916), public cn 1928 Faits
divers, recueil de nouvclles dont Ceux
qu'on n'a pas domptes, consacrec aux
mutins de La Courtinc.

(2) Le fusil de rarm6e fran9aise de
1 890 ä 1940.

(3) Commandant le groupe des
arm6es''de TEst.

}
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La mort de John Huston

Un temperament d'aventurier
N6 le 5 aoOt 1906 ä Nevada

(Missouri), John Huston ^tait le fils

de Walter Huston, acteur d'origine

irlandaise, et d'une femme 6crivain,

Reha Gore. II avait sept ans lorsque

ses parents se s6parent. Mais il a
v6cu en passant de Tun ä Tautre,

abandonna ses etudes ä dix-huit ans

pour se faire boxeur professionnel,

s'engagea dans la cavalerie mexi-
caine en 1926, fit en 1927 un voyage
en France avec sa mdre, ce qui lui

permit de d6couvrir notre littörature

et de se mettre ä 6crire des romans
et des pidces de thdätre. Vers 1 930,

il retrouve son pdre ä Hollywood.
William Wyler Tengage comme
acteur et il 6crit des scenarios. II est

ensuite sc^nariste chez Universal et

Warner Bros.

C'est pour cette firme qu'en 1941

il r6alise son premier film, le Faucon
maltais, dont il a tir6 le sc6nario

d'un roman de Dashiell Hammett,
d6jä adapt6 deux fois ä Töcran. Dans
une mythique chasse au tr6sor

men6e par des gens sans scrupules,

Humphrey Bogart est le d6tective

priv6 Sam Spade, et la mise en

scene de John Huston cr6e Tatmo-
sphdre dure et dösenchantee du film

noir, genre qui va faire bientot

fureur ä Hollywood.

Apris In this our life (1942).

avec Bette Davis, Huston retrouve

Bogart et d'autres interprites du

Faucon maltais pour Griffes jaunes,

film d'aventures et d*espionnage.

John Huston est alors mobilis6.

En 1943-1944, il travaille dans
r6quipe de Frank Capra pour la

s6rie Pourquoi nous combattons ?,

qui c61dbre Teffort de guerre ameri-

cain contre le fascisme. II r6alise

Report from the Aleutians et la

Bataille de San Pietro, puis, en
1945, un documentaire sur la re6du-

cation (par traitement psychiatrique

et hypnose) des soldats souffrant de
maladies mentales et de paralysies

nerveuses, Let there be light, qui,

pour son realisme anti guerrier, fut

interdit ä la diffusion. On le vit fina-

lement au festival de Cannes 1981,

dans la section « Un certain
regard ».

Rendu ä la vie civile, Huston se

distingue, en 1947, avec le Tresor de
la Sierra Madre, dramatique et

d^risoire aventure de chercheurs

d'or, oü il dirige son pcre et Hum-
phrey Bogart. C'est un succds (deux

Oscars). Key Largo (1948) reunit le

couple mythique Bogart-Bacall dans

un drame ä huis clos face ä des

gangsters. Les Insurges (1949),
avec John Garfield et Jennifer

Jones, est un pamphlet contre la cor-

ruption politique ä Cuba en 1933,

exaltant Tesprit de r^sistance. Hus-
ton prend ainsi parti contre la chasse

aux sorcidres qui s'exerce ä Holly-

wood. En 1950, Quand la ville dort,

qui raconte la preparation du cam-
briolage d'une bijouterie par des

truands sans envergure, est un des

chefs d'oeuvre du film noir.

L 'echec,

theme majeur

John Huston, d6couvert en
France apres la guerre, est considerd

comme Tun des meilieurs nouveaux
cineastes am^ricains. Ce n'est plus

un jeune homme, mais c'est un
artiste dans le meilleur de Tage.

Irlandais comme John Ford, on sait

qu'il aime (sans mesure) le whisky

et qu'il a un temp6rament d'aventu-

rier. On scrute ses films pour en

d^gager un thdme majeur : celui de
Techec. II est vrai que Huston
raconte des entreprises qui deman-
dent beaucoup d'efforts et finissent

le plus souvent par un ratage ou de
fa9on absurde.

La Charge victorieuse (1951)
montre, d'une maniere ambigue,
comment, pendant la guerre de
Secession, un jeune soldat nordiste

rachete sa lächete (le röle est tenu

par Audie Murphy, le soldat le plus

decor6 de la seconde guerre mon-
diale). The African Queen (1952)
est l'aventure insensee d'une vieille

fille anglaise (Katharine Hepburn)
et d'un marin alcoolique (Hum-
phrey Bogart) cherchant ä d6truire

Sur le toumagc de « Annic », eo 1983.

une canonni^re allemande, en sep-

tembre 1 9 1 4, en Afrique Orientale.

Au milieu des dangers, l'humour

de Huston petille, et c'est un aspect

de son cin6ma qu'on mettra du
temps ä comprendre, meme s'il est

encore plus Evident dans Plus fort

que le diable (1954), comcdie de
dupes, parodie de film noir oü
Bogart, compagnon de beuveries du
reaiisateur et son interpr^te prcferc,

tourne avec lui pour la dernidre fois.

Huston etant Tun des cin6astes

am6ricains pref^rös de la revue

Positif, les Cahiers du cinema ne

l'incluent pas dans leur « politique

des auteurs». Guerre d'escarmou-

che qui, r6trospectivement, ressem-

bleä un jeu.

De 1953 ä 1958, John Huston va

pourtant deconcerter jusqu'ä ses

admirateurs avec des films ambi-
tieux : Moulin-Rouge, vie de
Toulouse-Lautrec en Images fiam-

boyantes ; Moby Dick, adaptation

du roman d'Herman Melville,

repute inadaptable. Ou avec des

films romanesques : Dieu seul le

sait, le Barbare et la Geisha et les

Racines du ciel (celui-ci trds mar-
que par l'infiuence du producteur
Zanuck) . Meme si l'on retrouve, ici

et la, des personnages hustoniens qui

cherchent ä se depasser, il apparait

4)ue le eintaste - pour qui chaque
tournage devient une aventure pitto-

resque, d61irante - travaille en dilet-

tante, selon une Inspiration disper-

s6e, oscille parfois entre
l'enthousiasme et le doute, et va

jusqu'ä la d6rision critique envers

lui-meme.

Unecarriere
fluctuante

II a maintenant d6pass6 la cin-

quantaine et sa carridre, si eile ne

connait pas d'6clipses, apparait fiuc-

tuante. Un admirable western, le

Vent de la plaine (1959) ; un d6chi-

rant essai sur la solitude et l'inadap-

tation au monde, les Desaxes
(1960), d'aprds l'oeuvre d'Arthur

Miller, avec Clark Gable, Marilyn
Monroe, Montgomery Clift, vou^s ä

disparaitre une discutable biogra-

phie de Freud, Freud, passions
secrites (1961) ; un film policier

d'humour anglais, le Dernier de la

liste (1962) ; une Strange rencontre

avec l'univers de Tennessee Wil-

liams, la Nuit de l'iguane (1965),
puis une superproduction, la Bible

(1965), et une collaboration ä

James Bond, Casino royale (1968),
laissent voir les qualitös et les limites

(ou les d6fauts) de l'^clectisme.

Vient ensuite une s6rie de films

passionnants ä des titres divers, oü
s'affirme la maitrise hustonienne :

Reflets dans un cell d'or (1967),
drame psychanalytique avec Marlon
Brando et Elizabeth Taylor ; Davey

Eo 1950...

des grands chemins ( 1 968) , 16gende
^cossaise tourn6e en Irlande avec
John Hurt ; Promenade avec
l'amour et la mort (1969), süperbe
chronique de deux jeunes gens en
pleine guerre de Cent Ans ; la Lettre
du Kremlin (1970), vision cynique
et hallucinante du monde de
Tespionnage renvoyant dos ä dos les

Services secrets americains et sovi6-

tiques; Fat City (1972), crrancc
d'un boxeur alcoolique cherchant ä
sortir de sa d6ch6ance ; Juge et

hors'la-loi (1972), western nostal-

gique et ironique avec Paul New-
man, Antonv Perkins ; le Piige
(1973), jeu destnicteur des mythes
de Tespionnage avec, ä nouveau,
Paul Newman ; L'homme qui voulut
etre roi (1975), r6fiexion sur le

cinima d'aventures (d'aprds un
roman de Kipling), avec Sean
Connery ; et, enfin, une oeuvre
{{6niale, morbide, bouleversante sur
a perversion et la folie d'un pr6-
cheur, le Malin. pr6sent6e hors com-
p^tition au Festival de Cannes 1979,
en hommage ä Huston. II y a peu ä
dire de Phobia (1980), A nous la

victoire (1981) et Annie (1982).
comcdie musicale plus interessante.

m€me si eile n'est pas vraiment r6us-

sie, est l'adaptation du roman de
Malcolm Lowry, Auniessous du vol-

can (1984), oü, dans un d^cor mexi-
cain, l'alcoolisme, la solitude. la

culpabilit6 et la mort dansent une
ronde infernale. L'ceuvre litt6raire

passait pour impossible ä transposer
sur r^cran. John Huston en donne

avec dquivalence attachante. tragi-

que. avec ce sens du romanesque
hollywoodien qu'il a toujours eue.

Sa sant6 se d6grade mais. v^rita-

ble force de la nature. il tourne tou-
jours : l'Honneur des Prizzi (1985),
pr6sent6 au Festival de Venise,
com6die noire et cnielle opposant
Jack Nicholson et Kathleen Turner
en tueurs ä gages renoue avec
l'ancienne veine des films de gangs-
ters avec un rien de pastiche.
Comme si Huston le patriarche se
retournait. alors. vers ie Faucon
maltais, ses personnages menteurs
et cyniques.

En 1986. il joue. en Italie. le röle
du « maitre du temps » dans Momo,
d'aprds un roman de Michel Ende,
sous la direction d'un metteur en
sc^ne allemand Johannes Schaaf.
On lui pr€te ce propos : « A mon äge
vinirahle, etre le maitre du temps et
dijouer la mort qui me tourne sans
cesse autour, c'est un bon divertisse-
ment. »

D^but 1987. le voilä cn Califor-
nie. pour le toumage de les Morts
d'aprös une nouvelle tir6e des Gens
du Dublin de James Joyce (/e
Monde du 5 f^vrier 1987). Impres-
sionn6, depuis sa jeunesse par
l'auteur irlandais, grand parmi les
grands, il r^alise. en somme, un r€ve.

Sa randonn6e ä travers le cin6ma
va s'arr6ter lä. II aura defi6 le temps
jusqu'au bout, avec ce goüt ae
l'absurde qui passa dans ses films.

JACQUES SICLIER.
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In "The Fourth Proiocol" Michae} Caine is a British agent who is confronted by both the K.G.B. and his own chiefas he seeks to thwart an encmy plot.

By JOHN GROSS

OUR APPETITE FOR TALES
i of spies and secroi agents is

I
unassuaged — if anything, it

' seems to be growing. "The
Fourth Protocol," forexample,

in which a British agent (played by Mi-

chael Caine) pits himself against the

K.G.B.. IS the latest in a long, long line of

similar movies, but it is unlikcly that it will

be the last ; and it coines hard on the heels

of "No Way Out," a film in whu h much of

the action is made to turn on the po^sible

presenceof a Soviel mole in the Pentagon.
Meanwhile, over among the best sellers,

a C.I.A. thriller, Tom Clancy's "Patriot

Games," occupies second place on the cur-

rcnt New York Times fiction list, and the

nonfiction list is headed by "Spycatcher,"
the controversial memoirs of the former
British inteliigence agent Peter Wright.

The theater, too, seems to have caught
some of the enthusiasm. Among the plays

scheduied to open on Broadway this fall is

Hugh Whitemore's "Breaking ihe Code,"
which teils the story — and eventual

tragedy — of Alan Turing, the British

scientist who played a key role in cracking

the German "Enigma" code dunng World
War II.

Another new movie, "The Whistle

Blower," touches on many of the more re-

cent issues raised, or thought to be raiscd,

by the conduct of British inteliigence and,

indirectiy, that of American inteliigence

as well. In one of its characters, played by
John Gielgud, it also offersa poftrait that

plainly owes some of its Inspiration to the

career of Anthony Blunt.

The appeal that the world of spying

holds for Storytellers is easy enough to un-

derstand. It is a world, after all, that al-

ready has a good deal of fiction built into it,

a world of play-acting and plots. And spy
fiction in turn is bound to reinforce populär
interest in the real thing.

The initial American interest in "Spy-
catcher," for example, was no doubt a re-

sult of the British Government's attempts

to prevent it being published in Britain and
Australia. But its subsequent runaway
success must surely owe more to John Le
Carre and Frederick Forsyth than to any
concern about the actual minutiae of Brit-

Current espionage

films suggest how
acceptable today is

the deep mistrust

of government.

ish security

Still, intelligent. e serviccs don't exist

simply in order to keep the eniertainment

industry supplied with raw matenal (evcn

though »t may sometimes look that way).

In the real world they perform serious

lasks, with serious implicaiions.

Then what are we to make of the imagi-

nary agents and spies who slalk through
populär culiuro? Or, to limit ourselves to

one department, what are we to make of

spy movies? What about their implica-

iions?

One theoretical possibility might be to

take such movies literally, as though they

were straight political Statements. But

that way madness lies, or something vcry

likeit.

Takcn at face vuluo, for example, "The
Fourth Protocol" asks us to b( lieve that a

section of the Soviet leadership. in order to

strengthen its internal posnion, is pre-

pared to explode an aionii- bomb al an
American air base in Briiain (making it

look like an accident for which the United

States will inevitably gel the blame). And
that is only ihe firsl of a whole sequence of

hair-raising assumptions.

As for "No Way Out," it is impossible to

discuss the füll impon of what it says

(once again, of what it says if you take it

literallv) without giving away the final

twist. But what can perhaps be revealed is

that the ending makes nonsense of virtu-

ally everything that has gone before. Much
more significant in terms of what the

movie is all about is that it features a Sec-

retary of Defense who commits murder in

a moinent of passion and then mobilizes

the resources of th^^ Pentagon in order to

arrangeacover-up
In practice, of course, no one is likely to

treat eithei movie as a sober representa-

• Contmuedon Pn^e 26
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nUW VIEW/Vincent Canby

John Huston: Spinner of Late-Night Tales
JOHN

HUSTON'S CAREER WAS AS
long-lived and shapely as his movies
— and as füll of exuberant spirils. His

most mcmorable films, even the au-

tumnally sad ones, from "The Treas-

ure of Sierra Madre" (1947) to " Wise Blood"

(1979), leave one experiencing the kind of ex-

hilaration thal only comes from being wit-

ness to craftsmanship in the servicc of an
original, seriously amused mind.

Sobersided critics have analyzed the high

incidence of unhappy endings in his films and
drawn dreary conclusions about Huston's

"shallow" preoccupation with Man's isola-

tion in what's often called "the void."

At the end of "The Maltese Falcon" (1941),

Sam Spade delivers his beloved Brigid O'-

Shaughnessy to the cops. You know Sam's
going to be devastated for at least 24 hours.

At the end of "Prizzi's Honor," made 44

years later, Charley Partanna finds it neces-

sary to, in his word, "ice" the wifc he loves

and has, up to that very moment, cherished

Bt some risk. After taking a hol shower and
putting on a clean shirt, Charley's on the tele-

phone making a dinner dato.

Though both women are professional kill-

ers, Huston's more solemn detractors shake

their heads and say, " What a grim view of

life!"

It is a grim view of the lives of a couple of

particulargents.

However, for those of us outside the films,

who are looking in and not mistaking the

movies for docudramas or "How to Win
Friendsand Influence People," the actionsof

Sam Spade and Charley Partanna are not

only füll of ironic comedy, they're also com-
pletely satisfying. Given ihe lunatic circum-

stances of the worlds they inhabited, Sam
and Charley did only what they had to do.

The best films of John Huston, dead late

last month at the age of 81, are seldom reflec-

tions on life as it actually is or should be.

They're splendid entertainments. They have
the tone of a Performance by Huston the

actor, who somehow always manages to

sound benignly avuncular even whcn playing

an incestuous, power-mad lycoon, as he does

with such high old humor in Roman Polan-

ski's "Chinatown" (1974). These Perform-

ances function as style footnotes to the ca-

reerof thcdirector.

Huston's films are speculations on the ends

to which a man can be led through his infinite

capacity to dclude himself. In his way, work-

ing within the restrictions of the commercial
cinema, Huston could be as much of a social

Huston's films are

speculations on the

'

ends to which a man
can be led through

his infinite capacity

to delude himself.

satirist as Luis Huüuel.

Like Bunuel, too, Huston was one of those

rare film makers who remained active long

enough for his art to become enriched by the

expcrience and dispassion that comes with

age. Huston landed in deepest bot water when
he elevated a man to Man, as in his pictori-

ally arresting but arid adaptation of "Moby
Dick" (1956).

Utterly dcmcnted are his adaptations of

"The Bible" (1966), with himself on screen as

Noah and on the Soundtrack as God, and Ro-

main Gary's lofty parable, "The Roots of

Heaven" (1958). The latter was probably

doomed from the start. It was certainly

doomed by the time Huston found himself in

The director—in his way, as much ofa
social satirist as Bunuel

French Equatorial Africa, at the hottest time
of ycar, attempting to make sense out of a
screenplay by Gary and Patrick Leigh-Fcr-
mor, in the Company of the high-powered pro-
ducer, the producer's girlfriend and a lot of
unstable actors who drank vodka for break-
fast.

Huston himself often said he was not inter-

ested in attempts to search his work for the
continuing themes that separate the films of

true artisis from those of merely successful
craftsmen. This is a particularly European
way of looking at movies and a perfectly rea-

sonable way to look at the work of directors
on the Order of Bergman and Bunuel.
Yet Huston was never that sort of film

makcr. His films don't begin with ideas. He
was right to remain aloof from the kind of

self-analysis that evcntually paralyzed
Nicholas Ray as a movie maker and inflated

Joseph Losey's ambitions. Huston's most
fully realized movies have their bases in

charactcr and situat ion, out of which come
the themes that we, in turn, can recognize as
wewish.

Whatever its actual source, the character-

istic Huston film appears to have had its ori-

gins in a tale told late in the evening, in a con

/ vivial, Conradian gathering of friends who

/ ContinuedonPage20 i

^i. liier films
st^.,u up as well as one remembers
them. "The Asphalt Jungle" (1950)
has a wittily wicked Performance by

best - Walter Huston, without his
teeth, in "Sierra Madre." Humphrey
Bogart and Katharine Hepburn in
"The African Queen," Clark Gable

^ -..V. iiiusi v-umpjGx and
terrifying Performance of a terminal
drunk ever scen on the screen.
A sense olT generosjty underlines

Huston's films, in his treytment of

son McCuIlers, Tennessee Williams,
Richard Condon or Rudyard Kiplingi
he never cut it down to fit the screen'
but enlarged the screen, as much as
possible,tofitit.

j^ g



John Huston, Late-Night Storyteller

Continuedfrom Page 15

wani to bo amiisod and astonishod b
•

somo aspoct of human oxpcricnco

ihai has ncvcr boforo occurrcd to

thcm. Morc oflcn ihan nol, iho pooplc

in Huston's films wind up losers.

This is Icss a vicw of lifo than an at-

tribute of (hc Ironie narralive ihat

mosi engagcd Huslon's sympathies,

from "The Maltose F-aleon" to ''Priz-

/i's Honor," with slops alon^ the way
for "Heat the Devil" (1954), "Reflec-

tions in a Golden Hyc" (19()7), "Fat
City" and "The Life and Times of

Jiidge Roy Bean" (both made in 1972

and both vastly underrated when they

camc out) and the Superlative Kip-

ling adaptation, "The Man Who
Woulcl He King" (1975).

"The Maltese Takon," even after

ii's been colored predominantly blue,

remains a classie of the blaek-and-

while cinema, as funny and sharp to-

day as it evor was. "Reflections in a

C'iolden Myc" eoniaiiis one of Marlon
Brando's most selfless Perform-
ances, in whieh the aetor seems to

loathe himself as mueh as the eharac-

terhe's playing. In "Fat City" Huston
examines the underbelly of Saera-

mento, Calif., with the same meas-
ured curiosity he devotes to the far

more exolic loeations of the great

"African Queen" (1952), whieh, inei-

denially, has a most satisfyingly sen-

timental ending, and "The Man Who
Would He King."

Not all of Huston's earlier films

stand up as well as one remembers
thcm. "The Asphalt Jungle" (1950)

has a wittily wickcd performanee by

The film maker directs Shakira Caine during the shooting of *The Man Who Would Be Kin^" (1975),

Louis Calhern and an affeetingly

sweet one by Marilyn Monroe, but in

Sterling Hayden it has a big empty
spaee in the middle of it. "Beat the

Devil" always seems as if it's going

to be nuttier than it ever beeomes.
Instead of themes, Huston's work is

speetaeularly marked by Perform-
ances that rank among his actors'

best — Walter Huston, without his

tecth, in "Sierra Madre," Humphrey
Bogart and Katharinc Hepburn in

"The African Queen," Clark Gable,

Marilyn Monroe and Monlgomery
Clift in "The Misfits." Audio Murphy
in "The Red Badge of Courage," Scan

Connery and Michael Caine in "The
Man Who Would Bc King," Jack

Nicholson, Kalhleen Turner and Wil-

liam Hickey in "Prizzi's Honor," and
Albert Finney in "Under the Volca-

no," possibly the most complex and
lerrifying Performance of a terminal

drunk ever scen on the screen.

A sense o\ generosity underlines

Huston's films, in his treytment of

(and in the matcrial he gave to) his

actors, and in the attention he paid to

the work of the remarkable variety of

writcrs whose novels, plays and sto-

rics he served. Huston represented

Hollywood ecleeticism at its most en-

lighiened. Whether the source ma-
terial was by Dashiell Hammett, Car-

son McCullers, Tennessee Williams,

Richard Condon or Rudyard Kipling,

he never cut it down to fit the screen,

but enlarged the screen, as much as

possible, to fit it.

\. a
l^
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Madonna aids
French cause

ADONNA, who will giwe
France what is being

billed as its biggest ever concert
tonight when she performs be-
fore an anticipated audience of
100,000 fans, yesterday pre-
sented a check for about $83,000
to a foundation to fight AIDS.
In a brief ceremony at City

Hall, Premier Jacques Chirac
praised the singer as "one of the
great artists of all times/' He
then kissed her on both cheeks, a
gesture returned by Madonna
with an American-style bear-
hug.
The Premier became an over-

night fan of Madonna when his

24-year-old daughter, Claude,
made him listen to her record-
ings, according to his daughter's
own account.

Thafs the ticket!

THEY'VE decided to be offi-

cers aiid gentlemen about
parking tickets in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, after all.

Town officials admitted thelr
cops made a mistake in issuing
$250 worth of parking tickets to

[the crew of actor Richard Gere's
tnew film "Farm of the Year."
While the crew will wind up

tpaying the fines, the town*s
mayor has agreed to find park-
ing alternatives for the Com-
pany which begins shooting the
film next week.

Coming füll cirde
«

THEY are Coming füll circle at
Circle Rep.

Marshall Mason, the compa-
ny's former artistic director
who left last month to direct
LAnford Wilson's "Bum This*'

for Broadway, will return to the
Company in the spring.
Mason will come back to direct

the off-Broadway group's last

production for the 1987-87 season
— "V & V Only."
Tickets for Circle Rep*s pro-

ductions, including Rafael
Uma's **E1 Salvador,*' and
Timothy Mason's "Only You."
go on sale Sept. 15.

CALEMPAR
TOOAT

CLASSICAL

*DESCRT tON6" N«w Yorh Gty Op«ro pcrfenn Sig-

mund Rembcrg'i opertMo "Ovsert Song." Jim CoW-
fiMM cooouctmg; wnn two ovvniotHiQ coitf: r49w Tont

State Th«at«r ort 2 and 8.

*DESCRT SOM** Ntw York Crty Opera, sM Fridoy. At

2ond8

TANGLEWOOOl Jou trumptlar Wynton Maraab.

Lanox, Mms. ot 8:30.

CHELSa PERCUSSKM ENSEMBLE ANO MANNATAN
MARIMBA QUARTETi Workt by DonM leviton, Larry

Lockwood and otktn. Frw. C«itrd Park BondtheH at

3.

JAH/POP

ROBERT CRAY lAND: Pier 84. 4Mi ol t(w HwdMn
River at 730.

FRANK SINATRA: Garden State Arti CwUer. HokmM.
NJ.,at8:30.

TOMORROW

"OESERT SONG" New York City Opera. See Sotur

doy. At ) and 7.

WAYNE NEWTON: Wettbury AAutk Fair, Brvth Hollow

Rd, Wettbory, L.I., ot 7.

BARGEMUSIC: Pianist Daniel Btumenthol, violinist Chris-

tioon Bor, cfitisf Godfried Hoogeven Progrom of AAo-

lon, ShostokovKh, Schubert. FuHon Ferry londmg,

Brooklyn, al 4.

BEST BET
BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL Woterloo ViMoge. Stanitope,

N J., ffom fKKKi to 8, todoy ond tomorrow. Cuest Roy

Clork ot 5 ond 7.

iii^yftfa

ALL-TIME FAVORITI: Huston's first inmi. HOLLYWOOD HERO: His work reflects his character.

Film legacy of John HiLstan
already Stands test of time

IF I were to make a list of all of
my favorite movies and then

look at the names of their direc-

tors, I would find John Huston's
name mentioned more often
than any other. No one eise
made more great films over a
longer time, films that stand up
today as well as on the day they
were premiered, films that
stand solid and true and have
character and strength.
The titles have become a sort

of litany, a rosary of names that
people recite to honor John Hus-
ton, who died in his sleep yester-
day at the age of 81.

There are the films that every-
body knows: "The Maltese Fal-
con," "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre." "The African Queen,"
"The Night of the Iguana." "The
Man Who Would Be King." .

Then there are "Under the Vol-
cano" and "Prizzi's Honor," two
extraordinary films made at the
end of his career, made when he
was so ill a lesser man would
have taken to his bed, yet made
so well they won money and
prizes not because they were
made by a legend, but because,
damn it, they were good movies.
As I sat and thought about

John Huston, however, I thought
not only of the great and famous
films, but of all of the others.

Here was a man who did not di-

rect films simply so they would
be successful, so ,they would
make money.
In his long and füll career he

made many odd and stränge
movies, films made simply ^-
cause he wanted to make them,
and on the list are wonderful en-
tertainments like "Beat the
Devil," quirky psychodramas
like "Reflections in a Grolden
Eye." romantic follles like "A
Walk with Love and Death,"
Strange relationships like the
one between an infantryman
and a nun in "Heaven Knows,
Mr. Allison," grimy walks on the
wild side like "Fat City." off-

rhythm war stories like "The
Red Badge of Courage." grandi-
ose epics like *The Bible" and
"Moby Dick," and small, bold
curiosities like "Wise Blood." a
film so personal and impenetra-
ble you would swear it was di-

rected by a wild-eyed young
film-school rebel, and not by a
man already in his 70s.

For anyone who grew up dur-
ing Huston's lifetime, the image
of the man came to stand for the
'fullness of a life of action. He
was a tall, Joyful, handsome buc-
caneer who lived life so fully

that he had a kind of invincibil-

ity about him. He was known not
only as a great director but as a

DIRECTOR & DAUGHTER: Huston with daughter Anjelica
and Jack Nicholson,whom he directed in "PrizzVs Honor."

figure of legend, friend of the
great, the lord of his Castle in
Ireland, a man whose famous
home in Puerto Vallerta, Mexi-
co, could be reached only from
the sea, a lover of racehorses, a
formidible drinker, a lover
whose five wives only began the
list of women who feil for his
spell.

All of his life, Huston was rep-
resented by only one agent, Paul
Kühner, who was also the agent
of his father, the actor Walter
Huston. Typically, no contract
was ever signed; it was a hand-
shake deal.

The first time I met Huston it

was in Kohner's office in a little

white building left over from the
earliest days of Sunset Boule-
vard.
Hustoh sat on a sofa in front of

a wall of photographs. One of
them showed John and Walter
Huston on the day they both won
Academy Awards — John for di-

recting "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," his father for best sup-
porting actor.

Another photö showed Huston
and Kohner on location in Mex-
ico for the film, standing on ei-

ther side of a small, obscure lit-

tle man. The little man was al-

leged to be B. Traven, author of
"Sierra Madre" and the most
mysterious literary figure of the
20th Century, said to be a Ger-
man refugee to Mexico, his real
name unknown.

I asked Huston if the man were
really Traven — a man so reclu-

sive he had hardly been seen, let

Continued on following page
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THE COUNTDOWN TOTERROR HAS BEGUN.

'^TWOTHUMBSUP!"
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Salute to

'SItKIL A IBIRT A THE MOVIlS'

J'A GREAT THRILLER
packed wifh excifement.
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6THAVE ATW 3R0ST «ItlOJT
12.2 30.5, MO, 1010

ASTORIA SIXPLEX
ASTOAIA '26 l}r«

CREATIVE ENTERT AHMIENT
CITY CiNEMA

InVeRBORO QUADtm jioo*?A*rISIf\»^n"

tjsjjjssammtttm ^forest hills twin~ " " ' •'^^^^^^^ fOREST MILLS 261 766«

^ALPINE SEVENPLEX
74* 4100

WVESTCHESTER

RfOSTONE
ALL WESTCHESTER
SAW MILL MULTIPLEX
CINEMA
HAWTHORNE 747.2)U
GENERAL CINEMA

9|CNARTS0ALE
CINEMA 1 A 2
HAMTSOALE 76t tISI
LESSER
MT. KISCO MULTICINEMA
WT KISCO6666400

, B S MOSS
>i(MOVIELAND

YONKtHS 79J 0002

ocPUYHOUSE FOUR
"(^ MAMARONECK 6«« 2200
j^QENERAL CINEMA

^WESTCHESTER MALL
QUAD PEEKSKILL S26 6622

ajcnOl ucxm stp»o f

'

MAIN STREET
FlUSHINa2«t ]6M

BROOKLYN HTS. CINEMA ^SlEAMWS TWIN
cS^mISi ENTERTAINMENT 1"":.*'"°!!'!." ' **'*'

CANARSIETRIPLEX2sio;oo Hflurim . l .B
ciNEPLEx ooEON )|cMOVIES AT STATEN
KINOSiPLAZA QUA02s>^<<<0 ISLAND
MARBORO QUAD 212 4ooo travis mi moo

^MOVIESAT
SNEEPSNEAO BAV«<»"oe

USACINEMAS
USA CINEMAS TEN
MiooLrTowNi4] )in

^^ClNEM* CENTER

'I^HUOSON VALLEY MAU
SIXPLEX KINGSTOM iM-4IM

. MOYIS
^CALLERIA

POUGHKEEPSIE 2«7-tl*l
GEILER

JULIET QUAD
POUCMKEEPStE 47I'21M

NEWBUR6H CINEMAS
NEW8URGHM4'«t44

VENTURINI

4K CINEMA EAST
'^NYACK)S*-6«31

CREATIVE ENTERTANWCNT
PIX
SPRING VALLEY 42S-6M2

CINEPLEX OOEON
>|(FANTASY

ROCMVILLE CENTRf 764 6000

^MEAOOWBROON QUAD
EASTMEAOOWns 75S2

UA

THE MOVIES AT
SUNRISE MALL
MASSAPEOUA 7«5.22«4

GG
PORT WASHINGTON
FIVEPLEX
PORT WASHINGTON t44't200

9((SQUIRE GMCAT NfCN 4M-2O10

^)<EOSTONE
SUNRISE MULTIPLEX

VALLEY STREAM 62» S700

:|cSYOSSET TRIPLEX
t2l MIO

jfrBABYLON TRIPLEX
BABYLON 66»'020O

NCDSTONE
)|cBROONHAVEN
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
MEOFORO 26* 6900

. REOSTONE
COMMACN MULTIPLEX
COMMACK 462'6MJ

:kEAST HAMPTON
FIVEPLEX
EAST HAMPTOM 124-044S

j|^
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^ISLIPlSLIPMI »200

. creative entertainment
MATTITUCK ^96 «400

:|cTHE MOVIES AT CORAM
CORAM 736 6200

4cTHE MOVIES AT
^PATCHOGUE 13
PATCHOGUEM3 2IOO
LESSER

P.J. TWIN
PORT JEFFERSON BTATIOM
tl«6SS$
CHUEPLEIOOEOM
WHITMAN
HUNTINGTON 42) 1300

EsnnniBSMmmm
USA CINEMAS

USA CINEMA TWIN
NORWALK6)( 4S04
USA CINEMAS

USA COMMUNITY
EAIRFIEL0 2»» 6SSS
USACINEMAS
USA FINE ARTS
BROOK«iEio 77^ooro

TRANS LUX CINEMA
STAMFOR0T2} 2707

NEW JERSiY
CtNEMAS SERVICES

ALLWOOO CINEMA
Cliuon rr» »74 7

j^REOSTONf
aMBOY MULTIPLEX

SAYREVI'AE '}f J400

jkBELLEVUE TRIPLEX
UPPER MONTCL AIR 744 I4SS
GENERAL CINEMA

BRUNSWICK SQUARE
E BPUNSWICK ^18 ;<*«

CINEMA St RVICES

CINEMA ALLEY
TOMS RIVER 270 664«
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT

CINEMA
BERNAROSVILLE 766 0357

LOEWS
CINEMA CENTER 5
BRICKTOWN 477.66S1

CINEMA SERVICES

CINEMA 10 SIXPLEX
SUCCASUNNA 6*4 «BM

CINEMA 46
TOTOVVA 2S6 6424

CINEMA SERVICES

4^ FIVE POINTS
'^ UNION 964 9633

LOEWS FREENOLO
CINEMA SIX 462 0600

, AMC

HEAOQUARTERS PLAZA
MOMRISTOWN 242 1003

^IcLINWOOO
FORT I EE «44 6900

THEATRE MANAGEMENT
MORRIS HILLS TWIN
PARSIPPANV 33S'«300

j^GRAi^T

mOVIE CITY S
WOODBRIOGE 3*2 SSM

jieLOEWS MOVIES
LONG BRANCH* 70 2 700

9|(UA THE MOVIES AT
MIDOLETOWN
MIDOLETOWN67 1 <020

RIALTO TRIPLEX
WESTFIE10232 126*

^AMC
^ROCNAWAY 12
ROCKAWAYTWP 32*'OM«

yCINEPLEX OOEON
IROUTE 4 TENPLEX
^^PARAMUS4*7 790«

GENERAL CINEMA

RUTGERS PLAZA
FRANKLIN TOWNSNIP i2S.*?t7
NATHAN
SPARTA SPARTA 72« S710

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT

TOWN EMFRSON}*! 1000

CINEPLEi OOEON
WARNER QUAD
RtDGEWOO0 444 1234

JAMESBOmOOT^

THEIJyiNGnAYUGHTS
^.

k B* MiiMiM«««wur«
\fimni>*tm

MANHATTAN
.BS MOSb• CRITERIOM CENTER
BVMT BETW 44TH 6 4<NTH STS
3640900

1:10.4.6:30.1.11:30

• LOEWS MTH ST. SIX
BMOAOMAY t i4TH ST
(77 3BOO

1.3:30.5:60.0:15.10:45

r LOEWS
34TH ST. SHOWPLACC
BCTW 2N0 1 3R0 AVE
&334B44

11:45, 3:15. 5:45. frli, 10:4»

• LOCVI^
NEW YORK TWIN
2N0AVE 6aCTHST
744 713*

12:40. 3:10. 5.40. 0:10. 10:40

QUEENS
• LOEWS BAYTERRACE
TWIN
BAYSIOE 42B4040

•LOEWS
,

ELMWOOO TWIN *

ELMMORST 42»4770

•JACKSON TRIPLEX
JACKSON mEKIMTS
3360742

MAIN STREET TWH(
FLUSMtNG 2SB383S

PLAZA
CORONA »3*77»
(Spcnitt SuMitl«*)

WESTCHESTER

BROOKLYN
^ (KHOtN
• FORTWAY FIVE 23»42O0

CiNtPlE» ODEON
• KINOS PLAZA OUAO

ISalKER OUARTCT ru «wo

t > <

GENERAl CINEMA
» CENTRAL PLAZA
YONKEBf. 79'M212

HARRISON CINEMA
HARRisoN ufr sau

PELHAM
PELHAM
73S3IB0

RYE RIDQE TWIN
RYETQWN .r^n
BJBBin .*UU

NASSA'.

> LOEWS
NASSAUS» .
LEVITTOWN 731 MOO

TOVVN 4 COUNTRY
MIO PLAZA CINEMA
SIX
MICKSVILLE 4337400

FRANKLIN OUAO
FRANKLIN SCHJARE

MERRK;K TWIN
MfRRICK »4B1270

)Ik)VIES AT
SUNRISE MALL
MASSAPtCHM 7«S2244

PARK AVENUE
lON<i HEA( M tUCfiTfi

PORT WASHINGTON
TRIPLEX 944«7oo

CINtPlt« OOEON
ROCKVILLE CENTRE
TWIN
ROCKVILLE CENTRf
er» 3121

LOEWS
• ROOSEVELT FIELD
EIQHTPLEX
OAROCNCITY
741-4007

• sbuiRE TRIPLEX
aREATNECK4*»20»

RIOSTONE
• SUNRISE MULTIPLEX
CINEMAS'
VAUEV STRE AM •7^^roo

UPPER WESTCHESTEP
BEDfORO
PLAYHOU8E TWIN
•EOFOROVILLAOE
214 7300

BEACH
ONEMA OUAO
KEKSKI4.L r3r««i

^ MOVIES AT
• JEFFERSON VAUEY
YORKIOWNmTS 24M220

REOSTONE
ALL WESTCHESTER

• SAW MILL
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
MAMTHORNE 747 2^

SUFFOLK
CiNEPLEX OOEON
COMMACK
TWIN 49*^*44

OREENPORT
4770SOO

UA
• MOVIES AT
PATCHOQUE
13 l»3 2iaD

POINT OF
WOODS M>Mto

SOUTH BAY
TRIPLEX
WEST BABYLOM
M7 7er»

SOUTHHAMPTON
TRIPLEX 2»! 300

WEST ISLIP
CINEMAS
WESTi&LIP SB»2«2B

NO PASSES
HONOACO
DUniNG TMtS

ENGAGC^MCNI

i^JTXrjFJI
. 4. .... , MI oV.A)

Huston
ConUnueö from Preceding Page

alone photographed, apart from
that one occasion. Huston drew
on a long black cigeu- and
thought for a moment. "If you
want my opinion," he said, **that

i8 a plcture of the man who mur*
dered the man who was B.
Traven, and sold his manu-
Scripts as his own."

I looked up. Huston was not ex-
actly smiling. But there was
something in his eyes, and it

was the look of a storyteller with
a good yarn to spin. I have since
talked with Paul Kohner about
that theory of the two Travens,
and am not sure if Huston even
meant what he said that day.
Maybe he was only amusing
himself. What I know is that
Huston knew his answer pro-
vided the best possible story.

Huston had long been a legend
in the movie industry, but in his

last years he experienced a kind
of renewal of his genius that
caused a quiet amazement in
the business. Old and weak, he
directed three final films, and
the two that have been released
were among the best movies
that anyone made in those

,

years. They were about three
subjects central to his life:

Drinking, sexual warfare, death.
"Under the Volcano" starred

Albert Finney in a nightmarish
screen version of Malcolm Lo-
wry's classic novel about the
last day in the life of an alco-

holic Englishman in Mexico.
"Prizzi's Honor" was a wlck-

edly funny and savagely cynical
comedy about two Mafia hitmen
(Jack Nicholson and Kathleen
Turner) who marry each other
and then try to kill each other.

*The Dead," his final film, not
yet released, was based on the
Short Story by James Joyce on
Irish guilt and redemption. He
had always intended it as his

last film, and,although he was
tethered to an oxygen machine
while he made it, it was typical
of John Huston that he finished
it. It will be surprising if it is not
a good film, but even more sur-
prising if it is not exactly the
way he wanted it.

JOHN HUSTON'S FILMS
«TNE MALTESE FALOON" 1941

**m THIS OUR LIFE" 1942

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC* 1942

•ÜEPORT FROM THE ALEUTIANS" WH», th« Army, 1943

"THE BATTU OF SAN PIETRO" With ih« Army, 1944

"LH TMERE BE LNiHT" WHh th« Army, 1943

"THE TREASURE OF TNE SIERRA MAGRE" 1948

"KEY URGO" 1948

"WE WERE STRANGERS" 1948

"THE ASPHALT JUNGLE" 1950

"THE REO BAOGE OF COURAGE" 195t

"THE AFRICAN QUEEN" 1951

"MOUUN ROUGE" 1952

"BEATTHE OCVIL" 1954

"MOBY DICK" 1956

'ÜEAVEN KNOWS. MR. AUlSOII" 19S7

"THE BARBARIAN AND THE GEISHA" 1958

"THE ROOTSOFHEAVEN" 1958

"THE UNFORGIVEN" 1960

"THE MISFITS" 1961

"FREUO" 1962

I

"THE LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER" 1963

"THE NIGHT OF THE I6UANA" 1964

"THE BIBLE" i960

"CASINO ROYAU" Openio^ («gment, 1967

"REFLECTKMS M A GOLDEN EYE" 1967

"SINFUL OAVET" 1969

"A WALK WITH LOVE ANO DEATH" 1969

"THE KREMUN LETTER" 1970

"FAT CITY" 1972

'THE UFE IND TIMES OF JUDGE ROY BEAN" 1973

"THE MACKINTOSH MAN" 1973

I

"THE MAN WHO WOULO BE KING" 1975

'WI$EBL0O0")979

["PHOBIA" 1980

["VICTORV" 1981

'ANNIE" 1982

I "UNOER THE VOLCANO" 1984

'«Itt»»« HON«r 1985
'''*"''

'^
"
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LAST YEAR... AUDIENCES THfiHtUD TOHOUSI

ITS An All New House
With Brand New Owners.

f i>^ -

THE SECOND STORY

M gettingwriider!

NEW WORLD PICrURES
t,IW)7 NtW WORLD PKIURES
ALL RIGHTS RESUVED ßlS'

{^^^^
CINtnEXOOtON

WARNER

lOeWSORPHiUM
86TH SfRf f T NIAO 3RD AVfNUf 28V 4607

12.30, 2. 15, 4, 5:45, 7.30, 9. 15, M
CITY CINEMAS

COLUMBIA CINEMA
BKOADWAYAI WJfiDSTlifIT 316 6660

12. 1.45. 3. 15, 4.45, 4. 15, «, 9:45, 11:30
CIN( 4-2

MO\ni CENTER 5
175THSJI>En an POV/EUl
DOUCIASS BLVDS 222 8900

11, 2:20, 5.40, 9, 12.20 ^
CINEPIEX ODEON

COU5EUM TWIN
UtOADWAYl ?8ISrsr«ffr927 7200

1.30.3:30,5.30,7.30.9:30
(fSSf«

E55EX
fssfX « GKANo sroftrs 9«2 4455

yft^£a"^?sr

lUmnm
CINEMA
CITY FIVE
MfSNMfAOOWS
357 9K»
MIOMMYOUAD
fcmnjHiiii
261 AS67

MO¥ltSJa
CROSSBAf
OZONf PAHK

MOVIEWORIO
DCXXkASrON
423 /?00

OUAjnTT
flUiUlNC, tS9 6777

\BRONX\

COUSEUM
^»2 7707

COMMOOORf

KMTVKAVFfVmffX
2394300

KffrWMOMOUAO
1945700

KINGSWAY
rmntx
M5^a5M
lOEWS
AtfTROKX/nN
OUAO
«75 4074

OCEANA SfXPlfX
74343J3

iOiWSORUNUL
niPUX
736 500)

niDGSWOOO
flVEPLfX
«71 5993

mn^
MIOOKNAVEN
MUaiPLfX
ONfMAS
MfOFCMO 78« a^OO

COMMACK
AtUinPlfX
COMMACK 462 «953 '

MAmrucK
MAnUUCK
790 4400

MOVIESATCORAM
CO«AM
736^6200

MOWfSÄT
MICHOGUf
fMCHOGUf 363 2N»
FINE CINEAU OUAO
COAAM69SAU2
SHiRifvai.
SMmfV 2615444

iOffWS SOUTH
SHOAfAUUrWIN
»AYSHOIIf 066 4000

LOCWSSTONY
BNOOtCrRiPtfX
SrONTtffOOK 751 2300

lNA5S4Uh

msnni

fRANKUNQUAD
fHANKUN iCXJAkl
775 325.'

UWRfNaTRIPtfX
lAWKlNCf
3710203

MIDHAZA
CINEMA SIX
HICKSvml
433 2400

THE MOVIES 4r
SUNKISEßAAU.
MASSAPfOOA 795 7744

lOfVVS NASSAU SIX
lfVirrOWN73t 5400

ROOSEvarmiD
flGHTPLfX
GAÄOfNOry 74 14007

suNRisi/Mjamix
VAlliYS1K[AM92Si70O

AuaaoNnmix
S47I444

QAUrWIN
M45300
MIRMONT
CINEAtAS
901 3322

MLAaOUAO
a79 3<>00

VALfNTINff
TRiPLfX
5«4 9543

WHfTESTONf
MUUIPLEX
409 9030

CINESB
SOUTH N/llS MAU
fOUOHKffKlf
7975512

HYMmRKai.
HYDf PAKK
779 2000

KINGSTON niPlSX
KINOSrON
3366077

NfWBURGM
CINEMAS
NtWtUtGH 5^-9944

WARWKKD.I.
WAffW)CK
966 4440

|>VtSTCHfSTfHh-

AUkVESrCNfSTEA
iAWMia
MULTIPIEX
CINEMAS
HAWIHOUNI 747 7333

CENTRAIFIAZA
TWIN
YONKIKS 793-3237

**
-.^A

MOVIES ja
JEffERSON VAUtY
JtffiaiONVAUlY
2450220

mocTOftS
TWIN
New iKxmut
632 IK»

1..

.

IBOCKLANDJ-

LAMVETTE
St/FFf«N 357 6030

ROUTE 303 Oll.
OAANGf(U«G 359 2071

r.j

\ STAUN ISLAND] fQXPUZATWIN NfW0O«P 987 6400

I NEW JERSEY!

ABBYQUAD
wfsrM;ifo»0 72«»a86

AUWOOO CINEMA
CKfTON 778 9747

AMBOYMUmPlfX
SArUfWUJ 771 3400

BERKELEY TWIN
«Al'V/Hf 269 5100

BKUNSWICK
SQUARE
[ BRUNSWICK 238-299a

CASTlftWIN
M»V(NGfON372 34?9

CINEMA CENTER
HOWfll 364 4544

lOEWSCIRClfS
BSICKrOWN 458 5077

CRANfOROTWIN
C«*NfO»D 276^9120

FAfiiAN FIVEPIEX
W/IÄSON 742 4800

fAIRVIEW TWIN
FAIffVtfW 941 2424

HOBOKENTWIN
MO«OKfN 653 2202

UBERTYnUPLfX
aiZABfTN 351 5)40

UXWSfAEADOW
PIA2A8
SfCAUCUS 902 9200

ROCKAWAY 12
»OCKAWAy rOWNSM(l>
328 0666

ROUTE 9 CINEMA
MffHOtO 780 4436

ROUTE 17 TRIPlfX
MRAMl/S 843 3830

ROUTE 35 ai.
NA/tf 7 264-27000*
7VJ-9697

^^•
RUTGfRS PLAZA
SIXPLEX
f«ANKl/N TOWNSHIP
8288787

SEAVIEW SQUARE
CINEMA
ASBUffyPA»» //S 88(0

SOMERVILLfD.1.
$OMf«V/(lf 777 0722

SUri OUARTET
Jf»SfVC(Tr 653 5200

LOEtVSTROY HILLS
TWIN
M^SIPPANr 335 4600

MMSHINGTON
TRIPLE CINEMA
WASMfNOrON TOWN$«/P
666 8020

LOEWS
WAYNESiX
V/AYNf 890 0505

ROBERTS
WELLMONT TRIPLEX
MONTCIAIR 783 9500O«
9600

WOOOBRIOGC
woooa«ioG(
636-4474

TlieFAT

IIb if Ibt movit you'it loana laogh yoMTScH skk ovtr.

WARN» BROS.
A WAHN« COMMUNICATIONS CXJMfANT
ei«a7 Wanvf Bn» Iik AH R^u IUw.««4

•Imanhattan]-

• S MOSS
C*fri»K)M CIMTI»
iWAr AI 4ilH it

J64 0900
12 30.2 20.4 lO.C.

7 M.»40.n 30

)DM"V A COUNIgr
$»TH sr tAsr rwiM
9t 1 2ND»3IK>AVfS
749 1144

M4S.4 lo.t IM.
t 46.11 10

NAMfMS
«fowf cturtt •
ijiinti ifi Kmtu
»OOOdiAttiVO 222 9900
1MS,2.14M]0.7:1«A
1fr4S.I>:3MM

4Uf*rOW 547 2444

CimmA CINTfB
192 iB93

MltMOMF
CIMfMAS

•|BROWX|-

COtOMr JAC«30M HHOHti
4/«4777

-
I
QUEENS

|
.

90I 3322

PAlACt OVAi»
829 3900
VAUMim
tmntX M4 9S83

MTNirfsroMf
mUlTIPUM 4O9-9030 rUMfX 121

I
BROOKLYN

I

OOffUlD TWM
«55 J967

KfWMOtf«
284S700
mOQt¥fOO0

MIDWAV mUAO fOKV miä
161 $i62

AliOHMINGm NASSAU WfSrCHfSrf» UPSUTf NV
COWWfCKC t// • 'VtWJlOSI*'

m*

THiATIR DIRiCTOIIY

BROADWAY

: r * ihJ

TOOAY ot 2 ft • PM
THC lONOfST RUNNINO SHOW

IN BffOAOWAY HISTORYI
BfST MUStCAl

197« TONY A PUUTZER PRIZf WINNER

ANew York ShtkMpeart FmotaI PrMenta

CHORUS LINE
Taf-CHARG€ 239-«200

(24 H*wr« a Ooy • 7 Oay* o WmIi)
Growp*: (^12) 39S-R3«3/S9t-7I07

Aho al Tidiatron

SHUBOT Th— ., 225 W. 44th St. 239-^200

TOOAY ot 3 A I • MON ot •
THE ANDREW UOYD WEBBER/T S EUOT
mthinationAi AWARO-WINNING muskial

VlATS
NOW ANO FOREVER.

GAU TEIECHARGE (212) 239-4200
24 H«uri o Day • 7 Day« o W*«li

GROUfS (7)7) 739-6767 • Ah« ot Tidafrwi
WINTER GARDEN THEA. SOth Sl. 4 B w«y

TODAyTiTA t, SUN. 3
HEID OVER BY K)PULAR DEMANOI

"TNI MOST EXCITING STAGING Of A
BROADWAY MUSICAl IN THIS DECAOEI"

— Rieh. NY Tunt
fh* Mkho«i Bftn^tt ProihHfmt ml

JLIrE AMGIRIS
TwM-Sol ot 8, Matt WmI A S«t 2; Smh 3

CU CbN TBBCHAA6& (2 ft) 339^200

iHAl

TOOAY ot 2 A 8 • TOM'W ot 3
"A HIT FROM TW» TO TAPI"

—Chv9 Btmes, ffYPogt

42 ND STREET
TBFTRON: (212) 947-0033 or 24A-0103

24 H«wrt A Day-7 Ooyt « WmIi
GROUfS: (212) 39l-t3t3 • AIm «l TkkalTMi

ST. JAMES THEATRE 24« W. 44th St.

TOOAY «t 2 A 8, TOM'W ot 3
WINNBH 3 TONYAWAKOS— 1997
mNNOII 5 MAMA DiSK AWAKOS

JIM OALE
MARYANN PtUNKETT GEOROf S. IRVINO

m

.1

M

AMBASSAOOILTHU.. 213 W. 49lli S«.

E ANO MY OIRl
Phon« CHorg« TEIETRON (212) 947-0033
MARQUIS THEATRE, B woy ot 46th St.

THREE SHOWS TODAYI
2PM A 7PM A 9 30PM
TOM W AT 3 PM A 7 PM

PHONECHARGE (717) 302 2303
10 AM TO MIDNtGHT

NY % FunnMtt S«i Mwtkot

OFor Motwt« Awdionco« Onlyl

Ht CAICUTTA!
AVAIIABIE AT AU TICKETRON lOCA-

TIONS, OR CAU TEIETRON (312) 947-

0033 (516)794 2560,(201)343 4700.

EDISON Thoo , 240 W 47th Sl 302-2303

Read Clive Barnet
Only In The

New York Pott
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ADNESS ON THE SET
By NAT SEGALOFF

NEWPORT, R.I. — The grey
cloud hanging over the set

>f "Mr. North" might be bright-

Loned by floodlights, but inside

t|)ere is a pall that Stretches

l^rom Newport around the film
rorld: John Huston is dead.
1 can't teil you how much he
leajit to me. He was a huge part

if my llfe," said Tom Shaw, Hus-
1*8 long-time production man*

iger and right hand man. "Ev-

erything really good that hap-
pened to me in this business was
caused by him."
Covering his sadness with

determination, Shaw continued,
**He was the original 'macho
man* — you can teil by his

films."

The Oscar-wlnning director

passed away early yesterday
morning in the bedroom of his

rented Newport home. Death
was attributed to complications

Last game of poker
By NAT SEGALOFF

^O Days before he was hos-

pitalized, the legendary
Föhn Huston was pursing one
lis lifelong passions — gam-
»ling.

There was a poker game going
m his rented house, Sea Mead-
)w, overlooking Newport Har-
)or. His long^ime companion,
[aricellaHernandez, was in the
Litchen preparing lunch for the
layers.
Sitting around the broad table

^Were actor Harry Dean Stanton,

Jteven Haft (co-producer of

**Mr. North" ). Michael Fltzger-

iald (producer of Huston's "Wise
Blood" and "Under the Volca-

no"), film editor Roberto Silvi

>j("The Dead") and, of course, the

snan himself.
. Ravaged by age and disease,

jnonetheless Huston looked tall

in his chair.

Dressed loosely In house-
clothes, he was contemplating
.whether to bet or check on a
game of "Hold 'Em" that Stan-

Iton had Just dealt.

What was impossible not to no-

tice was the clear plastic tubing
that ran from the center of the

•house, winding through the hall-

way and living room, down
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entertainment from the first
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three Steps and into the poker
room, ending beneath Huston's
nose.

It was the oxygen passing
through this tube that kept him
alive.

Huston was known as a gam-
bler — thousands at a tlme —
and in this heady crowd, the 5s

and 10s were intimidating. They
were flinging red, white and
blue Chips onto the table like so

many matchsticks.
"Befs to you." Haft reminded

Huston.
Lookfng like King Lear, Hus-

ton contemplated a raise:

"OK," he said, 'TU go 10/*

Stanton was next. "Ten?** he
confirmed. "Well, OK, coimt me
in. A dime." So much for high-
stakes poker.

resulting from chronic em-
physema, a condition that
forced the 81-year-old actor-

writer-director to be constantly
coupled to an oxygen supply.
Assembled on the "Mr. North"

set at the Newport YMCA, the
cast and crew awaited word
from Huston's son, Danny, who
is directing the film.

By 9 a.m. the word came: keep
working and finish on schedule.
"Danny made the decision

himself," a well-placed produc-
tion source. "He's doing no more
than John Huston would have
done."
But on the set, although it was

"business as usual," no gesture
or thought was far from John
Huston. People would hug one
another instead of shake hands,
look at each other as though
being guided by the ghost of the
man, and constantly strived to

do their best in his memory.
According to sources, Huston

was attended by his companion,
Maricella Hernandez (to whom
his as-yet-unreleased final film,

"The Dead," is dedicated) and
her sister.

Huston's ex-wife, 2iOey, who is

Danny's mother, was also pre-

sent, sources said.

Huston's daughter Allegra, out
of town, was reportedly coordi-

nating the family's plans.

Daughter Anjelica and son Tony
were still in Newport making fu-
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"S A TOAST: John Hiiston, with daughter Anjelica,
living life to the füllest— as always.

neral arrangements.

**John had room in his heart
for so many people of all kinds/'

said his screenwriting partner,

Janet Roach ("Prizzi's Honor,"
"Mr. North"), "and the fact that

he made room for one more —
me — without anybody eise get-

ting short-changed was a won-
derful quality. More people
should have it.

"His last words to me, when
he'd Seen the footage last Mon-
day (of "Mr. North," run spe-

cially for him)," Roach said,

"were, *Very good, Honey.' When
we were writing 'Prizzi's Honor*
I lived for those words. I got a lot

of them: *Very good, Honey'."

Huston touched the entire

Company of ''Mr. North" even
though he never set foot on its

set to act, as originally planned
— he was, instead, taken to the
Charlton Memorial Hospital in

Fall River on July 28 where he
was diagtiosed with pneumonia.
He was discharged ("He talked

his way out of the hospital, is

what he did," confided a friend)
last week and was living in Sea
Meadow, the house he had
rented overlooking Newport's
rocky beach.
"We're all stunned by his

death," said Ken Reiner, produc-
tion executive with Heritage En-
tertainment, co-producer (with
Steven Haft) of the film.

^ WINNER!"
—WNEW RADIO/NEW YORK, Neil Rosen
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MOVIE LEGEND
JOHN HUSTON

AT 81
By LESLIE GEVIRTZ

A STEVEN SILVERMAN
JOHN Huston, the
hard-drinking and
fast-living filmmaker
who directed some of

Hollywood's most en-

during classics, died
•yesterday near New-
port, R.I.

He was 81.

His longtime com-
panion, Marcella Her-
nandez, and another
friend were at his bed-
side when he died.

The legendary direc-

tor smiled at them,
raised both his fists in

a clasped prize-fight-

er's victory sign and
then slippcd away, ac-

cording to one report.

Although Huston
had been in poor
health, relatives and
friends had believed
he would finish his ta-

test project, "Mr.
North," a film being
directed by his young-
est son, Danny.
His daughter Anjel-

ica co-stars In the film
being shot in Newport.
Huston was the film's

executive producer.
Family filmmaking

was a tradition Huston
himself initiated in 1948

when he directed his fa-

ther, Walter Huston, in

**Treasure of Sierre

Madre."
"Sierra Madre" gar-

nered screenwriting
and directing Oscars
for the young Huston.
His father won one of

the coveted gold
statuettes for best
supporting actor.

The legendary Hus-
ton — whose career
spanned directing
classics such as "The

Celebrating the 81
earlier this month

Maltese Falcon" and
"Key Largo" to the
box-office hit "Prizzi's

Honor" — was to have
had a small acting
role in "Mr. North."
But the g^andfa-

therly giant with the
booming voice and
snow white beard was
forced to surrender
the part to actor Ro-
bert Mitchum when
his health detörioated

4
Associated Press

-year-old legend's birthiday in the hospital
,

are daughters Allegra (left) and Anjelica.

last month.
Until he was hospital-

ized last month for

pneumonia, Huston —
sitting in his oxygen-
equipped wheelchalr —
often could be seen on
the set, offerlng to the

crew the benefit of his

experience in 46 years
of directing.

Even after he was
hospitalized. Huston
dispensed tidbits of

unseltown's torrent of tears,

tributes & terms of endearment

Associated Press

Anjelica Huston and her wheelchair-bound father John at-

tend o 1986 galo for Amnetty Jntomationql in Beverly Hilis^ i i

«

HOLLYWOODS great

and famous paid trib-

ute yesterday to John
Huston, the man they

Said was Idng.

*The Sierre Madre has
lost its treasure,** said

Mickey Rooney.
Jack Nicholson, who
has dated Huston's
daughter Anjelica
for 15 years, said the
legendary filmmak-
er's death was a
hard blow.

*^t's a tremendous
tragedy and great
loss to Jack personal-

ly,** said Nicholson'»

: ageni, Saiid3i Bresltr^i

**We\e lost another
glant/' said Frank
SInatra.

Michael Calne called
Huston '^a great
friend'* and praised
his career as "a
landmark in film
history . . . I'll miss
him very much."

*^ am proud to have
known him because
he was a great friend

and I thank God I had
the good fortune to

work wIth him,** said

Kathleen Turner.

Elizabeth Taylor said:

"His total genius was
in being John Huston."

**He was a special

man, really a Sym-
bol of courage and
talent," said director
Stanley Kramer.

First Lady Nancy
Reagan paid her re-

spects from Wash-
ington, saying:

''I have many warm
and fond memories
of this special man
who I loved and will

miss terribly."

advice for making
"Mr. North" from his
bed in the intensive
care unit of a Massa-
chusetts hospital.

He celebrated his 81st

birthday Aug. 5 in the
hospital. He also spent
his time there playing
poker and backgam-
mon and sneaking an
occasional shot of te-

quilla.

"He's rallying like a
bull elephant," Anjel-
ica said shorlty after
visiting her father.

Last week he was
released from the hos-

pital and returned to

the home he had
rented for the filming
of "Mr. North."
John Marcellus Hus-

ton was born Aug. 5,

1906, in Nevada, Mo.
His father later be-

came a star on Broad-
way and in Holly-

wood. His mother was
Reah Gore Huston, a
newspaper reporter.

He wrote several

screcnplays and, in

1941, directed his first

feature, "The Maltese
Falcon."
Services will be held

in Los Angeles.
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YEN while in intensive
icare, John Husion was in-

volved in the most minute de-
tails of "Mister North/' his film
in progress.
The children, Danny, Tony,

and Anjelica, came to the hos-
pital nightly. A storyboard was
set up so that Mr. Huston could
direct every scene to be shot.
Daughter Anjeiica stayed in

Charge of his medicine. Daugh-
ter AUegra had flown from
London for 10 days when their
father was at his lowest.
Then, when the family

thought he had rallied and was
— as son Danny had put it,

••beating this thing" — Allegra
returned to England.
Only two weeks ago, Huston

had Seen the finished cut of his

last completed movie **The

Dead." He was happy with it. A
lover to the end, he has dedi-
cated this movie to his last girl-

friend, Maricella.
He was also a lover of life to

the end. John Huston played
poker every Sunday. As re-

cently as the final Sunday in

July he was at the table, calling
and raising just as he had for
50 years.
Iaa Zsa Gabor recalled for
me her very first film, "Moulin
Rouge."
The fearsome John Huston

was the director.
"At first he didn't want me,**

Said Zsa Zsa. ^'It was the EInglish

producer Jimmy Woolf who
thought I looked perfect for the
pari
"John had some girlfriend he

wanted to play it, and so he was

ferocious, mean to me. I was tak-

ing acting lessons, but I didn*t

know anything yet. I had never
made a movie.
"He took me to Maxim*s in

Paris. He took me upstairs to
the ballroom. He opened the
Windows wide, stood at the far
end of the room and made me
stand at the total opposite end.
Then he shouted: 'Project!' And
he Said: *If you drop your voice
at the end of a sentence, I will

shoot you.*

**When it was over, he sent me
a telegram which I still have. It

says: *You and Technicolor
saved this movie,*

"



The Washincton Post

By Chuck Conconi
Washington Post Staff Writer

Anjelica Huston told mourners at a me-
morial service honoring her father, John
Huston, one of Hollywood's most enduring

legends, that he didn't really die in his sleep

last month as originally reported. The
famed director of such classics as "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," "The Mal-

tese Falcon'' and "The African Queen" was
with his longtime companion Marcella Her-

nandez "and pretty much knew not where
he was going, but that he was going,"

Huston told the 500 people at Hollywood's

Directors Guild Theater for the Saturday

gathering, She said the 81-year-old Huston
held Hernandez's hand and talked of many
things.

Actress Lauren Bacall, who starred with

her husband Humphrey Bogart in Huston's

"Key Largo," told stories of the location

filming for "The African Queen." Jack Nich-

olson wept and then told Huston's favorite,

but unprintable, joke. And Robert Mitchum,

who has replaced Huston as an actor in the

unfinished film "Mr. North," talked affec-

tionately of the last poker game they played

at the film's New England shooting location.

"We both lost $300, and that is what sent

him to the hospital," Mitchum cracked. The
tribute ended with the playing of "Septem-

ber Song," the poignant hit from the 1940s
sung by Huston's father, Walter Huston,

whom John directed to an acting Oscar in

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre."

ANJELICA HUSTON
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Hotr tlie end came for John Huston

Hush hush

JOHN Huston 4id not go gentle into that
good night. The legendary director went out
fighting to the last.

His daughter Anjelica revealed the final

scene at a memorial tribute at the Directors
Guild in Los Angeles.
The actress told an audience which in-

cluded Harry Dean Stanton, Robert Mitch-
um, Lauren Bacall, Jack Nicholson, Ray
Stark, Warren Beatty, Elliot Gould and
Billy Wilder that, contrary to some reports,
her father didn*t die in his sleep.

**On that last night, I think he knew pretty
well where he was going," said Anjelica,
who then corrected herseif, **or maybe not*

where he was going, but that he was going."
Huston asked that his family not see him

in his final hours, but he kept his longtime
companion, Marcella Hernandec, at his bed-
side. As he lay dying, the director, who at 20

rode with the Mexican cavalry, suddenly
assumed the character of an officer defend-
ing a fort:

"How many express rifles do we have?" he
asked Marcella, "Thirty, John," she said.

"How *bout ammunition, baby?" asked
Huston. **0h, we got plenty of ammunition,"
replied Marcella. "Then," recounted Anjeli-

ca, "he took Marcella*s band and held it up
like a prize fighter [anoth^r of Huston*s pro-

fessions] and he said, 'Then give 'em hell'."

Doing his best John Huston impersona-
tion, Mitchum told the story of when he
visited the' director in the hospital in Rhode
Island. Summoned to Providence to replace
Huston in "Mr. North," Danny Huston's film
Version of the Thornton Wilder novel,

Mitchum was surprised to find Huston in

good spirits and health.
"John, you suckered me," were the first

words out of his mouth. "Biggest hoax I

ever pulled off, kid," replied Huston.
Mitchum then insisted that Huston hadn't

been eating enough and wanted to prove it.

He went out in the hall and brought back a
pretty young nurse and persuaded her to
slowly lift her skirts.

As the hem was reaching a critical height,
Huston, evidently feeling weak, held up his
band and said, "Stop. You're right, kid. Tm
not getting enough to eat."

Nicholson, who said he rolled the I Ching
— a Chinese fortune telling device — to fig-

ure out what to say, moderated the tribute
with director Richard Brooks. Breaking
down in tears a few times, Jack gave a list

of things Huston hated: any dish that con-
tained chicken, mawkish populär songs,
peöple who strain too hard for social cor-
rectness and women who get drunk.

KIEFER Sutherland and his
lil



Private rites

for Huston in

H'wood today

Los ANGELES — The famlly
of Oscar-winning director

John Huston, who died last

Friday at age 81, will give him a
private funeral today in Holly-
wood for the motion picture
giant, it was disclosed Sunday.
The small Service was planned

for Hollywood Memorial Park,
Said a source close to the family
who asked not to be identified.

Arrangements for a public me-
morial Service, under the aus-
pices of the Directors Guild' of

America, were still incomplete,
the source said.

Park spokesman Jerry Tangen
Said Saturday that the family
was unprepared to face the
large crowds of people who
might attend a public funeral.

The director of such classics
as **The Maltese Falcon*\ will be
buried near the grave'of bis
mother, Rhea Gore, a Journalist
who died in 1938.

Huston*s body was flown to Los
Angeles late FYiday, hours after

he died at a seaside home he was
renting during filming of *'Mr.

North" in Middletown, R. L —AP
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Hollywood Giant

John Huston Dies
By CHARLES CHAMPLIN,Tim^s Avis Editor

John Huston, one of the most colorful and talented of

all American film makers, died early Friday of

emphysema at the age of 81.

The rugged director and actor, whose life proved as

interesting as many of thccharacters he moved about
the sets of his varied films, died in his sleep at a home
he was renting in Newport, R. I., near the filming Site

of "Mr. North," his last picture.

Despite the debilitating effects of his respiratory

Problems, which had finally confined him to a

wheelchair and a supply of oxygen, the hickory-tough
Huston had continued to work.

In late July he began acting in "Mr. North," a Script

he co-authored with Janet Roach, who wrote his

successful "Prizzi's Honor." The film was being

directed on location in Newport by his son Danny, 25,

with Huston's daughter Anjelica co-starring. When he
feil ill, Huston asked his old friend Robert Mitchum to

stand by, and then to take over the role.

Huston had completed directing his last feature,

"The Dead," based on a James Joyce story from
"Dubliners," earlier this year. It is to be released in

November.
And in what proved a farewell public gesture,

Please see HUSTON, Page 24
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John Huston, above center, directed his father, Walter, left,

and Jack Holt in 1 947 in "The Treasure of the Sierra Madre";
the movie won Oscars for both Hustons, left. Other photos show
John Huston on location in Mexico for "The Unforgiven" in 1 960
and with his daughter, actress Anjelica Huston, in 1 984. As
a film maker, he had a gift for capturing emotional fireworks

between people and often kept tensions high off camera, too.

Associated Press United Press International

HUSTON: Director, Actor Dies at 81
C^ntinued from Page 1

Huston, a lifelong smoker, in June
filmed a television spot for the
American Lung Assn. in which he
praised "the courage of those fight-

ing diseases of the 1jng."

Huston's career began with a

brief fling as an actor, following in

the footsteps of his father, Walter.

But after working successfully as a

staff writer at Warner Bros, in the

late 1930s, he found his niche as a

film maker with his first directing

effort, **The Maltese Falcon," in

1941.

His films include such classics as

'*The Treasure of the Sierra Ma-
dre," starring Humphrey Bogart

and Huston's father as a salty old

prospector, "The Asphalt Jun^fle,"

"Beat the Devil," "Moulin Rouge,"
"Key Largo," "Red Badge of Cour-

age," "The African Queen," "Night
of the Iguana," "Fat City" and
"The Man Who Would Be King," a

great commercial success with Mi-

chael Caine and Sean Connery in

the Kipling story.

The ränge of Huston's interests,

and achievements, was reflected in

such offbeat films as "Wise Blood,"

a story about religious Obsession

adapted from a Flannery O'Connor
novella, and "ünder the Volcano,"
a critically admired but commer-
cially unsuccessful telling of a
Malcolm Lowry novel about the
last day of a British expatriate in

Mexico.

"Prizzi's Honor" in 1985. both a
critical and box office success, was
vintage Huston—tough, funny and
characterful, a darkly comic tale

(from a Richard Condon novel) of
loyalties in a crime family. He was
nominated for an Academy Award
as best director. Daughter Anjelica,

who CO-starred with Jack Nichol-

son in the film, won an Oscar as

best supporting actress for her
Performance. Her grandfather
Walter had won as supporting

actor for "Sierra Madre" many
years before.

Huston was named the 1983

recipieht of the American Film
Institute's Life Achievement
Award. It was the latest in a long

series of honors that included Oscar
nominations not only as a director

but as a writer and an actor. He
won two Academy Awards, for

writing and directing "Sierra Ma-
dre." He was given the prestigious

Laurel Award of the Writers Guild

in 1964 and was the subject of an
homage at the Cannes Film Festi-

val in 1979.

A tall, thunder-voiced man who
had been an amateur boxing Cham-
pion in his teens and later an officer

in the Mexican cavalry, Huston
seemed part hell-raiser and part

courtly gallant.

In 1945 he had a widely reported

no-decision fistfight with Errol

Flynn at David 0. Selznick's house,

possibly over Flynn's estranged

wife Nora Eddington, whom Hus-
ton was escorting.

Huston himself was married five

times and in his autobiography,

"An Open Book," said that his

wives were, in order, "a schoolgirl,

a gentlewoman, a movie star, a

ballerina and a crocodile."

Asked once how he would
change his life if he had it to do
again, Huston said, "I would spend
more time with my children. I

would make my money instead of

spending it. I would learn the joys

of wine instead of hard liquor. I

would not smoke cigarettes when I

had pneumonia. I would not marry

the fifth time."

In 1964 he became a Citizen of

Ireland, where he had lived since

1952, but gave up his country estate

there in 1978, explaining that "it

cost me so much to live there that I

had to stay away and work all the

time to afford it." He lived most of

his later years at a remote house in

Mexico that was reachable only by
water and leased from Indians. His

house companions were said to

include two boa constrictors and an
ocelot.

As a film maker he was a

muscular and effective storyteller

with a particular gift for capturing

the emotional fireworks between
people, and he was not above
keeping the tensions high off cam-
era as well as on. Sardonically

acknowledging this aspect of his

reputation, he presented all the

women in the cast of "Night of the

Iguana"—Ava Gardner, Elizabeth

Taylor, Deborah Kerr and Sue
Lyon—with tiny pistols. But he
later explained that the location

was "a most serene experience."

Huston was born in Nevada, Mo.,

on Aug. 5, 1906, the son of Walter

Huston and newspaperwoman
Rhea Gore. Huston liked to say that

his grandfather had won the town
in a Card game. The eider Huston,

at his wife's insistence, had de-

toured from vaudeville and theater

into something more stable and
was working for the local power
Company.

When he was 3, his parents

separated, Walter returning to

New York and the theater and the

boy dividing his time between
father and mother. He had a serious
illness as a child and was in a

Please see HUSTON, Page 25
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HUSTON: Five-Decade Career as Director, Actor and Writer Denial of Bau
Continued from Page 24

sanitarium. He attended a military

school and then Lincoln High in

Los Angeles» which he chose, he
Said later, because it had the best
boxing team in the city. Huston
briefly was California State light-

weight amateur boxing Champion.
t Huston's father invited him to

come to New York and try his hand
at acting. He did, landing a small

role in the Provincetown Theater's

production of Sherwood Ander

-

son's "Triumph of the Egg," but he
decided he really didn't like acting.

Already an accomplished horse-

man, Huston erilisted in the Mexi-
can army and spent two years,

emerging at 21 as a lieutenant of

cavalry. He returned to New York
and tried his hand at writing. His
play for puppets, "Frankie and
Johnny/' was produced in the 1929

season. He also wrote stories for

American Mercury magazine.

I
In 1930 Huston went to Holly-

wood with his father and received

his first screen credit, for additional

dialogue, on "A House Divided,"

directed by William Wyler and
starring Walter. He earned a simi-

lar credit on Bela Lugosi's "Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue." Huston's
first solo credit was on "Law and
Order," which also starred his

father.

But, still restless, Huston quit

Hollywood and took off for Europe,
where he flirted with starvation in

London and Paris, eking out a
living doing sidewalk Sketches. A
friendly lady of the evening, he
liked to say, loaned him the fare to

return to the United States.

Back to Acting

Home again, he turned once
more to acting, touring with a

Company of "Abraham Lincoln."

What was to become an extraor-

dinary film career began in 1937 in

earnest when he signed a contract

*^s a Warner Bros, writer and in

• "quick Order worked on the Scripts

for "Jezebel," "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic
Bullet," "The Amazing Dr. Clitter-

house," "Juarez," "Sergeant York"
and "High Sierra." He received his

first two Academy Award nomina-
tions for the Scripts of "Dr. Ehr-
lich's" and "Sergeant York."
Warners promised Huston that if

' "High Sierra" proved to be profita-

ble he could both write and direct a

^ film of his own. It was, and Huston
I'elected to do Dashiell Hammett's
j["The Maltese Falcon," which he
^ made in two months for $300,000. It

established Huston's reputation as

a director, did more than any other

Single film to create the Humphrey

Huston with cinematographer Fred Murphy directing "The
Dead," based on a Joyce story. Huston finished film this year.

Bogart mystique and, with its

memorably vivid supporting
cast—Sidney Greenstreet, Peter

Lorre and Mary Astor— it has re-

mained one of the most populär of

all American films. Huston re-

ceived another Oscar nomination

for his Script.

After two more films, Huston
joined the Army as a documentary
maker. The three films he made for

the Army--"Report From the

Aleutians," "Battle of San Pietro"

and "Let There Be Light"—are
now recognized as classics.

"San Pietro," his account of the

infantrymen's bloody struggle to

capture an Italian hill town, was
photographed by six life-risking

cameramen and has a grim authen-

ticity that no fictional war film has

yet matched.
"Let There Be Light," about the

treatment of battle fatigue victims,

was suppressed by the Pentagon
for more than three decades after

the war, on grounds that it was bad
for morale, despite its essentially

optimistic view of the chances of

füll recovery.

After the war Huston did a film

for Warners ("Three Comrades"),

then directed Jean-Paul Sartre's

"No Exit" on Broadway. Back in

Hollywood yet again, he won his

Academy Awards, for "Sierra Ma-
dre" from a novel by the mysteri-

ous B. Traven. The film was nomi-
nated for best picture but lost to

Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet."

The 1950s were a productive and
important time for Huston. After

"Key Largo" (in which Ciaire

Trevor won an Oscar as best

supporting actress), Huston split

with Warner Bros. At MGM he
made two remarkable films, the

tough crime drama "The Asphalt

Jungle" and the poetic adaptation

of Stephen Crane's Civil War story

"Red Badge of Courage." The mak-
ing of the film, amid horrendous
studio pressures, was chronicled in

Lillian Ross' book "Picture."

Then, newly partnered with Sam
Spiegel, a colorful entrepreneur

who once called himself S. P. Eagle,

Huston in 1951 made his unforget-

table "The African Queen," for

which Bogart won his only Oscar,

as best actor. Katharine Hepburn,
James Agee's Script and Huston's

direction were also nominated.
In her just released memoir, Miss

Hepburn wrote that Huston told

her the key to her role as a

repressed spinster was to "play it

like Eleanor Roosevelt." She said it

was the "best piece of direction I

haveeverheard."
Huston's next film, "Moulin

Rouge," was notable for its experi-

mental approach to color, Huston
having hired a Life magazine pho-
tographer, Eliot Elisofon, as a spe-

cial Consultant. "Beat the Devil,"

which Huston co-authored with
Truman Capote and which starred

Bogart in a sort of spoof of the

"Maltese Falcon" genre, took a

beating from the critics in 1954 but
has since emerged as a cult film

that was ahead of its time.

Huston's other work in the peri-

od included "Moby Dick," with its

Ray Bradbury Script and Gregory
Peck as Captain Ahab, and "Heav-
en Knows Mr. Allison" and "The
Misfits," with Marilyn Monroe and
Clark Gable, whose last film it

proved to be.

His "Freud" in 1962, with Mont-
gomery Clift, received indifferent

reviews, as did his clever mystery
"The List of Adrian Messenger" in

1963.

Huston returned to acting, play-

ing a Cardinal for Otto Preminger in

"The Cardinal" in 1963, and he
interspersed directing and acting

thereafter, although he continued
to insist, "I'm not an actor," mean-
ing that he was first and always a

director. His cardinal won him an
Academy Award nomination for

best supporting actor.

He played Noah and was also the

narrator of his epic-sized "The
Bible," which was 19 months in

production but commercially un-
successful.

Bogart's Assessment

Bogart once said that Huston,
with his craggy face and misshapen
nose, "has more color and is more
photogenic than 90% of the actors

in Hollywood."
Huston's work in the 1960s and

'70s varied between films that

appeared mostly to keep him in

horses and foxhounds in Ireland

and others, like "Reflections in a

Golden Eye," that confirmed him
as an adventurous master of the
film form.

"Fat City" in 1972, although a

box Office flop, was a beautifully

observed story of small-time pro-

fessional boxers destined never to

make the big time. The Los Angel-
es Times review said the film

confirmed that "out of his own
early meanderings, Huston knows
drifters, hustlers, losers, soiled

ladies, small towns, side streets, the
smells of dust, sweat, fear and
failure and the metallic taste of

yourlastthindime."
Of Huston's film of Rudyard

Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be
King," with Michael Caine and
Sean Connery as ex- British Army
pals who find themselves a king-
dom to call their own, The Times
review said it revealed the best of

the Hollywood legacy: "The exotic

grandeur, the teeming populations
of extras, the muscular dash, the
larger than life romantic bravura
and the confident creative style." It

revealed, accordingly, the best of

Huston.

"While living I thought he was a

legend," Caine said after he learned

of Huston's death. "And now he is."

Huston gave one of his finest

Performances as an actor in Roman
Polanski's "Chinatown," playing
Faye Dunaway's tyrannical and
incestuous father. He also created

vivid characters in "The Wind and
the Lion" and "Winter Kills."

He suffered a near- fatal aortic

aneurysm in 1977, requiring emer-
gency surgery and a second Opera-

tion to relieve an abdominal block

-

age. His dosest friends presumed
that even if he survived, his profes-

sional life was over. But he recov-
ered to direct one of his most
interesting films, "Wise Blood,"

from Flannery O'Connor's novel
about a young man fatally obsessed
by religion. Huston himself played
an old-time tent-preaching evan-
gelist.

Huston's first marriage, in 1927,

was to a childhood sweetheart,

Dorothy Jeanne Harvey, in Los
Angeles. They were divorced in

1933, and he next married an
English woman, E. Lesley Black,

who divorced him in 1945. The next

year he married actress Evelyn
Keyes, who left him in 1949, com-
plaining among other things that

his dogs, cats and monkey gave her
hay fever.

He and Keyes were divorced in

1950 and the next day he married
ballerina Enrica (Ricky) Soma.
She was killed in an auto accident

in France in 1969. He married his

fifth wife, Celeste Shane of Beverly
Hills, in 1972. They were divorced
in 1975.

He had four children, Anjelica,

Tony, Danny and Allegra.

His body is being returned to Los
Angeles, where a private memorial
Service has been scheduled Mon-
day.

John Huston's final years. Cal-

endar. Page 1.

Urged in Man's

Wild Car Ride

By GEORGE STEIN,
Times Staff Writer

The man who took his child and
then drove around the South Bay
with his estranged wife clinging to

the hood of his car is too dangerous
to be released on bail, a district

attorney's report says.

In addition to his behavior Aug.
17, when the wild ride took place,

Russell Allen Jobst, 43, of Hawaii
recently beat and burned his wife

several times, "resulting in wife

and son having to be housed in [a]

battered spouse/child shelter home
twice," according to the report filed

in Torrance Municipal Court.

During ongoing divorce proceed-

ings, Jobst twice threatened to kill

his wife and also threatened his

mother, brother and uncle, the

report said.

Jobst, a former United Airlines

pilot, is being held without bail in

County Jail pending a bail review
Monday. He has pleaded not guilty

to charges of attempted murder,
three counts of assault with a
deadly weapon and one count of

child endangerment.
The district attorney's report

asks the court to deny bail on
grounds that Jobst faces a capital

Charge and that there is "a sub-
stantial likelihood of grave bodily

härm or death if the defendant is

released."

The report says that Jobst had
recently been forced to retire from
United Airlines "due to mental
Problems."

Jobst's attorney, Franklin S. Ad-
ler, denounced the report as "very
excessive" and filled with misstate-

ments of fact and law, including the
allegation that Jobst is charged
with a capital offense. Prosecutors
will not be able to prove Jobst's

"future dangerousness," Adler
said.

The report says that Jobst earns

$4,000 a month in tax-free retire-

ment income, owns real estate in

Hawaii, can afford virtually any
bail and "will flee out of the

Jurisdiction if released."

His wife, Madonna Roslyn
Jobst-Kennedy, a 36-year-old
stewardess, suffered only minor
injuries despite the half-hour inci-

dent in which she jumped onto the

car and clung to the hood when
Jobst tried to drive off with their

son.
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John Huston, above center, directed hisfather, Walter, left,

and Jack Holt in 1 947 in ' 'The Treasure of the Sierra Madre";
the movie won Oscars for both Hustons, left. Other photos show
John Huston on location in Mexico for "The Unforgiven" in 1960
and with his daughter, actress Anjelica Huston/in 1 984. As
a film maker, he had a gift for capturing emotional fireworks

between people and often kept tensions high off camera, too.

Associated Press United Press Iitternational

HUSTON: Director, Actor Dies at 81
Continned from Pa^e 1

Huston, a lifelong smoker, in June
filmed a television spot for the
American Lung Assn. in which he
praised "the courage of those fight-
ing diseases of the lung."

Huston's career began with a

brief fling as an actor, foUowing in

the footsteps of his father, Walter.

But after working successfully as a

staff writer at Warner Bros, in the

iate 1930s, he found his niche as a

film maker with his first directing

effort, "The Maltese Falcon," in

1941.

His films include such classics as

"The Treasure of the Sierra Ma-
dre," starring Humphrey Bogart
and Huston's father as a salty old

prospector, "The Asphalt Jungle,"
"Beat the Devil," "Moulin Rouge,"
"Key Largo," "Red Badge of Cour-
age," "The African Queen," "Night
of the Iguana," "Fat City" and
"The Man Who Would Be King," a
great commercial success with Mi-
chael Caine and Sean Connery in

the Kipling story.

The ränge of Huston's interests,

and achievements, was reflected in

such offbeat films as "Wise Blood,"
a story about religious Obsession
adapted from a Flannery O'Connor
novella, and "ünder the Volcano,"
a critically admired but commer-
cially unsuccessful telling of a
Malcolm Lowry novel about the
last day of a British expatriate in

Mexico.

"Prizzi's Honor" in 1985, both a
critical and box office success, was
vinUge Huston—tough, funny and
characterful, a darkly comic tale

(from a Richard Condon novel) of
loyalties in a crime family. He was
nominated for an Academy Award
as best director. Daughter Anjelica,

who CO-starred with Jack Nichol-

son in the film, won an Oscar as

best supporting actress for her

Performance. Her grandfather
Walter had won as supporting

actor for "Sierra Madre" many
years before.

Huston was named the 1983

recipieht of the American Film

Institute's Life Achievement
Award. It was the latest in a long

series of honors that included Oscar

nominations not only as a director

but as a writer and an actor. He
won two Academy Awards, for

writing and directing "Sierra Ma-
dre." He was given the prestigious

Laurel Award of the Writers Guild

in 1964 and was the subject of an
homage at the Cannes Film Festi-

val in 1979.

A tall, thunder-voiced man who
had been an amateur t)oxing Cham-
pion in his teens and later an officer

in the Mexican cavalry, Huston

seemed part hell-raiser and part

courtly gallant.

In 1945 he had a widely reported

no-decision fistfight with Errol

Flynn at David 0. Selznick's house,

possibly over Flynn's estranged

wife Nora Eddington, whom Hus-
ton was escorting.

Huston himself was married five

times and in his autobiography,

"An Open Book," said that his

wives were, in order, "a schoolgirl,

a gentlewoman, a movie star, a

ballerina and a crocodile."

Asked once how he would
change his life if he had it to do
again, Huston said, "I would spend
more time with my children. I

would make my money instead of

spending it. I would learn the joys

of wine instead of hard liquor. I

would not smoke cigarettes when I

had pneumonia. I would not marry

the fifth time."

In 1964 he became a Citizen of

Ireland, where he had lived since

1952, but gave up his country estate

there in 1978, explaining that "it

cost me so much to live there that I

had to stay away and work all the

time to afford it." He lived most of

his later years at a remote house in

Mexico that was reachable only by
water and leased from Indians. His
house cömpanions were said to

include two boa constrictors and an
ocelot.

As a film maker he was a
muscular and affective storyteller

with a particular gift for capturing

the emotional fireworks between
people, and he was not above
keeping the tensions high off cam-
era as well as on. Sardonically

acknowledging this aspect of his

reputation, he presented all the

women in the cast of "Night of the
Iguana"—Ava Gardner, Elizabeth

Taylor, Deborah Kerr and Sue
Lyon— with tiny pistols. But he
later explained that the location

was "a most serene experience."

Huston was bom in Nevada, Mo.,

on Aug. 5, 1906, the son of Walter
Huston and newspaperwoman
Rhea Gore. Huston liked to say that

|

his grandfather had won the townl

in a Card game. The eider Huston,
at his wife's insistence, had de-
toured from vaudeville and theaterl

into something more stable an(

was working for the local powei
Company.

When he was 3, his parent

separated, Walter returning t(

New York and the theater and th<

boy dividing his time betweei
father and mother. He had a serioi

illness as a child and was in

Please see HUSTON, Page
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neue Kleider

*ckt seine Zukunft

such Tanners, eigene Probleme, die eigene Rat-
losigkeit und nicht zuletzt die Frage, welche
Aussagekraft und Bedeutung Filmbilder heute
noch haben, darzustellen. Dass freilich die Ge-
schichte des von Jean-Louis Trintignant verhal-

ten gespielten Regisseurs, der einen jungen
Filmhochschulabsolventen als Assistenten auf-

nimmt und auf die Suche nach der Schauspiele-

rin schickt, die dem Filmemacher Gesicht und
Thema zu einem neuen Werk liefern soll - dass

diese Geschichte nicht ganz zu halten vermag,
was sie eingangs verspricht, mag unter anderem
in der streckenweise recht fragmentarischen

Ausarbeitung der einzelnen Charaktere begrün-
det sein. In dieser von Tanner selbst so definier-

ten Rückkehr - nach einer Phase der scenogra-
phie- zum discours sind es, nebst den teils ironi-

schen Bemerkungen über den Beruf des Filme-
machers, vor allem die betörenden Bilder von
Patrick Blossier, die den Betrachter in ihren

Bann zu ziehen vermögen.

Seit 1982 am Lido «Le beau mariage» prä-

sentiert wurde, ist Eric Rohmer zu einem regel-

mässigen Gast der Mostra geworden. «Lami de
mon amie», der sechste Film der Reihe «Come-
dies et Proverbes», wurde als Eröffnungsfilm
ausser Konkurrenz gezeigt. Dem Sprichwort
«Les amis des amis sont mes amis» folgend,

führt Rohmer sein Publikum erneut in die Ban-
lieue von Paris. Blanche und Lea werden Freun-
dinnen, erstere hat Schwierigkeiten mit Män-
nern, letztere ist kontaktfreudig, aber enttäuscht

von ihrer Beziehung mit Fabien. Blanche
schwärmt für den gutaussehenden Alexandre,
dieser zeigt sich uninteressiert, lässt sich auf ei-

nen Flirt mit Lea ein. Erneut hat Rohmer ein

Spiel der Verwirrungen mit leichter Hand, Sinn
für Ironie und grossem Einfühlungsvermögen
in Szene gesetzt.

High Definition — die Zukunft des Kinos?

Als zweiter Beitrag des diesjährigen Festivals

wurde - ebenfalls ausser Konkurrenz - die eng-

lischgesprochene Originalfassung des Film «Ju-
lia and Julia» des italienischen Regisseurs Peter

Del Monte uraufgeführt. Der Film ist misslun-
gen, eigentlich nicht der Rede wert: Der Zu-
schauer vermag die Zusammenhänge zwischen
Realität und Traum nicht auseinanderzuhalten,
die Geschichte scheint der vergebliche Versuch
zu sein, einen Psychothriller zu inszenieren, der
den Zuschauer beunruhigen sollte. Abgesehen
von der beeindruckenden schauspielerischen
Leistung Kathleen Turners in der Titelrolle,

bleibt jedoch nicht mehr als pure Verwirrung
zurück.

Der Grund, warum «Julia and Julia» auf In-

teresse stossen muss, liegt in der Herstellungs-

weise, wurde diese Produktion doch mit High-
Definition-Videokameras aufgenommen. Diese
neue Technologie, die in Japan zu Beginn der
siebziger Jahre erstmals erprobt wurde, erlaubt

Aufnahmen mit einer Bildaufiösung von 1125

Zeilen statt den beim heutigen Fernsehen übli-

chen 625. Dass man mit der Entwicklung dieses

Systems seit den ersten Versuchen in Europa -

das italienische Fernsehen beansprucht hier

eine führende Stellung - deutliche Fortschritte

erzielt hat, stellt «Julia and Julia» unter Be-

weis.

Sowohl von der Tiefenschärfe als auch von
den Färb- und Hell-Dunkel-Kontrasten her

lässt sich der Film qualitativ durchaus mit ande-

ren auf 35 mm aufgeblasenen 16-mm-Filmen
vergleichen. Absicht der RAI ist es, «Julia and
Julia» erst auf dem normalen Distributionsweg

«weltweit in den Kinos auszuwerten» - ob das

allerdings gelingen wird, ist eher zu bezweifeln.

Jedenfalls ist für diesen Zweck das Videoband
in Japan von der Firma Sony mit einem eigens

entwickelten System auf 35-mm-Filmmaterial
überspielt worden. Das Problem der Projektion

von Videofilmen auf die grosse Leinwand näm-
lich bleibt nach wie vor ungelöst.

X
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John Huston bei einem seiner letzten Interviews.
(Bilder Pressedienst)

«Was ich wirklich mag,
sind Pferde, starke Getränke und Frauen»

Zu Leben und Werk des am Freitag verstorbenen John Huston

VON PETER SCHNEIDER

Drehberichte aus Valencia, einem Indu-

strievorort von Los Angeles, hatten John
Huston im Rollstuhl und angeschlossen
an eine Sauerstoffflasche gezeigt. «The
Dead», die Verfilmung der letzten Novel-
le aus «Dubliners» von James Joyce, ist

nicht ganz unerwartet Hustons letzter

Film geworden. «I've never lived any way
but the best», hat der am 5. August 1906

in Nevada, Missouri, geborene Autor,

Maler, Schauspieler, Boxer, Spieler, Jä-

ger und Regisseur in seiner 1980 erschie-

nenen Autobiographie «An Open Book»
erklärt. Immer habe er Feste geben, Ho-
telsuiten mieten und sich Havanna-Zigar-
ren leisten können, ausser damals, in den
dreissiger Jahren, als er nach England
fuhr, um für die Produktionsfirma Gau-
mont zu arbeiten, sich aber schliesslich

sein Geld auf der Strasse mit Cowboy-
, Liedern verdienen musste. In Paris er-

ging es ihm - er wollte Kunst studieren -

nicht viel besser: Er hielt sich mit Porträts

von Touristen, aufs Trottoir gemalt, über
Wasser. Huston hat ein sehr abenteuerli-

ches und wechselhaftes Leben gesucht

und geführt, nicht, um eine romantische
Legende zu spinnen, sondern um, wie er

sagte, der Langeweile zu entgehen.

Huston gehörte der zweiten Generation

amerikanischer Filmemacher an, die in

die Fussstapfen der Filmpioniere treten

konnten. Der als einziger Sohn von Rhea
Gore und dem Schauspieler Walter Hu-
ston geborene Regisseur hat ein halbes

Jahrhundert Filmgeschichte mitgeschrie-

ben, als Auftragsregisseur der grossen

Studios, in Hollywood, später als sein ei-

gener Produzent. Huston hat mit seinem

Erstling, der Dashiell-Hammett-Verfil-
mung «The Maltese Falcon» (1941), Hum-
phrey Bogart zum Star gemacht und den
Film noir als Gattung hervorgebracht. Er
hat fast alle Genres bedient, vom Doku-
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mentarfilm zum Kriegsfilm («The Red
Badge of Courage»), von der Biographie

(«Moulin Rouge» über Toulouse-Lautrec

und «Freud») zum Monumentalfilm «The

Bible») und Abenteuerfilm («The Treasu-

re of the Sierra Madre») und viele andere.

Selbstkritisch wie er war, hielt er man-
chen seiner Filme für überflüssig oder
missraten. Schon seinen zweiten Film,

«In This Our Life» mit Bette Davis, der

ihm von Warner Brothers angetragen

wurde, drehte er mehr der Ehre und des

Geldes, denn der Begeisterung wegen.

Im Kopf schneiden

Hustons Biographie ist denn auch die

Geschichte eines Mannes, der sich im
Studiosystem Hollywoods zurechtzufin-

den hatte. Er galt als sehr effizient und
sparsam arbeitender Regisseur, der sehr

oft Szenen nur einmal drehen Hess. Sei-

nen ersten Film hatte er noch Bild für Bild

aufgezeichnet, folgte dem ihm gegebe-

nen Ratschlag «Jede Einstellung ist die

wichtigste», gewöhnte sich aber schon

früh an, die Filme im Kopf zu schneiden:

«Die beste, einzige Art ist es, die erste

Einstellung zu wählen, den ersten erläu-

ternden Satz, dann ergibt sich der Rest

ganz von selber.» Als begnadeter Erzäh-

ler musste er sich auch nicht scheuen, an

Stoffe heranzugehen, die für unverfilm-

bar galten. Unter schwierigsten Bedin-

gungen hat er 1956 Hermann Melvilles

«Moby Dick» mit Gregory Peck als Cap-

tain Ahab umgesetzt - die meisten Sze-

nen wurden auf offener See gedreht, die

Modellwale soffen ab; «Save the men or

save the whale» lautete regelmässig die

Wahl. 1984 hat er aus Malcolm Lowrys
exzentrischem Kultroman «Under the

Volcano» eine sehr strenge und beein-

druckende Filmadaption verfertigt; 1985

ist aus Richard Condons Roman «Prizzi's

Honor» eine unterhaltende Mafia-Persi-

flage entstanden, und darauf, wie Huston
die Novelle von Joyce über einen gesell-

schaftlichen Anlass in Dublin und die Ei-

fersucht eines Mannes auf den toten Ex-

Liebhaber seiner Frau umgesetzt hat,

darf man mehr als gespannt sein. Vene-

dig wird diese Woche die Antwort geben.

«Langer Schatten»

«Ich weiss nicht, wie es Gott erging. Ich

habe eine fürchterliche Zeit», soll Huston
jeweils geantwortet haben, wenn er bei

den Dreharbeiten zu «The Bible» nach
dem Fortgang der Dinge gefragt wurde.
Huston spielte selbst Noah. Am meisten

Spass hatte er als Regisseur bei diesem
Riesenuntemehmen an den Tieren, dar-

an, dass es gelang, die Viecher Paar für

Paar auf die Arche zu führen. In seiner

sehr spannend zu lesenden Autobiogra-

phie erwähnt er als weitere Höhepunkte
des Films das Lachen von Ava Gardner
als Sarah und den Einfall, dass Peter

OToole alle drei Engel spielen sollte,

denn: «Wie sollten Engel aussehen, wenn
nicht alle gleich?» Bei den Dreharbeiten

zu «The African Queen» (1952) mit Hum-
phrey Bogart und Katharine Hepbum,
einem seiner grössten Kinoerfolge, wur-

de das Filmlager in Belgisch-Kongo von
Soldatenameisen und schwarzen Wespen
angegriffen. Krankheiten und Mambas
Hessen die Dreharbeiten dieses ersten

vollständig im Ausland gedrehten US-
Films zur Plage werden. Huston machte
für sich das Beste daraus: Er ging vor den
Dreharbeiten regelmässig Schweine und
Hirsche jagen.

Im Leben von John Huston sieht man
sich einem ungeheuren Konglomerat von
Arbeiten und Abenteuern gegenüber:

Wie ein Weimer blickt er mit seinem
schmächtigen Schädel von den Bildern

der letzten Jahre, frühere Fotografien, et-

wa jene von den schwierigen Dreharbei-

ten zu «Freud» mit dem unter Drogenein-
fluss stehenden Montgomery Clift, zei-

gen ihn als hageren, asketischen Mann.
Bei der Arbeit an «The Misfits» - mit

Marilyn Monroe in ihrer letzten Rolle;

ihre erste wichtige hatte sie im Gangster-

film «The Asphalt Jungle» ebenfalls un-

ter Huston gespielt - wurde dem Regis-

seur von Indianern der nicht ganz unpas-

sende Übername «Langer Schatten» ver-

liehen - diese Bezeichnung blieb an Hu-

ston hängen.

Seine Karriere hatte «Long Shadow»
als Knirps von drei Jahren und sieben

Monaten begonnen. In Dallas rezitierte er

Verse in einem Uncle-Sam-Anzug. Hu-
ston war ein kränkliches Kind. Er sei mit

Augenringen geboren worden, schrieb er

später. Eine Nierenentzündung, ein ver-

grössertes Herz machten den Beizug vie-

ler Ärzte notwendig. Chaplin besuchte

den Zehnjährigen am Krankenbett. Zur
Schule ging John nicht gerne, bildete sich

dafür selbst weiter und stellte mit einem
Kollegen in der Freizeit aus Dynamit Ni-

troglyzerin her, mit dem er einen Pier

zum Einsturz brachte. Dann erlernte Hu-
ston das Boxen, er schlug sich in kleinen

Klubs für 5 Dollar, gewann 23 von 25

Kämpfen und brach sich einmal die Nase.

Später trug er eine Fehde mit Errol Flynn
handgreiflich aus, Flynn humpelte mit

zwei gebrochenen Rippen vom Platz.

Steiniger Weg nach Hollywood

Hustons Eltern hatten sich getrennt, als

er achtjährig war. Sein Vater, der Wan-
derschauspieler Walter, konnte Anfang
der zwanziger Jahre grosse Bühnenerfol-

ge in Eugene O'Neills «Desire Under The
Elms» feiern. 1924 betrat auch John Hu-
ston zum erstenmal eine professionelle

Bühne, ritt dann in der mexikanischen
Kavallerie mit, wollte sich für einen

Freund wegen einer Frauengeschichte

duellieren, wurde aber von seiner Mutter

im letzten Moment entwaffnet. Als Hu-

ston einen Maultiertreck von Acapulco

nach Mexico City begleitete, wurde er

von Banditen überfallen: Diese Episode

ging später in «The Treasure of the Sierra

Madre» ein.

Zurück in Kalifornien, heiratete er die

ihm vom Schultheater her bekannte Do-
rothy Harvey. Huston gab, weil sich da-

von nicht leben Hess, das Malen auf, box-
te zum letzten Mal, arbeitete £ds Reporter

und half in New York mit, einen Poker-

klub auf die Beine zu stellen. Ab 1932

konnte Huston für Hollywood Drehbü-
cher bearbeiten, sein Mentor wurde
William Wyler. Huston wollte selber

einen Film über arbeitslose Jugendliche

in der Depressionszeit machen, aber als

das Script fertig war, hatte eben die

John Huston als Noah Gross in Roman Polanskis «Chinatown» von 1974.

(Bild Pressedienst^

Roosevelt-Administration ihre Büros be-

zogen, und in Kürze waren die Kinder
von der Strasse verschwunden und in Ar-

beitsprogrammen untergebracht worden.
Huston überrumpelte seine Frau mit Af-

fären, diese wandte sich dem Alkohol zu,

es folgte die traurige Zeit in England.

Ein Klassiker entsteht

Er heiratete ein zweites Mal, fuhr zu-

rück nach Kalifornien, schrieb ab 1938

regelmässig Drehbücher für Warner
Brothers. Mit seiner Frau Lesley Black

erbaute er sich ein Haus, kriegte dafür

Schelte vom Stararchitekten Frank Lloyd
Wright, der ihn aber gleichwohl als filmi-

schen Biographen einsetzen sollte. Dann
entstanden die Drehbücher «Sergeant

York» für Howard Hawks und «High
Sierra» für Raoul Walsh, schliesslich er-

hielt Huston die Möglichkeit, den «Malte-

ser Falken» zu drehen. Der Roman war
schon zweimal erfolglos verfilmt wor-
den. Huston berichtet von tollen Drehar-

beiten, man sei jeden Abend zusammen-
gesessen, habe gegessen und getrunken
und nie daran gedacht, dass man dabei

war, einen Klassiker herzustellen. Nach
dem Tod eines frühgeborenen Kindes
trennten sich John und Lesley, der Krieg

zog herauf, Huston verschlampte seinen

Marschbefehl. Mitten in den Dreharbei-

ten zu «Across the Pacific» wird er nach
Washington gerufen. Seinem Nachfolger

macht er die Sache so schwierig wie mög-
lich, lässt Bogart an einen Stuhl fesseln

und ihn von so vielen Japanern in einer

Hütte bewachen, dass an ein Entkommen
nicht zu denken ist. Genüsslich stellte er

später fest, dass es dem Film ab diesem
Moment an Glaubwürdigkeit mangelte.

Huston hat Armeefilme zu drehen:
«Report from the Aleutians» und zusam-
men mit Frank Capra «Tunisian Victory»,

einen verlogenen, in den USA gedrehten
Film über Landungsmanöver in Nordafri-

ka. Huston schämte sich dafür, mit «San
Pietro» und «Let There Be Light» waren
seine Auftraggeber wiederum nicht zu-

frieden. Die Schilderung der blutigen

Schlacht von San Pietro, bei welcher auch
das Benediktinerkloster von Monte Cas-

sino in Schutt und Asche gelegt wurde,
missfiel wegen ihrer demoralisierenden
Wirkung. Offiziere verliessen bei der Vi-

sionierung den Saal, aber General Geor-
ge C. Marshall erteilte die Absolution:
Der Film würde die Soldaten auf den
Kampfschock vorbereiten.

Kommunistenjagd, Familiensinn

«Ich habe nicht gerne Angst, sehe auch
nicht gerne andere Leute Angst haben.

Was ich wirklich mag, sind Pferde, starke

Getränke und Frauen.» So antwortete Hu-
ston während einer Befragung zur Zeit

von McCarthys Kommunistenhatz. Die
Antwort klingt salopp, aber Huston hatte

sich aktiv gegen die Verfolgungen einge-

setzt, war Mitbegründer eines Gegenko-
mitees. Er verliess die USA, lebte in der
Folge lange Jahre in Irland, richtete ein

altes Haus in Galway her. Er heiratete

zwei weitere Male. Dass er keinen Fami-
liensinn hatte, kann man trotzdem nicht

behaupten. Seinen Vater, diejenige Per-

son, die er sein Leben lang am meisten
schätzte, hat er als Schauspieler in «The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre» eingesetzt.

Seine Tochter Anjelica portierte er als

16jährige in «The Kremlin Letter», später
in «Prizzi's Honor» und in «The Dead».
Sein Sohn Tony hat das Drehbuch zu
«The Dead» verfasst, und Tochter Allegra
hat ihm beim Erstellen seiner Autobio-
graphie geholfen.

In «An Open Book» fasst Huston zu-
sammen, was er in einem zweiten Leben
anders machen würde:
«Ich würde mehr Zeit mit meinen Kin-
dern verbringen.
Ich würde mein Geld verdienen, bevor ich
es ausgebe.

Ich v^rde anstelle harter Drinks den
Wein zu gemessen wissen.
Ich würde bei Lungenentzündung keine
Zigaretten mehr rauchen.»

^ I
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Kino: Zum Tode von John Huston

Niemals langweilen!

Der Mann, den er 1941 zum Star

machte, Humphrey Bogart, nannte

ihn „das Monster*: „sehr stimulierend",

von „extravagantem Geist*, „brillant und

unberechenbar", „niemals langweilig".

Niemals langweilen, und niemals sich

langweilen, das war seine Devise. Auf die

Frage, wie ihm das denn gelungen sei,

pflegte er zu antworten: Einfach, indem

er nichts tue, was ihn nicht interessiere.

Zu seinem Glück hatte John Huston eine

Menge Interessen. Er boxte und ritt lei-

denschaftlich, malte und schrieb, würfelte

und spielte, wettete und soff und provo-

zierte jeden, der ihm gerade in die Quere

kam. Seine bösen, oft zynischen Scherze

sind inzwischen Legende. Huston hatte

keinerlei Mühe, sich bereits nach wenigen

Jahren als „der führende ,wilde Mann' der

Filmindustrie" zu etablieren.

Noch in den Siebzigern behauptete

Norman Mailer, Huston zelebriere einen

Lebensstil, der ihm wichtiger sei als ir-

gendein Film. „Was er ernst nimmt, das

sind Pferde, die Jagd, Glücksspiele und
und Gelage."

Niemals langweilen, diese Devise galt in

den Vierzigern und Fünfzigern auch für

sein Kino. Er drehe keine Filme für sich,

erklärte er damals, sondern für andere, er

drehe Filme, die gesehen werden sollen:

Abenteuer- und Gangsterfilme zum Bei-

spiel wie „Der Schatz der Sierra Madre"
und „Gangster vor Key Largo", „Asphalt-

Dschunger und „African Queen".

Diese Filme waren es dann auch, die

ihm das Leben ermöglichten, das er sich

wünschte. Huston war von Anfang an ein

Profi, der seine Arbeit perfekt erledigte.

Er gab sein Äußerstes, um sein Innerstes

zu wahren. Bis ins hohe Alter hetzte er

von Film zu Film, „um den Lebensstil

beizubehalten, den er für sich als ange-

bracht hielt" (Stuart Kaminsky).

Begonnen hatte John Huston in Holly-

wood als Autor - für Wylcr, Litvak und
Dieterle, für Walsh und Hawks. 1941 ^b
ihm Jack Warner die Chance, als Regis-

seur zu debütieren. Warner heete keine

große Erwartung dabei, er dachte wohl
eher an einen Bonus für die bisherige Ar-

beit. Das Ergebnis jedoch übertraf - an

der Kasse wie bei der Kritik - die kühn-
sten Hoffnungen. Huston hatte mit der

„Spur des Falken" einen neuen atmosphä-

rischen Stil geschaffen, der em Jahre spä-

ter als „Film Noir" begriffen wurde.

„Die Spur des Falken" (nach dem Ro-
man von Dashiell Hammett) warf einen

kalten, „schwarzen" Blick auf seine Zeit.

In hartem Schwarzweiß und uneewohn-

tem Tempo zeigte Huston die Welt als ein

einziees Chaos, wo jeder jedem mißtraut

und jeder weiß, daß es so sein muß; nur

so hat der eine oder andere eine Chance

zu überleben. Bogart entpuppte sich dabei

als der ideale Protagonist des Mißtrauens.

Die düstere Aura, die Huston ihm verlieh,

faszinierte; man konnte so verstehen, daß

er am Ende selbst die Frau seines Lebens

hinter Gitter schickt - nur, um eines Ta-

ges nicht „den Narren spielen" zu müssen.

Keiner von Hustons späteren Filmen

erreichte mehr die visuelle und dramatur-

John Huston

eische Klarheit dieses Erstlings. Dennoch
bleiben viele seiner Filme in Erinnerung.

„Der Schatz der Sierra Madre" und das

Gold, das der Wind in alle Richtungen

weht. „The Red Badee of Courage" und
der sinnlose Kampf der jungen Soldaten.

Die waghalsigen Farbexperimente in

„Moulin Rouge" und „Moby Dick".

„. . . denen man nicht vergibt" und Lilian

Gishs Klavierspiel in der freien Natur.

„The Misfits" und der Kontrast zwischen

weiter Landschaft und engen Innenräu-

men. Die melodramatische Schwüle von
„Spiegelbild im goldenen Auge". „Fat Ci-

ty" und seine verlorenen Typen. „Das

war Roy Bean" und Paul Newmans my-
steriöse Abrechnung am Schluß. Schließ-

lich die meisterliche Ironie in „Die Ehre

der Prizzi".

Etwa 40 Filme hat Huston eedreht.

Und immer konnte man seine funktionale

Arbeitsweise bewundem, seinen pragmati-

schen Sinn, seine professionelle Einstel-

lung. Er war ein „r6alisateur" und kein

„metteur en sc^ne". Eine persönliche

Handschrift, einen kontinuierlichen Stil

wird man vergeblich suchen. Huston hat

eben nicht - wie noch Nicholas Ray, An-
thony Mann oder Samuel Füller in den

Fünfzigern - seinen Filmen einen eigenen

Stempel aufgedrückt: durch Ideen der Ka-

drage, des Rhythmus oder der Einstel-

lungsfolge. Er erzählte nicht subjektiv, in

der ersten Person, sondern eher neutral,

wie es ihm für den jeweiligen Film gerade

zu passen schien. Das gab ihm auch die

Souveränität, seine Darsteller ihr eigenes

Spiel entwickeln zu lassen. Er besetzte

seine Schauspieler nie wegen ihrer Tech-

nik, sondern „wegen ihrer Persönlichkeit

in bezug auf die vorgeschriebene Rolle".

Wenn es dennoch etwas gibt, das ein-

zelne Filme miteinander verbindet, so sind

es thematische Momente. Etwa, wenn
Huston immer wieder von ein paar Leu-

ten erzählt, die einen großen Plan ver-

wirklichen, dann aber - im Gegensatz zu

üblichen Geschichten - der entscheidende

Kampf erst beginnt, nachdem schon alles

gelungen scheint. Bei Huston zerrinnt das

Glück noch, wo es längst erreicht scheint.

Auch John Huston hat oft mit Nieder-

lagen leben müssen. In den späten Sechzi-

Em zum Beispiel hatte man ihn in Fach-

eisen bereits völlig abgeschrieben.

Doch, so Huston Newsweek gegenüber,

er sei inmier eenug Spieler gewesen, „um
zu wissen, daß man auch durch eine

Pechsträhne hindurch muß".

Mit „Fat City" überwand er schließlich

seine Krise. Dieser Boxerfilm von 1972 ist

vielleicht sein berühmtester Film. John R.

Taylor verglich ihn mit den Werken der

alten Meister, „die mühelos aussehen, weil

sie mühelos sind, die deshalb richtig zur

Geltung kommen, weil ihr Schöpfer mehr
über seine Kunst vergessen hat, als die

meisten neuen Talente je gelemt haben".

In den letzten Jahren hat Huston sich

auch öffentlich immer stärker zu seiner

Arbeit bekannt. Er sprach nun nicht mehr
ausschließlich von den „langen Dämme-
mngen in Irland, die eine kleine Ewigkeit

dauem", von „Bachs Musik", vom
„Schrei der Krähen, naiven Skulpturen"

und »gutem Wodka", wenn er nach den

Dingen gefragt wurde, die ihm im Leben

tatsächlich gefallen. Er sprach nun auch

von seinen Filmen; die er verglich mit den

Arbeiten von Malem, Komponisten, Bild-

hauem. Wie diese schaffe auch er für sein

Leben - „um Zeugnis abzulegen".

Am letzten Freitag ist John Huston im
Alter von 81 Jahren gestorben - kurz

nachdem er seine letzte Arbeit ferti^e-

stellt hat. Der Film - gedreht nach emer
Erzählung von James Joyce - heißt „The
Dead" (Die Toten). Norbert Grob
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Sein letzter Film
Ein Gespräch mit John Huston wenige Monate
vor seinem Tod

Northern Crcscent Hcights trennt in

Los Angeles die langsam wieder

aufpolierte Kinomeile Hollywoods vom
ehemals glitzernden Vergnügungsviertel

am Sunset-Boulevard. Hier, im vierten,

fünften Stock eines noblen Apartment-

Hotels mit Blick auf den Sunset, ganz in

der Nähe des Marlboro-Reiters vor dem
Chäteau Marmont, hatte John Huston

vor gut einem Vierteljahr Quartier bezo-

gen. Die anstrengenden Dreharbeiten an

der James-Joyce-Verfilmung „Die To-

ten" sie landen zwei Auto-Stunden
nördlich der großen Filmstudios im ab-

gelegenen Valencia statt - lagen hinter

ihm. Die Montage seines letzten Filmes

stand bevor Der Regisseur von so hcr-

ausragenden und unterschiedlichen Fil-

men wie „I3er Malteser Falke", „Afri-

can Queen", „ Ihe Misfils - Nicht gesell-

schaftsfiihig" oder „Die Ehre der Priz-

zis" ist in der vergangenen Woche im Al-

ter von 81 Jahren gestorben. Ende März
dieses Jahres fand das vorliegende Ge-
spräch mit ihm statt.

Bilder lehnten an den Wänden, Bü-
cher lagen über seinen kleinen Sekretär

verstreut, über Sessel, Couch, am Bo-

den. Vorhänge hielten das grelle Son-

nenlicht zurück: Das Wohn- und Ar-

beitszimmer eines Kinovagabunden.

John Huston begrüßte mich mit wa-

chen, neugierigen Augen. Am Telefon

war seine Stimme tief und deutlich gewe-

sen. Jetzt kommentierte er lebhaft das

Gespräch mal mit mißtrauischen Blik-

ken, mal mit einem entspannten Lächeln

oder aufmunterndem Augenzwinkern.
Arme und Hände waren fast immer in

Bewegung. Unter dem weißen Hausan-

zug traten die knochigen Schultern her-

vor, wie man es von Fotos der letzten

Jahre kennt.

Hin und wieder unterdrückte er einen

trockenen Husten. Dann atmete er

durch zwei dünne Plastikschläuche, die

über die Ohren in die Nasenflügel führ-

ten, Sauerstoff ein. Er machte während

unseres Gesprächs trotzdem nicht den

Eindruck eines Schwerkranken. An die

Abhängigkeit von der Sauerstoffflasche

hatte er sich, wie er sagte, längst ge-

wöhnt. Er lebte, arbeitete wie andere

auch. Für Fragen nach seiner Gesund-
heit hatte er nur ein Achselzucken:

„Don't worry about it, go on!"

Mr. Huston, Sie habenfrüher sehr häufig

mit Ihrem Vater, dem Schauspieler Wal-

ter Huston. zusanmiengearheitet . In Ih-

ren letzten Filmen spielte Ihre Tochter

Anjelica eine Hauptrolle, auch Ihr Sohn
Tony gehörte gelegentlich zu Ihrem

Team. Ist das Filmemachen für Sie eine

Famjliensache oder ..big industry"?

Es ist für mich mehr ein Ereignis als

ein wirtschaftliches Unternehmen.

/// den dreißiger und vierziger Jahren

arbeiteten Sie - anders als heute inner-

halb des Studio.systems von Hollywood.

Was hat sich seither verändert'/

Der größte Unterschied: Hollywood
war damals eine in verschiedene Abtei-

lungen unterteilte Maschine überaus

organisiert. Doch wenn man einen Film

machte, hatte man absolute Befehlsge-

walt. Was immer man auch wollte, es

wurde einem zur Verfügung gestellt. Die

großen Studios arbeiteten so wirkungs-

vcü, wie man e« heute wirklich nicht

mehr findet. Vielleicht noch im Bereich

des Fernsehens, aber da kenne ich mich

nicht aus. Keinesfalls gibt es diese Effek-

tivität noch für das Kino.

Was ist aus Hollywoodgeworden? Pro-

duziert es. wie .seine wichtigsten Vertreter

Spielberg und Lucas, nur noch Kino- Fil-

me ßir Kinder/

Ich weiß nicht, dazu habe ich keine

Meinung. Das ist eine andere Welt als

die, in der ich lebe.

Gehen Sic ins Kino?

Ja, ich gehe hin und wieder am Nach-
mittag ins Kino. In Filme, von denen ich

annehme, daß sie mich interessieren -

nicht einfach so. Die letzten beiden Fil-

me, die ich gesehen habe, waren „Pla-

toon" und „Angel Heart ".

Wie fanden .Sie beide?

„Platoon" ist ein recht guter Film, mit

einem sehr deutlichen Drehbuch, über-

zeugend und ganz und gar ehrenhaft,

ich war allerdings schockiert über die

Zuschauer, die lachten, als jemandem
der Schädel eingeschlagen wurde, und

die an Stellen applaudierten, an denen

jemand erschossen wurde. Ich fürchte,

daß viele Zuschauer diesen Film mit den

gleichen Augen und der gleichen Menta-
lität betrachten wie einen Film mit Syl-

vester Stallone. Ich konnte keine Be-

gründung für dieses Verhalten finden.

Es tat mir weh.

..Platoon" wurde in den Vereinigten

Staaten, anders als in Europa, von der

Kritik einhellig geloht: der Film „Angel

Heart" hingegen .sehr unterschiedlich he-

urtcih . . .

Bis zur Haltlc dachte ich, „Angel
Heart" sei einer der besten Filme, die ich

je gesehen habe. Einfach fa.sziniercnd.

Der Regisseur macht seine Sache sehr

gut und hat ein unverdorbenes Auge für

das Kinobild. Aber die Geschichte, das,

was gesagt werden sollte, fehlte letzten

Endes. Alles war wirr, und als schließ-

lich die Aussage klar wurde, war sie

ziemlich konventionell. Nichts, was der

Originalität der Inszenierung entspro-

chen hätte.

Es gibt eine Magic von Orten, Län-

dern, der Sic sich zeit Ihres Lehens nicht

entziehen konnten. Ich meine Irland, Me-
xiko und die Vereinigten Staaten. Ihre

letzten Filme. ..Unter dem Vulkan" . ..Die

Ehre der Prizzis" und „Die Toten" , sind

gewiß nicht zufällig in diesen Ländern
entstanden. Ein ,,magisches Dreieck"?

Es hat mir nie besonders viel bedeutet,

in Los Angeles zu leben. Ich bin kein Be-

verly-Hills-Typ. Das soll nichts Negati-

ves sagen über die, die unbedingt hier le-

ben wollen. Ich habe die unterschied-

lichsten Nationalitäten entdecken kön-

nen, die sich von Beverly Hills angezo-

gen fühlen wie der Rsch vom Wasser.

Engländer beispielsweise kamen hierher,

um eine Rolle zu spielen und gehen

niemals mehr zurück. Für mich aller-

dings ist das Kino die Hauptattraktion

der Vereinigten Staaten; für mich ist Los
Angeles die Hauptstadt des Kinos. Des-

halb kehre ich immer wieder in die Ver-

einigten Staaten zurück, deshalb sind

die Vereinigten Staaten ein Eckpunkt
des „magischen Dreiecks".

Schon als kleiner Junge bin ich nach

Mexiko gegangen. Ich war elf Jahre alt,

als ich zusammen mit meiner Mutter die

mexikanische Grenze überquerte. Meine
ersten Auslandsbesuche brachten mich

nach Mexiko. Als Jugendlicher fuhr ich

mit dem Schiff nach Vera Cruz und mit

dem Zug nach Mexiko-Stadt; den Zug
begleiteten Wächter, Männer mit gro-

ßen Hüten und Lederjacken, die Mais-

verkäuferinnen. Mexiko war ein sehr ro-

mantischer Ort für einen jungen Men-
schen. Ich habe Pferde geritten, und seit

dieser Zeit spreche ich Spanisch. Später

bin ich immer wieder nach Mexiko zu-

rückgekehrt, sporadisch, nie für eine

sehr lange Zeit. Für etwa einen Monat,
ich traf Leute dort, machte einen Film,

mehrere sogar. Und seit knapp zehn

Jahren bin ich in Mexiko zu Hause.

Irland lernte ich nach dem Krieg ken-

nen. Man hatte mich zu einem Jägerball

eingeladen, und über Nacht hatte mich

das Land gefesselt. Als ich am nächsten

Morgen die Augen öffnete, war ich von
herrlicher Landschaft umgehen. Das
Haus lag an einem schwarzen See, ein

Spiegel der wundersamsten Dinge. Auf
der anderen Seite waren turmhohe Fels-

John Huston führt Regie in seinem letzten Film „ The Dead" nach einer Erzählung von James Joyce, neben ihm sein Sohn Tony, der

das Drehbuch .schrieb. Polo Della Verleih

vorsprünge aus Granit, und über dem
Granit wucherten, wie über einem riesi-

gen Plateau, wilde Blumen. Ich jagte in

Irland, das heißt, ich ritt umher, denn
ich bin ein Pferdenarr. Oder eher, ich

war. Auch in England und in den Verei-

nigten Staaten habe ich gejagt - doch

war das nie vergleichbar mit der Jagd in

Irland. Ich hatte damals eine Frau und
zwei Kinder. Irland war ein sehr freund-

liches Land. Ich meine, die Menschen
konnten sich dort sehr sicher fühlen,

eine Frau, ein junges Mädchen. Zwei

Mädchen konnten gemeinsam durch das

Land reisen, ohne belästigt zu werden.

Es gab nicht die Laster, die vom Rest

der Welt Besitz ergriffen hatten, es gab
noch nicht die Probleme im Norden des

Landes. Später ging ich nach Irland, nur

um dort zu jagen, ich mietete ein Haus
und, wie ich schon sagte, war wiederum
angetan von der Freundlichkeit des

Landes und seiner Menschen. Das hat

mich schließlich veranlaßt, dort zu le-

ben. Ich habe ein Haus im Westen ge-

kauft und wurde nach zehn Jahren iri-

scher Staatsbürger. Ich bin es noch im-

mer. In dieser Zeit habe ich über die Ge-
gend von Galway geschrieben.

Sowohl in Mexiko als auch in Irland

gehören Tiere, vor allem Pferde und Hun-

de, zu Ihren Lebensgefährten. In dem
Film ..Die Bibel" spielten Sic Noah und

waren der Regisseur von Tieren. Was be-

deuten Tiere?

Wenn jemand damit beginnt, Tiere zu

verstehen, dann faszinieren sie ihn mehr
und mehr. Tiere entwickeln ihre eigenen

Verhaltensweisen. Ich habe eine Art ent-

deckt, mich mit ihnen auseinanderzuset-

zen oder sie zu verstehen. Indem ich zum

Beispiel ein Pferd, einen Hund trainiert

habe. Bei den Dreharbeiten zu „Die Bi-

bel" beobachtete ich AfTen ebenso wie

Giraffen oder Nilpferde, lernte sie rich-

tig schätzen. Mit Tieren leben bedeutet

eine absolute Befreiung von den Miß-
verständnissen, die die Welt der mensch-
lichen Wesen beherrschen. Wenn Sie ein

Tier verstehen lernen, dann sind Sie sehr

selten überrascht von der Art, wie es sich

verhält.

Ist CS einfacher, ein Regisseur von Tie-

ren als von hochbezahlten Stars zu sein?

Eines der vorherrschenden Kennzei-

chen der großen Stars ist es, tierische

Charakteristiken zu haben. Ein Star ist

jemand, mit dessen Seele man vertraut

wird. Ich bin selten, eigentlich nie ent-

täuscht worden von dem Verhalten eines

meiner Stars mir gegenüber.

Sie sind Maler. Kunstliebhaber. Viele

Ihrer Filme haben eine literarische l orlä-

ge. Sehen Sie eine Verbindung zwischen

Film und .Malerei, Film und Literatur?

Es sind verschiedene Medien, das ist

alles. Jemand kommt von der Literatur

her. bezieht sich auf Teile der Literatur,

wie ich das getan habe. Denn ich finde

wunderbare Geschichten in der Litera-

tur, die sehr gut für die Leinwand umge-
schrieben werden können. Und das

nutzt man eben. Was die Malerei an-

geht, für die ich mich interessiere: sie hat

mir insgesamt sehr viel bedeutet. Aller-

dings imitiere ich nicht einzelne Werke,
kopiere nicht irgendeinen Maler, den ich

kenne, indem ich eine Szene nachahme
oder wie ein bestimmtes Gemälde aus-

leuchte.

Arbeiten nicht sehr bekannte Maler
mit dem Licht wie Sie?

Mein Kameramann arbeitet mit

Licht, und ich wähle meinen Kamera-

mann nach dessen Vorzügen. Iiinige Ka-
meramänner machen großartige Außen-
aufnahmen, andere können sehr gut mit

Kunstlicht umgehen. Gewiß bin ich

stark beeinflußt von Qualität in der Ma-
lerei. Doch lassen Sie mich als Zuschau-

er sprechen. Als einer, der zum Beispiel

die Arbeit von Alan Parker sehr schätzt,

des Regisseurs von „Angel Heart". Er

hat ein tiefes Gefühl für Szenen, für die

Photographie eines Sets. Seine Bilder

sind fast surreal, drücken surrealistische

Gefühle aus. Ich zweifle nicht daran,

daß Parker vom Surrealismus beeinflußt

wurde. Aber sicher nicht durch ein be-

sonderes Bild.

Kommen wir zum Verhältnis von Lite-

ratur und Film. Ihr letzter Film „Die To-

ten", tnlsland nach einer Kurzgeschichte

von James Joyce aus den* Zyklus ..Dubli-

ners" . .Als ich sie las, habe ich mich ge-

fragt, ob sie kurz gesagt konuncn ein

Dutzend Menschen zu einer Party zusam-

men und tun die ganze Nacht nichts ande-

res als miteinander reden - genug Stoff

für eitle» Kifiospieljilm bieten kann. H7/i

erhoffen Sie sich von Ihrer Arbeit?

Daß das gleiche, was mich beim Lesen

des Buchs begeistert hat, auch auf die

Leinwand zu übertragen ist. Es handelt

sich um eine der faszinierendsten Kurz-

geschichten in englischer Sprache, es

gibt Leute, die halten sie für die beste

überhaupt. Joyce hat einen größeren

Einfluß auf unsere Generation gehabt

als irgendein anderer Autor. Er halle

den größten Einfluß in der englischspra-

chigen Literatur, aber sicher auch in der

französischen.

Was hat Sie s(ffasziniert, daß Sie einen

Film daraus machen wollten?

Es ist eine ganz außergewöhnliche
Geschichte. Sie enthüllt vieles über
Menschen, erzählt etwas ganz Neues, et-

was, das meines Wissens noch nie auf
der Leinwand gezeigt worden ist. Es gibt

keinen Plot. der sich durch den gesam-
ten Film zieht.

Szene für Szene dient der Zeichnung
von Charakteren. Jedes kleine Motiv ist

eine Variation des selben Themas. Das
Thema ist die Party. Erst ganz allmäh-
lich entdeckt man. daß sich hinler den
interessantesten und attraktivsten

Partygästen - ich sollte eher sagen: hin-

ter recht gewöhnlichen Frauen und
Männern die Geschichte verbirgt.

War es .schwierig, diese verborgene Ge-
schichte zu inszenieren?

Wir halten einen großen Stab, und die

meisten Mitarbeiter waren die ganze
Zeit auf der Bühne. Es gibt zum Beispiel

zwanzig Minuten, die an einem Eßtisch

spielen. Die Gäste diskutieren, während
die (ians serviert wird, über die Oper,
über Sänger, die sie nie gesehen, von de-

nen sie niemals zuvor etwas gehört ha-

ben Der Mann, mit dem wir uns am
Ende des Films auseinandersetzen, ist

hier noch einer von vielen. Er spricht ei-

nen Toast an die drei Damen, die die

Party geben. Das etwa ist die Substanz

von zwanzig Minuten, die ein anderer

Film vielleicht für eine Verfolgungsjagd

mit dem Auto oder für ein Pistolenduell

nutzen würde.

Die letzte Enthüllung des Films geht

schließlich sehr tief. Wir sehen einen

Menschen, der niemals wirklich die Ek-

ken seiner selbst ergründet hat. Der sich

selbst und seine Stellung als gegeben
hingenommen hat. Er entdeckt plötz-

lich, daß er gar nicht der ist, der er zu
sein glaubte. Dieses Wissen bringt ihn

dazu, in ihm unbekannte Bereiche vor-

zudringen. Die Grenze ist die Sterblich-

keit. Er steht dem Tod gegenüber, von
Angesicht zu Angesicht. So haben wir

auf der einen Seite eine recht oberflächli-

che Betrachtung von etwa zwölf Leuten,

und dann, auf der anderen Seite, werden
wir in die Seele eines Menschen hinein-

gezogen.

Vor vierzig Jahren sagten Sie einmal,

ich glaube, es war im Zusammenhang mit

dem Film „Der Schatz der Sierra Ma-
dre" : „Das Leben ist ein Scherz.' Heute,

zutn Beispiel in einem Interview der Los

Angeles Times, äußern Sie sich sehr be-

sorgt über den Zustand der Welt. Haben
Sie Ihre .Meinung über das Leben geän-

dert'

Ich habe niemals gesagt, das Leben sei

ein Scherz. Ich weiß nicht, was das be-

deuten sollte. Ich glaube allerdings, daß
zeit meines Lebens kein Schritt vorwärts

gemacht worden ist. Ich sehe nichts, was
besser wäre. Vielleicht mit der einzigen

Ausnahme, daß es soweit die Schwar-

zen in dieser Gesellschaft davon betrof-

fen sind - etwas weniger Rassismus gibt.

Sehen Sie auch keinen Fortschritt in

technischer Hinsicht'.^

Oh. es gibt inzwischen bessere

Schraubenzieher. Ist es das, was Sie mei-

nen*^ Gewiß, es gibt alle Arten trügeri-

scher Verbesserungen aber ich bin

nicht sehr beeindruckt davon. Ich stelle

solche Sachen nicht auf eine Stufe mit

sozialen Fragen. Oder moralischen. Daß
wir mit dem Computer umgehen kön-

nen, hat wenig zu tun mit unserer Aus-

landspolitik. Ich sage unsere, nicht Ihre.

Oder etwa mit der Tatsache, daß es seit

dem Zweiten Weltkrieg nur noch ab-

wärtsgegangen ist.

Welchen Rat geben Sie als Regisseur,

.Autor und Schauspieler Men.schen, die

Filme machen wollen.'

Mein Sohn hat gerade bei seinem er-

sten Film Regie geführt und wird dem-

nächst seinen zweiten Film inszenieren.

Ich habe ihm keinen besonderen Rat ge-

geben. Ich empfehle, sehr viel zu lesen,

in Galerien zu gehen und Bilder anzu-

schauen, ich empfehle, gute Musik zu

hören. Mit anderen Worten: zu enldek-

ken. was es in diesen Welten zu entdek-

ken gibt. Und auf diese Weise seine eige-

ne Wahrnehmung zu schärfen. Wenn
dann ein junger Regisseur die Gelegen-

heil hai. einen eigenen Fiim zu machen,

dann wird er nicht verloren sein und

wird die richtige Einschätzung für seine

Arbeit gefunden haben.

John Huston gab Humphrey Bogart zutn ersten Mal eine Hauptrolle. Bogart wul

Elisha Cook in „Die Spur des Falken". Foto F A.Z.

Meister Hora (John Huston) erklärt Monw das (ieheimnis der Zeit. Aus Johannes
Schaafs Film mit Radost Bökel als Monio. l-olo Tobis

Der Ball im Hau.sc der drei ältlichen Dublitwr Damen. Szene au.s Hustons letztem Film
„The Dcait . I oio I .A.Z.
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Die verlorene Generation
Zum Tode des Filmregisseurs John Huston

Der Kopf eines Patriarchen, mit weißem
Bart, die Züge voller Falten, wie mit

Lebensnarben übersät, das Lächeln skep-

tisch, der Blick voll freundlicher Neugier:

So sehen wir John Huston vor uns.

Männlich gelassen, unzerstörbar gütig -

ein Mann, wie von Hemingway erfunden.

In rund dreißig Filmen hat er mitgespielt,

immer hervorragend, oft meisterhaft. Wie-

wohl er allen Ernstes betont hat, nur ein

Gelegenheitsdarsteller zu sein, gehört er

wohl doch in die Reihe der großen
Schauspielerregisseure, die vor wie hinter

der Kamera gleichermaßen präsent sein

konnten: Charlie Chaplin, Orson Welles,

Roman Polanski. Seine großen Schauspie-

lerauftrilte hatte Huston vorwiegend bei

anderen Regisseuren, in Roman Polanskis

„Chinatown" etwa oder noch unlängst als

Meister Hora in Johannes Schaafs

„Momo". Die Idealrolle freilich hat er sich

selber angeboten: den Noah in seiner

Bibel-Verfilmung des Jahres 1966. Damals
war er sechzig Jahre alt und hat das

Patriarchenhafte noch gespielt. Jetzt, da er

mit einundachtzig Jahren - im eigenen

Haus, im Schlaf: patricharchenhaft -

gestorben ist, kommt es uns vor, als sei der

letzte eines Gigantengeschlechts dahinge-

gangen. Es ist, als nehme eine Künstlerge-

neration Abschied, die - auf amerikani-

sche Weise und in dürftiger Zeit - zum
letzten Mal das alte europäische Ideal der

Persönlichkeit vorzuleben versuchte.

Dashiell Hammett, den er meisterhaft

verfilmt hat, war zwölf Jahre älter, Ernest

Hemingway und Humphrey Bogart, die

seine Freunde wurden, hatten ihm sieben

Jahre voraus: John Huston war der

Jüngste jener „verlorenen Generation", die

im Schatten des ersten Weltkrieges heran-

wuchs. Er wurde 1906 im Städtchen

Nevada im amerikanischen Bundesstaat

Missouri geboren - zu jung, um den Krieg

zu erleben, zu alt. um seinen Folgen zu

entgehen. Die Depressionszeit wurde zum
prägenden Erlebnis. Huston war darauf
nicht unvorbereitet. Die Erfahrung des

ruhelosen Ortswechsels und der Flüchtig-

keit allen Besitzes war ein Erbteil der

Familie. Der Vater Walter Huston zog als

Schauspieler von Ort zu Ort - und ein

Wanderer, der in Mexiko und Irland, in

London und Paris zu leben versuchte, ist

auch sein Sohn geworden. Als er sieben

Jahre alt war, hatten die Eltern sich

scheiden lassen, der Junge lebte abwech-
selnd beim Vater und bei der Mutter -

fünf Ehen sollte John Huston eingehen,

die dauerhafteste Bindung galt schließlich

einer Frau, mit der er nicht verheiratet

war.

Huston war Boxer in Kalifornien,

Kavallerieotfizier in Mexiko, überstand

mehrmals lebensgefahrliche Erkrankun-
gen, nahm am zweiten Weltkrieg teil,

kämpfte erfolglos, aber mutig und würde-
voll gegen die Hexenjagd McCarthys,
besaß ein Schloß in Irland und eine nicht

unbedeutende Sammlung präkolumbi-

scher Kunst und immerhin einen Monet.
Aber er lernte auch den Mißerfolg kennen,

machte Schulden und verkaufte seine

ganze Habe. Sein letztes Lebensjahr mußte
er, meist im Rollstuhl sitzend, an der

Sauerstofflasche verbringen - nach eige-

nem Bekenntnis das triste Resultat jahr-

zehntelangen Kettenrauchens.

Verführerisch nahe liegt es, darin nur

den bunten Abenteuerroman zu sehen, nur

eine endlose Folge von Siegen und
Niederlagen. Aber früh, als Kind schon,

hatte Huston gelernt, daß im Auf und Ab
des Lebens der Besitz ebenso gefährdet ist

wie die Gefühle, es aber dennoch etwas

Bleibendes gibt, das man, ewig unzerstör-

bar, sein Leben lang mit sich tragen kann:

Literatur. Die Großmutter hatte dem
Knaben Tolstoi vorgelesen, Shakespeares

Monologe lernte er als Kind schon
auswendig, die Mutter, eine Journalistin,

brachte ihm das Handwerk des Schreibens

bei, durch den Vater, der ein gefeierter

Schauspieler ersten Ranges wurde, lernte

er früh schon O'Neill kennen. John
Huston inszenierte Sartre am Broadway,
seine ersten Erzählungen wurden an

prominenter Stelle gedruckt, und früh

schon lernte er schätzen, was wohl die

längste Liebe seines Lebens war: das Werk
von James Joyce, insbesondere den „Ulys-

ses".

Dieses Bekenntnis klingt überraschend,

denn erst am Ende seines Lebens hat er

Joyce verfilmt, und da handelt es sich

bezeichnenderweise um eine frühe, noch

naturalistische Erzählung. In „Unter dem
\'ulkan". der Verfilmung von Malcolm
Lowrys Roman, hat er hingegen die

Joyce'schen Spielelemente entschieden

plattgewalzt. Was Huston am „Ulysses"

faszinierte, war nicht die experimentelle

Erzählform, sondern der Gestus des

Ernstnehmens, der ungeheure Künstler-

mut, das Verfließende anzuhalten, aus

dem Augenblick eine Ewigkeit zu machen.

Joyce bedeutete ihm nicht eine Methode,

sondern ein Niveau des Erzählens.

Auch zum Film kam Huston über die

Literatur: als Drehbuchautor für Warner
Brothers, die ..proletarische" Produktions-

firma, die am ehesten sozialkritische Sujets

favorisierte. Huston hat Filmscripts für

wichtige Regisseure geliefert, etwa für

Howard Hawks und William Wyler. Wie
Hawks und Wyler hat auch Huston die

Spielregeln des jeweiligen Genres so streng

beachtet, daß dabei zwar eine ganze Reihe

von Meisterwerken gelungen, aber kaum
ein durchgehender Stil entstanden ist.

Einen Huston-Stil gibt es ebensowenig wie

einen Wyler-Stil.

Ein Problem hat Huston darin nie

gesehen, im Gegenteil. Da ihm das Filmen

als eine Fortsetzung der Literatur er-

schien, hat er es als völlig natürlich

erachtet, zu jeder thematischen Vorgabe

den jeweils am besten passenden visuellen

Stil /u entwickeln. Und da er die Kamera
als ein mechanisiertes Auge begrifl", er-

laubte er ihr nur jene Bewegungen, die

denen des natürlichen Auges entsprechen.

Alle seine vierzig Filme, so konventionell

manche sein mögen, sind in der erzähleri-

schen Grundhaltung klassisch: geradlinig

erzählt, voll epischer Ruhe, der Kamerab-
lick lakonisch auf die jeweilige Hauptsache
gerichtet, und als Bewegungen der Kame-
ra möglichst nur solche, die den beiden

Grundfragen des Zuschauers gelten: Wel-
che Menschen sehen wir auf der Lein-

wand, und welche Beziehung haben sie

gerade zueinander? Der beste Stil, hat

Huston erklärt, sei der, den man nicht

bemerkt.

Bemerkenswert viele seiner Filme haben
große literarische Vorlagen - von Melville

und der Bibel über Traven und Maxwell
Anderson bis zu Arthur Miller, Tennessee

Williams und Carson McCullers -, und
wäre es beim Filmen nur nach ihm
gegangen, so würden Hemingway, O'Neill

und Sartre diese Liste anführen. Das
Prinzip seiner literarischen Vorlieben je-

doch war immer ganz einfach: „Ich bin oft

gefragt worden, welche Absicht sich hinter

meiner Themenwahl verbirgt, wobei man
unterstellt, ich wollte damit eine bestimm-

te Aussage vermitteln. Das will ich aber

gar nicht. Wenn ich einen Film drehe,

dann ganz einfach deshalb, weil es sich um
eine erzählenswerte Geschichte handelt."

Ein Leitmotiv seiner Filme ist dennoch
erkennbar: das heroische Scheitern. Hu-
ston hat das bereitwillig eingeräumt, aber

hinzugefügt, er sei erst nachträglich darauf

aufmerksam gemacht worden, seine Stoffe

habe er stets unbewußt ausgewählt. Das
ist glaubwürdig und gibt seiner Thematik
nur umso mehr Gewicht. Niemand entgeht

den Problemen seiner Zeit, und Hustons
liebevolle Raubzüge durch die Weltlitera-

tur förderten immer nur die „lost genera-

tion" zu Tage.

Gleich sein erster Film „Der Malteser

Falke" (1941) zeigt ihn auf der Höhe
seines Lebensthemas. Der Film begründe-

te jene „schwarze Serie", die Hollywoods
Ausdruck des existentialistischen Lebens-

gefühls war. Bis weit in die fünfziger Jahre

hat die Epoche des „film noir" gedauert.

Makellose, nie gealterte Meisterwerke wie

„Casablanca" (Curtiz), „Der tiefe Schlaf'

(Hawks) oder „Die besten Jahre unseres

Lebens" (Wyler) sind damals entstanden,

und mindestens einmal hat auch Huston
diese Ebene großer Filmkunst erreicht, mit

„Asphalt-Dschungel", 1950. Die Ge-
schichte eines gescheiterten Einbruchs hat

stilbildend gewirkt: Dutzende von Krimi-

nalfilmen ahmten das Rififi-Schema nach.

Filme von Kubrick und Godard lassen die

Faszination durch Hustons Meisterwerk
erkennen. „Verbrecher", heißt es an einer

Schlüsselstelle, „sind gar nicht so verschie-

den von uns. Verbrechen ist nur eine

besondere Form des Lebenskampfes".
Dieser emphatische Pessimismus nimmt
keinen Bereich des Lebens und der

Gesellschaft aus. „Asphalt-Dschungel"

kommentiert die prinzipielle Begrenztheit

menschlichen Lebens, darin dem italieni-

schen Neorealismus eines Visconti oder de
Sica ebenbürtig. Hustons Stil freilich ist

klassischer. Wiewohl die in Episoden

zerbröckelnde Handlung beide Filme ver-

gleichbar macht, wirkt „Asphalt-Dschun-
gel", als wären die „Fahrraddiebe" aus

dem visuellen Alltagsjargon zurücküber-

setzt in die Hochsprache der Kunst. Auch
seine vielleicht besten Filme aus späteren

Jahren knüpfen an jenes Lebensgefühl an,

am deutlichsten „The Misfits" („Nicht

gesellschaftsfähig", 1960).

Es war der letzte Film, den Marilyn

Monroe fertiggestellt hat. Wie die Drehar-

beiten zwei Wochen lang unterbrochen

werden mußten, weil die abwechselnd mit

Aufputschmitteln und Schlaftabletten

vollgepumpte Schauspielerin in eine Klinik

eingeliefert wurde, wie Arthur Miller, der

jeden Einfluß auf sie verloren hatte, sich

resigniert von seiner Ehefrau demütigen

ließ - in seiner Autobiographie „An Open
Book" (1980) hat Huston -es ebenso

lakonisch notiert wie die Tatsache, daß er

es war, der die Monroe entdeckte, als er

ihr erst Testaufnahmen vermittelte und ihr

dann im „Asphalt-Dschungel" die erste

Filmrolle gab. Huston war es auch, der

Humphrey Bogart mit dem „Malteser

Falken" aus dem Getto der zweitrangigen

Serienschauspielerei befreite und über-

haupt erst den Bogart'schen Rollentypus

schuf. „Der Schatz der Sierra Madre"
(1947) und „Key Largo" (1948) haben

diesen Typ weiter ausgebaut, und wenn es

jemals gelungen ist. Bogart wieder aus der

Umklammerung durch dieses Rollensche-

ma herauszubrechen, so ist es Huston auf

ironische Weise in „The African Queen"

(1952) gelungen, wo der abgefeimte Aben-

teurer nicht etwa vom Schicksal, sondern

von einer altjüngferlich gewordenen Ka-

therine Hepburn besiegt wird. Eine dritte

Schauspieler-Entdeckung könnte John

Huston in den letzten Jahren gelungen

sein: Der Auftritt, den seine Tochter

Anjelica in der „Ehre der Prizzis" (1985)

bot, könnte durchaus den Beginn einer

Karriere bezeichnen. Als altersloses Al-

terswerk war „Die Ehre der Prizzis" ein

Phänomen: von durchgefeiltem Humor in

jeder Sekunde, traumhaft sicher im Rhyth-

mus des Erzählens.

Jenen Ritterschlag durch einen verehr-

ten Meister, ohne den wohl noch keiner

zum Künstler geworden ist, erhielt John

Huston mit etwa elf Jahren. Er lag damals

krank in einem Hotelzimmer in Los

Angeles, als das Telefon klingelte. Die

Mutter sprach ein paar Worte in die

Muschel und wandte sich dann an ihren

Sohn: „Das war Charlie Chaplin! Er hat

gehört, daß im Hotel ein krankes Kind ist,

und jetzt kommt er Dich besuchen." So
geschah es. Chaplin schickte die Mutter

fort und gab dem Jungen mehr als eine

Stunde lang eine Privatvorstellung, wobei

er alle Tricks bereitwillig erläuterte. Nie-

mals mehr ist jemand auf so märchenhafte

Art - als wärs in einem Film - zum Film

berufen worden. WILFRIED WIEGAND

Ein Patriarch im Bild: Der greise John Huston ( im Rollstuhl) bei den Dreharbeiten zu seinem letzten Film „ The Dead" .
nach der gleichnami-

gen James Joyce-Erzählung. Dieser Film wird hei den diesjährigen Festspielen in Venedig, die gerade begonnen haben, uraufgeführt.

Foto Delta Filmverleih
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Ein Epitaph - John Hustons letzter Film „The Dead" uraufgeführt

VENEDIG, Anfang September
Den letzten Akzent setzt der Tod. Muß

es nicht seltsam berühren, wie die in

Dichtung komprimierten Ahnungen von

James Joyce, diese Erkenntnis des unbe-

dingt Endlichen jedes menschlichen Füh-

lens und Trachtens, in dem Moment von

der Lebensrealität widergespiegelt wurden,

da ein anderer Großer der Künste, John
Huston, seinen langgehegten Wunsch
wahrmachen konnte, ein Werk jenes Joyce

zu verfilmen, den er den einflußreichsten

Dichter seines Lebens genannt hat. Die

Erzählung „Die Toten" aus der Sammlung
„Dubleiners" und der in kongenialer

Nachdichtung entstandene Film Hustons

klingen aus mit einer Vision, die den

Empfänger streift wie ein kalter Luft-

hauch: daß die Grenzen seiner Existenz,

seiner Leidenschaft und Hingabe allzu

bemessen sind. Eine schlichte, aber gerade

darin gültige Wahrheit. John Huston, der

vor einer Woche verstorbene Regisseur,

hat die Uraufl'ührung seines letzten Films

bei der Biennale von Venedig nicht mehr
erlebt. Das Werk, achtzig Minuten lang,

aber erfüllt von einem Geist, der sich über

die Zeiten erhebt, ist zum Epitaph für

einen Allmeister filmischen Erzählens und
menschlicher Weisheit geworden, zu einem

kostbaren Stück Erinnerung - womit sich

der Bogen schließt zur Essenz df^r Erzäh*

lung von Joyce.

Man schreibt den Dreikönigstag des

Jahres 1904. Zwei ältliche Schwestern

haben Freunde und Verwandte zu einem
geselligen Beisammensein geladen, wie es

eine ihnen liebgewordene nachweihnachtli-

che Tradition ist. Man plaudert und tafelt

(unser Bild), man gibt Proben seiner

Kunst auf dem Klavier oder ein Lied zum
besten, man ist ausgelassen auf schick-

lichste Weise - und drohende Dissonanzen
werden allseitiger Harmonie zuliebe mit

den Sedativa der Konvention behandelt.

Fünfundfünfzig Filmminuten dauert das
Fest: für Huston, den Kameramann Fred
Murphy und die durchweg ausgezeichne-

ten Schauspieler eine ideale Einladung, die

Gedanken schweifen zu lassen und eine

Atmosphäre zu beschwören, die den
Zuschauer unweigerlich mit an die Tafel

zieht. Und dann, das Ehepaar Gretta und
Gabriel ist schon im Aufbruch begriffen

und halb auf der Treppe, erklingt wie aus

einer anderen Welt vom Salon her das

irische Lied „The Lass of Aughrim". Der
Augenblick des Innehaltens ist da, das

Fließende, Beiläufige, scheinbar Zufällige

der Erzählung, die ihre Aufmerksamkeit
bisher auf keine bestimmten Figuren

konzentrierte, hat den Zielpunkt und die

beiden Menschen erreicht, um die es im
Grunde allein geht.

In Gretta ruft die wehmütige Weise vom
Regipn, der die schweren Locken näßt, und
vom Tau, dcivdie Haut netzt, und vom
Kind, das kalt in den Armen der Mutter
liegt, die Erinnerung an einen Verehrer aus

ihrer Mädchenzeit wach, dem der hinge-

bungsvolle Ausdruck seiner Liebe den Tod
gebracht hat. In eisiger Winternacht hatte

er ihr mit diesem Lied ein Ständchen
gebracht; eine Woche später war er tot.

Und Gabriel, so viele Jahre später, muß
mit bisher ungekannter Trauer, in die sich

Neid und die verrückte Eifersucht auf
einen Toten mischen, eine Bewegtheit

seiner F'rau erleben, die selber zu bewirken

ein ewiges Sehnen für ihn bleiben wird.

Eine wunderschöne, tiefsinnige Erzäh-

lung. Und ein bewegender Film voller

Menschenkenntnis und Menschenliebe.

Der Augenblick, da der Taktschlag kon-

ventioneller Heiterkeit stockt, der Augen-
blick, da von Gabriel (Donald McCann)
alles ironisch Blendende abfallt und Gret-

ta (Anjelica Huston) in innerer Bewegung
auf der Treppe erstarrt, ihr klassisches

Profil nach oben den Tönen zugerichtet -

dieser Augenblick ist einer der höchst

raren Momente kinematographischer Dar-

stellung, in denen sich scheinbar nichts

ereignet und doch ungemein viel geschieht,

in denen unser ganzes Leben auf den

Begriff gebracht wird. Schon in wenigen

Tagen, vom 17. September an, soll John
Hustons Film „The Dead", in Venedig

außer Konkurrenz gezeigt und damit

leider unerreichbar für den Goldenen
Löwen, im deutschen Kino zu sehen sein -

ein Umstand, diö eingehendere Würdigung
(der dann auch synchronisierten Fassung)
noch kurz zu vertagen.

HANS-DIETERSEIDEL
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Sein Herz gehörte den ewigen Verlierern - Zum Tode des amerikanischen Filmregisseurs John Huston

Wahrer Hüter der menschlichen Zeit
John Huston, der letzte große Re-

gisseur des alten Hollywood, ist

81jährig in der Nacht zum letzten

Freitag in Newport gestorben - in

einem Teil der Wochenend-Ausgabe
würdigte die WELT das Schaffen Hu-
stons bereits. Man wußte, daß er

schwer krank war. Ein unheilbares

Lungenleiden fesselte ihn seit Jahren
an die Sauerstoff-Maschine. Doch
Huston gehörte zu jenen Menschen,
die es irgendwie schafften, soviel Op-
timismus und unverwüstliche Ro-

bustheit auszustrahlen, daß ihre

Krankheit eher wie ein lästiges, doch
nicht allzu schlimmes Anhängsel ih-

rer Person erscheint. Die Arbeit war
sein Lebenselixier. Sie hielt ihn bis

zuletzt aufrecht.

„Es gibt nichts, was faszinierender

ist und mehr Spaß macht, als Füme
zu drehen", sagte er einmal. „Und
außerdem glaube ich, daß ich endlich

den richtigen Dreh dabei gefunden
habe." Dieser unendliche Optimis-

mus hatte ihn auch dann nicht verlas-

sen, als er bereits vom Tode gezeich-

net war.

Zwei dünne Plastikschläuche, die

mit einer Sauerstoffflasche verbun-

den waren, steckten in seiner Nase,

als er im letzten FYühjahr begann,

sich einen seit dreißig Jahren geheg-

ten Wunsch zu erfüllen: Er wollte die

James-Joyce-Novelle „Die Toten"

aus den „Dubliners" auf die Lein-

wand bringen - und er vollendete den
Film. Er gehört zu den Ereignissen,

die auf der am Wochenende gestarte-

ten Biennale in Venedig mit größter

Spannung erwartet werden.

Es geht darin um den Literaten Ga-

briel, der plötzlich erfährt, daß seine

geliebte Frau unauslöschlich die Er-

innerung an einen toten Mann be-

wahrt, den sie einmal geliebt hat und
der für sie gestorben ist. Trauer und
Todessehnsucht erfassen Gabriel.

Huston muß wohl gespürt haben, daß
dieser Füm - es ist sein einundvier-

zigster - sein Vermächtnis sein wür-

de. „Ich hoffe", hatte er einem Repor-

ter während der Dreharbeiten in der

kalifornischen Wüste anvertraut,

„daß sich mir der Tod sehr leise und
von hinten nähert."

Auch seine beiden vorletzten Füme
- „Unter dem Vulkan" nach Malcolm
Lowry und die Mafia-Komödie „Die

Ehre der Prizzis" - sehen dem Tod ins

Auge und verfallen ab und an in einen

sarkastischen Ton, der dem freundli-

chen Huston sonst eher fremd war. In

der „Ehre der Prizzis" hat sich der

Regisseur in dem uralten Mafia-Boß

Don Corrado, dem der buntsamtene
Hausmantel grotesk um die eingefal-

lenen Glieder schlottert, ironisch sel-

ber karikiert: ein Tattergreis zwar,

doch immer noch em gewiefter Fuchs
voller Witz, Esprit und einer gehöri-

gen Portion Schlitzohrigkeit. Ein

Mann, der so lange weitermacht, bis

er vom Stuhl fällt.

Huston, ein Abenteurer par excel-

lence, der - ehe er sich dem Kino
verschrieb - Boxer, Maler, Pferde-

züchter, Schauspieler, Reporter und

Der alte Mann und das Kind: )ohn Hutton (t9CM - 1987) mit Radott Bökel in Johannet Schaaft .,Momo"-Verfil-
mung, teiner letzten Rolle alt Schoutpieler foto: tobis

Kavallerieoffizier der mexikanischen

Armee war, hat sich ein Leben lang

gern mit Figuren befaßt, die ihm äh-

nelten. Mit dem trinkenden, fluchen-

den Charlie Allnut, der auf dem
schrottreifen Dampfer „African

Queen" mit Katharine Hepburn als

liebenswert-bigotter alter Jungfer ei-

nen gefährlichen Fluß hinunter-

schippert und ein deutsches Kano-
nenboot torpediert.

Mit dem besessenen, einsamen
Kapitän Ahab in „Moby Dick", die-

sem - wie sein Schöpfer Melville sagt

- „großen, gottlosen, gottähnlichen

Mann"; mit „Freud", einem Abenteu-
rer im Geiste, mit dem verkrüppelten

Maler Toulouse-Lautrec, der seine

Nächte im „Moulin Rouge" zubringt;

mit dem skurrilen „Judge Roy Bean"
aus dem WUden Westen; mit dem ver-

soffenen Boxer Büly, der vergeblich

von Ruhm und Reichtum in „Fat Ci-

ty" träumt.

Huston gleicht auch dem ständig in

Geldnöten schwebenden, zynisch-

hartgesottenen, dabei so ungemein
verletzlichen Privatdetektiv Sam
Spade, dem Helden in seinem brillan-

ten Leinwand-Debüt „Der Malteser

Falke", der übrigens nicht nur ihn,

sondern auch seinen jungen Haupt-
darsteller Humphrey Bogart über
Nacht berühmt gemacht hat; dem
verwegenen, wenngleich tief mnen
butterweichen Haudegen in dem
Goldgräber-Epos „Der Schatz der

Sierra Madre"; dem „Mann, der Kö-
nig sein wollte" schließlich, einem
Draufgänger und Hasardeur aus Rud-
yard Kiplings Welt, der seine Kühn-
heit mit dem Leben bezahlt.

Bogart revanchierte sich für das

Vertrauen, das Huston in ihn setzte,

auf seine Art. „Dieses Monster ist an-

regend", meinte er sarkastisch. „Es

ist sehr gescheit und vollkommen un-

berechenbar. Und vor allem nie lang-

weilig."

Die Helden sind es denn auch, die

Hustons Werk jene Geschlossenheit

geben, die ihm im Formalen fehlt. Es

sind Scheiternde, es sind Verlierer, zu

mancher Gemeinheit zwar fähig, am
Ende aber von geradezu kindlicher

Reinheit. Sie vergeuden nur schein-

bar ihr Dasein an eine sinnlose Sache.

In Wirklichkeit bleiben sie ihrem ein-

mal gesteckten Ziel in geradezu stoi-

scher Weise verhaftet. Und sie blei-

ben ihren Träumen treu.

John Huston, 1906 als Sohn des

Schauspielers Walter Huston in Neva-

da, Missouri, geboren, ist irischer Ab-

stammung. Seine Jugend hat er im
Mittleren Westen Amerikas ver-

bracht, später war er Schloßherr in

Irland und zuletzt Besitzer einer klei-

nen Insel vor Mexiko, jenem Land,

das er über alles liebte. Schon als

Dreijähriger tingelte er mit der Wan-
derbühne des Vaters durchs Land
und wurde auch prompt mit allen

möglichen Kinderrollen betraut.

Später vagabundierte er durch Eu-

ropa. Da bot sich ihm die Straße als

Bühne an. Er hat im Londoner Hyde-
Park debattiert und gebettelt - beides

mit einiger Fortune. Er hat Touristen

am Pariser Montmartre für ein But-

terbrot konterfeit. Glaubt man seiner

1980 erschienenen Autobiographie

„J. H. - An Open Book", dann war all

das ihm wichtiger als seine Arbeit als

Filmregisseur. In Wirklichkeit aber

hat er sein Lebenswerk auf der Lein-

wand vollbracht.

Wenn er auch, von Geldnot in die

Knie gezwungen, eine Reihe misera-

bler Streifen heruntergekurbelt hat,

so muß man ihm doch zugestehen,

daß auf eine schwache Arbeit minde-
stens zwei Meisterwerke kommen.
„Der Schatz der Sierra Madre" und
„Die Ehre der Prizzis" brachten ihm
mehr als verdiente Oscar-Ehren ein.

John Huston, er wußte das selbst,

war zu Lebzeiten schon eine Legen-

de. Wir konnten uns im letzten Jahr
davon überzeugen, als er überra-

schend zum gefeierten Kinohelden
des Sommers wurde. In Johannes
Schaafs Film „Momo" nach Michael
Endes Roman war er noch einmal
vor die Kamera getreten. Er mimte
ganz unnachahmlich den Meister Ho-
ra Minutius Secundus, den uralten

Hüter der menschlichen Zeit. Im klei-

nen „Nirgendhaus" herrschte er über
ein ganzes Arsenal von Uhren. In sei-

nem schwarzglänzenden Morgen-
mantel, der schlohweißen Mähne und
den gütigen, altersweisen Augen sah
er ein bißchen so aus, wie sich Kinder
den lieben Gott vorstellen.

Er glich immer mehr einem alten

Patriarchen, einem Vater von bibli-

scher Statur: Noah, der die Menschen
und Tiere, die ihm anvertraut sind,

behutsam in die Arche führt. So wird
er uns auch im Gedächtnis bleiben.

Das ist - bei aller Trauer um den
großen Regisseur - ein tröstliches

Bild. DORIS BLUM
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Kino: Zum Tode von John Huston

Niemals langweilen!

Der Mann, den er 1941 zum Star

machte, Humphrey Bogart, nannte

ihn „das Monster«: „sehr stimulierend«,

von „extravagantem Geist", „brillant und
unberechenbar**, „niemals langweilig".

Niemals langweilen, und niemals sich

langweilen, das war seine Devise. Auf die

Frage, wie ihm das denn gelungen sei,

pflegte er zu antworten: Einfach, indem

er nichts tue, was ihn nicht interessiere.

Zu seinem Glück hatte John Huston eine

Menge Interessen. Er boxte und ritt lei-

denschaftlich, malte und schrieb, würfelte

und spielte, wettete und soff und provo-

zierte Jeden, der ihm gerade in die Quere

kam. Seine bösen, oft zynischen Scherze

sind inzwischen Legende. Huston hatte

keinerlei Mühe, sich bereits nach wenigen

Jahren als „der führende , wilde Mann* der

Filmindustrie** zu etablieren.

Noch in den Siebzigern behauptete

Norman Mailer, Huston zelebriere einen

Lebensstil, der ihm wichtiger sei als ir-

gendein Film. „Was er ernst nimmt, das

sind Pferde, die Jagd, Glücksspiele und
und Gelage.**

Niemals langweilen, diese Devise galt in

den Vierzigern und Fünfzigern auch für

sein Kino. Er drehe keine Filme für sich,

erklärte er damals, sondern für andere, er

drehe Filme, die gesehen werden sollen:

Abenteuer- und Gangsterfilme zum Bei-

spiel wie „Der Schatz der Sierra Madre**

und „Gangster vor Key Largo**, „Asphalt-

Dschungel** und „African Queen**.

Diese Filme waren es dann auch, die

ihm das Leben ermöglichten, das er sich

wünschte. Huston war von Anfang an ein

Profi, der seine Arbeit perfekt erledigte.

Er gab sein Äußerstes, um sein Innerstes

zu wahren. Bis ins hohe Alter hetzte er

von Film zu Film, „um den Lebensstil

beizubehalten, den er für sich als ange-

bracht hielt** (Stuart Kaminsky).

Begonnen hatte John Huston in Holly-

wood als Autor - für Wylcr, Litvak und
Dieterle, für Walsh und Hawks. 1941 gab

ihm Jack Warner die Chance, als Regis-

seur zu debütieren. Warner heete keine

große Erwartung dabei, er dachte wohl

eher an einen Bonus für die bisherige Ar-

beit. Das Ergebnis jedoch übertraf - an

der Kasse wie bei der Kritik - die kühn-

sten Hoffnungen. Huston hatte mit der

„Spur des Falken** einen neuen atmosphä-

rischen Stil geschaffen, der erst Jahre spä-

ter als „Film Noir** begriffen wurde.

„Die Spur des Falken" (nach dem Ro-

man von Dashiell Hammctt) warf einen

kalten, „schwarzen* Blick auf seine Zeit.

In hartem Schwarzweiß und ungewohn-

tem Tempo zeigte Huston die Welt als ein

einziges Chaos, wo jeder jedem mißtraut

und jeder weiß, daß es so sein muß; nur

so hat der eine oder andere eine Chance

zu überleben. Bogart entpuppte sich dabei

als der ideale Protagonist des Mißtrauens.

Die düstere Aura, die Huston ihm verlieh,

faszinierte; man konnte so verstehen, daß

er am Ende selbst die Frau seines Lebens

hinter Gitter schickt - nur, um eines Ta-

ges nicht „den Narren spielen" zu müssen.

Keiner von Hustons späteren Filmen

erreichte mehr die visuelle und dramatur-

John Huston

gische Klarheit dieses Erstlings. Dennoch
bleiben viele seiner Filme in Erinnerung.

„Der Schatz der Sierra Madre" und das

Gold, das der Wind in alle Richtungen

weht. „The Red Badee of Courage" und
der sinnlose Kampf der jungen Soldaten.

Die waghalsigen Farbexperimente in

„Moulin Rouge" und „Moby Dick".

„. . . denen man nicht vergibt" und Lilian

Gishs Klavierspiel in der freien Natur.

„The Misfits" und der Kontrast zwischen

weiter Landschaft und engen Innenräu-

men. Die melodramatische Schwüle von
„Spiegelbild im goldenen Auge". „Fat Ci-

ty" und seine verlorenen Typen. „Das

war Roy Bean" und Paul Newmans my-
steriöse Abrechnung am Schluß. Schließ-

lich die meisterliche Ironie in „Die Ehre

der Prizzi".

Etwa 40 Filme hat Huston eedreht.

Und immer konnte man seine funktionale

Arbeitsweise bewundem, seinen pragmati-

schen Sinn, seine professionelle Einstel-

lung. Er war ein „realisateur" und kein

„metteur en scene". Eine persönliche

Handschrift, einen kontinuierlichen Stil

wird man vergeblich suchen. Huston hat

eben nicht - wie noch Nicholas Ray, An-

thony Mann oder Samuel Füller in den

Fünfzigern - seinen Filmen einen eigenen

Stempel aufgedrückt: durch Ideen der Ka-

drage, des Rhythmus oder der Einstel-

lungsfolge. Er erzählte nicht subjektiv, in

der ersten Person, sondern eher neutral,

wie es ihm für den jeweiligen Film gerade

zu passen schien. Das gab ihm auch die

Souveränität, seine Darsteller ihr eigenes

Spiel entwickeln zu lassen. Er besetzte

seine Schauspieler nie wegen ihrer Tech-

nik, sondern „wegen ihrer Persönlichkeit

in bezug auf die vorgeschriebene Rolle".

Wenn es dennoch etwas gibt, das ein-

zelne Filme miteinander verbindet, so sind

es thematische Momente. Etwa, wenn
Huston immer wieder von ein paar Leu-

ten erzählt, die einen großen Plan ver-

wirklichen, dann aber - im Gegensatz zu

üblichen Geschichten - der entscheidende

Kampf erst beginnt, nachdem schon alles

gelungen scheint. Bei Huston zerrinnt das

Glück noch, wo es längst erreicht scheint.

Auch John Huston hat oft mit Nieder-

lagen leben müssen. In den späten Sechzi-

eem zum Beispiel hatte man ihn in Fach-

Kreisen bereits völlig abgeschrieben.

Doch, so Huston Newsweek gegenüber,

er sei immer eenug Spieler gewesen, „um
zu wissen, daß man auch durch eine

Pechsträhne hindurch muß".

Mit „Fat City" überwand er schließlich

seine Krise. Dieser Boxerfilm von 1972 ist

vielleicht sein berühmtester Film. John R.

Taylor verglich ihn mit den Werken der

alten Meister, „die mühelos aussehen, weil

sie mühelos sind, die deshalb richtig zur

Geltung kommen, weil ihr Schöpfer mehr
über seine Kunst vergessen hat, als die

meisten neuen Talente je gelernt haben".

In den letzten Jahren hat Huston sich

auch öffentlich immer stärker zu seiner

Arbeit bekannt. Er sprach nun nicht mehr
ausschließlich von cfen „langen Dämme-
rungen in Irland, die eine kleine Ewigkeit

dauern", von „Bachs Musik", vom
„Schrei der Krähen, naiven Skulpturen"

und „gutem Wodka", wenn er nach den
Dingen gefragt wurde, die ihm im Leben
tatsächlich gefallen. Er sprach nun auch

von seinen Filmen; die er verglich mit den
Arbeiten von Malern, Komponisten, Bild-

hauern. Wie diese schaffe auch er für sein

Leben - „um Zeugnis abzulegen".

Am letzten Freitag ist John Huston im
Alter von 81 Jahren gestorben - kurz

nachdem er seine letzte Arbeit fertigge-

stellt hat. Der Film - gedreht nach einer

Erzählung von James Joyce - heißt „The
Dead" (Die Toten). Norbert Grob
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Huston 8 Haunting öwan hong
By Thomas Quinn Curtiss

International fleralJ Trihune

VENICE — John Huston is

gone, but his farewell produc-

tion — a screen version of James

Joyce's Story "The Dead," given its

World premiere at the Venice festi-

val less than a week after his death
— is among his best, and perhaps

his very best. The Screening at the

Lido Palace Thursday was blanket-

ed by respectful sadness, but there

was cheering at the end.

Beneath the simple surface of the

Joyce narrative is a deep-running

motivation of bitter self-revelation.

Tony Huston, the director's son,

preparcd a script of the first order,

faithfui to Joyce, while his father,

long a resident of Ireland, conjured

up the scene and temper of the

Edwardian Dublin that Joyce never

forgot.

Two elderly ladies of the city's

genteel set invite their relatives and
friends to a Twelfth Night dinner

in 1904. The festive board groans, a

jolly holiday from worries with al-

most Dickensian contentment. A
young lady demonstrates her skill

at the keyboard. Another recites a

poem. An aunt who once had a fine

GUIDE
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A last hurrah for Huston.

voice quiveringly sings an old fa-

vorite. Tenors of the moment and
the past are compared. Politics is

forbidden lest disputes become
heated, and a stem mother pre-

vents her drunken son from making
a fool of himself. Happiness reigns.

There is not a weak characteriza-

tion in the lot. Except for Anjelica

Huston, the director's daughter, as

a wistfully brooding wife, the cast

is composed of Irish players. Out-

standing are Donal McCann as the

surly husband, Helene Carroll and
Cathlcen Delany as the hostesses,

Donald Donnelly as the comic
drunk, Marie Kean as his reproving

mother, Frank Patterson as the ten-

or who revives a touching ballad,

and Cormac O'Herlihy as a Vic-

torian swell.

The party over, the ill-mated

couple rcturn to their hotel. The
wife confesses that an old melody
brought memories of a boy she

knew in her Galway youth. Was he

her lover? No, but she loved him
and he died at 17. Alone, the man
reviews his past, desolate in his

introspection. His only consolation

as he watches the falling snow is the

thoüght that all must soon die.

There is a balanced composition

to Huston's last contribution to the

screen. It differs greatly from many
of his other films. Mood, acting,

texl and music (the excellent score

is by Alex North) areone. His swan
song is a lovely thing, a work of

haunting beauty. It lifts its medi-

um, as only rare motion pictures

do, to an art form.

Luigi Comencini is represented

by "Un Ragazzo di Calabria" (A
Calabrian Boy). The boy is a farm-

er's son who runs barefoot in the

mountains and is trained by a limp-

ing old bus driver to participate in

long-distance races. He takes part

in so many preparatory contests

that his victory at the Olympic
Games in Rome is an anticlimax.

We know he is a champion from
the Start. Comencini's knack at

protraying simple folk is a asset,

though the footage is longer-wind-

ed than the races. Santo Polimeno
as the youngster, Gian Maria Vo-
lonte as the bus driver, Diego Aba-
tantuono as the pompous heavy
father lighten the occasibnal strain-

ing of the exposition.

D
The French cinema, in the dol-

drums of late, is restored to respect-

abilily by two superior films. The

first is Eric Rohmer's "L'Ami de

Mon Amie," a comedy about the

younger generation that is quick

with sparkling chatter and new
faces. The second is Louis Malle's

"Au Revoir les Enfants," which

teils of a Jewish boy of artistic

promise who is sheltered in a reli-

gious school for boys during the

occupation and hunted down by

the Nazis and their collaborators.

All about it has an authentic ring—
the school life, the priests, the ado-

lescent students and their visiting

parents, and the sense of dread that

hover^; m the air. Obviously in-

spired by wartime memories, Malle

has evoked the tragedy of the limes

with gripping power.

DOONESBURY
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JOHN HUSTON bei den Dreharbeiten zu seinem letzten Film The Dead nach einer Erzählung aus den
Dubliners** von James Joyce. Der Film wird am 3. September bei der Biennale in Venedig uraufgeführt

\und kommt Mitte September auch in die deutschen Kinos. Das Drehbuch zu The Dead schrieb Sohn
Tony Huston flinks), die Rolle der Gretta spielt TochterAnjelica Huston.

Der Mann, der Gott spielen durfte
Zum Tod des Filmregisseurs John Huston

Unsterblich werden - und dann sterben! So
antwortete einst ein Kollege John Hustons auf
die Frage, wonach er strebe im Leben und in der
Kunst John Huston hatte das gleiche im Sinn,

drückte sich aber meist etwas bescheidener aus.

Er wußte: Filmregisseure sind Götter - auf Zeit
Ihre Unsterblichkeit ist eine Frage des Zufalls,

I
des kommerziellen Kalküls und der künstleri-

schen Moden. John Huston durfte Grott spielen

und Die Bibel inszenieren. Da war er ganz oben.
John Huston wurde aber auch totgeschwiegen,
und seine Filme begrub man in den Archiven. Da
wurde aus dem heben Gott der ärmste Teufel
Hollywoods. Seine letzten Jahre verbrachte Hu-
ston - so vital und arbeitsfreudig wie ein junger
Mann - auf dem Filmset oder seiner Insel in Me-
xiko. Die Fans und Fümkritiker aber wähnten
ihn längst auf dem Olymp der Filmgeschichte.

Die Legende lebte. Am Freitag ist John Huston,
81jährig, gestorben.

Er war ein Kämpfer, ein Spieler und ein Macho
der altmodischen Art: „Er ließ sich auf der Arm-
lehne des Sessels nieder, befestigte eine lange
braune Zigarette in einem Mundwinkel, holte aus
seiner Hosentasche ein gewöhnliches billiges

Küchenstreichholz raus und kratzte den Kopf des
Streichholzes mit dem Daumennagel, so daß es

aufflammte. Er zündete seine Zigarette an und
nahm einige tiefe Züge, während er die Augen ge-

gen den Rauch halb schloß, was sie noch schräger

aussehen ließ." Das ist keine Szene aus einem
Film John Hustons, das ist eine Szene aus seinem
Leben, beschrieben von Lilian Ross. John Huston
und seine Filme - das ist eine ganz spezielle Be-
ziehung, die mit dem europäischen Begriff vom
,Autorenfilm" oder gar der Kategorie vom Künst-
ler und seinem Werk nicht zu fassen ist. Der Re-
gisseur kämpfte für umstrittene Drehbücher,
hatte den Mut, sich hoffnungslos zu verrennen
oder sich allein gegen die ganze Branche zu stel-

len. Wer aber in den Filmen Hustons nach Spuren
der Person fahndet, der wird vergeblich suchen.

,Jch sehe keinerlei Kontinuität in meinem Werk
von Film zu Film", bekannte einmal John Huston.

Das ist kokett gesprochen. Schon als Kind kam
Huston mit dem Kino in Berührung, 1929 begann
er als Darsteller, 1931 schrieb er sein erstes Dreh-
buch, 1941 inszenierte er seinen ersten Film: Der
Malteserfalke. Zeit genug, zu seinem Stil zu fin-

den. Nur war ihm das Erreichte niemals gut ge-

nug: Vorwärts und nicht vergessen. Wie Hum-
phrey Bogart in African Queen;wie Gregory Peck
in Moby Dick;vne Sean Connery in The Man Who
Would Be King. In seinem Leben und Schaffen
hat Huston den Helden seiner Filme nachge-
eifert

Diese Biographie gäbe einen großartigen Stoff

ab für einen Film von John Huston: Greboren 1906
in Nevada, Missouri, als Sohn des Schauspielers
Walter Huston und der Journalistin Rhea Gore.
Die Ehe der Eltern hielt nicht lang, der Vater ging
nach Hollywood, die Mutter nach New York. Das
Kind pendelte zwischen Ost- und Westküste: ein

Zerrissener, von Anfang an. Mit fünfzehn begann
Huston zu boxen; von 25 Kämpfen hat er 23 ge-

wonnen. Mit achtzehn fing er an, sich für die

Schauspielerei zu interessieren, trat in den klei-

nen Theatern von Greenwich Village auf. 1925
ließ er sich zur mexikanischen Kavallerie anwer-
ben, blieb zwei Jahre dabei und schwärmte noch
jahrelang vom lateineunerikanischen Machismo,
von Pferden, Bordellen und sinnlosen Schießerei-

en. Nebenher schrieb Huston Kurzgeschichten
und Bühnenstücke, versuchte sich als Reporter
und als Mauer: Hm- und hergerissen zwischen
den Niederungen des wirklichen Lebens und den
Höhen der großen Kunst. John Huston hat sich

nie entscheiden können. Wahrscheinlich wollte er
gar nicht

1931 kam der Ruf aus Hollywood: Hustons
Kurzgeschichten waren dort gut angekommen,
und die Goldwyn Studios engagierten den jungen
Mann als Drehbuchautor. Huston schrieb nüt an
den Drehbüchern zu Juarez, High Sierra^ Ser-

geant York: lauter Meisterwerke. 1941 durfte er
zum erstenmal Regie führen: Auch dieser Film
wurde ein Meisterwerk. An Dashiell Hammets
Roman „The Maltese Falcon" waren schon zwei
Regisseure gescheitert, Huston ließ sich davon
nur anspornen. Er versuchte erst gar nicht Ham-
mets verschachtelten Plot zu einer geradlinigen
Geschichte zu verdünnen, sondern konzentrierte
sich darauf, die düstere Atmosphäre des Romans,
die fatale Stimmung und die hartgesottenen Hel-
den möglichst genau zu inszenieren. Keiner
konnte der Story folgen - jeder verstand den
Film. The Maltese Falcon war der Auftakt zur
schwarzen Serie Hollywoods,

John Huston aber verließ sich auf kein Erfolgs-

rezept und pflegte eine Abneigung gegen Serien
aller Art. Er wechselte die Genres, die Studios, die

Schauspieler, verwandelte jedes neue Drehbuch
in eine Herausforderung, jeden neuen Film in

einen Bruch mit seinem alten Stil: So blieb

Huston sich selber treu. Verlierer waren ihm
sympathischer als strahlende Helden; gefallene

Mädchen zog er den Hausfrauen vor, und eine
Leidenscheift für das Absurde prägt sein Leben
und seine Filme. In den frühen Sechzigern kam
er allen Ernstes auf die Idee, für seinen Film
Freud solle Jean-Paul Sartre das Drehbuch
schreiben.

Es wurde viel geschimpft und gelästert über
John Hustons Sehnsucht nach der europäischen
Kultur, über seine Vorliebe für hehre Stoffe und
hohe Literatur. Von der Spannung aber zwischen
europäischem Pathos und amerikanischer Prag-
matik, zwischen poetischen Worten und präzisen,

oft brutalen Bildern - von dieser Spannung leb-

ten die besten seiner Filme: The Trea^ure of the

Sierra Madre (1948), Moby Dick (1956), oder lin-

der The Vulcano (1984). Daß manche seiner Filme
auch an dieser Spannung zerrissen, das nahm
John Huston souverän in Kauf.

Filmen, sagt man, heißt dem Tod bei der Arbeit
zusehen. Huston hat diesen Blicken immer
standgehalten, und je älter er wurde, desto uner-
schrockener sah er hin. Elr hat inuner mit hohem
Einsatz gespielt - und oft verloren. Er hat
gekämpft und harte Niederlagen eingesteckt
Sein letzter Film, nach James Joyce, heißt The
Dead -der Tote. CLAUDIUS SEIDL
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EAST SIDE EXPRESS NOVEMBER 17 TO NOVEMBER 24. 1983

A ffew bon mofsfrom Marietta Tree; John Galbraith

listens in.

w *> W«»«

Mrs. Tree does not care to comment on

any of this.
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Susan Chcever Cowley and John CHeever.

Malcolm and Rob Cowley.

Christopher and Benneti Cerf.

Peneiope and Marietta Tree.

Murray Kempton and Sally Kempton Starr.

Michael and Eliiabeth Janeway.

Bocks to Send

To a Distant Planet

As a different way of measuring the genera-

tiod gap we asked some parents and their chil-

dren the following question: "If your paient/

child were going to a distant planet to help

settle a new society and it was up to you to

provide him with bis library, what three books

would you want him to have and why?"

Dwight and Michael Macdonald.

John Cheever (novelist):

I really can't approve of plucking

three books out of the body of litera-

ture. It*s like isolating the liver, the

brain and the heart. As I see it, it's

all or nothing.

Susan Cheever Cowley (housewife):

"Exiles Retum: A Literary Odyssey
of the 1920's," by Malcolm Cowley;
"The Literary Situation/' by Malcolm
Cowley; 'Think Back on Us: A Con-
temporary Chronicle of the 1930*s/'

by Malcolm Cowley.

Malcolm Cowley (critic and editor):

It's easy to choose books for some-
one eise to read. I should say, first,

the works of Shakespeare (or if that's

too big a book, just the tragedies);

second, "War and Peace"; third, a

good dictionary, from which Rob
could reconstruct all the other books.

At present xVm using "Webster's

Seventh New CoUegiate," though

with occasional growls of dissatisfac-

tion. If a dictionary is ruled out, my
next choice would be *The Collected

Poems of W. B. Yeats."

Rob Cowley (editor):

"The Wapshot Chronicle/' by John
Cheever; "The Wapshot Scandal/' by
John Cheever; "The Brigadier and the

Golf Widow/* by John Cheever.

Bennett Cerf (publisher):

1. The new "Random House Dic-

tionary/' to acquaint people on this

distant planet with all the words that

are used by intelligent Americans

today.

2. James Michener's *The Source/'

which is, in my opinion, as fine an

account as is available of the rise and

fall of previous civilizations on the

planet Earth.

3. "Decline and Fall," by Edward
Gibbon and Roger Price, to show the

folks on this other planet that history

has a way of repeating itself in our

part of the universe.

Christopher Cerf (editor):

Inexhaustible patience and an abil-

ity to "rough it" being two of my
father's most renowned attributes, I

must, first of all, compliment you on
your choosing him to bring our civili-

zation to the frontier of space, which,

as we all know, is the last frontier.

Assuming that his own works are to

be disqualified, I would say he should

take along:

1. "My Hope for America," by Lyn-

don B. Johnson.

2. "How To Go Live in the Woods
on Ten Dollars a Week," by Henry
Angier.

3. "The Exhibitionist," by Henry
Sutton (complete with a 50-foot pole).

Marietta Tree (editor and lecturer):

1. The best one-volume dictionary,

so that Peneiope would have access

to all the ideas and concepts of this

planet and make them available to

the new society.

2. The best one-volume encyclo-

pedia, so that she could look up

ideas, concepts, techniques and biog-

raphies of this planet in further de-

tail, so that:

a. The new planet's society

could leam and benefit by
new experience (if anyone

can learn by others' experi-

ence),

b. Peneiope could always earn

her livelihood by teaching

about this planet from an
encyclopedia.

3. The collected works of Shake-

speare (in one volume) to sustainher

with beauty and pleasure, and also

give her a keen insight into human
nature, which is surely much the

same on all planets in all periods of

history.

Peneiope Tree (coUege Student and

model):

1. "Valley of the Dolls/* by Jacque-

line Susann, so that my mother

would not regret the fact that she

left Earth.

2. "Letters to a Young Poet," by

Rainer Maria Rilke, in order that my
mother could begin to reconcile the

solitude she might experience away
from familiarity.

3. "Civilization and Its Discon-

tents," by Sigmund Freud, in order

that my mother could more easily

understand the abysses that our so-

ciety has created and how one could

avotd them in a new civilization.

Murray Kempton (columnist):

Is the load limit generous? Can

another sensible girl be depended on

to bring Dr. Spock or another wise

one to bring "The Letters of St.

Jerome"? If so, I would suggest a one-

volume Shakespeare and as much as

is portable of a novelist with a self-

sufficient worid. Proust? Balzac? My
only hunch is that ifs risky to chance

the unknown with a writer you have

never read before. That's two; for the

last, Marx's *The Eighteenth Bru-

maire of Louis Bonaparte" seems

essential, since it describes how
Western Man preserves old civiliza-

tions and thus suggests what can bei

expected when he tries to build newj

ones.
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Three Generations of Peabody Women, as a Film Portrays
By BARBARA GAMAREKIAN

Special to The New York Times

WASHINGTON, April 27— It was not
your usual Washington party with talk
of the Strategie arms treaty, inflation
and politics, for the conversation fo-

cused on three women and a film re-
cently made about them.
The Georgetown town house of Bar-

bara and Endicott Peabody was
jammed Wednesday night with about
200 friends who had attended an earlier
private Screening at the Corcoran Gal-
lery of a 58-minute documentary called
•*The Female Line," a look at three
generations of the Peabody family
through its women.
They are 87-year-old Mary Parkman

Peabody, the Boston activist who at the
age of 72 was arrested and jailed dur-
ing civil rights demonstrations in St.

Augustine, Fla.; her daughter, Mar-
ietta Tree, a New York socialite and
businesswoman who was this country's
first woman to serve as chief delegate
of the United States at the United Na-
tions; and Mrs. Tree's daughter, the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Frances
Fitzgerald.

Mrs. Peabody was the only one of the
three to show up in Washington for the
party at the home of her son, the for-

mer Govemor of Massachusetts. And
she sat — her eyes sparkling, a smile
never leaving her indomitable face —
on a flowered sofa in the small den, sur-
rounded by admirers and family and a
fleet of photographcrs.

*SuddenIy It Was Being Done*

Noone hadactuallyeveraskedher to

do the film, which was produced by a
daughter-in-law, Pamela Peabody, she
explained, "but suddenly it was just

being done.'*

**The surprising thing was that I

leamed so much about my grand-
daughter in watching it— I had no idea
she even thoiight about some of those
things," she Said.

The film uses a series of talking
heads of each woman discussing a vari-

ety of subjects, from marriage and
abortion to politics and foreign policy
in the Middle East. The three genera-
tions' diverging views are expressed,
for example, in a discussion of sex

:

Mrs. Peabody: **Too bad nowadays
there is so loose a pattem of sex life so
that apparently people can live to-

gether wit-hout being married and they
think thafs working out well." Mrs.
Tree: "Promiscuity must be damaging
to the spirit . . . Perhaps sex without
love really is a bore." Miss Fitzgerald:

"I think that the kids who grew up in

Mary Parkman Peabody, left, Marietta Tree, center, and Frances Fitzgerald
James Moore

the 60's have a much better attitude to-

ward sex than people of my generation.

There's none of this grasping aspect

about it. Sex isn't looked upon as a con-

quest of the woman by the man."
The film cuts from Marietta Tree

wafting about in a white caftan in her

pink and green, porcelain-filled New
York apartment, to Mrs. Peabody
shelling green beans on the porch of her

New England home. to Frankie Fitz-

gerald in tailored pants and Shirt in an
empty schoolroom and on a wooded
trail near her Maine cottage.

*'It's devastating — a real hatchet

Job on Marietta," murmured a guest

during the filming. The audience

erupted in titters when the camera
panned to red-jacketed, black waiters

serving dinner on the colonnaded ter-

race of Mrs. Tree's lush Barbados es-

tate, as she talked in cultivated tones

about the quality of life.

Lucius D. Battle, former United
States Ambassador to Egypt and cur-

rently senior vice President at Comsat,
Said it reminded him somewhat of the

film **Grey Gardens," which was about

two reclusive members of Jacqueline
Onassis's father's family. *'I think

there might be a limited audience for

it." he Said. "It might do well on public

television or in one of the art-film thea-

ters."

Jacqueline Onassis visited Mt.
Desert Island, Me., during the period a
portion of the film was being made and
became interested in the project. As a
result, Mrs. Onassis is editing a book at

Etoubleday, which Robin Hardy. who
wrote and directed the film, is writing,

about the three generations of Peabody

women. It will incorporate photo-

graphs that were made during the film-

ing.

Charles Lord, headmaster of St.

Timothy's, a girl's school in Baltimore,

Said that in looking at the film from the

perspective of a man involved in the

education of young women, he thought
it "marvelously educational."

But most guests agreed with Jack
Schafer. a Washington lawyer, who
commented. "It*s brutal on Marietta—
I understand she wants it cut."

Asked if she feit the film was unfair

to her daughter, Mrs. Peabody lookerf ' *

troubied and replied, "It never oc-

curred to me that it was, but she thinks

so. They put her in that limousine and
she doesn't even have a car of her own
— money isn't really the thing that runs
Marietta, and I am sorry if people took
thatamiss."

Mrs. Tree was asked in a telephone
interview what she thought of the film
which, she said, she had seen in New
York at a private viewing last fall.

Mrs. Tree is now a partner in the inter-

national City planning firm of

Llewelyn-Davies Associates and a
board member of Pan American World
Airways, CBS and United States Trust
Company.

"Ifs impossible to teil, it*s so subjec-
tive and I'd rather not comment," she
said. There was a silence and she added
with a small laugh. "Ifs risk taking."
She had cooperated, she said. "because
my sister-in-law wanted to be a televi-

sion producer, and so we decided to do
it because we are fond of her. But it

needs some cutting, don't you think?
Perhaps that will improve it."

Pamela Peabody. who is married to

Mrs. Tree's brother, the Washington
businessman Malcolm Peabody.
produced the film. Arrangements for

commercial showings have not yet
been completed.

'Made Her Proud*

Asked what the family thought of the

film, Pamela Peabody replied, "one of

my nieces cried when she saw it. she
said it made her very proud.

*

'

But she admitted. "Frankie is ex-

tremely protective of her mother and
she is upset. She was angry because the

film doesn't point up that there were
black dinner guests in the Barbados
scene which pans to the black butler."

"Pam didn't want me to make the
film a hymn of praise to her family."
interjected Mr. Hardy. "She wanted to

show what these extraordinary women
are like — they are all talking liberal

politics and yet they talk from such dif-

ferenl perspectives.

"

Miss Fitzgerald, reached by phone in

Boston and asked how she liked being a

film Star, replied, "I hate it."

"You see." she explained, "Tm a re-

porter, and Tm not used to being on the

other side of the story— it was hard to

do. It wasn't cinema verite— it was a

real movie with a number of scenes
shot over and over — I just don't think

we are interesting enough.

"

And was the film unfair to her moth-
er?

"Yes," was theone-word reply.

X
V
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Desmond FitzGerald Dies at 57;

Was a Deputy Director of C.LA,

Special to The Nrw York Times

WASHINGTON. July 23

Desmond FitzGerald, a deputy.

director of the Central Intcll

gence Agency, died today it

the age of 57.

Mr. FitzGerald collapsed du
ing a tennis niatch at his coun
try residence at The Plains, Va.,

and died en route to the Fau-
quier County Hospital at War-
renton.

He had been an officer with
the C.I.A. since 1951. An Es-

quire magazine article pub-
lished in April, 1966, identified

him as the man in Charge of

espionage activities abroad. An
agency spokesman today de-

clined to comment on that.

Mr. FitzGerald was a law-

yer with the New York firm

of Spence, Hopkins, Walser,

Hotchkiss & Angell before join-

ing the C.I.A.

He enlisted as a private in

the infantry during World
War II, and rose to the rank
of major, serving mainly in

the China-Burma-India theater.

He was liaison officer with
Chinese troops during the

Burma campaign and later was
liaison officer with the Chinese
jNew Sixth Army in China. He
Iwas Operations officer, G-2
iSecurity, in the Chinese combat
command in Nanking during
the last months of his service.

His decorations included the

Bronze Star with Oak Leaf
Cluster, and the Burma and
China Ribbons with battle

Stars. '

Mr. FitzGerald was born in

New York. He attended St.

Mark's School at Southboro,
Mass., Harvard College and the

Harvard Law School, whcre he
received liis degiee in 1^35.

Mr. Fitzgerald was the for-

mer husband of Mrs. Marietta
Tree, who was a member of

the United States delegation
to the United Nations. They
were divorced in 1947.

He was the chairman otJJie
Cdrrmuttec'-tjf'TtT^e'lVnTTion, a
New York reform group that
hoped to defcat Mayor William
O'Dwyer in 1949. Mr. O'Dwyer
was re-elected.

Mr. FitzGerald is survived by
his widow, Mrs. Barbara Green
Lawrence FitzGerald; two
daughters, Frances and Joan;
a son, Desmond Jr., and a step-
daughter, Barbara Mary Law-
rence.
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the Misfits
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he Lyons Den -^

By LEONARD LYONS
.„•(t- •!»..• i,:>*,N'\

At the Actor*s Fund benefit aiiction last nißlit at Parke-

Bernet, where $50,000 was raised, Gloria Swanson modeled

a shawl—donated by Leo Lerman—vvhlch sold for $2000.

As she displayed it, the auctioneer sald: **Let nie re-

emphasize that only the shawl is for sale*' • . • Sidney

Kingsley's sculpture of Martha Graham, donated by his

wife, Madg^e Evans, sold for $1400, one of the hlghest priced

items of the evenlng. Mrs. Kingsley sighed: "My only dis-

appointment Is that It dldn*t go for mor^/'^^

When the tiller from the movie, ^'Th^African Queen'*

sold for $750, a bidder who dropped out ewcly said: *'At

that figure, they could have built a whole neiv shlp**
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The Critics Are Saying
SOME TIME IN THE SUN. By

Tom Dardis. Scribner's. 274

pp. $9.95.

New York Times, daily

(John Leonard): "Tom Dar-
dis has a good Idea —
althoug"h, after all the huf fing

and puffing, it just sits there

. . . What, he wonders, did

Scott Fitzgerald, William

Faulkner, Nathanael West,

Aldous Hiixley and James
Agee do to Hollywood, "when

they had to work there? We
are more accustomed to Hear-

ing about what Hollywood did

to them, a morality tale in

w^hich Hollywood iisually

plays the part of venereal

disease.

"Dardis likes movies a lot

and wants to believe that his

writers took their work at

the dream factory as serious-

ly as their work anywhere
eise. The trouble is that,

everywhcre he looks, the evi-

dence is contradictory, which

he cheerfully admits. .

."

The New Yorker: "This Is

an enormously interesting

and revealing book. Dardis

gives US a skillful portrait of

Hollywood In the '30s and
'40s (its customs, hangouts,

and wage scales), with a
sometimes startling sidelong

look at his subjects, and he

corrects a number of miscon-

ceptions. None of his novel-

ists seem to have feit they

were prostitutlng themselves
by writing for the movies.

They were eager to get the

Job, and they tried (with

varying degrees of success)

to do good work. .

."

Newsweek ( Walter Clem-
ons: "Though Fitzgerald

went to Hollywood at the

nadir of his career, Dardis
argues, he was not a broken-

down victim of the studio

System as he has usually

been portrayed. Like Huxley,

he was able to command top

I>ay; he regained his creative

powers while doing movie
piecework and acquired con-

fidence to embark on his un-

finished novel, The Last

Tycoon.'

"But Fitzgerald's arro-

gance misled htm into dealing

only with producers instead

of achieving a more fruitful

working relationship with a
director, as Faulkner did

with Howard Hawks. Faulk-

ner's work methods remain
mysterious . . . Dardis de«-

cribes *a sort of improvls-

ational teamwork' with

Hawks, who has said that he
'simply likcd having Faulkner

arouflid*. .

."

New York Times, Sunday
(Joel Sayre): ''Dardis's zeal

in research and clear crisp

style have brought forth

much new Information, many
new Insights . . . It is good to

be offered a well-rounded ac-

count of Jim Agee, the out-

standing movie crltic who
worked simultaneously for

iTime and The Nation, and

FITZGERALD

then joined wifc John Hust<

to Script the sup(

can Queen.' Tom Dardis has
definitely arrived as a new
motion picture his>torian. .

."
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Where Arüsts Gather to Talk of Their Work and Frohe, Too

i;

I.:

li

I:

*i

By FLORA LEWIS
Special fo The New York Times

KLOSTERS, Switzerland—'^Wasn't it glorious today/*
Marian Shaw told a friend at her cocktail party. "I wish
the weather vvere like this in December when there aren*t
anv people on the slopcs." Of course, there are people
in Klosters in December, but not nearly so many as now
in the high season. They
are "the perms"-—members
of the international set who
establish themselves as per-

manent Winter (and some-
times summer) residents of

this Alpine resort.

They form a kind of writ-

ers-artists-actors Community
that gives Klosters a special
flavor which its inhabitants
consider quite superior to

neighboring Davos or St.

Moritz, a couple of hours'
drive away.

Winter vacations have be-

come as Standard a part of

the European calendar as

summer holidays and that
means crowds sliding over
almost every mountain in

sight. Unlike St. Moritz,
where the turnover is rapid,

with the stay now only an
average of two or three
weeks. the Klosters' set stays
four or five months.

"There's no point in living

here if you're not energetic,"

Said Mrs. Shaw, the former
wife of Irwin Shaw, who also

lives in Klosters and is al-

most as noted for his fanati-

cism about skiing as he is

about his writing.
'

Mrs. Shaw is a slim, smil-

ing. woman with flowing
brown hair, a golden tan,

and a lively freckly face

surprisingly like that of

Marion Javits, the wife of

United States Senator Jacob
R. Javits.

Must Have Healthy Glow

The energy quotient ex-

plains the healthy glow of
most of the faces at the
parties, even those that top
an arm or leg in a discreetly

draped plaster cast. (Osten-

tatious display or decorating
the plastered evidence of an
accident just isn't done here.

One man, his arm in a sling,

made the party rounds in a

black smock gaily embroi-
dered with the traditional

Swiss motif of edelweiss,

mountain rose and blue

gentian).

"What do we talk about?"
said letje Layloh, a Dutch
woman who lives in Zürich.

"Oh, it's the snow, the ski

runs, the skiing conditions,

very dreary . .

."

But much of the conversa-

tion at parties is about work
in progress.

'i don't ski,** announced,
almost defiantly, Geza Kor-
vin, a Hungarian actor. "I got
a lot done on my book. It's a
cookbook/*
On the other band, Lany

Collins, co-author of "Is Paris
Burning?" and "O Jeru-
salem!," was explaining,

somewhat shamefacedly, that

he hadn't been at his desk
all day because "it was the

best day's skiing yet."

Latter-Day Founder

Mr. Collins is presenüy
working on a book about the
partition of the Indian sub-
continent. During this time of

year he and his partner,

Dominique Lapierre, have
some Problems working to-

gether. Mr. Lapierre came to

Klosters once, got sick and
announced he would never
go up another mountain.
Their collaboration is easier

in the summer, which means
St. Tropez.

Jim Bridges, whose latest

film is "Paper Chase," is here
working with Peter Viertel,

who is more or less the latter-

day founder of Klosters.

They're doing a movie script

of Mr. Viertel's novel, "Black
Heart, White Hunter,'* about
the filming of "African

Queen" and the cavorting of

Humphrey Bokart, Katherine

Hepburn and^ohn Hustgn^
around the AfnhM^^jwai

It was Mr. Viertel who
Started it all in the early

fifties. Introduced to the

picturesque Swiss village by
Rex Harrison's former wife,

Colette, Mr. Viertel, who is

married to Deborah Kerr, the

British actress, subsequently

brought the Shaws, and one
way or another that led to

Greta Garbo, Yul Brynner,

Gore Vidal, John Kenneth
Galbraith, William Buckley,

Audrey Hepburn and others

as fairly regulär vjsitors.

k Salka VierteL^. Viertel's

^^ear-old m^ftier, is the gen-

erailV aiRlunvIedged grande
dame of Klosters. She says

she moved here, even though
she still prefers Hollywood,
"because I'm madly in love

with my granddaughter."
Baron Gretan de Rosnay
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Hepburn Writes a Book
About 'African Queen'

By EDWIN McDOWELL

Katharine Hepburn, whose name
has adorned countless movie mar-
quees, will soon have her name on the
Cover of her first book. Scheduled for
publication next fall by Alfred A.
Knopf, the book is tentatively titled

"The Making of the African Queen, or
How I Went to Africa With Bogey, Ba-
call ancfHuston and Almost Lost My
Mind."
The title refers to the acclaimed

1952 motion picture, directed by John
Huston, that Miss Hepburn made
with Humphrey Bogart. Adapted by
Mr. Huston and James Agee from the
novel by C. S. Forester, the movie is a
deft blend of romance and adventure
set in Hast Africa during World War
I.

Miss Hepburn plays Rosie, a prim
missionary complete with high choke
collar and cloth hat, who finds herseif
aboard an aging steam launch with
Charlie Allnut, a hard-drinking river
captain. Mr. Bogart won an Academy
Award as best actor for his portrayal
of the rum-soaked Mr. Allnut, who
helps them escape German patrols
and sink a German ship.

'Dying of Dysentery*

"It was a fascinating experience,"
declared Miss Hepburn, who has won
three Academy Awards. "Every de-

tail of it stuck in my mind, and two or
three years ago 1 just sat down and
Started writing it."

The movie was shot in about three
months, largely in Zaire, then called

the Belgian Congo, and in Uganda.
For much of that time the cast and
crew lived in a jungle camp built

especially for them, although later, in

Entebbe, Uganda, they lived at a
country club, then on a large boat.

"I wouldn't have have made the

movie if it hadn't been filmed on loca-

tion," Said Miss Hepburn, who had
never been to Africa. "We were all

dying of dysentery the entire time,

and it was füll of bugs and poison

water. But I thought it was thrilling,

and I always thought it would make a

wonderful book."
Her co-star was less enthralled by

the location and the hardships. "I

don't think it interested Bogey and it

didn't disgugt him," Miss Hepburn
Said. "He'd done rough locations be-

fore."

fiti fe The New York Times

Katharine Hepburn

In one famoust scene, Bogärt
emerges from n^ck-high water cov-

ered with leech^s.« "Everyone was >

making leeches to stick on him, but

nothing would hoid," Miss Hepburn
recalled. "I told Bo^ey to put one of

the leeches on him and he said, *You
do it first, kid.'V,

;

While Miss Hepburn 's book also

discusses in some detail Mr. Huston,
a director the actress clearly ad-

mires; she said slv^ did not want to ^

"spoil the book" by disclosing more -^

about it. . !

Robert Gottheit), the editor in chief
^

of Knopf (and now the editor of The ! r

New Yorker), described it as a "very ^
personal" account« , ^

"It Starts by looking back and talks
/,

about what she was thinking when !'.

The African Queen* came along, and .

',

then the excitement about going to' ,

Africa," said Mr. Gottlieb, who edited . ^\

the book. "It uses flashbacks spar-
'•

ingly and it is based largely on memo- ..,

ry, since Miss Hepburn did not keep a
diary. The finished product, accord-,,

ing to Mr. Gottlieb, "has exactly the

voice you expect" of Miss Hepburn.
,

As for the authgr, she said she did

not find writing (he book particularly.

difficult. "You can do it sitting

down," Miss Hepburn said. "I sit in

bed with a big breakfast and then I*

write. I like that."
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By ED SULLIVAN

itcit^ettltire oit £• 55lli

The rest of them were eating lunch in Henri Soule's.l

Having just arisen, your reporter was contenting himselfl

with soft boiled eggs, buttered toast and a cereal Substitute

for coffee. But here on E. 55th St., only a few strides from

John Huston (extreme riglit) shown in Africa during filming of
"African Queen." Standing behind local native official are Lauren

Bacall, Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn.

sleek Fifth Ave., the cönversation sounded like Ernest Hem-
ingway dialogue. You've heard of name-droppers. All of
these particular luncheon guests were continent droppers.
"When are you leaving, John?*V

•omeone asked.
"I'm rushing to the airport right

from this table," said John Huston.
"You going to Florida?" this

from me.
"No," said Huston casually, "In-

dia."
My hand, lifting a spoonful of

ioft-boiled ^zZy trembled.
"India?"
"Tiger hunting," he explained

niatter-of-factly.
••Oh," I said weakly.
"Great sport," he said.

An Ancient Technique
Huston's aide de camp, bespec-

tacled Ernie Anderson, rushed over
from the other end of the table:

*'You*ve got exactly 15 minutes be-
fore we leave for the airport,
John," he advised. "Before you go,

«utograph these pictures of the
whale hunting in the Madeiras."

"Let's see them," asked photo-
grapher Eliot Elisofen. "That big
fellow sinking the harpoon looks
like a real professional," he said
cxpertly.
"He should look like a pro,"

agreed Anderson. "All of these
jwhalers are native Portuguese.
Their whalingrt^chnique goes back
for centuries. Two of them were
badly wounded on that same day."

"Remember, John," chuckled Eli-

tofen, "that day in Africa when the

gorilla ripped my shirt off?"

"You were lucky," said Huston.
•*How did that other poor devil

ever make out?"
"He finally got out of the hos-

pital," said Elisofen.

"What happened to him, the

other fellow?" I asked, timidly.

Elisofen and Huston looked at

me, pityingly. "The bite of a go-

rilla is the most poisonous thing

in the world," explained Elisofen.

"A gorilla bit him through the

thumb, right down to the bone. 1

stuck his hand in my developing

fluid immediately. It damn -lear

took the skin off, it was that

Btrong. Then we rushed him to a

hospital and he was thcre for nine

months."

First White Men In?

"That happened when we were
Bhooting 'African Queen,' " said

Huston. *'It was rugged country."
"This guy Huston," said Elisofen,

•*picked out the most god-forsaken
epot in Africa. He wantod to find

a river whose water was so black
that it would reflect like a mirror.

iWeek aftcr week, he went doeper
into the jungle and finally picked

a spot where no white man had
ever been before. But it had the
river he vvanted and it also had the

most vicious gorillas on the con«'

tinent. Even the native boys were
»cared. ANN CROWLEY, from the stage

"Luckily, in the Huston unit was „„ , /:i.^„ k^;««» i,«,. »«««o «
a doctor who was expert on tropical «"^ ^>J"^?' ^""«^« ^^ jongs to

diseases. Generally, when photo- the Persian Room of the Hotel

flaphers go out on an assignment 1 Plaza, Thursday night.

of this type, we're on our own. We
take along our own private load of
penfcillin, with all of the syringes
and needles for self-injection. If

you don't carry the stuff, you're
just out of luck because sometimes
it's hundreds of miles to a native
hospital and, if you become in-

fected, you never make it to the
hospital."

Ernie Anderson was looking at
his wrist watch and glaring at
Huston. "We've got to leave right
now," he protested.
Huston, lean and weathe^'beaten,

arose leisurely. "You're always
fretting," he grinned, "always
telling me I'm going to miss a
plane. Have i ever missed one?"
"Hundreds of them," said Ander-

son, wearily. "To this day, I don't
know how you ever finished *Moby
Dick.'

"

"He's always picking on me,"
groaned Huston, saying his au-
revoirs.

"What flight are you on?" 1

asked Huston.
"First ril go to Dublin for a few

days, pack my stuff—then Paris
and on to India."

"They teil me yoü*re the best
shot in all of show business," 1

said.

"Don't you ever believe it," he
advised. "The greatest marksman
of all is Gilbert Miller. Pm pretty
good but I can't hold a candle to

Gilbert."

After they left, I ordered two
more soft boiled eggs.

Songs by Ann
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Screen: 'Heaven Knows, Mr. AUison'

Story of a Marine and

a Nun Is at the Roxy

i iim i i i i^i niniii t Jii ' w<n;p^*««ji ^

IIEAVEN KNOWS. MR. ALLISON. screon
play by Jolm Lee Mahin and John Hu.^-
ton: based on tho novcl by Charles
Shaw; dlrectcd by Mr. lluston: producod
by Buddy Adler and Eugene Frenke for

Twentieth Century-Fox. At thc Roxy.
Fister Anccla Deborah Korr
Wr, Alllson Robert Mltchum

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
THAT frequent and often

populär Story of a pious

woman and an impious man
cast together in circumstances

that test the righteousness

and fiber of each is tackled

again by John Huston (he

tackled it last in "The African

Queen") in Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox' "Heaven Knows,

^Ir. Allison." And once more,

RS with that previous picture,

Mr. Huston comes up with a

film that is stirring and enter-

taining. It opened at the Roxy
last night.

This time the people of the

Story are a Roman Catholic
nun and a marine corporal
isolated on an island in the
South Pacific during World
War II. It seems that the war
has by-passed them, until con-
tingents of Japanese come and
set up small bases on the is-

land, forcing the nun and the
marine to hide in the hüls.

Under these circumstances,
the tvvo are throw^n into close

proximity, and their resource-
fulness and resolutions are
put to acid test.

•

In the liands of a writer and
director less skilled than Mr.
Huston (he had the help of

John Lee Mahin in preparing
the Script), this obviously del-

icate story might have been
pretty badly abused. At least,

in its hints of budding ro-

mance, it might have been
quite embarrassing. But Mr.
Huston has kept it free of
nonsense. And with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum in

the leading roles—indeed, in

the only real roles in the pic-

ture—he has got it buckled to

solid characters.
Actually, the main enter-

tainment is in the tensions
and crises that occur while
the Japanese are on the island

and th cfugitives have to for-

age for food. By far the most
fascinating incidcnt is a one-
man expedition by the marine
into a Japanese storehouse
where he is forced to hide un-
dor the noses of the enemy all

night. At this sort of thriller

detail, Mr. Huston can't be
beat.

In and among the action
episodes, Mr. Huston and Mr.
Mahin have laced some hu-
morous and touching conver-

• >'\

Robert Mitchum appearing in

**Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison."

sations for the fugitives that

revcal and develop a nice re-

lationship. Their common peril

and mutual anxiety lead them
naturally to consideration and
respect. It is inevitable that,

at one point, the marine should
think it love. This crux of the
personal drama is treated
with tenderness and tact. The
crisis is brief and simple, and
the picture ends with a Stand-
ard action bang.

If there does seem to be
some repetition, that is some-
thing that has to be blamed
on the singleness of the loca-

tion and the meagerness of
the cast. There are not many
variations to be wrung from
the Situation. However, the
loeation is exciting—an actual
spot on the island of Tobago
was used to simulate a South
Pacific island, ajid it is

drenched with atmosphere.
And the cast, while small, is

excellent. Mr. Mitchum is a
rugged, blunt marine and Miss
Kerr is a pretty, compassion-
ate, resolutely devoted nun.
In Cinemascope and color,

this makes a handsome film.
They should go right back to
Tobago when "South Pacific"
is to be made.



Also Known as S. P. Eagle
SPIEGEL
The Man Behind the Pictures.

By Andrew Sinclair.

Illustrated. 162 pp. Boston:

Linie, Brown & Company. $1 7.95.

By Delia Ephron

IN
this biography of the movie producer Sam Spie-

gel, there is a remark about Marilyn Monroe:
"Breasts of granite and a mind like a Gruyere
cheese." This contemptible description is at-

tributed to Spiegel's friend Billy Wilder, but it could just

as easily have been given by Spiegel himself

.

Andrew Sinclair writes that in the early 1940's,

when Spiegel was constantly throwing parties in his

Beverly Hills home, he would provide showgirls in addi-

tion to dinner. Men were expected to go upstairs and
partake of them almost like an extra course. The
women Spiegel dated were so numerous and, for the

most part, young and insignificant that Mr. Sinclair

does not mention them. Spiegel, who died in 1985 at the

Delia Ephron is a screenwriter and the author of

"Funny Sauce,** a collection of essays.

age of 84, barely saw his three wives once he*d married
them and never visited his daughter from the time she

was a baby until she was 16.

No, Sam Spiegel was not meant to be judged by a

feminist (unless one believes in justice), and this is the

Problem in reading about him: who he was keeps get-

ting in the way of what he accomplished. Nevertheless,

it must be said that he was a great producer. Four of his

films are considered mästerpieces: "Lawrence of Ara-
bia,'* "The Bridge on the River Kwai," "On the Water-
front'* and "The African Queen.** In terms of scope, sub-

ject matter, cost and the actual physi-

cal filming, they were daring, original,

landmark movies.\john Huston^aid
that SpiegeFs greatest gift" was in

recognizing talent and putting together

the right combination. His trick in se-

curing the director and actors he want-

ed, often for less than their price, was
to represent to each that the other was
signed. Of his legendary powers of per-

suasion and control, one has only to

mention that Orson Welles, who di-

rected "The Stranger*' for Spiegel,

gave up the right to the final cut and
brought the movie in ander budget.

In life as well as work, Sam Spie-

U€o(^ '\HWU-i^

FROM SPJ^GEL /NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE LONDON

Sam Spiegel.

gers feat was to walk a tightrope as if he were on solid

ground. During his early days in Hollywood, according

to Mr. Sinclair, Spiegel was an illegal alien making
movies under the Pseudonym S. P. Eagle. He had been
convicted for passing a bad check (spending money he

didn*t have was another of his gifts) and, if discovered

and deported, he could have found himself, a Jew, back
in his native, Nazi-occupied Poland. One morning a

friend arrived at SpiegeFs home to report that Federal

agents were waiting outside. "Don't bother me,** Spiegel

said. "Let me finish my breakfast.'* And he slowly did.

After that, he showered, dressed and
had his servant pack a bag. Only then

did he leave by the back.

"Spiegel** is an engrossing,

straightforward account of a mogul
and his movies. Mr. Sinclair (who has
also written a biography of John Ford)
succeeds in conveying the power, intel-

ligence and corruption of the man. And
the charm? Mr. Sinclair reports that

Katharine Hepburn spat in Spiegel's

eye after shooting "Suddenly Last
Summer.*' "It*s rather a rüde ges-

ture," she later said, "but at lea^t it*s

clear what you mean.** ^ 'm with her. D

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW J
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prepares us early on by indicating her

uncertainty about her relationship

with Spencer Tracy: "Did he leave

because he was bored or did he leave

because he couldn't bear to say good-

bye? The eternal question." You know
where this memoir is heading when
she writes, "John talked. I don't even

remember what he talked about but it

was magic."

"The Making of 'The African

Queen' " is about Hepburn's intense

involvement with Huston, and the

"and almost lost my mind," in the

title, is her pointing up that she knew
he was impossible, but was smitten

anyway. (He was forty-four and well

known to be a charmer monster;

she was forty-three.) During a break

in the filming, Huston decides to

go hunting for elephants; this is

Hepburn's account of her reaction:

I thought to myself, Well! The probabil-

ity is that I will never be here again. And
rather than loll about the hotel, I think

that I would like to go with John. Spiegel

nearly had a fit. And quite right he was.

"Katie—setting oflf with John in a little

plane—how can you

—

how^ You may be

killed. Then what . . .
?"

"Well, John may be killed."

'The hell with John. I can't control

John, you know that. But you. . . . You're a

reasonable, decent human being."

"Yes, Sam

—

I have been—and I don't

think it pays. I want adventure

—

I want to

hunt elephants with John. Not to kill, just

to see."

"Oh my God, Katie. Talk to Bogie. . .
."

Bogie came.
"Katie, what's happened to you? You're

a decent human being."

"Not anymore I'm not. If you obey all

the ruies you miss all the fun. John has

fun."

"John," says Bogie. "That son of a bitch

has gotten to you."

"He's seeing Africa."

"You're making a picture."

"Yes, I'm making a picture, but I'm

seeing life at the same time."

"She's gone," he said to Sam. "Under
the spell."

. . . That night I worked on John's
clothes. His pants—fly-buttoned—had no

Buttons. I got some Buttons and sewed
them on. They had just rotted oflf in the

damp. Next morning we left.

Viertel's novel provides a much
fuller account of the elephant hunt.

But at the Start of the novel he has

already been through the seduction

Hepburn is experiencing, and her im-

pressionable romanticism is outside

his ränge. Her Yankee reticence is

blended with an actress's dizziness.

Here's her account of a night when
she has been violently sick, and the

crew, which has been carousing, tries

to Serenade her:

But I was past serenading and they fi-

nally went to bed. And funny old John.

What did he do? He came back to my
cabin.

"Just stay asleep, Katie dear. Stay
asleep. Asleep—asleep . .

." And he rubbed

my back with his smooth, strong hands.

And my head and my neck and my hands

and my feet. Such a blessing. Took the

trouble from me. It is true—the laying on
of hands. So quiet—so sweet—soothing.

He was gentle. I slept. I don't remember
when he stopped. Dear friend.

I don't know that I would read this

sort of gush by anyone eise. But this is

Katharine Hepburn writing about her-

seif and John Huston; it's an icon

showing herseif in a new light, and it

has an element of giddy surprise. So do

a couple of the photographs and the

captions she has written. On page 104,

she sits smiling blissfully, with Huston
leaning over her Shoulder—his face

is ardent, he might be inhaling the

perfume of her hair. And the caption

is "Oh, John. Isn't he sweet?" On
page 122, they're on a bike together,

both smiling, and the caption is "On
John's bike . . . I've obviously lost

my mind." (To know why it was
madness, one should read the Viertel

book.)

We don't find out what happened

—

only that, returning to London, "John
and I had a paperback, 'Miss Har-

greaves,' which we were reading.

We read the whole novel on the trip

back. Good part for me. We bought

it. We never made it."—Pauline Kael

AQUAMUM

The frog who works out

in the clean gym of the water
• •

has neglected his arms.

Flexed, they are skinny as worms.

It's his legs he cares for,

plie perpetual,

muscles in baggy pants.

What charm when he extends

the ribbed fans of his feet,

as if a Spider sat on a breath

testing the weight of it.

Who in the corps of carp

or the schools of fantails

and angelfish, jewels

of the first water,

can match his leaps?

—Nancy Willard

JOHN Huston, who died on August

28, 1987, was the subject of what
is perhaps the best novel about

moviemaking ever written, Peter

Viertel's "White Hunter, Black
Heart" (a Dell Laurel reissue; $4.95).

It was published in 1953, when
Viertel's emotions about working with

Huston on the rewrite of the Script for



Also Known as S. P. Eagle ue

SPIEGEL
The Man Behind the Pictures.

By Andrew Sinclair,

lllustrated. 162 pp. Boston:
Linie, Brown & Company. $17.95.

By Delia Ephron

IN
this biography of the movie producer Sam Spie-

gel, there is a remark about Marilyn Monroe:
"Breasts of granite and a mind like a Gruyere
cheese." This contemptible description is at-

tributed to SpiegeFs friend Billy Wilder, but it could just

as easily have been given by Spiegel himself

.

Andrew Sinclair writes that in the early 1940*s,

when Spiegel was constantly throwing parties in his

Beverly Hills home, he would provide showgirls in addi-

tion to dinner. Men were expected to go upstairs and
partake of them almost like an extra course. The
women Spiegel dated were so numerous and, for the

most part, young and insignificant that Mr. Sinclair

does not mention them. Spiegel, who died in 1985 at the

Delia Ephron is a screenwriter and the author of

"Funny Sauce," a collection of essays.

age of 84, barely saw his three wives once he'd married
them and never visited his daughter from the time she

was a baby until she was 16.

No, Sam Spiegel was not meant to be judged by a

feminist (unless one believes in justice), and this is the

Problem in reading about him: who he was keeps get-

ting in the way of what he accomplished. Nevertheless,

it must be said that he was a great producer. Four of his

films are considered mästerpieces: "Lawrence of Ara-
bia," "The Bridge on the River Kwai," "On the Water-
front" and "The African Queen." In terms of scope, sub-

ject matter, cost and the actual physi-

cal filming, they were daring, original,

landmark movies.\john Huston^aid
that Spiegel's greatest gift was in

recognizing talent and putting together

the right combination. His trick in se-

curing the director and actors he want-

ed, often for less than their price, was
to represent to each that the other was
signed. Of his legendary powers of per-

suasion and control, one has only to

mention that Orson Welles, who di-

rected "The Stranger" for Spiegel,

gave up the right to the final cut and
brought the movie in ander budget.

In life as well as work, Sam Spie-

[M:^.^ '^o>/U-u,

FROM SPIEGEL /NATK^NAL Hl M ARCHIVE LONDON

Sam Spiegel.

gel's feat was to walk a tightrope as if he were on solid

ground. During his early days in Hollywood, according
to Mr. Sinclair, Spiegel was an illegal alien making
movies under the Pseudonym S. P. Eagle. He had been
convicted for passing a bad check (spending money he
didn't have was another of his gifts) and, if discovered

and deported, he could have found himself, a Jew, back
in his native, Nazi-occupied Poland. One morning a
friend arrived at Spiegel's home to report that Federal
agents were waiting outside. "Don't bother me," Spiegel

Said. "Let me finish my breakfast." And he slowly did.

After that, he showered, dressed and
had his servant pack a bag. Only then

did he leave by the back.

"Spiegel" is an engrossing,

straightforward account of a mogul
and his movies. Mr. Sinclair (who has
also written a biography of John Ford)
succeeds in conveying the power, intel-

ligence and corruption of the man. And
the charm? Mr. Sinclair reports that

Katharine Hepburn spat in Spiegel's

eye after shooting "Suddenly Last

Summer." "It's rather a rüde ges-

ture," she later said, "but at lea^t it's

clear what you mean." ' 'm with her. D

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW ! l
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"The African Queen'' (1951) were

still raw: Huston is its hero and its

villain. The portrait of him is marvel-

lously, scathingly füll, and convincing.

It fits with what we intuit from

the movies he made, and it fits with

the drawling courtliness he had in his

TV appearances, his patriarchal inno-

cence as Noah in "The Bible," and

the curdled face he presented to us in

his decaying-old-sinner roles in films

such as "Chinatown" and "Winter
Kills." Viertens account ties it all to-

gether, and when you look at Huston

in one of his later, gloating roles you

can understand ViertePs obsession

with him. More wide-ranging than

other "Hollywood" novels, "White
Hunter, Black Heart" is a running

argument between the screenwriter,

Pete, and his intimidating boss, the

director, John, about art and the mov-
ies, passion and responsibility, money
and race and destructiveness. It's like

"My Dinner with Andre," except that

it isn't friendly and civilized, and the

two men express their polar points of

view in the middle of action— it's like

"My Dinner with Andre" crossed

with a Hemingway novel.

Katharine Hepburn's just published

memoir "The Making of 'The Afri-

can Queen;' or, How I Went to Africa

with Bogart, Bacall and Huston and

Almost Lost My Mind" (Knopf;

$15.95) is conversational and slight.

At first, it doesn't seem as if she had

anything new to say. In London,
where the group (including Viertel

and the producer Sam Spiegel) assem-

bles, she's rather put off by Huston's

**studied old-Kentucky-colonel
charm." She points out that "he put

one constantly on the defensive" and

that "when Huston is present everyone

focuses attention on him, exactly as

when there is a small child in the

room." And in Africa he's an irrita-

tion and a bore: "Oh God, those sto-

ries. I don't know how many words

came out a minute—but articulation

with this genius is a real problem and

he's so concentrated that nothing

throws him. He doesn't even seem

aware of whether anyone is listening."

But midway through the book her tone

begins to change: "John . . . has read

everything under the sun and remem-
bers most of it. And loves to talk and

discuss. I like to do this too. The
hours passed—delightfully. He teils

me the most wonderful long stories."

Pretty soon, she notices that "his

strong wrists and strong smooth hands

are like a young boy's" and—the big

thing
—"he likes to live." Hepburn

/
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prepares us early on by indicating her

uncertainty about her relationship

with Spencer Tracy: "Did he leave

because he was bored or did he leave

because he couldn't bear to say good-

bye? The eternal question." You know
where this memoir is heading when
she writes, "John talked. I don't even

remember what he talked about but it

was magic."

"The Making of ^The African

Queen' " is about Hepburn's intense

involvement with Huston, and the

"and almost lost my mind," in the

title, is her pointing up that she knew
he was impossible, but was smitten

anyway. (He was forty-four and well

known to be a charmer monster;

she was forty-three.) During a break

in the filming, Huston decides to

go hunting for elephants; this is

Hepburn's account of her reaction:

I thought to myself, Well! The probabil-

ity is that I will never be here again. And
rather than loll about the hotel, I think

that I would like to go with John. Spiegel

nearly had a fit. And quite right he was.

"Katie—setting oflf with John in a little

plane—how can you

—

how? You may be

killed. Then what . . .
?"

"Well, John may be killed."

'The hell with John. I can't control

John, you know that. But you. . . . You're a

reasonable, decent human being."

"Yes, Sam

—

I have been—and I don't

think it pays. I want adventure

—

I want to

hunt elephants with John. Not to kill, just

to see."

"Oh my God, Katie. Talk to Bogie. . .

."

Bogie came.
"Katie, what's happened to you? You're

a decent human being."

"Not anymore I'm not. If you obey all

the rules you miss all the fun. John has

fun."

"John," says Bogie. "That son of a bitch

has gotten to you."

"He's seeing Africa."

"You're making a picture."

"Yes, I'm making a picture, but I'm

seeing life at the same time."

"She's gone," he said to Sam. "Under
the spell."

. . . That night I worked on John's
clothes. His pants—fly-buttoned—had no
buttons. I got some buttons and sewed
them on. They had just rotted oflf in the

damp. Next morning we left.

Viertel's novel provides a much
fuller account of the elephant hunt.

But at the Start of the novel he has

already been through the seduction

Hepburn is experiencing, and her im-

pressionable romanticism is outside

his ränge. Her Yankee reticence is

blended with an actress's dizziness.

Here's her account of a night when
she has been violently sick, and the

crew, which has been carousing, tries

to Serenade her:

But I was past serenading and they fi-

nally went to bed. And funny old John.

What did he do? He came back to my
cabin.

"Just stay asleep, Katie dear. Stay

asleep. Asleep—asleep . .
." And he rubbed

my back with his smooth, strong hands.

And my head and my neck and my hands

and my feet. Such a blessing. Took the

trouble from me. It is true—the laying on
of hands. So quiet—so sweet—soothing.

He was gentle. I slept. I don't remember
when he stopped. Dear friend.

I don't know that I would read this

sort of gush by anyone eise. But this is

Katharine Hepburn writing about her-

seif and John Huston; it's an icon

showing herseif in a new light, and it

has an element of giddy surprise. So do

a couple of the photographs and the

captions she has written. On page 104,

she sits smiling blissfully, with Huston
leaning over her Shoulder—his face

is ardent, he might be inhaling the

perfume of her hair. And the caption

is "Oh, John. Isn't he sweet?" On
page 122, they're on a bike together,

both smiling, and the caption is "On
John's bike . . . I've obviously lost

my mind." (To know why it was
madness, one should read the Viertel

book.)

We don't find out what happened

—

only that, returning to London, "John
and I had a paperback, ^Miss Har-

greaves,' which we were reading.

We read the whole novel on the trip

back. Good part for me. We bought

it. We never made it."

—Pauline Kael

AQUARIUM

The frog who works out

in the clean gym of the water

has neglected his arms.

Flexed, they are skinny as worms.

It's his legs he cares for,

plie perpetual,

muscles in baggy pants.

What charm when he extends

the ribbed fans of his feet,

as if a Spider sat on a breath

testing the weight of it.

Who in the corps of carp

or the schools of fantails

and angelfish, jewels

of the first water,

can match his leaps?

—Nancy Willard

JOHN Huston, who died on August
28, 1987, was the subject of what

is perhaps the best novel about
moviemaking ever written, Peter
Viertel's ^^White Hunter, Black
Heart" (a Dell Laurel reissue; $4.95).
It was published in 1953, when
Viertel's emotions about working with
Huston on the rewrite of the Script for
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Katharine Hepburn Takes the Movies' Measure
By BARBARA LOVENHEIM

IVER SINGE KATHARINE
Hepburn won the first of

her four Academy Awards,
for playing the role of a

stage-struck tomboy in

"Morning Glory" in 1933, she has
wooed audiences with her unique

blend of sass and class. Unlike many
other actresses who have faded from
View, she has taken on some of her

most memorable and significant

roles late in life — she won three Os-

cars after she turned 58, for her Per-

formances in "Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner," "The Lion in Winter" and

"On Golden Pond."

Now, still invincible as she ap-

proaches her 78th birthday, she has

just gone to Vancouver to make an-

other film, "Guest Appearance," a

television comedy by James Pri-

deaux about a crusty newspapor-

woman who thinks she knows every-

thing.

She also made her formal and long-

awaited debut this month as an au-

thor with the publication of "The
Making of The African Queen," or

How I Went to Africa with Bogart,

Bacall and Huston and Almost Lost

My Mind" (Knopf), a 129-page mem-
oir illustrated with 45 photographs

that re-creates her sojourn from the

moment the producer Sam Spiegel

calied her and gave her the script.

The book Stands llth in today's

Times Book Review list of nonfiction

best sellers.

'*ril never do the kind of book that

people try to do on me — they're all

slightly cockeyed because they con-

tain stories that just aren't so," Miss

Hepburn said recently in her town

house in the Turtle Bay section of

Manhattan, where she has lived for

more than 50 years.

"But what a person has learned

about life is interesting to me," she

said. "And what also interests me are

films that were really disastrous, or

too successful, or where something

terribly funny happened. And I de-

rided to write about The African

Queen' because it was funny. i

"It was a fascinating story of how
pcople juggle their own personalities

and how they wmd up," she said.

And I thought it should be published

alone because it would be such a

really clever book. With all the pic-

lures of the movie, it's like a box of

< andies with all your favorites in it."

Over the years, Miss Hepburn has

itained the mystique of a culture

{

Some films are

brilliant/ she

saysy ^butsome

make no sense at

all.'

hero because of her outspoken views

on women and abortion, her distaste

for sham and Convention and her

fierce determination to be her own
boss and protect the privacy of her

27-year liaison with Spencer Tracy.

Conlinued fi om Page 21

you can have a profound cffect on

people."

Even though Miss Hepburn has

worked with a variety of leading di-

rectors ranging from George Cukor,

who directed her in many of her early

comedies, to Sidney Lumet, John

^Huston, Stanley Kramer and David

Lean, she dismisses the notion that

' ihe cinema is turning into a medium
^dominated by either directors or cine-

*matographers.
"

« "Ifs the writing that counts," she

s'aid. "Films and theater are still a

'^'writer's medium — he's the one who
gets the idea and does the work. And
if the writing is interesting, and

you're not an absoluiely rotten ac-

tress, you can make something of

yourself in the film. Spence had a

great sense of the overall script, but

he wasn't interested in sitting around

and discussing it. I had a great inter-

est in every detail because I always

feit that the writing was of para-

mount importance, and if the script is

gopd, it's really hard to ruin it."

VBut I do think a director can help a

Script a lot," she said. "[Gregory] La
Cava certainly twisted 'Stage Door'

around tremendously. And George
Cukor — who wasn't a good writer —
was a brilliant director because he

had a wonderful way of presenting

people — he gave me entrances and
eccentricities and fixed it so that I

looked at the camera with loving

hands and he was a great deal of help
— and Mark Rydell |the director of

'On Golden Pond'l had the right sense

of smell. And there's no question in

my mind that John Huston preferred

shooting elephants to shooting The
African Queen,' but he was an abso-

lute genius — he knew exactly what to

say to actors to get the right effect.

vi
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with lio}>(ui, Hdcall (uul llustini and Al-

most Lost My Mmü. liy Kalhantw llcp-
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rVE nevcr written a diary —
well, 1 moan, put down
dreary things liko whcii did

my eye start twitching?
when did i( slop? why did it do it? —
well, you know, things the doctor asks
you and you've always forgotten

theni because they are really funda-
mcntally dull."

So begins, in its inimitable voicc,

Katharine Hepburn's brief but

charming memoir, "The Making of

'The African Queen.' " She had never
kept a diaiy. But memories of that

film stuck in her head. And so many
people had asked her about the ex-

pcrience of going to Africa and mak-
ing the famous movie with John Hus-
ton, Humphrey Bogart, and Lauren
Bacall (who didn't appear in it of

course, but made her presence feit by
cooking and benig uscful in many
othcr ways).
"Andthen I thought:
"Come on, dear — pull it together.

"So here it is — thirty-odd years
afterthefact."
Miss Hepburn never does explain in

so many words why "The African
Queen" was so special to her. The
reference in her subtitle to almost
losing her mind is hyperbole. Nothing
extraordinary happened beyond the

familiär hazards of making a movie
in an exotic clime. Ihe boat sank at

one point. An army of ants marched
through ihe aulhor's jungle hut. John

<-

j:^-

Katharina Hepburn posing with John Huston during the filming of

**The African Queen."

Huston, the director, was sometimes
irritatingly vague and elusive, partic-

ularly about what Miss Hepburn re-

garded at the outset as an unsatisfac-

tory Script.

•
She doesn*t even feel it necessary

to summarize the plot of the film,

though for the few who haven't seen
it, it's easy enough to discern from
the anecdotes and photographs that

the Story involves a jungle adventure
aboard a tramp steamer shared by
an upright lady of God and an alco-

holicne'er-do-well.

Nor does she reveal much that is

surprising about the technical back-
ground of the film. The part of Charlie

Alnutt was originally supposed to

have been played by an Hnglishman
with a Cockney accent. "Can you
imagine anyone but Bogie playing
that part?," Ms. Hepburn exclaims.
"He was really it — hook, line and
sinker." Because of a dangeious
parasite in the African waters, all the

underwater scenes, including the one
in which Charlie and Rosie drag the

Queen through the reeds, had to be
shot in a London studio.

John Huston's most influential di-

rection of the author occurred when
he came to her hut one day and shyly
suggested that she "put on" L.leanor

Roosevelt's "society smile."

"That is the goddamnedest best

piece of dircction I have ever heard,"
she reflects after he departs. "Now,
let's see . . . Well, he's just told me ex-

actly how to play Ihis pari. Oh-h-h-h-,

lovely thought. Such fun. 1 was bis

from thereon in."

Ms. Hepburn's memories mainly

cerns. Upon discovering that she has
the best of the living quarters in the
Congo, she expostulates: "What an
awful brain I have — so competitive
— funny. I'm not jealous about people
or woi'k, at least not compared to

some. But the location of my hut? Oh,
how that mattered ... I have a pas-
sion for locations. I like to be the king
of the mountain."

Relating an embarrassing incident,

she confides about her kidneys, "Any
excitement makes mine weak. Hell —
even in my adolescent days of foot-

ball games at the Yale Bowl I was in

such an agony in this respect that 1

determined early to pick a trade
which would keep me away from the
Yale Bowl. It wasn't worth it. It was
thus that I became an actor. A simple
and practical reason."

It is as if we are with her in her liv-

ing room, being addressed as equals.
"John Huston came to call," she teils

US. "Have you ever met him? ... I'd

never met him. He's pretty — well,

unique." We can visualize her sitting

there, with her finely chiseled face,

her stiff-jawed talk, and her quaint
diction. "Save your breath to blow
your porridge, Kathy," she mutters
about Huston's early nonchalance.
"You might as well give up." Or:
"Oh, how Bogie haled that swimming
— he froze. I swim all winter in Long
Island Sound: ten degrees above zero
and with a north wind blowing is my
record. One of my more irritating

qualities. Why do I do it? I think to be
irritating. Doli't you? Why eise?"
By the end it becomcs clear that the

making of "Ihe African Queen" has
remained fresh in her memory be-

ause it was such an extraordinär'
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rVK never writien a diary —
well, I moan, put down
dreary things liko when did

my eye start iwitching?
when did i( slop? why did it do il? —
well, you know, things the doctor asks
you and you've always forgotten

theni because they are really fiinda-

mentally dull."

So begins, in its inimitable voice,

Katharine Hepburn's hrief hut

charming memoir, "
1 he Making of

'The African Queen.' ' She had never
kept a diary. But memories of that

film stuck in her head. And so many
people had asked her about the ex-

perience of going to Africa and mak-
ing the famous movie with John Hus-
ton, Humphrey Bogart, and l^auren

Bacall (who didn't appear in it of

course, but made her presence feit by
cooking and being useful in many
othcr ways).
"Andthen I thought:

"Come on, dear — pull it together.

"So here it is — thirty-odd years
after thefact."
Miss Hepburn never doesexj)lain in

so many words why "The African
Queen" was so special to her. The
rcference in her sublitle to almost
losing her mind is hyperbole. Nothing
cxtraordinary happened beyond the

familiär hazards of making a movie
in an exotic dime. Ihe boat sank at

one point. An army of ants marched
through the author's jungle hut. John

'^^.
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Katharine Hepburn posing with John Huston during the filming of

"The African Queen."

Huston, the director, was sometimes
irritatingly vague and elusive, partic-

ularly about what Miss Hepl)urn rc-

garded at the outset as an unsatisfac-

tory Script.

•
She doesn't even feel it necessary

to summarize the plot of the film,

though for the few who haven't seen

it, it's easy enough to discern from
the anecdotes and photographs that

the Story involves a jungle adventure
aboard a tramp steamer shared by
an upright lady of God and an alco-

holic ne'er-do-well.

Nor does she reveal much that is

surprising about the technical back-

ground of the film. Tlu» part of Charlie

Alnutt was originally supposed lo

have been played by an Knglishman
with a Cockney accent. "Can you
imagine anyone but Bogie playing

that part?," Ms. Hepinnn exclaims.

"He was really it — hook, line and
sinker." Because of a dangeious
parasite in the African waters, all the

underwater scenes, including the one
in which Charlie and Rosie drag the

Queen through the reeds, had to be
shot in a London studio.

John Huston's most influential di-

rection of the author occurred when
he came to her hut one day and shyly

suggested that she "put on" Kleanor
Rooscvelt's "society smile."

"That is the goddamnedest best

piece of direction 1 have ever heard,

"

she reflects after he departs. "Now,
let's see . . . Well, he's just told me ex-

aclly how to play this part. C)h-h-h-h-,

lovely thought. Such fun. I was his

from thereon in."

Ms. Hepburn's memories mainly
concern what in mosi people's hands
might seem trivial — daily routine,

wardrobe, hair, living quariers, food,

fellow actors and, peihaps inordi-

nately, her anxiety about the avail-

ability of bathrooms. ("I hope this

bathroom talk doesn't offene! you.

Pleasc just remember that I'm ihe

daughterof a urologist —hell, I'm the

sisterof a urologist loo.")

•
Yet she addresses us with such dis-

tinctivcness and candor that we arc
happy to attend her most trivial con-

cerns. lipon discovering that she has
the best of the living quarters in the

('ongo, she expostulates: "What an
awful brain I have — so compelilive
— funny. I'm not jealous about people
or woi'k, at least not compared lo

some. But the location of my hut? Oh,
how that mattered ... I have a pas-
sion for locations. I like to be the king
of the mountain."
Relating an embarrassing incident,

she confides about her kidneys, "Any
excitement makes mine weak. Hell —
even in my adolescent days of foot-

ball games at the Yale Bowl 1 was in

such an agony m this respect that I

deteiniined early to pick a trade
which would keep me away from the

Yale Bowl. It wasn't worth it. It was
thus that I became an actor. A simple
and practica! reason."

It is as if we are with her in her liv-

ing room, being addressed as equals.

"John Huston came to call," she teils

US. "Have you ever met him? ... I'd

never met him. He's pretty — well,

unique." We can visualize her sitting

there, with her finely chiseled face,

her stiff-jawed talk, and her quaint
diction. "Save your breath to blow
your porridge, Kathy," she mutters
about Huston's early nonchalance.
"You might as well give up." Or:
"Oh, how Bogie hated that swimming
— he froze. I swim all winter in Long
Island Sound: ten degrees above zero
and with a north wind blowing is my
record. One of my more iiritating

qualities. Why do I do it? I think to be
irritating. Doli't you? Why eise?"
By the end it becomes clear that the

making of "Ihe African Queen" has
remained fresh in her memory be-

cause it was such an cxtraordinary
expei'ience for her. "So, suddenly,
thirty-five years have rushed by,"
she concludes. "Bogie has gone."
Sam Spiegel, the producer "has
gone." Since her book was completed,
John Huston has departed too. "The
Queen herseif is still alive ..." Com-
bined with the volume's 45 evocative
photographs, her narrative forms an
appealing Souvenir of an enduring
film and a great movie actress. At-

tractively packaged, il's an elegant
little keepsake of a bygone film era.



JOH\ HUSTON (center), Academy Award-winning movie director, Mfs. Huston and Jam«s
Agee, writer, check over a film Script Agee is adapting from S. C. Forester's novel, "Tiie Afri-
can Queen." The trio is spending several weeks here preparatory to going on location in Cen-
tial Africa. —Xews-Press photo.

In Town Toda)

Director John Huston Visits

City Before Trek to Africa

A tall, friendly man welcomed
US into his cottage at the San

Ysidro Ranch yesterday. The
talk that followed ranged from
new developments in ballet to

his experiences in the Aleutians.

John Huston, one of HoUy-
wood's best directors and son
of the late actor Walter Huston;
his charming wife, the former
ballet dancer, Ricky Soma, and
James Agee, movie and magazine
writer, were in on the discus-
sion.

"Agee's doing the work of

preparing C. S. Forester's
novel, *The American Queen,*
in movie script form," Huston
Said ."We came up to Santa
Barbara with him for a few
weeks to help him vvhip the
Story into shape. In about a
month I will leave for Kenya
Colony in Central Africa to

pick out locations for the
movie."
This picture will star Hum-

phrey Bogart and Katherine
Hepburn and a third actor who
dies early in the story, Huston
Said. So only a small Company
of actors will be needed, with
the African natives only as

background — much different

than the curreut.' "King Solo-

mon's Mines," which uses so

many Africans in mass scenes
and as actors. It will be pro-

duced by the Far Horizon Co., a

firm owned by Huston and Sam
Spiegel.

"l'm looking forvrard to dl-

recting Miss Hepburn," Hous-
ton Said, *'since I never have,
and I consider her one of our
finest actresses. Bogart was
in the first movie I cver di-

rected, in 1941, 'The Maltese
Falcon.'

"

Winning the Academy Aw^rd
for directing "The Treasure of

Sierra Madre'* in 1948 establish-

ed Huston as a top director,

quite independent of his father's

fame as an actor. But he went
through the rough-and-tumble of
Hollywood to get there.

Huston described for us the
sweating and actual melancholy
which he goes through on each
picture. After months of work,
when he sees a new movie in its

rough-cut stage, "it makes me

With Chet Holcombe

sad and only a year or two later
can 1 get up enough courage to
See it in its finished form."

Such keen feeling for drama
and story seems to drive him
to great lengths to tum out a
picture. And as he works hard,
he plays vigorously too, own-
ing several horses and racing
two of them currently at San.
ta Anita.

He is under contract to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, but his contract
specifies that he can make other
pictures too, hence his own Com-
pany. He makes a movie for
MGM, one for himself, another
for MGM, etc.

*Will 'The African Queen' be
a good movie? I don't know. I
never know how a film will be
until the public sees it," Hus-
ton smiled. "Another one, 'The
Red Badge of Courage,' still

unreleased, may or may not be
a good one."
This is the first time that Agee

and Huston have worked togeth-
er, but they seem to be getting
along fine.

"We love to come to Santa
Barbara for a visit," the direc-
tor Said, "since it is so quiet
and conducive to work. Miss
Nan Huston lives here too,
the last of my four aunts and
uncles."

"Yes, it's wonderful here,"
Mi-s. Huston agieed. "Jt's great
to get away from the city.
Even though we live at Mali-
bu, we call it the city."

Agee shrugged.
"I'm the guy that's doing the

work here right now," he
smiled, "and in less than a
month I'll be on my way back
to New York. Lucky me, eh?"
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One of the best love stories every filmed—and a comic allegory on the war of the sexes: Betty, John, Bogie and Kate between scenes

'The Making of

^TheAfrican Queen
By Katharine Hepburn

Now—come on. Don't pretend. I know
what you're wanting to know. Bogie.

What was he like. What sort of a

—

You have to realize that I had no idea at

all at this point what he was like. But I

certainly found out. Making the picture

and then afterward here and there. Now
and then. And then even later, when he

got sick—and then when he was very

sick—then when he knew it was goodbye,

Joe—and he was trying to make all of us

feel O.K. about it. And he was too weak to

walk up and down stairs. And he used to

say, "Put me in the dumbwaiter and I'll

ride down to the first floor in style. Come
on—Im a little guy—I'll fit."

Little guy? Did he say "little"? He was
one of the biggest guys I ever met.

To put it simply: There was no bunk
about Bogie. He was a man.
And on that last day , when Spence patted

lim on the Shoulder and said, "Goodnight,

iogie," Bogie turned his eyes to Spence

Vom "The Making ol'Thc African Queen': or How I

v'ent to AlVica with Bogart, Bacall and Huston and
Imost Lost My Mind" by Katharine Hepburn, to be
ubiished by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., in September 1987.

opyright 1987 by Katharine Hepburn.

very quietly and with a sweet smile covered

Spence's band with his own and said

—

"Goodbye, Spence."

Spence's heart stood still. He
understood.

Bogie meant it. He was on his way.

Goodbye, Spence.

Oh, dear. Well, don't get me going about

Bogie. Come on—back to the beginning.

'He'd come to the

table and begin to

needle me, I was
adorable and well

trained to handle

the male grumps. I

just agreed with

everything'

D
Most of the Company had pants, Shirts,

mosquito boots, and hats suitable for the

jungle. To show the extremes of lack: Bogie

was wearing my safari pants and coat, a

man's suit which I had bought from Aber-

crombie's. A perfect fit—we just split the

pants a bit down the rear seam. I sweated

like mad. Bogie not a bit. Bogie was funny . A
generous actor. He just did it. He was an
actor who enjoyed acting. Knew he was
good. Always knew his lines. Always was on
time. Hated anything false. Hated his hair-

piece as he began to need one. Liked to play

with a hat or cap on—something—any-

thing on. That damned hairpiece. At the

beginning of a day when he was wearing it

he was grumpy—impatient. Then he'd for-

get about it and was fine. At the end of the

day he was tired. So until he'd had a drink or

two he was grumpy. He'd come to the table

and sort of begin to needle me. I was ador-

able and malleable and well trained to han-

dle the male grumps. I just agreed with

everything he said. Then he'd smooth

out. He was an extraordinarily decent

fellow. Fair—forthright—uncomplicated.

Fun too—a good sense ofhumor. Devilish if

he thought you were a phony. Like a cat

with a mouse, he'd never let you off. He and
John Huston drank their share. I was al-

most a teetotaler. And really thought they

were pathetic to have to rely on liquor as a

stimulant. Poor weak things, I thought.

D
While we're looking at people, let's look

at Betty. I kept looking at herand looking at

her. In the first place, she is young and she
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has lovely tawny skin and she had the most

fabulous Sandy hair. Beautiful whether it's

straight or curled. In fact you have never

Seen her until you've seen her in her bright-

green wrapperon theway to the outhouse in

the early morning with her hair piled up on

her head and no lipstick or anything eise.

Her sleep-slanty green eyes and her com-

mon-sense look and her lost voice and her

lanky figure and her apparent fund of pugi-

listic good-nature. Once she gets on the

track of anything, be it picking out a can of

baked beans or doing her nails or typing a

letter or sunbathing or talking to anyone,

don't try to get her on anything eise—don't

try to hurry her—she is immovable. I gazed

at her and wondered whether I would go

mad withjealousy as I compared our ages

—

our skin—our hair—our natures. No, she

didn't sweat much either. She and Bogie

seemed to have the most enormous opinion

of each other's charms, and when they

fought it was the utter confidence of two

cats locked deliciously in the same cage.

D
We were shooting on the QUEEN or on

the various fake parts oftheQUEEN which

had been built on the raft—the ''mock-

ups." It was easier to photograph us this

way, as the Technicolor camera was huge

and we needed lights and reflectors. The
Ruiki River is very curving—the raft very

unwieldy—a big Square. When the raft was
towed too fast, the pirogues underneath

used to fill up with water and we'd start to

sink. Or we'd be going around a curve and
the raft would continue in a straight line

toward the bank and its dense overhanging

foliage. John would scream—Bogie and I

would jump—and the boiler would be

tipped over, or nearly. The canopy would be

torn off. Or we would be going along nice-

ly—hit a submerged log and catch on it. Or
the sun would go in. Or it would rain. Or the

engine on theQUEEN would stop. Or one of

the Propellers would be fouled by the drag-

ging rope. Or we would be attacked by hor-

nets. Technical problems galore and no

chairs—no dressing rooms—no toilet—hot

ginger ale and fruit juice and beer—the

Problems of sending out lunch for forty

people. This became Betty Bogart's depart-

ment and a wonderful job she did. Some-
times when we were working in the middle

of the stream we couldn't tie up for hours.

The men solved this problem with great

ease—but it was a bit tough on the ladies.

D
John [Huston] came one morning to

my hut.

"May I have a cup of coffee?"

"Yes, of course—what?"
"Well

—

I don't want to influence you.

But I mean, Rosie is almost always facing

what is for her a serious Situation. And
she's a pretty serious-minded lady. And I

wondered—well—let me put it this way

—

have you by any chance seen any movies

of—you know—newsreels—of Mrs. Roose-

velt—those newsreels where she visited

the soldiers in the hospitals?"

Tes, John—yes

—

I saw one. Yes."

'Do you remember, Katie dear, that love-

ly smile—? You know—when you look seri-

(('

t'i
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Two cats todwl in thtum cagt: The Bogarts

'YouVe never seen her

until youVe seen her

sleep-slanty green eyes,

her common-sense look,

her lost voice and her

lanky figure'

A long pause.

"You mean—yes

—

I see. When I pour out
the gin I—yes—when I . .

."

"Well," he Said, getting up to go. He'd
planted the seed. "Think it over . . . Per-

haps it might be a useful . .

."

He was gone.

I sat there.

That is the goddamnedest best piece of

direction I have ever heard. Now, let's see

. . . Well, he'sjust toldmeexact-

ly how to play this part. Oh-h-h-

h-h, lovely thought. Such fun. I

was his from there on in.

D
All of a sudden I feit some

itching on my ankles. I reached

down and scratched. I went on
talking—reached down again

and happened to look at the

mud floor. I was standing in a

procession of ants—about six

inches wide and an inch and a

halfdeep. I nearly fainted. They
were climbing in the window
which was toward the jungle

—

Crossing my cabin—crawling

over or past me—crawling up
the wall—and going out the

window on the camp side. I tore

off my clothes. I was literally

covered up to my neck with

ants—bitten everywhere ex-

cept hands and neck and face.

Those army ants crossed our

campsite in as straight a line as

possible, and—luckily for us

—

they went out the other side.

Had they decided to stay—it's

we who would have had to move.

As I waswearing high necksand
long sleeves, my bites didn't

show. .

.

D

ous—youdolookrather—well, serious. And
it just occurred to me—now, take Rosie

—

you know—you are a very religious

—

serious-minded—frustrated woman. Your
brotherjustdead. Well, now, Katie—you're

going to go through this whole adventure

before the falls and before love raises its

—

Well,you know what I mean—solemn.

"Then I thought of how to remedy that.

She's used to handling strangers as her

brother's hostess. And you 'put on' a smile.

Whatever the Situation. Like Mrs. Roose-

velt—she feit she was ugly—she thought

she looked better smiling—so she . . .

Chin up. The best is yet to come—onward
everonward. . . The society smile."

Next morning I got made up
and drove to the chapel. I feit a

bit odd. I got my clotheson, went

into the church. It was packed

füll of natives. And the air was thick with

unwash. Oh dear. I sat down on my stool and

started to play the hymn. They started to

sing. Their Scale was certainly not our Scale.

Oh no, it was nothing anyone had ever

heard. All discords. A sound unlike any-

thing I had ever even imagined. Then a

crawling illness began to overwhelm me.

Good grief, I thought. I'm going to be sick.

Where'sthe. . .

"I'll be right back."

I rushed fbr the ladies' outhouse. Opened
the door. Went in, closed the door, or was

about to.

Oh my God. No. "Someone!"

A black mamba! A snake.
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A dangerous snake—a very danger-

ous snake!

I backed out of the hut, rushed for the

trees, threw up.

"There's a snake in the ladies' john—

a

black mamba."

D
There was the most terrifying sound

noise-yell-screech that I have

ever heard. It just seized you by

the seat of the pants and it

raised you up and it shook you.

What? What?"
Elephant!" said John.

Trumpeting!" The scout point-

ed toward the rise ofthe ground.

Wecouldn'tseethembecauseof
the dark and the high grass and

trees. They were downwind of

USand had got our scent.

We came into a Clearing and

there before us, on top of a sort

of rise but in the open—backed

by scrub jungle—were about

fifteen elephants. Varying

sizes. Seme seemed apprehen-

sive, on the lookout—putting

their trunks up in the air and
sniffing this direction and that.

They couldn't actually sniff us

now, because we were down-

wind of them. They were wan-
dering about. A family on an
outing. The herd now began

definitely to sense something

and, Hke a wave or a wind

Well, I thought, Vm going to have to

follow that lunatic . .

.

Into the scrub forest we went. Caution at

a low ebb. We got in about two hundred
yards when there was a terrible roar

and past us, missing us by about twenty-

five feet, crashed the whole herd. Knock-

ing down trees as they flew. And they

were gone.

John stood transfixed. "Look at

(0 1961 HORIZON MGT INC.
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drifting, all of a sudden they

simply moved as one body into

the scrub wood in back ofthem.

Those huge creatures sort of

evaporated. So much for the

kill.

We could hear them crashing

about—then silence.

"We'll go in after them,"

said John.

Oh my God, I thought. We're
not going to be dumb enough
to do that.

'No," said the white scout.

'You're just yellow," said John with bis

usual tact. "We'll go in . .

."

"Not with me," said the white scout.

He was a scrawny boy about twenty-two

or twenty-three with a rather unattractive

manner. Had no sense of how to handle

John, who by then was bot, tired and frus-

trated and would have gone into the woods
with no gun and tackled the elephant, the

biggest elephant, single-handed.

"John, don't go into that wood. You
haven't a chance

—

"

"What 's that dear? Oh—well, why don't

you stay out here and wait for us . . . with
bim," he added (pointing at the boy who
had opposed bim).

'You "put on" a smile.

Whatever the Situation.

Like Mrs. Roosevelt.

She feit she was ugly.

She thought she looked

better smiling'

that . . . look at that! What power! Magnifi-

cent! Well!"

Well, I thought, weVe still here and he's

absolutely crazy. And we're just lucky.

D
The edges of the water were (I say again)

carpeted with crocodiles. And a crocodile is

an animal simply without charm. To see

one slither off the bank and under the wa-

ter giving you a baleful look just before he

disappears
—

"I'll get that leg," he's saying.

"It's just a question of time . .
."

Eating was very hazardous, especially

anything bot. Being a urologist's daughter,

I decided to flood myself with water. The
great eure. In this case, it didn't seem to

work. Gradually others began ailing.

I lest twenty pounds and I was thin to

begin with. It was weird. The doctor on the

boat was totally confused. He had analyzed
the water tank—it was O.K. Finally he put

everyone on bottled water. Still disaster.

Final ly we lostsomany ofthecrew that they
said to me, "For God's sake, lie down. We're
insured if you're sick." So I lay down and
began to take one ofthe cure-all drugs.

After taking the eure drug for two days, I

said that I would die if I went on. My spirit

was gone. I ached in every Joint—couldn't

keep food down. The eure was worse than
the blight; I must just crawl along without
the antibiotic. Because—with it

—

I really

could not funetion at all.

Now, all this time neither Bogie norJohn
had been sick at all. They were fine. Then
the doctor decided to test the bottled wa-
ter. Yes—you're right. The bottled water
was polluted. And I—the queen of water
drinking—the urologist's prize—was the

sickest. And those two undisciplined

weaklings had so lined their insides with

alcohol that no bug could live in the atmo-

sphere. Well, Katie, what do you say to

that? There wasn't much I could say. I

took to Champagne. Well, it really was a

very good joke on me. Especially as pri-

vately I had feit so completely superior to

that unhealthy pair.

D
On—the leeches. I knew you were going

to ask about those. They brought in some
real leeches—poor Bogie. They are really

repellent. A glass füll of the slimy things.
"What's the matter, Bogie—you scared ofa

leech? Try one," I said.

"You try it first, kid."

Well, ugh, I just couldn't. They are re-

volting. And he had to be covered with

them. Ugh. So the rest of that day was
spent trying to find—invent—a material

that would stick to Bogie's skinny frame.

There he sat—and everyone would come
in and see if bis or her concoction would
stick. He was funny, sittting there. What
an odd man. So—how shall I put it—so

pure. Like a little kid. Dear Bogie. I'll nev-

er forget that close-up of bim after he kiss-

es Rosie, then goes around in back of the

tank and considers what has happened.

His expression—the wonder of it all—life.

D
The last few days there, sick as I was,

I was still moved by the beauty of the

country—by its vigor. It had been such

an extraordinary experience and it was
ending. We were going back to London.

Would I ever come back here? Oh, I

hope

—

I hope.
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William Safire has come a long way,

baby. The New York boy who
couldn't afford to finish College; the

public-relations man who showcased a cli-

ent's sewing machines at a New York disco;

the speechwriter who created notorious

Spiro Agnewisms like ''nattering nabobs of

negativism"; the author whose book on

Nixon, "Before the Fall," was rejected by

his publisher; The New York Times desig-

nated conservative who was scorned as a

''hired gun" by liberal journalists—this

self-styled *'controversialist" has made
himself into one ofthe country's most avid-

ly read—and feared—political columnists.

And now he has produced a 1,100-page nov-

el, "Freedom," about Abraham Lincoln

and the Civil War, that even historians are

treating with respect. Safire is getting

more than respect for his cinder-block-size

book, which took him eight years to com-

plete. He got an $800,000 advance from

Doubleday, which has put out a first print-

ing of 150,000 copies; the book is a certain

best seller and a main selection ofthe Book-

of-the-Month Club (page 57).

Why has Bill Safire worked so hard to

add to the towering pile of Lincoln tomes?

'There are never too many books about

Lincoln and the Civil War," he says, But
Safire's real reasons are much more inter-

esting, both personally and politically.

''When I was an aide in the Nix-

on administration, we would

turn to the works of Lincoln to

see the reasons he gave for

Cracking down on dissent, sus-

pending habeas corpus, arrest-

ing editors and all those horri-

ble things. And we would use

Lincoln to soothe our own con-

sciences. Granted the provoca-

tion was considerably greater

in Lincoln's case of rebellion or

Invasion than in Nixon 's case of

having a bunch of rioters ring-

ing the White House and Stag-

ing demonstrations. But the

principle is the same—that you
have to balance the need for

individual freedom with the

need for national security."

It was this theme, "the strug-

tween the need to protect your-

self against government and
the government's need for secu-

rity so that it can protect your

freedom" that drove Safire into

a near decade's study ofthe Lin-

coln White House and the Civil

War. His mind changed about

many things during that dec-

ade, and it wasn't just poring

over hundreds of books and
documents that changed it. As
Safire puts it, his "conscious-

ness was raised" when he dis-

covered his home phone was be-

ing wiretapped in the Nixon
administration's zeal to prevent leaks. "I

feit raped," he says.

'Gigantic purpose': Safire thinks that the use

of Lincoln's assumptions of extraordinary

authority to justify such action is still with

us.Duringthelran-contrahearingsamemo

from Adm. John Poindexter turned up say-

ingthatPresidentReaganhadbeenreading

an essay about Lincoln's unilateral actions

during the Civil War and was asking his

staff*to find other precedents for unilateral

actions by a President. '1 thought, 'Oh,

there it goes again'," says Safire.

One of Safire's aims was to demythify

Lincoln. "I don't like going over to the Lin-

coln Memorial and seeing the word temple.

lUUK'KIIOKKTKI,

'A novelist's technique and a journalist's sifting': Safire

gle, the constant tension, be- The caraage of the war to make democracy werk; Antietam, 1862
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It's not a temple, it's a memorial. And he

wasn't martyred, he was assassinated. He's

a secular, not a religious figure." But, adds

Safire, "when you approach him cooUy and
objectively, and understand the politics, he

comes out as the greatest President. Be-

cause he had a central idea, to protect the

idea of majority rule, which is the essence

of democracy. So he had this gigantic pur-

pose, saying we're going to make democra-

cy work even if it costs a war."

'Treedom" may indeed be the coolest

novel ever written about Lincoln. The book

includes a 133-page section calied the "Un-
derbook," in which Safire supplies sources,

background and comment for each of the

novel's 166 short chapters. Of-

ten Safire with admirable skill

edits an actual historical tran-

script into dramatic form, as in

a depiction of a blazing debate

in the Senate between Lin-

coln's best friend, Ned Baker,

and Southern supporter John
Breckinridge. At the other ex-

treme is a scene basod on a Sin-

gle line from a book by the leg-

endary detective Allan Pinker-

ton, who while window-peeping

at Southern spy RoseGreenhow
heard "a whispered good night

and something that sounded
very much like a kiss." Safire

expands that quiet smooch into

a scene of sadomasochistic sex

in which the high-heeled, gar-

ter-belted, whip-wielding Rose

subdues a willing Senator to

(IIA KU
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CuttJng Risks

in RislQf Times
Like a pro, you
can walk the

high wire
without losing

sight of your
safety net

As
to whether this Helium market will keep going up,

I haven't a clue. Nor has any Investment adviser,

although if asked, he will cheerf'ully f'ake an opin-

ion. Just as unfathomable is whether the next

market slide will be a ''correction" or a collapse.

To put it even more plainly, no one knows anything-^yet

investment decisions still have to be made. So I'm offering

here a Framework for making them—one that the pros use to

walk the high wire without losing sight of their safety net.

To explain how it works, let me start with a story told by

Marshall Blume, professor offinance at the Wharton
School in Philadelphia and a principal in the money-man-
agement firm Prudent Management Associates:

A euphoric investor put $10 into Stocks in August 1929,

just before the Great Crash. Not until 1945 did he recoup.

A Blume-taught investor put $5 into Stocks and $5 into

bonds and maintained the 50-50 split. When the bond mar-

ket rose, he cashed in some of his profits and bought Stocks,

bringing his portfolio back to an even division between
Stocks and bonds. When Stocks rose, he took some profits and
bought bonds. He rebalanced his investments every month.

By October 1935 he had recovered his original stake.

Blume's investor was practicing deliberate "asset alloca-

tion," which—simply put—means dividing your money
among Stocks, bonds, cash and other types of investments.

According to a study by the First National Bank of Chica-

go, that is the key decision that determines your long-run

investment success, not how smart (or dumb) you are in

picking Stocks or mutual funds.

Buy cheap: But the moral is more than ''diversify to protect

your rear." By continually returning to his 50-50 split,

Blume's investor also controlled his exposure to risk.

Most Investors keep more and more of their money in

Stocks as the market rises, which makes their positions ever-

more dangerous. When the bear strikes, they have more to

lose. Conversely, they 're afraid to buy when times are bad, so

they lose their chance to get Stocks cheap. That's another

beauty of keeping your stock and bond investments at a

fixed ratio: it combats those impulses that cost you money.
Here's how you might make the System work:

Add up all your savings and investments, to see what
percentage is in Stocks, bonds and cash.

On the Chart at right, see how much risk you've chosen

—

high, moderate or low. Maybe that's what you intended, but

maybe not.

Look especially at the right-hand column, which shows
roughly how much each strategy can lose annually over the

next five years, ifthe market suffers one of its periodic drops.

(According to Blume, there's a 90 percent chance that re-

turns will fall within those ranges.)

Now the make-or-break question: how great a loss are

you willing to risk in order to shoot for higher gains? A
middle-aged investor might go for a balanced portfolio;

Stocks are dangerous over five-year periods, and he wouldn't

want all his money there. A younger investor might keep
more in Stocks; they do better over long terms, and he has

enough time to make up big losses. A newly retired investor,

who has been afraid to move out of certificates of deposit,

might decide that a few Stocks are worth the gamble.

Periodically, you rebalance your portfolio to keep it in

line with the level of risk you want to assume. Blume says

that "ifyou rebalance once a year you will probably do OK."
Richard Brignoli of Brignoli Models, who allocates assets for

institutional Investors, would rebalance when the portfolio

gets 10 to 15 percent out of line.

Besides Controlling your risk, rebalancing improves your
returns, Brignoli says. "You are always selling on the way
up and buying on the way down—so you're buying low and
selling high in an infinitesimal sense." Adds Michael Lipper

of Lipper Analytical Services, "It forces you to invest

against a trend, and that's how investors make big money."
Costs could Spiral: As a practical matter, you can't use this

System with individual Stocks and bonds. Broad diversifica-

tion would be too expensive and the transaction costs of

rebalancing could eat up your profits. But it's a cinch to

rebalance with "no-load" (no sales Charge) mutual funds.

The question, "which funds?" is getting tougher, given

their proliferation. But in general, you might want to divide

your stock participation between aggressive funds (like

small-company growth or international funds) and conser-

vative ones (equity-income or an index fund). On the bond

side, you'd split between low-risk, short-term funds (maturi-

ties of around a year) and the riskier longer terms (maybe
five to 10 years).

One mutual fund that allocates assets for you is the STAR
Fund, Valley Forge, Pa., which spreads your investment

over six Vanguard funds. It is always 60 to 70 percent in

Stocks, 25 to 40 percent in bonds and the rest in cash.

What about other kinds of assets? For savings up to

$200,000, Brignoli thinks that Stocks, bonds and cash are

diversification enough. For larger amounts, he would add

investment real estate and, after that, gold. But staying in

balance is the key. Since you cannot predict the future, you
build your fortress and stay put.

Piaying tiie Odds
How much risk do you want to take? An investor

angling for high returns could sufFer annual

losses of 6 percent or more if he guesses wrong. A
moderate-risk portfolio generates slightly lower

gains but means minimal losses from sour markets.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

High risk (100% Stocks)

POTENTIAL RETURNS*
HIGH MIDDLE LOW

30% 13% -6%

Moderate risk

(50% Stocks, 50% bonds)
22%

Low risk (20% Stocks. 30%
bonds. 50% cash equivalents)

14%

11%

9%

-1%

3%

•COMI'OUNDKn ANNUALl.Y OVKKTHK NKXT FIVK YKARS. NOT AD.JUSTED FOR
INFLATION SOURC'K: PKUDKNT MANA(}KMKNT ASStX^IATFi?
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A Star of the Century writes a memoir on
her adventures with Bogart, Bacall and
Huston—and grants a rare interview

n-.

Katharine Hepburn is her own
woman—a hard-bitten winner

and an elusive loner. After more
than 50 years on the stage and

screen she now finds herseif

keeping some odd Company, a persistent

shadow she calls 'The Creature." Ask her

about it and she will raise her left band

near her face, squeezing her fingers into a

friendly little figure. The impression is

that of a band puppet, something right

beside her but quite definitely out there. "I

think I may have created a monster," she

says with a grin of mock dismay. ''She in-

habits me. In certain situations I am forced

to be . . . that 'fascinating legend'."

One eye on Hollywood, the other on his-

tory, the Creature tends the flame of our

greatest living actress. It is the Creature

who handles the calls from producers, en-

dures snoop reporters, smiles at the strang-

ers who abruptly turn into fans every time

she Steps outside her door. The duties may
increase now that Hepburn has decided to

publisha memoir about the adventures she

had with Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall

and John Huston shooting "The African

Queen." The real Hepburn, the very origi-

nal, very eccentric and very human woman
within the legend, is someone eise. "I think

everyone is sort of a sad slob, don't you?"

she says mildly, including herseif in the

crowd. There is an irony in this casting: all

her life she has fended offthose who tried to

pry too deeply into her private keep; she

has become her own prisoner, though the

memoir opens a small window on one part

of her life. There are moments when she

may wish that she hadn't done quite such a

thorough Job. Among other things, she

longs to make a movie from a Script she has

written called "Me and Phyllis," a comedy
inthestyleof"ThePhiladelphiaStory"but

much closer to home. The plot turns on the

higgle-piggle of day-to-day life with Phyllis

Wilbourn, her longtimesecretary-compan-

ion. Originally she called it "A Year in the
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Rosie and the river rat: On location with
Bogie, on the terrace in Connecticut

Life. . ."Now she believesa Single Weekend
at Fenwick, her family's country place in

Connecticut, would present more than

enough material for The Hepburn Story.

"So this is the real me," she begins, leav-

ing out the once-upon-a-time. "Last Sun-

day it was terribly bot, if you remember. I

played a lot of tennis, had 11 relatives for

dinner. Always sweating. Just did too

much. Always had to change my clothes."

Her delivery is quick, telegraphic. "Dug up

a plant from a neighbor's property, planted

it on my own place. Packing to leave, put-

ting all these soaking wet clothes into a

garbage bag because nothing would ever

dry. My favorite blue pants, four of these

wonderful Battaglia shirts in white and a

red blouse and a few other things. And they

.
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were thrown out, along with the garbage
bag. So I lost all my favorite clothes."

Act II. "The rest would be just the hor-

rors of life. You try to start the car and it

won't Start. The window gets stuck. Losing

my glasses. Reading letters. 'What the hell

are they about?' Having to read them 15

times because my mind is on something
eise." Act III. 'Trying to get the end of a

Script right and you don't know whether
it'll seil. The calls, the bluffs, the truths. It

all happened over a weekend. That's"

(pause) "KatharineHepburn.r/iis"(pause,
band puppet aloft) "is The Creature'.

"

If the Creature's main job is to keep the

Hepburn icon well burnished, the assign-

ment is tougher than it might appear. Few
performing artists have split their critics

and audiences so sharply into hanging
judges and fawns; but in the vital middle
distance, where Images finally come into

focus, there is Hepburn, a star ofthe Centu-

ry. Her ränge is far greater than the sour of

heart have ever given her credit for. On the

stage it extends from sugared light comedy
to deepest tragedy. On the screen her Os-

cars and her genes have propelled her
across the decades; she has been nominated
more times (12) than anyone eise and is the

only performer to have won four Academy
Awards. Who eise has tamed a line of lead-

ing men that runs from John Barrymore to

Nick Nolte? And of Hollywood love stories

that put our current Age of the Bimbo to

shame, the very private, 27-year partner-

ship she formed with Spencer Tracy is sure-

ly the finest.

Love Story: While the Creature is at home
in stardust, the private Hepburn has al-

ways been more circumspect. Unlike half

of Hollywood, she has never published an
autobiography. "Döring," she shrugs. But
next month Alfred A. Knopf will publish

her fine comic Sprint, "The Making ofThe
African Queen': Or How I Went to Africa

with Bogart, Bacall and Huston and Al-

most Lost My Mind" (excerpts, page 53).

With the book on the way, she granted a

rare interview to Newsweek. One of the

best love stories ever filmed, "The African

Queen" unfolds as a comic allegory on the

war of the sexes; and if you want to under-

stand Hepburn, to that particular front

you must go.

The first stop is the brownstone in Man-
hattan's Turtle Bay where Hepburn has
lived since the early 1930s. When you ring

you hear an energetic step, the door opens a
crack and out peers the owner herseifwear-

ing a black turtleneck, beige slacks, slight-

ly frayed, and socks of flaming red. Time
has dimmed the luminescence of her glow
in the 1930s as Eva Lovelace and Tracy
Lord; but as she navigates her late 70s, she
looks 15 years younger, an older Rose Say-
er, her role in "The African Queen," grown
wiser, calmer, more beautiful. She takes

visitors to her rear parlor with its worn

1
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Oriental rugs, the chairs in white slipcov-

ers, the clock Ethel Barrymore gave her up

on the marble mantle. Froni the ceiling

hangs a carved wooden goose, neck arched

in irritation, ready to honk at the tele-

phone just below. It is a room her father, a

Hartford urologist who admired George

Bernard Shaw, would have understood. He
taught her how to deal with '*overly male

men." "Don't react," she laughs. "Just say,

Tes'—then don't pay any attention."

People think Hepburn was born confi-

dent; actually, she worked for it. Few re-

member that her career sparkled only to

fade no less than three times. After win-

ning an Oscar for "Morning Glory" in 1933,

she was "box-office poison" in 1939. By the

early 1940s she came back with *The Phila-

delphia Story" and "Woman of the Year,"

only to slip again until 'The African

Queen" buoyed her into the 1950s. Follow-

ing "Long Day's Journey Into Night"

(1962), her finest Performance, she stopped

acting for five years to care for Spencer

Tracy, a reformed drinker given to depres-

sion who died of a heart attack in 1967. In

the 1960s, while age was driving Bette Da-

vis and Joan Crawford into horror flicks,

Hepburn returned, got all the best parts

and won three more Oscars (for "Guess

Who's Coming to Dinner," "The Lion in

Winter" and "On Golden Fond"). "I think

failure, what happens when a person who is

well known takes a skid all of a sudden,

nose-dives, is fascinating," she says. "For

JOIIN IJKYSON SYGMA

1 am very resolute': An early riser on the court
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years and years I thought an audience had
come to say, There she is, the silly thing.

She's been sogoddam lucky , you know. And
she is not much good. She doesn't know
what she is doing. We're going to kill her'."

Rose Sayer arrived at midpassage in

Hepburn's career; the part offered her a

way to develop beyond pretty-puss and
light Comic roles for young actresses; it also

proved she could score on the screen with a

leading man other than Spencer Tracy or

Gary Grant. "The African Queen" is based

on a C. S. Forester novel about a spinster

missionary and a chivalrous river rat who
discover love when they join forces to run
an uncharted river and blow up a German
gunboat. Producer Sam Spiegel obtained

the property in 1951 and enlisted Huston,

Bogart and Hepburn for the movie.

Tinned biscuits: Packing clothes, a camera,

compass, clock, flashlight, pin cushion, lip-

stick, passport and a gold pen-and-pencil

set from the Stork Club, Hepburn made her

way to the Belgian Congo. She arrived

wearing a Mexican sombrero and a white

planter's suit, looking, she thought, like "a

very freckled female impersonator." For

five weeks she lived off pineapple slices and
tinned biscuits, going along on an elephant

hunt, picking moths out of the mashed po-

tatoes, shrieking when a poisonous black

mamba slithered from the outhouse—and
finding everything divine.

"It's a very, very good love story," she

says. "Rosie had a lot of nerve to

even think of going down that

river. She had no experience;

she just thought life was thrill-

ing. Charlie Allnut was used to

poor old whores who never had
a Chance. He would drink too

much and not live up to his Po-

tential as a man; and Rosie was
not living up to her potential as

a woman." In the end, both

stoop to conquer. The same
compromise resolves many of

Hepburn's movies. If in life she

has been gloriously liberated,

on the screen Convention usual-

ly forces her to settle for

survival. During the shooting

she became close friends with

Bogart and his wife, Lauren
Bacall. "Bogie was absolutely

wonderful. When he was play-

ing nice men and mother's

helpers, he was very dull, exact-

ly as Spence was playing mur-

derers and crooks. Bogie could

be a skinny little sort of rat;

Spencer had a sort of nobility

which made him suit a priest.

When they switched, they be-

came Stars."

Tracy makes only a brief

cameo appearance in Hep-

burn's memoir. "I thought that

Leadin

to the Stars

JOHN BKYSON-SYdMA

was spicing it upa bit, don't you?" When she

stops in Italy on the way to Africa, he joins

her in Naples, and they drive to Rome for

"a gloriüus time—picnics, Sightseeing,

churches, dinners, walks in the country."

Originally she left him out. "When they

first read my 'African Queen' thing," she

recalls, "someone said, 'You don't mention

the old boy?' So I thought, 'Well, I'll men-

tion him'." Tracy leaves for London the day

before the author takes wing for Leopold-

ville. "Did he leave because he was bored?"

she writes. "Or did he leave because he

couldn't bear to say goodbye? The eternal

question." Bored? Really? "Who knows?"

she replies. "I teil you, who ever knows?"

The miracle of the romance was how two

actors ofsuch different character could fall

so deeply in love and then make it work.

The fastest way out of Hepburn's house has

always been to ask her about it. "How do

you know he liked me that much?" she

parries. "I don't think you can analyze why
in the hell it is that you can get on with one

person and you can't with another. You
could see that he fascinated me. I have nc

idea really how he feit about me,'*
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The invincible Hepbum: ^4^

work on the set with her
line ofleading men—
(dockwise) Spencer
Tracy, Nick Nolte, John
WaynCy Jimmy Stewart,

Cary Grant, HenryFonda
and John Barrymore

C'ULVER PHOTOS FKTORIAL PARADK

"I never went out in public with Spencer.

I never, ever did. Ever. Mrs. Tracy lived in

California and he was married to Mrs. Tra-

cy and I didn't think it was my place to be

Seen all over town with him." There was no

issue of divorce; Tracy was a devout Irish

Catholic; he worked out a modus vivendi

with his wife, Louise, supporting her and
the highly respected work she did with deaf

children, includingtheir son John. "Fm not

a great believer in marriage, anyway, un-

less you get married for a reason, and that

is to have children. He had two children,

and we certainly didn't want [any]." Even
in the tinseltown of Hedda Hopper and
Louella Parsons, people honored the ar-

rangement. 'They respected it for the rea-

son that I respected it and Spencer respect-

ed it. We went out ofour way to be reticent.

And I think people thought, 'Well, if it

means that much to them, let's shut up'."

On screen Kate and Spence are still the

greatest man and wife in the history ofthe

movies. Hepburn had never met him
when she pushed to get him for "Woman
of the Year," the comic mismatch between

the world's greatest woman Journalist and
New York's finest sportswriter. In those

days she sometimes wore elevator shoes.

She stood five seven anyway; with the lit-

tle boosters and her crown of red hair she

towered over the town 's moguls, terrifying

all but the wiliest. The advantage was im-

portant, because she often did her own

deals with them. The first

time she met Tracy she

turned to producer Joseph

Mankiewicz and said, "I

hope I'm not too tall for

him." "Don't worry," Man-
kiewicz shot back. "He'll cut

you down to his size."

That remains the conven-

tional image oftheir person-

al and professional relation-

ship: Hepburn sitting at the foot of the

master through nine movies, learning to

Cook while she simplified and humanized
her acting. ''Oh gosh, they were fun,

weren't they?" she says. She laughs when
she recalls shooting the malevolent kitch-

en scene—with the balky stove, oozing waf-

fle iron and jet-propelled toaster—that

ends "Woman ofthe Year." She didn't have

any idea how to use the stove. "I started the

gas with the cover down and ruined the top;

they had to take it off."

Hepburn was a good deal more than Tra-

cy's best pupil. She had already polished

her Comic timing in four pictures with

Cary Grant ("Sylvia Scarlett," "Holiday,"

"Bringing Up Baby" and "Philadelphia
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Story"). She had already moved from inge-

nue to wornan. And ofFscreen it was her grit

that sustained Tracy. They starred togeth-

er for the last time in "Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner," in which she played Christina

Drayton, who persuades her conservative

husband that a black son-in-law is not the

end of the world. "Ifwhat they feel for each

other is even half what we feit," he says,

"then that is everything." Spencer Tracy

died two weeks after production ended. "I

don't think I could ever look at that pic-

ture," she says; she has never gone to see it.

Lonely times: After Tracy's death, Hep-

burn found herseif entirely on her own for

the first time since "Woman of the Year."

She was nearing 60, a season of face-lifts

and scrapbooks for most of her contempo-

raries. Because she offered such a formida-

ble exterior and because she doesn't even

know how to mope, it was easy to miss how
difficult such a time could be. "I find

her a very touching woman," says Lauren

Bacall. "Anyone who has gone through life

alone has a lot of lonely times. She is much
softer than she would allow anyone to be-

lieve. But she's a pro, don't forget that. She

says, *Let's do it!' and charges forward."

Hepburn did exactly that, and when she

returned to Broadway in 1969 to play Coco

Chanel, the French couturier and mistress

of high style, it was for a musical that

changed her life. "The theater is much
more difficult [than movies]," she says.

"You have to do it every night. Have to stay

up late. I like to go to bed about 7 and get up
at 5. When I was playing Coco I couldn't

,
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really sing. And I used to think, They're
going to find out the truth and they're go-

ing to stone me.' All of a sudden during the

singing I thought, They aren't going to

execute me. They like me!' " A lifetime of

stage fright finally eased.

In the iconoclastic times of the late

1960s, more fans came to accept Hepburn
as soul mate, not oddball. Since then re-

spect—and a sympathy that has withstood

some of her more sentimental Perform-

ances—has replaced the more grudging re-

gard given her earlier career. She has done
queens and madwomen in movies made
from plays; she worked alongside legends

like John Wayne and Henry Fonda; she

experimented in television with eminences
like Sir Laurence Olivier.

Her memories are golden.

Lights! ''John Barrymore was an angel.

He just looked at me and then he said,

Tou're going to be very good'."

Camera! "Cary Grant didn't like cats.

And he didn't like that leopard [in 'Bring-

ingUp Baby']. Howard Hawks, who was the
director of the picture, was wicked enough
to allow [us] to drop a stuffed leopard

[down] into Cary's [dressing] room. And
then we all screamed with laughter. Cary
nearly died."

Action! "John Wayne. Amazing charac-

ter. Good actor. Ofcourse, he was a terrible

reactionary. But funny. And fair. He had
Irish feet. About that long, you know, [size]

eight and a half. Enormous man. Big

hands. Strong hands. You lean against

him. It was exactly like leaning against an
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oak tree. He'd look at me doing my own
riding shots and he'd say: 'She's on there by

the grace of God himself."

Dissolve. ("On Golden Pond") "Jane

Fonda had always wanted to do a picture

with her father. I think they feit much
much closer when that picture was fin-

ished." Hepburn gave Henry Fonda one of

Tracy's hats. "I thought it would give him
confidence in my admiration of him."

Slow Fade. CThe Ultimate Solution of

Grace Quigley") "I loved that story." Dur-

ing the shooting, Hepburn scolded Nick
Nolte, her leading man, for getting "drunk
in every gutter in town"; Nolte called her

a cranky old broad who's a lot of fun."

Nick Nolte and I got on fine," she says.

Growing old has never bothered her

much. "It ain't going to change, is it? The
only thing I do feel is that to play an old

freak or an old jackass, or sit in a nursing

home . . . well, [that's] not going to be inter-

esting to anybody, especially the people in

the nursing home. People should try to

keep themselves as mobile as they can, but

not with the terror of fighting a monster.

Because then you have to say, 'Would you
like to go on living forever?' I say, 'No,

please.' I'm not afraid to die. I think I'lljust

go to sleep."

'Perfect freedom': Hepburn once called her-

seif "the original bag lady"; she still says

anyone who wonders why she has always

worn pants should try on a skirt to find out.

The Hepburn look that startled tamer gen-

erations now impresses Calvin Klein, who
has said he finds it "a great inspiration."

Her togs oflfer a metaphor for the philoso-

phy they cloak. "I've lived with perfect

freedom," she says. "I've lived like a man.
I've got my own house. I live here alone.

Always have. So I haven't lived like a wom-
an at all. I can mend anything, do all the

tough work in the house, in the garden.

Men have got it easy. They have got it

really easy. They don't even have to Sup-

port women anymore." This doesn't mean
for a woman to be free she is going to have to

live like a man, does it? "That's what we're

going to find out—isn't it?"

She still prefers the East to Hollywood,

but then she was commuting 40 years be-

fore anyone even thought of the word bi-

coastal. "I was brought up here; I like the

flowers, the trees that dominate the sea-

sons. I don't like dry desert-type places."

When nostalgia turns conversation to

classic beauties and the great days of the

early '30s, she just laughs and teils you to

think of Garbo, not her. All along Hep-

burn 's assets have been more durable, and
they have seen her through. "I'm very reso-

lute," she reflects. "I am canny, I would say.

Common sense. Common sense." She is still

reading Scripts; she keeps her plans to her-

seif; but if the past is any guide, she is sure

to come back again.

Tom Mathews
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aoOO GIRLS LATER, 'ANNIE' IS CHOSEN
TIMES PHOTO BY GEORGE ROSE

By.ELLEN FARLEY

Leapin* Lizards! A 9VS-year-old brünette frora

Yardley, Pa., has won the title role of "Annie" in

the upcoming Rastar-Columbia movie adaptation

of the smash Broadway musical.

Alleen Quinn, who has a freckled, heart-shaped face

wlth blue eyes and a turned-up nose, learned she was
the winner of a 10-month talent search on Tuesday
evening, when Garrison True, the production's casting

director, went to her hotel suite at the Sheraton -Uni-

versal

•*She was sprawled on the floor watching TV and

playing jacks." said True. "She said. 'What do you mean.

you're kidding me, you're kidding/ All the while, she

pliyed with the jacks. She never stopped playing."

Aileen had only local Pennsylvania credits when she

originally auditioned for the role last winter, True said,

bqt last spring she was hired as a "swing orphan" for

the Broadway version of "Annie/* and has understudied

in five roles since then.

She wore a black velveteen jumper with white ribbon

tied around her pigtails when she met the press. a mob
of 75 reporters and photographers, at a Champagne

breakfast reception at the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences yesterday moming.
Asked to sing a few bars from "Annie/* she wrinkled

her nose charmingly and exciaimed, "This early in the

moming!**

To find their star, True looked at 8,000 7- to 10-year-

old girls in 22 eitles, videotaping the 500 best on-the-

spot Performances. When Aileen was flown to Los An-
geles, with eight other finalists, to go through six days

of testing in November, "I was unaware that she had

been understudying on Broadway since we first saw
her,** he said. After those tests, all nine girls were put

under contract for the movie. producer Ray Stark said.

The competition was then narrowed to three girls.

who were given screen tests with Albert Finney, who
plays Daddy Warbucks. on Saturday. The winner was
the unanimous choice of True. producer Ray Stark and
director John Huston.

Accordlng to Huston, ''She stood out head and
Shoulders above the rest."

Rastar. at least, had reason to tremble over the cast-

ing of "Annie.** The baggage she carries is more than

sentimental: the producers paid $9.5 million for the

rights to make the movie from the hit stage play, Which

revitalized the legend of the 56-year-old comic strip ra-

gamuffin.

"This was a completely fair and honorable search,"

producer Ray Stark said. "There were no relatives, no

business associates, and Annie isn't anyone's girlfrlend.

yet.*'

Aileen Quinn, the new "Annie" poses with director John Huston. Carol Burnett and producer Ray Stark.
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900 Annies Sing for Tomorrow
By ELEANOR BLAU

Leapin* Lizards! Nine hundred Little

Orphan Annies all belting out "Tomor-
row" in a Plaza Hotel suite while their

anxious mothers wait outside in a
**holdingarea."
The occasion yesterday — auditions

for the title role in the movie version of

**Annie*'— was a show-biz spectacular

on a grander scale than any other

tryout for a star film role, according to

Garrison True, the casting director.

He has l)een touring the country to

find just the right 10-year-old — 11

cities so far, 10 more to go. When he col-

lects the best tapes of little girls chosen
among the lot — the lot being between
8,000 and 10,000 little girls — he will

!

Show them to the director,\ohnHus^
I itonJknd tJÄayStarklwho is proaucmg
^^•mnie" -- Wlffl 'Albert Finney as
Daddy Warbucks— for Mr. Stark's Ra-
star Films, as a Columbia Pictures re-

lease. And a new star will join the Hol-

lywood firmament.

A Demanding Role

Why see so many hopefuls? Because,

said Mr. True, the part has so many de-

mands. ''She's got to be able to sing and
dance and act, and have a personality

that, when you see her on the screen,

you care about her, you go, 'wow, there

she is !
* " Mr. True explained.

She should be tough but vulnerable.
And she should have "a pure, little-girl

voice'* — not necessarily one that can
pierce the last row of a theater, like

that of Andrea McArdle, who starred
when the Broadway "Annie" first

opened, and who is now a young lady of
17.

The film Annie must be no taller than
4 feet 8 inches by the time shooting
Starts on the film, probably next June.
But she needn't be exactly 10, her age
in the movie; advertisements for the
open auditions stipulated ages 7 to 10.

They came in varying sizes and ages
and talent yesterday at 10 A.M., from
as far away as Georgia and Canada.
And, Standing in line with their moth-
ers and a couple of fathers, they
stretched in a great U from the Plaza
entrance to the middle of 58th Street.

Mothers filled out registration forms,
and would-be Annies, many in white

-: :; x-XvS':-^-''?!^?!''
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An aspiring Annie sings for Garrison Tree, the casting director.

socks and black patent leather shoes,

stood poised or fidgeting in the hot sun.

ABlas^TrouperatS

Vanessa Proctor, 8, of Weehawken,
N.J., was blas6. **If I don't get this

part, ril just try Qut for another," she
said.

Inside, the proceedings were well or-

ganized. File past the registration

desk, Annies to the right, mothers to

the left in the "holding area,*' a room
marked with a sign decorated by the

original, cartoon Annie, the curly-

haired kid with zeros for eyes.

Across the hall in the Baroque Room,
Mr. True, in a blue sweater and open
collar, chewing gum, tried to calm the

first 100 of the expected 900 or more ap-

plicants. **How many know the song
•Tomorrow?* " he asked, and virtually

100 hands shot up. As a warmup, they

all sang it lustily, sitting on chairs in

rows, legs swinging, faces eamest,
heartbreakingly adorable.

The next step, Mr. True explained,

was for them all to stand in a circle and
hum the song, wearing their yellow
numbered tags, while he went from
child to child, listening to one at a time
sing the words. The role called for a
very particular physical type, he told

them, **so if I don't call your number
later, it doesn't mean we don't think

you're talented." **It doesn't mean I

don't like ya," he explained.

Stuffed Sandy Cooks an Ear

Observing it all, in the middle of the
circle, under one of the glistening chan-
deliers, sat the dog Sandy, stuffed but
appropriately shaggy, and looking in

needofadoption.
Later in the day. those whose num-

bers were jotted down would try out

some more— singing *'Maybe," for in-

stance, and acting a scene with Sandy
and with Mr. True playing the part of a
policeman. Finalists will attend an
"Annie Academy" in Los Angeles in

November, where they will train and
rehearse, some of them destined to

play orphans, if not Annie, in the film.

But yesterday moming, the first 100

were followed by another 100 for the ini-

tial weeding-out and, as they sang, they
almost drowned out Mr. Huston, who
made a brief appearance to teil report-

ers in a comer of the room why he was
takingon "Annie."

•American Folk Piece*

"Tve never done a musical and this

is a Chance to do an American folk

piece," said the äffable director. He
also never has worked with children, he
said, "but Tve worked with animals.
They say children and animals are the

most difficult subjects for a director,

but I doubt that very much," he added
with a smile.

In the hall, a little girl in a blue

sleeveless dress, her number appar-
ently not called, looked disconsolate as
her mother told her, "Do you under-
stand me? Get your shoes, put them on,

we're going home."
From inside the Baroque Room, little

girl voices crooned "Jus* thinking
about tomorrow/ clears away the cob
webs and the sorrow." And if the point
was not made, the marquee of the
Paris Theater, across from the Plaza,
underscored it. The featured film was
"Make Room for Tomorrow."
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n a certain aftemoon
last spring, in the glit-

tering entrance hall of

Shadow Lawn, a 130-

room, 19-bath man-
sion on the New Jer-

sey shore, spraying
shaving cream on a

dog was the order of

the day. After an
assistant director shouted, *

'Stand by
to put foam on!" the trainer brought

his Charge to attention, a trio of

makeup people aimed and fired cans
of Barbasol Beard Buster, and the

animal was presented to the director

for approval. That gentleman tumed
in his chair, gave the dog the füll

benefit of his attention and said with

quiet finality, **Just a little bit of

lather on his nose, I think.
*'

Not quite the ordinary way to make
a dog look as if he has just had a bath,

perhaps, but this is not an ordinary

motion picture. The Chief makeup
man, Benny Lane, worked with Orson
Welles on "The Magnificent Amber-
sons"; the dog in question, an otter-

hound named Bingo. has three stand-

ins and eats steak or prime ribs every

night in his own $27,000 motor home;
his trainer, Mo Di Sesso, is the man
who put 600 rats through their paces

in "Ben and Willard" and taught Ar-

nold the Pig all he knows, and the di-

rector conceming himself with lather

on a dog's nose is the venerable John
Huston of "The Maltese Falcon,"

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre"
and "The Asphalt Jungle."

This is "Annie," a $40 million musi-

cal (some estimates put it as high as

$50 million), based on the Broadway
production and due out May 21 to

hoopla as big as its budget, a film that

its producer likes to call "Tiffany all

the way up and down the line.

"

That producer is Ray Stark, chair-

man of the board of Rastar Films,

powerful, influential, envied, a man
who has used, in John Huston 's

words, "excellent judgment, an ap-

pealing kind of amorality and consid-

erable mother wit" to become what a

competitor called "the uncrowned
emperor of Hollywood."
Stark's films, including "Funny

Girl," "The Way We Were," "Califor-

nia Suite" and "The Goodbye Girl,"

have eamed hundreds of millions of

dollars, but he is obsessed and pos-

sessed by "Annie." Speaking last Au-
gust to a group of theater owners
about to see a portion of the film, he
said with emotion, "I can only hope

that on my tombstone are the words

:

* "Annie," she is the one I was looking

for.'"

For what he insists will be the last

time in his career. Stark functioned

as line producer on "Annie," worry-

ing about the day-to-day details that

are usually left to lesser men. It was
Stark, aware that "everyone thought

I was out of my mind for going with

Kenneth Turan is the film critic for

California magazine and for National
Public Radio's "All Things Consid-

ered."
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n a certain afterncxm

last spring, in the glit-

tenng enlrance hall of

Shadow Lawn. a 130-

r(H)m, 19-bath man-
sion on the New Jer-

sey shnre, spraying

shaving cream on a

(log was ihe order t)f

the day. After an

assistant director shouted, "Stand by

to pul foam on!" the tramer brought

bis Charge to attention, a trio of

makeup people aimed and fired cans

of Barbasol Beard Buster. and the

animal was presented to the director

for approval. That gentleman turned

in his chair, gave the dog the füll

benefit of his attention and said with

quiet finahty, "Just a httle bit of

latheron his nose. I think."

Not quite the ordinary way to make
a dog look as if he has just had a bath,

perhaps, but this is not an ordinary

motion picture. The chief makeup
man, Benny Lane. worked with Orson
Welles on "The Magnificent Amber-
sons"; the dog in question, an otter-

hound named Bingo. has three stand-

ins and eats steak or prime ribs every

night in bis own $27,000 motor home;
his trainer. Mo Di Sesso. is the man
who put 600 rats through their paces

in "Ben and Willard" and taught Ar-

nold the Pig all he knows, and the di-

rector concerning himself wiih lather

on a dog's nose is the venerable John

Huston of "The Maltese Falcon."

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre"
and "The Asphalt Jungle."

This is "Annie," a $40 million musi-

cal (some estimates put it as high as

$50 million), based on the Broadway
production and due out May 21 to

h(K)pla as big as its budget, a film that

its producer likes to call "Tiffany all

the way up and down the line."

That producer is Ray Stark, chair-

man of the board of Rastar Films,

powerful. influential. envied. a man
who has used, in John Huston's

words, "excellent judgment, an ap-

pealing kind of amorality and consid-

erable mother wit" to become what a

competitor called "the uncrowned
emperor of Hollywood "

Stark's films, mcluding "Funny
Girl," "The Way We Were." "Califor-

nia Suite" and "The Goodbye Girl,"

have earned hundreds of millions of

dollars, but he is obsessed and pos-

sessed by "Annie." Speaking last Au-

gust to a group of theater owners
about to see a portion of the film, he

said with emotion. "I can only hope

that on my tombstone are the words
* "Annie," she is theone 1 was looking

for.'
"

For what he insists will be the last

time in his career. Stark functioned

as line producer on "Annie." worry-

ing about the day-to-day details that

are usually left to lesser men. It was
Stark, aware that "everyone thoughl

I was out of my mind for going with

Kerineff] luran is the film cntu for

Cühforniu ma^cizme and for Nationul

Public Radut's "All Thm^s Consici-

vred
"
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John Huston and
AJIeen Quinn

(opposite page): F'or

tbe legendary

director, his first

musicai.

Here, Carol Bumett
(left), Tim Curry
madette Peters

in **Easy Street,*'

tbe fUm's most
expensive number.
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John Huston for a musical comedy,"
who insisted on hiring him, and who
persuaded Joe Layton. director of the

long-running musical **Bamum" and
a three-time Tony winner, to come on
as executive producer and oversee all

the musical numbers. It was Stark

who picked the cast, including Albert

Finney (as Daddy Warbucks), Carol
Bumett (as Miss Hannigan), Ann
Reinking, Bemadette Peters and Tim
Curry, some of whom had never seen

the play and were, in Curry 's words,

no more than **vaguely aware of little

girls with big voices singing 'Tomor-

row.* ** And it was Stark who con-

ceived the idea of a national search

for the little girl to play the lead, a

search that went through close to

9,000 eager nymphets before 10-year-

old Aileen Quinn of Yardley, Pa., was
chosen.

Yet Ray Stark was hardly in this for

love alone. It is his peculiar presump-
tion, and one that links him with the

driven showmen of Hollywood 's past,

to feel that what captivates him can

be made to captivate paying custom-

ers in the world at large. Ray Stark,

to put it simply, is out to *'Annie"-ize

America. His surveys show him that

there is enormous prerelease public

awareness of this film, and he hopes

to capitalize on that, not only at the

box Office but at cash registers every-

where with one of the most extensive

merchandising campaigns ever.

More than 50 companies have
agreed to manufacture some 500

••Annie" products, everything from
umbrellas, wigs, lunch boxes, dog ac-

cessories, a Parker Brothers board

game and a line of Marvel Comics to

**Annie" ice cream, "Annie" Cookies

and "Annie" designer jeans.

A producer whose movies have
served virtually to define the com-
mercial mainstream, Stark is not out

to break new artistic ground with

**Annie." Undeterred by the turbulent

nature of the movie business in gen-

eral and the failures of past big-

budget musicals in particular, Stark

wants to make the ultimate audience

film, the picture everyone will pay—
and pay — to see, and Columbia, the

film's distributor, believes he can do
it.

'*rve never feit more confident

about a picture than I do about

'Annie,' *' says Frank Price, Colum-
bia 's President and chairman of the

board. "Just to give you an idea of its

upside Potential, if you translated

'The Sound of Music's' film rentals

into today's dollars, it would be $200

million. That kind of appeal is there

for this picture." And according to C.

James Walker 3d, a vice President in

research at Shearson-American Ex-
press, the impending release of

•*Annie" was "a trigger point" in

Coca-Cola 's decision to purchase Co-

lumbia, something that crystallized

the soft-drink giant's interest in a film

Company. **If 'Annie' really hits with

youth around the world, what 's the

value to Coke? There are a lot of fits."

One reason so many people are so

confident about "Annie" is that the

lead character has been a domestic

icon longer than John Huston. The
•*Little Orphan Annie" comic strip,

its heroine described by its creator,

Harold Grey, as "the poor little or-

phan girl with a heart of gold but a

wicked left," first appeared in 1924

and went on at its peak to reach 47

million readers in more than 500

newspapers. In 1977 its prim power
was again demonstrated when the

musical "Annie" descended on

Broadway, winning 22 theatrical

prizes, including seven Tonys. By this

August, "Annie" will have passed
"Oklahoma" to become the seventh-

longest-running musical in Broadway
history, and according to James M.

Nederlander, one of its producers, it

is sure to become "the most profit-

able musical of all time. '

'

one of "Annie's" Poten-

tial success was lost on

David Begelman, now
chairman and Chief ex-

ecutive of United Artists

but then in Frank
Price's Position at Co-

lumbia. At Begelman's
urging, Columbia
bought the screen rights

to "Annie" for a record $9.5 million, a

very large number.
Ray Stark, though a close friend of

Begelman's, feit Columbia had "paid

a ridiculous price" for "Annie," and
when he went to the play he didn't

particularly care for what he saw,

"terrific for kids who sat on telephone

books and old people in wheelchairs,"

but that 's all. Yet Begelman so be-

lieved in "Annie's" potential profita-

bility that when he left Columbia be-

cause of a highly publicized financial

scandal and went to M-G-M he tried,

without success, to take the project

with him. Frank Price, who replaced

Begelman at Columbia, feit equally

strongly about the property. "It's

overly simplistic to say, ' "Annie's'

not "Animal House," * " he ex-
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plained, referring to the project's pos-

sible lack of appeal to the core teen-

age audience. "What's forgotten in

these analyses is that with the right

picture you get the entire audience.

You cut across all lines. Everybody
goes."

Stark, who was soon to tum his

Company into a wholly owned subsidi-

ary of Columbia, was finally per-

suaded to take "Annie" on. But he

had conditions. The screenplay had
already been assigned to the play's

author, Thomas Meehan, and Stark

feared it would be too close to the

original and that the approach of

Randall (*'Blue Lagoon") Kleiser,

the director, "might be too innocent

for an innocent piece." He asked for

and was given a clean slate. Stark re-

fused even to read Meehan *s Script,

and in fact paid him a five-figure sum
on the stipulation that no one eise

would read it either. Initially *'miffed

and angry," Meehan now feels

mainly "bewilderment" at the way
he was treated. "I hadn't dealt with

Hollywood before," he says. **I was
takenaback."

Can Ray Stark succeed in tuming
his personal infatuation into a pinna-

cle of commercial cinema? Early in-

dications are favorable. NBC and
Home Box Office have each paid

more than $10 million for the film and
industry sources say that guarantees
from theater owners may exceed the

whopping $27 million '*Superman 11"

gamered. If Stark's hopes are ful-

filled, it will be in the face of difficul-

ties that would have unnerved a less

confident man. These inelüde two

heart attacks (one fatal) to key per-

sonnel, four different cinematogra-
phers, the threat of a directors'

strike, the remaking of two multimil-

lion-dollar production numbers, as

well as the carping of industry

harpies, of, in Stark's words, '*every-

one gossiping about a possible Ti-

tanic.'* The making of •'Annie" had,

from the beginning of its 20-week
shooting schedule, something of a

last-hurrah quality to it.

Though ads in the trade papers
were calling it **the movie of tomor-

row," in mzmy ways **Annie*' was the

movie of yesterday. '*rm 66, John
Huston is 75, Margaret Booth, the su-

pervising (Continued on Page 64)
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John Huston for a musical comedy,"
who insisted on hiring him, and whü
persuaded Joe Layton. director of the

long-runnin^ musical "Barnum" and
a three-time Tony winner. to come on

as execulive producer and oversee all

the musical numbers It was Stark

who picked the cast. mcluding Albert

Finney (as Daddy Warhucks). Carol

Bumett (as Miss Hannigan), Ann
Reinking, Bernadette Peters and Tim
Curry, some of whom had never seen

the play and were. in Curry 's words.

no more than "vaguely aware of little

girls with big voices singmg 'Tomor-

row.' " And it was Stark who con-

ceived the idea of a national search

for the iittle girl to play the lead, a

search that went through close to

9. IHK) eager nymphets before lO-year-

old Alleen Quinn of Yardley. Pa., was
c hosen.

Yet Ray Stark was hardly in ihis for

lüve alone. It is his peculiar presump-

tion. and one that links him with the

driven showmen of Hollywood's past,

10 feel that what captivates him can

be made to captivate paying custom-

ers in the world at large Ray Stark,

to put It simply, is out to "Annie"-ize

America His surveys show him that

there is enormous prerelease public

awareness of this film, and he hopes

to capitalize on that, not only at the

box Office but at cash registers every-

where with one of the most extensive

merchandising campaigns ever.

M(jre than 50 companies have

agreed to manufacture some 50(J

Annie" products, everything from

umbrellas, wigs. lunch boxes, dog ac-

cessones. a Parker Brothers board

game and a line of Marvel Comics to

"Annie" ice cream, "Annie" Cookies

and "Annie" designer jeans.

A producer whose movies have

served virtually to define the com-
mercial mamstrei^m. Stark is not out

to break new artistic ground with

"Annie." Undeterred by the turbulent

nature of the movie business in gen-

eral and the failures of past big-

budget musicals in particular. Stark

wants to make the uliimate audience

film, the picture everyone will pay —
and pay — to see, and Columbia, the

film's distributor, believes he can do

lt.

"I've never feit more confident

about a picture than I do about

'Annie,' " says Frank Price, Colum-
bia's President and chairman of the

board. "Just to give you an idea of its

upside Potential, if you translated

'The Sound of Music's' film rentals

mto today's dollars, it would be $200

million That kind of appeal is there

for this picture " And according to C.

James Walker 3d, a vice President in

research at Shearson-American Ex-

press, the impending release of

"Annie" was "a trigger point" in

Coca-Cola 's decision to purchase Co-

lumbia, something that crystallized

the.soft -dnnk giant's interest in a film

Company. "If 'Annie' really hils with

youth around the world. what 's the

value to CokeV There are a lot of fits."

(3ne reason so many people are so

confident about "Annie" is that the

lead character has been a domestic

icon longer than John Huston. The

"Little Orphan Annie" comic strip,

its heroine described by its creator,

Harold (irey, as "the poor litth* or-

phan girl with a heart of gold but a

wicked left," first appeared in 1924

and went on at its peak to reach 47

million readers in more than 500

newspapers. In 1977 its prim power
was again demonstrated when the

musical "Annie" descended on

Broadway, winning 22 theatrical

prizes, includmg seven Tonys. By this

August, "Annie" will have passed

"Oklahoma" to become the seventh-

longest-running musical in Broadway
history. and according to James M.

Nederlander, one of its producers, it

IS sure to become "the most profit-

able musical of all time."

one of "Annie's" poten-

iial success was lost on

David Begelman, now
chairman and chief ex-

ecutive of United Artists

but ihen in Frank
Price's position at Co-

lumbia. At Begelman's
urging, Columbia
bought the .screen rights

to "Annie" for a record $9.5 million, a

very large number.
Ray Stark, though a close friend of

Begelman's, feit Columbia had "paid

a ridiculous price" for "Annie," and
when he went to the play he didn't

particularly care for what he saw,

"terrific for kids who sat on telephone

b(H)ks and old people in wheelchairs,"

but that 's all. Yet Begelman .so be-

lieved in "Annie's" potential profita-

bility that when he left Columbia be-

cause of a highly publicized financial

scandal and went to M-G-M he tried.

without success, to take the project

with him. Frank Price. who replaced

Begelman at Columbia, feit equally

strongly about the property. "It's

overly simplistic to say, * "Annie's'

not "Animal Hou.se, he ex-
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plained. referring to the project's pos-

sible lack of appeal to the rore teen-

age audience "What 's forgotten in

the.se analy.ses is thai with the righl

picture you gel the f ntire audience.

You cul across all lines. Everybody
goes"

Stark, who was socjn to turn hi.s

Company into a wholly (jwned subsidi-

ary of Columbia, was finally per-

suaded to take "Annie" on. But he

had ronditions 7 he screenplay had
already been assigned to the plays
author. Thomas Meehan, and Stark
feared it would be t(Xj citjse to the

original and that the approach of

Randall ("Blue Lagoon ") Kleiser.

the director, "might be ux) innocent

for an innocent piece." He asked for

and was given a clean slate. Stark re-

fused even to read .Meehan 's script,

and in fact paid him a five-figure sum
on the stipulation that no one eise

would read it either. initially "miffed
and angry," Mc^ehan now feels

mainly "bewilderment" at the way
he was treated "I hadn't dealt with
Hollywood before, ' he says "I was
takenahack."

Can Ray Stark succeed in turning
his personal infatuation into a pinna-
cle of commercial cinema? Early in-

dications are favorable. NBC and
Home Box Office have each paid
more than $10 million for the film and
industry sources say that guarantees
from theater owners may exceed the
whopping $27 milhon "Superman 11"

gamered. If Stark's hopes are ful-

filled, it will be in the face of difficul-

ties that would have unnei-ved a less

confident man. These include two
heart attacks (one fatal) to key per-

sonnel. four different cinemaiogra-
phers. the threat of a directors'

strike, the remaking of tw(j multimil-
lion-dollar production numbers. as
well as the carping of industry
har-pies, of. in Stark's words, "every-
one gossiping about a possible Ti-

tanic." The making of "Annie" had.
from the beginning of its 20-week
shooting schedule, something of a

iasi-hurrah quality to it.

Though ads in the trade papers
were calling it "the movie of tomor-
row," in many ways "Annie" was the
movie of yesterday. "I'm 66. John
Huston IS 75, Margaret Booth, the su-

pervising (Continued on Pane 64 )
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editor, is 80-ish. We didn't do
this picture with the youngest
people in the business/' Stark

says, a circumstance not lost

on one of the youngest mem-
bers of the production team,
the screenwriter Caroi Sobie-

ski, who is in her mid-30's.

•*This is an interesting

project Coming after 'Heav-

en*s Gate,* where a great deal

of money was given to a
young director without studio

control,** she says of Michael

Cimino's storied fiasco. **This

picture is being made by the

old guard, the people who
really know how to make
movies, and the question is:

Are movies this expensive
impossible? Can they do it

where the new guard failed?**

D
Ray Stark is a complex,

manipulative man, his pres-

ence at once disarming but

not at all reassuring, his mind
functioning on so many levels

simultaneously that even a
simple conversation is un-

nerving. **I love working like

a shotgun,** he says. *'I have
a very short interest span;

the only thing shorter is my
attention span." A former
agent who represented every-

one from Lana Turner to Ray-
mond Chandler, Stark is a
master at getting what he
wants. When he discovered

that New Jersey's child-labor

laws would make it difficult

for his younger actors to work
at night, he was instrumental

in getting a new law passed

;

called **the Annie bill," it re-

laxed prohibitions on night

shooting, and Aileen Quinn
showed up to kiss Gov. Bren-
dan Byrne on the cheek at the

signing.

More than anything eise,

however, Ray Stark is a

showman. '*The fun I get out

of the business is packaging

and Promotion," he admits.

"When David and then Frank
asked me to do 'Annie,* I had
just finished a period in my
life where I was basically

doing pictures to please other

people,** he said. **I thought

with 'Annie* — and you can
really only do this with a

musical, where you*re not so

locked into what the writer or

director want— the producer
would have a Chance of ex-

ploring and pleasing himself,

pursuing his own interpreta-

tions.**

Ray Stark, in other words,
saw the opportunity to be-

come an auteur, to have the

kind of near total control that

is rare for producers in these

director-worshiping days.

And even though the hiring of

John Huston, an auteur in his

own right, might seem to

militate against that. Stark

saw it differently. For one
thing, he had already pleas-

antly collaborated with Hus-
ton on a trio of pictures —
"The Night of the Iguana,**

"Reflections in a Golden
Eye** and "Fat City.** He
liked, too, the possibility of

duplicating the circum-
stances of one of his biggest

successes. "The way to go
was the way I went on 'Funny
Girl,* where I had Willie

Wyler do the dramatic direct-

ing and Herb Ross the musi-
cal numbers,** he explyined.

"The logistics of a film like

'Annie* are almost too much
for one man ; with John Hus-
ton and Joe Layton you*re
getting the best of both
worlds, and in addition you
get the privilege of trying to

see your own Vision more
easily accommodated. You
don*t have someone eise Com-
ing in as an auteur and over-

whelming the project with
one Vision.** Divide and con-

quer, in other words, was to

be the rule.

The screenwriter Carol
Sobieski, however, sees an
additional reason for the

choice of Huston, one that fits

equally well with Stark*s Per-

sonality. "Hiring John is an
Outsider risk, and Ray 's a
major gambler. He loves this

kind of high-risk Situation,**

she says. A soft-spoken, qui-

etly articulate woman, Miss
Sobieski had won Stark 's ap-
proval with the screenplay
for his "Casey*s Shadow,** a
film with major children*s

roles, and she was the first

person he hired after agree-
ing to produce the film. "Ray
called me up and said, 'You
and Alvin Sargent** — he
wrote "Julia** and "Ordinary
People** — "are the only
writers egocentric enough to

take this seriously, and Alvin
takes too long.**

Her mandate, in Stark's

words, was to "put skin and
complexion and flesh on what
was the skeleton of a musi-
cal.** The play*s k>asic plot

was not to be tampered with,

but inevitably changes were
made.
"One Problem with the play

was that it was too soft, espe-

cially the character of Daddy
Warbucks,** Miss Sobieski ex-

plained. "He was every-

body*s Version of Santa

4

Claus, and that left no conflict
for Annie." So Miss Sobieski
toughened Warbucks into "a
superpatriot who never had a
moment for a child or a warm
thought for anyone." The
screenwriter also rectified

the play's lack of melodrama
by going back to the source
and reviving the omnipotent
characters of Punjab and The
Asp — "when I was a kid I

wouldn't read the strip unless
they were there** — and by
working out a climax that put
Annie in much more serious
I>eril than the stage version
had.

If hiring John Huston to di-

rect his first musical seemed
to be a risk, nothing was left

to Chance in the search for the
girl to play Annie. The hunt
was as complex as a military
invasion. It went on for an en-

tire year in 22 cities, includ-

ing London and Toronto,
under the supervision of Gar-
rison True, a 45-year-old for-

mer child actor who runs
Casting Coach Inc. True tire-

lessly saw all those thousands
of girls himself, and he was
impressed enough with 522 of

them to put them on quarter-
hour Video tapes, which he
duped and sent back to Holly-
wood — on separate planes.
Finally, on Jan. 14, 1981, Ai-

leen Quinn was introduced to

the World at a Champagne
and Ovaltine breakfast in

Beverly Hills. "When she
came down the stairs, this

sound came from the press
people. It was kind of a sigh,"

True says. "That sound was
my payoff. I thought, 'That's
it, I got her. I know I got
her."*

All those ah's are easy to

account for, because 10-year-
old Aileen Quinn is a freckle-

faced charmer. Aileen devel-
oped an interest in show busi-

ness at age 7, and she had
worked in commercials and
as a backup orphan in the
Broadway "Annie.** But it

was not her experience that

got her the film role; rather it

was her blend of naturalness
and professionalism.

Aileen*s biggest fan was
John Huston, who had eyes
only for her from the begin-
ning. To him Aileen was
"quite unbelievable, one of
the rarest talents Tve ever
encountered. I hate the word
prodigy and all it entails, but
this child is just a miracle."
He pauses here, emphasizing
every word: "She 's got a
style.*' He shakes his head
and smiles. "Of course she
may coarsen and become like

the rest of womankind— with
a few exceptions. She may
lose this quality in two years,
but right now she can't do a
thing wrong.**

D
John Huston, who brings so

much movie history with him
when he walks into a room
that bystanders fall back as if

anticipating the parting of the

Red Sea, tumed 75 during the

"Annie** shooting, an occa-
sion that, at his insistence,

went unmarked. He is a man
who can be polite or distant,

amiably rehashing his career
like an old Confederate gen-
eral or casually intimidating

hiscolleagues: "I understand
your Problem, Richard,*' he
remarked once to the cinema-
tographer Richard Moore,
"but I am not sympathetic."
His dinner-table conversation
may ränge from Troyat's
biography of Tolstoy and
Oscar Wilde's children*s

books to Egyptian antiquities

and last night 's Yankee
game, all in a voice that re-

tains its wonderful seductive
smoothness, though it is

punctuated now by periodic

coughs, the result of em-
physema. Clearly, he is a
man who bores easily. "A
group of US were sitting

around a dinner table at

Puerto Vallarta during the
shooting of 'Night of the Igua-
na,* ** Stark relates, "and
someone asked, 'If you could
have an3rthing you wanted in

life, what would it be?' Some
people said love, some work,
some contentment, and when
it came to John he simply
said, 'Interest, interest.*

**

Why this almost mythical
figure had, for the first time
in his life, decided to direct a
musical, was the subject of

intense speculation. His
chronic spendthrift qualities
— a television spot he made
for a California savings-and-
loan institution, urging peo-
ple to save, caused great guf-

faws among his friends —
made money a factor. But ul-

timately, what mattered
most was his lifelong search
for diversity. "I like to vary
things. I don*t like a steady
diet of anything,'* he said one
day, settling into his direc-

tor*s chair. "I wanted to do
'Annie' because it*s very fun-

damental, in the American
grain, so to speak. I love
broad comedy of this kind,

sort of high, Wide and hand-
some comedy. And it wasn*t
like I was going to be doing
the musical numbers, break-
ing new ground. Joe Layton
and Arlene Phillips would be
giving me every assistance,
just serving those things up to

me on a silver tray .

"

Huston had made two pic-

tures ("Phobia** and "Victo-
ry**) since "Wise Blood**

brought him back to critical

favor in 1979, after a decade
of mostly hard times. He
works very fast, and, with a
kind of riverboat-gambler
confidence that would freeze
younger men, he often prints

the first take and goes on.
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This economy is a source of pride with

Huston, who says, with a smile, **1

shoot less film probably than any di-

rector I know. When ifs good, the

first one is all I need."

Huston's method is — and always

has been — deceptively simple, so

much so that he has been accused of

being little more than set decoration.

*'You could watch him and think,

•This is easy. He doesn*t do anything,'

but he looks, he looks, and then he

says, *Let the camera be righl

there,* ** says Jerry Ziesmer, the first

assistant director, who last worked
with Francis Coppola on **Apocalypse

Now." **John has leamed not to stir it

up but to lie back and let the scenes

evolve/* Huston, who does not waste
much of his energy giving advice to

actors, admits, **I direct as little as

possible. I don't want reflections of

me.

D
Home for the **Annie*' Company

during six weeks of location shooting

was the little-known Monmouth Col-

lege, which happened to possess not

one but two mansions suitable for

f*

movie use. Situated in Long Branch,

N.J., once a prime vacation area for

East Coast plutocrats, Monmouth
was also the alma mater of Roger Pa-

radiso, the film 's location manager,
and he suggested it to Stark, who had
already looked at and rejected every-

thing from New York's Frick Mu-
seum to Newport's The Breakers as a

Potential Daddy Warbucks mansion.
Monmouth was the site of the

Murry Guggenheim mansion, now the

College library, which had the correct

outdoor configuration for a scene in

which Warbucks and Annie are heli-

coptered onto the White House lawn,

even though 6,000 rosebuds did have
to be hand-wired to the bushes when
the recaicitrant plants refused to

bloom as desired.

And Monmouth had Shadow Lawn,
an enormous pile that looks like a

combination of Versailles, San
Simeon and a summer home Musso-
lini ordered on the telephone. In fact,

an earlier version of the place had
been Woodrow Wilson's summer
home, but that bumed down and in its

place the President of the F. W. Wool-

worth Company built an ersatz cha-

teau that cost $10.5 million in 1928.

Even rechristened Woodrow Wilson
Hall and used as a classroom and ad-

ministration building, Shadow
Lawn's grandiose qualities made it

well suited for Daddy Warbucks *s

use.

Yet fine though it looked, especially

after three and a half van-loads of ap-

propriate fumishings were trucked in

from Los Angeles, the mansion had a
drawback that, combined with the

threat of a production-halting direc-

tors' strike, conspired to get the

shooting of "Annie" off to an almost
ruinous Start. Since it was an integral

part of the College, Shadow Lawn was
available only during the summer
months. .

The original plan had been to Start

shooting at Monmouth in early June,

but fearful that a strike would halt

production on June 30, Stark decided

he had to be finished with all location

work before the strike deadline, so the

whole schedule was telescoped and
moved forward. Shooting was now to

Start on April 29 at Radio City Music
Hall with one of the film 's biggest pro-

duction numbers. There was no time
for the usual two-week rehearsal

large musical numbers require, and a

shooting schedule that was planned
for 11 days got shrunk to six. '^We

went in too quickly, two months be-

fore we should have. We didn't have
time to prepare," Stark said, still

irked months later at what the crew
had taken to calling '*the fiasco at

Radio City."

**Let's Go to the Movies," one of the

movie's new numbers, was conceived

as Ann Reinking's showcase. She was
to chase Sandy up on stage and then

join a group of dancers (all wearing
Ann Reinking masks), where her skill

was to have the appropriate "Why
Miss Jones, you're beautiful without

your glasses" effect on Warbucks.
•'One day we saw dailies of a se-

quence where the Rockettes were
sprockets in a huge projector with

film running between their legs. It
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was very elaborate. Busby Berkeley

would have loved it/* remembers a

member of the production Company.
**When it was over everyone came
over to Kline and said, *Dick, that's

sensational/ He was fired the next

week."

Ray Stark explained Kline's dis-

missal as a question of taste. **Why

does someone like a painting by Miro
and someone eise likes one by Rem-
brandt? Kline's is a darker palette.

What we wanted was something light-

er, more accommodating to a musi-

cal.** When the Company moved the 45

miles to Monmouth. Kline was re-

placed by Richard Moore, who had
worked with Huston a decade earlier

on **The Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean.*' What was to be the ultimate

fate of the **Lefs Go to the Movies"

footage was still anyone*s guess.

D
After six weeks of East Coast loca-

tion shooting, the ''Annie" Company
got a change of pace. The much-
feared directors* strike never took

place, disappointing those who were
saying that Stark would be saddled

with the first Annie with cleavage by

the time it was settled. The cast and
crew trekked back to Los Angeles to

shoot the orphanage and New York
Street sequences on the Burbank lot.

The person in Charge of the musical

numbers was the choreographer Ar-

lene Phillips, a bright, sprightly Brit-

ish woman given to dying the ends of

her hair different colors every week.
Though Stark had hired her on the

strength of her work on a very lavish

Dr Pepper spot, she was best known
here for her breathtaking campy
numbers in the movie '*Can*t Stop the

Music" and in her native England for

starting Hot Gossip, a biracial dance
group with a penchant for erotic num-
bers featuring women in garter belts

and men in leather. "I was terrified

when Ray approached me. All Td
ever done was these sexy dance
things, how was I going to go from
that to little girls?*' she said during a

rehearsal break. What she did know
was that she "didn*t want them to

dance like little girls. I hate small and
dainty. I always want to be daring,

like the dancers have taken a Chance,

reached out and grabbed you. It*s

strength Tm after. I want people to

say, *I didn't think little kids could do

that.'
*•

Even so, Miss Phillips was shocked

by the killing sophistication of the Los

Angeles preteen-agers who audi-

tioned to be dancing orphans. "Seven-

year-old girls already grown up, all

into fashion, with the right labeis and
T-shirts tied a certain way. They're

like women. It really unnerved me,"
she said. "Some of them, with leo-

tards cut up to here, looked as if they

were hot from the kiddie-pom mar-
ket. I couldn't get over it."

D
More troublesome than those proto-

Lolitas was the unfortunate **Let's Go
to the Movies** number. The Richard

Kline footage had problems other

than a dark palette. The scene with

the dancers wearing Ann Reinking

masks looked too Grand Guignol for a

family film, and some of the chorus

girls, it seemed, had figures like

Clydesdales. " *Let*s Go to the Mov-

ies' could have been used as we shot

it," Stark insists, **and the Music Hall

establishing shots are in the film.

What didn't work was the middle of

the number. Then John Huston sug-

gested we use an actual 1930's movie

for the middle, and Maggie Booth,

who did the original, said, *I know
how to cut **Camille" to fit into a

minute and a half.* " And so, with the

addition of new footage done with

svelte Los Angeles dancers, the focus

of the number was changed from

dance to romance, with Warbucks

and Grace starting to fall in love as

Garbo coughs her way to immortal-

ity. **Sometimes," says Stark, **you

walk into a pile of manure and you

come out with gold on your feet."

*'Let*s Go to the Movies" may have

been the picture's most troublesome

number, but "Easy Street" was
slated to be its biggest. The specially

built set was the largest put up on the

Burbank lot since **Camelot" in 1967.

At the cost of $1 million — split with

the studio l)ecause the set was dura-

ble enough to last for decades — an

entire street, 270 feet long, 29 feet

Wide and closed at both ends to facili-

tate d60-degree shooting, was pains-

takingly constructed over five

months. Dotted with little inside

references — a wall poster for the

film starring Walter Huston, **Ameri-

can Madness," and a bakery named
for Roger Paradiso. the man who had

found Shadow Lawn— the street was
the creation of the production de-

signer Dale Hennesy. So it was a ter-

rible shock, and taken as something

of an omen, when Hennesy had a

heart attack and died just days before

the **Easy Street" shooting was to

begin.

**Easy Street" is one of "Annie's"

catchier tunes, a paean to the monied

future Miss Hannigan, her no-good

brother, Rooster, and his declass6e

girlfriend, Lily, after they bilk poor

Daddy Warbucks and kidnap Annie.

And the number began to grow. with

everyone adding bits of business.

More than a week was spent shooting

it and "Easy Street" was scheduled to

run for close to six minutes on the

screen. Yet when Stark and Company
looked at it, they began to feel that Ar-

lene Phillips had a point when she

commented, "Everyone's adding rai-

sins and coconuts to my porridge.

"

**Easy Street" looked overstuffed,

and as a large-scale celebration of a

plan to kidnap a little girl, it sounded

a surprisingly sour note. So Stark

mied that the number, the main rea-

son that million-dollar set had been

built, had to go. Nearly two months
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IX.
after the film*s official wrap day, he
called Carol Bumett, Tim Curry, Ber-

nadette Peters and John Huston back
and shot a new, entirely indoor **Easy

Street," one that was appropriately

dark and cynical. "The easiest thing

would have been to keep it, but we
scrapped it to make it better,** Stark

explained with deceptive simplicity,

admitting, however, that reaching

that decision had been "one of the

uicer-making, hernia-inducing

aspects of the business .

'

*

Though accustonned to crisis by

now, "Annie** was to survive yet one

more. Shortly after finishing the

original "Easy Street" shooting,

Richard Moore, the cinematogra-

pher, feit some pains in his ehest,

checked himself into a hospital and

discovered that he, too, had had a

heart attack. Sidelined for the dura-

tion by triple-bypass surgery, Moore
was replaced for a few days by Rex
Metz, the second-unit cameraman,
who was replaced in turn by Harry
Stradling Jr.

D
If there was one cylinder of the

"Annie" machine, however, that op-
erated without a squeak it was the
last one to kick in and that was
merchandising. Lester Borden, Co-
lumbia's New York-based general
manager and vice President for

merchandising, and Joseph Whitak-
er, Rastar's vice President for merch-
andising, put together a dizzying con-
stellation of licensing agreements.
"We've signed up only the best,

highest-quality companies because
we're looking for an emotional as well

as financial commitment," Whitaker
Claims. "Once or twice a decade those
few films come along you can build an
empire around, which young people
want to re-experience to such an ex-
tent that they buy merchandise to

project themselves into that world,
and there hasn't been one for little

girls for a long time. The major com-
panies are with us because they be-

lieve as we do that *Annie' will be an
institution for some time to come. *

'

Among the companies which so be-

lieveare:

Binney & Smith, the Crayola peo-

ple, who are doing licensed items for

the first time in their history.

Random House, which through its

Ballantine Books division will be Pub-
lishing two or three dozen different

"Annie" books, including a picture

storytxx)k, a pop-up lxx)k, activity

lxx)ks and a series of new adventure
books.

Marriott, which is to t>e "Annie's"
official hotel chain.

Sears Roebuck & Company, which

will use Aileen Quinn throughout its

catalogue and in displays in its Stores.

Knickert)ocker Toys, which is put-

ting out an entire line of "Annie" dolls

and will be spending $2 million to pro-

mote them on television.

Procter & Gamble, the nation*s

largest advertiser, which will do its

longest-running tie-in ever, offering

an "Annie" premium by mail through
Sunday newspaper advertising as

well as a second premium through
25,000 supermarket displays.

Ken-L-Ration, which, not to be left

out. will be utilizing Sandy in dog food

promotions.

Yet even as he is proudly reeling off

his conquests, Joe Whitaker is aware,
as everyone eise involved in "Annie"
is aware, that there is the vaguest

Chance it might all be for naught. The
most successful merchandising
comes, as evidenced by "Star Wars,"
when the film is a hit, when the retail

sales and box-office receipts rein-

force each other, meshing perfectly

like the gears of a watch. Though
"Annie" seems one of the surest bets

of 1982, nothing is for certain in the

movie industry and it is precisely that

element of Chance that attracts men
like Ray Stark in the first place. He is

like a shrewd 17th-century maritime
trader, expending huge amounts in an
attempt to comer the wealth of the In-

dies. Will "Annie," his newest, most
treasure-laden ship ever, make it

safely into port or get sunk by pesky
buccaneers? The solid burghers of

Hollywood will soon find out.
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AilecD Quinn, the lO-year-old from Ptimsylvania,

chosen to play Annk after 8000 little girls

in the USA, Canada and Britain were auditioned.

Right: director John Huston (seated, lefl)

on the New York street set bullt at Burhank,

watches the actton on aTV monitor.

Bek>w right: Carol Bumett attempts to seduce a

bakl Alhert Finney Ina scene from the film
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Aileen Quinn, the 10-year-old from Pennsylvania,

chosen to play Annie after 8000 little girls

in the USA, Canada and Britain were auditioned.

Right: director John Huston (seated, left)

on the New York street set built at Burbank,

watches the action on a TV monitor.

Below right: Carol Burnett attempts to seduce a

bald Albert Finney in a scene from the film
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Annie^ the most expensive film musical ever^ opens

in London next month. It brings together an un-

known 10-year-old and a famous 75-year-old.

George Perry reports; photographs by John Bryson

The origins of Anme really go back

to 1924, when a strip cartoonist called

Harold Gray offered his blank-eyed,

red-haired child heroine, 'Little

Orphan Annie' to Captain Paterson,

the idiosyncratic proprietor of the

New York Daily News in that p>eriod.

It is commonly believed that Gray*s

Submission originally starred a boy,

but the shrewd Paterson ordered a sex

change, and thus saw into life one of

the most populär American comic

Strips of all time. Gray died in the late

Sixties, and a few years later so did the

Strip, after a number of artists had

failed to rekindle the magic.

Then Broadway director Martin

Charnin found a huge book containing

reprints of the strip and sat up all night

reading them. With Charles )»» >
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'ANNircontkiiiMl
Strouse writing music to his lyrics,

and Thomas Mcchan the book, one

of the most successful Broadway

musicals of all time emerged, presen-

ted by Mike Nichols and directed by

Chamin. It has been running there

since 1977 and has had a long stay in

many countries, including Britain.

Chamin immediately realised that

the Thirties would have more

audience appeal than the Twenties,

and moved the plot forward to the

early years of Roosevelt's New Deal

era. Annie is an orphan, an inmate of

a grim girls* home on the Lower East

Side, mn by a drunken, sex-starved

harridan. As an image-building

stunt, a billionaire (prodded by his

kind, elegant, adoring secretary) is

persuaded to take an orphan into his

mansion for a week, and Annie is the

candidate. She quicVly melts eveiy

Albert Finney, Alleen and Sandy

heart in sight, from chambemoaid to

the President himself, and even tums

the mega-tycoon into a human being,

before becoming the victim of a foul

confidence trick staged by the or-

phanage lady's brother and his doxy.

But ckarly, everything has to end

happily. That is the essence of the

stage show, except that there's a dog,

a choms of dancing, singing, little

girls in raggedy-Ann clothes, and

some spectacular sets.

Columbia Pictures bid a record $9

million or so for the film rights, and

last year, Ray Stark, who launched

Barbra Streisand*s screen career, at

last got around to making the movie,

with a budget so huge it's as well that

the Company now has the Coca-Cola

billions behind it. The upfront com-

mitment on screen rights meant that

from the outset it would have

to be regarded as a big picture, the

biggest ever to emerge from

Columbia, bigger even than Close

Encounters of the Third Kind.

Thus Stark assembled his distin-

guished cast - a shaven-headed Al-

bert Finney as the ivory-pated Daddy
Warbucks, Annie*s benefactor; the

brilliant comedienne Carol Bumen
as Miss Hannigan, the orphanage

keeper; Tim Curry as her scheming

brother with Bemadette Peters as his

moll; the gifted dancer Ann Reinking

as the beautiful secretary; black actor

GeofErey Holder as the mysterious

Warbucks bodyguard, Punjab, and

so on. And inevitably there were

thousands of little girls to be sorted

through before the right 'Annie' was

found. The eventual choice was a

10-year-old from Yardley, Pennsyl-

vania, who had been a *swing' orphan

in the stage show, that is to say, an

understudy who could step into any

of the child parts. Aileen Quinn had

already spent half her young life in

show business, and had the poise and

confidence of a veteran.

But Stark's most surprising

dedsion was to ask 75-year-old John

Huston to direct the film. Huston's

canon has encompassed many genres,

but never a musical, although the

can-can sequence firom the 1953

Maulin Rouge is fondly remembered

for its pace and Visual cxcitement.

'Tve never made anything remotely

like Arniky^ he said, "but Ray asked

me to do it. Fm having a marvellous

time. Once you accept the Conven-

tions of musicals it becomes a matter

of judgment and taste."

Columbia organised a press trip

for international joumalists to watch

the filming of the final sequence of

the film which involved a wild cele-

bration at the Warbucks mansion,

with fireworks, dancing elephants,

trapeze artists, fire-eaters, tumblers,

jugglers and most of the cast decked

out in grand finale finery. The man-

sion, allegedly high on Fifth Avenue,

was in reality 60 miles away in West

Long Brauch, New Jersey, a monu-

mental miniature Versailles in exec-

rabk taste built by the Woolworth

President Hubert Parson in 1928.

Ten years later it was deeded to the

local municipality for a mere $100,

and today is Momnouth College, a

private centre of co-ed leaming,

which has recently awarded John

Huston an honorary doctorate. '"This

kind of set would have cost $75

million to build," said Ray Stark as

he contemplated the vast marble halls

of the 130-bedroom house. The jour-

nalists were ferried from the Essex

House in New York in a black-

windowed luxurious coach with

swivel armchairs, deep-pile carpet-

and the orphans in tlie *It*8 a Haid Knock Life* number

ing, Video, Cocktail bar and no doubt

a jacuzzi and sauna in back. On
arrival the Japanese television team

immediately made for Sandy the dog,

and the subsequent po-£aced inter-

view (with Japanese subtitles) has

ensured that Mr Stark will net many
millions in Japan at least. An
Australian television presenter,

renowned for reviewing movies

garbed in appropriate costume,

eagerly handled the first ofthe orange

Annie wigs that will be marketed

along with Annie dolls, make-up sets,

clothes, bags, pencil cases, scrap-

books, toy cars and hundrcds ofother

pieces of spin-off merchandise.

Meanwhile cast and production

team members presented themselves

in tum. Said Arlene Phillips, who
founded Britain's Hot Gossip group

and who had been hired to do the

choreography: ''This is not the style

Fm used to. The musical numbers

are all part of the plot - it never stops

for a dance number, but there's much
more to dancing than the stage show.

I'm having to use all styles, but it

Dancer Ann Reinking adds glamour

boils down to dances of the Thirties

being done in the Eighties. I love

working on movies, but I wouldn't

want to live in the States. The kids

here seem so old. John Huston wastes

no time - he knows what's wanted

and shoots it." GeofErey Holder, who
plays Punjab, echoed her and added:

'"Huston is a perfectionist - he re-

hearses and rehearses untilhe gets it.*'

A singing, dancing Albert Finney

was a revelation. He did a musical

Version of Scrooge some years back,

but for Atmie he had to leam to tap

dance. '"That's one ofthe great things

about this profession,*' he said, '^ou

get the Chance to get into something

you don't normally handle, the

Chance to Stretch." He did, however,

loathe having his head shaved and

was unwise enough to go to the

Kentucky Derby without a hat, rais-

ing blisters on his skull.

Three months later I looked in

again on Armiey now nearing the end

of its long schedule at the Burbank

Studios. Dale Hennesy, a fine

production designer, had built a vast

outdoor New York street set,

representing the tenements and doss-

houses of the Lower East Side, which

will remain in situ years after Annie^

then died of a heart attack. Six of the

big sound stagcs were used, and on

one of them the entire gmbby or-

phanage had been erected. John Hus-

ton, who entered the film industry as

a writer in 1931, at the hei^t of the

Depression, and only a year or so

before the action ofAnnie takes place,

was as Saint like as ever.

*'No, I have had a lot of fun doing

this musical," he said. '"It's a clich6,

of course, that thing about never

working with children or animals.

It's not the animals or the children

who do it wrong, it*s you. By the

way, I don*t make any distinction.

Children are animals."#
43





GAST
Daddy Warbucks ALBERT FINNEY
MissHannigan CAROL BURNETT
Uly BERNADETTE PETERS
GraceFarrell ANN REINKING
Rooster TIMCURRY
Annie AILEENQUINN
Punjab GEOFFREY HOLDER
Asp ROGER MINAMI
ORPHANS

Molly TONI ANN GISONDI
Pepper ROSANNE SORRENTINO
Tessie LARA BERK
Kate APRIL LERMAN
Duffy LUCIESTEWART
July ROBIN IGNICO

FDR EDWARD HERRMANN
Eleanor Roosevelt LOIS DeBANZIE
BertHealy PETER MARSHALL
Boylan Sisters LONI ACKERMAN

MURPHY GROSS
NANCY SINCLAIR

Drake I. M. HOBSON
Mrs. Pugh LU LEONARD
Mrs.Greer MAVISRAY
Annette PAM BLAIR
Celette COLLEENZENK
Saunders VICTOR GRIFFIN
Frick JEROME CALLAMORE
Frack JON RICHARDS
Photographer WAYNECILENTO
Weasel KENSWOFFORD
Pound Man LARRY HANKIN
Bundles IRVING METZMAN
Mrs.McKracky ANGELA MARTIN
Spike KURTIS EPPER SANDERS
DANCERS LIZ MARSH

DANIELLE MILLER
LISA KIELDRUP
ANGELA LEE

TINA MARIA CASPARY
JULIE WHITMAN

JAN MACKIE
SHAWNEE SMITH

MANDY PETERSON
JAMIE FLOWERS
CHERIE MICHAN

JANET MARIE JONES
LINDA SAPUTO
SONJA HANEY

KARI BACA
VICTORIA HARTMAN

STUNTMEN BOB M. PORTER
GERALD E. BRUTSCHE

JOPHERY BROWN
Circus Sequences by The Big Apple Circus



Alleen Quinn and Sandy make their motion picture debuts in "Annie." the

Ray Stark Production of a John Huston Film for Columbia Pictures.

Albert Finney stars as the willfui billionaire businessnnan Daddy Warbucks

and Alleen Quinn makes her screen debut winning his heart in the title role

of the motion picture "Annie."

Director John Huston, left. and producer Ray Stark.

Carol Burnett, as the irrepressible Miss Hannigan. presides over the or-

phanage in "Annie."

Ann Reinking leads Roger Minami, left. and Geoffrey Holder in celebratlng

"We Got Annie," when the feisty orphan joins the Daddy Warbucks

household.

Albert Finney, as Daddy Warbucks, and Alleen Quinn. in the title role of

"Annie." dance down the Steps of the Warbucks mansion for the film's

finale musical number, "I Don't Need Anything But You."

Alleen Quinn, who leaves the orphanage to discover the wonders of the

Daddy Warbucks mansion, stars in the title role

Ann Reinking, as Daddy Warbucks" secretary Grace. spars playfully with

Alleen Quinn in the musical production. "1 Think Im Gonna Like It Here
"

Alleen Quinn thwarts an attempt on her life as she hangs onto a bridge

girder by her fingertips, high above the river below.

Tim Curry is the villainous Rooster, who plans the kidnapping of Annie, and

Bernadette Peters is his girifriend, the zany Lily St Regis

Alleen Quinn, in the title role of the motion picture "Annie," is greeted en-

thusiastically by the household staff of the Daddy Warbucks mansion in the

musical sequence, "I Think l'm Gonna Like It Here."

Alleen Quinn. as the ward of Daddy Warbucks. not only gets to visit the

White House in "Annie," but also leads President Roosevelt, played by

Edward Herrmann, and his wife Eleanor, Lois DeBanzie, in singing

"Tomorrow." as Albert Finney, as Daddy Warbucks, reluctantly joins the

Session.
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CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT

Alleen Quinn a^^^S Sandy make their motion ()irfijre delnits in Antue ffu'

Ray StarK Produclion of a John Huslon Film tor Columt^ia f^itlures

Albert Fmney Stars as Ihe ;villful hiihon.jir»- tjusinessrnnft [~)a(ldy W.irtuicks

A\y'.\ Alleen Qumn makes her screeri .letiut Ainnmg riis h»>,ift m rh»> title role

()t the rnotion pictiire Anrne

Difertur Juhn Hijstivi lefl ,in(UH()tlu( »•' M<iv St.UK

Ciiroi [kjrni't! ,is the irrepressitile Miss H.inniqan presKU's nvef tfie ur

phanage n^ Annie

Ann Heinking le.jds Roger Mm.irTii left arut Geottrey Holde' m celebrating

We üot Annie ^tien the teisty nrph.in (oins the Daddy W<KtHJCks

hiHJSehold

AlPert Fmney as Daddy W<irt)ucks and Alleen Qumn in the title role ot

Annie dance down the Steps of the Warbucks rnansion tor the filrii s

'male nujsicai nurTiber I Don t Need Anyihmq But You

Alleen Qumn who leaves the orphanage t(i discover the wonders ot the

D.iddy WarbiiC ks mansion stars m the title role

Anfi Reinkmg as Daddy W.irbu(.ks secretary Grace spars piaytuMy with

Aiieeri Qumn in the rTUiSical produf tiCKi I Thmk I m Gonna Like It Here

Alleen Qumn !hwar!s an attempt y)\^ her life as she hangs onto a bndge
girder by her fmgertips high aboye the nver below

TirTi Ciirry is the viHamous Rooster who pians the Kujnappirig ot Annit» Hnd
Bernadette Peters is his giritrie'id the .'any Liiy St Regis

Alleen Quinn in the title role ot ttie rrnttion picture Annie is greeteil en

thusiastiLi^iiy by the ht)usehoid st.jtt ot the Daddv War^)ut ks rTiansion m the

"HJSical seguente I Thmk I ni Gonna Like It Here
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After two years of preparation, 90 days of

filming, 6000 miles of travel. and five months

of post-production, "Annie," the Ray Stark

Production of a John Huston Film for Colum-

bia Pictures will have its world premiere in

New York May 17, its Los Angeles premiere

May 19, and its Dallas and Toronto premieres

May 20, opening officially to the public in

thosecities May 21.

"Annie" will open throughout the nation

June 18 following a series of benefit

premieres that are a gift from producer Ray
Stark and Columbia Pictures chairman and

President Frank Price to Public Broadcasting

television stations. This contribution will

result in over 100 of these benefit showings,

creating the f irst national fund drive for Public

Broadcasting stations. The donation was
prompted by President Reagan 's Suggestion

that the private sector get more involved in

funding the arts.

Produced by Ray Stark and directed by

John Huston, the film stars Albert Finney,

Carol Burnett, Bernadette Peters, Ann
Reinking, Tim Curry, Geoffrey Holder, Ed-

ward Herrmann, and 10-year-old Aileen

Quinn as Annie. Joe Layton was executive

producer. Arlene Phillips choreographed the

musical productions, including four new
numbers that were not in the stage show. The
screenplay was written by Carol Sobieski.

Since principal photography began April

29, 1981, an estimated 1,913people worked
on the movie In various capacities, among
them 1 1 7 dancers, 82 actors, some 1 ,000 ex-

tras, 225 crew members, 190 construction

workers, 23 off-duty policemen, 36 private

security guards, 65 musicians, and 1 75 peo-

ple from Radio City Music Hall, including

stagehands, electricians, all 36 Rockettes,

and the entire orchestra.

One day at Radio City the caterer served

500 lunches and there still wasn'troom for the

crew, who had to forage for calzone or

pastrami in neighborhood delis. Sandy, An-

nie's faithfui dog, was also turned away and
ended up with a frankfurter off a pushcart.

The nucleus of this filmmaking mass was
the regulär cast and crew, numbering some
105 men, women, and children. During the

course of production, they experienced the

same sort of changes in their lives that occur

in any small Community. Among them:

A birth: To electrician Eric Smith and his

wife, Yvonne, their first child, a daughter,

Bianca, 7 pounds, 3 V2 ounces, at Little Com-
pany of Mary Hospital in Torrance, Aug. 15.

Mother and baby are doing fine.

A death; Academy Award-winning produc-

tion designer Dale Hennesy, 54, of a heart at-

tack, at St. Joseph's Hospital in Burbank, Ju-

ly 20. His last completed project, the $1

million New York street he designed for "An-

nie" was dedicated to his memory Aug. 27

and will be a permanent set at The Burbank
Studios.

Two marriages: Ann Ashcraft and Claude

von Plato (the bride is production coordinator

on "Annie"; the groom is manager of

technical publications for Yamaha) and
Patricia Nicholas and Robert Ramsey (she

works in the still lab at The Burbank Studios;

he's a lamp Operator on ("Annie").

Two College degrees awarded: to John
Huston, a Doctor of Humane Letters. honoris

causa, from Monmouth College, June 24.

(The award cited his "life's work, a

distinguished array of film narratives embod-
ying a richly diverse gallery of human
questors and their elusive prizes.") And to

Simon Finney, Albert Finney's son, who
earnedhisdegreefrom Oxford University. He
spent much of the rest of the summer with his

father, becoming a sort of honorary member
of thegroup.

On a more elementary note, the film's title-

role and the six principal orphans— Toni Ann
Gisondi, Lara Berk, Aileen Quinn (Annie),

Lucio Stewart, Robin Ignico, April Lerman,

and Rosanne Sorrentino — graduated,

respectively, from kindergarten and thethird,

fourth, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth grades.

They did their school work three hours a day
on location in New Jersey under the tutelage

of studio teachers Gloria Hoffman and Judy
Pashkow.
With so many people, there were birthdays

being observed constantly on the set. Ray
Stark, who enjoys little celebrations, saw that

there were birthday cakes for Joe Layton,

Albert Finney, assistant director Jerry

ZIesmer, second assistant director Chris

Soldo, music arranger Ralph Burns, assis-

tant producer Norman Gan, etc.

When she turned 1 0, Aileen Quinn was sur-

prised not only with acake in the form of Annie

and Sandy but also a Gorillagram, a bright

red, gas-powered "Anniemobile," and a

cassette player with earphones. At his In

sistence, no ceremonies marked director

John Huston's 75th birthday.

On the medical front, director of

photography Richard Moore had to leave the
picture for emergency surgery, from which
he has fully recovered, and costumer
Elizabeth Pine required minor oral surgery
for injuries suffered in an auto accident. The
37 little girls playing orphans lost, collective-

ly, an estimated 24 teeth.

The film even had its own legislation,

S-31 94, the so-calied "Annie bill" signed into

law May 14 by New Jersey Gov. Brendan
Byrne, who arrived by helicopter at the pic-

ture's West Long Branch, N.J., location.

Proposed by New Jersey Film Commission
director Michele Kuhar, with the backing of

Rastar production executive Howard Pine,

the measure allowed more flexibility for night

filming with minors while maintaining resthc-

tions on total hours worked.

As befits a movie with the size and scope of

"Annie, " even the locations can be described

only in superlatives. One was New York's

Radio City Music Hall, a 50-year-old Art Deco
palace which has become a national enter-

tainment landmark.

Another landmark, listed in the National

Register of Historie Places, is the New Jersey

mansion built by F.W. Woolworth President

Hubert Parson in 1928 at a cost of $10.5

million. Used as Daddy Warbucks' residence

In the movie, it contains 130 rooms and 19

baths, and is now the administration building

of Monmouth College.

After Eastern locations, filming concluded

at The Burbank Studios on an enormous, four-

story New York street re-creating the Lower

East Side In the 1930s. Enclosed on all four

sldes, it took five months to build and is the

largest set at the studio. Interiors were filmed

on not one but six huge sound stages. Often,

three were in use simultaneously — two for

rehearsals and one for shooting.

There were the amusing "inside"

moments, such as a tattered movie poster on

the New York street heralding the opening of

the 1932 film, "American Madness," llsting

among its stars Walter Huston, father of direc-

tor John Huston. And the film that Annie and

Daddy Warbucks are watching at the Radio

City Music Hall is a scene from the 1 936 MGM
production, "Camllle," edited by Margaret

Booth, who, of course, Issupervisingeditorof

"Annie," and chipper as ever.

I
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Sunday Observer By Russell Baker

Why EX BeatAnnie

This is the summer when an
extraterrestrial creature

beat the bejabbers out of Lit-

tle Orphan Annie at the box
Office. "Extraterrestrial"

means "outside the earth"

and Little Orphan Annie
means "tomorrow," but what
'•E.T.'s'* box-office victory

over "Annie" means is any-

body'sguess.

Mine is that Americans
these days wouid rather in-

vest in creatures than in

tomorrow, a conclusion but-

tressed by the continuing

pubhc Support of the Reagan
Administration and the ane-

mic condition of the stock

market. Note that, Hke Presi-

dent Reagan, the unreal crea-

ture in "E.T." is eminently
lovable. A caricaturist might
even note a certain physical

resemblance between the

two, in head and face.

President Reagan, of

course, comes from Califor-

nia, not out of Space, but to a

lot of Americans, the two
places seem very much alike.

As S. J. Perelman once ob-

served, where but in Los An-
geles can you sit in a police

court and see a man post bail

for committing a human sac-

rifice on a street comer —
withouta license?

I don't want to press too

hard on the analogy between
E.T. and Mr. Reagan, be-

cause it obviously breaks

down too easily. Can you
imagine E.T. appointing

James Watt to be Secretary

of the Interior?

E.T. may be from outer

Space, but he is no dummy.
He knows that Secretary

Watt would tum him over to

private business to be drilled

as a Potential source of oil or

mined for extraterrestrial

metals.

After noting that E.T. and
President Reagan are both

out of this World and lovable,

there aren't a lot of other

similarities. Little Orphan
Annie, on the other hand, has

a lot in common with the

Democratic Party.

Like the Democrats, she be-

lieves in the splendor of

tomorrow but hasn*t an idea

in the world how to bring it

about. In the meantime, she

is content to hobnob with

Daddy Warbucks, who is sort

of a one-man welfare State

giving handouts to orphans.

Here we have a movie alle-

gory of the governmental Sys-

tem Americans rejected

when they elected Ronald
Reagan. Why should clever

enterprising Americans like

Warbucks have to support

people as cunning and
healthy as Annie? Wouldn't it

be better for her and for the

country if she had to leam to

make her own way, as War-
bucks undoubtedly had to, in-

stead of queening it up in

mansions at Warbucks 's ex-

pense?
Sure, the sun will come out

tomorrow for Annie. Old War-
bucks will die by the time she
is in her prime and leave her
everything. But what about
the rest of us? Is Warbucks
going to make the sun come
out tomorrow for us?
Not half likely. With his

army of shrewd lawyers. he
probably hasn't paid any
taxes in years, which means
that we, the taxpayers, have
been financing his swell man-
sion and those expensive
clothes he gives Annie. But do
you think we're going to be
mentioned in his will?

Not a Chance. We've been
waiting for years to be men-
tioned in wills. "Tomorrow,
tomorrow," somebody was
always singing, "you'll be in

a will tomorrow." They'll still

be singing it when Social Se-

curitycollapses.

The movie Warbucks is 50

years of Democratic psychol-
ogy and Annie is what it bred.

When it appears that her real

parents are going to materi-
alize, take her out of the lap of

luxury and install her in a
typical American home, she
becomes miserable. Having
tasted the life of easy hand-
outs, she can't stand the
thought of entering the work-
a-day world.

The movie-and-stage War-
bucks is a different kettle of

money from the original

comic-strip Warbucks. True,

the comic-strip Warbucks
kept Annie fed for genera-

tions, but the last time I saw
her she was still wearing the

same red dress she had on in

1932.

This Warbucks was an au-
thentic Reagan man. He
might have had an important
Job in the Reagan Cabinet if

he had stuck by his princi-

ples. He didn't believe in

tomorrow; he believed in The
Asp and in Punjab, two weir-
dos who might have come
from outer space, and he be-

lieved in making orphans
wear the same dress for 50

years.

Against this background,
the reason for "E.T. 's" tri-

umph over "Annie" seems
obvious. Despite the reces-
sion, Americans still prefer
Reaganism to Democrats,
high-tech fantasy to day-
dreams, lovable weirdos to

thick-skinned orphans, and
are readier to believe that
something nice will drop in

from another universe than
that Daddy Warbucks will

mention them in his will.

Another possibility is that

"E.T." may be better enter- ^
tainment than "Annie," but z

this begs the larger question. g
"Entertainment" means 5
whatever you are in the mood ^
to enjoy . <
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« Jl^ NNIE' IS BEING TOUTED as nh^ movie of
^ ^^^ Tomorrow/ " But all the extravagant spei^d-

^^^k lag haa added up to a gleefully old-ni^hloned

muskal, one that encourages smiles of delight as the

curly haired queen of the comic Strips romps her way
, into the moviegoer's heart

The truth is that **Annie** is like an adorable orphan.
Just when you think you're immune to its charms, the
movie doea something absolutely irresistible, such as

showing Carol Buniett--the dreaded Miss Hannigan, the

tipsy scourge of the orphanage-^position a picture on
her wall so that it is as topsy-turvy as she is.

Annie, who demonstrates her mean left hook in the
movie by punching out three young ruffians, has
endured all these years (she made her debut on the

pages of this newspaper in 1924) because of her spunky,
always-cheerful approach to life. What makes "Annie"
so winning is that, while it could have easily been Just

another cuteey-poo Hollywood musical, it happens to be
as gritty, genial and boisterous as little Annie herseif.

The credit for adding more moxie to the film than the
stage Version has must be shared by everyone, from
director John Huston to choreographer Arlene Phil-

lips, who brings a scrappy, roughhouse flavor to both
the exuberant ''It's a HardKnocks Life" number and the
more cynical "Easy Street"

The plot is simple enough. Little giri meets rieh

benefactor, namely Oliver Warbucks (Albert Finney), a

(Continued on Page 12)



'Annie'
Continued from Page 5

billionaire Republican with instant ac-

cess to Walter Winchell, J. Edgar
Hoover and President Roosevelt
(FDR, despite their obvious poiitlcal

differences, is trying to persuade War-
bucks to run bis New Deal project)
Warbucks, who frankly wanted ''a boy
orphan,** naturally warms up to Annie.
In Order to get the adoption papers
signed, he Visits Miss Hannigan, who*
can't resist trying to seduce her ''little

bUliard ball.** To top things off, there is

a tense, perils-of-Pauline climax, in

which Annie, perched precariously on
top of a railroad bridge, tries to escape
Rooster, Miss Hannigan's thoroughly
rotten brother. Rooster as played by
Tim Curry, along with bis partner in

crime, Bemadette Peters, fails to make
much of an impression.

Freckle-faced Alleen Qüinn may not

be able to belt out "Tomorrow" like a

Broadway star, but there is^ something
refreshingly natural about her—even
if she does Jut out her chin like Shirley

Temple did Finney has a crusty,

magnetic presence that instantly

marks Warbucks as a man of power.

The lovely, long-limbed Ann Rein-

king is the picture of grace as Grace,
Warbucks* loyal secretary. Toni Ann
Gisondi, a dark-haired Cherub with an
Ethel Merman-size voice, steals all her
scenes as the pint-size orphan who
swoons at the sight of Punjab (Geof-

frey Holder).

But it is Burnett who perks up the
movie whenever it threatens to sag.

True, she seems to be playing an
extension of one of her giddy TV
characters. Even so, whether she is

drowning herseif in bathtub gin (she
keeps it in her flower vase as well as in

the tub), playing kissy-kissy with her
only faithful companion—her radio—
or terrorizing the orphans with one of
her wobbly entrances, Bumett is a
constant source of laughter.

•*Do I hear happiness in here?**

shouts the harried Miss Hannigan,
rudely interrupting her singing
charges. One suspects that happiness
will be heard in every theater where
''Annie" spreads its muchneeded mes-
sage of optimism.

Miss Hannigan (Bumett): the tipsy

soourge of the orphanage
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THE SUN HAS COME
WITH NEW'ANNIE 9

\
By ARCHER
WINSTEN

ANNIE Starts fast,

with five home runs in

its favor before you
Sit down:

(1) You've heard
them sing Tomorrow
at least 1000 times.

(2) They've got for
the lead a new red-

headed, curly-headed
moppet, Aileen Quinn,
who could ingratiate
herseif with a stone,
which is exactly what
she does with the bil-

Uard-headed billionaire

Daddy Warbucks.
(3) A villainess of in-

sidiously funny venom
is found in Card Bur-
nett.

(4)The music and
dancing have been
honed and celebrated in

the Broadway hit for
years.

(5) The sentimental
clout of the original
comic-strip story has
lost none of the basic ap-

peal of a spunky orphan
melting the heart of the
metallic man of money.
The rest, despite nit-

picking detractors who
take their stance on
prior knowledge and ex-

pectations, is a straight

run to audience delight.

Writing as one who
never saw the Broadway
musical or read the car-

Bemadette Peters, Tim Curry and Carol Bur»
nett imogine a con game that will put them

on ''Easy Street" in ''Annie/*

toon, I have to pay tribute

to that delightful chüd.
She steals the show,
granted she's given the
material assist.

It could be there's too
much musical comedy
fluff for those who'd
rat her concentrate on
the plot, but thafs the
nature of this creature.
Dancing and song are
relief portions of the act.

They do get on with

the softening of Daddy

Warbucks (Albert Fin-

ney), and the discomfi-
ture of rascally Rooster
(Tim Curry). Veteran di-

rector John Huston has
managed to organize
outside passafi:es of sus
pense, helicopter, and
pursuit that lift blood-
pressure to respectable
levels.

As in so many classics

of heartrending appeal,

there is a very fluffy

dog, Sandy, who sup-

plies another jab of ap-
peal. As a trivia note of
concern to canine pur-
ists, be It known that
Sandy's hair has been
colored. For that matter,
so has Annie's, not that
it matters.

Geoffrey Holder obli-

ges with magical passes
and one aerial feat that
brings rescue to a cli-

max. Ann Reinking sup-
plies the best of the
dance.
What eise? It all

comes back constantly
to the moppet Aileen
Quinn. She has the kind ^(^
of face that can't be cre-

ated, reproduced, or dis-

covered in Central Cast-
ing. She's a find 'that ar-

rives füll blown, com-
plete, the instant tiny
Star who seems to have \
been born and developed
for this role alone, with
that great choice of hair.

Producer "Lifetime
Achievement" Stark has
picked well for material,
director, stars, and hel-

pers. All an audience
has to do is get in there
and enjoy.
The sentimentalizing

holds forth at Loews
Astor Place, Orpheum,
and 34th St. Showplace.

W^

A\'XIK A Columbia Plctures re-
loase Prmliirod hy Ray Stark. 1)1

rt'tMod hy John Hiiston. S<TO<«nplay
by Carol .Sobioski Cast; Alb(>rt Fin
n<\v. Carol Burnott. Bornadette Pe
tors. Ann Roinking, Tim Curry
(Jfoffroy Holdor. ICdward Herr
mann and Alleen Quinn.



Film: Huston 's 'Aiuiie

'

,,ir'

Makes Its Lavish Debüt

Albert Flnney and Alleen Qulnn In the movie venlon ot '*Annle.9»

ByVINCENTCANBY

SOMEWHERE toward the mid-
die of ''Annie/' John Huston's
gigantic screen version of the
stiU-ninning Broadway musi-

cal, Sandy, Annie, Daddy Warbucks,
Daddy's beautiful secretary Grace
Farrell, and Punjab, Daddy's body-
guard, take themselves off to see a
movie at Radio City Music Hall. This
is the era of F. D. R., the Depression,
the National Industrial Recovery Act,

orphan asylums and the Music Hall.

Daddy, as is his way, does things
right. He buys out the house for one
Performance.
There, in lonely splendor in the mid-

dle of that vast gold auditorium,
Sandy, Annie, Daddy and Grace sit in

a row, with Punjab behind them, be-
holding the Music Hall's wonders.
First there is the elaborate stage
Show, including the Rockettes, fol-

lowed by the feature attraction, Greta
Garbo and Robert Taylor in '*Ca-

mille,'* projected, for some reason, in

thewide-screen ratio of today

.

•
After being held spellbound by the

stage Show, Annie and Sandy fall

asleep as soon as the movie begins.
Daddy Warbucks generously hides his
boredom and worries about Grace,
who weeps happy bucketsfull as Mr.
Taylor's Armand is renounced by the
great Garbo's Marguerite.

'No one has ever loved you as I love
««1

ytiu," Miys Armand wlth aU of the

Tomorrow Is H«r«
ANNIBi directtd by John Huston; scrMnplay tm
Carol SobioskW basad on tht Broadway play by
Thomas Maahan, which was baaed on ''LIttIt Or-
phan Annia/" by parmission of Tha Chlcago-
Trlbuna Naw York News Syndfcata; diractor of
photography, Richard Moora; film aditor, MI-
cha«! A. Stevanson; music by Charlas Strouie;
Ivrlcs by Martin Charnin; musical staolno and
cnoraooraphy by Arlana Phillips; pro^xxd by
Ray Stark; ralaasad by Colunnbla PIcturas. At
ttta Astor Plaza, Broadway and Wast 44th Stratt;
34th Straat Showplaca, at Sacond Avanua, and'
otttar thaatars. Runnlnotima: 128 minutes. ThIs
fllmItratadPG.

DaddyWarbucks Albart Flnney
MIssHannIgan Carol Bumett
Uly Bernadette Paters
Grace Farrell Ann ReInkIno
Rooster Tim Curry
Annle Alleen Qulnn
Puniab Geoffrey Holder
Aap Rootr Minami
Molly Toni Ann Gisondl
Papper Roseanne Sorrentino
Tessle Lara Bark
Kate April Larman
Düffy Lucie Stewart
July Robin Ignioo
F. D. R Edward Harrmann
Eleanor Roosevelt LolsOeBanzIa
BertHealy Peter Marshall
BoyianSIsters
Loni Ackerman, Murphy Cross and Nancy Sin-
clair

However, it's also not a movie that

is as satisfying as it could have been,
considering the care taken on the Cast-

ing and physical production. The
major hitch is the score. The music by
Charles Strouse and the lyrics by Mar-
tin Chamin never deliver the epipha-
nies anticipated. The songs are either

antidimactic or piain dull, though, in

the film, the ubiquitous 'Tomorrow"
seems less shrill and grating than in
the Show.
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WITH
SUN HAS COME OUT

IGHT NEW 'ANNIE9

, By ARCHER
WINSTEN

ANNIE Starts fast,

with five home runs in

its favor before you
Sit down:

(1) You've heard
them sing Tomorrow
at least 1000 times.

(2) TheyVe got for
the Icad a new red-

headed, curly-headed
moppet, Aileen Quinn,
who could ingratiate
herseif with a stone,
which is exactly what
she does with the bil-

hard-headed billionaire

Daddy Warbucks.
(3) A villainess of in-

sidiously funny venom
is found in Card Bur-
nett.

(4)The music and
dancing have been
honed and celebrated in

the Broadway hit for
years.

(5) The sentimental
clout of the original
Comic Strip story has
lost none of the basic ap
peal of a spunky orphan
melting the heart of the
metallic man of money.
The rest, despite nit-

picking detractors who
take their stance on
prior knowledge and ex-

pectations, is a straight
run to audience dehght.

Writing as one who
never saw the Broadway
musical or read the car-

Bemadette Peters, Tim Curry and Carol Bur-
nett imagine a con game that will put them

on ''Easy Street*' in «'Annie.'*

toon, I have to pay tribute

to that delightful chüd.
She steals the show,
granted she's given the
material assist.

It could be there's too
much musical comedy
fluff for those who'd
rat her concentrate on
the plot, but thafs the
nature of this creature.
Dancing and song are
relief portions of the act.

They do get on with

the softening of Daddy

Warbucks (Albert Fin
ney), and the discomfi-
ture of rascally Rooster
(Tim Curry). Veteran di

rector John Huston has
managed to organize
outside passa^es of sus
pense, helicopter, and
pursuit that lift blood-

pressure to respectable
levels.

As in so many classics

of heartrending appeal,

there is a very fluffy

dog, Sandy, who sup

plies another jab of ap-
peal. As a trivia note of
concern to canine pur-
ists, be It known that
Sandy's hair has been
colored. For that matter,
so has Annie's, not that
it matters.

Geoffrey Holder obli-

ges with magical passes
and one aerial feat that
brings rescue to a cli-

max. Ann Reinking sup-
plies the best of the
dance
What eise? It all

comes back constantly
to the moppet Aileen
Quinn. She has the kind %o-^

of face that can't be cre-

ated, reproduced, or dis-

covered in Central Cast-
ing. She's a find that ar-

rives füll blown, com-
plete, the instant tiny
star who seems to have ^ff^j^^
been born and developed
for this role alone, with
that great choice of hair.

Producer ''Lifetime
Achievement" Stark has
picked well for material,
director, stars, and hel-

pers. All an audience
has to do is get in there
and enjoy.
The sentimentalizing

holds forth at Loews
Astor Place, Orpheum,
and ,'Mth St. Showplace.

AW'IK A Columhia Ptctiiros ro-
lo;«.s«' PnKliufHJ hy Kay .Stark DJ
ri'cli'cl hy .lolui ({iistori StT<H«nplay
»>y Carol .Sobn'ski Cast AUn-rt Fin
n«'y. Carol Hiirnott. nornadotto Pe-
trrs. Ann R«Mi)kin^, Tim Curr\'.
(Jeolfri'y flolüor. Edward Herr
mann aiid Ailoon Quinn.



FILMED IN TWO SECTIONS

Film: Huston 's 'Annie

'

Makes Its Lavish Debüt

Albert Flnney and Alleen Qulnn In the movle veralon of '*Annle.
»»

ByVINCENTCANBY

SOMEWHERE towanl the mid-
die of "Annie/' John Huston's
gigantic screen version of the

still-ninning Broadway musi-
cal» Sandy, Annie, Daddy Warbucks,
Daddy's beautlful secretary Grace
Farrell, and Punjab, Daddy's body-
guard, take themselves off to see a
movle at Radio City Music Hall. This
is the era of F. D. R., the Depression,
the National Industrial Recovery Act,

orphan asylums and the Music Hall.

Daddy, as is his way, does things

right. He buys out the house for one
Performance.
There, in lonely splendor in the mid-

dle of that vast gold auditorium,
Sandy, Annie, Daddy and Grace sit in

a row, with Punjab behind them, be-

holding the Music Hall's wonders.
First there is the elaborate stage
Show, including the Rockettes, fol-

lowed by the feature attraction, Greta
Garbo and Robert Taylor in "Ca-
mille,'' projected, for some reason, in

the wide-screen ratio of today

.

•
After being held spellbound by the

Stage Show, Annie and Sandy fall

asleep as soon as the movle begins.
Daddy Warbucks generously hides his

boredom and worries abciut Grace,
who weeps happy bucketsfull as BCr.

Taylor's Armüxl is renounced by the
great Garbo's Marguerite.

''No one has ever loved you as I love
AnauuMi wlth aU ofUm <

Tomorrow Is Her«
ANNIE« directtd bv John Huston; scravnplay by
Carol SobiesKU based on ttw Broadway play by
Thomas Methan« which was based on ''LIttle Or-
phan Annit/'' by permlssion of The Chlcago-
Trlbunt New York News Syndfcate; dlredor of
photooraphy, Richard AAoore; film aditor« Mi-
chael A. Stevenson; music by Charles Strouse;
Ivrlcs by Martin Charnin; musical staolno and
cnoreography by Arlane Phillips; produced by
Ray Stark; released by Columbia PIctures. At
ttw Astor Plaza« Broadway and West 44th Street;
34th Street Showplace, at Second Avenue« and'
ottler theaters. Running time: 128 minutes. This
film is rated PO.

Daddy Warbucks Albert Flnney
MIssHannloan Carol Bumett
Uly Bernadette Peters
Grace Farrell Ann ReInkIno
Rooster Tim Curry
Annie Alleen Qulnn
Puniab Geoffrey Holder
A«> Roger MInamI
Melly Toni Ann GIsondl
Pepper Roseanne Sorrentino
Tessle Lara Bark
Kate April Lerman
Duffy Lucle Stewart
July Robin Ignioo
F. D. R Edward Herrmann
Eleanor Roosevelt LolsDeBanzle
Bert Healy Peter Marshall
Boylan SIsters
LonI Ackerman« Murphy Gross and Nancy Sin-
clair

However, it's also not a movie that
is as satisfylng as it could have been,
considering the care taken on the Cast-

ing and physical production. The
major hitch is the score. The music by
Charles Strouse and the lyrics by Mar-
tin Chamin never deliver the epipha-
nies anticipated. The songs are either

anticlimactic or piain dull, though, in

the film, the ubiquitous 'Tomorrow"
seems less shrill and grating than in

the Show.

I I



After belüg held spellbound by the

stage Show, Annie and Sandy fall

asleep as soon as the movie beglns.

Daddy Warbucks generously hldes his

boredom and worries abcut Grace,
who weeps happy bucketsfull as Mr.
Taylor's ArmaiKl Is renounced by the

great Garbo's Marguerlte.
"No one has ever loved you as I love

you/' says Armand with all of the con-
vietien ofa Nebraska shoe scüesman.
"That may be/' says Miss Garbo,

sublime even when acting by herseif,

*<but what can I do about it?"

It's a marvelous, movlng and very
funny moment that suddenly defines

this "Annie." It makes comprehensi-

ble what Mr. Huaton, the director;

Ray Stark the producer, and Carol
Sobieski, the writer, are up to in their

spencUng of a reported $40 million to^ million, to bring to the sceen an
immensely populär but not exactly

classic example of Broadway
sdunaltz-and-hoofery.

"Annie," which opetis today at

Loews Astor Plaza and other theaters,

is a no-expense-spared tribute to the

Music Hall and the kind of show busi-

ness it represents. Though it's longer

^QUi most movies that played the

Music Hall in its heyday, "Annie" is a
nearly perfect Music Hall picture. It's

big, colorful, slightly vulgär, occa-

sionally boring and füll of talent not

always used to its limits. It's a movie
in praise of waste-space.

•
If I say that I like the film far better

than the show, I also must concede
that the show is the sort that almost
brought me out in hives. Except for

the spectacle of seeing a dog follow

cues before a live theater audience,
and except for David Mitchell's stun-

ning, Tony Award-winning sets,

everything about the film is an im-
provement over the original.

There is, first of all, the Annie of Al-

leen Quinn, who has Shirley Tem[^e's
dimples and a strutting, brassy self-

assurance that Mr. Huston holds dis-

creetly in check. Miss Quinn is a per-

forming doli, not out of life but out of

the long tradition of American show
business that produced Baby LeRoy,
Jackie Cooper and Margaret O'Brien.

It's meant as praise to say that Miss
Quinn, compared to such contempo>
raries as Gary Coleman and Ricky
Schröder, is a sweet, modest Düse, a
mistress of Understatement.
Albert Finney, his head shaved and

looking a lot like a classy Telly Sava-
las, seems to be having a ball as lit-

erature's most benign robber-baron,
Oliver Warbucks, whose very name is

auto-criticism that, as it tums out, is

unwarranted. Mr. Finney sings a bit,

dances a bit and barks in the Anglo-
American accents of the once-poor
Liverpool cabin boy who Struck it rieh

in the States and lost his hair.

"I love moneyl" he shouts at one
point. 'I love powerl I love capital-

ism! I don't love childrenl" This is

pranounced immediately before he
admits to being captivated by the

plucky little orphan.
•

Also most entertaining is Carol Bur-

nett as the evü, sex-starved, drink-

sodden Miss Hannigan, the wayward
wardenof the Hudson Street Homefdr
Girls, the orphan asylum from which
Daddy Warbucks saves Annie. Büss
Bumett, curlers permanently snarled

in her hair, a bottle of gin always in

one hand and ever-ready with a sar-

castic quip about her charges ("Why
any kid would want to be an orphan is

beyond me")> tears into her role as if

there were no "Tomorrow," which is

all to the good. "Annie," after all, is

based on a oomic itrip, not on a play
by Enid Bagnold. This is not an occa-
sionforsubtleties.

• At

• (^
iiuwcvci , li 9 aistu not 8 movie tnat

is as satisfying as it could have been,
considering the care taken on the Cast-

ing and physical production. The
major hitch is the score. The music by
Charles Strouse and the lyrics by Mar-
tin Chamin never deliver the epipha-
nies anticipated. The songs are either

antidimactic or piain dull, though, in

the film, the ubiquitous "Tomorrow"
seems less shrill and grating than in
the show.
Here is a musical whose mt^om-mtop-^

pers seldom stop the show. A typical

example is "Easy Street," in which
Bdiss Hannigan, her ex-con brother

Rooster (Tim Curry) and Rooster's
light-fingered mistress Lily (Bema-
dette Peters) enthusiastically imag-
ine the lives they'll lead after they've
swindled Daddy Warbucks out of

$90,000. Never do the music, the lyrics

and the choreography achieve the hi-

larious abandon promised by the

Situation.

This is even more apparent when
Annie moves uptown to Daddy's Fifth

Avenue mansion and Ann Reinking,
who plays Grace Farrell, comes onto
the scene. Miss Reinking is not only a
beauty and a comedienne, she's one of

the great, dancing assets of the

American musical theater, though it

would be difficult to teil from the ma-
terial she's given by Joe Layton, who
created the musical sequences, and
Arlene Phillips, who choreographed
them. She seems always to be on the
verge of busting loose— lifting those
long legs slcyward to kick out the

lights in a chandelier— but the oppor-
timity never arrives.

She is largely wasted, as are Mr.
Curry, Miss Peters and Geottrey
Holder, who plays Punjab.

•
The film's best, all-out production

number comes early in the film, at the

orphanage, when Annie, her very
funny, pint-sized friend Molly (Toni
Ann Gisondi), and a small, unidenti-

fied person who does running flips,

plus all of the other orphans explode in

the frenzy of the "It's the Hard-Knock
Life" number. Quite tolerable, too, is

the film's sentimental centerpiece

^^en Annie, at the White House,leads
.

Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt (Ed-
ward Herrmann and Lois DeBanzie)
and Daddy in a reprise of "Tomor-
row," which becomes something of a
New Deal anthem.
The film musical is not the form Mr.

Huston is most at home in, but he
must be credited for having obtained
such high-spirited Performances from
Mr. Finney and Miss Bumett and such
a cannily winning one from Miss
Quinn.

"Annie" is far from a great film

but, like the Music Hall in the good old

days, it is immaculately maintained
and almost knocks itself out trying to

give the audience its money's worth.
They don't build movies like this any-
more.

"Annie" has been rated PG
("Parental Guidance Suggested'*) for
reasons that are beyond my powers to

guess.



Annie Goes to the Movies

28/WNET

Leapin' Lizards! Our favorite carrot-top,

Annie, is about to leap onto the screen in

an all-star production. And Thirteen is going

to benefit.

Thanks to Ray Stark, producer of Annie

and chairnnan of the board of Rastar Filnns,

and Colunnbia Pictures, the prennieres of

the movie Annie will benefit public televi-

sion stations all around the country— the

first joint effort between public TV and the

Hollywood filnn industry. And the biggest

and starriest opening of all will be the world

prenniere right here in New York, at Radio

City Music Hall, on Monday evening, May
17th.

Ten-year-old Aileen Quinn plays aninnated

Annie, Albert Finney is the bald-pated bil-

lionaire Daddy Warbucks; and Carol Bur-

nett IS the blowsy Miss Hannigan, head of

the orphanage. Also starring are Bernadette

Peters, Ann Reinking, Tinn Curry, Edward
Herrnnann, and Geoffrey Holder. (And there's

Sandy, of course, Annie's wonder dog,

whose real nanne, please note, is Bingo.)

The director la John HustonJa headliner in

hinnself. ^^=>~-c--.<*._^
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GRIEVE NOT FOR ANNIE: In the midst of

doomsayer dialogue that "Annie" won*t possibly

crawi into the black—and on the eve of the release of

the $40 million production—Columbia Pictures Pres-

ident Frank Frice reports with happiness (and relief),

> '2**1 suspect we're already in a profit Situation." And
^hat "I have known for quite a while we could not
possibly lose money on the picture."

Price puts down media reports which insist that

"Annie*' will have to gross $150 million to get into a

profit Situation. "They are a gross exaggeration and
Show an ignorance of the business/' he says.

Referring to those specific reports which have
used the industry formula of multiplying a film*s

total cost by two-and-ahalf to figure its break-even

point, he insists "that formula was never accurate.

On the average film, you can perhaps figure two
times the total costr—when a studio gets back 50 qents

from every dollar that's made. But when a film is as

hot as "Annie" and you get a great distribution deal,

then even those figures are way out of whack.
Price reveals that the great "Annie" deal calls for

Columbia to receive 90 cents out of every box Office

dollar. ''So add to 'Annie's' $40 million production

cost another $9 million in releasing expenses—
prints. Dromotion, advertising—you've got a total of

$49 million, and a break even point of $55 million.**

Many of those millions are already assured, he
wants US to know. "We received a $2 million advance
for the Soundtrack album. We*ve made a $10 million

network sale, a $10 million cable sale. You can figure

another $5 million in merchandising . .

.

So, Leapin' Lizards, no matter how you figure—if

you go by Price's figures—there's not a reason in the
World to grieve for "Annie.**
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SUZY
Ladies in red are iiits off 'Annie' party

lANCY AND ANNIE both wore
red dresses to the premiere of

"Annie" at the Radio City

Music Hall and to the big party after at

the Rainbow Grill. Nancy and Annie

both looked very chic: Nancy, who is

also Mrs. Ronald Reagan, in a one-

shouldered Galanos; Annie, Holly-

woods lOyear-old newest star, in a

little red velvet number with white

coUar and cuffs to go with her orange

ringlets. Annie is also Alleen Qulnn, a

little freckle-faced doli with beautiful

manners. "Annie" is her very first

picture, and already she is an expert at

signing autogr^phs.

Ray Stark^ the producer of the

its opening, raised near-

ly half a miUion doUars for New
York's Channel 13, and his fashionable

wife, Fran, gave a private Cocktail

party before the premiere at "21"

where everyone milled around whilst

having a pre-movie belt and plates

seeing all her New York friends, who
hugged her and kissed her and admired

her dress.

All the "Annie** stars were there:

little Annie/Aileen Quinn accompanied
by her mother, Helen Ann Quinn, in a

palegreen beaded dress, Albert Finney

(Daddy Warbucks) with his love, Diana

Quick, who starred in "Brideshead Re-

visited," Card Burnett (the evil Miss

Hannigan) in white crepe embroidered
in crystal and gold beads, Bernadette

Peters, tiny and sexy, Ann Reinkinf
(she plays Daddy Warbucks' secretary)

in Southern belle white, and Geoffrey

Holder (Punjab) who danced every

dance with his lovely wife, Carmen de

Lavallade.

Among the Starks' guests in the

Rainbow Grill werkshirleyJ^»Lainc

(someone said Aile^ir'l^trtnn wöu
grow up to be Shirley MacLaine), who
joined Finney's table, Gov. and Mn.
John Brown of Kentucky, Steve Ross

Will Aileen Quinn grow up to b

were filled with shrimp, smoked sal-

and steak^tartare.

hii^^HustonTA the director of

Anrrie^was~hoT3ing Court at a corner
table looking biblical and wise with his

long white beard and m^B ^ whitr
hair. He was talking tcTLia ^Qj^^Tia

t^ Tippettjof all those horsefarmsTwho
^"Ißetrtohave a farm in Ireland when
John did. Mary Laiker, New York's

great lady of philanthropy, arrived

with Broadway producer Morton Gott-

Ueb, and everywhere you looked you
saw such as Cecile and Eira Zilkha,

Count and Countess Rudi Crespi, Mer-

cedes and Francis Kellogg, Louise

Melhado, Mrs. Vernon Taylor of the

Denver Taylors, ^pretty blonde Patti

Davis, Simone and Paul Manhelm, Liz

and Tassos Fondaras, Beatriz Patlno,

widow of the Bolivian tin Midas, her
daughter Minouche Rovasenda and on
and on and on.

Fran Stark, who had a case of

laryngitis brought on by the hectic

pace, received her guests in a beautiful

^ white silk jacket with crystal cuffs and
white silk pantaloons by Bill Blass.

he left for the West Coast yesterday

ör the Hollywood premiere of

J
-Annie" tonight, taking her laryngitis

with her.
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AFTER THE STARSTLDDED pre-

miere, the star-studded audience, or at

least Ihose who had paid $5(X) for a
ticket, walked across the street,

tJirough mobs of spectators, to the

Rainbow Room and the Rainbow Grill

for a cast party Nancy Reagan, seated

between Cary Grant anfjMIuston.loved

of Warner Communications, who
brought his attractive, darkhaired

daughter, Rosemarie Marcie-Rivlere in

another of her tabulous Lancetti dres-

ses, Jean Pierre Marcie-Riviere, Her-

bert Allen Jr. (who arrived with Rein-

-4dng), Helen Gurley Brown and Dsvid
Brown.

Also Brocke Shieldt, all in white,

WUHam Paley of the CBS Paleys.

Christopher Reeve of the '^Superman"

Reeves, Doris Duke with Tex McCrary,

stunning Brazilian Lais Gautier with

Kenneth Jay Lane of the costume
jewelry Lanes, Anne and Deane John-

son, George Livanos, the Greek ship-

ping tycoon, and his gorgeous wife,

Lita, Ingrid Ohrbach Ryan in that Bill

Blass black and white print with a low
back and huge kimono sleeves, Kay
Meehan, Estee and Joe Lauder, Johnny
Galliher and on and on and on.

•
JOHN JAY ISELLN, the President

of Channel 13, who appeared onstage

with the Stars after the movie, couldn't

stop smiling all evening. It*s very nice

to have almost half a million dollars

drop into PBS' lap. And Stark and
Columbia Pictures are donating the

monies from "Annie" premieres to
public television stations all over the

country.

Of course, the First Lady„ a very
good friend of the Starks, won't be
there as a drawing card, but the glitter-

ing Stars of the glittering musical will.

Incidentally, 1 always have the feeling

that Nancy Reagan is always thrilled to

come to New York. It gets her out of

the House.

f I
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Leapin'

lizards!

It's Annie

and Sandy

Nancy Reagan seems dellghted

by the Performance as Little

Orphan Annie (10-year-old

Aileen Quinn) hugs her famous

pooch. Sandy, at Radio City

Music Hall last night. The First

Lady was on hand for prämiere

of the $40 million film, "Annie."

based on the comIc strip that

made its debut in the Daily

News on Aug. 5, 1924. About

6.000 people. including Gov.

Carey and Mayor Koch,

watched the Performance, a

benefit for WNET-7V. Daddy

Warbucks would have loved it.

For öther pictures

see centerfold

tA^ miL STAHL J^, DAILY NEWS
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LEAPIN' LIZARDS!
IT'S THE FIRST LADY

ARF! ARF! It was Annie, Sondy and Nancy lost night os The Beautiftil

People lit up Sixth Av. for fhe prämiere of the movie ''Annie.** The
jeweis of all the stars, Aileen Quinn, 10 — who plays the title role —
and Sandy the dog — met First Lady Nancy Reagan at the event iaun-

ched to a fanfare of trumpets outside Radio City Music Hall. Page Nine.

K
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STARS SHINE ON 'ANNIE' FLICK
ÜNDER a clear, star-

bright sky, a starstud-
ded audience descended
on Radio City Music
Hall to see a cast of
Stars in the movie pre-

miere of the musical
"Annie."
About 1000 starry-

eyed New Yorkers lined

Sixth Avenue between
50tli and ölst Sts. to
sneak a peak at the glit-

ter and the long chauff-
ered limousines that
dropped off a bevy of
"beautiful people" at
the door of the famed
entertainment hall.

As a band perehed on
a platform on Sixth
Avenue trumpeted the
musical's theme song
"Tomorrow/* out came
the Stars who also ap-
pear in the movie
"Annie."
Bernadette ' Peters,

Albert Flnney» Carol
Burnett, Ann Relnkin^
and Edward Herrniann,
showed up, to name a
few.
Also attending was

First Lady Nancy R^»»-

gan, wearing a red, off-

t he Shoulder gown, in

the Company of the
movie's producer, Ray
Stark.
Among the more fa-

miliär faces to appear
were Mayor Koch, Gov.
Carey and his wife,

En^ie.
The smallest star, and

perhaps the least well-

known at the world pre-

miere, was Alleen
Quinn, 10, who plays
the title role of Annie.
Her sidekick, Sandy the
dog, also was there.

Beaming, and blowing
kisses, the freckle-faced
actress giggled, "I'm
just really excited and I

hope everybody likes

the movie."
Nearly 6000 tickethol-

ders paid $50 to $1000 to
attend the two-hour
premiere of the adapta-
tion of the still running
Broadway show based

Albert Finney escorts girifriend Diane GKiick. Kristy McNichol ond boyfriend Joey Cor^ciro«

loosely on the comic
Strip "Little Orphan
Annie."

Proceeds will benefit
the Public Broadcasting
Service.

John Huston, who di-

rected "Annie" with
Stark, couldn't resist

making a pun as he en-

tered the music hall.

"Annie is one of the
best things you'll ever
see. It's the Stark, rav-
ing truth," Huston
quipped.

The movie stars ap-
peared to enjoy the

^ mucn as its specta ^^^ Bumett orrivM, flonked by doughtMV Carri« and Noncy.
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M.ONDAY was one
of thüse New York
nichts when everyone
seemed to be going
somewhere, and every
limousine was out of the
garage and on the
streets.

You have to admire
Ray Stark, not only as
producer of Annie but
as a party giver. Lefs
face it — most post
opening suppers are a
mob scene and a mess.
Ray, though, put half

his guests in the Rain-
bo>y Room and the other
half in the Rainbow
Lounge, where there
was plenty of room, a
delicious buffet and a
dance floor.

Nancy Reagan was
. seated between I^John
^Jtfustomand Cary cfPSTTtT
^TTrat^ould be better?
On Cary's other side
was Rosemarie Marcl-
Rivlere. Barbara Grant,
at the same table, had
spilled something on the
Bill Blass top she had
planned to wear and
substituted a ruffled,
pale grey taffeta blouse.

Just a few of the oth
ers there: Muhammad
Ali Jacqueline Bisset,

o

m F;--ÄxSf

Gov. John Brown of
Kentucky with his wife
Phyllis GcMH'ge; Barbara
Cook, Alb<»rt Flnney
whose table included
Diana Quick; Beatrlz
Patino from Paris with
her daughter Mlnouche;
David Metcalf from Lon-
don with Patty Davis;
Monsieur Marc, Shlrley
MacLaine, Ollvia New-
ton-John, and Bill Paley
with Ingrid Ryan.

NEW YORK POSL WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 1982



»NT CINEMA
T may not be sufficient reason for

adults whose kids don't talk them
into it to go see "Annie," but as tlie

head of the New York City orphanage

where Annie lives tili the age of ten

Carol Burnett is at her most exuber-

antly macabre. As Miss Hannigan,

who hates little girls and loathes her

Job, she takes off into some other di-

mension, and maybe she meets Angela
Lansbury there. They both have a tal-

ent for playing old bats and wearing

clothes that are unsuited to any imag-

inable occasion yet seem howlingly

right on them. As Hannigan, Burnett

is unleashed—she's wild (the way she

has sometimes been on TV). Breath-

ing out a dirty-minded, ironic sort of

wrath, as if it were smoke
from a dragon's nostrils, she

charges into the orphans'

dormitory accusingly— **Did

I hear singing in liere?" If

the director, John Huston,

did nothing eise for the

movie (and he doesn't seem

to have done much eise), he made a

contribution by the three words he is

reported to have said to her when she

was having trouble getting a handle

on the role: "Play it soused." She

makes Hannigan a glorious man-
hungry sot. (At times, she's a bit like

Gwen Verdon in "Damn Yankees"

gone over the edge and down a few

cliffs.) In an alcoholic Stupor through-

out, Hannigan has inflections that spin

around and make her the butt of her

own sarcasm. There's dementia in her

when she's wriggling at men seduc-

tively. Pie-eyed, in ruffles and gathers

and a long red necklace that beats a

MAY 31. 1982

tati^iti r)n her belly, she's both h%g and

fr^lop- ''^ fit mate for W. C. I*?iclds'

Egbtrt Souse up there in u ickled

lieaven.

The Comic strip "Little Orphan
Annie" was once the most populär

Strip in American funny papers. The
child-Cinderella story of the orphan

who in 1933, during the Depression,

is taken for a week into the home of

the billionaire Daddy Warbucks and

proceeds to spread sunshine and to in-

spire President Roosevelt to create the

New Deal cries out for a cockeyed

fairy-tale tone. But the movie has the

feel of a manufactured romp, and An-
nie (Aileen Quinn), a ten-year-old

with a heart-shaped face and brass

lungs, bawls out "Tomorrow" regu-

larly, on schedule. The child is al-

most frighteningly assured; she's a

little freckled, red-haired engine, de-

signed to be cheerful, inspirational,

and spunky—a fearless toughie who
uses her fists on any boys who mistreat

animals. Aileen Quinn has a pleasant

enough voice when she does a more
subdued reprise of "Tomorrow" at the

White House, yet even in her re-

strained song, "Maybe," when her

voice is at its softest and most musical,

she's too professional a Broadway
habe; there's nothing spontaneous or

touching about her. All the little or-

phans seem to have been trained by

Ethel Merman; they belt in unison.

And when they dance it's showy leap-

ing about, and the editing breaks it up,

making it more hectic. Annie arrives

at Daddy Warbucks' mansion, and his

household staff dances; the cutting is

so choppy that the pump-and-tumble

dancing— arms like pistons, and
stomping feet—turns into commotion.

Most of the things that are the mat-

ter with the movie started with the

purchase of the rights to the stage

musical for the record-shattering price

of nine and a half million dollars

(about a third of it deferred). From
that point on, the picture had to be

thought of as a musical that would

draw enormous audiences, and any

chance for a film that might have liad

a goofy lyrical quality—might have

floated—disappeared. The producer,

Ray Stark, believed that the story

should be given a grounding in rcality,

and hired Carol Sobieski to write a

Script that would make the characters

more real. That turns out to mean
timeworn, adorable show-business

types of real people—even the kids

seem to have white whiskers. And the

story isn't developed; for example, we
never actually see Annie cliarm Daddy

THE NEW YOI\KEI\

Warbucks. Stark hired Arlene Pliillips

("Can't Stop the Music") to do the

choreography— not, perhaps, the best

choice for comic, folkloric invention.

Every sequence seems to be trying too

hard to be upbeat and irresistible, and

it's all ungainly. Has there ever been

a lyricist as maladroit as Martin
Charnin? The songs come out sound-

ing incoherent.

Children from about four to about

eleven will probably enj(5y the picture

—how often do they get to see a musi-

cal that features a little girl conquer-

ing all: Annie even serves as match-

maker between Daddy (a smooth,

amused Performance by Albert Finney,

wiio modeis his manner of speech on

Huston's awesome velvet growl) and

his personal secretary, Grace (Ann
Reinking), tluis fulfilling a child's

fantasy of selecting its own parents.

Grace has been made pure and perfect

—she seems more nursie than secre-

tary. This is a waste of Reinking, a

dancing bonfire with a low, lusty

speaking voice, who, as she showcd
in "Movie Movie" and "All That
Jazz," has the kind of presence that

carries a thrilling jolt. (She has some-
thing like what Barrie Cliase liad in

her television Specials with Fred As-
taire, when she seemed to give the

atmosphere an electric charge that re-

juvenated Astaire.) Still, it's better to

see Ann Reinking playing prim and

dancing to Square choreography than

not to see her at all. Other performers

get less of a chance than she does:

Tim Curry, who plays Carol Bur-
nett's bunco-artist brother, Rooster,

has a great slimy look and matches up
well with her physically but has little

to do, and Bernadette Peters, as

Rooster's hooker girlfriend, has even

less. One little trouper, Toni Ann Gi-
sondi, with dark bangs and big cheeks,

who plays the dimply youngest or-

phan, Molly, is a real scene-stealer,

though, and the cameraman and the

director must have fallen in love with

her eagerness to perform. (At one
point, I was reminded of the famous
gag in Woody Allen's "Bananas"

—

two Christs on their crosses quarrel-

ling over a parking place. Aileen
Quinn and the little Gisondi are like

two competing Shirley Temples.) The
other group that may love the movie is

the fetishists. It features little-girl

panties and big-girl panties.

What you don't feel in this movie is

that Huston was having a good time.

Even with its feeble melodramatic
Script and in its own terms, it has

freauent Dossibilities that he doesn't

«•^

WHY TAKE ATOI
ONA FIRSTCLAJ

In Cameras, this is the "Presidential Si

lon. the most technologically sophisti

markably lightweight, with both aperti

manual exposurecontrol. Imported
who can afford the very best. With hai

case, 3 lenses, autoflash, other accej

See the CLE at your Minolta dealer or,

for more iritormation, write Minolta Corporation.
101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N J, 07446
In Canada Minolta, Ontano, L4W 1 A4

$") 1982, Minolta Corporation
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seize. For example, wlieii Grace goes

to the orphanage to pick out a child to

take to the Warbucks establishment we
never see the moment when her eyes

connect with Annie's and she knows

that this is the one she wants. A
parody of a thirties radio show is too

awkward to be funny. And when
Daddy Warbucks buys out Radio City

Music Hall so he can take Annie to

the movies for the first time, he sits

there watcliing Garbo and Robert

Taylor in **Camille" with Grace and

Annie and Annie's dog, Sandy,

and we see Daddy enjoying the

movie and Grace weeping and

Annie dozing, but we don't see

how Sandy reacts. Of course,

it would be corny if he were whim-
pering, but if the moviemakers had

foxed US by showing him doing some-

thing that took us by surprise and

made us laugh, that needn't have been

so corny. Skipping over Sandy leaves a

gap. The production must have be-

come such a cumbersome nightmare

that the brushwork and the details

were never worked out. There are

puzzling lapses in judgment. Did the

Warbucks house have to be so cold and

ugly? There's nothing there that

would delight a child—you almost ex-

pect Annie to say "Let me out of

here." And though it doesn't really

matter that "Camille" didn't play the

Music Hall— it wasn't considered fam-

ily entertainment—and didn't come
out until 1937, was it necessary to crop

the top and bottom and show it in wide

screen? As it turns out, it's dangerous

to insert a soft-spoken clip like this;

the audience may not want to get back

to the noisy, Disneyish cavorting and

the big numbers that are as abrasive to

listen to as the finales of miked Broad-

way musicals. The picture uses the

same Dolby and six-track System as

"Apocalypse Now," and it sounds like

"Apocalypse Now."
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and that's just wliat Stallone as writer,

directori.and star is trying tp do to

you. ThV^picture goes beyond/wretch-

ed eXressL-Whatever oddbafil charm

and sillinqps the first mavie>nad is long

gone. "R^cky HI" stan^^^^w^ith the

hyped climVix of *4r' and th^i just

keeps goingY)n that leve/; it's pa'ckaged

hysteria. The saintly-SyWeet Rocky has

no greed, no\ lust, aiVd no mean im-

pulses; he's all heart, and he keeps

taking punisliment, liis face turning

into hamburgerv He Joes it either for

charity, 6r\to prove to himself

that Xe's a Veal champion. Early

/the piccurei he getsin into

thei ring with ja gigantic and

mui'^erous wrifsiler who's built

like a buffalo^Wtdik M^^'^hi challenger

he has to fight isvGkibber Lang
(played by an actor cdrlleo^Mr. T), a

vicious brüte with a Sci-fi iV^ohawk

haircut. Clubber is blai-lcL but he^ such

a disgrace to black peopld that Ricky's

old adversary Apoll6 lpreed/(Carl

Weathers), who lost t le tWle x6 Rocky
in "II," trains Rocky för/'the fight

against Clubber. (WeatHers, whose
physique makes Rocjl^y 16ok like a

lump, gives a sensible, unaffected Per-

formance.) ^/ / \

Stallone doe^iVt l<now a \lot about

dramatic copstructi^n, but he knows
how to keqi the emc^tional pressure on

the audi(^tice; the njiovie realw works

you ovef. You're )pummelled\ by the

noise and the ro<"k music aVid the

images Hif bodiesj being wha'pimed.

The pace is ^aocelerated by a Vrude,

hustling shorth^hid— montag^s of

Rocky in the ring defending his\ title

against a series of conteiiders, Ricky
doing commerci^ls, Roci^y with \his

family, Rocky's jtraining ijitercut with

Clubber's traini^g, and so on. The
first **Rocky" vyas primitive in a rela\

tively innocent/ way. T^iis picture \^

primitive, but/ it's al^o shrewd and

empty and iiiept. packstage before

Rocky's wofld-ch;impionship fight

with Clubber, the brüte hits Rocky's

old trainer, Mipkey (Burgess Mere-
dith), caus^hg him to have a heart

attack, anc^' there's no doctor around.

(Don't wörl^ Champions have their

own doct/6rs \n attendance, and don't

there ha'pe to b^ t>yo doctors at ring-

side, by law?) So R6dq( goes into the

ring up^et and unable t6 concentrate

on the fight; you'd think n^'d want to

kill Clujbber, but no, he jusl wants to

be at IVtickey's side. Throughout the

match, Rocky's wife, Adrian (Talia

Shire), and theother people backstage

vaguely fret about getting an am-
bulance, but they seem paralyzed. Fi-



FILM VIEW
JANETMASLIN

Missihg the

Many Moods
Of the Durable

Billy Wilder

Billy
Wilder was honored at the recent Film Soci-

ety of Lincoln Center gala, and he was eminently
deserving of the tribute. But in some respects,

he wasn't the ideal honoree.

The evening, a black tie event attended by the

patrons and benefactors of Lincoln Center, was a pro-

gram of film Clips and testimonials meant to summarize
the career of this distinguished veteran director. And it

did touch on many important aspects of Mr. Wilder's

work, with the possible exception of this one: It's unllkely

that any wily, wisecracking character in a Wilder movie
would be caught dead, or even straight-faced, at an affair

of this kind. For one thing, the prevailing skepticism of his

outlook renders Billy Wilder an unusual subject for dewy-
eyed testimonial treatment. as does the scope of his ca-

reer. For another, he has made great films and dreadful

ones, large ones and small, films that work delicately and
others that are tasteless through and through. This kind of

variety isn't easily encapsulated in a Single evening's pro-

gram.
Mr. Wilder appeared pleased, even thrilled, about so

prestigious a tribute. But in some circles, he was thought

to have had a bad attitude about the fete. "Wilder Bites

the Hand That Barely Feeds Him at Lincoln Center

Gala," Said the headhne in Variety two days later. In the

accompanying article, Mr. Wilder's funny, trenchant,

mildly subversive closing remarks were deemed irrever-

ent, as when he observed of Hollywood: "The industry is

in intensive care. They call in lawyers, agents, supermar-
ket Operators and soft drink distrlbutors. And they all

come up with the same answer: 'Get Richard Pryor.'
"

Later, Mr. Wilder summed up his views of today's film in-

dustry by comparing current filmmaking to cooking:

"They can build the perfect kitchen — microwave oven,

garbage compacter, dishwasher and Cuisinart. But where
isthefood?"
A truncated version of Mr. Wilder's speech was telecast

on PBS, but he was cut off in midstream. This was only

one of the many mishaps that marked the evening. For
the first time, the gala was being broadcast live, and its

audience— accustomed to making a leisurely, glamorous
stroll into Avery Fisher Hall — was barely seated when
the program began. The film clips were received politely

but without the warmth that might have been expected.

The Speakers — Shirley MacLaine of Mr. Wilder's "The
Apartment" and "Irma La Douce," Horst Buchholz and
Pamela Tiffin of his "One, Two, Three," Ginger Rogers of

"The Major and The Mihor"— were surprisingly humor-
less as they lauded the work of a filmmaker as funny as

this one.

• • •
Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau, stars of Mr.

Wilder's "The Fortune Cookie" and "Buddy Buddy,"
were amiable as they looked back on the Mr. Wilder's

work, but they were seen only in a fUm clip, since they

werf; unable to attend the gala in person. Only the re-

marks by Mr. Wilder himself , and by I.A.L. Diamond, his

longtime screenwriting coUaborator, conveyed the sawy,
worldly, wickedly funny spirlt of Mr. Wilder's best come-
dies, such as "The Seven Year Itch" or "Some Uke It

Hot." Or the knowlngness and cunning of Wilder dramas
such as "Witness For The Prosecution," "Double Indem-
nity"and"Stalagl7."
What is a gala tribute really for? In past years, the Film

Society has honored Bob^ope, Barbara Stanwyck, Fred«
Astaire\CharleJS Chaßlin/Alfred HitchcockjjQhn HustonJr
and PauTNeWmi^ and Joanne Woodwai
similar galas. On this iist, there are much better candi-
dates than Mr. Wilder for an evening celebrating that

which is uncomplicatedly lovable in somebody's work.
The Film Society clearly labors long and hard to assem-

ble a representative selection of film clips, dlvlded into

categories that concisely encapsulate the honoree's work.

1
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The sun will come out tomorrow
for the latest littlest orphan.

rectoi

She has

by CAROL WALLACE

er first movie, "Annie,"

in which she has the

starring role, opens this

week in New York. She

and her family have al-

ready vacationed at di-

Huston'siliome in Mexico,

'on the hand by

Ricardo Montalban and tickled under

the knees by Albert Finney. Her face

is on inagazine Covers and her larger-

than-life form dominates billboards

around New York. She's riding in

limos, signing autographs, doing TV
shows and lunching on filet mignon.

Carol Burnett, her co-star, savs: "Her
talent is monumental." And there's a

pretty good chance that when "Annie"
opens in London, she's going to meet

the Queen.

Other than that, things haven't

changed much for 10-year-old Aileen

Quinn of Yardlev, Pa.

You can stop asking why they

don't make movies hke they used to.

Somebody did. This is it. John Hus-

ton's first musical directorial effort is a

stylish, feel-good blockbuster based on
the award-winning Broadway play (it-

self based on the comic strip "Little

Orphan Annie"). There have been

some changes made—including four

new songs and a reshaping of some of

the characters—but the film, hke the

play, is a no-lose combination of

sweet-faced, plucky orphans; a lovable

dog; foot-tapping musical numbers,

romance and an all-star cast headed by

Albert Finney as "Daddy Warbucks"
and Carol Burnett as the gin-loving,

man-chasing Miss Hannigan.

The S40 million price tag (not

Carol Wallace is a staff writer for the

Magazine.

Susan Arena, Aileen's fitth-grade teacher at Grey Nun Academy in Yardley, Pa., noted on

her starlet-honor student's report card: "Her friendliness and

generosity make cur classroom a sunny place. " Opposite page: Aileen and Sandy.

counting Columbia's intense marketing

and advertising blitz) is small change

compared with the Warbucks-size for-

tune the film is likely to haul in.

(The film, says one "Annie" insid-

er, was originally rated *'G." Producer

Ray Stark, worried that a *'G" rating

wouldn't draw, asked that one of Carol

Burnett's lines be rewritten to include

a "Goddamn it." When that was done,

the movie was reclassified "PG.")

At the core of the 1 ,900-plus cast

and crew who put the film together is

Aileen Quinn, a lively, outgoing, well-

mannered fifth-grader with a luminous

smile, sparkling blue eyes and a heart-

shaped, freckle-filled face that seems
Stolen from a Norman Rockwell paint-

ing. Despite her new celebrity Status,

she says "Tm still just Aileen," and
remains happiest when playing jacks

with her little brother Drew or bicy-

cling with friends around the family's

10-room Tudor home in Yardley,

Bucks Countv, Pa.

"I don't think of myself as a movie

Star," giggles Aileen, who won the

coveted "Annie" role over 9,000

youngsters despite having never had a

singing lesson. 'i've only made one

movie. I hope I don't get a swelled

head or anything. If I get like that,

nobody's going to like me."

t's noon on a recent sunny,

crisp day. Aileen, in long pig-

tails (her light brown hair was

dved red to match her "Annie"
wig) and vvearing a pink coat,

black patent flats and white

knee-socks, is Walking up Fifth Ave-

nue hand in hand with her mother,

Helenann. They are surrounded bv a

Columbia Pictures publicist, her agent,

a reporter and photographers assist-

ant. The group is maneuvering its way

toward Central Park to take pictures,

but the click-click-clicking of the pho-

tographer is causing a minor gapefs

block. A handful of construction work-

ers are sitting on a ledge. munching

Sandwiches, sipping coffee and pursu-

ing their lunchtime passion: whistling

at good-looking women. Though they

usually go for older women—older

than Aileen, anyway—she catches

their eye.

•'Hey, is that the kid from 'Ann-

ie?' " one of the workers yells.

"Yeah," somebodv vells back.

The worker suddenlv bursts into

song, just like in the TV commercial.

"The sun'll come out tomorrow
. .

.," he sings in a crisp, baritone

voice that is so on-key it startles his

comrades.

Aileen's mother smiles. But Aileen

merely looks at the man in awe,

squeezes her mother's hand tighter

and edges closer for protection.

6
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At the comer of 57th Street, her

mother, a former actress-singer, leans

into her daughter's ear and purrs,

"You oughtta be in pictures . . . You
oughtta be a star."

"The whole family carries a tune,"

observes the reporter.

"Not my pop," says Aileen.

"Fm afraid dad couldn't carry a

tune to save his life," agrees Helen-
ann.

/*Yeah," Aüeen sighs. "You know
men."

An hour earlier Aileen was sitting

in an oversized (for her, ahyway)
black-Ieather swivel chair in the Offices

of Columbia Pictures. She has all the

mannerisms of a typical 10-year-old:

She says "Yuck," rolls her eyeballs,

giggles, crinkles her nose and brags

about her nearly all-A report card. In

fact, two years ago she was just

another eight-year-old, earning better-

than-average grades at Grey Nun
Academy, a parochial school in Yard-
ley, taking dancing lessons or pursuing

the grand passion of her life—jacks.

She had not seen the play *'Annie,"

had never heard of Finnev or Burnett,

and wouldn't have been able to pick

out John Huston in a crowd of one.

ow she is a hot property,

under contract to Co-
lumbia for at least one
more picture. Just höw
did this little girl go from
Bucks County to being

one of Columbia's great young hopes?
As it turns out, with surprising

ease. Oh, there were the five "Annie"
auditions (including two screen tests

and raeetings with Huston). But it was
more a labor of love than a pressure-

filled pursuit, says her mother. Trying
out for the part had been strictly

Aileeh's idea, says Helenann.

continued on page, 8
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I^mw^ION^L second fuxtosurf;

At the Corner of 57th Street, her

mother. a former actress-singer. leans

into her daughter's ear and purrs.

''You oughtta be in pictures . . . You
oiightta be a star."

'The whole family carries a tune."

obser\'es the reponer.

"Not my pop."' says Aileen.

**rm afraid dad couldn't carry a

tune to save his Hte," aizrees Helen-

ann.

"Yeah/" Aileen sighs. "You know
men."

An hour earlier Aileen was sittinij

in an oversized (for her. anyway)
black-leather swivel chair in the Offices

of Columbia Pictures. She has all the

mannerisms of a typical 10-year-old:

She says "Yuck." rolls her eyeballs.

giggles. crinkles her nose and brags

about her nearly all-A repc^rt card. In

fact. tvvo years ago she was just

another eight-year-old. earning better-

than-averaüe erades at Grev Nun
Academy, a parochial school in \'ard-

Icy, taking dancing lessons or pursuing

the grand passion of her life—jacks.

She had not seen the play "Annie/*
had never heard oi Finney or Burnett,

and wouldn't have been able to pick

out John Huston in a crowd of one.

ow she is a hot property.

under contract to Co-
lumbia for at least one
more picture. Just how
did this little nirl 20 from
Bucks County to being

one oi Columbia 's great young hopes?

As ii turns out. vvith surprising

ease. Oh. there were the five "Annie"
auditions (including tvvo screen tests

and meetings uith Huston). But it was
more a labor of lo\e than a pressure-

filled pursuit. savs her mother. Tr\ini:

out for the part had been strictly

Aileen's idea. savs Helenann.

continued on page 8
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Something Else
annual sale 3 for 12.99

v,:i: .rTTfc^"' -

'
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-SfeJb^s

Your clothes will fit better, look smoother when
undemeath youYe wearing Something Else by

Flexnit. It's the featherlight Lycra spandex briet

with cotton panel that comes in a weeks worth of

fun colors. White, beige, black, taffy, rosequartz,

sea foam green or coral reef. S,M,L.XL,2X.3X.

3 for 12.99
Bodywear (451)

reg. ^5 each

Brooklyn Queens White Plams Garden Ctty Hempstead Manhasset Huntington

SunnseMali Smith Haven Monmojth Paramus Woodfcrioge Short Hills King of Pruss*a

Call: NYC (212) MAin 5-6000; Nassau (516) 481-8600; Suftolk (516)

586-2200. Add local sales tax. Orders filied on MO or more. Add *l

delivery. A&S open Sundays 12 to 5 p.m. (Pararr.us and Garden City ciosed).^

All Stores open late Mondays (except Brooklyn tili 7 p.m.).

NNIE
continued from page 7

This "no-pressure" attitude com-

bined with Aiieen's outgoing. confi-

dent Personality, and her talents im-

pressed casting director Garrison

True. who conducted the widely publi-

cized search for "Annie." True spent a

year scouring 22 cities in the Ü.S., as

weU as London and Toronto, in search

of the perfect "Annie."

**I was looking for a child who had

a sense of confidence about herseif."

says True, who, despite having heard

9,000 good and not-so-good renditions

of "Tomorrow," hasn't tired of the

show's hit song. "Somebody who could

say 'I belong here, I know Annie, I

can play Annie.'

'*We also wanted a triple-threat

kid—somebody who could sing, dance

and act. Aileen could do all three. The
secret with Aileen came through more

clearlv the final week when we were

down to nine girls. She had the ability

to concentrate and focus in on what

she was doing. Actors work for years

to get that, and she had it built in."

Havinc surv'ived the initial cuts that

whittled the 9,()(Xi kids down to 556,

then nine and then three, Aileen ul-

timately won the nod from Huston.

producer Ray Stark, executive produ-

cer Joe Lavton (he was in Charge of

the musical numbers) and screenwriter

Carol Sobieski.

"Annie.'* however, was not Ai-

leen's first brush with show biz. Her
original entrance into the business was

on a whim. Her mother, who gave up
acting when she married. still liked to

perform in local-theater groups. Two
years ago. Aileen asked to go with her

mother to an audition for "Annie Get
Your Gun,"

*T was totallv shocked," savs Hei-

enann. "I told her, 'Well, you can

dance, but thev'U want vou to sing and

you don't even know a song.' She said

she would sine one of mine. I said,

*Okay, iet me hear it.' And she did it.

With all of my emotion, with all of the

little things. She'd been absorbing all

of this and I had been totallv una-

wäre."

Aileen landed a kiddie part. Hel-

enann was offered a feature role but

tumed it down.

"After that. she wanted to do
more." says Helenann. Aileen wem on
to perform in Community productions

of shows like "The King and I,"

"Gypsy" and "Carousel."

A family friend suggested that they

find an agent for .Aileen.

"I told Aileen that if she wanted to

be in the business she was going to

have to write the agents herseif," says

Helenann. So Aileen wrote letteLs and

sent photos to about 20 agents.

"This was all her idea/' says Hel-

enann. "Each Step along the way, I

made her put her foot forward instead

of mine. I think t hat's why she enjoyed

every minute of the film. It was an

experience she chose and she loved."

Aileen was subsequently signed by

New York agent Judy Rosensteel.

"She had sent in a composite picture

and her face just shone, it just stuck

out without beine cutesv. Shes a real

kid," Rosensteel says.

It was five months into the audi-

tioning process before Aileen met

Huston for the first time. She wasn't

intimidated by the gruff-looking. Os-

car-winning director simply because

she had never heard of him.

"He asked me where I was from

and a couple of other questions," says

Aileen of her five-minute meeting with

the Veteran director and screenwriter.

"He just sat down and stared at me. I

just sat there and giggled. Finally he

said, *Nice meeting you.'
"

In November 1980, seven months

after her first audition, Helenann was

asked to bring Aileen to Los Angeles

for a screen tesi. (Aileen, meanwhile,

had landed a part in the Broadway
"Annie" as a "swing" orphan—the

understudy who would go on if one of

the orphans became ill.) The candi-

dates had been trimmed to nine.

"Until that point it (the chances of

getting the part) never fazed me,"

Helenann says. "I didn't take it seri-

ously at all. When they said, 'Don't

call US. we'll call vou.' I thoueht,

*Yeah, right.' When it was down to

nine girls, I staned realizing the possi-

bility was there."

n fact. she worked hard at not

building Aileen's hopes. "The
nine girls were told thev would

all be in the film," says Helen-

ann, an attractive blond woman
with a sweet voice and impec-

cable manners. "I told Aileen that it

didn't matter if she didn't cet the role

of 'Annie.' She had done so well and

come so far and tried her best. My
outlook was that it would be a great

experience to work with these people.

To say it didn't matter at all whether

she got the part wouldn't be true, but I

wasn't really super-anxious about it.

Whatever was meant to be was going

to happen."

What was meant to be was that

Huston liked what he saw.

"John spotted something in her

continued on page 20
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continued from p)age 8

immediately/' says True. "One of his

great talents is his casting ability.

When he sat with her and they talked,

he knew he could communicate with

her. The big blessing was that she

could do all the other stuff.

"People have said, "Why John Hus-

ton for a musical?' " savs True. "'I

think Stark knew the Performances

John could get out of actors. The
marvelous thing was his chemistr>' with

the children. He'd be sitting around on
hot days in his undershirt and he

looked iike grandpa sitting in the

backyard. It was a wonderful experi-

ence for him, as if he was getting to

know children. He is absolutelv fasci-

nated with Aileen."

In Januarv 1981, at a crowded

press Conference in Los Angeles, Hus-

ton introduced his new leading lady:

"Eileen Quinn." But everybody knew
he raeant Aileen Quinn. (Rosensteel

says Huston occasionally sturabled

over Aileen's name. "He usuallv called

her Aileen darling,' but sometimes

he'd forget and call her "the IMe
girr n

Helenann let True give Aileen the

good news. After convincing her that

he was not kidding. True says Aileen

screamed: "Wait til my little brother

hears this!"

Aileen, who began singing lessons

after she was chosen, says the cast got

along famously during the six months

of filming in New York, Los Angeies

and New Jersey. (The 130-room ad-

ministration building of Monmouth
College in West Long Branch, N.J..

was rented by the film makers and

converted into Daddy Warbucks' man-

sion.)

"The first night I filmed was at

Radio City Music Hall, and it was

exciting for me because of all the hghts

and everythingr says Aileen. "When
we were in the car during a break.

Albert would tickle me under the

knees and Ann (Reinking) would

teach me songs."

Even Huston, who has worked

with ever>' major film great from

Bogart and Hepbum ("The African

Queen") to Monroe and Gable ("The

Misfits''), treated his cast of kiddies

with great affection.

"He adored the children," says

Bumett. "The kids would flock to him.

He was Iike a grandfather to them,

driving them around in his golf cart.

He would sit there and watch them do

a scene and he would almost be doing

the dialogue under his breath, just Iike

a relative. If it was right, he would

beam. If it wasn't right, he would say,

20

Says Alleen of Oscar-winning director John Huston:

He called me Aileen. darling. I mostly called him 'Mr. Huston.'

Okay, children. that was ver\ nice.

But let's do it another time.'

I think the man could run an or-

phanage himself. A happy one."

Those of vou who are stage moth-

ers and are grooming (or pushing)

your child for show business should

pay attention to the example being set

by Helenann Ouinn. This woman is

not another Teri Shields, creating a

conglomerate at the sound of the first

rustle of cash flow . Which means that

Aileen is one child actress who will not

be hyped as the next Brooke Shields.

"This mav sound funnv, but I knew
that she was going to do this film and

that it was only one film. So we could

do it and go home and live happily ever

after," says Helenann. "I wasn't think-

ing bevond the film. I was just thinking.

gee, I hope she does the job and

thoroughly enjoys the experience.'*

It does sound funny. Or maybe just

level-headed and not what you would
expect out of the mouth of a stage

mother. But Helenann Ouinn is not a

typical stage mother. "I can honestly

say that 99^ of the time I was greeted

with a negative attitude," she savs,

almost laughing. "I was fortunate that

once people got to know me, they

could see I wasn't Iike that."

roducer Rav Stark, casu-

ally dressed in slacks and

a pullover sweater, his

glasses perched on top of

his head, looks pleased

as his newest Starlet ar-

rives at the "Annie" screemng in true

HoUvwood stvle: busheis of kisses all

around and ooohs and aaahs from the

orüookers at Loews Astor Plaza Thea-

ter, 44th Street and Broadway. Aileen

and her entourage—mother, father

and her squirming brother—have ar-

rived for a special Screening of "Ann-

ie." It is the first time Aileen and her

family will be seeing the film.

They glide past Stark, Standing

inconspicuously in the well-manicured

crowd, and sweep toward a more

pressing destination: the popcom
stand. So what if Aileen is about to

become the most famous film kiddie-

let in America? What's a movie with-

out popcom?
Popcom bücket in hand, Quinn

settles into her cushiony seat. Her
mother is at her right. Her brother

Drew, 6, wrestling with an attack of

the can't-sit-stills, is on her left. Her

father, Andrew, a production-control

specialist for General Electric in King

of Prussia, Pa., is next to Drew.

Stark spots the family and swoops

in to stroke his newest star.

"Hello, darling/' he says, pecking

Aileen on the cheek. ^What a pretty

dress! You're growing lovelier every

time I see vou!"

Ah, sweet words from a man whose

movie credenüals ("Funny Girl,*' '^The

Wav We Were," 'The Goodbve Girl,"

'•California Suite," to name a few) are

taller than the 4-foot-3 fifth-grader. Her

mother glows. Her father glows. Her

still-squirming brother digs into the

buttered popcom and says for the

umpteenth time, "Mo-o-om, when's it

gonna Start?" But Aileen just heaves an

embarrassed sigh, giggles and gushes,

"Oh, thank vou."

The movie Starts. Aileen altemate-

ly hides her face, squirms, pokes her

mother in the ribs "at the funny parts"

and giggles throughout the movie. At

the end, she is pleased. "When it first

Started, it was a funny feeling (to see

herseif) and I tumed away and started

giggling," Aileen giggles. "As it wem
on, I got sort of used to it. There was

one scene where just my face was on
the screen. It was so-o-o-o big."

Big-headed is exactly what her

familv doesn't want Aileen to become.

"Td be surprised if she got a

swelled head. because of how she's

being raised," says Carol Bumett.

"Her mother has a very good head on

her Shoulders."

Her mother prefers keeping her in

the same school she has been attending

since first grade, and is delighted that

Aileen's friends and playmates are

"treating her normally."

"It's all very exciting and very

rewarding, but around the house she's

still Aileen," says Quinn. "She makes

her bed and has to hang up her clothes

and pick up her toys. We don't have

any maid service."

Though Aileen made more money
from "Annie" (part of which goes

directlv into a tmst fund under Caüfor-

nia law) than she would in several

vears from her newlv created dime-a-

dav allowance, Helenann Quinn hasn't

permitted Aileen to spend, well, one

dime of her eamings.

"If she is to continue in this

business, I don't want her to continue

because of monetary reasons," says

Quinn. "I want her to continue be-

cause she thoroughly enjoys what she's

doing and not because she's going to

get a treat at the end of the film. If she

enjoys doing the film and people ac-

cept her and enjoy seeing her in it, I

can't think of a bener reward than

that." u
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• ANNIE. (1982 Columbia theatrical release, PG-

2:09) I)irect()i\johnHiMoi^ adapta-

tion üf the Broaclway mustcal and lon^-running

Comic Strip is not thc all-out disaster its detrac-

tors would have you believe it is . . . but it is a

Havved production nonetheless.

Aileen Quinn stars as the title character, an al-

most impossibly ^ood-natured and optimistic

waif confined to a New York City orphana^e gov-

erned by a mean-spirited alcoholic named Miss

Hannigan (Carol Burnett). Albert Finney plays

Oliver (I)addy) Warbucks, the world's wealth-

iest man and a money-lovin^ capitalist who has

no time and even less tolerance for children.

When Warbucks's ji^laniorous secretary Grace

(Ann Reinkin^) arran^es for him to take in an or-

phan on a temporary basis, Annie is the lucky

one. Before long, the little charmer has cast her

spell over the bellowing billionaire, and War-
bucks wants to adopt hei* permanently. That'.^

when the trouble really begins, courtesy of Mis.^

Hannijjan, her scheming brothei* Rooster (Tim

Curry) and his shifty niistress Lily (Bernadette

Peters).

This is pleasant enoujj:h fare, but the big prob-

lem here is Huston's failure to showcase manv of

the talented cast members. (juinn, Finney and

Burnett are given ample ()})p()rtunity to shine.

but Peters, Curry, Geoffrey Holder (as War-
bucks's my.sterious manservant Punjab) and

—

most unforgivably— Ann Heinking are wasted.

Reinking, one of America's foremost dancers,

does remarkably well considering that the film's

SS

MAMMOTH MUSICAL: Aileen Quinn and Albert Finney head the cast of John Huston's "Annie."

choreography is remarkably uninspired.

Songs indude "It's a Hard Knock Life," "Easy
Street" and the ubicjuitous "Toniorrow."

Despite its shortcomings, children should still

enjoy the film.

The impi'essive supporting cast indudes

Roger Minanii as the Asp, Fdward Herrniann as

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Lois DeBanzie as

Fleanor Roosevelt.

Gabler, ON CABLK: "'Annie' had about as

much |)otential as any tilni in (juite a while. The
Broadway play on which it was based— about a

red-haired orphan who gets adopted by the

world's riebest man— was precisely the sort of

iight. cheery, intermittently heart-tugging ma-
terial that makes for big commercial entertain-

ment, and it celebrated an a.xiom that we all

blithely applaud: Money cannot buy happiness.

"Yet, with everything going foi- it. many
things also went wrong. For example, little Ai-

leen Quinn seemed to have all the coltish spon-

taneity wrung out of her, and the choreography

was similarly uninspii'ed.

"But what really went wrong with 'Annie' is

that its budget and the monumental scale that

went with it kept undermining the tilm's mes-

sage. If money can't buy everything. then why is

the movie constantly })ara(ling its budget?

"Nothing in 'Annie' is humanly proportioned.

Nothing in this massive behemoth of a movie is

iight and spry and fun— which is, after all, the

whole point. If 'Annie' proves anything, it is that

bigger is Just more expensive."

ON CABLE article, Januarv 1984: "No one
ever told Aileen Quinn that being a movie star

was easy. Her mettle was tested a couple of

timesduringthe makingof'Annie.' Forinstance,

there was the time when the dog who plays

Sandv in the film— his real name is Bandit—
would not lick her face on cue. Finally, Aileen

was instructed to smear her cheeks with canned
dog food. 'It was really kind of gross,' she says,

shrugging her Shoulders and rolling her saucer-

like blue eves, 'but I did it.'

"Near the end of the movie an attempt is made
to throw her off a railroad bridge, and she is left

dangling by her fingernails. Though the bridge

constructed on the set was two stories high, Ai-

leen was asked to do the scene herseif. The stunt

people in the crew gave her all the pointers they

could, but Aileen was still scared. Not scared

enough, however, to refuse to do it. 'I was shak-

ing and everything,' she recalls, 'and I started to

cry, so the tears you see in the movie are real

ones.

Adult language.

Dec.1(2p).
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'AMe^r^tide^ä toAddPBS
The film Tersioo of the hit Broadway

musical "Annie" will hare its pre-
miere as a benefit for public telerision

stations around the country in more
' than 100 movie theaters next May.

OfRcials of public television are ho{>>

ing to raise $5 million through the mul-
tiple premieres» which may be their

largest fund-raising erent ever, at a
time when the Föderal Government is

cutting back its support for noacom-
mercial broadcasting.
Film rights to "Annie," the Tony

Award-wimüng play based on the
Comic Strip "Uttle Orphan Annie/'
were purchased more than three years
agoby Columbia Pictures for a record
|9J( million. The film, which has been
in piDduction since May, is expected to

C06t t)etween S25 million and $30 mil-
lion.

The announcement of the fUn(S-rais-

ing erent was made yesterday in Los
Angeles by Frank Price, President of
Columbia Pictures; Ray StaiiL, who is

producing "Annie/* and Lawrence
Grossman, President of the Public
Broadcasting Service.

The New York City premiere will

benefit WNET-TV, Channel 13. The
New York and Los Angeles benefits

wUl be held the same night, followed

by opoüngs in other eitles during the

subsequent week.

It is common for premieres of theat-

rical films to benefit nonprofit causes,
but in general the benefits are limited

to one or two theaters in New York and

Los Angeles. The "Annie" fünd-ndaer
also marks the first time the film in-

dustiy has lent finandal support to
public telerision.

Both Columbia and Mr. Stark's pro-»

duction Company, Rastar» have
agreed to forgo their shares of xty^
nues from the benefits. Local theaters
will decide individually about keeping
a share of the ticket sales. In New
York, negotiations are under way to
hold the benefit at the Radio Ci^
Music Hall, although the film will noi
play the rest of its nm there.

FilmedinArea

The fUm Version of "Aonie" is being
directed byijj^nH^flQJpnd features

Albert FinneyStJTOäywarbucks and
a la-year-old newcomer named Alleen

Quinn as Annie. It is being filmed
largely in the metropolitan area. The
scenes in the Warbucks mansion, for

instance, were shot in New Jersey at

the Monmouth College administratioo
building, a former prirate home witb
il3 rooms and 19 baths.

' Mr. Stark described the fund-raising

effort as "totally in keeping with
President Reagan's budget policy in

which private sector commercial enti*

ties work with publiclv funded arts

groups to generate Sadly needed
funds."

' "We would be very hopefui,** he
added, '*that this alliance between Co>
lumbia and public television sets an
example for the private sector in find-

ing new ways to support PBS."

4
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VINCENT CANBY

Here^s td

Hollywood's

Downtrodden
Writers

In
the beginnlng there was not the word but a succes-

sion of Images. Stuck in, here and there, on cards
placed among the images were words, as few and as
functional possible. Moviemakers dared not to as-
sume that the public could read fast or even that it

could read at all. People— among them, Anita Loos —
who could write those tltles were hired, not with enthu-
siasm but because the titles had become increasingly
necessary to the sorts of films being made. Hollywood
writers came to be regarded as an exotlc kind of service
personnel, people hired to carry around the weighty in-
spirations of rüde, umannerly producers who didn't have

I
to beableto read and write toreach the top.

|

Salute to Writers

i

Continued from Page 19

Schwartzman and Kevin McClory,"
is produced by Mr. Schwartzman,
with Mr. McClory listed as the film's

executive producer. Whal that

means, I've no idea. The film's

screenplay credit goes to Lorenzo
Semple Jr., "based on an original

Story by Kevin McClory, Jack Whit-

tingham and lan Fleming." If that

sounds vaguely familiär, it's because
"Never Say Never Again" is actually

a freely conceived remake of "Thun-
derball," the 1965 Bond movie, the

screenplay for which was written by
Mr. Maibaum and John Hopkins,

"from an original story by Kevin
McClory and Jack Whittingham,
based on the lan Fleming novel."
What has apparently happened in

the Interim is that the producers of

"Never Say Never Again" have post-

humously upgraded the contribution

of Mr. Fleming, who died in 1964.

Where the credits for "Thunderball"
list him simply as the author of the

original novel, Mr. Fleming, dead as

he is, now is given coequal Status with

Mr. McClory and Mr. Whittingham as
an author of the original story, with

no mention of any novel.

I go into this in some detail only^to

indicate how arcane movie credits

have become. It gets especially com-
plicated when a critic/ reviewer feels

the urge to cite for praise or blame
any one of a film's principal contribu-

tors. Because only a few of us have in-

formants who were on the set of any
film from first shot to last, and then in

the laboratories and editing rooms
during post-production chores, we
really aren't in position to know who
did what.

We can take a film's credits literal-

ly, and assume that the writers listed

in the credits functioned coequally on
the screenplay, that the director shot

the screenplay as written, and that

the actors played the roles as the lines

were written in a manner approved
by the director.

However, if movies were made that

way, they could be tumed out by Com-
puters. The best that reviewers —
those of US without privileged Infor-

mation — can do is to describe the

film under review as accurately as

possible, evoking the experience of

seeing it for the first time, and only
then, perhap«, chancing .some com-
ments on individual contributions, as-

suming the credits are accurate.
A lot of movie people have had ele-

vated fits about the increasing tend-

ency of reviewers to designate films
— almost all films — as being the

properties of their directors, such as
\Jj2jui Huston's *i"Annie" or John

I
GleifTs' **Octopiissy." This is done
even though it's obvious to anyone
who knows the history of Ray Stark
that Mr. Stark, as the producer of the

"Annie" film, must have been its

really dominant power figure, and
that Albert R. Broccoli, the producer
of "Octopussy," probably had the last

say on that film.

The reason that we might call

"Annie" Mr. Huston's film is par-

tially out of respect to him and in ac-

knowledgment of the fact that direc-

tors, by agreement with producers,
are insured that top credit, which is

why the director's name is the last to

flash on the screen at the start of a
film. Mr. Huston has made many
films that must be called his — in-

cluding, John Huston's "The Man
Who Would Be King" — even though
"Annie" is not one of them. Some
films reflect the particular concems
and styles of their directors, some do
not. ...,

Hollywood writers have always
been in a terrible position, relative to

their egos and receiving recognition
for their work. A film, because of its

complex technology, belongs to its di-

rector to the extent that he has the

credited responsibility. It's not like

the theater, where the playwright en-

joys this dominant position. This
Situation was probably inevitable be^

cause of the way films evolved, with
writers coming in comparatively
late.

I can't always agree with Mr. Leh-
man that when a film is good it prob-
ably means that the screenplay is ex-

cellent or that when it's bad, the

screenplay is no good. I do agree that

writers get stomped on or ignored far

toooften. , J.-

With that in mind, I take off my hat
and Salute Mr. Maibaum and all of

the other people who wrote the Bond
films into motion-picture history,

, p
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A Mansion for Daddy Warbucks
By MICHAEL deCOURCY HINDS

IHE set designers needed a mansion for

'shooting *'Annie,*' Columbia Pictures*
film Version of the long-running Broad-
way musiail. But not just any man-

sion. The directoriJohn HustonJwanted one
that could easily houseft* fflftiTeccentric bil-

lionaire, Daddy Warbucks, and copies of such
kolossal Status Symbols as Rembrandt's
•'Night Watch/' the "Winged Victory" and, of
course, the Venus de Milo.

For months nothing appropriate tumed up.

The best houses had long since become mu-
seums emd, according to Dale Hennesy, the
production designer, others, like the familiär
palaces of Newport, R.I., had lost their ability

to dazzle by appearing in too many films and
television commercials.

"All along. the scout manager kept telling

me about some administration building at a
College he had attended in New Jersey," Mr.
Hennesy said. The description did not sound
very promising, he related, adding: *'Finally,

when we were getting behind, I said. 'Let's go
see it.' And the minute I walked in the house, I

said: 'This is it ! This is Daddy Warbucks !
*
"

The limestone mansion, now the centerpiece
of the Monmouth College campus in West Long

Garden side of Shadow Lawn, home
of the fictional billionaire in "Annie."

Branch, N.J., is modeled after Versailles.

While not as large, it conveys a similar sense of

overreaching extravagance.
Shadow Lawn, as it is called, has 130 rooms,

not including the 2,500-square-foot main hall

with its 75-foot Venetian glass ceiling. At night,

lamps above the stained glass make it glow like

a display case at Tiffany's. For guests there

were 17 master suites of Chinese, Japanese,

French, English, Spanish and other national

designs. There is a theater seating 300 people, a
gymnasium, two tx)wling alleys and a billiard

room and, outside, a nine-hole golf course. It is

a palace of marble in 48 varieties, petrified

woods, mirrors— 1 ,500 of them— gold leaf and
rare inlaid woods.
The three-story, $10.5 million mansion was

designed in the 1920*s by Horace Trumbauer,
an architect, for the late Hubert T. Parson, who
was President of the F. W. Woolworth Company
until 1932. It took three years to design, three

years to build and two years to decorate, but

within 10 years Mr. Parson lost it to the town
for nonpayment of $132,000 in taxes. After serv-

ing as a military academy, a military hospital

and a school for girls, the mansion and its 108

acres were bought in the 1950's by the private

College.

Shadow Lawn, described in "Great Ameri-
Continued on Page C8
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Findingthe

Waytothe
Heartof

Childhood
Television isn't all bad. Among its other public

Services is the manufacture of a lot of regulär

comedy shows featuring the sort of wisecrack-

ing monster-children who, otherwise, might be
tuming up in theatrical films. There*s no need to

mention the shows. You know which ones they are, and I

don't want to be in the position of knocking some worried,

highly-strung, prematurely aged 10-year-old who is his

family's sole means of support.

The great, seemingly insatiable public demand for

monster-children being thus met, theatrical filmmakers
are free to deal with ordinary children in less exploitative,

more realistic, more humane ways. Is that a non sequi-

tur? Perhaps. Whatever the reason, there appear to be in

release at the moment an unusual number of films in

which children are treated realistically as children and
not as adult fantasy-figures, or as stand-up Comics who
have leamed how to deliver one-liners without ever hav-

ing leamed how to toddle.

All actors are vulnerable but none more so than the

child who's in front of a camera. Childhood, in fact, is the

nearly perfect metaphor for the entire acting profession.

Like children, actors are terrifyingly dependent on the

kindess of others — writers, directors, cameramen, edi-

tors, even laboratory technicians. Adult actors, however,

can and often do exert some control over what they're re-

quired to do. Very young actors are largely the creations

of their directors. I may be wrong but I find it difficult to

believe that a child of less than 10 or 12 is ever an actor;

more likely he is a mimic or an improvisationalist gifted

with a vivid Imagination, something that can be played by
others as if it were a musical Instrument.

• • •
By whatever fashion a child's Performance is ob-

tained, it cannot be judged in the same way one would
judge that of an adult, though it's difficult to remember
that.

Because Doug McKeon was so aggressively unreal as
the troubled teen-ager in "On Golden Pond,'' one had to

keep reminding oneself that he wasn't responsible. The
dreadful lines he was given were written by Emest
Thompson and his mannerisms approved by Mark Ry-
dell, the director, Mr. McKeon may well be a good actor,

but there was noway of being sure from what appeared on
the screen. He was playing out an adult's sentimental fan-

tasy about the lonely, surly kid who is at last, redeemed
by good old, down-home common sense and love.

In the best of the current films about — or with —
youngsters, children are met on their own, private, ever
mysterious territory, a land we've all passed through,

largely forgotten, and attempt to rechart with the help of

psychological compasses that aren't always too rellable.

In these new films, the child's dignity is respected. He's
Seen at his qwn eye level.

• • •
The major exception is the film version of "Annie,"

but "Annie" is in a class by itself. It's less about kids than
it is an old fashioned celebration of show biz for kids, fea-

turing, in the title role, one dimpled darling of a belter, Al-

leen Quinn, and a still smaller tyke (in movies like this,

children are tykes), Toni Ann Gisondi, as Annie's best
friend, Molly. Given the unashamedly artificial circum-
stances of the piece, both children. underlJc^jn Huston'sjf

direction, are more than tolerable. Miss GisÖfKll, in

particular, is a live doli.



Film Studios Express Fears öfStrikesby Writers andDirectors
ByAUEAN HARMETZ

special to ITw New York Tlmet

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25—The movie
industry, which was virtually closed

down for nine weeks last summcr by a
strike of 60,000 actors, may face two
equally devastating strikes this spring
— this time by Hollywood writers and
directors. If they corae, these strikes

will Center on the issue that caused the

actors to strike— payment for original

material written and performed for

pay-television, videocassettes, and
videodisks.

Although its contract does not expire
until March 1, the Writers Guild of

America, long regarded as the most
militant of the movie guilds, formed a
strike planning committee last Octol)er

and is organizing strike captains. Mel-
ville Shavelson, President of the guUd,
said that his union had no Intention "of

being subject to the bookkeeping of the

producers." "That's what the actors

settled for/* he added. ''We won't."
The Directors Guild of America,

whose contract expires June 30, has
traditionally been more ccnciliatory.

"We do not go leaping into strikes,"

said George Schaefer, its President.

"Clearly and unequivocably, our guild

does not want to strike, and we have no
Intention of striking unless we are
forcedto.**

Despite Mr. Schaefer's disclaimer,
the movie Studios are in a panic over
the possibility of a directors' strike. Al-

.though they did not wish to be quoted,

executives at several Studios said they
were considering canceling or delaying
movies set to go into production in May
or June. After the unpleasant experi-
ence of having movies shut down for

more than two months by last sum-
mer's strike, no studio wants a second
taste of that disruption.Although a
writers* strike would evcntually affect

the producers, movie Studios and tele-

Vision networks are capable of Stockpil-

ing enough Scripts to see them through
for several noonths. However, no movie
can complete production if its director
walksoff the set.

Mr. Schaefer insists that his union
'*will, we think, succeed in getting a
fine contract without a strike. *

*

Why, then, are the Studios convinced

not only that they will face a writers*

strike in March but also a directors*

strike next July? The answer lies

partly in the importance of the pay-
television issue to each side.

Lesson From the 80*8

"In the 60*s, we leamed a very good
lesson from the producers,** said Mr.
Shavelson. "They told us that, in this

new medium of television, the old

black-and-white movies would have no
value. So we gave them all our 194^^
pictures for a $600,000 contribution to

our Pension fund. I see my old movies
pla^ng on television all the time, and I

cringe. So, now, when the producers

teil US that pay-television is an Infant

and may never grow, I think the fact

they took a very long strike by the ac-

tors proves how important they think
that Infant is.**

In addition, both Mr. Shavelson and
Michael Franklin, national execution
secretary of the Directors Guild, have
publicly expressed their dismay at the
actors* settlement. The actors finally

agreed to accept 4.5 percent of the
gross revenues of original program-
ming made for pay-television, payment
to be triggered after a program has
played 10 exhibition days on every pay-
television System within a year.
"That settlement was wholly inade-

quate,*' says Mr. Franklin. "It really

means the actors allowed a residual

free zone for one year on every pay-
television System.**

Mr. Franklin, himself, is a consider-

able reason the producers fear that the

directors will strike. Formerly execu-
•tive director of the Writers Guild, Mr.
Franklin guided that guild during its

i960 and 1973 strikes, and he is re-

garded as a tough and aggressive Oppo-
nent, "rm flattered by their feeling

that rm militant,*' he says. "I think

rm reasonable and flexible; I'm not al-

together certain they are flexible.
*

'

In the last few days, Mr. Franklin
and Ray Stark, 1979 winner of the Acad-
emy or Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences' Irving Thalberg Award for his

career as a producer, have almost
come to blows over Mr. Stark*s request

for a three-week extension for his $30

million movie, "Annie,** in case of a
strike.

Speaking reluctantly, Mr. Stark said
that he had planned to Start "Annie" on
May 28 in New York. Two months ago,
worried about a possible strike, he
went to Mr. Franklin and requested a
Short extension to finish his location
shooting. Since both his Eastem loca-

. tions— Monmouth College in New Jer-
sey and the Radio City Music Hall —
would not be available again for a füll

year, he said he based his request
partly on the liklihood that his 9-year-
old Star would outgrow the role and
partly on the recent ill health and age
of his 74-year-old director,vohn Hus-
VtOTLy
Decislon Made to Rush

"We explained our position to 150

members of the guild's national com-
mittee and they seemed sympathetic,"
Mr. Stark says. "Then I had another
meeting with Franklin and he said if he
gave me three weeks of grace, he'd
have to give it to everyone. I got five

major Studios to agree that an 'Annie'
extension would in no way be used as a
precedent. Then he said he would take
another two or three weeks to figure

out his demands and then if Columbia
wanted to settle for those demands, I

could have an extension. He wanted me
to be the Judas goat and Columbia the
scapegoat. That's when I 'escorted'

him out of my Office.
'

'

Despite what he calls an "immense
hardship" on Mr. Huston, Mr. Stark is

now planning to rush the pre-produc-

tion on "Annie" and Start filming his

movie early in May.
"Because the Directors Guild is in-

terested in negotiating a collective bar-

gaining agreement, we're not inter-

ested in bargaining with Mr. Stark as

an individual," Mr. Franklin respond-

ed. "We're not interested in an exten-

sion that would put us at a disadvan-

tage. It's impossible to negotiate with

each production Company separately

when we want an industrywide settle-

ment."
During last summer's actors strike,

nearly 40,000 people were thrown out of

work, including the 5»000 actors who
normally have Jobs in any given week
and 17,000 of the 22,000 members of Hol-

lywood unions and craft guilds. The
strike also cost an estimated $47 mil-

lion a week in lost expenditures for

goods and Services.

The results of that strike are consid-

ered to be a compromise in which the

actors at least won the concept of shar-

ing in gross receipts. A second Holly-

wood strike, which began last August,
ended a few weeks ago in almost total

defeat for the Musicians Union. The
musicians' key demand was payment
for re-runs of television programs, a
benefit won by the actors, writers and
directors 20 years ago. However, the
producers were able to function nicely

without the musicians by getting their

movies scored abroad and by reusing
old television scores. After being out of

work for five and one-half months, the

musicians finally gave up their de-

mand for reuse payments.
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'Annie' Finds Its Screen Annie
ByAUEANHARMETZ

special to The New York Times

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 14 — Leapin'
Lizards!

After a one-year search in which
8.000 girls werc interviewed. 9-year-old
Alleen Quinn of Yardley. Pa.. has been
chosen to play the title role of "Annie**
in the $90 million movie that will go into

production in May.
Ray Stark's film version of the Tony

Award-winning Broadway musical will

be directed by John Huston and will

Star Carol Bumett as the mean mis-
tress of the orphanage, Miss Hannigan

;

Tim Curry, now on Broadway as Mo-
zart in •'Amadeus." as her brother.
Rooster; Albert Finney as Daddy War-
bucks. and Bemadette Peters as Roost-
er*s girlfriend. In addition. Ann Reink-
ing is close to being signed for the role

of Daddy Warbucks's secretary.

*I Was Suspicious*

•*It was exactiy one year ago today
that Ray Stark asked me to go out and
find his Annie.** said Garrison True,
the Casting director who was to lock at

20,000 photographs and 8,000 live chil-

dren. choose more than 500 to be video-
taped and then help select nine semifi-
nalists.

"I was suspicious,** Mr. True said.
"and asked him if it was a legitimate
search. He said, 'Of course it*s legit,

unless you happen to know a 9-year-old
kidwho*salreadyastarIcanhire.* *'

The mies for the search were simple.
"I needed a child with Charisma who
was shorter than 4 feet 6 inches,** Mr.
True said. "She had to have singing,
dancing and acting potential. But those
things weren*t as important as person-
ality. And I had to be aware that the
child who was great then might have
outgrown the part in 15 months.**
Wearing a black velvet jumper.

black patent leather shoes, white yam
bows in her hair and at least 100 freck-

les. the winner, Aileen Quinn. was in-

troduced at a champagne-and-Ovaltine
breakfast at the Academy of Motion
Plcture Arts and Sciences this mom-
ing. She was playing jacks on the floor

of her hotel room last night when Mr.
Tnie told her that she had won the role

ovcr the other two finalists— Robin Ig-

nicio, 10, of Clearwater. Fla., and
Angela Lee, 8. of Los Angeles.

'I Fell Like I Was Going to Gry*

"My first thought was that he was
kidding.*' Miss Quinn said a few
minutes after she was told. "that he
was teasing. I feit like I was going to

cry. I still can*t belicve it. I like order-
ing B.L.T. Sandwiches and french fries

from room service. I want to be in the
movies. I love signing autographs. Ifs
neat.*'

Miss Quinn, whose mother is an ele-

mentary-school teacher and whose fa-

ther works in the aerospace division of

General Electric, had a taste of signing
autographs as a recent understudy for

five of the orphans in the Broadway
cast of "Annie.** She got that job sev-

Associated Press

Alleen Quinn, who will play the title role in the film of "Annie,"
with John Huston, director.

eral months after she was videotaped
by Mr. True last spring. She has been
taking dancing lessons for five years
and has also appeared in commercials
for Northern Bathroom Tissue, Crest,
Shake *n Bake and Planters Cheese
Balls, and was sent to the "Annie**
audition in New York by an agent for

commercials.

The dramatic effect she has on adults
is evident in tne fact that she was hired
for 6 of the 12 commercials for which
she auditioned. Even Mr. True thought
she was **a strong contender" when he
put her on videotape last March. ''She
was so bright and sparkly. with a sense
of humor— a real little girl,'* he said.

Mr. Huston was equally charmed when
he saw the videotape. *'She's a natural
standout,**hesaid.

Bought by Columbia

Mr. True added that Miss Quinn sur-

faced as the leader of the semifinalists
who were brought to Los Angeles last

Thanksgiving to be coached in the role.

"I knew when I saw all nine of them to-

gether for the first time,** Mr. True
said. **And even some of the other
mothers told me they thought Aileen
would get the part." The other semifi-
nalists will have roles in the movie.

"Annie,** based on "Little Orphan
Annie,** Harold Gray*s comic strip,
was purchased by Columbia for $9.5,
million more than two years ago. It was
originally to be produced by David
Begelman, but, when Mr. Begelman
became President of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer a year ago. it was inherited by
Mr. Stark, who dismissed the director,
Randall Kleiser. Mr. Kleiser, director
of "Grease** and "The Blue Lagoon,**
was replaced by Mr. Huston. who had
worked with Mr. Stark on "Reflections
in a Golden Eye," "Night of the Igua-
na** and "Fat City.**

The purchase price of the musical is

reflected in the film*s budget, which
Mr. Stark hopes he can trim to $25 mil-
lion, "depending on the price of taxi-
cabs,*' he quipped, referring to the rav-
ages of inflation. He prides himself "on
never having made ä film that went
over budget except *The Electric
Horseman.* and that's because I delib-
erately didn't exercisecontrol."

Miss Quinn hugged Miss Bumett and
Mr. Huston and giggled for the teleVi-

sion Cameras. Her own favorite televi-

sion programs are "Bugs Bunny** and
"General Hospital.** As for movies,
well, she has seen only one — "Super-
man."

Sufferin* sunfish, here we go.

w
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French C6urt Blocks

An Altered Film
Opponents of film coloring were

buoyed recently when a high
French court blocked the first

showing of a colored version of

John Huston^ "Asphalt Jungle."

which was affirmed
by an appeals court on June 25,

was based on a legal conception of

artists' moral rights that is more
far-reaching than that in the

United States. It said that coloring

would cause "unmendable and in-

tolerable damage" to the film's

integrity and infringed on the late

director's estate and moral rights.

The appeals court agreed that

based on French Copyright law,

film makers had the right to con-

trol how their works were exhibit-

ed, and affirmed that foreign film

makers had the same moral
rights as French directors under
French law.

The case was brought by Angel-

ica and Daniel Huston, two of Mr.

Huston's children, and La Societe

des Realisateurs de Films, the

French directors' association,

against La Cinq, a television Chan-

nel that wanted to broadcast the

film. The 1950 movie is owned by
the Turner Entertainment Com-
pany and would have been the

first newly colored film shown on
French television.

In a telephone interview from
Paris, the French director Marcel

Ophuls, denounced the intended
broadcast as an attempt "to will-

fully violate John Huston's own
wishes, which he expressed in

front of the American Congress."
Mr. Huston testified against film

coloring last year shortly before
he died.

"Turner tested the waters in

France quite aggressively," he
said, "because French laws are
among Europe's strongest con-

cerning artists' rights. They feit

that if they could get away with it

here, they could get away with it

anywhere."
The case was the subject of con-

siderable attention, as Jack Lang,
the Minister of Culture, and two
French television Channels de-

clared their Opposition to coloring

films. Although these initial

"emergency" rulings "are al-

ready far-reaching," Mr. Ophuls
said, the case will probably be
heard again in September and
may be appealed after that.

Mr. Ophuls said that although
newly colored films have been
broadcast elsewhere in Europe,
he thought this was the first case
concerning film coloring on the

Continent. He said he hoped that

French moral-rights law could be
a model for the rest of Europe,
and added that the rulings could
help legislative efforts to extend
artists' rights in the United States.

^\
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A Portrait of Marilyn Monroe Showing

Wliy Gentlemen Prefer Thal Blonde

By BARBARA BERCH JAMISON
Hollywood,

A T Holly^ood's first demonstra-

/\ tion of Cinemascope, Twen-
/~\ tieth Century - Fox's own

new wide-screen develop-

ment, some weeks back, the initial

tables seemed to be that this proc

CSS was fine for mountains and the

Empire State Building, but a little

hard on actors, who came out look-

ing twelve feet tall and a mile

Wide. Then appeared the phenom-
enal form of Marilyn Monroe, also

tweivft feet high, doing her "Dia-

monds Are a Girl's Best Friend"

number from "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes."

"Well-1-1-1," hoorahed the boys

in the front row—and in the back
row—and in the middle rows—and
on the sides, "this is great! Won-
derfull Zanuck, you old devil,

you've done it again!"

The lady behind this latest ex-

pression of unbridled male admi-
ration — an admiration so widc-

spread and universal that it has

transformed her from a sometime
model and obscure bit player into

one of Hollywood's most important
properties in a scant three years

—

is a blue-eyed high-color blonde
with dimples and a preposterous
past including childhood as a ward
of the Los Angeles Orphanage,
marriage at 15, divorce at 17, nude
calendar modeling and a long-time
romance with Joe DiMaggio.
Plopped in a big chair in a mu-

sician's bungalow at Fox, dressed
in an oversized shirt and creased
slacks, wearing no lipstick or shoes
and fussing with unset hair that
looked like something out of Mar-
jorie Main, Miss Monroe last week
discussed her Ufa and times with
this reporter.

"I'm thrilled, of course," she
admitted in a dialect she's devel-

oped for herseif which sounds like

a cross between a British accent
and baby-talk. "Everything's feo

wonderful—people are so kind

—

but I feel as though it's all hap-
pening to someone right next to

me. I'm close

—

I can feel it

—

I can
hear it—but it isn't really me."

esign For Livin^

Has she bought a big house.

then? A mink coat? Hired a

maid ? Picked up any of the more
tangible evidences of Hollywood
success? "No—nothing," she says

thoughtfully. "Oh— I did move
out of the Rirnished apartment I

was living in into an unfumished
apartment. And I bought a new
bed—sort of a sofa." She grows
more excited. "It's covered in or-

ange velvet—sounds horrible, but

it's dreamy." She pauses. "Yes,

actually, I do have this wider bed

now."

She sighs. "What I really no-

tice most about my success is that

I have to watch my health. I've

turned anemic since all this hap-

pened— have to drink raw liver

Juice and stir uncooked eggs into

my milk." She grins. "And I eat

Steak for breakfast every morn-
ing. Never had to worry about

my Constitution before."

She's not too surprised that

she's become the world's most dc-

sirable female. Her .success with
men dates back to adolescence and
contains some pretty concrete
proof of their wann approval. "At
12 I was pretty thin — the boya
used to call me 'string-bean'," she

reaction among the assembled no-[says wryly. "Then I started to

fill out—" she drops her eyes—
**^nd they've never called me
string-bean any more." She was
queen of the campus at high
school, queen of the plant at the
airplane factory where she worked
during the war, and winner of

every beauty contest she ever en-
tered. Now, with Hollywood star-

dom as her reward, she's the
proclaimed sweetheart of thr^e-

quarters of the world's masculine
Population. Her mail comes to the
studio in truckloads, her picture
is run frequently in "Stars and
Stripes," the Army newspaper.

"'Ifted\jij

No director has ever been able

to teil her how to projecl iieiäeii.—

"now to niaKc myäen—un— sexy,

It just seems to happen anyvvay.
Mr. nuston, now" i^onn HuäLo.i,

the director who gave her her first

important bit in "The Aspnait
Jungie")—"wnen I first reau tor

him I was so scared I shook. I'd

studied my lines all night but wheii
I came in to read I just couldn't

relax. He asked me to sit down but
tliei"e were only straight-backcd

chairs all around the room so I

asked him if I couid sit on the

floor—just to get comfortable. But
I was still nervous so I asked if I

could take off my shoes. 'Anything,

anything,' he said. Then I read for

him—and I was sure I was awful—
but before I had a Chance to say
anything he kind of smiled and
said I had the part, all right." She
tucked her bare feet under her.

"Then he said I'd probably turn
into a very good actress—which is

really what I want to be. I want
to grow and develop and play seri-

ous dramatic parts—my dramatic

coach. Natasha Lytess, teils every-

body that I have great soul—but

so far nobody's interested in iU

Someday. though—someday "

Meantime, the studio is keeping

her soul in reserve and stairing

her in multi-million-dollar musicaia

like "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," in

which she competes with Jane Rus-

sell, an old-tim,er in the busincss of

popping gentlemen's eyeballs, and
"How to Marry a Millionaire," in

Cinemascope. Nights, before her

health started to wane, she took

courses at U. C. L. A.'s extension

school in downtown Los Angeles, in

literature and philosophy, and after

the first shock of her appearance

in these classes ^4lore off she went

out for coffee with six or seven of

her male classmates regularly.

She does a lot of reading on the

set even now, and during the shoot-

ing of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"

shte and Miss Russell became good

friends. Thus. instead of spending

their time painting their toe nails,

"Jane," says Miss Monroe, "who is

deeply religious, tried to convert me
to her religion and I tried to intro-

duce her to Freud. Neither of us

won."
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judge has re-

affirmed the
French prin-

ciple of "vive

la diffference"

in a new ar-

ea— thc color-

ization of
black-and-
white films.

Judge Hu-
Huston guette Le
Foyer de Costil ruled Friday that

the private French TV Channel La
Cinq cannot air a colorized version

of '^The Asphalt Jungle/* a classic

John Huston film. Lawyers for La
Cinq Said they would appeal the

ruling, which De Costil said affect-

ed all of Huston's films. She noted

that Huston, who died in August,

opposed colorization and it was her
duty to respect his will. The
French Society of Film Directors,

representatives of Huston's estate

in France, and Huston's children,

Anjelica and Daniel Huston, had
requested the injunction.



French Court Blocks

An Altered Film
Opponents of film coloring were

buoyed recently when a high
French court blocked the first

showing of a colored version of

slflliiUiuston^Asphalt Jungle."
TheruTmgrwhich was affirmed

by an appeals court on June 25,

was based on a legal conception of

artists' moral rights that is more
far-reaching than that in the
United States. It said that coloring
would cause "unmendable and in-

tolerable damage" to the film's

integrity and infringed on the late

director's estate and moral rights.

The appeals court agreed that

based on French Copyright law,

film makers had the right to con-

trol how their works were exhibit-

ed, and affirmed that foreign film

makers had the same moral
rights as French directors under
French law.

The case was brought b>|Angel^

ica)andyjäIli£Utoi2!>^* two orMr
Huston's children, and La Societe

des Realisateurs de Films, the

French directors' association,

against La Cinq, a television Chan-

nel that wanted to broadcast the

film. The 1950 movie is owned by
the Turner Entertainment Com-
pany and would have been the

first newly colored film shown on
French television.

In a telephone interview from
Paris, the French director\Marcel

Ophuls/ denounced the intended
frPöädcast as an attempt "to will-

fully violate John Huston's own
wishes, which he expressed in

front of the American Congress."
Mr. Huston testified against film

coloring last year shortly before
he died.

"Turner tested the waters in

France quite aggressively," he
said, "because French laws are
among Europe's strongest con-

cerning artists' rights. They feit

that if they could get away with it

here, they could get away with it

anywhere."
The case was the subject of con-

siderable attention, as Jack Lang,
the Minister of Culture, and two
French television Channels de-

clared their Opposition to coloring

films. Although these initial

"emergency" rulings "are al-

ready far-reaching," Mr. Ophuls
said, the case will probably be
heard again in September and
may be appealed after that.

Mr. Ophuls said that although
newly colored films have been
broadcast elsewhere in Europe,
he thought this was the first case
concerning film coloring on the

Continent. He said he hoped that

French moral-rights law could be
a model for the rest of Europe,
and added that the rulings could

help legislative efforts to extend
artists' rights in the United States.

H ^' ^\tM.^ 7/11 L'g



CRITICS' CHOICES

CabieTV
The prospect of three vintage movies on

this cable this week— old friends — rekin-

dles some treasured iniages. Take **J)^ As-
phalt Jungle** (1950xUohnHusJ^^
liant study of a robber^'^d^ a"H6nTiafh, as

each thief pays the piper. Who could forget

Louis Calhem*s final, wry remark to his

young mistress, Marilyn Monroe — or his

unfinshed letter and brisk suicide? Or Sam
Jaffe's prolonged stare at a gyrating girl

near a cafe juke box? Or the fadeout— with
the wounded Sterling Hayden in a pasture,

nuzzled by curious horses. It will be shown
Monday at 11 A.M. and 7 P.M. on WHT.

dent in his new land. The film will be broad-

cast Monday at 1:05 P.M. on WTBS.
Howard Thompson
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Sterling Hayden Dead at 70;

An Actor, Writer and Sailor

By ALBIN KREBS

Sterling Hayden, the handsome
blond actor who played wholesome
leading-man movie roles in the 1940's

and 1950's and later weathered into a
rough-hewn solid character actor in

films such as "Dr. Strangelove** and
"The Godfather," died yesterday at his

home in Sausalito, Calif

.

Mr. Hayden, who was 70 years old

and also had a home in Wilton, Conn.,
had been suffering from prostate Can-
cer for niore than two years. He made
more than, 50 movies, beginning with
''Virginia" in 1941, but his abiding love

was the sea. He owned a schooner in

California and a 100-foot» Netherlands-
based canal bärge he used all over Eu-
rope. 4
The strapping, 6-foot-5-inch Mr. Way-

den, who made a notable Impression
with his acting ii^ohn Hustonis ''As-

phalt Jungle" (195(^in jwhrtnhe ap-
peared as a doomed petty hoodlum,
found it difficult to subjugate his love
for the sea to his need to make a living

as an actor.
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Recent Releases

The Asphalt
Jungle
Starring Steriing Hayden, Sam
Jaffe, Louis Calhern, Jean
Hagen, Marilyn Monroe, James
Whitmore; directed by John
Huston, 1950

MGM /UA Home Video
112 minutes. $69.95

John Huston's black-and-white

'*Asphalt Jungle** set a new style

for caper films in the way it impli-

cates the audience while depicting
the details of a particular crime—
the heist of a half-million dollars in

loot from a fancy jewelry störe in

a large Middle Western city.

The Superlative cast includes

Sam Jaffe, as the gang's courtly

mastermirid, who has a weakness
for nymphets; Louis Calhern, as
the urbane lawyer who finances

the caper, and, in a small role,

Marilyn Monroe, as the sex kitten

kept by the lawyer on a back
Street. The film*s only disappoint-

ment is Sterling Hayden, who, as
the gang's homesick hooligan, has
so much trouble with the tough-

guy lines you might think he
thought he was playing Hamlet.
The film, adapted from W. R.

Bumett's novel, is lean and tense
up to — but not including — the
very end. Only Jules Dassin's
"Rififi'* (1956) tops it. This film-

to-tape transfer couldn't be bet-

ter. Vincent Canby



Miss Caswell,
* Playerf by Miss

Marilyn Monroe

"Miss Casvvell is an

actress. A graduate

of the Copacabana
School of Dramatic
Artsr

Marilyn Monroe had been under

contract to Fox for two or three years,

as a member of the studio "stock Com-
pany." She was dropped by Twentieth

Century-Fox as a contract player about

two years before the casting of All

About Eve. Now, one of the most ir-

ritating aspects of the vast amount of

crap that has been thrown up into

print about Marilyn is its inaccuracy.

Particularly as it relates to her second

Start at Fox, and her subsequent trip

to the Hollywood moon. Let me testify

at once that while I was instrumental

in getting her the part of Miss Caswell,

I did not make a star of Marilyn Mon-



roe. No individual, to the best of my
pretty extensive knowledge, ever made
a Star. That is a power and privilege

restricted only to the unfathomable,

improbable, and altogether unworthy
authority known as the Mass Audience.

The so-calied Hollywood starmakers

have invariably been crap-shooters with

other men's money; to mix my meta-

phors, after betting every horse in the

race they would hold up only the win-

ning ticket. Louis B. Mayer, for one,

did exactly that.

The only person importantly asso-

ciated with All About Eve with no

supportable claim whatsoever to hav-

ing brought Marilyn back to Twentieth

Century-Fox (except, of course, his

ultimate reluctant approval, which was
legally necessary) was Darryl F. Zan-

uck. Upon my proposal of her name
his Opposition was instantaneous,

vehement and possibly justifiable. Nor
was my championship of her equally

vehement and adamant. True, I thought

she'd be good for the role. l'd inter-

viewed some eight or ten young ac-

tresses for the part, all of them of

equal physical endowment and pro-

fessional prowess

—

I believe Sheree

North was one—and I feit Marilyn had

the edge. There was a breathlessness

and sort of glued-on innocence about

her that 1 found appealing—and she

had done a good job for John Huston
in The Asphalt jungle. Still, I wasn't

about to tear up my contract and stomp
out if she didn't get the part. ^-^

As it turned out. I didn't have to.

Standing my ground was made easier

^^tßß»^-"^

"^

Marilyn Monroe in the party scene that made her famous.

for me because my endorsement of

Marilyn was mcrely supportive to the

major force that desperately wanted
her in my film. That major force was
a very important agent named Johnny
Hyde—at the time certainly no less

than the number two or three power
at William Morris. Like most great

agcnts, he was a tiny man. Johnny
Hyde was also a very honest and a

very gentle man. He was deeply in love

with Marilyn. And more than anyone
in her life, I think. he provided for her

something akin to an honest ego of

her own. He respected her, permitted

her, in turn, to acquire a certain

amount of self-respect. After Johnny
died—suddenly, not too long after-

wards— it seemed to me that Marilyn,

despite all the intellectual and cultural

and Personality flurries, gave up on
herseif. The biographers of Monroe,
when they mention Johnny at all,

are seemingly overinfluenced by the

unhappy fact that he never hit a ball

out of Yankee Stadium, never even

wrote a play.

It was Johnny Hyde who brought

Marilyn to me for Miss Caswell. He
haunted my office. And once l'd said

*'yes"—more than anyone, it was John-

ny Hyde who fought the good fight to

break down the considerable resistance

to her return to Fox. On March 27,

1950, Marilyn Monroe was signed for

five hundred dollars a week—on a one-

week guarantee. I imagine there was ap-

pended to it the usual very long-term

contract, at the Option of the studio. It

was an enormously profitable contract

for Fox, and lasted until she took her

life.

There is one particular memory I

have of Marilyn which I think teils

a great deal about her at the time.

One day on the set—we were shooting

the party sequence—she walked by

me, carrying a thin book. Had she been

carrying a thin snake, I would have

thought nothing of it. But a book. I

called her over and asked what she

was reading. She didn't say; she just

handed it to me. It was Rainer Maria

Rilke's Letters to a Young Poet. l'd

have been less taken aback to come
upon Herr Rilke studying a Marilyn

Monroe nude calendar.

I asked Marilyn if she knew who
he was. She shook her head. "No. Who
is he?" I told her that Rilke had been

a German poet, that he was dead.

that I myself had read less of him and

knew less about him than I should

—

and asked her how the hell she came
to be reading him at all, much less

that particular work of his. Had some-

body rccommended it to her? Again,

a shake of her head: "No. Nobody.
You see, in my whole life I haven't

read hardly anything at all. I don't

know how to catch up. I don't know

CM-, U
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".
. .With her career a shambles ten years ago, can you imagine

Marilyn Monroe today, alive-existing as what? Where? How?..."

whcre to begin. So what I do is, every

now and then I go into the Pickwick

[a bookshop on Hollywood Boulevard]

and just look around. I leaf through

some books, and when I read some-

thing that interests nie

—

I buy the book.

So last night I bought this one. Is

that wrong?" No, I told her, that was
far from wrong. That, in fact, it was
the best possible way for anyone to

choose what to read. She was not ac-

customed to being told she was doing

anything right. She sniiled proudly and
moved on. The next day Marilyn sent

me a copy of Letters to a Young Poet.

1 have yet to read it.

I thought of her, then, as the lone-

liest person I had ever known. Through-

out our location period in San Fran-

cisco—perhaps two or three weeks

—

Marilyn would be spotted at one res-

taurant or another dining alone. Or
drinking alone. We'd always ask her to

join US, and she would, and seemed
pleased, but somehow she never under-

stood or accepted our unspoken as-

sumption that she was one of us. She
remained alone. She was not a loner.

She was just piain alone.

More mawkish manure has been in-

toned and written about how "Hol-

lywood destroyed Marilyn Monroe."
Her particular pattern of self-destruc-

tion had been completed long before

she ever heard of Schwab's Drugstore.

But the movies—and her sudden, stag-

gering, inexplicable movie stardom

—

did shape the finish for her, and hurry it.

And cushioned it, in my opinion—in

a Strange way that made the end easier

for her. With the fantastic miracle of

her **career" already a shambles ten

years ago, can you imagine Marilyn

Monroe today, alive—existing as what?
Where? How? Think about it.

Mrs.

Sarah Siddons

"/ regard this great

honor not so much
as an award for what
I have achieved, but

as a Standard to hold
against what I have
yet to accomplish."

—Eve Harrington

*The Award"—the Statuette around

which All About Eve revolves—is more
than a symbol, it's a totem. Getting it

is like acquiring a sort of cockamaimy
immortality. Together with the conniv-

ing and soliciting and maneuvering that

goes on for the acquisition of it—there

is the strangely unenduring gratifica-

tion it provides. Award-winning can

often be followed by a period of de-

pression, not unlike suddenly going ofT

amphetamines. 1 pondered these ramifi-

cations of "The Award" before I made
All About Eve-'diX\d after,asyou will see:

My original concept of All About
Eve was, and remained, to teil a satiric

tale of theater folk, utilizing the flash-

back techniques within a framework

of the presentation and acceptance of

a fictional theatrical totem known at

The Award. Creating a physical set-

ting for the cercmony was no prob-

lem: it became a vague amalgam of

the New York Players Club, of which

I had been a member for many years,

and the Garrick Club in London. But

dreaming up a name for the theatri-

cal Society itself was less easy; it had

to serve, after all, also as the Inspi-

ration for the physical appearance of

The Award. Then one day while I

was rummaging through some old the-

atrical portraits to choose some to be

reproduced and used as set dressing,

Sir Joshua Reynolds's famous portrait

of Sarah Siddons as The Tragic Muse
popped up at me. And that was it.

So, sometime early in 1950, I created

both the Sarah Siddons Society and

that award which is presented an-

nually for Distinguished Achievement

in the Theater: the Sarah Siddons

Award. Working from an enlarged

print of the Reynolds portrait, the

Twentieth Century-Fox prop shop

Started making up statuettes according

to my specifications. The first approved

model of the Sarah Siddons Award is

on my mantelpiece in Bedford, New
York. Walter Scott (the set dresser) even

put my name on it. So actually I was
the first recipient of the Sarah Siddons

Award. So much for the fictional ma-

tcrialization of my fantasy, in 1950.

All About Eve had its widcst general

relcase throughout 1951. Then some-

time early in 1952—as far as I have

been able to determine—those charged

with such responsibilities at the Am-
bassador Fast Hotel in Chicago be-

thought thcmselves of an inspircd Pub-

licity gimmick for their Pump Room
Restaurant and its eighteenth-century

English ambience. A real Sarah Sid-

dons Society came into being. It had

as its avowed purpose the furthering

and flowering of the theatrical arts in

the meat-oriented metropolis—and

established, as symbolic of its lofty

undertaking, the Sarah Siddons Award.
It was to be bestowed annually upon
an actress chosen by the Society for

Distinguished Achievement in the The-

ater of Chicago—a feat not easy of

accomplishment out where the winds

of culture blow coid. The presentation

ceremony, one may assume, would be

destined to become a traditional rite

at the—surprise, surprise—Ambassador
Fast Hotel. So much for reality pla-

giarizing my fantasy in 1952.

Could anyone conceivably have been

taken in by such an award? With All

About Eve and its satiric connotations

about awards still playing the movie
theaters of Chicago? With the ads,

magazines, Sunday Supplements, and
lobby displays still filled with exploita-

tion layouts for the film, always fea-

turing the Sarah Siddons Award which
I had dreamed up as an object of Sa-

tire? An award of which the Chicago
gimmick Version was, what's more, an
excict replica? You can bet your ass

it was taken seriously.

And not only by those culture-hun-

gry matrons of Chicago who to this

day attend meetings faithfully and de-

liberate the winner with all the solem-

nity of the Nobel Prize committee.

Their award, from its very inception,

became a much-sought-after accolade

by many of our most distinguished

actresses. It has endured for twenty

years now, this bit of my intended sa-

tiric fantasy which has become unin-

tended satiric reality. Tm quite pre-

pared to accept the estimate that next

to the Tony Award, the Sarah Siddons

Award is the most treasured trophy

for an actress in the American theater.

Its first recipient, in 1952, was
none other than Helen Hayes. Since

then, among others similarly honored
by this reproduction of my movie prop
have been such actresses as: Beatrice

Lillie, Deborah Kerr, Nancy Kelly,

Geraldine Page, Shirley Booth, Ger-

trude Berg, Carol Channing—and, of

all pcople, Celeste Holm. I can't help

wondcring whether Celeste had a feel-

ing of dejä vu. Or whether she placed

it alongside the Sarah Siddons Award
I gave her when we finished the film.

She probably threw out that old origi-

nal fake. I hope she keeps the new fake

fake. I wish long life both to the Sarah
Siddons Society and to its award, be-

lieve me. They will provide for me an
annual and infinitely gratifying reaf-

firmation of what All About Eve was
rcally all about.

It would seem that the idiocies of

theater folk within their world share

one common characteristic with the idi-

ocies of the Outsiders, "the private peo-

ple," within their world: they are con-

tinuing, self-perpetuating idiocies.
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THE CAPITOIS BIGGEST SCREEN

THRILL SINGE ^NAKED CITY1
1950's masterpiece of melodrama is

already haiied as a foremost candidate for the

year's "Ten Best" list.

' Seidom such advance praise:

Excitingly directed

by JOHN HUSTON,
winner of two
Academy Awards.

^'

S. N. Behrman, noted playwright says:

"Literally a hair-raising film. About the most

exciting I have seen inyears!" Gerard Fairlie,

author of "Bulldog Drummond" says: "A great

picture füll of süspense!" Paul Osborn, author

of the play "A Bell For Adano" says : "One of the

most intensely exciting pictures Tve ever seen!"
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Come anytime after 12:30 P.M. and see a special preview of

"THE ASPHALT JUN6LE" m addition to our regulär stage and

screen show. Last showing of "THE BIG HANGOVER" at 8:50 P. M.

Last In-Person show starring WOODY HERMAN t ORCH.« and BILL

FARRELL at 10:15 P.M. final Preview Showing at 11:00 P.M.
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Scrcen Play by

BEN MADDOW

and JOHN HÜSTON

From a Novel by W. R. BURNETT

Directed

Produced

AUSPIClOUS OPENING OF NEW POLICY

©tpheumTHcwcAA.
DOWNTOWN

Broadway near 9th St.
CPtN AU NIGHT

Hollywood ot Bronson
Cont. from 12 Noon

free Porkino

u u
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These notes were written in praise of the

new picture ^The Asphalt Jungle'' directed by

Academy Award Winner JOHN HUSTON . .

.

•One of the most intensely
exciting pictures I've ever
Seen."

— Paul Osborn,
author of the play A BELL FOR ADANO

"The supreme example of melo-
drama. It fulfills its every
Intention with rewarding ex-
citement and suspense."

— Richard Brooks,
author of THE BRICK FOXHOLE

"Certainly a masterpiece
among thrillers. A classic
with all the pity and the
terror, the suspense and the
heart of that truly rare
thing: a very great motion
picture."

- Stephen Longstreet,
author of STALLION ROAD

''A great picture füll of sus-
pense, refreshingly original
and intelligent. It gave me a
splendidly exciting evening."

— Gerard Fairlie,
author of BULLDOG DRUMMOND

"MGM's screen version of W. R.

Burnett 's novel THE ASPHALT
JUNGLE provides eighty min-
utes of continuous excite-
ment. Films like THE ASPHALT
JUNGLE are Hollywood 's most
effective answer to unin-
f ormed critics with an eye on
front-page headlines."

- Bennett Cerf,
editor and columnist

"Does something to your scalp.
I feit the top of my head
tingling for a long time
afterward - literally a hair-
raising film. About the most
exciting I have seen in
years."

- S. N. Behrman,
noted playwright

'•»ASPHALT JUNGLE is an extra-
ordinary picture and, among
other things, certainly the
best picture I ' ve ever had the
good f ortune to have based on
one of my books."

- W. R. Burnett,
author of LITTLE CAESAR

-The dramatic story of The City Un'der The City

M-G-M's"THE ASPHALT JUNGLE"sTARRiNc STERLING HAYDEN • LOUIS CALHERN.
.i.h JEAN HAGEN • JAMES WHITMORE • SAM JAFFE • JOHN McINTIRE

A JOHN HUSTON PRODUCTION
Screen Play by BEN MADÜOW and JOHN HUSTON • From a Novel by W. R. BURNETT

Directed by JOHN HUSTON • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr.

A METRÜGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Now playing in New York af the cool Capifol Theatre, Broadway a+ 5ls+ Street
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Sam Jaffe, a Character Actor

On Stage and Film, Dies at 93

By PETER B. FLINT

Sam Jalfe, a character actor who
displayed a commanding stage and
screen presence over a career of six

and a half decades, died of cancer yes-

terday at his home in Beverly Hills,

Calif. He was 93 years old.

Mr. Jaffe won acclaim for scores of

Performances, but perhaps his best-

remembered film characterizations
.

were as the humble but heroic Indian
water-carrier in **Gunga Din" in 1939

and the mystical Tibetan holy man in

"Lost Horizon" in 1937.

He was also vigorously effective as a
cool-hea(j^ crime mastermind in^hn
Huston'sl*Asphalt Jungle," for wfScE
T5worrt!!e best-actor award at the 1950

Venice Film Festival.

On television, Mr. Jaffe appeared in

innumerable dramas and, from 1961 to

1965, he was Dr. Zorba, the avuncular
mentor of a brilliant young doctor in

**Ben Casey," the populär hospital

series.

His last two movie roles were in

"Nothing Lasts Forever** in 1982 and
"On the Lines*' last year.

"I Can Get It for You
1951, a scientist in the

Played Elders Even When Young

Even when relatively young, Mr.
Jaffe convincingly played wise an-

cients, making use ofa scholarly, soft-

spoken manner, ascetic features and
distinctively unruly hair.

He honed his craft on the stage and
gained wide notice on Broadway in 1925

in a Comic role in "The Jazz Singer" by
Samson Raphelson. His greatest suc-

cess on the stage was as the Kringelein,

a dying, obscure Clerk who snatches at

luxury for the first time in his life, of

"Grand Hotel," a major hit in 1930. He
was also seen as an anguished book-
keeper superseded by automation in a
1956 revival of Eimer Rice's "The Add-
ing Machine" and, in his last New York
stage appearance, as a Hindu guru in

the short-lived "A Meeting by the

River" in 1979. He was then 88 years
old.

In the 1940's Mr. Jaffe became some-
what of a dean of the theater who was
widely admired for helping and encour-

aging young performers. In 1943, with
George Freedley, the curator of the

Theater Collection of the New York
Public Library, he founded, and for six

years was chairman of , the Equity Li-

brary Theater, which gave thousands
of actors, and also directors, a Chance
to test their talents in an inexpensive
showcase.
Sam Jaffe was bom in Manhattan on

March 8, 1891. He grew up in a tene-

ment on the Lower East Side, attended

pubUc schools, including Townsend
Harris High School, and appeared oc-

casionally with his mother, Ada Stein-

berg Jaffe, in the then-thriving Yiddish
theater. His father, Bemard Barch
Jaffe, was a jeweler.

He received a B.S. degree in engi-

neering from City College in 1912 and,

while carrying out graduate studies at

the Columbia School of Engineering,
was a teacher, and then dean, of

mathematics at the Bronx Cultural In-

stitute, a College preparatory school.

But in 1915 he retumed to the theater,

joining the Washington Square Players
and also appearing in Shakespearean
repertory.

By 1921, he was on Broadway, sup-

porting Jacob Ben-Ami, a leading Yid-

dish actor, in a folk tale, "The Idle

Inn."

Other stage credits included^M^
ReinhardtVjspectacular Ifl^ produt^
ttön Öf-mfe Etgpial R4»d," Jed Har-
ris's all-star revl^al of "A Doll's

House" with kuth Gordon, the Group
Theater's production of Irwin Shaw's
"Gentle People" in 1939, the title role in

"King Lear" in 1940, "Cafe Crown" in

1942, "The Sea Gull" in 1954 and a long

tour in the title role of Moli^re's

comedy "Tartuffe."
In his first movie ,%^gfvBii_Sl£p-

ber£'3)(;'Scarlet Empress,^^ 1934, Mr.
JTäTp was the dissolute Czar Peter III,

withJ^ari^^Dietnch)as Catherine the

GreätTnewon a I&rgör audience as the

High Lama in Frank Capra's "Lost
Horizon," based on James Hilton's ex-

otic tale about the hidden paradise
Shangri-La.

Fluent In Six Languages
Other screen roles were a Jewish

scicmtist hounded by anti-Semitism in

"Gentleman's Agreement" in 1947, a
canny criminologist in the 1949 thriller

"The Accused," a fast-talking garment
executive in

Wholesale" in

Science-fiction story "The Day the

Earth Stood Still," also in 1951, and a
resourceful aide to Charlton Heston in

the 1959 remake of the biblical-fiction

classic "Ben-Hur."
Mr. Jaffe, still vigorous at 90, was a

talented pianist who composed serious

music. He was also an insatiable

reader and was fluent in at least six

languages. For many years he was a
member of the Actors Equity Council,

the governing board of the actors'

Union.

He was married to Lillian Taiz, an
actress and singer, from 1924 until her
death in 1941. In 1956, he married Bet-

tye Ackerman, who was also a star of

"Ben Casey." She was more than 30

years younger than he, and they were
obliged to grant a spate of interviews

about their June-October marriage.
Gracefully, they fielded hundreds of

gauche questions. To one she replied,

"Sam is the yoimgest man I have ever
known."

Mrs. Jaffe, the actor's only immedi-
ate survivor, said a memorial service

would be held tomorrow at 1 :30 P.M. at

Westwood Memorial Park in West-
wood, Calif.
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BY ¥AY OF
REPORT

Lüllolnigida in High

Gear—Postscript ^

In

Bv HOWARD TIIOMPSOX
A N HOUR or so after emcrg:-

/\ ing from Customs at

h\ Idlewild, last wcek'a

most impressive impert

to this country sat quictly in her

hotel suite, sipping American
. otfee (briefly) and pondering

the career of Gina LoUobrigido,

past, presenL (see photo at left),

and future. Along- with the ac-

tresa herseif, the last looks

great. In a comparatively Short

five years, Miss LoUobrigida'a

special blond of talent and ex-

treme brünette shapeliness haa

surmounted bit film roles for

such recent co-starring importa-

tions as "Times Gone By" and

"Beauties of the Night." Her
arrival for tomorrow s premiere

now finds her reportedly tha

highcst salaried film actress In

Italy, including a lady named
Magnani. Was this so?

"Per'aps," she allowed gently,

sharing a smilo with the firm-

jawed gentlcman seated ncar by,

her husband and business man-
ager, Dr. Mirko Skofic. "Is not

easy to be a film star," she con-

tinucd carnestly. "I have been

vcry lucky but very busy, too. I

work hard to improve constantly,

but you have to work even hard-

er when you—gel the top."

"And how," murmured Dr.

Skofic. "My wife cven memo-
rizes the entire Script. That way
[she knows the whole picture. It»

a sensible investment and you

might say a matter of profes-

sional conscience, too."

Background

A native of Subiaci3, some fifty

miles from Rome, Miss Lollo-

brigida was stopped on a Roman
Street one day by director Mario
Costa and made her screen debut

in "Miss Italia" (" 'orrible"). "I

had studied singing and painting

but I had no thought of the eine-

ma tili then.'' she said, mention-
ing thrce latcr Costa ventures,

"Follies for Opera," "Love of a
Clown," her first major role as

the gypsy in a Pagliacci drama-
tization. and "Elixir of Love"
("aLso 'orrible").

Asked how much a director

really had to do with acting,

Miss Lollobrigida slightly fur-

rowed an otherwise flawless

brow. "Well, is necessary—some-
one to say good, not so good.

We can't be critics, too, can we?"
Had she a favorite? "Oh, De

Sica," she sighed. "A wonderful
man, so natural I'm not actress

at all. We always agree. Another
great director is 'uston." she said

of John Hiiston. "When we start

a scene in 'Beat the Devil,' 'uston

—well, he watch so carefully."

She squinted through a finger-

lormed O. "Liko this. He move
all around for the best Position,

angle. He allow the actor so

much freedom." The picture it-

self had small success in her
country because "the ironies. "she
explained, charmingly accenting
the second syllable, "were not for

the Italian peopie."

" 'Bread, Love and Fantasie*

will be a hit hcre, too—we
hope." she went on, as both hus-
band and wife leaned forward
enthusiastically. "Why? Is good,
simple, the character is true. la

neo-realistic but optimistic, has
no bic scenes and does not need
them. And is chcap, only cost

58,000,000 lira—minus De Sica
and my money."
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SCREEN=

nif^ht Peopl& and 'Beat the DeviV

A screen play written. direcled and pio-
diiced by Nunnally Johnson; baj^ed oii a
slory by .lod Hani.s and Thomas Reed,
prpscntpd In Tfchnicolor-Dp Luxe by 20lh
Ceniury-Kox ujih the loUowing ca.si:

Co). Van Dykc Gregory Perk
IcHtherby Broderick Crawford
Holty Aniia ßiork
Mis.s Cates Rita üam
FoMpi Walter Abc!
§Pl. MiCoIlorh Biiddy Eb.sen
Frederifk 8. Hobart Casey Adaur
Frau Schuldler Jill EsmioikI
Pctirchine Prter Van Eyck
Kathy Marianne Korli
Jchnny Ted Avrry
Burnf. Himh McDerniutt
V.'hitby Paul Carnentpr
Stanways John Horslpv
L'ikeland Lionel Murton

Firp Willi Fire

NUNNALLY JOHNSON'S
"Nipht People" is about dirty

doinors on the underside of

pleaming white diplomacy in

Bf»rlin. Filmed on location in

Cinemascope and in Technicolor

in that city and Munich. this

new movic at the Roxy piles up
suspense in a tale about a kid-

naped G. I. and the Army's
efforts to €:et him back fiom the

Russian zone.

"Night^People" has many as-

sets. Johnson's Script is slash-

ingly written and his action is

paced like a rapier ducl. Gregory
Peck does one of his dominant,
towering "Command Decision"

Jobs as a lieutenant colonel of

counter-inteHigence. The ending
alone is disappointing: the story

paints itself into a corner from
which there is no escape except

the kind of deceit which ougrht to

be the exclusive property of the

villains. Except for this, "Night
People'* has the mysterious air

and staccato Performance of a

good spy thriller.

Johnson's movie teases you
with samples. promising to

straighten everything out in the

end. The soldier is kidnaped and
then ofTered—unofRcially—in

exchange for a pair of German
civilians wanted by the Russians.
All loyalties are in question ex-

cept for those of Allied of^cials

and an American tycoon. the

father of the missing soldier,

played by Broderick Crawford as

a man who plays golf and ex-

pects people to jump when he
speaks. Himmler men are linked

U'ith the East Zone gang; the

most trusted counterspy may be

a traitor. and every move is

clouded in suspicion and in-

trigue.

As the American ofTicer han-
dling the whole deal, Peck issues

his commands and crushes in-

terference in the very personi-'

fication of authority. He is

hard-boiled and sarcastic, yet

sympathetic with the underdog,
Crawford is something of a bull,

tossing every one about on the

homs of political and economic
power in an attempt to overridr

the military and diplomatic
))ersonnel: but Peck is the Ican.

dangcrous bullflghter who tames
him and handles the enemy at

the same time.

Pock is characterized as an
px-pro football player who can

By OTIS L. GUERNSEY Jr.
NEIGHBORIIOOU THEATERS

Gregory Peck

People;*

in '•JNight

(fina

ihc Dcv

LoJJoljrigitla

il."

in •ßcal

A srrcen play by John Hu.ston and
Trumaii Capote, based on the novel by
James Helvick. directed by Mr. Huston.
H Santana-Romuhi.s productlon released
by United Artl.sts with the followlng rast:
Billy Dennreulher Humphrey Bogart
(fwendolen Chelni Jennifer Jone?
Maria Dannreuther Oiua Lollobrigida
Petersen Robert Morley
O'Hara Peter Lorre
Harry Chelm Edward Underdown
Maj. Ross Ivor Barnard
C. I. D. Inspecror Bernard Lee
Ravello Marco TulM
Purser Mario Perronl
The Manager. Hotel Bristol Alex Pochet
Charles i Aldo Silvan
Administrator Gtulio Donnini
Ca Pia in Saro Ur?!
Hi^pano-Sui/a Driver Juan De Landa
Arab Officer Manuel Scrano
The Barman Mimo Poll

Raisiug Cain

JOHN HUSTON is in a pixie

mood in his new film "Beat
the Devil." All through it he
plays games with the movles,

some hilarious and some hay-
wire. It is evident that he and
Truman Capote, who helped him
with the Script, decided that it

would be a jolly prank to turn

a melodrama about a uranium
Claim into a burlesque of all

movie melodramas.

A jolly prank it is, too, with
a gorgeously motley crew of vil-

lains (Robert Morley, Peter
Lorre, Ivor Barnard and Marco
Tulli) opposing Humphrey Bo-
gart in a lot of not-very-serious
maneuvering filmed on location
in Italy. It is disorganized, but
inventive, a catch-all of fugitive

amusements like a stately old
car, a player piano or a speech
about Rosicrucians. You never
do find out exactly what the
Messrs. Huston and Capote
think they are doing, but you
can have fun watching them do
it if you do not demand too
much by way of continuity or
unified style.

The plot. when you can find
it, is about a uranium deal
pending in Africa and a group
of interested parties gathered in
an Italian village to discuss it.

Clearly, Capote's script cares
less about the story than about
the personal color and relation-
ships of the characters: the way
they behave in street cafes.
worshiping their little fetishes
and launching their suspicions.
Capote cherishes each oppor-
tunity to match character with

.a turn of Phrase, as in Peter
^' Lorre's comment on time: "The
Swiss manufacture it. The
Fi-ench hoard it. The Italians
squander it. The Americans
say it is money. The Hindus
say it does not exist. Do you
know what I say? i say it is a
crook.**

The really troublesome factor
of "Beat the Devil" is Its dis-
unity of style. At one point it
is a razor-edgedsj

I I
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.speaks. Himmler men are linked

%vith the East Zone «ans; tlu'

most trusted countcrspy may be

a tiaitor. and every move is

clouded in üuspicion and in*

trigue.

As the American officer han-
dling the whole deal, Peck issues

his commands and crushes in-

terference in the very personi-

fication of autliority. He is

hard-boiled and sarcastic, yet

sympathetic with the underdog
Crawford is something of a bull,

tossing every one about on the

horns of political and economic
power in an attempt to override

the military and diplomatic
personnel; but Peck is the lean,

dangerous bullfighter who tames
him and handles the enemy at
the same time.

Peck is characterized as an
ex-pro football player who can
play dirty when he has to—and
he has to in order to get out of
the strailjacket in this Situa-
tion. In his policy of fighting
fire with fire, the blaze gets a
bit out of hand, as the villains
are neither outgamed nor out-
fought but outcheated. With-
out giving away its details. one
can observe that the ending
does not solve the interesting
Problem in the problem's own
terms; it leaves you with a
sense of loss rather than of ful-
fillment. and it adds no fictionai
glory to American Operations in
Berlin.

The supporting cast is ful) of
casual. able Performances,
among them those of Anita
Bjork as a spy. Rita Gam as
the colo^iers secretary, Walter
Abel as an Army doctor and
Buddy Ebsen as a sergeant and
Yankee fan. Except for some
Panoramas of Berlin, the sub-.
.iect is not particularly adäpted
to Cinemascope but is smoothly
presented in this medium for
the most part. On the whole.
•Night People" is a bit too
lancy for its own absolute com-
fort, but it is clever enough to
keep you guessing and hoping
most of the way.

(»ina Lollohri;:i<la in "'Brat

Ihr Drvii;'

Ihey behave in streeL cafes,

worshiping their little fetishes
and launching their suspicions.
Capote cherishes each oppor-
tunity to match character with
a turn of phrase, as in Peter
Lorre's comment on time: "The
Swiss manufacture it. The
French hoard it. The Itahans
squander it. The Americans
say it is money. The Hindus
say it does not <?xist. Do you
know what I say? I say it is a
crook."

The really tioublesome factor
of "Beat the Devil" is Its dis-
unity of style. At one point it
is a razor-edged satire on greed.
Pride, adventuring and love; at
the next. it throws fits of wild
lampooning in a shipwreck and
an encounter with Arabs. in one
scene of which Humphrey Bo-
gart suddenly leaps up, jumps
out of the Window and Starts
running down the street, for no
apparent reason. At another
Point it deserts the joke com-
pletely in an attemptea murder
worthy of 'The Maltese Falcon."
The workmanship is marvelous
to behold, but there is no de-
sign.

• • •

*t^

Most of the amusement in
Beat the Devil" comes from

watching John Huston, that
crafty card-sharper of Visual
images, play his characters for
all they are worth in laughter
and bring in anything felse he
can find that might seem funny
at the moment. An old auto
with a fringed top and built-
in bar is a symbol of his point
of View; when he has used it

up as a subject for humor. he
drives it over a cliff with a
grand, debonair gesture.

Perhaps his most telling

stroke is his selection and com-
bination of the villains. This
group is a delightfully droll

contrast of the tall and the
Short, the suave and the vicious.

They are Robert Morley, quer-
ulous and bossy as the brains of

the outfit: Peter Lorre as
an enigmatic German named
O'Hara; Ivor Barnard as a
)*untish, fanatical Army major
who lets himself go on the sub-
ject of the Rosicrucians; and
Marco Tulli as a tall. cadaver-
ous, silent Italian delegate to

this Comic United Nations. The
moment you see them you want
to know more about them. They
are unforgettable. and when
"Beat the Devil" is remembered,
it will be for them.

Bogart, as the adventurer, is

a straight man used by Huston
to set off chain reactions among
the comedians, and Gina Lollo-

brigida. as his wife. is a beautious

stand-in—you can not always
understand what she is saying

as she speaks in English, but it

is never important.

Jennifer Jones expends a con-
siderable amount of energy on
the screen as the talkative, wild-

ly imaginative wife of a prim
and proper Englishman (Edward
Underdown> who never forgets

his hot-water bottle and con-
siders it his duty to disapprove
of the highly improbable crim-
inal activities of those around
him. The two girls are criss-

crossed in love affairs which are
themselves a couple of jokes at
the expense of the bright-eyed
heroine and the femme fatale to
be found in all straight-faced
adventure pictures. "Beat the
Devil" is a kind of shell game,
with the Operator sometimes
forgetting under which Shell the
black ball is hidden. It is a
pleasant novelty, all the same.
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Gregory Peck Stars in 'Night

People' at Roxy—Story

Wai Shot in Berlin

NIGHT PEOPLE. screen play by Nunnally
Johnson froin a stoiy by Jcd Harris and
Thomas Rccd; dirocted and producod by
Mr. Johnson for Twentieth Century-Fox.
At the Roxy.

Colonrl Van Dyke Gregory Pcck
Lcatherby Broderick Crawford
Hoffy Anita B'ork
Miss Catcg Rita Garn
Fester Walter Allel

SKt. McCollooh Buddy Ebsen
Frederick s Hnbart Cascy Adams
Frau Schindler Jlll Esmond
Pet rechine Peter Van Eyck
Kathy ;.. Marianne Koch
Johnny Ted Avery
Bums HURh McDermott
Whltby , Paul Carpent^r
Stanways John Horsloy
Lakeland Lionel Murton

By BOSLEY CROVVTHER
A lively bit of undercover

skulduggeiy between the Rus-

sians and an American coiinter-

espionage officer in Berlin is re-

counted with great glee and ex-

citement on the expanse of the

Cinemascope screen in Twentieth

Century-Fox' "Night People

which hit the Roxy yesterday.
Written, produced and directed
by Nunnally Johnson, with Greg-
ory Peck as his star, it is first-

rate commercial melodrama—big,

noisy, colorful and good.
Be warned of one thing, how-

ever: you must place yourself in

the State of mind of a fellow try-
ing to outwit the shell-[jame
when you sit down to watch this
film. For the skillful and wily
Mr. Johnson manipulates his
pieces with such speed and such
trickery in some places that you
may very well be confused. He
also pulls a key switch with a
double-cross by a nifty woman
spy that may be a little hard to
fathom. It beats us, even now.
Bat that's okay. ^

The main thing ig that Mr.
Johnson gets going with becom-
ing speed and keeps his melo-
drama mounting right up to
"Stars and Stripes Forever" at
the end. En route, he works in
plenty of mystery, romance, ten-
sion, sex and comedy.

Tries to Obtain Release of G. I.

What he is telling is a story
that could or could not occur

—

that is a criitical matter for the
wise ones in Berlin to decido—of
a bit of midnight maneuvering
whereby this American officer
contrives to obtain the release of
a G. I. whom the Russians have
kidnapped in exchange for—well,
that's it. Whom he delivers for
the hostage is the ironic twist in
the film.

Actually, the people whom the
Russians are demanding in ex-
change are a man and a wife who
are hated for their activities dur-
ing the late war. And the G. I.

held as liostage just happcns to
be the son of a big Toledo manu-
facturer who flies to Berlin to
"get things done." These are
complicating factors that make
it a slightly tougher job, albeit
a more picturesque one, for Mr.
Peck. .

Perhaps we should note In
passing that Mr. Johnson directs
a film head-on. He does not re-

Gregory Peck in "Night People"

derplays with good-natured neu-
trality. The others seem, in turn,

either nervous or piain deter-

mined, including a blonde Miss
Jones as a rhapsodical liar; Miss
Lollobrigida as the hero's spouse
and Edward Underdown as a
stuffy Briton.

The best moments belopg to

the sauntcring cutthroats per-

sonified by Mr. Lorre, Ivor Bar-
nard, Marco Tulli and the portly

Mr. Morley, whose cherubic evil

provides the spielest interludes.

And some of the dialogue is de-

licious, as when Miss Jones de-

livers a discourse on spiritual

values to a stupefied Mr. Morley.
The most hard-breathing scene,

with an Arabic firing-squad prac-
ticing outside, has their captor
leaning forward to ask Mr. Bo-
gart, "Now teil me, do you really
know Rita Hayworth?"
For all the studiedly suave pro-

fessionalism, though, "Beat the
Devil" ends up beating itself.

H. H. T.
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complicating factors that make
it a slightly tougher job, albeit

a more picturesque one, for Mr.
Peck.
Perhaps we should note In

passing that Mr. Johnson directa

a film head-on. He does not re-

Äort to such devicos as character
and mood subtleties. He has Mr.
Peck play a *'fixer" with no more
refinement or finesse than ihe

big, booming, blundering, bump-
tious magnate that Broderick
Crawford plays. Rita Garn as his

sUnking secretary (and mistress,

it certainly appears), Buddy Eb-
sen as his droll Man Friday,

Anita Bjork as the tricky lady
spy and Walter Abel as a comic
Army doctor are all in uncom-
plicated grooves. His trick is to

keep them all moving and say-
ing snappy things at break-
neck speed—crossing, criss-cross-

ing and clipping, but never be-
coming complex.

In this way—and with the as-

sistance of some very good color-

camera work, which makes a lot

of the background of Betlin,

where the film was shot—Mr.
Johnson has brought forth a pic-

ture that is plenty of fun to

watch. It may be the sheerest
piece of fiction, and a reckless
piece at that, but it is fun.

City-Wide Debüt
BEAT TUE DEVIL. screen play by John
Huston and Truman Capote. based on the
novel by James Helvlck; dlrccted by Mr.
Huston: a Santana-Romulus Production.
relcased throuph United Artlsts. At slxty-
elght metropolltan theatres.

Billy Dannreuther Humphrev Bogart
Gwendolen Chelm Jennifer Jones
Petersen Robert Morley
Maria Dannreuther Glna Lollobriglda
O'Hara Peter Lorre
Harry Chelm Edward Undcrdown
Major ROSS Ivor Barnard
Ravello Marco Tulll

C. I. D. Inspector Bernard Lee

A Potential treat emerged as a
wet firecracker in some sixty-

eighi neighborhood theatres yes-
terday where United Artists un-
veiled its singularly unorthodox
"Beat the Devil." From the mar-
quee, or marquees, this Santana-
Romulus venture, made entirely

abroad, looks wonderful. Take
the cast, boasting Humphrey Bo-
bart, two luscious and talented
beauties hke Jennifer Jones and
Gina Lollobrigida, and such sup-
porting specialists as Robert Mor-
ley and Peter Lorre. Above all,

there is the distinguished direc-

torial thumbprint of director John
Huston, who, with the estimable
Truman Capote, adapted the

Script from a James Helvick
novel.

The result is a pointedly rogu-
ish and conversational spoof, gen-
erally missing the book's bite,

bounce and decidedly snug con-
struction. Allowing for some
genuine, brazenly funny bits, the

format seems as brazenly piece-

meal. Mr. Helvick's lightweight
Odyssey, like this transcription,

trailed a group of sophisticated
beachcombers in their race from
the Italian Rivicra to Africa and
a vaguely confirmed uranium de-

posit, mixing a quartet of indo-

lently married coupfes and some
picaresque cutthroats.

Fun Wears Thin

However, off the printed page
and minus the glossy Hollywood
trimmings it needs, the fun wears
mighty thin. Even with the cast
braving a doomed freighter and
fantastically thrust into an Ara-
bian uprising, the incidents re-

main on a naggingly arch and
lagging verbal keel. And the

business of wondering what will

happen next isn't too beguiling
when uneasily mirrored by about
half the cast. Add to this the

harsh, neo-realistic photography,
which authentically stalka and
X-rays the joke to death.

Mr. Bogart, aa the kingpin, un-
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By FRANK QUINN
John Huston's latest film, "Beat

Ihe Devil," is having a simul-
taneous debut at some 68 Ihea-
tres in the metropolitan area.
Made in Italy, it corrals an inter-

esting group of international
Stars in a comedy drama that has
subtle humor to spark some de-

lightful chuckles.
FILM ACCENTS its characters

and the atmosphere of a Medi-
terranean seaport town. Plot re-

volves around a group of odd Per-

sonalities who are allied in con-
niving for possession of some
uranium deposits in Africa.

Humphrey Bogart leads the
a^gi'^'g^ätion as a slick Oppor-
tunist, married to the beautifiil

Italian actress, Gina Lollobri-

gida. He is the Single serious
l>erson who keeps you wonder-
in^ If th;> fUni is drama instead

.)l!lini!l!ll!i|''lll!'llllllll|l|!lt;|il!llllllllllllilliilll):!l'l!lllllltl<ll!f'!llllllllllllll>illltlllllll!!HIIII

•'BKAT THK DKVIL." tJnited Artista
film presented at 69 theatres on 10 metro-
politan ciriHiits. Produced and directed by
.lohn Huston. who collaborated on the
3( reenplay with Truman Capote. Based on
the novel, "Beat the Devil." by James
Helvick. Runninp time. H9 minutes.

THE GAST:
Billy Dannreuther. .HUMPHREY BOGART
Gwendolen ('heim JENNIKKR JONKS
Maria Dannreuther .GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
Petersen ROBKRT MORI.KY
O'll.ira PETER LORRK
Hr^rrv Chelni. .. .EDWARD UNDERDOWN
Mnior Rosis IVOR BARNARD
CA.D. Inspector BKRNARD LEE
Ravello MARCO TULLl
Puraer MARIO PERRONI
li-lim|lllltl|i|IIIMHIi|t||||ll||l(il|ll|l!lllll|ll|i;i|llll!!;|l|lt|l|lll|l|l|llt1l|l|l|!llll''l!!llllll'lllli|!ll

of farce. It is tailor-made for
tlie Star who is rapable of the
real and supposed intrigiie that
surrounds him.
His cohorts are: the bulbous

and unkempt Robert Morley, an
alert, suspicious man who makes
a simple project complex; Peter
Lorre, a German, wary and comi-
cal in his suspicions; Ivor Bar-
nard, a pompous British traitor
and litlle man prone to violence;
Marco Tulli, a lanky, fumbling
Italian. All these are slick car-
rica t ures
JENNIFER JONES is the bride

of the seemingly dull Edward
Underdown. She is a gal of wild
and adolescent Imagination and
fabrication. Miss Jones is frivol-

ous, flighty and flirtatlous. She
is highly amusing in her wide-
eyed enthusiasm.
Dialogue is crisp but difficult

to follow with its many accents.
Comedy situations are smartly
contrived and executed. The se-

quences surrounding the pre-
sumed death of Bogart and Mor-
ley in an ancient taxi that goes
over a cliff into the soa are
süperb. Events on shipboard are
also mirthful.
Marrio Perroni's purser is a

gern in support.
"Beat the Devil" is studded with

so many good comedy characters
that it cannot help but be good
comedy.
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SCREEN VIEWS
'Beet the Devil' at 68 Theaters

Any similaiity in projoction of gcnius between **Beat

Iho Devil" and oarlier John Huston productions (such as

"Moulin Iwougo," ''Atrican Queen/' **Treasure of Sierra

Madre" and ''Key "Largo") certainly is coincidcntaJ. Only
we couldn'l find the coincidence. Or—hardly a tracc!
Soems as Ihoujirh tho far-famed ~

. \ "~\'~~Z7~'\ li

producer-direclor deliborately do-'y'^'^-y'^^, ^'^''Vu^:.
Morley, wilh

sipned apicturo of which hisde-l^»^ loud-mouthcd jabber and

votoos mi^'lit exciaim. ''weil, thatP^^'"^»'^' f ^ weird looking

onv surelv beats the doviJ!" it
jcroo^^-murder^-aro the standoiu

is housod'for its local premierelP^^'^^^^^^^^';;- ^Jf^^"^"^'

^

ui fi« RICO -nu] Sko.ir-.^ nnnvinfr^^'^*^*"^^^^ ^'^^^^^ ^^^^' makcs faCCS

iho WC ^^''^^^'^ ^'^^'^^"^
and scirams. Bo-art is a sileni

LI ..'. . . :Sambo. Loire doesn't even leer.
The film, a noisy. far-fetched

! And Undordown—well, come to
disjoinled faivo. was shot in think of i(. ho's pretty pompously
black and white against intrigu-|oK as a hvpochondriac who
ingly intercsting Italian locales. 'fandes himself a lord ol the
Its "name" cast includes lUim-imanor when actualiv he's tlie

phrey Bogarl. Jennifer Jones, I.son of irmkecpers abiding outside
(i'iiia Lollol)iigida. Pwobert Morley, 'L(»ndon.
Peter Lorre. Edward Underdownj The mixed gathering meets in
and Ivor Barnard. They repre-,a Mediterranean town, en route
sent an international lineup, !to ,Africa to acquire land boast-
playing tongue - in - cheek dramajing uraniurn deposits. Jeiuuler
whicli gets 'wa\- out ot band in alrnost immediateiy, on the jour-
spite of oecasional amusing| riey. becomes enamored of Bo-
ilashes and a sure ehoice of het-gart. Lollobrigida (Bogey's screen
erogeneous chaiaeters a treas- spoitse) worl;s lier wiles in Uli-

ureinad niotk^y group. derdown's directioii. So tbere's a
Beauteons Loik^brigida, with 'double double-cross in the ro-

her low-eiit siHul''esses, charm- mance department.
hig Lnglish accent and eonstant-;' Meanwhik\ trouble brews

'Beat the Devil'

M OV I EM E T E R
OOll* PAIR • COOD [«JÖLOJ

I

l M_ - _-

A Uaitcd Artlsts (Santana-Kumulusi pio-
iductioii. Screen play by Juhn Huülon aad
iTiuinan Capote, based ou novi'l by James Hel-
vick. Directed by Huston

aboard, with a devilisb captain

whose eccenlricities cause all pas-

sengers (except Underdown who.

by this time, apparently, has been
killed off) to abandon ship and
take a slow rowboat to a desert
isle where they're arrested by
native Arabs.

^''^^'»^«»^mBaxmmmmmtmmM^ ssi«^ .•••:•>'*;•** •**' ••*•••••'••
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'Beat, the Devil' Off

|0n Spree on Circuit
John Huston and Truman Ca-

pote wcnt on a spree of whimsy
and frantic effort at excitement

in *'Bcat the Devil." It has en-

thusiasts who find it a screwball

delight. At the other extreme
there are verdicts that it is an
incredible bore. Few mdderate
opinions are likely.

The Sharp diverp:ence, vvlth the

''noes" in a probable majority, is

the reason for its skipping a

Broadway opening and going di-

rectly into .some 70 neighborhood
theaters in the metropolitan area.

Curiosity will bring in the cus-

tomers before the bad word, il

there is to be one, gets around.

iVIoderately Mud,

The film Starts off as a mod-
erately mad fai'ce built around
an odd set of criminal schemors.

Before long, it skitters off into

a shapeless, incoherent plotabout

the vague mutual suspicions of a

set of persons, each one suspect

ing the other of trying to steal

a fabulous uranium mine.

Humphrey Bogart is given the

only level-headed character in

the group. Robert Morley sputters

and ^truts as a fat old criminal

mastermind. Back with us is Pe-

tor Lorre with all his old-time

whining and cringing.

The Two Girls.

The girls are the fabulously

endowed Italian beauty. Gina Lol-

lobrigida, and Jennifer Jones, who
contorts her face all through the

picture as though she had a
stomach-ache.
The undisciplined, careening

mood of the picture hints that

things got completely out of con-

trol of the advance plans of John
Huston as both diroctor and

scenario collaborator with Tru-
man Capote. Here is a promising
team, a promising idea and all

the promises unfulfilled.

COOK.
''Beat the DevlI," with Hum-

phrey Bogurt, Jennifer Jones«
Gina Lollobrig^ida, Robert 3Ior-

ley» Peter Lorro and Edward
Underdown. A Santana film re-

leased by United Artists, directed

by John Huston. screen play by
3Ir, Huston and Truman (Capote.

At 70 neighiwrhood theaters.

Running: tinie: 93 minutes.
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7:30 a.m.

8:00 a.m.

8:05 a.m.

9:00
9:05
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:05



9:00 p.m.

9:05 p.m.

10:00 p.m.

10:05 p.m.

10:30 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

11:07 p.m.

12:00 md.

12:05 a.m.

Mozart — Piano Concerto tt23 in A (K.488)

Four« — Masques et Bargamasques
N*w York Tim«s N«ws BulUtins
Music Magazin«
N«w York Timos Nows Bullotins

Night* in Lotin Amorico presented by Pru Davon
Requests

Keyboard Artists: Louis Kentner
Chopin — Scherzo ^1 in B minor, Op. 20
Liopounov — Etüde d'ExecutionTranscendante, Op. 11:

U4 in G» minor; #5 in E; tt^ in Cft minor
New York Times News Summory
Music for Orchestra

Glinka — Russlan and Ludmilla: Overture
Aibinoni-Paumgartner — Oboe Concerto in D, Op. 7, U&
Beethoven — Symphony ^4 in B\f

New York Times News Bulletins

The World of Music
Locatelli-Piatti — Cello and Piano Sonata
Schubert — Piano Sonata in B^, Op. Posth.

EDT
6:00 a.m.

7:00 a.m.

7:05 o.m.

7: 30 o. m.

8:00 o.m.

8:05 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:05 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

10:05 o.m.

10:15 o.m.

11:00 a.m.

11:05 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

11:45 o.m.

12:00 m.

12:05 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

1:05 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:05 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:05 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

4:05 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

5:05 p.m.

5:15 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

6:05 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 29
Bright ond Early (Weather - 6:28)
New York Times News Bulletins

Bright and Eorly (cont'd) (Weather - 7:28)

Breokfost Symphony
Gluck-Mottl - Ballet Suite

El gar — Pomp and Circumstance March tt4 in G
New York Times News Bulletins
Breokfost Symphony (cont'd)

Dohnanyl — Ruralia Hungarica
Humperdlnck — Hansel und Gretel: Dream Pantomime
Berlioz — The Judges of the Secret Court Overture

New York Times News Bulletins

Morning Melodiös. Handel — Oboe Concerto ^1 in B|>;

Dvorak - Waltz in A, Op. 54, Ul
New York Times News Bulletins

Morching Along
New York Times Youth Forum. "Do We Fully Understand
Our Bill of Rights?" Guest: John Ookes, Editorial

Writer, The New York Times. Moderator: Dorothy Gordon
New York Times News Bulletins
Gilbert ond Sullivon Concert
The Pirates of Penzance (Portion)

Violin Personolities: Nathan Milstein
Luncheon Concert
New York Times News Bulletins
Luncheon Concert (cont'd)

New York Times News Bulletins
Middoy Symphony
Smetana — Libusa: Overture
Brahms — Violin Concerto in D

New York Times News Bulletins
Footlight Fovorites. Selections from The Student Prlnce;
Princess Pat; The Girl From Utah; Rose Marie

Sound Tracks
Opera Stars in the Movies — Excerpts from I Dream Too

Much; New Moon; and The King Steps Out
New York Times News Bulletins
Recitol Hall
Mozart - Quartet Ä23 in F (K.590)
Arensky — Trio In D minor, Op. 32

New York Times News Bulletins
The Concert Holl

Hoffmann — Mandolln Concerto in D
Saeverud — Rondo Amoroso, Op. 14» tP

The American Guild of Orgonists presents John Huston
from Temple Emanu-El. Binaural Broadcast

Bach — Fugue & la Gigue in G
Zechiel — Chorale Prelude: O Lord, How Great are My
Transgressions

Jepson — Pantomime
Whitlock — Sonata in C minor: Canzona
Langlais — Suite Breve: Dialogue sur les Mlxtures

New York Times News Bulletins
Musical Speciolties

Music for the Flute
Cocktoil Time
New York Times News Bulletins
Dinner Concert (Weather — 6:28)

Steiner — Slnce You Went Away: Incidental Music
Grofe — Grand Canyon Suite: Painted Desert
Kaiman — Sari: Waltzes
Farnon — How Beautiful Is Night

New York Times News Bulletins
Operette Time

Planquette — Les Cloches de Comevllle; Excerpts
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Beat the Devil
(BRITISH)

Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer
Jones, Gina Lollobrigida
starred in John Huston-direct-
ed coniedy-drama; looks like

moneymaker.

London, Nov. 24.

Tndcpcndcnt Film Distribs 'in üssocia-
tii»n wiih Brilish Lion) release of Honiu-
liis-Sant?nn production. Stars Humphrey
Bof^ait, Jcmilcr Jones, Gina Lollobrigida:
loalurcs ilobert Morley, Petci* Lorit«,
Kdward Unüerdown. Directed by John
Husten. I^crecnplay, Truman Cnpote:
Ci mera, C'jwc^ld Morris; edilor, Kalph
K'. mpkn: mi.sic, rranco Mannino. At thc
^Varnrr, L<'^n 'rn, Nov. 24, Ö3. Runnin[,
time, 100 /v*.(NS.

Billy Dnnnrcuther ... Humphrey Bo^'art
Guendoleii Clie^m Jennifer Jones
maria Danniculhcr Gina Lollobrigida
Peter.sen * Robert iAIoriey
t)'Hara Peter Lorre
Harry Che'm Edward Un(Jer(:o>\ .1

Ulajor Ro«^s Ivor Barn, rcl

CID Inspecwor Bernard ».«c
P^vcUo Marco Trlli
Piuser Mario Permni
Hotel iVIcna' lv Alex l*ot'h(

.

Charles ! Aldo Silvpni
>("min sin tcr Guilio Donnini
Ciptain Saro Ur/i
HisDrr«.-Si'i-a Driv«r ....Juan de I^;.ncln

Ar:»b Offiter Manuel Ser^ri"
11; rman Alimo Toli

Glve m Girl m Break
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Routine m u s i c a 1 comedy,
showcasinff youthful talents

for mild possibilities as com-
panion feature on regulär
twin bjlls.

Hollywood, Dec. 1.

Metro release of Jack Cummings pro-
duction. Stars Marge and Gower Cham-
pion. Debbie Reynolds; features Helen
Wood, Bob Fosse. Kurt Ka.sznar, Richard
Anderson. Directed by Stanley Donen.
Screenplay. Albert Hackett. Frances
Coodrich; story. Vera Caspary; camera
(Technicolor), William Mellor; editor,
Adrienne Fazan: musical direclion. Andre
Previn, Saul Chaplin: musical numbers
'taircd by Stanley Donen and Gower
Champion; songs, Burton Lane. Ira
Cer.shwin; added music, Previn and Chap-
lin. Previewed Nov. 25, '53. Running time,
81 MINS.
Madelyn Corlune Marge Champion
"\'d Sturpis Gower Champion
Suzy Doolittle Debbie Reynolds
•lo.'-.nna Moss Helen Wood
^'.ob DoM-dy ...-. Bob Fosse
Leo Belney Kurt Kasznar
PiMton Bradshaw Richard Anderson
An.son Prltche^t William Ching
^h«. Doolittle Laurene Tuttle
Felix' Jordan Larry Keating
Janet Hallson Donna Martell

Since its forniation a few ycars
back. Romulus Films has produccd
a niimber of top-ranking An^lo-
Americün pix which havc madc
hefty inroads at the boxofficc on
either side «f the Atlantic. Thc
Romulu.s smash hit, "African
Queen." was foUowed by "Moulin
Rouge." Now, in the same Classi-
fication, it has this new Humphrey
Bogart - Jennifer Jones starrer,
"Beat the Devil," which, although
It has moncymaking potentialitie.s.

may not reach the same boxofficc

The talents of a group of youth-
ful pertormers are showcased m
tliis routine tintuncr, a passably
pleasant, although uninspired.
piece of entertainment that has
mild possibilities as a companion
i'eature.

Six tunes are used in the Jack
Cummings production, all back-
.stopping assorted production num-
bers, and none are sock, either
lyrically or in the daixce Staging.
Five were cleffed by Burton Lane
and Ira Gershwin, while the sixth,
a straight terp piece, was done by
Andre Previn and Saul Chaplin,
v\ho also teamed on the musicaldimensions of its predecessors.

••Beat the Devil" U John Huston's Slirection. The tune, "Challengc
third successive directorial efFort
for Romulus and demon.strates his
mastery of diverse facets of the.

•creen. It is more lighthearted and
frivolous than its predecessors, and
the story unfolds with a gay and
fascinating freshness. At time the
•ction drags and the ovcrall tempo
rnuld be heightened by more care-
ful editing. Nevertheless, the di-
rector sustains a bright and in-
fectious atmosphere for the incon-
«equential yarn.

In an easy .sort of way, the story
describes the adventures of a
bunch of uranium exploiteers who
want to got hold of some valuable
land in Äfrica. While they're wait-
ing for a passage from Italy. their

Dance," backs the best of the terp
numbers, as danced by Marge and
Gower Champion.

In addition to the Champions,
the other youthful talent consists
of Debbie Reynolds, Helen Wood
and Bob Fosse. The quintet works
hard at its chores and manages to

brighten proceedings In spots, al-

though the material in the tho
.<:creenplay by Albert Hackett and
Frances Goodrich, from a story by
Vera Caspary, is too lightweight
to give much drive. Stanley
Donen's direction falters, also,
contributing to the draggy pace
that keeps the 81 minutes of foot-
age unfolding slowly.

Plot twist revolves around the
Ti«c#»« f^hampion. Reynolds and

the 69-minute course but the bois-

terous fun anticipated of a Skelton
vehicle is lacking. It will find its

level as a programmer.
Skelton plays a diamond cutter,

raised in an orphanage after he
was deserted on a park bench
years before. Celebrating the day
of his Unding, Skelton drinks too
much, is tossed in jail and meets
shyster lawyer James Whitmore.
When the latter hears the sad tale

of the loundling, he sees a chance
to make a quick bück and arranges
a family for Skelton.

The title gets into the picture
when assorted uncles, such as Kurt
Kasznar and Harry Bellaver, de-
cide '*nephew" should help them
grab a $2,000.000 diamond, the
Blue Goddess, which Skelton's em-
ployer, Reginald Owen, is prepar-
ing to have cut. The crooks use
Skelton s yen to cut the gern him-
self, but the scheme goes awry
when Cara Williams and Dorothy
Stickney, the ready-made sister

and mother, soften under his in-

fluence and reveal the deal. Wind-
up finds crooks captured and Skel-
ton with a wife instead of a sister.

Skelton works a nice round of
Pathos in with his comedics, in
keeping with the character he
plays and earns several chuckles.
Miss Williams is a shapely doli who
fills the light requirements of her
role. Whitmore, Kasnar, George
Mathews and Bellaver do okay as
the crooks, as do Miss Stickney
and Owen in their assignments.
Connie Gilchrist, a bar blonde, and
Steven Gerary and Sig Arno, dia-
mond Cutters, have their moments,
too.

Robert Z. Leonardas direction of
the Edwin H. Knopf production
makes as much as possible of the
lightweight Script by Laslo Vad-
nay and Martin Rackin, based on
a story by Vadnay. The dialog has
a snapper, or two, but not enough
for general laugh purpo.ses. Cam-
era work and other technical cred-
Its are okay. Brog,

Money From Home
(SONGS—3-D—COLOR)

Mariin & Lewis in 3-D lensinr
of one-dimensional comedy;
Comics' marqucc draw insures
b.c. possibilities.

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Paramoiinl release of Hai WaUis pro-

duction. Stari Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis:
co-«tar« Marjie Miliar, Pat Crowley.
Richard TTaydn; features Robert Strauss

Lewis gets Pat Crowley, femme
veteiinarian.

George Marshall directs the Hai
Wallis production at a pace that
alternates between fast laughs and
slow giggles, but the material in

the Hai Kanter and James Allar-
dice Script is too thin.

The Misses Miliar and Crowley
are attractive. Haydn, amuses as
the drunken Jockey. Robert
Strauss, Gerald Mohr, Leonard,
Romo Vincent and Jück Kruschen
deliver the demands of the Runyon
characters competently.

The 3-D process used for Daniel
L. Fapp's lensing got * poor dis-

play at the preview. the projection
being off-register oltcn enough to
cause considerable strain on the
Vision. The depth treatment adds
nothing to the comedy antics since
ifs not used as a gimmick. The
picture's physical values are good.

ßrosf.

Tt'rror Sireet

Dan Duryea in English-made
mclodrama ofTering only fair

escapism for lowercase market.

Hollywood, Nov. 27.

Lippert Pictures release of Exclusive
Films production. produced by Anthony
Hinds. Stars Dan Duryea: feature« El.«!y

Albiin, Ann Gudrun. Eric Pohlmann. John
Chandos. Kenneth Griffith. Directed by
Montfomery Tally. Story and screenplay.
Steve Fisher; camera. Walter Harvey;
editoi*. Jeme^ Need«; niusic. Ivor Slaney.
Previewed Nov. 23, '53. Running time,
•3 MINS.
Bill Rogers Dan Duryea
Katie Elsy Albiin
Jenny Ann Gudrun
Slauson Eric Pahlmann
Hart lohn Chandos
Henry Kenneth Criffith
Harry Harold Lang
Si.ster Helen-Clair Jane Carr
Insp<cter Kevin Michael C.fdden
Pam Marianne Stone

t**

Bonjour Paris
(Color-Songs)
(FRENCH)

Paris, Nov. 24.

AGDC release of Jean Image produc-
tion, Directed by Image. Story, Eraine;
sets, Claude Santelli; music, Jean \atove:
camera, K. Tchikine; commentary spoken
by Francois Perier. At Le Raimu, Pari».
Running time, 7% MINS.

This is the third cartoon featur«
to be made here. It is an altempt
at a whimsical Interpretation of
Paris. Although nicely done, it

emerges as the tourist's Paris with
the w.k. landmarks, the spirit and
the visitor's-eye-view types rather
than sticking to a real Gallic feel-
ing which night have made this
a more palatable entry. As is, the
neat outline of Paris and its good
Technicolor may slant this lor
dualer Spotting on the Paris ap-
peal tag. This might also do for
TV although the pic has the air
of a Propaganda tourist film.

Though Progression and anima-
tion are good this does not have
the power, inventiveness or more
Nspectacu7ar techniques to put over
a full-length cartoon as a big fea-
ture. Songs are ordinary and pro-
duction numbers tend to be
dragged in. Commentary is well
underlined by the chiding and
warm voice of Francois Perier.

Moi/c

Dan Duryea gives some interest
for the domestic mai'ket to this
British-lensed melodrama. but it is

only a fair oflfering. Other than
Duryea's, there are no familiär
nan^es, nor enough entertainment
strength.

Steve Fisher scripted from his

own! story and the basis is there
for good thriller. It docsn't come
ofT that way, though, the develop-
ment and direction permitting the
Players to trod slowly throuch thc
prolonged 83 minutes of footage.
Duryea portrays a jct pilot who
goe.s to England on a 36-hour pass
to r.nd out why his wife hasn't
bem writing to him.

I^a Liipa
(The Shc-Wolf)

(ITALIAN)

, Rome, Nov. 24.

Paramount release of a Ponti-DeLau-
rentiis production. Stars Kerima. May
Britt. Ettore Manni: teatures Mario Pas-
sante, Giovanna Ralli, Patrizia Lari.
Ignazio Balsamo. Directed by Alberto Lat«
tuada. Screenplay, Lattuada. Alberto
Moravia. Ivo Perilll. Ennio de Concini,
Pietrangeli. Malerba, from story by Gio-
vanni Verifa, Caera. Aldo Tonti: niusio,
Feiice Lattuada. At Fontane di Trevi«
Rome. Running time. fO MINS.
La Lupa Kerima
Maricchia May Britt
Manni Ettore Mann!
Imbarnone Mario Ps5»ntc
Agnese Giovanna Ralli

Based on a w.k. short story by
Sicilian writer Giovanni Verga,
this pic has title strength for its

local run. Proper handling of the
films strongest selling point, a
sexy, animal Performance by
Kerima, could build this to healthy
returns in the U. S. via exploita-
tion.

Story focuses on the man-hungry
vamp (Kerima) of a .south Italian
village. Threatened with the loss
of a man she wants, «Ettore
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The talents o£ a group of youth-

fiil ptntormers are showcased in

Since its formation a few years tliis routine tintuner, a passably
bac-k, Romulus Films has producrd pleasant, althoußh uninspired.
« niimbcr of top-ranking Anplo-
Americi.n pix which havo niado
hcfty inroads at the boxoflficc on
either side nf the Atlantic. The
Romulus smash hit, "African
Queen," was foUowed by "Moulin
Rouge." Now, in the same Classi-
fication, it has this new Huniphrcy
Boßart - Jennifer Jones starrer,
••Beat the Devil," which, allhough
It has moneymaking potentialities.
may not reach the same boxotfice
dimensions of its predecessors.

•Beat the Devil" is John Huston's
third successive directorial etTort
for Romulus and demonstratcs bis
niastery of diverse facets of the.

•creen. It is niore lighthearted and
frivolous than its predecessors, and
the stoi*y unfolds with a gay and
fascinating freshness. At time the
action drags and the ovcrall tempo
rould be heightened by more care-
ful editing. Nevertheless, the di-
rector sustains a bright and in-
fectious atmosphere for the incon-
lequential yarn.

In an easy sort of way, the story
describes the adventures of a
bunch of uranium exploiteers who
vant to get hold of some valuable
land in Africa. While they'rc wait-

_^ing for a passage from Italy, their
^^etween, Humphrey Bogar*!, be-

• comes involved with a young cou-
ple, played by Jennifer Jones and
Edward Underdown. The way in
vhich they get done out of their
property and the potential millions
Ihat go with it, provides the back-
ground for all the action.

All the exteriors were lenscd on
location in Italy, with fine match-
ing work at Shepperton Studios.
There is a great deal of comedy
Incident which has been adroitly
handled, but some of it is too long
drawn out. There are carefully
timed laughs in the Script as weil
as intended comedy situations that
misfire. The best gag is derived
from Humphrey Bogart's inter-
view with an Arab bigwig who
provides a slow boat to Africa in
exchange for a promised introduc-
tion to Rita Hayworth.
Under Huston's stylish direction

a fine acting Standard is niain-
tained by a front-ranking cast.
Humphrey Bogart's virile; Perform-
ance as the go-betvveen for the in-
ternational gang, with visions of
millions as bis share, is handsomc-
]y matched by Jennifer Jones* pert
und vivacious study of the wife ol
the Englishman who pretends to

piece of entertainment that has
mild possibilities as a companion
leati.re.

Six tunes are u.sed in the Jack
Cummings production, all back-
st opping assorted production num-
bers, and none are sock, either

lyrically or in the dai\ce Staging.

Eive were cleffed by Burton Lane
and Ira Gershwin, while the sixth,

a straight terp piece, was done by
Andre Previn and Saul Chaplin,
who also teamed on the musical
direction. The tune, "Challengc
Dance," backs the best of the terp
numbers. as danced by Marge and
Gower Champion.

In addition to the Champions,
the other youthful talent consists
of Debbie Reynolds, Helen Wood
and Bob Fosse. The quintet works
hard at its chores and manages to

hrighten proceedings in spots, al-

though the material in the tho
screenplay by Albert Hackett and
Frances Goodrich, from a story by
Vera Caspary, Is too li^htweight
lo give much drlve. Stanley
Donen's direction falters, also,

contributing to the draggy pace
that keeps the 81 minutes of foot-
age unfolding slowly.

Plot twisit revolves around the
Misses Chcjmpion, Reynolds and
Wood comreting for the lead in a
shüw bein>{ directed by Gower
Champion after its femme star,

Donna Martell, walks out. This
showbiz background is ample ex-
(11 se to work in the songs and
dances and there is a certain
amount of suspense over which
?irl will land the role. Miss Rey-
nolds wins out over the Misses
Champion and Wood, but not until
after the on-again, oflf-again angle
has been completely milked.
The three femmes ging and

dance the title tune as the first

production number. Gower Cham-
pion, Bob Fosse and Kurt Kaszner,
writer of the show's tunes, use
"Nothing Is Impossible" as second
combo number, while Fosse and
Miss Reynolds take over on "In
Our United States" as the third
piece. "Challenge Dance," staged
on an apartment rooftop. foUows,
before the Champions step to "It

Happens Every Time." Miss Wood
has a Chance for a solo ballet and
therc's a teaming of Miss Reynolds
and Fosse for a dance midst snow-
flakes and balloons before the
finale "Applause, Applause," with
Miss Reynolds and Champion,
wraps up the numbers. Donen and

have enjoyed. Gina Lollobrigida
^ives a provocative portrayal as
Bogart's wife while Edward Under-
down Stands out as the English-
man. Robert Morley, Peter Lorrc
and Ivor Barnard excel as the
racketeers. Lesser parts are effi-
ciently played by Bernard Lee,
IVIarco Tulli and Mario Perroni.
Despite its colorful settings, the
picture loses nothing by its hand-
some black and white lensing.

Myro.

p nnds crooks caplured and Skel-

ton with a wife instead of a sister.

Skelton works a nice round of

Pathos in with bis comedics, in

keeping with the character he
plays and earns several chuckles.
Miss Williams is a shapely doli who
ftlls the light requirements of her
role. Whitmore. Kasnar, George
Mathews and Bellaver do okay as

the crooks, as do Miss Stickney
and Owen in their assignments.
Connie Gilchrist, a bar blonde, and
Steven Gerary and Sig Arno, dia-

mond Cutters, have their moments,
too.

Robert Z. Lconard's direction of

the Edwin H. Knopf production
makes as much as possible of the
lightweight script by Laslo Vad-
nay and Martin Rackin, based on
a story by Vadnay. The dialog has
a snapper, or two, but not enough
for general laugh purposes. Cam-
era work and other tcchnical cred-
Its are okay. Brog,

atatus and riches which neither
|

Champion staged the musical num-
bers.
Comedy assists are furnished by

Kasznar, Richard Anderson, Wil-
liam Ching, Lurene Tuttle and
Larry Keating. The Technicolor
photography by William Mellor
heads the good technical credits.

Brog.

Ciroai Diamond Robbery

n
20th Playdales
Continued from page 4

early October when they accounted
for 84.59''b of the sales. A weck
later, the 2-Ders brought '66 5'

r

of the revenue while "The Robe"
accounted for 33. 5<^. Week after
that, "The Robe," with still vcry
limited bookings, grabbed 43.2Kr
uhile the Standards dropped to
bG.lO^c. Since then, the 2-D con-
tribution has reached a low

Red Skelton mixed up with
crooks and a bogrus family for

an occasional mild titter. A
programmer.

lan Duryea in KuKÜsh-made
melodrama ofTrrinf only fair

escapism for Iowercase market.

41 OVr.
With 20th completely switchin,^

to Cinemascope, the distrib is

anxious to get a playoff on its regu-
lär pix as quickly as posible. Sales
org mentality, now geared to Cine-
mascope, is seen hindering that
process.

Hollywood, Nov. 30.
MGM rclease of Edwin H. Knopf pro-

riiKtion. Stars Red Skelton: features Cara
William.s. James Whitmore, Kurt Kasznar,
Horothv Stickney. Directed by Robert Z.

Leonard. Screenplay, Laslo Vadnay. Mar-
\\n Kackin: story by Vadnay: camora.
•loseph Ruttenberg: editor, George White;
rnujsiial direction. Rudolph G. Kopp. Pre-
vioucd Nov. 24, '53. Running time, «9

MINS.
Ambrose C. Park Red Skelton
Wantiie Diumman Cara Williams
Romlick James Whitmore
Lüuie Kurt Kasznar
Kmilv Drumman Dorothy Stickney
Duke Fargoh George Mathews
Biiinbridge Gibbons Reginald Owen
Horb Harry Bellaver
Blende Connie Gilchrist

Van (;oosen Steven Geray
Mr. Sahuisky Sig Arno

Monov From Hiiiiie
(SONGS—3-D—COLOR)

Mariin & Lewis in 3-D lenslni:

of one-dimensional comedy;
Comics' marquee draw insures
b.o. possibilities.

1.Hollywood, Dec.
Paramounl release of Hai Wallis pro-

duction. Stars Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis;
co-stars Marjle Miliar. Pat Crowley,
Richard llaydn; features Robert Strauss.
Gerald 'lohr. Sheldon Leonard, Romo
Vincent. Jack Kruschen. Directed by
George Marshall. Screenplay. Hai Kanter;
adapted by Jame» Allardice and Hai
Kanter from the Dämon Runyon story;
Camera (Technicolor), Daniel L. Fapp;
editorial supervision. Warren Low; score,
Leigh Harline: futrms, Jack Brooks and
Joseph J. Lilley. Burton Lane and Frank
Loesser. Previewed Nov. 6, '53. Running
time. 99 MINS.
Honey Talk Nelson Dean Martin
Vlrgil Yokum Jerry Lewis
Phyllis Leigh Marjie Miliar
Autumn Ciaypool Pat Crowley
Bertie Searles Richard Haydn
Seeldom Seen Kid Robert Straus.«:
Marshall Preston Gerald Mohr
Jumbo Schneider Sheldon Leonard
The Poojah Romo Vincent
Short Bay Jack Kruschen

Hollywood, Nov. 27.

LIppert Plctures release of Exclusive
Films production, produced by Anthony
Hind.'*. Stars Dan Duryea; features El.«iy

Albiln. Ann Gudrun. Eric Pohlniann. John
Chandos, Kenneth Grlffith. Directed by
Mont«nmerv Tullv. Story «nd s<reenplay.
Stevf Fisher: camera. Walter Harvey:
editor. J»me!( Need«; nuisic. Ivor Slaney.
Previewed Nov. a.l. '53. Running time.
•3 MINS.
Bill Rogers Dan Duryea
Katle Elsy Albiin
Jenny Ann Gudrun
.Slauson Eric P:<hlniann
Hart lohn ( handos
Henry Kenneth (Jriffith

Harrv Harold L.'»ng

Si.ster Helen-Clair Jane Carr
Insp<ctor Kevin Michael r.r»Iden

Fam Marianne Stone

.spectacuTar techniques to put over
a fuU-length cartoon as a big tea-

ture. Songs are ordinary and pro-
duction numbers tend to be
dragged in. Commentary i.s well
undeiiined by the chiding and
warm voice of Francois Periei*.

Moi/c

This is a mild little comedy af-

fair th.it involves Red Skelton with

u ßroup of crooks and a bogus
occasional titter IS

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
have a wack at Dämon Runyon
comedy in "Money From Home,"
which has 3-D and Technicolor for
added flash. The M&L draw, which
is still considerable, should take
care of the boxoffice, but the en-
tertainment is strictly one-dimen-
sional.

Songs by Martin and funnies by
Lewis are spotted in the harum-
scarum nonsen.se. The latter man-
ages to holt a number of solid
laughs and Martin's vocals register
with their usual punch, but the
Prohibition era plot and Runyon-
esque comedy gangsters just don't
have the wallop. Interest lags dur-
ing the 99 minutes of footage. Kid-
die fans will take to it the most.
Lewis gives his typical comedy

treatment to **Be Careful Song"
and Martin seil? **Love is the
Same" (both by Jack Brooks and
Joseph J. Lilley), and ''Moments
Like This," by Burton Lane and
Frank Loesser. One hilarious tune
sequence is played by Martin &
Lewis a la the Cyrano-Christian
balcony scene. Also getting laughs
are Lewis' guise as a member of a
harem, his takeoff of a high-falut-
ing English steeplechase rider, and
his malaprop riding in a society
race for the climax.

Martin is seen as Honey Talk
Nelson, a young man who.se betting
markers have fallen into the hands
of Sheldon Leonard, bigshot racket-
eer. When Leonard demands im-
mediate payment, with the fixing
of a Maryland steeplechase the
alternative, Martin grabs his Cou-
sin. Lewis, a veterinarian's helper,
and heads south.

Footage is then taken over by
Martin's efforts to stav clear of
the gangsters, woo Marjie Miliar,
owner of the horse he is to fix, and
straißhten out the confusion that
results from Lewis' forced imper-
sonation of Richard Haydn, the
English Jockey. It all comes out
okay at the finale for the two Com-
ics, with the heavies and pseudo-
hcavie.s getting thei»- comeuppance

Dan Duryea gives some interest

for the domestic market to this

British-lensed melodrama. but it is

only a fair ofTering. Other than
Duryea's, there are no familiär
nan^es. nor enough entertainment
strength.

Steve Fisher scripted from his

own story and the basis is there
for n good thriller. Tt doesn't come
oflf that way, though, the develop-
ment and direction permitting the
plajers to trod slowly through the
prolonged 83 minutes of footage.
Duryea nortrays a jct pilot who
goes to England on a 36-hour pass
to r.nd out why his wife hasn't

beem writing to him.

fI finds her. shc's killed and it

loo.fi like he is guilty. Melodra-
mattcs are methodicaUy played off

untlcr Montgomery TuUy's direc-

tion as Duryea seeks to stay clear
of the Police and ferret out the
reaj killer, head of a blackmail
ring who had been using the wife.

By the time the story period is

over, Duiyea has his man, as well
as a new romantic interest in Ann
Gudrum. niission worker who helps
hin with his detective work.

Duryea manages to bolster up
the show with good histrionics but
gets little help from the others.
The Anthony Hinds production

is given stock lensing by Walter
Hai-vey and the other technical
credits are in keeping. Brog.

The >ffan From Cairii

George Raft melier for pro-
l^rammer dates.

La LiipH
(The Sht-Wolf)

(ITALIAN)

,
. Rome, Nov. 24.

Paramount release of a Ponti-DeLau»
rentiis production. .Stars Kerima, May
Britt. Ettore Manni; tratures Mario Pas>
sante. Giovanna Ralli. Patrizia Lari»
Ignazio BaUamo. Directed by Alberto Lat-
tuada. Screenplay. Lattuada. Alberto
Moravla. Ivo Perilli, Ennio de Conclnl,
Pietrangeli. Malorba, from story by Gio-
vanni Vertfa. Caera. Aldo Tonti: inusic«
Felic« Lattuada. At Fontane dl Trcvi,
Rome. Running time« 90 MINS.
La Lupa Kerima
Maricchia May Britt
Manni Ettore IManni
Imbarnone Mario Ps^ant«
Agnes« Giovanna Halli

Hollywood, Nov. 24.

Lippert Pictures release ef a Michacl-
david production produced by Brrnard
Luber. Stars George Raft; features Gianna
Maria Canale. Mas^imo Serato, Gui<lo
Celano. Irene Papas. Alfredo Varelli.
Leon Lenoir. Directed by Ray H. En-
right. Screenplay. Eugene Linff, Philip
Stevenson, J;»nct Stevenson; from a .story

by Ladislas Fodor; camera, Mario Alber-
telli; editor. Mario Berandrei; score,
Renzo Ro.s.srllini. directe«! by Franco Fer_
rara. Previewed Nov. 3, '53. Running
time, 81 MINS.
Mike Canelli George Rnft
Lorraine Gianna Maria Canale
Basil Constantine Massimo Serato
Emile Touchard Guido Celano
Y\'onne Irene Papas
Professor Crespi Alfredo \'arelli
Akhim Bey .Leon Lenoir
Major Blanc Mino Doro
Pockmark Angelo Dessy
Stark Richard McNamnra
Armeno Franco Silva

Based on a w.k. short story by
Sicilian writer Giovanni Verga,
this pic has title strength tor its

local run. Proper handling of the
films strongest selling point, a
sexy, animal Performance by
Kerima, could build this to healthy
returns in the U. S. via exploita-
tion.

Story focuses on the man-hungry
vamp (Kerima) of a .south Italian
village. Threatened with the lo.ss

ol a man she wants, (Ettore
Manni)) she arranges his marriage
to her daughter (May Britt), moves
in on them, and takes over once
more in the man's affection. When
she is finally thrown out, she
moves in with the rieh village
Storekeeper, and proceeds to make
life difficult for the couple and
the other villagers. Despite the
pitfalls of an overblown script,
Kerima's instinctive, explosive
Performance should rate her (and
the picture) much attention. Co-
stars by May Britt and Ettore
Manni, although okay in their
roles, are perforce shaded. Direc-
tor Alberto Lattuada, perhaps hin-
dered Scripting and censorship
difficulties, has not given this one
as smooth a pace as some previous
efforts. However, he still makes
the most of his exploitable footage.
Aldo Tonti's lensing, almost all on
location, is fine, as are Feiice Lat-
tuada's musical score and other
production credits. Hawk.

A>% P«^na^ Pc^nita^ Poiia
"(Oh, Pain. Little Pain, Pain)

(MEXICAN SONGS)
Mexico City, Nov. 24.

Distribudora Mexicana de Paliculas re-
leasc of Diana Films production. Stars
Lola Flores, Luis Aguilar. Antonio Badu.
Features Fernando Soto. Rafael Llamas,
Miguel Angel Ferriz. Directed by Miguel
Morayta. Comera. Enrique Wallace;
screenplay. Masip St Verbizsky. At Cine
Arcadia, Mexico City. Running time, fS
MINS.

Dull intrigue in Algiers is offered
in this Lippert Pictures Import
starring George Raft and the most
it can hope for is filier dates in
routine situations. Other than
Haft, it has an all-Ttalian cast, a
confused script and a slow pace.

Raft does his best to make
something of the confusion that
finds him mistaken for a detective
sent to Algiers Iby French Intel-
ligence to locate a cache of gold
lost in the desert during World
War IL He becomes involved with
Police, international agents posing
as French Intelligence men. black
market dealers. a cafe singer and
a lot of cuts and bruises before he
falls into a fairly logical Solution
to the mystery. Therc's promise
of excitement in the script by
Eugene Ling, Philip Stevenson
and Janet Stevenson, but it never
develops and Ray H. Enright's di-

r^ct'on lets the Players wa^^

Here is top of not heavy enter-
tainment of an international order.
Pic has peculiar interest because it

bowed widescreen in Mexico, and
proved that this projection style
is clicko down here. Its top Play-
ers, Lola Flores, highest-paid
Spanish-gypsy thrush-hoofer ever
to play here, Luis Aguilar and An-
tonio Badu are real assets ior this
film.

Misadventurers of a Spanish
gypsy entertainer and two gay
young Mexican blades, stranded ini

Madrid, has a Spain-Mexico locali

with smart transitions. A lig'j

comedy, it poses to be very, v.

light. But the strength imp^
by Miss Flores' verve, pipj

gams goes far in putt\.

across. Aguilar and Bi

perienced enough to

tion locally. Anotbi
the film bow of

who as '*Miss

fourth place
contest at t

a small V.

she P,

lir'

.stin-ed up "here'^anTuiere during 1
^v^^i^e Martin gets Miss Miliar and

. through at a tedious pace. P
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movie making beats the devil

By HUMPHREY BOGART

as fold to Joe Hyams

OR, HAPPY DAYS IN SUNNY ITALY WITH

HUSTON, CAPOTE. JENNIFER AND GINA

JOHN HusTON is one of those rare birds who'll louse up one

friend to help another. This is not meant to l^ disparag-

ing to John—in fact out of this has comc- some vcry won-

derful things
—

"Ikat the Devil" among them.

When we were in Africa making "The African Queen" John

tossed a bock over to me. *'We might make a picture of this" he

Said. I read the book and agreed with him. It was good. There

were some wonderful bits of business alxnit a Spanish official

whose big problem in Hfe is deciding whether it's more chic to

drive a Rolls Royce or a Cadillac. Also, a bit about the way a

woman's lies confuse a band of cutthroats.

Knowing John liked the book and had no money of bis own,

1 bought it when 1 got back to the States. I called him in Paris

and told him we owned it. "Let's go to work on it," he said.

'TU get the author to come here and we'U do the scrccn play."

I didn't hear a word for weeks, then got a cable, "Author

impoverishelS. Need moncy. Expedite and send cash."

I learned later that the author really was broke, which was

what interested John in doing the picture in the first place. He
wanted to help him out.

Faced with the business of getting a screenplay, we hired two

writers who worked three months in collaboration. Peter Vier-

tel was in Switzerland collaborating with Huston in Ireland

who was collaborating with Tony Veiller in Venice.

Since we had a starting datc I went to London to meet

Huston. He sent me the script from Paris. I started to read it

but couldn't finish it. It was awful.

Next day I got a call from John. "Read the script yet?" he

asked cheerfully. "Couldn't read it,'* I said. "Neither could I,"

he said. "Stinker isn't it? See you in Rome tomorrow."

Next afternoon we were sitting in George's American Har in

back of the Excelsior Hotel in Rome having a tea break when a

man stopped and threw a copy of Daily Variety on the table.

The first four pages were devotcd exclusively to the revolu-

tion in Hollywood—flat pictures were out, black and white

passe. Our picture was to be flat and black and white.

A crisis. Huston lookcd at me, I looked at him. We ordered

double martinis. We always function l^est in a crisis.

There we were in Rome with a no good script and a black

and white picture which Variety said would die in birth.

We cabled the States. Can we borrow a lens? What can we

do? Meanwhile we were getting cables from David Selznick

whose wife Jennifer Jones was going to bc in the picture.

"Abandon project. Take one of mine," he said. "You'U ruin

your career and Jennifer's."

We couldn't think in Rome so we went to Ravello on the

Mediterranean. We both had terrible colds and naturally took

the prescribed eure. It worked wonders. In three days the colds

were gone and John had an idea.

14

BOGART is bemused by charms of Italian star Gina Lollobrigida

BURROS were a favorite means of tronsportation for

Gina (obove), both on and oflF "Beat the Devil" set

ESCAPEES from exploding ship are calmed by masterfui Bogart
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'*We'll get Truman Capote to write the screenplay," he said.

"Instead of trying to do 'Casablanca' and 'Maltese Falcon'

over again vve'll make it a human picturc with lots of heart

and Humor."

Capote turned out to be magnificent. He wrote Hke fury

—

has the damndest and most upside down slant on humor you've

ever heard.

We cabled Jenniter to coine at once, hired Gina Lollohrigida

and Peter Lxjrre and hegan to look for a crew.

That's when we ran into our ftrst real production problem.

Italian labor is dividcd into two camps; reds and whites. We
weren't permitted to use the commies, though they have some

of the best technicians. I don't know what happcned but after

much haggling we ended up with a good crew, thanks largely

to Irving Brown, International Representative of the I.A.T.S.E.

We also had a problem with the Italian cast and crew be-

cause no one s[X)ke English. The cast had to learn their lines

phonetically and we used translators to relay lohn's instructions

to the crew. John speaks no words in any languagc. He has

complete disregard for any tongue except his own.

Just l")efore the picture startcd John and I drove to Rome
from Naples. I was in the back seat of the car and a chaufifeur

was driving. I woke up just as we came to a fork in the road

that went around a stone wall. All's well, I thought to myself.

Il wasn't. We drove straight into the wall. It was made of

Italian stone three feet thick which, luckily, crumbled. We hit

a ditch and stopped.

My head snapped forward and hit the front seat. John

shouted to me, "Are you all rightP"

'*No," I said. "Tm bleeding and my mouth feels like it's all

teeth." I thought to myself, no more picture.

John Started to laugh like a fool.

"What's the matter," I asked?

"The crazy creep drove through a stone wall."

He was probably hoping my teeth would fall out so he

wouldn't have to go through with the picture.

When we got to Naples I ran into George Sanders and told

him of my plight. My teeth were rattling around in my head

like dice. He took me to a German doctor who said, "Lie down.

The point of the needle to anaesthetize will hurt no more than

the point of the needle to sew up the tongue. Have courage,

be of good faith." He saluted and began to stitch.

The work schedule on the picture was terrible. I've never

seen John work so hard—probably because he had a guilty

conscience. We had to work all day and play poker all night

because we hired Bob Capa to shoot the stills and had to get

our money back. Also, we had to get the moncy that Jennifer

cost US back from Selznick. Luckily, Capa is the worst poker

player In the world, beating out Selznick by only a small

margin. We made expenses.

Capote tried to play poker too, but what with the death of

his pet raven and an abscessed tooth and only being a day and

a half ahead of shooting schedule he was pretty tired. Also, he's

not a bad player—he's awful. To hear him bidding was a

panic. We'd play stud and after checking and passing he'd bet

the pot. We took a couple hundred thousand lira from him
and told him to stay home and sleep nights.

EvERYBODY worked hard. Jennifer and Gina are the hardest

working actresses Tvc ever met. People are repeating our

nickname for Lx)llobrigida—Frigidaire—but we didn't call her

that for the obvious reasons. We couldn't pronounce her name.

She*s the most woman Tve seen for a long time—makes
Marilyn Monroe look like Shirley Temple. In Huston's words

she*s built like an apartment house with balconies.

During the picture we had a small crisis with Ciina. Last

year she went to the Italian Film Festival during the last threc

days when everybody ^Ise had gone home and she copped all

the Space. She war>tcd to go this year too. She came to me and

asked for permiss/lori to take the ^ime off. I said no. She looked

at me hard. *'Yovi cfc-Tlot ple^'sure mei I will not pleasure

you." We expected ^^^^^lbl^ because 1?Kp^nov^^suing ten guys

for less than that, but sheretgDJfi^botit it.

We had no crisis with Jeh^mW, who may Sur|irise audiences

with a characterization entireiy-,^Jj£ti;eiit.-fr6m anything she

has ever done before.

When I*went to Italy I left Miss Bacall in Hollywood star-

ring in Fox's "How to Marry a Millionaire." She hadn't heard

from me in months. "What happened.''" she cabled. "Are you

all right.?"

The reason I hadn't written or phoned is that it takes a

letter written in Novello a week to leave Italy, let alone get to

California. And, to phone it's necessary to stand in the lobby

of the hotel and scream "Pronto, pronto" at the top of your

lungs into the telephone for a half hour. After Operators half

way across the world echo "pronto" you finally get a connec-

tion. Everybody hears everybody eise's business in Italy.

Besides the car crash the only other accident during filming

happened in Rome. Capote who is a judo fancier used to

sneak up behind me and get an arm lock. He'd squeal like an

idiot, "Give upp" I would squeal right back, "Uncle."

Oiie day he got an arm lock and I began to feel extra pres-

sure he's not capable of. Almost broke my arm—in fact it was

badly wrenched. It was Huston, who would have broken my
arm, too. Funny thing about Huston though. He's as amused

by his broken arm as yours.

TENSE MOMENT again, for shipwrecked band on the shores of Morocco UNARMED BOGART takes on band of Arabs foiling his escape plans
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Nothiiig, Says Huston.

Can Be ^More TriviaP
By PAUL V. BECKLEY

John Huston, tlie director, leaned nonchalantly over the

restaurant table, ordered a bowl of minestrone and while it was
on the way, delivered a remarkable dictum on his latest movie,

something called "Beat the Devil," which he made at Ravello,

a small Itahan town south of Naples. He said it had a "sHght
book" and was a "sUght picture"

and its greatest risk was in some
one's considering it important.

Before any one had recovered

from this blow to the illusions

every one possesses in regard to

Hollywood's passion for superla-

tives at any cost, Mr. Huston de-

Uvered the coup-de-grace. "You
can't," he said, "get more trivial."

As a matter of fact, Mr. Hus-
ton and Truman Capote wrote

this film from hand to mouth, as

it were, writing each evening the

scenes for the following day,

"I've never done that before," he
said, "writing stufT on the set.

We wrote it as we went along.

There was nothing desperate

about it. We weren't fighting

time or anything." They made
the picture in ten weeks, whi^h
he noted was "just average time,"

and not only fini.shed on schedule

but "exactly within the huclget."

There were two press agents at

the table, and there were appro-
riate expressions of amazoment
t this point.

Interiors in London

The indoor scenes were shot

t London and part of the time
r. Huston said he lived at an

rish town called Killcock, where
he townspcople used to assem-
le outside the Post Office when-
ver word was breezed about
hat Mr. Huston was making a
rans-Atlantic telephone call to

ew York on production busi-

ess. "They didn't listen to the

onversation." he explained. "It

as just the idea of talking to

he United States. I could hear
hem saying, 'He's talking to

ew Yoi*k. New York's coming
n the wire. California? Now
/Jiere's California in the United

»tates of America.' "

He said he was going back

10 Killcock. "I like it very

luch," he said. Actually, he
left last Wednesday for London

lo cdit "Beat the Devil" and

afterward will repair to St. Jean
de Luz in the south of France,

anfJlher place he likes very

much.
"Beat the Devil." It turned

out, is a film about a group of

scoundrels ofl to Africa to get

their hands on some uranium
land there. Their ship breaks

down, stranding them at Rav-
ello, where they engage in much
plotting and counter-plotting,

both for the uranium and for

the favors of the women in the

party. Humphrey Bogart and
Jennifer Jones are starring in it.

There are also Peter Lorre, who
Mr. Huston said looks remark-
ably like Mr. Capote and plays

the part of a German rogue

named O'Hara, a circumstancel

that amused Mr. Huston con-1

siderably, and a European ac-

tress named Gina Lollobrigida

who is so populär in Italy tha

crowds turned out to see her in-

stead of Miss Jones.

It Was All a Lark

Considering Mr. Huston's past

demonstrations of the art of

minglinq; mayhem and comedy
in nice proportions, as in "The
African c^ueen," for example, his

intensive denials of profundity

and significance in this instance

arouse one's suspicion that this

film may prove more entertain-

ing than he pretends. In any
case. he did confess it was "made
in the spirit of fun, and it was

a hell of a lark doing it."

By the time his corned beef

and cabbage had arrived, Mr.

Huston got into the questions

of his Plans. "I don't know,

really," he said, picking up his

knife and fork. His doubt. it

appeared, sprang from the fact

he is now considering two or

three possibilities, "Moby Dick,"

a film about a matador, and one

of Kipling's stories. He refused

to identify the Kipling work, but

Co7iti7iuedm page 3, column 6
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John Huston
(Continued from page one)

he did say "Bogie's never been
in Afghanistan."

It seems Mr. Huston sent Mr.
Bogart a wire from Europe, ad-
vising him he would like to do
the Kiphng story. which ever

one it Is, and Mr. Bogart's agent
cabled back. "Bogie wants
nothing whatever to do with
this." He sent another wire,

notinpr that Mr. Bogart's prcs-

ence was not absolutely neces-

sary. This approach also failed

—altogether, Mr. Huston said.

Mr. Bogart turned the^ offer

down three times. When he was
in Hollywood. Mr. Huston saw
the actor personally and told

him. "This is one picture you
ought to lay off. You're dead
right."

Mr. Bogart asked, "When's
the starting date?" -

"Forget it," Mr. Huston said.

"This is the real rough one of

all times."

Putting his fork down. Mr.
Huston took on a mildly sadistic

smile, and said, "Bogie's going to

to do it. He's been giving out
Interviews he's going to do a

picture in Tibet with me." JHe

laughed.

One of the press agents had
just returncd from a fishing trip.

and Mr. Huston, who appears
to be as interested in fishing and

nting as in making pictures.

t mto a long discussion aboutjway.

the relative merits of surf versus
deep sea angling, of trout versus
salmon. He finally decided he
likcd all kinds of fishing, but
he said the best fishing he ever
had was once in the Aleutians
during World War II.

'*A guy." he said, "that is. a
cnlonel, asked me to go out with
him and. not being sure whether
the Japs were near. we took
alcng a couple of G.I.'s to cover
US while we fished. These were
sea trout, and I caught five, the
smallest weighing nine pounds.
I never saw anything like lt.

Finally the colonel broke his rod
but it was getting dark, any-

•»



RANDOM OBS
By HOWARD THOMPSON

A LWAYS a man to brave the

/\ unorthodox where the cam-
/"\ era is concerned, John Hus-

ton apparently has no In-

tention of relinquishing the prac-

tice which won him acclaim for

the direction of such projects as

"The African Queen," "Moulin

Rouge" and the recently completed

"Beat the Devil," filmed in Italy.

According- to a report from Lon-

don, where Mr. Huston has been
undergoing hospital treatment fol-

lowing a minor accident, the enter-

prising director currently is con-

templating Eire as a background
for his next project.

His Star, the communiquä adds,

will be none other than Burl Ives,

an old friend of the director and
best known as a guitar-playing

folk Singer, although he has al-

ready faced Hollywood cameras in

a few, casual comedy roles. This

time Mr. Ives will turn serious, as

well as fittingly musical, in por-

traying a wandering, blind min-
strel of the early cighteenth Cen-

tury. Although Mr. Huston is be-

ing secretive about the story con-

tent and, of course, the Huston
treatment, he reportedly is busy
supervising a script preparation

for the color feature, subject to

the approval of Mr. Ives, now on a
professional tour of , Britain.
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Hollywood
Reporter. .December 2nd

London Colunin: Milton Deane

•••came the premlere at the Warner thea^re of John Huston^s
Roinulus film, "Beat the Devil.'* A Huston movie is alvays an
event in London, and the preem of this new one brought a felit-

tering array of personalities to the Leicester Square house.

Among those I spotted wäre Gln^er Rogers and Jacques Bergerac,
Yvonne De Carlo, (etc. etc»..»©)

^Beat the Devll" Is llke no other plcture Huston has made.
It turns out to be a satlre of the lij\;©st and frothiest kind
with more laughs than gasps, and definitely not to be taken
seriously, Starring H. Bogart, J. Jones, G. Lollobriglda and
R« Morley, the plcture teils a comlc tale about a gang of
genial scoundrels whose only object in life, it seems, is to

get hold of some uraniiim-bearing land in Africa* But they never
get thereand the plot is of little account. What niakes the
film so delightfully entertaining is the byplay amon? as an
oddly assorted bunch of characters as you could hope to see,

although a couple of actionful thrills are thrown in for good
measure and the authentic Mediterranean backgrounds are a joy
to the eye, Huston 's direction is buoyantly alive and boister-
ous throughout. Bogart and Lollobrlgida are fine as a cynical
American and his glamorous wife; J. Jones is delicious as the

romantic wife of a staid Englishman, cleverly caricatured by
Edward Underdown; Bob torley enjoys himself enormously as a

sinister gang-leader; and Peter Lorre contributes a typlcal
portrayal as the latter 's legman#

(of course Mr. Deane didn't get quite as familiär
with the given names of his actors as I didl)

Much love....
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MGM, NBC IN HUGE VIDEO TIEUP

• ARE TV PRODUCERS and writers

swiping the better plot ideas in pic-

tures?

We heard a heated argunnent on this

score the other night, with the picture

argument a bit more convincing. Seems

the new routine of many TV producers

and writers, pressed for material, is to

lift important ideas fronn the better

pictures, give the ideas a switch and

build a 1 5-minute, half-hour and, in

some instances, a füll hour's Script out

of the lift. There could be plenty of

sgüawks but little to hang a suit on,

because of the switch in the playing of

the idea.

Smart producers or writers, having

a good knowledge of the big picture

hits of yesteryear, can find plenty of

material to put the switch on. The

vaults of the picture plants are

crammed with great plots of another

day, and the tremendous demand for

TV material could make this a happy

hunting ground for the purveyors of

television entertainment. There's plenty

of beefing on this by the Studios but

not enough on which to hang any

Copyright action. I'm not too sure, if

the situations were reversed, that the

film writers wouldn't reach out simi-

larly, if they haven't already. .-

The feeding of that great TV mon-

ster reaches almost the impiossibility.

You can see it in all the big shows,

how they are forced to repeat too

often. The Scratch for material is just

murderous. If all the existing writing

brains were applied to TV alone, it

would still leave a great vacuum. How-

ever, you can bet that the studio's legal

eyes are peering at TV sets, seeking

positive material for some kind of court

action. Action, for the most part, might

be leveled only to embarrass the new
medium and create something of a

warning: "Don't go too far with this

thing."

Schencky Sarnoii in Deai
Under Which Pic Co, Makes
Stars nvaiiable For Tete
A broad cooperative alliance between MCM and NBC, under

which the Culver City studio will make available its entire roster

of talent for special appearances on NBC television shows, has

been agreed upon in principle

between Nicholas M. Schenck,
President of Loew's, and David
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman and
President. Every star appearance on
NBC will be tied in with a plug for

an MCM feature picture.

The romance of motion pictures and
television is now being fueied and
blueprinted by MCM studio officials

and the home office Publicity depart-
ment, together with NBC executives
and producers. and advertising agen-
ceis representing Sponsors.

The big program of MCM star ap-
pearances is now being mapped for

(Continued on Page 5)

Para Can't Wait
For O'Connor, So

Kaye Into 'Xmas'
Danny Kaye will replace the ailing

Donald Ö'Connor as Bing Crosby's co-
star in Irving Berlin's "White Christ-

mas," necessitating Script changes and
the penning by Berlin of added num-
bers for both Crosby and Kaye. Rose-
mary Clooney and Vera-Ellen remain

(Continued on Page 4)

New York Honors
R&HAug.31-Sept,6
New York.—Mayor Impellitteri will

honor Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein II by designating Aug. 31 to

Sept. 6 as "Rodgers and Hammerstein
Week" in New York City in recogni-

tion of "their long and distinguished

careers."

Kodak's 40c Divvy
New York,—Directors of Eastman

Kodak Co. yesterday declared a divi-

dend of 40 cents a share on the com-
mon stock, payable Oct. 1 to stock-

holders of record Sept. 4. Identical

amount was paid in the two preceding
quarters.

Larr^ Parks Teils Probers
He Regrets 1951 Red Stand

Washington.—Actor Larry Parks has told the House Un-American Activities

Committee that he now regrets his unfortunate choice of terms in stating his

objections to publicly naming others whom he had known as communists, when
he admitted to the committee in 1951

Col Tops Advance
Among Pic Stocks
New York.— Columbia Pictures, with

4000 shares of common traded. gained

^/a yesterday, the highest advance of

any film Company stock, to dose at

17^4. Other closing orices:

American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, 15, down Va\ Loew's, 12^4,
down V4 ; National Theatres, 6^8,
down '/s ; RKO Pictures, 3^/4. down
'/s ; RKO Theatres, 3"^/8, unchanged;
Stanley Warner, 11, down ^

's ; 20th-
Fox, 17 "^8, unchanged; Universal,

16^8, down Vi WB, 14, down ^q.

that he formerly was a party member.
Rep. Harold H. Velde (R., III.),

chairman of the committee, yesterday

made public a sworn affidavit from
Parks which "served to Supplement
and clarify his earlier testimony," and
which is being made a part of the of-

ficial committee records, Velde stated.

In his affidavit, Parks expressed the

hope that the "committee will publish

the Statement of my militant anti-

communist beliefs at the earliest pos-

sible date."

Velde pointed out that Parks* 1951

public admission of former communist
affiliations "was an unprecedented ac-

tion for a person prominent in the mo-
tion picture industry." In releasing the

affidavit, Velde stated:

"I have long feit that Larry Parks,

by being the first person of public

prominence in the motion picture in-

dustry to frankly admit his past mem-
bership in the communist party, per-
formed a very valuable Service to this

committee and the Congress. Parks

(Continued on Page 4)

Blondes' Tops 534C
In Ist 5 N.Y.Weeks

New York. — "Centlemen Prefer
Blondes" (Marilyn Monroe- Jane Rus-
sell l has achieved a seven and a half

year record gross of $534,000 in its

first five weeks at the Roxy Theatre, it

was reported yesterday by Dave Katz,

executive director of the house.
New mark is surpassed only by "The

Razor's Edge" in 1946. Twentieth-Fox
film Starts sixth week today.

Reds' Film Crip

Loosened In

Europe—Huston
The communist grip on French and

Italian film unions has loosened from
an almost complete paralysis of three
years ago, and the film technicians are
now flocking to the corr\\D\e\e\y \nde-
pendent organizations, film d\rector

john Huston. recently returned from
film-making overseas, yesterday told a

Hollywood AFL Film Council luncheon.
And the man responsible for breaking
the iron ruie oi the comrades on the
workers, Huston said, is Irving Brown,

(Continued on Page 4)

Finley, Morrison

Team for Video
Charlie Morrison and Larry Finley

have worked out a two-ply deal in-

volving Morrison's Mocambo, Strip
nitery. The first part of the deal in-

volves Morrison leasing to Finley the

Mocambo's Champagne Room for Fin-

ley's nightly KFWB disk jockey show,
and the other deal finds Morrison and
Finley teaming for a TV show to be
calied "Brunch at the Mocambo." The
details on the latter have yet to be
worked out.

Finley will take over the Mo's pri-

vate-party room on a long-term deal,

with the Spot to be renamed the Larry
Finley Room. It will open Sept. 3 as

such with a big premiere hoopla. Fin-

ley will decorate his new spot at a cost

of around $15,000, including a new
kitchen to be used exciusively for the
Finley Room.

^

•^»Sherman Directs '<

In a quick deal before he left for

New York last night, producer Joseph
Bernhard set Vincent Sherman to di-

rect "Cassie," now planned to be
filmed in CinemaScope starting in late

September. Papers are expected to be
signed this weekend.

FILM INDUSTRIES

PROCESSING PERFECTION
From PRODUCTIOIM to PROJECTIOM 9144r

16 M/M IS M/M CeLOR BLACK t WNITI
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Set TOA Preview

On Training Aides
New York. — Theatre Owners of

America's first training film for thea-

tre employees will be previewed at the

annual TOA Convention ad trade show
at Conrad Hilton Hotel. Chicago. Nov.
1-5, it was anounced yesterday by
Alfred Starr, TOA President. First filnn,

now in production. will be titied

"Courtesy Is Contagious."

Film, to run 12 minutes, is being
underwritten by Filmack Trailer Co.

of Chicago as an industry service and
will be distributed in 35mm and
16mm. The "Courtesy" subject is

being produced by Video Pictures of

N.Y.

Tashlin^s 'Daisy' Tests

Tonighfr Over KNBH
First film in the projected "Oops.

It's Daisy" television film series.

jointly owned by Frank Tashiin and
NBC. will go on the air tonight over

KNBH at 8:30 to test Southern Cali-

fornia audience reaction. Half-hour
film, which co-stars Mary Costa and
Helen Halpin. was aired over the NBC
eastern web two weeks ago.

Tashiin wrote and directed. Lester

Linsk produced.

Acfror Strassberg Bkpf.
Morris Strassberg. merchant and

actor, has filed a voluntary petition in

Bankruptcy in Federal Court, listing

assets of $2475 and liabilities of

$9336.

Lessy in Thomas Series
Ben Lessy has been set by Danny

Thomas to appear in the first five of

the ccmedian's TV series for ABC
titied "Here Comes Daddy." Lessy is

currently at Billy Cray's Band Box.

Smith to Northwest
George A. Smith, Paramount west-

ern division manager, left last night for

branch meetings in Portland and
Seattle.

Estelle Taylor Named
Former actress Estelle Taylor has

been named by Mayor Morris Poulson
to the City Animal Regulation Com-
mission.

By MIKE CONNOLLY
Eve Arden replaces Roz Russell in "WonderfuI Town" in December . . .

MCM loaned Van Johnson to Leonard Coldstein to play the big gun in "Catling

Cun". . . If Warners gets to borrow Princess Rita for "Helen of Troy" Columbia's
reward will be john Wayne for "Long Cray Line". . ."Beau Brummell," the

Stewart Oranger - Eleanor Parker starrer, is stalled. Too expensive . . ."Student

Prince," same stewjo, is budgeted at $2,000,000 . . . Start of "A Star Is Born"
is also indefinite. Dick Barstow isn't choregrapher any more and there's a Script

snag . . . judy Carland's mother left $50.000, divided evenly among judy.

Jimmie and Sue . . . Lucille Ryman got her final papers, in celebration of which
Arthur Krams pours tonight . . . john Huston interviews Manuel Rojas today.

ob)ect being the role of the young bullfighter in "Matador". . . Heard the big

names connected with the Romelle and Jimmy Roosevelt divorce? . . . Traveler

back from Mexico City reports that the hottest glamor attraction there is sieek.

svelte. sexy, sunny. simply super Annie Sheridan . . . Doris Day bought a

radiant-heat dog house . . . Sign on a delicatessen in Trenton : "The Original

Moe Cinsberg". . . Make Ida Koverman teil you the one about the pregnant
B-girl . . . Farley Oranger wanted out of making "Summer Storm" for Lux in

Rome but didn't succeed . . . Ray Cilbert is writing a nitery act for Denise
Darcel . . . Vivien Leigh learned needlework during her convalescence— in fact.

keeping her little fingers busy was what turned the trick. She's now free of

medicos except for ehest X-rays . . . Bob Mitchum to Susie Hayward: "My.
you're small with your shoes off." Susie to Bob: "You're small with yours on!"
... An American movie star got tight in Cannes and tried to upstage Greta
Carbo with this: "I don't think your feet are as big as they say." Snapped Greta:

"Really? I was just thinking the same thing about your head!"
•

Social Swim: "Not Since Nineveh," Joan Diener's first-act smash in

"Kismet." is a steal from "Ain't We Cot Fun?". . . Or did somebody steal "Fun"
from Alexander Porfirievitch Borodin? ... In addition to the delectable Diener

dish, we blew our Stacks over Doretta Morrow. Beatrice Kraft. Truman Oaige.

belly dancer Florence Lessing and Alfred Drake's "Gesticulate". . . One of the

show's Robert Wright - George Forrest songs. "Oasis." finds a rhyme for

"olives." like this: "We'll live on olives, the way a shah lives". . . Smart set

swarmed all over the Philharmonie, as follo\*'s: Jetta Goudal. Mme. Yeatman
Griffith. Dore Schary with the Larry Weingartens. Reginald Denny, Bill Seiter Cr

Marian Nixon. Lynn Bowers 6" Manuel Alvarez. K. T. & Hugh Marlowe. Marion
Davies Cr Horace Brown. Mary McCarty Cr Yoren Welch. Celeste Holm, Nina
Ariderton Cr Albert Burke, Vittorio Gassman. Barbara Cr Johnny Darrow, Marsha
Hunt. Louella Cr Jimmy, Betty Furness Cr Jennings Lang, Kay Williams Cr Brandy
Brent . . . Also Bob Wells C7 Lisa Kirk <"Dig this crazy Marilyn Monroe walk!"

said Lisa as she swung her soignee hips down the middle aisle>. Mrs. Bernarr

Macfadden Cr Tommy Thompson . . . Afterwards we stopped at Hai Hayes' hill-

side aerie. wheie Ginny Simms helped Hayes host a gigantic shindig that started

out as a dinner party for six and wound up with 300 free-loaders including

E'^ther Cr Ben Gage. Ann Miller. Forrest Tucker, Jan Sterling Cr Dick Morris, Dick

Anderson. Jesse Lasky, jr., Polish pilot Ladislaw Jaswinski and Col. Frank

Cabreski . . . Ginny dropped this: "I don't like insincere people —- I can't stand

them — I just marry them !".
. . Jack Webb is taking care of all those big charges

Julie London rang up before she left for Paris . . . Look is shooting added stuff

on Guy Madison's "Rear Guard" locationing to expand its "Wild Bill Hickok"
layout . . . Charlotte Austin is subleasing Casey Adams' house while he's abroad

so's she can use his monogrammed towels.

Letter from Canada (Canada — that's where they don't have any branches

of the Bank of America) : "The Monroe-Mitchum love scenes for 'River of No
Return' are torrid enough to take the chill out of the wind Coming off the snow-
capped mountains. But at night it's so cold MARILYN WEARS LONG UNDER-
WEAR!". . . Tonight's must: "La Boheme" at the Greek ... Did you know
"Boheme" was first done in the U.S. in 1897 right here in LA? . . . Somebody
named Mario Lanza will conduct the Brio Club's presentation of "Rigoletto"

Saturday in Santa Monica . . ."Noa Noa," which he was slated to make in

Hawaii with Francesco de Scaffa, blew up, so Vittorio Gassman took off for

Italy via Banff and Shelley . . . David Selznick is reissuing "Duel in the Sun"
wide-screen . . . Philip Morris decided its brown package won't look pretty on

color TV and will dye in the same color as Lucille Ball's hair: bright orange . . .

Jeff Donnell wishes "Platter Panel" would pay her so that she can pay for her

long-distance calls to Aldo Ray . . . Eddie Small changed Jock Mahoney. who
changed his name to Jack, back to jock. This is the cowboy of whom Gene Autry

once Said: "I put him under contract because he's no competition for me— he

doesn't sing." Small has snagged Mahoney for five pix . . . Twain at the House
of Murphy: Connie Smith C7 Dick Allen . . . Par's entire Publicity staff dressed as

Cüddies for that "Caddy" preview. Can't wait for "Naked Jungle"!. ..Tony
Quinn ran away with the "Blowing Wild" preview. Barbara Stanwyck was very

good too— after "All I Desire" she deserves a good picture . . . Complaint

dep't., same preview: one-third of the Picwood's Iower floor and half the

balcony were reserved for studio people. What kind of "average audience re-

action" can you get with more than half the audience limited to studio wise-

nuys? . . . We asked Audrey Dalton if she laughs at Bob Hope's jokes or his

face. Said she, "Both — a funny story's no good unless told with the right face."

Despite Increase

In Revenue, SW
Shows 360G Loss

New York.—Despite an increase in

gross revenue over last year, the Stan-
ley Warner Corp. yesterday reported a

loss of $360,000 for the quarter ended
May 30, 1953, including a loss of

$258,850 from sale of capital assets.

The Company pointed out that the
operating results for the quarter were
adversely affected by non-recurring
items relating to Organization of the
new Corporation and expenses incurred
in adapting theatre equipment to show
new dimension pictures.

Gross income of SW for the quart^
amounted to $12,489,316. The new
theatre Company was organized March
1, 1953, and this is the first quarterly
financial report. The gross Income of

the theatres operated in the U.S. by
the former Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

for the quarter which ended May 3 1

,

1952, was approximately $12,300,-
000.

Boxoffice receipts for comparable
theatres for the current quarter to date
are higher than those for the same
period a year ago, the Company re-

ported. Financial benefits from acqui-
sition of licenses to produce, distribute

and exhibit pictures utilizing Cinerama
process will be reflected in future
earnings of SW.

Harry James Set For
New 5-Week Tour

Harry james, after a take of more
than $64,000 for his recent five-week
junket of one-nighters, hits the road
again with his band on Sept. 1 7 for a

five-week midwest tour. He'll hit 35
different towns and cities in a jaunt
to Chicago and return.

Judgment vs. Bogeaus
Inclusion of Charing Cross Produc-

tions and Benedict Bogeaus Produc-
tions, along with Bogeaus individually,

as debtors to the amount of a $10,-
574.24 judgment obtained by Cos-
grove Cr Co., insurance brokers, was
ordered yesterday by Superior Judge
Frank G Swain. The plaintiff said that
the two companies and Bogeaus had
executed a promissory note in July,

1949. for $8543.25, callmg for 5
percent interest, but it had not been
paid.

Dolly Schiff Weds Here
Dorothy (Dolly/ Schiff, owner and

publisher of the New York Post and
owner of KLAG and KLAC-TV here.

was married yesterday to Rudolf Sonne-
born at Santa Monica by Superior Judge
Stanley Mosk in his Chambers. Best
Man was Mortimer Hall, her son. who
IS President of the Corporation running
the stations. and witness was Robert
W. Lerner. West Coast attorney for

the bride's enterprises. Sonneborn is

President of L. Sonneborn Sons, Inc.,

New York petroleum corporation.

McMahon on a Shuttle
Horace McMahon finished a fea-

tured role this week in "Ming Lama"
for Screen Gems, Columbia's TV sub-
sid, and today Starts in the Charles
Boyer TV starrer, "The Bad Streak,"
for Four Star Playhouse.

Frank Freeman Back
Frank Freeman, Paramount v.-p.

and studio head, has returned from
New York home office Conferences.
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•MR. SCOUTMASTE II'

COMEDY WITH B.O
Webb, Levin Spark

Goldstein Prod'n
MR. SCOUTMASTER

(20th-Fox)

Producer Leonard Goldstein

Director Henry Levin

Screenplay by Leonard Praskins,

Barney Slater.

Based on a book by Rice E. Cochran

Photography Joseph La Shelle

Art directors Lyle Wheeler,

Albert Hogsett.

Music Cyril Mockridge

Musical director Lionel Newman
Edlted by William B. Murphy

Cast: Clifton Webb, Edmund Gwenn,
George "Foghorn" Winslow, Frances

Dee, Veda Ann Borg, Orley Lindgren,

Jimmy Moss, Sammy Ogg, Jimmy
Hawkins, Skip Torgerson. Dee Aaker.

Mickey Little, Jon Gardner, Sarah

Selby. Amanda Randolph, Otis Garth,

Teddy Infuhr, Harry Seymour, Bill

McKenzie. Steve Brent, Robert B.

Williams. Bob Sweeney, Tina Thomp-
son, Billy Nelson, Stan Malotte, Gor-

don Nelson, Dabbs Greer, Dee Pollock.

Martin Dean, Robert Winans. Ralph

Gamble, Dick Fortune, Tom Green-

way. Ned Glass, Mary Alan Hokanson,

Kay Stewart, Elizabeth Flournoy.

( Running time -87 minutes)

^5ev/epv

"Mr. Scoutmaster" is a pleasing

package of entertainment neatly com-
bining warmth, humor and pathos

while paying its respects to the Boy

Scouts of America. With Clifton Webb
as marquee headliner, this Leonard

Goldstein production is a natural for

the family trade, belonging in the top

spot of any twin bill. An appreciative

preview audience at the Westwood
Village laughed continuously through

the picture and gave it a solid round

of applause at the end.

Leonard Praskins and Barney Sla-

ter's screenplay, based on Rice E.

Cochran's book. sparkies with smart

dialogue and was given a fine direct-

ing Job by Henry Levin. Latter tossed

in Creative bits of business that add to

the general mirth and drew top Per-

formances from a cast that included a

dozen or so youngsters

—

a real meg-
ging feat.

Webb plays a writer and television

Personality who becomes a scoutmaster

in an effort to learn more about chil-

dren. He has his troubles with the

young scouts, particularly with the

bratty son (Jimmy Moss) of his Spon-

sor and with George Winslow, who
attaches himself to Webb and his wife

(Frances Dee). Webb wins over his

Sponsor, who had been considering

dropping his Option, by crowning his

spoiled son with a dish of icecream.

Little Winslow. always boasting of his

wealthy family. is revealed as an orphan
living with a slatternly. beer-swiggling

aunt. The kid runs away and Webb
appeals to the scout troop to find him.

The youngster shows up, but then the

scouts learn their scoutmaster is lost.

How he is finally found makes for

many hilarious and moving moments,
with Webb and his wife eventually

adopting the lad.

Young Winslow, with a voice like

a tired automobile hörn, is a natural

scene-stealer and it is only an expert

Performance by Webb that prevents

KISMET
One of the program notes of "Kis-

met," which world-premiered at the

Philharmonie Monday night to a flashy

first-night audience, states: "We have
dared again -— " meaning, no doubt,

that the guiding lights of the Los An-
geles Civic Opera Assn. had "Song of

Norway" in mind. But whereas the

latter came through with some top-

flying tunes to make the Broadway
boards, "Kismet" does not. and therein

will be the difference.

It would be elementary to say that

what this show needs is a Rodgers and
Hammerstein, but whether it will be a

hit or a miss will depend on who does
the Job of re-drafting the score to in-

clude several much needed hit songs
as well as special material for some
members of the cast who cry out for it,

such as Joan Diener, for example, who
struggles valiantly to overcome medi-
ocre numbers. Her introductory "Not
Since Ninevah" is a feeble "Jezebel"
attempt which produces little more
than a hot, modern beat. The same is

true of the three kids who make a

sock entrance as "the three little prin-

cessses" doing an Arabian version of

the Charleston.
The new, musical version of the

ancient and honorable Edward Knob-
lock play that served the late Otis

Skinner so well, has several items in its

favor that bid for success:

Item 1 . Alfred Drake, the star of

the piece, who is at once a musical

Maurice Evans and a good-looking
Cyrano. Drake makes his part stand up
solidly, giving his Performance the

romantic verve it requires.

Item 2. Doretta Morrow, the prima
donna, whose renditions of at least two
of the numbers brought forth spon-

taneous applause.

Item 3. Some of the most colorful

and impressive sets and costumes that

designer Lemuel Ayers' expert hand
has yet created.

Item 4. Jack Cole's dancers and rou-

tines, which by now have become a

trademark in terpsichorean circles. The
facility with which Cole converts the

classic dances of the Orient into mod-
ern rhythm is further evidence of his

artistic skill.

And finally. Item 5. Alexander
(Continued on Page 8)

him from swiping this picture. Webb
plays the scoutmaster with austerity

and biting wit. yet still manages to

register warmth and humility beneath

the acid exterior. Frances Dee. in one
of her rare screen appearances, is

charming as Webb's wife, and Edmund
Gwenn draws plenty of chuckles as a

minister interested in the scout move-
ment. Veda Ann Borg is good as Win-
slow's trampish aunt and Jimmy Moss,
Orley Lindgren, Sammy Ogg and
Jimmy Hawkins are among the young-
sters contributing neat Performances.
Sarah Selby, Otis Garth, Bob Sweeney
and Billy Nelson also dick smartly in

brief roles.

Joseph La Shelle's photography is

bright and clear cut, with Cyril Mock-
ridge's music an unobtrusive asset.

Editing by William B. Murphy is

smoothly compact.

AMIISIXG
PROMISE
Dorsey Bros. Sock
At Vegas Reunion

Las Vegas.—A Separation that lasted

all too long was ended three months
ago, and reunion of the Dorsey brothers
is currently being acciaimed in Ramona
Room of Hotel Last Frontier, where
together Tommy and Jimmy present a

rcusing symphony in brass to tingle the
spine of any audience. Show is in for

two frames, with only complaint being
that Dorsey music gives way too long
for acts that make up centerpiece of

show that runs 80 minutes. This is not
to deny merit of entertainers. but
rather to register some slight disap-
pcintment that the brothers take over
really only at Start and end of show.

The best in Dorsey tradition is up-
held in "Song of India," featuring
Tommy on trombone. He leads 15-
piece band throughout show, and
Jimmy is saved as windup soloist.

Gordon Polk, mugging comedy
Singer, registers strong in quartet of

oldies. Adagio dancers, Dega and Bary,

are good in "Blues in the Night"
dance, which is climaxed by daring
whirls. Femme, Bary, talented blonde
looker, being held aloft. upside down,
scrapes rafters more than once with
toes to slightly disturb equilibrium of

partner. Number can be brought closer

to foots and away from low beams.

Vividly personable songstress, Gracie
Barne lends comedy note with spicy

lyrics in "Pappy Gave His Shotgun
Away," "Gonna Live 'Til I Die,"
"Sunday Kind of Love" and "They
Gave Her the Anatomy Award." Saucy
comedienne earns Ovation at conclusion
of live Stint.

Jimmy Dorsey and his alto sax take
Spotlight for his recording oldie,

"Sweet Georgia Brown," to rock the

house. John Amoroso renders pleasing

vocal in "Ruby," and audience re-

sponds with shouting ovation when
Jimmy's sax and Tommy's trombone
move in to reprise for rousing duet.

Then, with Jimmy taking to clarinet,

brothers bring down house in sock

duo finish on "South Rampart Street

Blues."

Musical themes of both Dorseys are

used and "TD-JD" are credits that

grace bandstand.

Dolores Frazzini and Herb Flem-
mington duet nice vocals to "Liebe-
straum." played by Don Baker on
Organ, and, as Dorsey band takes over

for jazz Version, Frazzini and Dickie

Lerner lead Jean Devlyn dancers in

fast tempo to good response.— Bob Clemens.

RKO Cashiers Upped
New York.—New wage scales giv-

ing immediate increases of from $3 to

$5 per week and providing for further

increases after Sept. 1 of next year

have been negotiated for cashiers of

RKO Theatres in New York by lATSE
Theatre Employes Local B-52.

Para Signs John Williams
Paramount has signed Broadway's

John Williams to portray Audrey Hep-
burn's father in Billy Wilder's "Sa-
brina Fair." The Sam Taylor comedy
Stars Humphrey Bogart, Miss Hepburn
and William Holden.
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ome
Rome, Aug. 14. — This weekend

being Ferragosto (the traditional mid-
summer Roman holiday), the great
exodus of Romans to the country, the
seashore. the mountains— any place,
just to get away from Rome— is al-

ready in füll swing. And simultane-
ously the foreign tourists are pouring
into Rome. Already at a peak, the
number is swelied by the hordes of
Americans escaping from (or by-
passing) strike-ridden Paris.

Robert Wyler, back from Cannes,
just revealed that Paramount's "Ro-
man Holiday," directed by his brother
William, has been selected to open
the Venice Film Festival Aug. 20. The
Festival folks have been trying to con-
tact Willie, who is with his family in

St. Jean de Luz in southern France,
to ask him to be at Venice for the
opening, but because of the strike in

VrancQ, they have not yet succeeded.
This afternoon Robert was going to
attempt sending him a telegram via

San Sebastian, Spain, just across the
border from St. Jean.

Twentieth Century-Fox's "We Be-
lieve in Love" winds up its Rome
shooting here tomorrow (15) and
leaves Sunday for Merano. Producer
Sol Siegel has already left: he took off

Tuesday by plane for the U.S. In spite
of sporadic strikes and work-stoppages
by Italian workers demanding cost-of-
living pay increases, director Jean
Negulesco is ahead of schedule —
thanks to the CinemaScope System
which cuts the number of caxr\era Set-
ups. Negulesco was pleased as punch
over an important personal victory he
had scored; there was a sequence he
wanted to shoot at St. Peter's in Vati-
can City, but everyone told him it was
impossible to shoot in the Vatican
without going through a great deal of
official Channels

—

all of which would
have taken too much time. However,
Jean discovered that one of his Italian

actors was a dose relative of a high
Vatican functionary; he told him of
the scene and of his keen desire to
shoot it at St. Peter's. It is the scene
in which a man who has just learned
that he has but one year to live goes
to pray -— and where eise in Rome
would he go but to St. Peter's? The
Italian actor relayed the request to his

relative in the Vatican, and bright and
early the following morning the troupe
was there shooting the scene. Negu-
lesco had been warned that he had
better shoot fast, because a two-hour
work-stoppage was scheduied for 12
noon. and that after 2 p.m. the sun
wouldn't be any good for shooting
there; Speed-Demon Negulesco had
the sequences wrapoed up at 10 a.m.!
By the way, the Schneider art gallery
here is holding an exhibition of 40
drawings by Negulesco; a cocktail
party was given Wednesday evening
to inaugurate it. Public-relations raan
Jim Denton, who has been working
here on "We Believe in Love." leaves
for Berlin next week, where Nunnally
Johnson is starting "The Night Peo-
ple," with Gregory Peck.

—Albert Califano.

Illness Delays Lichfrman
AI Lichtman, 20th-Fox's distribu-

tion veepee, was delayed in New York
yesterday by illness, and isn't expected
to arrive in town until the end of

week.
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Reds' Film Grip

Loose ned In

Europe-Huston
(Continued from Page 1 )

American Federation of Labor repre-

sentative in Europe, "who has done as

much if not more than any politician in

that hemisphere to fight communism."
"When I first went to Europe al-

most three years ago with the idea of

producing pictures over there I wasad-
vised against working in France." he

related. "The communist-Ied union in

France had all but succeeded in sabo-

taging the French motion picture in-

dustry. Their methods ranged all the

way from old-fashioned gold-bricking

to strongarm stuff. A Company would
report to the set only to discover that

a strike had been calied overnight

without any warning. Pictures would
Start and stop and start again—some-
tmes as often as a half-dozen times.

I know of one picture that took almost

two-and-a-half years to finish. And
it's a wonder that it ever was.

"Capital naturally became more and
more frightened, and at one stage

ceased flowing entirely and no pictures

were being made. Then. for what ap-

peared to be some hidden reason, the

Situation began to ease up. Crews, or

rather their leaders. became more
amenable. A picture was at least be-

gun and finished without hardly any
interruption. And before long the im-

possible occurred—a picture was fin-

ished on schedule and within budget.

The 'hidden reason' was and continues

to be Irving Brown. In my opinion,

Brown has done as much if not more
than any politician in that hemisphere
to fight communism. Brown himself is

a progressive and it is the progressives

who have rallied to him in his fight

and carried it forward . .
."

Pointing out that he. after Confer-

ences in Hollywood with Council chair-

man Roy M. Brewer, and in Paris with

Brown, announced that he and his

backers would employ only "free"

labor in Italy for "Beat the Devil,"

Huston recited:

"Many non-communist members of

the communist-dominated film unions.

upon hearing this. agreed to take out

Cards with the free unions. A number
dropped membership in the red-Ied

unions which had previously controlled

employment. During the filming of

'Beat the Devil,' I was afraid at times

that production might be stopped

—

but we brazened it through—and the

effect in favor of the anti-communist
cause was very impressive.

"When I left Italy. I heard from
London that there was a mass move-
ment of cinema technicians in Europe
to leave the red-Ied unions and to

form new, completely independent film

unions completely without communist
ties.

TV Acad Names DeFore
The Academy of TV Arts and Sci-

ences has named Don DeFore chairman
of the membership committee. DeFore
will replace Robert Cummings, who
remains a member of the board of di-

rectors.
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Larry Parks Teils Probers
He Regrets 1951 Red Stand

(Continued from Page 1 )

was the first witness to appear in the

public Session associated with enter-

tainment following the 10 witnesses

in 1947 who had refused to furnish

the committee with any of the infor-

mation they possessed concerning

communist efforts to infiltrate the mo-
tion picture industry. I realize that he

must have been under a great strain at

the time of his appearance and the

committee welcomes this opportunity

to clarify and complete his testimony."

Parks, in his sworn Statement, urged

the committee to call on him again "if

there is any way in which I can further

aid in exposing the methods of entrap-

ment and deceit through which com-
munist conspirators have gained the

adherence of American idealists and
liberals."

Parks Said it is his "conviction that

to assist your committee in obtaining
füll information about the communist
party and its activities is the duty of

all who possess such evidence. Cer-
tainly, if I were to testify today I

would not testify as I did in 1 950

—

that to give such testimony is to wal-
low in the mud," but on the contrary

I would recognize that such Coopera-
tion would help further the cause in

which many of us were sincerely in-

terested when we were duped into

joining and taking part in the com-
munist party."

The actor said "1 wish to make it

clear that I support completely the
objectives of the House Committee on
Un-American Activities. I believe fully

that communists and communist in-

trigue should be thoroughly exposed
and isolated and thus rendered im-
potent."

Chanslor Seils 3d
Former newspaperman Roy Chan-

slor, whose novel. "Johnny Guitar"
published by Simon Cr Schuster and
released in May, is to be made at Re-
public with joan Crawford starring and
Nick Ray directing. has just sold his

third novel of the year. Titled "The
Trouble With Paradise." it has been
purchased by Crown and will be on
the Stands in early 1 954.

Oct. for *Terminar
New York. — Frank I. Davis, jr.,

President of Selznick Releasing Organ-
ization, planes to Hollywood next week
for Conferences with Selznick on up-
coming plans for the October release

of the Jennifer Jones - Montgomery
Clift starrer, "Terminal Station."

WB Delays 'Queen'

*For Wide Screen'

In Order "to properly prepare the

picture for wide-screen showings."

Warners yesterday announced re-

scheduling of the national release date

of "The Diamond Queen" to Jan. 23.

The film is a Melson Production

starring Fernando Lamas. Arlene Dahl

and Gilbert Roland.

Huston, Moulin

In Finance Deal
John Huston returns to England over

the Weekend following a 1 0-day visit

in Hollywood. While here, the pro-

ducer-director conferred with the heads
of Moulin Productions, with which he
was associated in the making of

"Moulin Rouge."

Huston reached an agreement for

Moulin to finance him in the produc-
tion of not only "Moby Dick," but
also a second picture, announcement
of which will be made soon.

Ethel & Arbert' Back
"Ethel and Albert," domestic com-

edy series which has been on summer
hiatus, returns to the NBC-TV net-

work Aug. 29, with the local showing
tentatively set for KNBH-TV Sept. 9,

from 9 to 9:30 p.m. The series, spon-

sored by the Sunbeam Corp., will

originate in New York. Perrin-Paus

Co., Chicago, is the agency. Peggy
Lynch and Alan Bunce are starred.

Miss Lynch is also the writer, having

created the show which is now in its

ninth year. It debuted in radio in 1944.

Para Can't Waif
(Continued from Page 1 )

as the feminine stars of the musical,

which Michael Curtiz will direct and
Robert Emmett Dolan produce.

The decision to use Kaye, now com-
pleting "Knock on Wood" as an inde-

pendent production at Paramount un-
der his Dena Productions banner. came
when it was found that O'Connor,
stricken almost two weeks ago, could

not report at this time because he is

unable to lose a persistent high ie\/er.

Because of the heavy Investment and
contract schedule set for "White
Christmas," Don Hartman, Supervisor

of production at the studio, feit it im-

perative that the picture Start now.

WALLY WHITE is now associated with ALBERT WEXLER
(NEW MODERN STUDIO)

WTiXLER & WHITE • ^hotographcrs
1631 No. Las Palmas, Between Hollywood and Selma HO. 4-3770

YoNr lace Is Our Business— "Your BUSINESS Is Your lacel"

Backers of 3-D
Nord System In

Local Showing
Backers of the Nord extended-area

3-D projection System yesterday ex-

hibited their method — involving one

projector, a Single strip of film on

which both images were printed and

a filtering device which fits in front

of the projector lens— to the press and

interested industry personnel, several

of whom declared the process "a very

good idea," particularly for the smaller

theatres. For a small-size theatre, such

as the Picfair, where the demonstra-

tion took place, the price of a Norti

"kit" will be around $1500, according

to inventor Roy Clapp. The "kit" in-

cludes two lenses, two optical units

for the front of the projectors and

painting the screen.

The Nord System requires the opti-

cal printing of the required two nega-

tives onto a Single strip of positive, the

images running through the projector

sideways to the normal frame position

and being corrected through the fil-

ters and optical device. Polanzed

Viewers are needed.

At the demonstration yesterday,

Clapp also showed some experimental

footage taken with the Nord single-

camera Photographie System, but re-

fused to give details of the equipment.
One thousand feet of Victor Saville's

"1 the Jury." printed on single strip,

was exhibited. some of it poorly

aligned.

Fowler, Jr., Joins ACE
Gene Fowler, Jr.. yesterday was

elected to membership in American
Cinema Editors, thereby bringing the

organization's roster to 1 74. Fowler
recently completed the editing assign-

ment on Lester Cowan's "Main Street

to Broadway."

HollywoodYremiere
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NBC programs rate highest

in 71% of evening time periods

NBC programs reach the largest audiences in television

.

And in the evening when all four networks are

most competitive, NBC's lead is especially impressive.

Of the 84 weekly quarter-hour evening periods

(7:30-10:30 P. M.),* NBC rafes highest in 60 periods,

or 71% of the time; and the No. 2 network in 20

periods, or only 24Vc of the time.

Here's how the tietivorks ravk bij time periods:

NUMBER OF EVENING QUARTER-HOUR LEADS
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3 Brit., 1 H'wood
Pix in N.Y. Bow

New York.—Three films made in

Britain and a sole entry from Holly-

wood nnake up the new fare at the

first-run theatres here this week. UA's
"I, the Jury," opening Friday at the

Criterion, is the lone Hollywood con-

tribution.

Walt Disney's "The Sword and the

Rose." filmed in England, prennieres

today at the Rivoli. Two British indie

imports. "The Frightened Bride" and

"The Caretaker's Daughter." open

today on a dual bill at the Beacon

Theatre. The latter two attractions are

being distributed by Beverly Pictures.

*You There' Returning
"You Are There." headed by Wal-

ter Cronkite. returns to the CBS-TV
network Sunday, Sept. 6. Series. which

recreates dramatic events in history,

tees off with a dramatization of the

final tragic moments in the life of

Nathan Haie, portrayed by Paul New-
man. Others on the show will be Larry

Le Seuer. Don Hollenbeck, Harry

Marble and Edward P. Morgan.

TV REVIEWS

Play Review
Continued from Page 3

Borodin's original nnusic, from which

adapters Robert Wnght and George

Forrest culled their melodies and lyrics.

While there is no denying the classic

beauty of Borodin's music, with the

exception of "Stranger in Paradise,"

one of the composer's more populär re-

frains, there is no other outstanding hit

in the show. "This Is My Beloved," as

sung by Miss Morrow, runs a distant

second to "Stranger
—

" and that's all.

There are other items of interest that

contribute to the overall production

quality, such as the unusual effects

obtained by Peggy Clark's lighting. the

book by Charles Lederer and Luther

Davis, the stage direction of Albert

Marre. the orchestral and Choral ar-

rangements and musical direction of

Arthur Kay. and, above all eise, the

showmanly production guidance of the

capable and experienced Ed Lester.

Of the supporting cast. Glenn Burris

is adequate as the >'Oung caliph, as is

Henry Calvin in the part of the Wazir
of Police. Philip Coolidge as Omar,

the poet and proverbial tentmaker,

draws special attention with a particu-

larly keen Performance. So do Florence

Lessing and Beatrice Kraft in especially

torrid muscie dances, to one of which

Lucy Andonian's ecstatic vocals and

gyrations provide a piece de resistance.

It may be kisrnet for "Kismet" to

succeed, but "without a song" it's

going to be tough.

1 or 2 Yr. Lease, $300 Mo.
Partly furn. or unfurn., 4 bedrm.,

2V2 bath. Fabulous view, den.

Ratio, upstairs pantry. Lge Living

rm. with fireplace. Mds' qtrs. Five

MINUTES to Vine and Hollywood.

HO. 5-9348

Hillfop Hollywood Home
FÜR LEASE OR SÄLE

2-bedroom contemporary. $210. Floor-

to-ceiling Windows, unobstructed 50-

mile view. Secluded. Quiet. Quickly ac-

cessible. All electric. automatic. With
rumous apt.. $300. Call davs. DUnkirk
8-1323; after 7:00, HO. 4-3333. Might
consider sellinß.

"Crossroads of Life" (Live) , KECA-
TV, Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. Created by
Selig j. Seligman and Hunt Stromberg,

Jr. Produced by Bernie Williams and
Kay Mulvey. Directed by Stuart Phelps.

Tabbed a "human interest" show,
"Crossroads of Life" is aptly titled.

But the humans interested are the au-

dience. Viewers enjoy seeing the )ob-

less or life-kicked getting a boost from
those able to help.

Panel passing down decisions and
aid are Judge Thurmond Clarke, Su-

perior Court; Monsignor Thomas
O'Dwyer; Dr. Simon Conrad, psychia-

trist; Mary Ross, private detective.

Opening group of participants saw a

widower with mischievous children, a

divorcee-mother of French extraction

about to be deported, an accident-

crippled former dancer-singer, and ar^

indigent without identification papers

appealing for guidance. Guests may
wear masks. These did not.

In practically every case of the four,

if was Mary Ross, former policewoman,
who was able to come up with the

most solid promise of help. If the

others dealt in things more ephemeral,
guidance and Suggestion, it was be-

cause their vocational paths hadn't put

them in touch with Mary Ross' con-
tacts.

Produced in conjunction with the

L.A. Examiner, the guests are drawn
from the case files of the paper.

•

•*Handcuff$" (film) ("City Detec-
tive"), KNBH. Mondays. 10:30-11
p.m. Teleplay by Lawrence Kimble.
Original story, Ben Markson and Duna
Gregory. Directed by Robert G. Walker.
Produced by Revue Prods. Sponsor:
Eastside Beer. Agency: Warwick &
Legier.

Cast: Rod Cameron, Mary Ellen Kay,

Ross Elliott. Stuart Randall.

The Rod Cameron-starring half-hour

films continue to put action before

dialogue with Cameron weekly playing

a cynical "city detective" in pursuit of

a "wanted" criminal. It leaves expla-

nations of police work to other TV-ers.
Cameron engages in cat-and-mouse
with crooks of a different weekly stripe

in a way that allows the viewer to look

forward to each chapter as something
new. If plots seem familiär, new types

keep the series varied.

"Handcuffs" sees Lt. Bart Crant
(Cameron) involved with a small-time
crook whose worst danger is his cold-

blooded wife. She wields a shotgun
and manages a trained killer dog with
equal menace. Until Grant destroys the

weakling hoodlum's belief in the wife's

loyalty, he can't slap the bracelets of

the title on either culprit.

Mary Ellen Kay, as the vicious wife,

is a standout. Not only is she an ex-

cellent actress, but possesses great

beauty. Weakling husband, Ross Elliott,

overcomes looking like Dick Haymes
by a smash Performance as the tor-

tured small-timer.

Other beers bent on sales could take

a leaf from the Eastside book. The

Jessel to New York

For Radio-TV Tasks
Following his Sept. I 3 telecast from

here via ABC-TV, George jessel will

leave for New York to conduct his

radio and video activities from there

for the next six months. Besides the

initial "George jessel Show," a half-

hour radio show with Paul Whiteman
and another TV program are slated for

jessel. Both are for ABC, with the

latter being sponsored by Seeley Mat-
tress. No definite starting dates have

been set.

jessel has also completed arrange-

ments for guests to appear on his first

three TV shows in September. For

Sept. 13, they will be Margaret Whit-
ing, Buddy Hackett, Mitzi Gaynor and
Lt.-Gov. Goodwin Knight; Sept. 20
from New York, Eddie Fisher, Marga-
ret O'Brien and Mayor Vincent Impel-

litteri; Sept 27. Gwen Verdon and Jan

Peerce.

104 Stat-ions Slated

In Place Face' Shift
When "Place the Face" moves from

NBC-TV, starting Aug. 27, it will be

seen over 104 TV stations, including

the CBS - TV network, on alternate

Thursdays. In the new setup the pro-

gram gains 74 stations. The total is one
o^ the largest ever used for a live show
origination. jack Smith is the m.c, the

Sponsor Prom Home Permanent, via

the Leo Burnett agency.

UA Ups Goldman
New York. — Harry Goldman. United

Artists Chicago branch manager, has

been promoted to central district man-
ager effective Aug. 24. He replaces

Moe Dudelson. Sid Rose, Chicago sales

manager, has been upped to branch

manager there.

OBITUARY
ALBERT AUSTIN

Albert Austin, 7 1 , Warners studio

guard since 1942 and actor-writer-

director in the early days of motion
pictures, died Monday at his home
here after a long illness. He came to

this country from England in 1910
with Charles Chaplin in the revue, "A
Night in an English Music Hall," later

acting in many films. He was Mary
Pickford's leading man in "Suds." In

1916 he was made manager of the

Chaplin studio here. He also wrote and
directed several jackie Coogan pic-

tures, including "A Prince of a King"
and "Trouble." His only survivor is his

widow.
Funeral Services will be held today

at 1 p.m. at the Utter - McKinley
chapel. North Hollywood.

"live" middle pitch, with the all-

American husband and spouse rumi-
nating about Eastside flavor as they
mow a lawn, go on a picnic or just sit

and "watch TV," doesn't bend the

viewer's ear to a commercial. It bends
the commercial to the viewer's ear.— J.P.

The beds the fhing— KINCSIZE
OVERSIZE AND REGULÄR SIZE

Innerspring Mattres^es <

ANY LENCTH 1^ BED
Box Springs <

OF STARS i^

Custom-Built
ANY WIDTH

HOLLYWOOD BEDDINC MFC. CO.
8418 Santa Monica BIvd. Hl. 2355 — CR. 9244

David Wayne wound his co-starring

role in 20th-Fox's "Hell and High
Water" and leaves for New York to-

day to Start rehearsals for "The Tea
House of the August Moon," legiter

opening on Broadway in October . . .

Harriet Parsons has been set as co-

editor of the Screen Producers Guild

Journal along with president Carey
Wilson and Maxwell Shane . . . Gene
Nelson planes in tonight from New
York appearance on CBS-TV's "Toast
of the Town" and begins rehearsing

for his two weeks at the Ambassador's
Cocoanut Grove starting Aug. 26 . . .

San Francisco's Randall Galleries set a

one-man show, Sept. 7-12, of photos
and oil paintings director George Sid-

ney made of scenes and players in

MGM's "Kiss Me Kate" . . . AMPP's
International Committee today hosts

Fuen R. Riddhagni, head of the Royal
Thailand Air Force, and his staff for a

tour of 20th-Fox's Studios.

Keefe Brasselle will make 12 TV
appearances in the New York area to

plug Warners' "The Eddie Cantor
Story" when it opens at the Music Hall

in November . . . Allied Artists pro-

ducer William A. Calihan, jr.. ^aca-
tions starting Thursday at Carmel and
Pebxbie Beach, Calif. . . . Singers Guy
Mitchell and Mindy Carson set for

three and two weeks, respectively, at

Paramount Theatre, New York, start-

ing Sept. 9 and 30, by manager Eddie
joy . . . Director Anthony Mann moves
U-Ts "The Far Country" location unit

from Banff, Alberta, to the Medicine
Hat area tomorrow . . . English Co-
lumbia Record singer jack Hilliard

entertains veterans at military installa-

tions in the Long Beach-San Diego
area over the weekend.

Frank Lovejoy and wife joan Banks
to Flagstaff and Las Vegas for vaca-
tion following his completion of

"Beachhead" . . . Richard Conte ieft

yesterday for Salton Sea location of

"House in the Sea," in which he co-

stars with Wanda Hendrix for Allied

Artists . . . Joanne Dru and john Ire-

land back from 10-day vacation at La
jolla . . . Singer Merv Griffin, of the

cast of Warners' "So This Is Love,"
Starts today in Indianapolis a 17-city

tour plugging the Kathryn Grayson
starrer . . . Milton Sperling is scouting

(Continued on Page 9)

PRIVATELY OWNED
49 Cadillac Converfible

New white wall tires.

24,000 mileage.

BeautifuI condition.

Call CR. 5-1965

CHEV. 52 CONVERTIBLE
$1995 - Has power glide, radio,

loaded with extras, low mileage
New ear trade-in.

WARREN BICCS CO.
Studebaker Dealer

364 N. La Brea YO. 4701
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Para 'Superman'

Slated for KTTV
A series of animated cartoon shorts

originally made for Paramount release

in 1941. 1942 and 1943. entitied

"Superman." will be shown over KTTV
on the "Sheriff john's Cartoon Time"
program, starting later this month. Ex-

clusive local video rights to the one-
reeler shorts were acquired from Mo-
tion Pictures for Television, through Sy
Weintraub. Rights to the series re-

cently reverted to the comic strip own-
ers, thus making possible the TV
showings.

Stephens Aids Prockter
William Stephens, executive v.-p. of

Conne-Stephens, Inc., announced yes-

terday that a long-term contract had
been signed whereby his Company
would handle all Prockter TV Enter-

prises production details in Hollywood.

TV CASTINGS
Jim Bannon, CBS newscaster and

actor, leaves here next Monday to

portray a top role on "Hawkins Falls,"

NBC-TV daily 1 5-minute show ema-
nating from Chicago, on a term deal

starting Aug. 31 . . . Sherry Jackson,

child actress who portrayed a role on
the Danny Thomas pilot film, "Here
Comes Daddy," for ABC, has been set

for the entire 39 shows in the series.

Deal was set by Milton Garfield . . .

Robert Johnson has been set for the

"Dennis Day Show" TV series now
rolling at General Service Studios. Deal
was set by the George Ingersoll agency
. . . James Adamson has checked off

the "Ramar of the Jungle" set at Eagle-

Lion Studios and goes into "Man of the

World," David Niven starrer for Four

Star Productions at RKO-Pathe . . .

Faith Domergue and Joyce Menjou
have been set as guest stars on "Platter

Panel," TV show, for Aug. 23 and 30,

respectively.

james Adamson joins "Ramar of

the jungle" series. shooting at Eagle-

Lion for Arrow Productions . . . Frank
Gerstle set for "The Danny Thomas
Show" under way at Motion Picture

Centre. Bill Asher directs . . . Charles
Meredith set for the "Superman"
series at California Studios . . . Leslie

Bradley goes into Revue Productions'

"The Violet Ribbcn."

Here and There
Continued from Page 8

Imperial Valley locations for his next

United States picture for Warners,
"The Men From the Earth," from
Philip Yordan's original screenplay . . .

Dr. Giovanni Camajani. head of music
department of Univ. of San Francisco,

is here lining up motion picture com-
posers to lecture before his classes

and huddling with Carl Post, solo

pianist of the Schola Cantorum's con-
cert at San Francisco's War Memorial
Opera House Jan. 8 . . Casey Adams
via TWA to London en route for his

role in 20th-Fox's "Night People". . .

American Cinema Editors president

Fredrick Y. Smith has received the

Navy Medal for service in the Reserve.

LOUIS STOLLER
Master Tailor

(formerly with Dick Carroll)

now specializing in my own
TAILORINC and ALTERATIONS
9507 Santa Monica BIvd.. Rm. 219
Beverly Hills CR. 4-1925

n fhe Aip
The term "color telecasts" is as much a matter of semantics as is the word

"sound." Is the falling of a free, with no one around to hear the crash, a

"sound." or merely "sound waves"? If a show is covered by color cameras. with

Station transmitters not modified to send it out nor sets instalied to pick it up—
IS this a color telecast or a black and white?

NBC executives are cagey to the end. hopping about verbally to avoid not

only mention, but any thought of plans and developments that beat the FCC
approval gun. Anything they know is contained in a lengthy tome entitied

"Petition of Radio Corp. of America and National Broadcasting Co.. Inc.. for

Approval of Color Standards For the RCA Color Television System." Only the

FCC nod will budge. let alone blast, the lid off color work. But a safe guess— or

book on a bet— is that NBC's New York Colonial Theatre, with its four color

cameras and one mobile, has seen plenty of "rehearsal" going on . . . rehearsals

that well may have gone out of the theatre to become piain old black-and-white

pictures, thus staying within the edict of the FCC. Essence of the NBC system

is its compatibility, so the public would be unaware of any tint at the picture

source.

Backing up the big Petition book, i.e.: "
. , . we believe that every creative

group should study and experiment in the color problem for the show in question

. . . Each group will prepare, far in advance, a special color show ..." NBC
v.-p. Fred Wile admits that Fred Coe of "Phiico TV Playhouse" knows what

Script he is to use for his initial colorcast. and that "Eddie Fisher has a show all

ready to go."

THE DOTTED LINE: KNXT's Dusty Walker signed by Stokely-Van Camp
under a five-year contract covering radio and TV; first year of the pact non-

cancellable . . "The Voice of Prophecy" renewed for 52 weeks on KECA-ABC
radio . . ."Corina Playhouse" and Hank Weaver's news and Sports renewed on

KECA-TV through Guenther-Bradford & Co. of Chicago for Corina cigars . . .

Knudsen Creamery Co., through Heintz Cj Co., ordered 25 Station breaks a week
for four weeks on KNX radio . . . Standard Federal Savings & Loan opens its

new building with sponsorship of four nighttime half-hours on KNX radio

Sept. 22 through 25 . . . Beckman Fürs, through M. M. Scott and Assoc, placed

a 26-week contract with KECA radio for Orval Anderson's daily newscasts . . .

Interstate Bakeries for Weber's Bread adds 317 one-minute filmed announce-

ments to "Cisco Kid" sponsorship. Dan B. Miner Co. placed the business on

KECA-TV.

BRIEFLY: The FCC-approved power increase for KNXT due in December
finds the transmitter adding 25 kilowatts to bring the video side to 54; the

aural power going from 12.5 to 27. Addition calls for new antenna and trans-

mitter facilities . . . New NBC radio sportscast with Mel Allen and Russ Hodges

Starts today on KFI . . . jean Hersholt flies to Washington, D.C., tomorrow . . .

Frank DeVol hosts Peggie Castle, Faith Domergue, Gene Nelson on KNXT's
Sunday night "Platter Panel". . . Liberace, Ida Lupino, Audrey Totter, Jerry

Colonna, Richard Todd and Edith Gwynn set for Peter Potter's Saturday night

KNXT "juke Box Jury," with Vic Damone guesting . . . Noted Negro composer

William Crant Still is featured on KECA radio's "Man of Color" Aug. 22 . . .

Subject of tonight's rerun of "This Is Your Life" is Sara Berner; Aug. 25 marks

Ralph Edwards' birthday gift to friend Don DeFore when his life story is played

again . . . Roberta Linn today on CBS airs George Pirrone's <"Pinky" of radio's

"One Man's Family") first published song, "Angel," written with Wally George

and Paul Theodore . . . A film clip from Warner Bros.' "The Master of Ballan-

trae" shows locally on the Kenneth Friede's "Bank on the Stars" telecst tonight.

KNXT . . . CBS v.-p. Harry Ackerman back from New York today.

— J.P.

2 Tities for Brit. Pic Hardwicke, Hampden Set
London.- - MindfuI of the picture's

eventual American release. Exciusive

Films. Ltd., has set two separate tities

for the film in which Hillary Brooke
and Alex Nicol are now starring here.

For British distribution, the picture is

tapoed "House on the Lake"; for

American release, "Heat Wave."

Duff in TV Debüt
Howard Duff signed to make his

television debut in "The Ming Lama"
for Ford TV Theatre, which Colum-
bia's Screen Gems produces. Michael

Kraike is the producer a^nd Angela
Lansbury co-stars.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Walter
Hampden star in two successive mys-
tery plays on the CBS-TV network
Sept. I . Hardwicke will have the lead

in "Death in the Pasig" on the "Sus-
pense" series, and Hampden stars in

"Death Is My Neighbor" on the "Dan-
ger" series.

Yohalem With Cottlieb
George Yohalem has been named

production Supervisor for "Susan SIept

Here," Dan Dailey-Debbie Reynolds
starrer, by producer Alex Gottlieb, who
puts the comedy before the cameras
at Motion Picture Centre next week
under Frank Tashiin's direction.
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Week's Top Grid
Gameon NBC Radio

Starting Sept. 19, 12 top collegiate

football games will be broadcast over

the NBC radio network. Gurt Gowdy
will do the play-by-play. Series will be
offered for co-op sponsorship.

In Order to insure broadcasts of the

best-game-of-the-week, NBC will wait
until five days before each Saturday's

schedule of nationwide football con-
tests to choose the game that looms as

the best of the day.

NITERY NOTES
Steve Gibson and his Redcaps, iea-

turing Damita jo, return to El Rancho
Vegas Casino cocktail lounge, midnight
to dawn. Aug. 21, replacing The Play-

mates.

The Modernaires do three days at

the Hotel Del Coronado, San Diego,
starting Sept. 4.

Following a Chicago TV appearance
Friday, singer Wanda Curtis opens two
weeks at LaRue's Supper Club, Indi-

ariapolis. Aug. 24, then does two
v/eeks at Iriquois Gardens, Louisville,

starting Sept. 7.

A new trio, Gil, Bert C7 Sally, makes
it:. professional debut Friday night at

Charley Foy's Supper Club with the
Ben Blue Revue.

Singer Tara Summers' engagement
at the Cal-Neva Lodge. Lake Tahoe,
has been extended through Aug. 28.
The young vocalist's act was written
and staged by Ray Gilbert and the Mo-
cambo. where his daughter Joanne is

currentiy headlining, has booked it for

later this season.

Harold Stern and his Singing Strings

headline the new show opening three-

week stand at the Hotel Statler's Ter-
race Room Friday.

Larry Potter has unveiied an Inno-

vation at his supper clhb, fantasy fea-

turing Tere Sheehan as "The Girl in

the Champagne Glass."

The Three Stooges wound two
weeks at the Crest Line. Lake Tahoe,
and planed in for Columbia short be-
fore opening Oct. 1 at the Flamingo,

Las Vegas.
Frankie Remley's ork and Alfredo

Garmo's Caballeros have been extended
for another four weeks in the Cine-
grill of the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.

Ben Blue has set Sid Fields. Muriel
Landers and singer Tony Fontaine for

his new night club revue opening at

Charley Foy's Friday. Blue will show-
case all his new material for his TV
show for NBC. Eddie Davis, Snag Wer-
ris and Sid Fields collaborated with
Blue in writing the revue.

The Ritz Bros, have acquired from
Ted Dale two new novelty songs which
they are incorporating in their night-

club turn.
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A LETTER TO

MARGARET WHITING

Last week
August 23

August 30

September 6

Dcar Mai^gie:

A weck ago Sunday night, wc werc honored to havc you as our first singing

gucsr Star on our new musical TV package, "This Is Your Music."

Ours is not a pretentious show. h is seen locally on KNBH (NBC) and

kincscopcd for San Francisco and Seattle. In a sense, therefore, "This Is Your
Music" is a modest regional show.

And yet, at least one newspaper critic admitted in his review that the presence

of Margaret Whiting as the guest star forced him to compare the show with

big-budgeted network vehicles.

We are simply floored by the w^arm response to this new show, and everyone

—

viewers and tradesters alike—was pleasantly surprised that one of the busiest

singers in the country would take the time and eflfort to help a "local" show

gtt off on the right footing.

You've got a heart as big as that beautiful voice of yours, and we're just piain

batty about Margaret Whiting.

The cast and crew of "This Is Your Music" wholeheartedly joins me in wishing

you the greatest possible success with the Bob Hope show, your TV show with

Barbara, and your forthcoming Capitol Records album of your father's favorite

songs.

Wärmest regards,

(signed) JACK DOUGLAS
JACK DOUGLAS PRODUCTIONS

— HARRY BABBITT
— JIMMY WAKELEY
— MITCHELL BOY CHOIR
— THE BELL SISTERS

V
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His New Picture

Nothing, Says Huston,

Can Be ^More Trivial'

By PAUL V. BECKLEY
John Husten, the director, leaned nonchalantly over the

restaurant table, ordered a bowl of minestrone and while it was
on the way, delivered a remarkable dictum on his latest movie,

something called *'Beat the Devil." which he made at Ravello,

a small Italian town south of Naples. He said it had a *'slight

book" and was a "slight picture"

and its greatest risk was in some

one's considering it important.

Before any one had recovered

from this blow to the illusions

every one possesses in regard to

Hollywood's passion for superla-

tives at any cost, Mr. Huston de-

livered the coup-de-grace. "You

can't," he said, ''get more trivial."

As a matter of fact, Mr. Hus-

ton and Truman Capote wrote

this film from hand to mouth, as

it were, writing each evening the

scenes for the following day.

"I've never done that before," he

said, "writing stuff on the set.

We wrote it as we went along.

There was nothing desperate

about it. We weren't fighting

time or anything." They made
the picture in ten weeks, which
he noted was "just average time,"

and not only finished on^chedule
but "exactly within the buüget."

There were two press agents at

the table, and there were appro-

priate expressions of amazement
at this poirit.

Interiors in London

The Indoor scenes were shot

at London and part of the time
Mr. Huston said he lived at an
Irlsh town called Killcock, where
the townspeople used to assem-
ble outside the Post OfRce when-
ever word was breezed about
that Mr. Huston was making a

trans-Atlantic telephone call to

New York on production busi-

ness. "They didn't listen to the

conversation," he explained. *Tt

was just the idea of talking to

the United States. I could hear
them saying, 'He's talking to

New York. New York's coming
on the wire. California? Now
where's California in the United
States of America.'

"

He said he was going back
to Killcock. "I like it very

much," he said. Actually. he
left last Wednefday for London
to edit *%eat the Devil" and
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afterward will repair to St. Jean
de Luz in the south of France,

another place he likes very

much.
"Beat the Devil." it turned

DUt, is a film about a group of

5coundrels off to Africa to feet

'Jieir hands on some uranium
and there. Their ship breaks

down, stranding them at Rav-
3llo, where they engage in much
plotting and counter-plotting,

both for the uranium and for

the favors of the women in the

party. Humphrey Bogart and
Jennifer Jones are starring in it.

There are also Peter Lorre, who
Mr. Huston said looks remark-
ably like Mr. Capote and plays

the part of a German rogue
named O'Hara, a circumstance
that amused Mr. Huston con-

siderably, and a European ac-

tress named Gina Lollobrigida,

who is so populär in Italy that

crowds turned out to see her in-

stead of Miss Jones.

It Was All a Lark
Considering Mr. Huston's past

demonstrations of the art of

mingling mayhem and comedy
in nice proportions, as in "The
African Queen," for example, his

intensive denials of profundity

and significance in this instance

arouse one's suspicion that this

film may prove more entertain-

ing than he pretends. In any
case, he did confess it was "made
in the spirit of fun, and it was
a hell of a lark doing it."

By the time his corned beef

and cabbage had arrived, Mr.
Huston got into the questions

of his Plans. "I don't know,
really," he said, picking up his

knife and fork. His doubt, it

appeared, sprang from the fact

he is now considering two or

three possibilities, "Moby Dick,"

a film about a matador, and one
of idpling's stories, He refused

to identify t^e Kipling work, but

Continued on page 3, column 6
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John Huston
(Continued from page one)

he did say "Bogie's never been
in Afghanistan."

It seems Mr. Hiiston sent Mr.
Bogart a wire from Europe, ad-
vising him he would like to do
the Kipling story, which ever
one it is, and Mr. Bogart's agent
cabled back, "Bogie wants
nothing whatever to do with
this." He sent another wire,

noting that Mr. Bogart's pres-

ence was not absolutely neces-
sary. This approach also failed

—altogether, Mr. Huston said,

Mr. Bogart turned the offer

down three times. When he was
in Hollywood. Mr. Huston saw
the actor personally and told

him, *'This is one picture you
ought to lay off. You're dead
right."

Mr. Bogart asked, "When's
the starting date?"

"Porget it," Mr. Huston said.

"This is the real rough one of

all times."

Putting his fork down, Mr.
Huston took on a mildly sadistic

smile, and said, "Bogie's going to

to do it. He's been giving out
Interviews he's going to do a

picture in Tibet with me." He
laughed.
One of the press agents had

just returned from a fishing trip,

and Mr. Huston, who appears
to be as interested in fishing and
hunting as In making pictures,

got into a long discussion about

will
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Huston Tricks Bogie Into Film
Direclor Hints Kipling Terrain Is Too Rough for Aclor, and So

—

THE FACE was long and gaunt, with
unruly brown hair covering most of
his forehead. His Shoulders stooped
slightly. His gray suit hung loosely

over his tall, lean frame. He didn't lock
Ilke most of the other men entering
Twenty-One, 4iatty in their expensive
tailor-made suits, well-groomed and
seemingly affluent.

But John Huston just doesn't happen
to look that way.

Matter of fact, the dynamlc director-
writer impresses one as the sort of man
who doesn't concem himself much with
clothes, as long as they're functional. The
thing Mr. Huston does concem himself
with is the making of motion pictures and
«o well does he do the job that his coffers
are still brimming over with money he's
made on *'The African Queen" and
**Moulin Rouge," both of which he directed
and co-authored.

In addition, he has another plcture
Coming up which promises to duplicate
the success of the others. "Beat The Devil"
is the nameof the forthcoming plcture.
It's a comedy melodrama which United
Artists will release in the fall with Hum-
phrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones and Gina
Lollobrigida in the cast.

Mr. Bogart starred In the directpr's
•'African Queen." He'U also take over the
leading role in Mr. Huston's next picture.
a Kipling story as yet untitled which will

be made early next year in the Orient.

Praise for Bogie«

Whether it's a coincidence or Just a
case of brotherly love that finds the pair
working together in so many pictures was

' By MARIE TORRE.

asked of Mr. Huston once he had settled

down at the luncheon table, and ordered
a Bloody Mary.

"Coincidence? Oh, no," Mr. Huston
Said, his voice gentle and well modulated.
"I think Bogie is i^ very fine actor. Right

now, I'd say he's

Coming into the
best Phase of his

career. Instead of

being asked to do
pictures like *Test

Pilot' and *Devil

Diver* . . . things
like that . . . he's

now getting plum
assignments. D i d
you know, for in-

stance, that he's
doing Capt. Queeg
in 'The Caine

Mutiny?' That ought to be wonderful."
Mr. Huston sipped the Bloody Mary,

brushed a fringe of hair from his fore-
head, and continued.

"I'll take Bogie for my pictures any-
time, even if I have to trick him into doing
them. As a matter of fact, I had to em-
ploy a little skulduggery to get him for the
Kipling story."

When Mr. Huston decided to make the
Kipling movie, he wired Morgan Maree,
who is both his agent and Bogart's, ask-
Ing Whether the actor would be Interested
in the star role. Bogart wired back, *Sorry,
not interested.*

tt
*A few days later,*' Mr. Huston went

on, "I ran into Bogie and told him that.
while I was unhappy he couldn't appear in
my movie, I thought he had made a wise

cholce. After all, we*d make the film In
Afghanistan and that would mean leaving
his wife and children. Rough, too rough
for you, ^ogie, I said. Can't blame you at
all for ^ying no.**

Reverse Psychology.

Mr. Huston smiled at this point. "Well,
by the time I got through sympathising
with Bogie, he was asking me when the
picture would go into production. Forget
it, I told him, and I ran off.

"Next thing I know, Bogie is giving
out Interviews saying he will make the
Kipling picture. I deny his Statements.
. . . And that's how I was able to get
Bogie for my next movie. With reverse
psychology."

As everyone knows, Mr. Haston is the
son of the celebrated late actor Walter
Huston. To be the son of a great man is

to live under a shadow, to live down the
general conception that one gets any-
where because papa helped him get there.

So Mr. Huston's Job of finding a niche
for himself was all the harder.

In his youth, he. was at one time or
other a prizefighter, a soldier in the>Mexi-
can cavalry, an editor, art student, writer,

actor, director and producer. In 1941, as
writer and director of "The Maltese Fal-
con,** he won considerable acclaim, but it

wasn't until "The Treasure Of Sierra

Madre'* that he really came into his own.
For directing this picture, Mr. Hu«<^h
won an Academy Award, and his father,

who was featured in it, was given an
Oscar for "best supporting Performance .*•

Today most of Mr. Huston's films

bring in heavy grosses at the box office

and at the same time are lauded by the

critics. We wondered how he manages to

accomplish such a remarkable feat.

Mr. Huston Reflecls.

Mr. Huston had to think that one over

before answering.

"Frankly,** he said, "I don't know. If

I'm interested in a story, I do it. The fact

11 that the movies make money, or get good

notices, is—well, lefs call it luck.*'

* Mr. Huston said no more on the sub-

I ject, and it was evident that John Huston
is too modest to talk about John Huston,

On the matter of his future plans. for

instance, the director briefly stated that

he wants to do a play on Broadway next

year, that he likes to make pictures in
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07^nCUf VORK
By ED SULLIVAN

Iften and ^ialds, and Stuft
Dear Ed: In your piece on Chaplain Harp of the

Hörnet, which carried Jimmy Doolittle's bombers for the
raid on Tokyo, you mentioned that a Japanese ship was
sunk by escorting warships. The heroes of that trigger
action were the gun crews of the light cruiser Nashville,
which sank the Japanese ship before it could radio a
message to Japan. Best, Samuel Sanders, ex-U. S. S,

Nashville , • •

ASCAP honor-
ing Otto Har-
bach, dean of
s o n g w r iters,

Aug. 18, hia
80th birthday
. . . D r a f t-

dodger Serge
Rubinstein still

night -clubbing,
thunjbing his
nose at depor-
tation threats
. . . If you
don't think the
mayoralty o f
N.Y. is a choice

p 1 u m, regard
Judge Sam Lie-
bowitz* State-

ment that it takes $1,000,000 to finance a campaign . . •

At Washington Market, New York*s hugest food-basket,
where trucks arrive from all over the country with fruit

and vegetables, truck drivers grimly discussing the

maniac who has pistoled sleeping comrades.
,

i^v'J'^

John Huston Otto Harbach

Finest drivers on the highway are those same truck
drivers. Knowing better than Tnost*the hazards of night-
driving, they lowcr their lights as you approach or, if

you're behind theni, they signal you when to make your
move to pass them. They do a tremendous Job for the

nation so only a maniac would have embarked on this

killing spree . . . At the Yale Club on Vanderbilt Ave.
the blue flag half-masted for alumnus Senator Taft . . .

Bankruptcy pctition of Leon & Eddie's famous to out-of-

townors who throngod to it during the years, indicates

the changing pattern. Today, and for some years, there
has been no after-midnight business in clubs. Flojiida dis-

covered this some years ago. And Las Vegas, which offers

ganibling on a 24-hour schedule, grabs all those who want
to stay up all night. Copa eliminated its 2 A. M. show
this scason, Jules Podell being more astute than the rest.

British critics alfectionately call John Huston "Ameri-
ca*s most successful gift to England," believe that with
his "Beat the Devil" Huston has achieved the hat trick

—

three flicker gigantics in a row. His other recent boxoffice

bell ringers we^re "African Queen'* and **Moulin Rouge."
Robert Cana, wiiting in England's Picture Post wittily

describes the energetic American: "The very Anglo-Saxon
Mr. Huston is a full-time Spaniard, a Don Quixote in his

private life and a bullfighter on the movie set. When he
Is not actually shooting. he sees his surroundings as a
forest of most enchanting windmilla, bottles, women, race-
horses, elephants and foxes, noblemen and bums. Great
scientists and ßieat phonies are whirling around con-

stantly and Don Quixote Huston is charging 24 hours a

day. He is one of the truest and greatest Professionals in

this unprofessional profession.*'

EnglandVs mint tried to get a softer, more diflfused

treatment of Queen Elizabeth's face on coins. The attempt
failed. The outlines of the die now have been sharpened.

. . . Irving Berlin turned over a doz~en songs to Paramount
for his Bing Crosby-Rosemary Clooney flicker, "White
Christmas." . . .Adolph Zukor's autobiog, **The Public Is

Never Wrong," will explode a lot of showbusiness legends.

. . . Gordon AUison succeeding Lee Silvian as TV ed at

Look. . . . Myron Cohen headlinea the show at Jack En-
tralter's Las Vegas spot beginning Aug. 12 at $10,000.

N. Y. cab drivers, on night shirt, now carrying clubs

because of recent killings. . . . Milton Berle lost a bündle

at Las Vegas. .
.*

. Impellitteri buttons appearing on
B'way. . . . Lincense bureau to issue little Strips to cover
'53 date instead of new '54 plates. , . • Barbara Hutton's

«on, Lance von Reventlow, ailing. , . . Martha Wright
playing her 900th Performance in "South Pacific." . . .

Revenuers cracking down on cafe owners. . • • Charlie
Cantor recovering from a coronary. , . . Bob Hope to Eu-
ropa Sept. 2. . . . The Buddy Aliens (Barry Gray's mgr.)
expcct a February Stork. . . , With gambling barred,
Saratoga opens without one big cafe name. , . • Surprise!
Russian movie makers have nanied Malenkov's wife, Elena
Krushcheva, No. 1 star.
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Off to Work ^

Unless somethlng quite unex-

pected happens, Huniphrey Bogart
will turn up as Captain Queeg in

Stanley Kramer's film version of

"The Caine Mutiny" for Colum-
bia. At Icast that was Mr. Bo-
g:art'3 understanding" when he left

Hollywood last week-end on his

way to London and Italy to co-

star with Jennifer Jones in **Beat

tl73 Devil." The actor has reac-

tivated his independent Company,
Santana, to make the picture in

association with the British Rom-
ulus Films, headed by John Woolf.

Santana's financial Obligation

comes to $400,000, which Covers

payment of salaries to Bogart,

Miss Jones and John Huston, the

director, as well as the writing of

the Script by Huston and Peter

Viertel.

Obviously Mr. Bogart is not ac-

tually taking his normal salary of

closö to $200.000. The cast, which
includes Robert Morley, Peter
Lorre and Gina Lollobrigida (to be

paid out of the Romulus financial

stake), will spend eight weeks,
[starting Feb. 1, on the Island of

Amalfi shooting location sequences
and then will return to the Romu-
lus studio in London for an addi-

tional four weeks of filming, ac-

cording to the production schedulc.

^1



OBSERVATIONS ON THE ITALIAN PICTURE SCENE
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS

Naples.

RAVELLO, the tlny one-time

pirates' lair perched high

above the Amalfl coastline

south of this city, provides,

in one of the clvilized world's less

accessible spots, what miist be the

most exclusive, as well as the most
colorful, movie location In Italy

today. After a seemingly endless,

twisting road takes one to the Ra-
vello fork, a steep, unreasonably
narrow driveway lead to the steep
village in question. There the mule
takes over. Years ago, while in

Italy with th« United States Army,
John Huston's practiced eye caught
sight of Ravello and its surround-
ings.

He has been looklng for a story
to fit the setting ever since. A
recent reading of James Helvick's
"Beat the Dcvil," followed by Its

development into a screenplay
with the aid of Anthony Veiller,

did the trick. And "Beat the
Devll," a film jointly financed by

Tlie John Huston-Huiiiplirey Bogart Team

Biisily 'Beat the DeviF—Other Iteins

Santana (U. S. A.), Romulus (Brit-

ain) and Rizzoli (Italy), is director

Huston's present reason for being
in Ravello.

"Beat the Devil" is Intended as
an adventure comedy with satiric

shadings, and provides Huston with
the type of story of which he has
often made a specialty ("Treasure
of the Sierra Madre," "The Asphalt
Jungle," etc.—that of a group of

men scheming and fighting (most-
ly among themselves) for some-
thing none of them will get. In
this case the goal is a stretch of
uranium-rich land in Africa cov-

eted by a gang of international

ne'er-do-wells. Stranded in a Medi-
terranean port by motor failure of

the ship taklng them to Africa, in-

ternal frlction begins among mem-
bers of the group, fanned by some

extemal influences, and the fight

is on.

Almost involuntarily, a would-be

adventurer named Dannreuther

(Humphrey Bogart) becomes so

deeply involved in the proceedings

that his life is at stake. And a

certain Mrs. Gwendolen Chelm
(Jennifer Jones, with blond hair),

a woman with an over-vivid Imagi-

nation and a like weakness for

adventure, also Jolns the fun, not

incidentally providing (the like-

wise married) Dannreuther with

a romantic vis-ä-vis. All efforts,

both individual and collective, prove

vain, however, and none involved

gets either land, uranium or his

rival's wlfe.

Appropriately, the actors select-

ed by Huston to populat© his pic-

ture are as varied and colorful a

lot as story and setting suggest.

Besides Bogart and Miss Jones,

Gina Lollobrigida, the Italian

beauty, appears as Maria, Dann-
reuther's wife; British actor Ed-

ward Underdown plays the tweedy
Harry Chelm, husband to Miss

Jones; Robert Morley impersonates

the gang leader, Petersen, and

Peter Lorre, complete with crew
haircut, appears as a henchman in-

congruously named O'Hara. Among
others, Mario Perorni, pianist in

one of Rome's top night clubs.

plays the ship's purscr.

Housing

To aay that the near twenty-

four-hour activity of these film

makers ha« nr>t affected village life

would be an exaggeration. Troupe
members are housed in the town's
,\vr, viQtf Is, in several private villas

Icft .«ßdonally vacant by their

owTfers—mostly members of Ital-

in nobiUty- and in other semi-

improvised habitats. The town's

Single telephone has never been

busier: calls branch daily to Lon-

don for production arrangements,

to Rome for shipment of equip-

ment. to Paris for advice on Miss
Jones' gowns, to Naples for the

daily paper.

But warmth and cordiallty are

the Order of the day among cast

and crew—many are veterans of

previous Huston films. And the

off-hour atmosphere in the Palum-
bo Hotel headquarters Is friendly

and informal to an extreme: a re-

laxing Card game in one corner,

a Bogart-Huston script Conference

in another, Truman Capote (who
is writing the film's Engllsh dia-

logue) imitating persons of note

and acquaintance for a ready audi-

[ence, a hair stylist, reportedly one
f Paris* best, named Guillaume,
adistically testing hair shadings
n all within reach, etc.

At work things are <»qually re-

laxed. under the sure direction of

Huston. Near the "set" in the vil-

lage Square, spotlighting the town
cafe (irrelevantly called Caff*
Madagascar), the villagers are
gathered, held back by two im-
ported carablnieri. Huston, as-

sisted by a hustling Anglo-Italian
crew, sets up an intricate shot in-

volving Bogart, Miss Jones and a
group of extras recrulted In the
village. Less easily controlled than
the humans involved, some back-
ground mules present a constant
dissonant threat to the film's

Soundtrack. More than with a na-
tural curiosity, the easier-living

natives, many of them lining the

church Steps which offer a grand-
stand View of the proceedings,

seem filled with an immense pity

for the over-busy participants in

all this hüstle and bustle. But oth-

been trekking the many miles to

Ravello in recent weeks. The
"Huston set" has become a sort of

four-star attraction in movieland's

Baedeker, and recent. visitors have
included such Varied personages as

Carmel Snow, editor of Harpers
Bazaar; Orson Welles, George San-

ders and William Wyler, to men-
tion a few. The flow of visitors

is likely to rise with thawing
weather, before "Beat the Devil"

moves to England for its few stu-

dio-shot scenea.

Rossellinis* Stint

Among other recent visitors to

the Huston set have been the Ro-

berto Rossellinis, but list this more
as a neighborly call. Rossellini and
Ingrid Bergman, with George San-

ders, are currently engaged, in

Naples and vicinity, in brlnging to

the screen a story tentatively

billed as "v^iaggio in'ltalia" ("Trip

to Italy"). In a white villa at

Torre del Greco, sharply contrasted

with the dark soil of Mount Vesu-
vius in the irnmediate background,
Rossellini is unfolding his script-

less film along a rough, interest-

ing story pattern he has in mind:
a married couple, played by Miss
Bergman and George Sanders, in-

herits a villa outside Naples. A
Visit to the house—their first trip

to Italy—brings their cold, north-

ern reserve—and their rapidly

cooling love affair—up ^gainst the

warm, sun-baked exuberaiice and
open frankness of the South Ital-

ian. The contact begins to melt
their coldness, brings their Prob-
lems out into the air and eventu-

ally resulta in mutual comprehen-
sion and reconciliation.

Though foUowing this general
outline, story details are only set

story and dialogue. The film, t<

be shot entirely in Naples anc

vicinity, is about halfway througl

a slow schedule.

Pirandello Picture

The busy Neapolitan coastline is

likewise the scene for another pic-

ture, exteriors for which were shot

in nearby Cetara, down the coast.

"Man, Beast and Virtue" is the

title of the play by Luigl Piran-

dello, which is being put on cellu

loid by a young writer-director

with Steno as a Pseudonym. The
Pirandello story, one will remem-
ber, presents a light-veined Varia-

tion of the husband-wife-lover

triangle, and involves the efforts

of the lover to reconclle the wife

and her sea-captain husband, in

Order to illude him regarding the

paternity of the child she is bear-

ing. The lover's attempts are suc»

ressful beyond his wildest dreams,
and the finale finds wife and hus-
band reconciled, the lover out in

the cold. Orson Welles, completel
down day by day, as they come toi with beard. plays the sea ca|)-|

mind, with writer Vitagliano tain, French actress Viviane Ro-
Brancati collaborating with Ros-|mance, the wife, and Italian comi(
sellini in the daily elaboration ofITotö, the lover.

Robert V. Hawklni.

An unnamed iechnician, director John Huston and Humphrey Bogart
er, bettcr-known lookers-on have m| up a scen« for "Beat the DeTU,*» now being ihot in RiTeUo.
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Truman Capote, Writer of Style and Clarity, Dies

By ALBIN KREBS

Truman Capote, one of the postwar
era's leading American writers,
whose prose shimmered with clarity
and quality, died yesterday in Los An-
geles at the age of 59.

Mr. Capote died at the home of
Joanna Carson, former wife of the en-
tertainer Johnny Carson, in the Bel-
Air section, according to Comdr. Wil-

liam Booth of the Los Angeles Police
Department. *'There is no indication
of foul play," he said, adding that the
"county coroner's Office would investi-

gate the cause of death.
'^The novelist, Short story writer and
literary celebrity pioneered a genre
lie called **the nonfiction novel,'* ex-
emplified by his immensely populär
*'In Cold Blood." He died apparently
without having completed his long-

promised ''masterwork,*' an exten-
sive novel called **Answered
Prayers."
Mr. Capote's first story was pub-

lished while he was still in his teens,

but his work totaled only 13 volumes,
most of them slim collections, and in

the View of many of his critics, nota-
bly his old friend John Malcolm Brin-
nin, he failed to join the ranks of the
-truly great American writers be-

cause he squandered his time, talent

and health on the pursuit of celebrity,

.liches and pleasure.
' "I had to be successful, and I had to

tfe successful early," Mr. Capote said
in 1978. "The thing about people like

. me is that we always knew what we
were going to do. Many people spend
half their lives not knowing. But I was
a very special person, and I had to

^have a very special life. I was not
meant to work in an Office or; some-
thing, though I would have l^^en suc-
cessful at whatever I did. But I al-

^ways knew that I wanted to be a
writer and that I wanted to be rieh

and famous."
Success, both as a writer and as a

* celebrity, came early, when he was 23

years old and published his first

novel, **Other Voices, Other Rooms."
It was a critical and financial suc-

! cess, and so were most of the volumes
of Short stories, reportage and novel-

lias that foUowed, including ''Break-
fast at Tiffany's,'* **The Muses Are
Heard," **The
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Truman Capote in a photo, left, made In the 1950*s and in 1976» as he ap-
peared in a cameo role in the movie ^'Murder by DeathJ»>
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with alcohol and drugs grew into ad-
dictions, and his general health de-
teriorated alarmingly. The once
sylphlike and youthful Mr. Capote
grew paunchy and bald, and in the
late 1970*s he underwent treatment
for alcoholism £uid drug abuse, had
prostate surgery and suffered from a
painful facial nerve condition, a tic

doloreux.
In "Music for Chameleons," a col-

lection of short nonfiction pieces pub-
lished in 1980, Mr. Capote, in a "seif-

interview,** asked himself whether,
at that point in his life, God had
helped him. His answer: "Yes. More
and more. But Tm not a saint yet. I'm
an alcoholic. Tm a drug addict. I'm
homosexual. I'm a genius. Of course,

I could be all four of these dubious
things and still be a saint."

Named Truman Streckfus Persons

his life he lived mostly in Alabama
under the supervision of female Cous-
ins and aunts.

'A Spiritual Orphan'

In that period, he said years later,

he feit like **a spiritual orphan, like a
turtle on its back."

**You see," he said, **I was so dif-

ferent from everyone, so much more
intelligent and sensitive and percep-
tive. I was having fifty perceptions a
minute to everyone eise's five. I al-

ways feit that nobody was going to un-
derstand me, going to understand
what I feit about things. I guess that's
why I Started writing. At least on
paper I could put down what I

thought."
Most Summers the boy retumed to

New Orleans for a month or so, and
accompanied his father on tri]

Harp," and the collection of stories,

'*A Tree of Night."

The young Truman's best friend in

Monroeville was the little girl next

door, NellevHajper Lee, Iwho many
years later put 'him' intb her Pulitzer

Prize-winning novel, **To Kill a Mock-
ingbird,*' in the character of the

precocious Dill Harris. (He had
earlier used Miss Lee as the proto-

type for the character of Idabel

Tompkins in **Other Voices, Other
Rooms.")
After his mother's divorce from

Mr. Persons and her marriage to Joe
Capote, she brought her son to live

with them in New York. He was sent

to several private schools, including

Trinity School and St. John's Acad-
emy in New York, but he disliked

schools and did poorly in his courses,

including English, although he had
taught himself to read and write when
he was 5 years old.

Having been told by many teachers
that the precocious child was prob-

ably mentally backward, the Capotes
sent him to a psychiatrist who,
Truman Capote said triumphantly
some years later, "naturally classi-

fied me as a genius."
He later credited Catherine Woods,

an English teacher at Greenwich
High School in Connecticut, with
being the first person to recognize his

writing talent and to give him guid-

ance. With her encouragement he
wrote poems and stories for the

school paper, The Green Witch. He
did not complete high school and had
no ifurther formal education.

At the age of 17, Mr. Capote wan-
gled a Job at The New Yorker. **Not a
very grand job, for all it really in-

volved was sorting Cartoons and cli|>-

ping newspapers," he wrote years
later. "Still, I was fortunate to have
it, especially since I was determined
never to set a studious foot inside a
College classroom. I feit that either

one was or wasn't a writer, and no
combination of professors could influ-

ence the outcome. I still think I was
correct, at least in my own case."

First Stories and Novel

In a two-year stay at The New
Yorker, Mr. Capote had several short

stories published in minor maga-
zines. "Several of them

Nancy Crampton

Truman Capote in a recent photograph

Soviet Union by a Company of black
Americans in **Porgy and Bess."

**I conceived the whole adventure
as a Short comic 'nonfiction iy)vel,*

the first," Mr. Capote said. "That
book was gm important event for me.
While writing it, I realized I just

might have found a Solution to what
had always been my greatest crea-
tive quandary. I wanted to produce a
joumalistic novel, something on a
large scale that would have the cred-
ibility of fact, the immediacy of film,

the depth and freedom of prose, and
the precision of poetry."

*

Praise for 'In Cold Blood'

The result of Mr. Capote's discov-

ery was "In Cold Blood," which was
almost universally praised. John
Hersey called it "a remarkable
book," for example, but there were
dissenters.\ Stanley Kauffmanny in

The New RepiiDllc, smped at "TifCold
Blood," saying "this isn't writing, it's

research" — a sly borrowing from
Mr. Capote's witty thumbnail cri-

tique, years earlier, of the rambling
books of the late Beat Generation au-
thor Jack Kerouac: "This isn't writ-

ing, it's typing."
The critic Kenneth Tynan took Mr.

Capote to task for being too strictly a
reporter and not making an effort to

have the killers' lives spared.

Many readers were Struck by Mr.
Capote's verbatim quotations of long,

involved conversations and incidents

in his book. He explained that this

came from "a talent for mentally
recording lengthy conversations, an
ability I had worked to achieve while

researching *The Muses Are Heard,'

for I devoutly believe that the taking

of notes, much less the use of a tape

recorder, creates artifice and distorts

or even destroys ariy naturalness that

might exist betwpt ri the observer and
the observed, the nervous humming-
bird and its would-be captor." He said

his trick was to rush away from an in-

terview and immmediately write

down everything he had been told.

Mr. Capote was co-author of the

movie ?Beat the Devil" witriTJoJjjj^

V^Hustonand wrote the screenpla^TÖra
filrfTljf^Henry James's "The Inno-

cents." Mr. Capote tumed his second
novel, "The Grass Harp," into an un-

successful Broadway play and, with
Harold Arien, wrote the 1954 musical,

also unsuccessful, "House of

Flowers." Mr. Capote also adapted a
number of his stories, including "A
Christmas Memory" and "The
Thanksgiving Visitor," for television.

Critics noted his deft handling of

children as characters in his work,

his ability to move from the real to

the surreal, and his use of lush words
and images. In 1963, the critic Mark
Schorer wrote of Mr. Capote. "Per-

haps the Single constant in his prose is

style, and the emphasis he himself

places upon the importance of style."
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A CHIEF DIRECTOR

OF
'

BIBLE' CHOSEN
I

John Huston Will Supervise

Füll Screenplay of Epic

By A. H. WEILER
John Huston has been signed

by producer Dino De Laurentis
as supervising director of the
epic film production, "The
Bible." Mr. Huston, now in
Mexico directing the movie Ver-
sion of Tennessee Williams's
"The Night of the Iguana" for
Seven Arts, will arrive in Rome
in February to start work on
"The Bible.'*

The production of the multi-
million-dollar dramatization of
the Book of Genesis was an-
nounced two years ago. Chris-
topher Fry, poet and playwright
has written the screenplay.
From time to time various

directors have been announced
as engaged to handle segments
of the composite drama. Among
them were Luchino Visconti,
named to direct the Joseph and
His Brethren portion; Federico
Fellini, scheduled to make the
Deluge and Noah's Ark se-
quences, and Orson Welles, as-
signed to direct Trevor Howard
in the role of Abraham.
Robert Bresson, the French

director, was also chosen to
work on a segment of "The
Bible," as was Peter OToole for
one of the epic's unspecified
roles.

In his announccment from
Rome, Mr. De Laurentiis did no

indicate whether the previously
announced directors would con-

tinue their assignments. Mr. De
Laurcntiis said, "I fecl that the

unity of thought and continuity

of Story contained in Fry's bril-

liant Script can be produced
better by the superVision of one
director, especially one as tal-

ented and enthusiastic as John
Huston."
Mr. Huston has never directed

a Biblical story. He has been
responsible for such noted ef-

forts as "The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre," "The Maltese
Falcon," "The Asphalt Jungle,"
"Key Largo," "The African
Queen" and "Moby Dick." He
has also written screenplays in-

cluding those for "Jezebel,"

"Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet" and
"Sergeant York."
Present plans call for "The

Bible" to be filmed in color and
the Technirama-70 wide-screen
process. It is scheduled to bc
photographed on location in Si-

cily and Egypt, with interiors to

be done at Mr. De Laurentii's

new Studios in Rome.
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time shc had come to New York from her hideout in Spain to bally-

hoo The Night of the Igiiana and got so mad at the press she chucked

the party and endcd up at Birdland. And. nervously, shifting fect un-

der my Brooks Brothers polo coat, I remember too all the photog-

raphcrs at whom she allegedly threw Champagne glasses (there is

even a rumor that she shoved onc Fourth Estater off a balcony!), and

—who could fordet, Charlie?—the holocaust she caused the time

Joe Hyams showed up with a tape recorder hiddcn in his sieeve.

Now, inside the cheetah cage without a whip and trembüng like a

ner\'ous bird, the press agent sa\s something in Spanish to tlie Span-

ish maid. "Hell, Tve been there ten ycars and I still can't speak the

goddani language," says Ava, dismissing him with a wave of the long

porcelain Ava arms. ''Out! I don't need press agcnts." The cyebrows

angle under tlie glasses into two dazzling, sequined question marks.

*'Can I trust him?'* she asks, erinnin^ that sniashini^ Ava crin, and

pointing at ine. The press agent nods, on his way to the door: 'Ts

there anything eise we can do for you while you're in town?"

**Just get me out of town, baby. Just get me outta herc."

The press agent leaves soflly, v/alking across the caipet as it tread-

ing on rose glass witli tap shoes. The Spanish maid (Ava insists she

is royalty, **She follows nie around because she digs me") closes the

door and shufRes off into another room.

*'You do drink—right, baby? The last bugger who came to see

me had the gout and wouldn't touch a drop." She roars a cheetah

roar that sounds suspiciously like Geraldine Page playing Alexandra

Del Lago and mixes drinks from C.ier portable bar: Scotch and soda

for me, and for herseif a Champagne glass füll of cognac with an-

other Champagne glass füll of Dom Perignon, which she drinks suc-

cessively, refills, and sips slowly like syrup tlirough a straw. The Ava
legs dangle limply from the arm of a lavender chair while the Ava
neck, pale and tall as a milkwood vase, rises above die room like a

Southern landov.-ner inspecting a cotton field. At forfy-four, she is

still one of the most beauüful women in the world.

"Don't look at me. I was up until- four a.m. at that goddam pre-

miere of The Bihle. Prcmieres! I will personally kill that John

Huston if he ever draizs me into anotlier mess like that. There must

have been ten thousand people clawing at me. I get claustrophobia

in crowds and I couldn't breathe. Christ, they started off by shoving a

TV Camera at me and yelling, Talk, Ava!' At intermission I got lost

«
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68 DO YOU SLEEP IN THE NUDE?

and couldn-t find my goddam scat after the lights wcnt out and I km-
tclling thosc mtle girls with the bubble hairdos and the flasl,li,->..Vrm w,th John Huston,' and;hey kcpt saying, "We don-t know 'noMr. Huston, ,s he from Fox?' There I was fumblinc arwnd t'-
aisics m uz dark and whc-n I finally found my scat somcbody ^y]
silling ,n it and there was a big scene gctting this guy to ci^e mc m
seat back. Lot me teil you, baby, Metro used to throw much bnt •

crcuscs than that. On top of it all, I lost my goddam mantilla in'tV
liniousme. Hell, it uas no souvcuir, that mantilla. '-'ll ncver find •

n'-
other one like it. Thcn Johnny Huston takes me tc this partv uhc':-.
WC had to stand around and sraile at Artie Shaw, who I was niarri -J
to, baby, for Chrissake, and his wife, Evelyn Keyes, who Johnrv
Huston was once married to, for Chrissake. And after it's all o\cr
what haxe you got? The biggcst headache in town. Nobody crrci
who the hell was there. Do you think for one minute the fact iVlMa Gardner showcd up at that circus will seil that nicturc'' Chri-t
did you scc it? I went through all that hell just so this niornin" Dos-'
Icy Crov, ther could write I lookcd like I was posina for a monumcnl
^.11 the way through it I kcpt punching Johnny on^hc arm and ^i-,-
mg, 'Christ, how could you Ict me do it?' Än)v.ay, nobodv er'-
vWiat I v,ore or what I said. All thev want to kncw anywav'is w.-v
she drunk and did she stand up straight. This is the last circli«;. 1 a-:)

'

not a bitch: I am not temperamental! I am scarcd, baby. Scanci CaT
you possibly undcrstand what it's like to feel scared?"

She rolls her slcevcs higher than the clbows and pours fwo n-c:.-
Champagne giasscs füll. There is nothina about the way she lool:^.
up dose, to suggest the lifo she has Icd: Vcss Conferences acccnpa-
med by dim lights and an orchestra; bullfichtcrs writins poems aV'.

:

her m the prcss; rubbing Vaseline between her bosoms to cmphas:.--
the cleavage; roaming resticssly around Europe like a woman ur..V
out a country, a Pandora with her suitcases füll of coenac and ]'.:
shcy bars ("for quick cnerg)'"). \one of the ra%'aced, ruinous cr;:,"--

colored lines to suggest the afl^airs or the brawls that brins the poücc
in the middle of the night or the dancins on tabletops in Madrid cJ,-'

lars tili dawn.

The doorbcll rings ar.d a pirnply faced bov with a Beatle h.-.::.'-

deh\crs one dozen Nathan's bot dogs, rushed' from Coney Island in

a limousine. "Eat," says Ava, sitting cross-legged on the floor, biii-.r

into a raw onion.

•I
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**VouVe lookin^ at me ac^nfnf t

-Tiiafs Radciifle." ^ *' °"" ^^1^° S^t in all the troublS"
Shc roars. Aicxandn n^i r

7 H_;s the way I uscü to ucar it a gx^nf
-^ "" "'-^ "-> -t'off!

^''-''- '•^«"•t toll me you-re C '

'
,"'' "^"^"'"S hofe. in my not

round scribbling cver/thin. o, „>./'' ^'°P^' ''''^^ "^^ vs .

ff-
Don-t tak-e note.. Don't S c

-/^'"'^ °'"
P'''?'-"^- G.t Wd S

"•'y •^on-t ansvver anv of them an.^ '"' "'^''' "ecause J proba

' •;
faocn a n,ovie star for twcnt\- l^v ' '""' ' ^oddam shan-,e

-
J.-5

to Show for it. AI! IVe :«?;; ;; :T"
and iVe got nothi.n

.'

-^'nds me, IVe got to call ArUe , . S"'>' ^'^"''"^bands, vvhich
-. t .„.mberrny ou„ f.^^ C^.-'S:''^ '^ ^-''^ay'i^

^-; '^ t'-^cause I was born th^ s->m ,

' °"'>' ^^-^'^^on I know nv

•'_^^.
baby. Anyway. I noed Arüe s JZ t"''

"'""^ ^ ^^'^^'^n^e of

' "'ist H '
'^^'"p --"'^ ^o;X:t' '" '^>-''^^"

'° ^^'t-''-ns.jm babv. for n.„.t.^,i.. ^. . P'"' ''"' 'ni not afvin« .,„ 1..

^ neu- passpo t r ;
'^"''"^

^'''"^'^^Y bccause r'n, 7 ' °'

>--;:'>.nshi Sv f
""^

r""'^ Europe, but In, „ot 1
'^"^" '° "~''

-:un.3.orsome£ing^^„.",;V :- ^
iike youT^ a godSS

a.n because I-iate Franco and I l.ate r ^ "^ '''' ^'^' °'^^ of
••^t a i,st of all my divorces so I , i

^'-^^"""'""'sts. So now tbev

•^r-r seventeen years ot sServ n '"" '"^ ^"" ^' ^"^ "Chri.^

I'
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70 DO YOU SLEEP IN THE NUDE?

ihe way it sounds. I sh cu'd have stayed there. The ones who nc\cr

left home don't have a pct to pce in but ihey're happy. Me, ]o?l,

at me. What did it hiizz n:e?" She finishes off anolher round of c-v.

gnac and pours ajresh cne. "The only time Vm happy is whcn la
deine absohitelv nothir.r. Valien I work I vomit all the time. T l»^ -.v

nothins about actinc so I have one rule—trust thc director and '''•.:

him heart and soul. Are noihing eise." (Another chectah roar.) "I

get a lot of inoney so I cir aHord to loaf a Ic^t. I don't trust manv pjc^-

ple, so I only work wiih Huston now. I uscd to trust Joe Mankicwic?,

but one day on the se: c: The BarcfC;)! Contessa he did the unfur*

sivable thin^. He insulüi r:e. He said, TouVe the sittin'cst coJJ.-.r:

actress.' and I never likei him aftcr that. What I really want to Co \\

get married again. Go .^hrid and laugh, evcrybody laughs. but ho*^

creat it must be to tro~r^ around barefoot and cook for some crc:.!

goddam son of a bitch v.ho loves you thc rest of your life. Tvc v.:\,:

had a good man.*'

What about Mickev R:?nev? (A cloricus shrick.) "Lovc con:cN

to Andy Hardy."

Sinatra? "No commer.:/* ^he says to her glass.

A slow count to ten. v.hile she sips her drink. Thcn, *'ArJ y. .

Farrow?'' Thc Ava evcs *;r:ditcn to a soft clubhouse ^rccn. Thc :.:>

swer con^cs iike so many ::.:s lapping so many saucers of creani. "il^l*

I always kncw Frank v c*.Li end up in bed with a boy."

Like a plioncei'anii c-:r?ina a ncw LP, she chan*:es the skM-'

*T only want to do tlie *^"r.gs that don't make me suirer: My Ukr.l^-

are more imporiant to rr.i :han anything. I know all kii:ds of pcop: —

bums, hangcrs-on, inte*"-:\::uals, a few phonics. I'm going to <.v :&

College boy at Princetcr :cmorrow and v>e're going to a b*.l!p."«''

Writcrs. T love v. riters. Htnrv Miller sends me books to imprrNv :*•;

mind. Hell, did vou reai Fli.xusl I couldn't eet throueh it. I'm nv". -"

intcllcctual, altbough VNh..-: I was married to Artie Shaw I toc k .: «^ t

of courscs at U.C.L.A. :.r.i got A's and B's in psychology and litc::-

ture. I have a mind, bu: I r.cver got a chance to use it doing c»j:}

goddam lousy part in c'- cry goddam lousy picture Metro turnec! (^-*

I ji'cl a lot, though. Gci, Im sorry I uastcd those tweniy-fivc )z:.r.

My sisler Dee Dee can: unierstand why after all these year.s I e-.r. J

tzZiV to face a camera. 5^: I never broueht anvtlnna to t.i;s i^-

and I have no rcspect fc: acting. Maybe if I had Icarned s^r :•

i
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- thing it would be dlllerent. But I never did anything to be proud of.

Out of all thosc movics, what can I claim to have donc?"

*'MogafrJyo, Tlic Hiickstcrs—

"

**Hcll, baby, aftcr twcnty-five ycars in this business, if all youVe

got to show for it is Mogambo and The Hucksters you might as well

give up. Nnme me one actress who survivcd all that crap at MGM.
Mavbe Lana Turner. Certainly Liz Taylor. But they all hatc acting

as much as I dv). All cxcept for Elizabeth. She iised to comc up to

me on tlic set and say, 'If only I could learn to be good,' and by God,

she made it. I haven't seen Virginia JVooIf—hell, I ncvcr go to movies

—but I hear slie is good. I never cared inuch about myself. I dldn't

have the emotional niakeup for acting and I hate exhibitionists any-

way. And v.ho the hell was there to help me or teacii me acting was

anything el^e? I really tried in Show Boat but that v;as MGM crap.

Typical of v^liat thcy did to me there. I wanted to sing those songs

—

hell, Tve still got a Southern accent—and I really thought Julie

should sound a little like a Negro since she's supposed to have Negro

blood. Christ, those songs like "Bill" shouldn't sound like an opera.

So, what did thcy say? 'Ava, baby, you can't sing, you'll hit the wrong

keys, you're up against real pros in this film, so don't make a fool of

yourself.' Pros! Howard Keel? And Kathryn Grayson, who had the

biggest boobs in Hollywood? I niean I like Graysie, she's a swcet girl,

but with her thev didn't evcn need 3-D! Lena Home told me to 50 to

Phil Moore, who was her pianist and had coached Dorothy Dan-

dridge, and he'd teacli me. I ma:le a damn good track- of the songs

and tliey said, 'Ava, are you outta your head?' Then tliey got Eileen

Wilson, this gal who used to do a lot of my singing on screen, and

she recorded a track with the same back^^round arran^ement taken

ofT my track. They substituted her voice for mine, and now in the

movie my Southern twang stops talking and her soprano Starts sing-

ing—hell what a mess. They wasted God knov/s how many thou-

sands of dollars and ended up with crap. I still get royalties on tlie

goddam records I did."

The doorbell rings and in bounces' a little man named Larry. Larry

has silver hair, silver eyebrows, and smiles a lot. He works for a New
York Camera shop. "Larry used to be married to my sister Bea. If

you think Fm something you ought to see Bea. When T was eighteen

I came to New York to visit them and Larry took that picture of me

^
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11 DO YOU SLEEP IN THE NUDE?

ihat Started this whole mcgilah. He's a sonuvabitch, but I love him."

*'Ava. I sure lovcd yoii last night in The Blblc, You wcrc really

terrific, darlin'."
*

*'Crap!" Ava pours anothcr cognac. ''I don't want to hcar another

Word about that goddam Biblc, I didn't belicve it and I didn't believe

tbat Sarah bit I playcd for a minute. How could anybody stay mar-

ried for a hundrcd vcars to Abraham, who was onJ of thc bissest

bastards who ever lived?"

"Oh, darlin', she v, as a wonderful woman, that Sarah."

"She was a jerk!"

"Oh, darlin', ya shouldn' talk like that. God will haar ya. Don'tcha

believe in God?" Larry joins us on the floor and bitcs into a hot dog,

Spilling mustard on his tie.

"Hell, no."' Thc Ava eyes flash.

"I pray to him every night, darlin\ Somctimes he answers, too."

"He never answered me, baby. He was never around when I

nccded him. Hc did nothing but scrcw up my v.holc life since the

day I was born. Don't teil me about God! I know all about that bug-

eer!"

The doorbell again. This timc a cloak-and-dagger type comes in;

he's wcaring an ironcd raincoat. has sevcnteen pounds of hair, and

looks like he has bjcn living on plastic vcgctables. He says he is a

Student at New York University Law School. He also says he is

twenty-six ycars old. "IVhat?" Ava takes off her glasses for a closer

look. "Yoiir father told me you wcre twcnty-seven. Somebody's

hing!"' Tlie Ava eyes narrow and tlic palms of her hands are wet.

"Lel's gct somc air. fellas.*' Ava leaps into the bedroom and comes

out wcaring a Navy pea jacket with a Woohvorth scarf around her

head. Vassar acain.

"I thought you wcre gonna cook tonight, darlin'," says Larry,

throwine his fist into a coat sleeve.

"I want Spaghetti. Let's go to the Supremc Macaroni Company.

They let me in the back door thcre and nobody e\er recognizes

ambody tlicre. Spaghetti, baby. l*m starved."

Ava Slams tlie door shut, leavinc all the lichts on. "Fox is pavins,

baby." \Vc all link arms and follow the leadcr. Ava skips ahead of us

like Dorothy on her way to Oz. Lions and tigers and hears, oh my!

Moving like a tigcr through Regcncy halls, mclting with hot pink,

like tiic insidc cf a womb.
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Ava Gardner 73

"Are those crccps sÜll downstairs?" she asked. "Follow me "

_

Shc kno'.vs a!l th. cxit >. \Ve go down on the s.-rvice elcvator. Aboutnvemy a.to^raph huiUcrs crowd thc lobby. Celia, qucen of the auto-
graph bums, who Icavcs ],er post on tlie door at Sardi's only on spe-
cial cccasions, has dc.orted her Station for this. Avci's in tomt this
y^eek. S,,.- sas bchind a pottcd palm v.canng a purple coat anJ green
boret, arnis tull of sclf-addrcssed postcards.

Cool.

Ava gags. pus!,es the horn-rims flat against her nose. and pulls us
through ti-.e lobby. Xobody recognizcs her. '-Drink tinie, baby'" she
whispers shüving me toward a side stairway that leads down to' theRcgcncy bar.

"Do you know who that was?" asks an Iris Adrian tvpe with a
mn,k-d).-d fox on licr arm as Ava heads for the bar. \Vc check coatsand umbrellas and suddenly we hear the Soundtrack voice, hittin>'

u

mZZ T"rf"''\ ^
'''"''^ ^^">' ^""^ '"^ >""• ^°^^ ^"'^ y°'^ in^"Jtmy trienJs? Cet me the managor!"

Larry is at Iicr side. Two waiters are shushing Ava and leadin" us alloa Corner booth Hidden. Darkcr than the Polo Lounge. Hfde the
Star. This is New York, not Beverlv Hills.

"Ifs that turtlencck sweater youVe wearing," whispers Larry tomeas the waiterscatsmcwithmy back to the room
"Thcy don-t like mc here, the bastards. I nevcr stay in this hotel

but Fox is paymg so what the liell? I wouldn't come other^vise. Theydon even have a jukebox, for Chrissake." Ava flashes a smile in Met-
rocolor and Orders a large ice-tea glass filled with strai^-ht tequi'a "\osah on the side. Don-t necd it."

o"' i^q"'-- -No

"Sorry about the sweater—" I bcgin.
"You-rc beautiful. Cr-r-r!" She laughs her Ava laush and tl- Iv^id

renJi^r
""''"^ "" "'" '"'^" °" '''' neck like ad;:!;;;'

Two tequilas later ("I said no salt!") she is noddin? grandlv sur-veymg the bar likc thc Dowager Empress in thc Reco^nuioa S^ . .Talk buzzcs around her like hummingbird wings and she hears noth-
ing_ Larry is tcllmg about t!ic timc he got arrcsted in Madrid and Avahad to get hmi out of jail and tlie Student is telling me about N Y U •

Law School and Ava is teUing lü,n she doesn't believe he's oniy

.*.-
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74 DO YOU SLEEP IN THE NUDE?

twenty-six ycars cid and can hc prove it. nnd suddcnly he looks at his

Nvatch and says Sandy Koufax is playing in St. Louis.

"You'rc kidding!" Ava's eycs light iip like chcrrics on a cakc. *'Lct's

go! Goddnmit we'rc going to St. Louis!"

"Ava. darlin\ I golta go to work tomorrow." Larry takes a heavy

sip of his Grasshopper.

"Shut up, you buggcr. If I pay for us all to go to St. Louis we go to

St. Louis! Can I get a phone brought to this table? Someone call Ken-

nedy airport and fmd out what time the ncxt plane leaves. 1 love

Sandy Koufax! I lovc Jews! God, sonictimcs T think I'm Jewish my-

sclf. A Spanish Jew from North Carolina. Walter!"

The Student convinces her that by the time we got to St. Louis they'd

be halfway throueh the seventli inninf. Ava's^facc falls and she iioes

back to i.cr straight tequila. \

"Look ai 'em, Larry," she says. 'Thc\)re such babies. Please don't

go to Vietnam." Her face turns ashen. Julie leaving the showboat with

William Warficld singing "OF Man River" in the fog on the levec.

"We coita do it. . .
."

"What are you talkin' about, dariin'?" Larry shoots a look at the

law Student who assures Ava he has no Intention of going to Viet-

nam.

".
. . didn't ask for this woild, the buggcrs rnnde us do it. . .

."

A tiny bubble bath of swcat breaks out on her forchead and she leaps

up from ihe table. "My God, Fm sufTocating! GoUa get somc air!" She

turns o\cr the glass of tcquila and thrce waiters are fiying at us like

bats, dabblni^ and pattinn and makine; ereat breathinc' noises.

A cüon!

Tne N.Y.U. Student, playing Chance W^ayne to her Alexandra

Del Lago, is all ovcr the place like a trained nurse. Coats fly out of

the chcckrcom. Bills and ciuarlcrs roll across the wet tabledoth. Ava

is on the olher sidc of the bar and out the door. On cuc, the othcr cus-

tomcrs, who havc been making elnborate excuses for passing cur

table on their way to the bathrooni. suddcnly gi\e great breathy chor-

uscs of "Ava" and we are tlirouch the side door and out in the rain.

Thcn as quickly as it startcd it's over. A\ a is in the middlc of Park

Avenue, the scaii falling around her neck and her hair blowing wildly

around the Ava eycs. Lady Brett in the trafhc, v, ith a downtown bus

as the bull. Thrce cars stop cn a grcen light and every taxi dri\'cr on

Park A\ enue begins to honk. The autograph hunters leap through the
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polished doors of the Regcncy and begin to scream. Inside, still

waiting coclly belünd the potted palni, is Cclia, oblivious to thc noise,

facing thc clevators, firnily clutchhig her postcards. No nced to risk

missing Ava bccaiisc of a minor conimotion on the street. Probably

Jack E. Leonard or Edie Adams. Catcli theni next weck at Danny's.

Outside, Ava is inside the taxi flanked by the N.Y.U. Student

and Larry, blowing kisses to the now chum, who will never grow to

be an oM one. They are already tuming thc corner into Fifty-seventh

Street, fading into the kind of night, the color of tomato juice in the

headiigh.ts, thrit only exists in New York when it rains.

*'Who was it?" a^.ks a woman wallviing a poodle.

"Jackie Kennedy," answers a man iVom bis bus wIndow.

s
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/HiHuston to Huston
\

Special to THE DAILY
ROME—John Huston, the director

and part-time actor, will undertake

the role of Noah in Dino de Lauren-

tiis' big picture, "The Bible" which
is in production here under the direc-

tion of—certainly—John Huston. Hu-
ston will put himself before the Cam-
eras Dec. 1, when the Noah's Ark
sequence is expeoted to start shooting.

ludependents
(Continued from page 1)

•^M number of

^REVIEW:

\Kitten with a V

universol

ANN-MARGRET, who was chosei

the Star of the Year for 1964 and
musical comedies like "Bye, Bye E

chance to cut her dramatic teeth

she cuts them on melodrama, foi

suspense story using the familiär sit

to which a nice, ordinary guy '

home and hold him a pris^

extort money. ^"'^

John Forsyth^

San Diepo

brep^'
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Who's Under the Umbrella?

s
5

afc^>*-^ i !)* !'

TT'S John Huston, the famous director-son of the late great Walter Huston, In
•*• a Rome shower. Academy Award-winning director of "The Treasure of

Sierra Madre" with a long list of successes such as "The African Queen." Like

his father, he has turned to acting roles. Incidentally, Huston Is playing the role

of Noah and directing the film, "The Bible." The shower, believe Huston's press

agent or not, held up the shooting of a scene about the Biblical deluge.

iiiiininiiniiiitHHiiiiiitnminininniiiM^



TOGETHER AGAIN
John Huston may be busy

re-recreating the Book of

Genesis in Rome for producer

Dino De Laurentiis* movie
Version of "The Bible" but he
will be returning to the pres-

ent and cid cinema team-
mates here next summer. The
news is that the noted direc-

tor has signed again with pro-

ducer Ray Stark and Seven
Arts Productions, for whom
he fashioned the film edition

of Tennessee Williams' play,

"The Night of the Iguana,"
to direct the movie Version of

Williams* one-act play, "This "^1

Property Is Condemned."
Francis Ford Coppola and >-[

Fred Coe already have writ- "

ten the Script of the drama'x
about the relationship be-^S^|

tween a young woman, her
lover and her mother who
runs a boarding house in a ^1

small, Southern railroad town. ^1

Natalie Wood already has.^j

been signed to star and Hus-j
ton is anxious to engage Ava
Gardner, who was featured *

in "Iguana," for the mother,

„

role. "Discussions also are

on," a spokesman for Seven
Arts Said, "for Alain Delon

to play the young man in-

volved." In any event, film-

ing will not start until July.
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•
Spectacular 'Ark^ ' Deluge \

Scenes Are Now Shooting

De LaiirenlJis' ^'IHK BIBI.E" Nears Coinpletion

HOME—"Noah's Ark and the Deliige," one of the most spectacular

scujiicnccs ol "Tlic Bihlc," is now bcforc ^\\v canieras here at the De
Laiirentiis Kilni C'eiiter. 1 honsaiids of niilling aiiiinals, a liuge boat and
a gaunt, heardcd director doniiiiate the scene as this, the final se(|uence

to he fihned in producer Dino De Laurenais' massive prochietion, gets

nnderway. The niagnificent recreation ol the storv of the DeInge and the

Ark Signals the end of a year's work of jModiietion here at th(^ Film Center
and on lotations in Sicilv and North Afriea.

The exeitenient of the end of prodnction, estiniated to be a month
away, has inleeted the thousands of animals now trained to hoard the

Ark in pairs as well as the erew and actors. Bnt amid the cries and roars

ol the assemhled hirds and heasts, John Ihiston is carrying out, with bis

Friday, Febriiary 5, 1965
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*Noah' Huston's Genesis
By ROBERT F. HAWKIN8

ROME.

JUST about the last man
one might expect to find

directing a $13,000,000

epic called "The Bible"

would be John Huston. But
there he was, scraggly beard

and all, surrounded by anl-

mals in the middle of Dlno
De Laurentiis* Roman studio,

looking as If he had Just

stepped off the Ark—as, in

fact, he had. Why dld thli

Ironie Iconoclast, the best

publiclzed exponent of the In-

dividualistio Hemingway Per-

sonality In films, plunge Into

the murky depths of cellulold

religiosity 7

"It's been a great experl-

ence," Huston claimed with
astonishlng blandness. "Do It

all over again? Why certaln-

ly. In fact, we've re-shot any-

thing whlch we feit was not

up to par."

Huston obviously was In his

Clement. Looking startlngly

like his celebrated father

Walter in his Noah beard, h«
roamed the set tirelessly, pat-

ting the anlmals, chatting,

coaxing them. The «tretch of

almost one year on one film

—described by its press

agents as the most expensivt

ever made without a distribu-

tion deal—seemed nottohave
tlred him. It was only the

words pouring forth so glib-

ly that indicated the change

in the man who once made
"The African Queen."

Hi§ Own Critio

"I admit there were films

I made whlch I lost Interest

In when I saw they weren't

turning out rlght," he sald

candidly. "But this Isn't one

of them. Sure, we've had Prob-
lems, Plenty of them. Every
scene, every sequence had Its

obstacles, conceptional and
otherwlse. I think we've man-
aged to lick most of them,

at least to my own satisfac-

tlon — the rest is up to the

public."

Huston circled the leg of

an elephant, which playfully

responded by pulling him
aside with his trunk. "Basic-

ally, there have been no ma-
jor changes, except that, as

you know, the original span
covered by the picture was
shortened. Now we only go as

far as Abraham. This has
helped us in allowlng more
development of Individual se-

quences."

John Huston as Noah
Director Huston gave actor Huston a meaty role.

The sequences in question

will feature George C. Scott

and Ava Gardner, In the

longest dramatio segment de-

voted to Abraham and Sar-

ah; Michael Parks and Ulla

Bergryd, whose roles as Adam
and Eve are purely Visual;

Richard Harris, also blessed-

ly silent as Cain; Peter

O'Toole as the Angel of God,

and perhaps inevitably, Hus-
ton himself at the heim of

the Ark.

The Ark — "life-sized,"

proudly observed the Com-
pany press agent — domin-
ated Stage B, whlch at the

moment resembled a menag-
erie. Hundreds of exotic birds

were flying in circles under
the solid ceiling of the set as

the director fiddled with his

elephants. "We could really

use an umbrella," he said,

wiping his pile-lined jacket,

while characteristically nod-

ding his head repeatedly to

accompany a laugh.

"To anticipate two of the

three most-asked questlons

(the third: "what was Mari-

lyn Monroe really like?'),"

he Interjected facetiously, "I

accepted the direction of 'The

Bible' only after reading

Christopher Fry's Script,

which showed me — in its

poetic, but practically word-
ed approach — that such a
film could be made at all;

and two, It's still too early,

I think, to say where in my
career I'd place the film.

However I da know that up
to now, my favorite pictures

are 'Treasure of the Sierra

Madre,' 'The Asphalt Jungle'

and 'The Maltese Falcon.'

And yes, I have a particular

affection for 'Moby Dick' and
for 'Beat the Devil.' . , r

Test of Time ^B

"Funny thing about that
one. After I made it here
over 10 years ago, it feil flat

on its face. No one seemed
to care for it. Now it's play-

"

ing all over the place, peopl«
seem to be discovering it. In-
stead, take 'Moulin Rouge.'

'

Everyone raved about that
one at the time. Now no on«
asks me about it any more."
The director ended his re-

'

flcctions on past per- ^
formances and switched tht'^
discussion to his additional •^

Chore, his acting role as
Noah. He has given himself,^-
rest assured, a meaty role In

a segment scheduled to run "^

some 40 minutes in the com- 4

pleted film. "It was just one ^

of those things," he said i

"Alec Guinness couldn't make ^

it during the dates in which ^

we needed him. Charlie Chap-
lin was tempted. Others had-^
conflicts. So Dino talked m«'*
into it." ^i

His approach to this major *

assignment is similarly casu-
*

al. Noah, in his concept, is
^^

a simple peasant who is puz-
zled at being chosen for the
monumental task of saving;«^

human and animal life for
posterity but dedicated to his

task once he embarks on it.

"Huston the actor?" said

Huston the man. "I find him
wonderfuUy responsive and"^^

easy to work with. We have*
a wonderful rapport."

/ fi
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7 Arts Involved

Zanuck Makes

It Official on

'Bible' Release

Fox World Distribution;

Film Cost $18 Million

NEW YOHK-Darr>l F. Zanuck,
Twcntietli Century-Fox prcsident,
speaking at a press luncheon for visit-
inir newsmen at tlio Four Seasons
Restaurant liere, yesterday announced
the official signing, **33 minutcs ago,"
(1:47 P.M.) of a three-way dcal in-
volving Fox, Seven Arts Productions,
and Italian producer Dino DeLauren-
tiis, for world-wide distribution rmhts
to *TJie Bible."

Zanuck reported a negative cost, to
date, of $18 million for the picture,
with, according to director John

^Huston, ahout three more weeks of H
minor work to go before shooting '

Ion the picture can be considered ^

completed.

Zanuck refused to say hovv Seven

Arts is iinolved, except tliat "it would
ha\e bccn inipossible without Seven

Arts," and that Seven Arts is in it

on a parlnership i)asis. "It's a personal

tliinii," he said, hetween Eliot Hvnian,

Seven Arts prcsident, vvho was present

for the announcenient, and F'ox.



()\, M'wu Arts l'nKliiction.s,

and Italian prodnccr Dino Dcl.aiiren-
tiis, for woiKl-widt' distrihntion riiiliLs

to

Zanuck rcportcd a ncj^ative cost to
dato, of $18 niillion for the picturc,

.
with, accordin^r to director Jolin

.

Ulnston, ahoiit three more weeks of V
^iininor work to ^o hcfore sliootin^r

'

:on tlu' pictiire can hv considcrcd \

\

w coniplcted. ', l»

y Zanuck refus(«d to say liow Seven
/ *~t

Arts is involvcd, cxtt'pt that **it would
liavr Imh'ii inip()ssil)l(' withoiit Scvon
Arts," and that Seven Arts is in it

on a partnrrship hasis. "It's a personal
tliing," he said, hetween Kliot Hyman,
Seven Arts president, vvlio was present
lor the announcement, and Fox.

In Attendance

Attendinji; in addition to Hyman
and Zanuck were DeLanrentiis and
Iliiston who liad llovvn here froni

\ Rome, and two other Fox executives:
^ Seynionr Poe, executive vice presi-

dent, and Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice

President and director of advertising

and puhhcity. It was the cnimination
of negotiations among Poe for Fox,
Hyman for Seven Arts, and Mario
Borgognoni for DeLanrentiis, Zanuck
said, vvhicli ended 14 months of in-

dnstry specnlation as to which Com-
pany would t^et distrihntion rii^hts.

Specifically excluded in the deal
were Italy, rijjjhts to which helong
to DeLanrentiis, and Israel, Switzer-
land, Anstria, Creece, Portugal and
Spain, rights to which had been pre-
viously sold.

The minimum guarantee, Zanuck
said, was the highest ever made for

a motion picture, hut again declined
to give any figures. He hedged again
when asked ahont a possible gross

for "The Bible." "It had better gross

a lot," he quipped, "more than any-
thing eise has ever grossed—or I won't
be President any more."

'"*
World Premiere in 19f)6

The picture will have its world

premiere here Sept. 17, 1966, Zanuck
said, at an imdetermined theatre, and
for an undetermined ticket price. "We
can't, by law, fix ticket prices," Poe
noted. The production, in Todd-AO
7()mm., will run about tliree hours.

The Fox rights covered in the con-

tract run for 15 years from the release

date, and include TV and all sub-

sidiary rights.

In the three years of his presidency

at Fox, which he will mark Jnly 25,

Zanuck said there ha\'e been "manv
significant events in the rebirth of the

Corporation." None, however, he went
on, have been more significant than

the accpiisition of rights to "The
Bible."

Initial Investment

While the initial investment for

Im)x is not as large as for "Cleojiatra,"

/anuck said, "it's a progressive deal."

Ile would not (li\ulge any payments
niade. Asked vvlio had paid for the

picture to date, DeLanrentiis said,

"I did."

Zanuck said that he had gone to

Rome reluctantlv, at the urging of

Poe and DeLanrentiis, to see the film.

"I sat there for tluce hours," Zanuck
said, "and I want to teil von that

this picture is an experience in thea-

tre. iVe never before in pubhc praised

a film I didn't niake mvself. But this

one is big in concept, in size, in

emotional appeal and in showmanship.

I take my hat off to Dino; it took real

courage to make."



5 Huston's *Bible'

Acquired by Fox
rpWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX has acquired world-wide

diolribution ri;;hts to "The Biblc," one of the most sought-

alter lilms of reccnt times, for the highest minimum guaran-

tce cver givcn a motion pic-

;

Iure.

Darryl F. Zanuck, President

of 20th Century -Fox, an-

nounced the acquisition,
made in association with Eliot

Hyman. President of Seven
Arts Production Ltd., yester-

day, at a press Conference at-

tended by 130 reporters from
the United States, Canada,
Europe and Latin America.
Among tliose also present

at the prcss Conference were
S^ymour Poe, exccutive vice

President of 20th-Fox; pro-

ducer Dino DsLaurentiis; Hy-
and John Huston, director of

the motion picture. De-
Laurentiis and Huston flew

to New York from Europe
especially to attend the press

Conference.

Zanuck disclosed that the

transaction gives 20th-Fox
World rights to the film wlth
the exception of Italy, which
was reserved by DeLaurentiis,

and Israel, Switzerland, Aus-
tria, Greece. Portugal and
Spain, the rights to which
previously were sold.

"The Bible." a Todd-AO
70mm production, will have

its World premiere in New
York City on Sept. 17, 1966,

at a theatre to be announced
and its running time will be
approximately three hours,

according to Zanuck.
Acquisitlon of 'The Bible"

was made In association with
Seven Arts, with Poe negoti-

ating lor 20th-Fox, Hyman
rppresentins Seven Arts and
Mario Borgognoni represent-
ing the producer, Twentieth-
Fox 's rights to the film are
for 15 years from the date of
release and includes televi-

sion and all other subsidiary
rights.
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VVA\ LA Sl A «lUßlUA», JOIIX IlLSTON SI K I ATTO ATIOKE

9

Da quasi un anno il grande regista americano lavora a Roma senza

ne88una di quelle intemperanze che sono famose quanto i suoi film

'•^

Roma, aprile. John HuN(<»n roii iiiia dellc sriiiiiiiic iiiibarrate suiraira <li No«^, in un intervallo delle riprc^e della « Bibbia », il film in

lavorazione da quasi un anno. 11 regista ha riservato a sc stesso la parte del patriarca ^'od; e per questo si d lasciato crescere la barba.

N E RI O M I N V Z ZO

ROMA, aprile

5^
ECONIX) la Genesi, capitolo sesto

k dodicesimo versetto, il diluvio
" universale fu una lunghissima

faccenda: « E piovve sulla terra per
quaranta giorni e quaranta notti ».

Ma ä opinione diffusa che nelle anti-

che scritture si esageri un po'. Se-

condo le terracotte di Ninive, per
esempio, il No^ dei Sumeri non ri-

mase tappato nella sua gigantesca
scialuppa di salvataggio per i)iü di

sei giorni e Äi notti. Adesso, scen-

dendo a un corapromesso ed evitan-

do inutili sprechi, il cinematografo
ha raccontato il grande cataclisma
concedendogli una durata piü ragio
nevole: tre settimane di lavoro, tutto
compreso, salvando le notti e rispet-

tando le domeniche.

58

Siamo quasi alla fine. L'arca fat-

ta di plastica e tubi metallici giace,
inutile e dimenticata, in un prato
dell'Agro Pontino. Si girano, in stu-

dio, gii Ultimi effetti speciali. La roz-

za imbarcazione cui il genere umano
deve la fortuna di non esser comple-
tamente aflfogato circa seimila anni
fa ä ridotta a una sezione non piü
grande di una scena da teatro, e la

macchina da presa l'inquadra da di-

stanza ravvicinata. Da quel che si

capisce, il diluvio ^ agli sgoccioli.

« E l'arca galleggiava sopra la super-
ficie delle acque ». Ondeggia ancora,

e scricchiola paurosamente sotto la

spinta degli argani, mentre un alto-

parlante diflfonde, assieme al fragore
di tuoni lontani, un epico brano di

Beethoven. Per l'occasione, 11 regi-

sta famoso da spettacolo di versa ti-

litä, dirigendo anche se stesso. Solen-

ne e bellissimo, assiso sul trespolo
della macchina da presa, spiega pri-

ma il da farsi, poi ordina: « Let's
go »: e reggendosi la rozza tunica
corre a piazzarsi in mezzo alla scena.
Lavora per due. Sovrintende a tutto
l'insieme e fa anche la parte di Nod.
Per mesi vi sl ä coscienziosamente
preparato, facendosi crescere l'indi-

spensabile barba e immedesimandosi
un poco al giorno nell'impegnativo
personaggio, l'uomo giusto e integro
ch'era abituato, come assicurano i

sacri testi, a camminare con Dio.

Lui in Dio non ci crede. E lo dice
subito: « lo non sono credente e non
sono neanche miscredente, perche
queste sono due facce opiK)ste della
stessa moneta: io, da agnostico. mi
accontento di buttare per aria la mo-
neta ». Ma il cinema non pretende
atti di fede. E a un patriarca in tech-

nicolor, una bella barba b quasi tutto
quello che si chiede.

Alla parte, John Huston ci teneva
proprio. Mancavano ancora mesi al

diluvio universale e giä il produttore
si dava da fare, alla ricerca dell'in-

terprete adatto. Almeno venti attori
di prima categoria, da Spencer Tra-
cy ad Alec Guinness, diventarono
seri candidati al ruolo di Noe, ma
tutti, regolarmente, furono bocciati
dal regista con lunghe motivazioni.
Intanto Huston si faceva crescere la

barba. L'intenzione era chiara ma
Dino De Laurentiis si diverti un
pezzo, prima di fermare il gioco,

solo quando la barba gli sembrö al

bastanza lunga e patriarcale si de<

se a invitare Huston a pran^
« John, sai che cosa ho \yensi

Che Nod lo devi fare tu. Veram«
non vedo intorno nessun attorj

la tua imponenza e la tua braj

II produttore assicura che ili
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.lohn Hiistoii srherzfi sul set, con addosso i

|>aiiiii di No(^. Dallo scorso iii€iK)>;i<> soiio stüti

^irati, tra intcrni ed eNtcrni, 15() chilome-
tri di pelllrola. \je riprene della « BIbbia » do-
vrebbero conciudersi tra i>oche Nettiniane.
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.lohn Ifliistoii sclirr/a siil srt. coii <idd<»ss<> i

|>;iiiiii <ii \(»<>. Dallo srorso iiKi^};io soiio stati

^iiMti, tia iiitcini cd cstcriii, I.IO cliiloiiie-

tri di ix'llicola. liC riprtvse dclla « liibl>ia » d<>-

vicblM'i'o coiicludei'Ni tru poche seUiniani'.
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Roma, aprile. John Hutfton prepara una delle ultiiiie sceiie del diluvio, suHarca. Le riprese si svolg^ono attualiiiente in teatro di |H)Ma, mu un inodello

,-^.

ebbe la faccia tosta di farsi pregare
per una mezz'ora buona, prima di

accettare.

John Huston, disse una volta un
industriale di Hollywood, e un formi-
dabile attore che occasionalmente si

diverte anche a fare il regista. Qul
i suoi coUaboratori dicono che se

avesse potuto avrebbe fatto anche la

parte di Sara, al posto della Gardner.
E in effelti, durante le riprese di

questo colossale film tratto dal Libro
dei Libri, con tanti spunti a disposi-

zione, Huston ha spinto la sua istrio-

nica impudenza a hmiti difficilmente

superabili. Oltre che Nod, ha voluto
fare anche il- Padre Eterno. Non h

che in questa storia filmata della

Genesi si veda il Creatore, ma lo si

sente. Ed h la potente voce del regi-

sta che in perfetto inglese, nelle

scene culminanti del paradiso terre-

stre, piomba sul capo di Eva: « Don-
na, perche hai fatto questo? ». ß sem-
pre la sua voce che maleddce Caino.

Dopo undici mesi di lavoro e dopo
aver consumato centocinquanta chi-

lometri di pellicola, adesso si dichia-

ra abbastanza soddisfatto della sua
creazione. « Quando si fa una storia

per il cinema non si puö mai arri-

vare a un risultato perfetto. Perö
posso dire che non mi sono mai fer-

mato senza aver ottenuto, nel limite

del possibile, quello che volevo ».

60

Fino a che punto ci creda, a quel
che dice, e difficile capirlo. In questo
momento non e piü il regista che
parla, ma l'esperto in pubbliche rela-

zioni. Un po' di pubblicitä al costoso
prodotto, con il dovuto distacco. C'e
il sospetto, si capisce, di trovarsi di

fronte a un film di John Huston che
assomigli un po' troppo a un film di

De Mille. Ma e un sospetto che rie-

sce a strappargli solo un sorriso ple-

no di ironia. « Well, well. Posso assi-

curare che ci siamo limitati a fare
uno scrupoloso lavoro di trasposizio-
ne visiva. I particolari inventati so-

no pochissimi e tutti indisiiensabili.

Niente fiction, assolutamente ».

Pochi minuti di conversazione e
l'inguaribile attore e giä piombato,
tuttü intero, in un'altra estempora-
nea interpretazione: il regista che si

concede l'esegesi obiettiva della pro-

pria Opera mettendo da una parte
gli innegabili pregi e dall'altra gli

inevitabili difetti. Sta rii>etendo quel-

lo che ha giä detto dozzine di volte,

stesse parole e stessi gesti, ma ogni
tanto fa una pausa, scusandosi. «Vor-
rei esprimermi nella maniera piü
esatta possibile». Viene in mente
quello che scrisse Lilian Ross una
quindicina d'anni fa: « John Huston
riesce sempre a mettere nella voce
una inflessione da palcoscenico, in

modo che anche la fräse piü banale
acquisti una drammatica intensitä ».

Adesso c'd il fotografo che ogni tanto
cerca un primo piano mettendoglisi
davanti in ginocchio, e la bravura
con cui Huston riesce a sincroniz-
zare i suoi gesti su ogni scatto e tale

da stiappare quasi rapi)lauso. « Ve-
de, con tutte le ditficoltä che aveva-
mo davanti. noi ci siamo preoccupati
di raccontare, prima di tutto, il cam-
mino che Tumanitä ha percorso dai

temi)i di Adamo a quelli di Abramo,
cioe dalla leggenda della creazione
fino alle soglie della storia. Sempre
cercando di rispettare lo spirito della

Genesi e sempre cercando di spen-
dere in qualitä piü che in quantitä ».

La spesa supererä certamente i dieci

miliardi ma e chiaro che il fatto lo

riguarda poco. « Un film spettacola-

re? A dire la veritä, non ci ho nem-
meno provato. Spettacolare, nel ci-

nema, e una brutta parola ». Cosi
viene anche in mente che qualcuno
lo ha definito il piü grande snob che
sia mai comparso dietro e davanti
a una macchina da presa.

Sono trent'anni che nel cinema fa

di tutto, l'attore lo sceneggiatore il

regista. 1 suoi lavori piü belli e rigo-

rosi figurano fra i classici delle cine-

teche, e almeno due o tre di quei
rari film americani in grado di van-
tare una vera paternitä registica

portano la firma sua. Ma sono ugual-
mente suoi alcuni clamorosi misfat-

ti, resi insopportabili dalla loro pre-
tenziositä e gravati dal sospetto di
un'imperdonabile malafede. L'autore
di Giungla cl'asfalto e del Tesoro
della Sierra Madre, insomma, e an-
che quello che ha girato Le radici
del cielo e La notte dell'iguana.

A Hollywood, Huston si ö permes-
so d'infrangere tutte le regole senza
nemmeno potersi nascondere dietro

l'unico argomento che l'industria

americana del cinema rispetta, quel-

lo degli al*i incassi. Eppure lui e
sempre riuscito a salvare sia la repu-
tazione personale che la quotazione
f)rofessionale. Dopo trent'anni, il suo
colorito e bizzarro personaggio non
ha ancora infilato il viale del tra-

monto.
Ci hanno provato in molti, a demo-

lirlo. La stampa americana non ha
mai perduto un'occasione per divul-
gare e documentare le sue strava-

ganze. Epiteti come mostro imposto-
re avventuriero e vagabondo ricor-

rono anche negli affettuosi profilij

dedicatigli dai piü cari amici. Figu-
rarsi i nemici. Dopo aver collaboratj

a uno dei suoi film lo scrittore Pet^

Viertel, attuale marito di Debor^
Kerr, senti il bisogno di dire ti

quello che pensava di un tipo sy
e gli dedicö un intero roi

White hunter, black heart,

vendo Huston nel ruolo che
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ebbe la faccia tosta di farsi pi'egare

I^er una mezz'ora bui>na, i)rima di

accettare.

John Huston. disse una volla un
industriale di Hollywood, li \\w toi-mi-

dabile altore che oceasionalniente si

diverte anche a fare il regista. Qui
i suoi collaboratori dicono che se

avesse potuto avrebbe tatto anche la

parte di Sara, al posto della Ckirdnef.

\l in efletti. durante lo ripiese di

questo colossale film Iratto dal Libro
dei Libri, con tanti spunti a disposi-

zione, Huston ha spinto la sua istrio-

nica impudenza a limiti ditücilniente

supifrabili. Oltre che Noe, ha voluto
fare anche il l'adie Kleirio. Non e

che in questa stoiia tilmata della

Genesi si veda il Creatore, ma lo si

sente. Ed e la potente voce del regi-

sta che in i)eifetto inglese. nelle

scene culminanti del pai'adiso terre-

stre, i)ionü)a .sul capu di Eva: « Don-
na, perche hai fatto questo'.' ». ft sem-
pre la sua voce che nialedice Caino.

Dopo undici mesi di lavoro e dopo
aver consurnatu centocinciuanta chi-

lometri di pellicola, adesso si diihia-

ra abbastanza soddisfatto della sua

creazione. « (^uando si la una storia

per il cinema non si puo mai airi-

vare a un risultato perfetto. Terö
posso dire che non ini sono mai fer-

matu senza avei' (jttenuto, nel limite

del possibile, quello che volevo ».

Kino a che punto ci creda. a (juel

che dice, e tiitlicile capirlo. In questo
momento non e piü il !-egista che
pai'la. nia l'espeito in i)ubbliche rela-

zioni. l'n po' di puliblicitä al costoso
prodotto. con il Llovuto distacco. C'e
il sospetto, si capisce, di tiovarsi di

fronte a un film di .lohn Huston che
assomigli un po' tr»4)po a un fdm di

De Mille. Ma c un sospetto che i'ie

sce a strappaigli solo im soiMiso pie-

no di ironia. « Well, well. To.sso assi-

curare che ci siamo limitati a fare
uno sciui)oloso lavoro di trasj)osizio-

ne visiva. 1 paiticolari in\entati so-

no pochissimi e tutti indispensabili.

Niente liction, assolutamente ».

Pochi minuti di con\ersaziono e
ringuaiibile attore e giä piombato,
tutto inteio. in unaltra estenqjora-
nea interpretazione: il regista che si

concede l'esegesi ol)iettiva della pro
I)iia Opera mettendo da una parte
gli innegabili pregi e dairallia gli

ine\itabili diletti. Sta iii)etendt) (piel

lo che ha giä detto dozzine di volto.

stesse paiole e stessi gesti, nia ogni
tanto la ima pausa, scusandosi. «Vor-
rei esprimermi nella maniera piu
esatta possibile ». \'iene in mente
(piello che sci'isse Lilian Ross una
(juindicina d'anni fa: « John Huston
riesce sempie a mettere nella \ t)ce

una infiessione da palcoscenico, in

modo che anche la fräse piü banale
acquisti una drammatica intensita ».

Adesso c e il fotogiafo che ogni tanto
cerca un piimo piano mettondoglisi
daxanti in ginocchio. e la bravura
con cui Huston riesce a sincroniz-
zare i suoi ge.sti su ogni scatto e lale

da strappare c^uasi l'applauso. « \'e-

de. con tutte le tiifticoltä che aveva-
mo davanti. noi ci siamo prooc(ui)ati
di i'accontare. i)?ima di tutto. il cam-
mino che lumanitä ha percorso dai

tenq)i di Adamo a (|ucl]i di .\biamo,
cioe dalla leggenda della creazione
tino alle soglie della storia. Sempre
ceicando di risi)ettare lo spiiito della

(]enesi e sempre ceicando di spen-
(iere in cjualitä piij che in (luantitä ».

La spesa supereiä certamente i dieci

miliardi ma e chiaro che il fatto lo

riguaida poco. « Tn film spettacola-

re? A dire la ver'itä. non ci ho nem-
meno prosato. Spettacolaie, nel ci-

nema, e ima brutta paiola ». Cosi
viene anche in mente che (|ualcuno
lo ha definito il piü grande snob che
sia mai comparso dietro e da\anti
a una macchina da presa.

Sono ticnt'anni che nel cinema fa

di tutto, lattore lo sceneggiatore il

regista. 1 suoi lavoii piü belli e rigo-

rosi tigurano fra i classici delle cine-

teche. e almeno due u tre di quei
rari film ameiicani in grado di van-
tare una \ era pateinita registica

portano la tiiina sua. Ma sono ugual
mente suoi alcinii clamorusi misfat-

ti, resi insoppoi'tabili dalla loro pre-
tenziositä e graxati dal sospetto di
imimperdonabile malafede. L'autore
(ii tiiun(/l(i d'üsjdUo e del Tesoro
della Sicrid Mddri'. insomtna, e an-
c he (juello i'he ha guato l.c rndici

di'l endo e La notlr drlViguatui.

A Hollywood. Huston si e pei'mes-
so d'infiangeie tutte le regole senza
nctnmeno potersi nascondere dietro
l'unici) argomento che l'industria

americana del cinema lispetta, (luel-

l(» degli al*i incassi. Ep[)ure lui e
sempre riuscito a .salvare sia la rei)u-

tazione persiniale che la (luotnzione
p!()iessionale. Dopo trentamn, il sut)

colorito e bizzarro personaggto non
ha ancoia intilato il viale del tra-

monto.
CM hamio provato in molti. a demo-

üilo I,a stampa ameiicana non ha
mal i)erduto unoccasione pet" divul-
gari> e documentare le sue strava-
ganze. Epiteti come mostro imposto-
le avventuriero e vagabondo ricor-

lono ani'he negli äffet tuosi profili^

dedicatigli dai piü cari amici. Figu
larsi i nemici. Dopo aver collaboratj
a uno dei suoi tilm lo scrittore Pet«

Vieitel, attuale marito di Debor^
Kerr, senti il bisogno di dire tij

(luello che pensava di un tipo sij

e gli dedico un intero rom
Wliitc huntcr. black hcurt,

vendu Huston nel ruolo che gi

60
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della nave in scala ridotta.

tava, quello del protagonista, ma le-

vandogli intera la pelle, fi difficile

che un grande di Hollywood, da Selz-
nick a Jack Warner, faccia il suo
nome, anche casualmente, senza ag-
giungere almeno un « figlio di buo-
nadonna ». L'incompatibilltä fra Hu-
sten e i padroni delle grandl case h
sempre stata tale che certe produzio-
ni, a qiTdnto si dice, firmando un
contratto con il regista ne ingaggia-
vano segretamente un altro di riser-

va, per paura di esser piantati in
asso a mezza strada, proprio come
accadde otto anni fa, a Cortina, du-
rante le riprese di Addio alle arvii.

Secondi lo scrittore Ezra Goodman,
molti produttori hanno sempre avu-
to anche il sospetto che il cinema,
per Huston, sia soltanto una bellis-

sima scusa per girare il mondo sen-
za le sollte Umitazioni imposte ai
turisti.

Ha l'abitudlne, Infatti, dl amblen-
^tare i suoi film nel luoghi piü strani,
)referibilmente in Africa, dato che
^Africa gli ^ sempre piaciuta moltis-
^mo. Sceglie paesaggi scomodl e re-

)ti esigendo perö alcune comoditä
considei-a indispensabili. Sette

^i fa, per girare Le radici del de-
in film che parlava di elefantl,

dl stabilirsi per sei mesi nel-

^a äquatoriale. Vi arrivö con
^»antitä inverosimile di baga-
[h^ l'eleganza k sempre stata

Un aliro atteggiamento dl HuAton, duranfe la preparazione di una 8€ena. Nato nel MisAonri 50 anni fa, h dt-
tadino irlandese: lo i diventato da quando si ^ traoferito a vivere in quel paese, in una casa isolata suil^Atlantico.
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Film Producer Lists Trials in E^yptl

By VINCENT CANBY
Should there evcr be a sudden

populär demand for a pocket

guide callcd **How to Make a

Movie in Epypt on $38,000 a

Day," Julian Balustcin is

ready to vvrite it.

Mr. Blaustcin is well-quali-

fied, having just complcted pro-

duction of the $6-million-plus

movie "Khartoum," much of

vvhich was shot in Egypt at

an ostimatcd cost of $38,000 a
day. That's n()t exorbitant in

terms of American productions,

but it's a fortune in Egypt,
where domestic producers sel-

dom spend more than $100,000
on an entire film.

Interior work on "Khartoum,"
which' teils the story of Gen.

's George (Chinese) Gor-
nd the 1884 siege of Khar-
by rebel Moslems, was

in London studios.

the preface to his book
Blaustein could cite John

Huston, the director who most
recentlv has bccn working in

Rome. Mr. Blaustein, in town
briefly from his temporary Lon-
don headquarters. recalled how,
on a location-hunting trip to

Egypt, he had come upon the

craggy Mi*. Huston sitting des-

olatelv on a rock in the east-

ern descrt while technicians
were setting up a scene for Mr.
Huston's "The Bible."

Tourist'» Role Better

"John looked up. He didn't

say 'Hello' or *How are you?'
All he .Said was: 'You're here
as a tourist. You can't bc
thinking of making a filni here.

You must be mad.'
"

Mad or not, Mr. Blaustein re-

turned to Egypt last September
with a 200-man fitm troupe and
a budget of about $2-million to

spend on nine weeks of shoot-

ing by two separate units work-

ing simultaneously.

The Blaustein guidebook,

while following a conventional

format, would be sprinkled with

personal quotations under such
chapter headings as the.se:

Why Go To Egypt: "Because
it's there. Also, becau.se it had
more cameis, more desert and
imorc Nile vistas than can yet

bc found in Spain or Yugo-
islavia."

Language: Arabic, and a bar-

rier.

C'utitoms Ruies Puzzling

Customs and Shipping Reg-
ulations: Inscrutable. Mr. Blau-
stein had been told in advance
that Egyptian charges for ex-

port shipments were among the
highest in the world, but he was
not prepared for a bill of ap-
proximately $175,000. This in-

cluded the cost of sending ex-

posed film back to London for

daily processing, as well as tips

for "expediting and customs
clearance of people and equip-
mcnt."

Weathci-: "Ideal, but I won-
der how long it will be before
they Start charging for the sun-
shine."

Censoi'ship: Incoming and out-

going mail and cables were
scrutinizod and apparently di-

gcsted. An Egyptian liaison

man told an American reporter
enthusiastically: "Everything is

going beautifuUy." Asked how
he know the liaison man an-
swered: "I read all their cables."

Communications (Telephone):
"The Ministry of Communica-
tions promised to expedite our
telephone calls to London and
New York, but I suppose you
can't hold them responsible for
sunspots and breakdowns."
(Radio) : Mr. Blaustein was al-

lowed to Import radio equip-

ment with which the produccrs.|

based in Cairo, could keep im

touch with his two camera units.

When it arrived, however, he
was told Egyptians would have
to man the equipment, but no
Egyptian knew how. The equip-
ment was never taken out of the
box es.

Currency Rcgulations: Com-
plex, even to a former cco-

nomics major from Harvard,
which Mr. Blaustein is. The
producer should be prepared
to spend a part of every day
making the rounds of the Cairo
banks, drinking Turkish coffee

and buying Egyptian pounds as

specialiy discounted cxport
rates from the blocked accounts
of (1) other American film

companies, (2) Otis Elevator,

(3) KLM Airways, or. perhaps,

(4) a prince of Kuwait.

Casual About Xumbers

Where to Shop: Mr. Blaustein
obtained his star (Charlton
Heston) in Hollywood, his di-

rector (Basil Dearden) and his

crew in Britain. and his light-

ing equipment in Italy. He ob-

tained his extras in Egypt. One
day. when he complained to

the Egyptian liai.son man that

not all of the promised 2.500

extras had turned up, he was
told: "So who's going to

count?"
Politics and Religion^ Mr.

Blaustein was constantly aware
of the anti-Israel campaign,
"but, as a Jew, I was never
aware of anti-Semitism. I sup-
po.se I will never be able to

say that back in Beverly Hills."

Special Advire: "Keep your
Shirt on at all times. Don't
throw your weight around if

you can possibly avoid it. Wc
were, after all, guests in a

foreign country, and Congress
hadn't passed a law forcing u.^

to go to Egypt."
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"THE BEBLE**: John Huston dlrected and plays

Noah in the ll^lian made film coniing Sept. 28.
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John Huston, as \oah, calls thp animals Info the ark in **Tho BiMe," openinu Wednosday at Loew's State. The niovie, directed hy Hiiston, depirts (ienesis from The C

"/ hndn t vitvndrd tn plny Nnah. I askrd Chaplin nnd Gitunirss, tao. But t<e cniüdn't gct tngcthcr on schcdules. So I scrtipcd the hnttom nf thn bnrrel nnd atme up rr

Creation through Ahraham.

p UHth uiy.srlf."

John Huston: As He Was, Is^ and Probably Altvays Will Be
B.v BRIAN ST. l'IKRRF.

JrST before shootin;? startod on
"The Bibie" two and a half years

a^o, John Huston, diroctor of the

$18-mlllion spectacle, held a press

Conference In Rome. As is usual with
Huston. when called upon to discuss his

work, he was gilb and puckish, parry-

ing questlons humorously rather than
answcring thom. Would the film reflect

the Views of any specific religion? "No,

we're only being pioiis and sancti-

monious."

What was his religion? "I believe in

the Ecumeniial Council."

What would distinguish "The Bible"

in terms of style? "l hope there'U be

no display of intcllectuality." When he
added that he didn't think the color of

Eve's hair was "relevant," Dino De Lau-
rentiis, the producer, was Immediately
deluged with angry letters insisting that

Kve should be a blonde. Vox populi. vor
Dri (espccially In the movicsi. She is.

In town rc(GntIy to do a little tub-

thumping for the film. Huston was cm-
phatically unoquivocal and serious

about whoro it Stands with him: "I like

it bcttpr than any pirture Ive had
anything to do with." He noddcd his

hrad in a gcsture of flat finality, ran

his finj^ors through his white hair, thon

iit a long cigar and sat back.

He turncd 60 in August, and some
of the Corners have worn olf his legen-

daiy rnffishnoss. He looks a little

niore battercd and weather - beaten

every year. but still appears 10 years

younger than he is. He stoops a

bit when he Stands, but moves quickly

and strides vigorously. His voice is deep

and mellow, his ready laugh full-bodied,

his charm ineluetable. But he also pos-

tses.ses a devastating, non-verbal "No"
a stabbing stare that's as direct as

a punch in the mouth and every bit as

etfective.

He also has a way of being landidly

non-eandid. When a couple of his carly

films were .mentioned right after his

judgment of "The Bible," he said:

"Well, 'The Bible' Is certainly different

from something like 'The Treasure of

the Sierra Madre' there's almost no
romparing them. But I've never done a

picture that was as Intriguing in all

its a.spects as 'The Bible.' " Stare. End
of discussion.

Five years ago, when De Laurentiis

conccived of doing "The Bible," he want-
ed a different director for each sequence.

He had already lined up Robert Bres-

son, Kederico Kollini, Orsnn Welles and
Luchino Visconti when he approached
Huston, who agreed (long distance) to

do a segment. When they actually talkod

about it in pers'in, De Laurentiis was
so imprcsscd with Huston that he asked
him to oversee the entire production, to,

as Huston said, "correlate it." Shortly

aftei-ward. De Laurentiis offered him
the Job of directing the whole film.

Huston, by now quite taken with the

idea. roadily accepted. "I made a num-
hvv of changes right off; the first was
to put on a subtitle. I thought we
should reduce the movie to the Propor-

tion of Genesis. Now it's 'The Bible

... in the beginning.'
"

The narration and the voice of God
are spoken by Huston himself; since

he also plays Noah, wasn't he afraid

that people might think he's gctting

carried away with himself? He
shruggcd. "I didn't WHnt to narrate

it. We tested two actors, an American
and an Englishman I'd rather not say

who but it didn't work; for one thing,

they were too recognizable. The nar-

i-ation should have an anonymous quali-

ty. I think my votce has that." He
smoothed his tie and smiled, mock-mod-
estly.

"As for playing Noah. I hadn't in-

tended to do that, either. I asked Charlie

Chaplin, but we couldn't get together

on schedules. Alec Guinne.s.s, too. Same
story. And then, you know, during the

preparatory stage.s the animals were
right there all the time and I'd made
friends with many of them, .so I scraped

the bottom of the barrel"- be shrugged
in a broad. falsely deprecatory way

—

"and came up with myself. I'm at home
with animals, much more so than with
machines; I got an electric toothbrush
today, and it's already betrayed me."
He has often been accused of becom-

ing bored and leaving the final stages

of his pictures in other people's hands,

where they've usually been changed,
.sometlmes rulned. His answer to the

Charge was a benign .smile and a that's-

show-busincss shrug. Certainly "The Bi-

ble" is an exception; he worked on it

for two years, every step of the way.
"That's twice as long as I've ever

worked on a picture, but it wasn't bor-

ing. For one thing, it was like doing
six different pictures."

Though he may not have been bored

with it, he put a lot of artistic dis-

tance between himself and "The Bible"

soon after it was done. going to Lon-
don to direct a segment of "Casino

Royale,'' a James Bond supcr-spoof that

has so far employcd five directors, 17

Stars and a couple of million dollars

more than the budget called for. How
did he get from King James to James
Bond? "Well, it was broached to me as

a lark, which it was.

"Charles Feldman. tYie producer. ap-

proached me. and I said. 'I'll do it if

you let me write my .segment of the

picture and .shoot it my way.' He agreed,

obviously. I also played M. James Bonds
bo.s.s bald, with a Guards mustache.
I wanted Bob Morley. but he wa.s busy.

I tried a few others all busy. Then

Charlie Feldman said, Tll give you a

paintiug if ynn piay it.' So I did not

for a painting, but for a head, a Greek
bronze I'd fallen for. It turncd out to

be not worth a damn," he chortled.

The idea of a painting as an ai'ting

fee started when Huston took a De
Stael from Otto Preminger for hi.s role

in "The Cardinal. " Huston grinned as

he .said, "Otto is the one who i.s entirely

responsible for my actlng career it's

all his fault; any complaints about my
actlng should be referred to him. Any-
way, I liked playing M. It was great

fun." Which is enough motivation; he
often gives "Why not?" or "Let's try

it ' as his replies to proposals about
doing films.

He has had a number of critical and
financial failures in the last dccade or

so, and it's been said that he's in a

decline. Again the .shrug. "I think the

best answer to that Is one's own woik.

Some of my pictures have been good,

some have bccn bad; .some were popu-
lär, some not. The good and the populär
haven't always coincided. I've made some
mistakes.

"When Is my 'decline' supposcd to

date from? " he asked. honcstly curious.

Well, "Moulin Rouge," according to a

wcll-known lady iritic and some other
film historians. "Oh, 1 don't think 'Mou-
lin Rouge' is that good either. But one
of my best was right after that, 'Moby
Dick.' I found out recently that it just

went into the black, started making
money. 1 must .say I'm glad. Then, an-

other that I'm fond of, 'Heaven Knows,
Mr. Alllson.' Within commercial out-

lines—and I think some people paid too

much attention to the rmtlines ifs a

morality tale of high decency. I was
delighted with it."

He had forgotten "Beat the Devil."

Was he pleased that It was finally d«»-

ing well, too? A noncommittal stare. A
pause. Then, "You may not believe it,

but at one time 'The Barbarian and the
Geisha' was a good picture; at least it

started that way. It ended up thoroughly
lousy.

"I am completely responsible, on the

other band, for the badness of 'The Root.s

of Heaven,' " he said, poking the air

with a finger to emphaslze every word.
"I really wanted to make that one, and
Darryl Zanuck got me everything and
everybody I wanted. But I had the
screcnplay done by somcone who had
never done one before, and iL wa.s bad.

By then the cast, crew and me were in

Africa; it was too late to turn back,
we would have spent a fortune for

nothing, .so we went ahead and did the
best we could."

Again and again he has shown him-
.self to be a doer. not a theorizer. As
De Laurentiis oncc said, Huston carries

his pictures in his head. He works
things out on film, not on papcr.

Huston grinned again and leaned for-

ward coiispiratoiially. "I went to a lec-

ture in Milan a whlle ago. It was givcn
by an e.xpert on 'the art of cincma.'

One of those Fremh encyclopedists.

It was very entertaining delightful ex-

ercise for their minds, I'm sure. 'Very

esthetic. Had not a damn thing to do
with going out and actually .shooting

a picture, thimgh." He rolled out his

by now familiär, rumbling laugh.

After 25 years as a director, with 24
movics under his belt, what is his feel-

ing about his career? He looked very
serious as he thought about it. puffed
the cigar. finally spoke, softly. slowly:

"l don't think much about it; I just

concentrate on what's going on at the
time. I don't look back, unlcss somcone
tubs my nose in my past. and I don't

look too far ahead, not much past the
next picture."
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Loew's State Pays $1.35 Million
For First Showing of ' The Bible'

Loew's Theaters, Inc., yester- the previously announced total
day paid $1.35 million for thejof $15 million for distribution

World premi^re engagement of ^^^^^"^ ^^^^ * period of 15 years.

the Italian-made production ot^^^^'I^Xh^^^
•'Th^ -RiKi«" «^ r ' C.4. 4.

|^3.n rights and previous distribu-The Bible at Loews State tjon deals have been made for
here, beginning next fall. LastiSwitzerland, Portugal, Spain.
Summer it was reported that Israel, Grcece, Austria and
the film woiild open here in ^^^^y^-

September. 1966. The sum re-' Last June Sevcn Arts paidi
ceivGd by 20th Century-Fox and Mr. De Laurcntiis $3 milHon.l
Seven Arts Productions, Ltd., Fox and Sevcn Arts will com-|
is believed to be the largest ad- plete paymcnts for the film by
vance payment for a single en- Sept. 30, 1968.
gagement in local film annals. It is expected that "The Bible"
Runners-up are the Criterion will be .screcncd. on a rcscrvcd-

Theatcr and the Rivoli Theater seat basis. in about 200 koy
managements, vvhich paid $1.25 cities throughout the world,
iminion each in advance for the more than 50 of tjiem in the
showings of "My Fair Lady" United States,

and "Cleopatra" respectively.
|

"The Bible." producod in color
At a press con'erence in the by a wide-scrccn process, runsi

Fox Office at 444 West 58th about three hours with an inter-|

Street, Se^Tnour Poe, executive mission. It was written byi
vice President, said Seven Arts Christopher Fry from the Book!
was associated with Fox in the of Genesis and dirccted by
acquisiUon of theatrical and John Uuston, who also appears
television rights to the film. las Noah.
Eliot H>Tnan, president of Seven The large cast is headed by
Arts, and Lawrence Tisch, Pres-
ident of Loew's Theaters, at-

tended the Conference.
Mr. Poe said tjie two com-

panies would pay Dino De Laur-
entiis, producer of "The Bible,"

Ava Gardner, Peter O'Toole,
George C. Scott, Richard Harris,
Stephen Boyd, Michael Parks
and Ulla Bergryd. Filming
began in Rome in June, 1964,
and ended last June.



MOVIES

Bergryd. Parks: Snakes in the grass

Huston's Gospel

Dino de Laurentiis' production of

THE BIBLE, diiected by John Hiiston,

is not reallv called "The Bible. " The fine

print says: "The Bible ... in the begin-

ning," a crafty disclaimer suggesting

sonie reverential Reader's Digest render-

ing. And it does begin reverentially.

Volcanoes, vvaves and a s>niphon>' oi-

chestra signify Creation and lo! the Gar-

den of Eden. Huston's Eden looks like

Everglades National Park or maybe the

flamingoed infield at Hialeah, and bis

seipent is only a dark-haired actor in a

tnlip tree biit the real snakes in the grass

tnrn out to be Adam and Eve.

His Adam, having metamorphosed into

the real Michael Parks from a fake pile

of dust in two claps of a thundercloud,

seems an uncommonlv handsoine Frank-

enstein monster as he stirs, wakens to

life, struggles to his feet and shields his

eyes trom the light of day. His Eve, a

sweet young Svvedish thing nanied Ulla

Bergrvd, has long blond hair that teas-

ingly Covers her breasts; and she might,

with all her bright beauty, have been
fabricated from the eiiamel of Adams
teeth instead of his rib.

Cain (Richard Harris) is patently psy-

chotic, as if to sa\ all subsequent mnr-
derers are not gniltv by reason of

temporar\' insanit\. \oah, played by
Huston himself, receives sailing orders

from an olf-screen God who is also

played b\ Huston and who soimds a bit

like General Eisenhower. Xoah is some-

times a huge lepreciiaun, charming frac-

tious hippopotanuises into drinking their

milk, at other times an advance man for

the world's biggcst circus, tootling his

flute at the head of the animals' parade.

The Story of Noah and the Ark pro-

vides the film with its only fun and sus-

tained originality. Huston gives himself

the only good close-ups and plays his

Newftweek, Ootober 3, 1966

part with more relish than reverence.

Indeed, his relish may well be a form of

reverence. The Ark is physically impres-

sive, as most of the picture curiously is

not, and its vast menagerie looks like the

whole San Diego zoo in steerage.

All Three: The Tower of Babel looks

like plaster of Paris. Nimrod, portrayed

by Stephen Boyd, behaves like plaster of

Paris. Sodom resembles the John Birch

Society's idea of the University of Cali-

fomia's campus at Berkeley, and some
momentary dementia has possessed Hus-
ton to use Peter O'Toole as all three of

the angels who come to teil Abraham
and Sarah that a son will be theirs. Ava
Gardner's Sarah, though she hardly

looks 90, makes a moving display of

time-ravaged beauty.

George C. Scott's Abraham Stands apart

from the rest of the film. Wliere Huston's

Noah is laconic and amiable, Scott's

Abraham is eloquent and enormous, a real

Old Testament presence. VV^hen he leams
from the Lord that he must sacrifice

Isaac, this Abraham begins rising to a

rage as great as any ever raged by Lear,

growing cjuickly to the stature of a true

tragic hero. But, characteristicall>', Hus-
ton cuts Scott down in his rage by pull-

ing the cameia back and mixing image
and sound into a s\'mbolic souffle.

But the Bible is peopied b\ people,

not Symbols. That is its challenge, that is

its trap. It is not enough to plunk an ac-

tor in front of a camera and call him
Adam. Either that store-bought Adam
is a specific and notable creation, with
new ideas of how the father of all men
might have thought and behaved, or he
has no business trespassing on the fertile

fields of cur Imagination.

This latest celluloid gospel is more
tasteful than "The Ten Commandments,"
less tedious than "The Greatest Story

Ever Told" (its three hours pass

quickly), though far less intelligent than

Pier 'Taöl?r*asolini's "The Gü^pr l Al«^

cording to St. Matthew." But even for

those who take the Bible as literature

rather than as the word of God, the film

vulgarizes a host of sublime images and

metaphors by concretizing them and

preserving them in the amber of medi-

ocrity. The Gideons will not be leaving

tickets for it in hotel rooms.

I I 1^
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'he Screen: 'The Biblc' Accordin^ to John Huston Has Premiere

»irector Plays Noah in

fPilm at Loew's State

By BOSLEY CROVVTHKR
HE big motion picture
called "The Blble" that

ino de Laurentiis has pro-
ucod and John Huston has
irrcted from a screonplay by
hristopher Fry is actually a
obile Illustration of only the

irst half of the Book of
enesis. So anyone who goes
o it expecting to see what
ts title Implies—the whole

^f the holy Bible—is due for
rüde surprise.

It begins with the uproar
f Creation, which goes on for

^erhaps a half hour, and the
>^mergencp of Adam and Eve
^s the first hunaans, fully
r%rown, cleanly washed and
Muminously blond. It continues
mxvith Eve eating the apple
^rom the Tree of Knowledge
&it the bebest of a snake and
M3eing cast by the Lord from
%the Garden of Eden, along
j|with Adam, for disobeying

is command.
There's a sequence about
ain and Abel and a long

Sfand by far more entertain-

^ing) account of Noah and the
rk. Then, after an intermis-

ion, there's a curiously baf-
ing bit about tho building of

he Tower of Babel, and a
engthy, mephitic episode in-

olving Lot in the city of

odom and fleeing with his

aughters and his wifo.

The picture ends with the
nspirational story of Abra-
am and Sarah and the ter-

inal cliff-hanging episode of
rthe morbid and aborted cacri-

ice of Isaac, their son.

•
That's the total ränge of

this huge picture that had Its

^orld premiere, after more
:han four years of creation,

Lt Loew's State last night. So
lo wonder its prudent mer-
shandisers, wary of a posslble
jharge of deceit, have put the
>rotective words, "in the be-
[inning," beneath the main
ätle—in very fine print.

The next surprise and dis-
ippointment is this: For all

Its slze, for all its extrava-

John Huston as Noah in a scene from movie he directed

The Cast
THE BIBLE, scrwnplay by Christophtr

Fry; directed by John Huston; pro-

ducta by Dino Ot Lsurtntüs and re-

leased by 20ttY Century-Fox in associa-
tion with Seven Arts. At Loew's Statt
Theater, Broadway and 45th Street.
Runnina timt: 174 mifiutes.

Adanr» Michael Parks
Fve Ulla Bergryd
Cain Richard Harris
Abel Franco Nero
Noah John Huston
N imrod , Steptien Boyd
Abraham George C. Scott
Sarah Ava Gardner
The Thret Angels Pctcr 0' Toole
Hagar Zoe Salus
Lot Gabriele Ftrzetti
Lot's Witt Eleonora Rossi Drago
and Robert Rietty, Roger Beaumont,
Grazia Maria Spina, Claudie Lange, Ad-
riana Ambesi, Michael Steinpichler, Al-
berto Lucantoni/ Luciano Conversi, Pup-
ella Maggio, Peter Heinze, Gianluigl
Crescenzi, Angelo Boscariol, Anna Maria
Orso, Eric Leutzinger, Gabriella Pallotta,
Ross«no Dt Rocco and Giovanna Galletti.

gant production, its extraor-

dinary sipeoial effects, its

stunning projeotion on the

Wide screen (D-150) and its

ahnOSt three-hour length,

"The Bible" is lacking a sense
of conviction of Gotl In so
muoh magnitude or a galvan-
izing feeling of connection in

the stories from Genesis.
To be sure, the fihn is me-

chanically inventive. The
scenes of the formatlon of the
earth—the ecology of Crea-

tion—are awesomely evolved

out of vast shots of gathering

vapors, overwhelming clouds,

mightily rushing waters,

mountains of molten rock and
eventual oceans, plains, giant
forests and great fielcfi of
sparkling flowers.

•
Tho building of tho ark

is represented in the actual
raising of a giant ship-like
barn. the intcrior of which
has the appearance of a prim-
itive aircraft carrier's hangar-
deck, into which a remark-
ably busy assortment of ani-
mals is packed and stacked.
The great, dark oity of Sodom
is a triumph of the scene-
designer's craft and a Wal-
purgLs Night fermentation of

Katherine Dunham choreog-
raphy. The Tower of Babel is

a skyscraping construction,
the battles among the Ca-
naanites are massive spec-
tacles of desert warfare, and
the enactment of the near-
mountain is foarful and ma-
jcstic scenically.

But where is the feel of

faith and wonder in so much
spectacle, where is the mount-
ing of illusion that this is the
consequence of a divine cre-

ative will ? Certainly lt comes
not from seeing a naked
young man emerge in a slow
dissolve from a small mound
of lemon-colored dust, while
Toshiro Mayuzumi's music
groans grotesquely and Mr.
Huston's off-screen voice In-

tones, "So God created man
in His own Image, in the
Image of God created He him."
Nor does it come from idyl-

lic glimpsea of the naked
young man and girl (Michael
Parks and Ulla Bergryd) am-
bling mutely through ver-
dant glades, or from wild
shots of Cain (Richard Har-
ris) suddenly slaying his as-

tonished brother in a field,

again with Mr. Huston nar-
rating what is happening in

the words of the St. Jamcs's
Bible.

It comes, if at all—and only
faintly—in the way Mr. Hus-
ton plays Noah. (Yes, he
plays Noah as well as directs

the picture and fumishes the
off-screen voice of God). He
plays the primordial ship-

buiider as a rustic, cloth-

robed patriarch—a little bit

of a crackpot, a little bit of

a Clown and a great deal of a
man of simple, unswervlng
faith.

You can almost believe that
this old fellow is tuned in on
the voice of God, just as you
can believe that susceptible

children listen to Peter Pan.
And when Noah shepherds
his family together to build

the freakish ark, marshals the
oircus parade of animals into

the hangar-deck (digressing
to hurry up the turtles or to
gawk in wonder at the giraf-

fes) or busies himself with
the burdens of keeping the
animals fed, you do feel a
certain Spiritual presence and
sense the meaning of trust in

the Lord.
Likewise, there is a feel of

fervor in the stern-faced in-

tensity with which George C.
Scott brings the patriarchal

Fry's Script Is Limited

to Part of Genesis

person of Abraham to the

screen. But his is a chill, for-

bldding figure, egocentric and
aloof. without warmth even

in his concubinal encounter

with the handmaiden, Hagar
(Zoe Sallis), or in his biologi-

cal discussions with Sarah,
his wife. Mr. Scott and Ava
Gardner play the couple as
though they were posing for
monuments.
Something warm and mys-

terious comes, however, from
the brief dialogic scene in

which Abraham is visited by
the Three Angels, all played
symbolically by Peter O'Toole.
From this confrontation comes
the strongest feeling in the
film of human minds search-
ing for answers in the mysti-
cal presence of God.

•
But there's too little of this

in the picture, and that's the
fault of the Script by Mr. Fry.
It relies upon literal enact-
ments and the sheer sonority
of holy writ. And when it

tries for a bit of commentary,
such as having Lot's wife
turn to salt on looking back
on the destruction of Sodom
and seeing a rising atomic
mushroom cloud, the signifi-

cance of the .symbolism is

puzzling, if not imponderable.
(I wonder if Mr. Fry is truly

saying what my cynical mind
guesses he is?)

Anyhow, the misfortune of

"The Bible" is that it does not
live up to hopes. It does not
employ the cinema medium to
create a true 20th-century
iconography. It simply re-
peats in movlng pictures what
has been done with still pic-
tures over the centuries. That
is hardly enough to adom
this medium and engross so-
phisticated audience.
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'The Bible'

A 20th Century-Fox release. Produced
by Dino De Laurentiis. Directed by John
Huston. Screenplay by Christopher Fry.
The cast: Michael Parks, Ulla Bergryd.
Richard Harris, John Huston, Stephen
Boyd, George C. Scott, Ava Gardner,
Peter O'Toole, Zoe Salus, Gabrielle Fer-
zettl, and Eleonora Rossi Drogo. )80
minutes.

O'Toole's three sweet angels,

Ava Gardner's surprisingly ef-

fective Sarah and Huston's own
ingratiatingly practical Noah,
and all those rather tremendous
productionscenic values, but It

The Bible' Unfolds at Loew's State
*The Bible," at Loew's State, has a subtitle, *'In the

Beginning." This may not be suflicient waming, so be in-

formed that this "Bible" includes the action of only 23

chapters of the first book, which is Genesis. We are escort-

ed in fine detail only to the Lord's test of Abraham's devo-

tion, when the Lord askod him
to make a burnt qffering of h\s

«on, Isaac. However, the preccd-

Ing three houis have not beeii

empty ones, for the illustration

of those early days is literal

and massive.
Shamelcss old John Huston,

not content with directing this

mlghty project, gave himsclf
the colorful rolc of Noah, urged
himself to play it with sly pea-

ßant perspicacity, and also gave
himself the voice-role of üie

Lord. In all of these undertak-
Ings he aequits himself with a
confidence born of multiple suc-

coss and varied talcnts.

Scene<i Reeall 'Arabia'

The picture goes on for three

hours, documenting the Crea-

tion, The Garden of Eden, Cain
and Abel, Noan and the Flood,

The Tower of Babel, Abram, the

Founding Father who had his

troubles founding, Sodom and
Lot's Escape, and Abraham's
(Abram with his namechanged)
taking his only son Lsaac to bo
«acrificed.

There are scenes staged herc

that are comparable to David
Lean's "Lawrence of Arabia."

When the Tower of Babel is do-

stroyed and the people are scat-

tered wit)i confused languages
over the desert, spreading away
Into desolate distances, the feel

of that early nomad world is

there. When Noah's Ark is built,

It is a construction as solid as
an ocean liner, yct architectural-

ly antique bi'yond cavil. And
when, with sheep and goats,

those ancient tribesmen go
across the desert, yoiv can be-

licve that you are there.

A Caniouflaged Serpent
Unfortunately iheie are also

moments when you may wish
you were not there. The Nordic
Eve, beautiful Ulla B?rgryd, and
the beatnik Adam, Michael
Parkß, are open to question
even if they don't embarrass
you. The serpent in Eden, a

man camouflaged to rescmble
the huge snake he later becomes
on the ground, may not work
for all observers. ITie orgies of

Sodom supply little that is ac-

tionable. Perhaps they do look

depraved, but can you arrest

them, even put a mushroom
cloud over them, merely be-

cause they're not conventional?
When you come right down to

It, the makers of this film have
fepent an awful lot of time, and
some money too, illustrating

some of the best-known, most
questionable scientifically, and
loast meaningful sections of the
Bible. The Creation, seen like

this, and the dispersion of the

races, given this Fundamental-
lst treatment, are breathlessly
reverent to the p<iint of bore-

dom for religionists who have
succeeded in placing all this in

the realm of significant myth,
thus protecting it against the
dissolving skepticism of geolog-
Ical time.

What really floors you is pas-

ßibility that, given this rate of

consumption of biblical plot per
picture, it would be no morc
trouble at all to come up with
a dozen, or a score, or a hundre

J

sequels. Regarded in that framc
of reference,, or taken simply
as a film standing on its own
merits, "The Bible" is not to be
given total approval. The good
pluma are there, lU(e .Georiiti

Scott'» Stern Abram, Peter

Is hard to say that this fs elther

a noble religlous revelation or a

thriller reconstructed iix>m his-

tory's earllest recorded supposi-

tlons- It is simply the start of

the Bible, word for word. Very
probably you would get more
from reading the book.

L U
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The BibI

AVA GARDNER end ALBERTO LUCANTONI
Sorah Bids Forewell to Isaac

e
r

Reverent
By JUDITH CRIST

*The Bible," or more exactly "The Bible . . .

in the beginning," is not a Hollywood biblical in the

great spectacular De Mille manner that we have

come to know and love in a campy kind of way. It

is, in fact, so determinedly not a Hollywcod biblical

that it commits the original cinenia sin. It is dull—

not boring, mind you— lust dull.

Reverence—nay—awe is the

key Word, inltially at least,

with the Creation a sweeping

Visual drama of lyric splpn-

dor to accompany the glori-

ous simplicity of text. We are

given Image and color to

Rtimular.e the sensrs and un-

Icash the Imagination and we

are roused to wondcr. And

then WC are given Man—and
feet of clay.

Slowly but surely this mam-
moth Illustration of only the

beginning of the beginning

(less than half of Genesis is

covered in this threc-hour

$18.000.000 production) be-

comes a semi-pantomimed

semi-dramatized iUu^tration

of Dramatic Highlights from

Genesis I-XXII. The power

and the poetry come from the

narratlvc; there is a flash of

feeling here. a sugnestion of

Superlative there hui only

thunder and llghtning pro-

vide a sense of magnificence.

only the text holris signifi-

rance. The srlory of legendry

Is In the telling but the Vis-

ual intcrpretation there of is

pedPi^trlan. reducing the In-

spiration of the Story to the

ronfines of traditlonal and

frequently stereotyped terms.

We are left with a watr^-

ablp rather than memorable

film What stays m memory,

for pxample. is a folksy sej

quence of Noah and the Ark

with the realizatlon that di-

rector-narrator John Hus-

ton's triumph is as an actor.

emerging as the Image of n^s

daddv in a dozen little ways,

Chief' among them Walter

Huston's shrewd wink of an

eye and a sense of primordial

gusto. And impressive too is

George C. Scotfs Abraham,

touching, however briefly.

upon a pa^trlarchal grandeur

that is underlined by human

emotion, so rare In a larger-

than-life portrait.

But just as Abraham has

finally—for the first time

and at the end of the film—

generatcd and arou.sed emo-

tions in a perceptive and dra-

matic sacrifice .^cone. we are

snatched away for a long shot

and as a finale to the film

watch Abraham and Isaac

dancing ring-around-a-rosy

on top of Old Smokey.

This reduction ad pleblan

permeates the film. The Gar-

den of Eden is much in the

Rousseau p r e 1 1 y-primitive

manner. whlle the «erpent

Sports a malevolent human
face; Adam and Eve are fresh

from the lab, with bent knees
and carefully draped hair
serving first as the bunched
fig-leaves of their post-apple
modesty and that old chest-
nut. a rearinp stallion. sym-
bolizing in long-shot how
they followpd the edict to "be
fruitful and multiply."

Michael Parks* Adam is

merely Method-Neanderthal,
Ulla Bergryd's Eve slmply
vapid and Richard Harris'
Cain a peculiar mixture of

athleticism and kitchen-slrik
agony.

With the Ark sequence
there is humor and a "Green
Pastures" folk-tale mood that

Is charming up t^ a polnt,

with Invpntivp detailinsr of

the housekeeplng and animal-

husbandry aboard the big

boat. But ultima tely the

mood IS over- folksy and fi-

nally cute. with Noah hlm-
self emerging as a cross be-

tween Pan and Dr. Dollttle

and Mr. Huston .squeezlng

p.very last drop of julce out

of the rombination.

Mr. Huston, who Is the

voice of God as well as the

narrator and Noah. thus in

triplicatp in this .'^equence, \s

not so kind to his other per-

formers: Stephen Boyd «and

how can we have a made-ln-

Italy spectacular without

him?^ is buried imder make-
up and given a totally In-

comprehrn.<;ible role as Nim-
rod in a Tower of Babel se-

quence that is confused to

the Point of low comedy.

It is with Abraham that

Performance takes on stature.

Made up to look like Hugh
Orif^ith but identifiable Im-
mediately by voice, Mr. Scott

brings Old Testament mae-
nlficence to the role by hir

very presence. by thestrength

of character he exudcs. by

the enlarging passion of his

testaments of falth. He even
manages to .siirvlve a love

.scene with Sarah, a typtcal

spelling-out of what the text

so adequately implies. that

emerges as an odd mixture
of Song-of-Solomon-type po-

etry and you-got-to-have-a-
love-scene prose. Ava Gard-
ners Sarah is beautiful and
adequately impa.s.sioned.

But beyond—or before

—

Abraham, there are no glants
on the earth, only actors and
ihe miming of text, with ex-
purgations. and no search-
ing for meanings or attempts
at Interpretation. The wicked

Dull I •

;a!'* !•.': :vyr<-v»<'.:*:\ •"y.v.y.N'! ^'.:i5,«;'.'*

GEORGE C. SCOTT
Abraham Hears the Voice of God

—whether they are the scof-

fprs at Noah, the rapturers of

Lot or the ultima te Sodom-
ites—have shaved heads and
painted faces: Sodom is

straight out of the golden-
eyelids w r i t he-on-the-floor
ballet school of sin 'and in-

drrd chorcocrraphed by Kath-
erine Dunham»: the mes.sen-

gers of the Lord become a
triptych of Peter O'Toole.

and Lot's wife toa.sts like a
marshmallow as she turns to

watch that old mushroom
cloud in the sky.

The hopes raiscd by the
fleetlng near - impressionlsm
of the Creation are dashed.

There i.<? camerawork that

ranges from the arty to the

truly artistic and there are

vistas unmarred by legions of

extras, alive or dead, and no
battling or belJy - dancmg
hordes. There are relatively

few liherties taken with text

and no outrages to taste.

Above all. what there is

not is a sense of the power
and glory of the source—

a

sense that cannot be con-
veyed by thunder and light-

ning and an off-screen voice.

Reverence—and awe—are not
enough. The movie doesn't

quite come up to The Book.
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By HOLLIS ALPERT

//) The Bible, Noa/i (lohn Hu^ton) greets dove which announces thc end ol the flond.

in
the
beginning
More than a hiindred movies on bih-

lical siibjects have heen made since

the invention of the motion pictiire cam-

era, and I miist confess that few ainong

them have stirred in me any large degree

of admiration. Far too often their siip-

posed reverence has heen iised as an ex-

cuse or a disgiiise for grandiose spectacle

and an inordinate amount of sinning, paid

for in the end, of coiirse, by the wrath of

God. On the other hand, they have helped

to enlarge the pictorial possibilities of the

screen; the first spectacle, in fact, was

D. W. Grifliith's Judith of Hctliulia, made
in 1913 with that proverbial cast of thou-

sands. Now, in 1966, I am pleased to be

able to report that the latest biblical film,

titled with august simplicity Thc Bihle,

is the most satisfying and distingiiished of

them all, fascinating for its entire three-

hour length. and directed v\ith splendid

taste and imaginalion by John Huston.

Word got aroiind aboiit four years ago

that the enterprising Italian prodiicer Dino

De Laiirentiis was planning to film the

Bible, and certain scotfers, assuming that

he had in mind the doing of the uhole

book, speculated that the resiilting movie

woiild have to run at least twenty-five

hours. Biit as Signor De Laiirentiis' plans

developed, it tiirned out that he would

focus only on the book of Genesis. He
also annoimced that he would seek several

world-famous direclors to film its several

chapters and episodes. But plans changed,

mainly because the first director De Lau-

rentiis contacted was John Huston. Mr.

Huston read the screenplay prepared hy

the noted British playwright Christopher

Fry and said it was fine, but that even the

one book of Genesis covered too much
ground for a single film. At this point De
Laurentiis offered to put the entire proj-

ect in Mr. Huston's hands.

A lucky thing, too, to judge by the final

result. Huston's conception, approved by

De Laurentiis and Fry, was that the first

half of Genesis would make for a tighter

and more cohesive film. This would allow

for the coverage of six of the Bible's best-

known and most cherished events: the

creation of the world, Adam and Fve in

the Garden of Eden and their Fall, the

slaying of Abel by Cain, Noah's Ark and

the Deluge, the Tower of Babel, and the

Story of Abraham and Sarah, the latter

also including the destruction of Sodom
and the near-sacrihce of Isaac. These

mighty events make up the substance of

the finished film, and it took eighteen

months for Huston to handle them to his

satisfaction.

Huston came to New York when the

billboards were going up on Broad-

way (the movie premieres there on Sep-

tember 28). Having seen and been im-

pressed by Thc HihU'—which Huston had

insisted should be subtitied "In the Be-

ginning"

—

I contacted him to learn

something about his previous movie ad-

ventures. Huston has had a distinguished

and colorful career. One of his classic

films, Thc Trcasurc of thc Sierra Madrc,

brought him an Academy Award for di-

rection and his father, Walter Huston, a

similar award for acting. A hoxer in his

youth, Huston became an accomplished

horseman (he still rides to hounds near

his manor home in Ireland), developed a

taste for art and is a considerable author-

ity on that subject. He has made such

remarkable movies as Mohy Dick and

Mixtlin Ronu'c, in which he tried out new

Camera and color techniques. Thc Bihic,

however, is the movie that pleases him

the most. "Usually when I see one of my
finished films," he [continual on pai*e M\
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told me, "I itch to re-edit and change it.

But not this time. I can sit through it and

feel qiiite satisfied/'

The director had all the resources in

time, money and expert technicians that

De Laiirentiis coiild miister for him. The

cost of a film is seldoni a criterion of its

quality, but in this case a total of eighteen

niillion dollars has been very well spent.

Not that The Bihle is either overly opu-

lent or flamboyantly spectacular. It is,

however, consummately done and em-
bodies several effects that are new and

original. It would be hard not to be im-

pressed with a tower of Babel that seems

to rise two thousand feet into the sky, or

with the delightfui scene in which Noah
(played by Huston himself ) leads several

hundred animals into the huge ark he has

built of logs and pitch.

As far as I have been able to ascertain,

only once before was the Noah story made
into a movie, and that was a minor epic

best allowed to remain forgotten. Huston's

idea was to actually gather some two hun-

dred difTerent species, both wild and tanie.

lead theni into the ark, and feed and care

for them. But that was a lot easier thought

than done. The lions, tigers, giraffes, bears

(polar and black), guanacos, hippos, wa-

tiisi bulls, and even a pair of extremely

leisurely tortoises were first assembied

over a period of months from several

areas of the world and tcnded by trainers.

Methods for getting them to parade docile-

ly into the ark were then mulled over.

^j^hat the movie shows, finally, is Hus-
• ton, as the bearded Noah, piping and

leading the strangely assorted tlock up a

long ramp into the ark, as charming a

scene as you'll probably ever see. Nor was

it done through camera trickery. "Ani-

mals are creatures of habit," Huston said,

'•and they've always interested me. Since

they were around du ring the long filming

of the picture, I took the opporiunity to

spend time with them and get acquainted.

The giraffes were particularly shy and

frightened at first, but eventually they

knew me well enough to steal lumps of

sugar from my pockets. I fed buckets of

milk to the hippos. And one of the ele-

phants became so fond of my scratching

his leg that he'd pick me up with his trunk

and insist that I go on scratching. This

sort of thing developed spontaneously, and

so we used these same habits of theirs in

the filmed sequence. Leading them into

the ark was another matter. I had ditches

dug on either side of the ramp, and every

day the trainers, their heads hidden in

the ditch, would lead the animals with

nylon lines along the prescribed path.

When the day came to shoot the scene I

asked the trainers to release the animals.

And sure enough, all those wild animals

followed me just as though they were my

own household pets. Vm sure if you had

a house big enough for a giraflfe you could

make a pet of one."

Huston, conceiving the story of Noah,

so long a favorite of children, as a legend

tinged with a touch of humor, gave a light

touch to his own playing. He is firm and

patriarchal and slightly comical. He had

hoped, first, to get Alec Guinness to play

Noah, and then thought of Charlie Chap-

lin, but neither was available. "I was my
own last resort," he said, "and I turned

out to be a cooperative actor, highly re-

sponsive to direction." For the narration

of the language of Genesis he thought of

Laurence Olivier, but Olivier, too, could

not make the schedule. "Meanwhile," he

said, 'T had done a narration sound track

to help with my editing, and it was finally

suggested that my voice as narrator was

as appropriate as anyone eise's."

An unexpected snag occurred when a

^* young Italian actress was chosen for

the part of Eve. No sooner did the news

get out when voices of protest were heard,

in Italy and elsewhere. The actress hap-

pened to be a brünette, and it was the opin-

ion of thousands of letter writers that Eve

was blond. How they knew this was not

explained; they had always visualized her

that way. A search for a new Eve was

made, and a Swedish girl, Ulla Bergryd,

who at the time was a Student of anthro-

pology, was finally selected. Both Adam
(Michael Parks) and Eve are seen nude

in the film, but the exquisite photography

removes any hint of suggestiveness, and

nary a murmur of complaint has come
from churchly authorities.

Huston wanted the whole Garden of

Eden sequence to be pervaded by a golden

haze. To achieve the effect, the color film

was first exposed slightly by using it to

film a gold-paintcd screen. Then the same

film was used for the sequence. As for the

garden itself, Huston searched long for

the appropriate setting. After visiting sev-

eral countries he discovered what he

wanted near the De Laurentiis studio out-

side Rome. It was a private garden sur-

rounding an old Castle. Using this garden,

the art directors designed their Eden, in-

cluding a stream that Huston insisted

was necessary. To accommodate his

wishes a special riverbed was dug on the

Castle grounds.

"As we got into each portion of the

story," Huston said, "we discovered that

the simpler we could make it, the better.

It was always a matter of reducing Prob-

lems to their simplest terms, and that way

we would find the Solution." But a Tower
of Babel two thousand feet high? Well,

according to Huston you first build a por-

tion of the tower three hundred feet high,

basing its design somewhat on the ancient

ziggurats of [cont'uiitcd on paiic 116|

MOVIES
Continued from page 12

Mesopotamia. The remainder of the tower
is then painted on a huge glass plate. Using
complicated malhematical computations,
which took days, the real and painted tow-
ers were perfeclly matched by shooting
through the clear and painted portions of

the glass. Hence the awe-inspiring sight of

a tower stretching into infinity. The very
top of the tower was constructed on a

mountaintop in Egypt, and on this Nimrod
Stands to challenge the heavens. Nimrod,
played by Stephen Boyd, shoots an arrow
an incredible distance into the clouds to

further point up his presumption. "We got

that from an ancient Hebrew legend con-
cerning Nimrod," Huston said. "As for

getting the arrow to travel so far, we mere-
ly shot it from a gun."

Unusual details of this kind provide in

Till' Bihlc more spectacular moments than
the more typical clashes of armies of thou-

sands. The one large battle scene in the

film (in which Abraham rescues Lot) was
shot at night and is seen by the light of

tlaming torches, so that we see shadowy
movement rather than the usual sight of

men hacking away at each other with
swords and spears. Another splendid mo-
ment comes when Noah releases a raven
from the ark. Huston gives us a raven's-

eye view of the flooded world beneath,shot
from a camera with a lens of magnificent
sweep.

But perhaps most beautifui of all are

the opening scenes during which the pro-

cess of creation is portrayed. "I had always
seen the shape of the story," Huston said.

"as starting with myth. going into legend
with man's figure emerging out of legend
into the light of history. Abraham, with
whom we end, was actually a hist(^rical

figure. As for the Creation, it seemed to

me we could suggest it by using the living

World as our model." To this end, Huston
commissioned a fine still photographer,
Ernst Haas, to travel the world for six

months, recording the skies at dawn and
sunset, the fiight of birds, the tides of

oceans, the eruption of volcanoes. Haas
traveied from the Galapagos to Iceland,

having been trained first by Huston to use

a motion picture camera, and brought
back the film for Huston to edit into his

primeval sequence. "Breathtaking" is

probably the best word for describing it.

"The amorphous beginnings," Huston said,

"I managed myself by filming scenes of

undulaling water and putting the negative

rather than the positive print on the

screen."

Obviously, then, enormous care and
thought went into this giant undertak-
ing, but films stand or fall on portrayals.

Often,in biblical films, the language spoken
by the characters is so stilted as to be un-

convincing or even ludicrous. In this film

the characters speak the lines of the King
James version of Genesis, and very few
lines of dialogue were invented at all. The
actors, some well known, others unfamil-

iar. perform with rare appropriateness.

George Scott's Abraham is powerfui, Ava
Gardner's Sarah is touching. Richard Har-
ris gives stark energy to his enaciment of

Cain. And in fine form is Peter OToole,
who acts not one but all three of the

angels who appear before Abraham.
"After all." Huston said, "I think one

angel looks like another, really."

This is one biblical film that looks not

at all like any of the others. This version

of the beginning of the Bible provides a

rare lilm event, and now that Huston and
his associates have led the way, perhaps

others will try to emulate the achievement.

There's more than enough of the Good
Book left. THE END

WOMAN'S DAY
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'he Screen: 'The Bihle' Accordin^ to John Huston Has Premiere
*

irector Plays Noah in

Film at Loew's State

By BOSLKY CROVVTHEK
^pHE big motion picture

i;i 1 called "The Bible" that
>rT>ino de Laurentiis has pro-
fVduci'd and John Huston has

J
dirocted from a scrconplay by

CChristopher Fry is actuaily a
^f^^nobile illustration of onlv the
f-first half of tho Book of

J Genesis. So anyone who goes
thio it expocting to see what
i^its title implios -the whole

of the holy Bible—is due for
a rudo surprise. \

^'- Tt bogins with the uproar
of Creation, which goes on for

t'^pcrhaps a half hour, and the
•^morg(^nco of Adam and Eve

\: a^ the first humans. fully

grown, cleanly washrd and
," luminously blond. It continues
:r\vith Eve eating the apple
from tho Treo of Knowledge

• at the bebest of a snake and
being cast by the Lord from
the Gardon of Edon. along

; with Adam, for disobeying
^^is command.
fm. There's a sequence about
; Cain and Abel and a long
". (and by far more entertain-

Ji jng) account of Noah and tho

j*^ark. Then. after an intermis-

flsion. thero's a curiously baf-

iVtho
ling bit about tho building of

Towor of Babel, and a
?_<-^engthy, mephitic episodc in-

it^sii'olving Lot in the city of

^^,i>odom and flcoing with bis

^.: daughtcrs and hi.>^ wifo.

l'. The picture ends with the
,f;jn.spirati()nal story of Abra-
J^ham and Sarah and tho tor-

«'ininal c'liff-hanj::ing cpi.sod(^ of

Llhe morbid and abortod sacri-

plfice of Isaac, their son.

•

J,,.
That's the total rango of

i'thi.s huge picture that had its

TvAvorld premiero, after more
i' than four yeais of croation,

JJ Rt Loews State last night. So
*.)io wondor its prudent ni(^r-

--Thandisers, wary of a possible

vcharge of deceit, have put the
f protective words, "in the be-
* -ginning," boncath tho main
i titl'^ in very finc print.

p. The next surpri.se and dis-

. appointmont is this: For all

r^.its size, for all its extrava-

eiohii Huston as Noah in a scene from movie he directed

The Cast
THE BIBLE, screenplay by Christophor

Fry; directed by John Huston; pro-

duced by Dino De Laurentiis and re-

leased by 20th Century-Fox in associa-
tion with Sevcn Arts. At Loew's State
Theater, Broadw.iy and 45tti Street.

Running fime: 174 mmutes.
Adam AAictiacl Parks
Eve Ulla Bcrgryd
Cain Rictiard Hnnis
Abel Franco Nero
Noah John Huston
N

i mrod Stephen Boyd
Abraham Gecqe C. Scott
Sarah Ava Gaidner
The Three Angels Poier O'Toole
Haqar Zoe Sallis

Lot Gabriele Fczefli
Lot's Wife Eieonora Rossi Drago
an6 Robert Riotty, Roger Bcaumont,
Giazia WTaria Spma, Ciaudie Lange, Ad-
rana Anibcsi, M.chacl Sfcinpichler, Al-

berto I.ucantoni. Lnciano Conversi, Pup-
tWa Magqio, Peier Heinze, Gianluigi
Cresccnzi, Angelo Boscariol, Anna AAarii
Orso, Eric Iputzinqn, Gdbriella PalioJ'a,

Rossano De Rocco and Giovanna Galletti.

gant production, its extraor-

dinary .-special effects, its

.stunning projeotion on the

Wide screen (D-150) and its

almost three-hour length,

*'The Bible" i.s larking a .sense

of conviction of God In so
niuch magnitude or a galvan-
izing feeling of connection in

the stories from Gene.sis.

To bo sure, the film is me-
chanically inventive. The
scencs of the formation of the
earth- the ec(jlogy of Crea-

tion—are awe.somcly evolved

out of va.st shots of gathering

vapors, overwhelming clouds,

mightily rushing water.s,

mountains of molten rock and
eventual oceans, plains, giant
fore.sts and great fields of

sparkling flowers.

•
Tho building of th(» ark

i3 reprcsented in the actual
raising of a giant ship-like

barn. the interior of which
has the appoarance of a prim-
itive aircraft carrier's hangar-
do<'k, into which a remark-
ably bui?y assoitnient of ani-

mals is packed and stackcd.
The great. dark city of Sodoni
is a triuniph of the sceno-
designer's craft and a Wal-
purgis Night lernientation of

Katherine Dunham choreog-
raphy. The Tower of Babel is

a skyscraping construction,
the 'battles among the Ca-
naaniles aro massive spec-
taclcs of de.sert warfare, and
tho enactment of the ncar-
mountain is fcarful and ma-
jcstic scenically.

i

But where is the feel of

faith and wonder in so much
|

spectacle, where i.^ the mount-
ing of Illusion that this is the
consequence of a divine cre-

ative will? Certainly it comes
not from seeing a nakod
young man emeige in a slow
dissolve from a small niMind
of lemon-colored du.st, while
Toshiro Mayuzumi's niusic

groans grotesqucly and Mr.
Huston's off-screen voice in-

tones, "So God created man
in His own imago. in the
image of God created He him."
Nor does it uonie from idyl-

lic glimpscs of the nakod
young man und girl (Michael
Parks and TTila Bcrgryd» ani-

1)1 ing mutcly through vor-

dnnt gladosi or from wild

shots of Cam (Richiird Har-
T'is) suddonly slaying his as-

toni.shed brolhf^r in :i ficld.

again with Mr. Huston nai-

rating what is hanponing in

the words of tho St. Jamrs's
Bible.

•
It comcs. jf at all - ard only

faintly in the way Mr. Hus-
ton plays Noah.' ( Yes. he
plii3\s Noah a.^ well as duects
the picture and furnishos the

off-screen voice of God ) . He
plays the primordial ship-

buiider as a rustic. cloth-

robed patriarch-a little bit

of a crackpot, a little bit of

a Clown and a great deal of a
man of. simple, un.swerving
faith.

You can almost bclieve that

this old fellow is tuned in on
the voice of God. just as you
can believe thr>t suscoptible

childr^^n listen to Pctcr Pan.

And when Noah shepheids
his family togcther to biiild

the freaki.sh ark. marshals the

circu.s pai'ade of Piümais into

the hangar-dock (digressing

to hun-y up tlie turllcs or to

gawk in wond'^r at tho giraf-

fos) or busios himself with
the burdons of koep^ng the

aninials fod, you do feel a
certain spiritual juc.'-once and
sense the meaning of trust in

the Lord.
Likewise, there is a foel of

fervor in the stern-faced in-

tensity with which Goitgo '.;.

Scott brings the patiia;ct\al

Fry's Script Is Limited

to Part of Genesis

person of Abraham to the

screen. But his is a chill. for-

bidding figure. cgocentric and

aloof. without waimth cven

in his concubinal encounter

with the handmaiden, Hagar
( Zoe Sallis i . or in his biologi-

cal discussions with Sarah,
his wife. Mi-. Scott and Ava
Gardner play the couple as

though they wore posing for

monuments.
Something warm and mys-

terious comos. howcver. from
j

the brief dialogic scene in
;

which Abraham is visited by
the Three Angels. all played
symbolically by Peter O'Toole.

pSom this confrontation comes
the strongest feeling in the

film of human minds search-

ing for answers in the mysti-

cal presence of God.

But there's too little of this

in the picture, and that's the

fault of the Script by Mr. Fry.

It relies upon literal enact-

ments and the sheer sonority

of holy writ. And when it

trie.s for a bit of commentary,
such as ' having Lot's wife
turn to salt on looking back
on the destruction of Sodom
and .seeing a rising atomic
mushroom cloud, the signifi-

cance of the .symbolism is

puzzling. if not imponderable.
( I wondor if Mr. Fry is truly

saying what my cynical mind
guesses he is ?

)

Anvhow. the misfortune of

"The Bible" is that it does not
live up to hopes. It does not
eniploy the cinema medium to

create a true 20th-century
iconography. It simply re-

peats in moving pictures what
has been done with still pic-

tures over the centuries. That
is hardly enough to adorn
this medium and engro^ss so-
phisticated audience.
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Huston's 'The Bible'

Stunning Production
Bv KATE CAMERON

• • * *
The Bible is much too massive a tome for a Dino De

Laurentiis to make use of in a single film presentation.

Therefore, "The Bible," as shown last night at Loew's

State Theatre in the impressive

new process of D-150, covers only

the first few books of the Old

Testament.

But, as it is, the film is stu-

pendous in its poetic inia8:e of

the creation of the earth. It is a

thrillinff sight that has been pho-

tographed with gfreat skill and
Imagination.

THE PRODUCTION bears

on the origin of man; the evoca-

tion of the Garden of Eden; the

murder of Abel by his brother

('ain; the fascinating story of

Noah and his escape from the

flood in the Aik; the fiasco of

buildinß: of the Tower of Babel;

and, finally, the Submission of

Abraham to God's will, thus mak-
ing the film de Laurentiis' and
John Huston's Bible, as Huston
directed the three-hour-long pro-

duction.
Photographed in DeLuxe color

and projected on a D-150 screen,

"The Bible" is an imposing film.

Its imaginative opening scenes

of creation are breathtaking in

scope and ß:randeur, with the

photography approaching a fine

art.

The far-flung reaches of the

globe were searched for settings

suggestive of the origin of the

elements. The Garden of Eden,

an idyllic setting, on the other

band, was created by Mario

Chiari and his assistants on a

studio stage in Rome.
THE SCENES BETWEEN Mi-

chael Parks, as Adam, and Ulla

ßergryd, in the role of Eve, are

handled with taste, both before

and after their fall from grace.
In CO ntrast to the beautiful set-

ting of Eden, is the wild fiold in

whic'h Cain labors in anger while
Abel pearefully tends his Hock,
prior to the killing of Abel by his

brother.

The building of the Ark by
Noah and his sons, with director
John Huston playing the vener-
able skipper with relish, and life

in the handmade floating house,
is presented in a lighthearted and
delightful manner, making this

sequencc the most endearing part
of the film. Huston has a magical
way with the wildest of boasts,

as they move docilely into the
Ark at his command.
King Nimrod's ambitious proj-

John Huston

ect in trying to build the first

skyscraper is the least interest-

ing section of the big production,

although the tower itself is for-

midable and the number of slaves

employed in its construction are
beyond calculation. An unrecog-
nizable Stephen Boyd, in the bi-

zarre makeup of an ancient king,

plays the master-builder with the

fanaticism of a despotic zealot.

THE LAST AND longest se-

quence, which comes as an anti-

climax after the intermission, is

devoted to the trials of Abraham,
whose faith in God is put to the
supreme test, when he is ordered
to make a sacrificial burnt-offer-

ing of his beloved son, Isaac.

This isn't to say, however, that
Abraham's story is not well done
on the screen. It could well stand
alone, or as the beginning of an-
other film chapter in De I^u-
rentiis' Bible stories. In telling a
series of complete stories on the
screen, an intermission kills
whatever suspense there niight
be for the next episode.
George C. Scott gives a re-

markable impersonation of the
Patriarch who was on speaking
terms with God and served Him
faithfully. Ava Gardner, after a
long absence from the screen, re-

turns to lend her beauty and
talent to the sympathetic role of
Abraham's loving wife, Sarah,
and Zoe Sellis gives an arresting
Impression of Sara h's hand-
maiden, who gave Abraham a son.

PETER OTOOLE appears

in a cameo role, representing

three of God's messengers at

once, a trick nicely performed

by director Huston. The destruc-

tion of Sodom and Gomorrah is

accomplished after a Suggestion

j( the corruption rampant in the
two cities appears on the screen
with the Players wearing masks
and weird makeup and photo-
graphed in shadow.
This stunning production of

*The Bible" might well be called

Chapter I in the De Laurentiss-
Huston film of the Good Book.
The beautifully written narrative
and screenplay are the work of

arThe Bible," a Twentieth^
Century-Fox release in DeLuxe
Color. Produced by Dino De
Laurentiis and directed by^
John Huston from a screenpla]
by Christopher Fry based oi

the Bible. Presented at Loew's
State Theatre. Running time:|

3 hours, 24 minutes plus inter-|

mission.

Adam
Eve
Vnm
Noali
Nimroti _
Abraliam
Sarah
Tlie Tliroe Ans'el.s

THE CA3T:
Micha^^l Parki
Ulla Berffiyd

Richard Harris
John Hii!4ton

Stephen Boyd
'ieorge f!. Scott
Ava Gardner

_ Peier O"l'oole

British playwright Christopher
Ery. The narration and the voice

of God are enunciated with lyric

dignity by Huston.



Suzy Knickerbocker

Ava Was Vision

At the Premiere

IN
THE BEGINNING ther© was the Pre-

miere: And the word was that it would

be one of the big ones of the year wlth

producer Dlno dl Laurentils here from Roma
wlth hls handsome family and director John
Hußton here, too, for the first showing of

"The Blble.'* There was a big stlr In the

lobby of LoeWs State Theatre when John
ftppeared wlth glorlous Ava Gardner (he 's

Nofth In the picture and she'a Sarah) who
certalnly showed the Influence of all

those happy years in Madrid* Ava wore a
heavy black silk dress wlth a high neck and
a low back that would have gladdened the

heart of any flamenco dancer. Her halr was
eaught back and up a la espanola and if

«he'd carried a pair of castanets she couldn't

have looked more authentlc.

SHB WAS ONLY ONB of a gang of big

Stars who gathered for the big ehow»

Bety Davis breezed in in her breezy way,

Mellna Mercourl, completely swathed in an
orange bumoose, arrived wlth her husband
Jules Dassln, Merle Oberon gllded in wlth

diamonds in her piled halr and a dress em-
broidered wlth ci-ystals. (Merle has been busy

lately. She just anived from Washington
where she and her husband Bruno Paglial

dined with President and Mrs. Johnson, and
tonlght she's dining in New York with the

Henry Fords and Lynda Bird Johnson and
George Hamilton,

SILVANO MANGANO, who in private life Is

Mrs. Dino di Laurentiis, was a positive

Vision in white Chiffon bedecked wlth beads

wlth a couple of llttle straps crossed over

her very bare back. Director Willie Wyler,

sportlng a trim gray beard which Is some-
new for him, tumed up wlth eminent play-

wright Lilllan Hellman» John Steinbeck,

sportlng a trlm gray beard, was there wlth

Mrs. Steinbeck, and Leland Hayward, clean-

shaven, was there with Irene Selznick The
Sldney Kingsleys arrived and had their pic-

tures taken. Denlse Bouche arrived with

Benny Goodman and had their pictures tak-

en. Diva Bii-git Nilsson arrived with Francis

Robinson of the Met and, naturally they had

their pictures taken. So did the Jimmy Roose-

velts. After all that everyone repaired to the

Ballroom of the Americana Hotel where 20th

Century-Fox lald on a party for himdreds

of friends,

• • •

IT
WAa REALLY MORE show-blz than

Society but there was a smattenng of those

elegant faces that we've all grown to know
and love. One of the most attractive women
in the room was Mfs. Kevin McCarthy, known
to readers of columns as the former Bobo

Sigrist, airplane heiress. Bobo with her long

blonde halr spilling on her Shoulders was

dressed in white and silver wlth white fox

hanging on her arm. Mr. and Mrs. Jason

Robards, Jn were present—^Mrs. Robards in

the glittering Short plnk Norell dress she

wore at the ballet-fasblon show Sunday

night Marletta Tree was In the pale green

crepe she wore to the opening of the Met.

(These ladies are so secure they wear the

dresses they really love again and agaln).

Anna Moffo looked dlvine in hot pink clipped

with Jewels. Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Tlppett,

here to watch their horses run at Aqueduct.

were there to see their old pal John Huston

—they both own places in Ireland, you see.

Mrs. Tlppett, the former Llz Whitney, wore

a bright green brocade dress and Jacket.

• • *
SHOULD YOU HAVE LOOKED FÜRTHER

(and I did, believe me I did) you might

have Seen flnancler Bobby Lehman, Darryl

Zanuck, the Clyde Newhouses, Peter Stark,

the Elliot Hymans, Marian Javlts in black and

white c3blffoQ all geometrlcally prlnted, the

Serge Semenenkos» Oregson Bautzer, Clayton

Fritchey, Pyrma Pell in white Chiffon, Eliza-

beth Ashley and heaven knows who all. The

Ernie Bjrfields and oJe Thomas, but I don't

thlnk they got to the Americana. Neither

did Mrs. Henry Itleson and her robln*s egg

rubles. But Ulla Bergryd, who plays Eve in

the picture, was there. You could recogiUw»

her—even wlth her clothes *

^^^
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Thf* Blbk"
(COLÜIU-70M)

Unlquc, monumental film, brll-

liantly produced and executed.

Uallmark uf achlevement.

Hollywood, Aug. 31.

Twentieth CetUury Fox (in association

tennporary confufion In • few
»jpots. Apart from this. the Flood
sequence U a stirriiig finale to the
lirst half.

FoUowing a three-minute over-
ture to the second half lin contrast,

the film opens pioperly with a

sllent 20th-Fox loßo, then goes im-
mediately into Creationi, there,

with Sewen Arts) release of a Dino De
j striking living genealogy tab-

Laurentiis oroduction: associat« pro- , . . ., . ^

iSci*. Luigi Luraschi. Features ei.tire leau .«vhowing the inciease in popu-

cast. Directed by John Huston, Screen

play, Christopher Fry; camera (DeLuxe

Color), Giuseppe Rotunno; editor, Ralph

Kemplen; music, Toshiro Mayuzumij
•sst. directors, Vena Caruso, Ottavio

ORpo. Reviewed at 20th-Fox Studios,

Aug. 30, '66. Runni.iR Time (exciuding

intermission), 174 MINS.

Adam Michael Parks

Eve Ulla Bergiyd

Cain ' Richard Harris

lation and the passage of tiine

Stephen Boyd then emerges as

Nimrod, the proud king. whose
cgoeentric raonument became the

Tower of Babel where the lan-

guages of his pecfle suddenly were
changed.
The remaind^r of the film,

which, exc-luding intermission, runj

Hagar Zoe Sallis

Lot Gabriele Ferzetti

Lof» Wif« Eleonora Rossi Drago

Abel Franco Nero

isaac .'.....'. Alberto Lucantoni

Noah John Huston 174 piinutes, is devoted to Abra-

Ä°.m •.••'.r.GeoTc Sc°o« ham. played with depth by George

sallh .."*' ....... Ava Gardner IC. Scott. Ava Gardner is very
The Three Angels ''•**^_5*

I??.'* i

Kood as the harren Sarah who, to

give her husband a male heir,

urges him to conceive with her
aervant. Zoe Sallis. Gabriele Fer-
zetti is also very good as Lot,

Abraham's nephew. whom the lat-

ter rejBcues from captivity.

Peter O'Toole is appropriately
mystic as the three angels who
rescue Lot and his family from
Sodom, prior to its destruction by
what in this era is conveyed effec-

tively by a nuclear holocaust,
Eleonora Rossi Drago is Lot's
disobedient wife. Katherine Dun-

The world's olde.st story—the

origins of Mankind, as told in the

Book of Genesis, fountainhead of

Jewish and Christian tradition—has

been put upon the screen by direc-

tor John Huston and producer

Dino De Laurentiis with consum-
mate skill. taste and reverence.

Combining sipiritual, natural and
personal elemenls into a monumen- u .. .. o, .

tal tapestry, this epic film will |

^^^ choreographed the Sooom
endure for generations. "The
Bible," subtitled "In The Begin-
ning," is being distributed by 20th-

Fox, in association with Seven
Arts.

sequence in an outstanding pictor-

ial representation of the never-
ending sensual frustration inherent

i in the jaded and perverse.

The climactic sequence to this

Christopher Fry, who wrote the memorable film is Abraham's test

»creenplay with the assistance of

Biblical scholars and religious Con-

sultants, has fashioned a straight-

forward, sensitive and dramatic
telling, through dialog and narra-

tion, of the first 22 chapters of

Genesis. Suibjects of the inter-

related episodes are Creation, the

«tories of Adam and Eve, Cain and
Abel, Noah and the Flood. Abra-
ham, the Tower of Babel, and the

destruction of Sodom and Gomor-
rah.
A lavish. but always tasteful pro-

duction—eslimated to have cost

$18.000,000, and involving shooting
in Sardinia. Sicily, North Africa

and at the De Laurentiis studio in

Rome—assaults and rewards the
eye and ear with awe-inspiring
realism. Contemporary natural
phenomena plus special effects are

the stunning background for the

unfolding of the personal, human
drama. Painstaking. unhurried
and meticulous attention are evi-

dent in eveiy scene.

Huston's masterful direction ell-

clts the entire spectrum of human
emotions from his players, all of

whom deliver believable Perform-
ances. In addition. Huston's rieh

voice functions in narration, and he
also plays Noah with heart-warm-
Ing humility, compassion and
humor.

Ernst Haas, commissioned to

shoot footage for the 'sequence of

Creation, spent 18 months in cap-

turing actual natural phenomena,
blended superbly into what is a

»pectacular 10-minute opening
scene, The climax is the vivid rep-

resentation of the creation of

Adam, then Eve. Michael Parks
and Ulla Bergryd project the pro-
per innocence, eniianced by soft

focus photography and a general
mood of tranquility, and their

nudity, far from being an exploita-
tion gambit, is perfectly natural in

context.
The seduction of Eve by the

serpent. the latter well represented
by a man reclining in a tree, cues
a sudden shift of mood and pace.
The expulsion of Adam and Eve
from Eden and their later life is

painted in stark hues, harren land-
scapes and violence. Richard
Harris plays the jealous and re-

morseful Cain with a sure feeling,
while Franco Nero's Abel conveys
in very brief footage the Image of

of obedience as he prcpares the
sacrifice of his son Isaac, born
after years of hope to an aging
Sarah, and played here by Alberto
Lucantoni. The sparing of Isaac
from the flames of sacrifice is a
brilliant and dramatic condusion.
All supporting players have been
cast and directed with the same

j

care as the principals. and all have
eontributed to the overall impact.

!

The world's greatest artists have, !

for untold centuries, used the tools .

of their craft to depict the events
|

recorded in Genesis, and De Lau-
rentiis and Huston have so mar-

j

shaled their filmmakers to add to
'

the archives this outstanding mo-

;

tion picture represention.
i

Toshiro Mayuzumi's full-bodied
!

score, conducted by Franco Fcr-

1

rara, highlights every mood. Giu-

'

Seppe Rotunno's graphic cameras
have recorded the sweep, as well
as the poignancy, of the action, in
70m and color using Dimension-
150 lenses. Method of projection
has been the subject of litigation.
Technicolor nvatched the outstand-
ing camera work in its versatile
color Processing, while DeLuxe is

handling release print work.
j

Mario Chiari's art direction Is an
achievement of note. as is the edit-
ing by Ralph Kemplen, the special
effects by Augie Lohman, second
Unit direction by Haas, the sound
recording by Fred Hynes and as-
sociates, and the scores of other
fine craftsmen assembled by De
Laurentiis and his associate pro-
ducer, Luigi Luraschi.
The boxoffice prospects for "The

Bible" are unlimited. It is a na-
tural attraction for millions of
people, including the religious, the
atheist, the agnostic and the
pagan. The Book of Genesis has
penetrated many cultures, not just
the Jewish and Christian tradition,
hence the film is not limited to
Western civilization.

Repeat attendance is guaranteed.
People will see it as children, as
teenagers. later as parents taking
their children. It can play on hard-
ticket for years, and the 15 years
In which 20th-Fox and Seven Arts
have distribution rights seem just
the beginning. Until home tele-
vision or entertainment Systems
can present it in larger-than-life
form, it belongs in theatres.

Uncluttered with commercially-
a sensitive, obedient young man oriented plot excursions, "The
whose murder provoked a supreme Bible" is a unique film achieve
outrage.
The 45-niinule sequence devoted

to Noah and the Flood is, in itself,

a triumph in filmmaking. It plays
dramatically and fluidly, and be-
lies monumental logistics of pro-
duction. Huston's Noah is, again,
perfect casting. The gatliering of
the animals—real ones, including a
pair of turtles who just make it

aboard before the rain« begin

—

the then torrential rains and the
eventual calm all register with
tremendous impact.

There is, in this sequence, the
«ole minor flaw in this epic

—

Hu«ton as narrator, Huston as
Noah and Huston ae the voice of
Almi^hty God mak« ior ilight.

n^nt which will endure. It is a
triumph of which De Laurentiis,
Huston and Fry can be forever
proud. Murf.

u uL U I
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Worfel OöWffÄf Tribunal TKür$aay, Sepf, 29, 1966

CITY HAS OPENERS . . . Two spectaculars of unusual interest grace +he musical
and movie scenes in +his cify. At Philharnnonic Hall in Lincoln Center, at left,

Mayor and Mrs. Lindsay chat with Mrs. Lytie Hüll at the opening of the I25th
season of the New York Philharmonie. Concert, under direction of Leonard
Bernstein, benefits the orchestra's pension fund. Above: Another prämiere
was of the film< "The Bible," at Loew's State Theatre. Ava Gardner, who plays
Sarah, arrives with John Huston, who directed and starred as Noah. (See
Suzy Knickerbocker's Column on Page 3 1 and Judith Crist's Review on Page 42.)
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WorW JöWrtat TriKun«, TKup$aay. Sept. 29. 1966

CITY HAS OPENERS . . . Two spectaculars of unusual Interest grace +he musical

and movie scenes in this clfy. At Philharmonie Hall in Lincoln Center, a\ left,

Mayor and Mrs. Lind.say chat with Mrs. Lytie Hüll at the opening of the I25th

season of the New York Philharnnonic. Concert, under direction of Leonard
Bernstein, benefits the orchestra's pension fund. Above: Another premiere
was of the film, "The Bible," at Loew's State Theatre. Ava Gardner, who plays

Sarah, arrives with John Huston, who directed and starred as Noah. (See
Suzy Knickerbocker's Column on Page 3 I and Judith Crist's Review on Page 42.)
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are you a

unitarian
universalist
without knowing it?

Do you believe that no one has the right to

do your thinking for you?

Oo you believe that "religious truth" cannot

be contrary to truth from other sources?

Do you believe man is capable of self-improve-

ment and is not condemned by "original sin"?

Do you believe that practicing brotherhood is

more important than parroting creeds?

Do you believe in being actively concerned

with Community, national and world Problems?

Then you are professing Uni-

tarian Universalist beliefs —
and need not "believe alone."

Send for 32-page illustrated

booklet, "Introducing Unitar-

ian Universalism."

Mail this Coupon with 25C to

LAYMEN'S LEAGUE (Unitarian Universalist)

Oept. R2 , 25 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 02108

Name

Address.

lAny Book Located
11 No matter how old or long out-

i| cf-print. Name the bock—we'll

|| find it for you! (Title alone is

Ij
sufficient.) All authors, all sub-

II
jects. Fiction, nonflctlon. No ob-

i ligation. Write to— Dept. NEW
I BOOKS-ON-FILE
^1 Union City New Jersey
:•:•i:<<*ss<•»x9^:*•UÄ8'>^^^w•^>^^>;<•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^^^^^
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Reprints Available

Bruce Detwiler's article

A Time To Be Black

one to nine copies 2oc each

10-24 18c each

25 or more * 15c each

Send Orders and payment to

The New Republic

1244 i9th St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

The New Republic

of punitive dogmatists who clutch pos-

sessively at the coat-tails of Freud's

genius. It is one of the most reliable

examples one can find, at least on this

earth: an intelligent mind able to laugh

at itself, smile at the dumbness about,

shudder in hopelessness, but go on to

work and somehow beg mercy for all of

US - even if there is no one to hear the

plea and grant it.

FILMS

6pic5: "The Bihk"and "Hawaii"

When the announcement was made that

Norman Mailer's An American Dream
was to be made into a movie, my reac-

tion was that John Huston was the only

man who could do it. And what a script

it could be for him! But Huston was

working on The Bihle. A quarter of a

centuiy had passed since The Maltese

Falcon, it was a long time since San

Pietro and The Treasure of Sierra

Madre and The Red Badge of Courage

and The African Queen. It was a decade

since the stirring, often brilliant, but

misconceived Mohy Dick, and Huston

had gone a different route - away from

the immediacy of men testing them-

selves and the feel and smell of Ameri-

can experience. He had become a direc-

tor of spectacles. Possibly, because of

the way that big movie stars and direc-

tors live in a world of their own,

inßulated and out of touch, he might

not even recognize that An American

Dream was the spectacle of our time;

was, even, his spectacle.

It turns out he was, at least, testing

himself-as, earlier, he had attempted

to do in Mohy Dick, and, even after

that, in parts of The Roots of Heaven.

If, in making The Treasure of Sierra

Madre he risked comparison with

Creed, and if with The Red Badge of

Courage, he risked comparison with

The Birth of a Nation, The Bihle risks

comparison with Intolerance. It is a

huge sprawling epic - an attempt to use

the medium to its füllest, to overwhelm

the senses and feelings, for gigan-

tic myth-making, for a poetry of size

and scope.

In recent years the spectacle form has

become so vulgarized that probably

most educated moviegoers have just

about given it up. They don't think of

movies in those terms anymore because

in general the only way for artists to

work in the medium is frugally.

Though there might occasionally be

great sequences in big pictures, like the

retreat from Russia in King Vidor's

War and Peace, those who knew the

novel had probably left by then. But if

you will admit that althought you may
have gone to see Lawrence of Arabia

under the delusion that it was going to

be about T. E. Lawrence, you stayed to

enjoy the vastness of the desert and

the pleasures of the senses that a huge

movie epic can provide, the pleasures

of largeness and distances, then you

may be willing to override your preju-

dices and too-narrow theories about

what the art of the film is, and go to

see The Bihle.

For John Huston is an infinitely more

complex screen artist than David Lean.

He can be far worse than Lean because

he's careless and sloppy and doesn't

have all those safety nets of solid

craftsmanship spread under him. What
makes a Dav^id Lean spectacle uninter-

esting finally is that it's in such goddam

good taste. It's all so ploddingly

intelligent and controlled, so "distin-

guished." The hero may stick his arm

in blood up to the elbow but you can

be assured that the composition will

be academically, impeccably composed.

Lean plays the mad game of super-

spectacles like a sane man. Huston

(like Mailer) tests himself, plays the

crazy game crazy - to beat it, to win.

The worst problem of recent movie

epics is that they usually start with an

epic in another form and so the director

must try to make a masterpiece to com-

pete with an already existing one. This

is enough to petrify most directors but

it probably delights Huston. What more

perverse challenge than to test himself

against the Book? It's a flashy demonic

gesture, like Nimrod shooting his arrow

into God's heaven.

Huston shoots arrows all over the

30
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place; he pushes himself too hard, he

tries to do too many different things.

The movie is episodic not merely be-

cause the original material is episodic

but also because, like Griffith in Intoler-

ance, he can find no way to rhythm

together everything that he's trying to

do. Yet the grandeur of this kind of

crazy, sinfully extravagant movie-mak-

ing is in trying to do too much. We
tend, now, to think of the art of the

film in terms of depth, but there has

always been something about the

eclectic medium of movies that, like

opera, attracts artists of Promethean

temperament who want to use the me-
dium for Scale, and for a scale that

will appeal to multitudes. I don't mean
men like De Mille who made small-

minded pictures on a big scale, they're

about as Promethean as a cash-register.

I mean men like Griffith and Von Stro-

heim and Abel Gance and Eisenstein

and Fritz Lang and Orson Welles who
thought big. Men whose prodigious

failures could make other people's suc-

cesses lock puny. This is the tradition

in which Huston's The Bible belongs.

It's one in the eye - a big one in the

eye — for those who talk about how
artists should strive for excellence.

Huston's triumph is that despite the

insanity of the attempt and the grandi-

osity of the project, the technology

doesn't dominate the material: when
you respond to the beauty of scenes in

The Bible, it is not merely the beauty

of photography but the beauty of con-

ception.

The stories of Genesis are, of course,

free of that wretched masochistic piety

that makes movies about Christ so

sickly. Pasolini's The Cospel According

to St. Matthew was so static that I

could hardly wait for that loathesome

prissy young man to get crucified. Why
do movie-makers think that's such a

good Story, anyway? If He could save

Himself, why didn't He? Did He die

just to make everybody feel rotten?

The only thing that gives the story

plausibility is, psychologically, not very

attractive. And whether it's told the

De Mille way, loaded with hypocritic

sanctity, or the Pasolini way, drab-

ness supposedly guaranteeing purity

and truth, it's got a bad ending that

doesn't make sense after those neat

miracles.

The legends that Huston uses are,

fortunately, more remote in time, are.
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indeed, all ''miracles" and we are spared

sanctity. The God who Orders these

events is so primitive and inexplicable

that we may indeed wonder and per-

haps be appalled. From Eve, whose

crime scarcely seems commensurate

with her punishment, on through to

Hagar cast into the wilderness, and the

cruel proof of obedience demanded of

Abraham, it is a series of horror stories,

alleviated only by the sweet and hope-

ful story of the Ark, where, for once,

God seems to be smiling-no doubt,

because we are taken inside the boat

rather than left outside to suffer in the

Flood. Huston teils it straight and re-

tains that angry God, and Eve as the

source of mischief, and phrases dis-

quieting to modern ears, like 'Tair are

the angels of God/' He hasn't taken the

fashionable way out of trying to turn

it all into charming metaphors and he

hasn't "modernized'' it into something

comfortable and comforting. He does-

n't^ in the Standard show business way,

twist the Story to make the hero sympa-

thetic. Only with Peter OToole's three

angels do we get the stale breath of the

New Testament with the familiär

skinny figure and that suffering-for-

our-sins Look.

The movie may present a problem for

religious people who have learned not

to think of the Bible stories like this: it

is commonly understood now that al-

though the childish take the stories for

truth, they are then educated to know
that the stories are ''metaphorical/'

The movie undercuts this liberal view

by showing the power (and terror) of

these cryptic, primitive tribal tales and

fantasies of the origins of life on earth

and why we are as we are. This God
of wrath who frightens men to worship

ain't no pretty metaphor.

One of the worst failures of the movie

is, implicitly, a rather comic modern

predicament. Huston obviously can't

make anything acceptable out of the

Bible's accounts of sinfulness and he

falls back upon the silliest stereotypes

of evil: the barbaric monsters who jeer

at Noah's preparations for the Flood

look like leftovers from a Steve

Reeves-Hercules epic, and the posing,

prancing faggots of Sodom seem as

negligible as in La Dolce Vita. God
couldn't have had much sense of humor
if he went to the trouble of destroying

them. Even their worship of the Golden

Calf seems like a night-club act, absurd

all right, but not nearly as horrible as

the animal sacrifices that God accepts

of Cain and orders of Abraham. It is a

measure of the strength of Huston's

Vision that we are constantly shocked

by the barbarism of this primitive re-

ligion with its self-serving myths; it is

a measure of weakness that he goes

along with its stränge notions of evil

without either making them believable

or treating them as barbaric. Only in

the rare moments when the Bible's ideas

of wrong and our ideas of wrong coin-

cide - as in Cain's murder of his brother

- can Huston make sin convincing.

This movie has more things wrong

with i*- than his Mohy Dick, but they're

not so catastrophic. Though Huston

might conceivably have made a great

Ahab himself, Gregory Peck could not:

that nice man did not belong in the

whirling center of Melville's vision. In

The Bible it's questionable if that

Ahab-character Huston belongs in

Noah's homespun on the Ark. He plays

it in the crowd-pleasing vein of his

cute, shrewd Archbishop in The Cardi-

nal: his Noah is puckish old innocent,

a wise fool. He indulged his father

Walter Huston in one scene of The
Treasure of Sierra Madre, when the

grizzled, toothless old prospector,

tended by native lovelies, cocked an eye

at the audience. Huston's Noah keeps

asking the audience's indulgence, and

Huston as director extends it. What
was a momentary weakness in Huston

Senior is the whole acting style of Hus-

ton Junior. His air of humility and

wonder isn't so much acted as assumed,

like a trick of personality - a double-

take that has taken over the man.

The early part of the Abraham and

Sarah story is poor: it looks and sounds

like acted-out Bible stories on televi-

sion. But then it begins to unfold, and

we see that gentle, intelligent man
Abraham raised to nobility by suffer-

ing. I mean we really see it. George C.

Scott has the look of a prophet, and he

gives the character an Old Testament

fervor and splendor. Its a subdued,

magnificent performance.

Probably the most seriously flawed

sequence is the Tower of Babel, and as

it is one of the most brilliant concep-

tions in the work, it is difficult to know
why it is so badly structured and edited.

The ideas remain latent: we can see

what was intended, but the sequence is

over before the dramatic point has been

developed. And in this sequence, as in

several others, Huston seems unable to

maneuver the groups of people in the

foreground; this clumsiness of Staging,

and the dubbing of many of the actors

in minor roles, produce occasional

dead scenes and dead sounds. It would

be better if the musical score were

dead: it is obtrusively alive, and at war

with the imagery.

Now that Huston has done the Old

Testament Version of the beginnings of

life, why doesn't he do the story of evo-

lution? Tm serious: I can't think of a

better story than how life probably de-

veloped on earth, and I wouldn't be

surprised if the public is ready for it.

The overture to Hawaii prepares us to

expect the worst: it's that kind of all-

purpose pastiche with excruciating
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claims to authenticity that sells (600,-

000 albums of Dr. Zhiva^o have al-

ready been sold) and inevitably gets

nominated for an Academy Award. The
photography confirms our fears: it is

bad picture-postcard art, with not more
than two or three shots worth looking

at in the entire movie.

Hawaii is an epic in the tradition of

best-seller adaptations like Cone With

the Wind, with love and rape and incest

and childbirth and storms at sea and

battles and fires and epidemics; it's

based on an 1,130-page book with eight

extra pages of genealogical charts of

the principal characters - who have

names like Abner and Jerusha and Cap-

tain Rafer Hoxworth. During the seven

years that it has been in various stages

of preparation, Hawaii has wom out a

succession of screenwriters, and a suc-

cession of directors, and if you look at

the book they were attempting to trans-

fer to film, you can ste why.

What I am. describing sounds like a

stinker. And by formal aesthetic Stand-

ards it is. But it's a surprisingly absorb-

ing movie, just the same.

Conventional movie forms can some-

times be brought to life by unconven-

tional material or unconventional char-

acters. Gone With the Wind (which

was not a work of movie art, either)

was entertaining largely because of that

scheming little vixen Scarlett who cared

more for land than for love. The
theme of Hawaii is the destruction of

the Hawaiian culture and its people;

the movie opens in 1819, roughly 40

years after Captain Cook landed, and

Covers the influx of missionaries and

land grabbers. At the center of the ac-

tion (and, fortunately, he is rarely off

screen) is Max Von Sydow as, undoubt-

edly, the most unlikely hero who ever

domi. ted an expensive American

movie. It's hard to guess if those who
backed the movie were courageous or

just foolhardy, but this central character

is an insufferable, tactless man who
antagonizes everybody, a Calvinist

minister frighteningly strong in his

narrow views. He's not human in the

way we expect movie heroes to be, he's

even an unjust man - a racist who be-

lieves in the superiority of his God and

his skin and his traditions.

Many years a^o, Victor Sjostrom,

when he cast his countryman Lars Han-

son as the Reverend Arthur Dimmes-
dale to Lillian Gish's great Hester

Prynne, pointed out that Swedish actors

had a special affinity for interpretin<^

our Puritans. Von Sydow carries this

movie. He accomplishes the almost im-

possible: he makes us give the ghastly,

ludicrous minister our grudging admira-

tion. Julie Andrews, pleasing enough in

her early scenes, doesn't have the ränge

or depth to develop a character. By the

end, when she talks to her husband of

love, she sounds quietly superior, like

a school-mistress teaching him little

lessons in humanity. It isn't acting, it's

condescension, in the ladylike manner

of Miss Greer Garson.

Richard Harris, however, provides the

romantic strength that his swashbuck-

ling role requires. And a non-profes-

sional Tahitian named Jocelyne La

Garde is sublime as Malama, the sacred

queen of the island, a warm mountain

of flesh that is balanced against Von
Sydow's scarecrow of spirit.

Unlike earlier generations of movie di-

rectors, the television and stage-trained

directors who now make movies (and

who rarely attempt spectacles) are not

able to use a historical novel as source

material to give their movies richness

of atmosphere and detail. But George

Roy Hill compensates for his inexperi-

ence in the medium by developing

strong characterizations that succeed in

binding the material. And the editing

is astute: the movie keeps picking up

its pace, moving ahead like an impatient

Storyteller, so that we rarely get too

much of anything.

Even the things done badly are inter-

esting because we can see what those

who made the film were trying to get

at, and why, and how hard it was

to get as much as they did. It would be

a loss if people were so sensitive to the

aesthetics of motion pictures that they

couldn't respond to a movie like Hawaii

for the characters and the subject mat-

ter. As they say in the South about a

meal of beans and rice, this movie sticks

to your bones.

Cautionary notices:

Fielder Cook's Ä Bi^ Hand for the

Little Lady has a kind of brazen con-

fidence and cheerful inconsequence that

can be mistaken for entertainment, but

there is not a single thing attempted in

it that is worth any respect. It's a tele-

vision Western comedy inflated by

color and a big screen but conceptually

all boxed in. There are so many close-
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ups of Henry Fonda, Joanne Wood-
ward, Jason Robards and Kevin Mc-
Carthy as they and a lot of old-timers

play poker that you may begin to feel

you never want to see any of them

again, that all interest in their faces has

been exhausted. When the action does,

momentarily, get away from the card

table, it has a nauseating perkiness.

There are twists at the end planned

in the patched-together television-play

way to make people say, "Gee that was

clever. I never expected it."

One good indication of what makes a

man a successful hack is his idea of art.

Periodically Delbert Mann expiates his

box-office successes (Lover Corne Back,

That Touch of Mink) with attempts to

be "honest." The latest and most dis-

astrous is Mr. Bidddwing, a feebly ear-

nest testament of confusion, füll of tele-

vision-style cliches about how people

feel when they've Sold Out. The hero,

James Garner, is suffering from, God
help US, amnesia. I used to think that

amnesia was just the first refuge of a

lazy screenwriter, but this Script is

based on a novel (by Evan Hunter).

Somebody actually paid money for the

The New Republic

idea of an amnesiac hero searching for

his identity. And here's the gloss on the

big idea: he's not just an amnesiac, he's

Everyman. Two of our finest actresses

(Jean Simmons and Angela Lansbury)

are sunk in this morass; somehow Su-

zanne Pleshette manages to stay afloat

for a few scenes, then she, too, is

submerged. Tve had a better time clean-

ing out closets than I did at this

movie. At least, the debris was my own.

Another American Everyman in the

higher income brackets is the central

character of Seconds, a peculiarly ugly,

heavy, and humorless Variation on the

Faust theme. There is nothing like these

attempts to Say Something for bringing

out the worst in everybody, and the

producers are rather shrewdly selling

this as a horror picture. Seconds has the

germ of an idea: a banker who is

vaguely dissatisfied with his life ar-

ranges for a second chance but doesn't

have any conception of a new life. But

the central character is deliberately

made dull, and for the movie to have

any center, he should be dull to himself

without being dull to us. The story goes

off on complications about a diabolical

• w
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Business enterprise; the director, John

Frankenheimer, shows off with a bac-

chanal; and James Wong Howe dis-

plays his camera pyrotechnics as if they

were going on sale in the nation's su-

permarkets. There is one harrowing

scene of two people in their fifties kiss-

ing and, despite their enervation, get-

ting excited. But that's not to be inter-

preted as a recommendation. The men
who made this picture are talented but

they can't convincingly condemn an

ugly, empty life by such ugly, empty

means. It is a horror picture: imagine

having a second chance at life and Com-

ing back as Rock Hudson!

The new occupant at Radio City Mu-
sic Hall and a fit successor to Kaleido-

scope is Any Wednesday, a Broadway

bedroom farce with expense-account

jokes and Jane Fonda and Jason Rob-

ards hopping about with blank, stupid

faces and ticky, manic movements.

Somebody must have thought this was

Comic style. Any Wednesday was di-

rected, needless to say, by someone

from television. It is loaded with prod-

uct tie-ins (like Borden's Milk, Time

magazine, Jack Daniels, and fürs and

cabs and restaurants, etc.); the differ-

ence between television and movies is

getting to be that when you go to the

movies you pay for the commerclals.

In Any Wednesday, the dialogue is so

repulsively arch and teasing that, as

with many a television program, the

plugs are a welcome relief. They at

least are ingenious. Toward the end -

and I stuck it out so I could be sure

you don't need to - there is a sequence

in which the errant husband is won
back to his wife of twenty years when

he sees her taking a bath. Old sex could

be the worst discovery since the teen-

ager.

And what of Aji American Dream? It

has been written and directed by some

other fellows from television. The

first fifteen minutes of Eleanor Parker

in and out of bed can be recommended

to connoisseurs of the tawdry, though

the movie as a whole doesn't rank with

The Oscar. The Oscar is the modern

classic of the genre. The Joseph E. Le-

vine beds and draperies were already

deluxe in The Carpcthaggers and Har-

low. In T/ie Oscar he added Harlan Elli-

son's incomparable bedroom conversa-

tions, and it's such a perfect commin-

gling the words might have sprouted

from the coverlets. Pauline Kael
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Jo^H y{us\on'. director, actor, narrator, sandman

THE BIBLE_(2öM Cd»«/«;-)/ Foat) ^/
Loew's State. And it was said unto the

film critics, go forth into the thcatre,

cndure three hours thercin, and he who
düth not falter with so much as a yawn,

a nod, or momcnts of slumbcr shall bc

deemed to have dcmonstratcd the utmost

devotion to his caUing. When director

John Huston was in New York during

the cuphoric pre-opcning activities to

promote *'Thc Rihlc," he said with ap-

parcnt sincerity that he believed the fihii

to be his best work. Mr. Huston is mis-

taken. His classic "The Trcasure of

Sierra Madre" will be shown and
revcred long after *'The Bible" has been

relegatcd to the hcap of other pondcrous

spectacles. However, Huston's jiidgnient

was not oflF entircly. His recounting of

the Bihle, from the Creation through

Abraham, has some stunning visual

achievcments, including the entire

Noah's Ark segment and the dcstruc-

tion of Sodom and Gomorrah. As I

watched, I kcpt trying to detcrmine

why, with so much visual strength, the

film was so boring. The revelation came
when I tried covering my cars. Hus-
ton's mistake was in not making a near-

silent niovic. When he shows us the

World in creation, it is utterly superflu-

ous to intone in a pompous narration

what occurs on the first day, on the

second, etc. This is the trouble through-

out, with Cristopher Fry's screenplay

which utilizcs Bible passagcs and
Stresses a narration spoken by Huston.

Likewise, the dialoguc emergcs stiltcd

rather than rieh. There is little to be

gained cincmatically by such a Sound-

track. What Huston has to give here is

primarily visual. In addition to the sop-

orific use of narration and dialogue,

the musical score bv Toshiro Mavuzumi,
is of the bang-your-cardrums variety,

and that alone may help put you to

slecp. Little of the acting is distin-

guished, except for the versatile Huston
as Noah and George C. Scott as Abra-

ham during his prcparation for the sac-

rifice. The parade of stars, including

Stephen Boyd, Ava Ciardner, Peter

O'Toole, and Richard Harris, is not

obtrusive, just additional wcight. The
Adam and Eve scene with Michael Parks

and Ulla Bergryd olTcrs no particular

strength or interest. Huston might have

fashioned a D. W. CirifTith-type master-

piece had he made an almost-silent film,

abetted by dialogue where absolutely

meaningful, and a judicious score. This

work is mainly for those who automat-

ically go to religious films or think it

will cducate children. Poor kids!
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77ir Dclugc and After

HK first xWwvr

to 1h' notcd

ahout "TW HiMc"

is tliat it isn't rtdlly

tlu' l^hk', hcing Init

n tin\' fraction of thc

wholc of that ciiiii-

bcrsomc work. TW inovic is hoiu-

achinifh lonir—two hours aiul fift\-

eight minutcs, with intcrniission—aiul

lias bccn iiLulc on a scalc aiul with an

opulcncc that siirnal "K|iic!" ''Kpic!"

"Kpic!'' aiul ^'Moiu'v!" ^^\^>IUT!"

"M <)IU*\
!'' froni onc <r()r2:<''(>iislv hc-

(laiilKtl aiul iH'di'/ciU'd sccjucnci' to thc

iicxt, hiit thc foiir or ^\c cpisodcs that

providc thc siini of its disjointcd plot

liavc all W'vn takcn froiii thc first fcw

jxigcs of thc Hook of Genesis. One is

rclicvt'd that thc nu)vie offers so much

less than its title proiniscs; at the saiiie

tinu', one's heart quails at thc thought

that if thc nu)vic is a hit, its producer,

Diru) De l.aurcntiis, and its dircctor,

John Huston, hoth supercolossallv <\\ri-

hitioiis and cncrgctic nicn, will fecl

tcni{)tcd to shoot their Tcchnicolored

\va\' throiiixh thc rest of GeiU'sis and on

into thc steani\' canchrakc of M.xodus,

Leviticus, Nunihcrs, and Dciiteroru)-

in\ . Amen, amen, I say unto you that

if this should eonu* to jxiss, then Mr.

De Laurentiis aiul Mr. Hiiston will

have k'ft at least one wcary stragglcr

l)\ thc roadside, for even as Arphaxad

hcgat Salah, and Salah hcgat Fdxr, and

Eher Ix'o-at l^clc<>:, so movics hasrd on

the l^ihlc hciret ]^)rcdonu and \ find it

hard to Inlicvc that I will cvcr sit

throiigh another such rpic exccj't in thc

line of dut\

.

Thc second thin<r to bc ]U)tcd ahout

"Thc 1^'hlc" is that it has sonu'thinü: in

it to ofYend cvcr\hod\, froni marine

architects (thc Ark is a distinctl\' un-

scawortlu-looking craft, and whm thc

waters risc and cover thc face of

thc carth, one cxpccts them to co\er

the luhhcrh Ark as well, Icaving poor

Noah with, as the IfolK vvood Rcviscd

Version has it, e<r<r on his face) to

mcmlnrs of tlu- A.S.P.CA. ( .Ahra-

ham's livi- offcrimrs and hurnt sacri-

fices are all too vividly cKpictcd ). If thc

nu)vic docsn't offend practicing Chris-

tians, it will certainl) makc tluin un-

cas\', hccause the scveral heroes of tlu-

movie are human hut the singlc villain

is divinc. 'J'hc scrccnplay was written

hy Christopher Fry, and it is piain that

hc aiul his associates liavc attcmptcd to

\

^
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(leal revi-i'ciitl\ with tlu' .iiuiciit Kirciids

that makc up Ciciu'sis, hut no ainount

of gingt' rl\ howdk'i-i/ing can kei'p jc-

hovah from siiniing a had-trmprrcd,

capricious t\ rant, who, having hccn

unahlc to leavc well cnough alonc,

ercatcd man and thcn goadcd :\\\i\

taun'i-d him hc\ond cnduiancc. 'I'he

sccjucnct's that prccede thc intci-inis-

sion- Adam and V.w in thc Garden
*>f l\dcn, their expulsion from the Ciar-

dcii, CaiiTs sla\'ing of /\hcl, thc huild-

ing of thc 'Fowcr of ]]ahcl, and the

Mood -haM' hccn filmcd in a fashion

to iinitc showings i)cforc pr()|H'rl\

brought-up girls and bo\ s m Sundav
^i'hools all oNcr thc uorld; thc second

half ot tlu- mo\ii', which has to do with

Abi-aham, Sarah, Ilagar, Isaac, aiul

Lot, introduces sex ( most of it unin-

tentionall\ laughable ) and is bettcr

suited to a churcji smoker, but no ;it-

tcntiNc vicu'ci- of thc nu)\ie as a whoK'

can iail to conclude that its moral is

"NcMj- trust an\b()d\, not even \-oiir

own Goil."

I he actor who appears to bc haxiiiLi;

thc best time in "Thc Hible" is Mr.
Huston, hamming it up in thc role of

Noah. I he actor who appears to hc

ha \ing the worst tinu' is Cjcorge C.

Scott, as hair\ old Abi-aham. Also pres-

ent, and moie or less indifferent to

their fates, ari' .\\a Ciardncr, as Sarah;

Michael J\'irks, as Adam; Ulla l^cr-

gr\(l, as Kvc; Stephen J^)\(l, as Nim-
rod

; and JV'tcr ()"J'oole, as no fewcr

than thrce angels, all of them nuopic.

'i'he canu-rawork is b\ Giuseppe Ro-
tunno, with additional footage of sk\

,

water, and fire, cerih beautiful, b\'

iMiist Haas, and thc poi-tentous inusic

is b\ J oshiro Ma\u/.unu.
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Movies: The Huston Bible
BY GARY ARNOLD

Somewhat to my surprise, I liked

John Huston's The Biblc. I don't

know if any urging on my part is

necessary to get you to see it. I sup-

pose not. The picture is rather hard

to ignore, and by the time this ar-

ticle appears, many of you will have

Seen The Biblc already, if only out

of sheer curiosity. The commercial

success of the film seems like a fore-

gone conclusion; Darryl Zanuck, for

instance, maintains that the film will

be a "bargain" even at the stagger-

ing price of 15,000,000 doUars that

Fox has invested in it. He's probably

right, but the movie itself invites ad-

miration rather than confidence. It

isn't the sort of ingratiating and de-

meaning spectacle that we've been

taught to expect from a few decades

of DeMille and certain less influen-

tial corrupters of Intolerance. De-

spite its errors and limitations, Hus-

ton's new film is epic in ways that

matter, that don't make a whore

of the term "epic.'' In many respects

The Biblc is a remarkable and beau-

tiful movie, and it's never less than

a suggestive and fascinating one. At

its best, Huston's work has both pic-

torial and dramatic grandeur.

The initial New York reviews of

The Biblc were almost totally igno-

rant, to put it mildly. At the present

time I have no way of knowing what
kind of critical response the movie

will get in other parts of the coun-

try. I wouldn't be surprised to see it

panned more or less unanimously. I

merely hope that you don't confuse

the pans with gospel truth or take

it for granted that The Bible is a

poor relation of The Ten Command-
ments. Locally, Bosley Crowther in

the Times and Judith Crist in the

World Journal Tribiuie accused Hus-

ton's movie of being dull and cau-

tious, of misinterpreting the subject

matter (the first twenty-two chap-

ters of Genesis), of a general lack of

Imagination. \i\ the New Yorker,

Brendan Gill did one of those

"frightful bore" or "you are no gen-

tleman, sir" takes that he's devel-
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oped to frigid perfection. In the past

Gill has defended the chastity of the

New Testament against a number of

cinematic assaults, but the Üld Tes-

tament seems to leave him cold to

begin with. He fails to examine Hus-

ton's complex and, I think, justifi-

ably ambiguous response to the text,

even though that respoi^se contains

some rather disturbing cold streaks

of its own. It's interesting that both

Crowther and Crist chose to wax
nostalgic over the late Cecil B. De-

Mille, whose approach to the Bible,

to history, and to the public was cer-

tainly )iot ambiguous or complex in

any responsible sense of the terms,

hiadvertently, these two critics have

Struck a vital nerve of American tilm

making, for Huston and DeMille are,

respectively, the legitimate and the

bastard heirs of D. W. Griffith.

Admitting the danger of oversim-

plification, I still believe it's fair to

argue that Huston's best work has

embodied and extended the most in-

telligent, the most adventurous tra-

ditions of movie drama and nar-

rative style pioneered by Griffith,

while DeMille's best work has per-

formed a similar service (or dissev-

vice, if you prefer) for the weakest,

the most stilted and reactionary of

those traditions. Permit me to State

the case metaphorically—if Griffith

created the American film idiom,

then Huston translated it into a lean,

contemporary form of prose and De-

Mille translated it into doggerei.

For the most part the tendencies

coarsened by DeMille have proved

to be the most foolproof at the

box office and within the indus-

try itself. In general it's more profit-

able to be safe and corrupt. John
Huston's career, like the careers of

every gifted director in the history

of Hollywood, resembles the arche-

type established by Griffith—some
major victories, some major defeats

and mistakes, eventual compromise
and exile. Even if he's feit compelled

to play it corrupt at times, Huston
has never played it safe. Like Grif-

fith, Huston has had to live without

the kind oi artistic autonomy that

consistent success and hack achieve-

ment guarantee.

The Bible may not undermine the

wretched traditions DeMille de-

veloped, but it does cut boldly

against thei^ v^rain, and I can only

hupe that it leaves a permanent scar.

For an epic The Bible is surprisingly

restrained and elegant. Huston has

been able to keep the logistics of the

production from dwarfing either the

narration or the total feeling he

wants to express. The most ambi-

tious scenes in terms of sheer size

and movement and action are ulti-

mately less important to the film

than the simpler, more intimate and
dramatic moments.

I don't mean to imply that Huston
has bungled the "big" scenes, the

spectacular and pictorial challenges

in the material. On the contrary,

most of them are gorgeous and very

intclligently stylized. There are a

number of stunning aerial pano-

ramas of landscape and of men and
animals in movement. The Tower of

Babel sequence is a süperb Visual

composition; the images take in so

much ränge and detail and action

that you experience the special film

Illusion (so characteristic of the best

epic scenes in Griffith) of seeing

years of lüUory and conflict sud-

denly summed up and clarified in a

Single instant, a Single shot. The one
major battle scene occurs during the

Abraham sequence, and again Hus-
ton brings it off with an oblique,

lovely form of stylization—it's a

night battle seen through a series of

tracking shots and illuminated by
torches, so that the fighting is ex-

pressed by cryptic, individual, con-

stantly shifting flashes of violence

and movement. For all I know, Hus-
ton might have shot the scene with

no more than two dozen extras. But

he succeeds in suggesting a pitched

battle with hundreds of people in-

volved. During the Noah sequence
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the logistics of the production be-

come part of the very meaning and

humor of the story itself. This is the

most charming section of the mo-
vie; among other things it's probably

the best children's fihii in years. But

it's interesting as more than a piece

of entertainment. Since Huston is

playing Noah, in addition to reading

the narration and the Words of God,

the entire sequence has a curious

sort of irony. That Ark begins to

seein like a good metaphor for the

movie itself—an insane, impractical

folly that somehow manages to float,

to beat the odds against it. It's the

work of a talented, imperturbable

gambler.

At the very least, T]\c Biblc is a

striking Visual spectacle, and it's rel-

atively free of the sort of blunders

one is accustomed to in films of this

genre—glaring process shots, bad

color, abject surrender to the wide

screen, vulgär melodrama, and piety

in the pursuit of a fast bück. But es-

sentially Tlic Biblc is an interesting

and original Him because its makers

are honest vvith their material, and

this honesty has led them avvay from

either simple revcrcnce or easy Solu-

tions. The film compels you to go

back to the original and read the

text. If you do, the chances are that

your reactions will be as mixcd and

troubled and complicated as those

of Huston, screenvvriter Christopher

Fry, and the other collaborators on
the movie. Along with the cadences

and the poetry that you recall from
your childhood, you'll be reminded
of the absolute mystery and wanton-
ness of just about everything that

happens. Genesis is a peculiar com-
bination of bleakness and exaltation,

and God's will is as arbitrary, as in-

different to human needs and moti-

vations, as the elements. If you're a

dramatist, exactly what can you do
with subject matter that's endlessly

suggestive and inexplicable?

The real strength of Tlie Bible is

that it retains that basic mys-
tery. It doesn't Interpret too much;
for the most part the action is kept

as simple and direct as possible, but

this simplicity is more moving and
suggestive than any amount of ex-

pert Interpretation. The loyalties of

the film makers are split between a

regard for Genesis and a regard for

humanity, and their movie derives

a considerable degree of power from
the fact that this split is irreconcil-

able.

hl The Biblc the idea that Stands

out is the essential helplessness and
loneliness of men in their relation to

God. 1 think it's impossible to escape
the basic vision of this film, which is

tragic, a vision of men in despair.

The two best Performances in the

film are both in the tragic vein—

Richard Harris' Cain and George C.

Scott's aged Abraham. When he
wants to turn it on, Harris can be an
electrifying screen actor; as Cain, he
lets out all the stops with an incred-

ibly daring and stylized and "the-

atricaK' burst of passion. It's an un-

forgettable thing to watch—like the

birth of pure, elemental anger. Since

the Bible itself doesn't supply the

faintest clue as to Abraham's feel-

ings when God demanded the sac-

rifice of Isaac, Scott has used the

best modeis that are available—

Creon and Lear. His Performance is

an extension of Harris' simple an-

ger and Huston's simple faith as

Noah. In Scott's Abraham both the

anger and the faith are refined and
pitted against one another. By the

time the battle is called off, Scott

has given us a terrifying expression

of humanity on the brink of rebel-

lion and despair. At the same time,

Huston's film achieves the kind of

total, final emotional power that it

was seeking. The Biblc does attack

and partially illuminate the dark
heart of its original source. In a way
it's enough that Huston has con-

founded us by directing an intelli-

gent biblical cpic. What is really

amazing is that he has managed to

retain a conception of his material, to

make us rcalize why he wanted to

dramati/e the Biblc in the first place.

D
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Die Genesis als Bilderbuch

Zu John Hustons Film «Die Bibel» im Kino Apollo

ms. WäJirend Jahren war, ausgrestrout von Nach-
richtenbüros des Kihng-eschätts, die Kede von Dino
dcLaurcntiis\ des römischen Produzenten, Vor}ia})en,^ die Bibel 7X\ verfihnen. Der Anspruch wurde antang's

offenbar lioch ang^esetzt: daß Carl Theodor Dreyer,

der dänische Altmeister, der noch immer mit dem
Projekt eines Christusfilms ringt, die Kegie über-

nehmen würde, hieß es zunächst; dann rückte

Federieo Fellini, dessen künstlerische Persönlich-

keit im Religiösen wurzelt, in die Nähe, und spä-

ter dachte de Laurent iis daran, den ursprünglich

auf zehn Stunden Spieldauer angelegten Film von

verschiedenen Regisseuren — von Robert Bresson,

Luchino Visconti, John Huston und den })ei(len

zuerst Genannten — in Episoden drelien zu lassen.

Die Regisseure, deren Siatur geistig und künst-

lerisch für ein solches Vorhaben beschaffen ge-

wesen wäre, ließen sich indessen offenbar nicht

überzeugen: was de Laurentiis — nach dem jetzt

vorliegenden Produkt zu schließen — ohne Zw(u-

fel vorschwebte, war ein monumentales HikU^rbuch,

zu dem sich, außer dem Amerikaner John Ilustott,

keiner bereitfand; jeder von ihnen hätte dabei

sein Gesicht zu verlieren gehabt.

Jolni Huston scheint dieser Verlust wenig

interessiei*t zu ha})en. Ihn ma^ gedünkt haben, daß

er zu einem Monumentalfilm, wie er in der Ge-

schichte des Films gang und gäbe ist, das Zeug

habe wie jeder andere auch und daß er es so gut

mache oder besser als andei-e. Sein Irrtum liegt

darin, daß der Anspruch, der von der Vorlage,

der Bibel, gestellt wird, doch wohl sich anders

ausnimmt also dort, wo ein fiktives historisches

Geschehen den Stotf abgibt. Freilich beschränkte

sieh John Huston, der im ursprünglichen Plan

für die Darstellung der Sintflut vorgesehen Avar:

er stellte diese «Episode» in die Mitte seines drei-

teilig konzi])ierten Films von nahezu drei Stiui-

deu Spieldauer, setzte ihr die Schöpfungs-

geschichte vornedran und ließ ihr die Geschichte

Abrahams (bis zur Opferung lsa<aks) folgen. Es

sind also aus dem Ersten Buch Mose die zwei-

undzwaiizig ersten Kapitel, die zum Zuge kamen,

wobei allerdings auch hier stofflich jene Auswahl

getroffen wurde, die die Inszenierung eines opu-

lenten Schauspiels am besten garantierte. Auf
Show also geht dieser Film aus.

Seine Anmaßung ist eine doppelte: Die zwei-

undzwanzig ersten Kapitel der Genesis werden

großsprecherisch unter dem Titel «Die Bibel» sub-

sumiert, das ist die eine; zum andeni wird — das

geht eindeutig aus der Art der Vorbereitung des

Films hervor — der Wille bekundet, doch auch im

Geistigen die Ents])rechung herzustellen. Daß hier

bloß Naivität am Werke gewes<'n wäre, ist un-

wahrscheinlich. Zu solcher Naivit-ät ist weder

ist, zur Seite geneigt hält; spielt ihn als einen

Zirkuskünstler, dem es Vei'gnügen macht, die Tiere

jeglicher Gattung, den sanften Hassen mit dem
wilden l^eu, in die Arche zu treiben; als einen

Flötenspieler, der als ein greis gewordener und
etwas depper Orpheus die Tiere und die Familie

um sich versammelt. Ein Ansatz wäre hier ge-

geben: Noahs Gehorsam gegen Gott auszudeuten

als ein ironisiertes Gottverhältnis; aber der An-
satz ist, im ganzen dieses Bilderbuchs gesehen,

eben falsch und führt deshalb zu einem Resultat,

das von der Sache des Ernstes, den man immerhin
anstrebt, al)lenkt. Die Sintflut wird, weil Noah in

seiner Arche mit den Tieren so humorigen Umgang
pflegt, ganz einfach zum Schabernack. Daß sie

Strafe war, daß sie eine ungeheure Katastrophe
war, davon sj)ürt man nichts; die Wasserspiele,

so brillant sie technisch gemacht sind, bleiben eben

Si)iele. Der dritte Teil schließlich, AbrahanLs Müh-
sal mit Sara und mit Gott, vennag nicht mehr ein-

zuholen, was vorher versäumt worden ist. Zwar
gibt es da starke dramatische Szenen, zumindest
in der Gestalt des Abraham wird etwas spürbar
von dem Drama des Gehorsams gegenüber Gott,

alx'r die geistige Gestalt dieses Mannes wird dann
d()(*h dem Schaupnuik der Haupt- und Staats-

aktionen, d(s Kriegs der Könige und der Ver-
nichtung Sodoms, und dem Schaupnink der Land-
schaften zum Opfer gebracht. Daran bekommt
John Huston nicht genug, er spannt die Geduld
bis zur Firmüdung an.

Ijcere also, wo Fülle möglich gewesen wäre.

An diesem Urteil ändert schließlich auch nichts,

daß sich die Autoren mit der Herstellung des

Films alle erdenkliche Mühe gegeben, technische

Akkuratesse an den Tag gelegt, theologische Be-

ratung zugC7X)gen, die Dekorationen im Wett-
bewerb verseil iedeiu^r Maler eniiert, die bildliche

Darstellung unter Hinweis und Zuzug abend-

ländischer Malerei zu klären vei^sucht haben (ein

im Vertilg Mondadori, ^lailand, ei-schienenes,

üppig ausgestattetes Buch gibt über diese er-

staunliche Akribie Auskunft): was bleibt, ist, bei

allem Aufwand, ein Kompendium der geistigen

und künstlerischen Dürftigkeit.

!



toilig kony.i})i('rtoii Films von imhc/ii drei Stuii-

(loii Spieldauer, setzte? ilir die Scliö])runj?s-

pescliiehtc vornedran und ließ ihr «lie (i(»>s(liiehte

Abraliams (bis zur Opfenui^ Isaaks) folK^^n. Es
sind also aus dem Krst^n Bueli Mose die zwei-

undzwauzij? ersten Ka])itel, die zum Zuge kamen,
wobei allerdingfs auch hier stoiriieli jene Auswahl
petrofTen wurde, die die Inszeniening" eines o])U-

lenten Schauspiels am besten garantierte. Auf
Show also geht dics^^r Film aus.

Seine Anmaßung ist eine doppelte: Die zwei-

undzwanzig ersten Kapitel der Genesis werden
großsprecherisch unter dem Tit<^l «Die Bibel» sub-

sumiert, da« ist die eine; zum andern wird — da.s

geht eindeutig aus der Art der Vorbereitung des

Films hervor — der Wille bekundet, doch auch im*

Geistigen die Knts])rechung herzustellen. Daß hier

bloß Naivität am Werke gewesen wäre, ist un-

wahrscheinlich. Zu solcher Naivitüt ist weder
Jolm HiLston von sich aus fähig — sein gHr.zos

bisheriges Werk w idei*spräche ihr — , noch ist zu

glauben, daß der Szenarist sich mit ihr identifi-

zieren könnte: auch liier s])riclit das Werk Chri-

stoplier Frys eine tuidere Sprache. Also steht nicht

Naivität am Ursprung des Filias, sondern ge-

s<^hiiftlic}ie Spekulation. Das wäre \^eiter nicht

schlimm, hätte sich diese Spekulation nicht in der

nunmehr realisierten Art nicHlergeschhigen: in

einer monumentalen Filx»l, die vom alttestament-

lichen Geschehen, soweit es in den Film ein-

gefangen ist, eine altvaterische Bebilderung gibt.

Aber was schlimmer ist als dieser Bilderbuchstil,

der künstlerisch dem Stoff völlig unangemessen
ist, ist die Tatsache, daß dieser Film Vorstellun-

gen wieder aufl)aut und vielleicht erneut festlegt,

die von der Th(M)logie und in Konsequenz auch
vom Religionsunterricht in der Schule längst ab-

gebaut worden sind. Es wäre falsch, den Film
damit zu entschuldigen, daß er eine harmlose und
bunte, mit reichlichen Aktionen ausgestattete

Schau sei und daß man also auf der Identität im
Geistigen nicht beharren sollte. Falsch darum, weil

die Genesis so wenig wie ein anderes Buch der

Bibel dazu da ist, eine hannlosc Schau abzugeben.

John Huston berichtet zuerst, wie Gott die

Welt erschuf: Hier kann man insofern noch zu-

stimmend diskutieren, als der Versuch, dir

Schöpfung in knappen abstrakten Bildern von
weicher Konturierung und diffuser Farbe zu

geben, künstlerisch — und das heißt auch ge-

schmacklich — sich einigermaßen rechtfertigen

läßt. Das Unbehagen beginnt allerdings mit der

Darstellung der Erschaifung Adams und Evas:

Unbehagen nicht nur deshalb, weil in den alt-

t^estamentlichen Bericht noch Elemente der

Legende gemischt werden, wie da-s bei fast allen

biblischen Filmen bisher unstatthaft geschehen ist;

Unbehagen vor allem da nun, weil die Schöpfungs-
geschichte vom Auftreten Adams an, die Aus-
treibung aus dem Paradies und deren Folgen ganz
einfach (unfreiwillig) komisch wirken. Es mag sein,

daß der Produzent, der Szenarist und der Regis-

seur jeglichen theologischen Disputen haben aus-

weichen wollen. Sie taten es auf dem Wege, daß
sie die Berichte wörtlich nahmen — also einem
wenn auch sehr volkstümlichen Fundamentalismus
huldigten. Auf diese Weisr aber machen sie sich

der Unwahrhaftigkeit schuldig, und sie erleichtern

den Zugang zur Bibel nicht, sondern erschweren

ihn, indem sie dem wie immer beschafTenen Publi-

kum den Widei-spnich aufdrängen, daß die Bibel

eben nicht stimme. Es wäre umgekehrt durchaus
möglich gewesen, sich von diesem Wörtlichnehmen
des Textes abzukehren und zu einer Textinter-

pretation durch den Film zu gelangen, die, wie

immer sie dann auch })eschafren gewesen wäre,

küastlerisch zu einem e<'hten Erlebnis verholfen und
theologisch zum Gespräch, wenn nicht zum Disput
Anlaß gegeben hätte.

Den mittleren Teil seines Films hat John
Hustx)n otfensichtlich mit großem Spaß in Szene
gesetzt. Er selbst spielt Noah, spielt ihn als einen

frommen Schläuling, der, wenn Gott zu ihm
spricht, seinen Kopf, da er ein wenig schwerhörig

nn \ erlag Aiondauuri, .Maiiami, ei-si luenenes,

üppig ausgestattetes Buch gibt über diese er-

staunliche Akribie Auskunft): was bleibt, ist, bei

allem Aufwand, ein Kompendium der geistigen

und künstlerischen Dürftigkeit.
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The pleasures of the Coming year include an extraordinary motion picture . . ."The Bible.**

It will be Fall of 1965 before you can see this film, but, because it is so important, Macy*8 has

promised to teil you about the progress of "The Bible" from time to time. New being made in

Italy, it*s the work of a triumvirate of rare talents: Dino De Laurentiis, Christopher Fry, and

John Huston.They are now putting on film...with a splendor and scope that promise to astonish

the World . . . the events of Genesis: Creation, Cain and Abel, Noah's Ark, Adam and Eve, The

Tower of Babel, and Abraham.We have seen stills of some of these scenes, and we can teil you

that the art of the film reaches apoetry and beauty in"The Bible" that have seldom been achieved.

l

Casting has now heon complclod, and we will kt the namcs

spcak for thcmselves: Stephen Boyd, Ava Gardner, Richard

Harris, John Husion (who plays Noah as wdl as directs),

Peter O'Toole, Michael Parks, George C. Scott • • . and a

new actrcss, Ulla Bcrgryd, as Eve. It isn*t hard to undcr-

stand why Macy's considers "The Bible'* an event to lock

lorward to in 1965, an exciting event e\en for New York.

The pleasures of the Coming year also include a whole progression

of cxtraordinary events at Macy*s. They are now being planned,

and all -we can teil you about them at this time is that theyVe of a

Scale and a scope typical of The World's Largest Store. You will

hear more about them in 1965. Lots more. And, if you know Macy^s,

you can be sure theyVc worth looking forward, to, because each

and every one will be an exciting event even for New York.
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USE THIS COUPON NOW AND BE AMÖNG THE FIRST TO SEE THE EXTRAORDINARY MOTION PICTURE . . ."THE BIBLE"

Buy good seats for these shows at box office prices at Macy^s

Got tickc'ts to all thrse shows , . . ^.ncl niorp. "Absoncc of a (\'llo", *'Any Wodncsday'*,

"Bajour", "Ben Franklin in I'aris ', *'ßeyond the Fringe", 'Tomody in Music",

•*Fiddler on the Roof", 'Tunny Girl", "Golden Boy", "Hughie", ''LUV", "Oh What

a Lovely War", "Slow Dance on the Killing Ground", "The Owl and the Pussycat",

*'The Subject Was Roses", **What Makes Sammy Run", "Zizi". Check or M.O. only.

Fill out Ihn ooiipon or como io Macy's . . . and your

iiame will he pui on a special priority list for roscrvcd

soats for "The Biblo". Whcn tickrts are availahlo, you
will havo first rhoice of diiivs and seats . . . liefore any
public announcemcnt. And, of ooursc, you'll pay only

box office prices. So act now, This is the oasiest way
lo be sure you*11 be able to sce "The Bible" in its

Premiere New York engagement.

Macy*s New York Thcatre Box Office

-TheBIble"
Box;:?550, Mad. Sq. Station, N.Y., N.Y. lOOlO

rio;i-s« put my name on the priority list for *'The Bible" and send mtt

lurther detaiU on the priority plan-at no cost or Obligation.

tiame.
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City— .SUie. JBIp Ced«.

COME, WRITE MACY'S NEW YORK THEATRE BOX OFFICE AT MACY^S HERALD SQUARE, WHITE PLAINS ROOSEVELT FIELD, HUNTINGTON, NEW HAVEN
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Gere to Star in Paramount's 'David'
ByAUEANHARMETZ

Speci«! to The New Yort Timee

HOLLYWOOD, July 13— Nearly 30
years after Moses parted the Red Sea
in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Com-
mandments," Paramount Pictures,
the home of Mr. DeMille, is bringing
back the religious epic.

Richard Gere will star in "The
Story of David," Israelis warrior-
king, and Bruce Beresford, the Aus-
tralian director of "Breaker Morant,"
willdirect.

Paramount's new David will be
light years from the character played

by Gregory Peck in 20th Century-
Fox's 1951 "David and Bathsheba."
"That David was whitewashed and
hopelessly romanticized,'' Mr. Beres-
ford said in a telephone call from Um-
don. "The buildings looked phony.
Everyone walked around dressed in

tea towels talking pruverbs in some
kind of Old Testament Disneyland.

"

Movie genres— westems, detective

stories, horror films— have floated in

and out of fashion during the last 70
years. The 1977 "Star Wars" started a
cycle of Space movies. A year later,

the success of "Superman" started

the licensing of cartoon characters.

Religious epics have been unfash-

ionable for nearly 20 years, sinceVl^lm
Uluston*^ "The Bible" in 1966 alid
OfSSfg^ Stevens's mammoth "The
Greatest Story Ever Told" in 1965 ap-
propriated, respectively, the entire
Old and New Testaments. Because of
its $18 million cost, "The Bible," al-

though a minor success, didn't eam
its money back. "The Greatest Story
EverTold" was a box-office failure.

The $18.5-million "The Story of
David" began in a brainstorming Ses-
sion six years ago. "It was a *What
kind of movies are we interested in
seeing?' meeting," said Jeffrey Kat-
zenberg, Paramount's President of
production. Midway through the con-

versation, Michael Eisner, President
of Paramount Pictiires, mused that

there hadn't been a biblical picture

done for 15 years.

"We told our story department to

research any historical characters
from 2000 B.C. through the story of

Christ that one could build a motion
picture around," Mr. Katzenberg
said. "The only story that was un-
touched and that had enough parallels

to the World today to be interesting

was the story of David, the rebel who
became a hero-kiiig and united the
tribesof Israel."

Five years ago Paramount hired a
screenwriter. That first Script, Mr.
Katzenberg said, was "a typical over-
sized spectacle screenplay without
human characters." A bad screenplay
often dooms a project, and it was two
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fTelevision

Shirley Jones and John Mcintire in the premiere
episodeof 'Shirley, " Channel 4at8 P.M.

I.

TOP WEEKENDFILMS
FRIDAY

|f8 P.M. (7) '«The Bible" (1966). George C. Scott, Peter OToole,
i Ava Gardner. Visually impressive. Earthiest part:Üohn
I V Huston's ark. Ni^

SATURDAY
8 P.M. (11) "Red River" (1^). John Wayne, Montgomery

Clift, Joanne Dm. Steady, leathery and often more.
11:40 P.M. (2) "Rosemary's Baby" (1968). Mia Farrow, John

Cassavetes, Ruth Gordon, Sidney Blackmer. Excellent
occult suspense.

which should be waming
enough(2hrs.)
(ll)Movie: **Women of the

Prehistoric Planet" (1966).

Merry Anders. Wendcll
Corey, Keith Larsen. Space-
ship survivors. At 'em, girls

(li^hrs.)

(13)ReadaIong/WriteOn
(31)Sesame Street (R)

1 : 15(13)V^at's in the News (R)
1 :90(2)As the World Tums

(5)The Addams Family
(13)Many Worlds of Nature

1 :45(13)Search for Science
2:00(4)TheDoctors

(5)Gilligan's Island

(7)0ne Life to Live

(13) Universe and I

(31) Mister Rogers (R)
2:15(13)WriteOn(R)
2:30(2)Guiding Light

(4)AnotherWorId
(5)Star Blazers

(ll)Joya*sFunSchool
(13)Dimensions in Science
(31)0n the Job

3:00(5) Popeye and Friends
(7)General Hospital
(9)Ironside

(ll)Three Stooges and
Friends
(13)WatchYoufMouth
(31)Women: New York Edi-
tion

3:30(2)One Day at a Time (R)
(5)Woody Woodpecker
(ll)MarvelMen
(13) Villa Alegre (R)
(31)Academy Leaders

4:00(2)Match Game
(4)Mary Tyler Moore
(5)The Little Rascals
(7)EdgeofNight
(9)«M0VIE: "A Yank in the
RAF" (1941). Tyrone Power.
Betty Grable. John Sutton.

[ost entertainins. still (2

7:00(2)News: Walter Cronkite
(4)News: John Chancellor
(5)M*A*S*H(R)
(7)News: Frank Reynolds.
Max Robinson. Peter Jen-
nings

(9)Joker's Wild
(U)TheOddCouple
(13)0ver Easy: Kaye Ste-

vens, guest

(21) Photography : Here*8
How

7:30(2)Three*s a Crowd
(4)Sha Na Na
(5)A11 in the Family (R)
(7)1100,000 Name That Tune
(9)DatingGame
{11 31)News
(13)The MacNeil /Lehrer
ReportPBS
(21)Long Island Newsmaga*
zine

(25)Personal Time Manage-
ment
(41)Mama Campanita
(50)New Jersey Nightly News
(60,€8)New Jersey New-
swatch

7:45(<0,i8)Wall Street Perspec-
tive

7:57(50)Lottery Drawing
8:00(2)The Incredible Hulk

(4)«SHIRLEY: Comedy-
drama series starring Shirley

Jones (P)
(S)«BLACK HOLES: MON-
STERS THAT EAT SPACE
AND TIME. An exploration of

the celestial vacuum cleaners
that devour everything in

Jr
paths; Duck Pearson,

isor to NASA, ho6t.

IMOVIE: "The Bible'*

ß). George C. Scott, Peter
oole. Ava Gardner. Ava

oMidner, Franco Nero. The
Book is b«tter. But has its mo-
ments(3hr8.)
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THEDINO
DElAURENTHS
PRODUCTION

NOW WILL I MULTIPLY THY SEED
AS THE STARS OF THE HEAVEN,
AND AS THE SAND WHICH IS BY
THE SEA SHORE . . . INNUMERABLE.
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IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED
THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH. AND
THE EARTH WAS WITHOUT FORM,
AND VOID, AND DARKNESS WAS
UPON THE FACE OF THE DEEP.
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AND THE SPIRIT OF GOD MOVED
UPON THE FACE OF THE WATERS

AND GOD SAID, 'LET THERE BE
LIGHT; AND THERE WAS LIGHT.

AND GOD SAW THE LIGHT THAT
IT WAS GOOD.AND GOD DIVIDED
THE LIGHT FROM THE DARKNESS.

i I



AND GOD CALLED THE LIGHT DAY. .

.

AND THE DARKNESS HE CALLED
NIGHT. AND THE EVENING AND
MORNING WERE THE FIRST DAY.

'

AND GOD SAID/LET THERE BE A
FIRMAMENT IN THE MTDST OF THE
WATERS...AND LET IT DIVIDE THE
WATERS FROM THE WATERS.' AND
GOD CALLED THE FIRMAMENT
HEAVEN.AND THE EVENING AND
MORNING WERE THE SECOND DAY

AND GOD SAID, 'LET THE WATERS
UNDER THE HEAVEN BE GATHERED
TOGETHER UNTO ONE PLACE...AND
LET THE DRY LAND APPEAR.' AND
HE CALLED THE DRY LAND EARTH...

AND THE GATHERING TOGETHER
OF THE WATERS CALLED HE SEAS.

AND GOD SAID, 'LET THE EARTH'
BRING FORTH GRASS...THE HERB
YIELDING SEED...THE FRUIT TREE
YIELDING FRUIT..WHOSE SEED
IS IN ITSELF,UPON THE EARTH.

I I



AND THE EVENING AND THE
MORNING WERE THE THIRD DAY.

AND GOD SAID/LET THERE BE
LIGHTS IN THE FIRMAMENT OF THE
HEAVEN...AND GOD MADE TWO
GREAT LIGHTS,THE GREATER LIGHT
TO RULE THE DAY...AND THE LESSER
LIGHT TO RULE THE NIGHT.AND
THE EVENING AND THE MORNING
WERE THE FOURTH DAY.

I

AND GOD SAID;LET THE WATERS
BRING FORTH ABUNDANTLY
THE MOVING CREATURE THAT
HATH LIFE...

AND FOWLTHAT MAY FLY
ABOVE THE EARTH IN THE OPEN
FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN.'AND
GOD BLESSED THEM SAYING:
'BE FRUTTFUL AND MULTIPLY

AND THE EVENING AND THE
MORNING WERE THE FIFTH DAY
AND GOD SAID,'LET THE EARTH
BRING FORTH THE LIVING
CREATURE AFTER HIS KIND...

CATTLE...AND EVERYTHING THAT
CREEPETH UPON THE EARTH
AFTER HIS KIND. AND THE BEAST
OF THE EARTH AFTER HIS KIND.

AND GOD SAW THAT IT WAS
GOOD. AND GOD SAID/LET US
MAKE MAN IN OUR IMAGE,
AFTER OUR LIKENESS.'
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AND THE LORD GOD FORMED MAN
OF THE DUST OF THE GROUND AND
BREATHED INTO HIS NOSTRILS THE
BREATH OF LIFE...AND MAN BECAME
A LIVING SOUL AND THE LORD GOD
SAID,TT IS NOTGOODTHAT MAN
SHOULD BE AL0NE:AND HE CAUSED
A DEEP SLEEP TO FALLUPON ADAM
AND HE SLEPT AND GOD MADE A
WOMAN,AND BROUGHT HER UNTO
THE MAN. SO GOD CREATED MAN IN

HIS OWN IMAGE, IN THE IMAGE OF
GOD CREATED HE HIM, MALE AND
FEMALE CREATED HE THEM. AND
GOD SAW EVERYTHING THAT HE HAD
MADE AND, BEHOLD, IT WAS VERY
GOOD. AND THE EVENING AND THE
MORNING WERE THE SIXTH DAY

AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY GOD
RESTED FROM ALL HIS WORK
WHICH HE HAD MADE, AND GOD
BLESSED THE SEVENTH DAY AND
SANCTIFIED IT.

•CREATION' — EXCERPTS FROM THE CHRISTOPHER FRY SCREENPLAY. PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERNST HAAS.
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NOW GOD HAD PLANTED A GARDEN,
EASTWARD IN EDEN, AND HE SAID,

'GO INTO THE GARDEN I HAVE MADE;
TEND IT, AND KEEP IT.'

OF EVERY TREE OF THE GARDEN
THOU MAYEST FREELY EAT...BUT

OF THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE
OF GOOD AND EVIL,THOU SHALT
NOT FAT OF IT...AND GOD BLESSED
THEM, AND SAID UNTO THEM/BE
FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY.'

The Bible is a remarkable document. It has inspired masterpieces in

painting, literature, music; in fact, all the art forms through which man

has sought for centuries to express himself. Its pages teil an enthralling

tale of our beginnings. Adam and Eve are the central characters in the

first love Story. Their eating of the forbidden fruit is the first sin. The

slaying of Abel is the first murder; the Great Flood is the first world

disaster; the Tower of Babel is the first skyscraper, and the destruction

of Sodom is the first holocaust involving the total ruin of a city.

Of all the art forms drawing on this eternally fascinating story, the

motion picture is perhaps the most perfectly suited to convey the

magnitude of The Bible, making use, as it does, of the entire spectrum

of the arts to appeal to our imaginations and emotions.

But not until the Dino De Laurentiis production was the art of the

motion picture used to depict the continuous sweep of this magnificent

drama. De Laurentiis envisioned a film that would, for the first time,

preserve fidelity to the actual text.

This point of view was shared by director John Huston whose past

successes had established him as one of the world's leading filmmakers.

It was reflected in the sensitive screenplay by famed poet-playwright

Christopher Fry.

The opening of the film, depicting the Creation of the World, pro-

vided a striking example of the film's fidelity to its source. The Creation

emerged with the completeness of a film poem, setting the lyrical text

of the first chapter of Genesis to the imaginative beauty of Ernst Haas'

photography.

This inspired approach had its roots in the fact that De Laurentiis and

Huston viewed creation as a never-ending State, believing the world

to be in the continual process of being created. Their outlook found

another adherent in Haas, who had been at work on a coUection

of still photographs to illustrate this very concept. Haas was asked to

lead a ten man crew to the far reaches of the earth, filming natural

phenomena, much of which had never before been beheld by man.

The results proved extraordinarily rewarding, for these unusual filmed

scenes brought an added dimension of Visual imagery to the text.



"Although everyone knows the Garden of Eden, no one can describe

it," observed director Huston. "I had to fashion it in such a manner that

it would be acceptable to all."

EVE, 1 WILL GREATLY MULTIPLY Huston envisioned Paradise touched with

THY SORROWAND THYCONCEPTION; perpetual radiance and filmed the scenes

IN SORROW THOU SHALT BRING in the Garden of Eden so they seemed

FORTH CHILDREN;AND THY DESIRE miraculously awash with a golden glow.

SHALL BE TO THY
HUSBAND, AND
HE SHALL RULE
OVER THEE.

Michael Parks was chosen to portray

Adam, but when a dark-haired beauty was

selected for the role of Eve. a chorus of

Protest was raised around the world be-

cause Eve was depicted as a blonde in

most paintings of the Old Masters.

ADAM,
BECAUSE THOU
HAST HEARKENED
UNTO THY WIFE
AND HAST EATEN
OF THE TREE,

CURSED IS THE GROUND FOR THY
SAKE, IN SORROW SHALT THOU
FAT OF IT ALL THE DAYS OF THY
LIFE; THORNS ALSO AND THISTLES
SHALL IT BRING FORTH TO THEE.

\

To comply with the prcvailing concept, a new Eve was found in the

person of Ulla Bergryd, a 19-year-old Swedish girl with red-gold hair,

blue eyes and exactly the look of fresh innocence Huston sought.
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and their antagonists. rcprcsciitcd by Abel, ihc kccpers of the flocks.
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WHOSOEVER SLAYETH CAIN;
VENGEANCE SHALL BE TAKEN
ON HIM SEVENFOLD. I SET A
MARK UPON CAIN, LEST ANY,
FINDING HIM, SHALL Because Biblical text referred to the mark of Cain without specifically

SLAY HIM. describing it, the problem of how it looked was posed for the film-

makers. Then Fry recollected the legend that a man Struck by Ught-

ning bore the mark of a blasted tree on his body. The Image fasci-

nated both Huston and De Laurentiis, and it was adopted for the film.

The branding of Cain as a murderer and his banishment into the wilder-

ness occurred in the starkly barren setting of the burnt out lava slopes

of Mount Vesuvius. Continually in THE BIBLE, specially chosen

backgrounds were used to heighten the impact of a mood or emotion.

In creating a portrait of Cain, Richard Harris attained a degree of in-

volvment with the role, unusual for an actor of even great sensitivity.

In scenes showing Cain's panicked flight, Harris refused to wear any

protective covering on the soles of his feet as he ran up the jagged

Vesuvian slopes. By the time filming had been completed, his feet were

so lacerated by lava ash, Harris had to be carried down the mountain.

In yet an earlier scene, before the death of Abel, when Cain found his

sacrifice rejected and reacted jealously to God's acceptance of Abel's

offering, Harris was to push the sacrificial fire off the rock. Huston

suggested he use a stick to accomplish this, but since the action was

obviously an impulsive gesture, motivated by a sudden onrush of rage,

Harris insisted on using his bare hands. The bad burns he suffered were,

according to Harris, more than adequately compensated by the per-

sonal Identification he was able to feel for the character.

The murder of Abel exemplifies the type of creative dilemma continu-

ally confronting Huston during the filming of THE BIBLE. The

question posed seemed simple enough: With what weapon did Cain

kill his brother?

No amount of research, however, could provide a definitive answer. In

such an instance, Huston was committed only to the artistic rightness

of his choice. He decided Cain would use the jawbone of an ass, a weap-

on which is used with pictorial effectiveness elsewhere in The Bible.

BUT THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND
EVIL WAS IN ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE
EARTH. AND GOD GRIEVED IN HIS

HEART THAT MEN FOLLOWED THE WAY
OF EVIL. AND THE EARTH DISCLOSED
HER BLOOD, AND NO MORE COVERED
HER SLAIN. THE DEED OF CAIN WAS
MULTIPLIED A THOUSAND TIMES.
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THE END OF ALL FLESH IS COME BEFORE
ME; FOR THE EARTH IS FILLED WITH
VIOLENCE THROUGH THEM: AND BEHOLD,
I WILL BRING A FLOOD OF WATERS UPON
THE EARTH, TO DESTROY ALL FLESH. AND
EVERYTHING THAT IS IN THE EARTH
SHALL DIE...
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Huston found Biblical text gave little description of Noah's Ark other

than its measurements and the fact that it was fashioned of gopher

wood. Huston feit the Ark, in all likelihood, was crudely designed

because Noah had no experience as a shipbuilder. On the other hand,

he supposed a certain gracefulness in a vessel sufficiently seaworthy

to enable Noah, his family and his menagerie to survive the Deluge.

Huston consulted with his art director, Mario Chiari, and decided to

base the design for the Ark on the earliest boats depicted on friezes and

tombs in the Middlc East. These had probably been in use for hundreds

of years without having undergone significant changes.

Altogether, five Arks were built for the production: one for major ex-

terior scenes, one for major interior scenes and the additional three to

facilitate close-ups and also to show the construction of the Ark.

Because Noah must have had a forest at hand from which to garner

the necessary lumber for his mighty boat, a forest of more than a

thousand trees was created for the film.

As for the animals, more than 200 species were gathered together in

pairs iricluding lions, tigers, Jaguars, leopards, panthers, cheetahs, ele-

phants, watusi bulls, Ilamas and zebras. More than one thousand birds

appeared, as well, including Australian emus and African ostriches.

The supply problems which Noah must have faced became apparent

with a consideration of the amounts of food which the menagerie con-

sumed daily: hay, 1,320 pounds; fresh meat and pouhry, 638 pounds;

oats, 330 pounds; vegetables, 878 pounds; fruit, 357 pounds.

The role of Noah naturally required an actor with a great rapport for

birds and animals similar to that possessed by director Huston. When

no actor could be found to bring to the role quite the quality the direc-

tor had in mind. De Laurentiis persuaded Huston to take the role

himself. The appropriateness of the choice seemed to be endorsed by

the winged and four-legged members of the cast. Although trainers

working on the film despaired of ever getting all the animals to march

into the Ark, two by two, Huston calmly persuaded his menagerie to

foUow him up the ramp to the Ark in perfect formation on the very

first take. Noah himself could hardly have done better.

WITH THEE WILL I ESTABLISH
MY COVENANT, AND THOU SHALT
COME INTO THE ARK: THOU AND
THY SONS, AND THY WIFE, AND
THY SONS' WIVES WITH THEE. FOR
THEE HAVE I SEEN RIGHTEOUS
BEFORE ME IN THIS GENERATION.

^e^^-^ NOAH!
COME THOU AND ALL THY HOUSE
INTO THE ARK...I WILL CAUSE IT

TO RAIN UPON THE EARTH FORTY
DAYS AND FORTY NIGHTS; AND
EVERY LIVING SUBSTANCE THAT I

HAVE MADE WILL 1 DESTROY FROM
OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH.



AND OF EVERY LIVING THING OF
ALL FLESH,T\VO OF EVERY SORT
SHALT THOU BRING INTO THE ARK,
TO KEEP THEM ALIVE WITH THEE;
THEY SHALL BE MALE AND FEMALE.
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SHE HATH FOUND NO REST
FOR THE SOLE OF HER FOOT.

FOR THE WATERS
ARE ON THE
FACE OF THE
WHOLE EARTH.
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AND GOD
SPAKE UNTO
NOAH SAYING,
'CO FORTH
OFTHEARK...

BRING FORTH WITH THEE EVERY
LIVING THING THAT IS WITH THEE...

THAT THEY MAY BE FRUITFUL,
AND MULTIPLY UPON THE EARTH.'



AND SONS WERE BORN UNTO THE
SONS OF NOAH AFTER THE FLOOD.
AND OF THEM WAS THE WHOLE EARTH
OVER-SPREAD. AND THE WHOLE
EARTH WAS OF ONE LANGUAGE
AND ONE Huston saw in the story of Nimrod, King of Babel, portrayed in the

SPEECH, fil"^ by Stephen Boyd, the emergence of man's vanity and the heights

to which it could aspire if unchecked. Nimrod sought to build a tower

that reached to the Heavens. Out of it came the disunity which was

born in the diversification of language.

This Biblical episode has made such a strong and lasting impression,

it is seldom reaüzed that the text devotes only 250 words to relating

the Story. To transform these 250 words into the Visual language of film

took months of planning and effort.

When construction first began on the Tower of Babel, spectators

thought a new sound stage was being constructed or perhaps a sky-

scraper. In a sense, this latter impression was correct, for the Tower

of Babel was indeed the first recorded skyscraper.

Art director Mario Chiari's concept for the Tower found its basis in

the Ziggurat, a tower-Uke structure built by the ancient Babylonians

in pyramidal form with outside staircases leading to a shrine at the top.

Because thousands of extras had to swarm over this tower, it had to

be constructed as solidly as any modern building. Anchored in huge

concrete foundations, the structure was erected on the edge of a ravine

to allow for more spectacular camera angles.

Before filming began on THE BIBLE, art director Chiari outlined his

conception of every scene in a series of brilliant oil paintings so that

De Laurentiis and Huston would have an idea how each scene and set

would look. These paintings in themselves constituted a magnificent

mural-like depiction of the Biblical narrative related in the film.

Another key production role, that of director of photography, was

fiUed by Giuseppe Rotunno, known for his versatility in evoking a

variety of eflects.

"In each film I use different techniques," Rotunno has said, "rising out

of the Story and the mood the director wants to create."

Maria de Matteis, the costume designer, formed the third member of

the production triumvirate who worked very closely with director

Huston on the filming. A world authority on historical costumes, Miss

De Matteis accomplished the awesome feat of designing more than

10,000 costumes for THE BIBLE.

^^<:^^ ^«^X'?^r

NÜW THESE ARE 1 HE GENERAIIÜNS
Ol THE SONS Ol NüAH:
THE SONS Ol JAIMIETH:

GOMER
AND MAGOG,
AND MADRAI
AND JAVAN,

AND TUBAL
AND MESECH,
AND TIRAS.

AND THE SONS OF SHEM:
ELAM
AND ASSHUR
ARPHAZAD
AND LUD
AND ARAM.
AND THE SONS OF HAM:
MIZRAIM
AND PHUT
AND CANAAN
AND CUSH.

ANDCUSH BEGAT NIMROD.
AND NIMROD WAS A KING.
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ANDIILSL'TTO
BUII-DA TOWER

THAT WOULD SOAR
LIKE HIS PRIDE,

A TOWER IHAT
WOULD REACH
UNTO HEAVEN.
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AND HE WAITED The rolUng hüls and wastehinds of thc Sahara Descrt providcd a pano-

TEN GENERATIONS ^^^^^^ backdrop for the great camel caravan in which Abraham

FOR AMAN NAMED (Gleorge C. Scott), his wifc, Sarah, (Ava Gardner), his nephcw, Lot,

ABRAM (Gabriele Ferzetti) and Lot's wife (Eleonora Rossi Drago) jour-

neyed to the land chosen for him by God.

Locations for the events depicted in THE BIBLE were selected care-

fully by Huston and De Laurentiis for their contribution to the mood

and emotional impact of each particular scene. The blistering heat and

aridity of the Great Sahara dramatized visually the hardships which

Abraham faced in uprooting himself and his family to seek the land

which God had promised him. His journey across the burning waste-

land was an act of laith, for it was inevitable that he met many difficul-

ties until he came at last to the land he had been told about.

The North African location also served as the setting for the spectac-

ular battle scenes in which Abraham triumphed over rival tribes.

In discussing the role he portrayed, George C. Scott commented,

"Abraham is probably the most complex character in Genesis. He was a

mystic who spoke personally with God, a leader of men, a builder of

nations, a pioneer and a warrior."

Hardly less complex was the powerfully emotional role of Sarah, one

of the most demanding assignments of Ava Gardner's career.

Biblical text covered a lifetime span in relating the epic story of

Abraham and Sarah. At the time she conceived her first child, Sarah

was ninety. The event was forecast by an Angel of the Lord. Three

such Heavenly Messengers appeared in the course of events which

befell Abraham and Sarah. In the film, all three were portrayed by

Peter OToole who made each characterization distinctive.

In choosing actors for THE BIBLE, Director Huston refused to resort

to type Casting. He selected those he believed could bring an added

dimension of inner reality to their portrayal of Biblical characters. LO,

Emphasizing his accord with Huston's ^^^ LAND THAT
approach De Laurentiis said, "We wanted

the Story of mankind's beginnings to have

significance for our modern world."

LAY BEFORE US,

THE LAND THAT
WAS PROMISED
US! THE WAY WAS HARD, BUT
LOOK NOW WHAT HATH BEEN
GIVEN ! SHALL WE NOT PROSPER?
FOR THE LAND IS FERTILE.
AFTER SO MANY DANGERS,
HERE SHALL WE INHERIT
A PEACEFUL PLACE.

•^'



NOW HAVE I MADE MY COVENANT
BETWEEN ME AND THEE,AND OUT
OF THINE OWN BOWELS THOU SHAL'
HAVE AN HEIR.AND ISAAC SHALL
HIS NAME BE CALLED.

!|
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I GlVE THEE
MY HANDMAIDEN, HAGAR,
THE EGYPTIAN,TOBE
THY WIFE.

,«^.. <.».^.. ... r-*'" » •
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IWILL
CERTAINLY RETURN
UNTO rHEE;AND,LO,
SARAH THY
WIFE SHALL
HAVE A SON.

BECAUSE THE CRY OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH
IS GREAT, AND BECAUSE THEIR SIN IS VERY
GRIEVOUS, I WILL GO DOWN NOW, AND SEE

WHETHER THEY HAVE DONE ALTOGETHER
ACCORDING TO THE CRY OF IT,WHICH IS COME
UNTO ME; AND IF NOT, I WILL KNOW.
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AND IT CHANCED THAT WHEN
THE SUN WAS DOWN, LOT SAT AT
THE GATE OF THE CITY. AND HE
LIFT UP HIS EYES AND LOOKED,
AND BEHELD TWO STRANGERS
COMING TO High on the lava-scarred slopes of Mount Etna's still active volcano,

THE CITY. ^^ Laurentiis and Huston chose to recreate the ruins of Sodom, depict-

ing that city after it had been destroyed by fire and brimstone because

its inhabitants had incurrcd the wrath of God by the evil of their ways.

The burnt-out Shells of temples, palaces and homes, which sprawled

over 25 acres, looked as though they had been left in the wake of a

nuclear holocaust. Fire-scarred archways and stairs were blocked by

fragments of monolithic statues and idols.

Before the eruption of fire and brimstone, the Angel of the Lord ac-

companied Lot through the streets of this sinful city with its painted

women and leering men. The director sought a way in which the evil

of Sodom could be conveyed subtly, avoiding the obvious excesses.

The answer, Huston feit, lay in the art of the dance.

Famed danseuse Katherine Dunham was asked to Choreograph dances

which would convey the degradation and depravity of the doomed

inhabitants of Sodom. To this challenging assignment, Miss Dunham

brought her considerable background as an anthropologist of inter-

national renown as well as her talents in the realm of the dance.



THE
NAME OF OUR
SON SHALL BE
CALLED ISAAC.ISAAC,THY SON AND MINE.

In discussing the sensitive task of adapting Biblical text to the language

of film, Christopher Fry stated, ''We were anxious to be as economical

of invented dialogue as we possibly could be, and yet the story had to

be made to flow from incident to incident. Certain scenes took care of

themselves. The story of the three angels Coming to Abraham's camp

to promise a child to the aged Sarah, was a scene where not one word

of dialogue had to be added. But there were other places where the

dialogue was sparse.

"However, the only considerable addition made to the Bibhcal text

was in the journey of Abraham and Isaac to Moriah for the sacrifice.

It dramatized the agony of the journey in Abraham's mind, and

materialized, as it were, the rending of his thought as he went step by

Step towards the sacrifice of his beloved son.

"It was symbolic that Abraham wandered through this desolation,

caused by the provocation of God's wrath, before making his supreme

act of faith, offering the son he lovcd as an object of sacrifice."

TAKE NOW THY SON, THY ONLY
SON, ISAAC, WHOM THOU LOVEST,
AND GO INTO THE MOUNTAINS,
WHERE I SHALL SHOW THEE,
AND OFFER
HIM THERE
FOR A BURNT
OFFERING.
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HE OVERTHREW THESE CITIES,

AND ALL THE PLAIN AND ALL
THE INHABITANTS OF THE CITIES,

AND THAT WHICH GREW UPON
THE FACE OF THE GROUND...
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LAY NOT THY
HAND UPON
THE LAD, FOR
NOW I KNOW
THAT THOU FEAREST GOD,
SEEING THAT THOU HADST
NOT WITHHELD THY SON,

THY ONLY SON FROM ME.

The completion of THE Bl BLE marked live long

years of creative planning and effort, overcoming

obstacles which seemed so insurmountable, few

shared the filmmakers' unwavering conviction

that THE BIBLE would reach the screen.

From the outset, it had been determined to avoid the set patterns of

past motion pictures which used Biblical narrative as a source. All

efforts were directed toward bringing the text to life as faithfuUy as

possible. Biblical characters in the film were to be portrayed as men

and women with whom contemporary audiences could identify.

The attainment of this goal was a source of pride to all the artists and

craftsmen who took part in filming THE BIBLE. But predominantly, it

was a tribute to the vision shared by Dino De Laurentiis, John Huston

and Christopher Fry as they set about realizing their dream.

1
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS
THE DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRODUCTION OF

THE BIBLE IN THE BEGINNING

SCREENPLAY BY CHRISTOPHER FRY

PRODUCED BY DINO DE LAURENTIIS
DIRECTED BY JOHN HUSTON
MUSICAL SCORE BY TOSHIRO MAYUZUMI
CAST IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
MICHAEL PARKS AS ADAM
ULLA BERGRYD AS EVE
RICHARD HARRIS AS CAIN
JOHN HUSTON AS NOAH
STEPHEN BOYD AS NIMROD
GEORGE C. SCOTT AS ABRAHAM
AVA GARDNER AS SARAH
PETER OTOOLE AS THE THREE ANGELS
ZOE SALLIS AS HAGAR
GABRIELE FERZETTI AS LOT
ELEONORA ROSSI DRAGO AS LOTS WIFE
CO-STARRING
FRANCO NERO
ROBERT RIETTY
GRAZIA MARIA SPINA
CLAUDIE LANGE
ADRIANA AMBESI
ALBERTO LUCANTONI
LUCIANO CONVERSl
PUPELLA MAGGIO
PETER HEINZE
ANGELO BOSCHARIOL
ANNA MARIA ORSO
ERIC LEUTZINGER
GABRIELLA PALLOTTA
ROSANNA DE ROCCO

PRODUCTION STAPF

PRODUCED BY DINO DE LAURENTIIS
ASSOCIATH PRODUCER LUIGl LURASCHI
DIKHCTED BY JOHN HUSTON
SC ri:enplav by christopher fry
ASSISTED BY JONATHAN GRIFFIN

IVO PERILLl
VITTORIO BONICELLi

C ONSULTANTS PROF. THE REV. M. M. MERCHANT
MSGR. SALVATORE GAROFALO

MUSIC COMPOSLD BY TOSHIRO MAYUZUMI
CONDUCTED BY FRANCO FERRARA
ART DlRtCTOR MARIO CHIARI
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY GIUSEPPE ROTUNNO
COSTUMFS DESIGNED BY MARIA DE MATTEIS
SICOND UNIT DIRECTOR FOR "THE CREATION" ERNST HAAS
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR BRUNO TODINI
FILM EDITOR RALPH KEMPLEN
SOUND RECORDING SUPERVISED BY FRED HYNES
SOUND RECORDED BY BASIL FENTON-SMITH

MURRAY SPIVACK
MUSIC RIX ORDED BY MURRAY SPIVACK
SOUND EDITOR LESl IE HODGSON
MUSIC EDITOR GILBERT MARCHANT
CHOREOGRAPHY BY KATHERINE DUNHAM
UNIT MANAGERS ROMANO DANDI

GIORGIO MORRA
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS VANA CARUSO

OTTAVIO OPPO
SET DRESSERS ENZO EUSEPI

BRUNO AVESANI
SPECIAL EFFECTS AUGIE LOHMAN
MAKEUP BY ALBERTO DE ROSSI
HAIRDRESSER ELDA MAGNANTI
NARRATION SPOKEN BY JOHN HUSTON
CASTINCi DIRECTOR GUIDARINO GUIDI
ASSOCIATE TO JOHN HUSTON GLADYS HILL
ASSISTANT TO PRODUCER RALPH SERPE
ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR STEPHEN GRIMES
CONTINUITY BY YVONNE AXWORTHY
STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS PAUL RONALD

LOUIS GOLDMAN
ZOOLOGICAL CONSULTANT ANGELO LOMBARDI

PRODl'CED IN 70MM COl OR BY DELUXE
RELEASED BY TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION



DINO DE LAURENTIIS
PRODUCER

JOHN HUSTON
DIRECTOR
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CHRISTOPHER FRY
SCREENPLAY

Now in his mid-1'orties, Dino De Lau-

rentiis began his film career in his teens,

intent at first on becoming an actor. He

began as an extra phiyer in Rome and

worked his way up to featured roles.

By the time he was twenty, De Lauren-

tiis had decided his future lay on the

other side of the cameras and quit act-

ing to become one of the youngest pro-

ducers the industry has known. Among
his outstanding productions are "War

and Peace," "Barabbas," 'The Best of

Enemies," ''Ulysses,'* 'The Tempest,"

and "Under Ten Flags," as well as the

Academy Award-winning "La Strada"

and "Nights of Cabiria."

The first film ever directed by John

Huston, back in 1941, is still regardcd

as a classic of its type. It was "The

Maltese Falcon," for vvhich Huston also

wrote the screenplay. "The Treasure of

the Sierra Madre," which starrcd Hus-

ton's famed actor-fathcr, Walter Hus-

ton, won Academy Awards for the son

in both writing and directing categories.

Among Huston's mcmorable films are

"Asphalt Jungle," '"African Queen,'*

"Moulin Rouge," "Moby Dick," and

"The Night of The Iguana." In addition

to directing the hiiu.e, Huston also

makes one of his infrcqucnt appear-

ances as an actor in the role of Noah.

Christopher Fry looks very much like

the schoolmaster he was before the

theatre captured his interest. "The

Lady's Not For Burning" won Fry an

international reputation and was fol-

lowed by "A Sleep of Prisoners" and

"A Phoenix Too Frequent." Fry also

met with success in adapting the works

of French playwrights, particularly

with Giradoux's 'Tiger At the Gates."

De Laurentiis persuaded Fry to write

the screenplay for the film "Barabbas,"

and during that production conceived

his idea for the bible. From the outset,

Fry was De Laurentiis' choice for

fashioning the screenplay of the bible.

TOSHIRÜ MAYUZUMI
COMPOSHR

One of Japan's forcmost composcrs, Toshiro Mayuzumi is par-

ticularly famed for his electronic music. He graduated cum laude

from the Ibkyo University of Art and Music, then received a

scholarship from the French government to study composition

at Le Conservatoire de Paris. He retiirned to Japan and pio-

neered there in the fiekl of contemporary music at the same time

study ing iraditional Japanese musical forms. In 1960-61, Mayu-
zumi was awarded a grant from the Ford Foundation.

MARIO CHIARI
ART DIRECTOR

Art Director Mario Chiari is an architect, painter and sculptor

whose dramatic and unique use of color in stage design brought

him to the attention of motion pictures and elevated him quickly

to recognition as Hurope's foremost production designer. Chiari

received an Academy Award nomination for art direction on De
Laurentiis' "War and Peace" and has thrice won the Silver Rib-

bon, Italy's equivalent of the Oscar. Chiari's other films include

"Fabiola," "Five Branded Women" and "Barabbas."

GIUSEPPE ROTUNNO
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Rotunno has been director of photography on "The Leopard,"

"Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow," "Rocco and His Brothers,"

"On The Beach," "The Best of Enemies" and "Umberto D."

Rotunno began working as a still photographer when he was only

seventeen. He was working as a camera Operator on Luchino

Visconti's "Senso" in 1953 when the director of photography on

that film died before the completion of the picture. Rotunno

completed the film and was launched on his career.

1

MARIA DE MATTEIS
COSTUME DESIGNER

ERNST HAAS
PHOTOGRAPHER
for 'The Creation"

Maria De Matteis accomplished the awesome feat of designing

more than 10,000 costumes for tue bible, in addition to hun-

dreds of individual pieces of jewelry and thousands of sandals

and other footwear. She has worked frequently with art director

Mario Chiari. Togethcr they strive for coordination of sets and

costumes so that everything blends properly for the color

cameras. She has designed the costumes for more than 100 films

including De l.aurentiis' "War and Peace" and "Barabbas."

It was not until the bible that Ernst Haas had the opportunity

to get behind a motion picture camera. His assignment grew out

of a collection of still photographs illustrating Haas' belief that

the World is in a State of continual creation. Huston saw in this

the key to the way he wanted to handle The Creation. Haas was

dispatched with a ten man crew to film natural phenomena such

as the birth of an island off the coast of Iceland and the animal

life of the Galapagos Islands.

KATHERINE DUNHAM
CHOREOGRAPHER

When De Laurentiis and Huston decided to convey the degen-

eracy of Sodom ihrough the subtleties of the dance form, they

chose Katherine Dunham to Choreograph the sequence. In addi-

tion to her stature in the field of the dance, Miss Dunham is a

member of London's Royal Society of Anthropology. Miss Dun-
ham made her Broadway debut as a performer in "Cabin in the

Sky" and subsequcnlly performed in "Carib Song" and "Bai

Negre." Her films include "Stormy Weather" and "Casbah."
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The Bridge In The
Jungle

(Drama - Color)

l'nitefl ArtiNtM re|pa>>« »f Capri(><»rn Pro-
durliun'« >..\.; prudurrd iimi dirertril by
Panrh» Kohni*r. Srrrenpluy by Kühner,
ba-ed un novpl by it. I'ruvfn ; ranirr.i,

Javier Ou«; ntiiHir, \ji-\\uy Mulmes; sounil,
KranrNro, liiirrrrro. Koirwrd at >an Kran-
rUro Film Festival Ort. 2 l. KunninR limr
HS min. Nu MPAA ralinK.

Sleigh Jolin Huwlon
üale« Charles Rubin^on
Angela Kaly Jurado
CarnirlitH..KIiiabfth («uadalupe ('huuvrt

\No : Jose Anvel Fopinoza, Fnrlque
l.uri>ro, JoTK« Martinen de llttyu,

\nvirr Mark, Aurora Clavel. (Jhanu
l'rueta, Trdcly Slaiiffrr, Kduurdo Lopex
KuJaM. Jo»« Chavex Trow, >f«r(rio Cul»
deren. Fnriqur de Prna, Kamiro Rani»
irez, CarloH Uerrioriioa, Juan Antonio
Fd^ards Flirabetli UuFeyr6n, Gilbrrlo
Raniüs .Atayde.

San Francisco—The poetic and
ironic subtleties of H. Traven's nov-
el are lost in the simplistic direc-
tion and script by Pancho Kühner
in this first feature unveiied at

San Francisco Film Ft\stivars new-
director series. Althouj^jh United
Artists financed project, the ab-
sence of dramatic values in the
characters and story make com-
mercial prospects dim.

As a festival exhibition. "Bridge"
has little to recommend it, unloss
one is curious to seo director John
Husten in his most lifeless role to

date. At that, he is the best of

'the cast.

Arrogant young tequila-swilling
crocotlile hunter Charles Robin.'^on

heads into the steaming Mexican
jungle, ignoring warning that only
the Indians can suivive in that
green hell.

lluston, a bearded old hand liv-

ing with the Indians at a reniote

trading post by a sniall river, fmds
Robinson wandering delirious. Re-
covei'ing. Rohin.^on sits back in the
sliacie to watch the village life un-
fokl and lend an ear to Hui^ton's

cranky honiilie?. about what silver,

oil or civilization does to men.
A young Mexican who worked

in the Texas oil fields conics hoine
and brings his kid bi'otlier a })air

of Cowboy boots. That nißht dur-
ing a ver\' r.uhducd fiesta, the boy
falls froMi that bridge in the jun-

gle into the rivei- and drowns. Al-
though the kid runs barefooted
aci'oss the bridge a hundred times
a day and swims like a ci'oc, he
can n^ither keöp his footing nor
stay alloat with the boots on. The
Symbols of civilization have kille<i

him.
Robinson simply watchcs the

night seach for the boy, the ritual-

ized grief and the funeral, and
the next morning \\i\ leuves the vii-

lage, telling Huston, "I leai'ned a
lot about myself last night."

Neither Huston nor Robinson
have anything to work with, and
the English dialog of the Mexican
actors and actrosses is writton and
spoken with woodenness. l''ilin was
snot in the jungles of Cliiapas for
under $.^00,000, but Javier Cruz's
photography and Kohner's direc-

tion are so basically static, that a
good (locumentary on the area
would be niore interesting. Rick.

"lu« Marllet's Tale
^Dratna - Eastmancolor)

RIIM prodiirtion. EKeriiliv« produeer,
Sldney Frie»l. Produred by Harviy Matof-ky.
Uirecied by John Crowiher. >rrefnplay hy
C.roHther and ^irholas Drlbanrn, ba^ed oa
nuvel by Delbanro ; ramera ( K.i->lm anrtdor K
Paul («lirktnan ; niu^ir, Manci« iladjidaki«;
film «•dilorj*. Crowther, Michael Hopkin«:
prudurtion de^iun, Vinrezu Del Prato. Re«
viewed at >an Franri<«ro Film Froli«al, Oct.
2.'», 1*>70. Runninm time 102 min. Not rated.

Or»«lta ~ Kaiina Paxinuu
Sutiriü ~ George l.injeri^

Aprlit Taki<t Fmmjnuel
Chrynanthl Carla Rumanelli

Al-o : S.-indro Merii, Roberia Hayne'»,
Leopoldo Trifste, Pamela Kina-^ley,
Aleka Paike. 4>ian-Carlo Prele, A«hborn
Hamilton Jr.

San FVancisco—*The Martlet's
Tale" is a lethargic brooding story
about a Greek family waiting death
of aged matriarch Katina F*a\inou
in Order to inherit her hidden for-

tune. This first feature by director
John Crowther, son of rctired N.Y.
Times critic Bosley Crowther, de-
büted at the San Francisco Film
FestivaTs afternoon new-director's
series, where it generated no
noticeable excitement. Commer-
cially, the film's prospects are dim.

Although listless from a dra-
matic and Script sense, canieraman
Paul Glickman's rieh sparkling
photography of the Mediterranean
settings and Crowther 's dolight in

the faces, beauty, colors and exotic
details of his ambiance make it a
handsome and visually poiished
film.

George Linjeris is Mis.^ Paxin-
ou's grandson and her favorite.
Disgustod \\ ith his own family's
l)rutal greed, he runs away to an
uiiidentificd Middle Ea.stern port
city, where a stunning girl leads
him to the päd of international
hippies whose existence is to sit

a round stoned, presumably on
hashish, although no one is Seen
smoking. The hash-havie doesn't
help the film's pace any, and Lin-
jeris' lack of cnergy and animation
in the main role infects the entire
film.

The cast speaks English in a
variety of accents, one of Linjej'is'

girl fi'iends having an En::iish ac-

cent and the other an Italion one,
none of which is particularly illog-

ical but neither is it explained.

Manos Iladjidakis has contrihu-
ted an exotic score with intriguing
ballads which. like the kgond on
which the title is based, hints of
mysteries, ironies and excitement
that tlie film does not real-

ize. I\ick.
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GOOD MORNIXG: Tho musicalM "W.C." will break in in Detroit and
Baltimore with Jackie Gleason or Peter Ustinov the top choices of
producer Huß^o Black, here to bow *'Salvation" on the Las Palmas boards
March 18. Aliltoii Sperling scriptcii the W.C. Fields biomusical . . . And
Black says Kirk Douglas is interested in filniing **Salvation" for his

Bryna banner, in high production gear this year. Would be an offbeat
type film for Douglas. LJut then again, he, too, probably realizes, *"vvay

out" is *"way in" today Black admits, "Pd take a small price up
front for a piece of the tilm action" . . . The successful (and rave-re-
viewed) off-B'way "Salvution" now boasts, in additiori to its cast album
(Capitol), 15 Singles . . . No problems with L.A. police are anticipated

—

a la "Oh! Calcutta!" There are only 15 seconds of nudity in a Single

number . . . The Hollywood version will get new slides, as well as two
new tunes by C. C. Courtney and Peter Link. Fuither, the rehearsals
have become improvisations, says Black—there'U be more mixing with the
L.A. audience, he forewarns. *'This show is really in the groove for the

young, as well as older crowd. And so would the picture be!" . . . P.S. He
also thinks "Paris Is Out," the Molly Picon-Sam Levene costaiTer, would
do well in L.A. At the Fairfax? (Now playing "ßutch Cassidy and the

Sundance Kid").

CBS ran into problems with Mexico clearance of their tv gear to tape

the Richard Burtons in Puerto Vallarta with Charles Collingwood—but

the Burtons will oblige by doing the show here this week . . . Charlie

Robinson, back from IMexico-Guatemalan border locations of "The Bridge
in the Jungle" with John Huston, says they were lucky to get out alive.

Seems the yillagers in the remote site took a vote whother to kill mem-
bers of the Company or not—aftcr a scene in the pic required a youngster
to be placed in a coffin. Also adding to the qucstion of whcther the film

troupe cast a "spell" over the locals was Robinson's magic act for native

youngsters—and Katy Jurado's effective llü-year-old makeup. That's

showbiz, amigos . . . Lee Rieh, commenting on "The Sporting Club":

"We almost destroyed white Anglo-Saxon society in this one!" He adds,

"Joe Levine says 'it's his 'Graduate' of 1970." They should all be so

lucky! . . . Rieh's Lorimar future studio deals call for half the linancing

to be put up by his Company, the other half by the studio—in exchange

for a reduced distribution fee. First pic to go out under this ari'ange-

ment will be "Way of an Eagle." Lee's partner, Mei-v' Adelson, puts up

their dough, by the way . . . Next for 'em is "Summer of '42." And
they're also busy negotiating ABC features-for-tv.

« f •I
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COMING AND GOING
>

Jack Nichol.son, of Columbia\s
"Easy Ridor," arrives in New
York today from Los Angeles lo

accepl his Best Supportin^^ Actor
award from the New York Film
Critics at a reception Sunday at

Sardi's.

Executive produccr M. J. Fraiik-

ovich and Larry Tucker, producer
and co-author of "Bob & Carol &
Ted & Alice," arrive in New York
over the week-end from Holly-

Ianne^?^!*'.*^...:::::::::::::;:::::::~ 28.0 .1..:.*!
woo'^» to attend the New York
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Odyssey ofKobert Kennedy Unfolded
'y^HE tragic Odyssey of Rob-
*- ert F. Kennedy was re-

counted again last night in

David L. Wolper's document-

ary on the American Broad-

casting Company*s television

network.
The affectionate 90-minute

tribute which was written by
Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. of-

fered little that was new to

Viewers who had watched the

late Senator's political ca-

reer unfold on television or
had seen the many recaps of

that career following his as-

sassination. On the debit side,

the program was badly or-

ganized, alternating between
late political chronology and
scenes from Senator Ken-
nedy's childhood and youth.j

It also must be recorded
that Mr. Schlesinger's Script

was serviceable but without
particular distinction or rev-

elatory insights. The most
poignant scene, aside from
the nightmarish assassination,

was the loving accolade ac-

corded Senator Kennedy by
Charles Evers as he told of
the growing trust and affec-

tion between the two of them
after the murder of his

brother, Medgar, and the as-

sassination of President Ken-
nedy.

For a moment, the special

appeal Robert Kennedy had
for black men and for the op-
pressed everywhere shone
through the official history.

OtjTfirwwerlhe dctpumentary
a memorial quaiity about

it, an impression h^ightened
by John Huston's fj^ral nar-
ration. y^

^*^<fEORGE Gent.



Huston's 'Young Man'
By A. H. WEILER

JOHN HUSTON gets busier and busier.

In recent months he has directed

"Sinful Davey." "A Walk With Love

and Death** and "The Kremlin Let-

ter " which opens here today. And he has

acted in *'de Sade" and the upcoming war

film "The S.O.B.'s." Not to mention the

already legendary "Myra Breckinridge."

The other day, Huston stopped off brief-

ly to bring us up to date on his movie

projects. The one which is probably dosest

to his very Irish heart is "Portrait of the

Artist as a Young Man," an adaptation by

Hugh Leonard of James Joyce's autobio-

graphlcal novel. Huston assures us that he

has long had this particular "Young Man"
on his mind. "Fve admired the book for

years," he says, "and Leonard's script is

a fine one." The plan is to shoot the film

in Ireland, probably for producer Max
Rosenberg.

In the meantime, Huston will be headed
south of the border, down Mexico way,
where he will star in *The Bridge in the

Jungle." It's based on a 1938 novel by the

late B. Traven, author of "Treasure of the

Sierra Madre," a book which served as the

basis for one of Huston's greatest screen

triumphs. The story—about a crusty old

white man and his friendship with some
Mexican peasants— has been adapted by
29-year-old Paul Kohner Jr., who will also

produce and direct the film.

Then there is "Bullet Park/' based on
John Cheever's (Continued on Page 32)

\^\ [JmQ\
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Huston's 'Young Man'
Continued from Page 19

novel/ Huston expects to

squeeze that one in some-

where between Mexico and

Ireland. And he'll probably

think of a few more in bis

spare time.

FAN FARE
Martin Davidson, a 30-

year-old ex-agent, is prepar-

ing to make bis debut as a

pr©ducer with "A Fan's

Notes," an adaptation of the

prize-winning first novel by

Fred Exley. A quasi-autobio-

graphical work, "A Fan's

Notes" is the remembrance

of rocky things past: wild

bouts with drunkenness and

insanity, a tortured existence

relieved only by the reality

of watching football games
on Sunday afternoons.

"Eric Till, a former dient,

will direct and co-produce

the film," Davidson said.

"And we've got William Kin-

solving, another ex-client of

mine, writing the screenplay.

It Sounds pretty ii^cestuous,

doesn't it?" The shooting be-

gins in Watertown, N. Y., in

tober.

THE SEARCHERS
Lawrence P. Fraiberg, an

Off Broadway producer and

former TV executive, is also

joining the ranks of the mov-
ie producers. He will make
his debut for Avco Embassy
with "A Time of Predators,"

based on a first novel by Joe

Gores. "Rod Serling has just

about completed the script,"

he said the other day. "It's

about the brutal assault by
a gang of guys on the wife

of a College professor, and
the professor's subsequent

search for the criminals. We
hope to film it before the end
of the year on the West
Coast."

Fraiberg also plans to pro-

duce a movie version of

"Outer Dark," a 1968 novel

by Cormac McCarthy. A
Gothic tale set in the rural

South, it teils of a woman's
search for her stolen, inces-

tuous son. Stacy Keach, ac-

cording to Fraiberg, is "the

discoverer of the project. He
brought the novel to me sev-

eral months ago and I be-

came just as enthusiastic

about it»as he was. Now he*s

writing the script." Will there

be a role in the film for

Keach? Maybe yes, maybe
no. It might be pointed out,

however, that one of the lead-

ing roles is that of a young
man searching forthewoman
who is searching for her son.

CREATING SCENES

Hollis Alpert, the energetic

film critic of The Saturday

Review, somehow manages
to find the time to turn out

novels and screenplays. His

latest Script, called "Scenes,"

was just purchased by Warner
Bros. And he's talked them
into letting him co-produce—

a first for Alpert.

"Scenes" deals with the re-

lationship between a teacher

in one of New York's famous
acting schools and a young
actress. "It will show the

heartbreak involved in 'act-

ing out' scenes in class,"

Alpert said, "and the frustra-

tions of testing for roles. It's

the World of fledgling ac-

tresses that few people ever

see—a milieu that's always
fascinated me."
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uch ot an insti-

e "showplace of

itself, drew ap-

ji packed theater

his is the 3ülh

'ity pageant, and
illy Ihe same as

Ins year it in-

rt ballet of Cin-

A finale with the
Rockettes.

Paige conducted
ly orchestra lor

pantomime, with
ipherds and vil-

iiging the side

i« btage. The cli-

jau of the Man-
hearty applausc.

;hton sang Ihe

Lie Noel." with
•ipaniment.

•
Ml portion of the

iis," had Miss
id Alan Cole In

taets; Duke Art,
r images, and the

.mis, Spinners of

.olos. Don Saun-
dian, attacked an
iO and a bagpipe.

ood and Dean
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e Silver Slipper."
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jhoreography by
The music com-

ig others, Tchai-
jwan Lake" and
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i of Rockefeller
ight enthusiastic

iV its attractive

the nimble per-
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ipcd dresses and
7 ent Caps,
onidoff * produced
c'ts were supphed
JSlewart Morcom,
Sherman devised
c dancing.

H. H. T.
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capably.
It's just too bad Mr. Dis-

ney didn't take a cue from
Thomasina, a spunky, explor-

atory doli ot an anunal with

all paws on the ground. The
picture'sniighty, mighty cosy.
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THG CARDINAL, screeiipiay b/ Robert

Uo:cr, üj'.(0 on iie no.t-l Dy He-ry
Mctüit Rt-Cinson; liirecied «'^d p'O-
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e
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IVfS OF THOMASINA.
Roherf Wesierby, ba^d

Fhoriiasina ' by Paul Gal-

b7 Don ChaHc^, « Walt

ntation, dtstributed by

At tne Guild Theater,

lai«. Running limt. 97

Patrick McGoohan
Karen Ootric#

., Susan Hampshirt
Vincent WirUer

* Denis Gilnjor«

e !... Lawrence N«lsmith

g Finlay Cum«
. . MaHtiew Garber

Wilfrid Brambell

,
' Jean Anderson

.BD THOMPSON
iSNEY has served
nice one for the
"The Thrce Llves
na," which opened
it the Guild. It's a
iut it is far from
Disney. This sen-
id extremely gen-
movie seems best
>mall girls. A tiny
•xt to us yesterday
i day, cooing and
Td all but ignoring
3ll for Thomasina.
ine is a cat, and a
alade-hued charm-
jwls a Scottish vil-

nadvertently alters

»f her young mi.s-

the glrl's taclturn

/(•terinary surgcon.
iintlng Paul Galli-

tale of love's heal-
(adaptcd by Hob-
by) to the screen,

' Organization has
technlcally with its

tact and sklll, pho-

Karen Dotrice in scene from

new niovie, uith Thomasiaa.

tographing the extenors in

Scotland and assembling a

cast<)f Scots and Britons. Ra-

diating color. the backgrounds

are as rcstful as the accents

are charming.

Mf. Gallico's fable is a

gcnuinely endearing one in

spiril anü Uavor. .cu»iu' ':>vv

love, IS svmbolized bv Thoma-
sina, eventually subdues a

superstitious village and re-

unites a sensitive child. lUayed

by Karen Dotrice, ar.d the

withdrawn doctor, Patrick

McGoohan. Like a wis»e, furry

oracIe Thomasina majestic-

ally giides through the whole

picture, occasionally "voic-

Ing" footnotes on human folly

fear and loneliness. A wise

cat. Ihis one.

If only the picture vcre as

succinct and tangy. Instead,

imdef Don Cnaffey's direc-

tion, the tone is consistently

wide-eyed and — well, tricnd-

ly, to say the most. Ihe re-

latiohship bctween little Miss

Dotrice and Mr. McGoohan is

sturdily developed, ihou^h

it's hard to fathom tl.is im-

aginative child's inditferonce

to a blind man in one key
scquence Furthermon;, one

incr^dibly suave lad -- one

of Miss Doince's plaj/mnates

— who instigates a slander

campaign, needs an analyst

more than a spanking. Cr a
neat nip from Thomasma.
And finally, how anylody,

youi;g or old, could mistake
the beautiful, silver-voiced

Susan Hampshire (as an ani-

mal-sheltering recluse) for a
witch is a stumper. At least

Thomasina isn't foolcd.

The film's most in^ia^ina-

tive bit is a stunning dream
montage, with the cat join-

ing an army of coUeagues in

an outer-world "waiting
room."
Miss Dotrirt* is ap];r.iling

but tiiighty stubborn for a
llltle girl, and Mr. McGoohan
and the lovely Miss Irlamp-
.shire are cxcellent. .S) is

Laurcnce Naismith, as a sen-
sible vicar. Finlay Curne and
Jean Anderson fili minor roles

i Aiainai inm .:cr . ..

Fatficf Glü^
Mon.i?oof Wnittit .

Shcr^ff D' hiow
Wofpflii Picket
AiiMpniarie
killt vt^n H»rtn>an .

SeriS InquJft

By BOSLKY t IlüNMllKK
IT STRIKES nie thal Otto

1 Prenunger sois liis sights

Oll the uiong Cardinal in his

new film, "The Cardinal."

which opened last night at

the DeMille.
To me, the most interest-

ing prelate m this ihree-hour-

long color film that offers a
panorama of incidents in the

life of an American priest is

not the stilf-backed young
hero whü nses in '11 years
from the rank of lowly eurate
to that of a prince of the

RuinaiL Catholi«' Church. U
js the craggy old Cardinal ut

priest is briefly exposed aad
whose rugged iriih porsonai-

ily is the mo.st authentic and
appealing in the film.

It is this old boy, played
by John Huston— ihe same
John Huston who is one of
this country's top film dircc-
tors—who arrests and fasiM-

nates me. He's the one who
reveals in just a few scenos
toughnes.s, authoriiy. polil-

ical acumon. compassjon and
a fine philosophical tum of
mind.

In everylhing \\o docs so
adroilly m the bricf tiine hc
IS on Ihe .scieen. I scn.>^e the
prosence and the csscncc of
a strong admimstraLor ui the
church.

In his first steni?. vvhere the
young curate comes to dis-

cu.ss a book on church his-
tory he has writtcn and tho
old Cardinal stcrnly lecturcs
him on the arrogance of am-
bition, I feel the silken touch
in the iron fist. I sense the slv
hint of admiration the old
man has for the bafflcd
youlh.
And in the ncxt mccting

of the two prelatcs, in a pa-
thetically poor rectory wher»^
a wom-out priest is dying and
tlie Cardinal, his lifelong
friend, has come to give him
extreme unction, I sense the
humbleness of a man who well
knows the vainness of am-
bition and position in the
niocking face of dcath.

This LS no sentimental <hitv
for the line old Cardinal. This
is a moment of e.\po.>>ure to
the great wind that blows
arross the emlless plams. And
that s whai I gel from the
pertormanci« of Mr. Huston
in this bnef .scone -and. to
a lesser cvtcnt. from the per-

Tom TryoD, left, aad John Huston in a scene from new film

fjrmance of Burgen > McredilJi

as tlic worn-uut priest. Thcv
both .show the young. priest

what devotion- and also what
good acting — is.

And finally. in a scene some
reels later, when the old Car-

dinal, now in Rome. has to

talk the young priest, now
his secrctary. out of aband-
oning his elerieal (areer. I

feel the one pull in all the pii'-

ture of the great tradilu»n

and discipline of the C itholic

faith. The older man hrre has

the spirit and the wisdom to

writer's whim.
So it is this olJ Cardinal

who Stands up as .«lomeone in

the film. And it is his carcer.

not the carecr of the young
priest, that I would likc to

know more about.
The young priest, played

by Tom Tryon. is no more
than a callow clich^. a stick

around which several fictions

of a melodramatic nature are

diaprd. iHe is in the Bing
Crosby priest tradition, but
withoiit Father Bing's ease

and iharm, and the things he
ha.s to do in the picture are,

in the most distasteful sense,

sheer Holl>'\vood.

From the .scene of his 1917
Ordination as a priest in

Rome. the Script takes him
through a bumpy gamut of

ciudely contrived episodes. He
returns to his Ii'ish family

m Boston to find his sister

in love with a Jew and is

compelled to act as her father

ronfessor and, ev'?ntually, as

Ihe member of the fainily who
seals her doom when she is

having a difficult childbirth

and a decision has to be made
whether she or the child is to

be saved.
Through a couple of parish

Services around Boston, he
goes again to Rome, gets a
iwo-year leave from his duties

and. in Vienna, has an in-

nocent romance vnth an Aus-
trian girl who apparently sees

in him a lot more charm than
I do. However, he resists her
courtship. returiis to the
rhureh and to a position lu

the Vatican. from which he
somehow suddenly goes to

Georgia to assist a Negro
priest whose church has becn
burned.
Back in Rome and con-

secrated a Biship. he is sent

to Vienna in 1938 to persuade
an ingenuous Cardinal In-

nitzer to avoid becoming jn-

volved with the Nazis. A:

flash of violence and the
Cardinal Is persuaded, and
our hcro returns to Rome to

be elevated himself to the

rank of Cardinal. Quite a
rise for such a dull young
man!

However, as colorless as is

the hero. that colorful is the
film. Mr. Preminger has
filled it with bright details

and spectacular ceremonials.
Sceiies in Ronie, Vicnria und
Boston have a Sharp authen-

ticity that Stands in vivid con-

trast to the drama's artifi-

ciality. And even some of the

characters have a surface
colorfulness, too -- though
none. save tho.se played by
Mr. Huston and Mr. Meredith,

have Spiritual quality or

depth.
Raf Vallone as a kindly

Roman prelate. Josef Mcinrad
as Cardinal Innitzer, Ossie

Davis as the Negro priest in

Georgia who is harassed by
the Ku Klux Klan, and Romy
Schneider as the Austriau
sweetheart stand out in a
massive cast.

But the end Is a great Ict-

down from what Mr. Prcm-
ingei-^ might have accom-
plished with the 1950 novel of

Henry Morton Robinson.

There is no strong flow of

spirit through it. Even the

melodrama is perfunctory

and weak.
I'll wager the story of that

old Boston Cardinal would be

a lot more interesting than
this.
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AMf RICA AMCRiCA; \written, proJüced and
airecied by Elia Kaz^n troni his book,
• America Americac," and prebenied by

Warner Broltiers At ttie Parts Ttieatrr,

4 West S8th Street. Rur.mr^ tim«: Two
hours and 54 mmutes.
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Isaac TOPU209IOU Harry Davis
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. . Fstellt Hemsley
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Araloon Kthak^ an Robert H. Harri»

SopMi« Kebakian Katliennt Baifour

tppA IvAZANS Greek un-
JL<^e. who was the lirst of
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%Vi Kll?^
It Happened

llW-^^Last Night

OLIVIER
No titles, please

EARL WILSON

Just Call Hirn Larry
The Problem is, how do we address Laurenoe Ollvler,

sometirnes considered the world's jfreatest actor, If we
stunihle into liini on the street? He doesn't wish to be

called "Sir I^urence," uhich Isn't correct anyway, nor
"Lord Olivier/* which Is.

"What do we call you?" the young actors and dancers

of "A Chorus Line" asked him when he dropped around
backstage to pose in the chorus with thenn.

He replied, "Just call me Larry."

* * * ^

SO YOU ASKED for it, Larry.

Today Larry and Dustin Hoffman
were fUming "The Marathon Man"
in the Manhattan jewelry district.

Larry plays a bald German chasing
the marthon man, Hoffnnan. Larry
shaves his head every few days so
he can look "like another Otto
Preminger."

Oliyier got in to see ''A Chorus
Line" by gctting his hands on some
"crisis seats"~tickets held out for

unexpected VIPs.

We understand Dame fludith

Anderson insists on calling Larry not
Larry but "Lord Olivier." Dame
Judith explained, "I want to be called

Dame Judith—and not just Judy."

BILLY ECKSTINE EXPLAINED about Sammy Davis
Jr. huggiyig Richard Nixon several years ago. "He tvasn't

hugging htm, he was frisking him;* saiä Eckstine in kis

act at the Plaza Persian Room.
* # * >

NANCY SINATRA SR. CRIED yesterday. Staying at
Frank Sr.'s suite in a hotel here, Nancy Sr. was moved by
a cable concerning the "Golden Lady Achievement Award"
she is getting Sunday from AMTTA, an Organization of
American and Italian women. The cäble said, "At last

others havc realized vvhat I have known for 31 years. Con-
gratulations."

The cable was from Frank Jr., who's on a cniise.

Dauffhters Nancy Jr. and Tina arrived today to join thfeir

mother at the ceremony at tlie Plaza. Frank Sr., now in
Ei»ope, advised Iier to accept it. He said, "Every Sinatra
should i;:et at least one award."

^ * *
JUDY CARNE AND BETSY VON FURSTENBERG jrot

into a real fight on stage in Chicago while doing "Absurd
Person Singular." One of the battlers
threw water into the other's face and
called her a four-letter word. Fellow
performer Paul Shyre, a non-com-
batant, parted them.

'N' -K- #
BESS MYERSON sat at Gov.

Carey's right at the National Henio-
philia Foundätion*s tribute dinner to
the Governor — at which Bess was
mistress of ceremonies. Miss Myer-
son wore a figrure-revealing red
Jersey gown slit up to the knee and
had the Gov*s ear. She rapped the
"instant critics" of New York City
and said **if they would g^ive up a
niglit of watching: Ronald Reagan
movies," they could leam how great
a City New York is.

^ ¥: ^
NATALIE SKURKA OF THE

beautiful people set and Mike Spar-
ber were quietly married and started
their honeymoon at El Morocco . . .

Wt^dnesday's will give hüstle lessons
Wednesdays . . . Lainie Kazan*s ne-
gotiating to return to the Rainbow
Grill early in 76 . . . Alberto Rochi,
the Argentinian who sings in Italian
at Chateau Madrid, will go to Japan
to make a picture in Japanese . . .

Johnny Bench, dining at Scoop before
going for muscle surgery, said he

was fully recovered from Cancer surgery of two years ago.
* *

SHOW BIZ QUIZ: To what entertalners do the middle
ames Lillis, Uhler and Claude belong? Ans. to yesterday's:
lohn Huston won an Oscar directing his father, Walte
luf^ton. In "Treasure of ttie Sierra Madre.*'

LAINIE
Back to the Grill
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HUSTON CONTINUCD
MOVI

He NA/ants to keep
the costume

"The only prohlt'm," said a London

crony wlioii he lieanl of llustoifs

acceptance of the part, "w ill he get-

ting the rohes olT Hiistoii wIkmi the

movie's ünished." And ihat, says

Preniinger, proved })rophetie. "Ue
asked thal his costume he sent lo

him, so we sent it. I asked him if he

was going to wear it around the

house, and he said no, hut near his

home in h'ehmd is a small town

with a seminary. He wants lo dress

up in his rohes and walk through

the towii with everyhody wonder-

ing who the new^ eanhnal is." Hus-

ton and his felh)vv movie eanhnal,

Kaf Vallone, vviio usually plays he-

man roles in Italian movies, had

already ereated something of a stir

in Manhattan and Rome respeetive-

ly when they called in at eeelesi-

astieal haherdasheries to huy their

rohes: they upset a numher of

young priests who eouldn't quite

place their faees.

( )nee hefore in his career Huston

appeared hefore the cameras, hut in

no fancy costume and with nothing

to say. That was in The Trcasurc oj

the Sivrni Ahtdre direeied hy him-

self in wliicli he \Nas an anony-

mous man getting a shoeshine. As a

earchnal \\v is most convincing and

prohahly will remind s(nne viewers

of Bostons eraggy Hicharddardin d

(]ushing. Noonein l^reminger'sfih i

hears any physieal resemhlaiu^e »

New Yorks Francis (kardinal Spi i-

man, although niany pcoplc cons '-

ered the original hook, Theijuilin

lo l)e a lliinly disguised aceou •

of Spellman's life. Preminger 1

altered many of the se(|uences

thehook that most cl(»sely parallel I

Spellman's career.

Now that llie part is ünishe»

Huston has vowed that heneeforl

he will stick to directing. "riier

was one greal actor in my famil

[his father, Walter Huston | ai>

that s enough. 1 <'ould never tr

him and 1 don't want to try." B

he is busily and perhaps mischi.

vously huntingaround foranaclin

rolehecan offerDireclor Preming

and direct him as Huston acluah

appears to he doing in the pictu'

helow, of the two in action in Rom

r

-M

li

*¥

B

f

kiggy-eyedliusluii llr()(><l^(^ve^

a sequence in Tfw Cardimil in

whicli, as a crusty-old-prelale-

withdieart-ot-gold, he must dis-

cipline the hrash voiiiig priest

who is the hcro (»1 ihr slorv.

.*-i%SI

I

:>

Tough director portrays a Church Prince

John Cardinal Huston
The ihoughtlul glow("r with which lamed film director John

Huston usually transfixes act(»rs uill soon he staring out

at the paying cuslomers. Huston lurns actor in a new ( )il(»

Premiiiger film «»1 PX'iO's Ix'sl-selling hook The (jin/inaL

and he gives a finc pcrlorrnance as a Priiicc ol ihe ( ihurch

ulu» is as l(»ugh and cruslv as Huston liini>clf. Inile«'d ihis

may have heen wln Ins old lri<'nd Prcniingcr ihoughl ol

him lor ihe role in ihe lirst place, and wh^ il was so easy

to persuade Huston to take it. As Cardinal (deiuion, Bish-

op of Boston. Huston plays a key role in the develop-

ment of a Noung Boston Irishnian (played hy Tom Tryon)

from parish priest to cardinal. Beautifull) photographed

if) Boston. \ i«*nna and Ronic. the lilm occasionally lapses

inio mcliMlrama in scenes of Ku Klu\ Klan outrages in

(M'orgia arnl Nazi nastiness in \ienna, hut mostly it is an

el(Kju«'nt sermon on maus inhumanity loman and to(»o<i.

f

LlfF ^'(^-1?, x^ Hr%
CONTINUID 61
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No\A^ who's

directing

whom here?

iomeprobably would not have

been big enougb for tbe two of

tbem, liad both been cardinals.

But despite tbeir mutual repu-

tation for autocratic ways, Di-

rektors Huston Heft) and Prem-

inger, bere discussing tbe fibn,

bad a fine time working togetber.

Says Preminger of Actor Hus-

ton. "He's a very good actor, and

ol course as a director be knows

bow an actor sliould bebave.
'

mm
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Now who's

directing

whom here?

lntn('|M'()l)al)l\ uoiild mit Ikim>

l)p<Mi hin ciioii^ili Inr llic lu(» ol

tiu'in. Ik«I holli Ix'i'M «nniiiKiU.

\\\\\ (l«'>|iilr llirir rmiliial trjui-

lati(»?i h»r aiilocralic \\as>. Di-

iTcInr^ llii-tnii (/r/n aiiil l'rrtii-

in^rr. Iirrc (li'^(ii^>iii^ ihr lilni.

Iiad a lirH' linir unrkiji;:; |(>«:rllM'r.

Sa\> PrrfiiiriL't'r <>l Xclur llii*-

lon. II«' ^ a \ri \ ticMxj aclor. atul

nl coiiiM' a> a tlircclof lic kimu^

lu»\N an aclor >lnml(j Itcluixc.
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Huston Star+s

New Movie
John Huston staxted work

If today at Pinewood Studios
near London on his 25th
picture 21s a director. This
sequence of Charles Feld-

man's ''Casino Royale," a
Columbia release, also marks
Huston's fifth screen Per-

formance as an actor. He
also will share in the writ-

ing credits.

David Niven is the prin-

clpal actor in this sequence.

Deborah Kerr will play the

wife of the head of the
Britisfli S e c r e t Service,

portrayed by Trevor How-
ard. Huston's role is Chief of

the CIA and Charles Boyer
plays Superintendent of the
French Surete.

Already completed are

sequences with Peter Seilers,

Ursula Andress and Orson
Welles under the direction

of Joe McGrath and Robert
Parrish. Richard Talmadge
is director of a unit spe-

dalizing in action sequences
and Jerry Bresler is co-

producer.
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Katharine Hepburn: 'Come^ I Want You to Meet My Niece '

\

\
Mi^9 Hepburn gare thia interview during th« ahnntifig nf "Guf9& Whn*i9

Coming to Dintwr/* her ninth and final film with 8peno9r Tracy, Mr*

f Tracy died on June 10, after production tvoj completed,

By CECEIJA AUER

HOLIA'WnOD.

THE waitinp: room walLs at Colum-
bia Pictures flaunt photopraphs of

its current and cominß attraction-s.

Riprht now they're heavy on "Ca-
Kino Royale" chicks, biit the killer is th«
onft of Katharine Hepburn leanin;? over
the sJioulders of Katharine Hepburn?
Oiu one of them must be the niece.

to help launoh her nlece's movie ca-

reer, Miss Hepbum has let it be known
that she jast might entertaiin the notion

of ßubmitting to a few winnowed Inter-

views—a very few, mind you, and not
poBltively. Whereupon a minuet of ex-
quisite nepotiations, conducted by re-

Fpectful Intermediaries, concludes In

triumph for our side.

Aocordinply, with a punctuallty un-
precedenled in stars of her magnitude
(and les.^er, too), on the dark sound
5tape of Stanley Kramer's "Gues.s Who's
Coming to Dinner"—the movie in prog-
ress that teams for the ninth time
Kathanne Hepburn with Spencer Tracy
and co-5tars Sidney Poitier but above
all marks the movie debut of Miss Hep-

^ bum's niece, Katharine Houghton

—

Fquared-off and ready, Stands Hepbum.
(The one and true Hepbum. Audrey,
Whose Publicity sometimes presumes to

use the simple surname, is of course

a whipper-snapper.) Her handshake is

firm. She is a brisk, take-ciharge one.

"Come," she directs, "I want you to

meet my niece."

Miss Houghton, 22, waits In her dress-

Ing room trailer, leafing through her
father's illustrated history of the Con-
necticut River. Miss Hougtiton plays

:Miss Hepburn's daughter in the movie;
for once a movie daughter's going to

rea.lly look hke her movie mother. Aunt
and niece exchange some affectionate

raillery. Miss Hepbum beams at Miss

Houghton; bravely Miss Houghton beams
back. But it's no contest, nor is It

meant to be. Miss Hepbum is unaware
of thear relative candle power. The sun
can't help being the .sun.

Miss Hepbum decides her dressing

room, blocks away, is the place to chat.

The old-shoe but leather upholstered

convertible privileged to park at the

sound stage door is hers, its Windows
down enough to keep her dog Lobo cool

yet still contain him. Lobo looks like

a small tan police dog and Is friendly

without being a bore about it, His mis-

tress Claims he's haJf coyote. If so, bis

dominant characteristics spring from the

other half; or eise riding around in the

back seat with a sehool lunch box, a
boomerang and a skate board has addled

the wild beast in him. (To .show her

young nephews that Aunt Kath is not

tntally decrepit, Miss Hepburn can now
remain upright on the skate board for

two minutcs, but the damned boom-
erang still refases to retum.)

«

After serenrly woavlng in and out of

a Mach «wmett routlne <Yf oncoming
trucks, half-tracks, grips pashing flood-

lights, long boards swaying crazily on

workmen's Shoulders - the while chat-

ting and hailing fellow workers with

her charactoristic gcsture, half-wave,

half-salute- -Miss Hepburn now gentles

her car to a halt. There isn't a Scratch

on it.

Once inside her spacious but Imper-

«onal quarters, she is Atalanta in slarks.

ßhe .Sprints to the Windows to open them
.«?tiU more, flings Wide the terrace door

to give Lobo hls run, darts to the

kitchen to retum with iced tea, shoves

a table In front of the sofa for her

guest's glass, scouts an ash tray for it

and then, her guest's needs ministered

to. .sinks lightly Into a facing chair.

The proper environment—fre.sh air,

strong light, hospitality, privacy—estab-

lished, clearly the formal "interview" is

to happen now.
F5arlier on the dark sound stage .«Äie

had been cii'cling it, intimating (1) why
.she is in tMs Situation and (2) why she
has so rarely been in this Situation

before. (On the other band, sftie may not

have been intimating anything; she may
jU5?t have been making random talk.

Still, she is so exceptional in every other

way, would .she be likely to traffio in

random talk?) Well anyway, (1): "I

can't teil you how happy I am that

Stanley has given my niece her Chance.

You know how you look and look fo<r

the right break for someone you know
is good, but .somehow the person and
the opportun i ty never seem to coincide?"

And (2): "I have this frightful habit;

everytime someone asks something of

me, everytime someone wants me to do
something— instantly, automatically, I

.say no. Only after they've tumed tiieir

backs and are Walking away," her arms
are thrust forth, beseeching; angutsh
fills her eyes, "only then do I go rus»hing

after them. 'Please. Teil me about it,* I

plead with them. Teil me! Maybe I'll

say yes!"' Her arais fall, her head
dropg. "But of course they're gone."

How cruel. Nor will she be consoled by
the Suggestion that her way sihe's spared

a lot of nonsense. "No, no!" she ories,

"it's wrong—it's .so negative!" And sh«

too has enjoyed her Performance, having
played it with just the right glint of

self-mockery to half-mean it.

*

Here in her dressing room comes her

first Chance to face the matter at hand.

In so doing, she faces her interrogator

for the first time as well. She leans for-

ward. This is it—the moment of truth.

But since (empirically) it can't exist un-

less somebody hears it, there is a slight

delay. The charm that enthralls an SRO
matinee has atomized her audience of

one.

The Sensation is like being simulta-

neously the target of a Bück Rogers ray

gun and the recipient of the crackling

bands of live electricity that leap from
mad movie doctor laboratory machines.

Consoiousness retums to the sound of

Miss Hepburn's voice lilting along as

before; she is oblivioas of her impact.

Or inured to it. Or stuck with it, in the

sense of gifted by the gods with it.

Certainly she does nothing to "pre-

.sent" it. She is not "coiffed," she is not

"madeup," she is not "groomed." Her
garb might have been snatohed from a

freshly laundered scarecrow: flapping

tan slacks, a couple of T-shirts, red wool
socks, thick-soled loafers, a soft cam-
paign cap (Civil War?) perched atop

her marvelous head. This Ls the uniform

she adopted at the beginndng of her ca-

reer to suit the activities of her private

life-—tennis,' golf, tramping in the Con-
necticut woods or up and down the hüls

back of Beverly Hills ("There is still

untouohed land up there. Of course you
have to know iLs .secret entrances in

Order to disappear in it and go explor-

Ing")— and neither uniform nor activ-

ities have changed.
But she herself has changed. Just as

in her lifetime she has .seen the world
change. "This movie we're doing is high

comedy about raclal Integration, the

'Guess Who* is Sidney Poitier. When you
can do comedy about Integration, that

means it's here, it's accepted. Didn't

the good ladies of Boston, who used to

lock their iceboxes against the pilfering

Katharine Hepbum and her niece, Katharine Houghton, play mother and daughter in Stanley Kramer's comedy about Integration, "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"

Why docs the younger gencration say such mean thinys about its parentsf .

of their Irish maids, live to see the day
that old Joe Kennedy made his son

President of their United States? I re-

member the time I brought a Catholic

boy honie, oh with what chill politene.'^s

my father (Dr. Thomas Norval Hepburn)
bade him welcome! Sundays I would go
with him to Mass. Not that I'd go insirie

his church. I wasn't that brave. I'd sit

on the Steps outside and wait for him.

Somehow my father would just happen
to drive by evory time I was sitting on

those Catholic steps waiting and he'd

smile at me and wave," Miss Hepburn
demon.strated her father's grceting, (So

that's where her distinctive half-\<rave,

half-salute camp from!) "and koep right

on driving. Pretty soon that boy and I

just secmed to drift apart." Dr. Hepburn
won some and lost some.

"Or my mother. She was an emand«
pated woman; a fighter for licr

I guess .she'd be rated far left today. My
father was more conservative. He'd have
been considered a .social ist. My mother
was a pionoer in the birth control move-
ment; S'he workod for it right alongside

her friend Margaret .Sanger. In Hartford

that made her a dangcrous and wicked
woman. Whon I was a small child we'd

be out Walking and we'd meet a neighbor

on the Street. My mpther would say

'good morning' and the neighbor would
look right through us as if nobody was
there. My mother didn't mind. She kept

on saying 'good morning' the next time

and the next. Sooner or latcr the neigh-

bor could no longer .sustain her own
rudeness. Faced with my mother's good

manners, .she'd feel compelled to return

my mother's greeting. And once more
my mother's innate courtesy had pre-

vailed. Just the other day I read that

Colorado had passed a law makmg abor-

tion legal. How unbelievably pleased it

would have made my mother to know
that!"

Almo.st e\'erythlng Miss Hopbum talks

about has .some refcrence to her father

or mother or both: "I don't believe in

marriage. Because marriage ls not a
natural Institution, otherwise why .sign

a contract for it? One of the few happy
marriages. po.s.sibly the only truly happy
marriage I've known, was my parents'.

They never argued about things my
mother never wanted 'things,' .she wa.sn't

Interested in 'things' the way most wo-
men are they only argued about Idcas."

Dr. and Mrs. Hepburn had six chll-

fjren. Their firstborn. Tom, died in child-

hood, leaving Katharine the elde.st of

Her two brothers and two sisters. It may
be gleaned that with Katharine as their

Ipader. they were a .spirited, vigorous,

cjramatic handful. Dr. Hepburn Ti.sed to

riay, .shaking his head. "My children

want to be either the bride or the

corpse.'*

Take, for instance. that hideous time

in 1929, the Philadelphia out-of-to\\m

tr>'-out of "Death Takes a Holiday"

.vtarring Philip Merivale "with" Kath-

arine Hepburn. After a few perform-

#nces, Katharine Hepburn was given her

Aotice. S^e was fired. Fi red. She couldn't

^)*]ieve lt. It never ocrurred to the novice

. l'-tress then. .she says. that .she could

"^ver be Icss than herself; that is, utterly

.«ublime, the quinte.ssence of teacher's

pet; that she couldn't have anything she

wanted. that .she didn't de.serve anything

she wanted. Fired! Oh, the monumental
injustice, the blind .stupidity, etc. She
ciUed her father.

"Father drove all the way from Hart-

ford to Philadelphia to catch my last

perfoi-mance. He managed to sit through

lt. Right after the final curtain, he came
st^nning backstage. 'They're absolutely

right!' he shouted. 'You were carrying

on on that stage. you were gallumphing
around there like a maniac! Who's going

to believe that my daughter. a big

healthy girl like you, could fall in love

With death! With death. for Ood's sake!'
"

Dr. Hepbum packed up his daughter and
took her home, a daughter .switched once

again to the role of the corp.se, but a

corpso with just enough breath of life

left in her to glare at her father bale-

fuUy and think what an inscnsitivc brut§

he is. how utterly lacking in the smalle.st

.«»hred of understanding. before she rx-

pired. temporarily. (And so Rose H«>bart,

who foiiid be wan. opened in the play on
Broadway, and "Death Takes a Holiday"
wa.^ a big hit.)

"I soe how right my father was, now
that I see I've beoome just Hke him. I'm

a realist now. I like plays and movies
about real life. The four basic themes
that have never failed to bring audiences

t«> the theaters are birth, love, death and
.srlf-sacrifice. Look at The Sound of

Musir.' There has never been such re-

.«»pon.se. It has all four.

"Fanta.sy on the .screen doesn't inter-

est me; I've got fantasy enough inside

me To me 'BIow-lTp* i.s a bunrh of

cndles.s nonsense, 'Oh, the picture, the

picture, look at the picture, what'.^ in

the picture, is anything in the picture?' "

.shp moaned. scoffing at "Blow-Up's"
central sequence. "And tennis without
balls! For fnr, a tennis player! No balls?

Rather suspect of the movie as a whole,

I'd say.

"Father put up with no nonsense; he
had no patience for self-pity. When any
of US would Start mooning about, bidding

for attention with Tm not feeling very
well,' he'd say 'Take an a.spirin, go up
to your room and lie down. Don't inflict

the way you feel upon the rest of us.'

Naturally our recoveries were miracu-
lous. It was too much fun downstairs.

Whenever I'd be playing in New York,

I'd leave the theater Saturday night and
streak for home for the weekend. My
friends u.sed to say, 'Dear Katharine,

she's so good to her family.' Good to my
family nothing! I was selfish. I was
being good to myself!"

This kind of talk was beginning to

.sound pretty radical, this father-mother

extollmg, this brazen family loyalty,

intermixed as it was with droll aecounts

of personal disasters for which she held

herself alone responsible. Indeed, her dis-

rourse was as heretical in its way as

was her mother's in her day, and whon
this was nervously pointed out to Miss
Hepburn, she flung aloft an accusing fin-

ger and then exclaimed: "Freud!" (It in

a pleasure to watch Miss Hepburn's ges-

ture.s. They «weep; they know whei*e

they're going; they ".«»uit the action to

the Word, etc.," always preceding the

Word with the pei-fect »plit-eecond tim-

ing that provides a .su^spenseful setting

for the Word when it come«.)

It tums out that Mi.s« Hepburn does

not believe in Freud, any more than she

believes in Satan. She denoimces him
for encouraging chronologically adult

children to use their parent« as «eape-

goatfl. She charges him with giving the

ninnieis .somebody el.se to bear the guilt

for their cmn weakne.s.se«. She convicLs

him of »oothing sinner« with the assur-

«nce that what they do in not their fault,

it'« mum« and daddy« from way back.

(Mis« Hepburn is not quoted directly

here; it would be too exhauAting.)

But now, not .suddenly but pervaslvely,

there was ano^her preaence in the room;
the «miling ghost of Rofne, Miss Hep-
bum'« role in "The African Queen,'* wa/i

hovering. Did her creator» eaatigation

of Freud call out to Ro«ie'« own Puil-

: I
>

tanioal emptying of Bogart's gin hottles?

No. A more po.sitive and kindly inspira-

tion brought them together in the first

place, and that influence remains. For
in response to a question about John f

Huston, their movie's dirertor, Rosic's

and Miss Hepburn's faces merged. and;
smiling, Mi.ss Hepburn said. "John gavei

me the finest piece of direction I thinki

I've ever had.

"We made mo.«9t of 'The African

Queen' in the Congo. It was the rainy

season. Everything was wet, everything. .

"The picture wasn't going well. WS;
weren't getting it. Then one night John
dragged himself soaking to my lent.

'Katharine.* he .said, 'I think I know
now who Rosie is. Your face is too thm.

your mouth turns down at the corners.

Well, Ro.sie makes the best of every-

thing, of her looks, of her 3ituation;

Rosie does everything with a smile.

Becau.se Rosir w Mrs. Rnnsrvrit.'
''

Miss Hepburn glanced at her N^ratch

and .sprang up from her chair. "That
.should do for an interview.'' she said

briskly. "Come, let's say goodby to my
niece."

Outside the stars' dres.sing room
building another ear now wa,s parked
.So dose to Miss Hepbum's. there wasn't

room for her to open her door. "Let'a

<?ee," she .said, looking before she leaped.

Then she braced her .strong hands on
the Window ledge and \s-ith one beauti-

fully coordinated upswing. .she was m
the driver's seat. ( By compari.son, the

Heilz man is a .si.s.sy. He ju.st floats in.

And the top of Äw car is down.)

There was yet another feat to come.

this one in the realm of RSP. There
could have been no collusion between
Mi.ss Hepbum and Miss Houghton, un-

le.ss, that ls, Ml.*»s HepbuiTi's dres.sing

room was bugged. and they wouldn't

dare! Back on the sound stage. Miss
Hepbum made her adieus to Miss Hough-
ton. u-alked away, and then as if it waa
an afterthought, roturned.

"Katharine. why does your generation

say iuch mean things about iLs parents?"
Hhe a-sked plea.santly, and .straightway

Mi.ss Houghton an.swered. pleasantly, "I

Ruppose it wants a .soapegoat." So "Gues.«i

Who's Coming To Dinner" is not only
going to have a movie daughter who
look« like her movie mother, but who
think« hk« her a.«; well. Or a« an older
generation used to say, "It's in the
blood."

I
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Secret Agents Abound

in *Casino Royale'

By BOSLEY CROWTHEK
MORE of the talent agent

than the secret agent
is flamboyantly evident in

Charles K. FeldJman's "Casino
Royale," which oj>ened at the
Capitol and Cinema I yester-
day—and that despite the fact

that the screen is crawljng
with «ecret agents of all sexes
and sorts. It is absolutely
teeming with wild impersona-
tors of James Bond, ranging
from David Niven to Woody
Allen and from Ursula An-
dress to Deborah Kerr. It

clatters and bangs with 007's
trying to pull the all - time
double-oh-cross on all future
aspirants to Bond-olatry. Hut
it is still the triumph of the
talent agent, which Mr. Feld-
man used to be.

•
That is because he has made

it on the premise that the
more writers and directors he
could put to work and the
more actörs he could cram
into his picture, the more im-
pressive, if not the better, it

would be, and the more en-
ergy and noise would be pro-
jected by the sheer human
multiplicity.

As a consequence, he had
twice as many writers work-
ing on the script as the thrce
that are named in the credits.
He had six directors shooting
Segments of it— and so con-
glomerate are their efforts
that you have to consult the
program to teil where one left

off and another began. And
he has a cast of so many, at
least 14 of whom are ranking
Stars, that the screen appears
to be a demonstration of the
Population explosion at its

peak.
Furthermore, alnce he wasn't

paying (Columbia Pictures
was), he spared no expenvse
in bu^ing the most elaborate
and fantastic sets and the fin-
est outdoor looations in Lon-
don, Scotland and points east
and west to enclose his com-
pletely Brobdingnagian bur-
lesque on the crazy cult of
Bond.
You would think, with so

much going for him. that he
would harvest a residue of
fun—and he does, especially
in th6 beginning, when a

«\-«<ö

The Cast
CAMINO ROYALE, Sfreenplay bv Wolf
Mankowitz, John Law and Michael
Sayers, suqgcsted by the lan Fleming
novel; directed by John Huston, Ken
Hughes, Val Guest, Robert Parrish and
Joe McGrath; produced by Charles K.
Feldnnan and Jerry Bresler; released

by Columbia Pictures. At the Capitol

Theater, Broadway and 51 st Street, and
the Cinema I, Third Avenue and 60tt>

Street. Running time: 130 minutcs.

Evelyn Tremble Peter Seilers

Vesper Lynd Ursula Andress
Sir James Bond ,.. David Niven
Le Chiffre Orson Welles
Mata Bond Joanna Pettet

The Detainer Dallah Lavi
Jimmy Bond Woody Allen

Agent Mimi Deborat» Kerr
RäRsome. William Holden
Lp Grand. Charles Boyer
McTarry John Hustor>

Smprnov Kurt Kasznar
George Raft Himself
French Legionnaire . Jean-Paul Belmondo
Cooper Terence Cooper
Moneypenny Barbara Bouchet
Buttercup Angela Scoular
Fliza Gabriella Licudi

Heather Tracey Crisp

Pcg Elaine Taylor
Miss Goodthighs Jacky Bisstt

quartet of representatlves of
Britain, the Vnited States,

France and the Soviet Union
call upon the aging Sir James
Bond to come out of retire-

ment and help combat the
growing power of Smcrsh,

Impersonators of Bond

at Two Theaters

which has been killing off se-

cret agents more rapidly than
the automobile.

It really gets off to a fast

Start as Sir James, whom
David Niven plays as though
he were a clubmate of the
latter-day urbane Sherlock
Holmes, goes to Scotland to
see the widow of the untimely
murdered M, head of British
Intelligence, and finds her
running a buzzing hive of
female spies. With Miss Kerr
playing this fuzzy lady and
Mr. Hu.ston directing this

phase (as well as playing M
in the first scene), it looks
as though the film is grand-
ly launched.

And it continues to clip

along nicely a^ Peter Seilers,

who is supposed to be the
world's great authority on
baccarat, is recruited to sim-
ulate Bond and confront the
demon baccarat ace of the
evil System, performed stu-

pendously by Orson Welles.
The game between these two
in the Casino Royale, which
is the only thing in the lan
Fleming novel of the same
name translated to the film,

is a jolly tangle of two noto-
riously able sccne-stealers.

•
But all of Mr. Feldman's

scriptwriters and fortune tell-

ers have so cluttered the rest

of the film with wild and
haphazard injections of **in**

jokes and outlandish gags—
such as having Joanna Pettet
play the illegitimate daughter
of Mata Hari and Sir James,
or Woody Allen come on as
Sir James's nephew, Jimmy
Bond, for one of his in»termi-

nable surrealistic monologues
—that it becomcs repetitious

and tedious. And since it's

based more on slapstick than
wit, with Bond clich6 piled

upon clich^, it tends to crum-
ble and sprawl.

It's the sort of reckless,

disconnected nonsense that
could be telescoped or stopped
at any point. If it were
stopped at the end of an hour
and 40 minutes instead of at

the end of 2 hours and 10
minutes, it might be a ter-

minally satisfying entertain-

ment Instead of the wearying
one it is.

s
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'Casino Royale' Bows at 2 Theaters
Someone reportedly said, aftar ''Casino Royale'*

opened in England, that you cannot burlesque a Satire, or

vice-V'3rsa, or something like that. Seeing *'Casino Royale/'

at the Capitol (it is also at Cinema I) and already aware
not only of the B»ritish Opposition but the French opposi*

tion to the British, one ,^ ^ ^ .

'Casino Royale'
hoped for the best as the early

sequences presented the original

Sir James Bond (David Niven)
in his British baronial sur-

roundings and manners. He
meets with other all-time great

spies (William Holden as Ran-
SOme, Charles Boyer as Le Andress,"bävld 'Niven,"Ö>son Weries", rv-

^ j T^ i. T^ o Joanna Pettet, Dalish Lavi, Woody vj
Grand, Kurt Kasznar as Smer-
nov% and Himself, Huston, as

McTarry sporting a red hair-

piece heirloom and an almost

impenetrable brogue. The in-

troductions have a grand style.

John Huston is the director at

this point.

A Columbia release. A Famous ArHsts
Production. Produced by Charles K.
Feldman and Jerry Bresler. Directe<f
by John Huston, Ken Hughes, Val. .

Guest, Robert Parrish and Joseph Mc* \*%
Grath. Screenplay by Wolf Mankowltz,
John Law and Michael Sayers. NoveK^
by lan Fleming. ^so
The cast: Peter Seilers, Ursula

Allen, Deborah Kerr, William Holden.
Charles Boyer, John Huston, Kurt -.,

Kasznar, George Raft, Jean-Paul Bei-- f >
mondo, Terence Cooper, Barbara
Bouchet, Angela Scoular, Gabriella*^*^^
LIcudI, Tracy Crlsp, Elaine Taylor,
Anna Quayle, and Tracy Reed. .

The multiplied elephantiasis

_ ^^ of the Imagination continues tö
y

Huston continues at the heim spin out exaggerations likesT

while Niven and Deborah Kerr some Fourth of July worm, but ^
bandy accents in Scotland and it is curiously unamusing. It is o
have a wild adventure with of course out of the question to(V,

deadly, flying, explosive gad- take it seriously. Thereföre,

gets on the heath. One still has lacking the scientific modernity
hopes, but they are beginning of. a Sean Connery fiction andj
to founder a little. This is not its possiblefuturisticreality, andl^
technically topping the best also failing in the attempt to ^
James Bond-Sean Connery top it with fantasy-parody, the

achievements and it is trying to picture becomes a fanciful

parody them with excess. wedding cake icing placed on
As the film proceeds to mul top of a prior cake.

tiplications of 007's (Ursula The over-inflated, structure-

Andress as Vesper Lynd 007, less bubble collapses as pleas-

Dalish Lavi as The Detainer ure because it's so effortfulv

007, and Terence Cooper as Individuais with their good per-

Cooper, alias James Bond 007), sonal moments are limited to

the Plethora become tiresome. the bodies of the several fe-

Woody Allen comes on late as males, and the expressive face^

a Jimmy Bond, otherwise known of Seilers, Allen and Niven.
as Dr. Noah. This can probably be writter^

Other large names appearing off as a case of too many plots^

briefly are George Raft as too many cooks working with
himself, flipping a coin in the basically unsound material. j

midst of holocaust, Jean-Paul
Belmondo as a French Legion-
naire, Joanna Pettet as Mata
Bond, illegit daughter of Mata
Hari and Sir James, and Orson
Welles as Le Chiffre, a hugo
gambler who doubtless refers
to some other character in the
Bond series.

As tlie action grows bigger,

whirls faster, slapsticks itself

into knots, outcolors the spec-

trum, and brings on endless
bevies of menacing beauties,
the quiet satisfactions of David
Niven are completely lost. The
picture becomes overwhelming,
and not In a particularly en-

tertaining way. True, there's
always enough noise, action,

color and reference to keep you
awake.
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'Rambo' First

At Box Office

For 4t±i Week
HOLLYWOOD. JiAe Ip (AP) —

•'Rambo: First Blcxxl Part 2" led at

the box Office over the weckend for

the fourth consecutive week, while a
new release, "Prizzi's Honor," star-

ring Jack Nicholson and Kathleen
Turner, opened strongly in fourth

place.

''Rambo,'' which sold a total of $85

million in tickets after the weekend,
appears to be the first summer re-

lease that may top $100 million.

"The Goonies," one of several

Steven Spielberg films to be released
this summer, held the No. 2 spot two
weeks after opening. The modern pi-

rate adventure rang up $8.2 million

over the weekend in gross revenues
from 1,705 theaters, and reported a
total of $22 million.

"Fletch," a Cheyy Chase comedy
about an investigative reporter,

placed No. 3 in its third week, gross-

ing $5.2 million to bring its total to

million. «

HomjL^a black comedy
^iTEit-man in love with a

woman in the same line of work,-
picked up $4.2 million at 719 theaters
and consequently reported the best

per-screen average— $5,841 •— of any
current release.
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. Hollywood's

Long-Running
«

Romance With
James M. Cain

^/'n
By JOHN DURA

James M. Cain is talking to us again— metaphorical-

ly, of course— and many filmmakers are listening.

In fact, the newest version of **The Postman Always
Rings Twice," directed by Bob Rafelson, is only the

first of what appear to be several serious attempts

to raise Cain.

*The Butterfly,*' a story written by Cain in 1947 and
never filmed, reached its "rough cut" stage last week, and
is to be released this summer starring Orson Welles and
Stacy Keach. Stuart Birnbaum, a writer of comedy for Lily

Tomlin, has the Option on "Galatea" (1953) which, he says,

Claudia Weill may direct. "Love's Lovely Counterfeit"

(1942), which was transformed into "Slightly Scarlet" in

1956 by Allan Dwan, may again see the light of a new day.

And United Artists, which bought the rights to '*Mildred

Pierce*' from Warner Bros., regularly receives offers from
those willing to risk a remake of the 1945 version that

starred Joan Crawford.

To this can be added the Publishing plans of Holt, Rine-

hart & Winston, which will issue the first Cain biography, by
Roy Hoopes, in 1982, and the collected Short stories of Cain,

titled "The Baby in the Icebox," in September.
The question, of course, is why? What about his work at-

tracts them? Why— three years after his death and 25 years

after the last film based on his work was made— are Holly-

wood filmmakers picking up the Cain Standard again? The
reasons, like Cain's work itself, ränge from the prosaic to

the profound.
• • •

N. H. Swanson, Cain's agent for 40 years, and the Holly-

wood agent for F. Scott Fitzgerald, will crustily allow that

Cain's are **good stories," but Mr. Swanson says the reason

for the current resurgence of interest has to do with the Hol-

lywood laws of supply-and-demand.

''Hollywood is desperate for Scripts, alwdVs has been,"

he says, sounding eerily lik^John Huston^^i/**Chinatown/*

"There is a lot to choose fronnfl fhe'LaHfinventory. But it's

basically what happened with Fitzgerald. After he died, his

work became more marketable. The inventory suddenly

opened up and everybody wanted one. It's the same with

Cain,"
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The Lyons Den

By LEONARD LYONS

A TV network news show will soon alr a report on Hm
Slxth Fl«et, now In the Mediterranean, which is iising: 860,000

g^allons of petroleuni a inonth, piirchased from Italy. The
fleet*» fiiel suppl>' is tlireatened by the current oll ahortai^e

• . . After conducthis: a coast-to-coast economy run uslng
stock modets, Bidck reported Its cara saved up to 26 per
Cent In fuel when diiven »t 50 mph, a^alnst those travetting

•t 70 mph.
A sUghtly chewcd clgar smoked by Sir Winston Churchill

in 1^4 vfill be auctioned in Paris this week. It's accompanled
by a guarantee that It was snatched from an ashtray which
the Prime Minister had just used . . . Argentina's Juan Peron
is expected here for a UN General Assembly meeting . , .

Fritz lioewe, composer of "Gigi," said at the Tuesday open-
ing he'd been confined to his house with a bad cold: "This Is

the first Urne I've been out all week. I made sure to remem-
ber my cough drops. I don't ever want to cough during my
own songs."

Peter Cook, who opened with Dudley Moore last night In

''Good Evening/' diseiissed the weddIng ef Prtncess Anne
and the times he'd met the Royal FaniUy. ^I ouce danced
with Princess Margaret/' be recalled. ''She told me ehe
couldn't follow my steps, and suggested I let her lemd. Vm
a very bad dancer» and foOow even worse. She soon reallzed

thls and teased: 'Now keep foUowing me—off the dance
fioor/ "

Owr.er Avram Grobard of
El Avram, the Israeli night-

elub here, performed In Is-

rael during the war and dis-

covered a group there, Ttie

Five Russkies. The entertain-

ers, who are now appearing
at the club, recently eml-
grated from Russia, and in-

clude Russian music in thelr

act . . . Emestine Jackson,
costar of "Raisin," will sing
at Harlem's Canaan Baptist
Church of Christ Sunday
morning . . . A book Is being
written about Mason Reese,
the 8-year-old "reporter" for

WNBC-TV's news.
Irving Caesar, who pre-

sents his one-man show, "Bio

In Song," at Town HaH Nov.
28, lists a fictiticHis producer
as "DeUncy Ludlow, Jr.'* for

his program. ''One needs a
prestigious name for a producer,'* he said^ explainlng tlie

names are of the interseetlng streets where he was born on
the Lower East Slde. Last year, hfs ^'producer'' was ''Eldridg«

Forsyth,*^ the Interseetlng streets where he attended el»-

mentary sdiool . • . The New American Library has bought
the Paperback rights to Earl WUson's book, ''Show Buslnesa
Lald Bare."

Directori John Huston J[nd William Castle have actInK
roles in ncw TMüt^j^^^^j^im appears In Roman Polanskl'a

"Chinatown," and Castle will play a film director in John
Schlesinger's "The Day of the Locust."

PETEB COOK
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JOYCE HABER

New Old Curmudgeon Role for Huston
In View of his excellent Performance in Paramount's

cxcellent "Chinatown." I remarked that, were he not so
good a director, John Huston might well be best known
as an actor. ril go further this time: I think that Huston
ivfll be up for a Best Supporting Oscar this year for
•CMnatown.'»
Buston does fAs nO»

lionth bit as a thespian in
Orson Welles' forthcoming
"Other Side of the Wind." A
•few others: "Treasure of
Sierra Madres": "List of
Adrian Messenger"; "The
Cardinal." Now that old
curmudgeon John returns
to the scene of his earliest

directoral triumph, the
Burbank Studios ("Maltese

Falcon." 1941),but this time
to Star at Columbia, not to

direct for Wamer's (C &W
now ahare the ''Burbank'*

Iot%
The xnovie is Charles

Bronson's •'Breakouf* an action-adventure film with
Huston cast, quite naturally, as an elderly curmudgeon.
John heads an international conglomerate, and arranges
for his own grandson to be sentenced to life imprison-
ment to keep him from learning about John's nefarious
Operations. Robert DUvall of "The Godfather" is the
grandson-victim; Jill Ireland, who's Mrs. Bronson in pri-

vate life plays Robert's wife.

Writer/director/äctor Huston is a leading candidate to

tindertake still another role, this one in the MGM Colum«
Ua Joint venture, "The Wind and the Lion,** which Starts

Bhooting, with Sean Connery. in September. Proving,

perhaps, that when so many good actors are out of work,
old actor/directorsnever die.Nor do they fade away.

IMA'a Sue Mangers and UniversaVs Ned Tanen

ii^ John Huston

CAmerican GrafGÜ") flew to London to finaüze a deal

with Mick Jagger. Mick^while some U.S. film for Uni-
vesal. Ifs called "Joe Bunch and All That Glitter," from
an original screenplay by John Kaye. Its subjecf a con-
ihan in San FYancisca No wonder Mick's Bianca was
recenUyhuntingforahouse inHollywood. • •

George C. Scott, on the other band, is an incorrigible

Easterner: he's rented a home in Beverly Hills for six

Tnpnths, but the Scotts (she's Trish Van Devere) have
bought a house in Connecticut. Trish and George just

completed "The Savage Is Loose"; George goes into

Robert Wise's and Universals 'The Kinde nberg" next.

Incidentally, George, like the lady-charmer and gen-
tleman he is (I feil in love with him on Valentine's Day
some years ago during an interview in Manhattan ), is

on the very best terms with his (twice) ex-wife, Colleen

Dewhurst. Anyone has only to see Colleen in Broad-
ways biggest ticket-smash and multiple Tony-winner,
••Moon for the Misbegotten.," to know why anyone
would marry -her twice,. She's only sensational—and
that's a Word I reserve for rare Performances. Colleen

and her super costar, Jason Robards (she even outshines

him, and that's not easy), will be here in "Moon" for

•all to see at the Ahmanson this fall. Which is another tri-

umph for the Center Theater Group's artistic director,

Robert Fryer. Count me in, CTG, for a second viewing of

"Moon". • .
•

Audrey Hepburn may or may not be pregnant—Kurt
Frings, her agent, hasn't spoken to her and doesn't yet

know— but Kurt confirms that Audrey turned down the

film "Jackpot," starring Richard Burton. (Glenda Jack-
son will costar, for "luansmen" producer Bill Alexan-
der. "I just got back from London where I tried to call

Audrey," says Frings, "but iVs impossible to get a call

through from London to Rome." (Haber's Note: Or firom

cnywhere to Rome: have you tried those Italian tele*

phone Operators?) Kurt continues: "I think if she is not
pregnant and a picture can be found to do in Rome,
she'U do it." Now just imagine trying to get through to

Audrey on a Roman locatioa' . • •

United Artists doesn't know I know it, but I do: Woody
Allen's first title choice for his next movie was "Love

^eath," but U A toppers nixed it, claiming that the

Word "death? is just that al'the böx Office. I diould think

•death" in a zany Allen comedy might be gold at the box
©ffice. Anyway, Woodys starting his new, untitled film

in Paris, again with the Allen stock player whom Woody
insists is his ex-romance ("Play It Again, Sam"; "Sleep-

er").

Said U A's Mike Medavoy, when queried about the tit-

le: "We're still playing around with titles. There's not
even a tentative title yet." Woody, as is his fashion,

wrote the film himself, and will direct and star. Woody
may not have seven Olympic gold medals, but he's what
Mark Spitz, who just bombed as an entertainer at our
Magic Mountain, would like to be—a genius, and versa-
tile. • •
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Jack Nicholson—Down to

The Very 'Last DetaiV

11

Movies

By GUY FLATLEY

"I
'VE feit weird all day
long, like Tm Standing

aside and watching my-
self. And I look stränge.

What do you suppose this

bump is on the side of my
face? I've never had anything
like that before. And my eyes
feel all squinty. I must look
like some guy doing a Buf-
ferin commercial."

His eyes do look a little

squinty, but he could never
pass for a guy hooked on
Bufferin. Nor does he look
much like Jack Nicholson,

the blissfully blunt, boyishly
lewd cut-up of "Five Easy
Pieces" and "Carnal Knowl-
edge." Yet it is Jack Nichol-

son sitting there on the lumpy
hotel sofa, slumped sideways,

droopy-eyed, thin-haired,

decked out in conservative

gray slacks and a red-and-

blue plaid Shirt like the one
you gave your dad for Christ-

mas back in the fifties.

But after a while, just about
the time the aroma of pot has
disappeared, telltale signs be-

gin to surface— a cynical

smile here, a sudden flash of

wicked laughter there, an ob-

scenely accurate appraisal of

one public official or another.

He's the same bad boy who
made good as a boozy drop-

out in 1969's "Easy Rider,"

all right, and he's nipped into

town now to promote *The
Last Detail," a salty saga in

which he is so good as ''Bad-

Ass" Buddusky— a sweet-

souled, sewer-mouthed, trig-

ger-tempered, beer-belching,

skirt-chasing sailor—that he's

aure to grab the Oscar nomi-

nation that Hollywood myste-

riously denied him for his

knockout Performance as

Jonathan, the kinky woman-
izer, in Mike Nichols* "Carnal

Knowledge."
"The Last Detail" opens to-

day at the National and Coro-

net, and, like a good boy,

Nicholson is here to spread

the hoorays—partly because

he's in for a percentage of

the Profits. But it's clear that

an interview is the last detail

he really wants to bother

with. "Oh. my God, I've been

through this a million times,"

he sighs, not genuinely vexed,

just sort of embarrassed.
" 'Born in Neptune, New Jer-

sey, in 1937... got a job in

obviously going to irritate the

person you're having a rela-

tionship with. But I don't

like to share my lady, really.

And I assume she feels the

same."

Nor does he necessarily

want to share a marriage

contract with his lady. "It's

not that I'm dead set against

marriage. But I really do find

—except for the purposes of

an interview—that it is not

the least rewarding to have
opinions on these things.

Once things start happening,

you will do what you will do,

no matter what pronounce-

ments you've made in the

past."

Spoken more like an eider

statesman than a raunchy

rebel. Is Father Time playing

some premature trick on

Nicholson? "I'm aware that

I'm getting older—I'll be 37

in April. I don't really think

much about it, but there was
a song at the Dylan concert
—I think it was called Tor-

ever Young'—that started me
wondering just how much
anxiety I do feel about grow-

ing old. I try to feel that it's

just the actual meat that's

getting older. I galn extra

weight and I wonder if may-
be this time I won't lose it

again. There are dark circles

under my eyes that may not

go away. My hair is going

away. Of course, if I weren't

a maniac, I wouldn't be notic-

ing these things.

"Old age—so what? If a

truck hit me, I'd be gone

right away. And if there

were eures for Cancer and

the other diseases, I'd start

worrying because I'd know
I was going to die a violent

death. Anyone who reaches

a certain age senses a loss

of his powers. I just did two
movies back to back, and

some days I was so tired

that I knew I couldn't do

what I was supposed to do.

That never happened to me
before. Oh, I went ahead

and did the work, but not

really, I guess we all have

an anxiety about growing

old, about being excluded.

Thinking, *Am I the wrong
age now for this kind of be-

havior?'

"

Sad to say, flocks of femi-

nists equate Nicholson's kind

Santi Visalll from Photor«Porters

Jack Nicholson, whose "The Last Detail"

opens today at the Coronet and National

"It's not that Vm dead set against marriage . .

."

gesture to Tootie, he said,

'Ah, you really do under-

stand women, don't you?' *0f

course,' I said, 'just as you
do.' And then he said some-

thing which I find to be so

true. 'You can write a book
or a play or do almost any-

thing,' he said, 'but you can-

not make a movie if you
don't appreciate women.*"

Maria Schneider, the awe-

somely liberated sex kitten

who is amply appreciated by

Bertolucci and who helped

hugely in making his "Last

Tango in Paris" the red, hot

and biue firecracker it be-

came, will no doubt generate

megatons of heat as the re-

cipient of Nicholson's passion

in "Profession: Reporter," a

top-secret flick directed by

Michelangelo Antonioni last

year in London, Munich, Bar-

—^Nicholson's third movie set

for release in 1974—was
worth his creative time. Di-

rected by Roman Polanski

and co-siarring Faye Duna-
way and\ohn Huston, it's a
darkly bizaSedetectiv/story
set in the thirttoft^J^, later

this year, Mike Nichols, who
charted Nicholson's path
through "Camal Knowledge,"
will team him with Warren
Beatty in an offbeat comedy
called "The Fortune."

And, with a little bit of

luck, it will not be so

bloomin' offbeat that they'll

ban it in Georgia—as they

did "Carnal Knowledge"—on
the grounds that it is pornog-

raphy, a judgment made pos-

sible by the recent Supreme
Court rulings on obscenity.

"They're crazy! All I've got to

say is I wish the people who
bring the actions against a



through this a million times,"

he sighs, not genuinely vexed,

just sort of embarrassed.
*' •Born in Neptune, New Jer-

sey, in 1937... gut a Job in

the öartoon department at

MGM . . . acted on television

and in horror movies . . . kept

Company with loose women
. . . got into drugs . . . became
quasi-political . .

." And then

tue reporter simply figures

out the best stylistic way to

say it all over again.'*

Well, just teil me if my
questjons get out of bounds.

"Nothing's out of bounds.

You take your chances, and
ril Uke mine."

Your father abandoned your

mother when you were born?

*'My father and mother sep-

arated when I was a baby. I

saw him extremely intermit-

tently. He was a nice man.

He's been dead for some time.

My mother is also dead. So

Tm an orphan."

It's been said that the form-

ative days and nights of

Jack Nicholson were devoted

to raising holy Ned in Nep-

tune. "Just regulär adolescent

frustrations. I wasn't a car

thief or anything, though I've

seen one or two stolen in my
day. Actually, I was in com-

petition with the school for

entertainment value. I was

even in high school plays,

much to the horror of my
immediate peers."

Although Nicholson—more

charismatic than conven-

tionally handsome—is con-

sidered by the Playboy set to

be the bachelor's bacheJor, a

free and frolicking agent with

his pick of HoUywood's
prettiest, the truth is that he

got married in 1961 and did

the domestic drudgery bit for

five frustrating years. He is

also a father.

•'Jennifer is 10 now," Nich-

olson says in his quiet, nasal

drawl that seems more Ne-

braska than New Jersey. ''I

see her every week. We have

a real good relationship, very

one-to-oneish, if you know
what I mean. It's always been

easy for us to talk to one an-

other because, genetically,

we have the same emotional

tracks."

Nicholson also finds it easy

to talk to Angelica Hustonj

the dark a?h4jfetctiing^

ter of directoFJohn Huston

—

possibly becal^e Tootie,

Nicholson calls hSt, is jCfftom

more than a whisper away.

Even now, she is in the very

next room. Would Nicholson,

a lotharian legend in his own
time, care to take a stand on
the sticky issue of sexual

fidelity?

*'I don*t think you can have
a policy about it," he says

after a second or so of medi-

tation. •'! think everybody is

possessive—it's one of those

things that enhance male-

female feelings. Of course,

being ov^/y possessive is

010, abuul beuig excluded.

Thinking, *Am I the wrong
age now for this kind of be-

havior?'

"

Sad to say, flocks of femi-

nists equate Nicholson's kind

of behavior with the behavior

of a male Chauvinist pig.

Maybe it's because he's so

vividly vile as the man who
treats women as sex objects.

The unsettling Images of him

niegatüus ul' lieat us the re-

cipient of Nicholson's passion

in ••Profession: Reporter," a

top-secret flick directed by

Michelangelo Antonioni last

year in London, Munich, Bar-

celona, Almeria and the Sa-

hara Desert.

•'Working with Antonioni

has its ups and downs."

Could the downs possibly

have anything to do with the

'I passed up Michael in "The

Godfather^^ and I passed up

"The Siing.^^ Creaüvely^

they were not worth

my tinie.^

ditching Karen Black in the

ladies' room of a gas Station

in ••Five Easy Pieces" and
bully-bruising Ann-Margret to

the brink of suicide in "Car-

nal Knowledge" cling stub-

bornly to the brain.

"I played those characters;

I didn't editorialize them.

They are legitimate repre-

sentations of male attitudes

of our time, attitudes which
result in crippling negativism.

I didn't try to make those

men any more or any less

palpable to the audience than

others I've played. That

would be pandering, and pan-

dering is the deadliest disease

of the artistic Community. I

don't try to force the

audience to feel one way or

the other.

•'A certain segment of wo-
men say we can't know them,

because we're men. Well,

they're hurting themselves

with their rhetoric and their

Propaganda. And I'm not

talking on a theoretical level;

there has been a very real

backlash. Men are writing

fewer female roles than ever

before because they've been

made to feel that if they do

write about women, they

must give those women a

point of view about the

movement. And that is very

limiting. I'm afraid it will be

another five years before this

isi-dance of seduction be-

[ween the opposing political

forces comes to an end. I my-
self try to duck conversations

ibout sexism. It's all so de-

humanizing.

••I was a feminist long be-

fore women's rights became
a fashionable topic for dis-

cussion. I was talking with

Bertolucci last night after the

Dylan concert and when I

made some intimate little

Maestro's celebrated habit of

viewing actors as sticks of

furniture?

••Oh, I didn't mind that,"

Nicholson says, somehow
managing to wink without so

much as batting an eyelash.

Forget Antonioni. What do
you do with a problem like

Maria?

•'Maria and I were old

friends. I'd been out with her.

I always think of her as a
female James Dean—she's a
great natural. It's funny

—

Tony Richardson told me he
isked Maria what she thought
of me and she said, 'Well,

Jack is a professional. He
likes to know what he is

doing. I do not.'

"

And, professionally speak-

ing, Jack is doing plenty

these days—perhaps in an ef-

fort to make up for a slight

dip in popularity stemming
from "Drive, He Said," a

bleak look at lust and lethar-

gy on Campus which Nichol-

son directed, but did not star

in, in 1971, and "The King
of Marvin Gardens," Bob
Rafelson's enigmatic 1972

drama in which Nicholson

was cast as the sexually in-

secure brother of superstud

Bruce Dern. Although the

public spurned this somber
side of Nicholson's talent,

both films have gone on to

achieve cult Status among
discerning buffs.

Not that Nicholson, didn't

have his pick of the plums.

"I passed up Michael in *The

Godfather* and I passed up
•The Sting.' Even though I

am a non-mercenary artist,

I had a pretty good idea of

the commercial worth of

those properties. But, crea-

tively, they were not worth
my time."

Presumably, •'Chinatown"

MOVIE OPENING
CRAZY JOE — Carlo Lizzani's film, written by Lewis John

Carlino and starring Peter Boyle, Paula Prentiss, Fred Wil-

liamson, Rip Torn, Charles Cioffi and Eli Wallach, Friday

at the Loew's State II, Orpheum and other theaters.

raphy, a judgment made pos-

sible by the recent Supreme
Court rulings on obscenity.

••They're crazy! All I've got to

say is I wish the people who
bring the actions against a
movie like 'Camal Knowl-
edge' would have to appear

at these tribunals and give

their reasons in their own
words. No» I take it back. I

don't wish that at all. They'd

just make fools of themselves

and then I'd feel sad. Let

them stay hidden out thera

with their dumb ideas."

Nicholson feels that dumb
ideas have been bouncing
about the land for some time
now, none dumber than the

idea that "Easy Rider" was
guilty of glorifying dope
dealers. ••The kind of dope
dealers shown in that movie
med a little glorification.

Those guys aren't even in

business any more. Their use
is up. Today, the big money
is in hard drugs. I myself am
not a heavy drugger. I know
it's not fashionable to be an
old pothead, but what can I

do? That's pretty much my
level.

'•The whole repression-of-

drugs movement has had the

exact opposite effect of what
was intended. Drug experts

advised Nixon against it, and
they were proved right. Ever
since he began cutting them
off at the border, there has
been an extreme increase in

the use of cocaine. But
Nixon ... oh, forget Nixon,
it's the whole country."

Nixon, however, is not an
easily forgotten man. "I, for

one, don't want him to re-

sign. I would like him to tum
upon his constituency and
fight for his life and reveal

the pressures that have moti-

vated him. Let's get a good
look at the man, let's not ac-

cept some political stepdown
that is made 'for the good of

the government.* If we let

that happen, everything will

be the same as before.

•'I say this guy is running

for a third term. I wouldn't

put it past him. And I'm sad

to say the reason he still has

his }ob is that there is no one
around who is willing to step

up and say TU do the job.* If

I were Nixon, I'd say, TU
put the issue before the pub-

lic—they'll believe me. TU
teil them I want a vote of

confidence, that this whole
Watergate thing is nothing

more than a muckraking
media plot.* I mean, who*s
going to run against the man?
All the politicians are too

busy eating each other.

'•I've hesitated saying these

things about Nixon in the

press because IVe been so

afraid he'd like my ideas and
use them," says Nicholson,

shaking his head in despair.

"Come to think of it, I may
be the only man to fill his

Job. rd better get on the

phone—quicfe/"

/^
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THE CUKKENT CINEMA
Private Nase

NVW.M [\ nosi- tovwird which oiu*

t\lt so tciulcil\. f.'uk Nichol-

son's handsoiiu- nosc in Roman
J\)lanski's "Chinatown'' spcntls a lot of

its tinu- uiuliT gau/c aiul tapr afti*r it

lias hiLii slit for its owncr^s hcinir

''nos\ ." Kvcr\ tinu' a car iloor han^s or

a window crashcs or a Hght ensui-s, onc

cringcs on tlic nosc's bchalf. \\\ thc cncl

of tlu' film, cnougli timc has

passcd for thc ganze wrap-

ping to conu' off, and wc arc

trcatc'd to a horrihlN n-alistic

niakcup joh of inflaniniation

aronnd stitchcs. 'Dk- intrcj)id

ovvncr pla\s a private dctcc-

tivc who, as in Shcrlock

Hohnes^ rclationship with Scotland

^ ard, irritatcs thc dunihcr profcssionals

but coniniands thcir awc. Callcd ]. J.

Gittcs, hc foils thcni at thcir own ganic

hy nncovciing a conscicncclcss niillion-

airc's dastardl\ plan. Thc film, sct in

thc thirtics, froni a scrifu In Robert

'I'ownc, is wickcdl) skillful, funn\ , and

S()ciall\ alcit.

Fa\c I)unawa\' {)]a\s a niystcrioiisly

\\'ich)wcd bcant\ callcd Mrs. Mulwraw
To track down thc puzzlc of her hus-

band's dcath, which turns out to havc

niorc to do with vcnalit\' than with vio-

Icncc, shc hircs J. f. Gittcs, a non-gun-

toting 'tcc. ^'ou suspcct hini of not car-

r\ing a rcvolvcr bccaiisc it would spoil

thc linc of liis dcbonair suits, which arc

worthy of Fred Astairc. Her fathcr is

a Hiblical-lookinir fiiru

Cross, and hc is pla\cd b

whom WC arc so accust?

dcaling with fioods and arks clscwhcrc

that whcn thc charactcr pi"oposcs to

dabblc with thc watcr s\'stcni of thc

Cit\ of Los Angeles he scenis niore

likch to succecd than he othcrwisc

might. Since thc end of thc film is laid

in Chinatown, and since a ^ood dcal

of pla\ is made with a stagc-Chinesc

gardcnci- who calls grass "glass"

—

though ma\ be he does mean glass aftcr

all, since a ke\ piccc of evidence is a

{»air of broken bifocals that he fishes

out of a pool in thc back \aicl of Mrs.

Mulwra\'s house— it passes through

\()ur mind that *^Noah Cross" may

]ia\e been sui2:ü:cstcd as a namc to thc

writcr b\ thc way a stage-forcign vil-

lain miiiht sa\ *'No cross mc/' thc
CT

w hitc-hcadcd pri)phet not being slow

to gct a strong man to plant a pistol in

thc car of J. J. Gittcs whcn he turns

out to know more than hc should.

Know.^ Knowsf Nosc.^ Oh, ncvcr

mind.

i^(){)eit\ -owning anil power ovcr

thc policc arc much more thc topics of

this film than thc murder and incest

that arc part of thc plot. The villains

—

one of thcm full-bl«)wn and irrcsistibl)

attractive, man\ of thcm aides \n high

placcs—arc guilt\ of disguising tiieir

j)urposc in persuading thc cit\ to build

a dam that is secreth nicant to enrich

thc soil of undcvelopcd land

that has been bought for a

sonii;. "If thc watcr won't

come to i>os Angeles, Los

Angeles must come to thc

watcr," sa\s thc hardest-

hearted villain, who has an

cj^igrammatic wa\ of spcak-

m^Z «uul thc smup:ncss Icnt b\ a colossal

bank balancc.

Roman l^olanski's mood of oblique

farce is evcrywherc: in this linc, for in-

stance; and in thc moment whcn an

iratc but helpless shcphcrd brings a flock

of baaing shecj) up thc aislc of a city

mecting whcrc thc officials arc being

pcrsuadcd b\ thc cit) 's chief watcr en-

gincer that thc proposcd dam, which

would aid thc productivity of thc shep-

hcrcPs iirazini»: land, is an unworkable

j)r()jcct; and in an old-jX'ojilc's-home

scenc; and in thc usc of a sinistcr Icttuce

that leads our e\'cs slowly to a corpse

surroundcd b\ spillcd grocerics, in-

cludin<r Cream of W^heat lookinji its

blandest. Like Hitchcock, J^)lanski can

spring a non-hapjX'ning on one which

frightening as an\ thing that hap-

riiere arc dreadful moments of

S^uspcnsc \\\ a dead-quiet stränge house

that WC susjU'ct of containing a mur-
derer whcn J. ]. Gittcs, who has earlicr

gone to bed at home in one of thc few

complcte pairs of pajamas [ havc seen

worn in thc cinema of thc last tvvcnt\

)cars, dresses again nattih \\\ i"esponsc

to two ominous telc|)honc calls from thc

j")lace and scarches it with inimitabli-

cool whilc WC e\j)cct him to be zonkcd

on thc head an\ moment. l^ccausc of

its emphasis on greed, "Chinatown" is

a thrillcr for grownups. It is exempt
from thc usual cxilc filmmaker's ro-

manticism about Los Ani2:clcs, is obvi-

ousl\ steeped \\\ knowlcdge of oldcr

H()ll\w'ood thriller-mastcrs, but is fidl

of )'()ung vcrvc, bowinii; to no one.



The New Movie

1...«^ son's n9se to make his wam-

Among t*rivate Eye films

this is one of the very, very

^ good ones with that bit of

extra meat 'of social mean-
- ing on its bones. For this

'Chinatown'
A Paramount release. Produced by

Robert Evans. Directed by Roman
Polanski. Screenplay by Robert Towne.
Gast: Jack Nicholson, Faye Dunaway,
John H^llerman, Perry Lopez, Burt

Young, Burce Glover, Joe Mantell, Roy
Jenson, Diane Ladd, Dick Bakalyan,

and John Huston. 130 minutes. MPAA
Rating: R: (Restricted. Under 17 re-

cuires acconnpanying parent or adujt

guardian).
«:•:

ix:-;

ARCHER WINSTEN

'Chinatown' at Two Theaters
"Chinatown,". at Loew's State 1 and the Coronet thea-

ters, demonstrates the total Americanization of Roman
Polanski, director of "Knife in the Water" and "Rosemary's

Baby." Not only has he worked that Superlative actor, Jack

Nicholson, into the Bogie-Hammett Sam Spade role of the

Private Eye but he has

thrown in such additional

themes as the malefactor of

great wealth, the Los An-

geles water famine and scan-

dals along with the Pacific

shore and the interior desert.

All of it is handled with

great skill.

There may be, there are,

some who complain that the

pioture progresses with, no-

table sloth. They are the ones

who are unable to enjoy the

Nicholson thought processes

as mirrored in his expres-

sive face. Personal ly I was
sharing the excitemeot every

inch of the long way.

Tf is a complex path of

detective work, füll of vio-

lence, much of it visited upon

the body and face of J. J.

Gittes (Jack Nicholson), a

detective whose main work
is concerned with straying

husbands and erring wives

and the contentions between

them. This time, however, he

IS brought into such a case

which turns into murder and

many other things before it

can reach a divorce court.

That, in fact, is the source

of the title.' Gittes had once

been a Los Angeles police-

man working in Chinatown

where he was in the dark

much of the time. In this

Situation there is a similar

murky condition entirely

cutside the confines of any

Chinatown.
Faye Dunaway, seeming

rather frozen, had a lead folfe

as Evelyn Mulray, but by

the end of the picture one

IS prepared to concede justi-

licÄtion för her appearance.

JohVnuston appears briefly

but mtlrn ^^V^ mark in

his Short time. For the rest,

it's all Jack Nicholson, and

a brilliant Performance it is,

with Roman Polanski pull-

ing the strings flawlessly.

He gives himself a nasty

moment when he slits Nichol-

ineat; and the plot too, one
can thartH: ' authbr ^ llpbcu^t^

Towne who sat with and was
approved by producer Rob-
ort Evans as this not-too-

disguised true story of Los
Angeles "came out of the

mutual Creative hopper. Score
^» big plus for To,w,nje» flyatis^

Nicholson and Polanski and
try it on yourself for enter-

tainment containlng several

hints on how the rieh in

America get richer.

' * -
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Screen

Polanski's *Chinatown'

Views Crime of '30s

CHIMATOWM, dlrecfed by Roman Polan-
skl; screenplay by Robert Towne;
produced by Robert Evans; dlrector

of Photography, John A. Alonzo; mu-
sic, Jerry Goldsmith; editor, Sam
O'Jteen; distributed by Paramount
Pictures. Running time 130 minutes.
At th» Loews State I Theater/ Broad-
way ncar 45th Street, and Coronet
Theater, Third Avenue near 59th
Street. Thi$ film has been rated R.

J. J. GiHes Jack Nicholson
Evelyn Mulwray Fave Dunaway
Noah Gross John Hustori

Esrobar Perry Loper
Yeiburton John Hillerman
Hollls AAuIwray Darreil Zwerling
Ida Sessions Diane Ladd
Artulvihill Roy Jenson
Man with knife Roman PolanskI

By VINCENT CANBY
Pin-stripe suits, men's hair

parted slightly off-center like

Richard Arlen's, four-door
Cd^v-Ktibife touring cars
(not yet declared unsafe),
official portraits of Franklin
D, Roosevelt in public build-

ings, women with marceled
hair and elegant slouches.

These are just some of

the nineteen-thirties* artifacts

that decorate Roman Polan-
ski's "Chinatown," a new pri-

vate-eye melodrama that

celebrates not only a time
and a place (Los Angeles)
but also a kind of criminality

that to US jaded souls today
appears to be nothing worse
than an eccentric form of

legitimate private enterprise.

There's nothing wanton,
mindless er (with one excep-
tion) especially vicious about
the murders and assaults

that J. J. Gittes (Jack
Nicholson), a private detec-

tive who has heretofore spe-
cialized in matrimonial dis-

putes, sets out to solve in

*'Chinatown." No senseless
massacres, no rapes, nq fire-

bombings of innocents.
In that far-off time—mid-

way between the repeal of
Prohibition and the inaugura-
tion of lend-lease—murder-
ers, swindlers and blackmail-
ers acted according to care-
fully premeditated plans.
These plans, in tum, were
always there for the uncover-
in^ by a Sam Spade er a
Philip Marlowe or, in this
case, a J. J. Gittes, a man
whose name is repeatedly



leres n

mindless or (with one excep-

tion) especially vicious about

the murders and assaults

that J. J. Gittes (Jack

Nicholson), a private detec-

tive who has heretofore spe-

cialized in matrimonial dis-

putes, sets out to solve in

*'Chinatown." No senseless

massaores, no rapes, nq fire-

bombings of innocents.

in that far-off time—mid-
way between the repeal of

Prohibition and the inaugura-

tion of lend-lease—murder-

ers, swindlers and blackmail-

ers acted according to care-

fuUy premeditated plans.

These plans, in tum, wäre
always there for the uncover-

ing by a Sam Spade or a

Philip Marlowe or, in this

case, a J. J. Gittes, a man
whose name is repeatedly

mispronouneed as Gihbs,

which is one of the burdens
he leams to live with, along

with a vulnerable nose.

This fixed order of things,

of a cause for every effect,

explains the enduring appeal

of fiction like "Chinatown,"
but it also is something of a
test for the writer who comes
after Dashiell Hammett and
Raymond Chandler and who
doesn't hesitate to evoke
thelr memories and thus to

invite comparisons.
Robert Towne, who

adapted "The Last Detail"

and wrote the original screen-

play for "Chinatown," is

good but I'm not sure he's

good enough to compete with
the big boys. When Robert
Altman set out to make
Chandler's "The Long Good-
bye," he had the good sense

'

^ turn it into a contemporary
jRlm that was as much a
coihment on the form as an
4^cation of it.

! •
Mr. Polanski and Mr.

ToWne have attempted noth-
ing so witty and entertaining,

bemg content instead to
m&e a competently stylish,

mqore or less thirtyish movie
that continually made me
wish I were back seeing "The
Maltese Falcon" or "The Big
Sleep." Others may not be as
firycky.

Among the good things in

"Chinatown" are the Per-
formances by Mr. Nicholson,
who wears an air of comic,
lazy, very vulnerable sophis-
tication that is this film's

jnajor contribution to the
genre; Faye Dunaway, as the
widow of the film's first mur-
def victim, a woman too
be^utiful to be either good or
true, and John Huston, who
pUys a wealthy old tycoon
whose down-home, sod-kick-
in^ manner can't quite dis-

guise the sort of fanaticism
di^played by Sidney Green-
stneet in Mr. Huston's "Mal-
tese Falcon."

trhe plot is a labyrinth of
sufcessive revelations having
toido with Los Angeles water
re$erves, land rights, fraud
and intra-family hanky-
panky, climaxing in Los
Ai^geles's Chinatown on a
Street that seems no more
mysterious than Fiatbush
Avenue. •

Mr. Polanski himself tums
up in the film's most vicious
scene, playing the half-pint

hood who neatly slices one
of J. J. Gittes's nostrils, thus
requiring the detective to go
through the rest of the pic-

tuire with stitches that look
Mke blood-encrusted cat's

whiskers sticking out of his
nose.

i
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directed bywrittenby producedby directed by

co-starring

JOHN HILLERMAN-PERRYL0PEZ-BURTY0UN6 and

production designer associate producer music scored by I

RICHARD SYLBERT-C.O.ER1CKSONJERRYG0LDSM1TH

OHN HÜSTON

R RESTRICTED ^
tTa U li» »IWM» TECHNiCOLOR"

•

A PARAIilOÜNT PRESENTATION

®
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WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT STARTS THURSDAY X^^^^Sblti * Ot'Olltt.
A WALTER RCMC

THEATUt
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The Huston Magic:

Before or Behind

the Cameras

BY CHARLES CHAMPLIN

• The movies can't afford to build sels anymore, so
Ihey find reality constructed lo the same tone of
opulent splendor the set designers used to fake.
The boardroom of the Bank of America would

have suited Citizen Kane if he had ever redone his
place in Modern. Vatican-sized bronze doors con-
troUed by an electric eye open and close nolseless«
ly. The board table Stretches on endlessly, like a
parquet tennis court. Beyond the 51st floor Win-
dows Los Angeles radiates out, unified by its mld-
day blanket of smog.
At the far end of the board table, specks in the

distance, an older man and a young wo^an have
lunch in a white glare of floodlights. He^iaJohn y
Huston, n-artriarchal behind his white bearcC^tSr

—

tiouütM 'O-Tiitched to old-fashioned galluses. The girl

is Jill Ireland, playing his grandson's wife in
••Breakout," a Robert Chartoff-Irwin Winkler drama
"based on the real-life 1971 escape of arich American
from a Mexican prison by helicopter.
Robert Duvall is playing the prisoner. Charles

Bronson is starring as the helicopter pilot This
day, as the boardroom makes its film debut, Jill

Ireland (Mrs. Bronson) is enlisting Huston*3 8up«
port for the escape plot.

"Im not an actor," Huston keeps insistlng, affably
cnough. He means that he is a film-maker so longas
anyone will let him be. Bi

*''''" "

America's finest actors, tfll^late Walter Huston,
and he himseU began as an abt(^, starring
wood Anderson's "The Triumph
Provincetown Theater in New York.^Ktwton was
still acting in a WPA theater project, when he
first came to Hollywood to be a screenwriter in the*

late 1930s.

Whatever his protestations, he is in fact one of

the most colorful and dominating character actors

in the movies. His role as Faye Dunaway's ruth-
less, schemjng, murdering, super-rich father in

"Chinatown" became one of the film's several great
strengths, and could well earn Huston a supporting-
actor nomination next spring.

Huston. who for tax reasons can work but not
live in the United States, has sold his impresslve

country gentleman's estate in Ireland and bought a
smaller cottage 30 miles away in Connemara,
which remains his principal base. Huston's wife has
a son in a special school here and Huston spends a
fair amount of time in Mexico so they can be near at
band.
Tom Gries, who directed "Will Penny" and "The

Migrants" and who is doing "Breakout," had never
met Huston until he arrived for the skyscraper
shooting. At lunch at Francois' in thedepths of the
Bank of America tower, Gries said, *1 used to see

your pictures over and over again, trying to learn

how a great director works. When you're acting

... I mean, aren't you sometimes tempted to give

advice, to say, 'Is that rcoXXy the way you want to

do that?'"

"I put on blinkers, or blinders, so to speak,** Hus-
ton said tactfully.

"But you cdTii and you know it,** Gries said,

laughing.

"Ah, well,*» said Huston, looking caught out.

"There were one or two times on 'Chinatown' I

was tempted to say something to PolanskL But
Roman was doing it in his style, different from
mine but it works for him. We'd had one encoun-
ter before shooting and Td arrived with some mis-

givlngs, but they were quickly dispelled. He's a

powerful little guy, lots of drlve. He gets what he
wants
"He 'wantcd a icene at the mystic hour—you

. Ptewe Tmxh to Page 26



John Huifon, director Tom Cries and Jill Irelond, from the teft

»

. • "W/)of you Uy /o become »s o hf'inger of mogk.'*

Huston Before, Behind Camera

Continued jrom First Page,

know, Ihe firsl hour after the sun sels? A compli-

caled scene, Ihat had all to be done in the same
light We wem back to Pasadena three days in a

row to get it perfect"

Earlier, Huston had been talking about working
with anoiher director, Orson Welles, as he recently

was, on "The Other Side of the Wind," in which
Huston plays a senior Hollywood director whose
life and career are both falling apart.

••You can't always teil," Huston was saying," but
it smells like something really, really marvelous."
We were shooting down in Phoenix in the place
Welles was actually living, I believe that the peo-
ple who rented to him had not quite understood a
movie was to be made there. The phone was cut
off; there had been a few too many calls to Europe,
I gather. Bul Orson was cheerful and relaxed, as
always.
"He shoots onc camera himself, has a hell of a

fine time. The idea of the movie is, as you know,
that it is put logether from all these Cameras— col-

or, black and white, stills, amateur, a documentary
assembled from all the people who were at a party
on a particular night. Quite extraordinary.

"Orson has all the dialogue on boards where the
actors can read it Thafs not my way, of course.

When I'm directing I expect the actors to be on the
set letter-perfect. When /'m acting, Ihat's entire-

ly different, naturally. I was having a bit of trou-

ble getting a line and Orson said,' John, stop tortur-

ing yourself; use the boards.' It's against my way
of thinking, but l've learned something from the

experience and Y\\ benefit from it. If 1 have an ac-

tor in trouble, TU go to the boards."

Working on Kipling Pro/ecf

Huston the director is preparing a $6 million

production of Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be
King," a project he has been trying to launch for

10 years. It will shoot in Marrakesh in January,
1975, with Sean Connery and Michael Caine co-star-

ring. Huston himsel f has done fhe final Script, with his.

long-time assistant, Gladys Hi *.

"Fat City," Huston's enormously impressive film

about a pair of small-city prizefighters, drawn
from the Leonard Gardner novcl, was not a com-
mercial success. "Disappointing," says Huston,
"not just because you want any picture to be a suc-
cess, but because when a picture like 'Fat City* is

successful, it encourages others to do similar

projects."

Ironically, "Fat City" looks to become yet anoth-
er of Huston's films which find their vindication
in history rather than at the box Office.

Treasure of Sierra Madre** was only t modest
money maker in its first release. and **Thc Asphalt

Jungle** never turned a profit, nor did *'Beat the

Devil," which has since become a cult film, peren-
nially showing someplace.

Huston continues to regard "Reflections in a
Gk)lden Eye" as one of his very best fiims, and his

innovative use of desaturated color seems to have
inspired similar uses by both Ingmar Bergman and
Federico Fellini. But, caught up in internal dis-

putes withm the then-management of Warner
Bros.. "Reflections" played only 10 days in Hus-
ton's Version and has never made any money, de-
spite one of Marlon Brando's best and most affect-

ing Performances.
"And," says Huston, "people very often say lo me

now that 'The Misfits' is their favorite among my
works. Well, it is mine, too. But it got only mixed
reviews at the time and was not a success, to my
disappointment and also to my surprise. But I be-
lieve that the reviews matter more to the fate of a
picture than the gentlemen in Hollywood care to

believe they do. 'Reflections' was quite badly
reviewed and never recovered."
Indeed Huston thinks the reviews may be more

important than ever (although a blaze of fine not-
ices could not help "Fat City") because of the
transforming influence television has had on
American audiences, raising taste and sharpening
perception.

TV ihe Fafher in the House

"I think differently about television than most,"

says Huston. "It has become the father in the
house, and it speaks with a rare eloquence—unlike

the real father who comes in from laying his bricks

and treats the children with the loathing they in-

spire.

"It's the most hopeful aspect of the American

scene. The Integration of American life is achieved
on television in a way I did not think possible. And,
too, I was here during the Watergate hearings and
l've never seen anything more fascinating and en-

couraging. I watched them all day and again in the

rerun at night. It seemed to me we were as a nation
getting back to the fundamental s again. Weicker,
Irvin, Baker, Inouye— it's been a long time since

we've heard voices of indignation, anger and cor-

rection."

Huston, lall and beardecT, looks more prophet- ike

right along, and when he speaks of his lovc for the

movies and the fine men who act in them, what he
says becomes a kind of incantation.

Of Slacy Keach, his star in "Fat City": "Whalever
Stacy does is melodic, there is a kind of cadence to

it I rejoice in it**

On the movies: ''The only interesting thing is

magic What you try to become is a bringer of ma-
gic For magic and truth are closely allied and mo-*

vies are sheer magic When they are misused, it's a

delKisement of magic But when they work, H Is

glorious.**
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There are no friendships in "China-

town '•
Ycv. Oii*^ movie also dwells on

loyaiuf^. de^ective Jack Nicholson^

loyalty*'!o the truth, to finding facts,

to learning what simply happened —
and his belated loyalty to Faye Dun-

away the widow whom he finally comes

to respect, once he knows that she didn't

kill her husband.

Polanski's 1930's California is charac-

terized through Its landscape—rather

than its inhabitants. In this thriller con-

cerning the manipulation of property

rightsrthe stress is on the crimes that

so'me'will commit in order to control

the land, to make it yield the promises

of the early days. when the West seemed

to guarantee riches. Throughout, there's

the dramatic use of water; as it gushes

ovcr the screen. we learn that that

lucid stuff is a political weapon, worth

a murder or two.

Elliott Gould had a bandaged nose ift

"California Split," rather like thü ono

that Folanski has given Jack Nicholson.

There. the parallel ends. '•Chinatowr^

is about cover-ups—not merely of nosei

—but of corrupt politics, crooked reai

estate. smears, the harassment e.'

encmies, and oiner ramiliarities. Noth

irr- is what it seems—not even for tH

moviepoer. At first. we don't reali»

that either Nicholson or Dunaway 1.9 .

(Continued nn Page 19)

^\4'vi>/Wt—

ocus on
•^ (Continued from Page 9)

likiftf| (ofneven decent) per-

son. we appears tough, sar-

castic—just a hack doing a

routine Job—and she seems

^notty and guilty: her ner-

vous reflexes and fishy tales

help to harden the case

against her. (Later» both

prove to be quite admirable

-r-in a flawed way which

piakes them touching.) Dun-

away's latc husband seemed

to l/V- a cheater—but he

wasmt. John Huston (the vil-

THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1974

ifornia and Californians
lain) is rather childlike, be-

nign. Layers of deception

mount, until Nicholson's re-

minded of his stint as a cop

in Los Angeles' Chinatown,

where it was hard to "teil

what's going on." In two dif-

ferent scenes, dull sunlight

falls in bars through vene-

tian blinds, and that striped

light and shadow seems like

an image for obscurity.

Risking his skin near res-

ervoirs, in orange groves.

beaten up for his tenacity

as an investigator, the detec-

tive realizes that he doesn't

even know what he was

hired for. (You can't help

thinking of several of the

original Watergate burglars

—Barker, Sturgis, Gonzalez

and Martlnez—^nd how little

they knew about the basis of

their errand.) Nicholson's

wonderfully supple and subtle

Performance evokes a man

who feels confidcnt cnough

to make some hideous mis-

takes—to be trapped into do-

ing the opposite of what he

wanted to.

To begin with, Faye Duna-

way's accent was puzzling:

the broad a's, an inflection

that sounded German or Scan-

dinavian. Then it became

clear that someone (probably

Polanski) had been thinking

of Dietrich and Garbo. Not

just the shaved eyebrows or

the manner of smoking—
when Dunaway bends for-

ward to light a cigarette from

a candle, that's Dietrich. But

there's a tinge of insolence,

a style of smouldering, that

recalls both actresses. She

strives for the dignity that

Garbo had under fire—and

doesn't quite make it. But the

character does develop from

an apparent luxury item to

a brave and resourceful vic-

tim.
4t

Nothing's what it seems

—

except, perhaps, Polanski him-

self: self-cast as the gleeful

little Sadist who slits Nichol-

son's nostril. He makes the

blood stream—as he did in

his "Macbeth." Maybe more
of his post-Manson movies
will be irrigated by Polanski's

revenge: certainly, the climax

of "Chinatown" is punishing

for the public.

I can casily agree with

those who object to the end-

ing of the movie. We've now
heard that the Dunaway char-

acter was allowed to escape

in Robert Towne's original

Script. And a mass audience

which mainly expects enter-

tainment from a movie of

this kind may be especially

unprepared for the profound-

ly pessimistic conclusion: that

the detective was wrong to

chase after truth or justice,

that effort and commitment
are pointless, that it's best

to do nothing. The movie
States that tragedy can occur
simply because facts are often

elusive, and that it can be
fatal to function in the dark.

It's not a Viewpoint that v^'d
want to hang on you;?^all.

But it is, after alL/part of

this director's visron.

Did Polanski have
Garbo in mind when
he directed Dunaway?
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(HIGHEST RATING)
'CHINATOWN' IS AN ALTOGETHER UNEXPECTED
TRIUMPH! A RICH, INVENTIVE MURDER MYSTERY OF
DEEPENING COMPLEXITY AND TANTALIZING
TWISTS. Adding to one's pleasure and dellght are tho
obvious parallels with The Maltese Falcon' in terms
of th^ characters and the mood. The style too is much
the same, wonderfully tart and biting, and yet Director

Roman Polanski has been able to carry off his film In

a way that seems completety fresh. JACK NICHOLSON
IS SO GOOD THAT THEY HAD BETTER BEGIN IMME-
DIATELY TO POLISH UP AN OSCAR. Faye Dunaway is

Nicholson's Mary Aster. She becomes more afluring and
appealing with each moment. 'CHINATOWN' IS
SIMPLY A FINE ESCAPIST MOVIE!"—KathleenCarrollfN.Y. Daily News

'*»
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AN INGENIOUS
iii

GHINATOWN' IS AN EXOTIC
EXCITING AND 6ENU- AND GUNNING ENTERIAINMENTI

INELY DRAMATIC FILM I

Roman Polanski's best movie yet. It's

fleh with mood and continually unfolding
Intrigue. IT'S AN ELEGANT, INTRICATE,
HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED WHODUNIT!"

—KeWn Sanders, WABC-TV

Polanski and Towne turned out a smart and elegant
re-creation. No film has ever succeeded quite so weil In

conveying the ambiance of Los Angeles before the
war—sun-kissed, seedy and easy. The widow's part is a
plum and Dunaway does well with it. Nicholson's Gittes
is a clever piece of acting, FUNNY AND WINNING!"—Jay Cocks, Time Magazine

J

V

/
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"'GHINATOWN' IS SENSATIONAL!
A FABULOUS MOVIE! IT IS SO BIG AND SO THRILLING

AND SO ENTERTAINING THAT YEARS FROM NOW,
WHEN WE LOOK BACK ON THE REALLY IMPORTANT

FILMS OF THE 1970'8, 'CHINATOWN' IS LIKELY TO
BE THE ONE MOST FONDLY REMEMBERED! It is a

violent, smoky cocktail served with the well-mixed

ingredients of movie history—mystery, adventure,

romance and theatrical thunder that made The Big

SIeep', This Gun For Hire', 'Casablanca' and To Have
and Have Not' such cjassics in their field. 'Chinatown'

is the kind of private eye dossier that made Humphrey
Bogart a household word and kept audiences starving

for more of the same for two decades of motion picture

history. From the first scene, we know we are in

Bogart-Bacall country. I consider Jack Nicholson the

best young American actor working in films today, and
add quite sol)erly that his Performance here is the

very best work he has ever done. Faye Dunaway fuses

the role of the neurotic mystery woman with a kind of

nerve-shattering intensity that works out, astonishingly,

with weli-bred seediness and sensuality. 'CHlNATOWN'
HAS SWEPT ME OFF MY FEET IN A TRANCE OF

ADMIRATION AND, THAT, IN MY OPINION, IS WHAT
MOVIES SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABOUT!"

—RexReed,N.Y. Daily News

iii

GHINATOWN' IS A DRILLIANT

GINEMATIG POEM IN THE STYLE
OF POE GIRGA 1074! Olreclor Roman
Polanski creates a moral midnight in the solar glow of
Los Angeles. Jack Nicholson and Faye Dunaway
become the classic couple of the private-eye story—the
innocent girl pursued by depravity and the sieuth-errant
whose cynical professionalism masks his cool code
of honor. Polanski gets more from Dunaway than we
have Seen since 'Bonnie and Clyde,' drawing from her
the convincing style of a woman skating nervously
on a thin surface of deception and lies. 'Chinatown'
confirms the talent for terror and the moral maiaise that
Polanski established with 'Repulsion' and 'RosemaiVt
Baby.' LURID, SPELLBINDING!"—Paul Zimmerman, Newsweek

"A PRIVATE MOSE! AND NEVER A NOSE TOWARDS
WHICH ONE FELT SO TENDERLY. The film, from a
Script by Robert Towne, is wickedly skillful, funny, and
socially alert. Roman Polanski's mood of oblique
farce is everywhere. 'Chinatown' is a thriller for

grownups, obviously steeped in knowledge of older
Hollywood thriller-masters, but is füll of young verve,
bowing to no one." ^-Peneiope Giiiiatt, The New Yorker

'i

A ROBERT EVANS PRODUCTION OF A ROMAN POLANSKI FILM • JACK NICHOLSON • FAYE DUNAWAY "CHINATOWN"

WRIHEN BY ROBERT TOWNE • PRODUCED BY ROBERT EVANS • DIRECTED BY ROMAN POLANSKI • CO-STARRING JOHN HILLERMÄN
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"A TRULY TERRIFIC MOVIE packed
WITH DRAMA—ONE OFTHE MOST SOLID FILMS OF

1974! The title is hauntingly symbollc, the film is

brilliantly produced and directed, and Jack Nicholson is

aces all the way. Faye Dunaway's deeply feit

Performance is very moving, and she proves a fine foil

for Nicholson's intense and riveting portrait. Theirs are
characterizations of depth. RUN, DON'T WALK TO

SEE 'CHINATOWN'!"—Norma McLain Stoop. After Dark

«j
"PACKS MORE THAN ENOUGH POWER TO BE

ENTERTAININGLY ENGROSSING AND STIR FOND
MEMORIES OF THE GOLDEN HOLLYWOOD ERA!

Skillful direction, and charismatic, intelligent

performing nostalgically re-create the colorful

private-eye genre with gusto and affectlon. The
blunt language used is strictiy today. Jack Nicholson

is super-cool and feisty as a gutsy private eye.

Nicholson packs enough oomph for any era as the

intrepid investigator, and Faye Dunaway, never lovelier,

is haunting as the inevitable woman. Director Roman
Polanski methodically sustains a languid mood of

intrigue and suspense. THE ENDING IS A CYNICAL,
« VIVID CRUNCHER!"—lV/7//am Wolf, Cue Magazine

4ii

CHINATOWN' IS EXTRAORDINARY!
IT IS BOTH DEEPLY ROMANTIC, FUN, MYSTERiOUS,

CYNICAL, AND BRILLIANT!"
^ —Bridget Byrne, Los Angeles Herald-Examiner

"A SOPHISTICATED THRILLER!
Director Roman Polanski reaches us with fear in the

gut. If you thought that you were worried for Mia Farrow
in 'Rosemary's Baby', wait until you watch Polanski

come on screen as the homicidal thug. Every dark

scene holds terror. The movie has a definite rhythm of

tension and release as the best Hitchcock thrillers do.

Jack Nicholson is one of the few actors in America
today who can play a Bogart role and get away with it.

He has done just that superlatively in 'Chinatown'.

SO IF YOU LIKE NICHOLSON AND YOU KNOW WHAT
EVIL LURKS IN THE HEART OF THE MOST CHILLING
AND MASTERFUL MOVIEMAKER ROMAN POLANSKI
AND ENJOY BEING SCARED FOR THE SAKE OF
SOMEONE YOU CARE FOR, YOU'LL LOVE
'CHINATOWN'. THIS IS ONE OFTHE MOST VISUALLY
BEAUTIFUL MOVIES YOU'LL SEE ALL YEAR!"
—Joseph Gelmis, Newsday

•

'"CHINATOWN'-A TOUR DE FORCE!
IT IS ALSO THE FINEST AMERICAN FILM OF THE
YEAR, WHICH IS NOT SAYING NEARLY ENOUGH!
'CHINATOWN' REMINDS YOU AGAIN—AND
THRILLINGLY—THAT MOTION PICTURES ARE
LARGER, NOT SMALLER, THAN LIFE; THEY ARE NOT
PROCESSED IN DRUG STORES AND THEY ARE NOT
TELEVISION. They are, at their best, events caiculated

to transport us out of ourselves, as 'Chinatown' does.

It all comes together in a swift and shocking finale

which is, with everything eise it is, a stunning film

sequence. Run, do not walk, to see that they still make
movies in cur day." —Charles Champlin, Los Angeles Tinws

I I
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MOST HIGHLY ACCLAIMED
FILM

"FORGET HITCHCOCK. WE'VE GOT
POLANSKI! FOR 'CHINATOWN' IS A MYSTERY, A
LOVE STORY, A DETECTIVE STORY, AND THE MOST

FRIGHTENING, MESMERIZING, SPECTACULAR
MOVIE OF ITS KIND I HAVE EVER SEEN!"—Tom Burke, Rolllng Stone

"A DAZZLING SUCCESS! Roman Polanski,

the director, establishes the perfect tone for Robert
Towne's marvelous screenplay—at times it's

melodramatic in the best tradition of the '30s gumshoe
pictures, at times it spoofs its genre, and at times

manages to build tension in a Iow-keyed, modern style.

Visually, the picture has a stunning '30s elegance.

Jack Nicholson gives one of his most impressive

Performances, John Huston is perfect and the smaller

parts are beautifully cast. Seen as both a parody and
a revitalization of one of the screen's most durable

formulas, 'Chinatown' is a dazzling success!"
—Howard Kissel, Women's Wear Daily

"'CHINATOWN,' JACK NICHOLSON, FAYE DUNAWAY,
AND ROMAN POLANSKI ARE A SURE BET FOR

OSCAR NOMINATIONS." —Sidney Skolsky, Show Magazine

"ROMAN POLANSKI HAS COME UP WITH HIS BEST
MOVIE IN AGES. A SLEEK, STYLISH, FAST-MOVING

AND WONDERFULLY ENTERTAINING RECHERCHE OF
ALL THE 1940's PRIVATE EYE MOVIES WE KNEW AND
LOVED, AND CONTAINING A SMASHING PORTRAIT
BY JACK NICHOLSON ÖF PHILIP MARLOWE, SAM

SPADE AND ALL THEIR HALLOWED BRETHREN WHO
HAD NOTHING BUT A SHINGLE, SMILE AND CODE
OF HONOR NO FEMME FATALE COULD CORRUPT!
IT'S FUN. REMEMBER THAT WORD? WHO COULD

ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE?"
'—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

197
'f

"'CHINATOWN' PROVIDES A
VARIEH OF PLEASURES,„o.leastamo„g
them a compliment to the taste and intelligence of
the Viewer. In the grand 'Big SIeep' tradition. Top
honors go to Jack Nicholson, who in this film confirms
his Status as one of the top actors of today, and whose
authority carries over to Faye Dunaway, giving her best
and most complex Performance in years. Ms. Dunaway
emerges not only as an actress of subtiety and depth
but also as a fascinating woman to watch, her beauty
now clear in her very bones. Nicholson and Ms. Dunaway
get first-rate support from John Huston . . . a stellar

Performance. The nicest thing about the film is that the
terror is there but the details are not brooded on; the
action is fast and furious but the göre is minimal for the
game. AND THAT, OF COURSE, IS ENTERTAINMENT!"
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine

»

"WHY DON'T THEY MAKE PICTURES LIKE THE
MALTESE FALCON' ANY MORE? WELL, AS IT

HAPPENS THEY DO . . . AND AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE
IS ON HAND IN 'CHINATOWN.' It is not just another
private eye picture. It is clever, cunning, tricky and
superbly acted—above all by Jack Nicholson!
Polanski's direction is the best he has achieved since •

'Rosemary's Baby.' The private-eye category has by
no means disappeared from the motion picture form."—Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review/World

"I WAS SHARING THE EXCITEMENT EVERY INCH OF
THE WAY as all of it was handied with great skill! It's all

Jack Nicholson, and a brilliant Performance it is, with
Roman Polanski pulling the strings flawlessly. Not only
has he worked that Superlative actor into the Bogie-
Hammett Sam Spade role of the Private Eye but he has
thrown in additional themes. Among Private Eye films,

this is one of the very, very good ones. TRY
•CHINATOWN' ON YOURSELF FOR ENTERTAINMENT!"—Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

V,
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Patient: John Huston. Rx: Film
By ALJEAN HARMETZ

Hollywood
JHE RANCH HOUSE INN IS

separated from the freeway by a

low wire fence and a narrow
Strip of dirt. When John Huston
wakes in the night, struggling to

breathe, he can almost reach out and
touch the herd of Colts and Mustangs that

is inexorably plunging past.

Once he made bis movies in Kyoto,

Tobago, French Equatorial Africa, the

Belgian Congo — thriving on malaria,

amebic dysentery and sunstroke. Now he

is livirig in a motel at the edge of a free-

way and making a movie — the 40th

movie he has directed in the last 46 years
— in a warehouse in Valencia on the out-

skirts of Los Angeles. To drive the free-

way himself is beyond bis physical

powers. He can breathe by himself for

only 20 minutes at a time. He sleeps,

dreams, has a nightly jolt of tequila and
plays backgammon for $5 a point tethered

i

to a plastic umbilical cord and a tank of

oxygen.

John Huston is 80 years old. Age and
emphysema have reined bim in. "Once in

a while, I celebrate reaching the top of the

stairs," he says, throwing back bis head,

an aging stallion with a white mane. "I

feel like planting a flag, like Hillary."

He raises his band and shakes the white

plastic tubing that leads from his nostrils

over his ears, down his ehest and, in loops

and coils, to a squat brown metal machine
25 feet away. "I curse this all the time.

The fates have finally put a very harsh bit

into my mouth. I don't like any part of

being bound. But I've never discovered an
answer to that old question of what does

freedom really consist. If you aren't fet-

tered by one thing, you're fettered by an-

other. I'm not hungry or thirsty. I'm not

lovelorn. I'm just at the end of a piece of

plastic tubing. And we're all hostages in

one way or another."

He is handcuffed by plastic, but the

transparent cord triggers another image
too — an astronaut, intrepid explorer free- Fran^ois DuhameJ/Sygma

floating in liquid space. A few years a^i,

says his 36-year-oId son, Tony, 'Dhd was
asked to what he altiibiited his long^vi-

ty." "Surgery!" he roared. If he cannot
have life on his own terms, he will take if

dented, slightly soiled or marked down.
It is 11 AM., and John Huston is seated

in a wheelchair on a platform of raw
wood, starjng at a television momtor. On
the screen, gentlemen in iail suits and tuxr

edos, with wing-tipped collars and boiled

Shirt fronts, dance with ladies in Maltese
lace and velvet skirts that brush the floor.'

It is 1910. Dublin, Ireland. Outside the win
dows, snow is falling.

Whv has he chosen lo make a movie of

"The Dead," a Short story by James
Joyce in which the most momentous thing

that happens is that a r^;ddle-aged, well-

meaning husband learns how little he
knows the woman who shares his bed? AU
movies are part luck and part accident,

and "The Dead" began with a casual dis

cussion four years ago in Mexico.

"We were preparing the script of

Coniinued on Pc^e Sl

I A f i
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Patient: John Huston
Continued from Page l
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*Under the Volcano,' '* says Wieland
Schulz-Keil, co-producer of that

movie and this one. "We talked about

how few pieces of great literature

deal with marriage, rather than ex-

tramarital triangles."

There was. too, an attachment to

Joyce that started when Mr. Huston

was 21, on his honeymoon with the

first of his five wives. "One of the

ways we celebrated that honeymoon
was my wife reading 'Ulysses'

aloud," Mr. Huston says. "The book

was banned. My mother had brought

it back from France. I can still see

the blue paper cover."

And he also had a desire to see Ire-

land again, Galway where he had
been an Irish gentleman for 20 years,

siring children and drinking and rid-

ing to hounds and disappearing to

make movies and reappearing —
"spectacular appearances and disap-

pearances once a year like Santa

Claus," says his son — with suitcases

füll of presents when the movies were

finished.

t

•

In the end, going to Ireland was be-

yond his strength, so Dublin was
brought to him. In Valencia, he has

re-created a house that belonged to

James Joyce's great-aunts. The
makeshift movie studio is füll of ac-

tors from the Abbey Theater: Donal

McCann, Donal Donnelly, Marie

Kean, Cathleen Delany, Ingrid

Craigie.

"Is that all right for you, John?"

The voice belongs to Tommy Shaw,

first assistant director on God knows
how many Huston movies. Faithful

Kent to John Huston's Lear, someone
has characterized him. It is tempting

to see Mr. Huston as the ruined king,

with his daughter Anjelica, who stars

in "The Dead," as Cordelia and his

son Tony, who wrote the screenplay,

as steadfast Edgar. He looks the part.

Long ago, his face was eroded into

ridges and Valleys, sculpted by rain

and sun and hard living.

And there are parallels. Sitting

rigidly in his wheelchair, he is sur-

rounded by courtiers. He coughs, and

one presses a can of 7-Up into his

band. They stand at his back, Sit at his

side, alert to the smallest question in

his eyes. There is a tangible sense of

pride in serving this particular mas-

ter: John Huston, the director of

"The Maltese Falcon," "Treasure of

the Sierra Madre," "The African

Queen." "The Asphalt Jungle."

"Moulin Rouge." He is helpless with-

out them and the way they adjust to

his physical limltations, preparing
things so that he can be wheeled onto

the set at 10 A.M. and finish by 5.

Tony, who spends the day curled in a
chair less than a foot away from his

father. has rounded up old friends for

comfort. including the art director

Stephen Grimes, who has worked on
12 other Huston films. Tony has even
badgered the three-time Academy
Award-winning costume designer
Dorothy Jeakins out of retirement.

"Is that all right for you, John?"
Instead of answering, Mr. Huston

lurches to his feet and walks to the

end of his tether, into the parlor with

its amber hardwood floor, to make a
quiet Suggestion to an actor. Under
the silence that falls suddenly upon
the stage — it is the first time Mr.
Huston has been on his feet in days —
the only noise is the hum of his

Healthdyne BX-3000, spraying its

droplets of sterile water down the

long hose.

If it is tempting to think of John

Huston as Lear, it is also inaccurate.

He lacks the necessary rage and self-

pity.

"All the time I was growing up, I

couldn't imagine him buying even a

tube of toothpaste for himself," says

Ms. Huston. "Taking care of him was
a fulltime job even before he was
sick. Somewhere along the line he's

become more human, more accessi-

ble. Now he is gentler and more emo-
tionally generous than he ever was."

"Only because I treat her as an ac-

tress rather than a daughter," Mr.

Huston responds sardonically. He
refuses sympathy, although he does

give one quick sigh that, having seen

so much of the world, he will never

walk in China or Antarctica. If "The
Dead," like "Under the Volcano" and

"Prizzi's Honor." has death as its

canvas, it is not, he says, "because of

the approach of the gray figure. I am
not Casting lines in expectation of

death hauling me in."

"Is John Huston still alive?"

The studio executive, one of two

dozen who was approached by Mr.

Schulz-Keil when he was trying to fi-

nance "The Dead." was surprised to

learn that John Huston was not yet

dead. Not that it mattered. of course.

The movie for which he was being

asked to put up money was impossi-

ble. A lot of people sitting around a

table passing port. the final Images of

snow falling over Ireland, falling

softly on both the dead and those who
will eventually join them.

Mr. Schulz-Keil and his partner

Chris Sievernich finally scraped up
$5.8 million from Vestron, a new
American distributor, and Zenith. an

English foreign sales Company. The
major question was how to get

around the fact that John Huston was
uninsurable. since financiers require

that Stars and director be insured in

case of illness. The answer was sur-

prisingly easy. Insure another direc-

tor, who would be willing to take over

the film if necessary. The insured di-

rector of "The Dead" is Karel Reisz,

whose films include "Morgan" and
"The French Lieutenants Woman."

D
Sometimes, in the late afternoons,

John Huston gasps for air, racked

with the spasms and disbelief of a fish

that finds itself stranded on an unex-

pected shore. He seems frail then.

bony Shoulders twisting under his

white silk Shirt, hands trembling.

What is surprising is how strong he

seems at other times, his rieh,

whisky-thick voice booming across

the set. To say it is a strength of char-

acter is correct but insufficient. It is,

even more, a strength of mind. In

•some bizarre way, as his control over

his body is lost, his mind and memory
n? ve remained as sharp as ever and
become more perfect tools.

Why did Visconti make the brother

of the hero of "Death in Venice" an
accountant 4nstead of a musician?

Mr. Huston wondered in conversation

a few weeks ago, remembering de-

tails from a novella he read in 1937

and a movie he saw in 1971. There is

no worthwhile new book he hasn't

heard of and few he hasn't read. "We
were talking about Cleopatra." says

Mr. Schulz-Keil, and it took him no

more than a minute-and-a-half to

come up with the first and last name
of an author and the complete title of

a book he had read at the age of 17

and totally forgotten." Nor has he lost

his cleverness as a gambler. He won
the Company Super Bowl pool.

More important. the intricate

mosaic of "The Dead" is road-

mapped inside Mr. Huston's head.

The director of "The Roots of Heav-

en" in Equatorial Africa with tem-

peratures rising to 140 degrees says

he has never done anything so intri-

cate. so difficult as "The Dead." a

movie that takes place with an en-

semble of 15 people at a party in a Sin-

gle evening. "It's the difference be-

tween piecework and weaving. ' he

says. "There is no measuring from
the beginning of a scene to a new
scene. The top spins and never

stops."

When Mr. Schulz-Keil ordered

75.000 feet of film stock, his supplier

insisted he would need 300,000 feet.

But, like the late Alfred Hitchcock,

Mr. Huston is so confident of his vi-

Fran^ols Duhamel/ Sygn)|i

Actor Donal Donnelly looks on as John Huston works with his director of photography, Fred Murphy,
~^ <* *,,
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and a portable oxygen cylinder, hfri|

led down the stage stairs by a-J^
year-old propmaster. If he could Öfe

free of his aging body for a day, or

even for an hour, he would shake off

.

this role of docile stallion and beco™
once more the rider. < ».

"I left Ireland because I couldn't

ride to hounds any more," he says.

"The first thing I would do is get on a
horse's back. In the hunt, you're part

of an animal and in another wotld»

taking on obstacles, becoming parttif

the horse."

Instead he will show yestetday's

rushes to the cast and crew, and, gre-

garious as always, to any visitors who
have come to amuse or distract him.

Then, back at the motel, he will exer-

cise his sick lungs by forcing them
against the pressure of a machin^ for

the third time today, the only athiejtic

contest left to him. Maricela Hernan-
dez, the Mexican woman whö^a.s
been his companion for the last^ljO

years, will feed him grapefruit and
cottage cheese. This relationshlp^Qas

lasted longer than any of his tix^V'

riages. He has divested himself of'His

pre-Columbian art, his antiques. |iis

blood mares, the great house in U^e-

land. Only his collection of books Te
mains. He will read. Or he wili play

backgammon with his son for I^rge

sums that are somehow never paid,

watch the television news, ancf take,

as he phrases it, "Two swigs ,of a

healthy intoxicant." And then tqbed.

To dream of horses? '^w W

sion that he shoots sparingly. Unlike

Hitchcock, who planned each shot be-

fore he began production, Mr. Huston
improvises, and the first angle he
chooses dictates the rest. With a week
and a half left to go, he has shot 57,000

feet and has 80 percent of the movie
completed. He is on schedule despite

the fact that he can only work six

hours a day. His first cut of the movie
will be completed four weeks after

the last day of production, and the

film should open sometime in the au-

tumn.
Why does he continue to make mov-

ies? "How can he come up with child-

ish enthusiasm for every camera
movement and line of dialogue?"

asks Mr. Schulz-Keil.

"Why does a painter keep on paint-

ing?" Mr. Huston asks. "Painters

retiring? Nonsense!"
"Left to their own devices. his doc-

tors would advise he never leave the

hospital." says Ms. Huston. "But he's

no fool. He knows all this keeps him
going."

Both Ms. Huston and her brother

see the act of creating as lifesaving.

"It's when he s idie and bored that we
have to rush him into intensive care."

she says.

Testily. Mr. Huston waves the idea

away. "It's a clich^. 1 get no immedi-
ate satisfaction from directing. It

doesn't gratify me in depth. When it's

a good picture, it affords me satisfac-

tion but not delight."

Delight comes "from reading cer-

tain things," from being wheeled
around the Norton Simon Museum
with one of his three green-and-silver

portable oxygen tanks — nicknamed
with credible cynicism The Father,

The Mother and Baby — cradled in

his arms.
"You don't get the feeling his infir-

mity makes a wall," says Dorothy
Jeakins. "He's conquered it by per-

sonal gallantry towards himself. In-

stead of quietly going off to die. how
free he is of all the vanities of daily

life — *How do I look?' 'What do peo-

ple think?'
"

"It's sheer vanity that would keep
you from showing yourself in a wheel-

chair," Mr. Huston snorts. "I don't

give a damn. Someone who prefers to

stay home rather than go through the

rooms of a museum in a wheelchair is

useless."

Through the long afternouii, even
through the public humiliation of

gulping helplessly for breath, he does
not lose track of his 15 actors and
what he needs from each of them. He
has always been the director as
charming dictator, wheedling or bul-

lying to get what he wants. But now
when it is necessary to correct an
actor, he delicately uses the name of

the character instead. "We lost Mr.
Brown. Mr. Brown, you can be fight-

ing slumber, but do it for the cam-
era."

At 5:15. shooting is over for today.

Mr. Huston is unhooked from his ma-
chine and. bridled to a shorter hose
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John Huston brings/The Dead' alive
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press writer

LOOKING all of his 80
years, he sits in a tall

director's chair, staring at

a black-and-white

television screen. A plastic tube
carries life-giving oxygen into his

nostril.

"All right, let's make it," Orders

John Huston, as he directs his

45th film, 'The Dead," based on a
novella by his literary idol, James
Joyce.

On the screen before him was
his daughter, Anjelica, slicing a
plum pudding at a Dublin dinner
party, circa 1904. The actors, most
ofthem imported from Ireland,

were playing the scene in the next

room.

"Keep cutting the pudding,"

shouts Huston as he studies the
screen. Finally, he calls, "cut!" and
Orders up a longshot for the next
scene.

"The Dead" was filming in an
empty warehouse in Valencia, a

Los Angeles suburb, a mile from
the Magic Mountain pleasure

park. Curious surroundings for

Huston, who has made films in

Rome, Paris, Africa, Japan and
Mexico.

"It makes sense," reasoned
Huston during a break in filming.

".\11 of the scenes take place

indoors, so we could build all the

sets right here. The exteriors I will

film in Dublin, but the actors are

not required.

"The entire cast and crew can be

housed at a motel just fiwe minutes
away, so that makes it convenient.

Everything for the film is housed
under this one roof. It's an empty
building which has been built on

spec. There are many ofthem
around here, and I understand

that they are snapped up
immediately. It's a great way to

make a million dollars."

Not mentioned by Huston is the

fact that "The Dead" is being

filmed partly with non-union

members.
' Despite his four-score years and
his longtime bout with

emphysema, Huston seemed as

vigorous as ever. This was
confirmed by his daughter, who
Said, "There's something about
work that keeps him alive."

Huston's Veteran assistant

director, Tommy Shaw, also

attested to the filmmaker's energy
"I haven't seen him so lively in

vears.
»

Although he studies the camera
work on the TV monitor and
listens to the dialogue with
earphones, Huston is never far

from the action.

"Fll go in and work with the
actors," he said. "But it's easier for

me to use the TV when we have a
tight scene like this one. It's

nothing new. I used the same
System on 'Annie."'

Aside from Joseph Strick's 1967
"Ulysses," the genius works of
James Joyce have been rarely
filmed. Except for the early books,
his stream-of-consciousness prose
and convoluted imagery make him
incomprehensible to all but the
most careful readers. Among them
is John Huston.

"Joyce certainly had the greatest

command of the English langnage
of anyone since William
Shakespeare," declared Huston,
an early fan.

"My mother brought a copy of

*Ulysses' back from Europe for me.
That was a dangerous thing to do,

because it was illegal to bring the
book into the United States at that
time. I was 21 and had just been
married. My wife read the book to

me. I was overwhelmed."
Huston's admiration for Joyce

continued over the years, although
he admitted that "Finnegan's

Wake" was forbidding: 'Tou need
to know six languages to

understand all the puns."

Although Joyce projects have
been suggested to him, Huston
never considered one until his son,

Tony, presented his Script of "The
Dead," which is a part of "The
Dubliners."

Wieland Schulz-Keil, who co-

produced "Under the Volcano,"

and Chris Sievernich ("Paris,

Texas") put together a producing
deal with a spare $5.5 million

budget. The cast is headed by
Anjelica Huston and Abbey
Theater actor Donal McCann, who
played the doctor in "Out of

Africa."

Huston was asked about the
film's title, which less literate

moviegoers might mistake for a

horror movie. "At least one ofmy
friends calls every week to say,

Tou're not going to keep that title,

are you?' I must say I have some
misgivings about it. But it is the

title that Joyce put on his story,

and I think we should stay with it."

"The Dead" is far from funereal.

The Story takes place in the Dublin
townhouse of three bright,

intelligent women who entertain

their friends at a post-Christmas
party with wine, music, dancing
and a great deal of witty

conversation.
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Siobhan McKenna Is Dead;

Actress Known for St. Joan
By WOLFGANG SAXON

Siobhan McKenna, a pride of the

Irish theater whose vivid Joan of Are
captivated Broadway audiences in

1956, died of a heart attack yesterday

after surgery at the Black Rock Clinic

in Dublin. She was 63 or 64 years old

and a resident of the Irish capital.

Miss McKenna's agent in New York,

Milton Goldman, reported that she had
been suffering from lung cancer. The
actress was to have appeared in amew
film directed by vohp Ijustoiy and
based on the Joyce 's story "The

id." Mr. Goldman said.
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By PAUL ROSENFIELD

'I
want to go in there," John

Huston Said abruptly. He
was in the middle of direct-

ing a scene from "The Dead," his

40th feature, and the scene need-

ed Huston. All morning he had

been ensconced just outside the

sei, framing the shots on a TV
monitor, and he had been patient.

But the scene— of actor Dan
O'Herlihy pouring himself a drink

at a Dublin dinner-dance circa

1904—was taking too long. Hus-

ton is economical; on "Prizzi's

Honor" he got all but two scenes

on a first or second take. And
working with a TV monitor

proves no hindrance—Huston
frames the shots, as his son Tony
puts it, "like an Old Master, but

faster."

Though uninsurable due to em-

physema— his friend, director

Karel Reisz (*'Sweet Dreams"),

volunteered to be "insurance

stand-in" on "The Dead"—Hus-
ton at 80 doesn't wear glasses or a

hearing aid and he is ambulatory.

He's in a wheelchair only because

it holds the oxygen tanks, and

Huston mustn't go more than 20

minutes without the tanks. But

when he stood up and said, 'T

want to go in there," nobody was

surprised. Because John Huston

thinks on his feet, so to speak.

"Let's give the maid Lily some-

thing to do before Dan pours his

drink." Huston suggested as a

way of opening the scene. "Is the

Camera set? Is the table set?"

Huston is almost always ahead of

everyone. "OK. Have Lily at the

head of the table, sorting the

silver," he told assistant director

Tommy Shaw. "Let's just see

whathappens."

"Ahead of the table?" someone

asked. "No, dear," replied Huston

evenly. "At the head of the table.

And ahead of the people, too. She

can walk toward the camera. Just

let me see it once!"

Huston was on the edge of

impatience. The young actress,

Rachel Dowling, wasn't sure

whether to walk left or right.

"Why can't she walk out camera

right?" Huston wanted to know.

"Because she'd block the doUy,

sir," said a voice from the set.

"Then get rid of the dolly," said

Huston, using what appeared to

be common sense. "Can't we give

Lily something more to do?"

"Yeah, she can clean the ivory

and ruin the soundman's day,"

said a grip under his breath.

"I want her to set the table,"

said Huston firmly. "And let's

give Lily a moment or two of

camera time." Huston knew füll

well what that meant to a young

hopeful actress. Yet just as an

observer was impressed by the

director's thoughtfulness, Huston

showed another color.

To O'Herlihy he said, "You are

taking too long with the drinking,

Dan." The scene had already

taken a good part of the morning.

"And there's too much blarney."

"I know, John. I have a Prob-

lem."

"Yes, and it's your problem,

Dan, so you solve it. Make it less

regulär." This said, Huston
hummed softly, almost inaudibly,

while O'Herlihy figured oai the

moment. Then Huston swerved
his chair slightly in the direction

THE MASTER

HUSTON
of sound mixer Bill Randall. "Is

Dan talking loud enough for you,

Bill?"

"Yes, he's loud enough."

"Yes, but he can be loud and not

understandable—there is a dif-

ference," Huston corrected. Then
he returned to watch O'Herlihy

pouring. "Dan, be sure the ladies

see the drink before you say the

line 'God help me, it's doctor's

Orders.'"

"OK, John. I just thought-"

"Never mind what you
thought!"

Less than a minute later, Hus-

ton was nurturing O'Herlihy,

smiling broadly and humoring
him. Huston also demonstrated

the art of pouring for one and all.

"Let's pull the camera back fast,

Fred," he told cinematographer

Fred Murphy ("Hoosiers"). The
take went perfectly.

"Good, Dan," said Huston natu-

rally. as if the take were the first.

"Really quite funny!"

"I'm depressed," said Weilland

Schulz- Keil, the co-producer of

"The Dead." midway in the third

week of shooting. "I'm depressed

because of that man in the chair."

He didn't mean Huston. The
man was a fire official who had

just been added to the film 's

$5.5-million budget at a cost of

$10.000. Los Angeles County offi-

cials demanded that a füll -time

Please Turn to Page 16

This movie is not beingmade

because ofthe success of 'Prizzi's

Honor'orAnjelica's Oscar or

John 's healthy ''said co-producer

Weilland Schulz-Keil ''Itis

beingmade because we wanted

tofilm 'The Dead. 'John Huston

has hademphysema since he

was 40. He's had every surgery

known to man. He almost died

four times lastyear. But when

he works, he comes to life. ^^

PAUL SIMON MARCHES TO SOUTH AFRICA'S

DOORSTER ROBERTHILBURN REPORTS. PAGE 60
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HUSTON: THE MASTER TAKES ON
JAMES JOYCE AND IRELAND
Continued jrom First Page

fire official be on the set, and now the official

demanded an assistant.

Donal McCann, the Irish actor ("Cal")

who co-stars opposite Huston's daughter

Anjelica, quietly asked a crew member why a

fire official was paid more than an actor.

"Because he's trained," was the joking

reply. McCann, whose training at Ireland's

Abbey Theater goes all the way back to the

landmark 1970 production of "Waiting for

Godot" opposite Peter O'Toole, didn't bother

to laugh.

"This fire official thing," said Schulz-Keil,

who also produced Huston's "Under the

Volcano," "is an example of why independ-

ent producers don't want to work in Holly-

wood."

Originally "The Dead"-based on a 1907

Short Story from James Joyce's first book,

"Dubliners"—was to be shot at Dublin's

Ardmore Studios. But last year Ardmore was

in the process of being acquired by MTM
Enterprises. (The plan was for MTM to film

Explained Schulz -Keil, a wiry former

Journalist and documentary film maker:

"Ray Stark [the producer of 'Annie'l is a

prankster, and Ray hired me to play an

anarchist, an 18th- Century revolutionary

who tries to knock Annie off and gets

stopped by the dog. That one scene took four

weeks, and John and I began talking about a

movie, a treatment of love and marriage. We
asked each other questions. Does love end

with marriage, or does it begin? Those kinds

of questions. The kinds of questions you find

in this Short story." The story—of a hus-

band's jealousy of his wife's dead lover— is

based loosely on reality: James Joyce's wife,

Nora, had a premarital fling with an Irish

-

man who died young of tuberculosis. When
Joyce learned of the affair, he became a

writer obsessed. At 25, he began writing the

story, realizing that jealousy unlocked his

own abihty to love. The theme—that the

dead do not stay buried—has haunted Joyc-

eans and others for decades.

The Hustons' treatment of "The Dead"

who came out of Santa Barbara retirement to

work for Huston for the fifth time. ("John

has a way of charming ladies out of retire-

ment," said one of the producers. The other

truth about Jeakins is that she was the best

friend of Ricky Huston, Anjelica's late

mother.

)

But the big misconception about "The

Dead" was that it was a dynastic swan song

for John Huston, a "Golden Pond" for the

Huston Clan. Actually, Donal McCann was

signed before Anjelica, and Anjelica offered

to screen test with McCann; according to the

producers, she is "one of maybe five elegant

Irish actresses the right age." Tony Huston

was hired as screenwriter because of his

lifelong affinity for Joyce. "Hiring him was

our idea, not John's," claimed Schulz-Keil.

"And John himself was practically weaned

on Joyce. He was given, by his mother, a first

Paris edition of 'Ulysses.'

Continued the producer, who himself stud-

ied Joyce at Oxford: "This movie is not being

made because of the success of 'Prizzi's

Honor' or Anjelica's Oscar or John's health. It

is being made because we wanted to film

The Dead.' John Huston has had emphyse-

ma since he was 40. He's had every surgery

known to man. He almost died four times last

ed Summer," a picture that Huston was

originally set to direct before his most recent

illness; Ivan Passer is his replacement.

"People say I'm John's natural son,"

cracked Grimes the day he left, "but it's only

a rumor started by Italian fascists. John and I

have done 12 pictures together." Grimes met

Huston on "Moby Dick"; the aspiring art

director wanted so badly to work with

Huston he did some l,QOO Sketches "in the

style of Rockwell Kent, because John was

then enamored of the work of Rockwell

Kent. John looked quickly at my work and

said 'Fine. Fine. Fine.' That's Huston's way
of letting you know you are OK. If he's

unhappy, you know it. John can be wicked.

The thing about John is. he expects you to

anticipate the unexpected, and he gets mad if

you don't. But he's the dosest thing to genius

I'veevermet."

D
One afternoon, Huston sets up what was a

deceptively simple scene: a love-seat

tete-a-tete between an older woman (Marie

Kean) and a younger man (Donal McCann).

The director sits side-by-side with them,

using his hands as a painter to get the

emotion he wants.

"Painting," Huston had said earlier that

Director Huston frames a

drawing-room scene.

Maria McDermottroe leads "The Deads"
leading man, Donal McCann, to a dance.

Costume designer Dorothy Jeakins

with Tony Huston and his father.

Assistant director Tommy Shaw has

been a Huston colkague for 30 years.

American TV series in Ireland and export

them.) When MTM's offer to buy Ardmore

collapsed, so did "The Dead." On top of

which, Huston's health forbade an Irish

Winter. Since 95% of the story is interior, the

decision was made to scout local locations—

and pray for Huston's health.

"Yes, one day John will die," said Schulz

-

Keil over a lunch the week production

began. "But are we worried? No! Frankly, I

haven't seen him be this happy in a long

time. You know why? He's in complete

control. John likes to be in control."

The idea to film "The Dead" came from—
well, the answer depends upon whom you

ask.

Thirty-six-year-old Tony Huston (who

co-wrote the screenplay with his father)

remembers collecting a set of Irish first

editions 20 years ago as a gift for his father

and suggesting "The Dead" as a film. John

Huston remembers a young girl, a Joycean

Scholar, approaching him on the set of "Moby
Dick" in 1955 and suggesting "The Dead" as

a film. Schulz -Keil remembers five years ago

discussing movie romances with Huston on

the set of "Annie" and suggesting "The

Dead" as a film.
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took three months to write and two weeks to

be rejected by every Hollywood studio.

According to Schulz -Keil, "Studio people

don't read James Joyce." A development

executive at Vestron did, however. "This

chap in the story department at Vestron

wrote his dissertation on Joyce, and Bill

Quigley, who heads Vestron, was an Irish

literature major who played rugby."

Vestron, a major player in the '80s video-

cassette boom, is newly investing in movies

and gave—along with four other European-

based financing companies—the green light

to a $5.5-million budget that includes two

weeks of second-unit location work in

Dublin. Ten months after Schulz-Keil and

his partner, Chris Sievernich ("Paris, Tex-

as") put $300,000-$400,000 of their own
money into developing "The Dead," the

Cameras were rolling.

The producers were unwilling to compro-

mise in two areas. Firstly, all actors had to be

Irish. ("Ryan O'Neal in 'Barry Lyndon' is not

what we wanted. Even though Ryan O'Neal

is Irish. We wanted people from County

Galway. ") Secondly, sets and costumes

would not be skimped on. Huston hired a

world-class team— art director Stephen

Grimes ("Out of Africa") and costume

designer Dorothy Jeakins ("The Misfits"),

year. But when he works, he comes to life."

How much like Dublin can it get in

Valencia—especially in an industrial park?

Well, if you close your eyes and open them,

you feel the insides of a proper Dublin house,

circa 1904. The legerdemain of art director

Grimes resulted in hand-painted tiles, ex-

traordinary (but portable) stained-glass

Windows, brass samovars and a mood that

Grimes had to hüstle for. The house where
Joyce set "The Dead" is still stand[ing, at 15

Ushers Island in Dublin, and Grimes had only

recently retumed with Sketches and impres-

sions.

("The thing about Irish movies," re-

marked Tony Huston, "is that so few

directors get the conception right. The Quiet

Man' is as close to Irish life as 'Star Wars' is

to contemporary American hfe. Blarney

exists only in America's Imagination. The
idea of 'fighting Irish' is a myth that began in

American pubs. I've never seen an Irishman

strike a blow. That doesn't mean they can be

bullied.")

Grimes, who's British but liyes in Rome,
was unfortunately rushed: The week before

production began on "The Dead," he left for

Europe for a previous commitment, "Haunt-

day, "has for me been maybe the most

important influence. That and what I read.

I've never arranged figures to look like a

Velasquez, but maybe unconsciously . . .

that's why I didn't want to meet Picasso

probably. Eiach time I had the occasion to

meet him, I had reservations. I feit, here was
this man who was constantly working. Why
should I impose another figure on him? I

knew everything about his work." (Legend

has it that during Huston's filming of "Moulin

Rouge," Picasso rented a room in Montmar-
tre to observe.) "With Picasso I knew the

essentials. It's like Toulouse-Lautrec. One
reason I wanted to make that movie ("Moulin

Rouge"] was that he painted without a hint

of emotion. He went right to the essentials."

So, too, does Huston. In the love-seat

scene, for example, he told Donal McCann,

"Say the line 'Into the valley of death' very

fast. There will be a moment when you will

look across the room at Anjelica. We'U find

that moment." The moment was found

within 15 minutes, and shooting ended early.

Sound mixer Bill Randall, a first-timer with

Huston, was impressed. "I just did a picture

in Chicago where we had 14-hour days.

Huston gets what he wants in eight hours.

Also he knows what he wants. Do you know
how rare that is?"
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Huston this particular day was wearing a

black velour sweat suit, a white T-shirt and
suede boots. His spirits were up in Ihe early

evening; as has been said of him, he takes hfe

without ducking. The day before, he had won
the Super Bowl pool. He pul his win down to

the luck of the Irish. Robert Redford (who's

part Irish) has categorized the Irish as selfish

and loyal, a definition Huston doesn't mind.

"Ireland is where my spirit went," Huston
said in very pronounced tones. "The appeal

for me was as an Outsider. And I've had this

abiding interest in Irish Literature since I

was 21. It was then my wife read me
'Ulysses' aloud and I remember crying. . . .

The other day I'm told one of the actresses

cried—joyfully—over a piece of direction.

Happy tears, but she didn't let me see them.

The Irish arelikethat."

Huston 's love for St. Clerans, the Georgian

house in Galway where he lived throughout

the '50s and '60s, is real. So real that the

American -born Huston travels on an Irish

passport. (It's a shared love. Several years

ago Anjelica Huston took Jack Nicholson to

see St. Clerans, and the two of them almost

bought the place on the spot. The memories
are that powerful.) Ask him if his Irish

residency cost him work (or visibility) in

Hollywood and he nods. "Maybe. You could

Valencia bores the actors and does even

more depressing things to Huston. The myth

that, with age, one would gladly trade

possessions for health was shattered.

"I only own books now," said Huston, "and

there is a kind of catharsis to that, but I'll teil

you something. I cherished those Irish acres I

owned. I cherished the walled-in tree garden

Started by the sea captain who brought back

trees from every voyage. Wonderful stränge

exotic trees! . . . Billy Pearson [the former

Jockey] came to see me recently and he

brought a catalogue from the San Francisco

Museum of Art. On the cover was one of

Monet's water lilies; that painting hung in

my house in Ireland. And I sold it for

one-tenth its value. Gone is my pre-Colum-

bian coUection. Gone are the antiques! I'm

telling you, I divested myself."

Huston's voice was rising as he told of St.

Clerans, the house and the art—and one

sensed (and later confirmed) a kind of

regret— in one area only. It's the regret of

the sensualist. Huston wasn't a saver; money
was to be spent, lavishly and endlessly.

Anjelica Huston recalls as a child sneaking

into her father's closet and finding antique

Chinese silk robes, Navajo jackets, exquisite

hand-made moccasins; once in the '60s, she

saw her father get off an airplane in a

ton's dosest director-friend was the late

William Wyler, and Huston says Wyler

"really didn't need to make picture after

picture the way I did. I was never without a

project. Some of the ones were made for

money, and some were for more artistic

reasons, to make something memorable. But

Willy was different. Willy actually retired. I

wouldn'tdothat."

Huston has been right and wrong in a long

career. In 1969, four of his films made it onto

a readers poU of the 10 most-admired

American movies, but others were mere

potboilers. (The classics, of course, include

"The Maltese Falcon," "The Treasure of the

Sierra Madre," "The African Queen" and

"The Asphalt Jungle." The clunkers: "The

Kremlin Letter," "Sinful Davey," "The Bar-

barian and the Geisha," among others.

)

Working as an octogenarian can have

drawbacks, as George Cukor discovered with

1981's "Rieh and Famous." But Huston's way
was validated in 1985 with "Prizzi's Honor,"

a film that critic Pauline Kael called "the

work of a young man." Huston's grin is never

larger than when he's told Kael's line. "Who
said it?" he asked ingenuously, big teeth

flashing, knowing füll well it was Kael.

"'Prizzi' was my reflection of what a

red-blooded all -American love affair should

what I did wrong in my life. That's what
happens when I look back. And my son Tony
looked at me and said, 'What is success

anyway? A half-dozen of your pictures will

be remembered as long as pictures are

remembered.' He said, Tou are working, you
will never stop working, and that is more
than most of them can say. You have no
reason to feel sorry for yourself.'

"

"And you listened?" Huston was asked.

"I listened well enough to teil you just

now!"

"Yet you don't dwell on history."

"Unless you are writing a book or telling a

Story, there's no damn use. I'm not James
Whitcomb Riley, where images took hold in

the form of pipe smoke—such clinging to

memories! To dwell on old sweethearts is

nonsense. When I reminisce I regret. ... I

always remember the times I let my ass

show. So I don't talk about the past because I

don't want my ass to show."

Even now? Is Huston on a movie set in

Valencia less at peace than Huston, country

squire at St. Clerans? Though he occasionally

wheezes, within five minutes of talking to

him you've forgotten the oxygen and the

wheelchair—and so somehow has he. He
seems strong enough to be asked about fear.

About what scares him most.

Htcston relaxes with son Tony and daughter
Anjelica on the Valencia set of "The Dead."

Leading lady Anjelica Huston dancing

with Irish actor Frank Patterson.

Clutching his Script, Donal McCann takes a

smoke break between scenes of ''The Dead."

possibly say in that regard I hurt my career. I

know I was hving in a style I couldn't afford

any more after a time. Everything became
five times as expensive." Huston paused,

then drew the listener closer, as if for a

confidence. "I might have missed some
things," he said. "But I've had a marvelous

life."

One afternoon, it was suggested to Huston

that a movie of his life might be worth

plotting. The idea intrigued him, and got him
off the subject of "The Dead." ("Every

breath he takes, every word he utters, is

about this picture," a Huston publicist un-

connected with "The Dead" remarked at

Christmas. "Even in Puerto Vallarta!") The
Huston tradition of spending the year-end

holidays at Las Caletas, his Compound in

Mexico, was not broken: Huston's three

physicians strongly advised him not to fly,

but he simply smiled and went to the airport.

On return to the Valencia location, he found

himself ensconced at the Ranch House, an

unluxurious motel along Interstate 5 that's

housing "The Dead" Company.

"Last night, I was sitting in my motel

room, and I thought, 'What am I doing

here?'" Huston said, shaking his head.
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custom-made black leather suit. (When
asked by Otto Preminger to act in "The
Cardinal," Huston agreed—if the best Vati-

can tailor could make his wardrobe, and if he

could keep the clothes. Preminger caved in.

)

The Huston style mirrored the style—and

the optimism—of the postwar boom of the

late '40s and '50s. It's not a style one

abandons, even with age.

"Anyway, last night I was sitting in my
motel room," continued Huston, "and I was

looking at the furniture and hating it, being

disgusted by it. The dome chairs and the

horrible applique. I almost cried for a

moment. I thought, *How the hell do people

live today with these kinds of pieces?' And I

thought, 'Why am I here? I who had these

beautiful possessions!' But the same and

other questions occur all the time." Huston

seemed not to need protection from hard

questions, of morality or money or whatever,

so the discussion proceeded. "Questions like

*Why am I not on horseback?' also occur. But

when it comes to the question of 'Isn't it

better to divest?,' I say 'No.'
"

Huston clinging to Louis XIV furniture is

not the expected image. Globe-trotting, yes,

and never being grounded for more than

three months at a time. And never ever

retiring, manor house notwithstanding. Hus-

be like, that's all," he said, clearly basking in

the success. It had been the director's first

mainstream hit since "The Man Who Would
Be King" in 1975. Being perceived presti-

giously is important to Huston. Considering

the kind of swath he cut for 40 years—revel-

ing in life and art on several continents— the

feedback now is critical. He isn't mired in the

past, but he is still John Huston.

It was expensive to be John Huston— five

divorces, expensive horses, movies made for

salary, not prestige—and Huston needs to

know the price wasn't too high. Since the

early '50s, when Lillian Ross began writing

about him for the New Yorker, Huston has

been comfortable with the press and gotten

some of his Validation directly from Journal

-

ists. At the Cannes Film Festival, he once

saw 17 journalists in a day, giving each a

fresh interview. When a reporter suggested

that, particularly now, he didn't want to

wear Huston out, the director's assistant,

Marilyn LaSalandra, countered: "You can't

wear him out."

You can get him to teil the truth, though,

and not just be colorful about it (unless you

call black a color). "The other day I was

running myself down," Huston said, resent-

ing himself for resenting himself. "You

know, the usual thing. I was worrying about

"You mean beside the animal fears? Like

not being able to breathe? Or being behind

bars? I asked that question of Marciela, the

woman who keeps me alive. She loves me
and takes care of me and she has a terrible

history of trying to get into this country. So
one day I asked her, 'What scares you the

most?,' and she said, 'Being thrown out of the

place where I live.'

"

(A Huston crony later confided that when
Huston got the answer, he set about buying

the woman a house and seeing to it the

money he left her would take care of

property taxes in perpetuity.

)

But what scares Huston at 80? **rm not

avoiding the answer," replied Huston. "I

think what scares me most is what's happen -

ing to this country, and this world. In my
lifetime, I've never seen things be worse

than now. And I've seen them be bad."

Are we then sitting on deck chairs on the

Titanic? "It's worse," he said darkly. "The
Titanic is the planet Earth. None of us is on
the sidelines now. I've never before been

frightened about the State of the world. Our
President— I like him personally and his wife

is a very dear friend—but his whole focus is

so utterly mistaken. I think the chance of

finding a practical Solution to the world's

Please Turn to Page 18
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THE MASTER
Continued from 1 7th Page

Problems is so remote as to be hopeless. But

it's even bigger than Ihat. . . .

"It's this: Human beings don't seem to

have learned anything. The human race has

not profited by any of its tragic experiences."

Four hours, two scenes, and one produc-

tion Conference later, Huston curled a finger

indicating that the reporter should come

over to him.

"What I Said earlier? About humans not

profiting by mistakes? TU give you an

example: the changes at the New Yorker

magazine. (New Yorker editor William

Shawn was replaced last week by Knopf

editor -in -Chief Robert Gottlieb.] Why can't

the Newhouse family [owners of the New
Yorker] endow the magazine from a family

foundation? That would make them heroes.

For 40 years, the magazine's Talk of the

Town' was the most stable. balanced flow of

Information. Now to see it end is too sad.

They will lie, and say it won't end, but it will.

Why? Profit ... the motive is ever the

same."

directors who could have made a career in

Publishing; one can picture him holed up in

Ireland, or in Puerto Vallarta, writing

away—and yet an autobiography (for which

he received $500,000) is his only major piece

of prose. "Real writers—people like James

Agee and Ernest Hemingway—think of

writing as religion," said Huston easily. The
only thing missing now when he talks would

be a cigar or cigarette. But Huston has given

up much in his life— the polo ponies, the art

collection that prefigured many American
coUections in terms of breadth and originali-

ty—so cigarettes too can be lost.

"I don't have that impulse toward books;

screenwriting interested me more." Possibly

because it was more coUaborative, and less

lonely (not to mention more lucrative, which

suited Huston's style of life). "No, no," he

replied, steering the subject back to writing

'T don't think you have to be lonely to lead a

writer's life. Think of Maugham, Graham
Greene, Hemingway. Hemingway wasn't a

lonely man, really. You write wherever you

want to write. . . . Of course, with genius in

letters we must remember that three-fifths

of them were also alcoholics. Hemingway
was a drinker but not an alcoholic; I don't

think drinking was what finished him, but he

drank enough to undermine his health."

What I didn't realize at the time was how
much abuse Arthur was taking from Marilyn.

He was an iron man there in the Reno desert.

He couldn't stop her any more than anyone

eise could. She was piain abusive and not

nice. And Arthur has my respect now
because I see how he withstood it and didn't

just walk away."

Clift, unfortunately, lacked such a support

System. Huston directed Clift first in "Mis-

fits" and then a year later in the botched

"Freud." Their chemistry was less than

perfect. (The notion that Huston buUied Clift

is pooh-poohed by "Misfits" assistant direc-

tor Tommy Shaw: "One day in Reno, Monty
and John and I were sitting in a hotel room,

and Monty was being nasty. It had to do with

wardrobe. Monty ranted; John just looked

down at a legal päd and doodled. Never

looked up. Monty said, Tommy, you don't

have anything to say about this.' And John,

without looking up, kept doodling, then said,

'Monty, you're wrong. Tommy has a great

deal to say.' That's Huston. Uses the fewest

words but his point is never lost."

)

But is Huston a bully? Paul Kohner, his

agent since 1938, remembers that "John used

to pick on me, terribly. It could be shameful

the way he acted. I was scared of him,

frankly, and completely buffaloed. Until one

"I know there are two schools of thought

about this, but I don't believe cream always

rises. I've seen too many talented people not

get that one lucky moment. I don't believe

that everyone who is supposed to make it

does. For me, I can remember one moment
that changed everything." The moment was

just 50 years ago this month. Huston had

already done time in Hollywood, under

contract at three Studios, left and come back.

"Willy Wyler took me to [producer] Henry
Blanke, for whom I did a bit of work. There

was a little problem on 'Jezebel,' and I

rewrote a sequence. Blanke picked it up

instantly, and it just all clicked. Pretty soon

at Warners, I was the head . . . well, let's say

they thought I was a good writer."

Even Jack Warner thought so, and Hus-
ton—who spoke his mind from the Start—got

away with talking the truth to Warner.

"Jack was an interesting bird." said Huston
in a rare nostalgic moment. "He was a fou, in

the French sense of a wise man who juggles

with one eye closed. He told bad jokes and he

could be very cruel while telling them, but

the jokes themselves weren't cruel. But if

you said one wrong thing to Jack, that would

beit."

Nevertheless, Huston "two or three times

Tony Huston rewriting a scene on

the Dublin dinner table set

Actors Dan O'Herlihy, left, and
Donal Donneüy enjoying a drink.

Donal McCann with feüow Abbey

Theater Veteran Marie Kean.

Without taking a breath, Huston turned to

his assistant and asked if she had "that list of

local restaurants." Then he looked at dailies

of the film shot that day. He laughed heartily

at the Hustonesque humor in "The Dead."

Then he went back to the Ranch House and

got cleaned up for dinner.

As Humphrey Bogart said in 1951, the

monster is still stimulating.

When you are on an all-Irish movie set,

the subject much of the time is alcohol.

Explanations of the Irish Virus (as drinking

is known in Dublin) abound, and so do

denials. Drinking is not evident on the set,

ever, but taüc about drinking is endless. One

day with Huston a question arose—"Why are

writers more often alcoholics than direc-

tors?"

From Huston, one gets an answer by first

getting an anecdote. One night in 1943, Lt.

John Huston was having dinner at Manhat-

tan's 21 Club; at the next table was columnist

H. L. Mencken. Upon introduction, Mencken
looked stunned, "Not John Huston? And you

are really directing movies? Oh well, you'll

get that out of your System. You were meant

to be a serious writer!"

Huston does seem to be one of the few film
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But so did Huston, didn't he? He bel-

ly- laughed at the question. "I've drunk

enough. But I was not ever an alcohoUc."

Was that so as to keep control? "Oh, I don't

know. I never liked waking up hung over. So

I never took a drink the morning after

drinking. Also, I'd probably not hit the bottle

the following night. I just did not want to feel

bad. . . . It's the most self-serving kind of

morality!"

Directors drinking versus writers drinking

was a question worth holding onto, and later

that day Huston was happy when he came up

with a name: "John Ford was a proper drunk,

but he was streng as an ox. Frankly, more

actors and actresses drank than directors."

Two names had to emerge, and did: Mont-

gomery Clift and Marilyn Monroe. Huston

directed Monroe in "Asphalt Jungle," one of

her first pictures (and her own favorite) and

"The Misfits," her final film. Told that

Arthur Miller. Monroe's last husband and the

writer of "Misfits," was now editing his

autobiography, Huston looked surprised.

"Is he really? I lectured Arthur once,

loudly, in front of a large group of people

about Marilyn. I said that anyone who was

letting Marilyn get drugs—and I specifically

meant Arthur—should be . . . well, it was a

criminal thing what was happening to her.

day— I was visiting him in Paris on the set of

'Mouhn Rouge'—he went too far. I said,

'John, if you are going to talk this way, don't

talk to me again.' He looked stunned, then he

hugged me, and said, 'I'm sorry, Paul.' And
he never treated me badly again. My point is

that he isn't always aware of how terrifying

he can be."

But Huston was supposed to be beyond

impatient with Clift, on "Freud," particulari-

ly. Huston on Clift is brief: "Monty was a

very poor drunk," he said disagreeably. "I

tried to understand why Monty did so many
things. He had that disfiguring auto accident.

Now why did he do that? Finally, everything

pointed to his destruction; finally, he was a

mess."

Survivors don't tolerate mess. And Huston
is most of all a survivor. But is there a destiny

about his kind of survival? Is there a reason

why Huston is still working when his peers

are dead or wanting to be working? Huston
doesn't think so. Huston doesn't buy the idea

of destiny. "I was always pretty confident,

even before I was successful. I had good taste

and good judgment and I could write a little."

Huston looked directly into the observer's

eyes and said. without doubt, that he believes

in luck, Irish or otherwise.

said awful things" to Warner. "One time was

astounding. I simply said 'Jack, you were

wrong about testifying before the committee

(the House Committee on Un- American
Activities, before which Warner had testi-

fied]. And I remember exactly what he said.

Jack said, 'Does that make me a squealer?'

And I said, 'Yes,' and that was that. He
reacted seriously, as though he was sorry

he'ddoneit."

But playing Hollywood politics at that

level—and speaking one's mind— could be

likened to Russian roulette. Do gamblers run

in the family? If luck played its part in

Huston's life, would it also follow suit that

Anjelica's prize-winning Maerose in "Prizzi's

Honor" might never have happened? Is there

destiny for the father and not the daughter?

Or vice versa? Or not?

"Oh, 'Prizzi' might easily never have

happened," said Huston offhandedly. "Or

happened too soon. But Anjel has an amazing

ability I've only seen in one other actor, and

that was my father (Walter Huston]. They
could both—and I saw this in Anjel as a little

girl—jump in and out of someone eise's skin.

My father could become a Russian general or

a rag picker. It's not mimicry, it's something

eise, it's something more unique. Anjel can

Please Turn to Page 39
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JOHN HUSTON:
TrtE MASTER
Continued jrom 39th Page

demonstrale the mind and heart

and sensitivity of an entire class of

people. As a child, she could 'do' a

French servant or an Irish servani

or an English servant, and I could

teil the difference."

And father takes no credit. Ge-
netics has nothing to do with it,

according to Huston. "None of my
children are in the least like me, or

each other. Genes count, but what a

variety of genes to select from!"

said the man who was married five

times and in long and short love

affairs the rest of the time. Huston

enjoys being told of a recent visitor

to Ireland who said all the young
men and ladies in County Galway
look like John Huston. "Well, if

genetics explained everything, ev-

ery horse we had would have won
the Kentucky Derby. I'm not even

sure one teaches one's children

anything."

Suddenly, it was time for Huston

to go back to work. (As Lauren
Bacall once put it, "John gives you
his undivided attention until it's

time to move on.") But before

Huston left his trailer, he made
sure the reporter had been given a

copy of the lawyer's letter spelling

out the terms of his Christmas gift

from his daughter and her friend

Jack Nicholson. The letter ex-

plained the $100,000 John Huston

Scholarship to the USC School of

Cinema-Television, given by Nich-

olson and Anjelica. In Script, at the

bottom of the letter, Nicholson had

written, "Dear Johnny— if this is

okay with you, Merry Xmas. Love,

Jack and Anjel."

Said the press-wise Huston, son

of a reporter: "This hasn't been

announced yet. I think it will work
well in your story."

D

Dad won't stop, you know. In

Puerto Vaüarta at Christmas, I real-

ized something about our family.

What the thread is. The thread is

dad. He's like a king on the throne;

he's like a tiger,- he's perverse and he

won't give up. He has the voice and

spirit of youth. . . . The most im-

portant thing about him is that he's

economical. I don't mean about

money. I mean he never does any-

thing useless. Each thing he does is

vital. And he wiü not take death

seriously.

—Dan Huston, 25-year cid son

of John, in the lobby of the

Chateau Marmont, January, 1987.

In Hollywood, famous children

falter when asked to talk about

growing up absurd. The humor is

too often missing, the anger is too

often there. The children of Hus-

ton, possibly due to European up-

bringings, are much less up-tight

about their lineage. Especially An-

jelica, the oldest daughter. Born in

Malibu, reared in Ireland, schooled

in England and France, Anjelica is

purely a product of Hollywood.

There are very few third-gener

-

ation Oscar -winners. Anjelica, at

35. is The Daughter, but she is also

right now the very hot daughter.

LOS ANGELES TIMES/CALENDAR

Her first film as a grown-up lead-

ing lady,' Franeis Copfiola's "Gdr-

dens of Stone," is due out this

spring, to be foUowed in the fall by

"TheDead."

On this set, you know she's the

Star: Her dog Minnie is very much
around. Only dogs of stars get the

run of a movie set. In a makeshift

dressing room the size of a closet,

Anjelica curled up lotus- style; it

was her first day back after a

sudden, fast bout with mononucle-

osis. Not having wanted to infect

her father, Anjelica prefered not to

pose for photographer Bruce We-
ber, who's photographing "The
Dead" for a Life magazine layout.

But "I'm well now," as Anjelica put

it, meaning: Photo opportunities

will abound.

Anjelica's mother, ballerina

Ricky Soma, was plucked from the

Corps de ballet not only by John

Huston but by David 0. Selznick,

who brought her to Hollywood, and

photographer Philippe Halsman,
who put her on the cover of Life in

1947. (She died in a car crash in

Italy at the age of 39, when Anjelica

was 17.) Photos of mother and

daughter are eerily indistinguisha-

ble. It's not just that the beauty is

timeless, it's that both womeh seem

ethereal and grounded at the same

time.

"I've already been The Famous

Film Director's Daughter," Anjeli-

ca said without an edge. "I was

special until I was 12, when I went

to London to school, and hated it. I

realized I wasn't that special. I was

spoiled, I wasn't lonely. There was

no deprivation— but getting a Bar-

bie doli changed my life. Just as

seeing *Gidget' changed my life.

Because The African Queen' I'd

Seen 25 times before I turned 11."

Anjelica looked up, fleetingly, at

the one poster in her dressing

room, Ed Ruscha's "Brave Men
Run in Our Family." Her eyes

seemed to say, "So do brave wom-
en." At 16, Anjelica made the most

disastrous movie debut since Jean

Seberg in "St. Joan" in her father's

"A Walk With Love and Death." It

was years before she set foot on a

movie set again. For a long time,

she was a model (for Richard

Avedon) and, mostly, a girlfriend

(for Jack Nicholson). Now she's

something eise.

"I'm not an adjunct or an acces-

CA1.ENDA1^
LECrURES

TODAY
THAILAND. NORTH TO CHENG MAI AND THE
LAOTIAN BORDER (Boy Scouts of America Sea Base,

13640 Mindanao Way, Manna del Rey, 1 p m , (213)

306-8111) LolitaLowell. free

PYTHAGORAS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO WEST-
ERN 0CCULTI8M (The Theosophical Society m Los

Angeles, 622 N Larchmont BIvd , 3 pm, (213)

460-6046) Robert Bonneil, $3

DEVELOPING CREATIVITY: A GRAIL QUE8T
(Pfiilosophical Research Society. 3910 Los Feliz BIvd ,

11 am. ,(2 13)663-2 167) Douglas RusaetI, $1

MONDAY
HOW TO DEAL WITH CANCER PAIN (UCLA.
Bowyer Clinic Conference Room, 8th Floor, Louis Factof

Building. 2 30 pm. (213) 825-6558) Dr Georges
Khoury, free

WEDNESDAY
THE AMERICA'8 CUP—WHAT MIQHT HAVE
BEEN AND WHAT MIQHT BE (Caltech, Beckman
Auditorium, South Michigan Avenue at Constance

Street, Pasadena, 8 p m , (818) 356-4652) Francis

Clauser, free h-

TRAVELING ALONG THE OLD SILK ROAD OF
CHINA (US -China Peoples Fnendship Assn at the

Mercury Savings and Loan, 10435 Santa Monica BIvd ,

7 30 p m , (2 13) 472-4035) Tovya Wager, free

HOW TO DO IT IN TELEVISION AND WHO TO
DO IT TO (Independeni Feature Project/West at the

Hollywood Studio Museum, 21(X) N Highland Ave,
Hollywood. 7 30 p m, (213)451-8075) $35

THURSDAY
REMBRANDT IN THE HERMETIC TRADITION
(Philosophicai Research Society, 3910 Los Feliz BIvd , 8
pm, (2 13) 663-2 167) RogerWeir, $4

FEARFUL FEELINQS—HOW TO HANDLE THEM
MORE CREATIVELY (California Assn of Marnage &
Family Therapists at the Culver City Library. 4975
Overland Ave , Culver City, 7 pm , (213) 454-1919)

Free

MASTERPIECES OF AZTEC ART (UCLA, Kmsey
Hall 51, 8p m .(213)206-8934) Henry Nicholson, free

MAGIC. DIRECTED PERCEPTION AND THE
PARANORMAL (Humanist Society of Fnends at

Mercury Savings and Loan. 6245 Wilshire BIvd , 7 30
pm ,(213)656-1134) David Alexander

FRIDAY

PENETRATINQ THE BLACKOUT CURTAIN
AROUND CENTRAL AMERICA (Socially Responsi

ble Singles at the Westwood YWCA, 10936 Santa

Monica BIvd, 7 45 pm. (213) 398-4141) Barbara

Trent, $4

SATURDAY
AN EXPLORATION OF THE BOOK OF RUNES
(Philosophicai Research Society. 3910 Los Fehz BIvd ,

10 a m , (2 13) 663-2 167) Ralph Blum. $5
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sory anymore," she said proudly^.

"At a certain point, I decided to

accept what came along." What
came along were a few "Laverne &
Shirleys," then four weeks' work as

an asylum inmate in "Frances,"

which Anjelica admitted *'was kind

of like working as an extra. I was

there to incite other ladies to

insanity."

Does one remain confident, as

John Huston suggested he did

during such lean times? '*No/'

responded Anjelica, grimly. "You

feel hopeless a lot; you feel it's

never gonna happen; time is ticking

away. But this acting bug, and it is

a bug, doesn't leave you alone."

Her brother Tony likened his

sister to an oak tree, "a tree that

grows slowly and steadily," but

Anjelica isn't sure of the imagery.

"Does the oak tree grow too tall? I

mean, they give you an Oscar one

year, and the next time . . . what?

Should'the oak tree be chopped up

for firewood? You get famous for 15

minutes—and if you're lucky you

get famous again for another 10

minutes."

And yet her father has been

famous for 40 years. "I understand

him," Anjelica said unexpected-

ly."When working, I don't ask him
'How was I?' I know what he

wants. I like to please him. Maybe
it's more important for me to please

him. . .

.**

Her brother Tony said John

Huston's major gift was "the gift of

not boring." Her half- brother Dan-
ny said it was "the gift of econo-

my." And Anjelica? "Long legs."

When the serious laughter stopped,

she added: "My father isn't con-

ventionally moral—but deep down
he's good. Genetically, we're very

wellarmed."D
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THE CURRENT CINEMA
Irish Voices

THE announcement that John
Huston was makine a movie of

James Joyce's **The Dead"
raised the question "Why?" What
could Images do that Joyce's words

hadn't? And wasn't Huston pitting

himself against a master who, though

he was only twenty-five when he

wrote the story, had given it füll form?

(Or nearly füll—Joyce's lan-

guage gains from being read

aloud.) It turns out that

those who love the story

needn't have worried. Hus-

ton directed the movie, at

eighty, from a wheelchair,

jumping up to look through

the camera, with oxygen

tubes trailing from his nose

to a portable generator; most

of the time, he had to watch

the actors on a video moni-

tor outside the set and use a

microphone to speak to the

crew. Yet he went into

dramatic areas that he'd nev-

er gone into before—funny, warm
family scenes that might be thought

completely out of his ränge. He seems

to have brought the understanding of

Joyce's ribald humor which he gained

from his knowledge of "Ulysses" into

this earlier work; the minor characters

who are shadowy on the page now
have a Joycean vividness. Huston has

knocked the academicism out of them

and developed the undeveloped parts of

the story. He's given it a marvellous

filigree that enriches the social life.

And he's done it all in a mood of tran-

quil exuberance, as if moviemaking

had become natural to him, easier than

breathing.

The movie is set on the sixth of

January, 1904, the Feast of the Epiph-

any. The Morkan sisters and their

fortyish niece—three spinster musi-

cians and music teachers—are giving

their annual dance and supper, in their

Dublin town house, and as their rela-

tives and friends arrive the foibles and

obsessions of the hostesses and the

guests mesh and turn festive. The ac-

tors—Irish or of Irish heritage—be-

come the members of a family and a

social set who know who's going to

get too loud, who's going to get upset

about what. They know who's going

to make a fool of himself: Freddy

Malins (Donal Donnelly)—he drinks.

Even before Freddy shows up, the two

Misses Morkan—ancient, gray Julia

(Cathleen Delany), whose fragile face

seems to get skinnier as the night

wears on, and hearty Kate (Helena

Carroll)—are worried. They're re-

lieved when their favorite nephew,

Gabriel Conroy (Donal McCann), ar-

rives, with his wife, Gretta (Anjelica

Huston); they can count on Gabriel to

keep an eye on Freddy for them. It's

the reliable, slightly pom-
pous Gabriel—a College pro-

fessor and book reviewer

—

who has an epiphany this

night, and we, too, experi-

ence it.

During the party, Gabriel

tries to entertain Freddy's

excruciating old bore of a

mother (Marie Kean), a

self-satisfied biddy who
smiles a sweet social smile at

Gabriel but treats her son

with contempt. Mrs. Malins

wears an evening hat

perched on her white ring-

lets and sits with one band

on her fancy Walking stick; she's so

old she seems to have the bones of a

little bird, yet Freddy looks to her for

approval, like a child. When he sees

her expression, he's left openmouthed,

chagrined, and with a faint—almost

imperceptible—stutter. He shrinks.

She thinks she would like him to be

like Gabriel, but she and Freddy
match up beyond one's saddest dreams.

She sneers at him for not being the

manly son she can be proud of, and

turns him into a silly ass. Ever hope-

ful, he's crushed over and over again,

his mustachioed upper lip sinking

toward his chin.

Gabriel looks more authoritative

than he feels. A stabilizing presence,

and the man whose task it is to repre-

sent all the guests in a speech thanking

the hostesses, he's like an observer at

the party, but he's also observing him-

self, and he's not too pleased with how
he handles things—especially his re-

sponse to a young woman who chides

him for spending his summer vaca-

tions abroad and for not devoting him-

self to the study of the Irish language.

He would like to be suave with her,

but he's so füll of doubts about himself

that he gets bot under the collar. And
Gabriel feels his middle-aged medioc-

rity when he's speechifying. He plays

the man of literary eminence, toasting

Aunt Julia and Aunt Kate and their

niece, Mary Jane (Ingrid Craigie),

after calling them the Three Graces

of the Dublin musical world. But

when the assembled guests drink to

them he sees the ladies' gaiety go be-

yond gaiety. They can't contain their

pleasure at being complimented; Ju-
lia's hectic, staring eyes fill with tears,

and a high flush appears on her an-

cient girlish dimples. And he gets a

whiflF of mortality.

The movie itself is a toast to Irish

hospitality and to the spinster sister-

hood of music teachers, which has

probably never before been saluted

with such afFection. Starting with the

sound of an Irish harp under the open-

ing titles, and with frequent reminders

of the importance of the pianists who
play for the dancing at the party, the

picture is about the music that men
and women make, and especially about

the music of Irish voices. At supper,

the characters go at their pet subjects:

Opera past and present, and famous

tenors, dead and alive. They know
each other's positions so well that they

taunt each other.

One of the guests—a tenor, Mr.
D'Arcy (Frank Patterson)—has de-

clined to sing, but after most of the

others have left he succumbs to the

pleading of a young lady he has been

flirting with, and sings "The Lass of

Aughrim." Gretta Conroy, who has

been making her farewells and is Com-
ing down the stairs to join Gabriel,

Stands hushed, leaning on the bannis-

ter listening. Mr. D'Arcy's voice, res-

onating in the stairwell, has the spe-

cial trained purity of great Irish ten-

ors; the whole world seems still while

he sings, and for a few seconds after.

And Gabriel, seeing his wife deeply

afFected, is fired with sexual longing

for her. He hopes to awaken her pas-

sion. But in the carriage she's sad and

silent, while he makes clumsy conver-

sation. When they reach the hotel

where they are to spend the night, she

falls asleep in tears after telling him
about her youth in Galway and about

a consumptive young boy, Michael

Furey, her first love, who sang that

song, ^*The Lass of Aughrim."
Michael Furey had left his sickbed to

come See her on a rainy night in win-
ter, and died a week later, when he

was only seventeen.

In the course of the evening,

Gabriel has been evaluating how he's

doing, and feeling more and more like

a solemn stufFed shirt. Now everything

he thought he knew about Gretta and

himself has been sent whirling. He
feels that his own love for her is a dis-

mal thing compared with the dead

%
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boy's, and he gets beyond his own
ego— he's moved by the boy's action.

He thinks about carnal desire and

about "the vast hosts of the dead." He
sees Aunt Julia as she had looked a

few hours earlier when she danced

with him, and imagines that she will

be the next to go. And Huston, having

intensified our vision of the family life

that the final passages of the story

come out of, implicitly acknowledges

that he can't improve on their music.

In the Story, these passages are Ga-
briel's thoughts. Here Huston simply

gives over to them, and we hear them

spoken by Gabriel, as the snow outside

blends the living and the dead. Joyce's

language seems to melt into pure emo-

tion, and something in Gabriel melts.

Huston moved to Galway in the

early fifties, and it was his home base

for roughly twenty years— it's where

Anjelica Huston and his son Tony
Huston, who wrote the Script, grew

up. But when he made this movie he

shot the Dublin interiors in a ware-

house in Valencia, California, and the

snow was plastic. Huston wasn't

strong enough to travel; he completed

the film early in the summer, and died

in August, after his eighty-first birth-

day. The picture he left us is a tribute

to Joyce, whose words complete and

transcend what we've been watching.

But the humor is from the two of

them, and from the actors.

The movie is a demonstration of

what, in Huston's terms, movies can

give you that print can't: primarily,

the glory of performers—performers

with faces that have been written on

by time and skill, performers with

voices. It's as if Huston were saying,

"Making a movie of a classic isn't

anything as simple as just depriving

you of the work of your imagination.

Your imagination couldn't create

these people for you. Only these spe-

cific actors could do it." And, of

course, they could do it only with

Huston guiding their movements and

Tony Huston providing their words.

And, yes, your imagination is now tied

to these actors, but they bring a spon-

taneity and joy into the movie which

you don't experience from reading the

story.

It isn't simply that they physically

embody the characters; they embody
what the movie is saying. When Aunt

Julia, once a respected local soprano, is

prevailed on to sing, and comes out

with "Arrayed for the Bridal," the

quaver in her thin voice is theme mu-
sic. So is her vaguely rattled look.

Poor, efFusive Freddy teils her that he

has never heard her sing so well, then

goes even further and teils her he has

never heard her sing half so well.

That's right out of the story, but it's

different when we can see and hear the

woman he's praising so idiotically.

Cathleen Delany is süperb as Julia,

whose memory is fading, and who
sometimes forgets where she is.

There's a moment at the beginning

when she's in the receiving line and

looks at someone blankly; asked if she

doesn't remember the person from last

year, she rallies with "Of course, of

course." She's leaving this world, but

she's still a firm social liar. Donal
Donnelly isn't just a great drunk; he

knows how to play a drunk sobering

up. By the end of the party, Freddy is

almost a man of the world. Marie
Kean's Mrs. Malins is such a smiley

little dragon she makes you laugh; the

Performance is high clowning. And
Helena Carroll's Aunt Kate is won-
derfully obstreperous when she berates

the pope for turning women (like her

sister) out of the choirs and putting in

little boys. Ingrid Craigie's Mary
Jane, the peacemaker, soothes Aunt
Kate's sense of injury (you know it's

an oft-indulged sense of injury) and

steers people to safe ground; Mary
Jane has a softness about her, a loving

docility. Dan O'Herlihy is the Protes-

tant Mr. Browne, a florid old gent

who is delighted to hear Kate lashing

out at the pope; he fancies himself a

gallant and jovially drinks himself to

sleep. Huston never before blended his

actors so intuitively, so musically.

The change in his work is in our

closeness to the people on the screen.

Freddy is such a hopeful fellow, al-

ways trying to please, that we can see

ourselves in his worst foolishness. We
can see ourselves in Julia and Kate and

in the stifF, self-tormenting Gabriel.

And when Anjelica Huston's Gretta

speaks of Michael Furey and says "O,
the day I heard that, that he was
dead," we hear the echoes of the pain

that she feit all those years ago. We
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hear them very clearly, because of the

fine, unimpassioned way that the ac-

tress plays Gretta, leaving the tragic

notes to Gabriel. Gretta's is only one

of the stories of the dead, but Joyce
wrote the work right after his Nora
told him of her early great love, and
it's the most romanticized, the most

Piercing. The stillness in the air dur-

ing Frank Patterson's singing of the

melancholy "Lass" is part of the emo-
tional perfection of the moment. But
the film finds its füll meaning in the

stillness of Donal McCann's meticu-

lous tones at the end—in Gabriel's

helpless self-awareness. He mourns be-

cause he is revealed to himself as less

than he thought he was. He mourns
because he sees that the whole world is

in mourning. And he accepts our com-
mon end: the snow falls on everyone.

I
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INCONTRO IN CALIFORNIA CON IL GRANDE REGISTA SUL SET DI «I MORTI»

Silenzio, Huston gira Joyce
r
«Quando mi hanno proposto di trarre un film dai "Racconti di Dublino" ho detto di si, subito» - «Joyce sta

airirlanda come Cecov alla Russia» - «£' stato l'autore piü decisivo deUa mia vita: I' "Ulisse" ha aperto la

finestra, e la luce k entrata» • I consigli del maestro, scena dopo scena - La pellicola pronta a maggio

\

N08TR0 SERVIZIO

VALENCIA — Siamo a

Valencia, nella Valley, a un*o

ra di macchina da Los Ange-

les. II capannone 24843, nella

zona industriale, t diventato

uno stabilimento cinemato-

grafico. Sopra, gli uffici di

produzione; sotto, il set. AI

centro del quäle una folla di

falegnami enge i muh di una

casa borghese della Dublino

primi del secolo. Accanto, pa-

reti divisorie, appendiabiti,

tavolini da campeggio, sedie

pieghevoli.

In meno di un'ora, tutto

questo si trasformerä in ca-

merini per gli attori, sala

trucco e costumi. John Hu-
ston da il primo giro di ma-

novella al suo nuovo film /

mortu da un racconto — ses-

santa pagine — di James Jo-

yce tratto dai Racconti di Du-

blino e adattato dallo stesso

Huston e dal figlio Tony, con

Anjelica Huston come vedet-

te.

In una sala al primo piano,

gli attori, in Jeans e maglietta

polo, provano una quadrigUa.

Sono tutti irlandesi, da Do-

nald McCann (che ha fatto

Godot con Peter OToole) a

Kate OToole (proprio la fi-

glia), passando per Anjelica

Huston, che t cresciuta con il

padre nella contea di Galway

e parla senza ombra d*accen-

to «straniero».

La scena t costruita in due

sezioni: da una parte il piano

terreno, praticamcnte finito.

Una casa borghese, tutta pan-

nelli di legno e tappczzeric,

con un atrio, un ingresso e

una scala tronca che finisce

sul vuoto. Raccordo con la

scena vicina, il primo piano

della casa: un altro pezzo di

sc^a che parte dal nuÜa e

sbocca siil piancrottolo, sul

quäle si affacciano una stanza

da bagno (vasca e lavandini

sono giä montati), la sala da

pranzo (la tavola t preparata,

manca ancora Targenteria) e

il salone - sala di musica -

sala da ballo. Su un lato, una

rampa d*accesso. Importantis-

sima: John Huston, che soffre

di enfisema, si sposta quasi

sempre su una sedia a rotelle,

con la bomboletta d*ossigeno

a portata di mano.

Tony Huston 6 suUa qua-

rantina, terribilmente inglese.

D suo primo ricordo del dne-

ma? {(Gregory Peck^ risponde,

con una gamba sola, abbarbi-

cato a una montagna di gom-

ma biancüy un arpione in

mano, una squadra di pompieri

che lo inondava d*acqua» e lui

che gridando affondava l'arpio-

ne nella gamma. Avevo tre

anni, mio padre girava Moby
Diclu.

L*incontro con James Jo-

yce? <(Fu Pomes Penyeach,

che avevo comprato per sei

pencc, oforse uno scellino, non

so piü. Quando emigrammo in

Irlanda convinsi mio padre a

collezionare vecchi libri, so-

prattutto quelli di autori irlan-

desi: Yates, Synge, 0*Casey e

naturalmente Joyce. E poi, i

Racconti di Ehiblino erano

compresi nel mio programma
della maturitä»,

II metodo di lavoro di John

Huston d semplice. Poichi ri-

tiene che buona parte della

regia consiste nella scelta de-

gli attori, quando ha formato

la troupe per un po' le lascia

la briglia sciolta. Provano tra

loro, dando cosi la loro idea

della scena Poi Tony e

Tonmiy Shaw, suo primo as-

sistente — una faccia sangui-

gna alla Hemingway — nc

fanno Tallestimento; una vol-

ta finiu la presentaoo al xpae-

James Joyce visto da Levine
(Copyright N.Y. Review of Books. Ope-
ra Mundi e per Iltalia «La 8tampa>)

stro, che hparte da zero.

E* mezzogiomo, John Hu-

ston arriva. I due produttori

gli si fanno incontro. Chris

Sievemich ha prodotto fra

Taltro Paris, Texas di Wim
Wenders; Wieland Schultz-

Keil era stato coproduttore di

Sotto il vulcano. Accompagna-

no Huston davanti alla fac-

ciata della casa; lui la esami-

na con attenzione. I martelli

smettono di picchiare, tutti

tacciono, pendono dalle sue

labbra. La facciata t una h-

produzione esatta di quella di

una casa di Dublino che lui

conosce. Gli estemi che do-

vranno essere girati in Irlanda

riguardano proprio quella

casa e quella facciata. Attimi

d*attesa, poi lui approva con

un cenno del capo.

Gli attori sono pronti. John

Huston viene portato ai piedi

della scala, davanti alla porta

della cantina. Pu6 controUare

la porta d'ingresso, Tatrio, il

guardaroba. La scena t quella

dell*arrivo dei primi ospiti.

Tre ragazze e due giovani. Li

accogUe la servctta: <(Il guar-

daroba delle signore i di so-

pra», dice, e le annuncia. Poi

accompagna gli uomini, pro-

prio alla sinistra di Huston.

«Grazie», dice lui. Huston
ringrazia sempre gU attori.

«Posso rivederla, per favore?».

Gli attori si rimettono in posi-

zione. Le ragazze entrano, la

cameriera le accogüc. «Un mo-

mento, per favore. Che vestiti

avranno? Delle cappe? Impie-

gheranno molto di piü a togher-

sele. Benissimo, grazie, Ändate

avanti, prego». La servetta por-

ta gli uomini al loro guardaro-

ba Di sopra, le donne chiac-

chierano. «Un attimo, perfavo-

re». Tutti si fermano. «Gli uo-

mini non salgono? A che punto

escono dal guardaroba?». Regu-
la la cadenza: uscita dal guar-

daroba, percorso delle scalc.

La scena t ripresa, Anjelica

posa la giacca di piumino suUe

ginocchia del padre.

«E' tipico dei suai sistemi,

dice. Con lui non si discute

mai suile motivazioni del per-

sonaggio. Tu fai il tuo lavoro,

lui sta a guardare, fa il suo. E*

un minimalista. Punta subito il

dito SU quella che va fatto, e le

cose vanno a posto da sole»,

La scena ha preso la piega

giusta. «Benissimo, vi ringra-

zio». John Huston si china

verso il direttore della foto-

grafia, Fred Murphy, che i

giovanissimo. «Come vede la

luce?». £ Murphy: «Buio ma
non troppo. Che si riesca a ve-

dere». E proponc: «Un cerchio

di luce neWingresso, qualche

raggio dal lampione a gas suila

strada, e il resto ded primo pia-

no», Un attitno di silenzio.

«Befie,pvfi9j^,

In gioventü ha conosciuto

James Joyce? «No, ma indub-

biamente i stato l'autore piü

decisivo della mia vita. Ulisse

ha aperto la finestra, e la luce

k entrata. E* il suo primo libro

che ho letto. Mia madre me ne

aveva portata un'edizione della

Shakespeare Press di Parigi.

Avevo ventun anni, mi ero ap-

pena sposato... E* stata mia

moglie a leggermi Ulisse ad

alta voce. Ne ho avuto un*im-

pressione enorme. Ho voluto

leggere tutto Joyce. Prima e

dopo /'Ulisse, dai Racconti di

Dublino a Finnegan 's Wake,

che non capisco completamen-

te. Ma non sempre occorre ca-

pire tutto. Lo Stile dei Raccon-

ti di Dublino i di una chiarez-

za assoluta, i limpido. I rac-

conti di Joyce stanno all*Irlan-

da come quelli di Cecov stanno

alla Russia. Mi sorprenderebbe

sapere che Joyce non k stato

influenzato da Cecov. Mi pare

anzi che egli stesso lo dica, da

qualche parte».

D nome di Huston d giä in

qualche modo accostato a

quello di James Joyce. L*ar-

chitetto che aveva restaurato

la sua casa di Galway era

proprietario di un terreno sul

quäle sorgeva la torre di Mar-
tello, della quäle Joyce parla.

«E* per la scala di quella torre

che saliva Bück Mulligan,

dice. Del resto ho conosciuto

bene Olivier Saint John Go-

garly, che i il vero Mulligan e

che chiamava Joyce *'il Dante

di Dublino"».

Huston e Tarchitetto pren-

dono riniziativa di trasfor-

nnarla; la presidenza del co-

mitato viene offerta a Hu-
ston, che rifiuta. «Mi sembra-

va scorretto, spicga, che quella

presidenza fasse esercitata da

un americanö: spettava a un*

irtandese. Tutti hanno conve-

nuto con me, con grande sollie-

vo loro e mio. Ma per ringra-

ziarmi del ruolo che avevo avu-

to nella creazione del museo,

mi hanno regalato la seconda

fusione della maschera mortua-

ria di Joyce. Un pezzo rarissi-

mo, che ho dato a Tony».

n giomo successivo, Hu-
ston d sul set prestissimo.

Sono arrivati i costumi, gli at-

tori si vestono sotto lo sguar-

do penetrante di Dorothy

Jeakins, amica di Alexandre

Trauner, la creatrice dei co-

stumi di dodici film di Hu-
ston. Abiti sontuosi, usciti da

musei o Soffitte. C'6 un cor-

petto in pizzo: t di Dorothy

Jeakins, che lo portava oltre

cinquant*anni fa, quando era

una ragazza. Non lo aveva

mai riesumato. E lo scenogra-

fo impresta per il film la sua

casa delle bambole vittoriana,

un pezzo unico.

Huston passa tutti in rasse-

gna, non gli sfugge neppure

un dcitaglio: «I guanti mi
sembrano una nota stonata».

«Troppo ruvidi», mormora
Dorothy Jeakins. Via i guanti.

«A che pettinatura pensa per

Uli, la servetta?». II parruc-

chiere si precipita: «Forse uno

chignon sulla nuca?». Huston
riflette. «Delle trecce? Si por-

tavano le trecce a queWepo-

ca?». II parrucchiere rispon-

de: «Credo solo per dormire».

Ma va a controllare. Passa

Tonmiy Shaw: «Allora, queste

trecce?». E Huston: «Non sia-

mo ancora sicuri». Toma il

parrucchiere: niente trecce,

dice. Huston riflette: «Forse

uno chignon molto tirato e una

frangetta arricciata, come se

spuntasse da un berretto?».

Nella sala da ballo al pri-

mo piano, piü tardi. John Hu-
ston esaibina con attenzione

la scena. Voo^bbe aggiungert

II regista John Huston: «Punta subito il dito su quello che va fatto, e le cose vanno a posto da sole»

una dimensione in piü, maga-

ri dei ricordini, dei sopram-

mobiü sui quali la cinepresa

potrebbe soffermarsi durante

una delle sequenze al piano.

Scambia ricordi dellTrlanda

con Marie Kean, che ha fatto

la parte della madre di Barry

Lyndon.

Entrambi hanno conosciuto

bene Nora FitzGerald e John,

quello che gestiva il Red
Bank, quel pub dove per tra-

dizione i padri portavano i fi-

gli per insegnar loro a man-

giare le ostriche. Oggi il Red
Bank non c'^ piü, al suo po-

sto c't una chiesa. Ma Marie

Kean ha assistito airultimo
' banchetto: durö due giomi.

Huston le racconta di uno

dei piü bei regali che abbia

mai ricevuto, due bottiglie di

Porto. Ne aveva regalato un

fusto a un amico per festeg-

giare la nascita del primo fi-

glio, com*6 tradizione. L*ami-

co ebbe un rovescio economi-

co, dovette vendere a poco a

poco il porto per pagare gli

studi del figlio. E questi fece

un viaggio soltanto per porta-

re a Huston le due ultime

bottiglie.

In un angolo, il regista Ka-

rel Reisz (quello di La donna

del tenente francese) osserva

tutto. La sua presenza h ri-

chiesta dalle societä assicura-

trici, che, preoccupate per le

condizioni di salute di Hu-

ston, hanf^o accettato di assi-

curare il film soltanto se ci

fosse stato un regista di fama

pronto a sostituirlo e a finire

la lavorazione.

Perchö ha aspettato tanto

per portare sullo schermo

un*opera di Joyce? «Da molto

tempo, risponde Huston, vole-

\o fare un film sui Morti. Ma
non e precisamente quella che

si chiama un'operazione com-

merciale. Se guadagnano an-

che, tanto meglio. Ma lo fanno

per amore. Quando Wieland

Schultz-Kiel si k messo in con-

tatto con me per girare I mor-

ti, ho detto di sl Subito». La

pellicola sarä pronta a mag-

&^\ Henri B^har
.. Copyright di «Le Monde»

^ . e per Htalia di «La StamiM»
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BUnjJANT
John Huston's lost film, 'The Deod/
is a tribute to his cinematic genius

By KATMLUN CARttOLL oa.N News Mov.e cm^

• •••
THE DEAD. Anjelica Huston. Donal McCann. Directed by John Husion At Ctn

ema 1. Runmngtime: 1 hour. 23 minutes. Ratea PG.

THE
LATE JOHN HUSTON HAD A LONG

love affair with Ireland where he livcd f'or

many years. So it's not surprising that his last

movie. "The Dead," is such a tendcr. hcart-

felt tribute to Ireland's literary genius James
Joyce. His son, Tony Huston. wrote this re-

markably faithAil adaptation ofthe conclud-

ingselection inJoyce'scollectionot short

stories, "The Dubliners," but the genlly ovoc-

ative mood piece is mainly a touching reatt'irmiUion of

Huston's own genius as a film maker
"The Dead" begins with a burst of high spirits but

ends as one man is jolted into the melancholy reali/a-

tion that the dead indeed hauntthe living. Thosotiing
is one of Dublin's Georgian townhouses. It is a snowy
night in 1904 and Julia and Kate Morkan, two swot>t-na-

tured sp' isters, and their niece Mary Jane, are colc-

brating tu«. Feast ofthe Epiphany by giving their annu-

al dinner-dance.
Theyhappilygreettheirguests.especially their

nephew Gabriel and his wife, Gretta. Gabriel, obvious-

ly the responsible sort, is asked to keep an eye on the

already tipsy Freddy, a middle-aged bachelor The
evening's entertainmentconsists of a moving poetry

recitation and Aunt Julia's quavering soprano solo.

The conversation is occasionally testy as one guest at-

tacks Gabriel for his laekof intercst in the poiitical

struggles of his homeland.
The lone Protestant guest, a Mr. Brown, is ulterly

baffled by Mrs. Malins' description of a monastery
where the monkssleep in their coffinstoattone for the

sins ofthe world. The otherguests debate the merits of

various opera singers.

As the evening draws to a dose, Gretta is suddenly
captivated by thesound ofa tenorvoicesinging The
Lass ofAughrim." Later in their hotel, she tcarfully

confesses to Gabriel that seng remindcd her ofher fi rst

love who died at age 17. It is that surprise revelation

that prompts Gabriel's wistfui discourse on the i nev-

itability ofdeath.
The ensemble cast of Irish and Irish-Amcrioan ac-

tors is simply splendid. Anjelica Huston gives a touch-

ingly restrained Performance as Gretta whilo Donal
McCann is just right as the staid Gabriel. Other stand-

outs include the delightAiI Donal Donnelly, who plays

the increasingly sheepish Freddy with a goofV grin

With its genteel wit and poignant wisdom "The
Dead*' qualifles as a rare gern ofa movie, for Huston
has accomplished the extraordinary feat of bringing
Joyce's exquisite prose to life.

*TME DEAD': Donal McCann and Anjelica Huston



David Ansen

Huston's Exquisite Fareweil

When a great director dies

and leaves a posthumous
work behind, criticism and
etiquette can become con-

fused. I hope that no one

thinks the praise that John
Huston*s TiM Dtai will get is

merely a case of good critical

manners. There was reason to

be skeptical: James Joyce's

novella hardly seemed a like-

ly candidate for filming. But
Huston knew exactly what he
was after: his vision ofJoyce's

great story, adapted by Hus-

ton's son, Tony, has an effort-

less simplicity; it's as if he'd

been making the movie in his

head for decades. Assembling

a cast of great Irish actors,

he's made a movie of aston-

ishing warmth and humor,

which then deepens to pro-

duce breathtaking emotion-

al music.

Most of "The Dead" tran-

spires at a party in Dublin, an
annual event given on a

snowy Epiphany eve by two
maiden aunts and their niece,

whom their relative Gabriel

(Donal McCann) toasts over

dinner as "the Three Graces

of the Dublin musical world."

There is great trepidation

over the appearance of the

tippler Freddy Malins (Donal

Donnelly), who arrives with

his imperially stuffy mother
(Marie Kean). There's danc-

ing, a recitation from Lady
Gregory by the florid Mr.

Grace (Sean McClory ) and the

lavish dinner itself, where the

DUHAMEL-SYGMA

Stcrit passkNi: Huston

conversation, fueled by wine,

ranges from opera to politics

to the pope and ends with the

Speech Gabriel has been fret-

ting over all night. This par-

ty goes on for more than an

hour, and you hang on every

Word and observed gesture,

every perfectly calibrated

Performance: it's probably

the wärmest passage Huston
ever filmed.

And then comes the mo-
ment that turns the tale

around: the singing of an old

Irish ballad, which triggers in

Gabriel's wife, Gretta (Angel-

ica Huston), a piercing memo-
ry of the dead boy who loved

her years ago. Alone in their

hotel roopi, Gabriel discovers

the great secret passion of his

wife's life, and the film ends,

as the story does, with Gabri-

el's transcendent, lyric vision

of mortality and self-aware-

ness. "The Dead" is 75 min-

utes long; there's not a frame

you'd want to change. What a

swan song.

DA.
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C O M M E N T

Dear Reader,

Perhaps you sense, as I do, when I read the culture pages of newspapers, the "back of the book" sections of newsweeklies, or cover-to-cover in

competitor film magazines, that they're almost all Publicity. A smart editor has hired a smart writer to talk to maybe a smart filmmaker on the set

of a very smart film none of them have seen, including the director, because it's still in production.

And even if they've seen the film and found it so-so, if the film is a studio's "big" film, the periodical devotes big space to it to teil you why it's

"BIG."

FILM COMMENT is different. V\te do not tout you on films to see. We think about what we've seen and then find the right writer to make connec-

tions in print. If you've seen the movie, what you read in FILM COMMENT will seem like the Start of a conversation. If you haven't, FILM COM-
MENT may help you decide about seeing it, but it will certainly extend your reach into the world reflected in the current films you see in a theater or,

increasingly, at home on the VCR.

V\fe*re the best film magazine in America, period. And that's because we think critically. Not commercially. We're not-fbr-profit.

We're not selling ourselves by selling you what the ads füll of critics' blurt)s already are trying to seil you. We're a refuge for readers, people who see

film and film culture as a way of seeing the world, of seeing more clearly the forces that shape our lives—the way painting, dance, theater, tv and

literature record and interpret experience. That's what art does.

So, during the past year FILM COMMENT:

• Pried open the cinema of glasnost, appraising the depth of Soviet sorrow just finding its way before world audiences.

• Said no thank you to the cinema images of women as muse, hooker, or killer career woman. But applauded the emerging female sensi-

bility, i.e. the way Diane Kurys films intimacy.

• Unearthed a family of exploitation filmmakers who survived an airplane crash to make drive-in films for God.

• Tarted up Picasso's Guemica in hot pastels in the Ted Turner spirit of colorization.

• Spanked Norman Mailer for his tango as a Tough Guyvjho not only doesn't dance but didn't make a movie.

• Appreciated the quiet way Alec Guinness has investigated the small man in a world of bluster.

• Profiled the edgy talents of the Coen Brothers, Charles Bukowski and Barbet Schroeder, Stephen Frears and Hanif Kureishi, whose

Script for Sammy and Rosie Get Laid we excerpted

.

• Grilled Oliver Stone on Platoon, Yves Montand on Jean de Florette, Roh Reiner on Princess Bride. And that means asked Stone if he

was a racist, Montand a hypocrite, and Reiner downright oedipal.

• Vttent to the mat with the only living wrestler-film critic who floored us with his criticism of Mexican wrestling films.

• Flew into Heaven with Diane Keaton, then went straight to hell with Joe Bob Briggs' anatomy of biblical epics.

• Cried out about Cry Freedom's Apartheid chic, then asked editor Donald Woods if Stephen Biko's story had tumed into a film about

white heroism.

^^^ Rejoiced in John Huston. His producer on The Deadchronicled the aesthetic of a man dose to the wild heart of life, and his daughter,

j^ Anjelica Huston, recalied her life in giant shadows.

Published by the Film Society ofLincoln Center, 140 West 65th Street, N.Y.C. 10023
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A Chinese ScrolVs Marvels, Unfolded byan Artist
ByJANETMASLIN

Dressed. in the crisp, bright colors

of his own paintings as he explores

the mysteries of a 70-foot-long Chi-

nese scroll, David Hockney effort-

lessly connects the past and the

Ipresent, revealing himself to be a

splendid art teacher in the process. In

"A Day on the Grand Canal With the

Emperorof China (or Surface Is Illu-

sion but So Is Depth)," he delivers an
extremely clear and articulate analy-

sis of the manner in which the 17th-

century scroll has been painted Pay-

ing particular attention to ways in

which the artist and his assistants

used perspective, Mr. Hockney also

draws comparisons with a later scroll

of similar theme, in which Western
influences are much more apparent.

The conventional use of perspective

in a Canaletto canvas provides an-

other point of reference.

Philip Haas, who produced and di-

rected the film, keeps the camera
closely attuned to what Mr. Hockney

A Film Director,

Fondly Remembered
JOHN HUSTON AND THE DUBLINERS. directed
and produced by Lilyan Sievernich; photog-
raphy by Lisa Rinzler; edited by Miroslav
Janek; music by Alex North; production
Company, Liffey Films. At Roy and Niuta
Titus Theater 1, Museum of Modern Art, 11

West 53d Street, as part of the New Directors/
New Films Series. Running time: 60 minutes
This film has no rating.

him "of my old friend Henry Geldzah-
ler." But he is at his most serious and
astute in examining the ways space is

'used and the eye encouraged to move.
The film easily and subtly reveals at

least as much about Mr. Hockney's
own work as it does about the scrolls.

And that makes Mr. Haas's indirect

and unobtrusive approach to this con-
temporary figure all the more dis-

arming.

^^WITH: the cast and crew of "The Dead" by.^,^^" ^^^^,.'^"^^.^*"' ':John Huston and
lohnHiicrnn ^ thc Dublmers is a'^aientme to the

late director and a relatively Stand-
ard production film about his making
of 'The Dead." Much time is devotedhas to say, and provides an apt Visual

accompaniment for his every com-
ment. Marc Wilkinson's score is also

helpful in building and sustaining the

film's mood.
Mr. Hockney is often quite playful

in his approach to the material, de-

scribing a tiny dumpling shop as a

Mom and Pop Operation and remark-
ing that a figure of a monk reminds

to the actors* understandably admir-
ing comments about Mr. Huston, and
to the disposition of the prop depart-
menfs fake snow. The film has the
Potential to seem ordinary, but it be-

comes touched with magic whenever
the director makes his presence feit.

Mr. Huston displays his characteris-
tic gallantry and his keen attention to

seemingly unimportant touches
("Don't worry about what you say,
just keep talking," he teils one actor,

and gives precise instructions for

reading the line "Would you please
pass the celery?"). He describes
"The Dead" as "lacework," and this

film makes the aptness of that de-
scription very clear.

When one pl^yer complains jok-

ingly that "the most action we've had
is breaking a wishbone," Mr. Huston
replies: "Yes, that's true. But it de-
pends what your idea of action is."

Lilyan Sievernich's portrait of the
artist reveals how very subtle Mr.
Huston's own such ideas could be.

"A Day on the Grand Canal With
the Emperor of China" and "John
Huston and the Dubliners" will be
shown tonight at 6 P.M. and tomor-
row at 8:30 P.M. as part of the New
Directors/New Films series.



Schedule for the New Directors Series
The New Direciors/New Films

series opens lonight at the Mu-
seum of Modern Art, 11 West 53d
Street. AU films will be shown at

the museum's Roy and Niula
Titus Theaters / and IL Sinf^le

lickets are $5, except for Screen-
ings of "Little Dorrit," which cost

$10. A series ticket is $90. Addi-
tional showings may be scheduled
for some sold-out films. Informa-
tion: H77-1800, extension 489.

Tonig^t

"WHO KILLED VINCENT CHIN?" (United
Slatcs), directed by Renee Tajima and
Christine Choy. And "TRIBUTE"
(United States), directed by William Far-
ley. At 6 P.M. Also tonnorrow at 3 : 30 P.M.
Both Screenings sold out.

"WEDDING IN GALILEE" (Belgium/
France), directed by Michel Khleifi. At
8:30 P.M. Also tomorrow at 1 P.M. Both
Screenings are sold out.

Tomorrow
"CALL ME MADAME" (France), directed

by Fran^oise Romand. And "NO AP-
PLAUSE, JUSTTHROW MONEY"
(United States), directed by Karen Good-
man. At 6 P.M. Also Sunday at 3:30 P.M.

"THE GREAT RACE" (Poland), directed

by Jerzy Domaradzki. At 8: 30 P.M. Also
Sunday at 1 P.M.

Robinson. At 8 : 30 P.M. Also Monday at 6

P.M.

Sunday
"SUNDAY FRANKS" (Poland), directed

by Robert Glinski. And "THE CASE OF
HERMAN THE STOKER" (Poland), di

rected by Leszek Wosiewicz. At 6 P.M.
Also Monday at 8:30 P.M.

"KEEPING LOVE ALIVE" (Britain), di-

rected by Stephen Garrett and David

Tuesday
"THE BIG PARADE" (China), directed by
Chen Kaige. At 6 P.M. Also Wednesday at

8:30P.M

"THE EMPEROR'S NAKED ARMY
MARCHESON" (Japan), directed by
Kazuo Hara. At 8:30 P.M. Also Wednes-
day at 6 P.M.

Thursday
"THE PHOTOGRAPH" (Grecce). directed

by Nicos Papatakis. At 6 P.M. Also March
19at3:30P.M.

"BELL DIAMOND" (United States), di-

rected by Jon Jost. At 8:30 P.M. Also
March 19 atl P.M.

March 18

"FIELD OF HONOR" (France), directed

by Jean-Pierre Denis. And "GIRLS
NIGHT OUT" (Wales), directed by
Joanna Quinn. At 6 P.M. Also March 20 at

3:30 P.M.

"LOVE IS ADOGFROM HELL" (Bel-

gium), directed by Dominique Derud-
dere And "A WARM RECEPTION IN
L.A." (United States), directed by Vin-

cent Cafarelli and Candy Kugel. At 8:30

P.M. Also March 20 at 6 P.M. Both Screen-

ings are sold out.

March 19

"A DAY ON THE GRAND CANAL WITH THI
EMPEROROF CHINA" (United States),

directed by Philip Haas And "JOHN
HUSTON AND THE DUBLINERS"
(United States), directed by Lilyan Siev-

ernich. At 6 P.M. Sold out. Also March 20

at 8:30 P.M.

"SHAME" (Ausiralia), directed by Steve
Jodrell. And "ONE OF THOSE DAYS"

\

(United States), directed by Bill Plymp-
ton. At 8 : 30 P.M. Also March 20 at 1 P.M.

March 21

"CANE TOADS: AN UNNATURAL HISTORY
(Australia), directed by Mark Lewis.
And "FEATHERS" (Australia). directed
by John Ruane. At 8:30 P.M. Also March
22 at 6 P.M.

"LE JUPON ROUGE" (France), directed

by Genevi^ve Lefebvre. At 8:30 P.M. Alsc
March 22 at 6 and 6 : 45 P.M. Tickets avail

able only for the 6 : 45 P.M. Screening on
March 22.

March 23

"A CHINESE GHOST STORY" (Hong
Kong). directed by Ching Siu-Tung. At 6

and 6:45 P.M. Also March 25 at 8:30 P.M.
Tickets available only for 6 : 45 show.

"FAMILY VIEWING" (Ireland), directed

by Atom Egoyan. And "AN INSIDE
JOB" (Ireland), directed by Aidan Hick-

ey. At 8:30 P.M. Also March 24 at 6 and
6 : 45 P.M. Tickets available only for the

6 : 45 Screening on March 24.

March 24

"THECHOICE" (Burkina Faso), directed

by Idrissa Ouedraogo. AI 8:30 P.M. Also
March 25 at 6 P.M.

March 25

"FRIENDSHiP's DEATH" (Britain), di-

rected by Peter Wollen. And "SLEEP-
WALKERS" (United States), directed by
Jonathan Mednick. At 10:30 P.M. Also
March 26 at 8:30 P.M.

March 26

"LITTLE DORRIT" (Britain), directed by
Christine Edzard. At 1 P.M. Also March
27 at 1 P.M. Both Screenings are sold out.
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"John Huston and the Dubliners*' offers

an on-set look at the director, left, during

the making of his last film, "The Dead,"

reeis wiiii cuiiiuinpuiary^pnüiogid-

phy 10 leinvent the siory of Hitier's

furnace stoker. In 23 minutes, this

lyrical work defines the guilt of the

ordinary people behind the Third
Reich's power.

Lighter Films, Too

The politicai films are balanced by
lighler works. "John Huston and the
Dubhners" is Lilyan Sievernich's
Valentine to the great director, an on-
set look at the making of Huston's
final film, "The Dead." And in "Keep-
ing Love Alive," a British-made Per-
formance film by Stephen Garrett
and David Robinson, the American
Elisabeth Welch delivers songs she
introduced on Broadway more than
SOyearsago.

- - • *~'^
.

A Third Presence I

Even the more familiar-looking
documentary forms in the festival
work to demystify art, while remind-
ing US thal we are distanced from re-
ality by the film itself. In the inter-
view Segments interspersed through
"Keeping Love Alive," Ms. Welch
faces the camera and teils her story.
But ihere is a third presence — the
unseen, unheard interviewer, whose
ghostly aura constantly reminds us
wc are watching a film.

"John Huston and the Dubliners"
takes US behind the scenes to see Hus-
ton giving direction to his actors. But
in other scenes, the camera focuses
on Huston's face, as we hear but do
not see the interviewer and listen to
Huston gracefully lob her questions
back at her.

All of these films are, metaphori-
cally, like the Chinese scroll Mr.
Hockncy unveils — füll of possible
paihs to take and ways to see them.
For as Mr. Hockney says at the Start
of "A Day on the Grand Canal," we
are beginn ing a journey whose end is

not known. "That may be the real
subject of this film," he suggests, and
such audience-participatory journeys
may well be the real subject of this
year's New Directors festival as well.



DesignerWith an Affinity for the Past

HARMETZByAUEANHAl

Santa Barbara. Calif.

)HE FIRST ACADEMY AWARD
for costume design was given, in

1948, to Dorothy Jeakins for "Joan

of Are." If years are locomotives,

then 1948 is 40 stations down a

twisted track. a world that only exists in

memory and old snapshots. But there are

survivors. "Joan of Are" was her first screen

credit as a costume designer. Forty years

later, at the age of 74, Ms. Jeakins has been

nominated for "The Dead," John Huston's

last movie.

The fast train down the lonely track is

Dorothy Jeakins's metaphor. "Childhood

goes by you like a locomotive," she says.

"Then your career rushes by. But there are

moments when we're humiliated or enlighted

and by it forever changed."

One of those moments came over the

Fourth of July weekend in 1947, when the

rough and terrifying director Victor Fleming

fired his designer, Karinska, and insisted

that the gawky and painfully shy sketch art-

ist create the costumes for "Joan of Are."

"My life was altered in an instant," Ms.

Jeakins says.

Her career has included three Academy
Awards and 11 nominations, all the more re-

markable since, unlike Edith Head, who over-

saw all of Paramount's movies for decades,

Ms. Jeakins was never on the payroll of a

major studio for more than one movie at a

time. Unlike most costume designers, who
must hire sketch artists to transfer their

ideas to paper, she is an artist whose pencil

drawings, textile collages and watercolors

have been exhibited in galleries and mu-
seums. She was curator of textiles at the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art, won a Gug-

genheim fellowship in 1961, and has had a

rieh association with the producer-director

John Houseman, designing for him on Broad-

way and at the Stratford Shakespeare Festi-

val in Connecticut.

Few people outside the Industry know her

name, but the nuances that she brings to a

lace collar or a piece of China silk are indel-

ible.

"I watched 'The Dead' for five minutes and

I knew those were Dorothy' s costumes," says

Mr. Houseman. "It was in the way she adapts

to the characters. She very seldom tries to

impose her own quirks or ideas on the actors.

She works for the script rather than the

flash."

"What concems me most is the canvas,"

she says, with an odd combination of shyness

and pride. Six feet tall, she inhabits the

kitchen of her spare Santa Barbara house in

a birdlike way, hopping tentatively but unerr-

ingly to the exact center of gravity. "The can-

vas is the Script and the designer is the paint-

er. What colors do you put on the canvas and

why? The costumes in 'The Dead' have no

crimson. no blue, no green, no violet. 1 used

mud colors — olive, nutmeg, clove, persim-

mon, faded red — the colors of real life, to get

a kind of oppressive quality in Dublin social

life. They conveyed lamplight and the dour

color of a Dublin house."

In the film version of James Joyce's short

Story about the ties between the living and
the dead, Mrs. Mallins, a woman so dreadful

that she drives her son to drink, wears a

dress that is tacky, overdone, made of tired

fabric with too many pattems. The dress that

Anjelica Huston wears to the Christmas

party at which the film unfolds should be no

brighter than Mrs. Mallins's dress. And yet

"Anjelica should look majestic," Ms. Jeakins

says. Majesty was implied by using heavy
crepe, a material that did not wrinkle and
that would move with the actress as she

danced.

"Dorothy told me, 'Remember, this is a

woman's dress,' " says Ms. Huston. "It was.

The dress was for a body that had accommo-
dated children, and it made me feel wom-
anly. There was one brilliant Dorothy thing, a

rosette of fad^ mauve ribbon arqund the

neck. That little strip of satin made my face

Ms. Jeakins wit

FranQois Duhamel/Sygma

documentary about "The Dead" will be shown March 19 and 20 at the Modern.

The nuances that

Dorothy Jeakins

brings to a lace collar

or a plece of China

silk are indeiible.

comealive."

The collar on the dress was Irish lace,

stitched from lace Ms. Jeakins has been col-

lecting for more than 50 years.

"1 always put my own things into cos-

tumes," she says. "It's a blessing I can give

to an actor for good luck."

Since 1965, Ms. Jeakins has lived amid lime

and oak trees on an acre of land in the foot-

hills of the Santa Inez Mountains, 85 miles

north of Los Angeles. The copper-roofed

house of unpainted redwood is Japanese in its

frugal Space, its sense of order and its spar-

tan spirituality. The guidelines she gave the

designer, her son Stephen Dane, were that

she needed "only basic shelter, a place to

sleep and dream." On a day after a long rain,

when the visibility is knife sharp, she greed-

ily eats fresh bread and cheese and paper-

thin Salami and more greedily devours the

cross-currents of light. "1 am having a pri-

vate experience with the shadows on the

mountains," she says.

She has no lllusions that she will win the

Academy Award this time. It will go to the

exquisite and opulent costumes of the epic

"Last Emperor " And she wants nothing that

is not honestly earned. The Oscar she won in

1950 for "Samson and Delilah" is deliber-

ately buried in a doset. "I was part of the

costume congress of Cecil B. De Mille," she

says. "I didn't deserve to be included." But

she is proud of her 1964 Oscar for John Hus-

ton's "Night of the Iguana," the last Oscar
given specifically for black-and-white films.

A costume designer is a tool of the director,

who can, and often does, discard historical

accuracy in favor of designs that will flatter

his Star. In the old, profligate days, "watch-

ing a major motion picture come together

was a frightening experience: the opulence,

the grandeur of the director's Vision," says

Ms. Jeakins. If a dress that had cost $5,000 to

make displeased a director, it would be
thrown away. Each studio had dozens of

milliners and women who sewed t)eads, Cut-

ters and fitters, table ladies who cut the

moire silk on long muslin-covered tables.

drapers and tailors, and finishers who sewed
the buttonholes in English worsted. Cecil B.

De Mille had his own warehouses füll of

leathers and fürs.

"Anything you wanted, Mr. De Mille would
gel," says Ms. Jeakins. "\h loved exotic

stuff. It was a dream world on the screen."

But not a dream world in reality. De Mille

was cruel. "The most vicious man," she says.

"He indulged in that awful process of making
people appear to be naked in front of other

people. At the end of the day I would end up in

the mens' wardrobe, sobbing."

Her favorite directors were William Wyler,

Martin Ritt, John Huston, Victor Fleming
and Robert Wise. "I was always a director's

designer more than an actor's designer," she

says. "My work was literary."

Mr. Wise admires her as a Student and re-

searcher of costumes and describes her

"special talent to make costumes look real

and not like costumes." Her costumes for Mr.

Wise's "Sound of Music," which were nomi-

nated for an Academy Award, were less sac-

charine than one might have thought possi-

ble.

Mr. Wyler, a man she describes as "con-

sumed with doubt," always needed to know
why every choice was made. Huston was
"the sly fox who could spot a fool in an in-

stant," a man "you couldn't bluff because he

knew quality, whether in a person or a button.

Marty Ritt was totally the common man,
driven by his own honesties. He wanted noth-

ing frivolous and was uncomfortable too far

away from absolute realism," she says. The
only fan letter Ms. Jeakins ever received

from a star — actors are among the most
self-absorbed of creatures — came from

Continued on Page 24
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MUSIC ViEW/Donal Henahan

Words Can
Be Their
Own Music
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,OME YEARS AGO, I WAS FASCINATED TO
learn that an ambitious British composer had
chosen as a theme thoughts from Ludwig Wittgen-
stein's "Tractatus Logico-philosophicus," one of
the most brilliantly arcane works in the history ot"

linguistics. For all I know, many musicians who were also
professional philosophers took it into their repertories, but I

*

never heard of it again. That should be no surprise. Certain
kinds of prose, even if famously wise or beautiful, fiercely re* ^
sist being grafted onto music.

Does anyone out there know of a successful musical
composition that draws on Robert's ''Rules of Order" or the
21 st Amendment? If so, spare me the revelation. I am well
aware of works in which composers purposely set words of -

the most prosaic sort, such as a railroad timetable. Samuel
Barber took on such a challenge in "A Stopwatch and an Ord-
nance Map." Many another composer has chosen to prove
his virtuosity by setting whole recipes, menus, farm-equip-
ment catalogues and so on. That can be fun, though when the
prose game turns more serious, as in Copland's "Lincoln
Portrait," I tend to drop out. In that piece, of course, the
words are portentously declaimed in a manner that suggests
a trombone solo, not singing.

There is another variety of prose, generally leaning to-

ward lyric poetry in mood and content, that calls out to com-
posers in siren tones, luring them toward the rocks. I don*t

-1»
4

The sedüctive prose of

^Finnegans Wake^ lies in wait

for unsuspecting composers.

mean such obviously perilous stuff as Rilke's "Duino Ele-

gies," with which just about every young academic com-
poser feit the need to grapple a few years ago. There is an
even more treacherous species of prose lying in wait for

composers, some of the most sedüctive having been written

by James Joyce. Is there a sentient composer left in the

Western world who has not tried his luck at "Finnegans
Wake"? Among the devout Joyceans, 1 again think first of

Barber, who attended the "Wake" early with his 1947 song
"Nuvoletta" and returned to the scene in 1971 with "Fado-
graph of a Yestern Scene" for orchestra and vocal soloists.

Beyond the "Wake," Barber's interest in setting Joyce for

voice ranged from "Ulysses" to the poetry collection

"Chamber Music." He enjoyed considerable populär suc-

cess, too: there was a time when "I Hear an Army" regu-

larly turned up at song recitals.

Barber was a stubborn exception, but most of those

drawn to Joyce tend to be unequivocal avant-gardists such ?

as Berio ("Omaggio a Joyce" and "Sinfonia"). A concert the

other evening by the Da Capo Players introduced a work by *

one such Joycean, the British composer John Buller. How-
ever, his "Two Night Pieces From Finnegans Wake" threw
me into a State of frustration because in his concern to write

acceptable up-to-date music he sloughed over, fragmented
and otherwise obscured the very word-music that presum-
ably drew him to the author in the first place. More sensitive

to the words was Stephen Albert's "To Wake the Dead," \
which dipped into the "Wake" in search of isolated sentences

onphrases expressing death and regeneration. In several of

'

the seven disconnected episodes, the soprano was able to ^

make the multimeaningful words teil. The instrumentation

also captured, if only sporadically, the tone of the work about

which Clifton Fadiman launched the classic "Wake" quip:

"You don't know what to call it, but it's mighty unlike prose."

*

-

* 1r s
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Still, even Mr. Albert's estimable efforts sometimes left -

me wishing to wring someone's neck. Deeply affecting words
were distorted or lost, and the composer put nothing com-
parably musical in their place. Joyce makes his own music '

at such elegiac moments as this, to quote from an episode in *

the score entitled "Passing Out" : "Loonely in me loonely-

ness/ For all their faults I am passing out,/ O bitter ending./^

ril Slip away before they're up/ They'll never see nor know
nor miss me." (Has anyone ever commented on the family .

resemblance that passage bears to the similarly poignant

lines in Frost's "Death of the Hired Man"?) Moreover, it

must be insisted, the füll power of Joyce's music depends on

context, on accumulation, on the piling up of his carefully

gauged sonorities and on understanding his richly textured,

"

contrapuntal allusions. Extraction is necessary, of course,

but when it fails to work it can feel like a tooth being pulled. A
slight quibble, by the way : I wond^r why Mr. Albert chooses-

in this work and in a larger-scaled one, his Pulitzer-winning ^

symphony "RiverRun," to capitalize "riverrun," the word
that begins the "Wake" with a jolt in midsentence. Some of

the Viconian resonance is lost, for no apparent reason. .
•

*

It was in a similarly querulous State of n\ind that I ven-

tured recently to "The Dead,'|John Huston'jfilm based on a^ -

Story in "Dubliners." How, I wonSerecfpctJtJtd that remark-

able tour de force of vocal music, with its Homeric ränge of

wit and its emotional convolutions, be grafted onto film? Un» , ,

founded fears. In this, his final production, Huston has **•* •

earned the gratitudeof Joyceans byletting Gabriel Conroy's ? *

devastating last words — some 600 of the most beautiful

Sounds ever composed in the English language — float oui as

a simple internal monologue, as a voice-over accompanied

only by an unobtrusive low woodwind, while we see the snow
falling softly upon the Bog of Allen, into the dark mutinous ^ ^ -

Shannon waves, upon the lonely churchyard where Michael *
-

"^
*

Furey's body lies buried and upon all the living and the dead.

Thank you, John Huston, for making that mu^ic before you ,*^ «

went West.
'

» Q ^^ ^'

*^
'%
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Ah, Sweet
Mystery of

Oscar
)W0 YEARS AGO I HAD A BABY ON THE NIGHT^
of the Academy Awards, so that made watching thi

Show less painful than usual. At least there was an
Clement of distraction. Ordinarily, for those of us
who make the mistake of taking it seriously, the

Oscar telecast is agonizing beyond words, an occasion for

seeing mediocrity celebrated and great work overlooked, foi*

watching reputations being made and hearts being broken.

And every year, on every morning after, Ihe eternal questio

is: Why ever should we care?

After all, we ourselves will not be one bit more
marketable on the strength of last night's win. We will not

personally benefit from any box-office bonanza. No one wh
refused to take our telephone calls yesterday is apt to retu

them today, and the press will not rhapsodize about our
previously overlooked talents So whai difference does any
this make to our own lives? None at all, and one billion view-»

ers worldwide remain hooked ^.

It might be argued that today's Viewers watch the Os-
*

cars in the way Romans watched Christians and lions, but ^

that's only a small part of the motivation. More compelling is

the idea that some elusive hint of fairness is tied up in these«,*

proceedings, that it will be just deserts that are doled out

Why do billions of viewers

remain hooked on a

celebration of mediocrity?

along with the little gold statuettes. Isn't it pleasing to imagi
ine impartial film-industry Professionals assessing their col^

leagues' work objectively, then rewarding the best of their ^

peers for Jobs well done? Year after year, the evidence of ouj*

eyes and ears teils us nothing remotely like this is happening,
and still we come back for more. %

Of late, there has been another aspect to the Oscar
J

Shows appeal. Years ago, the big winner on Oscar night waf
likely to be something universally admired and obviously d^
serving, a "Godfather." a "Lawrence of Arabia," a ''West

J
Side Story." Even the losers had a certain oversized stctture,

(1970's best picture nominees: *'Airport," "Five Easy §

Pieces," "Love Story," "M^A^S^H" and "Patton," the win-

«

ner), which is often not the case today.

In the period ushered in by "The Deer Hunter" (best pic-

ture of 1978) and "Ordinary People" (the 1980 winner), ordH
nary winners have become more common, so much so that ifc

1984, the academy bestowed its laureis upon F. Murray
Abraham, Dame Peggy Ashcroft and Dr. Haing S. Ngor. (NqI

surprisingly, the ratings hit their nadir that year.) Since ^

then, the academy seems aware of the need for injecting at ^

least a hint of glamour back into the proce^ings, so there's
'

now some suspense in wondering whether the show, the

nominees or the winners themselves will successfully recalC

the glittering Hollywood of the past. That may not be the ^

movies' most important function, but the dcademy, after alV

exislstui little eise 1
f

I
There's another kind of susF)ense that has surfaced in r^

Cent years, surrounding the schism between the films acad-

emy members genuinely like and the ones they feel obligateil

to admire. In the post-"Chariots of Fire" period, marked by
best-picture winners like "Gandhi" and "Amadeus," as weH
as the more understandable "Out of Africa" and "Platoon,"

this gap has grown exceptionally wide. The PBS sensibility

that has pervaded academy taste in recent years runs di-

rectly in the face of a known weakness for lowbrow hits like

"Educating Rita" (or "Moonstruck," which is this year's ,

Version), so there's always the question of whether academy
members will follow their hearts or their minds. Only a few ^

recent best picture winners, like 'Kramer vs. Kramer" and

perhaps "Terms of Endearment," have had anything resera-

bling old-fashioned, broad-based appeal. .
-1

In second-guessing these matters, the worst mistake we
home Viewers make is in supposing there's any "there"

there. It's clear that the academy's 4,400 members do not

think as one, and in some cases do not think at all ; there is

nothing to guarantee that they've even seen all the films they

vote for. (Seasoned Oscar bettors know it's essential to pick

documentary and short subject winners on the basis of title

alone, even though in these categories the voters are re-

quired to see all the nominated films.) For every indication

of deliberate decision making — the collective pettiness in-

volved in refusing best director nominations to Steven Spiel-

berg — there is apt to be something as incomprehensible as

the overlooking of another director, James L. Brooks, whose

"Broadcast News" bore his stamp at every turn. ^^

It may be typical of academy thinking to decide that

Denzel Washington's portrayal of Stephen Biko in "Gry

Freedom'.was actuallyp supporting Performance, but the

slighting üXjohnHustoryand "The Dead" is much harder to

,

fathom. Still, no veteran awards watcher can resist reading

tea leaves. Does "The Last Emperor" really have a shot at
'

best picture*^ Probably not ; if academy members liked it
[

that much, they would have nominated John Lone as best »

actor is 'Fatal Attraction" another "Flashdance,"or will it

be taken seriously in the votmg? (I think the latter.) Which

will be the year s hottest horse race? (The best actress caie-

gory ; Cher is sure to win sooner or later, whereas Glenn

Close has already paid some dues.) Will a victory by Olym- ^

pia Dukakis mean anything about her cousin's Presidential

chances? Possibly.)

The awards ceremony is April 11, and April 12 is the

morning after. Stay tuned. CS

*
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John Huston's last film, The Dead, is the

sort of valedictory that every director must

dream about. Adapted by Huston's son

Tony fi-om James Joyce's great, ineffably

sad Story, it is a meditation on the contin-

uum of life and death. The movie sustains

a resounding, elegiac mood—it's a final

parting.

For years, audiences regarded each new
Huston film as his last; movies like Under

the Volcano and Prizzi's Honor were viewed

as "summations." With The Dead as his

truly last film, Huston lucked out on a

grand scale—as he often did in his career.

(The luck of the riverboat gambler was

there in Huston's wide, thin smile and

CONNOISSEUR
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Anjelica Huston reckons with the power of memory in Huston's odaptation of Joyce's "The Dead."

his mandarin squint.

)

T/ie Dead is one of the least gloppy epi-

taphs you'll ever see. Huston serves Joyce's

Story—and in so doing serves his own con-

cems. Set in 1904 DubHn, a few days after

New Year's, the action takes place mostly

at an annual party hosted by two spinster

sisters and their niece in their Georgian

town house, which fills up to include a

crowd of revelers and malcontents (many

of them played by actors from the great

Abbey and Gate theaters of Ireland).

There's no plot, really, just a gradual com-

ing'into-focus of a couple, Gabriel (Donal

McCann) and his wife, Gretta (AnjeHca

Huston), with whom we leave the party

and go to their bedside, where Gretta's

hushed revelation of a youthful love pro-

vokes Gabriel's musings—forlom, incan-

tatory—about the undeniable perma-

nence of death in hfe.

No director was more avid to adapt great

literature than Huston: besides Under the

VolcanOy there are The Red Badge of Cour-

age, The Biblcj Moby Dick, as well as Wise

Blood, Reflections in a Golden Eye, and The

Man Who Would Be King. Huston's success

rate was astonishing. The Dead isn't fully

satisfying, because, among other reasons,

it's . . . well . . . it's not the story Joyce

teils. How could it be? Huston under-

Stands that no movie can do justice to the

articulation of mood and emotion in

Joyce's writing. Instead, he is receptive to

the small miracles of adaptation, knowing

füll well that the bigger miracles will elude

him. Ultimately, The Dead is an expres-

sion of Huston's love for Joyce's story and

its people; its signal achievement is that

you feel that love in every frame.
—Peter Rainer
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A THE DEAD
It's a pleasure to report that John Huston's

last film is also one of his (and the year's) fin-

est. Poetic, powerfui and haunting, the post-

humously released film, based on a James
Joyce Short story, celebrates the immortality

of love. Huston dedicated the film to Mari-

cella Hernandez, his longtime companion
(she was with him when he died in August at

81), and the movie is the director's most per-

sonal and poignant work. The Missouri-born

Huston revered the Irish bard Joyce above
all other literary giants. The Dead is set in

Ireland, the country Huston adopted as his

own in 1952, and everyone in the süperb 24-

member cast boasts an Irish heritage. Tony
Huston, John's son, wrote the scrupulously

faithfui screenplay. And Anjelica Huston,

who won an Oscar under her father's direc-

tion for Prizzi's Honor, delivers the most
heartrending Performance of her career. She
is Gretta, the wife of an Irish Journalist, played

with keen intelligence by Donal McCann. The
couple has left the kids at home—and taken

a hotel room—to come out on this snowy
night in 1904 for a party at the Dublin home of

the husband's two aunts. Huston takes his

time building the atmosphere of the party

and introducing the guests (note Donal Don-
elly's delightfuly stewed Freddy) because it

was the passing of this robust hospitality and
humor in a "thought-tormented age" that

Joyce mourned. Dressed to leave and Stand-

ing on the stairway, Gretta later hears the

voice of a guest (the famed tenor Frank Pat-

terson) singing on the floor above. She is

transfixed. Years betöre, a lovesick boy had
sung that song to her. Huston holds
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The Dead
Anjelica Huston, second from right, among the guests at a holiday dinner

Screen

the Camera steady on the woman for the length of the song, letting

the joy and agony once locked in her heart now show on her face. It

is an audacious shot, exquisitely realized by Huston and his daugh-

ter. Equally moving is the climactic hotel scene in which Gretta tear-

fully teils her husband that the boy had died of love for her. Shat-

tered, the husband realizes he has never known a feeling of such

intensity—a love that could still be feit from beyond the grave. Hus-

ton interpreted Joyce's story as a call to live life vigorously, to leave

an imprint. Huston most certainly did. Though gravely ill and hooked

up to an oxygen tank while filming this movie, Huston found work the

best way to rail against withering age. "Better pass boldly into that

other World," wrote Joyce, "in the füll glory of some passion." The

Dead, alive with John Huston's passion for his craft and those he

loved, IS a movie masterwork. (PG) —RT.
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Culture

La campaijne pour les oscars aux Etats-Unis

Compte ä rebours
Les prochains oscars
seront decernes le 11 avril,

les nominations
prociamees le 1 7 fevrier.

Depuis octobre dernicr, les cam-
pagnes pour les oscars de Hollywood
se mettent en place. Dans le secret

le plus absolu.

Certains films viseront une seule

nomination : celle qui a le plus de
chances. Exemple : Tacteur Robin
Williams dans Good Morning Viet-

nam, Vanessa Redcrave, second röle

feminin dans Prick up your ears...

d'autres - Wall Street, le Dernier
Empereur, VEmpire du Soleil —
frapperont tous azimuths : sc6nario,

photo, mise en sc^ne, meilleur film«

meilleur döcors« meilleurs acteurs.

Encore, lä aussi, faut-il Judicieuse-

ment moduler : De Niro-Al Capone
meilleur acteur masculin ou meil-

leur second röle ? Michael Douglas
contre Charlie Sheen dans Wall
Street ? Mais De Niro acceptera-t-il

de se retrouver « acteur de compl6-
ment » ? Mais Charlie Sheen
n'aurait-il pas (un peu) plus de
chances en tant que second role ?

Dans la categorie meilleur film,

debut d^cembre, les erands favoris

etaient Wall Street, d'Oliver Stone
(Fox) et rEmpire du Soleil de Ste-
ven Spielberß (Warner). Oliver
Stone faisait figure d'homme ä abat-
tre Tan dernier, avec Platoon, il

n'avait pas fait de quartier. Mais
Wall Street marche un peu moins
bien. Le film de Spielberg a connu
un accueil critique mitige mais, mal-
gr6 son oscar honoraire Tan dernier,

Hollywood voudra se faire pardon-
ner le onze-nominations-zero-oscars
de Couleur pourpre.

Lance relativement tard sur le

marche, Broadcast News, satire des
informations t6l6vis6es, est venu
bouleverser les donnes. II a rafle

cinq des prix principaux de la criti-

que new-yorkaise (plus dure que la

californienne) et fait la couverture
de Newsweek. Bien entendu, aucun
studio n*est dispose ä indiquer les

budgets des differentes campagnes.
Comment s'organise une campa-

gne pour les nominations ? Par des
placards de plus en plus grands, de
plus en plus colores dans les deux
publications professionnelles : le

Daily Variety et le Hollywood
Reporter. « For your considera^
tion » est la formule qui consacre
Tacte de candidature. Rappelant
certaines Performances (surtout
dans les films sortis avant
Tautomne), ou am^nageant cer-

taines susceptibilit6s. Quelques
acteurs du calibre de Warren Beatty
ou Dustin Hoffman pourraient
considerer leur nomination comme
automatique - du moins leur entou-
rage pourrait le penser. (En Toccur-
rence, l'echec Alshtar nc devrait
pas aider)

.

Ainsi, Tan dernier, la Paramount
vous demandait de « consid6rer

»

Eddie Murphy dans The Golden
Child comme meilleur acteur. Per-
sonne ne se faisait d'illusion, mais
comme le Flic de Beverly Hills
avait rapport6 une fortune, comme
la Paramount venait de passer un
contrat longue dur6e avec Eddie
Murphy, et comme 9a lui faisait

plaisir...

Viennent ensuite les proiections

Eriv6es. L'argent fait la diff6rence.

es grosses machines - Fatal

Attraction, l'Empire du soleil, etc.

— sont encore ä I affiche, les votants
entrent sur pr6sentation de leur

carte, 9a ne coute rien ä personne,
9a remplit une salle. De toute
manidre, les votants ont fait comme
tout le monde, ils s'y sont precipites

des le Premier jour. Pour les films

moins « publics » ou sortis en toute

derni^re minute {The Dead), de
\4S2lU]E;%Huston)| on debloque des

des salles ä toute
allure (certains votants refusent de
voir les films dans une salle avec le

public). Ainsi, Cannon misait tout

sur le Sovietiaue Repentance au
poste du meilleur film etranger
(grands rivaux : Adieu les enfants,

de Louis Malle, et le su6dois My
Lifeas a Dog).

Dans certains cas, des videocas-
settes sont envoy^es aux votants trop

äges (ou trop paresseux) pour se

deplacer. Enfm, les Journalistes (de
television en particulier) sont assi-

düment courtises. Ils ne votent pas,

mais leurs emissions sont vues par
tous les votants.

Tout peut servir dans une campa-
gne. L*academie aime le grand spec-
tacle et les ideaux elev6s. Cry Free-
dom, de Richard Attenborough est

le cas type, tout comme Tetait Ganr
dhi, du meme realisateur. Sa politi-

3ue est claire : un ideal de justice et

e democratie (peut-on etre
contre ?), une cible de choix :

|

Tapartheid. Un element inattendu
vient d'entrer en ligne de compte : la

decision du gouvernement de Botha
d'autoriser la projection du film en
Afrique du Sud et sans coupure.
Une premi^re de gala sera donnee
au Profit de TUN ICEF.

Dans le massage des consciences
des votants, cette decision est une
v6ritable manne (Tevdnement sera
- aussi - couvert par les journa-
listes politiques). Le gouvernement
Botha aurait interdit le film, Tutili-

sation publicitaire aurait 6te aussi
intense, il suffisait d'inverser le vec-
teur.

Ironweed, lui aussi, traite d*un
Probleme social - les sans-abris,

americains de surcroTt — cependant
le metteur en scöne Hector Babenco,
suite au Baiser de la femme arai-
gnee, fait figure d^independant,
d'outsider, de culturel. En revanche,
Tri-Star (et les producteurs Taft-
Barish) joueront ä fond Jack
Nicholson, Meryl Streep dans les

premiers röles, Caroll Baker et Tom
waits dans les seconds röles.

II est possible, pour reprendre la

formule du Los Angeles Times, que
Tacad^mie vote sentimental. Auquel
cas, ce serait le triomphe des Gens
de Dublin (Jo^in Huston ä^ la mise
en scene\Tony^u scenario, )\ni£ji£a^
au meilleuTsc^nd röle) et ceTuides
Baleines d'aoüt, Liliane Gish (plu-
töt que Bette Davis, qui doit en etre
furieuse) se posant en grande rivale

de Meryl Streep (Ironweed). Reste
ä savoir jusqu^ä quel point on peut
convaincre la Streep et Glenn Close
(Fatal Attraction), Chcr (Moons-
truck. Suspect, les Sorcieres d'East-
wtck). Holly Hunter (Broadcast
News), Faye Dunaway (Barfly) et
Barbra Streisand (Nuts) de s incli-

ner gracieusement devant une
femme qui avait trente ans lorsque
Tacaddmie fut cr66e en 1927, Tut
nomin6e pour Duel au soleil, mais
n'a jamais remporte Poscar.

HENRI BEHAR.
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Film Critics' Group Honors The Dead'
^lX^^^--^U^--^.%J''i ^"^

ByJANETMA\^L1N
l

"The Dead," the work that marked
ihe extraordinary synthesis of a
great literary talent with a great
cinematic one, was voted the best
film of 1987 by the National Society of

Film Critics yesterday.
In addition to honoring the late

John Huston's adaptation of James
Joyce's Story, the group named Steve
Martin the year's best actor for his

tragicomic role in "Roxanne," which
Mr. Martin adapted from "Cyrano de
Bergerac." Emily Lloyd, a newcom-
er, was voted best actress for her Per-
formance as a feisty, rebellious teen-

agerin "Wish You Were Here."
Both of the group's choices in the

supporting acting categories came
from the httle-seen "Street Smart."
Morgan Freeman, also named best

supporting actor by the New York

Film Critics' Circle last month, was
cited for his Performance as a pimp
who became involved with an unscru-
pulüus Journalist, and Kathy Baker
was named best supporting actress
for her F>erformance as a prostitute.

*Hope and Glory' Wins 3

John Boorman received the best di-

rector and best screenplay awards
for "Hope and Glory," his autobio-

graphical film about a young British

boy's World War II experiences.
Another award to "Hope and

Glory" was the best cinematography
prize, which was voted to Philippe
Rousselot. The group declined to vote
a best documentary award this year.

Among the runners-up were Albert
Brooks, who placed second in the best
actor category as well as third in the

best supporting actor category for his

Performance in "Broadcast News,"
and Diane Keaton, who placed second

as best actress for her role in "Baby
Boom."

The 39-member National Society of

Film Critics, voting its 22d annual
awards at the Algonquin Hotel yester-
day, represents critics from New
York, Boston, Los Angeles and other
cities.

Under the chairmanship of David
Kehr of The Chicago Tribüne, the 34

members represented at yesterday's
meeting also voted a special citation
in tribute to Richard Roud, the for-

mer director of the New York Film
Festival, whose unexpected ouster
from his post in October has aroused
great controversy. The citation read,
"The National Society of Film Critics
is pleased to honor Richard Roud for

his invaluable contributions to the
New York Film Festival and his vital

role in introducing international
cinema to the American audience."
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THE DEAD
It's a pleasure to report that John Huston's

last film is also one of his (and the year's) fin-

est. Poetic, powerful and haunting, the post-

humously released film, based on a James
Joyce Short story, celebrates the immortality

of love. Huston dedicated the film to Mari-

cella Hemandez, his longtime companion

(she was with him when he died in August at

81 ), and the movie is the director's most per-

sonal and poignant work. The Missouri-born

Huston revered the Irish bard Joyce above

all other literary giants. The Dead is set in

Ireland, the country Huston adopted as his

own in 1952, and everyone in the süperb 24-

member cast boasts an Irish heritage. Tony

Huston, John's son, wrote the scrupulously

faithfui screenplay. And Anjelica Huston,

who won an Oscar under her father's direc-

tion for Prizzi's Honor, delivers the most

heartrending Performance of her career. She

is Gretta, the wife of an Irish Journalist, played

with keen intelligence by Donal McCann. The

couple has left the kids at home—and taken

a hotel room—to come out on this snowy

night in 1904 for a party at the Dublin home of

the husband's two aunts. Huston takes his

time building the atmosphere of the party

and introducing the guests (note Donal Don-

elly's delightfuly stewed Freddy) because it

was the passing of this robust hospitality and

humor in a "thought-tormented age" that

Joyce mourned. Dressed to leave and Stand-

ing on the stairway, Gretta later hears the

voice of a guest (the famed tenor Frank Pat-

terson) singing on the floor above. She is

transfixed. Years before, a lovesick boy had

sung that song to her. Huston holds
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The Dead
Anjelica Huston, second from right, among the guests at a holiday dinner

Screen

the Camera steady on the woman for the length of the song, letting

the joy and agony once locked in her heart now show on her face. It

is an audacious shot, exquisitely realized by Huston and his daugh-

ter. Equally moving is the climactic hotel scene in which Gretta tear-

fully teils her husband that the boy had died of love for her. Shat-

tered, the husband realizes he has never known a feeling of such

intensity—a love that could still be feit from beyond the grave. Hus-

ton interpreted Joyce's story as a call to live life vigorously, to leave

an imprint. Huston most certainly did. Though gravely ill and hooked
up to an oxygen tank while filming this movie, Huston found work the

best way to rail against withering age. "Better pass boldly into that

other World," wrote Joyce, "in the füll glory of some passion." The
Dead, alive with John Huston's passion for his craft and those he
loved, is a movie masterwork. (PG) —P.T.



The Task of Turnine: Joyce's Prose to Film Poetrv
M By ANTHONY BURGESS

[njjuston's|final MOVIE - A
very nioving one, and just now in thea-
ters — is an adaptation of James
Joyce's Short story "The Dead." This
is not the first time that it has been

converted into drama. The BBC put on a tele-

visiin Version some years ago, and I remem-
ber^lDne of my Princeton students turning
"The Dead" into a lively verse play. Huston's
masterly film represents both a tribute to

Joyce and to the Ireland where history lived

so long, but he must have been well aware of

the Jack of dramatic potential in his literary

material.

In "The Dead," which comes as an after-

thought to the vignettes of Irish life in

"Dijbliners," nothing seems to happen. Ga-
briel Conroy, a Dublin literary Journalist,

goes with his wife Gretta to a New Year's
party given by his aunts. Songs are sung, food
is featen, beer and lemonade genteelly

downed, and then the party is over. But the

tenor Barteil D'Arcy sings, while the guests
are;ieaving, an old bailad called "The Lass of

Aughrim." Gretta hears it and is strangely
movod. In the hotel where she and her hus-

Huston was the most

röcent cinematic

Creator drawn toa

writer who rejected

nä^rative plot.—,_ .

band are spending the night, she discioses

that the song had recalled her native Galway
andn boy she used to know — Michael Furey.

"H^ was in the gasworks," she says. "He
died." Half-contemptuous, Gabriel asks: "Of
consumption?" But the answer is: "No. He

forme."

So much for the external action, if it can be

called that. The real drama takes place in the

mind of Gabriel. He, a cultivated man, has

matried an unlettered Galway girl, called

"country cute" by his mother, but his cultiva-

tioiCiind fancied superiority become trivial in

the[ face of this disclosure of passion and
death in a rural west of Ireland that has
nevißr heard of "Tristan and Isolde." Mean-
wh|f^, the snow is falling all over the land and
wrapping the living and the dead in the one
blailket. The west, where a boy died for love,

is p|iradoxically a place of life, not the Eu-
rope lying to the east where the cultural ac-

tioo is to be found. The dead Michael Furey is

mcre alive than the living Gabriel Conroy,

and even their names symbolize the gulf be-

tween them — Michael the furious archangel,

Ga{)riel the bland and placid one. Gabriel suf-

fers a shattering epiphany, but all that the

ey^ or the camera can see is the steadily fall-

ing ^now.

Still, John Huston has made a film out of

what would seem unfilmable, and he is not

the only cinematic creator who has been

drawn to an author who always rejected

narrative plot as "journalistic." In real life,

Joyce seems to say, nothing much happens.

The things that counf happen inside the skull,

and they are rarely sj^ectacular. Yet. we
have films of "A Portrait of the Artist as a

Anthony Burgess, whose memoir, "Little

Wilson and Big God," was published earlier

this year, has written 29 novels.

Louis Goldman from Rapho-Guillumette

Milo 0*Shea as Bloom and Barbara Jefford as Molly in Joseph Strick*s 1968 film ofJames Joyce*s "Ulysses"—The author foresaw the virtues ofmovies as an art form.

Young Man," of "Ulysses" and even of the

confused polyglot dream that is "Finnegans
Wake." Film makers cannot leave Joyce

alone, and, when the books have been dealt

with, there remains Joyce's unadventurous

life, which has recently yielded a film called

"James Joyce's Women."
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But film, a high populär medium, is

not yet ready for this unpopulär boök.

Meanwhile, we have Huston's work,

"The Dead," a great film maker's
tribute to a great author. The movie,

made out of Images, has to be inferior

to a Story made out of words, since

words expand the Imagination while

images confine it. A Joyce film can
only be a commentary on a Joyce

book. Great films are usually made
out of second-rate novels, and the

power of the camera makes up for the

descriptive mediocrity of the author.

The converse is true, though not al-

ways. Huston's movie cannot super-

sede Joyce, but it can pulsate with its

own Visual magic, which must lead us

back to the verbal magic of the origi-

nal. And that is what the marvelous
dead director had in mind. D
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The Many Sounds of Joyce
}.J^.\JM^i/^ yp/ia^^- l\ Rothenberg, Da Capo's p

By GERALD GOLD

JAMES JOYCE LOVED COINCI-
dences — .cspecially about bis

own birthday -7- so hc certainly

would love bis birtbday celebra-

tion at Meikin Concert Hall

tomorrow nigbt, werc he around to take

part in il, wbicb he will be, 111 a manner
ol'speaking.

Aside from the fact tbat bis works are

at the center of the celebralion, tbeiu

are such Joycean coincidences to tbe

evening as the fac t tbat one of the com-
posers represented on the program is

named Stepben, like tbe Joyce-like cbar-

acter in "Ulysses" and "A Portrait of

ibe Artist as a Young Man"; Ihat an-

other of the composers is named John,

like Joyce's father, and tbat tbe name of

tbe musical group at tbe center of the

evening is tbe Da Capo Chamber
Players. This not only recalls Joyce's

own set of poems, "Chamber Music,"

but also, since "da capo" means to re-

turn to tbe beginning, vividly alludes to

tbe idea of resurrection — one of the cen-

tral themes of Joyce's "Finnegans

Few themes are

as pervasive in

the author's

work as musiC y

as a birthday

concert shows.

\\ Rothenberg, Da Capo's pianist, notes,

"Joyce is already aural."—'- Composers as well as literary critics

have recognized this musical connection

from the beginning, and Joyce's work
has never lacked for musical interpreta-

tion There are at least 100 musical set-

tings based on bis stories, novels and
poems. Many of these come from bis

earliest works — bis poems — wbicb are

ratber conventional. Not surprisingly,

tberefore, as tbe Joycean scbolar ßer-

p^rd ßenstock points out, many of tbe

early musical settings are similarly con-

ventional — wbicb would not bave dis-

turbed Joyce in the least. since bis musi-

cal tastes were quite ordinui /
In more recent years, however, com-

posers bave turned more and more to

Joyce's later, experimental works, and
"Finnegans Wake" in particular, ac-

cording to Mr. Benstock, wbo is prufes-

sor of English at the Univei»sity of

Miami and editor of tbe James Joyce
Literary Supplement. "People like

Luciano Berio and Jobn Cage under-

stood Joyce on a different level," be
noted, "and focused on 'Finnegans

Wake.'
"

Given Joyce's interest in music and
tbe increasing interest in "Finnegans
Wake," it is appropriate tbat "A James
Joyce Birtbday Celebration" tomorrow
nigbt, beginning at 8 P.M., marking bis

birth on Feb. 2, 1882, will be primarily a

musical celebration — although literary

criticism and drama will not be ignored,

either — and tbe music will be based on

"Finnegans Wake."

Wake." To push the coincidences over

tbe edgc, one of tbe works to be per-

fornied is "To Wake tbe Dead," wbicb,

besides raising tbe idea of resurrection,

also seems a convenient allusion to an-

otber Joycean event of tbe season, tbe

award-winniniJohnHiiston )film based

on Joyce's story^^ lheT3ea(

Of course, it is fairly easy lo find coin-

cidences in talking about Joyce, because

there is scarcely an aspect of buman en

deavor thal he did not touch on, if only in

tbe most transitory way, in bis w >rks.

But of all the human endeavois an**

qualities, none, next to lan^ua^i iiself

seems so pervasive in bis work w both in

subject and fabric as music.

It is music, for example, tbat brings

about tbe epiphany in the slory and film

"Tbe Dead" — Barlell D'Arcy's singing

of "The Lass of Au^brim." The "Sirens"

episode of "Ulysses" is written as a

fugue. as Joyce himself pointed out. His

first publisbed book was titled "Cham-
ber Music" and his last, "Finnegans
Wake," is, in its very verbal rhythms,

highly musical. Singing and songs and
even musical notation can be found

througbout his works. (One scholarly

work contains 112 pages merely listing

song references in his books.) As Sarah
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HUSTONJoysof'TheDead'
Continued from Page 1

and he trained falcons, a passion

with him. Recently separated, he
now maintains an apartment in

London but plans a permanent base

here.

"The Dead" was one of three

Scripts Huston and his father had
worked on. The first was an abor-

tive re-drafting of a Script based on
ä fragmentary story, "The
Springs," that Raymond Chandler
had been working on at his death
and that Ray Stark had acquired.

They did another Script for Stark

that has also not seen the hght of

day.

Just now Huston is finishing a
Script on the Alexander Hamil-
ton-Aaron Burr duel, "a story with
moral vigor," Huston says--"not
much of it in films these days."

While he was at Westminster, he
discovered that first editions of the
great Irish writers, Joyce, Yeats,

Synge, were then seriously under-
priced. Backed by John, he began
collecting them.

"I read them before I took them
to him at St. Clerans and when I

read The Dead,' I immediately

thought of it as a film. I told Dad
about it, and it turned out that he

had thought about making it 20

years before, while he was shooting

'MobyDick'inIreland."

The essential idea, Tony Huston
says, **was to get Ireland right.

Hollywood tends to see Ireland
through New York Irish eyes, cops
and fighters and the St. Patrick's

Day parade.

**Living at St. Clerans all those

years was our preparation for doing

it." The story had powers of impli-

cation and Suggestion that were
clues to Huston's inventions.

"Joyce writes about high-pitched

laughter from the next room. Ah,
well, what was the laughter about?

That gives you the scene about the

Pig.

"The pleasure of working with a

"IHE DEAD': Huston's Farewell

Continued from Page 1

biddy of a mother (Marie Kean).

Both have arrived and everyone's

worst fears are realized. ( Freddie is

played by Donal Donnelly, looking

rather like "The Wind in the

Willows' " Ratty, and wickedly

fine.

)

Some of the film's most acidly

splendid moments are centered

around the Malins, both of whom
deliver their darts with a bite born

of years of experience.

But a great part of the joy of the

film is its cast and the rightness of

their speech, their carriage, their

wonderful Irish faces. (One of the

younger faces is Kate OToole, the

redheaded daughter of Peter
OToole and Sian Phillips.

)

It's at about this point in the

party that adapter Huston makes a

extraordinary addition: the charac-

ter of Mr. Grace (Scan McClory).

who delivers a poem translated

from 14th- Century Gaelic by Lady
Gregory. A passionate outpouring,

it ends:

You have iahen the East from me,
You have taken the West from me

• • •

You have taken the moon, you
have taken

the sun from me, and my fear is

great

you have taken God from me.

Its effect on the guests is stunned

silence, but it is Gretta whose face

director Huston draws us tO; she is

trancelike.

The dinner begins, noisy and
wine-filled. There are undercur-
rents of everything to be found
here—from politics, to music, to

good, ribald Joycean wit. This is a

film that truly deepens with a

second seeing.

Finally, as the guests depart. the

celebrated tenor guest, Mr. Barteil

D'Arcy (Frank Patterson), sends

the haunting ballad of loss "The
Lass of Aughrim" into our ears, and
particularly into Gretta's.

It is the final touch to send her

back into painful memory. At the

hotel she and Gabriel have taken

for the night, she breaks his smug
assumption that he knows every-

thing of her life with a heartbreak-

ing story of a great, lost love. In the

jealousy, and confusion that flood in

upon Gabriel, along with a sour

admission of his own limitations, a

real epiphany—an awakening—
occurs, as moving as any in film or

in literature.

As it should be, "The Dead" is an
ensemble piece, and of course that

ensemble includes so many of John
Huston's behind-the-scene veter-

ans: Dorothy Jeakins, persuaded

out of retirement to do the clothes;

Alex North, whose music is deli-

cate, perfect and unobtrusive; the

faultless editor Roberto Silvi; Tom

Shaw, production manager, and the

great Stephen Grimes, who did the

production design in collaboration

with Dennis Washington. The
splendid cinematographer Fred
Murphy is new to the team, but

you'd never know it.

Yet, beyond the perfect ensem-
ble is the haunting memory of

Anjelica Huston's Performance,
simple and deeply stirring; her eyes

füll of

small masterpiece is that it keeps

you on course. You always know
whereyou're going."

Because it is John Huston's last

film, "The Dead" is a deeply affect-

ing experience to begin with, but it

is affecting also as an artist's

homage to a place and a people he

loved.

Working together on "The
Dead" was not quite a reconcilia-

tion; father and son had not been

estranged. But what was true,

Tony Huston says, is that "Dad
hadn't been a family man. He was
never comfortable about children.

He was more comfortable with

animals. Possibly," he says with a

wry smile, "it was because children

didn't have the same awe of him
that grown-ups did."

The awe came later. Tony had

been writing on his own for seven

years, "struggling to make sense of

the World." Then, in the last two

years of his father's life, Tony says,

"I became his dosest collaborator

and it was like being apprenticed to

an old master. Having grown up, I

could approach him in a profession-

al way."
It was, he makes clear, very

lucky for him. "There's so much
talent out there, much ofi

It's hit or miss even if you have
overwhelming talent, but even
then the talents can go adrift.

"It was fortunate that I grew up
in Ireland and England. Being
John's son meant nothing in school.

Keats and Shakespeare were the
heroes there. I had none of the
pressure, let's say, of being Marlon
Brando's son in Hollywood, any
star's child in this milieu.

"If you're the son of a general,
it's tough being a second lieutenant

llo0 Aitfleleg Slimeg

if you're not ready to be a general.
'% had time to find myself. Dad

Said we're a family of late develop-
ers. My grandfather Walter didn't
really hit his stride as an actor until

he was in his mid-40s."

The best review Tony Huston
has had for "The Dead." he says,
was from the audience at the
Dublin Film Festival where the
film was shown. "They got every
point, and they chuckled. They'd
been found out."
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Huston's Graceful Farewell

Stirs Emotions in The Dead'
By SHEILA BENSON,
Times Film Critic

John Huslon had plans to make
"The Dead" (opening Friday at

the AMC 14, Century City) for at

least five years before he did, but

seeing now what he has drawn
from it, the novella must have been
in his mind a long while.

These who worried about James
Joyce's classic should relax. Hus-
ton's presentation of the story, a

work which flows like miisic to its

great and enveloping close, is im-
peccable. In a way, it's the dircc-

tor's gift back to Ireland, which he
so loved. It was also a chance to

work again with his daughter,

Anjelica, and with his eider son,

Tony, who adapted the screenplay.

Now it has become an exquisite

grace note with which to close

Huston's own career.

For those who don't know the

Story and may shy away from it

from the somber title, the shock is

the wit and the liveliness of the

film and the exquisite savor of the

Plump, cheery Kate Morkan
(Helena Carroll) is worried that

one of the guests, so memorably
stewed last year, will be drunk
again this year. Her sister, Julia

(Cathleen Delany), frail and for-

getful, remembers the disaster but

rather more vaguely.

Soon the house fills up with

guests of all ages, many of them
piano students of the Morkans'
niece, Mary Jane (Ingrid Craigie),

in her mid-30s but with the cer-

tainty that she will never marry
plainly upon her. Waltzes, lancers,

quadrilles take place in the parlor.

Indeed the whole film seems to

have the gently moving rhythms of

the waltzes.

The film's central couple arrive,

Gabriel and Gretta Conroy (Donal

McCann and Anjelica Huston). Ga-
briel, in his mid-40s, is the Mor-
kans' favorite nephew— a teacher

with literary pretensions, including

reviewing books for an English

publication. Gretta, who's from
Galway, in the west of Ireland, and
is presumably less cultured than

Anjelica Huston in her father's last movie, ''The Dead,"

lingo—Joyce's own, discreetly ex-

tended when needed.

As the elderly Morkan sisters'

Dublin town house begins to fill

with guests for their annual post-

Christmas party—actually the
Feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6— the
talk has a true Irish hlt. It should.

These actors have been the noble
backbone of Irish and British the-
ater for decades.

her husband, is still gently able to

tease his affectations, which cur-

rently include galoshes— rubbery
"gutta-percha" things which Ga-
briel says **everyone wears on the

.Contincnt."

It's the mustachioed Freddie
Malins whose drinking worried the

Morkans so—but not half so much
as it worries his tiny, small-minded

Please see *THE DEAD; Page 14
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Tony Huston

Recallsthejoys

of The Dead'

By CHARLES CHAMPLIN,
Times Arts Editor

The accent is softly Anglo-

Irish, north of a BBC news
reader but well south of Bar-

ry Fitzgerald. But when the Speak-

er, a very tall and dark- haired

young man, expresses excitement

and enthusiasm, a word, a phrase, a

sentence booms out that causes you
to say, "Of course! John Huston's

lad. Got to be. It's the voice."

Tony Huston. now 37, was one of

the two children born to Huston

and the ballerina Ricky Soma.

Anjelica is his füll sister. They have

a half-brother, Danny, who recent-

ly directed "Mr. North," in which
his father was planning to star at

the time of his death, and a half-

sister who works in Publishing in

London.

In that remarkable, family-cen-

tered spate of creativity in his final

years, John Huston inspired Anjeli-

ca to her Academy Award for

"Prizzi's Honor." He co-authored

the Script of "Mr. North" and by his

presence helped the project into

being so Danny could direct it. And,

despite his increasingly fragile

health, he agreed to direct "The
Dead" from the script Tony wrote

of one of the stories from James
Joyce's "Dubliners." Anjelica co-

stars in the film, thus completing a

family circle, in a way of speaking.

Tony was born in Malibu but

John moved his family to St.

Clerans, Ireland, when Tony was a

year old. He holds Irish citizenship,

Tony Huston, who adapted

Joyce Short story for his father.

as his father had, and attended a

Christian Brothers primary school

at nearby Loughrae. His parents

separated when he was a teen-ager
and he and his mother and sister

went to London, where he finished

at the excellent, ancient Westmin-
ster School.

He played clarinet in a wind
quintet for several years, dealt in

primitive art and worked in the

British film industry as a junior

publicist and finally as a second
assistant director. He married a

daughter of the Lord High Cham-
berlain of England, Lord Cholmon-
deley (pronouncedChumley).

"At the opening of Parliament,

my father- in- law has the privilege

of Walking backward before the

Queen into the Chamber," Huston
said at lunch in Hollywood this

week, offering no comment but

somehow inserting a wink in his

voice, as his father could.

The Hustons lived on one of the

Cholmondeley estates in Norfolk

Please see TONY HUSTON, Page 14
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SPECIAL SCREailNeS

: 'Two Dollars': Documentary on Millionairess
By KEVIN THOMAS,
Times Staff Writer

A mong the films Screening in

the continuing American
Film Institute's U.S. Inde-

pendents' Film Festival at the

Monica 4-Plex is Stanley Nelson 's

"Two Dollars and a Dream" (today
at noon and 6:15 p.m.), a 50-minute
documentary on Madame C. J.

Walker, the first self-made Ameri-
can millionairess, and her high-liv-

ing daughter A'Lelia. Madame
Walker, who developed an oil-

and-hot comb hair treatment for

blacks, and her daughter's stories

are so remarkable that this film, as

fascinating and informative as it is,

leaves us eager to learn more.
Born Sarah Breedlove to ex-

slaves in Delta, La., in 1867, Mad-
ame Walker—whose first husband
was lynched—didn't merely devise

a method for making the hair of

blacks more manageable, but cre-

ated an industry that gave wide
employment to blacks, especially to

women, who sold a whole line of

beauty and treatment products
door-to-door. Madame Walker
never permitted the use of the term
**hair-straightener," and several
elderly surviving Walker friends

and colleagues stoutly defend her
against the Charge that she was
trying to make blacks look *'more

white." These elegant, silver-

haired ladies, none of whom are
identified, also make it clear that in

what were hard, heavily segregat-
ed times for blacks, Madame Walk-
er was not merely a business

tycoon but a dedicated feminist and
philanthropist.

Director John Huston working
on ''The Deady his final film,

We learn that Madame Walker
wore herseif out and died at 52,

enjoying her palatial estate on the
Hudson— the Rockefellers and
Thomas Edison lived nearby—for

only two years. What she earned,

however, her daughter spent.

A'Lelia did become a major patron

of the Harlem Renaissance of the
'20s as well as its most lavish

hostess. Despite her spendthrift

ways, the Company was able to

open a large, handsome building in

Indianapolis that not only
contained its factory but also a fine

theater and Shopping center for

blacks, the first structure of its kind

in the country. The Walker Co. still

exists but reportedly lags behind
newer, more aggressive competi-

tors. There's the stuff of triumph
and tragedy in this mother-and-
daughter saga, and reportedly Alex

Haley is working on a book and
miniseries about the Walkers.

AFI IndieFest will conclude
Thursday with Lilyann Siever-

nich's one-hour "John Huston and
the Dubliners," made during the

production of Huston's soon-to-

be-released final film, "The Dead,"
which his son Tony adapted from
the last Story in James Joyce's

"The Dubliners." Ideally, this doc-

umentary shouldn't be seen until

you've first seen "The Dead," a

most eloquent screen farewell from
a great director; also if you haven't

seen "The Dead" first you won't
likely be able to identify any of the

mainly Irish cast apart from Aiyeli-

ca Huston.

To watch "John Huston and The
Dubliners" is a frustrating experi-

ence beyond the lack of name tags.

It is technically adroit, gives a good
idea of how Huston worked (quiet-

ly, firmly, confidently ) and is enor-
mously moving simply because its

so often-larger-than life subject is

no longer with us. Although Siev-
emich does confront Huston, seen
frequently in a wheelchair and

hooked up to an oxygen tank, with
the question of impending death,
which he responds to with calm
acceptance, most of her questions
are so uninspired that Huston is

forced to turn dross into gold,

something fortunately at which he
was a past master. Sievernich
leaves us wondering, too, why
there is so little of Anjelica and
nothing from veteran production
manager Tom Shaw. It screens at 4

p.m. and again at 8:45, followed by
a panel discussion to include Siev-
ernich, Tony Huston and others.

For füll schedule: (213) 856-7707.



Nominees Announced
For 1988 Golden Globes
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif., Jan. 5

(AP) — "Broadcast News," "The
Last Emperor" and "Moonstruck"
each received five 1988 Golden Globe
nominations today from the Holly-

wood Foreign Press Association.

Three other movies captured four

nominations each: "Cry Freedom,"
"Dirty Dancing" and "Fatal Attrac-

tion."

Among the surprises was a best

drama nomination for "La Bamba,"
a film about the singer Ritchie

Valens, and the absence of any nomi-
nation for\John Huston's/last film,

"The Dead.*^
-^

The winners of the 45th Golden
Globe awards will be announced Jan.

23



John Huston's Last Legacy
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI

T HAD BEGUN TO SNOW
again. He watched sleepily the

flakes, silver and dark, falling ob-

liquely against the lamplight. The
time had come for him to set out

on his journey westward. Yes, the newspa-
pers were right : snow was general all over
Ireland. It was falling on every part of the

dark central piain, on the treeless hills,

falling softly upon the Bog of Allen and,

farther westward, softly falling into the

dark mutinous Shannon waves. It was fall-

ing, too, upon every part of the lonely

chürchyard on the hill where Michael
Furey lay buried. It lay thickly drifted on

the crooked crosses and headstones, on the

spears of the little gate, on the barren
thorns. His soul swooned slowly as he

heard the snow falling faintly through the

universe and faintly falling, like the de-

scent of their last end, upon all the living

andthedead."
With these beautiful, mesmerizing lines,

Jame^ Joyce draws his story "The Dead"
to a close, and, in dqing so, both provides

his collection "Dubliners" with a resonant

coda and underlines many of the themes
that he would amplify in later works: his

fierce ambivalence toward Ireland, his

fascination with the epiphanic moment,
his preoccupation with the relationship be-

tween the living and the dead. It was one of

the late John Huston's ambitions to trans-

late this remarkable story to the screen,

fc

For his final film,

the director turned

to the riches James

Joyce provided in

'The Dead.'

and the making of the picture — which

opens Thursday at Cinema 1 — not only

provided him with an opportunity to work
with his son and daughter as a creative

team (Tony Huston wrote the screenplay;

Anjelica Huston plays Gretta, the heroine

of the story), but also enabled him to pay
homage to his beloved Ireland and to

James Joyce, one of the first writers, as he

once observed, to awaken him to the pos-

siblities of art. Though he had at least two
other pictures on the drawing boards, it

would be the last picture he would make.
When Huston first came across Joyce,

he was a young man trying to make up his

mind whether he wanted to become a

painter, a writer or a boxer. It was 1929,

and his mother brought him back a contra-

band Cüpy of "Ulysses" from Europe, and
in the wake of reading the hovel, he wrote
in his autobiography, "doors feil open." As
Wieland Schulz-Keil, one of the producers

of "The Dead," sees it, Joyce's early sto-

ries introduced the director to the possibil-

ities of realism, and they helped shape his

Donal McCann and Anjelica Huston in a scenefrom the film

approach to making m'ovies as well: "P'er-

haps John learned from Joyce that a story

should not attempt to interpret life, but

should describe an order and an Interpre-

tation arising from life itself. Joyce and
Huston show ps views of life as they

emerge in their stories' characters. These
interpi^etations can be discerne^ in the

thought of the characters, their conscious-

ness and, in a more concealed form, in

their words'and actions. It is not one view
but tnany that overlap, complement and
contradict each other. This is realism in

action. U explains, for one thing, the ab-

sence of a homogeneoub, ''<*ntifiable style

in the work of the two authors. The style

changes with the character whose view of

Continued on Page 50
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life and himself is revealed in any
given instance."

Huslon bcgan discussing the possi-

bilities of making a film of "The
Dead" with Mr. Schulz-Keil some five

years ago. whilc they were working

together on the scripl of "Under the

Volcano." Over the years, the direc-

tor had brought an impressive array

of novels lo the screen (including, of

course, "The Maltese Falcon, ' "The
Red Badge of Courage," "Moby
Dick" and "Reflections in a Golden

Eye"); and the subject came up in

conversation of literature that in the

producer's words, "put the accent in

a triangulär love affair on the mar-
ried couple" (rather than on the adul-

lerous liaison). One of best examples,

they decided, was Joyce's story "The
Dead."

On one level, certainly, "The Dead"
is the Story of a marriage and the

ways in which a couple can spend

years together within the safe, suffo-

cating carapace of domestic routine

— without ever comprehending the

emotional truth of their shared lives.

It is a Story of jealousy; the jealousy

that a literary Journalist named Ga-

briel Conroy feels over his wife's

memories of a former lover, who died

al the age of 17 — a story based on

loyce's own discovery that his wife,

Nora, had once had a young suilor

who died of tuberculosis. In fact, as

!he critics Anthony Burgess and
Harry Levin have pointed out, Ga-
briel — with his thin veneer of Euro-

pean sophistication and his smug
iilorai y prelensions — is a kind of al-

(er ego of Stephen Dedalus, the sort of

middle-aged man Joyce might have
become had he not left Dublin and be-

rome an artist.

At the same time, however, "The
Dead" is also the story of a moment
of illumination, in which Gabriel is

suddenly forced to reassess his enlire

life. This epiphany occurs at the cnd
of a long evening, after he and his

wife, Gretta, have atlended an annual

pariy given by his aunts, after they

have engaged in all the banal pleas-

antries of a Dublin social gathermg.

Following Gretta's disciosure about

her old sweetheart Michael Furey,

Gabriel is made lo confront the past

and his own failures of passion. In the

The director

began discussing

the possibilities

off filming 'The

Dead' fflve years

ago.

process, he is moved toward a Vision

of the great world beyond him, in

which the living and the dead, the

past and the presenl, are united and
absolved. He realizes, as Huslon ob-

served during shooting, "that we're
•all just a procession moving into the

past — we're all in the act of becom-
ing the past."

In some respects, "The Dead"
might seem an unlikely subject for a

film adaptation. The story is more
musical in structure than convention-

ally dramatic, and ils delicate orches-

tration of symbolic details (an image
of snow, for instance, is at once a

notation of weather and a subtie

metaphysical metaphor) marks
Joyce's imminent departure from
naturalism, pointing up the direction

that the author of "Ulysses" would
soon take.

Still, the story's emotional arc re-

mains grounded in a welter of objec-

tive details; and as the poet Allen

Täte has observed. the narrative as a

whole possesses a thoroughly dra-

matic quality. "We are never told

anything, ' he wroie in an essay on

the story, "we are shown everything.

We are not told, for example, that the

milieu of the story is the provincial,

middle-class, 'cultivated' society of

Dublin at the turn of the Century; we
are not told that Gabriel represenis

its emotional sterility (as contrasted

with the 'peasant' richness of his

wife, Gretta), its complacency, its

devotion to genteel culture, its senti-

mental evasion of 'reality.' All this we
see dramatized, it is all made ac-

tive."

No doubt this aspect of "The Dead"
appealed to Huston's cinematic m-
stincts; and he perhaps responded in-

tuitively to other aspects of the story,

too. Though the director's pictures

n

mm
Sygma/Fran^ois Duhamel

Guests ^athercd around a fesiive table on a winter evening in Dublin in 1904 in a scene from the film

are notable for their diversity, many
of them do sharc with Joyce's story a

Cancern with man's capacity for sclf-

delusion and his isolation in the face

of this truth — think, for instance, of

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre"
or "The Maltese Falcon." Indeed in

making his Version of "The Dead,"
the director focused on ihis recurrent

iheme.

"The story's about a man being re-

vealed to himself," he said while

shooting the picture, "and while

we're watching that, I think we're re-

vealed to ourselves. What we are and
what we think we are are really two
different things. And the discovery of

who one is is a Süul-shdking exjx^n

ence."

In the past, literary rritu > ha^'v

disagreed vociferously o\tf ihe t-xat i

nature of that expeiience. lu some,
Gabriel simply realizes how empty
his life has been — he realizes that for

all his little snobberies, he's as spirit-

ually dead as the friends and rela-

tives to whom he feels so superior. In

Ulis respect, they argue, "The Dead"

reconfirms the vision of Ireland set

forth by earlier stories in "Dublin-

ers" — a Vision of Ireland as a self-

deluded and moribund nation.

To other scholars, however, Gabri-

el's insight endows him with the

power of transcendence: they see his

sympathy with the dead not as Sym-

bol of resignation but as a sign that

he's now able to embrace the past —
that is. the Irish past. As a result, they

see "The Dead " as Joyce's attempt to

offpr up a somewhat more benevolent

View of his cuuntiy. As Rich;ird Ell-

mann noted in his biography of the

author, the story was a latc addition

to the original "Dubliners" manu-

script — it was written later, after

Joyce had left for Trieste aml Rnnie,

and thüse travels on the Conlinent

had already modified his feelings to-

ward his native iand.

'Sometimes thinking of Irrland it

seems tu me that I have been unnec-

essarily harsh," he wrote his broiher

in 1906, shortly before beginning "The

Dead." "I have reproduced (in

'Dubliners' at least) none of the at-

traction of the city for I have never

feit at my ease in any city since I left

it except in Paris. I have not repro-

duced its ingenuous insularity and its

hospitality. The latter 'virtue' so far

as 1 can see does not exist elsewhere

in Europe." Some of these feelings of

warmth, Mr Ellmann argued, would

find their way into "The Dead."

Though it imposes no interpreta-

tion upon the story, Huston's version

of "The Dead" tends to under.<>core

this sense of redemption — thanks, in

part at least, to the director's own
abiding love for Ireland. In fact, while

preparing to work on the film, he told

his daughter Anjelica, "We have to do

this one for Ireland."

Having visited Ireland for the first

time in 1951, just before starting work
on "The African Queen," Huston

adopted the country as his own. "He
decided that's where he was going to

live, that's where he wanted his chil-

dren to grow up," says Ms. Huston.

"He loved the hunting and he loved

the wilderness and the madness of it,

Hebecame Irish."

He bought an estate named St.

Clerans in the West Country, near

Galway City — a lovely Georgian

manor house with stables, a trout

stream, a 13th-century tower and a

great walied tree garden filled with

exotic plants; and it was here in (his

magical, Edenic world that Anjelica

and Tony, his two children from his

marriage to Ricki Soma, grew up.

"When I came back from a trip

abroad and entered that atmospherc,

It was a World apart," the director

once recalled. "The style of life was
charming. People dressed for dinner
— women in long gowns, nien in hlack

ties or even formal attire for mem-
bers of the hunt: scarlet tailcoats

with white silk lapels. It was as beau-

tiful and as fantastic as a masquer
ade. We ate dinner by the light of 50

candles, and in the winter the hcarth

was always going. This was a life

style that had existed for hundreds of

years, but by the time 1 moved to Ire-

land it was already a dying tradi-

iion."

Eighteen years later. escalating

f osts of maintaining the estate and Ji
'

iiew marriage would compel Huston

lo reluctantly part with the property.

'He regretted selling it more than

mything he could ihink of," says An-

lelica Huston. "It was heartbreaking

tor all of US. I went back ihere close'

on 10 years ago now, and I cried fröm

'

one end of the country to the nexi.

Somehow l'd never come to terms'

ihat it wasn't there for us anymorc.
We went by lo see the house, and ft

had changed very much. The woods'

were being cut down; and wood was '

piled by the door of the big house; and'

things were overgrown and neglect-"

ed, and there were no horses in the

field, and all the trees looked like*

they'd been Struck by lightning It

was really, really terrible."
«

In playing Gretta Conroy in "The
Dead," Ms. Huston would draw upon
those feelings of loss and her own.

memories of growing up in Galway -t-

for Joyce's heroine is another Galway,
Kirl, who in remembering her long-

lost sweetheart. also mourns the

youth and innocence sh«'s left behind,.,

"When I speak of Galway in ll^e

rnovie," says the actress, "that's^

something that's right there for meZ
Ü wasn't as though I weren't
»•quipped by all sorts of fortune and
( ircumstance to play this role.

'

For her broiher, Tony, writmg the"

screenplay of "The Dead" similarly

provided an opportunity to memoriel-*
ize the country of his youth. "11 meant
a great deal to me to portray the Ire

Iand I grew up in," he says, "rather

ihan the phony one that you see in so

many pictures. Having lived there, it

t'iiabled one to go for the truth of the

subject riuher than all the innumer-

able cliches that people have about

Ireland ~ Mother Machree and all

(hat other sentimental business." •

*"•

More importantly, working on "The
Dead" provided Tony and Anjelica*

Huston with an opportunity to work
with their father — and, in doing so, to

recapturc the receding past. "After*

we left St. Clerans, we went our sepa"-

late ways," says Tony Huston. "An-

jelica worked as a model and was in

LA. I worked in various capacities in

(he film business and married a

daughter of the English aristocracy

and lived for a number of years in

England. So this was iruly a reuniting

of the family — but this time in crea-

iive terms. It was extremely fortui-

tous. Dad was not someone to let you

know all he was trying lo do, but in

the case of this project, his timing

wasunbelievable." ü

f f
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The master's last gern
By V.A. MUSETTO

E need not have worried.
"The Dead" is everything

we had hoped it would be; fine

and delicate, the unmistakable
work of one of the cinema's true

masters, John Huston.
There were those who won-

dered why Huston had chosen
this James Joyce work, the con-

cluding part of "Dubliners/* a
collection of short stories pub-
lished in 1912. Set entirely in one
evening, mostly in one house, it

hardiy seems to lend itself to the
screen.

But if anyone were to do it, it

would be Huston. He loved Joyce
— •*the most influential writer in

my life" — and he considered
Ireland hls "real home." He had
thought off and on for more than
30 years about this hommage
(an idea he once dismissed as
"too far-fetched**). Finally, ear-
lier this year, at age 80 and Just
months away from death (the

end came on Aug. 28), Huston
achieved his dream.
He was confined to a wheel-

chair and connected to a life-

sustaining oxygen tank, but
Huston — director. actor, writer,

genius — was not one to let such
foolish things as age and illness

get in his way.
As Wieland Schulze-Keil, co-

producer of **The Dead," writes
in Film Comment magazine: **I

am convinced John himself
never wondered what kept him
going. In the presence of visitors

who wondered about his age, he
usually asked whether anybody
ever questioned the 80-year-old

Picasso about why he didn't put
down his brush at age 65.

Amen.
And so we have "The Dead,

adapted by Huston's eldest son,

Tony, and starring the master*s
daughter, Anjelica, and Donal
McCann, supported by a grand
ensemble of Irish actors and ac-

ff

ff

THE OEAO
• ••'/»

Gretta Conroy Anjelica Huston
Gabriel Conroy Donal McCann
Aunt Kate Helena Carroll
Aunt Julia Cathleen Delaney
Freddy Donal Donnelly
Mrs. Malins Mane Kean
Vestron Pictures/Zenith presents a

film directed by John Huston. Based on
the Short story by James Joyce,
adapted by Tony Huston. Music by
Alex North. Director of photography:
Fred Murphy. Running time: 83
minutes. Rated PC. At Cinema 1.

tresses.

It is the Feast of the Epiphany,
Jan. 6, 1904, the date of the an-
nual supper-party given by the
elderly Aunt Kate (Helena Car-
roll) and Aunt Julia (Cathleen
Delaney) and their spinsterish

niece, Mary Jane (Ingrid

Craigie) at their home in Dub-
lin. (The house Joyce wrote
about still Stands, and the out-

door scenes were made there.

Interiors were shot on a stage in

California.)

The old women's favorite

nephew, Gabriel Conroy (Mc-
Cann), and his wife, Gretta
(Huston), are at the party. So
too, among others, are Freddy
Malins (Donal Donnelly), who
usually drinks too much and
makes a fool of himself; and
Freddy's stuffy, frail mother
(Marie Kean).
There's singing, a recitation,

discussions of galoshes, politics,

religion, Verdi and Caruso. And
the dinner itself, the film*s most
memorable scene, with its lus-

cious goose and Christmas pud-
ding and GabrieFs toast to his
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SNARING SICRITS: Donal McCann and Anjelica Hicston
are among the revelers at a supper party in ''The Dead."

hosts, "the Three Graces of the
Dublin musical world.**

And then, as the party draws to

a close, the singing of an old
Irish ballad, **The Lass of Augh-
rim.'* It awakens in Gretta
memories of Joseph Fuery, a
boy she had once loved, a boy
who died when he was Just 17, a
boy she has never forgotten but
has never told her husband
about.
Later that evening, in their

hotel room, her secret passion at

last revealed, she falls asleep.
And Gabriel gases out the Win-
dow at the falling snow and, in

the words of Joyce:
He watched sleepily the ßakea,

silver and dark, falling oblique-
ly against the lamplight . ...

Snow was general all over Ire^

land. It was falling on every
part of the dark central piain, on
the treeless hills, facing softly

upon the Bog of Allen and far-
ther westward, softly falling

into the dark mutinotis Shannon
waves. It u>as falling, too, upon
every part of the lonely church-
yard on the hill where Michael
Fuery lay buried.

It lay thickly drifted on the
crooked crosses and headstones,
on the spears of the little gate,

on the harren thoms. His soul
swooned slowly as he heard the
snow falling faintly through the
uniiyerse and faintly falling, like

the descent of their last end,
upon all the living and the dead.
The immortal Joyce. The im-

mortal Huston. An exquisite
film. To be treasured always.
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BRIUM
John Husfon's lost film, 'The Deod/
is o tribufe to his cinemotic genius

By KATHLEEN CARROLL Daily News Movie Critlc

• •••
THE DEAD. Anjelica Huston, Donal McCann. DIrected by John Huston. At Cin-

ema 1. Running time: 1 hour, 23 minutes. Rated PG.

THE
LATE JOHN HUSTON BAD A LONG

love affairwith Ireland where he lived for

many years. So it's not surprising that his last

movie, *The Dead,' is such a tender, heart-

felt tribute to Ireiand's literary genius James
Joyce. His son, Tony Huston, wrote this re-

markably faithful adaptation of the conclud-

ing selection in Joyce's collection of short

stories, ''The Dubliners," but the gently evoc-

ative mood piece is mainly a touching reaffirmation of

Huston*s own genius as a film maker.
"The Dead" begins with a burst of high spirits but

ends as one man is jolted into the melancholy realiza-

tion that the dead indeed haunt the living. The setting

is one of Dublins Georgian townhouses. It is a snowy
night in 1904 and Julia and Kate Morkan, two sweet-na-

tured spinsters, and their niece Mary Jane, are cele-

brating the Feast ofthe Epiphany by giving their annu-
al dinner-dance.
They happily greet their guests, especially their

nephew Gabriel and his wife, Gretta. Gabriel, obvious-

ly the responsible sort, is asked to keep an eye on the

already tipsy Freddy, a middle-aged bachelor. The
evening's entertainment consists ofa moving poetry

recitation and Aunt Julians quavering soprano solo.

The conversation is occasionally testy as one guest at-

tacks Gabriel for his lack of interest in the political

struggles of his homeland.
The lone Protestant guest, a Mr. Brown, is utterly

baftled by Mrs. Malins' description of a monastery
where the monks sleep in their coffins to attone for the

sins ofthe world. The other guests debate the merits of

various opera singers.

As the evening draws to a close, Gretta is suddenly
captivated by the sound ofa tenor voice singing "The
Lass ofAughrim." Later in their hotel, she tearfully

confesses to Gabriel that song reminded her ofher first

love who died at age 17. It is that surprise revelation

that prompts GabriePs wistful discourse on the inev-

itabilityofdeath.

The ensemble cast of Irish and Irish-American ac-

tors is simply splendid. Anjelica Huston gives a touch-

ingly restrained Performance as Gretta while Donal
McCann is just right as the staid Gabriel. Other stand-

outs include the delightful Donal Donnelly, who plays

the increasingly sheepish Freddy with a goofy grin.

With itsgenteel witand poignant wisdom "The
Dead*' qualifies as a rare gem of a movie, for Huston
has accomplished the extraordinary feat of bringing
Joyce*s exquisite prose to life.

THE DEAO': Donal McCann and Anjelk» Huston
»H: i ,#•
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FiTm; 'The Dead, ' 6yHuston
By VINCENT CANBY

oNE by one we're all

becoming shades," says
Gabriel Conroy, looking
out inio Dubiin's bleak

Winter dawn. Gretla, the wife he loves
and suddenly realizes he has never
known, lies asieep on the bed nearby.
His own life now seems paltry: "Bet-
ter pass boldly into ihat other world,
in the füll glory of some passion, than
fade and wither dismally with age."
These words are spoken toward the

end üf "The Dead," John Husion's
magnificenl adaptatiun of the James
Joyce Story that was lo be the direc-

tor's last film.

Some men pass boldly into that

other World at 17. Huston was 81 when
he died last August. He faiied physi-

cally, but his talent was not only

unimpaired, it was also richer, more
secure and bolder than it had ever
been. No other American film maker
has ended a comparably long career
on such a note of triumph.
"The Dead" and "Prizzi's Honor"

(1985), Huston's altogether different,

exuberantly melodramatic comedy,
comprise a one-two punch quitc un-

like anything 1 can remember in mov-
ies. Who would have thought the old

man had so much passion in him?
•

"The Dead" is so fine, in unex-

pected ways, that it almost demands
a re-evaluation of Huston's entire

body of work. Like most American
film makers of his generation, Huston
depended largely on what Hollywood
calls pre-sold properties, on novels

that had been published and plays

that had been produced. Of his 37

theatrical features, beginning with
"The Maltese Falcon" in 1941, all but

10 were adaptations.

The free-ranging restlessness of

Huston's mind is seen in his choice of

authors: B. Traven, Dashiell Ham-
mett, Herman Melville, Richard Con-
don, Rudyard Kipling, Noel Behn, the

fellows who wrote the Old Testament,
W. R. Burnett, Flannery O'Connor,
Malcolm Lowry and now (one might
think the most difficult of all) James
Joyce. It's not, however, just the vari-

ety of writers that's of interest but

also the particular material.

"The Dead," taken from "Dublin-

ers," which was published in 1914,

may be the finest story in the collec-

tion, but it has, it would seem, just two
scenes, not much for a man who put

such Store by conventional narrative.

The first scene, which lasts approxi-

mately an hour in the film, is the an-

nual post-New Year's holiday party
given by two elderly Dublin sisters,

Kate and Julia Morkan, and their un-

married niece, Mary Jane.

•
Among the guests: the aunts'

favorite nephew, Gabriel Conroy, and
his wife, Gretta, a genial toper named
Freddy Malins and his domineering,
not completely disapproving mother,
some Single young ladies who are
Mary Jane's music students, Mr.
Brown (an aging, gently skeptical

The Party 's Over

THK DEAD, directed by John Huston, writ-

icn by Tony Huston, basi'd on the short

Story from the collection "Dubimers" by
James Joyce; director of pholography.
Fred Murphy; edited by Rotjerto Silvi;

music by Alex North; production designer,

Stephen Grimes; produced by Wiciand
Schulz-Keil and Chris Sievernich; relcased

by Vestron Pictures. AI Cinema 1, Third
Avenue and 60th Street. Running time: 83

minutcs. This film is raied PG.
Gretta Anjelica Huston
Gabriel I)onal McCann
Aunt Kate Helena Carroll

Aunt Julia Cathleen Delany
Mr. Brown Dan O'Herlihy

Freddy Malins Donal DonncJiy

Mrs. Malins Marie Kean
Mr Grace Scan McCIory
Molly Ivors Maria MctXM moitroe

Lily Rachael L>owling

Miss Furlong Kalherine OTcwle
Miss Higgins Bairbre I^owling

Bartell D'Arcy Frank Patierson
Mary Jane Ingrid Ciaigie

Sygm.j/Fiamois Duhamel

Donal McCann, Rachael Dowling, center, and Anjelica Huston in a

scene from John Huston's last film, "The Dead."

Protestant), a young man who is sup-

posed to have ihe sweetest tenor in all

Dublin, and Molly Ivors, a politically

committed woman who twits the

Irish-born-and-bred Gabriel about his

fine English ways and affectations.

In the second scene, Gabriel and
Gretta aie m the hotel room they've

taken for the night so they don't have
to make ihe long drive to their home
in the Dublin outskirts.

This is not exactly the material of

which epics are made. However, Hus-
ton and his eider son, Tony, who did
the immenseiy faithfui adaptalion.
discover the rieh narrative line that

builds to the film's big, breathtaking
coda. Like Joyce's story, the movie
reveals itself with leisurely discretion

in bits of observed behavior and over-

heard conversation, which initially

seem as halt and illogical as Molly
Ivors's criticism of Gabriel.

The Huston camera moves about
the undistinguished, middle-class

Morkan drawing room, where there's

dancing befoie the banquet, as if it

were a guest looking for a place to sit

down. It seems to know everyone
slightly but no one especially well. It

atieiids to Aunt Kate, who worries
about the condition in which Freddie
Malins might turn up.

On the arrival of the Conroys, it

pays more attention to Gabriel
(Donal McCann), who frets about his

after-dinner speech, than to (Jretta

(Anjelica Huston), who appears to be
a serenely self-assured wife and
mother. An amused Gretta teils the

aunts about Gabriel's insistence that

she wear galoshes. "Everyone on the

Continent is wearing them," says Ga-
briel. The aunts are properly amazed,
though they're not certain what ga-

loshes are.

There are waltzes, with Mary Jane
providing the music at the piano.

Aunt Julia sings something by Bellini

in an ancient, sweet-fjat voice that

reaches from a past no longer seen in

her face. Freddy Malins is overcome
with sentiment and goes on much too

long lelling her that she's never
sounded better.

•
Mr. Grace recites a poem that

everyone agrees is beautiful, even if

the meaning of the words is not clear.

At dinner there is small lalk about the

decline of opera in Dublin and about
the generosity of monks who sleep m
their coffins and pray for the salva-

tion of all, even those not of the faith.

"Like free Insurance," says Mr.
Brown.
At meal's end, in remarks preced-

ing his toast to the three hostesses,

Gabriel chooses literary quotations
that aren't too highbrow. He speaks
with some feeling of Irish hospitality,

of iradilions in danger of being lost, of

the meinories of other .such parties.

It's only later, when he and Gretta
are alone in the chilly hotel room, that

Gabriel understands exactly how
inescapable and unrelenting the past

continues tobe.

Little by little, "The Dead" closes

in on Gabriel and Gretta Conroy. The
specific details accumulate, .so that

the movie's final sequence becomes a
justification for everything ihal has
gone before. Revealed wiih siunnmg
forthrightness are the concerns that

have earlier been obliqueiy touched
on — Ihe impermanomc ot all ihings,

including lovc, the imp()ss)r)ility ot es-

caping Ihe past, particularly the dead
who refuse to stay buried in their

country churchyards, and the rela-

tionship between the animate and
inanimate in Naiure, which is not lo

be understood, only accepted.

•
This remarkable sequence, in

which the film's ihird-person narra-
tive slips into the first-person, has an
emotional impact not easily de-

scribed. It's not sentimental. In ihe

way of any work of art, it's complete
in itself.

That Huston .should have da red
search for ihe story's cineina life is

astonishing. Thal he should have
found it with such seeming ease is the

marküf a master.

The production is dose lo fault less,

from the camerawork of Fred Mur-
phy, Ihe production design of Stephen
Grimes (in collaboration with Dennis
Washington) and the costumes of

Dorothy Jeakins, to the Perform-
ances by the exceptional cast, which
includes Helena Carroll and Cathleen
Delany as the aunts, Donal Donnelly
as the stewed Freddy Malms, Marie
Kean as his mother and Dan O'Her-
lihy as Mr. Brown. It's an ensemble
Performance, but Miss Huston and
Mr. McCann must be the first among
equals.

Mr. McCann, at the beginning as
faceless as his character is indiitinct,

grows into a figure of besieged grace.

The body sags but Ihe spnit loughens.
Miss Huston is splendid, a figure of

such self-conlained sorrow that it's

difficult to believe she was ever
Maerose Prizzi. Towaid the end of

Ihe party sequence, there's a shot of

her Standing on the stairway in her
aunts' house, her face partly hidden,

listening to an un.seen singer. Direc-

tion and Performance are .seamless in

an image that exemplifies the

achievenienl of this wonderfui film.

"The Dead" opens today at the
Cinema 1

.

•
"The Demi," whwh has hecn ratcci

PG ("Parcntal (iuidance Su^^esl-
ed"), conlains some vul^arisms.
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Sein
letzter Film sollten

„Die Toten" keineswegs

werden. Obwohl einund-

achtzig Jahre alt, an einen

Rollstuhl gefesselt und wegen ei-

nes Lungenemphysems seit Jah-

ren zum Atmen auf einen

Schlauch angewiesen, arbeitete

John Huston längst wieder an ei-

nem neuen Projekt. Aber das

Schicksal hat sich die Pointe

doch nicht entgehen lassen.

Kurz vor der Welturaufführung

der „Toten" ist John Huston am
28. August gestorben, und was
nicht als Vermächtnis gedacht

war, ist es nun doch geworden.

Sein letztes Bild: es zeigt in ei-

nem fahlen, blaugrauen Licht die

alten, schneebedeckten Stein-

kreuze auf einem Friedhof im
Westen Irlands. Sein letztes

Wort: „Der Schnee fällt still

durch das All und fällt still, wie

die Herabkunft ihrer letzten

Stunde, auf alle Lebenden und
alle Toten."

Es ist ein würdiger Abschied

für einen der Recken der Filmge-

schichte, aber auch ein merk-
würdiger. Hustons Film beruht

auf einer Erzählung von James
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ABSCHIED
EIN FEST
Von Dieter E. Zimmer

»Die Toten« nach der Erzählung von James
Joyce sind John Hustons letzter Film gewor-
den. Der große Regisseur- hier noch im Krei-

se seines Ensembles, Tochter Anjelica an der

rechten Seite - hat sich für sein ungewolltes

Vermächtnis eins der stillsten Wunderwerke
der Weltliteratur ausgesucht, das zu einer Ver-

filmung eigentlich überhaupt nicht einlädt

Joyce, der letzten und längsten

des zu Beginn des Jahrhunderts

entstandenen Kurzgeschichten-

zyklus „Dubliner". Sie schreit

nicht gerade nach der Verfil-

mung. Sie schreit gar nicht. Sie

ist eins der ganz leisen Wunder-
werke der Weltliteratur.

Und sie ist alles andere als eine

Huston-Geschichte. Nicht nur,

daß sie jede aufregende Action

vermissen läßt - ihre äußere

Handlung tendiert überhaupt

gegen Null. Ein paar Verwandte

und Bekannte versammeln sich

in der DublinerWohnung zweier

älterer Musiklehrerinnen zu de-

ren alljährlichem Dreikönigs-

fest; und einer der Gäste fährt im

Anschluß mit seiner Frau ins

Hotel - das ist es auch schon.

Keine knallharten Detektive,

keine Goldgräber, keine Aben-

teurer, keine Desperados, keine

Boxer, keine Rodeoreiter, keine

anständigen Gangster und
schmierigen Anwälte, keine un-

rasierten, trinkfesten und frisch-

luftbedürftigen Machos mit ih-

ren prekären Freundschaften

untereinander - nur eine kleine

Gesellschaft durchaus nicht au-
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ßenseiterhafter und wetterfester

irischer Bürger um die Jahrhun-

dertwende. Hier gab es für Hu-
ston keine „African Queen"
durch das Wildwasser afrikani-

scher Krisengebiete zu steuern.

Aber ein paar soweit normale
Leute durch die winzigen Stru-

del einer soweit recht netten

Abendgesellschaft zu lotsen, ist

auch eine Herausforderung und
keine geringe, jedenfalls dann,

wenn sich jede Einstellung an ir-

gendeinem Satz bei James Joyce

messen lassen muß.
John Huston war nicht nur

dieser Kraftkerl, sondern neben-

her auch immer ein Literatur-

liebhaber. Ehe er um 1940 zum
Film ging, hat er selber geschrie-

ben. Joyces „Ulysses" war für ihn

eine Offenbarung, „der einfluß-

reichste Schriftsteller meines Le-

bens". Schon 1954, als er eine

andere schwierige, aber immer-

hin an Frischluft-Action reiche

Literaturvorlage zum Film

machte, Melvilles „Moby Dick",

erwog er eine Joyce-Verfilmung
- und verwarf sie wieder. Wenn,
sagte er, dann kämen jedoch ein-

zig „Die Toten" in Frage: „(Nur
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DerTisch ist ,^
'

üppiggedeckt lirtHause

Morkin, es ist wieder

ein heiteres Fest geworden.

Woher nur von Anfang an

diese Irritationen?

diese) Geschichte weist eine

durchgängige Erzählform auf.

Das Interesse wird wachgehal-

ten durch behutsames Aufdek-

ken der Figuren, der Leser hat

die Chance, sich langsam an die

einzelnen Personen heranzuta-

sten . .
." Zu seiner Wertschät-

zung für Joyce kam seine Zunei-

gung zu Irland, wo er im Südwe-
sten ein Haus hatte, wo er sich

über zwei Jahrzehnte lang immer
wieder aufhielt, wo seine Kinder

aufwuchsen und dessen Staats-

bürgerschaft er erwarb. So ab-

wegig nimmt sich seine Stoff-

wahl da gar nicht aus.

Merkwürdig bleibt sie den-

noch. Denn „Die Toten" ist nicht

irgendeine Geschichte. Joyce hat

in ihr etwas außerordentlich

Schwieriges bewerkstelligt. Im
Vordergrund wickelt er eine

harmlose, ja banale kleine

Handlung ab. Die eigentliche

Handlung, um die es ihm geht

und von der die Vordergrundge-

schichte letztlich ihren Sinn, ih-

re Tiefe und eine geradezu un-

heimliche emotionale Kraft be-

zieht, bleibt nahezu unausge-

sprochen. „Die Toten" sind eine

Art Palimpsest: Unter der sicht-

baren Schrift steht eine andere,

unsichtbare. Wer „Die Toten"

verfilmen will, hat es also nicht

nur mit einer Vorlage zu tun, die

in ihrer Handlungsarmut einer

Verfilmung nicht entgegen-

kommt. Er muß es mit der un-

sichtbaren Geschichte aufneh-

men, ohne die das Ganze eine

bestenfalls anrührende, aber

letztlich belanglose Anekdote
bleibt.

Worum geht es? Joyce war in

seinem Jugendwerk „Dubliner"

mit seiner irischen Heimat, sei-

ner Vaterstadt Dublin und sei-

nen Mitbürgern außerordentlich

kritisch und genau ins Gericht

gegangen, ehe er sie für immer
verließ. Unter entwürdigenden

Umständen, die einen noch heu-

te zur Weißglut bringen können,

mußte er lange Jahre für die Ver-

öffentlichung der „Dubliner"

kämpfen. Die Verleger, Lekto-

ren und Drucker, die sich gegen

das Buch sträubten, versuchten

ihre Bedenken an bestimmten

Stellen festzumachen, und deren

juristische Unbedenklichkeit

konnte ihnen Joyce spielend

nachweisen. Aber daß alle

Nachweise nichts halfen, zeigt

schon, daß ihre Bedenken in

Wahrheit anderer Natur waren:

Das Ganze war ihnen einfach zu

wirklich, zu nah und dabei zu

düster.

„Die Toten" fügte Joyce der

Sammlung als letztes hinzu, als

er schon in Triest und Rom lebte.

Es war, obzwar verklausuliert

und ironisch gebrochen, nicht

weniger als eine Versöhnungs-

geste. Sein Stellvertreter, sein al-
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ter ego auf dem Fest der beiden

alternden Tanten, die Joyces ei-

genen Großtanten ähneln, der

Schriftsteller Gabriel Conroy,

hat keine Illusionen über die in-

tellektuelle Nichtigkeit dieser

Leute - und die eigene, wo er

sich mit ihnen gleichmacht; aber

er bringt es über sich, sie nicht

hochmütig abzulehnen, sondern

sozusagen in ihren menschli-

chen Qualitäten anzuerkennen.

Wenn Joyce ihn eine Lobrede

auf ihre Gastfreundschaft halten

läßt, so ist das Parodie und Be-

kenntnis zugleich. Als Gabriel

am Ende einschläft und sein

Wirklichkeitssinn sich verwirrt,

denkt er gar daran, nun in den
Westen Irlands aufzubrechen, in

die gälische Vergangenheit sei-

nes Volkes - ein Ansinnen, das

er eben noch weit von sich ge-

wiesen hat.

Zu dieser Bewußtseinsverän-

derung verhelfen ihm die Toten.

Ein Lied aufdem Fest hat Gretta,

seine Frau, an eine schmerzliche

Jugendliebe erinnert, die sie ihm
bisher verschwiegen hatte. Jetzt

erzählt sie ihm von jenem Jun-

gen, der ihretwegen mit siebzehn

BALD SEIN

WIRD

Noch lebt die Gast-

geberin. Doch ihrem Gesicht

war der nahe Tod schon

anzusehen. So wird man dann

an ihrem Bett sitzen und

nach Worten suchen . .

.

Jahren gestorben ist und seit lan-

gem auf dem Friedhof ihres Hei-

matdorfes liegt; und erst ist Ga-
briel eifersüchtig auf ihn und so-

gar auf seinen Tod in der Blüte

einer jungen Leidenschaft. In

seinen hypnagogischen Phanta-

sien aber geht ihm auf, wie gera-

de ihre Hinfälligkeit und Sterb-

lichkeit die Menschen mitein-

ander versöhnt. Er lernt in dieser

Nacht viel: sein Land, seine Ver-

gangenheit, seine Ehe, das

Scheitern seiner Träume, sein

Altern, sein Sterben zu akzeptie-

ren. Daß sie alle über kurz oder

lang vermodert sein werden und
er mit ihnen - diese scharfe, vor-

weggenommene Trauer taucht

für ihn alles in ein neues freund-

licheres Licht. Das Ende gehört

dem, der schon die ganze Ge-
schichte über gegenwärtig war:

dem unentrinnbar, kalt, aber

sacht alle Spuren verwischenden

Schnee.

Huston hat die Geschichte

fast wörtlich umgesetzt, ganz oh-

ne erkennbare Anstrengung, als

wäre ihre Verfilmung das Selbst-

verständlichste der Welt. Nur
wer sie fast auswendig kennt,

wird die wenigen Weglassungen

und Ergänzungen bemerken, die

Hustons Sohn Tony, der das

Drehbuch schrieb, sich erlaubt

hat. Das Haus der Dubliner Win-
terparty des Jahres 1904 wurde
in Südkalifornien getreulich

nachgebaut. Alle Gäste werden
von irischen Schauspielern dar-

gestellt (Gretta Conroy von Hu-
stons nahezu irischer Tochter

Anjelica). Wie Huston einige

Personen tatsächlich entwickelt,

bis man sie genau zu kennen

meint, wie er zum Beispiel den

alten weltmännischen Char-

meur Browne mit steigendem

Alkoholpegel zu einem verbie-

sterten Fanatiker werden läßt,

verdient alle Bewunderung und
zeigt vielleicht sogar noch den

Joyce-Fans neue Seiten der Er-

zählungauf.

Doch das, was diesen Mann in

der einen Nacht eigentlich so er-

schüttert und verwandelt, was
ihn mit einer gefaßten Traurig-

keit füllt, wie sie größer nicht

sein könnte, was von diesem sei-

nen Ende her gesehen das ganze

voraufgehende heitere Fest zu

einem Totenreigen macht - alles

das also, was schon der Leser

mehr zu erfühlen als zu lesen

hat, teilt sich in dem Film, der ei-

nen Versuch der Hexerei gar

nicht erst unternimmt, nur un-

vollkommen mit. Es wäre ihm zu

wünschen, daß die legendäre ge-

genseitige Bewerbung der Me-
dien in diesem Fall wirklich ein-

mal funktionierte: daß die Leser

den Film zum Buch nicht ver-

schmähen und die Kinogänger

das Buch zum Film, nun, ja,

Wort für Wort lesen. •
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„Irland ist meine eigentliche Hei-

mat", sagte John Huston . „Es ist

ein Land der Aufrichtigkeit und der

Poesie." In seinem letzten Film

wagte sich der amerikanische Re-

rückbaren Tatsachen des Lebens -

Liebe, Ehe, Leidenschaft und

Tod". Hustons Tochter Anjelica

spielt die Hauptrolle: eine bürger-

< \

Letzter Auflrill:

John Huston mit Sohn und Tochter

lich-brave Ehefrau im Dublin der

Jahrhundertwende, die plötzlich

wieder an ihre erste Liebe denkt:

Eine sentimentale Weise wühlt in

ihr die bittere Erinnerung an einen

Verehrer auf, der ihr das Ständchen

gebracht und sich in eisiger Winter-

nacht singend den Tod geholt hat.

James Joyce griff die Geschichte
nicht aus der Luft. Seine Frau Nora
hatte vor der Ehe einen Verehrer,
der ebenso starb - ein Phantom aus
der Vergangenheit, auf das der
Dichter sein Leben lang eifersüch-
tig gewesen sein soll. Der Film
kommt nach der Uraufführung bei
den Filmfestspielen in Venedigvom
1 7. September an synchronisiert ins

deutsche Kino. lei
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John
Huston's

last jilm,

''The

Deadr
wasthe
hü of the

44th

Venice

Film

Festival.

VENICE FILM FEST

A SURPLUS OF RICHES LED
BYHUSTON'S 'THE DEAD'
By ALEX WALKER

VENICE-The irony of "The

Dead" being John Huston's

last film before he died last

month was not lost on the audience

viewing the movie's premiere at

the 44th Venice Film Festival.

At the end of the Screening,

there was no immediate applause:

just a hush of fulfillment as all-en-

veloping as the snow covering

Ireland with a white transcendence

in the film. A master fihn maker
had passed on—but fortunately, as

the outbreak of cheering con-

firmed, he left one of his finest

films as a memento mori.

Just 83 minutes long, "The
Dead" is one of those movies made
with a deceptive ease that takes a

hfetime to acquire. It belies its title,

too, which Huston admitted in a

50-minute documentary about the

film 's making, is a worry to him lest

it put people off.

Most of it is given over to a

joyous Irish soiree held in Dublin in

the Feast of Epiphany in 1904 by

two distinguished old biddies of the

musical world who have invited

friends and relatives for dancing,

songs, recitations, gossip and roast

goose. The detail is Dickensian and

every character so clear cut by a

cast of Dublin 's finest players that

you could do a seating plan from

memory as their jests, quirks and

tete-a-tetes make a small movie

swell with the resonances of a

concerto.

Maybe Donal McCann hasn't

quite the inner music for the

evening's dying fall, as a husband

experiences a soul-shattering

epiphany of his own on leaming he

wasn't his wife's first or even

foremost lover. But Anjelica Hus-

ton's self-wounding aria for her old

flame now buried in Galway gives

the grace note to the film and, most

touchingly, to her own father's

long life and work.

"The Dead" would have distin-

guished any film festival. But Ven-

ice this year had good films to

spare. Among them were the fol-

lowing:

After more than a decade's mixed

fortunes in America, Louis Malle

has returned to France and first

-

rate form with "Au Revoir, les

Enfants." The Venice audience

wondered, what new could a Cath-

ohc boys' boarding school show us

in the way of sin? The difference

turned out to be: this is Occupied

France; and the sin isn't the usual

one, but racism.

After an entertaining Truffaut-

esque overview of priests, boys,

visiting parents -and privations and

compensations of wartime. Malle

insinuates the terminal atrocity of

the Gestapo and French collabora-

tors rooting out the Jewish boys

being sheltered by class and clergy

in the name of ecumenical humani-

ty. The ending stunned the audi-

ence as if they'd stepped on a land

mine.

D
David Mamet's debut as directoi

"House of Games," artfuly kept

Please Turn tc Pagi

CALENDAR/LOS ANGELESi

II
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When Tony Huston

wrote the Script

for John Huston's

film The Dead,

he discovered more
about fiimmaicing,

and liis fatiier, tlian

lie liad anticipated.

By TONY HUSTON

recently collaborated with my father,

John Huston, on The Dead, which is

based on a short story by James Joyce.

During the shooting of the picture, I

kept a Journal that I originally intended

to quote from directly. Fve realized,

however, that raw excerpts from this di-

ary don't capture my experience work-

ing with Dad . Some of his most general

qualities completely escaped atten-

tion. Indeed, the Situation reminds me
of what Dad himself has said about his

camerawork: "It's what I do best, yet no

critic has ever remarked on it. That's ex-

actly as it should be. If they noticed it, it

wouldn't have been any good."

Our work on The Dead was our sec-

ond coUaboration. When the film's co-

producer, Wieland Schultz-Keil, first

approached Dad with the project, we
had just finished a critique and treat-

ment of a sick script (still unreleased) for

Ray Stark. The experience of working
closely with my father was a revelation:

In my adult life Yd seen little of Dad and,

as a child, I'd inevitably gotten a false

idea of what he was all about.

During the eighteen years we had our

home in Ireland, he would descend like

Santa Claus, bearing extravagant gifts,

and lead us in a few weeks of hectic play

before evaporating again. Between the

fox hunting, trips to the bogs of Conne-
mara, evenings in oyster bars, Visits to

Japanese baths, and dress-up nights, he'd

make attempts at instant fatherhood that

usually ended badly. Particularly during

adolescence, we were subjected to the

most devastating criticism. Surrounded
as he was by a more or less sycophantic

court, it became a spectator sport to see

who would be taken apart next, who
would rush out of the room in tears.

It was not until we worked on Ray's

project that I realized the qualities that

had made me apprehensive about Dad
were also the key to his genius. The ana-

lytical ability he used to strip those close

to him was responsible for his finest

work. Finally watching Dad's supreme

16 AMERICAN FILM



Fhe three Sitwells' trom lett to right Tony Huston,

John Huston. and Anjelica Huston
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lis technique

is a sequence of hushed

private conversations.

talent harnessed to its best purpose was
exhilarating and awesome, like con-

fronting a chess grand master.

James Joyce had long been a common
bond between us. During my school days

Vd become something of a Joyce aficio-

nado, while Ulysses had had the most
profound effect on Dad as a young man.
In our many discussions, "The Dead"
occupied a special place, not merely as

a Potential film, but as a reference to

which we compared our experiences in

the way others resort to the Bible. Conse-
quently, when Wieland broached the

subject I virtually had a sense of predes-

tination, that all the time I'd spent think-

ing about the story had inevitably led to

Dad's request that 1 write the screenplay.

I read Dad my first draft while he lay

in a Los Angeles hospital bed, temporar-

ily blind from cataract surgery. He pro-

posed only one structural alteration.

Originally I had opened the film with

the arrival of Gretta (played by Anjel)

and her husband, Gabriel (Donal
McCann), at his aunt's party. Dad sug-

gested that the Script begin with the mi-

nor characters, the young ladies and
their escorts, to allow the audience to be-

come familiär with the household be-

fore the leads appear. I wrote the new
twelve-page opening while staying at

Las Caletas, Dad's magical retreat in

Mexico that can only be reached by
boat. It was the rainy season, and the

land crabs, emerging from their holes,

continually climbed the screen netting

that serves as the buildings' exterior

walls, only to fall off. As I wrote, I heard
their soft shells strike the patio, like the

sound of breaking eggs.

In the early days of 1987 I drove Dad to

our first rehearsal, where he was greeted

by the cast, their faces beaming. As I
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A moment of truth: Anjelica Huston reveals her past

to husband Donal McCann, left;

a master stroke: John Huston gives direction, below. J. Bryson/Sygma

read the descriptive passages and the ac-

tors spoke their lines for the first time,

Dad didn't say a word. Not until the end
did he speak— a simple, "Very good.

Thank you." During the second run-

through, his eyes closed. Since he was
held in such awe, particularly by the

Irish, I assumed he was trying to make
himself as inconspicuous as possible

so that the actors might free themselves

of any lingering self-consciousness. And
it worked — the more inanimate he ap-

peared, the more the ensemble scenes

came alive with singing and clapping.

Dad's last wife had a nickname for

him that, apart from being amusing, was
also rather telling: Rhino Ears. What she

meant was that he often picks up things

at a distance while appearing not to no-

tice things nearby. So it was during these

readings — sometimes I was certain he
was sleeping. Then, suddenly, his eyes

would open, bead bright, and he'd nudge
me for a pen to make a mark in the Script.

Nothing escaped his analysis. For in-

stance, I had used a word from my Irish

childhood: "bonif."

"What does it mean?" Dad asked.

"Piglet," I replied.

"Then say that. It*s clearer." He had
no time for the aural romance of arcane

words.

Between readings, he began to chat

with the actors. Donal Donnelly's fin-

ished Performance as the alcoholic

Freddy Malins is a masterpiece. During
rehearsals, however, he was so overeffu-

sive that it got on everyone's nerves. I

was extremely worried, for the role of

Freddy is crucial. Then, out of the blue,

Dad asked me what I thought of Donal's

Performance. "I think he should pull it

back a bit," I replied. When, at the next

reading, Donal's Interpretation changed

utterly for the better, I asked Dad what
he'd Said. "I told him Freddy was on
hooch, not cocaine," he explained.

It was typical of him that, even though
I was perpetually at his side, I'd had to

ask to find out about Freddy. He took

great pains not to embarrass any of the

cast by criticizing or cross-examining
them in front of others. I soon under-

stood that when Dad said he wanted a
word with someone, the two of them
were to be left completely alone. On the

many occasions Dad asked me to relay

advice to actors on the set (we were gen-

erally parked in front of the monitor
some distance away), he almost invari-

ably prefaced his message with a phrase

like "Take X to one side and say . .
.

," or

"Whisper to Y that ... ," so that I came
to see his technique as a sequence of

hushed private conversations.

When an actor or actress was in emo-
Continued on page 49
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HUSTONS from page 19

tional turmoil because of some real or

imagined difficulty, Dad's advice was in-

variably succinct. He would listen

closely and then come up with some-
thing almost haikulike in its simplicity.

Once he asked that Cathleen Delany,

who plays Gabriers old spinster aunt,

Julia, be brought to him. Dad told her,

"You're a little bird!" As she went back to

the Camera, he grabbed my elbow. "Teil

her she's a wren!" he said triumphantly.

Similarly, when one of the cast had
done something remarkable, Dad was
the first to appreciate it. One of the set

pieces of the party is a piano recital

given by Mary Jane (Ingrid Craigie), the

aunts' spinster niece. Ingrid's miming of

the music was astounding; even accom-
plished pianists would not have known
she was not a musician. But what really

caught Dad's attention was her reaction

at the moment the music ended and the

applause began. "She did something
truly special," he said. "She came back
from that other world and then, on Com-
ing back, was shy! That's what acting is

about— discovering principles of life

rather than turns of character."

A few themes recurred at a higher vol-

ume, however. Dad detests self-con-

scious solemnity. As The Dead uses few
sets, he considered it vital to "Keep it

moving!" During rehearsals I frequently

heard him shout with more than a hint

of impatience, "Don't get rooted!" or

"Talk and move at the same time!" or

"Keep it flowing, run it all together!" to

break up some operatic blocking. By the

time we started shooting, he had been
provided with a microphone so that,

when the volume was up, his voice re-

verberated around the plywood walls

like the Almighty.

Many relationships on the set resist

description, the chief one being be-

tween the director and the director of

photography. As Dad told me, "When
you know your cameraman, you hardly

need speak to him. It's almost tele-

pathic." And while ultimately Dad con-

ceived the highest esteem for The Dead's

DP, Fred Murphy, on the tense first day of

shooting Dad was continually trying to

figure him out. (Dad later explained,

"My first day's rushes used to be terrible

— I've learned to take particular care in

the beginning.") During one rehearsal,

Fred declared that he didn't think a par-

ticular shot worked. Then, after going

over it a few times, he allowed that he
now liked it. "Oh, so you like it now?"

hen Dad

is in good form, lie's

feisty and extremely

demanding. But lie

mal(es tliings liappen,

said Dad with a sharply ironic look.

"Have you changed your mind?" The
way he said it you would have thought
changing your mind indicated mental
instability.

As the shooting progressed, Dad fre-

quently came up with small embellish-

ments or completely new ideas to im-

prove the script. (This is normal practice

for him, and I was fortunate to have seen

its effect on a number of other writers.)

At one point, just after a ream of new
pages had been handed out, we played a

joke on Anjel. At the climax of the story,

Gretta reveals to her husband that she

was in love with a young boy long before

she met him. Dad persuaded me to teil

Anjel that, in light of all the changes
we'd been making, we'd decided that

Gretta's past love would be a young girl

instead. You have never seen such a look

of consternation. I wish Vd been able to

hold a straight face longer. While I

cracked up, Anjel grabbed a broom and
pretended to sweep us both off the set.

As it was, her last scene is her most pow-
erful accomplishment as an actress.

Roberto Silvi, the editor, summed up by
saying, "She's like Anna Magnani." Re-

ferring to Roberto's remarks later, Dad
commented, "That's the ultimate com-
pliment from an Italian!"

Rushes were shown every night a few
yards from where we'd been shooting.

Dad enjoyed having everybody, grips

and carpenters as well, watch them. I

was Struck by the lack of coverage in

Dad's camerawork. Whereas a lot of di-

rectors shoot every way possible and
then some, Dad frequently surprised me
by disposing of two or three pages in a

Single take. The picture seemed edited

before the camera started turning. Even
in the scene around the dinner table, he
never requested another take without
reason. Wieland said that Dad is the

most economical director he knows. Had
we been shooting on a normal schedule

instead of shortened hours— five days a

week— and not been beset by various vi-

ruses, we'd have finished weeks earlier

than the seven scheduled.

At the rap party, Donal McCann, hav-

ing been on the wagon for the duration

of the picture, went on a bender of mon-
umental proportions. Dad, Anjel, and I

were caught in an incessant round of

Interviews and Photographie sessions.

One photographer requested we all wear
black. He squeezed us closer and closer

together until, at the moment it began to

feel unnatural, Dad declared, "We're like

the three Sitwells!"

Not long after the shoot ended, Dad
and I began collaborating on another

Script, Revenge, an action picture with
a lot of exteriors and a Mexican setting

that couldn't be more unlike the Joyce

adaptation. And every few days, our
work was interrupted when Dad got to-

gether with Roberto for another run
through the rough cut of The Dead. Sec-

onds were trimmed here and there, a job

Roberto compared to creating a mosaic:

"It's very difficult to cut because every-

thing has to fit exactly. Nothing is easier

to edit than action, but dialogue of this

complexity is very tricky."

Dad looks ten years younger since the

shooting of The Dead began. Early in the

filming, the assistant director asked if

Dad had "kicked my ass yet?" When I an-

swered no, he said, "He can't be feeling

all that well then." It's true. When Dad is

in good form, he's feisty and extremely
demanding. But he makes things hap-

pen. I only worry about him when he
hasn't enough to do or looks sad — and
the two are related. Work and yet more
work is what keeps Dad going.

Tony Huston is currently working on the

screenplay of Hamilton and Burr for HBO.
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Insiders'focus
on fall films
Hollywood ^ ever alertfor what sells^

is waiting to see ifa handful of serious movies

can make it at the box ofßce.

By ALJEAN HARMETZ

Closely walched

trends: movies

produced outside

the major Studios;

films confronting

the black experi-

ence; psychologi-

cal thrillers and
courtroom
dramas.

F THE 200 OR MORE FILMS SCHED-
uled to reach theaters during the next seven

months, perhaps only some two dozen possess a

special fascination for Hollywood insiders, Al-

though the first concern of each studio executive,

actor, producer and director is how his or her own
fihn does at the box office, these two dozen or so

films are bellwethers. As the history of sequels,

prequels and clones repeatedly illustrates, this is

an industry that feeds on its own successes. The
men and women for whom movies are a job are as

sensitive to fads and trends, unexpected box-office

bonanzas and surprising failures as

a bee is to the best and worst fields

for clover.

As the season unfolds, the pattems
being most closely monitored include

the new visibihty and higher budgets

of films produced outside the risk-

shy major Studios, the rising number
of movies starring black actors or

confronting the black experience,

and a clutch of psychological thrill-

ers and courtroom dramas.
For nearly a decade, Hollywood

has been leaving most social issues

and complex character studies to the

independent producers. Since the

average budget for a major studio

movie topped $16 million last year,

the movie must nearly always be de-

signed to suit the widest possible

audience. So, in general, the big Stu-

dios make comedies and adventure

films and an occasional dramatic
tear-jerker, while the small Studios

Aljean Harmetz is the Hollywood
correspondent for The Times.

make action and horror films. But

now even some of the major studio

marketing and distribution execu-

tives are getting bored with their Stu-

dios' product. "Everything is too

broad because we're trying to appeal

to everybody all the time/' said one.

Executives are equally skittish when
asked to go on the record about their

competitors* films.

Starting in 1985, the difficult, dar-

ing and seemingly noncommercial
subjects that had been relegated to

tiny distributors and independent

film makers began to have some suc-

cess at the box Office and in the race

for Academy Awards. Because of the

artistic recognition and commercial
success of such films as "Kiss of the

Spider Woman," "Platoon" and "A
Room with a View," the independents

are now capturing well-known stars,

operating with budgets that can go as

high as $8 million and, in some cases,

obtaining major studio distribution.

The box-office success or failure of

relatively high-budget independent

films will be closely watched by Hol-

lywood executives. Movies like "Kiss

of the Spider Woman** and '*The Trip

to Bountiful" made money only be-

cause they cost so little. Serious inde-

pendent films are almost by defini-

tion aimed at a narrower audience

than mainstream Hollywood movies.

Many insiders feel that independent

film makers may overreach them-

selves by spending too much money.
"People Start off making really

low-budget independent films, and
then a stränge form of envy or sour

grapes hits them," said one major
studio President. "They move to

higher and higher budgets. It's a

formof suicide."

The fall roster of challenging inde-

pendent films includes a movie Ver-

sion of Tennessee Williams's **Glass

Menagerie," directed by Paul New-
man and starring Joanne Woodward
and John Malkovich. Lindsay Ander-

son has directed "The Whales of Au-

gust," a Chamber drama about two
elderly sisters and the symbolic opti-

mism necessary for adding a picture

Window to their restricted lives. The
sisters are played by Bette Davis

and Lillian Gish.

The writer-director of "The
Brother from Another Planet," John
Sayles, has made "Matewan," a true

Story of the events leading to a shoot-

out between miners and the man-
agers of a coal Company in Matewan,
W.Va., in 1920. The film opened in

New York at the end of August but

will not be seen anywhere eise until

the fall. It is being distributed and
partially financed by Cinecom with a

budget of $5 million.

Among other independent films

with serious themes is John Huston's

adaptation, now completed, of James
Joyce's novella "The Dead," from the

"Dubliners" collection. The director

Stephen Frears and the screenwriter

Hanif Kureishi — the team that

made "My Beautiful Laundrette" —
have made another film about racial

tensions in present-day Britain,

"Sammy and Rosie Get Laid."

Maggie Smith and Bob Hoskins star

in the film version of Brian Moore's

novel "The Lonely Passion of Judith

Hearne," a bittersweet love story

about a repressed Catholic spinster

and a ne'er-do-well. And Ismail Mer-
chant and James Ivory, the pro-

ducer-director team that made "A
Room With a View," have filmed an-

other book by E. M. Forster. "Mau-
rice," written in 1914 but not pub-

lished until after his death, deals with

the homosexuality unacknowledged
by Forster during his lifetime.

The two independent films with the

highest budgets and most interesting

histories are "Destiny," which stars

William Hurt and Timothy Hutton

and was directed by Gregory Nava
(who made "El Norte"), and "Walk-

er," which Stars Ed Harris and the

1986 Academy Award-winning ac-

tress Marlee Matlin and was di-

rected by Alex Cox ("Sid and
Nancy").
"Destiny," a story of a psychopath

played against a World War II back-
(Continued on Page 40)
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CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT;

Lillian Gish and Bette

Davis a§ elderly sisters

threatened by change

in Lindsay Ander8on''8

''Whalesof August/'

Anjelica Huston and

Donal McCann in "The

Dead,*' from James

Joyce's novella,

directed by John

Huston.

A scene from Richard

Attenborough**» "Gry

Freedom/' the first

major Hollywood

movie to focus on

apartheid.

James Wilby and Hugh
Grant in "Maurice,''

S the latest E. M. Forster

2 novel to be brought to

uE the screen by Ismail

Merchant and James

Ivory.

Ed Harris in the title

roleof"Walker," Alex

Gox's offbeat history of

a 19th-century

American adventurer

who declared himself

President of Nicaragua.

^MAURICE
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TWBIIE

Now in its thirteenth year.

The longest running show
in Broadway history.

Shubert Theatre

TheMetropolitan
Museum Concerts

& Lectures

1987-88
Beginning on September 26 with two days of Screenings

of Glenn Gould's television Performances, the 1987-88

season will include Gidon Kremer's only Chamber
music appearances in New York; song recitals by Helen

Donath and Peter Schreier; series by the Beaux Arts

Trio and the Emerson, Guameri and Tokyo Stnng

Quartets; a new look at Picasso and Matisse with

Rosamond Bemier; recitals by Lynn Harreil and

Richard Stoltzman; lectures on Mozart, Beethoven,

Goya, Chinese calligraphy; and much, much more.

To be sure you don't miss the events that will fascinate you,

send How for a complete hYocUurCf

or call (212) 570-3949 during business Uours.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

FIfth Ave at 82nd St, New York, NY 10028

Please send me the Mei's 1987-88 brochure.

Name

Address.

Ciiy .State. .Zip.

11

A SELECTIVE GUIDE: FILM
By Janet Maslin

September

"Best Seiler." James Woods
plays an assassin who enlists a
detective-novelist (Brian
Dennehy) to help expose the

misdeeds of an American
conglomerate.

"Dudes." From maverick
director Penelope Spheeris, a

Story of punk rockers in the

rural American West avenging
the murder of a friend.

"FaU! AUraction." A
thriller from Adrian Lyne
("Flashdance"); Michael
Douglas plays a married man,
Glenn Close the dangerously
unstable woman with whom he
has a one-night stand.

"Hellraiser." A horror film

written and directed by Clive

Barker, for whom no less a
light than Stephen King has had
high praise.

"Malewan." John Sayles* film

based on the true story of labor

battles between miners and a
West Virginia coal Company.
With James Earl Jones.

"Maurice." The Merchant-
Ivory team's latest literary

adaptation is based on E. M.
Forster's novel about a young
man Coming to terms with his

homosexuality.

*'Orphans." Two orphaned
brothers (Matthew Modine and
Kevin Anderson) find a
Surrogate father in the

gangster (Albert Finney) they
planned to rob. Directed by
Alan Pakula.

"The Princess Bride." Rob
Reiner directs a film based on
William Goldman's novel-

length fairy tale. With Billy

Crystal.

*'Slam Dance." A new-wave
thriller from Wayne Wang,
with an offbeat cast: Tom
Hulce, Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio, Harry Dean
Stanton.

"Surrender." Sally Field

plays a commercial artist

pursuing Steve Guttenberg, as
an entertainment lawyer who
can't commit. Michael Caine
plays a famous writer whom
she ends up liking even better.

"Tough Guys Don'l
Dance." Norman Mailer
takes another try at directing,

adapting his own novel. With
Ryan O'Neal and Isabella

Rossellini.

The New York Film
Festival. The 25th-

anniversary roster includes

"Barfly," Barbet Schroeder's
film from an autobiographical
screenplay by the supremely
seedy bohemian poet Charles

Janet Maslin is a film critic for

The New York Times.

Eleanor Safonova^ Marcello

Mastroianni in **Dark Eyea**

Bukowski, with Mickey Rourke
and Faye Dunaway; Peter
Greenaway's "Belly of an
Architect"; ''Babette's Feast,"

based on an Isak Dinesen short

story; Maurice Pialat's "Under
Satan's Sun,''the controversial

Palme d'Or winner at Cannes
this year.

October

**An American Dale."
Martin Short's admirers
continue to wait for him to find

the right film role. Perhaps it's

in this: a night on the town for a
couple of New Yorkers on their

third date. Co-starring Annette
OToole.

**The American Wav."
Political Satire starring Michael
J. PoUard and Dennis Hopper,
who can always be counted on to

do something new.

"Anna." The fashion model
Paulina Porzikova makes her
debut as the mysterious girl

who becomes involved with an
aging Czech movie star (Sally

Kirkland). Written by
Agnieszka Holland ("Angry
Harvest").

"Baby Boom." One of the

season's au courant plots has
Diane Keaton as a high-

powered career woman who
inherits a baby and must
rearrange her life. Sam
Shepard and designer baby
food are among the new
Clements she eventually

incorporates.

**Dancers." A reunion of

Herbert Ross and Mikhail
Baryshnikov in another film

that, like their "Turning Point,"

explores dancers' private lives.

"Dark Eye»." One of the high
points of this year's Cannes
Film Festival, Nikita

Mikhalkov's period romance
brought a best-actor award to

Marcello Mastroianni.

"Desliny." A new film from
the director of "El Norte."

Gregory Nava. William Hurt
and Timothy Hutton star in the

story of a romantic triangle,

set against the backdrop of

World War II England.

'*The Glaä8 Menagerie.'
Paul Newman directed Joanne
Woodward in this new version

of the Tennessee Williams
classic, with a cast that also

includes John Malkovich and
Karen Allen.

**Hope and Glory." An
autobiographical film from the
versatile British director John
Boorman, about the blitz as

seen through the eyes of a
young boy.

*'Hou8e of Games." A
directorial debut by the

playwright David Mamet,
whose "Untouchables"
screenplay made it clear that

he ought to be in pictures.

"Less Than Zero." The
spectacularly disaffected
Beverly Hills teen-agers who
populated Bret Easton Ellis's

novel find their way to the

screen. Directed by Marek
Kanievska ("Another
Country").

"Linie Nikita." Sidney
Poitier retums after a decade*s
absence from the screen, to

play an FBI agent in Richard
Benjamin's film. With River
Phoenix.

*'Prince of Darkness.^' John
Carpenter teils of graduate
students who are unwittingly

enlisted by their professor to

help prevent the devil from
Coming toearth.

^^Samniy and Rosie Gel
Laid." Anyone who thought
"My Beautiful Laundrette"
was an odd title had better get

ready for this one. From the

same director, Stephen Frears,
another film examining racial

tensions in present-day
England. With Ciaire Bloom.

66 99ThreeO'CIockHigh.
Would it be a new season
without a new Steven Spielberg
protege? From Phil Joanou,
who directed several "Amazing
Stories" episodes, a film about
a high-school Student who's due
to be beaten up by the school

bully when classes let out for

the day.

"Too Oulrageous." The
team that made "Outrageous"
retums for the further

adventures of Robin Turner,
hairdresser-turned-female-
impersonator.

"The Wannsee Confer-
ence." A reconstruction of the
meeting held by Adolf
Eichmann and Reinhard
Heydrich on January 20, 1942,

to plan the annihilation of the

Jews. The film lasts as long as
the Conference did — 85
minutes.

"The WhalesofAugust."
The remarkable team of Bette
Davis and Lillian Gish play
sisters in Lindsay Anderson's
drama of elderly women and
their restricted lives.

November

*'Cry Freedom." Richard
Attenborough's film about the

murdered anti-apartheid
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Continuedfrom Page 36

James Naughton (left) with Joanne Woodward and John Malkovich in

Tennessee Williams's "Glass Menagerie/* directed by Paul Newman.

ground, was developed at Warner
Brothers. Convinced the movie could

not be made for less than $16 million,

studio executives cut the project

loose. The cast worked for deferred

money and the movie was shot in

Yugoslavia by Alive, a small inde-

pendent production and distribution

Company, which was able to mal<e

"Destiny" for less than $8 million. The
film is being released by Columbia.

"Walker" will be released by Uni-

versal. Studio executives admit that

the movie, a quirky history of a 19th-

century American soldier of fortune

who made himself President of Nica-

ragua, could only be made by a cor-

ner-cutting independent; under the

bürden of studio union contracts and
overhead, the picture, being filmed

entirely in Nicaragua, would cost too

much to have a Chance of making its

money back.

Another movie developed at War-
ner Brothers is being made with an
$8-million budget by De Laurentiis

Entertainment Group. The Script for

"Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure,"

by Chris Matheson and Ed Solomon,

was a favorite of hip young execu-

tives and was listed in 1985 by Amer-
ican Film magazine as one of Holly-

wood's 10 best unproduced screen-

plays. It concerns two teen-agers who
travel through time to bring back his-

torical figures to help them pass a

history test.

One major-studio movie that deals

with social issues is "The Milagro
Beanfield War," in which a New Mex-
ican Chicano farmer diverts water
from an expensive new development
for his thirsty beanfields. The film ex-

amines the questions of what
progress is and how the interests of

individuals should be balanced

against those of the group. Taken
from the novel by John Nichols, the

film was directed by Robert Redford,

who won the 1980 Academy Award

for "Ordinary People," the only other

movie he has directed.

Says one executive who is looking

forward to "Milagro," "Hollywood's

usual formula is froth, a marzipan
confection. It tastes sweet but disap-

pointing. There is almost never a real

examination of issues."

SEVERAL OTHER EXECUTIVES
point to the large number of

films starring black actors that

will be released this fall and winter.

They will be scrutinizing the com-
mercial success of those movies,

which are not the formula buddy
films in which a black cop and a white

cop Chase crooks together.

Until the comedians Richard Pryor

and Eddie Murphy appeared, there was
little of what Hollywood calls a "cross-

over" audience for films in which a

black actor was the real star. Univer-

sal's expensive 1978 musical "The Wiz,"

starring Diana Ross, failed because
white audiences didn't come.

But white interest in black per-

formers has been growing. Will

Whoopi Goldberg become the first

crossover black actress since Diana
Ross? Her last two movies provide no
answer. Solely on the basis of her
name, "Jumpin' Jack Flash" did mod-
erately well; "Burglar" was a box-

office failure. She has two more times
at bat this year. In "Fatal Beauty,"

she plays a tough police detective

stalking a deadly new drug. She ap-

pears as an unemployed actress

working as a window washer in "The
Telephone."

Two important black actors, Bill

Cosby and Sidney Poitier, should au-

tomatically draw white audiences to

their movies. Cosby is television's

biggest current star, but audiences
can see him weekly for free. Will they

pay to watch him in "Leonard: Part
VI," a comedy-adventure movie in

which he plays a secret agent hot on

the trail of a political assassin who
can turn frogs and fish into killers?

And Poitier has not been on the big

screen for 10 years. Will filmgoers re-

member him and come to see him as

an FBI agent chasing Communists in

"Little Nikita," which co-stars River

Phoenix as a boy who must choose be-

tween his love for his parents and his

love for his country?

"It's been 25 years since there was
a new black leading man — Sidney

Poitier," said one major-studio exec-

utive. "There is an opening today; the

time is ripe. It would be a wonderful

irony if Poitier replaces himself."

Films starring ensemble casts of

black actors have historically been

difficult to market, but if they cost lit-

tle enough, they can be successful to-

day. "A Soldier's Story" did respect-

ably in 1984. Under Steven Spielberg's

banner, "The Color Purple" was a

major success. Spike Lee's sassy

"She's Gotta Have It," which cost

$175,000, brought in $7 million at the

box Office last year. "Hollywood Shuf-

fle," which Robert Townsend fi-

nanced by charging props and cos-

tumes to his personal credit cards,

will return a profit to the film maker
anddistributor.

Now Spike Lee has been able to get

help from several sources in raising

$4 million to make "School Daze," a

hip black version of the old June Ally-

son-Peter Lawford College musicals.

If "School Daze" is successful, the

door for black directors who want to

deal with black experience will open a

bit wider. If the movie is a failure,

says one marketing executive, "it will

be self-justification within the Studios

for saying: 'See, movies about blacks

don'twork.'

"

The most eagerly awaited film

starring black actors is also one of

the rare major-studio movies that

have a serious theme or content —
the director Richard Attenborough's

"Cry Freedom." The first major
movie to focus on apartheid, "Cry
Freedom" stars Denzel Washington
("A Soldier's Story") as Stephen
Biko, the black South African leader

who was killed while in police custody

in 1977. Kevin Kline has the role of

Biko's white lawyer. "Gandhi," an-

other Attenborough film that exam-
ined racial and cultural relations,

swept the Academy Awards with

eight Oscars in 1982.

EACH SEASON. THERE ARE
Clusters of movies that hang to-

gether like fruit on the same
tree. A few years ago, for example,
there were pods of Space adventure
films that grew from "Star Wars,"
and teen-age comedies that sprouted

from "Animal House."

Because of the unexpected box-

office success of "Jagged Edge" in

the fall of 1985, courtroom dramas
and psychological thrillers aimed at

an older audience are back in style.

Films of these two types set for fall

and Winter include:

• "Best Seiler," with James Woods as

a murderer who wants his life be-

tween the pages of a book written by a

policeman-novelist played by Brian

Dennehy.

• "Fatal Attraction," in which Mi-

chael Douglas is a married man who
has what he thinks is a one-night

stand with Glenn Close and then finds

her invadinghis life.

• "House of Games," directed by the

playwright David Mamet and star-

ring his wife, Lindsay Crouse, as a

psychiatrist who becomes entangled

with a con man and his cronies.

• "Jigsaw," directed by Peter Yates,

set in the era of Senator Joseph Mc-
Carthy, and starring Kelly McGillis

as a woman who inadvertently dis-

covers a scandal involving fugitive

Nazis brought to the United States

after World War II.

• "Suspect," also directed by Peter
Yates. eher plays a public defender
whose Client is a homeless man ac-

cused of murder. Dennis Quaid is a

member of the jury.

It takes from 18 months to two
years before an idea becomes a fin-

ished movie. The first progeny of

"Jagged Edge," films like "Black
Widow" and "Bedroom Window,"
reached theaters this spring. Some
were box-office failures, some did

moderately well. If the fall crop also

meets with indifference, the genre
will disappear for another few years.

IT
IS HARD TO DISTINGUISH

fads from trends. Sometimes, for

no discernable reason, movies
that fit together will reach the screen
at the same time. Two novels that

were paired in the minds of book
buyers a few years ago will be paired

for moviegoers next winter. Aliena-

tion in New York vs. ennui in Los An-
geles. Jay Mcinerney's "Bright

Lights, Big City" follows the disinte-

grating life of a magazine fact

checker strung out on cocaine in Man-
hattan. It Stars Michael J. Fox. Two
weeks into production, the director

Joyce Chopra ("Smooth Talk") and
the writer were both replaced by
James Bridges; the cinematographer
was also replaced, by Gordon Willis.

"Less Than Zero," Bret Easton Ellis's

novel about affluent adolescent nihil-

ists in Beverly Hills, stars Andrew
McCarthy as the author's alter ego, a
College freshman who observes life

through a haze of boredom and drugs.

The director is Marek Kanievska
("Another Country").

And what is anyone to make of a
mini-cluster of movies about or-

phans? In "Baby Boom," Diane Kea-
ton is an unmarried business execu-

tive who inherits a baby. Sam Shepard
co-stars. "Housekeeping," directed by
Bill Forsyth, stars Christine Lahti as

an eccentric drifter who has a dra-

matic effect on her two teen-age

nieces. And Alan Pakula's "Orphans"
has two grown-up orphans, a pair of

wild brothers played by Matthew Mo-
dine and Kevin Anderson, who find a
Surrogate father in the gangster (Al-

bert Finney) they have tried to rob.

"Orphans" is based on the Off Broad-
way play by Lyle Kessler.

A coincidence, of course. But if all

three movies are box-office hits, ex-

pect Hollywood executive suites to be
füll of movie Scripts that explore the

Comic, emotional or life-threatening

effects of losing your parents.
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GAST
Gretta Anjelica Huston

Gabriel Donal McCam
Aunt Kate Helem Carroll

Aunt ]ulia Cathleen Delany

Mary ]ane \ngr'\d Craigie

Uly Rachael Dowling

Mr. Browne Dan O'Herlihy

Freddy Donal Donnelly

Mrs. Malins Marie Kean

Bartell D'Arcy Frank Patterson

Molly Ivors Maria McDermottroe

Mr. Grace Seän McClory

Miss Furlong Kate O'Toole

Miss O'Callan Maria Hayden

Miss Higgins Bairbre Dowling

Miss Daly Lyda Anderson

Mr. Bergin Colm Meany

Mr. Kerrigan Qormac ÖHerlihy

Mr Duffy Paul Grant

Cabman Brendon Dillon

FILMMAKERS
Director ]ohn Huston

Producers VJieland Schulz-Keil

Chris Sievernich

Screenwriter Tony Huston

Music Alex North

Production Mgr.lAssistant Director Tom Shaw

Production Designer Stephen Grimes

Art Director Dennis V\/ashington

Assistant Art Director ]oe Hubbard

Set Decorator ]osie MacAm
Property Master Tom Shaw, Jr.

Director of Photography Fred Murphy

Editor Roberto Silvi

Assistant Editor Keith Sheridan

Costume Designer Dorothy \eakins

Costume Supervisor Jennifer Parsons

Choreographer Paul Gleason

Production Coordinator Anne M. Shaw

Script Supervisor Karen Golden

Construction Coordinator Candy Flanagin

VESTRON PICTURES/ZENITH present

A WIELAND SCHULZ-KEIL a«^ CHRIS SIEVERNICH Production

ANJELICA HUSTON and DONAL McCANN
in a lohn Huston Film

THE DEAD

"

Based on the short slory ^^The Dead"

From the collection Dubliners

by

\ames \oyce

{

Wtth

{in Order of appearance)

HELENA CARROLL, CATHLEEN DELANY, RACHAEL DOWLING, INGRID CRAIGIE

DAN O'HERLIHY, MARIE KEAN, DONAL DONNELLY SEÄN McCLORY
and

FRANK PATTERSON as BARTELL DARCY

Direded hy

JOHN HUSTON

Produced by

WIELAND SCHULZ-KEIL and CHRIS SIEVERNICH

dritten by

TONY HUSTON

Director of Pf\otography

FRED MURPHY

"^ardrobe Design by

DOROTHY lEAKINS

Production Design by

STEPHEN GRIMES
in Coüaboration with

DENNIS WASHINGTON

Executive Producer

WILLIAM ). QUIGLEY

Production Manager

TOM SHAW

Music by

ALEX NORTH
Edited by

ROBERTO SILVI
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Aw Oäe and a Legacu After an astonishing career spanning six decades,

John Huston completed a lifelong dreann, a film adaptation of 'The Dead" by James Joyce, before he died on

August 28, 1987 at the age of 81. The celebrated Irish writer had been a decisive influenae upon the

young John Huston, who had long fancied bringing to the screen this particular novella, the concluding story of a

collection titied Dubliners. -^ There were other reasons, too, reasons of the heart. Huston maintained

an enduring love for Ireland and its people, manifested by

the Irish passport he carried until his death. He had lived

there during the 1950s and 1960s, in a manor house in

Galway and though he ultimately retumed to America,

staying in Los Angeles and Puerto Vallarta, Mexico when he

wasn't on a film location, he remained true to the Emerald Isle.

"Ireland is my real home. I liked living in the country and I liked the people of Ireland enormously There was an

honesty and a kind of poetic quality I liked among the country people. Every so often I experience a pang

of real longing for my house in St. Clerans," he commented in the summer of 1987 after completing "The

Dead." There was, then, a desire to pay homage to this land and its people—to leave behind a

tangible legacy of his feelings and appreciation. There was as well a fierce determination to bestow upon his

children another kind of legacy—a gift of his accumulated wisdom, experience and vision which could be shared

only through shared experience Forthose reasons, and perhaps others more personal and

transcendental, John Huston embarked upon 'The Dead" in 1986. His son, Tony, was engaged to write the

screenplay and his daughter, Anjelica, to play a leading role. The large ensemble cast was Irish and Huston's

behind-the-camera team included many of his long-time and trusted collaborators. 'The Dead"

was completed in late spring of 1987 and Huston proudly exhibited the film in numerous Screenings to friends

and colleagues. 'The Dead" is a celebration of life and art, an acknowledgement of death. ft was John Huston's

last work.

''Making ^The Dead' was like a great family reunion—

the Hustons, Shaws, ÖHerlihgs, Dow\\ngs\

the Xrish family and the AmericanArish family,

It was a grand feeling'/

—Bairbre Dowling (Miss Higgins)

^
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\t is ]anmry, 1904 Snow gently falls upon the city of Dublin and the grand

after-Christmas party given annually by the Misses Morkan and their niece, Mary Jane. Friends and

relatives travel from far and wide for an evening of gaiety song dance and culinary delights at this Feast of the

Epiphany celebration. The evening is so harmonious that dissonant tones which arise now and then rennain

almost innperceptible: even the boisterously drunken Freddy Malins and his severely disapproving nnother enjoy

thennselves. As the evening progresses, a stylish married couple, the Conroys, come to the fore. As

the favored nephew of the two nnaiden aunts, Gabriel Conroy acts as host making a speech at the end of dinner

in which he toasts them and, indeed, all Irish people for their hospitality He feels warmly towards

his wife, Gretta, and is surprised to see how nnuch she is affected by a sentinnental old song sung by a famous

tenor at the party's conclusion:

Q the rain falls on my heavy locks

And the dew wets my skin

My habe lies cold . .

.

She lapses into a pensive silence as they travel afterward to the hotel where they will spend the night. In their

roonn, she confesses to nnennories evoked by the song and weeps as she teils of a brief and innocent ronnance

fronn her youth, cut short by the young mans death at the tender age of 17 Jealous, then

astonished that sonnething so meaningfui to his wife is just now made known to hinn, Gabriel reflects upon the

previous evening marriage and life itself As Gretta sieeps fitfully exhausted by her nnennories,

Gabriel gazes at the snow outside his window, trying to evoke an innage of the boy who loved his wife and died

for her 'Tve never feit that way nnyself towards any woman but I know that such a feeling nnust be love/' he says

to hinnself. As he innagines snow falling throughout Ireland and the universe, Gabriel at once

realizes and accepts the nnutuality and connectedness of all things and all people— "all the living and the dead."
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"]ohn is the only mm I know wfio's ihe same with everyone he meets;

the only man wfio can speak aboul Surrealist painting in one breath

and teil you Babe Ruths batting average in another

I could never sag '

I love you to him but he knows how I feel."

—Tom Shaw

Production Manager/Assistant Director

I

I

]ohn Huston "In a town that prides itself on its eccentrics, wayfarers, risk- takers and legends,

Huston was at the top of the heap. His legend was authentic; you feel that at once watching his best films, which

are sweat-stained with real experience and Observation."

—Eulogy by Peter Rainer, LA. Herald-Exanniner

Journalist. He was an only child.

John Marcellus Huston was born in Nevada, Missouri on

August 5, 1906. His father was the great American actor,

Walter Huston, and his mother, Reah Gore, a prominent

In later years, John Huston would by stages pay professional

homage to both his parents as he altemated between writing and acting. He was also a boxer, painter, equestrian

and director of some of the most beloved American motion pictures ever made, including "The Maltese Falcon,"

"The Asphalt Jungle," "The African Queen," "The Misfits," "The Man Who Would Be King" and "Prizzi 's Honor"

-^ Recipient of the American Film Institutes Life Achievement Award in 1983, Huston has been nominated

fourteen times for an Academy Award, and has received two Oscars—for writing and directing "The Treasure

of the Sierra Madre ' (1948). He is the only director to have guided both his father and his daughter to Oscar-

winning Performances—Walter Huston in "Sierra Madre" (1948) and Anjelica Huston in "Prizzi s Honor" (1986).

-^ Huston began his career in 1929 as a contract

writer for Samuel Goldwyn, moving on to Universal where

he received his first screen credit, for "Law and Order," in

1932. After travelling in Europe, he retumed hometo work

on WRA. projects and made his directorial debut in 1941

with Dashiell Hammetts 'The Maltese Falcon."

When World War II erupted, Huston accepted a commission in the Army's Signal Corps and was sent to the

Aleutian Islands to make documentaries. "Report From The Aleutians" (1943), 'The Battle of San Pietro" (1944),

8
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and "Let There Be Light" (1945) were clear-eyed depictions of the ravages of war. After the war,

and a few years at Warner Bros., Huston became an independent. During the next two decades, he created such

films as "The Red Badge of Courage/' "Beat the Devil," "Moby Dick" and "The Bible" (in which he played

Noah). In 1952 Huston nnoved to Ireland with his wife, ballerina Ricki Sonna, and their two children,

Anjelica and Anthony Though he roamed the globe on

movie assignments, it was to Ireland that he returned for the

next 20 years. During the mid-1970s, Huston

"Hollywood on Thal."

appeared as an actor in some 26 features and television

movies, including "The Cardinal " "Chinatown" and "The Ber-

muda Triangle" In 1977 he narrated the PBS documentary

The 1980s found Huston, the director, taking up the challenge of daunting

literature: "Wise Blood" (by Flannery O'Connor), "Underthe Volcano" (by Malcolm Lowry) and James Joyces

"The Dead

"

John Huston had co-authored and was co-producing the first feature film by his son

Danny "Mr North," from aThornton Wilder story at the time of his death, August 28, 1987

10
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AyijCllCü HUStOH (Grena Conroy) 'The Dead" marks Anjelica Hustons third collaboration with her

father, John Huston. She made her film debut under his tutelage when she was 15, in 'A Walk With Love and Death."

In 1985, she received an Academy Award for her perfornnance, again under

John Huston's direction, in "Prizzi's Honor" Anjelica was born

in California in 1951 and taken to Ireland before she could properly walk. She

lived and went to school there until she was 12, when her family nnoved to

London—returning to Galway during the summers. She

began her career with small roles in nnovies such as 'The Last Tycoon" and

'The Postman Always Rings Twice"; and in television's "FairyTaleTheatre" and

'A Rose For Miss Ennily" before her acciaimed Performance as Maerose Prizzi.

She has since costarred in the 3-D musical extravaganza, "Captain Eo," and in "Gardens of Stone"—both directed

by Francis Coppola—as well as the upcoming "Mr North," directed by her brother, Danny Huston.

DOHül MCCCIHH (Gabriel Conroy) Bom in Dublin in 1943, the sonof John McCann,aleading play-

wright, politician and Journalist, Donal McCann studied architecture and worked as a Journalist before joining the

famed Abbey Players. He made his reputation in repertory

between 1963 and 1970, and has since appeared at the Gate and Gaiety

in landmark productions of "Juno and the Paycock" and "Waiting for Godot,

among others. He received acciaim on Londons West End for 'The Au

Pair Man," 'A Prayer For My Daughter" and "Miss Julie," the last, opposite

Helen Mirren, which went on to a famous BBC production. --

Donal had small roles in two earlier John Huston films, "SinfuI Davey" (1969)

and 'The Mackintosh Man" (1973), as well as "Out of Africa." He starred in

"Cal," a Northern Irish production. He has appeared in numerous BBC productions, many subsequently aired in

the U.S., including "The Pallisers," 'Tuesday's Child" and two Joyce adaptations, "Stephen D" and 'Two Gallants.'

\
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riClCHü CürVOll (AuntKate) Daughteroffamedirishplaywright, Paul Vincent Carroll, Helena Carroll

studied drama in London and canrie to the United States with the Dublin Players. After making her American

debut on Broadway in "Separate Tables/' she appeared in "Little Moon of Alban/' "Pickwick" and "Something

Different" On television she was in "Backstairs at the White House." Ms. Carroll is a U.S. resident, and is presently

appearing on Broadway in "Sherlocks Last Gase."

CdthleCH DelClHy (Aunt JuHa) Calied "John Hustons favorite actress" by a select group, Cathleen

Delany has played leading roles at every major theatre in Dublin, including the Abbey and Gate and Gaiety

opposite such distinguished thespians as Orson Welles, James Mason and Cyril Cusak. She has also performed

ii
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in Londons West End, at Cairo's Opera House and Alexandrias Theatre Royal. Her film and television work includes

"The Physicists; "Children at War" (for the BBC & PBS) and 'Ätratta." She lives in Dublin.

ÖOyidl DOHHClly (Freddie) Presently on Broadway as Dr Watson in "Sherlock 's Last Case/' Mr

Donnelly has made his home in the United States since 1972. He began his career at the Gate Theatre in Dublin,

continuing to London where he appeared at the Royal Court in "Progress to the Part" and "Sergeant Musgraves

Dance/' both directed by Lindsay Anderson. He starred opposite Siobhan McKenna in "Playboy of the Western

World" and first came to Broadway in 1966 as the star of Brian Friel's "Philadelphia Here I Come," receiving a Tony

nomination and Outer Critics Circle award. Donnelly succeeded Albert Finney in "Joe Egg/' toured with Deborah

Kerr in "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" and costarred with Anthony Quayle in "SIeuth " His film work includes

"The Knack" and three films for John Ford, including "Young Cassidy"

n/idnC }SJß(iyi (Mrs. Malins) A preeminent actress of the Irish and British Theatre, Ms. Kean is

contracted to the AbbeyTheatre where she began her career some 50 years ago. In the course of those years she

has toured Europe and America with her own Company; costarred with Peter O'Toole at the Gaiety in a landmark

production of "Juno and the Paycock" (1966); and made numerous appearances with the Bristol Old Vic and the

Royal Shakespeare Company Her Performance as Winnie in "Happy Days" in 1964, as well as her role in "Drama

at Innish" in 1982, won her best actress of the year awards. She toured Japan with her one-woman play

//

Rockaby" in 1985. Her motion picture credits include "Barry Lyndon/' "Cul de Sac" and "Ryans Daughter" Ms.

Kean lives in Dublin.

DüH \D riCTllhy (Mr. Browne) MrO'Herlihy has beena favorite IrishAmericanactor since he

arrived to portray MacDuff in Orson Welles' 1948 film and stage versions of "Macbeth/' O'Herlihy made his film

debut in "Odd Man Out" and, in 1954, was nominated for a best actor Oscar in 'The Adventures of Robinson

Crusoe/' His most recent credits include Orions 1987 hit, "Robocop" Other film credits include "Kidnapped,
/#

"Home Before Dark/' "Waterloo," "Fail Safe" and "MacArthur" His many prestigious television credits include

//

Nancy Astor" and "The Secret Servant." On PBS, he played the title role in "Mark Twain: Behind the Laughter"

i
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lyi0nd QYÜIQIC (Mary Jane) In 1976 Ingrid Craigie joined the Abbey to play Emily in "OurTown ' (and

was named Most Promising Actress). She rennained there until 1982, with leading roles in such plays as "You

Never CanTell/' "Mrs. Warren's Profession" and "Measure for Measure." In London she appeared in 'Talbot s Box"

at the Royal Court. Ms. Craigie has also worked at the Lyric in Belfast the Gate in Dublin and the Palace in

Watford She has made numerous BBC and RTE/4 appearances. Born in County Cork, she now resides in London.

FVaVlk PuttCVSOH (Barten OArcy) Oftencalled"lreland'sgreatesttenor;'Mr Pattersonmakeshis

debut as an actor in "The Dead." After winning all major awards at the National Music Festival in 1962, he received

scholarships to study in London and Paris. Under his exciusive contract to Philips, he has made 18 LPs, many

achieving Platinum, Gold and Silver Status. He is in demand throughout Europe and America for personal

appearances and is "bi-continental," with homes in New York and Dublin.

Scan MCClOVy (Mr. Crace) Born and educated in Ireland, Mr McCIory worked at the Abbey for 2

years and came to the United States by virtue of an RKO contract, making his debut opposite Boris Karloff in

"Dick Tracy vs. the Claw" He subsequently made several films for John Ford, among them "The Quiet Man" and

"Cheyenne Autumn." In recent years he has worked primarily in

television and on the stage with the California Artists Repertory

which was founded by his wife, actress Peggy Webber

Racfiael DOWling (llly, the maid) A natlve

Dubliner, and part of a distinguished theatrical family (her

father, Vincent, heads the Abbey and her mother was noted

actress, Brenda Doyle), Rachael Dowling studied at the AbbeyTheatre School and the Irish Ballet Company She was

in the BBC's "Clay" (another story from "Dubliners") and PBS's documentary about Brendan Behan. She recently

completed six seasons in repertory at the Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival in Ohio.

MUKld MCÖeWlOttWe (MoHylvors) Born in Dublin and trainedat the Abbey and Gate under

Michael McLiammor and Hilton Edwards, Ms. McDermottroe makes her film debut in 'The Dead." Frequent

"
'i

appearances at the Gate have run the ränge from classics such as "Hedda Gabler" and "Major Barbara" to

contemporary plays such as "Equus." She has also worked at the Olympia and on television in the series "Tales of

Kilnavarna," "Lady Gregory" and "Silver Apples of the Moon."

vAüVid riüydCH (Miss O'Callaghan) A native of Waterford, Maria Hayden became an actress after

adventurous forays into England and Canada. She travelied to California to study at the American Academy of

Dramatic Art in Pasadena and made her theatre debut at the

Beverly Hills Playhouse in O'Casey's "Bedtime Story"

Katherine OTOOle (Miss Furlong) The

daughter of Peter OToole and Sian Phillips, Katherine O'Toole

made her stage debut at the age of 3 months, carried on

stage by Dame Peggy Ashcroft. In the United States she

studied at Yale and subsequently worked in numerous regional theatres. She has worked extensively off-

Broadway and was in a production of "The Hostage" for PBS. She recently completed a tour of Ireland with Brian

Friel s "Double Gross" and has made one previous film, "Laughter in the Dark.
//

Otheractors appearing in 'The Dead" are Lyda Anderson, Paul Anthony Carroll, Brendan Dillon, Bairbre Dowling,

Patrick Gallagher, Paul Grant, Cormac O'Herlihy and Colm Meaney

18 19
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^iclciyid SchlibrKcil (Producer) Born in West Germany in 1945, Wieland Schulz-Keil studied

literature and philosophy at the Universities of Frankfurt, Heidelberg and Berlin. He began directing plays at

this time, as well as contributing to Germany's leading theatre magazine and working for a major publisher

-^ In 1970, Schulz-Keil took up residence in NewYork, forming a docunnentary film production Company

During the next 10 years he made over 60 documentaries for PBS, the BBC and other European television outlets.

He acquired the rights to Malcom Lowry's "UndertheVolcano" and co-produced John Huston's screen adaptation

in 1983. The film went on to receive 3 Academy Award nominations. Later, he (and partner Chris Sievemich)

optioned "The Dead."

Chris SiCVCfTlich (Producer) Born in West Germany in 1946, Chris Sievemich studied classical

organ construction along with musical theory and composition at the Cologne conservatory in West Germany

H M M K R
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In 1969 Sievemich joined a musical group which toured Europe with Julian Beck's "Living Theatre." In the

following years, he opened a jazz club in Berlin where musicians and filnrimakers gathered. There he met young

directors such as Dietnnar Buchmann, for whom he began to produce fiinns. Sievemich moved

to NewYork in 1977 where he produced Wim Wenders' "Lightning Over Water." He formed a production Com-

pany with Wenders which has produced and distributed such independent films as Wenders' "The State of

Things" and the first twenty-minute Version of Jim

Jarmusch's "StrangerThan Paradise." In 1983 he produced

Wenders' "Paris, Texas" which received the 1984 Palm d'Or

at the Cannes Film Festival.

Tony HUStOH (Screenwriter) Born in Malibu in

195Q Tony Huston was raised in Ireland and London, and

retains his Irish citizenship. He attended Christian Brothers Primary school in Loughrea, and both Westminster and

London Universities before going to work for Buckminster Füller A member of the third generation

of a renowned movie family—eldest son of John Huston—it was perhaps inevitable that Tony would eventually

find his calling in cinema, where he began by working in a variety of capacities—publicist, assistant director, music

researcher. "The Dead" is his first screenplay

20 21
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Stephen GrimCS (Productbn Designer) AninvaluablecolleagueofJohnHustonsince"Moby

Dick" in 1956, Stephen Grinnes has worked on well over a dozen films which span the director's career, including

"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison/' "Roots of Heaven/' 'The Misfits" and 'The Night of the Iguana" (Academy Award

nonnination). Annong his other accomplishnnents is the Production Design for "Out of Africa," for which he

received an Academy Award in 1986.

rYCu WlllVphy (Director of Photography) A native New Yorker, Fred Murphy began his career in

1977 with "Girifriends" and has since shot three filnns for Richard Pearce, among them the highly praised

"Heartland" He was co-cinennatographer (with Henri Alekan) ofWim Wenders' 'The State of Things/' winner of

the Golden Lion at the 1983 Venice Film Festival. Murphy was also Director of Photography for "The Trip to

BountifuI/' "Hoosiers" and the upcoming "Five Corners."

DOVOtriy jCdKiyiS (Costume Designer) Dorothy Jeakins is the recipient of three Academy Awards

and ten nominations (including John Huston's 'The Night of the Iguana"). After training at Otis Art Institute in Los

i

4

l

i

i

Angeles, Ms. Jeakins worked as a sketch artist and won her first Oscar for her first film assignment, "Joan of Are.

She designed stunning costumes for three DeMille pictures, adding a second Oscar for "Samson and Delilah"

Other credits include "On Golden Pond/' "The Way We Were/' "Little Big Man/' "The Sound of Music" and John

Huston's "Fat City" and "Reflections in a Golden Eye." Ms. Jeakins has recently received the 1987 Crystal Award

from Women & Film.

Alex NOVtn (Composer) Alex North's süperb Sound-

tracks have been an integral part of such film classics as 'A

Streetcar Named Desire," "The Agony and the Ecstasy" and

"Cleopatra." He has earned 15 Academy Award nominations

and has also composed for ballet, theatre and symphony

orchestra. "The Dead" marks his fifth score for a John Huston film, including both "Under the Volcano" and

"Prizzi's Honor" A native of Pennsylvania, North studied at Curtis, Juilliard and the Moscow Conservatory In 1986

he received an Honorary Academy Award as well as ASCAP's first Golden Soundtrack Award for Life

Achievement.

lO^H Orl(^W (Production Manager/Assistant Director) In a role of great importance but generally

unheralded, Tom Shaw is a well-known talent in the American film industry He worked with John Huston on nine

films, starting with "The Unforgiven," in 1958, and ending with "Mr North," co-written and produced by Huston

and directed by his youngest son, Danny in the summer of 1987 Other Huston projects he guided to fruition

include "The Misfits," "The Night of the Iguana," "The Bible" and "Under the Volcano " Shaw has worked almost

as frequently with Richard Brooks: "Eimer Gantry," "The Professionals" and "In Cold Blood" are among their

Joint efforts.

Roberto Silvi (Editor) Roberto Silvi was an assistanteditoron John Huston's "Freud," "Reflections in a

Golden Eye," "The Bible" and "Kremlin Letter" He edited "Under the Volcano," "Wise Blood," "Victory" and "Mr

North " Other credits are 'The Assassination of Trotsky," "I Love NewYork" and "Of Unknown Origin."

22 23
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jtttflCS jOyCC One of the greatest writers in English literary history, Jannes Joyce was born in

Dublin, Ireland on February 2, 1882, eldest of 10 in an impoverished family His writing gifts and fornnidable

intelligence were recognized when he was just a child, paving the way for an excellent education at the best

Catholic schools and at University College, Dublin. Joyce first left his native land in 1902, returning

only for Visits of varying duration thereafter. During one such visit he met a girl fronn Galway Nora Barnacle,

whom he persuaded to run away and live with him—the first of his many confrontations with conventional

Society. They were married nearly 30 years later, long after their two children, Giorgio and Lucia, were

born. While living in Italy and supporting himself as a language teacher, Joyce continued writing

and in 1907 published a book of poetry calied "Channber Music." Short stories he had been writing for some

years were gathered in "Dubliners," which appeared in 1914. Although "The Dead" is included in

this collection, it was actuälly written much later than the other stories, during the author's brief employment as a

bank clerk in Rome. With Italy's entry into the 1^^ World War, the Joyces were forced to move to

Zürich, where they lived until 1919 By this time Joyce had published 'A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man" (1916)

and the play "Exiles" (1918). Joyce was now working on "Ulysses," which was finally published in Paris (where the

Joyces moved in 1919) in 1922. It was this book which brought him international fame and notoriety The young

John Huston read a copy of "Ulysses" which had been smuggied into the U.S. by his nnother, and calied it "a

complete illumination. 'Ulysses' influenced not only me . . . but nny whole generation. He was the most innportant

writer of that time and his influence has continued to this very day even to people who don't realize

lt.

//

Though his eyesight was failing Joyce completed the monumental "Finnegans Wake" in 1939

and died two years later in Zürich, Switzerland.

r>
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FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY / ^

'Rariibo^

Delivers

A Revenge
Fantasy

4tW JA JP hat is it you want?" the puzzled but ad-

M mfk M miring colonel of the Green Berets asksMMMM Rambo (Sylvester Stallone), the **pure

wK WM fighting machine'' who has just re-

wK ^m tumed from a solo undercover Opera-

tion in present-day Vietnam. Rambo, who doesn't like to

talk much, puUs his brain cells together. **I wan* ... I

wan' . . ./* he says with some difficulty , "I wan* this coun-

try to love us as much as we loved it.*'
*

The tense of that last verb could be wrong— it might
be "love" instead of ** loved'* — but this is the pith of the

final Speech in "Rambo: First Blood Part 11," the latest

and potentially the most visible in what is tuming into a
whole new crop of Vietnam films, not about the war as it

was fought and as it came to an end 10 years ago, but as it

has come to look to the macho mind of today.

Love is the nominal key. However, vengeance is the

basic motive and fantastic, larger-than-life action is the

method of these films. More than anything eise, they re-

flect a revisionist populär attitude toward a war that, in

the 1970's, was seen as a harrowing American disgrace in

movies like "Apocalypse Now" and "Coming Home."

The Stallone career is one of the most eccentric of any
contemporary film star. Though a tremendous box-office
draw in his own "Rocky" films ("Rocky IV" is Coming up
soon) he's made only one equally populär, non-"Rocky"
film— "First Blood." Everything eise he's done has been
a box-office disappointment if not an outright failure —
"F.I.S.T" (a decent attempt to make fiction of the life of
Jimmy Hoffa), "Paradise Alley," VvictQnLlLJa good
JohnHustQaJilmf set in a P.O.W. campHuring World War
117, ••mightTiawks" and "Rhinestone."

Mr. Stallone is a shrewd film writer, director and
actor, but the public seems to shy away from any movie
displaying evidence that he's something more than the
physically assertive, primitive being he seems to be when
playing either Rocky or Rambo. They want him big, agile
and virtually mute, though not dumb, which is what they
get in "Rambo."
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STALLONE ABANDONS THE ROCKY ROAD
By BART MILLS ,

BUDAPEST—Imaginc a subdued Sylvester Stallone.

T17 hard. Think of Stallone in a warm-up suit sit-

ting quietly in a chair while somebody eise gives

the Orders on a film set. That was the picture here recently.

The chair was on the sidelines of a makeshift soccer

'field, a sloping pitch more sand than grass. The field was

inside a barbed wire fence, with high wooden guard towers

cvery few hundred feet. Also inside the fence were dozens

of unpainted wooden barracks. It was 1943. This was Sta-

lag XII aiid Stallone was playing a prisoner of war iif^tohij,

"^Huston'sf'Escapeto Victory."

me was on this location outside Budapest for a

month, and it was still Huston's film, not Stallone's. Stal-

lone was one of a rabble of POWs training for a grudge

match against their German captors. Michael Caine was

the team's playercoach and Feie was their star.

Huston appeared somnolent in the Hungarian sunshine.

sitting quietly to one side of the field browsing through

Pele*s autobiography. At 74, Huston might seem an invit-

ing target for the kind of actor who likes to direct his own

films. Huston was leaving most of the action sequences of

the film in the hands of his assistant director and a TV
Sports experl. "Action is not my strengest suit,*' the old

man conceded cheerfully.

Stallone said, slightly puzzled, "Sometimes you're not

aware he's even around. Then he'll come on like a thun-

derclap and say, *No, by God!' Then you realize he's con-

stantly in tune with what's going on."

Huston said, 'Td heard Sly's reputation for throwing his

weight around. Hut his behavior here has been as modest

as one could hope for. He couldn't be more disciplined."

Huston operated on the word-to-the- wise principle. His

gcntlemanly approach inspired like behavior in others—

even Stallone, who found himself acting as interim director

of his most recent film. "Nighthawks," after the original

director. Gary Nelson, "was removed."

"This IS the first time I've been able to just act. and relax

without any responsibilities," Stallone said at first. Later,

he admitted. "It's very frustrating here. The departure is

an educational one. I really have too much energy. I want

to direct again. Once youve directed, you want to con-

stantly suggest things. But I refuse to do that here. So I'm

silting here biting my lip." .

Action vented Stallone's frustration. He was spending

the day leaping from pillar to post playing the POWs
goalkeeper. Stallone plays a mouth-off who talks his way
into the team, first as trainer. then as player—despite total

unfamiliarity with the game of soccer. The Germans think

the climactic match will be a Propaganda coup, but the

POWs are secretly prepanng a half-time escape through

the locker-room drain.

Unfortunately, the half-time score is such as to make
some of the POWs wish to play on. This faction is led by

Caine, who likens his part to Alec Guinness' in 'The

Bridge on the River Kwai." Stallone is all for escaping, a la

Steve McQueen in "The Great Escape." The premise of the

picture is similar to the dilemma faced by Burt Reynolds'

convict quarterback who doesn't quite throw the game in

"The Longest Yard."

Yes, you could say United Artists—Lorimar's $15 miUion

"Escape to Victory" is a triumph of the packager's art.

Producer Freddie Fields took off from a Script that "was
originally written from the German point of view, with the

central character being the Leni Riefenstahl figure who
would make the Propaganda movie of the match." Fields

turned that Script into "a story of survival and challenge,

where sports is a vehicle for the characters to prove

they're big. tall men."

Huston quoted from the Script: "'It's a pity wars can't be

settled on playing fields.' The whole picture is built for the

moment when they decide whether to keep on playing or

not. I suppose the picture says something about the sport-

ing instinct of mankind: We're at our best when it's exer-

cised to its füllest."

Huston's great skill has always been showing the weak-
ness in strong men ("Asphalt Jungle") and the strength in

weak men ("Wise Blood") and his pictures always end

with a table turned somewhere. But isn't victory for the

hero a foregone conclusion in a modern American sports

film?

"I'll subscribe to that as Standard procedure, yes. But

sportsmanship involves the idea of a moral victory. That's

a pretty universal idea. don't you think? I've some recol-

lection of it in the Homenc tales." Huston said with char-

acteristic up-thrust chin. Besides, he added. speaking as an

Please Turn to Page S
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STALLONE
ContiniLed from Page 7

ex-boxer who's directed as many movies about boxers as

Sylvester Stallone, "A fight picture shouldn't depend on

the way the fight tums out."

Out on the soccer field, a coUection of the world's greats,

near-greats and ex-greats was lining up to take shots at

Stallone. There was Bobby Moore of England, Paul van

Himst of Belgiuzn, Osvaldo Ardiles of Argentina, Kaz
Deyna of Poland, among other all-stars. Caine was show-
ing that at 47 he can still kick a soccer ball. He's not a

match on Feie, but who is?

Caine is a big man—some five inches taller than Stallone

—but he's been more renowned as a sports fan than a

Player. Hence the expenditure of $25,000 on a Michael

Caine mask to be wom by a real player when executing

the sporting marvels the script calls on Caine to perform.

"they ain't going to work," was Caine's verdict. There was

a Stallone mask, too, but Stallone also insisted on playing

hlmself.
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DAILY»NEWS Increasing: cloudsV 4bs.'

Showers late in day.

Clouds tomorrow.

Detailspage 71.

New York, Tuesday, January 22, 1980

»»

"Talley's Folly" on Broadway. . . Max Von Sydow will

join Sylvester Stallone and Michael Caine in "Escape to

Victory" when it begins filming in Europe this Spring

with John Huston directing. Von Sydow will play

high-ranking German officer in the World War I

adventure film. Stallone has to complete "The Attack"

first which began shooting here this week. The thriller is

about a European killer-for-hire who has been identif iedj[\,

,by Interpol. Stallone and Billy Dee Williams play

undercover cops who search him out in New York.

Steve McQueen, EH Wallach, Ben Johnson finally

completed filming "The Hunter." In the title role,

McQueen portrays a modern-day bounty hunter based on
the true life experiences of Ralph "Papa" Thorsen who
still runs a tlounty hunting service out of North
Hollywood.

Price 25 Cents
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PRINCESS Ashraf Pah-
levi, 59-year-old twin sis-

ter of the Shah of Iran» Is
pouiing her Utile heart
out Into a tape reeorder in
London these days. Like
everybody eise (her
brother Included), she*s
g:onna wrtte her memoirs.
And What tonid tales she
has to teil. She's repor-
tedly the only person in
the World her brother
really trusted . . . Three
film biogrs based on the
late Montgomery Clift are
in the worlcs. Two, belng^
scripted by John Hopkins,
are based on Patricia Bos-
worth's liest-selling: Moni-
gomery Clift: A Biograph^

and will be helmed by Sid-
ney Lumet (as prevlously
announced) and the third
is based on Robert La-
Guardia's Monty to be
produced by Nan and
Jerry Silva and written by
Anthony Lawrence . . .

For once Marvin Mitchel-
son isn't handling: a pall-
mony case. He Just filed a
$1 million legal action
against singer Lynsey de
Paul in L.A. Superior
Court, claiming: she de-
famed the character of bis
dient Don Arden, owner of
Jet Records and manager
for ELO and Britt Ekland
. . . Lauren Bacall will
make a very rare public

appearance when she
M.C/s the Press Club din-
ner dance at the Hilton on
Oct. 6 . . A John Huston
pulled out Ol Hxgh ftoa
China and instead will di-
i-ect Michael Caine and
Sylvester Stallone in Es-
cape to Victory for Lori-
mar — all about this
soccer game between WW
I alUed POWs and their
German captors . . . Rich-
ard Pryor and Cicely
Tyson will co-star in Uni-
versars Family Dreams
which Oz Scott %vill direct
. . . The gay Community in
L.A. already is asking for
equal time because Anita
Bryant has been set to

guest Star on Dick Clark's
TVer The Wild and Crazy
Seventies . . . Nikld Has-
kers first show called In
(to air three times a week
on Manhattan Cable) will
topline Elaine Kaufman,
Steve Rubell, The Village
People, Loma Luft, and
Aldo Cipullo . . . Hope
Lange, Chris Sarandon,
Colin Blakely and Kelth
Michell are on location in
Tunisia co-starring in a
new CBS-TV production
The Day Christ Died . . .

Liz Taylor will headline
the second annual benefit
for New York*s Floating
Hospital at an Oct. 29 La
Bai Mascfuc at Rosehuid.
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LORIMAR PRESENTS A FREDDIE FIELDS PRODUCTION A JOHN HUSTON FILM
SYLVESTER STALLONE

' MICHAEL CAINE MAX VON SYDOW PELE
"VICTORY"

Music by BILL CONTI Director of Photography GERRY FISHER, B.S.C. Screenplay byEVAN JONES
and YABO YABLONSKY Story by YABO YABLONSKY and DJORDJE MILICEVIC & JEFF MAGUIRE
Produced by FREDDIE FIELDS Directed by JOHN HUSTON Read the bantam book

A PARAMOUNT PICTUREPG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
SOME MATERIAL IMY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILOREN

IQRIMAR DD
RtCORDEDlN

DOLBY STEREO
INSELECTEDTHEATRES Copyright © MCMLXXXi by Parämount PIctures Corporation All Rights Reserved.

GUILD'S

STARTS FRIDAY EIVIBASSY#5
BROADWAY & 46th STREET • 354-5636

' Reduced Rate Park^g at Rockefeiler Garage

Mon Sal after 5 30 P M Sunday atter 1 A M Validale at theatre

\
WALTER READE'S

BARONET And At ATheatre Near You
3rd AVENUE AT 59th STREET • 355 1 663
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With time on his hands as a
result of his dispute with David
O. Selznick over "A Farewell to

Arms," John Huston has ac-

cepted an offer to direct "The
T Bravado^" for Twentieth Cen-
P" tury-Fox. The studio hopes Mr.
^'

- Huston will be ready to start

\^, filming late next month on the
fitory dealing with the pursuit
of four criminals who break jail

in New Mexico in 1900. Herbert
Bayard Swope Jr. will produce.
Mr. Huston earlier had agreed
to make "The Townsend Harris
Story" for the studio. It is

slated to go before the camera
i» August in Japan.
Hi \9.d planned to do "A

Farewell to Arms" before tack-
ling the biography of the New
York merchant and educator,
who was the first American
consul to Japan in 1856.,?
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John Husfoh
Leaves Italy

For London
Rome, March 26 (AP)—John

Huston, Hollywood director, left

Italy today. He has quit his con-

nection with "Farevvell to Arms,"
the Ernest Hemingway novel
that is being filmed once again
in the Italian mountains.
Huston walked out on the film

last week, but neither he nor
producor David O. Selznick gave
any explanation. In Rome Hus-
ton Said it was not caused by
any quarrel with Selznick's

actress wife, Jennifer Jones,

who Stars in the picture.

lHuston told Reuters he "had
to leave. The action was not vol-

untary on my part. I am very
sorry.]



^ THE MOVIE MAKERS— Remember how John
^^vHuston walked out as director of the new Version of

lf"A Farewell to Arms"? Dan-
«5[ ton Walker saw producer
^^avid Selznick in Rome and
'^threw some light on the sub-

|- ject, like this:

^ "The adaptation of any
•^»^ book, Selznick says, requires
«^' 'selection, oondensation and
**^ sometinies a complete re-

K- arranßenient t)f the story.'
**

,-ü Get itf The stubhom old

Huston wanted to make the picture the way Mr. Hem-
ingway wrote the hook. Jt was hound to lead to trouble.



Huston's Farewell to 'Arms'

-Nobod/'s Talking About It
Special to the New York Post ^ / V^ ( S" '

Cortina d'Ampezzo, Italy, March 23—Director John Huston and producer David 0.

Selznick were warring today and military intelligence up here in the Dolomite Mountains
had not been able to learn the cause of their dispute.

Huston walked off the set of *'A

Farewell to Arms" yesterday,
headed for Venice and a train to

Rome.
Left behind were the cast of

the multi- million dollar wide
screen version of the Ernest Hem-
ingway novel, including the fem-
inine Star, actress Jennifer Jones,
Selznick's wife.

In Rome, where he is staying
in a hostel, Huston refused to say
why he had broken with Selznick.

**1 have talked to the Coast/* he
told reporters, "and they have
advised me to say nothing.. I am
stayinff here for a couple of days.
I had to leave the picture. I am
very sorry. This is the first time
this sort of thing- has happened/^
Meanwhile, Selznick, who also

refused to say what the trouble
was, was working to line up a
new director so that the costly
production could continue with-
out too great loss of time and
money.
Members of the Company said

JENNIFER JONES

Selznick might be trying to ob-

tain the Services of Vittorio de
Sica, one of Italy's leading direc-

tors. But in Hollywood, it was
reported that Billy Wilder, King
Vidor, and William A. WeUm^n
were under consideration.
The Selznick office said Hus-

ton's replacement had been hired
but there was no confirmation.
For the present, work on location
was proceeding under the tem-
porary direction of Andrew Mar-
ton, a member of the Selznick
Organization.
Five thousand former Italian

Alpine troops had been hired as
extras for the battle scenes and
the replica of a World War I

field Station had been con-
structed.
Huston and Selznick are old

acquaintances — in war and
peace.
A decade ago at a Selznick din-

ner party, Huston was reported
to have been the loser in a spirit-

ed battle with Errol Flynn. The
director received a split eyebrow
and bruised lip.

A few years later there was
a happier dinner party at the
Selznick home. That night he
met a pretty, dark-haired girl,

Ricky Soma, who eventually be-

came his fourth wife.



Huston Stalks Off 'Farewell to Arms' Set
C r ti n a d'Ampezzo, Italy,]

March 22 (AP)— John Huston,
ftery • Hollywood director, has
walK^'d out of the Company tUrn-

ing *'Farewell to Arms" in the
mountains above this Italian ski

resort.

A spokesman for producer
David O. Selznick today con-

firmed that Huston had left loca-

tion suddenly yesterday by taxi.

He Said Huston was headed for
Venice to take a train to Rome,
but gave no explanation. The
spokesman said Selznick had
telephoned Rome to advise his

lawyers.

Filming: of the Ernest Heming-
way novel Started a few days
ago.

Jennifer Jones, Selznick's wife,

and Rock Hudson have been
signed to st^r in the movie. It

deals with the romance of an
American nurse and an American
in the Italian army during World
War 1.

Five thousand former Alpine
troops have been hired as extras'

and a whole colony of Hollywood
Script writers, technicians and ad-'

ministrators have moved into Cor-
tina and other North Italian com-
munities to work on the movie.

. After yesterday's work, Huston
suddenly returned to his hotel,

packed his bags and left. He
could not be reached for com-
ment.

Selznick's spokesman said the
producer would make a füll statc

inent late tonight or tomorrow
after talking with his lawyers.
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The Literary Scene

JOHN BARKHAM

MEMO FROM DAVID O. SELZNICK. Selecfed and Edifed

by Rudy Behlmer. Viking. 518 pp. $15.

One by one the biographles of the producers and dlrec-

tors of Tlollywood's golden age are finding their way into

print, usiially in ghost-written or "as told to" volumes.

David O. Selznick would

have scorned this oblique ap-

proach. A strong-willed ex-

ecutive who believed in per-

sonal Performance, he put it

all in writing himself—not

as an autobiography but In

a series of memos covering

86 years and filling 2000 file-

boxes. Early in bis career as

a movie executive Selznicli

came to the conclusion tl^t

tors. actois, writers, camera-

men, costumiers and others.

Selznick thought nothing of

telllng Alfred Hitchcock of

hls displtasure over scenes

in "Rebecca" (which became
a smash hit) or eriticizing

Li^Uience Olivier's Perform-

ance^ in that pictui-e. Nor did

he hesitate to read director

Jahn Huston a lecture on the
he was better at the wriÄen making ot "A Farewell to
ivord than the spoken, ä|^ Arms." One director, Charles
üvas right. ^sVidor, bccafne cxasperated

enough to ask Selznick out-

right why he didn't direct a

picture himself. *lf and when
I do," replied Selznick (in a
memo, of course), "I will have
at rny side my cutter." Vidor
took the hint.

The long section of the

book on "Gone With the

Wind" Is fascinating stuff,

particularly in its re-crea-

tlon »of the public and pri-

vate pressures exerted on
Selznick In casting the pic-

ture.

He was determined to

hold up the entire produc-

tion until he could get Clark

Gable as Rhett Butler, but
the parade of female stars

weighed In the balance for

the part of Scarlett O'Hara
reads like a blue-ribbon ros-

ter of Hollywood greats.

These plus the remarkable
letter he wrote Ingrid Berg-
man, whom he introduced to

American audiences, attest

to a determination and a
soundness of judgment un-

surpassed by any of his fel-

low-moguls.

Selznick made his mistakes
(he passed up Gregory Peck
as a young. actor) and his

obduracy became a byword,
but Overall his successes far

overshadowed his errors. On
the basis of the memos re-

printed here it Is clear that

future Hollywood hlstorians

will have to do some deeper

digging intD those 2000 file

boxes.

* * *

Rudy Behlmer, who dredged

these 2000 filc-boxes for the

«ubstantial tome now before

U5, makes the point that they
tre invaluable as a chronicle

of Hollywood history record-

ed while it was bcing made.
The reader of this book is

bound to agree.

Selznick was a key figfure

In Holly\vood's executive
hicrarchy diiring the '30s and
'40s when it was the movie
capital of the world. His own
productions included such
historic films as "Gone With
the Wind," "Rebecca," "A
Stnr Is Born" and "Intermez-

Eo." His memos, dictated with

the utmost frankness a5

these and other pictures were
being produced, make this an
•uthentic Hollywood memodr
€rf genuine significanco.

You cannot read Selznick

^ithout admiring his

strength of character and the

Impression of integrity he
conveys.

He was married to the

daughter of Louis B. Mayer,
the MGM mogul, which made
It logical to expect that he
would succeed Mayer as
MGM boss some day. The
talk about Selznick around
the Studios was that "the
•on-in-law also rises." Selz-

nick didn't like that Read
the long and carefully reas-

oned letters he wrote Mayer
»etting out his reasons for

leaving MGM to operate on
his own. Thus was bom Selz-

nick International and with
It "Gone With the Wind."

* * *
S<*lznlrk was a stickler for

detail and constantly irritated

his directors by looking over
their Shoulders and eriticiz-

ing their results. Again and
again in these memos, espe-
cially those covering "Gone
Wit.i the Wind," you find

him second-guessing direc-



"A Farewell to Arms" saw
'a classic feud between Mr. Selz-

nick and John Huston. "It was
a case of one Alp artd two Han-
nibals," said Mr. Huston after
he had been replaced in Italy
by Charles Vidor.

**I asked for a Violinist," Mr.
Selznick shot back, *'and, in-

stead, in John, got a soloist."
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THE TALK OF THE TOVN
Notes and Commcjit

PRp:sii)ENr Carter's proposal to

rcgistcr women as well as men
for the (Iraft, bcing opposcd alike

by many fcminists, who are against

any draft, and by many supporters of

the draft, wlio believe that wars should

bc foiight by men, lias clouded the

policy that Inspired the revival of regis-

tration in the first place. Intending to

demonstrate the C()untr\''s imity and

resolve to the Soviet Union \\\ response

to its invasion of AfgJianistan, the Ad-
ministration has instead hecome em-
broiled in a miirky altercation ahout the

infliience of women on men in trench

warfare and ahout ratification of the

Kcjual Riglits Amenchnent, all of it

superimposed on a renewed protest

movement against any draft and a

swelling tlebate, greatly amplified by

an exceptionallv crowded and busy

IVesidential campaign, ahout just what

the Potential draftees, whether men or

women, niight have to do under the

Carter policy. In the spreading con-

fusion, a sombre declaration of national

purposc to the world has degenerated

into a liighly visible domestic quarrel,

with every member of the family loud-

ly putting \\\ his or her word.

So far, the argument ahout women
and the draft has centered on reason-

able-sounding questions like whether

or not women are physically strong

enougli for combat, but intense pas-

sions, undoubtedly fed by apprehensions

of a more primeval sort, are churning

just beneath the surface. W^ar, of

course, got its foothold in human af-

fairs long before women launched

their drive, now in füll swing in most

parts of the globe, ft)r ecjuality with

men in the public realm. In the tra-

ditional order, as feminist thinkers have

often pointcd out, tlie assignment of

men to the battlefield and that of

women to the domestic household

were closcly related. 'J'he presence of

a protected, even liitlden, domestic

sphere, prcsided over by women, in

which new life was brought into the

World and the Community was sus-

tained, was feit to givc war an elemen-

tal justification. As the bearers of chil-

dren, women were the Symbols and

substance of peace and life, and were to

be sparet! the destruction and death of

war—except \\\ defeat. 'I'he cxclusion

of women from war hcld intact a part

of life \()r ivh'ich wars could be fought

by men. In tiie logic of this scheme,

just as the miijration of women from

home to of?ice, if it were to be unac-

companied by an\ rush of men in the

opposite direction, would leave the

home deserted, and tluis would under-

cut one of the original aims of work

—

namely, the support of life—so the dis-

patch of women to war would, in a

manner of speaking, empty out the

heart of the Community and undercut

an)' justification for fighting.

But even to describe these tradition-

al arrangements for domesticity and

war, whether one looks on them fond-

ly or with anger, is to reveal that they

have broken down irreparably across

the board. The most thorough trans-

formation has taken place in war itself.

Insofar as any nation's military forces

ever had the ability to protect its peo-

ple, they have lost it now. The inva-

sion of the civilian realm by modern
war began with universal male con-

scription and tlie hombing of cities, and

was brought to ccMiipletion with tlie ad-

vent of nuclear weaj")ons, whicli assail

lite at its genetic foundations. \Var has

now penetrated to tiie core of tlie do-

mestic sphere—its capacity for the re-

newal of life. Nuclear weapons have

overmatched the procreativit)' of na-

tu re, and it is now the\' that, in an

approjiriation of life's characteristics,

monstrously "proliferate," and bring

fortJi one '^generation" after another,

as thouirh death itself had o-ained the

power to give birtli and multiply. In

^'X :^

the new military strategy, the role of

the civilian population, including its

herctofore undrafted female half, is to

be held hostage by the rival nuclear

power. Indeed, it is now an essential

dement of global stability that each

superpower in eflPect bare the breast of

its ix'ople to a nuclear attack or coun-

terattack by its adversary; otherwise,

deterrence, which depends on the vul-

nerability of each side to a reprisal by

the other, would break down. Our
nation, \n a proper display of reverence

for life, has exerted itself as one man
to secure the release of some fifty hos-

tages in Iran, but, in the same period,

when nuclear war over Middle East-

ern oil has been under discussion we
have somehow managed to pass lightly

over the fates of the tens of millions of

hostages which are at stake in such a

confh'ct. Once, military forces were de-

ployed to protect the civilian population,

but now the civilian population is de-

ployed to protect the military forces.

Across the oceans, two vast victim-

armies face one another. No one was

ever registered to serve in this force,

but we have all been conscripted into

it anvway. Women, who are certainly

strong enougli to push the butttm

—

should any of them aspire to that doubt-

ful lionor—just as they are weak
enougli to die in a holocaust, don't

have to be sent to the front lines; they

are already there.

Rcv'isitcd

WY. don't like to Start a new dec-

ade without catching up on the

adventures of Vlohn Hustoiv^ the movie

director and acaJTT"^A^ Tasi wrote ahout

him in 1972, when he was here from

St. Clerans—bis house in Galway, Ire-

land, where he was living at the

time—for the opening of his twenty-

ninth movie, 'Tat City.'' Last week,

he was here from a beach Compound
in Las Caletas, Mexico—where he is

living now—in connection with the fol-

lowing activities: preparing for the open-
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ing of **Wise Blood," Movie No. 35;

turning in to Knopf thc final draft of

the manuscript of his autobiographical

"An Open Book;'' mceting with rcp-

resentatives of the Film Society of

Lincoln Center, who intend to have

**A Tribute to lohn Huston" for their

annual spring gala, on May 5th; and

planning his next picture, **Escape to

Victory," which he is scheduled to

Start filming in Hungary in a couple of

months with Sylvester Stallone, Mi-
chael Caine, Max von Sydow, and

Pele, the one and only. Huston is now
seventy-three—not that the number
says much about h'im^ we were de-

lighted to See when we met him at the

Pierre, where he was getting set to go

out into the frosty night wearing a

green-and-beige plaid Irish-wool cap,

a white Irish-wool cardigan over a

white turtleneck, tan cavalry twill

trousers, and brown Maxwell of Lon-
don moccasins. The cap covered about

a sixth of his hair, which was long,

white, and gray. His beard, incipiently

Tolstoyan, matched. Everything eise

was the same as it had been for years:

the deeply conspiratorial manner, con-

veying the dramatic impression that

each thing he said was strictly confidcn-

tial; the unique, melodic actor's voice

to convey it all with; the loping walk

and the enlistment of his entire body to

punctuate and underline the talk; and

the welling up of irrepressible laughter

at what was being said, especially by

him.

We followed Huston outside to a

h'mousine, where he greeted the chauf-

1

feur with his conspiratorial grace and

directed him to take us to 20 West
Fifty-seventh Street. There, he told us,

he was going to meet Stallone and

Pele for the fi rst time.

"The picture takes place during the

Second World War and has a soccer

game m it between the Germans and

the hungry, weakened fr'tsonerSy^

Huston Said as the car made its way
through heavy evening traffic. "And
we've written in a part for Pele. It

will be the first time he's ever really

actrd, and Vm told he's looking for-

ward to it!" He gave his laugh, took

ofF his cap, and brushed the hair back

from his forehead.

"How's life in Mexico?" we asked.

"Just w(mderful—just what I want

at the moment," Huston said. "Fve

built my own little two-room house,

with a fireplace, and separate little

houses for a cook, for my assistant,

Gladys Hill, and for guests—all over-

looking the Bahia de Bande ras, Bay of

Flags. It's a fifteen-mile drive, to get

there, from Puerto Vallarta to Boca de

Tomatlan, a tiny fishing villagc, where

I take a boat with an outboard motor,

and in thirty minutes Fm in Las Ca-

letas. I grow my own beans, snow peas,

tomatoes, lettuce, corn—everything

—

and we have our own jru'it trees! Ba-

nanas, pineapples—everything. The
swimming is just wonderful. And the

snorkrling. And there's time to write

and to read! Did you know that we
read in Mexico?" Huston laughter

again. "Of course, I don't get to stay

there as much as Fd like. I came here

from Atlanta, where I did one of the

last shots for ^Phobia,' a Canadian-

produced picture of mine, with Paul

Michael Glaser, the Starsky of ^Starsky

and Hutch.' I was in Toronto for three

months with that one. Then Mexico
for Christmas. Then to Los Angeles.

Thrn to Atlanta. From here, I go

back to Los Angeles. Back to Mexico
for four weeks before starting the

soccer picture in May. Freddie Fields,

the producer of the picture, met me
earlier today. We had to decide on

some alternative locations, just in case

the Russians make it impossible for us

to work in Hungary." Huston put his

cap back on. "WeVe got a perfect

Stadium for our soccer game. In Pecs,

outside Budapest. It dates from 1940.

Perfect. Well, here we are." He
stufFed his cap in the pocket of the

cardigan.

As Huston got out of the car, he

was greeted by a sporty-looking, Cali-

fornia-suntanned man wearing a green

windbreaker.

"Herb Nanas, John," the man said

as we all entered a loft building. "Fm
Sly's manager. Sly is upstairs, shooting

his picture
—

*Hawks.' Sly plays a decoy

cop." Nanas spoke in a low voice,

almost a whisper. "The picture is

without a director," he said, with a

weak smile. "The producer fired the

director, so Sly is directing it himself

until we get a new director."

"Well, now," Huston said. "Well,

now. >)

ivj^

Alic?i Culture

This way," Nanas said, ushering

US into a small elevator. It let us out

into a loft that was fixed up to look

like a clothing designer's studio and

had been taken over by came ras, lights,

makeup tables, and about three dozen

picture hands, including cameramen,

grips, and still photographers. Stallone,

who had a dark, short beard and was

wearing a Sports shirt and bluejeans,

with a gun in a holster on one hip,

stood ncar a makeup table looking

rather glum.

"Sly likes his beard," Nanas half-

whispered to Huston. "He's depressed

about losing it for your picture. John,

vou know Bob Willoughby," he

added as one of the still photographers

came over and shook hands with Hus-

ton.

"I saw you in Ireland," Willoughby

said. "Seven years ago."

"Of course," Huston said dramati-

cally. "How are you, Bob?"
"St. Clerans all gone?" Willoughby

asked.

"Yes, it's all gone now, Bob," Hus-

ton said, leaning back, with a great

smile, and getting ready to welcome
Stallone, who was Coming over.
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"Sly!" Huston said, hugging Stallone.

"John!" Stallone said, luigging

Huston.

"Sly admires him enormously/' Na-

nas said to us. "Sly is thrilled to be

working with him."

They were joined hy Freddie Fields,

a trim, dapper, impeccably arrayed,

softly smiling man wearing hlack-

rimmed glasses and carrying a black

attache case.

"Freddie!" Huston said.

"John! Sly!"

They huddled in a three-way hug.

"Fields is a prime example of your

modern producer," a grip hehind us

Said. "He used to be a prime agent.

He founded Creative Management As-

sociates, which is now International

Creative Management. Then he turned

producer. The agents are becoming the

big producers now."

"I think it's a fine Script," Stallone

was saying to Huston.

"I think it*s a fine Script," Huston

Said, giving the line a much better read-

ing.

"Here's Pele," Fields said to the oth-

ers. "He's an enormously warm human
being."

Pele, wearing a three-quarter-length

coat of marmot für, ambled over, hold-

ing out his band.

"Pele!"

"John! Sly! Freddie!"

A four-way hug.

"Erik!" somebody called out. "The
soccer ball."

A solemn-looking fourteen-year-old

boy Standing nearby threw in a soccer

ball. The still photographers took pic-

tures of the foursome with the ball.

"He"—Fields broke loose from the

huddle to gesture toward Pele
—

"is a

big * Rocky' fan. He's a big *Asphalt

Jungle' fan."

"You'll have to teach me how to

Stretch my arm up," Stallone said to

Pele, holding his right arm straight up

over his head. "In *Rocky II,' I tore

my right pectoral muscle. They had to

drill a hole in a hone and tie the muscle

through it. One hundred and fifty-six

stitches."

"When Pele heard the story of the

picture, he loved it," Fields said. "The
only thing he wants is to make sure the

soccer elements are accurate. We hope

to get a top soccer coach to do the

choreography—Bobby Robson, the

manage r of the Ipswich Town Foot-

ball Club."

"We have to find out what kind of

pants they wore in 1940," Stallone

said.

^Short pants," Pele said.

'Short pants," Huston said, giving

it his own reading.

"Now they wear shorter short

pants," Pele said.

"Have you seen the indoor Ver-

sion ? " Stallone said.

"It's a lot rougher," Fields said.

"So fast," Pele said.

"I don't get basketbaUy^ Huston

U(

<(<
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Said. "TheyVe all six nine or six ten."

Everybody laughcd.

"And thc SCO res are always one thir-

tecn or one seventeen/' Huston said,

leading the laughter.

After a pause, Stallone said, **\Ve've

got a fine Script. VVeVe happy. We're

alive."

"And making pictures/' Huston

Said, with bis laugh.

Moncj

ARTHUR J. Rand aspires to be tbe

^ most altruistic fellow in town.

O.K., sure, be wants to take care of

bimself along tlie way—Artbur Rand
is still in bis pre-retirement years and

be bas day-to-day expenses and be

likes to live it up occasionally—but

mainly be*s doing this for otber people.

Artbur Rand comes right out and says

tbat be's a people guy and a pro-

America type of guy, wbo predicted

correctly tbat silver was going to move
and tbat colorcd gems wcre going to

move. If you bad been paying atten-

tion to wbat bc says be was saying, and

bad invested your assets in silver and

colored gems, wbicb moved, instead of

tying up everytbing in suhway-tokcn

futures—in wbicb case, face it, at tbir-

teen per cent infiation you're no better

oflF tban a mattress stuflFer—then may-

be now you'd be aboiit to move your-

self to someplace like the west coast

of Florida.

Being an altruist, Artbur Rand
cbarged only five dollars admission to

tlic second Moncy Sbow, wbicb just

<<rRüOM rooM rooM kajogm^^' •

Z<iU£j!^

completed a four-day run at tbe New
York Coliseum. Five dollars seems like

a bargain wben you consider the kill-

ing you can make if you just latcb on

to tbe rigbt financial expert. Artbur
Rand offered tbis bargain because be

feit sorry for tbe people wbo didn't

make it to tbe first Money Sbow, back

in tbe fall of 1978. Actually, he also

feit a little sorry for bimself. Tbere
was a newspaper strike at tbe time of

tbe first Money Sbow, so not tbat

many people beard about it. Tbese

days, most of Artbur Rand's assets are

tied up in tbe wbole Money Sbow con-

cept. He promoted tbis exposition—one

hundred and fifty exbibits, seventy "free

Seminars'' (once youVe paid your five

bucks)—witb bis own money, nobody

else's, because twice in tbe past Artbur

Rand lent money to certain individuals

and got burned; since tben, he bas

learned bis lesson. Tbis time around,

be bad Saturation news coverage on lo-

cal television, plus radio ads, and al-

thougb be predicted an attendance of

fifty tbousand and only twenty tbou-

sand came, tbat's all rigbt, too, because

it means tbat tbere are an extra tbirty

tbousand people out tbere wbo still

need Artbur Rand's belp.

Tbe tbing tbat you bave to under-

stand—and even if you don't have a

firm grasp of tJiis principle wben you

walk into tbe Money Sbow, you bave

certainly got tbe idea by tbe time you

leave—is tbis: everytbing is wortb

sometbing. WeVe not just talking

about pork bellies, cofipee, lumber, soy-

beans, gold, oil, diamonds, and

A.T. & T. WeVe talking about Japa-

nese Invasion Money banknotes from

the Second World War, Bic Dis-

posable Ligbter vending macbines,

wbole-wbeat kerneis in No. 10 gal-

vanized cans and texturized vegetable

protein and debydrated cbeddar cbeese

in No. 2j/2 galvanized cans, collectible

plates witb portraits of little Navajo

chiJdrcn, the forty pounds of unsigbtly

fat you sbed before you set out on Job

intcrviews, your bair, and your teeth.

Some people overlook itcms like tbe

tcctb, but Artbur Rand didn't. Instead,

be brougbt in a dentist, Dr. Harry J.

Cbisling, to tbe Money Sbow to teil peo-

ple to hold on to wbatever is inside tbeir

moutbs—tbe price is bound to go up.

Now, it lias occurred to Artbur

Rand tbat tbere exists a potential for dis-

bonesty in every enterprise—commod-
ities, tax sb elters, Stocks and bonds,

francbising arrangcments. But be's no

fool and be does bis best to keep sbady

elcmentsoutof tbe Money Sbow picture.

Still, be reads tbe money magazines
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THE CUKRENT CINEMA
Visions

^XTRANGE flnvors are hard to

^^ describe. V()hn Hustoii^'*Wise
^^^ Blood/' wnTrtrlT?rirl5een adapted

with great fidelity from the late Flan-

nery O'Connor's novel, published in

1952—it was her first book—is a

movie as odd as its title. Because it

reminds one so often of the book,

while resemblins: no other movie that

I can recall, it is a discon-

certing sort of picture to sit

through; we wait with im-

patience for a recognizable

Story hne or a single major

tone to asser t itself, and

neither comes to pass. The
movie is irritatinglv flat and

scattered, and I think a lot of people

are going to give iip on it along the

way, finding it excessive in almost cv-

ery scene and yet tliin in toto. But

anyone vvho doesn't hate **Wise

Blood" may end iip remembcring it

intensely and thinking about it again

and again—as I have since I saw

it at the New York Film Festival

last fall—and being a little startlcd

by such an attachment to a work

that may he a broad-scale holy-

picaresque farce, or a Southern-re-

gional historical urban-pastoral, or per-

haps a piain metaphysical tragedy.

Even after seeing the movie for the

second time, I find it hard to iinder-

stand how I could cotton to some of

Miss O'Connor's singular preoccupa-

tions and inventions—a scene, for in-

stance, in which Hazel Motes (Brad

Dourif), the self-proclaimed prophet

of the Church Without Christ

(*^where the blind don't see and the

lame don't walk and what's dead stays

that way'*), deliberately runs over a

shabby rival holy man with bis car and

then listens to the victim's mumblcd
confession on the highway. **Give my
mother a lot of trouble," the dying

man says. *'Never giver no rest." Or a

slapstick episode in which young Enoch

Emery (Daniel Shor), a mentally de-

ficient eighteen-year-old (he thinks he

shares Hazel Motes' **wise blood"—

a

fitful inner sense of predestination),

steals a shrunkcn, stitch-lipped little

mummy from a cabinet in the local

museum, in the belief that the doll-

like figure will become the new Jesus

that Motes must surely require. Or,

more gently, a sequence in which a

Street evangelist alternatively known as

Onnie Jay Holy and Hoover Slioates

(Ned Beatty) smoothly works a sparse

crowd of blacks and derelicts for dol-

lar bills in support of the new prophet

Motes ("a great man with great

idears") while Motes, at bis side, im-

plores the audience not to listen. Amer-
ican Gothic has never been my line, but

I giiess it is now.

Michael Fitzgerald, who is the co-

producer (with his wife) of the movie,

and Benedict Fitzgerald, who wrote

the screenplay, are the sons of Robert

and Sally Fitzgerald, who
are, in turn and respectively,

Flannery O'Connor's liter-

ary executor and the editor

of her collected letters, so it

is hardly surprising that the

picture should follow the

text of "Wise Blood" with

almost reverent care. This faithfulness

can be startling—a one-armed actor

has been found to play a one-armed

garageman who turns up in movie and

book for only an instant—but it is

sometimes rewarding in small, sharply

precise ways. ^*It used to be a fire es-

cape there," a landlad)' who is showing

a room to Hazel Motes says—the right

wording, right out of the novel. At the

same time, I wish the Fitzgeralds had

sometimes seen fit to invent more dia-

logue or some business of their own
that would give the members of their

extremely capable cast a chance to

play together in a more useful, inter-

reactive dramatic form, instead of pur-

suing their lonely lines of scam or vision

in such perfect, cuckoo isolation. Hazel

Motes spends too much time clenching

his teeth and staring stiffly into the mid-

dle distance while muttering the tenets

of his private gospel (^*Jesus is a trick

on niggers"), and when others in the

same frame are lost in thrir visions

("This child seen its granny in hellfire,

swoll and burning," murmurs the lasci-

vious girl Sabbath Lily [Amy Wright],

lying at Hazel's feet) we simply feel

shut out. 1 he faithfulness to a thirty-

year-old text creates another problem

for the movie, which sometimes has a

contemporary look, with superhighways

and late-model cars in view, and some-

times looks like the period of the novel.

'J'he shabby little back streets of Ma-
con, Georgia, where the picture was

shot, don't seem to have been rebuilt

or painted since Gene Talmadge's day,

while the faces of some of the extras

and minor players, with their pinched

cheeks, ruined teeth, and thin, slicked-

down hair, remind us of people in the

Farm Security photographs of Walker
Evans. These sights, when taken with

the unaltered dialogue of the book,

convey the feeling of a smaller, more

provincial time in the South, when

evangelism and the Jesus obsession

burned hotly in revival tents and flak-

ing clapboard churches along back-

country dirt roads and were not yet

a staple of national television. But

which is the period of this movie? It

doesn't seem to have made up its mind.

John Huston has made "Wise

Blood" work, however, against all

odds, because of his actors and because

of his own flair for comedy, and be-

cause he seems to share Flannery

O'Connor's unique feelings for the

wild humor and the pain and heroism

of home-fried Christian passion. Brad

Dourif, with his black hat, his pale

Jesus-stamped face, and his slitted,

chameleonlike eyes (he was the stutter-

ing Schizophrenie Billy Bibbit in *'One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"), so

much becomes the haunted Hazel

Motes that one can't imagine anyone

eise in the part, and the entire last

quarter of the movie—when *'Wise

Blood" deliberately slows and then

slows again, becoming darker and

more powerfully sad and stränge—is

held together by a quiet, altogether ex-

ceptional Performance by Mary Neil

Santacroce, as HnzeFs landlady and last

companion. When she discovers that

her roomer is wearing several Strands

of barbed wire wrapped around his

ehest under his shirt (Hazel has begun

to punish himself for his holy guilt), she

reproves him as if it were a social im-

propriety, like bad table manners. "It's

not natural^^^ she says primly. "It's

something people have quiyut doin',

like boiling in oil or being a Saint or

walling up cats." This is funny and

awful, and so, earlier on, is the death of

Hazel Motes' belovcd, rickety second-

hand car—a highway menace that a

local sherifT confiscates by pushing it off

the top of a hill; the clanking, slack-

doored Ford bounces slowly and sor-

rowfully down a long meadow and

drowns itself in a pond, and we laugh,

even though we sense this is the end of

cverything for Motes. He can't run

any farther, and he goes back to his

room and blinds himself. Jesus has

caught him at last.

A lot of ''Wise Blood" is gently

funny, as against hayseed funny or

hellfire funny—Enoch Emery, Stand-

ing in line outside a movie theatre to

sliake hands with a man in a gorilla

suit, being studied by a small black

boy, who then shyly asks him how old

he is—and John Huston's evident en-

joyment \n making the picture often

does away with its hovering literary

pretensions. (He has even thrown in

a small inside movie joke : when Enoch
delivers the little black mummy he has
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Said. "TheyVe all six nine or six ten."

Everybody laughcd.

"And the scorcs are alwnys one thir-

teen or one scventeen," Huston said,

leading thc laughter.

After a pause, Stallone said, "We've

gut a fine Script. We'rc happy. We're

alivc.

"And making pictures," Huston

Said, with liis laugh.

Mouey

ARTHUR J. Rand aspires to be the

>- most altruistic fellow in town.

O.K., sure, he wants to take care of

himself along the way—Arthur Rand
is still in his pre-retiremcnt years and

he has day-to-day expenses and he

likes to live it up occasionally—but

mainly he's doing this for othcr people.

Arthur Rand comes right out and says

that he's a people guy and a pro-

America type of guy, who predicted

corrcctly that silver was going to move
and that colored gems were going to

move. If you had heen paying atten-

tion to what he says he was saying, and

had invested your assets in silver and

colored gems, wliich moved, instead of

tying up everything in subway-tokcn

futures—in which case, face it, at thir-

teen per cent infiation you're no hetter

f)fT than a mattress stuffer—then may-

be now youM be about to move your-

self to somcplace like the west coast

of Florida.

Being an altruist, Arthur Rand
charged only five dollars admission to

tlie second Moncy Show, which just

<'IR()OM J'OOM J'OOM K.nOiUr''
} > >
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completed a four-day run at the New
York Coliseum. Five dollars seems like

a bargain when you consider the kill-

ing you can make if you just latch on

to the right financial expert. Arthur

Rand offered this bargain because he

feit sorry for the people who didn't

make it to the first Moncy Show, back

in the fall of 1978. Actually, he also

feit a little sorry for himself. There
was a newspapcr strike at the time of

the first Moncy Show, so not that

many people heard about it. These

days, most of Arthur Randes assets are

tied up in the whole Money Show con-

cept. He promoted this exposition—one

hundred and fi fty exhibits, seventy **free

Seminars'' (once you've paid your five

bucks)—with his own money, nobody

eise's, because twice in the past Arthur

Rand lent money to certain individuals

and got hurncd; since then, he has

learned his lesson. This time around,

he had Saturation news coverage on lo-

cal television, plus radio ads, and al-

though he predicted an attendance of

fifty thousand and only twenty thou-

sand came, that's all right, too, because

it means that there are an extra thirty

thousand people out there who still

need Arthur Rand's help.

The thing that you have to under-

stand—and even if you don't have a

firm grasp of this principle when you

walk into the Money Show, you have

certainly got the idea by the time you

leave—is this: everything is worth

something. We're not just talking

about pork bellies, cofFee, lumber, soy-

beans, gold, oil, diamonds, and

A.T. & 'i\ We're talking about Japa-

nese Invasion Money banknotes from

the Second World War, Bic Dis-

posable Lighter vending machines,

whole-wheat kerneis in No. 10 gal-

vanized cans and texturized vegetable

protein and dehydrated cheddar cheese

in No. 2j/2 galvanized cans, collectible

plates with portraits of little Navajo

children, the forty pounds of unsightly

fat you shed bcfore you set out on Job

interviews, your hair, and your teeth.

Some people overlook items like the

teetii, but Arthur Rand didn't. Instead,

he brought in a dentist, Dr. Harry J.

Chisling, to the Money Show to teil peo-

ple to hold on to whatever is inside their

nioutlis—thc pricc is bound to go up.

Now, it lias occurred to Arthur

Rand that there exists a potential for dis-

honesty in every enterprise—commod-
ities, tax sh elters, Stocks and bonds,

franchising arrangements. But he's no

fool and he does his best to keep shady

Clements out of the Money Show picture.

Still, he reads the money magazines
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THE CUdKENT CINEMA
Visions

STRANGE finvors are hard to

I

describc. Vohn Huston'y "Wise

Blood,'' wnich Kas 'heen adaptc-d

with great fidelity from thc late Flan-

nery O'Connor^s novel, publishcd in

1952—it was her first book—is a

movie as odd as its title. Because it

reminds one so often of the book,

while resemblins: no othcr movie that

I can recall, it is a discon-

certing sort of picture to sit

through; we wait with im-

patience for a recognizable

Story hne or a single major

tone to assert itself, and

ncither comes to pass. The
movie is irritatingly flat and

scattered, and I think a lot of people

are going to give up on it along the

way, finding it excessive in almost ev-

ery scene and yet thin in toto. Hut

anyone wlio doesn't hate ^^Wise

Blood" may t^nd up remcmbering it

intensely and thinking about it again

and again—as I have since I saw

it at the New York Film Festival

last fall—and being a little Startled

by such an attachment to a work

that may be a broad-scale holy-

picaresque farce, or a Southern-re-

gional historical urban-pastoral, or per-

haps a piain metaphysical tragedy.

Even after seeing the movie for the

second time, I find it hard to under-

stand how I could cotton to some of

Miss O'Connor's singular preoccupa-

tions and inventions—a scene, for in-

stance, in which Hazel Motes (Brad

Dourif), the self-proclaimed prophet

of the Church Without Christ

("where the blind don't see and the

lame don't walk and what's dead stays

that way"), deliberately runs over a

shabby rival holy man with his car and

tlien listens to the victim's mumbled
confession on the highway. ^^Give my
mother a lot of trouble," the dying

man says. *'Never giver no rest." Or a

slapstick episode in which young Enoch

Emery (Daniel Shor), a mental ly de-

ficient eighteen-year-old (he thinks he

shares Hazel Motes' **wise blood"—

a

fitful inner sense of predestination),

steals a shrunken, stitch-lipped little

mummy from a cabinet in the local

museum, in the belief that the doll-

like figure will become the new Jesus

that Motes must surely require. Or,

more gently, a sequcnce in which a

Street evangelist alternatively known as

Onnie Jay Holy and Hoover Shoates

(Ned Beatty) smoothly works a sparse

crowd of blacks and derelicts for dol-

lar bills in support of the new prophet

Motes ("a great man with great

idears") while M(^tes, at his side, im-

plores the audience not to listen. Amer-
ican Gothic has never been my line, but

I g'iess it is now.

Michael F^tzgerald, who is the co-

producer (with his wife) of the movie,

and Benedict Fitzgerald, who wrote

the screenplay, are the sons of Robert

and Sally Fitzgerald, who
are, in turn and respectively,

Flannery O'Connor's liter-

ary executor and the editor

of her collected letters, so it

is hardly surprising that the

picture should follow the

text of "Wise Blood" with

almost reverent care. This faithfulness

can be startling—a one-armed actor

has been found to play a one-armed

garageman who turns up in movie and

book for only an instant—but it is

sometimes rewarding in small, sharply

precise ways. ^*It used to be a fire es-

cape there,*' a landlady who is showing

a room to Hazel Motes says—the right

wording, right out of the novel. At the

same time, I wish the Fitzgeralds had

sometimes Seen fit to invent more dia-

logue or some business of their own
that would ffive the members of their

extremely capable cast a chance to

play together in a more useful, inter-

reactive dramatic form, instead of pur-

suing their lonely lines of scam or vision

in such perfect, cuckoo isolation. Hazel

Motes spends too much time clenching

his teeth and staring stiffly into the mid-

dle distance while muttering the tenets

of his private gospel ('^Jesus is a trick

on niggers''), and when others in the

same frame are lost in thrir visions

("This child seen its granny in hellfire,

swoll and burning,'' murmurs the lasci-

vious girl Sabbath Lily [Amy Wright],

lying at Hazel's feet) we simply feel

shut out. The faithfulness to a thirty-

year-old text creates another problem

for the movie, which sometimes has a

contemporary look, with superhighways

and late-model cars in view, and some-

times looks like the period of the novel.

The shabby little back streets of Ma-
con, Georgia, where the picture was

shot, don't seem to have been rebuilt

or painted since Gene Talmadge's day,

while the faces of some of the extras

and minor players, with their pinchcd

cheeks, ruined teeth, and thin, slicked-

down hair, remind us of people in the

Farm Security photographs of Walker

Evans. These sights, when taken with

the unaltered dialogue of the book,

convey the feeling of a smaller, more
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provincial time in the South, when

evangelism and the Jesus obsession

burned hotly in revival tents and flak-

ing clapboard churches along back-

country dirt roads and were not yet

a staple of national television. But

which is the period of this movie? It

doesn't seem to have made up its mind.

John Huston has made "Wise

Blood" work, however, against all

odds, because of his actors and because

of his own flair for comedy, and be-

cause he secms to share Flannery

O'Connor's unique feelings for the

wild humor and the pain and heroism

of home-fried Christian passion. Brad

Dourif, with his black hat, his pale

Jesus-stamped face, and his slitted,

chameleonlike eyes (he was the stutter-

ing Schizophrenie Billy Bibbit in ''One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"), so

much bccomes the haunted Hazel

Motes that one can't imagine anyone

eise in the part, and the entire last

quarter of the movie—when *'Wise

Blood" deliberately slows and then

slows again, becoming darker and

more powerfully sad and stränge—is

held together by a quiet, altogether ex-

ceptional Performance by Mary Neil

Santacroce, as HazeTs landlady and last

companion. When she discovers that

her roomer is wearins: several Strands

of barbcd wire wrapped around his

ehest under his shirt ( Hazel has begun

to punish himself for his holy guilt), she

reproves him as if it were a social im-

propriety, like bad table manners. "It's

not natural^^^ she says primly. "It's

something people have quiyut doin',

like boiling in oil or being a saint or

walling up cats." This is funny and

awful, and so, earlier on, is the death of

Piazel Motes' beloved, rickety second-

hand car—a highway menace that a

local sherifT confiscates by pushing it off

the top of a hill ; the clanking, slack-

doored Ford bounces slowly and sor-

rowfully down a long mendow and

drowns itself in a pond, and we laugh,

even though we sense this is the end of

everything for Motes. He can't run

any farther, and he goes back to his

room and blinds himself. Jesus has

caught him at last.

A lot of '*Wise Blood" is gently

funny, as against hayseed funny or

hellfire funny—Enoch Emery, Stand-

ing in line outside a movie theatre to

shake hands with a man in a gorilla

suit, being studied by a small black

boy, who then shyly asks him how old

he is—and John Huston's evident en-

joyment in making the picture often

does away with its hovering literary

pretensions. (He has even thrown in

a small inside movie joke: when Enoch

delivers the little black mummy he has
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sort of ornamental detail that we all

supposed Mies van der Rohe had ex-

piinged for good. Most of thc pattern

artists are interested in the architectur-

al use of Space. They want their work

to Surround the viewer; Ned Smyth

and Thomas Lanigan-Schmidt makc

whole-room "environments" suggest-

ing gaudy temples or shrines—wildly

fanciful Spaces done in a spirit of play-

ful exoticism that has more than a little

in common with the "illogical'* archi-

tecture of Frank Gehry or Stanley Ti-

german.

There is, moreover, the interesting

question of Frank Stella's latest work.

Stella is one of the most inHuential

artists around. His early hlack-and-

white striped paintings, and his insis-

tence that there were no humanistic

values to he found in them—that

113 • #

"only what can he Seen is there"

—

functioned as a major inspiration for

Minimal Art. His concentration on

certain highly specific "prohlcms'' in

ahstract painting provided fuel for thj

pseudo-scientific theorizing of Concep-

tualism. Yet Stella has said that his

main interest is **to make what is

popularly called decorative painting

truly viable in unequivocal ahstract

terms.'' He wants his pictures to he not

conventionally decorative hut decora-

tive ^^'m a good sense, in the sense that

it is applied to Matisse.*' Stella's two

most recent shows jolted his ardent ad~

mirers. The series of hrilliantly colored

paintings on ahiminum which he called

"Exotic Birds/' shown at Knoedler in

1976, and the series of **Indian Birds/'

at Leo Castelli's last year, were gor-

geous pictures, opulent and seductive.

To the Minimally dulled eye, they

were haroque, overpowering, emhar-

rassing. Both shows sold out—hy no

means the usual thing for Stella. Not

everyone was emharrassed.

Which brings us back to the prob-

lem of what comes after Modern
Art. I suppose the answer is simply

modern art. If the decorative impulse

is not anti-modern, after all—and it

is not—then perhaps the time has come

to acknowledge that there is not and

never has been such a thing as Mod-
ern Art. All new art is modern for a

while; the mistake was to posit a style

called Modern. As Marcel Duchamp
once said in another context, "there

is no Solution because there is no prob-

1em. -Calvin Tomkins

Editors' Note: This is a first report

by Mr. Tomkins on what is currently

going on in the art world. He will

continue to write reports of this kind

for the magazine at fairly regulär in-

tervals.

The WESO Ccramlc Tlle Stove, a di-

rect descendant of Europe's mighty
kachelofen tile heaters, combines superb
combustion efficiency with an appearance
that graces the most tastefully decorated
home.

Its hand-glazed ceramic tiles conceal an
airtight, cast-iron firechamber that bums
both wood and clean, low-sulphur anthra-

cite. A precision thermostat and controlled

secondary air intake assure an all-night

bum and maximum combustion efficiency.

The WESO warms your rooms so eveniy,

floor to ceiling, you're barely aware of a heat
source. A removable ash pan and shaking
grate minimize ash clean-up mess.

And the WESO's sheer beauty will en-
chant you. Its visible flames, lustrous tiles

and iron grillwork make it the focal point of

any room setting.

At last.A beautiful way to keepwarm.
Send $ 1 for a portfolio of Ulustrated brochures, including available tile

colors and direct-from- importer price.

Ceramic Radiant Heat
2602 Pleasant Drive. Lochmere, M.H. 03252 • (603) 524-9663
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Get this all-new jam-packed color catalog that celebrates spring and summer 1980-
and the year of the millionth member
ThenewR E I. Catalog has around 2, 200 items. including the rugged. good lookin line

of R El canvas clothes This is the widest selection of climbing, backpacking and
camping gear in the whole US of A — an outdoor Shopping center in one fat catalog
You den t have to be a member to buy, but for 5 bucks you get a dividend on pur-

chases. catalogs and all the benefits of co-op buying power.
Join the Co-op and be one in a million.

i^ Send me the new 1980 Spring Summer R E I Catalog Free
lJ Here s my 5 bucks I want to join R E I -Co-op and be one in a million Offer Expires

8/15/80

Name

Address

L

City

^coop

State Zip

Recreational Equipment Inc.
•op Seattles Port land- Berkeley- Los Angeles-Anchorage-Mmnenpolis

The Original Outdoor Co-op- Est 1938 PO Box C88127. Dept 8NY2 Seattle. WA 98188
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Stolen, the figure is wrapped in layers

and la\ers of newspapcr and looks vcrv

much like the wrapped-up Statuette

that Walter Huston, as the dy'm^ sea

captain, brought to Sam Spade's office

in *'The Maltese Falcon"—the first

movie John Huston directed. ) But,

above all, "Wise Blood" is vintage

Plannery O'Connor, and it never loses

her rare, stränge down-home Havor.

It's like Nehi or Moxie: you may not

like it, but it sure is ours.
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widow who goes West after the Civil War
wiüi her 10-year-old daughter, played by
Tina Yothers.

**I originated the story. I conceived the

Story, laid the groundwork for it and the

screenwriters took it from there,** Mr.

L'Amour said. The usual route from novel

to film has been reversed this time around
— the story will be made into a novel later

"I swore I would never do television," she

said. "But I think this show has some good

laughs. It cracks me up, so it couldn't

have been easier to work in."

one. in

Tumiiig to TV

"The party is over as far as films are

concemed. The good ones are so few and

far between." Susan Tyrrell, the actress,

was talking about the industry and her ca-

reer. In 1973, she won critical acclaim for
^

her portrayal of a floozy ir^ohn Huston*s^{l|

movie "Fat City." Since tHarr*iäiriias ^j

acted in the Off Broadway play **A Coupla

White Chicks Sitting Aroimd Talking,"

and has worked on movies in Italy and in

England. M ^ . H i M
Although she insists she doesn't like

television, she is now in a new TV series

''Open AU Night," which will have its pre-

miere Friday cm ABC at 8:30 P.M. She
plays the wife of a harried grocery störe

owner George Dzundza.
Why did Ml9S Tyrriill accept the part?
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Film: A^h
Lovers' ^^^'t^'

Quarrel
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By EDITH SOREL

Paris

Ask the avid New York mo-

—

viegoer how French film is

faiing these days and the an-

8wer— based upon the huge
popularity of such films as

"Cousin, Cousine" and **La Cage aux
FoUes" and Academy Awards for ''Get

Out Your Handkerchiefs'' and "Black
and White in Color" — is likely to be:

trks bien, mercL
,

Pose the same questibn among
French producers, directors, actors,

technicians and film buffs, and the re-

sponse is likely to be vastly different.

In the land that invigorated cinema in

the 60's with the New Wave and direc-

tors like Jean-Luc Godard and Frap-
cois Truffaut, lamentation for the State

of the industry is widespread, although
far from unanimous.
Once again this week, French film,

which has offered American audiences
such recent attractions as "Madame
Rosa." "Cat and Mouse,** "Pardon
Mon Affaire" and "That Obscure Ob- *

ject of Desire" becomes a focus of spe-

cial attention in the United States with
the opening tomorrow of "French Film
Week in New York.** This annual indus-

try showcase, sponsored by Unifrance
Film, the French Film Office, will con-

sist of the presentation at the Carnegie
Hall Cinema of 16 films by established

and new directors. t ''
!

, I ! i

The Screenings begin at a time of per-

sistent criticism of the industry within

France —• allegations of a deaith of au-

thors and subjects; chafing at percep- "*

tions of budgetary strictures; bitter-

ness about the impact of television;

complaints about the distribution Sys-

tem; and suggestions of waning crea-

tivity.

Not long ago, the highbrow Paris -

weekly "Les Nouvelles Litteraires,"

asked 50 prominent members of the
French literary and cinema world to

name the 10 best films of 1970-80. The
results: 1)" Manhattan," by Woody '

Allen 2) "Clockwork Orange," by Stan-
ley Kubrick 3) "Amarcord," by Fe-
derico Fellini 4) "Cries and Whispers,"
by Ingmar Bergman 5) "Annie Hall,"
by Woody Allen 6)V:fat City," by John.

*"

Vj^onJ?) "La Maman et la Puuiri,'' by
JömrEustache 8) "The Conversation,"
by Francis Ford Coppola 9) "Barry
Lyndon," by Stanley Kubrick 10)

"Fellini Roma." byFederico Fellini. '

Only one French film, by Jean Eus-
tache, among them.

)
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le New wave anö airec-

tors like Jean-Luc Godard and Fra^-
cois Truffaut, lamentation for the State

of the industry is widespread, although

far from unanimous.
Once again this week, French film,

which has offered American audiences

such recent attractions as *'Madame
Rosa," "Cat and Mouse/* "Pardon
Mon Affaire" and **That Obscure Ob-
ject of Desire** becomes a focus of spe-

cial attention in the United States with

the opening tomorrow of **French Film
Week in New York." This annual indus-

try showcase, sponsored by Unifrance
Film, the French Film Office, will con-

sist of the presentation at the Carnegie

Hall Cinema of 16 films by esublished

and new directors.

The Screenings begin at a time of per-

sistent criticism of the industry within

France— allegations of a dearth of au-

thors and subjects; chafing at percep-

tions of budgetary strictures; bitter-

ness about the impact of television;

complaints about the distribution Sys-

tem; and suggestions of waning crea-

tivity.

Not long ago, the highbrow Paris
weekly "Les Nouvelles Litteraires,"

asked 50 prominent members of the
French literary and cinema world to

name the 10 best films of 1970-80. The
results: 1)** Manhattan," by Woody
Allen 2) "Clockwork Orange," by Stan-
ley Kubrick 3) "Amarcord," by Fe-
derico Fellini 4) "Cries and Whispers,"
by Ingmar Bergman 5) "Annie Hall,"

by Woody Allen 6)\:£at City," by John-^
' VHuston?) "La Maman et la Putairi,'' by
Jöair Eustache 8) "The Conversation,"
by Francis Ford Coppola 9) "Barry
Lyndon," by Stanley Kubrick 10)

"Fellini Roma," by Federico Fellini. •

Only one French film, by Jean Eus-
tache, among them.

.t

Apparently nettled by such lists and
by the continual domestic griping, Uni-

france Film, a French industry or^uü-
zation roughly analagous to the Motion
Picture Association of America, Struck
back in the latest issue of its informa-
tional monthly, "Cinema Fran^ais."
Not only did it draw attention to the

fact that "Time" magazine's list of the

10 best foreign films of the past decade
included seven that were French ("My
Night at Maud's," "Murmur of the

He€un," "Discreet Charm of the Bour-

Continued on Page 19
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Edith Sorel, who lives in Paris, spe-

cializes in writing about the arts.

Continuedfrom Page 17

geoisie,">s4iifi..;tfM3SW and the Pit^

**Day for Night," '^Tust Fefore

night," "That Obscure Object of De-

sire") and an eighth that was a French

co-production ("Last Tango in Paris"),

but "Cinema Fran^ais" also declared,

in an editorial over the signature of

Yonnick Flot, its executive director

:

"Despite the ill omens and the wail-

ing of pessimists — who, ever since it

was invented in 1895, have never

stopped predicting the death of the

moving picture in general — the

French Seventh Art, in particular, is

still very much alive. . .During these

first months of 1980, an impressive and

comforting number of French artists

are beginning, completing or preparing

a film, while all our great actors and

actresses are on the shooting set."

From such complaint and rebuttal

emerges a depiction akin to the one

that evolves from the ceaseless con-

cem for Broadway theater by those

who know and love it best : the French

film industry as fabulous invalid, a

cyclical source of pleasure and de-

spair.

i^i

i



THE TALK OF THE TOVN
Notes and Conimcjit

SEN'ENTV-ONE per CClU of tllc pcoplc

in this countn' want st riet con-

trols over all privatch owncd

guns. That figiirc, which was rcccntl)

piihlislu-d h\ tlu' Gallup i^oll, rcprcscnts

all rcgions, aiul all agc groiips and all

kinds of pcoplc, including guii owncrs.

I heil* common dcsirc for limits on tlu-

posscssion of fiivarms is not a siiddcn,

ncrvoiis dcsirc sct off h\ tlic assassina-

tion attcmpt on Govcrnor George C
W'allacc or h\ thc latcst alarming sta-

tistics on thc crime rate. Rather, polls

takcn ovcr tlic past gcncration show

that around tlircc-quartcrs of thc public

has consistcnth feit this wa)'. 'riiough

it is true that a deniocrac\' mcu'cs sliig-

gishh \\\ response to thc piish and pull

of contending factions, a füll gcncra-

tion seems a long time for a demand
h\ thc American public to go unmet. A
proposal is now before thc Senate to

prohihit thc sale of cheap handguns that

have barrcls less than thrce inches lonix

antl are not suitablc for *'sporting pur-

poses''
—

"Saturda\ -night Specials," as

these cut-ratc, casih concealed weap-

ons are labellcd, and advertiscd, in thc

gun trade. No one knows how man\

guns of this sort are alrcad\ in private

hands in thc United States, but esti-

mates put thc total well in thc millions,

for it u knowqi that more than a mil-

lion of them have been manufactured

cach \ear in recent timcs. 'J'hese mil-

lions of guns now in private hands will

not he atfected at all b\ thc bill before

Congress, nor will slighth' more costh

handguns with longer barrcls, alread\

sold or still unsold. ( H\ now, undoubt-

edl\ , foreign antl domestic arms manu-
facturers have drafted designs for

moderate-priccd handguns with barrcls

tiircc and one-eighth inches long and

othcr "sporting'' features. ) Ritics,

shotguns, and othcr guns classificd as

long are also ignored b\ thc bill. Alto-

gether, thc guns that are currcntly

owned by private Citizens and that will

7int bc controllcd b\ thc proposed fed-

cral law must number around a hun-

dred niillion. Accortiing to thc latcst

poll, thc public wants a police permit to

bc rccjuircd before an\()nc can possess

an\ kind of '^ww privately an\whcre in

the countr\'. Earlier polls show that thc

sanie niajoritN' wants guns registcred,

too. There is no chance, however, that

the public's wishes will now bc grant-

ed. Instead, the\ will probahK bc cjui-

eted— for a time, an\ wa\'— b\ passage

of the extremch weak new measurc.

And if that is enacted, it will bc onh
hecause the niost ardent friend of the

gun lobhy, the Republican Senatoj' Ro-

man flruska, of Nebraska, has aji-

proved the bill -[^resumabh as the

most fcasible wa\ to silence the ^row-

ing clamor for trul\ effective gun-con-

trol legislation.

It is a peculiar, and distasteful, fact

that even in a democracN of more than

two hundred million pcoplc one m.in

can determine thc outcome of a vital is-

sue—in this case, whether thousands of

his fcllow-citi/ens will or wi

not bc held up or wounded or

murdered next \ear and in fu-

ture \cars. (Last \car, twent\-

one thousand American civilians

(hed from gunfire. ) Senator

Hruska |)ossesscs such awesome
power hecause Congress regards

him as its Icading spokesman for

the gun lobb\ . 'J'hat l()hb\', which

might more propcrly bc callcd the

death lobby, maintains ifs power b\

misrepresentation and deccit, which

it uses to scare the wits out of gun

owncrs—chieH\ b\ convincing them

that there is a malcvolcnt plot afoot

to disarm them and then to allow

hordes of dope fiends, Commies, mob-

sters, and sex-crazed blacks to run

amok. According to thc recent Gallup

Poll on gun control—again substan-

tiated b\ man\ years of similar re-

sults—onl\ twcnt\ -five per cent of the

public at largc opposcs gun controls. It

is in this group that the *'gun nuts," as

the\ have actualh come to call them-

selves, are to bc found. riiere are a lot

of them—somcwhcrc betvveen ten and

twent\ million—and thc) stand, grim-

visaged, band on hip, rcad\ to protect

home and hearth, and, along the way,

to eniich the gun manufacturers, gun

advertisers, gun publicists, gun-maga-

zine publishers, and gun sellcrs, which

is to sa\ thc gun lobb\ ists who have

made suckers out of them and victims

or prospective victims out of the rest of

US. It is these gun toters—mosth de-

cent, law-abiding Citizens who have

been unbalanccd \)\ fear and blinded

b\ lies—that Senator Hruska speaks

for. And when he speaks, fcllow-mem-

bcrs of Congress listen, for the\ know
that one word from him can turn on a

torrent of protest—thousands and tens

of thousands of letters, tclegrams, |)ost-

cards, telephone calls, and personal Vis-

its- implicith' or cxplicith' threatening

them with political extinction if the\'

move to control guns in an\ effective

wa\'. Now and then, a politician from

an urban area, where control of fire-

arms is cssential if the place is to bc

habitable, will stand up and ask

that WC civilizc oursclves b\ re-

stricting our savage freedom to

wield guns at will, l^ut \ car aftcr

ycar the result is the same: noth-

ing, or next to nothing, happens.

And things will go on this wav
until the rcmainiiiij thrce-fourths

of the nation's Citizens speak out,

clcarh and repeatedh , to Con-

gress, demanding their right to live

in the kind of reasonablc securit)' that

an\ societ\ owes its members.

Rcvcls

Hrs roN^^(^Jjn^^Huston Ji'as in town

last weck fortTic opening of his

twent\-ninth movic, "Fat City.'* Hus-

ton is, of course, an original. He moves,

as weVe noted more than once in the

past twent\-()dd years, likc a biggcr-

than-lifc character in one of his own
movies, and it's alwa\'S a plcasurc to

watch him go. Hc's thc quintessential

/Vmerican artist-as-movic-director, and

he has placcd his unique stamp on cvcry

one of his twcnt)-ninc movies. Likc

Ingmar Bcrgman, like Sat\ajit Ray,
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likc Fcdcrico Fellini, aiul just a fcw

others, lic ilocs it cÜ'ortlcssl}', witliout

big prior nnnouncemcnts that lu-'s

(loiiig it, and hc docs it witliout forcing

the issuc, witliout prctcnsion, witliout

thosc damn irritating look-at-me man-

ncrisms, and alwa\s witli (.njoymcnt

and witli liuiiior. Also, not to Icavc an\ -

tliing out, we like thc wa\ , \'cars bcfort'

iiij)pics, 1k* was far liippicr tlian tlu-

Hippies \n doing wliat camc naturally

to liim, such as wcaring comfortaMe

Safari suits, smoking slcndcr Montc-

cristo Cuhan cigars, and loving wliat-

ever was bcautiful—animatc or otlicr-

wisc. So WC wcrc dcliglitcd

to acccpt bis invitation to ac-

compam bim, bis twcnty-

two-ycar-old son, Tony, and

a fcw otbcr wcll-dcfincd

cbaractcrs, to round out tbc

sccnc, to tbc opcning of

—

and latcr a part\' for
—"Fat

City." l^otb wcrc bcld at tbc

Museum of Modern Art.

Tbcrc was tbc usual lim-

ousinc transportntion providcd by tbc

j^roduccr

—

in tliis casc, Ra\ Stark. \Vc

rode witb tbc two Hustons, botb of

wliom wcrc wcaring crisp scersucker

jackets, tbc fatlier witb a wliite sbirt

and a rakisli black bow tic, tbc son witb

a brick-red sbirt and a multicolorcd Art

Nouveau tic. Tbc son, si\ feet four, bas

a couplc of incbes on bis fatlier. Hotb

men bave beards, 'l'on\ Huston's bc-

ing ncw, spare, and black, and Jobii

Huston's gray, scraggl) , and some-

wbat sborter tban tbc one bc worc as

Noab in bis movie "Tbc Bible." Also in

tbc car wcrc tlircc bandsome, clcgantl\

attired, borsc-loving non-movie fricnds

from California—Celeste Sliane, I)ar-

Icnc Pearson, and Bill Gardner. Tbcy
talked about bow Httrprr^ Razatir liad

Said tbcrc was a hcautiful woman to

he found on every street corner in

New ^'ork but tbe\' couldn't sec any.

It was api^arcnt tbat tbe\ likcd Cali-

fornia better. Jobn Huston listcncd,

laugbcd witb tbcm, smoked a Monte-

cristo, and saved bis conversation for

latcr. \Ve complimentcd Tony Huston

on bis appearance. ( \Ve miglit add tbat

Tony, wbose füll name is W^dter An-
thony Huston, and bis sister, Anjclica,

botb bave faces tbat remind us of tlicir

motber, tbc latc Knrica Soma Huston,

wbo was a strikingly beautiful woman. )

"I just got tbis jacket at Abercrom-

bie & Fitcb," Tony said, in a kind of

ligbt and subth' mixed Englisb-Irisli-

perfectl)-enunciated wa) of speaking

tbat sounded all bis own. "I camc over

bcre from London to keep Dad Com-
pany, and I brougbt London summer
clotbcs—tbick twccds, suitablc for tbc

Higblands."

"Tony's been going to all tbc niu-

scums," Huston said, rcgarding bis son

witb unconcealed admiration, vcry

niucb tbc way tbc latc Walter Huston

and Jobn used to look at eacli otbcr.

"Wbilc I stay bebind and do wbat Ra\'

Stark and Columbia, tbc distributor,

want me to do for ^Fat City.' " Tbc
two Hustons laugbcd in tbcir iiidi-

vidual wavs.

"']^)day, I talked to Frederick Dock-

stader, at tbc Heye Foundation, about

somc American Indian art Fve started

collccting in my littlc fiat in London,"

Tony said. "Fve alwa\'s been intcrest-

cd in antiques, but Fm onl\

learning now. I tbougbt prices

in London migbt bc hetter

tban tbcy arc bcre, but I

learncd toda\ tbat tbc reverse

is true."

Huston ph'c again laugbcd

apprcciatively.

In tbc fcw rcmainino blocks

to tbc Museum, wc asked

Fony to bring us up to date

on bis activitics in gencral and bis fal-

conr\ in particular.

"Fve traincd about tbirt\ birds of

prc)' since I was about ten," lie said.

"Falconry is tbc blood sport tbat in-

trudes Icast upon naturc. Fve read just

about cverytliing ever writtcn about

tlie art. It liasn't died in nie at all.

And Fm still writing poctr\, wliicb

I Started doing wbcn I was seven or

eiglit. M\' intcrest bas nevcr died out.

l^ut Fm writing more prose now.

Wbcn I graduated from W^estminster

Scbool, I went to London Univcrsit\'

to stud\ Fnü:bsli Litcraturc. I cndcd

up after a \'car fecling tbat one wa\'

fiot to eiul up as a writer was to stud\

Englisb Litcraturc."

Iwo more Huston lauülis.

"I wasn't a dropout," 'Fon\ con-

tinued. "I can always go back. But I

feit I migbt bave got into a liole. An
opp()rtunit\' camc up for me to travcl

around America witb Buckminster

Füller, going witb bim from campus

to campus. I was transcribing bis tapcs.

I cndcd up witb tliree bundred bours

of tapcs. I sta\'ed witb bim for six

montlis. I fcel tbat Buck\ Füller is one

of tbc vcr\' fcw great men Fve ever

met. He's got so many tliings. Tbis

great cnerg\ . And wbat you migbt call

bis optimism. It was quite wondcrfui

to bc witb bim."

"How i\'\i\ you ^\u\ tbc response to

bim at tbc collegesf " wc asked.

"Vcry good among tbc )()ung

pcoplc," 'Fony said. "Tbc faculty

people were different. I was disappoint-

ed by quite a number of tbcm. 'J'bey

would bc a littlc bit mean in tbc

way tbcy tried to find fault witb bim."
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Out of tbc car at tbc MuscumT
'I'ony stcpped aside quickly and tbe

fricnds from California faded into tbe

Museum as a small crusb of young

admircrs—beardcd, bluc-jeancd, long-

baired, and sweaty—advanced on

Jobn Huston antl told bim tbcy bad

been watcbing tlic free da)-l()ng sliow-

ings of many of bis old movies at tbe

Columbia I and II, and tbougbt tbe

movies wcrc great. Into tbe Muse-
um's lohb)', wbcre tbe movie business

took over. Columbia beaters. Assistant

beaters. Ray Stark. Leo JafFc, Presi-

dent of Columbia Picturcs Industries,

and bis wifc. Stanlc\ Scbncider, Presi-

dent of Columbia Picturcs, and lits

wifc. Distributors. 'Fbeatre owners.

Agents. Television reporters witb TV
liglits, portable camcras, and portable

mikes. Still pbotograpbcrs witb flasb-

bulb Cameras. Rieb supporters of tbe

Museum of Modern Art. Publisbcr

Sam Newbouse and his wifc. His

son Donald Newbouse and Im wifc.

Fver\body milling around Jobn Hus-
ton and sbaking bis band and making
remarks.

" 'Fat City' isn't my subjcct, but Fm
bcre an) wa)

."

"Let's bope to God it gets tbcm
Coming to tbc tbcatre."

"'Fbc film was a smasli at tbe

Cannes Film Festival."

Then tbe bead of tbe Museum's
film dcpartmcnt, W^illard Van Dyke,

camc over. "Fm Willard Van Dyke,"

said W^illard Van I)\ kc to Huston.

"Fm going to introduce \<)u tonigbt.

Tbis is my wifc, Barbara."

Huston smilcd, laugbcd, poscd for

tbe camcras, sliook ever)bod)'s band,

and looked at bis watcb.

"It's about eigbt o'cbK^k," Huston

called over to Ray Stark, wbo was

separated from bim by a four-foot-

bigb ribbon. Stark, a vcry friendly

stock)' man wcaring a royal-blue jacket

and born-rimmed tintcd glasscs, paused

m front of tbc ribbon.

"Ra)', jump over that tbing!" Hus-

ton called to bim. "Jump!"
Ra\' Stark besitated.

"Jump!" Huston called, giving one

of bis throaty lauglis.

Ra\' Stark jumped. Huston rcceived

liim witb a liug.

"Sa), I bave a cast of that sculp-

ture," Stark said, of a piece of sculp-

ture in tbc Museum garden.

"Let's go look at it!" Huston said,

making a wholc production of bis brief

line, and guiding Stark into position in

front of tbc Gaston Lacbaise figure of

a fl\ing woman. The pbotograpliers

liad a ficld da) getting picturcs of tbe

sculpture bcliind tbc two men.

"Tbis is Johns night," Stark said

(

I
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happilv, moving back toward thc lohby.

"The dircctor is the iiiiportant onc.'*

"'riicy'rc tlie artist. Riglu, Ray?" a

heavily suntanned man said to Stark.

"Right," Stark Said.

"I hopc to Christ it gocs, this pic-

turc," Said thc siintamutl man. "I hopc

this is thc ycar for picturcs about

fighters."

Ray Stark lookcd a h'ttlc worricd.

Latc arrivals. Thc stars of "Fat

City/' Stacy Kcach, with thc singcr

Judy Collins. John Hustoii huggcd

Stacy Kcach, aiul vice versa. Thcn

camc Kcach's co-star, Susan Tyrrell,

escortcd l)\ her agent, Hill Barnes.

Huston hiigged Susan Tyrrell. Every-

body huggcd cvcr)b()dy eise. Tony
Huston appeared again and sliook

hands witli Jud) Collins.

"Stacy is wondcrful, just wonder-

ful," Ton>' Said to Judy Collins. "Not

onlv as an actor, I mean, but as a per-

a

son.

Evcr\bo(lv u\ the vicinity expressed

agreement.

"Tm froni Columbia Picturcs,

calm, bcspcctacled woman said

to US. "I met fohn Huston when

he was making *\Ve Were
Strangers.' There's Beverly Ad-

ams. She was a Columbia Star-

let. She's with her husband,

therc—Vidal Sassoon, thc famous

hairdresscr. Slie married him and

stopped working. Boom! Just

like that."

TV lights were on Huston.

Kevin Sanders, the WABC-TV
critic, was asking him, "Mr.

Huston, just what does thc ex-

pression *fatcit\' mean?"
"It's a Jazz musician's tcrm,"

Huston said. "It's a dreamer's

tcrm, mean ing no boundarics to

the possibilitics. It's tlic pot of

gold at the L-nd of the rainbow."

"Evcrybod\ into tiic theatre!"

a Columbia man was yclling.

Standing in front of thc screen,

^Villard Van Dyke made bis in-

troduction: "I want to welcome

one of thc most favorite of all

film dircctors, Mr. John Hus-

movic Started. Lovcly picturcs. Ter-

rific characterizations. W^o n d e r f u 1

faces. Good acting. Real Huston stu fF.

Thc cnd. Applause. Everybody into

thc gardcn for thc party, described in

thc invitation as "a chamj^ignc supper

and reception for Mr. Huston."

Therc was plenty of curried chicken

and rice and shrimp salad and drinks,

all catered b\ Robert I)a\-I)can's, and

therc was j)lent} of talk about "Fat

Jty.

"Very authentic."

"A beautiful picturc."

"It's too down. I (lon't like down
movies. I like uj) movies."

"How come Hennv \'oungman is at

fh'ts part) ?

"

"Fd book it. How about you, AI?

'^'ou book it?

"

"It's like one of those goddam for-

eign picturcs. No pacc. No momen-
tum.

>)

"I loved the picture, John," Otto

Preminger said to Huston.

''We loved it," said Mrs. Premin-

ger. "It's beautifull)' donc."

Therc were a lot of critics therc,

ofticial and unofHcial, and all gobbling

chicken and rice and shrimp salad. Ev-
crybod) cycd everybody eise. Woody
Allen stood off to one sidc with his

own private group of friends, but they

all cycd ever\body, too. Almost every-

bod) camc and talked to Huston about

one thing or another. A young man
named Mike Sragow, of thc Crunson^

told Huston he was writing an honors

thesis at Harvard about him and his

movies. Leo Lerman, a beardcd editor

of Madrr}iotsrllt\ camc over and told

Huston he loved thc picture. "And I

lovc your beard," he added.

Anjclica Huston, who works as a

model in New ^'ork, a knockout in

a white chiflpon shimmery gown and

pcarls, huggcd her father from behind,

and Huston lookcd happy. Mike Sra-

(jow asked Huston if it was true that hc

might make a picture with Lcslie Fieil-

1er. Huston laugiied deepl\'. At least

scven heavily suntanned men camc
(H'cr and introduccd their wives to

Huston. One of thc men said, "Good

ton.
>)

Big applause from the audi-

ence, which lookcd like Museum
of Modern Art members and

gocrs. VV^c saw more cclebrities,

including Mr. and Mrs. Otto

Preminger.

"I ha VC a pcculiar nostalgia

tonight," Huston was saying in

front of thc screen. "I was Com-

ing to thc Museum of Mod-
ern Art when it was in the old

Heckscher Building. . .
."

The lights dimmed, and thc

"/ hope these Daiquiris are all rtght. Fred ahsolutely refuses to

use the blendery what with the outages and everything.^^
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luck on tlic picturc. I hopc for your

sakc it makcs nioncy."

"Thank yoii very niuch,'' Huston

Said, graciousl)' niakiiig his usual big

production of tlu- linc.

Huston (hickcd out of thc part\ fair-

]y early. Tony Huston walkcd out of

thc Museum with Iiim. Tlu' sidcwalk

was now cm|)t\' of fans. Tony's face

was glowing with cntluisiasm.

"Good night, Dad," Ton)' said, and

thc two men huggcd cach othcr. **It

was thc best, J)ad,'' Tony said.

Huston drcw awa\ sh'ghtl) from his

son, lookcd at him, and thcn drcw him

close again and gavc his dccp laugh

over thc youngcr man's shouldcr.

Tony thcn drcw away and lookcd

straight into his fathcr's cycs. ^^It was

rcally thc best, Dad," he said. ''And

you know I don*t lic.''

Ah, thank you Stones for ^iviny; New
York the best of you. You put us first on

your list by makin^ us last on your tour.

You come to us after almost two months

on the road, two months of playin^ to^eth-

er, two months of }i;ettin^ rid of your

doubts and mistakes, two months of pol-

ishinjj up your act.—Alfred G . Aronouitz in the Post,

Supple, loose-lind-Jed, he [Mick Jagj^er]

looks as if he'd been boiied before makinj^

it out onto the stajije; he's so clastic. He
struts, stamps, punches the air, kicks,

prances, leaps and acts out Steps as care-

fully contrived as those of a flamenco

dancer.

—

Pat ()'llaire in the N ews.

Jaj^Ker, a struttinjj;, swaj^^erin^ Nure-

yev of a sinj2;er, tiptoed up to the ed^e of

the staji;e and back, suddenly flinj^inji:

himself into wild leaps and jj:raceful

spins as he sang.

—

Graee Lieht enst ein in

the Times.

At a recent Performance, the sound

level in the front of the audicnce reached

1.^6 decibels, which approaches the noise

of a jet on take-off. According to some
studies L^O decibels is the threshold of

pain.

—

Robert Reinhold in the Times.

THE Stones: Thc Rolling Stones

playcd four concerts at Madison

Scjuarc Garden last weck: Monda)

cvcning, Juesda)' matince and eve-

ning, and \Vcdnesda\' cvcning. Therc

was a party after thc final concert. \Vc

went to thc VVednesda) Performance

and to the party. Thc rcport on what

Jiappened Monday and Tucsda\' nights

comes from a young rock fan.

"I have a friend who likcs to rank

things. He is thc sort of person who
thinks of existence as a collection of

league comjU'titions, and he's never

complctely content unless he has satis-

ficd himself that he knows who or wliat

is No. 1. Over thc ycars, he has in-

formed me at various times that Mao
Tse-tung is thc No. 1 politician, Lr

Monde is thc No. 1 newspaper, and thc

Siamesc cat is tlic No. 1 urhan pet. He
is also a big Stones fan—a bigger Stones

<r>
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fan than I am, if that's possiWe. I ran

into him outsidc thc Garden after

Tuesday night's concert, and he lookcd

complctely content.
'' Tvc decidcd somcthing/ he said.

IVe decidcd that Mick Jagger is

No. 1.'

*' '^'ou mcan he's thc best rock sing-

er in the world? Of course he is,' I

said.

" 'No,' he said. 'I mcan that he's

No. 1 ovrr all. I mcan tliat if I were

to make a list ranking all the pcople in

the World, all four billion of them, his

name would be the first on the list. In

the field of human beings, Mick fagger

is No. 1.' And he wandered ofF.

"That's thc kind of efFcct thc Stones

have on pcople. Tve secn them eight

times, counting Monday and Tuesday

nights, and cach time thcy're better

than they were thc time before. Pcople

who write or talk about them invariably

use supcrlatives, 'the best rock-and-roll

band in the World' being thc most com-
mon. Yet it does not secm possihle to

overscll the Stones. No one I talked to

at either Performance thought that the

Stones had not lived up to their Pub-

licity. When Mick Jagger, Keith Rich-

ard, Bill Wyman, Charlie Watts, and

Mick Taylor ran out on the Garden

stage Monda) night, the audicnce gave

them a Standing ovation. Most of the

twent\ thousand pcople in the room

didn't bother to sit down again for the

rest of tlic cvcning.

"Thc Stones launched into 'Brown

Sugar,' one of their hard rockers, and

Mick Jagger ran back and forth on the

stage, gobbling the cheers. He wore a

tight white costume spangled with sil-

ver, and his face was spangled with

gold. He was the focus of an intensely

dramatic production. Tlic fioor of the

stage was wJiitc, with a painting of two

intertwincd serpcnts on it. From be-

hind thc Stones, seven huge arc lamps

sometimes shot their beams of light over

the heads of the audicnce to where a

bank of mirrors reflected them so that

the)' bathed the musicians in white

light. In the middlc of 'Midnight

Rambler,' a thrce-act play of a song

that takes fiftccn minutes to perform,

Jagger dropped to his knecs, lashed the

stage witli his belt, and was suddenly

plunged into blood-red light.

"When Jagger went into 'Jumpin'

Jack Flash'—a song that, as thc title

suggests, is about Mick himself—the

houselights went up and the Standing

ovation became a jumping ovation.

The entire audicnce of twenty thou-

sand pcople seemed to leap into the air

with their hands over their heads, and

Jagger leaped with them. The Stones

sang 'Street Fighting Man,' and were

.t



Rages & Outrages

ARCHER WINSTEN

Ray Stark, 59, thc New Yorker who entered Rutgers at

age 14 and discovered skiing 23 years later, lured by Norma
Shearer and her ski-instiuctor husband, Marty Arrouge, says

positively there is only one thing In this world that can keep

him from even wanting to answer an important phone call.

Not a movie. Not sex. Not
tennis. Not cooking. It's

skiing.

He remembers that terrible

day at Sun Valley when a

powerful young, out-of-con-

trol Skier ran into him as he

was traverslng and broke

his leg so badly that two
pieces of bone stuck out

through his ski pants. He
had Y/ondered previously

what his utmost i>ain thres-

hold might be.

That was it.

Then the ski patroller took

hold with both hands and
gave his leg a yank to get

the bones more or less back

in place.

That was it, plus.

But as he lay on the

toboggan, he looked up at

the hard blue sky and he
thought, "My God, what a

great day. l'm lucky. My
kids aren't on dope. My
picture's going well. l'm

alive."

The accident cost him a

good $100,000. He was in

casts for 14 months, went to

many doctors, had nurses,

planes, ambulances, moved
all around to watch his

production work in progress.

He started to suc, but dis-

liked his lawyer so niuch he
gave it up. Besides, he didn't

want to hurt skiing.

Far from cooling his ski

enthusiasm, he returned to

the Sun Valley slopes and

his condominium tshere so

early that they refused to

let him on the slopes, fear-

ing adverse Publicity If he

re-lnjured himself. Even now
his wife stays there through

the Winter while he returns

for Weekends from Los

Angeles, New York, wher-

ever. This spring he's going

to try Val d'Isere where he's

going to find moguls that

make his beloved Sun Valley

moguls seem tame.

A few weeks ago, when he

was Coming to a New York
sneak of "Funny Lady" from
Lqs Angeles, he decided to

squeeze in a day at Park
City, Utah. So he got up at

6 a.m., caught a plane to

Salt Lake City, took a heli-

copter to the Park City

slope, and was on the snow
and skiing at 9:15 a.m., Los
Angeles time, 10:15 Salt

Lake City.

VVhich does remind you,

doesn't it, that Ray Stark's

current main interest is his

production of "Funny Lady."
Incidentally, you realize of

course that his wife is the

daughter of Fanny Brice

and Nicky Arnstein, which
sort of gives him a leg up on
that story.

4^

He realizes bett«r than

most where "Funny Lady"

splits away frAn the tj-uth^V

His idea is that reVlism^'fsn't

"

the be-all and end-all. When
Barbra Streisand thought of

trying to become Fanny
Brice in "Funny Girl," tried

to immcrse herseif in pic-

tures of Fanny, she was told

not to sce the pictures.

'You have to be an actress

playing Fanny Brice, not

Fanny Brice herseif," Stark

argued. He didn't want her

to look at pictures of Fanny.

Nobody under 40 ever saw
Fanny.
When it came to "Funny

Lady," Barbra was permlt-

ted to give it the acting try.

For a while she did an
imitation, As Stark sees it,

this was the story of a

woman in love with an

Illusion (Nicky Arnstein),

and she realizes it too late.

When it came to casting

Billy Rose, James Caan was
not a close likeness, wasn't

intended.

Stark Said, "We looked for

a man to oompete, on his

own terms, with the

elegance of Arnstein (Omar
Sharif). Caan could, not

Billy. If Arnstein could be

played by an Arab (he was),

then Billy Rose «iftft have,

to be-'shörtV' '
*^

)«(

Every onoe In a while Ray
Stark gets to feeling guilty.

He's made populär hits and

cinema art hasn't benefited.

So then he t^s up to make
"Fat City" wifKq^hn Hn^ti"^

directing, Steacy Keach star-

ring. And he loses a cool

million.

He says, "You gotta make
a lotta 'The Way We Were's'

(grossed $47,000,000) to in-

dulge in 'Fat City's'."

Refusing to take his own
advice, he's got so many
productions in work, he's

bigger and riskier than a

major studio. There's "The
Black Bird, or The Maltese

Falcon Flies Again," "The
Sunshine Boys," "George
Washington Slept Here,"

"Robin Hood" with Sean
Connery and Audrey Hep-
burn, a Houseman produc-

tion of "Colette," another
Houseman thing putting

Houdini and A. Conan Doyle
together and, if anyone can
supply the script, he's want-
ed to make a great ski

picture for the past 22 years.
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Ist die Viennale 1974 ein „Filmfestival"?

Weg von den Moden
t

Was, vor 14 Jahren von einer guten
Idee des Verbandes der österreichi-

schen Filmjournalisten ausgehend,
sich weiter entwickelnd, zwischen-
durch aber auch durch spießbürger-
liche und filmsachverständige Be-
sdiränkungen (wie unter ein klein-

liches Motto — z. B. „Festival der
Heiterkeit" — gepreßt) hinsiechend,

sich fortsetzte, ist heute zu einem
bereits internationalen Begriff ge-

worden, der aus Wiens Film-Kultur-
leben nicht mehr fortzudenken ist:

die Wiener alljährliche Filmwoche,
kurz VIENNALE genannt. Und sie

hat sich unter neuer Leitung bereits

arrangiert, das eigentlich auf die ur-
sprünglichen Absichten der Veran-
staltung zurückgeht: nämlich inter-

essante und wertvolle (in jeder Be-
ziehung, filmkünstlerisch, ästhetisch,

experimentell usw.) Filme nach Wien
zu bringen, „Filme, die uns nicht er-

reichten", also Filme, die Öster-

reichs kommerziell orientierte Ver-
leiher von unseren Kinos fernhalten
oder bisher ferngehalten haben. Man
mag. nun sagen, daß also die Aus-
wahl relativ leicht gefallen sein muß,
denn es gibt ja genügend solcher

Exempel — was vielleicht stimmen
mag; dennoch beweist die diesjährige

sächlich nicht erreichbar gewesen
(wie die Veranstalter selbst zugeben
und was den Wert der Woche in

keiner Weise mindert!). . .

Und so präsentiert sidi also im
Lauf dieser neun Tage in Wien eine
filmische Schau, die das Herz jedes

eintasten und Filmfreundes be-
geistern und das Interesse eines
großen Publikums wachrufen müßte.
Leider fehlt hier der Platz, wirkli(

und wahrhaftig leider, um auf alle\

die einzelnen Sehenswürdigkeiten
(im wahren Sinn des Wortes) so

detailliert eingehen zu können, wie
es viele dieser Filme verdienen

falls bei freiem Eintritt) und 19 Filme
— sozusagen als „Hauptfilme", zu-

gegeben eine schlechte Definition! —
gegliedert werden können. Daß dazu
eine große Anzahl von Kurzfilmen
kommt, gehört zum selbstverständ-

lichen Programm der Viennale.

Ohne damit den Wert der nicht ge-

nannten Filme schmälern zu wollen,

seien ein paar Filme doch beson-

ders herausgehoben, weil ihnen aus

den verschiedensten Gründen be-

sonderes Interesse zukommt; es sei

dies z. B. der neueste Film von Orson
Welles „Question Mark'* (17. März),

ein Werk, dem der Ruf eines neuen
„Klassikers" vorauseilt, Ingmar
Bergmans bereits berühmtes Opus
„Schreie und Geflüster" (ly. März),

John Hustons Boxerdram«f^Fat City''

März). Florest^i^^vancinis poli-

tiscff^r^iimmmrtftfmm „Die Ermordung
Matteottis** (15. März), der bewun-
dernswerte englische Film von Bill

\on 40 amerikanischen Gangster-

filmen aus dem Zeitraum von 1927

bis 1960 in der Albertina (überlegen

die Veranstalter nicht, daß es un-

möglich ist, an zwei versdiiedenen

Orten zu gleicher Zeit zu sein, da

die Erfindung menschlicher Duplika-

tion bekanntlich ja noch nicht ge-

glückt ist?), ein Sdiönheitsfehler,

der bei ähnlidien und historisdi

durdiaus gleidiwertigen Veranstal-

tungen bei Festivals wie Venedig

oder Berlin sinnvoll und glücklich

vermieden wird!
•

Daß das Französisdie Kultur-

Institut im Rahmen der Viennale

eine Retrospektive über das

Schaffen des französischen Regis-

seurs Claude Chabrol im Studio

Moliere veranstaltet, ist unseren
Lesern bereits bekannt; und daß das

Freie Kino ab 21. März (warum ist

hier eine vernünftige Programm-

Geraldine Chaplin und Fernando Fernan Gomez in ^Ana y los lobos'* („Anna und die Wölfe**« Spanien 1973)»

so stabilisiert, so an filmisdier Be-
deutung und wahrhaft künstleri-

scher Intention gewonnen, daß man
die diesjährige Veranstaltung — die

heuer vom 14. bis 22. März (wieder

im Gartenbaukino) stattfindet —
nicht ohne StoQz als ähnlichen Inter-

nationalen Veranstaltungen durchaus

gleichwertig bezeichnen kann — und
das ohne jede falsche lokalpatrioti-

sche Überheblichkeit!

Die neuen verantwortlichen Orga-
nisationen — und da Ehre, wem Ehre
gebührt, auch namentlich zugestan-

den sein soll, sei als Leiter Edwin
Zbonek genannt — haben sich weise
von jeder thematischen Festlegung
wie auch kompromißlos von jeder

sogenannten „progressiv"-pseudo-

politischen Modeströmung fernge-

halten und ein wahres „t'ilmfestival"

Auswahl nicht nur soviel filmischen

„guten Geschmack", sondern auch so

sinnvolle Verschiedenheit (der Gen-
res, Probleme, Themen usw.), daß
man einen Gedanken, eine bewußte
Absicht dahinter bemerkt, die dieses

Gegenargument abschwächt und zu-

rückweist. Und man mag weiter

sagen, daß diese Auswahl vollkom-
men ist, nämlich in der Beziehung,

daß das eine oder andere Land fehlt,

der eine oder andere wichtige Bei-

trag nicht da ist — doch ist jede

Auswahl in gewisser Weise subjek-

tiv (und hat als solche ihre voll-

kommene Berechtigung), und abge-

sehen davon ist aus allen möglichen

und unmöglichen Gründen der eine

oder andere (selbst vorgesehene)

Film einfach nicht erreichbar, trotz

aller Bemühungen, und auch tat-

würden — unter den verschieden-

sten Gesichtspunkten. Unsere Leser
müssen entschuldigend sich damit
begnügen, in knappsten Stichworten
hier ein Generalprogramm ange-
boten zu bekommen, in dem nur auf

ganz besondere Spezialitäten hinge-

wiesen werden kann. - , . -

Das Hauptprogramm präsentiert

29 abendfüllende neue Spielfilme

(selbstverständlich in der Original-

fassung mit „verständlichen" Unter-
titeln), die — allgemein gesagt —
in eine Kinder- und Familienfilm-

veranstaltung jeweils um 15 Uhr
und bei freiem Eintritt (ein Sonder-
lob für diese Idee!), eine Informa-
tionsvorstellung (drei Filme, eben-

Douglas „My Childhood"
20 Uhr), Carlos Sauras „Anna und
die Wölfe** (16. März), der im Vor-

jahr in Berlin mit dem ..Goldenen

Bären" ausgezeidinete Problemfilm

des bedeutendsten indischen Regis-

seurs Satyajit Ray .yFerner Donner'*

(16. März, 17 Uhr) und, und, und . .

.

Man müßte eigentlich alle Filme auf-

zählen, da jeder in seiner Art be-

deutend ist . . . Doch wem es an Zeit

mangelt, die ganze Viennale zu ge-

nießen, der sehe sich zumindest die

genannten an — und er wird es

nicht bedauern oder bereuen I

Selbstverständlich finden auch (ob-

wohl es kaum möglidi sein wird,

dies zu konsumieren) die üblichen

Nebenveranstaltungen statt — so

v.'ieder eine selbstherrlich-giganto-

manisch aufgezäumte Retrospektive

datierung möglich?) anläßlidi der
Viennale eine Reihe „DEFA-Film,e
1946 bis 1949" (mit den klassisdhen

Werken wie „Die Mörder sind unter
uns", „Ehe im Schatten"^ .,Die Affaire

Blum", „Die Buntkarierten" usw.)

veranstaltet, sei als willkommene Er-
gänzung festgestellt.

60 Auslands]ournalisten sind als

Gäste zur Wiener Filmwodie ge-

laden; sie seien uns herzlidi will-

kommen — werden sie dodi von der
diesjährigen Viennale den Eindruck
bekommen, daß Wien auch auf dem
Gebiet des Films jene Kulturstadt

ist, von der soviel gesprochen und
gesdirieben wird, was aber leider in

Wirklidikeit — zumindest auch auf
dem Gebiet des Films!— nicht immer
so ganz der Wahrheit entspridit . .

.

GOSWIN DÖRFLER

Harriet Anderason im MSchrde und Geflüster^ (Regie Ingmar Bergman, Sclrwedcn I9T3), »,Kuzis stari moj** (».Verstehst du, mein Alter?", Jugoslawien 1973)

^ i
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It Happened
Last Night
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Life With George • • • ^

"HTiat^s it like to be niarried to George C. Scott?"

Trish Van Devere, who*s been Mrs. Scott for 16 months,
didfi't mind the question she must too often have been
asked. "Well," she replied, in an indefinably attractive way,
with a candor you had to admire, "it has its ups and downs,
it's grood and it's bad, it's delicious—and it*s terrible."

It's delicious right now. She's promoting "The Day of

the I>olphin," in which she co-stars with Scott. She thinks

it's one of the few good pictures made recently.
**1 virtually don't go to pictures any more because of

pictures like *BIow-up.' I love to get caught up in a story.

I watch a film on TV. I get

Involved, I holler. George
says 'Will you hush?' I say,

'No, I will NOT hush!'

"If you pay >^$3 to sec a

movie, they're obliged to in-

terest you. If thöy bore you,

they*re cheatlngi I saw two
pictures I absoUitely love...

*Fat City' and 'Cries and
Whisper8'^x<I üked *Touch

Cnd *The New Land*

. . . George doesn't go to
TBISH AND GEORGE movies at aU. He'a worse

than I am." She thought tliat so few good niovles are made
that an actress mlglit need to get another occupation be-

tween filnis.

^ « #
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"FAT CITY" — Stacy Keach
and Jeff Bridges as luckless

boxcrs in John Huston's movic.
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Cfitic^s Choice
^'

^^^A\
en Best of '72

V Contmued from Page 1

^BOURGEOISIE, directed by Luis Bunuel;

**^screenplay (French with English sub-

4Btitles) by Mr. Bufiuel and Jean-Claude

-^Carriere; released by 20th Century-Fox.

^One of Bufluers most brilliant (and

Cmost briUiantly titled) films, "The Dis-

.^creet Charm of The Bourgeoisie" is my
ohoice of the best feature film of the

^vear. It*s a crystal-clear social comedy

^of surreal shape about a small group
' of chic, upper-crust Parisians who spend

^most of the film trying, unsuccessfuUy,

%.to dine together. Every time they sit

^ down at the table, oeculiar things hap-

'^•^pen: an Army arrives, the hosts dis-

{JJappear, or perhaps a curtain goes up

and the guests find themselves on stage

- in a play whose lines they don't know.

Bufiuel, the moralist, social critic and

j^htimorist, has never been in better shape

« tlitn he is at 72. Nor has he ever had
* t cart to match the stars who here

^""^ake the members of the bourgeoisie

seem so attractive if foolish: Fernando

Rey, Jean-PIerre Casscl. Delphine Seyrig,

ftephane Audran, Bi#«t5 Ogier, Paul

.'-JYankeur and Julien Benheau.

'JU; FAT CITY, directld by John Huston;

I 'HKreenplay by Leonard Gardner, based

" on his novel; produc?«^^ by Ray Stark;

V distributed by Columbia ^Pictures. Hu5/

ton*s fine, lean film Version o? Leonard

1 Gardner's fine. lean novel about some

*f second-rate characters who hang around

J the fringes of the boxing game in Stock-

J ton, Calif. Eighteen-year-old Emie Mun-

l ^^er (Jeff Bridges) is on his way up and
«

^ 3D-year-old Tully (Stacy Keach) is on his

^uiiway out. The film is also about the

American language, about the way it's

•"'\ised and about the way it sounds,

r especially when its characters talk in

i the manner of children who are finger-

painting. Huston has always had a great

- affection for life's rejects, misfits and*

^ eccentrics, an affection that here he

disciplines and transforms into a tough,

splendidly acted motion picture. The

two Stars are fine, and Susan Tyrrell,

who plays a barfly, gives one of the

year*s two or three most exciting Per-

formances by an actress.

t
/

ers out of pieces of brokep glass and

bottle tops. For the record, "Frenzy" is

about a homicidal maniac (Barry Fos-

ter), who is otherwise one of London's

most jaunty wholesale fruit dealers, a

former R.A.F. pilot (Jon Finch) sus-

pected of the crimes, and assorted

women who become the killer's victims

(Anna Massey, Barbara Leigh-Hunt).

The film alSo includes two marvelous

character Performances by Alec Mc-

Cowen and Vivlen Merchant as a police

inspector and his wife, and a sequence

with a body in a potato truck that must

rank in anyone's great moments from

Hitcncock.

THE GODFATHER, directed by Fran-

cis Ford Coppola; screenplay by Mario

Puzo and Mr. Coppolä, based on the

novel by Mr. Puzo; produced by Albert

S. Ruddy; distributed by Paramount

Pictures. A süperb popuar American

movie, "The Godfather" is the gangster

melodrama come-of-age, truly sorrowful

and exciting, without the false piety of

the films that flourished 40 years ago.

^e film has drive and vitality enough

f()r 10 films, but it also has one of the

rtiost affecting evocations of lower mid-

dle-class Italian-American life ever

caught on film — the opening wedding

celebration sequence. Nothing done be-

fore by its young director, Francis Ford

Coppola, prepares one for his special

achievement with this dramatization of

Mario Puzo's rather ordinary, if best-

selling, novel. Marlon Brando's fine Per-

formance, which is the key to the film,

is given great support by a huge cast

that includes AI Pacino, James Caan.

Richard Castellano, Robert Duvall, AI

Lettieri, AI Martino and Morgana Kinj

THE HEARTBREAK KID, direj

Elaine May; screenplay by

based on a story by Bj

man; produced by Edj

Palomar Pictures

duction, distribuj

Fox. "Was
thought?"

band

May had rewritten Fitzgerald*s "Win-

ter Dreams." The cast is headed by
Jeannie Berlin (Lila), Charles Grodin

(Lenny). Cybill Shepherd (the Minne-

apolis other-woman) and Eddie Albert,

who steals what he can of the film as

the furious Minneapolis father.

TOKVp STORY, directed by Yasujiro

Ozu; screenplay (Japanese with English

subtitles) by Kogo Noda and Mr. Ozu;
released by New Yorker Films. The dif-

ficulty with an Ozu film such as "The
Tokyo Story," made in 1952 and re-

leased here for the first time in 1972, is

not in understanding it. since all Ozu
films are beautifully lucid, but In de-

scribing it in a way that doesn*t rcduce

it to an inventory of the director's

austere techniques. Behind the tech-

niques is an unsentimental humanism
that respects the mystery and privacy

of his characters' emotions. In "Tokyo
Story," the principal characters are an
elderly husband and wife who make
their first trip to Tokyo to visit their

children, who are glad to see their

parents but evcntually a little borcd h^'

them. I would rank "Late Spring," th^

second Ozu film to be released in New .

York in 1972, only slightly under "Tokyo
Story.'*

TRAFFIC, directed by Jacques Tati;

original screenplay by Mr. Tati, with the

creative collaboration of Jacques La-

Grange; produced by Robert Dorfmann;
a Jacques Tati production, Cprona Films-

Paris; released by Columbia Pictures.

Tati's fifth feature film is a splendidly

funny comedy that retums Mr. Hulot

to the screen, this time as the eccentric,

rather dimly seej

The runners-up, in no particular order

of preference dre: , , ,, 4

Bob Fosse's film version of "Cabaret,"

with a smashing star Performance by

Liza Minnelli and excellent support by

Joel Grey; the Andy Warhol-Paul Mor-

rissey super send-up, "Women in Re-

volt," which casts Candy Darling as "a

Society deb socialite from Long Island,"

HoUy Woodlawn as a fashion niQ^el

ffönt-Bayonne, and Jackie Curtis asa"*^

militant women's liberationist; Marcel

Ophuls' "The Sorrow and The Pity,"

which examines the Nazi occupation of x

France through newsreels, old theatriedl

ftimr nnd, most importantly, in Inter-

views with those who are still surviving

30 years later; the Soviet film version

of Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya"; Sam Peck-

inpah's "Junior Bonner." a gentle, ruo-

ful comedy about the members of a

family who love each other and can't

bear to live together, beautifully acted

against a rodeo setting by Steve Mc-

Queen, Ida Lupino and Robert Preston.

_"La Salamandre,"

Jo
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ter), who is otherwise one of London's
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former R.A.F. pilot (Jon Finch) sus-

pected of the crixpes, and assorted

women who become the killer's victims

(Anna Massey, Barbara Leigh-Hunt).

The film alio includes two marvelous
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Cowen and Vivlen Merchant as a police

inspector and his wife, and a sequence

with a body in a potato truck that must
rank In anyone's great moments from
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cis Ford Coppola; screenplay by Mario

Puzo and Mr. Coppola, based on the
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melodrama come-of-age, truly sorrowful
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llie film has drive and vitality enough

f(jr 10 films, but it also has one of the

most affecting evocations of lower mid-

4le-class Italian-American life ever

caught on film — the opening wedding
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ton*s fine, lean film Version of Leonard

Gardner's fine, lean novel about some

second-rate characters who hang around

the fringes of the boxing game in Stock-

ton, Calif. Eighteen-year-old Emie Mun-

^r (Jeff Bridges) is on his way up and

aD-year-old Tully (Stacy Keach) is on his

smy out. The film is also about the

American language, about the way it's

lised and about the way it sounds,

especially when its characters talk in

the manner of children who are finger-

painting. Huston has always had a great

affection for life's rejects, misfits and*

eccentrics, an affection that here he

dlsciplines and transforms into a tough,

spjcndidly acted motion picture. The

two Stars are fine, and Susan Tyrrell,

who plays a barfly, gives one of the

year's two or three most exciting Per-

formances by an actress.

fore by its young director, Francis Ford

Coppola, prepares one for his special

achievement with this dramatization of

Mario Puzo's rather ordinary, if best-

selling, novel. Marlon Brando's fine Per-

formance, which is the key to the film,

is given great support by a huge cast

that includes AI Pacino, James Caan,

Richard Castellano, Robert Duvall, AI

Lettieri, AI Martino and Morgana K]nj

THE HEARTBREAK KID» direj

Elaine May; screenplay by

based on a story by Bj

man; produced by Edj

Palomar Pictures

duction, distribu]

Fox. "Was
thought?'

band
r<

May had rewritten Fitzgerald's "Win-

ter Dreams." The cast is headed by
Jeannie Berlin (Lila), Charles Grodin

(Lenny), Cybill Shepherd (tlie Minne-

apolis other-woman) and Eddie Albert,

who steals what he can of the film as

the furious Minneapolis father.

TOKyp STORY, directed by Yasujiro

Ozu; screenplay (Japanese with English

subtitles) by Kogo Noda and Mr. Ozu;

released by New Yorker Films. The dif-

ficulty with an Ozu film such as *The
Tokyo Story," made in 1952 and re-

leased here for the first time in 1972, is

not in understandins it, since all Ozu
films are beautifully lucid, but In de-

scribing it in a way that doesn't reduce

it to an inventory of the director's

austere techniques. Behind the tech-

niques is an unsentimental humanism
that respects the mystery and privacy

of his characters* emotions. In "Tokyo
Story," the principal characters are an
elderly husband and wife who make

(ii

The runners-up, in no particular order

of preference dre:

Bob Fosse's film version of "Cabaret,"

with a smashing star Performance by

Liza Minnelli and excellent support by

Joel Grey; the Andy Warhol-Paul Mor-

rissey super send-up, "Women, in Re-

volt,** which casts Candy Darling as "a

Society deb socialite from Long Island,"

Hojly Woodlawn as a fashion raQ^el

their first trip to Tokyo to visit their fföM-Bayonne, and Jackie Curtis asa^
children, who are glad to see their-^militant women's liberationist; Marcel

parents but evcntually a little bored t^
them. I would rank "Late Spring," tlw

second Ozu film to be released in Ne\^
York in 1972, only slightly under "Tokyo
Story." ^.-« ' ' p

TRAFFIC, directed by Jacques Tati;

original screenplay by Mr. Tati, with the

creative collaboration of Jacques La-

Grange; produced by Robert Dorfmann;

a Jacques Tati production, Corona Films-

Paris; released by Columbia Pictures.

Tati's fifth feature film is a splendidly

funny comedy that retums Mr. Hulot

to the screen, this time as the eccentri(L

rather dimly seei

Ophuls* "The Sorrow and The Pity,"

which examines the Nazi occupation of^y

France through newsreels, old theatrietfl

filiwy trrrgn most importantly, in Inter-

views with those who are still surviving

30 years later; the Soviet film version

of Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya"; Sam Peck-

inpah's "Junior Bonner." a gentle, rue-

ful comedy about the members of a

family who love each other and can't

bear to live together, beautifully acted

against a rodeo setting by Steve Mc-

Queen, Ida Lupino and Robert Preston.

_"La Salamandre,"

to
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John Huston

Managing a Winner

In Tat Clty^

BY CHARLES CHAMPLIN

• John ITuston's carccr has had more episodcs than
•The African Queen." Ile has gone from thc early
triumphs of 'The Maltose B'alcon" and The Trcasure
of Sierra Madie" to so eccentric and freaked-out a
masterwork as "Beat the Devil* to the glorious
"Queen* hersclf, and forward to so admirable if una-
vailing an enterprise as "Reflections in a Golden
Eye" and a picce of con^petcnt hackwork like "The
Kremlin Letter."

In rccent times it has been only too easy to be-
lieve that some of the acting roles, vivid but trivial,

and some of the directing assignments were accept-
ed without hope or enthusiasm, just to keep the
horses groomed and the foxhounds fed in Ireland.

Huston jumped, or feil or was pushed from "The
Last Run" when it became perfectly clear that the
power and the artistic say-so lay with the star,

George C. Scott, and not with Huston himself. A
mournful day, if you happen to have enjoyed "The
Maltese Falcon."

Through it all. and dcspite the riding to hounds
abroad, Huston has rcmained a prototypically early
American director, with the kind of equal affection
for pirates and princes that I would have expectcd
to find in Mark Twain as welL

Meanderings Recalied

Öut of bis own early meanderings Huston knows
jfrifters, hustlers, losers, soiled ladies, small towns,
side streets, the smells of dust, sweat, fear and fail-

ure and the metallic taste of your last thin dime.
That information, so to speak, and the acts of chari-

ty and valor which survive despite it, gave "The
Maltese Falcon" and "Treasure of Sierra Madre" a

particular richness, showed up a continent away in

the Bogart character in "African Queen" and can be
traced in the mood and fcel of the best of his other
works.

Tiie good news for those wno have admired Hus-
ton's truest werk (or for those who couldn't care less

but who like encjrossing movies) is that in "Fat City"

Huston has confronted a piece of material and a mi-
lieu perfectly suitcd to his insights and his talcnts.

The result is his best film in years, and one of the

best he has ever done: a lean, compassionatc, de-

tailed, raucous, sad, strong look at some losers and
survivors on the side streets of small-city Middle
America,
Leonard Gardner did the Script from his own

lean, hard-muscled novel about a pair of boxers in

Stockton, one of whom is having a side fight with
the bottle but who thinks he can make a comeback
in both rings, the other who still hopes, this late in

time, that boxing is a way out of having to pick
walnuts or top onions for a living.

Stacy Keach is thc older fighter, not bad enough
to quit, not good enough to go places, caught in thc
limbo between and surviving on cheap winc, self-

fooling lies and farm labor (rolling onto the buses in

the predawn darkness, hacking and moaning).

Ifs a very, very finc and affecting Performance.
Keach creates a man who is not bright but not
dumb, charming in an easy, barroom way, sympathe-
tic even when he rages because the rage is triggered

by his unavoidable glinipses of his own defeaL

Jeff Bridges is the kid, and he makes him not the

brightest but attractivc and nice, not a winner in or

out of the ring, but not a total loser either. Losing,

Gardner seems to be saying, is a relative thing.

Sometimes it's worse than others. Bridges conveys a

tenc^prness, an awarencss of the need to be gcntlc

with those who are losing even harder than you are.

an 1 a streng if passive will to survive that is an cf-

ricasc Turn to Page 79



Sfacy Keach, rlghl, tind Jeff Bridges in o scene from

^Far City/ John Husfon's lafest film for Columbia.

Huston's 'Fat City'
Continued from First Page

fective complement to Keach*s. There is In ''Fat

City" a third dazzling Performance by a New York
actress named Susan Tyrrell as a blowsy, whining,
self-dramatizing barfly who takes up with Keach
after her own man (played with competence and
cool dignity by the fighter, Curtis Cokes) leaves for

a short-term engagement in jail.

Miss Tyrrell, her voice a maudlin rasp, betrayals

by all mankind worn like bruises on her pale skin, is*

extravagantly histrionic, but you feel that the Per-

formance is part of the character, rather than a way
of impersonating the character. She gives an enor-
mous vitality to the movie.

The characters, of course, move within a milieu—
of fringe streets, shacky houses with weed-grown
yards, roach-ridden hoteis in which the manage-
ment's Instructions are hand-lettered in pencil, the
agribusiness orchards, the worn saloons and the cof-

feebars as whitely sanitary as mausoleums.
Huston and his photographer, Conrad Hall, have

caught all this (and more) with a kind of undrama-
tizing accuracy which becomes the more impressive

i 1111
,

1 11 i
.
w^y^^wyiyHiwBt ^r^^^^^m^m wn^^Tw^w?

AI'

^^^^ ^'^'"^ parental guidance advised).

bv not dra\Wf*,^^^y-,(..-,,v„-,,^ ^..

work. The eloq^'^'^^fi^^^
attention to the camera-

World reveal itself.
^^ ^*^^ ^^ letting a particular

Before he made it to i, •,, ,

screen credit 40 3'ears ago), lY^^^^ ^^ ^ writcr (first

a boxer, fighting in tank arenas i7,"ad himself been
What surprised him, and surprises us c,^^ California.

the persistencc of that special subculture7^chers, is

my-walled dressing rooms crowded under theFlam-

in the small, smoky halls, the fighters riding buse.d^i

save money, the bookers and the managers and the

rituals of the gym, rhythmical and reassuring, spar-

tan and oddly pure in contrast to the sleazy world
outside.

It is all there, not with the melodramatics of

"Champion" or the cynicism of "Requiem for a

Jloavyweight" but with a kind of everyday casual-

ness which tends to put a ceiling on the hopes with-

out really cushioning the despairs by way of conso-
Icition.

_^J[uston rccruited liis supporting cast within th<

Toxing World present and immediately past, andl

skillfully avoidcd the self-consciousness which often

goos with that kind of casting. Art Aragon, the gold-

en boy now a bail bondsman, is among those most
prominently on view.

Candy Clark plays Bridges* girlfriend, a small but

accuratoly obscrved part which reveals how much
lifo imitaies postures from populär art. She is very

good.
Kris Kristofferson did the wistful score, which

Catches exactiy the mood of lives whose principal

accompaniment is from jukeboxes (which is in no
way to put down the quality of Kristofferson's mu-
sic). . .

Ray Stark produced, with evident affection.

"Fat City" (a gambling tcrm for green pastures, or

being in clever) is not a big picture. It's a slice of life,

looked at closely and sympatheticallyi Its losers lose,

or break even, with a kind of innate dignity, and
make only small ripples.

"Chief among its virtues, if it has any at all," Hus-

ton wrvly Said after the showing of "Fat City" at the

Cannes Festi\'al, "is its modesty." That's true. What is

also true is that although Huston and Leonard
Gardner are dealing with sombcr materials, their

film is finally ennobling, partly bccaUse there is that

will to survivc running through all the despairs, and
partly because high artistry is always inspiring.

»"Fat City'' opens on Wednesday at selected thea-

ters in this area.
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Ooin 9 back to Huston

John Huston Photo by Peter Simins

"TV T E:W YORK — It was Inevitable.

^ It was inevitable that even at 11 in the

J_ 1 morning John Huston would have a

long fat cigar properly perched between two

fingers.

The 66-year-old director-screenwriter-ac-

tor has a new movie, "Fat City." all about his

truelove— boxing.

Huston's affair with pugilism dates to his

days at Lincoln High in Los Angeles, where
he did some dancing around the ring himself.

•*I was going to school at the same time as

two future world Champions, Fidel La Barba
and Jackie Fields, and a lot of good boys who
became contenders. One of them, Bert Co-

limaisinthefilm."
He professes to be of mixed sentiment

about the sport. *'I don't think it's a partic-

ularly healthy sport." But, in the same
breath, he talks excitedly about the Muham-
mad Ali-AI Lewis fight in Dublin. **My God, it

was wonderful! By the way, here's a pic-

ture." He flashes a photo of himself sparring

with Ali. His ehest swells through his safari

jacket. "That's some damn photo," he says,

laughing loudly.

"I had a private Screening for Muham-
mad. He loved it, especially the scene where I

have a young kid talking about the will to win.

He says, 'you really gotta want to kick ass to

win.' And, well, Muhammad talked back to

the screen. He said, 'Hey that's me talking.

Listen to me talking. You took that from me.
That's mypicture.'

"

In "Fat City," Huston tries to convey his

attraction-repulsion for the sport by
always keeping the audience's sympathy

with both fighters in the ring. "It's just like

the other night," he relates. "AI (Blue) Lewis
just turned into a hero durlng the fight, and,

of course, all along I wanted Ali to win. I

mean, it's just not right for a man o' war to be
beaten. And I don't give a damn who has the

title, he's still the champ.
"Well, anyway, Lewis was dazzled by Ali's

speed. That left, boy, I've never seen any-

thing like it. It comes out once, twice, three

times." He demonstrates. "Lewis was at the

end of a spear, but he'd come back with such
animal energy that you just marveled. When
that fight was stopped, Lewis went over to

Muhammad's corner, picked him up and held

John Iluslon's Tal

City' deals with his

Irue love— boxing.

Bill the film is about

losers, not winners . . .

him up to the crowd. It was like saying,
'Folks, here's your king.' It was one of the fi-

nest sporting gestures I've ever seen."
But "Fat City" is about losers, not win-

ners. "We only see the peak of the iceberg,
the main events, the championship bouts.

There are at least 10,000 fighters who never
get anywhere. These are the men who drive
trucks or repair vacuum cleaners nine or 10
hours a day and then train for another four or
five hours. My God, are they devoted. I've got
to hand it to them. You can't be a dilettante
fighter."

After high school, Huston left California to

travel the country with his father, actor Wal-
ter Huston. "Those years were very enlight-

ening for me. I met Eugene O'Neill and
watched rehearsals of 'Desire Under the
Elms.' I drifted around Mexico for a while.

Then I got married."
Transported to Hollywood, first as a

screenwriter, Huston's first directorial task
was that offen imitated but never duplicated
detective story, "The Maltese Falcon."

When the war came, Huston was recruited

by the War Department to make Propaganda
films for the "Why We Fight" series. One of

Huston's contributions, "San Pietro," was
not at all well received by the Pentagon.

"I was trying to teil something as it was,
the way I saw it. There's not much point in

trying to slant a war. You have to show what
really happens. To me, it was a great tribute

to the Americans who fought in the battle."

The War Department feit the film would
cause apprehension among the fighting

men because of its realistic and vivid

portrayal of the battle. It never would have
been released had not Gen. George Marshall
seen it and observed, "The more they know
about combat, the better." So, it was shown
as a training film.

"Fat City" is a jazzman's term for belng
on easy street, Coming into one's own. The
"Fat City" of Huston's film is Stockton, Ca-
lif., a city which, despite being in the center of

one of the country's rlchest agrlcultural
areas, the San Jx)aquin Valley, has the high-

est per capita rate of unemployment in the

nation.

But there's an answer to that, Huston
says. The work force in Stockton has always
been furnished by migrants and, with them,
the drifters. When the workers go, they leave
their residue, the winos. Also, agrlcultural

machinery is taking over, and there are few
Jobs left. "That's one of the paradoxes of this

country. There's an economic imbalance In

agrlculture. Why, you know, I found out on

the Today' show that the label on a jar of

plckles costs more than the pickles."

Before shooting the film, Huston spent

time in Stockton drlfting among the drifters.

"That's where I got most of the people for the

movie. Except for the leads (Stacy Keach,
Jeff Bridges, Susan Tyrell), everyone in the

movie is either a resident of Stockton or a for-

mer boxer."

Touched by their life style, Huston found
among these people "brief revelations
of the grandeur of the human spirit, to

speak in grandiose terms. They're not ter-

ribly articulate people, but they can some-
times say things that will absolutely floor

you."
To illustrate this, Huston teils about one of

his old friends Art (Golden Boy) Aragon, a

former boxer (also in the movie) who made a

particularly Incisive comment on the film at

one Screening: "Now Art had a llttle trouble
with brain damage after fighting, though
you'd never know it. He's terribly clever.
Anyway, he's hardly what you'd call arti

culate in the sophisticated sense. In the last

scene of the movie, when Keach looks at some
of his comrades, the whole scene freezes.

Someone In the audlence called out, *Now
what does that mean?' And Art, rlght out of

the blue, said, 'deja vu.' Huston laughs. "Art
Aragon said this. It just makes you want to

weep." — RICHARD NATALE
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Rages & Outrages

ARCHER WINSTEN

John Huston came back to town to add a bit of hoopla

to the "Fat City" premiere, wore bis tieless khaki bush

jacket here and there, and enjoyed bis triumph. Why had
be waited all of tbese 50 years to try a subject so deep in

tbe bone of bim?
Well, he just didn't get

around to it. Tbe Scripts

weren't right. He'd thought

of Hemingway's "Fifty

Grand." He remembered that the^hole day, walk 25 miles
50 years ago be was 16 and

j^ 120 degree beat. He would
in Los Angeles and he took ^^^^^ j^ the moming and
•n bour's streetcar ride every gg^in at dusk, maybe walk
day to go to Lincoln HS, an fj^^ j^ji^g Afterwards be
underprivileged area wbere gaid, 1 can never begin to
the good boxers were. Two thank you for this.' He was
of them later became world ^ j^y ^^ the picture. He
Champions, Fidel LaBarba didn't last long aften\^ards."
and Jackie Fields. He fought .^^^ ^^^ j,^ ^.^ ^^^ j
for about a year and a half ^^^.^ remember."
bimself, then went on to bis

marvelously varied career:

aoting, the cavalry in Mexico,

any favors. Just let me
come.*

4t 4t *

"He wasn't able to shoot

"Everything," John Huston
replied.

It was the moment io ask
Short Story writing, screen- „„^x^ u^ i u •

i. j ^

Play wrltog and finally di- ^^1^^^^°^
'""« ^« '"^ended

recting. His first Job of di-
"I hope as long as Picasso,"

^„•=,i"f .. ^ä! :P/ ,^"^'! he answered so promptly you
5^1con." He was
World was his.

35. The knew he had had it in mind.
He has already completed

anotber picture, "The LifeSm he tod not ^hony ^^ Minies of 'judge Roy
retired from fightmg. At one ^ ^

of those famous Hollywood
parties be and Errol Fl3ain

tangled in wbat was to be-

come perhaps the most
famous and widely adver-

tised for-real fisticuffs in

the history of the place.

Huston laugbed when re-

minded of it.

He said, "It was a helluva

fight. We both went to hos-

pitals afterwards, separate

hospitals. Let me give you
an epilogue to it.

"When I Started to cast

*Tbe Roots of Heaven' for
Fox, Darryl asked me wbat
about Errol Flynn. Any ob-

jection?

"None at all.

"We became good friends.

After shooting part of the
picture there was to be a
change of location and I

planned to take 10 days off

to shoot buffalo but not teil

anyone. Errol smelled a rat

and he said to me, 'John,

you're going off on a shoot.

I denied it and be said,

'Don't lie to me, you sonofa-
bitch*. So I said. 'Errol,

you're not in condition.* He
said, 'John, I don't ever ask

JOHN HUSTON

Bean," starring Paul New-
man, Stacy Keach and Ava
Gardner. They shot it in tbe
country outside Tucson.
"The wind blows tbrough

it," John Huston said,

* * *
As everyone knows, John

Huston moved to Ireland 20
years ago. Though his Prot-
estant forbears came from
northern Ireland, the troubled
part, he chose to settle and
raise horses in Galway wbere
there's no barbed wire and

the bunt goes over stone

üenc6s, % .' C/ f
*

Twelve years later he knew
it was time to become an
Irish Citizen. His Catholic

neighbors had accepted him
as a part-time theoretical

atheist, and he had become
Master of the Hunt, the Gal-

way Blazers.

A bunt there will run for

two hours and go over as
many as 400 fences. There
can be 100 riders galloping

together. Huston's only con-

cession to his age, now 66,

is that he'll ride two weeks
on the road before his first

bunt. He knows that he could
be hurt, as In the past when
he fractured a knee, but Gal-

way Blazers have been known
to ride with broken necks
held up by eollars. Lady Cris-

tabel Anptell, in her 70s and
riding side-sadd'le, fractured
her skull but returned to the
bunt just three weeks later.

Spirit like that cannot be
put down. Taken in conjunc-
tion witih incredible errors
made by the British, from
Cromwell to today's Intem-
ments, continuing Irish trou-
ble is guaranteed. The Estab-
lishment in northern Ireland
is worse than South Africa,
but the liberal British fall to

understand that and fight
against it.
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Welcoming Back Huston
Director John Huston shares a laiigh with Paul Newman
dnring: the preniiere of "Fat City," Huston's first Ameri-
can-made film in more than a decade, at the Museum of

Modern Art. The fibn Starts its regulär engagement here
to<1ay at the Coltmibia II. Post Photo by Vernon Shibia
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Director John Hiiston brings his latcst opus, "Fat Stacy Keaeh plays Billy Tully, a down-and-out boxer who meets Emie Miinger, a Susan Tyrrell plays Oma, a woman with a
City," to the Columbia 11 on Wednesday. It'a based young up-and-comer played by Jeff Bridges, in a cheap card dub In "Fat City.** penchant for blacks and booze, who be-
on Leonard Garner's novel of the same name, about Professional boxers Art Aragon, Reuben Navarro, Sixto Rodriquez, Bert Colima comes Billy TuUy's girl friend in the film
a former fighter who thlnks he ean make a comeback. and Curtis Cokes have featured roles In the movie. drama, bnt not for very long.



It Happened
Last Night

EARL WILSON

He Remembers Marilyn •••

John Huston, who directed Marilyn Monroe in her flrst

major movie part ("Asphalt Jungie*') and her last (**The

Misfits") gays tö her worshipers commemoraiing: the lOth

anniversary of her death that she had a kind of greatness
such as that of Jennifer Jones, Katharine Hepburn and Bette

Davis . . . "They never came forth wlth the expected."

"Marilyn came up with things from some mysterioiis,

Inexplicable source that Katharine Cornell couldn't do,"

Huston Said at the Regency while taldng time from boost-

ing his new picture, "Fat City."

"She would reach down and dis«

Cover something in some cavem with-
in herseif that was stränge and ex«
traordinary and kind of universal/'

¥: ^ >k

ELEVEN YE/\BS AGO, Huston
got Marilyn to taper off sleeping pills

and tliought she was saved.

"But I was disillusioned. I saw
her once on a Sunday when she
wasn't working, when the pills had
taken over. I had the feeling she
didn*t recogiiize me. She would take
pills to get sleep so she could look
good, and then pills to wake up, and ^^
it was a nialicious circle.

^f * *
"I'M SURE she didn*t want to do away with herseif

—

consciously. She tried to cope through other means but

went to pills."

Marilyn, he said, "had no technical equipment" as an
actress. "She was about 12 years old," but "she always
astonished me at what she could do."

Huston defended Arthur Miller, Marilyn*s thlrd hushand,
for writing "After the Fall,'' concerning a girl resenibling

MM.
"Knowing Arthur Miller, it's difficult for me to conoeive

of hini doing an ignoble thing. The best writers have WTitten

about those they knew—Tolstoy, Dostoievsky, James Joyce,

Hemingway, O'Neill. Tm sure Arthur did it with conslderable

pain to himself."

HUSTON
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ARCHER WINSTEN

Huston's 'Fat City' at Columbia II

"Fat City," at Columbia II, is a picture of such incisive

character detail and local lowlife color that a proper
review can do little more than list excellences. An Ini-

tial temptation Is to believe no one but John Huston
could have made it. Though he has had many pictures of

outstandingmerit ("The Mal-

tese Falcon," "Treasure cf

the Sierra Madre," "The As-

phalt Junglo," "Battle of San
Pietro" and "Let There Be
Light"), and sonie failurcs,

the great ones had not bccn

noted in recent years. So
"Fat City" not only marks
the Comeback of Huston in

gutsy, gritty rcalism but

also a first-time celebration

of a boxing career he started

and stopped almost 50 years

ago. ^*^!

This is a story of some
club fighters in Stockton,

Calif. One, Tully (Stacy

Keach) has seen better days.

Unhappy circumstance and
booze have not helped him.

The young man he discovers,

Ernie (Jeff Bridg-es) has

hopes, but like so many
hopes in the "boxing game"
they don't pan out. Tully has

a girl, Oma (Susan Tyrrell)

who has her troubles and
malles more of them. Ernie

has a girl, Faye (Candy
Olark) who wouldn*t refuse

to marry him. The fighters

have a manager Rüben
(Nick Colasanto) who is the

prototype of all the small-

tlme managers of this world.

Piigilists In Cast

Half a dozen oldtime and
fetill current fighters arc
brought in to supply their

unique skills. The names

jump at you from the cast,

big names from fistiana:

Art Aragon, Curtis Cokes,

Sixto Rodriguez, Reuben Na-
varro. There have bcen so

many fighters who couldn't

do it naturally for a cam-
era, and so many, or moro,

actors who couldn't fight. In

this case Houston has not

permitted the picture to

show an actor who can't

seem to fight, orfighterwho
doesn't act natural in front

of the camera.

It would be easy to assert

that all five lead performers

are out and out geniuses.

Maybe they are and Huston
is to be congratulated on
having found them. However,
it's more likely that Huston
got a fine script from book
author Leonard Gardner and
knew exactly what to do with

it and how to fit the perform-
ers inito their parts so that

they seem to have been there

all their lives. And will be un-
til they die.

It's that kind of picture,

a classic of its kind that will

defy the passing of years and
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bonair SIeuth
them with a cutlass and ciitting: their

throats; a reinnant of history that he treas-

iires.

•Jf * #
"I WOULD LIRE to go back to England,

try to hclp me make it possible by not quot-

ing me," he smiled. He in fact arranged the

Interviews for the Churchill TV series, The
Valiant Years, in 1960.

The World is inclined to misspell his

name. There is no letter k in it; it is one
Word, and there is only one capital letter In

it. His son Rupert, 25, does not even call

himself Rupert Macnee.
•'My st)n calls himself Rupert Nee, he

leaves off the Mac part entirely. My son

dropped the Mac part because it's enough,

becaiise he's so fed up with it.''

The Weekend Windup • • •

;POTNEWS : LAUREN BAGALU rushed
ov^r to John Huston (in her bare>4nidriff)

at \\, while she was having djiiner wlth

Kaslia, and invited hlm^ her "Ap-
plaus^ opening in London . . . Huston
Said: ''She's a star In life*' . .
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Huston TakesNew Look atLife in 'Fat City'

The Gast
FAT CITY, dircctcd by John Huston;
tcreenplay by Leonard Gardner, based
on his novPl; director of photography,
Conrad Hall; editor, Margaret Booth;
music suPervision, Marvin Hamlisch;
prodüced by Ray Stark; distributed by
Columbia PIcfures. Running time: 96
minutes. At the Columbia II Theater,

• Sscond Avenue at 64th Street. This film
has becn classificd PG.

Tully Sfacy Keach
F.rnit Jeft Bridges
Om^ Susan Tyrrell

Fayt Candy Clark
Rub^n Nicholas Colasantn
P*b» Art Aragon

Curtls Cokes
ro Sixto Rodrigucz

W-s Billy Walkpr
Itfford Wayne Mahan

July»n

\^
MtiTG

"5C
^"* By VINCENT CANBY
*nn 'Tat City," John Hus-

fCn's fine filrn version of
Ij^onard Gardner's novel, life

iff havinj; a cigarette and no
mHtcb—then finding a match

\j «)d getting slightly ill on the
^ Urst puff.

•^ t\Nothirig quite works out
^ IJie way it's supposed to. Be-

^rc his first professional
""^^ S^ut, 18-year-oId Ernie Mun-
^w^ yr (Jeff Bridges) buys a

-V^

r

^orty white dressing gown
with a gold lam6 collar and
ilS knocked out after 33 sec-

ends in the first round.
Tully (Stacy Keach), who

would be Emie 12 years later,

by superhuman effort pulls

hinaself up and out of Skid
Row to return to the ring.

He wins his comeback bout
(^the most colorful fighter in

njrthern California," his

r^anager calls him a bit lame-
ly), but he hasn't the endur-
aijce to follow through. He
gpes back to picking onions
by day, spending his evenings
ia Skid Row bars and sleep-

vf^ in flop houses.

ItK

•This is grim material but
'tat City" is too füll of life

to be as truly dire as it

siunds. Ernie and Tully, along
vnth Oma (Susan Tyrrell),

t$e sherry-drinking bar-fly

TÜllly shacks up with for a
vyhile, the small-time fight

managers, the other boxers
aj^d assorted countermen, up-
hplsterers and lettuce pickers
whom the film encounters en
rqute, are presented with such
st^nning and sometimes comic
accuracy that "Fat City"

J
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Stacy Keach, left, and Jeff Bridges

transcends its own apparent
gloom.

It reminds me of the im-
patience I used to experience
when it was the fashion

(more than it is now) to

categorize playwrights and
novelists as either pessi-

mistic or optimistic. Pes-

simism and optimism are be-

side the point of the com-
passion expressed in Mr.
Gardner's screenplay without
melodrama and without the
kind of phony philosophiz-

ing that once framed the agit-

prop plays of Clifford Odets
and others.

The film's vision is pur-

posely limited. For at least

some of its 1 13,000 residents,

StDckton, Cal., where "Fat
City" is set, probably is a
place where things can work
out. Situated in the rieh San
Joaquin Valley, where lettuce,

onions, tomatoes and walnuts
grow when most other parts

of the country are under
ice, Stockton is a thriving,

go-getting modern American
Community.

Tully and Ernie and Oma,
however, live on its dark

side, which Huston shows us

without ever indulging them
or US, or for that matter,

himself. Huston's affection

for life's eccentrics, as well

as its rejects and misfits, is

legendary—so much so that

it has sometimes seemed as

if he had cast his films as if

running a mission.

In "Fat City" he has kept
himself under control. The
result is one of the three or

four most beautifully acted

films seen so far this year.

Keach and Bridges, who are

comparatively known quanti-

ties, are splendid, but so are

some faces that are new to

me, including Nicholas Cola-

santo, Art Aragon, Curtis

Cokes. and especially Miss
Tyrrell, who plays one of the

first believeable drunks I've

ever seen on screen.

•
Mr. Gardner's screenplay,

of course. is something quite
special, füll of the kind of

dialogue that movies usually

can't afford, that defines
time, place, mood and char-
acter while scemingly going
nowhere. Nobody ever man-

ages to say exactly what's
on his mind or, if he does,

to admit it. "Is it my fault

thatyou can't fit in?" screams
Oma at her black lover in

between her protestations of

love for him in a crowded
bar. At other times, the ohar-

acters trade clich^s as sol-

emnly as marriage vows.
"You're not fulfilled." Ernie

says sadly to the girl he has
just deflowered. "I am ful-

filled," she answers without
enthusiasm, working him
carefully toward a proposal
by making him feel a thor-

ough cad.

For years, Huston has been
fooling around with movies
as if he weren't interested.

"Fat City," which opened
yesterday at the Columbia II,

shows US the director of "The
Treasure of the Sierra Ma-
dre," and "The Asphalt Jun-
gle" working with his old
meticulousness but without
recourse to either the comic
or melodramatic crutches that
have, in recent years, seemed
to set the director apart from
his films, as if to hide any
real feelings.
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TAT CITY"—Stacy Keach, a brokcn-down boxer, fights a domestlc bout with Susan

Tyrrell, hi$ alcoholic mistress, in John Huston's film. Wedncsday, at the Columbia II.
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Notes on People

Johnson Stahle, but Will Stay in Hospital
Doctors treating Lyndon B.

Johnson, who was hospital-
ized Monday night in San
Antonio, Tex., after suffer-
ing ehest pains and nausea,
Said "there is no evidence of
a major severe heart at-

tack."

The doctors, at Brooke
General Hospital, said the
63-year-oId former President,

who suffered a heart attack
in April, "spent a comfort-
able night without recur-
rence of severe ehest pain
or neausea. His electrocardio-
gram remains stable and his

heart rhythm regulär." The
doctors Said Mr. Johnson
would be kept in the hospital
for "an additional period of
Observation."

Mrs. Johnson was by her
husband's side at the hos-
pital. Their younger daugh-
ter, Mrs. Luci Baines John-
son Nugent, was also hos-
pitalized Monday night, in

Austin. A doctor there said,

"In lay terms, it's a cold.

There is no indication of any
serious illness." Mrs. Nugent
had ehest pains.

•
Robert Wilson, was in jail

at Neapolis, Crete, eharged
with possession of four
granis of hashish. If con-
victed. Mr. Wilson, author of
the play "Deafman Glanee,"
faces a maximum penalty of
5 to 20 years in prison.

•
Concealing the faet that

one is the son of the former
President of Switzerland is

not difficult, at least in Al-
ton, 111. That's where Peter
Gnaegi, whose father, Rudolf,
is now Switzerland 's Defense
Minister, lived anonymously

for a year as an exchange
Student, his identity known
only to the Fritz family, with
whom he lived.

Fresh from County Gal-
way, where he breeds thor-

oughbreds and hunts foxes,

John Huston, the film direc-

tor, looked aX the line of 500
peQ|)lewaitlng to get in to

a nÖHCtlSfge retrospeetive of

his old movies in a Manhat-
tan theater and said he was
"overwhelmed." Mr. Hus-
ton, sporting a luxuriant

beard and wearing an Afri-

ean safari suit appropriate

for the showing of "African
Queen," was also here for

the opening of his latest film,

"Fat City." Asked if he
would Sit through 14 hours
of another director's films,

Mr. Huston said: "Yes, for .

two or three people." Then
he named them: Fellini, Berg-

man, Chaplin, Ren6 Clair, De
Sica, William Wyler and
John Ford.

Ramsey Clark, President

Johnson's Attomey General,

left Washington for a two-
week Visit to North Vietnam.
He is traveling as "a private

Citizen," his law Office said,

with a group of Citizens from
Denmark, France, Ireland and
Sweden at the invitation of

the North Vietnamese Gov-
ernment.

False grit will presumably
be held to a minimum New
Year's Day at the Touma-
ment of Roses Parade in

Pasadena, Calif. There, filling

the grand marshal's boots
and sitting on the 50-yard

line during the Rose Bowl
game will be that former
tackle for the University of

Southern California, John
Wayne.

•
Edward F. Cox, husband

of the former Tricia Nixon,
completed a brush-up course
at George Washington Uni-

versity and flew into New
York with his wife to pre-

pare to take the State bar
examination today.

•
Selected by his three fel-

low commissioners as Presi-
dent of the city Board of
Elections was David Dinkins,
the first black to hold that
Office. Mr. Dinkins, a 45-

year-old lawyer and former
State Assemblyman, will re-
ceive $17,500 in the post,

which is not a full-time job.

•
Princess Ubolratana, the

21-year-old daughter of King
Phumiphol Aduldet of Thai-
land, has become a common-
er, with her father's permis-
sion. Reports circulating in

Bangkok indicate that she
might be married to a fellow-

student at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Her
father's secretary told the
ruling National Executive
Council that the Princess had
informed her father that her
royal position "involved heavy
responsibilities which she
cannot bear or fully under-
take." The Princess, who is

known as Julie Mahidal, is

not in line for the throne.

Her brother, Prinee Vajira-

longkorn, is heir.

James F. Clarity.
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THE CUKRENT CINEMA
His S/iarc of t/ic Pursc

ONLOOKKRS sit; art is on its Joi^i Huston has had a mixcd hiit

kiu'cs, struggling to stand, tonic carccr. Even his blunders, the

Thcrc is somctliing very stir- Cyclopcan oncs tliat they arc, can

ring aboiit thc cvolutionary cfFort oft niakc othcr directors' fastidiousness

John Hiiston's ncw fil m, ^^Fat Cit\'^^J look j)altry; and this film is far from

(writtcn by Leonard Gardner from a hlunder, though it maybe has to be

his own novel). J Jie leathery old

sage is again astonishing. He has made

great films, like '^The

Maltese h'aJcon" and

"The Treasiire of Sierra

Madre'' and ^^The Red
Hadge of Courage;'^ he

has made a m b i t i o u s,

beautiful mistakes, like

"Moby Dick," and
studies in imcontrolla-

ble edginess, like "'l'he

Misfits," and pieces of

off band lunacy, like

"Beat the Devil;'' he

has made "The African

Queen,'' one of the most

entertaining and ador-

able pictures ever. "Fat

City" returns to a fa-

vorite old theme of men testing them-

selves. Huston is the Hemingway of the

screen, or perhaps the Mailer.

His hero in Gardner's story, called

Tulh' ( Stacv Keach), is *i boxer who
thinks himself long in the tooth, now
hitting thirtv and fearing flab. He is a

characteristic Huston mixture of cour-

age and cowardice, timidit\ and can-

dor, fierce convivialit)' and a loneliness

he declines to give up. The film may
be about a boxer, but it is not about

boxing. Tlie fat cit\' of the title is a

man's ideal world: a world of limit-

less booze or broads or mone\
,

per-

haps once experienced, perhaps hapless-

Iv looked forward to, probablv a mi-

rage, but alwa\s a dream to be lootetl

in sparse times. An encounter with an

eighteen-year-old amateur boxer in a

g\'m makes the hero confront lu's life.

You can see it rising before his eyes.

Hc iiates much of it, liimself especially,

though he doesn't care enough for any-

one eise's lot to cjuit his own. But per-

haps tiie others are content? Some of

this is Said. All of it seems to be going

on in Stac)' Keach's face. The movie

is about a man lookini; without blink-

ing at the world he has built for him-

self, staring at it as if he were gazing

through a log fire at the burnt-out

ashes behind and feeling his eyeballs

singeing. Keach is a great young per-

forme r. Huston is no more likcly to

miss iieroic calibre in an actor than to

miss the look of a great horsc in a pad-

dock.

Seen twice for its sweetness to be clear,

and though its girl characters are al-

most a |)arody of bloody-

nosed men's iilea of fem-

ininity. VVe begin in fly-

blown parts of Stockton,

California. (The design-

er was the immensely

gifted Richard Sylbert;

tiie director of photogra-

phy was Conrad Hall.)

The sun turns dusty

streets a blazing white,

and the glare outside

givcs barrooms the dark-

ness of goldfish bowls

füll of weed. Tully is on

Jiis back in some cheap

hotel, lying in the heat in

his undershorts. Train-

ing is out. He smokes. Might as well.

He hasn't fought for eighteen months.

But, on the other band . . . He goes

to the g\'m and meets the eighteen-

year-old, whom he spars with after a

few minutes of workout. Tiie boy,

Krnie (Jeff Bridges), a lad with an

exquisite young face, whose nose shock-

ingh' gets smashed early in the film,

makes Tully pull a muscle. God damn

!

Eighteen months off, and first thing

\()U do is pull a muscle. Tully 's man-
ager (Nicholas Colasanto), a yenal,

amiablc ex-boxer whose larynx sounds

as if it had once been mashed b\

a punch, comes to the rescue after

Tulh' lias miserabh walked out on

his equalh' croak-voiced, boozing girl

friend (Susan Tyrrell), and puts him

back in the ring. The girl returns

to her old loye, a black who was in

jail, and who gently hands Tully his

box of things at the front door when he

turns up again in a prodigal-son mood.

"StufF is stuflF," says the reinstated

lover, with comprehension. (Leonard

Gardner's screenplay is piercingl) and

toughly written.) Tully's manager
gives him a stingy hundred bucks

out of the purse after a win over a

Mexican and tries to stop him from

being run over by traffic that he has

hurled himself into in a tantrum;

after all, Tully is a friend, and also a

property.

Fortune runs thin. There has been

a lot of perfidy, a lot of chopping on-

ion tops as hired farm labor at eight

bucks a day or less. TIu- film ends

where it began, on skid row, with

'J'ully pining for a drink, thougli young
Ernie, suddenly faced after trying to

avoid 'J'ully's eye, insists on his having

a cup of cofiPee. An aged Chinese cook

behind the glass of the restaurant kitch-

en moves about rheumatically. Life

making a beeline for the drain. "May-
be he's happy," says P^rnie. "Maybe
we'rc all happy," says Tüll)', with a

dulled face, trying to convince him-

self. 'J'he Cook grins, l'he scene behind

the boxers freezes. A shot of down-
and-outs pla)'ing cards. *^Hey, stick

a round," 7\dly says to Ernie rather

desperately. It is one of Huston's typi-

cal hollow-eyed endings, a Carrion

finisli that carries with it something

benedictive.

RonERT J. Siecjel's "Parades" is

anti-brutality, anti-regimentation,

anti-iiardness on the young and physi-

call\' fragile—anti everything that is

wrong. It has the look of a docu-

mentary without convincing )'()u for a

moment that anything in it is actual.

"Every few minutes someone goes

AW'OK from the Army," says a title

thematically at the beginning. Yes, hut

how tnafiy minutes? You want to

know.

The film is not specifically against

Vietnam. It's against preparation for

war, against inhuman Army discipline,

and its hysteria eventually becomes so

generalized that it might just as well

be an outcry by schoolboNS against the

rigors of learning Latin. The upper-

liack screenpla)' is by George Tahori

( who wrote "Secret Ceremon\ ," "I

Confess," in collaboration, the plays

"Flight Into Egypt," "Pinkville," and

so on ). The hero ( Russ Thacker) is a

thin b()\ drafted into the Army. He has

an artificial Jieart. At least, he says he

has an artificial Iieart, but this ma)' be

metaphorical, since wc see him as a

ghost, too, and also with ver\' ohviously

artificial entrails colored deep orange

Spilling out of him when he has de-

termined to commit suicide. Die de-

cision is brought on by despair in the

Stockade, exacerbated by a rather un-

belieyablc bulh' of a Sergeant who
cheWS a cigar st üb in the boy 's face

when he is in sick bay after trying to

put out his own e}'es. There is some-

thing unresolved about the c) nicism of

the picture. The brutality hatte rs you

non-stop, drumming with its small fists

on your ehest. Its punitive method is

a little like Kenneth H. Brown's in

"The Brig" (which was an abrasively

original play, intentionally hard to

bear), but the content hcrc is ornate,

and deep-breathing about the seif-
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Cr Harvest a
newwayof life at

HiUtopTIqceb
If you wish to retire in a

süperb environment where a new
and rewarding life awaits you, con-
sider Hilltop Place.

This small group of highly

distinctive, carefree condominium
residences is located in New London,
New Hampshire, a small College
town in the heart of the Lake Suna-

pee recreatlon area, 2

hoursfrom Boston and
V2 hour from Hanover.
For our füll brochure,
write

Hilltop'Hqceb
qf lS^Xondoii,Incorpor^ted

Box 10,

New London,

N.H. 03257.
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THIS OFFER IS VOID
WHERE PROHIBITED.

Help stamp
out soft

Crackers

ELECTRIC
LKecps crisp foods dry and
r^oven-fresh indefinitely,
even in the most soppy ar-

mospheric conditions. The only appliance of its

kind, the Electric Brisker applies tne principle of
dehumidification to proteci the fiavor and crisp-
ness of such foods as Crackers, poiato chips,
cereals, nuts and prctzels. Keeps salt shakers
free-flowing. Its the "in" thing . . . a welcome
asset in any home, boat or camper. U.L. ap-
proved; 115 volt AC for home; 6, 12 and 32
volt DC for boat? and campers. 18 '74" x 11" x
11". Polished chrome or satin copper finishes.
At fine gift shops and hardware
Stores, or order now by mail.
Literarure free on request. Write:

$24.95

Add $1.75 Ship. & Hdlg. — $3.00 West of Rockies

2343 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

MONTEGO BAY

A sophisticafed bit of JAMAICA -
directly on our private beach. Nightly ^
candlelight dining, dancing. enfeitam

^.

ment, water sports, fishing, tennis and

golf nearby No Conventions. Adults only
|

A staff of 350 provides gracious service A
Privately owned by ^
Mr and Mrs Lawrence M Paul.

'•

Reservationsare made by your TravelAgent thru the

Leonard Hicks Organization NEW YORK 765-5800

evident. Ik-ing rotten to people is rotten.

Well, yes.

JOSEPH Sar(;ent's "The Man,"
froni Irving VVallace's best-seller,

is about a Presi(lent-b}'-acci(lent, the

first black President. It is one of those

very sensitive, girlish films. The Presi-

dent Needs to be Needed. lames Earl

Jones pla) s a pained-looking and weak-

natured j)r()fessorial black who is un-

expectedlv rocketed into the White

House after the incumbent President

and the Speaker of the House have

beeil killed by a crunibling biiilding in

Germany. The Vice-President (Lew
Ayres) declines the office from a wheel-

chair after a stroke. James Karl Jones

is a widower called Doiiglass Dilman,

with a daughter who is a black militant.

His political dilemma lies in bis having

heeded the Story of an American black

accused of assassinating a South African

official. The South Africans want the

accused seilt back to South Africa. Dil-

man has taken his stor^' at face value,

speaking to bim pacifically and unwise-

1\' at the W^iite House in a Scout-

masterh' way. Plaving become fed up

with being patronized b)' his aides, who
take him to be a stand-in and talk

over him as if he were a dinner plate,

Dilman goes on to adopt a hero's pos-

ture, self-defeatingly ; and tlien a

Southern Senator (Hurgess Meredith )

produces film footage incriminating the

protected boy. The President Switches

policy and extradites the lad to South

Africa, earning the contempt of his

daughter—a contempt inexplicably re-

versed when we See her crving with

j)ri(ie as her father Stands on the Con-

Nention dais of an unidentified party

and offers to run for another term.

Quite apart from the plot, in which

the [)()ints of narrative and political pro-

cedure have as man\' holes in them as a

mufHer knitted h\ a m\ ()[)ic elephant, the

film is empt\ of sensibilit\ and füll of

bogus pathos. Not one of the minutiae

of the picture seems right, apart from

props like tlie foul all-night Sandwiches

at all-night talks, and none of the stam-

ina Ol* the fanaticism of politicking is

here—not even the pure flavorof W^ish-

ington bitcher\ , atteinpted in a scene in

which an ambitious and sloshed political

wife needles the President's daughter

at dinner. Hurgess Meredith, looking

piratically intcllectual, gives the one

clinching Performance in the film. James
Earl Jones, floundering, plays a man
with the mind of someone concussed,

so ) ()u can't avoid feeling that his bossy

ad viser ( Martin Balsam ) is right to over-

rule him all the time. The texture of

Rod Serling's screenpla\' is coarse and

unj)articular. Heaven knows, we need

political movies, but a movie that hap-

pens to be about characters labelled poli-

ticians isn't necessarily a political movie.

Dilman is given to uttering tiie sort

of self-abasing mock-aphorisms that

would immediatelv make him unfit for

office, though apt to land on the best-

seller pile. "Fve discovered something.

WWe all midgets trying to reach the

shelf,'* he says. And this is a man who
is supposed to swav a Convention f

CAROL ReeiVs "The Public Eye,'' a

private-dick romantic farce, was

adapted by Peter Shaff'er from iiis own
stage pla\'. 'J'he eve belongs to Topol as

a whimsical Anglo-Greek private de-

tective in I>()ndon who wears a white

raincoat and a white peaked cap, eats

yogurt, macaroons, and grapefruit all

the time, and loves sultry Eastern prov^-

erbs. He has been engaged bv Charles,

a stodgy London accountant ( Michael

Ja\'ston), to keep watcli on Belinda, his

winsome little California bride { Mia

Farrow), who has been to India. Tiie

trip has definiteh been bad for her all-

unseeinir nature. Her husband finds her

adolescent daftness unfathomable. She

behaves like a hush-voiced Minnie

Mouse in rapt congress with her ver\

own 2:iiru. The detectivc hasn't much
to do, for she is actuall) gnilty of noth-

in<r more than beiiiü: bored with stuff'v

London life aiul liking to get up early

to w^'itch the sun rise. He has the per-

fecth correct instinct that he should

keep mum and just shadow her. Re-

mindetl perhaps of her idea of the

m\steri()us East b\ his muteness and

his eiulless macaroons, mustered from

inscrutablc pockets \\\ his raincoat, she

falls in love with him. 'Hie rest should

be silence. Carol Reed has made here

a thorouL^hh dubious film about inno-

cence. —Penelope Gilliatt

FriCiHTENING Facts—A warniii^ on deeliniii^

U.S. naval power is contained in the 1971-72 edition

üf Jane's Fi^htin^ Ships, an annual eompendiuni on

the world's navies published in London. The editor of

this authoritative publication comments, "The
ji;rated onion and a dash of Worcestershire sauce ^ive

the cheese blend that extra "zinp;" party-^oers love.—Canaati (dorm.) Connecticut ff estcrn,

But, as Eimer Davis used to sa)', "Never Ict

them scare you."
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THE TALK OF THE TOVN
Notes a}iJ Conrnicnt

SF\'EN'rV-ONE {XT CClU of tllC pcoplc

in this C(nintr\ want strict Con-

trols ovcr all privateh' owncd

guns. That figurc, which was rcccntly

puhlisJKHl b\ thc Gallup Poll, rcprcscnts

all rcgions, and all agc groups and all

kinds of pcoplc, including giin owncrs.

Thcir common dcsirc for limits on thc

possession of fircarms is not a suddcn,

ncrvous dcsirc sct ofF In tlic assassina-

tion attcmpt on Govcrnor George C.

W'allacc or b\ thc latcst alarming sta-

tistics on thc crime rate. Rather, polls

takcn ovei- thc past gencration show

that a round thrcc-c|uartcrs of thc public

has consistenth feit this way. Though
it is true that a dcmocracv moves slug-

gislil) in response to thc push and pull

of contending factions, a füll gencra-

tion seems a \o\\\r time for a demand
b\ thc American public to go unmet. A
proposal is novv bcfore thc Senate to

prohibit thc salc of cheap handguns that

ha VC barrcls Icss tiian three inches lonir

and arc not suitablc for "sporting pur-

poses"
—

"Saturda\ -night Specials," as

these cut-rate, easih concealcd weap-

ons arc labclled, and advertised, in thc

gun trade. No one knows hovv man\'

guns of this sort arc alread\ in private

hands in thc United States, but esti-

mates put thc total well in thc millions,

for it is known that more tiian a mil-

lion of them have been manufacturcd

cach \car in recent times. rhese mil-

lions of guns now in private hands will

not bc afiected at all b\ thc bill bcfore

Congress, nor will slighth more costh'

handguns with longcr barrcls, alrcady

sold or still unsold. ( B\ now, undoubt-

edh', forcign and domestic arms manu-
facturers have drafted designs for

moderatc-priced handguns with barrcls

three and one-cighth inches long and

other 'Sporting" featurcs. ) RiHcs,

shotguns, and other guns classificd as

long arc also ignored b\ thc bill. Alto-

gether, thc guns that arc currenth

owned b\ private citi/cns and that will

7iot bc controlled b\ thc proposed fed-

cral law must number around a hun-

dred million. According to thc latcst visaged, band on hip, ready to protect

poll, thc public wants a policc permit to iiome and hearth, antl, along tiic way,

bc recpiircd bcfore anxonc can possess to cnnVh thc gun manufacturers, gun

an\' kind of gun privateh an\ whcie in advertisers, gun publicists, gun-maga-

thc counti\ . Ka liier polls show that thc /.ine publishcrs, and gun seile rs, which

same maj()iit\ wants guns registercd, is to sa\ thc gun l()bb\ists who have

too. Xhere is no chance, however, that made suckers out of them and victims

thc public's wishes will now bc grant- or prospective victims out of tiie rest of

ed. Instead, thc\ will probabh bc cjui- us. It is these gun toters—mostly dc-

ctcd— for a tinie, an\'wa\-— b\ passage Cent, law-ahiding citi/ens who have

of thc extrcmcK weak new measurc. been unbalanccd b\ fear and blinded

And if that is cnacted, it will bc onh b\ lies— tiiat Senator Hruska speaks

because thc most ardent fricnd of thc for. .And whcn he speaks, fellow-mem-

gun l()bb\ , thc Republican Senator Ro- bers of Congress listen, for thc\' know
man Hruska, of Nebraska, has ap- that one word from bim can turn on a

proved thc bill—presumabh as thc torrent of protest—thousands and tens

most fcasible way to silencc thc grow- of thousands of letters, telcgrams, post-

ing clamor for trul\ effective gun-con- cards, tcle[)h()nc calls, and personal vis-

trol Icixislation, its—implicitly or cxplicitU thrcatening

It is a neculiar, and distastefuL fact thcm with po litical cxtinction 1

that even in a dcmocracN ot more than move to con trol ":uns in an\ e

f tbey

ffectiVC

two huiuhed million [uoplc one mm wa\ . Now and thcii, a politician from

can determinc thc outcome of a \ital is- an urban area, whcre control of fire-

suc

—

\n this case, whether thousands of arms is essential if thc place is to be

habitablc, will stand up and ask

that WC civilizc ourselves b\ re-

ns feilow-citi/cns will or vm

not bc held up or woundcd or

murdered next \ear and in fu-

ture \ ears. ( Last \ear, twent\-

oiu- tllousaiu 1 Amcrican civiiians

died from gunfirc. ) Senator

Hruska possesscs such awesome
power because Congress regards

him as its leading spokesman for

thc LTiui l()bb\ . That lobb\ , which

strictiULT our sava<re freedom to

wield ijuns at will. But \ car after

\ear thc rcsult is thc same: noth-

ing, or next to nothing, happens.

And things will go on this wa\'

until thc remaining thrce-fourths

of thc nation's citi/ens speak out,

clearh and repeatedh, to Con-

might more properh bc calied thc gress, dcmanding thcir right to live

death lobb\ , maintains tts power b\' \n thc kind of reasonable security that

misrepresentation and deccit, which any society owes its members.

it uses to scare thc wits out of \iu\\

owncrs—chiert\ h\ convincing them /

that there is a malevolcnt plot afoot

to disarm them and then to allow ^

hordes of dope ficiids, Commies, mob-

sters, and sex-crazcd blacks to run twent\-ninth movie, "P\at Cit\ ." F^us-

amok. According to thc recent Gallup ton is, of course, an original. He moves,

Rcvrl

H rsTON : lojin Huston was in town

ist weck for the opening of bis

V o on <run con trol iirain su^g bst; In- as we VC noted more than once in th<

tiated b\ mam \ears of similar rc- past twentv-odd years, like a bigger-

sults—onh twcnt\ -rtve per Cent of thc than-lifc character in one of bis own
public at large opposes gun controls. It movies, and it's always a pleasurc to

is in this group that the "gun nuts," as watch him go. He*s the quintessential

ie\ have actualh conic to ca II tlicm- nurican artist-as-movie-director, antlI

sclvcs, are to be found. J'here arc a lot Iie has placed bis unique stamp on every

o f tllern—somewherc bet^ 'f )ween teil aiul one or his twent\-ninc movies. Lik(

twent) million—and tlic) stand, grim- Ingmar Hergman, like Satyajit Ray
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likc FcdcnVo Fellini, and just a fcw

othcrs, Ik- ilocs it cffortlcssly, without

big prior announcimcnts tliat hc's

tloing it, and lu* docs it without forcing

tlic issuc, without prctcnsion, without

thosc damn initating look-at-mc man-

ncnsnis, and always with (.njo) mcnt
. and with hunior. Also, not to Icavc an\ -

(hing out, WC likc thc wa\ , \'ears bifoiv

hi|)piL'S, hc was far Inpjiicr than thc

hippii'S in doing what camc naturalh

to hini, such as wcaring comfortahlc

Safari suits, snioking slcndcr Montc-

cristo Cuhan cigars, and loving what-

cvcr was bcautiful—animatc or othcr-

wisc. So WC wcrc dclightcd

to acccpt his invitation to ac-

conipan\ hini, his twcnt\'-

two-\'car-old son, JOii) , and

a fcw othcr wcll-dcfincd

charactcrs, to round out thc

sccnc, to thc opcning of

—

and latcr a ]x\n\ for
—

*^Fat

Cit\ ." Hoth wcrc hcld at thc

Museum of Modern Art.

Thcrc was thc usual lini-

ousinc transportation providcd h\ thc

produccr—in this casc, Ra\' Staik. \\c

rode with thc two Hustons, hoth of

whoni wcrc wcaring crisp sccrsuckcr

jackcts, thc father with a white shirt

and a rakish hlack how tic, thc son with

a hrick-red shirt and a niulticolorcd Art

Nouveau tic. 7 he son, si\ feet four, has

a couplc of inclics on liis fathci". l^)th

men ha vi- heards, Ton\' Huston's he-

ing new, s|)arc, and hlack, and John

Huston's gra\', scraggh, and some-

wJiat shorter tlian tlic one iic wore as

Noah in hismovie ^^The Bihle." Also in

thc car wcrc thrcc handsonie, clegantly

attired, iiorsc-loving non-movie friends

froni California—Celeste Shanc, l)ar-

Icnc Pearson, and Kill Gardner. They

talkcd ahout how Har[>rr\< Bnzaar had

Said thcrc was a bcautiful woman to

be found on every street corner in

New \'ork but they coukhrt sec (niy.

It was apparent that tlicy liked Cali-

fornia better. Jolin Huston listcned,

laughed with tiicm, smoked a Monte-

cristo, and saved his conversation for

latcr. W^e coniplimented Tony Huston

on his appearance. ( \Ve niight add that

Ton\ , whose füll name is ^\^'dter An-
thon\' Huston, and his sister, Anjclica,

hoth have faces that remind us of their

mother, thc late Knrica Sonia Huston,

who was a strikingl) bcautiful woman. )

**I just got this Jacke t at Abercrom-
bie & Fitch," Tony said, in a kind of

light and subtl) mixed Fnglish-Irish-

pcrfectl\'-enuiKiatcd wa) of speaking

that soundcd all iiis ow#. **t'c;ji^me o.v^

here from London to keep Dad com-
pan\', and I brought London summer
clothcs—thick tweeds, suitablc for thc

Highlands."

**Tony's been going to all thc mu-
scums,'' Huston saitl, rcgarding his son

with unconcealcd admiration, very

much thc wa)' thc late Walter Huston

and Jolin used to look at cach othcr.

'AVlnle I stay behind and do what Ray
Stark and Columbia, thc distributor,

uant mc to do for T'at City.' " 'J'he

two Hustons laughed in their indi-

\idual wavs.

^'Toda)', I talkcd to Frederick Dock-

stader, at thc Heye Foundation, about

some American Indian art Fve started

collecting in my little flat in London,"

'l^)n\ Said. "I've alwa\'s been intcrest-

ed in anticjucs, but Fm onl\

learning now. I thought prices

in Jvondon might he i)cttcr

than thcv arc here, but I

learned toda\ that thc reverse

is truc."

Huston prrr again laugiicd

apprcciativcly.

In thc fcw remaininü blocks

to thc Museum, we asked

J'ony to bring us up to date

on his actiyitics in gencral and his fal-

conr\ in particular.

"Fye trained about thirt\ birds of

pre\ since I was about ten," he said.

"Falconr\' is thc blood sport that \n-

trudes Icast upon naturc. Fve read just

about cver\thing ever written about

thc art. It hasn't died in nie at all.

.And I'm still writing poctry, which

I Started doing when I was scvcn or

eii^jit. M\ interest has nevcr died out.

]^ut Fm writing more prose now.

W hen I graduated from XW'Stminstcr

School, I went to London Universit\'

to stu(l\ En^lish Literaturc. I endcd

up after a \'car feeling that one wa)'

}iot to eiul up as a w riter was to study

Fmrlish Literaturc."

Fwo more Huston laughs.

"I wasn't a droj^out," 'Fon\' con-

tinued. "I can always go back. 13ut I

feit I might have got into a hole. An
o|)portunit\ camc up for mc to travel

around America with Buckminster

Füller, going with iiim from campus

to campus. I was transcribing his tapcs.

I endcd up with thrcc hundred hours

of tapcs. I stayed with him for six

months. I feel that Bucky Füller is one

of thc yer\' fcw great men I'vc ever

met. He's got so many things. This

izreat eiicrgy. And what )'ou might call

his optimism. It was quite wondcrful

lo Ih' with him."

*7low did you find thc response to

him at thc Colleges: " wc asked.

Ver\' good among tlie youngli'
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Out of the car at the Museum.

Tony steppcd asidc quickly and thc

friends from California faded into the

Museum as a small crush of young
admirers—beardcd, blue-jeaned, long-

haired, and sweaty—advanccd on

John Huston and told him they had

been watching the free day-long show-
ings of many of his old movics at the

Columbia I and II, and thought the

movics were great. Into thc Muse-
um's l()bb\', where the movie business

took over. Columbia beaters. Assistant

beaters. Ray Stark. Leo Jaffe, presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures Industries,

and his wifc. Stanle\' Schneider, presi-

dent of Columbia J^ictures, and Ins

wifc. Distributors. Theatre owners.

Agents. Television reporters with TV
lights, portable Cameras, and portable

mikes. Still photographers with flash-

bulb Cameras. Rieh supporters of the

Museum of Modern Art. Publisher

Sam Newhouse and his wifc. His

son Donald Newhouse and his wifc.

Fver\'bod\' milling around John Hus-
ton and shaking his band and making
remarks.

*' Tat Cit\ ' isn't m)' subject, but I'm

here an)'wa)'."

"Let's hope to God it gets them

Coming to the theatre."

"'Fhc film was a smash at the

Cannes Film Festival."

Then the head of the Museum's
film department, Willard Van Dyke,

camc over. "I'm Willard Van Dyke,"

Said W^illard Van D\ ke to Huston.

"I'm going to introduce you tonight.

This is my wifc, Barbara."

Huston smilcd, laughed, posed for

thc Cameras, shook everyb()d}'s iiand,

and looked at his watch.

"It's about eight o'chn^k," Huston

called over to Ray Stark, who was

separatcd from iiim by a four-foot-

higji ribbon. Stark, a very friendly

stocky man wcaring a royal-bluc jacket

and horn-rimmed tinted glasses, pauscd

'\n front of the ribbon.

"Ra}', Jump over that thing!" Hus-

ton called to him. "Jump!"
Ray Stark Jiesitated.

"Jump!" Huston called, giving one

of his throat}' laughs.

Ray Stark jumped. Huston reccived

him with a hug.

"Say, I have a cast of that sculp-

ture," Stark said, of a picce of sculp-

ture \n the Museum garden.

"Let's go look at it!" Huston said,

making a whole production of his brief

line, and guiding Stark into position in

jieople," 'V^n\) said. "The facultf'^^j^i'ont of the. Gaston L^Cjliaisc figure of

pcople wcrc (lifFercnt. I was disappoint- a fl\'ing woman. Thc photographers

cd by quite a number of them. 'Hiey had a ficld (la\ getting pictures of the

would be a little bit mean in the sculpturc behind tiie two men.

way they tricd to find fault with him." "This is Johns night," Stark said
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IiappiU , moving hack towanl tlic lobby.

"The (iircctor is thc iinportant ono."

**'rhc\'rc thc artist. Riglit, Ray?'' a

hcavilv suntanncd man said to Stark.

^^Right," Stark Said.

*'I hopc to Christ it gocs, this pic-

ture," Said thc suiitanncd man. "I hopc

this is thc ycar for picturcs about

fightcrs."

Ra\ Stark lookcd a h'ttlc worricd.

Latc arrivals. Thc Stars of "Fat

City." Stacy Kcach, with thc singe

r

Judy Collins. John Huston hiiggcd

Stac\' Kcach, and vice versa. Thcn
came Kcach's co-star, Susan T\Trcll,

escorted h\- her agent, Bill Barnes.

Huston hugged Susan T\rrcll. P^very-

hody hugged cvcr\bod\ eise. Tom
Huston appeared again and shook

hands with Jud\ Collins.

"Stac\ is wondcrful, just wonder-

ful/' Tony Said to Jud) Collins. *'Not

only as an actor, I mcan, but as a per-
yy

son.

EvcrybodN In thc vicinitv expressed

agreement.

"Fm from Columbia Picturcs/' a

calm, bcspcctaclcd woman said

to US. **I met John Huston when
he was makin«: 'Wc Werc
Strangers.' Tlicrc's Beverly Ad-
ams. She was a Columbia Star-

let. Shc's with her husband,

thcre—Vidal Sassoon, thc famous

hairdresscr. She married him and

stopped working. Boom! Just

like that."

TV lights were on Huston.

Kevin Sanders, thc WABC-TV
critic, was asking him, "Mr.
Huston, just what does the cx-

pression *fatcit\' mcan?"
"It's a jazz musician's term,"

Huston said. "It's a drcamcr's

term, meaning no boundarics to

the possibilitics. It's thc pot of

gold at thc cnd of thc rainbow."

"Everybody into tlic theatre!

a Columbia man was velling.

Standing in front of the screen,

^V^illard Van Dyke made bis in-

troduction: "I want to welcome

one of tJic most favorite of all

film directors, Mr. John Hus-

ton.

j>

n

Big applause from the audi-

cnce, wliich lookcd like Museum
of Modern Art members and

goers. Wc saw more cclebritics,

including Mr. and Mrs. Otto

Preminger.

"I ha VC a peculiar nostalgia

tonight," Huston was sa) ing in

front of the screen. "I was Com-
ing to thc Museum of Mod-
ern Art when it was in the old

Heckscher Building. . .

.''

The lights dimmed, and the

movie Started. Lovely picturcs. Ter-

rific characterizations. Wondcrful
faces. Good acting. Real Huston stufi^.

The end. Applause. Kverybody into

the garden for the party, describcd in

thc invitation as "a Champagne supper

and reception for Mr. Huston."

Therc was plent) of curried chicken

and rice and shrimji salad and drinks,

all catered by Robert I)a\ -Dcan's, and

thcre was plent) of talk about "Fat

Jty.

"Very authentic."

"A bcautiful picture."

"It's too down. I don't like down
movics. I like up movics."

"How come Henn\ Youngman is at

fhis partyr"

"I'd book it. How about }()u, Al.^

^'ou book it.'^

"

"It's like one of those goddam for-

eign picturcs. No pace. No moincn-

tum.

"I joved the picture, John," Otto

Preminger said to Huston.

"\Ve lovcd it," Said Mrs. Premin-

ger. "It's bcautifull)' donc."

Therc were a lot of critics thcre,

official and unofHcial, and all gobbling

chicken and rice and slirimp salad. Ev-
erybodv e\'ed ever\'bodv eise. Woodys

Allen stood off to one side with bis

own private group of friends, but they

all c) cd evervb()d\, too. Almost evcry-

body came and talkcd to Huston about

one thing or another. A \()ung man
nanicd Mike Sragow, of thc (himson^

told Huston lic was writing an honors

tliesis at FTarvard about him and bis

movics. Leo Lerman, a beardcd editor

of M<iä('ni()hdl(\ came over and told

Huston he lovcd tiic picture. "And I

lovc \'our beard," he added.

Anjclica Huston, who works as a

modcl in New ^'ork, a knockout in

a white chifFon shimmery gown and

pearls, hugged her father from bchind,

and Huston lookcd happ\'. Mike Sra-

gow askcd Huston if it was true that he

might makc a picture with Lcslic Fied-

ler. Huston laughcd deeply. At Icast

seven hcavily suntanncd nicn came
over and introduccd thcir wives to

Huston. One of tlic men said, "Good

^V hope these Datquiris are all right, Fred ahsolutely refuses to

use the bleruler, "jchat with the outages and everything^
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luck on thc picturc. I hojx' for your

sakt' it iiiakc'S iiioncy,"

"'J'hank \()u vciy imich/' Ilustoii

Said, graci()usl\ niaking his usual big

production of tlu* linc.

Huston iluckcd out of thc part\ fair-

]y earl\ . ']'on\ Mustoii walkcd out of

thc Museum witli liini. 'J'lu' sidcwalk

was iiovv cnipt\ of fans. 'J"on\''s face

was glowing with cntliusiasni.

^'Good night, Dad,'' Ton) Said, and

thc two mcn huggcd cacli othcr. '^It

was thc best, l)ad," J'ony said.

Huston drew awa\ sliii^hth' froiii his

son, looked at hini, anti then drew him

close again and gave his deep laugh

ovcr thc younger nianV shouKler.

Tony then drew awav and looked

straight into his father's e\es. "It was

reall\ the best, Dad,'^ he said. "And
you know I don^t li.*."

}

Ah, thank you Stones for ^iviiij^ New
York the best of you. \Ou put us first on

your h'st by makiiij^ us last on your tour.

\'ou come to us after almost two months
on the road, two months of playiny; t()ji;eth-

er, two months of ^ettin^ rid of your

(ioubts and mistakes, two months of pol-

ishinji up your act.—Alfred (i . A ronoii'itz in the Post.

Supple, loose-limbed, he
|
Mick Ja^j^er]

looks as if he'd been boiied before makinjj;

it out onto the staj^e ; lies so elastic. He
struts, stamps, punches the air, kicks,

prances, leaps and acts out Steps as care-

fully contri\e(l as those of a flanienco

dancer.

—

Pat () Ilaire in the Neivs.

Juiliier, a struttinji;, swa^j2;erinji; Nure-
yev of a sinj^er, tiptoed up to the etljije of

the stajje and back, suddenly Hin^in^

himself into wild leaps and jijraceful

spins as he sanji.

—

Graee Liehtenstein in

the Times.

At a recent Performance, the sound
level in the front of the audience reached
136 decibels, which approaches the noise

of a jet on take-off. Accordin^ to some
studies \^0 decibels is the threshold of

pain.

—

Robert Reinhold in the Times»

THE S'i'ONEs: 'J'he Rolling Stones

pL'Ued four concerts at Madison

Square Garden last weck: Mon(la\

cvcning, J uesday matinee and evc-

ning, and \W'tlnesdav cvcning. riierc

was a part\' after thc final concert. \Ve

went to the Wednesday Performance

'and to the part\. 'J'he report on what

liappcncd Monday and 'J\iesda\ nights

comes from a young rock fan.

**I ha VC a friend who likes to rank

things. Fic is thc sort of person who
thinks of existence as a collcction of

leaguc conipctitions, and he 's ncvcr

completely content unless he has satis-

ficd himself that he knows who or what

is No. 1. Ovcr the )'cars, he has in-

formed mc at van'ous timcs that Mao
Tsc-tung is thc No. 1 politician, Lr
Müfidr is the No. 1 newspapcr, and tiic

Siamesc cat is thc No. 1 urban pct. He
is also a big Stones fan—a bigger Stones
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fan than I am, if that's possible. I ran

into him outside the Garden after

'J^icsday night's concert, and he looked

completely content.

" ^Tve dccidcd something,' he said.

^IVc dccidcd that Mick fagger is

No. 1.'

" *\'()U mean he's the best rock sing-

cr '\\\ the World: Of course he is,' I

Said.

" *No,' he said. *I mean that hc's

No. 1 ovrr all. I mean that if I werc

to make a list ranking all the pcoplc in

thc World, all four billion of thcm, his

name would bc thc first on the list. In

the field of human beings, Mick Jagger

is No. 1.' And he wandered off.

"That's the kind of cfFcct thc Stones

ha VC on pcoplc. Fvc seen thcm eight

timcs, counting Monda; [xn(\ 'J'uesday

nights, and cach time they're better

than tlicy werc thc time bcforc. People

who write or talk about them invariably

use superlatives, ^the best rock-and-roll

liand in tiic world' being the most com-
mon. Yct it does not scem possible to

ovcrscll the St(Mics. No one I talkcd to

at cither Performance thought that the

Stones had not lived up to their pub-

licit\ . When Mick Jagger, Keith Rich-

ard, Bill \V\'man, Charlie Watts, and

Mick Ta\'lor ran out on tiic Garden
stage Monda)' night, the audience gave

thcm a Standing ov^ation. Most of the

twenty thousand people in the room
didn't bothcr to sit down again for the

rest of the cvcning.

*^'J he Stones launched into ^Brown
Sugar,' one of their hard rocke rs, and

Mick Jagger ran back and forth on the

stage, gobbling the cheers. He wore a

tight white costume spangled with sil-

ver, and his face was spangled with

gold. He was the focus of an intenscly

dramatic production. The floor of the

stage was white, with a painting of two

intertwincd serpents on it. From be-

hind the Stones, seven huge arc lamps

sometimes shot their beams of light over

thc heads of thc audience to where a

bank of mirrors rcficctcd them so that

thc)' bathed the musicians in white

light. In the middle of ^Midnight

Rambler,' a thrce-act pla\ of a song

that takes fifteen minutes to perform,

Jaggcr dropped to his knees, lashed the

stage with his belt, and was suddenly

plunged into blood-red light.

'*\Vhen Jagger went into *Jumpin'

Jack Flash'—a song that, as thc title

suggcsts, is about Mick himself—the

houselights went up and the Standing

ovation became a jumping ovation.

Fhc entire audience of twenty thou-

sand pcoplc secmcd to Icap into thc air

with tlicir hands ovcr their heads, and

Jaggcr leapcd with them. The Stones

sang ^Street Fighting Man,' and were

i
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of motion picture
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ive. I loved it!"
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John Huston fights

his way back to fat city

The first time John Huston the

movie director broke his nose he

was a kid running hell-bent after

an ice wagon down a sun-baked

Street in Los Angeles. "It stopped

and I didn't," he says, rubbing the

visibly scarred bridge of his nose

as though he could still feel the

ache. "The next time it was in a

baseball game, and I don't think it

was tili the third or fourth tinrie

that I broke it boxing."

An amateur welterweight fight-

er himself at 1 7, the 65-year-old di-

rector has made a nostalgic trip

back to the seedier side of the gen-

tlemen's sport, the world of bat-

tered and washed-out pro boxers,

of spilled beer and one-night hotel

rooms. to make a movie calied Fat

City. It was widely applauded at

Cannes, impressed such Viewers

as Muhammad Ali, and has the crit-

ics wondering whether Huston

might be back on the road to mak-

ing important movies like The Mal-

tese Falcon (his first), The Trea-

sure of the Sierra Madre and The

African Queen.

For the past decade Huston has

been getting anything but critical

acciaim. His recent films have been

dogs. His curious attempts at act-

ing, as Bück Loner in Myra Breck-

enridge and the marquis's uncle

in de Sade, have been roundly

panned.

Huston, who can be both pomp-
ous and contentious, isn't fazed.

"Criticism isn't a new experience

for me," he says. "Pictures that

are now thought of as, forgive the

term, classics weren't all that well

thought of at the time they came
out." Indeed, Huston's early films

are now beginning to bring him the

Status of an old master. Young film

buffs and critics, jaded with "so-

cial message" films, are starting

to look for the fast plot, crisp

dialogue and sense of period in

movies like The Asphalt Jungle.

Which is no surprise to Huston.

"These old pictures have a larg-

er audience today than they ever

did have," he says. "Young peo-

ple are seeing them for the first

time on TV and the reaction is

brand-new. It's like when I took

my son to the Prado and he saw

the Goyas and Veläzquezes for

the first time. As far as he was

concerned, they were painted

yesterday."

An expatriate from the U.S. for

nearly 20 years and eight years an

Irish Citizen {Fat City is his first

movie made here since 1960), Hus-

ton lives comfortably in a 25-room

Georgian mansion in Ireland where

he is known as an expert fox hunter

and master of the hounds. Having

purchased the film rights several

years ago to a book about the 1 91

6

Irish uprising, he decided against

making the movie because he

thought it might add to the flames

of the Situation in Northern Ireland.

"Dropping the film was a damn
fool thing for me to do, a very mis-

taken piece of judgment," he says.

"Now I wish I had made the film. I

think it would have helped the

World at large to better under-

stand the Situation there today."

Instead, Huston has been work-

ing on a new project with less so-

cial relevance:T/ie Life and Times

of Judge Roy Bean. But it prom-

ises to be a commercial success,

and should land Huston back

again, after a long time away, in

fat City.

THOMAS MOORE

Movie fan Ali and fight fan Huston

^'^^^sH^^^f^
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Hustons

Fine, Lean

Tat City

By VINCENT CANBY

//-p-iAT CITY," John Huston's fine,

Li lean film Version or Leonard

JL Gardner's fine, lean novel,

which Gardner himself adapted

for the screen, seems to be about two

smalltime boxers—Billy TuUy (Stacy

Keach), a Skid Row bum who, at 30,

makes a brief, agonizing comeback, and

Ernie Munger (Jeff Bridges), a clean-cut,

18-year-old hopeful with a long reach and

a soft center. Billy and Ernie live on the

Perimeter of a perimeter. The setting is

Stockton, Calif. (pop. 113,000), which is

not exactly the center of the fight game,

and Billy and Ernie exist on the outer

edges of Stockton's consciousness, in its

hambiirger joints, its gyms, its barrooms

and cheap hoteis, occasionally making

ends meet by signing on as day laborers

to pick lettuce or onions or walnuts in

the San Joaquin Valley.

"Fat City" seems to be about Billy

and Ernie, their fight managers, their

women, the fighters tliey work with and

all of the other people casually met on

the great circle route to nowhere. To the

extent that the film has a conventional

narrative, Billy and Ernie are the pro-

tagonists, but "Fat City," perhaps more

importantly, is about the American

language, about the way people talk, the

way they often don't listen, the ex-

traordinary inefficiency of the spoken

language and the occasional modest

beauty of it. "Fat City" is a moving and

compassionate film, not because it

pities its losers—it doesn't—but be-

cause it hears them.

*

Scene: the dresslng room of a tank-

town arena. Ernie and a cocky 15-year-

old black fighter named Buford (Wayne

Mahan) are awaiting their bouts. Ernie

says that he hopes he didn't leave bis

fight in the bedroom, since he had made

out the night before. Buford, who as-

pires to the style of Muhammad Ali,

explodes:

"Hoping never done nothing! It want-

ing that do it. You got to want to win

so bad you can taste it. If you want to

win bad enough you win. They no way

in hell this dude going to beat me. He

too old. I going to be all over him. . . .

You want to know what make a good

fighter? . . . . It believing in yourself.

The will to win! The rest is condition.

You want to kick ass, you kick ass."

Which is all very well and brave,

except that both Ernie and Buford get

knocked out almost immediately.

Scene: the backseat of a parked car.

Night. Ernie and bis girl friend Faye

(Candy Clark), a recent virgin, have just

finished making love. Faye is thinking

about marriage, to Ernie's discomfort.

"Men just don't marry you after the

mystery's gone," Faye mopes. "Yes they

do," Ernie finds himself saying, "all the

time!" Without knowing it, he's sudden-

ly hooked.

Scene: a Skid Row bar. Oma (Susan

Tyrrell), a cream Sherry drinker, is by

herseif when Billy asks her whether she

minds if he sits (Continued on Page 3)

I L



John Huston's Fine, Lean 'Fat City'
Continued from Page 1

down. **It*s a free country,"

says Oma, as if she thought

Noel Coward had written the

line. She immediately^ Starts

to teil Billy about her black

lover, Earl, who is temporar-

ily in the jug for having

knicked another man's ear.

It's tough being "interracial,"

she says, nobody lets you
alone. What's more, Earl is so

possessive! Her talk of sex

interests Billy, who begins to

laugh. Replies Oma with all

the dignity she can gather up

at Short notice: 'Tve never

been ashamed of the act of

love. Tm not talking about

free love—^I've no use for

that!"

Less than one drink later,

Oma and Billy are staggering

off to her place. "You can

count on me," sings Billy,

"and I can count on you."

*
Huston has directed more

than 25 films since he made
bis debut with "The Maltese

Falcon" in 1941, and "Fat

City," his first completely

American film in 10 years, is

one of his finest. After devot-

ing himself almost exclu-

sively to claptrap in recent

years ("The List of Adrian

Messenger," "The Bible,"

"Sinful Davey." "The Kremlin
Letter*') Huston has made a

film that induiges his old af-

fection for misfits and strays,

but with a mellow difference

that is the particular contri-

bution of novelist Gardner.

"Fat City" is sad, but it's also

extremely funny. It sees its

characters at eye level, with-

out condescension, and with-

out imposing either a melo-

dramatic or a farcical shape

to their lives.

I suspect that it takes a

great deal of discipline to

make this kind of film so

that it doesn't turn into a

social polemic—discipline as

well as a screenplay that

doesn't hesitate to let char-

acters express themselves at

their own speed, which, in

"Fat City," becomes the

rhythm of the film itself.

"Fat City" can't be said to

exploit its characters. It is its

characters, from Stacy Keach
and Jeff Bridges down to a

retired black boxer named
Bob Dixon who, as a field

laborer, more or less stops

the film with the ruefully

funny story of how wine and

roses ruined his marriage. It

is a lunch counter conversa-

tion about noses ("Can you
breathe through your nose?"

"Not on a wet day.") be-

tween Nicholas Colasanto

and Art Aragon, the shabby,

good-hearted fight managers
who are no better off, really,

than their fighters. It's one
of Bridges's early fights in

which he gets knocked out in

the first round before his

manager has had time to

properly fold his new dress-

ing gown.

It is also an absolutely

beautiful scene in which Billy

goes back to Oma's place to

pick up his clothes and finds

Earl (Curtis Cokes) in resi-

dence again. While Oma
screams at Billy from behind

the door, Earl takes off Billy's

T-shirt, which he's been wear-

ing. "What's yours is yours,"

says Earl carefully. "Oma
wanted me to throw your
stuff out, but I say a man's
stuff is his stuff."

Only once does "Fat City*'

falter, when it allows Billy

to contemplate his existence

with something akin to phil-

osophical detachment: "Be-

fore you get rolling, your life

makes a bee-line to the

drain." Mostly, however, "Fat

City" observes without com-
ment, and listens, as it does

at the end when Billy, back
on Skid Row, asks Ernie to

join him for a cup of coffee.

"Stick around and talk," says

Billy when Ernie tries to

leave. Ernie sticks around but

there is nothing more to say.

"Fat City," which is prac-

tically a meditation upon the

spoken American language,

concludes in total silence.
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JohnHuston : Musings on 'Fat City' and Other Pursuits

THE NEW YORK TU

John Huston: "As a kid I boxed. I used to go from club to club the way they do in 'Fat City.'

Tht New York Times/Jack MannInt

M*

By JOHN CORRY

It was a party for John

Huston in the couityard of

the Museum of Modern Art

on a warm night. Mr. Huston
was moving about in a seer-

sucker suit. smiling over his

Short beard, extending his

band and saying over and

over again, "So glad to meet
you, so glad."

There was chicken curry

on the tables, soft light on a

Rodin and a discreet trio of

alto. bass and accordion.

There were men of indetermi-

nate age, their Cardin Shirts

unbuttoned to the thorax,

slumping over young women,
whose hair hung long and
straight.

It was murmurous and se-

ductive, and famous people

were all over the place. "Two
equal parts," a movie pro-

ducer said to two stars, "two
equal parts, and VW send you
the Script."

It was scarcely 11 o'clock,

and the trio was playing
**Raindrops Keep Falling,"

and a few peope were show-
ing they were a little loaded.
Mr. Huston was moving to-

ward the door.

-/ "So glad to meet you," he
'Said.

"Where'd he go?" a pho-
tographer said.

Mr. Huston was gone.

Latest Movie Opens

Now it is a night later, and
"Fat City," Mr. Huston's
latest movie, has just opened
at a theater on the East Side.

So far, the critics are unani-

mous: they like it. At the 10

o'clock showing, the audi-

ence is younger and a little

freakier than the ones that

had been in earlier, which is

the way things are at movies
on the East Side.

The credits come on, and
there is silence. "Directed by
John Huston," one says, and
a young man down in front

raises his fist.

"Yea, Huston," he says.

"Up The Maltese Falcon,*

'Sierra Madre,* The African

Queen.'"
A couple of days later, Mr.

Huston was sitting in a hotel

suite. He is a long, lean man,
who will be 66 years old to-

day, and he was wearing a

bush jacket. By this time,

Cofi^Anued on Page 52„X:olumn 6
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John Huston: Musings About 'Fat City'

Continued From Page 27

"Fat City" had becn praised

by nearly everyone as Mr.

Huston's first big hit in scv-

eral years, and indeed it was
being compared to movies

like "The Maltese Falcon."
" Tat City' is very personal

to me," Mr. Huston said. "It's

a scene familiär to rae from

my youth. As a kid I boxed.

I used to go from club to club

the way they do in 'Fat City.*

"I guess every sport has
its ambiance. Boxing, maybe
the race track, has more of

it, though. There's that mum-
bled gym talk. There's more
talk. Then there's less talk.

The fighter's world, it's dif-

ferent. I know about it."

When Mr. Huston agrees
with something, he makes
quick little nods, narrows his

eyes and says, "Yes, yes,"
from the back of his throat.

"Yes, yes," he was saying.
" 'Moby Dick* was about blas-

phemy. No one understood
that. It is America's greatest
novel, and it had an influence
on me philosophically. I had
the idea of doing a movie on
the real 'Moby Dick,' not an
adventure story, not doing
Ahab as a madman, but as a
noble, dedicated man.

"But I don't see any con-
tinuity in my work. I've al-

ways had themes of life, of
living, attributed to me, and
I always nod wisely and
agree. For example. the
French have always seen me
as more interested in the
chase, not the reward, the
pursuit, not the prize."

Mr. Huston paused.
"Well, you know," he said,

"there may be something to
that."

Indeed, there may be.
When he was 19 years cid,

which was the same year he
joined the Mexican cavalry,
Mr. Huston played the lead
in Sherwood Anderson's "Tri-
umph of the Egg" in Green-
wich Village.

Before that, in California,

he had already had 25 fights

as a professional, and had
won 23 of them. A little

later he was to write a story
and show it to his father, the
actor Walter Huston, who
shpwed it to Ring Lardner.
who showed it to H. L. Men-
cken, who printed it in "The
American Mercury."

Subsequently, John Huston
got a $.500 advance from
Boni & Liveright for a play,

took it to Saratoga,, and ran
it up to $11,000 in a crap
game. Later he became a re-

porter for the old New York
Graphic, got discharged and
went to Hollywood.
He left Hollywood, of

course, and went to England,
then to New York and then

to Hollywood again. He
acted, he wrote, he directed.

'Hc got married rour times,

and was linked, as they say,

to many other women. One
of them wrote a story about
him. He did not come off

well in it.

Nonetheless, Mr. Huston is

an enormously polite man
and an attentive host. His
generosity is nearly legend-
ary, and so is his profession-
alism.

"I'd much rather cast to

Personality than to a tech-

nique," he said. "I'm an ad-

mirer of Laurence Olivier. He
may be the finest actor alive,

but I'm not interested in the

power to play as much as

the power to be."

"I mean I'm dazzled by
Olivier's ability to be a col-

ored man in 'Othello,' but it's

the Performance that dazzles
me."

Mr. Huston puts his hands
next to his mouth, spreads
Wide his fingers and opens
his mouth. For a moment, he
is an anguished Moor.
"Now, Humphrey Bogart,"

he said, "there was enough
of Dobbs in Bogart for Bo-

gart to be Dobbs in 'Sierra

Madre." There was enough of

what's the name of the man
in 'African Queen' for Bogart

to be him."

•Don't Do All the Parts*

The phone rings. It is Lil-

lian Ross of the New Yorker,

who once wrote a long pro-

file about Mr. Huston.
"Yes, sweetheart, yes. No,

T don't know." Mr. Huston
says, and turns to an asso-

ciate.

"Do you know how many
movies I directed?" he asks.

"Thirty-eight," the asso-

ciate says.

"Someone here says 38.

dear, but I have no idea,"

Mr. Huston says, and hangs
up. (The New Yorker article,

in the Aug. 5 issue, credits

him with 29, however.)
"I don't do all the parts

for the actors," he said. re-

suming the conversation.

"I'm afraid of an actor imi-

tating me, and it's only when
an actor's in trouble that I'Il

try to shape and draw out a
Performance. I direct as little

as possible."

Mr. Huston bit reflectively

Into a fresh cigar.
' "What the camera does is

every bit as important as

what an actor does," he said.

"Editing film requires a lot

of patience, but it's some-
times easier for me because
I cut in the camera. some-
times with tragic results.

"l think I make so-called

big films more rapidly than
most directors. I shoot less

film than most of them do.

Most of them protect them-
selves. They shoot all angles.

I rarely do."

The phone rings again.

This time it is the call Mr.

Huston has placed to his

home outside Dublin. Ireland,

he says, is at this time the

most difficult place in the

world to call.

"Now." he said, "Profes-
sionals. Sometimes its ex-

traordinary to watch a pro-

fessional. Cartier - Bresson.

one camera, one picture. I've

never even seen him with a
light meter. The camera is

an extension of himself.

"I also admire Ingemar
Bergman, Chaplin, Jack Ford.

Nijinski the horse, not the

dancer, and Muhammad Ali.

Ali is an artist. He's a pro-

fessional. I like his out-

spokenness. He's a delightful

man."
\\v. Huston, who once

called an investigation of

Hollywood by the House Un-
American Activities Commit-
tee "an obscenity," said he
was pleased that performers
were once again speaking

out. Still, he said, he does
wish that some of them
would shut up.

"I spoke out as a Jeffer-

sonian Democrat," he said.

"Some very good people have
taken a stand. Casals, Pi-

casso. It depends on the

individual and what his mo-
tives are." ' '•

Scene by Brando ecalied

Mr. Huston smiled and
looked at the ceiling. "Some
of them," he said, and left it

unfinished. - . .

Mr. Huston said that now
and again he would see one
of his old pictures, usually

accidentally.

"I don't run my pictures

and gloat over them," he said,

"but every so often I'll see a
scene of mine from a picture,

and I'll like it—Brando read-

ing the speech on leadership

in 'Reflections in a Golden
Eye,' some of the scenes from
'Sierra Madre.'
"And it pleases me when

a movie I did is not liked,

and the world turns, and it is

liked. Of course, the reverse

is true, too. I saw 'Moulin
Rouge' again, and I thought,
my God, how could I have
let Toulouse-Lautrec commit
suicide because he was turned
down bv a whore."
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Goin^ back to Huston
It was inevitable.

It was inevitable that even at 11 o'clock In the morning John
Huston would have a long fat cigar properly perched between
two fingers.

The 66-year-old director/screenwriter/actor has a new mov-
le, "Fat City," whlch Is all about hls true love— boxing.

Huston's affalr wlth pugllism dates back to hls days at Lin-

coln High In Los Angeles, where he dld sonne danclng around
the ring hlmself. "I was going to school at the same tlme as two
future World Champions, Fidel La Barba and Jackle Flelds, and
a lot of good boys who became contenders. One of them, Bert

CoUna, Isinthefllm."
He professes to be of mlxed sentlment about the Sport. "I

don't thlnk lt*s a partlcularly healthy sport." But, In the same
breath, he talks excltedly about the Muhammad All/AI Lewis
flght last week In Dublin. "My God, It was wonderful. By the

way, here's a plcture." He flashes a photo of hlmself sparrlng
wlth All. His ehest swells through hls safarl jacket. * That 's

some damn photo,
'

' he says, laughing loudly

.

"I had a private Screening forMuhammad. He loved It, espe-

clally the scene where I have a young kid talking about the will

to wln. He says, 'you really gotta want to kick ass to wln.' And,
well, Muhammad talked back to the screen. He said, 'Hey
that's me talking. Listen to me talking. You took that from me.
That'smy plcture.'"

Tn *'Fat City," Huston tries to convey hls attraction-repulsion
-*^for the sport by always keeping the audience's sympathy wlth
both flghters In the ring. "It's just like the other night. "he re-

lates. "AI 'Blue' Lewis just turned Into a hero durlng the flght,

and of course, all along I wanted All to wln. I mean, It's just not

rlght for a man-of-war to be beaten. And I don't glve a damn
who has the title, he's still the champ.

"Well, anyway, Lewis was dazzled by All's speed. That left,

boy, I've never seen anything llke lt. It comes out once, twlce,

three times." He demonstrates. "Lewis was at the end of a
spear, but he'd come back wlth such anlmal energy that you
just marveled. When that flght was stopped, Lewis went over
to Muhammad's corner, plcked hlm up and held hlm up to the

crowd. It was like saying, 'Folks, here's your klng.' It was one
of the flnest sportlng gestures I've ever seen."

But "Fat City" Is about losers, not wlnners. "We only see the
peak of the iceberg, the maln events, the champlonshlp bouts.

There are at least 10,000 flghters who never get any-
where. 'ITiese are the men who drlve trucks or repalr vacuum
cleaners nine or 10 hours a day and then traln for another four
or flve hours. My god, are they devoted. I've got to hand it to

them. You can't be a dllettante flghter."

After high school, Huston left California to travel the country
wlth hls father, actor Walter Huston. "Those years were

very enllghtenlng for me. I met Eugene O'Nelll and watched re-

hearsals of 'Deslre Under the Elms.' I drlfted around Mexico
for a whlle. Then I got marrled."

Transported to Hollywood, flrst as a screenwrlter, Huston's
flrst dlrectorlal task was that often Imltated but never dupll-

cated detectlve story, "The Maltese Falcon."
When the war came, Huston was recrulted by the War De-

partment to make Propaganda fllms for the "Why We Flght"
serles. One of Huston's contrlbutlons, "San Pletro," was not at

all well recelved by the Pentagon.
"I was trylng to teil somethlng as It was, the way I saw it.

There's not much point In trylng to slant a war. You have to

Show what really happens. To me, It was a great trlbute to the

Amerlcans who fought In that battle."

The War Department feit the film would cause apprehenslon
among the fighting men because of its realistlc and vlvld por-

trayal of the battle. It never would have been released had not a

certaln general, George Marshall by name, seen It and ob-

served, "The more they know about combat, the better." So, It

was shown as a tralnlng film.

"Fat City" Is a jazzman's term for belng on easy street,

Coming Into one's own. The "Fat City" of Huston's film Is Stock-

ton, Callf., a clty whlch, desplte Its belng In the center of one of

the country's rlchest agrlcultural areas, the San Joaquln Val-

ley, has the hlghest per caplta rate of unemployment In the na-

tlon.

But there's an answer to that, Huston says. The work force

In Stockton has always been furnlshed by mlgrants and, wlth

them, the drifters. When the workers go, they leave thelr resl-

due, the wlnos. Also, agrlcultural machlnery Is taklng over, and
there are few Jobs left. "That's one of the paradoxes of thls

country. There's an economic Imbalance In agrlculture. Why,
you know, I found out on the 'Today' show that the label on a jar

of plckles costs more than the plckles."

Before shootlng the film, Huston spent tlme In Stockton drlft-

Ing among the drifters. "That's where I got most of the people

John Hmton WWO Photo by Pater Simins

for the movle. Except for the leads (Stacy Keach, Jeff Brldges,
Susan Tyrell), everyone In the movle Is elther a resident of

Stockton or a former boxer."

Touched by thelr life style, Huston found among these people
"brlef revelatlons of the grandeur of the human splrlt, to

speak In grandlose terms. They're not terrlbly articulate
people, but they can sometimes say things that will absolutely
flooryou."

To illustrate thls, Huston teils about one of his old frlends,

Art "Golden Boy" Aragon, a former boxer (also In the movle),
who made a partlcularly Inclslve comment on the film at one
Screening: "Now Art had a llttle trouble with brain damage af-

ter fighting, though you'd never know it. He's terrlbly clever.
Anyway, he's hardly what you'd call articulate In the sophis-

ticated sense. In the last scene of the movle, when Keach
looks at some of hls comrades, the whole scene freezes. Some-
one In the audlence called out, *Now what does that mean?' And
Art, rlght out of the blue, sald, 'deja vu,' Huston laughs. "Art
Aragon sald this. It just makes you want to weep."

— RICHARD NATALE

FILMS
John Huston's "Fat Clty" Is a movle

about self-destructlve people — a small-

tlme boxer (Stacy Keach) who has lost hls

most Import ant flght as well as hls wlfe

and wants to recover at least his prowess

in the ring; a floozy (Susan Tyrell) who
marries flrst an Indlan, then a black and,

as a result, takes almost as much abuse
from the public at large as she heaps on

herseif and her hapless partners; a young
man with great potential as a flghter

whlch Is outwltted at every turn by good-

natured almless-

ness.

In 1 e s s e r

hands, this mate-
rial might be the

stuff of soap Op-

era. In Huston's, it is beautlful comedy —
sometimes uproarlous, sometimes polgn-

ant, always captlvatlng and rieh tn-

gratiatlng detail.

It has been observed that characters In

llterature are great because they have
been Infused wlth the deep, often unwllllng
love of thelr Creators — thls theory, apart
from offerlng some fruitful materlal for

theologlans and shrlnks, may explaln why
"Fat Clty" Is so successful In maklng us

respond warmly to characters whom good
sense would urge us not to trlfle with.

Even the floozy Oma (her very name has
an ominous sound to it — only the most in-

sensitive parents could have labeled their

offspring with so little respect for eu-

phony), who stages the most pathetlc tan-

trums, who thrlves on arguments of In-

comparable idiocy, becomes, largely be-

cause of Susan Tyrell's brllllant, perhaps
loving efforts, a character we cannot see
often enough. There is in her petulance,
her whininess, an inventiveness, a per-

verse Imagination at work, a marvelous
outrageousness that redeems her appar-
ent dumbness.

One is inclined to hand the laureis to

Huston because so many of the fllm's

qualities — the spontaneity of the Per-
formances, the elevatlon of even minor
characters to memorable ones, the feeling

that every setting, down to the dingiest

bar or coffee shop, has the atmosphere of

real llfe as well as the portentousness set-

tlngs take on in classical drama — are all

reminiscent of his earlier fllms.

But, obvlously, the credit must also go
to Leonard Gardner, who adapted the
screenplay from hls novel, and to the ac-

tors — Stacy Keach, who glves the drunk-
en prlzefighter a touchlng dlgnlty; Jeff

Brldges, who glves the young hopeful a
wlnnlng charm even when he Is belng cal-

lous or annoylngly naive; Candy Clark,
who lends credlblllty to the role of

Brldges' glrlfrlend, whlch could easlly
have been a carlcature, and, to name but
one of the excellent actors In small parts,

Nicholas Colasanto, the flghters' man-
ager, who brlngs to his sometimes calcu-

lating, sometimes coarse character an en-

dearing goodwill.

"Before you can get rolling, your life

makes a beellne for the drain," Keach
says at the end of the film. "Fat City" is as

humane and understanding a depiction of

thls beellne as we are llkely to see.

—HOWARD KISSEL
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'Moments, they're the most

important things. They're

the revelation. If a director

cant achieve them, then

lies just a traiiic cop/
s

In Tat City;
- •

»

An Old Pros

'King Lear?

By Bruce Cook
From Hollywood

Tg say that Fat City (Columbia) is as

^ood as any movie John Huston has ever
made may not mean much unless you
think back for a moment and remember
what the rest were. That's right. It's as

.good as The Maltese Falcon, The Treas-
ure of Sierra Madre, The Asphalt Jungle.
As good as The African Queen. And may-
be even a httle better than all of them.

Why not? After all, it's only in

America that critics seem to believe that
an artist's best work is done at the
beginning of his career. It need not be
so. It is not even logical that it should
"be: Experience ought to count for some-
thing. And it does in Fat City. However,
it is experience of the fundamental
human sort, and not Huston's experience
as movie craftsman, that I'm talking

about here. He has, in a sense, gone back
in Fat City and made a movie that is in

some ways like the honest sort he did
when he was a contract director for

Warner Bros., and in the making of it

he seems to have unlearned every slick

trick he picked up in the meantime.

Cigar, Bourbon, Book

Let me set the scene now as it was
nearly a year ago. I was sitting at a

table in one of Columbia Pictures' Con-
ference rooms, and across from me was
John Huston, puffing a cigar and sip-

ping a bourbon. He had just come down
from Stockton, Calif., where they had
finished all the shooting on Fat City ex-

cept for a few odds and ends that they
would clean up there at the Columbia
Studios in a week or so.

I had not seen the film, of course, be-

pause it hadn't been finished, but I had
read the excellent novel from which it

had been adapted by its author, Leonard
Gardner. I was curious what had attract-

ed Huston to it.

"Well," he said with a wave of his

cigar, "ifs rather hard to generalize. I

don't go around looking for mateiial to

Support a point of view. I just do—or
try to do—what interests me. I happened
to read this book and I said to myself,
•Jesus, this could be a motion picture!*

"

Direct and Uncensored

Director Huston checks out star Keach (with prop man Dick Rubin): Experience counts.

the Personality must fit the role," he
said. "I look for somebody who is it. As
far as Stacy Keach is concerned, I knew
his work and immediately wanted him
for the role—never another thought. I

saw a lest of the girl [Susan Tyrell],

and she seemed exactly right."

Yet Huston practiced what he preach-
ed and used some who had no acting
experience whatever, although they had
lived the reality they were asked to por-

tray. Curtis Cokes, a boxer, was one of

these: "We had been looking for an
•Earl,' and Curtis was around a lot Coach-
ing the boys on boxing, and suddenly I

looked at him one day and said, 'That's

our Earl'—and he's done marvelously.
So has Art Aragon, another boxer—

a

good actor, a natural. It's as fine a list

of Performances in a film as I've ever
seen.

"But no, they aren't Performances.
They're the real thing! Just as the fights
aren't staged fights. Let me teil you.
Keach and Bridges learned to fight. They
had the best teachers—Cokes and Ara-
gon—and they learned exceedingly well.

They're as good as very good amateurs.
They could win some fights."

The style of the film is quite different

from anything that Huston has done for a
very long time—rather stark and austere.
He works very close to his characters and
to his setting in this one. "It sort of all

came together," Huston had said of the
shooting of the film; "like boxers say
about a combination of punches—it all

comes together.

The Essential 'Moments'

"It hasn't all been easy," he added.
"As a matter of fact, there's a scene I'm
still having trouble with, trying to shape
n my mind now that I have it on film.

At's when the boys are Coming back from

Monterey, where they've all lost. It sounds
like an easy thing to teil, the atmosphere
of desolation, but my cutters look at it

and don't know what it's all about. Such
moments are important in a picture. If

you fall in getting them over, then you've
failed in something essential. There
should be some kind of revelation there,

not only for them—the characters—but for

US. There ought to be. I hope it will be
there."

I was very taken with this idea of

"moments" in a film being the mark of

success or failure. I asked him if there

were other such moments in Fat City.

Rating the Critics

"Yes, there's one that I hope will come
off. It's at the end, when Tully learns

what it's all about. I had all the poker
Players freeze. He turns and looks and
there is no motion. Time Stands still,

and it scares him. These moments," he
reiterated, "they're the most important
things. They're the hardest things to

convey. They're the revelation. If a direc-

tor can't achieve them, then he's just a
traffic cop."

How does he think Fat City fits in

with his other films? "In no particular
way. I just wanted to do this movie.
That's all. All this rating of a director's

work, I'm not sure what it's worth any-
way. There was a time, according to the
critics, when I couldn't do anything
wrong, like I was hot at the dice table.

Now, according to them, I can't do any-
thing right—so to hell with it.

"They said great things about Moiilin
Rouge, and I knew they were wrong.
They said Red Badge was tho;oughIy
bad, and I knew they were wrong. They
disappointed me on Moby Dick, and I

feel that Reflections [in a Golden Eye]

Boxer Aragon: The fights are real.

was thoroughly good. There's no telling

what reception you'll get from them on
any film. How I feel about them is often
very different from the way anybody
eise does. It would be nice just once to

be able to anticipate, to hit the nail on
the head."

With this film, I think he has. His good
feelings about Fat City "coming to-

gether" in those hot summer days he
spent shooting in Stockton are thor-
oughly justified. It is the sort of crown-
ing achievement that gives shape to a
whole career. And he deserves it.

I f
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Studios in a week or so.

I had not seen the film, of course, be-
pause it hadn't been finished, but I had
read the excellent novel from which it

had been adapted by its author, Leonard
Gardner. I was curious what had attract-
ed Huston to it.

"Well." he Said with a wave of his
cigar, "it's rather hard to generalize. I
don't go around looking for material to
Support a Point of view. I just do—or
try to do—what interests me. I happened
to read this book and I said to myself,
'Jesus, this could be a motion picture!'

"

Direct and Uncensored

He nodded, indicating that he had had
his say on that matter, but looked as
though he was about to continue to
something eise. He did: "What you said
earlier interests me. Yes, Fat City is in

;many ways the sort of movie I might
•have made back when I was with
;Warner's, but it couldn't have been done
back in '48 or before the war the way
.'we are doing it now because of the

;censorship we had to contend with then.
• Censorship is so unrealistic, if not im-
Imoral. I remember when we couldn't
•say a word like 'damnation' in a movie.
iMaybe that's the new liberty—saying
;things directly. It would have been im-
Ipossible to teil it in the early days as it

;should be told. Couldn't have done
justice to it."

Now that I have seen the film, I am
ready to concede the point to John Hus-
ton. Yet it is not the language in Fat City,

nor whatever sort of sexual frankness it

may offer, that would have been at is-

sue. No, there was a far subtler sort of

censorship that was imposed by the
Studios back then: It prohibited the sor-

did; it blocked our gaze from the open
sores that then, as now, were draining
on the American corpus; it denied des-

pair; it encouraged us to believe that
that kiss in the last scene would solve
every problem.

An American Tragedy

But that's not Fat City at all. It's a
downer—realistic, if you want to call it

that (though, for this film, I prefer au-
thentic), an almost painfully honest ac-

count of life in a fringe society in one
Corner of America. It is, as Mr. Huston
said, "not a boxing movie, but a movie
about boxers." And winos. The State-

ment it makes, in its naturalistic, mono-
tone Style, is a universal one, a comment
on missed chances, the frustrations of

life and its transitory nature. This is a
theme of substance, even one worthy of

tragedy, and if you are willing to ac-

cept a stumble-bum wino who was once
a boxer with some class as a traglc hero
—then yes, Fat City is John Huston's
King Lear.

And why not? The Performances he
draws from his principals—and particu-
larly from Stacy Keach as Billy Tully,

his punchy protagonlst—would do credit
to any Shakespeare. Keach gives one of

the best two or three Performances I have
seen this year, ranking with the very
finest work ever done in motion pictures;

at 30, he has a Chance to become the

best there is. Yet Susan Tyrell, as the
banal lush he takes up with, is nearly
as good—so painfully authentic in her
role that we almost forget she is acting

at all. And Jeff Bridges should con-
vince anyone who needs convincing that

his fine Job in The Last Picture Show
was no accident.

Casting Intuitively

I remember now having asked John
Huston how he happened to come up
with the cast that he did for this one—
the first without a Single "name" in it

that he has made since he became an
independent film maker. How had it

come out so right?

"I work rather intuitively on castlng—

from anything that Huston has done for a

very long time—rather stark and austere.

He works very close to his characters and
to his setting in this one. "It sort of all

came together," Huston had said of the

shooting of the film; ''like boxers say
about a combination of punches—it all

comes together.

The Essential 'Moments'

"It hasn't all been easy," he added.
"As a matter of fact, there's a scene I'm
still having trouble with, trying to shape
.'«n my mind now that I have it on film,

it's when the boys are Coming back from

With his otlier films? "In no particular
way. I just wanted to do t?iis movie.
That's all. All this rating of a director's
work, I'm not sure what it's worth any-
way. There was a time, according to the
critics, when I couldn't do anything
wrong, like I was hot at the dice table.
Now, according to them, I can't do any-
thing right—so to hell with it.

"They said great things about Moulin
Rouge, and I knew they were wrong.
They said Red Badge was tho»t)ughly
bad, and I knew they were wror« They
disappointed me on Moby DicJ^^ ^^d I
feel that Reflections [in a Golci^^ ^y^^

was thoroughly good. There's no telling
what reception you'll get from them on
any film. How I feel about them is often
very different from the way anybody
eise does. It would be nice just once to
be able to anticipate, to hit the nail on
the head."

With this film, I think he has. His good
feelings about Fat City "Coming to-
gether" in those hot summer days he
spent shooting in Stockton are thor-
oughly justified. It is the sort of crown-
ing achievement that gives shape to a
whole career. And he deserves it.



^ cC John Huston Set to Direct

--^ c;-- And Act in 'Catholics'

N' * John Huston will direct and

--Jliave a leading rolc in "Catho-

^ ' ^ lies," a film adaptaticm of the

forthcoming novella by Brian

Moore. The book is described

as a "dramatic Illumination of

the turmoil in modern day re-

ligion." It will be published inr

England in October and in the

United States in January by
Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

Mr. Moore has already oom-
pleted the screenplay for the

film, which Sidney Glazier will

produce next spring on location

in Ireland. Mr. Huston, who
last appeared in "Myra
Breckenridge," won acclaim
for his acting in "The Car-
dinal.** He also directed the

current "Fat City."



'Fat GityV Susie

Oh, Oh, What a Girl!

Carl Samrocic

Susan Tyrrell, who scorcs in John Huston's film "Fat City"

**There*s a wonderful monster in you. It will

drive you to suicide or a wondrous life'*

By JUDY KLEMESRUD

SHE is barely 26 years old. She has

a round cherubic face and a pic-

ture of Jesus pasted in her scrap-

book. She comes from New
Canaan, Conn., one of the wealthiest

suburbs in the world. Her very first

theatrical role, in 1963, was as a teen-

age ing^nue.

So what's a girl like Susan Tyrrell

doing in a movie like "Fat City," play-

ing a woozy boozy floozy named Oma
and being hailed by critics as one of

the best screen drunks of all time?

(Move over Susan Hayward and Shelley

Winters—and you, too, Ray Milland.)

And how, you might also ask, could

such a young woman play a slattem

so convincingly that the real live ones

who stumble down Eighth Avenue look-

ing like warmed-over ghoulash seem like

Miss America in comparison?

For a possible answer, go back to

Paragraph one. True, she is only 26,

*'but I was so old from the Start,"

she laments. She inherited her great

face from a mother she hasn't seen in

nine years and doesn't care if she ever

sees again. The picture of Jesus in the

scrapbook is there as a morbid joke,

her childhood in New Canaan was mis-

erable, and after that initial role as an

ing6nue she went on to a series of roles

Off Broadway and at Lincoln Center as

whores, lushes, sexpots and drooling

housewives.

"Character work and age really have

nothing to do with each other," Susan

says, as she sits in the large and dra-

matic West Side apartment she has tem-

porarily borrowed from her "archangel,"

Myron Sanft, a patron of the arts.

"Freddie Bartholomew was an extraor-

dinary character actor and Bette Davis

was only 22 when she started—although

I don't want to pattern my dramatics

Vincent Canby is on vacation

after her. My age doesn't bother me.

Character work is what I love and what
I do best and now that I've done my
Ratso Rizzo, I would like to do Bern-

hardt. Seriously! I would never settle

for an ingönue role again. I don't like

ingönue people . . • and I don't like to

see them in the movies. I like people

with heart and soul, and character work
is soul."

At the beginning of the S^^-bour con-

versation, Susan seems somewhat com-
posed, sipping on red wine and looking

like a young, copper-haired Kim Novak
as she dutifully discusses her career,

"Fat City," and its director, John
Huston.

No, she says, in her throaty, half

Betty Boop, half Tallulah voice, she

didn't do anything special to prepare

for the part of Oma, and no, she

doesn't drink very much—although she

recently got drunk with her friend AI

Pacino, whom she describes as "a great

scared stallion whose reins are too

tight." She did work as a waitress in a

bar for two years, though, "and I have

friends, the victims of Hollywood, who
started out pretty boys and are now
roaring alcoholics. No, I won't name
names."

Then, after about 15 minutes of movie
talk, Susan becomes noticeably restless

and moves from her chair to a tiger

skin rüg on the floor. Suddenly, she be-

gins pitching ideas out of the clear blue

sky in a rapid-fire Tom Seaver style...

things she rea//y wants to talk about.

These thoughts seem to be an amalgam
of her years as part of the drug culture

('Tm surrounded by drugs; why
shouldn't I be acquainted with them?"),

her unhappy childhood, her stint with

a shrink after she went to sleep for four

straight days, and her nine years in

show business.

As ths words (Continußd on Page 4)

«
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Fat CityV Susie-What a Girl! «**:*s?-

Continued from Page 1

come tumbling out, she tugs

on her hair, bobs back and

forth, gestures dramatically

and occasionally touches my
knee. Here are some of her

free associations:

"It's really sensual to hurt

yourself, to do yourself in.

It's sex with the devil. That's

what smack is, and alcohol

and drugs. It's living death.

But it's sensual, too. I never

knew Janis [Joplin], but we
were getting closer and

closer . .
."

"Things were done to me
and things were done to the

Jews, but what do you do?

It's a chess game, and you've

got to pull out . .
."

"There's a wonderful mon-
ster in you. It will drive you

to suicide or a wondrous life.

It's a beast you have to ride

well, and I hope I can tarne

him, but give him his head at

the same time. You really

can't tarne him; you give him
the sense of himself . .

."

*'I work fronj this smelly

. . . this flow of the body,

and if it's not working, it gets

stuck in my throat and it

won't come out . .
.'*

Well, yes, uh huh, but what
about "Fat City?" How did

you get the part?

"Hey. did I teil you I just

got back from Morocco?'* Su-

san says instead, grabbing

her scrapbook, the cover of

which is decorated with a

photograph of a Moroccan
either licking or kissing

the heads of two black

snakes. "My sister has a

farm there, and I spent four

months there with nine other

people from New Canaan.

Those Arabic countries,

they*re so . , • hot; they're

hot people. To see their sky

at night, you know they need

nothing. We traveled all over

in a 28-foot bus called 'Big

John,' and it even had a

chandelier inside. I got hepa-

titis and it took me four

weeks to recover. Everybody

gets it over there."

She thumbs through the

scrapbook, past several psy-

chedelic drawings she has

made of her experiences in

Morocco, and finally comes
to some subway snapshots

of her cheek-to-cheek with

Candy Darling, the transves-

tite actor - actress. "We've
been together for six years,"

;usan says, smiling. "I love

her. She's taught me to be

gentle. She's taught me a

lot about being a woman . . .

and [she laughs] I'm sure

I've shown her a lot about

being a man. People always

have to put labeis on Candy,

because they're so frightened.

They say. 'What is she? What
is Candy?' Candy is a rare

rock, that's all. A rare, won-
derful rock."

But I've got to ask you
about the part, Susan. The

readers really will want to

know.
"Oh, Ray Stark remem-

bered a test that I had done

with Stace [Stacy Keach, her

co-star in "Fat City"] for

*Doc.' I was lined up to do

Katie Eider in 'Doc,' but then

it was taken away and given

to Faye Dunaway because I

was a nobody, so I took off

for the Caribbean with Barry

Primus. He stayed with me
one day and then freaked

out. I had $500, and it went

in two weeks. It was a self-

destructive thing . . . I

wanted to strike out against

being rejected for 'Doc' But
now I know the day will

come when Faye Dunaway
will lose to me, and I'll lose

to her again, too. The only

thing I don't want to lose is

. . . Susan. They can make
you crazy. They can make
you lose Susan, if they try

to make you give them some-

thing that the corporation

wants."

Anyway, in the spring of

1971, Susan went to Holly-

wood for a month of make-
up sessions in case she got

the part of Oma, and then

was taken to the Beverly Hills

Hotel to meet John Huston.

"He opened the door in his

safari costume with those big

bags under his eyes," she re-

calls, "and I feil in love with

him, and I didn't care wheth-

er he was a plumber. I toia

him, 'I know you think I'm

too young for the part, but

I don't think there's anything

interesting about a 35-year-

old barfly, but there is about

a 25-year-old barfly. Why is

she there?* Well, they swal-

lowed that, and so we dis-

pensed with the age and got

on with making the movie."

Susan says she was eager

to work with Huston, even

though his track record has

been spotty in recent years.

"I have no criticism of him
at this point, because I'm too

young," she says. "I had only

tiny parts in two other films

["Been Down So Long It

Looks Like Up to Me," and
"The Steagle"], so what did

I know? John gave me the

Space to work. He let me be,

which is an extraordinary

luxury. I think John's bril-

liance is that he takes time

with things. and that the

smallness of life seems »o

huge to him."

In "Fat City," Oma lives

off and on with a black man
(played by Curtis Cokes), and

Susan hopes the film will

bring interracial love more
out into the open. "We need

all the exposure we can get,"

she says, "black with black,

black with white, women
with women, men with men,
green with purple. The more
you experiment with love, the

more you're going to get

people out from their caves

and from under their rocks."

As for her own romantic
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By JAN HODENFIELD
JOHN HUSTON MAY, in the end, have
•* directed no finci- production than hls own
life.

Certainly it was more than hopes of pay-

Ing off the mortgage that drove him to bc
a lightweight boxer, Mcxican cavalry officer,

Parisian art student, newspaperman, screen-

wrlter, director of about 25 movies, actor
and, latterly, Irish country squire and inter-

national hobnobber.
Asked whctht»r he feels hampered by bis

own legend, his ochre eyes owl, his puckish
mouth purses, and he answers that the very
idea makes him self-conscious, that "othcr

people are much more impressed than I am."
Perhaps so. Ensconeed in the institutional

splendor of a suite in the Regency Hotel, he

is in town to promote his latest movie, "Fat

City," and 20 Interviewers are trooping in

one after the other to see him, with anothcr

seven "possibles" lined up after that.

"I'm doing a little pimping, as it were,"

he chortles but there arcn't any pimps with-

out any johns and Huston probably will bc

as courtly with the 19th Interviewer as he

was with the third.

Because, after all, they're not coming to

talk about another Huston movie, really, as

much as to bask in the Huston presence. Hc
Is one of the few directors billed over both

the titles and stars of his movics and car-

rles, as a Picasso or Hemingway, the cachet

of belng a celebrity's celebrity and an im-

pressive name to drop.

At 66, he's wearing a green safari

suit that exposes an expanse of protruding

belly and stork-like leg, sharing a sofa but

not the interview with his 22-year-old son,

named Walter, called Tony. (Four times

married, Huston has been a widower since

1969.)

He and his son do share an easy com-

panionability and the eider Huston, Identi-

fied into his 40s as "actor Walter Huston's

son." is undoubtedly aware of the problems

of being in the shadow of a famous and

lionized father.

But, says Huston, drawing on his omnl-

present cigar, directing his father, as hc

dld in ''The Treasure of the Sierra Madrc,"

which won them both Academy Awards,

"was not a problem because a director Is

the father flgure on the set and our posi-

tions were reversed."

As for the director's owTi acting of re-

cent years notably as Cardinal Glennon m
Otto Preminger's "The' Cardinal," Noah In

his own Version of "The Bible" and Burk
Loner in "Myra Breckenridge"—"I wouldn't

dream of taking it seriously, I could only

pale In comparison to my predecessor. It's

just a lark, a well paid lark."

• • •
"Huston is one of the ranking grasshop-

pers of the Western Hemisphere/' James
Agee, his screenwriting collaborator on

"African Queen," once said of him, "and he

has beaten the ants at their own game."
Indeed, when Agee made that Observa-

tion Huston was ranked with director

heavyweights William Wyler, George Stev-

ens, Fred Zinnemann and Billy Wilder and
today he is the only one still a hot ticket.

Asked why he's still so hard at it and
they're not, he shrugs a Shoulder, smiles lop-

sidedly and volunteers: "Well, I think some
of *em are rieh and don't have to and some
of 'em are infirm and can't.

"Someone asked at the Cannes Film Fes-

tival why 'Fat City* was shown but not

aubmitted for the prize and a member of

the Jury said, 'Oh, it wouldn't make any
difference to Huston, he's old and he's

ri4jh.
» »»

Huston rasps with laughter. "She should

glimpse into my bank account."

Still, it's more than the need to support

his three children, a 100-acre estate in Coun-
ty Galway, the horses and hounds, and the

high-roUer's life-style that keeps him going.

"I like vah-riety," he announces in the

Huston drawi of a riverboat gambler run-

ning for chaplaln of the Marine Corps, and
certainly the shifting locales and casts of

his movies, as well as the movies them-
selves, amply provide it.

His work is permeated with a singularly

Midwestern macho—"What attracts me Is

adventure and adventure is usually all-male,"

he said a few years back—but to his own
mlnd: "If there's a pattern to my work it's '

that I haven't niade any two pictures allke.

I get bored too quickly.

"This is not to say variety is to be pre-

JOHN HUSTON

A Welcome

Fat

Success

A+ 67. sflll a

hard rider.

Posf Photos by Arthur Pomtrantt

ferred. I think, as a matter of fact, it tends
to throw people and I think it's awfully dif-

ficult for an audience to know what to ex-

pect from me. I doin't stand for anything in

particular."

Which isn't totally accurate. "In France
they've got me all figured out as an existen-

tialist," he once acknowledged, "who preaches

a phllosophy of fallure," but more to the

polnt Is that he Is at his best dealing with

the dreams of the failures, the mlsbegotten,

and the raffish, as In "Sierra Madre," "Afri-

can Queen," "Moulin Rouge," "Beat the

Devil," "The Misfits," "Night of the Iguana"
and, now, "Fat City."

What perhaps throws people more—par-

ticularly critics—is the inconsistency in the

qXiality of his movies which, those who've

worked with him say, is qften another result

of his low boredom threshhold.

"Ummm, there are two or three movies

I'd love to make again, pictures that were

ruined because I didn't ride cowboy on

em," he says. "Notably 'Roots of Heaven.'

Another was 'Sinful Davy' which was very

jood at one point, until it feil into the hands

of the Pharisees, and then there was a

thing with a pretty bad title, 'The Bar-

barian and the Geisha,' which I had to leave

to make 'Roots of Heaven.'"

After 1969's "Sinful Davy," whioh opened
almost surreptitiously in neighborhood
houses in New York, came "A Walk With
Love and Death," which was yanked from
distribution after five days at just one New
York theater, and then there was "The
Kremlin Letter," of which Huston says, "I

didn't see how in the world it could make
me anytihing but rieh beyond calculation and
nobody went to see it."

It was, noted one critic, "Huston's tired

period."

The yawn Is over with "Fat City," a grlt-

ty, spare look at a boxer trying to make It

back into the ring and out of the lettuce

fields in California's San Joaquin Valley. Its

first reception, at Cannes, says the director,

"was, although I hate to use the word, a
triumph."

"I went ' to high school In California,

that's whore I boxed, and it was an atmoei-

phere quite familiär to me, the days of my

young manhood. And because I hadn't made
a picture in the U. S. slnce 'The Misfits,' in

1960, it was a homecoming In more ways
than one."

The raves are rolling in and Huston Is,

indeed, back home again, on top of the heap,
receiving in his suite, dispensing charm on
television, smiling wickedly for the flash-

bulbs, playing John Huston for all its worth.
On the other band, he says, "I'm always

longing to go back to Ireland," now particur
larly because on the heels of "Fat City"
he's made another movie, "The Life and
Times of Judge Roy Bean," and "I need a
little time to lick my wounds, gather my
resources."

A resident of Ireland since 1952 and a
Citizen of the country since 1964, Huston
passes off any estrangement from the U. S.

with the comment: "I like It in the country
these days and if I llved in America it

would be in some remote place like Tennes-
see or the Solway River in Idaho and both
are a lot more out off from Los Angeles
and New York than Ireland."

Although Huston was spokesman in 1949
for a Hollywood group organlzed to defend
the rights of film figures called before the
House Un-American Actlvities Committee,
and left for Ireland at the height of the Joe
McCarthy period, "for the fIrst time In a
long time as far as America is concerned
I feel hope, see light at the end of the tun-
nel, largely because of the youth. There's

a resurgence of spirlt."

Yes, he says, he's enjoying New York,
"the town relaxes in the summer, there are
the girls in their light summer dresses . . .

jf course, I don't see much of the clty 'cause

when I come here it's a beaten path to 21,

the Oak Room, the King Cole Bar in the St.

Regis and I know there have been great.
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ghastly changes.

"The Brevoort Hotel is gone, so is the La-
fayette, and this in itself is traglc. And peo-

ple don't go wandering from one little night-

club to another in Harlem and, why, Hadern
used to be just an open sesame."

The conversation dwindles into a haze of

its own and Huston talks of his life abroad.

"Life is evcr so active there, I write, I'm a
Sunday painter, friends come to stay."

His friends, he says, "are not relegatcd

to any strata. Most of them are sporting peo-

ple, palnters, sculptors, writers. I could drop
names" —he chuckles—"but I don't want to

do that."

Pressed, he drops. "Anouilh, Sartre . . .

I knew Camus very well. In Rome, the paint-

er Cagli Is a great friend and when I'm in

Paris Tony and I go to see Phillipe and
Pauline de Rothschild, they're great old

friends. I guess one of my dearest friends

Is an ex-jockey, Billy Pearson."

Assuredly they all possess what he earlier

attributed to Ava Gardner. "She has," hc

said, measuring the words with the precision

of a cigar connoisseur nipping the cap off

a fine cigar, "quality. That ability to win

races."

"I've always lovcd Ava . . . we were nev er

sweethearts or anything like that," he muscs,

"but she's a joy to work with. There's *hat

indefinable thing, CLASS."
Not many actors, by their own accounts,

are so warmly received, and, says Huston,

a blt snappishly, "I don't think in terms of

actors, I think in terms of story. Experi-

ence with an actor is a byproduct."

At the same time, Huston's latest pic-

ture is always, by evidence of his past In-

terviews, his favorite picture—"well, I al-

ways think as I'm making a picture that

it's going to be good," he says in this in-

terview—and, in line with that tactic, he is

lavish with praise for the contribution

made to "Fat City" by its star, Stacy

Keach.
"He's technically highly accomplished,

certainly, but he comes out with things,

with revelations, that are every bit as as-

tonishing as that complete amateur who
was equally wonderful, Marilyn Monroe."

* • •
Questions about the actress, whom he

directed in her first big movie, "Asphalt

Jungle," and In her last, "The Misfits," are,

says Huston, the slngle biggest source of

boredom in his Interviews.

"I liked her very much and it was just

heartbreaking to see what was happening

to her, to see the inevitable just loomlng,

but It's always the same questions, 'uh,

what was Marilyn Monroe really like?'"

But, then, there probably aren't questions

on any pari of hls movie career that he

hasn't already answered in the last 30 years

and his armor of cultivated geniality is al-

ways In place to deflect the strain of any

new ones.

What new, young actors would he like

to work with, he's asked, and, with the

aplomb of a hungover cleric, he answers

that "I look back on all my films with a
fondness for the people in them."

Looklng right through hls intervlewer's

befuddlement, he continucs, "but thr

of my latest picture—'Judge Roy Bean *, 1

the people in 'Fat City' were just süperb.

And what could he like to do ncxt, what
would Start hls motors racing?

"I'd like to go to China, It's one ptace Tve
never been.

"And I'd like to do a picture about Mon-
tezunia and Cortez. It's a wonderful story,

a great adventure, but it would be tremen-
dously expensive and 111 probably never get«

to do It," he sighs. "Yes, I've ca'st It In vnr^l
mind, several tlmes. But they all get older ^

and die off."

I I

!_/ II II
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Eugenia Sheppard Around fhe Town

East Hampton is going to be In fu\j ston's "Fat Citj^ which opens here
Swing thls Weekend — Te
Sheila and John Mosler, who

Texas styleSs^next monUL^JiW^^r. those who have
ho love to do pftftntsecr lo make the party Include

thing9 in a big way, will have^nvited
over 60 people to thelr country home
for a Texas-style cookout that includes

barbecued chicken, steaks and, of

course, real Texas chJll. Guests who will

be enjoying the Moslers* "Southern hos-

pltality" include Mr. and Mrs. Guilford

Dudley, Maggl and Clyde Newhouse,
Jan and Donald Chipman, Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Revson, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Win-
ship, Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Mcllvalne and
Judy and Bill Wilson«

» « #
Harriet Deutsch has Just been ap-

pointed chairman of Bonwit Telldr's

West Coast advisory board.

# # «
Look who's going to be in town over

the holiday weckend. Sally Kirkland
has borrowed a large Broadway apart-

ment and is throwing a huge "bring

your own" party tomorrow night to

toast the success of her former room-
mate, actress Siuan TyiylL Susan was
the rage of the Cänneaf Film Festival

in her first stariiny roi in John Hu-

Jiilie Newniar, Bex Beed, Stacy Keach
(Susan's co-star In the film), AI Paclno,

Judy Collins, Kitty Hawks and Howard
Bosenman, Candy Darlincr, Taylor
Mead, Andy Warhol, Viva, Sylvia Milefl,

Halston, Peter Boyle and Frank Perry.

Nena's Choice, Bergdorf Goodman's
art gallery, usually exhibits works by
visiting artists, but last nlght's pre-

view of the new display that opens to

the public today was a little different.

Nena (Mrs. Andrew Goodman), wife of

the President of the störe, for whom
the gallery was named, gave a cocktail

party for the premiere of her olls,

Flowers and New England landscapes
ar^ Nena*s love and there are plenty of

them on view. Just a few of those who
were at the opening were Mrs. Vin
Draddy, Maggie Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Serge Obolensky, David Klee and Mil-

dred Gilbert.

« # #
L'Aiglon is mucih too Immaculate to

^ea moiise under the table, but.tpQ^

bad..
«1
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Tuesday, Ocfober 20, 1970

HANK U
CRANT igr<eporter

. IT'LL BE MORE THAN A TWO-WAY BATTLE BETWEEN Boi3 Weitman
and Chuck Fries for screen rights to the life story of Vince Lombardi. Alan

Jay Factor buzzed us to so/ he's first in (ine for the rights, h^ving arranged

a huddle back east Icter this month to negotiote some with Lombardi's widow.

She's assured Factor she hasn't even discussed the screen rights with anyone
eise. . . . Whoever gets the rights to the Lombardi story will no doubt empha-
size the fact that he brooked no nonsense from his players, wielding a quick

axe not only if they foiled to abide by his rules but also their contracts. One
purportedly true story gces that when a star tackle came into his office de-

manding o new pact with more money, Lorribardi excused himself, left the

room, then minutcs later returned to ask, "Now, what was it you wan<"ed?"

The player repeated his demand and Lombardi answered, "Sorry, you're talk-

ing to the wrong man. I just traded you to the NY Gionts." . . . Lombordi

WCS not without a sense of humor, even during his final hospitol stay. Although

it moy be a slight exaggeration that no one was allowed to address him by

his first name except his wife, when an attending nurse tripp>ed and went

sprawling across his bed, exciaiming "I hope I didn't hurt you, hÄr. Lombardi/'

hc answered with a grin, "In bed, you can call me Vince." . . . True that

Herb Alpert's divorce settlement will be dose to two million bucks with him

paying all the taxes? ... The BevHills chopter of B'nai B'rith has awready

selected its next "Man of the Year": Stanley Kramer, to be so honored come
Feb. 7. . . . Funny that Lee Marvin, who'd repeated again that he'd never

marry again at a "Monte Waish" press Conference in New York Soturday,

married hometown sweetie Pamela Freeley the following day. She's gotta be

«ome gal!

•

irS D^CIDED THAT EL CORDOBES WILL PLAY HIMSELF in the movie

based on his life as Spain's Numero Uno motador. Which is why he's staying

in London to learn English. . . . BB and BB are now as dose os BBBB. Mean-
ing, Bill Bixby & Brenda Benet. . . . Hear Tony Richardson's öfter ex-wife

Vonessa Redgrave to join his "Cloudius" pic, set to roll in Rome next spring.

. . . Vanesso's also wonted by producers Len Miller & Harry Schiller to topline

their projected B'way musical, "Lib/' which will champion rather than denigrate

the women's lib movement. . . . If this keeps up, we'll soon be addressing

letters to Midiapolis, Maxisoto. . . . John Huston's hustling John Osborne to

finish the screenplav cdaptation of Brendan Behan's "The Hostage" for a

fast indie-go. Could be because Huston's gotten the word from Ray Stark to

clear his decks for a helming Start next spring for the screen version of the

"Fat City" novel. . . . Got only two correct answers to a filmlore question
'"

'' ^- '•-' «»nsv one: The lote Ronald Colmon made his film deb«j^

Shore Tours with Elvis
Sammy Shore has been set by Col.

Tom Parker os comedy star of Elvis

Presley's second national concert tour,

which begins Nov. 10 in Oakicnd.

* '

*

fllAVEL lOGS»'«* ^k...^, aiHBa^iaHM^^^« ^t.^^mmmt<mmmmmmmmmm0A

ABC Pictures chief Martin Baum
to New York,

NBC President Julian Goodmcn
from New York to San Francisco for

radio offiliates Conference, then here.

hAartin Ritt from London öfter Pub-
licity for 20th's "The Great V/hite
Hope," which he directed.

Producer Robert H. Solo and di-

rector Ronald Neome to London fol-

lowing meetings here with Cinema
Center Films and National General
executives on "Scrooge."

Sybil Trubin, executive v-p, Com-
pass Productions, from New York öfter
meetings with network executives.

Ben Kalmenson to Las Vegas, then
to New York.

Herman Rush, head of CMA's TV
division, to New York.

Christie Barker, Capitol Records ad-
pub head, from New York City.

Freddie Fields, CMA head, to New
York from Europe.

Producers Sam ond Jerry Katzman
from location filming of "Julio and
Stein."

Producers A'lan Blye and Chris
Beard from New York.

Jay Fineberg, v-p, Pussycat Thea-
tres, from New York, Pittsburgh and
Phoenix.

Seymour Robbie to Paris for "Turn
of the Screw."

Lenny Stack from New York p.a. 's

for "C.C. & Co."
Michael Tolan from New Yori- '^.

"The Senator."
Mel Bro^''' *

^

—

•

«
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Another tortured soul joins Valentino, D
HoUvwood^s list of martyred idols—^the ungrateful dead

f-^^r ~*^^^B

n, Monroe on

By MYRA MacPHERSQN

SUDDENLY, thirteen years after his death.
Montßomery Clift is very much alive.
Two biographies are bot paperback reading.

Warner Brotbers has an Option to do a film
based on one of them.
Cinema clubs are doing retrospectives. And

people are talking about the Legend of Monty.
Helping keep the Clift legend alive is his

brother Brooks — the owner of a phenomenal
Montgomery Clift shrine which he generously
riimmages throngh for biographers, reporters
and anyone who was enamored of Clift.

The shrine is on the third floor of Brooks'
home in Washington. D.C.: a room filled with
Clift clutter.

There are discs of Montgomery Clift's films,
albums filled with letters and photos, an ashtray
he made as a child, taped telephone interviews
with his mother, a framed $5 check he dated and
signed 13 years ago.
There's a silver dish that once

held Clift's cache of pate and
caviar, his gleaming Italian es-

presso machine, his long wooden
desk, his neck brace . .

.

Turn on a small light box and
an X-ray of Clift's jaw grimaces
back, taken after the car wreck
that forever smashed a once-per-
fect face.

The Crash happened in 1956 as
Clift lost control winding his way
down a Hollywood canyon after a
dinner party given by Elizabeth
Taylor — a close friend for life,

from their first electrifying mo-
ments together in A Place In The
Sun in 1951.

Liz raced to the car, crawled in

to cradle his battered head and
raged at photographers who
closed in around the car l>efore
the ambulance.
"You bastards!" she cried. "If

you dare take one photograph of
him like this, I'ü never let another
one of you near me again!"

It was a command the Holly-
wood paparazzi respected; Taylor
was then the world's most
sought-after actress.

She would later recall of Clift:
"By the time he reached the hos-
pital his head was so swollen that
it was almost as wide as his
Shoulders. His eyes had disap-
peared. . .

."

The accident was 10 years be-

fore Clift's death of a heart at-

tack at age 45. But the myth mak
ers who write of Clift say it

began the longest suicide in Hol-

lywood's history.

For years bisexual, Clift off-

screen was a complex, tormented
man whose behavior seemed at

war with his luminous onscreen
talent.
After the accident, he tumed

more and more to pills and
drunken days and lost nights

with tawdry male sex partners.

But the intensity and caring he
brought to his acting of the sensi-

The
Clift

Cult

Clift's brother, Brooks, In his Monty shrine. Uutflehmg was
the one used by Montgomery Clift In From Here To Etemity.

tive, compelling loner, remam on
film.

He was the first Hollywood
rebel, the influence for a genera-
tion of Marion Brando-James
Dean-Al Pacino-Robert DeNiro-
Dustin Hoffman foUowers.
His mesmerizing eyes under

füll dark brows, his enticing vul-

nerability won young girls in first

pubescent flush from the moment

he loomed soulfully on the screen
in Red River, that 1948 classic

Western with John Wayne.
Liz Taylor, then the exquisite

teenager, loved him. Marilyn
Monroe, lost on pills by the time
they did The Misßts, was a kin
dred spirit.

Clift was one of the most fa
mous actors of the '50s. The
puzzle of his life is why he sys-

^^^j^JOi^Sw^X-

m^:

p^m

|lift with Liz Taylor In 'Raintree County.' She
ii.shtHl to his ald after a ehastiv car crasli.

CUft wtth Marilyn Monroe In *The MIsfiis.' Mari-
lyn, then lost on pills, was a kindred spirit.

by kit UmMMy.
tematically destroyed himself
when he could have had it all.

He was successful on two
levels. Bobby-soxers sat outside
his New York apartment for
hours hoping to catch a glimpse
of him.
But the pretty-boy Image was

soon followed by solid critical

praise and three Academy Award
nominations for t)est actor.

With the possible exception of
Brando, no actor was more
sought after than Clift in 1953
and 1954. He turned down role

after role, helping to make other
actors prominent in the process.
He turned down On the Water-

front, which became Brando's big
vehicle. He refused to play in

East of Eden with James Dean.
Sunset Boulevard went to Wil-
liam Holden when Clift turned it

down.
Montgomery Clift's brother

Brooks prefers to dwell on the
positives of his brother's life —
Monty's sensitivity, his talent for
friendship, his vitality, his humor.
"He was always interested in

people and he had a dedication, a
fierce concentration to his work.
He was the most aware person. A
man without skin."
Brooks likes to recall an anec-

dote about that period in his
brother's life when he was in-

stantly recognized and set upon
by strangers.

Visiting friends in a New York
apartment, before knocking on
the door Monty stripped in the
hall to his shorts, socks, shoes
and dark glasses.
Upon entering, he said: "I have

to do something to keep people
from recognizing me."
Brooks, 60, was bon\ Iff months

before his famous brother. He
bears little resemblance to Mont-
gomery, except for his voice.

There is an eerie similarity, the
same cadence, the same emphasis
on certain words, the same
pauses.
When they were young, Brooks

would pinch-hit for Monty on the
phone to confuse friends.

Looking back over the years,
he says: "Monty and I shared con-
fidences." He gropes with a few
stutters. "There was some kind of
solace we could give one an-

other."
He is ambivalent m his feelings

about his mother, Eth^l (Sunny)
Clift. "She could be very cruel —
but this was her way of showing
love. Love plus ambition for her
children to excel."

He waves away details —
"There is a lot I could say — but,

well, she is 91."

Few moviegoers, if any, knew
of Monty's bisexuality.
For the record and the movie

magazines that promoted him as
Holiywood's most eligible bache
lor, Clift would date Starlets like

Terry Moore.
Off the record he was having

an affair with a Broadway chore-
ographer, among other males.
But his deep emotional involve-

ments were always with women,

wrote his biographer Patricia
Bosworth in Montgomery Clift

(Avon).
A male friend said: "He'd pick

up guys . . . He'd sleep with
them and that would be that.
Once he said to me, 'I don't under-
stand it. I love men in bed but I

really love women.' "

Brooks disagrees with views on
his brother's homosexuality. "I
don't think he had a psychologi-
cal Problem about it. He never
tffied to hide it.

"I think it became a problem
when other people feit it was a
Problem."
Brooks said Montgomery was

deeply in love with one woman,
Augusta (Dabney), but she was
married to his friend (actor Kevin
McCarthy).
Although he was insecure

about his talents when he was
filming it, Red River made Clift.

Fifteen years later he por-

trayed Sigmund Freud in Freud— the movie that Brooks Clif
emphatically insists "killgd him."
un*ecio

with Clift

bullied him past his physical li

mits, tampered with the Script.

The debilitating battles ended in
protracted litigation.

"Huston's lawsuit was sadistic
and immoral," says Brooks.
"Monty went four years after
that without getting Insurance
for another movie."
The Universal Studios lawsuit

contended in part that Clift delib-

erately slowed production by re-

fusing to memorize lines.

Clift contended he couldn't
memorize because of fast re-

writes and that the lines didn't
ring true.

Brooks Clift taped a phone con-
versation with his brother at that
time. On the tape, Monty says:

"I can memorize lines in one
second — if they're valid, if I be-
lieve them.
"Now I hope to get the Acad-

!aiiy msisis Kuiea mm.
»^ Joltii tiustQii7 Lrtiigien

t throughoui the filming,

4

t

Clift in 'Red River/ the film that
made liim, and in 'Freud,' the
film liis brother says killed tum.

emy Award — this time I want it— I'd love it . . . If I get the
Academy Award they just will

have creamed themselves."
Clift did not get the Academy

Award. His last years were pain-
ful — for himself and for those
who remembered him as an irre-

sistible, magnetic, fresh talent.

His ills had included bursitis,

arthritis, Phlebitis, calcium defi-

ciency, severe muscle cramps,
cataracts, a slipped disc and
acute insomnia.

His 14-foot long medicine ehest
housed a hospital sized cache of
sleeping pills and Uppers and
downers and other medications.

**

Why Clift's death didn't elevate
him immediately to a cult figure,

like James Dean, Marilyn Monroe
and Humphrey Bogart, lies in

part in his acting. In a sense, he
was too good.
Recalls one coiieague: "Monty

was more subtle and Icss a 'per-

sonality' actor.

"It helps if Rieh Little can do
you — take Bogart, Wayne, Bran-
do, Jimmy Stewart, Peter Lorre,

Katharine Hepbum, Marilyn
Monroe.
"No one could Imitate Monty."

^
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FILM ANALYSIS OF SIGMUND FREUD

^

By CHARLES HAMBLETT
ViENNA.

ERE in the birthplace of

psychoanalysis, John
Huston, nothing If not a
perfectionist, is steadily

gathering authentic background
shots for his biographical dra-

ma, "Freud." Since, in the di-

rector's phrase, most of the ac-

tion ''happens behind the eye-

balls," the bulk of Jean-Paul

Huston's Biographical

Drama Takes Shape

On Actual Sites

areas of the mind. (See photo
below.)

The original plan was to com-
plete the location within two
weeks, starting Monday, Oct.

Sartre's Script, derived frorn ^^- '^^^ ^^^ proved a somewhat

Freud's works and edited by'^P^^"^^^^^ estimate in view of

Huston and Wolfgang Rein-

ly forget their clnematic expo-
sure to Freudian procedure.

Has his lengthy preparatory

research into the Freudian
canon affected Huston's own
notably rugged psyche? "Not
too much, I hope," he says. "I

don't think Freud 'takes* too

strongly with the over-forties.

My interest in him, though, has
perhaps made me just a little

less sure of whether, after all,

I'm as much in control as I

like to think. And I find myself

hardt, is being shot in claustro-

phobic interior sets in Munich,
Grermany. But the essence of

tum-of-the-century Vienna is

being caught on these location

exteriors, chosen expressly to

trap the shadowy baroque at-

mosphere of this unchanged and
sometimes sinister city.

Unchanged, that is, in the

positioning of its basic land-

marks and vistas. Much was
destroyed during the war, but

the subsequent repair Job has

been as striking as a face-lift-

ing for an adamant widow.
Thus, with an unobtrusive as-

sist from a fiacre here, a gas

lamp there, Huston is effective-

ly re-creating the Vienna in

which Sigmimd Freud formu-
lated his remarkable insights

into previously unacknowledged
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the varied backgrounds, and the questioning my motives a bit
degrees of emotional intensity more. But there has been no
—and concentration—going into drastic conversion, or revela-
even the minutest "take." tion, and I don't think I'm in
"Weather and temperament danger of becoming a candidate
permitting," a produetion as- for the analyst's couch as a re-
sistant ventured, "we might sult of making this picture."
wrapitup Within three weeks."!

considering the morbid im-
So far, the weather has been j-^^^^^^^ ^^\^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^
cooperative. chUly and autumnal i_which includes Larry Parks as
but also clear and sunny. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^,^

Director's Patients friend; and Eileen Herlie—is

As for temperament, it is be- remaining fairly un-neurotic.

ing kept nicely under control by! Susan Kohner, who plays his

Huston's special brand of direc- wife, Martha Freud, breezed

tion : patience, firmness, and a into Vienna as chirpily as if she

quietly modulated bedside man-were checking in for the social

ner, which has previously proved season in Miami. Susannah

effective — and dramatically York, in the role of the tor

stimulating—to such sensitive

performers as Jennifer Jones,

Marilyn Monroe and Montgom-
ery Clift.

mented Cecily, is very much
the English rose, as capable of

chuckling over the strike of

British auto workers for re-

Of these, only the unpredict- tention of their tea break as of

able Clift is now imder Huston's discussing pyschic blocks er

directorial guidance. And he is emotional repressions.

bringing a force and understand-
ing to his leading role, as Freud,
which promises well for the

British character actor David
Kossoff, who plays Freud's

father, Jakob, is getting a quiet

completed picture. After one orjkick out of the fact that Clift

two mild and predictable emo-iis impishly adopting him as a
tional flurries, Clift is.tackling; Substitute father Image. *'Get

his strenuous part with a pro- on with your food, son," Kos-

vi<

a
Ril

fessionalism amounting almost

to dedication.

"It is a very long part," Clift

said, "and one which might be-

come wearying if I lost hold of

it. I have to give it electricity

all the time. Any letting up on
my behalf would lead to an all-

round reduction of the voltage.

For this reason I am cutting

down social activities to a mini-

mum, and when I'm not on call

I spend as much time as I can
in my hotel room, thinking, con-

centrating, recharging the bat-

teries. I try to hold Freud in

focus as much as possible."

Subjective Action
Huston, too, has been deeply

influenced by his choice of sub-
ject. Usually a director who rev-

soff chided Clift at a public

luncheon to inaugurate shoot-

ing in Vienna, "before I knock
yer bloomin' block orf."

Native Indifference

Kossoff is as puzzled as most
of the cast and crew at the gen-

eral apathy on the part of most
Viennese toward Freud. Many
of the local residents have never

even heard of him.

An Austrian Journalist ex-

plained this to me. "Freud was
a refugee, you see. His books

were burned and afterward no-

body mentionea his name for

years. Apart from specialists

and a handful of students, no
one is told about Freud. It

comes from the top, the author-

ities. Call it g^uilt, or tact, what
eis in outdoor scenes, who .„ ^ . „ ^ ^

thriveson rapid physical action. ly^^ wiU, but Freud doesnt

on extrovert behavior with onlyj"^^^^ * ^^'^«^ ^° ^^® average

implied psychological under-l^^^^^s^- "^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^® *

tones, he is now probing re-
^^^nspiracy of silence about

morselessly into the group un-^^"^- ^^^er all, he was a Jew."
Huston hopes to change all

this, and not only in Vienna. It
conscious.

Huston's primary aim is to

shock audiences into at least a^^^^ taken him almost twenty

subliminal recognition, oriy^ars, on and off, to find back-

awareness, of their own murky ^rs for this venture. It is to be

psychic motivations. By telling

in dramatic terms the story of

one of Freud's earliest case his-

tories, that of the hysterically

repressed Cecily Koertner, Hus-
ton is actually dramatizing the

State of repression. The result-

ing motion picture may well

provoke hostility and resent-

ment—as Freud did, and does

—

and the whole troupe is hoping
that moviegoers will not quick-

hoped that Universal-Interna-

tional will be amply rewarded
for their faith.

Hopefully, Huston says: "It's

really a mystery story. One of

the most exciting mysteries of

our time.'* As the unit moves
smoothly around the streets

and landmarks of Vienna, one
feels the excitement. And the
aloof City, coldly autumnal, en-

hances the mystery.
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PROBING 'FREUD'—On location in Vienna for the cnrrent produetion, Director

John Huston instructs Susannah York (as Cecily Koertner, an early patient), Larry

Parks (as Dr. Joseph Breuer) and Montgomery Clift (who portrays the title role).
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'FREUD' PREVIEW

GIVEN IN HANOVER

Huston, Its D^rector, Speaks

at New Dartmouth Center

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
Special to The New York Times

HANOVER, N. H.. Nov. 11—
The Claim of the motion picture

to its place in the reaim of the

arts was staked this afternoon
in the new Hopkins Art Center
of Dartmouth College by John
Huston, the film director.

Here to attend a vvorld pre-

View of his biographical filjii

"Freud," given tonight before a
capacity audience in the 900-

seat Spaulding Theater, Mr.
Huston spoke to an enthusias-

tic turnout of students and
Community residents at an open
press Conference preceding the
preview.
"We are, indeed, living in

the motion-picture age," and
"enough cannot be done to

establish motion pictuces in the

rightful place in a cultural cen-

ter of this sort." he said.

Actually, the Dartmouth
student-body and thoso who at-

tend its wants and noods are
as motion-picture-minded and
motion-picture-indulgcd as any
College student-body in the

East, While it does not have
formal courses in tho art and
appreciation of films, it has!

the partmouth Film Society,

which for 13 years ha" bcen
providing weekly showings of

distinguished foreign and avant
gai dev fIlma i+o • i<wnr-TJ7

bers (the number v.iries from
year to year). And since 1960,
•it has had free daily showings
of classic and populär Amer-
ican films.

These showings, attended by
from 10 to 75 students at a time
—75 is« the capacity of the
Tnakeshift Fairbanks Hall
Theater, where films have here-
tofore been shown—will be
shifted in two weeks to the
Spaulding Theater. It is hoped
that the consequent increase in

attendance will amount to a
Sonic boom.

It was partly in anticipation
of this step-up of interest in the
culture of films—matching the
interest already revealed by
the massive attendance over the
Weekend of the art, music and
theatrical events following the
center's opcning Thursday—that
Mr. Huston was asked to ap-
pear. And it was partly in

answer to the skeptics who still

look askance at films that he
pounded home his thesis that
the medium supports the
purpose of entertainment with
educational validity.

"I was always confused by
what may be entertainment and
what may be education," he
said, "but I assume that enter-
tainment is anything that ab-
sorbs and delights us, and I

have never had any reason to
doubt that whatever stimulates
and excites the mind does this."

Mr. Huston's explanations of

considerations in the making of
"Freud" were sufficicntly tech-
nical and knowing to satisfy the
students of psychology who may
have suspected him of being one
of the "Hollywood commercial-
ists" who came in for much|
implied criticism from the Stu-
dent questioners.
While Dartmouth students ob-

viously love motion pictures,
they are also quite as obviously
critical. This evidence of the
critical and analytical attitudc
has been one of the stimulatingi
reasons for elevating films to

their place in the new center.
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LIFE AS TRAMP
^

WHEN THE NAME

JOHN HUSTON
'M a tramp," siud John Iluston, sinking
back on the sola and slicking out liis

long, iiarrow Icgs ckul in 1)1 ue pyjamas
and tcrniinating in veivet slippers adorned
with golden t'ox heads.

XK

^

ii Some tramp
enormous suite in

the film director häd
established himself while

shooting the Viennese
scenes of Freud.

It Is the same sulte that
some other well-known
tramps—such as Hitler and
Krushchev-

! " I thought, gazing around the
which

SHOW BUSINESS

they paid
Vienna.
"Im an

coniinued
bad husoand

- used when
their Visits to

ürear uouches and his
becaine sievn. ' Somebudy
tind üUL what tüis is all

Let'5 ^ei Woltgang on

itinerant." Huston
* I'm a notoriüusly
I like to gel away

I like to beat lt. I'm not like

Bogari. He was morbidly faith-

ful to each of his wives. Tvn a

much better father than I am
a husband

• Would you ^ü and ^et me
some cigarettes. honey ?

Huston was addressing Ins

ll-vear-old son. Tony Tony is

an intelligent, beautilul boy with
a wiry body and a soft voice

I had firsi met him the niglit

betöre when he was hanging on
to the side of a train moving
slowly into the Franz Josefs
Railwav Station

their
voice
musL
about.
to it."

The assistant dn-ector wem off

to look for Wolfgang Reinhardt,
the producer of Freud
A waiter wheeled m a taole

gieaming with silver and cut
^lasß and white linen. and
Husion and I moved to it to
eat ham Sandwiches and drink
beer. He taiked about some
actresses and their search for
husbands.

"It's a terrlblr probiem lor
tliem,*' said Huston. '* Who are

going to marry ? How

JOHN HUSTON
'* I like to gel away."

returned to say that Wolfgang
couldn't heip—the arts ciub lec-
ture was very flrmly on.

'•Oh. God." said Huston,
"and I wanted to shoot Freud
Walking m th«^ square this after-
noon "

With his large freckied hands,
stained with tobacco, Huston
lit another Gauloise He taiked
aoout Freud and psvcho-
analysis.

*' A neurone' he said. " is

someone who reacts in an
extravagant way lo the real
World A psychotic is someone
wlio lives in his own world

they
many
be as
are ?

•• There
take care
but there

men are
rieh and

there likely to
famous as thev

*l COPE
Aly-—he could
lot of them—
only one Alv.

TROUBLE
The railway scenes of Freud

were being sliot late at night.

As John Huston was on the ^et.

so was Tony. He had left his

school m Co. Oalway for a few
days to be with the father he
dotes on

" But ycuve fiad today's
ration," the child said poUtely.

** No I haven't."
" Yes you have,"
'• All right. So I have. But I

distribuied them. Please, darling.
will vüu «et me some cigar-
ettes ^

"

Tony left the room.
" All this trouble." Huston

said. *' IS because the other day
Tony decides to take a drag on
my cigarette. and he drags so
deeply that I know he smokes
on

was
of a
was

Most actresses have to settle för
Texans

" Princesses have the same
probiem The field is so limited,
riiey want somebody of impor-
tance equal to their own, but in
the end they have to settle for
less.

• If Stars could be paired ofl
in marriage as in the old MGM
days—you know. Jeanette Mac-
donald and Gene Raymond

—

that would De flne. But it

doesn't work like that. You'd
be surprised by the number of
unattached actresses who are
desperately looking for some
man to marry."
The assistant director

" Im a neurotic, but iike many
people. I organise my lite to
cope with my own neurosis

'

The Orientai eyeiids dropped
ovcr the brown eyes for a
moment.

** I've never öeen . psyrhor:
analysed ; I never will be." he
said. ** I value my neurosis much
too highly

"

He gave a shout ot laughter
and disappeared into his bed-
rooin When he reappeared. he
was wearmg a brown tweed suit
and waistcoat. and a brown
twt-ed cap. and brown suede
boots that recalled Co. Galway.
But it was the streets of

Vienna into which he loped.
And it was to the arts club that
he was beut

I heard afterwards that his
lecture was a wild success

the side.
" I think 11

for this. so I

about lung diseases
such an Impression on

is a little young
lav it on to him

It made
him that

IIP took all my Oaulolae« and



Tony letl ilie roum.
" All this trouble." Huslon

said. '*
IS becauöe ilie other day

Tony decides lo take a drag on
mv cigaretle. and he drajis so
deeply Lhat I know he smokes
on tlie side.

*•
I ihink 11 IS a iittle young

tor ihis. so 1 iay ii on lo hnii

abüui lung diseases It made
such an imuression on liim lhat
lie look all my Oauloises and
locked Ihem up to »nvc me »rom

tust a sirai^^ht shoi
myseü.
"I'U have

Ol Scolch."

This time Huston was taiking

to the waiter who had appeared
to ask what we wanted before
lunch—or. m Huston "s case.

before breaklast
*' Tony is attending a Roman

Catholic school in Ireland."

Huston continued. "* I hgure
that it he can stand up againsi
theni. lie can take the nexi
hurdle !

* The ,kind. ravaged
face creased into a wry grin

"I hope he becomes an atheist.

I think we're inclined to put
too much responsibility on God
and not enouph on ourselves.

*l AGREE...'
•*In thai sense, I'm an

existentialist. Sartre wasn't the
flrst person to think in this way.
I'm not his follower. I iust
happen to agree With him."

' How niany ciaarettes did
you smcke yesteraay ? " asked
Tony, who had returned and
was Standing in front of his
father. tondly poking a fore-
ftnger against the flattened
bridge of Huston 's nose.

" Listen, old boy," Huston said
Ä liule desperately, ** I was
working all night"

"i4Z/ right." said Tony.
'• Youre given that for today,
and that's all," and he plopped
a pack of Gauloises on to
Huston's knee and wrapped an
arm around Huston's neck
With his son quietly hugguig

nun. Huston continued :
" I've

certainly never contributed
hugely t^ the success of a
marriage I've been married
four Limes. At least I think
U/s four times I haven't
counted recently.
"If rd had good sense. I'd

still be married to my second
wife. But one's emotions aren't
as sound as one's intelligence.

** In Afghanistan, they recog-
nise this There I would still

be married to all four wives.

•MY PATTERN'
" 1 tnink ihere's only a certain

Span of time in which a man
can concentrate his emotions on
one woman. You Qould figure
out my pattern. I guess, if you
subtracted my age at puberty
from my age now and then
divided it by tour."

His age now is 55 You
figure iL out
We talked aboui some ot ihe

other things he has done. They
have nicluded bemg a boxer
(" that s why my noi^e and ears
are flattened " ), being a painter
(" painting is my nrst love")
being a writer (" writlng ts my
first hate "), and being a master
of fox hounds in Co. Galway,
where his home and his fourth
wife and his two children
usually are
We were interrupted by an

assistant director. who came in
to teil Huston he was due to
a^ddress a» art6 club that after-
noon

All 6ft 4in. of Huston Jack-
tcnifpd. and he sat upright in
alarm

" When ? Where ? 1 never
said I'd do any such thing." he
said
"Yes you did," said the

assistant director. •* Last Satur-
day ni^ht This arts club man
was with you all night. You
said. / want to do something
tat this man l'll lecture to his
proup. Set up a dato.' So I

dJd It's todav "

"God !
" said Huston. cluich-

in^ his head " / said that ?

He was with tue all night ?

Who is this man ? I haven't
the vaguest recollection.*'

He thrust his neck forward
and narrowed hi£ eyea above
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THE FREUD SCENARIO
By Jean-Paul Sartre.

Edited by J.-B. Pontalis.

Translated by Quintin Hoare.
549 pp. Illinois:

The University of Chicago Press. $24.95

^'rM. Sartre Goes to Hollywood

By John Sturrock

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE liked going to the movies
because it was an unstuffy, proletarian thing to

do, but when it came to writing for the movies he

showed himself as intellectually lordly as ever

and produced a scenario that was quite brilliantly un-

makable. Asked in 1958 to.do a Script about Freud by

the directorVjohn Huston/Sartre wrote a Synopsis of

some 95 typedpagespfKis Mr. Huston accepted, and
Sartre went to work (or to town) on a shooting scnpt.

Like the Synopsis, it was on the long side; had it been
shot it would have worked out at some seven hours of

screen time, and seven unusually exhausting hours for

simple moviegoers, untrained for the fiercely cerebral

and ambiguous story Sartre had to teil. He was asked to

chop and to change this first version, which he did with

his usual freedom, with the result that the revamped
Version was longer still. He and Mr. Huston could any-

way not get on together, and by the time a film was fi-

nally made Sartre had moved on; he asked not to bc

credited, even though it seems that "Freud," the sec-

ond-rate outcome of their doomed coUaboration, still

showed faint signs of his boisterous work on the Script.

Why on earth, one wonders, did Mr. Huston go to

Sartre in the first place? Sartre had written for the

stage, but he had also written "Being and Nothingness"

and "The Critique of Dialectical Reason'* and there was
a fair Chance that any movie script by him would be too

philosophical and too long for any known audience.

What is more, Sartre was notoriously cool toward
Freud and a great disbeliever in the unconscious, which
he thought could at best be a misnomer for what we
don't understand about ourselves. He had offered his

own so-called existential psychoanalysis as an im-

John Sturrock, an editor of The Times Literary

Supplement in London, is the author of "Structuralism/'

provement on the Freudian kind, as truer, less Procrus-

tean and more individualized, seeking to identify in

every case history the fundamental and all-explaining

"project" of a unique human life.

As it Stands, however, "The Freud Scenario" is not

especially hostile to Freud, if it is not so very flattering

to him either. It foUows the cardinal 10 years or so when
he slowly realized his distinctive purpose and method in

psychotherapy; and understanding one's purpose is a

Sartrean theme. Here Freud is making himself or find-

ing out what his determining project is, and that means
primarily freeing himself from the influence of others.

So two great dramas are afoot simultaneously, and Sar-

tre treats both consummately In one, the still tentative

Freud is liberated from the coercive presence of such

colleagues as Theodor Meynert, Josef Breuer and the

tough guy Wilhelm Fliess, whom Sartre makes quite

devilish; in the second, a numl>er of variously unhappy
female hysterics are treated or resoundingly healed by

the evolving Freudian method. By the end Freud is

Freud, now in his early 40's, autonomous but also alone,

godless and fatherless, an existentialist hero.

"The Freud Scenario" is extraordinarily g(x>d to

read — and has been excellently translated by Quintin

Hoare. The volume, edited by J.-B. Pontalis, contains

the füll text of Sartre*s first version and extracts from
the rather more melodramatic second version. The sce-

nario is in three acts, of numerous short scenes, each of

which tends mercilessly to one end, the self-creation of

the therapist. And this being Freud's world, the drama
isn*t all on the surface; Sartre plants subtle cues all

over the place as a come-on to fellow psychopatholo-

gists who already know that every small banality

masks some big psychical trouble. Sartre's Freud,

above all, is not the simply compassionate, scientific

medical man but someone disturbed by an unacknowl-

edged hostility toward his father, as well as by the

prevalent anti-Semitism of Austria. This Freud is

harsh, even at times a little Stalinist in Sartrean terms,

prepared to defend the most ruthless practices in the

Consulting room by the benign prospect of an eventual

eure. He is also taking his revenge on the stiff-necked

hypocrites of middle-class Vienna by bringing to light

their foul secrets, which is another sign that Sartre the

hater of the French bourgeoisie is in Charge here.

Most of this of course would have passed the

cinema customers by, so it is a good thing that Sartre's

noble scenario has survived among his papers as a text

when it might have been mangled, cheapened and
ruined as a feasible movie. At a running time of seven

hours it would now make a tremendous if upscale tele-

vision serial, with Freud preferably being played this

time by an actor less conspicuously overwrought than

Montgomery Clift, who was Mr. Huston's choice (Mari-

lyn Monroe nearly got to play the part of one of the

more colorfully hysterical patients, Cäcilie, whom Sar-

tre uses to süperb effect). Love it or deride it, Freud's

therapeutic method has never been dramatized so

theatrically or so intelligently as here by Sartre; this

scenario should not be wasted.

PCTER S»S
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Sartre Screenplay to Get

First Public Reading
"The Freud Scenario," an unpro-

duced screenplay by Jean-Paul Sar-

tre, will be given its first public read-
ing at Ubu Repertory Theater, 149

Mercer Street, next Monday at 8 P.M.
The work, which focuses on the period
in Freud's life when he abandoned
hypnosis to explore psychoanalysis,
was commissioned by the director

John Hustonnlbut never used.

fe^eatlmg will be based on Sar-

tre's two drafts of the work, which
were recently discovered among his

papers. Quintin Hoare translated it

from the French.
Admission to the reading is free,

but reservations are required. Infor-

mation: 925-0999.
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John Lee Mahin, 81;

Writer ofScreenplays

John Lee Mahin, who wrote Holly-
wood screenplays from 1932 to 1966,

died of emphysema Wednesday in

Santa Monica, Calif. He was 81 years
old.

Mr. Mahin wrote and co-wrote more
than three dozen Scripts — both origi-

nal stories and adaptations— including
*'Red Dust," "Scarface," the 1951

"Show Boat." **Quo Vadis," **Tortilla

Fiat," "Boom Town," "The Bad Seed"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." He
was nominated for an Academy Award
in 1937 for adapting "Captains Coura-
geous," and in 1957 for "Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison," which he co-

wrote with\Tohn HustonyHe received
the Screen writers Guna Laurel Award
in 1958.

Mr. Mahin was bom in 1902 in Win-
netka, 111., and graduated from Har-
vard University. He worked in adver-
tising in New York while writing fic-

tion, and was brought to Hollywood by
the screenwriter Ben Hecht, who had
read one of Mr. Mahin's short stories.

His first screenplay was for the 1932

film "Red Dust," which starred Clark
Gable and Jean Harlow, and for the

next three decades he worked on
dramas, comedies, mysteries, west-

ems and gangster films for the major
Hollywood Studios.

Mr. Mahin was a founder of the
Screen Writers Guild in 1933, but in the
late 1930's, he became President of the
Screen Playwrights Guild, an Organi-

zation that was opposed to the Screen
Writers Guild; he rejoined the Screen
Writers Guild in 1948. In 1958, he
Started a production Company with a
fellow screenwriter, Martin Rackin, to

make "The Horse Soldiers" from their

own screenplay; Mahin-Rackin Pro-
ductions also made "North To Alas-

ka," in 1960. Mr. Mahin's most recent
screenwriting credit was for the 1966

film "Moment to Moment."
He is survived by his wife, Micca,

and three children.
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By Archer Winsten

Roxy's 'Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison'

Novv hear this, men. There's this Island in the far

Pacific, World War IL An exhausted, thirsty Marine arrives

there in a small rubber boat. Robert Mitchum. He finds

there one Single person, a nun, all in white. Deborah Kerr.

HtifLfetltul bat crude, loi/"^ ^^"; ^^^^^ "« Joe" on. De-

he was not raised gently. He was P^rah Kerr has been unequaled

'Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison'

A 20th Century-(Fojc picture. Producfdby Buddy Adl«r-Eugene Frenke. Directed byJohn Hufiton. Screen play by John L**

Shaw?
'^'^ '''^"' ^^"'^'^ ^^^'^ by ChaJiS

iyy-'^-i
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ÄÄii orphan.
ffj She Is a nun, true, but what
_ . Marines and most people don't

always realize is Ihat nuns re-

ceive a discipline almost as tough
as that of Marines.
That's all, except that a platoon

ol Japanese soldiers arrive and
stay lor a while, taking baths,

•-

o

o

IM

in her portrait of humanity show-
ing through tlie shiny surface of
Convention.

Director John Kuslon is, of
course, a separate case. Tlüs sort
of picture is not worthy of him
if you look at his great pictures:
"The Asphalt Jungle," 'Treasure

.
of Sierra Madre" and ''Let There

playing dominoes and drinkingiBe Light." On the other hand, it

saki. They go away and are suc-

ceeded by a füll Company or regi-

ment of Japanese. On both occa-

sions, Mitchum and Kerr hide

in a cave. Event ually, our side,

island-hopping in the well-adver-

tised manner, hops onto this one,

and that's the end of what is

surcly the most repressed ro-

jTiance of the year.
"^ Perhaps I am overstepping in

the mere mention of romance.
It is true that Marine Robert
Mitchum expresses a desire to

marry Nun Kerr and suggests
that she not lake her final vows.
But when he realizes that slie is

as good as engaged, he apolo-

gizes.

Tliat's the story, and if you
want to say it\s not the greatest,

there'll be no dissent in this Cor-

ner. There are some contributing
factors, though, that lift the pic-

ture out of its own story class.

Tlie location, Ihe Island of

Tobago in the West Indies, is

probably more "South Seas" than
Papecte or Tahiti. Whether it's

palms or lagoons or giant deni-

zens of the deep (a monster
turtle), they're all present and
well shown off.

The performers, Deborah Kerr
and Robert Mitchum, give to each
role that exact mixture of tradi-

tion and facing the fresh Situa-

tion which is the mark of the
easoned performer who not only

can do but has actually had prac-

tice doing this particular stunt
before. Mitchum has made half
his career out of hard-faced fight

is precisely within the specifica-
tions of ''The African Queen,"
which was an extremely populär
working of the theme, hard-man
vs. gently nurtured female.
That may give the unenchanted

Viewer a cUie to public response.
"Pleaven Knows, Mr. Allison,"

novv showing at the Roxy Theater,
could be a populär entertainment,
despite its rejection of ultimate
satisfaction. The only fulfillments
are Mitchum's Marine mascu-
linity and Kerr's delicate balance
against her deeply buried appre-
ciation of the brave Marine. The
action of battling against the
Japanese, the suspenso of a
human meeting between man and
woman poles apart in the social
World, and the problems'of con-
tinued existence form a story that
sustains itself well, if you don't
balk at the initial fictional as-
sumption. Writing as one who
finds the subject conventional
and predictable, this observer
can only note that the artists con-
cerned have made the most of it.

For a sizable audience that should
be enough, more than enough.
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'Heaven Knoivs^ Mr. Allison^

By WILLIAM K. ZINSSER

»OXY TIIEATFR
A screen play by John Lee Mahln and John

Kuston. basod on the novel by Charles Shaw,
dirccted by Mr. Huston. produced by Duddy
Adler and Eugene Freuke. pretiented In Dp
Luxe Color by 20th Century-Fox wlth the
fnllowlng cast:
Slster Angela Deborah Kerr
Mr. AlUson Robert Mltchum

^ first

IS easy to teil from the

moments of •*Heaven

Knows, Mr. Allison," a movie
which opened last night at the

Roxy, that this is no ordinary

Story of the Pacific War. It has a
very special mood.

Partly it is a mood of Isola-

tion. A scraggly Marine cor-

poral, adrift in a rubber raft

on a gray sea, washes ashore
on a small Island. He moves
warily inland, through the palm
and breadfruit trees, listening

for the enemy, but there is no
human noise in the air, only the
chatter of wild birds. He comes
on some vestiges of life — a

wooden framc house, a mission-
ary grave, a tumbledown church.
But he scems to be entirely

alone.

Is this poetic openin gscene.
director John Huston does more
than cxcitc our attention. He
establishes the sheer remotencss
of a South Pacific island, a tiny
pocket of land in a wide ocean
which no other man might Visit

for years.

The Story that Huston teils

against this background also has
a special mood. It is so gentle

—

a completely private experience
that involves only two peopde.
But it is worth a dozen mili-
tary epics in which thousands
of men storm the beaches and
raise the flag.

* m

Robert Mitchum plays the
Marine who stumbles ashore. At
the old church he is startled to
find a beautiful young nun
(Deborah Kerr). She has been
left alone by the doath of an old
priest and the accidents of war.
She is a.shy and wide-eyed girl,

but calm in her faith that
everything will work out.

The Marine is exactly her op-
posite—a tough, coarse man
whose only home has been the
Corps. He has no religion and he
is skeptical of the rehgious in-

stinct in others.

But events soon bring these
two, people into a close sym-
pathy. Some Japanese troops
occupy the island. The corporal
and the nun hide in the cave,
and he is suddcnly moved to

gallant lengths to take care of

her.

One night he makes a bril-

liant raid into the Japanese sup-
ply hut, and he is just making
off with some food when a few
ßoldiers enter the room. As he
squashes behind some cartons,
they jsettle down for two long
games of *'Go," and not until

morning, when the flag cere-

mony has the entire unit at at-

tention, does he narrowly escape.
Huston obviously had a fine

time making the scene. He
builds it with suspense and
ironic humor. In fact, there is a
suspense that builds quietly
through the whole movie. It is

not just the usual impatience to
learn if the hero and heroine
will get out of a tight fix. It is a
deeper curiosity to see how their

emotional bond, which is very
touching, will be resolved.

• • *

This could be pretty sticky,

but Huston has made the film

with control and taste. His
screenplay, writen with John
Lee Mahin, has warmth and hu-
mor, and it is not pious, as most
movies involving a nun seem to

be.

There are no sermons or last-

minute conversions. The nun's
faith is implicit in her nature,
and she is a very likable person.
This is simply a story of a man
and a woman whose lives cross

briefly and who affect each other
in an appealing way.

* m

Except for some Japanese
extras, Mitchum and Miss Kerr
are the only actors, and it's

hard to see how they could be
bettcr. They are completely
natural and they play with a
restraint that is eloquent.

Mitchum is, not surprisingly, a
nimble man of action as he
moves about the island with
jungle stealth or catches an im-
mense turtle in the lagoon.

What is surprising is that
he is so tender. When he blurts

out a personal question or does

an act of kindness that embar-
rasses him, he is like an awk-
ward schoolboy, and suddenly
a sensitive quality shines through
his crude exterior that we

—

and he—didn't know he had.
His character grows in depth;

he is not just another Marine
on a desert island.

Miss Kerr has an even harder
Job. considering her limitations

of costume and motion, but this

is her finest Performance. Ex-
pressions change subtly on her
face and eyes—there is fear and
joy, anger and compassion, firm-

ness and girlish confusion—but
it is always obvious what her
feelings are, and clear that she
has an inner strength despite

the peril of the moment.
Georges Auric's score is ami-

able, and Oswald Morris* color

photography is süperb, espe-

cially as it catches the delicate

tones o fisland foliage or the
duU gray-greens of a tropical

rainstorm. It is all part of the

mood that makes "Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison" a very spe-

cial movie. /

11 J



ON THE TUMULT IN TOBAGO FOR 'MR. AUJSON'
By NAN ROBERTSON

TOBAGO.

HERE on this palm-smoth-
ered Caribbean Island,

ordinarily so peaceful

that you can hear a coco-

nut fall a quarter of a mile away,
the sound of cxplosions, gunfire

and Japanese shrieking "Ban-
zail" now shatteis the limpid

air. Hollywood »has invaded To-
bago. The tumult and the

shouting cöme from the beach
Mte where director John Huston

^ l'ilming a Japanese landing in

P- eaven Knows, Mr. Allison." a

m'entieth Century-Fox produc-

f^ \ • which is Hiiston's first

1 inemaScope adventure.

Behind The Times
Huston fj; noted for ferreting

out exotic locations. This place

is no exception. Tobago, a Brit-

ish colony about as big as the

borough of Queens in New York,
lies eighteen miles off Trinidad

at the southern limit of the Ca-
ribbean. It is years away in time
—so unspoiled and so unexploit-

ed that even picture postcards

cannot be found here.

•'I picked Tobago for two rea-

son," Huston said. *1 needed a

place that was a dead ringer for

a South Seas island, but I needed

it nearer. And it had to be a

spot where I could spend pounds
Sterling. This is what we call a

'British quota' picture."

Tobago, with its lush foliage

and palm-fringed bcaches lapped

by a turquoise sea, wa.s the an-

swer. The island has been reel-

ing since August.
The advance wave of the film

Company landed on Aug. 1. Al-

most all the rooms in four of the

eight hoteis on the island were
rcserved for the eighty Company
members. Fleets of taxis were
commandeered to take the film-

makers from hoteis to the beach

Site. Native laborers were hired

to build a thatch-roofed village,

a tiny church and a filming tow-

er. Tobago's economy, usually

sluggish, Started to boom.

"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,"

is the story of a nun and a

United States Marine who are

marooned on a South Sea island

during World War II. There are

only two Stars and two English-

speaking parts in the film. They
are played by Deborah Kerr, as

Sister' Angela, and Robert Mit-

chum, as the leatherneck, Alli-

son.

Mitchum is already looking a

bit the worse for wear. Since

shooting Started in September,

he has wrenched an ankle, cut a

foot badly on a stone and skinned

his ehest while sliding down a

palm tree. "I'm beginning to feel

hke a stunt man," he said. "In

one scene, a 300-pound turtle

tows me underwater for what
sccms like miles. I'm supposed to

catch him for food in the film

but it's a wonder the damned
thing didn't eat me. As it was,

he almost dashed me against the

coral reef."

Weather

Miss Kerr'a sole complaint is

heat. At this time of year, To-

bago's climate approximates a

Turkish bath, and the tempera-

tures hover around the nineties.

•'Talk about mad dogs and Eng-
lishmen going out in the midday
sun," she said in clipped British

tones. "I go out in it with a
scratchy nun's habit on. All

Bob's wearing is that underbrush

on his chin and a pair of trous-

ers."

Above: On location in Tobago, Director John Huston,

Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum rehearse for

"Heavcn Knows, Mr. Allison.** Right: Mr. Huston.

p ^^ <Vi>«<A<, h \ Ua&^ \^H. |g/?A-fc

There are only eight othe
speaking parts in the film—all

Japanese. To find Japanese wh
knew their mother tongue, Hu
ston's scouts had to ränge as

far south as Brazil.

"It was fanta.stic," said a tech-

nical adviser. "There wasn't a

Single bonafide Japanese in the

whole Caribbean." The eight

were finaily hired in Säo Paulo

after a two-month search, anri

flown to Tobago. They will be

s>en—and heard—in a sequencc

in a Japanese officers* mess.

The fifty other "Japanese" sol-

diers invading Tobago are Chi-

nese. They, and 100 genuine

United States Marines who re-

take the island in the film, were
imported from nearby Trinidad.

A turtle big enough to tow
a man was as hard to find as

the Japanese. Huston obtained

permission to hunt turtles out of

season and alerted fishermen

from here to Jamaica. Seven
big ones were caught: from
these, the 300-pound "star" and
his "stand-in" were picked.

Huston's most difficult scenes

are those depicting the Japanese

landing. The village set of huts

and the church had to be built

twice and "bombed" twice before

Huston was satisfied with the

destruction. One special effects

man was nearly blinded by a

delayed explosion. The Chinese

taking part in the landing fouled

up scveral times. Huston, gnaw-
ing the brown Havana cigaretlr

that is practically a permanent
fixture on his craggy face, said:

"You wouldn't believe it. One
guy stopped wading into the

beach to pick seaweed off his

uniform."
Huston is not the first film-

maker to invade this part of the

Caribbean. Warwick Films'

"Fire Down Below," starring

Mitchum and Rita Hajrworth,

was shot in Trinidad and Tobago
earUer this year. Another Fox
Unit is in Grenada and Barbados
filming "Island in the Sun."
"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,"

a Buddy Adler-Eugene Frenke
production which is reportedly

budgeted at about $2,000,000,

will be released about the middle
of next year.

"We expect many people
come down here after seeing

film," said the sole employ
the Tobago Tourist Boaixl.

course it vyill be nice—but
will never be so peaceful agf
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Nixon fans
& foes have
a field day

HOLLYWOOD— There'
todav for RI#»Ho.w1 %ti—
-Add Infititems: Peter

White (he's played Ruth
Warrick's son for the past
seven years on ABC's All
My Children) is busy
romancing Norma Eber-
hart, pretty widow of
French star Claude Dau-
phin. Norma, you may or
may not recall, used to be
just as busy with that
other soap star Macdonald
Carey of NBC's Days of
Our Lives . .

.

Tony Danza, the John
Travolta type star of TV's
Taxi series, will make his
movie debut in the forth
Coming Casablanca Films'
"Hollywood Knights."
Deborah Raffin's also
wanted for this one . . . and
Jaekle Bisset will star in
the $18 million "High Road
to China" being put to
gether by Raymond
Chow'sL Golden Comnuini
cationj^ohn Hustmjjcon

will direct for producer
Paul Heller .

s good news and bad news
« Although lionized in the
lonal "Nixon: Now More
w has been named in a $3
a California housewife

group called PORN (Pro

.ims Nixon violated his fidu-
he public trust during his

JACK
MARTIN

J

reporting. .

.

gious persuasions of Bob
Dylan, we can finally clear
up the matter. Dylan's
>ress agent. Pi



^ Bisset's rieh
SURE she's pretty — magnifi-

cent, in fact. But are the thespian
talents of Jacqueline Bisset really
worth $1.5 million, plus 10 per- 1

centage points of a film?*Nlohn/|
Huston /apparently thinks so, oe-

lat's what Jackie will be
getting for her very next project,
due to shoot this summer, Hus-
ton's High Road to China.
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TIMES PHOTO BY BOB CHAMBERLIN

Director John Huston speaks to audience before a Screening of hts film "Key Largo" at LACMA Friday.

STANDING OVATION FORJOHN HUSTON
John Huston received a standing ovation from more

than 500 fans Friday evening before a special

Screening of his 1948 classic. "Key Largo." at the

County Museum of Art

The 74-year-old director was scheduled to answcr
questions from the audience after the "Key Largo**

Screening of the evening.

Ron Haver. the museum's director of film programs.

explained to the audience before introducing Huston
that his guest had been exhausted by the television and
radio interviews he had given earlier that day promot-
ing his recently published autobiography and was too

tired to remain for a dialogue with the audience.

Haver later told The Times the reason Huston had to

leave early was a dinncr engagement with Ray Stark,

who is producing Huston's next film, "Annie.**

If Huston's fans were disappointed. they didn't show
it. The audience interrupted his anecdotes about making

"Key Largo'* with laughter and applause several times.

even though one of Huston's stories had been excerpted

from his autobiography and distributed to the audience

as they entered the auditorium.

It didn't seem to matter. They had come to honor the

man who made "Maltese Falcon.*' "African Queen.**

"The Man Who Would Be King" and dozens of other

films they loved. and nothing was going to stop them
from paying tribute to their idol. ^MIKE GRECO
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John Huston Will Di. ect

Film of 'Kremlin Leiter'

John Huston has been sis:ned

by 20th Century-Fox to adipt,
(Jirect and produce the film

Version of "The Kremlin Let-
ter/* a novel by Noel Bchn
dealing with International
espionage. The book was pub-
lished last year by Simon &
Schuster. S%m Wiesenthal will

co-produce the drama, which is

scheduled to go into produotion
carly next year.
Mr. Huston recently com-

pleted ''Reflections in a
Golden Eye." the movie adap-
tion of Carson McCiillcrs's
novel with Elizabeth Taylor and
Marlon Bra;^o, for Sevon Arts.

-Jt?
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INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DICK BROOKS

Date ^"*^ J^'^H^-ry.j! 1968

From FMD....HIFT

Subject
"THE ICREMLIN LETTER"

p!

Dear Dick,

For your information here are the current
location dates for "The lüremlin Letter":

HELSINKI

JNEW YORK

ROME

FEBRUARY 1? to MARCH 6

MARCH 12 to MARCH Zh

MARCH 29 to JUNE 20

There is a possibility of a Mexican location
towards the end of June, but it is not ai all certain.

k»

VW-^-

^.

FH/ram
CO» Jonas Rosenfield

John Friedkin
Jim Denton
Quinn Donoghue.

Best regards,
y

FRED HIFT

' ?r"'
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Playboy toPa-to-Be
FOR THE first time in memory Jorge Guinle, the ever-

lasting Brazilian playboy, is iiot going to Hollywood to

organize the anniial Brazilian Film Festival. Can he be

settling down at last, the little rascal? All of Rio knowa

Jorge is thrilled to tiny pieces because his wife, Yonnita, is

eipectinff an heir or heiress to the family fortunes, the same beinff

.nöthing to sneeze at. Jorge*s father died recently, and Jorge, as the

only living child, must have inherited very nicely, thank yoii. As

for his wife, well, I don't know
too rnany other Yonnitas, do you ?

John IT 11 «ton, that man among
dirrctors, IS in Helsinki directing

*'The Krenilin Letifr," a spy thrill-

er "Tor 20th Century-Fox. John
. arvived in Finland a couple of

wcoks ago with his ontourage, in-

cliiding the Contessa Valeria Al-

borti, collaborator Gladys Hill and

his personal Boswell, Ernie An-
derson. They weren't really wor-

ried aboiit* the cold—some 20

.»^mart degrees below zero—be-

caiise darling John had them all

outfitted with el^^ciric sorks spc-

cially run up for hini in Switzer-

land, plus an array of quilted,

knitted and terribly warm inner

and outer snuggies. He really is

an old sweetie. .<

The cast is similarly topged

out. (George Sanders, who plays a

transvestite superspy (Georjre,

the devil, will film a scene in füll

drag when the Company returns

to Kome) broujrht alonjr his Per-

sian lamb grcatcoat and a selec-

tion of mink, lamb and beaver

hats that have set a new high in

Helsinki men's fashions. ]»atrick O'Xeal, who plays the lead, arrived

with a jjcnerous assoilment of the football j»ear he wears around

the Ginpcr IMan, his New York bar and grill, ibut Richard Hoone

finds himself so enchantin^ with his hair ibleached platinum blond

for his part in the picture that he has resisted all efforts to force

a cap on his riot of curls,

As for the picture^s nroducer^ Carter de Haren, he and his wi fe

Bobby have ?et a new social note at theiF^uite in the Falace Hotel

overlootlng the solidly frozen Baltic. Though Bobby has taken to

•wearing long-johns underneath her Valentino pantsuits, the cold

hasnH cramped her party-giving style. Nightly, after shooting, the

CRKt crowds in for a splendid voileipia (that's Finnish for smor-

gasbord) and stiff drinks of Finnish vodka.

H( 1—r* ^-w«t*Mito«>^/ ' "X^
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George Sander»

A Bartorial Muperapy
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\T/i« Tw'sf Currenfly Populär in HtUinki Ciiibs

For those not on call the next morning there is always dancing

at the Muiikkiniemenpuistotie just down the road on Toolontullin- j^***

katu St.— if» you're not tou tired to dance after trying to teil sbmeone
"where youVe going «and where it is. The twist has niade an unex-

pected revival in Helsinki nightspots, and the smarties in the cast

»11 renieniber how to do THAT. The trouble is you can't get into any

öf the plac^< without a tie and pants and a coat that niatch. Only

the impeocablt? Goorge Sandors is always at the ready—never having

to naake a hurriod trip back to his hotel iike the slobs do.

It's all terribly social. The British nnibassador to Finland, Sir

David Scott-FoK and Lady Scott-Fox, gave an infornial do for the

utars ana ' u-r*^;- and John Huston . The Italian anibassador and his

wife, off ;)r:iclically Inuncaiaiely

for Marra, e. h, were there as wore
the Freuen amba.'.^ador and his

wife, who \ere flying off to St.

Moritz the i'ext day. So was the

Swiss consiil general, who can't

walt to gel lo jMujon-i and tlu* s'i .

• and an inipo.-iant official in the

Norwegian ^Inibassy, who'd only
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Ceorje Sanders

A sartorial superspy

(Urrctors, is in Helsinki tlirectinjj

*The Krehilin Letifv," a spy thrill-

er 7«r 20th Oeniury-Fox. John
arrived in Finland a couple of

Nv^oks apo >vith bis ontouraRe, in-

cludinj? the Contessa Valeria Al-

borli, collaborator Cladys Hill and

bis personal Boswcll, Ernie An-
derson. They weren't really wor-

ried abont fbe cold—some 20

smart dep:rees below zero—be-

caiise darlinjc John had them all

outfitted with electric socks spo-

cially riin up for bim in Switzer-

land, plus an array of quilted,

knittcd and terribly warm inner

and outer snuggies. He really is

an old sweetie. •

The c'AKi is similarly toRjrcd

uxii. (ieorge Sanders, who plays a

transvestite superspy (George,

the devil, >vill film a scene in füll

drajr vhen (he Company returns

to Ifome) broujrht alonp his Per-

sian lamb preatcoat and a selec-

tion of mink, lamb and heaver

hats that have net a new high in

o
s

Helfiinki men's fashions. l»atrick O'Xeal, who plays the lead, arrived

with a Rcnerous assorlment of the football >»ear he wears around

the Ginjrer IMan, his New York bar and rtüI, ibiit Richard Hoone

finds himsolf so enchanting with his hair tbieached platinum blond

for his part in the picture that he has resisted all efforts to force

a cap on his riot of curls.

As for tlie picture's nroducer^ Carter de Haven. he and bis wi fe

the FalaceBobbv have ?et a new social note at their Fuite m the Falace hotcl

overlooTTinj? the solidly frozen Baltic. Tbougb Bobby has taken to

wearing lonp-johns underneath her Valentino pantsuits, the cold

bannH cramped her party-giving: style. Nigbtly, after shooting, the

CRKt crowds in for a splendid voileipia (tbat's Finnish for smor-

gÄsbord) and stiff drinks of Finnish vodka.

Tiie Twist Currenfly Fopular ia Helsinki Clubs

For those not on call the next morning there is ahvays dancinj;

at the Mnnkkiiiiemenpuistotie just down the road on Toolontullin-

katu St.

—

iPyoii're not tou tired to dance after trying to teil sbmeone
"where you're ijoinoftand whore it is. The twist has niade an unex-

pected revival in Helsinki nightspots, and ihe smarties in the cast

»11 remember how to do THAT. The trouble is you can't get into any

cf the plac-^* without a tie and pants and a coat that niatcb. Only

the impecca1)le Coorge Sandors is ahvays at the ready—never having

to raake a buriiod trip back to his böte! like the slobs do.

It's all terri})!y social. The British anibassador to Finland, Sir

David Scott-Fox and Lady Scott-Fox, gave an infornnil d<> for the

ißtars aiut , nh^^- :ind John Hus ton. The Italian ambassador and his

wife, off ;)iMCUcally ininicniaiely

for Alarra. e. h, were there as wore
the Freuen nniba?>ador and his

wife, who \ere fiying off to St.

(
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Moritz the i»ext day. So was the

Swiss cons'.il general, who can't.

walt to g.n io Miijun-i aini th^ s'i. .

and an inip'^rlant official in the
Norwegian Junbassy, who'd only
just rttuniPtl front Laplanti ear-

lier that moriüng. It's all so

btunning.

At the Scott -Foxes, party
Ceorge Sanders surprised every-

•ne wheii ho sat dou n at the

piano to ])lay a medley of Noel
Coward tiines, singing severa! in

his h)vely bass-haritone and clo-*-

ing with a plaintive (ieorgian bal-

lad sung in impoccable Iviissian.

Siiddenly it dauiiod on the gang
why Sat'ders is so unflappable in

all the cold. He was born less

Ihan 100 miles away in little cid

St. I*etersl»urg, the sly bo'ots.

Jane Lehman, who recently di-

vorced ntillionaire Orin Lehman,
is back in the party world again.

•lar'ie opened her new 22-rooni\

Park Ave. duplex for a gala

v^-'»««4'*"><«(»'
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Jane Lehman
A prttty partygiver

thing in lionor of inaestro Leopold Stokowski and about.lOO friends.

' The maestro, who had just conducted bis American Symphony Or- ,\T

chestra at Carnegie Hall, stayed late, and Jane looked evtr so pretty |sj|^j;j

5n shocking pink cut on the bias. Among those present >vere the 'ii*o

Aaron C")plands, the Skitcl) Hendersons, Mrs. Samuel Rubin in a

black ai c* silver caftan|
j,I)J Qyaig Stevenscs, Mrs. Kush Kress, Mrs.

Cass Crnfjold in ste^l-J^ti^^ i*$]yet' embroidertrd irt Vitii/arc-cüt steel

paillettcj and famouS ht'i j^t^.^J^licr, Raoul Pene.du Bois, led .bai;r

f^yJ^CT, ?i hjge red velvet t)ö\>^ tie popping from his collar rnd red

buttoJJS Rroind-the cuffs of his trou.'jtrs. They'd Jove him in Helsinki.

mm ûn mtWf
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Dircctor John Huston

"The World needs heroes''

Luck of
The Bored
By ALFRED FRIENDLY Jr.

ROME.
John Huston is:

(a) older

(b) wiser

(c) busy
(d) bored.

The 62-year-old director is all of these,

but mostly he appears bored. On the set of

his 29th film, an immorality play of modern
espiona^ called "The Kremlin Letter," he

is a remote presence, an apparently benign

overseer going through motions that are,

by now, third or fourth-nature.

One day recently, he and his film crew
and about a score of scruffy, young Ameri-

can art students took over a room in the

Fine Arts Academy here to shoot scenes of

a life class that was supposedly set on
West 57th Street in New York at the

Art Students' League. The Student ex-

tras were orderly, thft model was frostily

nude and, when everything was ready,

George Sanders came in to stand at his
•ABftl mnd prstand u> bß &ke(

WHATEVER
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'est ö/m bireet in

Art Students' League. The Student ex-

tras were orderly, th^ model was frostily

nude and, when everything was ready,

George Sanders came in to stand at his

easel and pretend to be sketching.

Huston, casual in a white turtleneck shirt

and a brown corduroy suit, remained in the

background. Perched on a folding chair or a

crate. he hunched over to read galley proofs

of a book on the Irish Easter Rising, the

subject of his next planned film. He asked a

Publicity man to check on the Performance

of one of his horses which had finished un-

placed irr a race in Ireland the day before.

He smoked industriously on small, dark

brown cigarillos and listened to his facial

creases deepen.

After one set of shots of Sanders, the

students and the model, the director decreed

that the latter's frontal pose was too lewd

and shifted her and the cameras to present

a more modest view. Th6n, presumably be-

cause no one eise knew how, Huston, who
once studied at the Art Students* League.

made a new charcoal sketch for Sanders to

stand next to.

"Once you begin directing,** he told a

visitor later, '*the hard part is over. The
real work is done. YouVe made your deci-

sions about the movie."

Since he is co-author of the script, adapt-

ed from the novel by Noel Behn, Huston
seems to feel that whatever interesting

Problems it held are now solved. The film-

ing of it comes as an incidental chore.

Pressed to do so, he will call "The Krem-
lin Letter'* a "tour de force.** It has, he

says, *'a surface brilliance and a lot of

shine.** The story, one that is "utterly de-

praved," he feels, "is a reflection of all of

US.

"When I say depravity,** the tall, white-

maned director adds hastily, "it's not that

there's anything pornographic in it. It's

character depravity.**

Gloomy? Yes, he is. "I don't have the high

hopes for man that I had in my youth.**

His disillusionment goes back to the time

of Senator Joseph McCarthy and to the

earlier hunt for Communists in Hollywood
staged by Representative J. Parnell Thom-
as. Huston was one of the few film figures

to stand up for writers and performers

blacklisted in that period.

From those episodes he retreated abroad

and, finally, in 1964, to permanent resi-

dence and citizenship in Ireland. That coun-

try is one of the few subjects of conversa-

tion that now seem to animate him. For

the first time, he reports with almost per-

sonal pride, Ireland's population is not de-

clining. For artists, "Ireland has everything,

a great tradition of fine writing, of music,

of art and of acting.'* The Island nation

also has "a refreshing atmosphere—the

taxes there are spent for hospitals and
schools, and you know what they're going
for. You know they're not going for bac-

teriological warfare and antiballistic mis-

siles."

Huston's next movie will be shot there.

The screenwriter is in Rome working with
him. After that, well, he has bought John
Cheever's latest novel, "Bullet Park,** for

filming.

Away from the dreariness of "The Krem-
lin Letter'* and talking now about the fu-

ture instead of the past or preeent, Huston
briefly shucks off the stance of a man who
has done everything so often that "some-
times, I go in one door and bump into my-
self Coming out another.**

The present film is perverse. The one to

come will not be. "Don't get me wrong,** he
insists. "I think the world needs heroes.

My next film is füll of heroes.**
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[ rissy, insrcuro, egotistical, su-

Derpatriotic. flasr-waving Com-
lunist hunter ("I savv Chiang
lai-Shek in Formosa ... ho looks

'it . . . still wants to have a ^o
it the mainland ... I told him
[o hold off").

"THt:8E TVVO satirized fig-

ires, the fumbling ambassador
md the right v%lng columnist
presunnably modeled on Joseph
lisop). supported by two minor
itires (a general and a State
•epartment bureaucrat, one to

fstrov and the other to rebuild>

re what Buchwald's comedy is

|oout, because thcre is really no
lOry. The play tries to be a

[iFce out farce needs careful
iotting and plorting needs play-
|-^l::hting.

Buchvvald is no playwright. at

[ast not at this point. He is.

course. a very populär satirical
'iumnist and. e x p e c t a h 1 y
iough, his strength in the play
^.s his strength in the news-
;)ers. His humor is tr^mendous-
knovving and insightful. grati-

lirg perliaps because Iie is

ring things tiiat I helie\e, hiit

joreciable (despitp the famili-
|it\- of his \iewnoint) hecause it

;n comically put.

|The Story has the columnist
irch out a non-existent Com-
inist menace in the north (why
•n't there ever Communist
;^aces in the south?). The king.
>^e onlv polirical complnitit is

' the President of Xop.nl was
'^'d to the Wliiio Housc and
wasn't. is intimated into

•^•Mng that e oeneial in th^»

may be a Communi'^t thront
faot. the gonorjl and the
had inform-illv a';rer^d to
Mie country hetwoon thom

|i fho g^^neral a cai)!! allst —
•HJch too JMzy to t'ifrhl about
*hine.)

V \>w:ra' AN (; i:s vn \ i,

^**-, along wilh n timid S'ate
irtnvnt pacificati-)n o r o

-

nriier. and t!i«'v m?k-<^ a iov.--

I'^mic to.un. Th"rf is a greaf
•u- ovor o non-hrpMf^niP'^

'lutiori ;ind ;i cfinrih. .-.f n-.;»;.

• Marine Midiand's bank
branch at 250 Park Avenue in

New York very thoughtfully has
a cardboard carton intended to

hold free matchbooks for what
the bank calls its "matchless'
Clients. But on Friday the car-
ton was empty and an ohscene
drawing was [)eMciled inside.

• One thing as impenetrabie
as Kiciiard .Nixons inner circle

is the telephonp switchboard for

customcrs at Con Edison. Try
getting through to them vvith a
query about your bill. If there
is an answer. it is a recorded
voice. Foilowing the voice. there
is dead silence. or. wl^.at is e\en
more enchanting. tho unmi-tak-
able click of Con Edison hanging
up on a rate-pa>er-meciianical-
iy-

• The New York Sheriffs
Panel dinner in the ßiitmore
Hotel the other evening was, as
usual. o'/errun with politicians

and those who curry favor with
them. Mario Procaccino was
busy handing out business cards
and tiireatening to run for Gov-
ernor of New York if John
Lindsey does. California S'^nator
Georü'e Mur[)hy was brief and
amusing in his remarks. resist-

ing the temj^tation to got off a

quick buck-and-wing. Jim Far-
ley was there, in quict dignity.
Each of the guests walked off
with a Panasonic telovision set,

[)resumnoly the botter to watch
themselves vvith in future cam-
j)aigns.

• Shad roe is back in s"ason.
New Y o r k ' s La Grenouiile
.servcd it for lunch tho other day
with crisp bacon. But the first

batch of shad ruf was se\erely
ov(^rdone. Owiivr C!Kiri''S \k»s-

>'>n snatclied it up. had a nrnv
batch co'iked. Much ijetter scc-
i)nd tiiVic around uith som»-
•hill«''d .Mriiiti'-i'.'hrt.

'Tlie Krjeiiilin Letter'

LJOW i:- i^u.' !ir '.'M ju: »mTuston,
the legendarj' John Huston,

with estates in Ireland, blooded
horses, making sweet movie deals,

calling the shots, knocking out
sleazy schmattas like *The Krem-
lin Letter" which opened Sunday
at the Npw Penthouse and Loew's
Towor East.

Huston sees thp spy game as a
busincss proposition and an ex-
orcise in depravity, and has made
the film as a trip for lovers of

the perverse. Witlün the convo-
lutions of the maddeningly con-
voluted plot < impos.sible to fol-

1 o w. ciCtually>. Huston has
packigt 'd many nf the currently
fasiiionahlo film perversitifS.

making the movio as sort of

Frederick's of Hollywood catalog

of what is currently marketable
in the kinky fi'-ld.

S) that when Patrick O'Neal,

as a seciet agent. is abruptly

thrust into a vt)rld of private

pspiona^e orj:ani7.a Jons, of drag
que«'hs. \oyeauer - sadists, maso-

ciilstic prost itutes. all with elab-

ora^elv bizzarre code names. it is

thouch we havc been fiung into

some grim. humnrless Version of

th^ Jarnos Bond films iHuston di-

rec.ed "Casino Royah^"). but

withnut tiip fun and game< and
v/ondorfiillv cxu^^^rnnt mndness.

The movie takes its^4f very.

'ir^- seriouslv. mal:in.c rituals out

littU hits of sn\' hi^sint'ss. Huston

gi\es it all littlc * w i s t s and
quirks. so a< to offer tho appear-

anco of frc-hnnss. Tlic gang's

leadff (Richard Roorv» spcaks

with a Miick folk>y Midwost ac-

cent tliat is caricatu.rMl lo mak?
• hea\ il; me!'ac'n\'. C»corge San-
ders, oni' of the «^.crren's logen-

dary rr^^at lovers. i> a piano-

playin" dra": qu'H>n wiios»» h<>bln'

is k n i t t i n _'. Ni'^'l Gr»'en a^- a

satyi'-pothoad c a l l • d "W'hore."

1

there on the screen it looks as
the wh le spy genre is gasping
its last as it strains for perverse
effect. Huston :as shown signs of
thiü before: in "The List of
Adrian Messenger, in the campy
tone of "Beat the Devil,'* in the
famou. scene in "Asphalt JiMgle"
' which Luther Adler watches
the teenager jitterbug. But in

those films Huston did it with
re traint: in "Tlie Kremlin Let-
ter," he runs amok.
There is nobody in the film to

care about. to root for. to believe

in. Onlv Orson W'elles. for once
under controi and not acting up
- storm. plays a role of interest,

a high R'issian Government offi-

c" ' uith a taste for art, male
lovers and the double-cross.

Watching them all go through
the whole foolish business of try-

ing to get back the document of

the titlo. I suspected what Hus-
ton was aiming for in an audience
were the people who ar waiting
for the illustrated edition of

Krafft-Ebbing.
— RICHARH COHEN

Art Circuit

i)tii"au-'' !)o l iliom in buchrs.
s »jt-od. t 'p

rJs^^'^mmmmfmiC' n

Afrieaii Seul[)luic

WA-^HLNCTON. — Con.sisting

of l!)4 works representinc: 1.31)

African tribes and S[)anning over

2000 yoars of art history. the

AI ican scul|>ture exhibit at the

National Gallery of Art liore is

a knockout.

Dividrd into an liistorical sur-

v»y, a .srction of wooden figurrs

and a di>[>ki\ <>t masks, it is

uulable for the diversilv of stvlcs

f**?^
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at 10:30 A.M. arul 3:30 p.m. Th
girl has told iis that, thanks to Carc

King, she ncivv has thc pcacc of min

to piit in a deccnt day's work. A num
her of young bachclors usc us simpl\

as a wake-up Service—we*re chcapci

than Western Union. Our tclephonc

companions are bounil bv st riet rulcs.

TheyVe not allowed to give out thcir

namcs or any personal Information

about thcmselves, and tluN ^v plcdir^^'d

to \\K\V\ whatever thc\ Ikmi* \\\ stricte^t

confidence. l^hey do tr\ to lu* fricndl\

,

and tliey add to the subscrihcr's card

file from tiine to tinie. They record

such things as bis favorite topics (»f

conversation and bis disposition. Tele-

phone calls are limited to a miniitc

and a half. Tve beard tbat there's a lis-

tening Service in London wbere for

about tbree d(dlars an bour you can

get someone to listen to \()u. The lis-

tener's task is simply to say '\'es:

And then what bappened:' or *Tell

me more' everv now and tben. \Ve

advise subscribers at tlic outsct that

weVe not a listening Service. But vveVe

prepared to answer a \\\^^ ränge ot

questions our subscribers may bave^

—

where to send out for Chinese food,

for instance. Wc also iiave a special

cmer<:jenc\' number for subscribers to

call if tiiey sboukl ever need sudden

help. I liave over five luindred sub-

scribers now. One tbousa nd is my
break-even point, and I bopc to reach

it bv lulv. Fve alrcath startcd to fran-

chise Care-Ring in other cities around

the country. V\\\ verv proud of two

facts—that mv subscribers have recom-

mended man\' of their frieiuls and that

I havcn't lost a sin2:le oriii:inal sub-

scribpr so far."

imßmmmmmßmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmmm^

Takes

of America,- at Broadway and 155th

Street. He sat in a Corner of the rear

seat, bis face browned, weather-beaten,

furrowed, bis hair gray and cut short,

anil bis eyes narrowed. against the

smoke of a little cigar in bis moutb.

He wore a pale-yellow turtleneck un-

der one of bis self-designed bush-jacket

suits (thisone khaki-colored). Through
the window, be regarded Central Park

i< th«Hi<rb it u\ rc Kcnva bush countrv.

\. \t t<> hini <.ir ins eiirhteen-\ear-oUl

ti.mghtir» Aujehct, a ver\' beautiful,

\k\\ tall, brown-e\ cd girl with elegant,

Roman features am! wearing an up-to-

the-minute mini-costurhe; she is \\\

New York understudying the part of

Ophelia \\\ a British production of

"Hamlet." In what appeared to be

considerable rapport with her father,

she, too, l<M>ked at the Park through

half-closed eyes. On one jump seat sat

the producer of "The Kremlin Let-

ter,'* an anxious but amiable young
man, wiry, slightly built, and growing
a villainous-looking beard—Carter De
Haven III, grandson of a famous

vaudeville performer of that name. Up
front with the driver was Ernest An-
derson, a longtime friend and aide »^f

Huston*s, who joined him in 195(), aft-

er combinini; Madison Avenue adver-

tising and the production of concerts by

jazz musicians \\\ the nineteen-forties.

This was the first day since Huston
made "The Asphalt Jungle,*' in 1949,

4
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IT'S always an ad venture to watch

John Huston directing one of bis

movies—or, for that matter, to watch

John Huston—and we didn^t pass up

the ciiance last weck whcn he spent

a few da\s here shootintj; some scenes

for bis latest movie, "The Krehilin

Letter," wbich is bis twent\-ninth,

and is about spies and sp\ ing and

various forms of low-life skulduijjrcrv.

At si\t)-two, Huston seems to have

as nuicb of a tendency as ever to at-

tract dramatic characters and movie-

hke scenes to himself, so that be seems

constantly to move as the leading

character \\\ one of bis own movies. We
Started out witJi him on the morning

after bis arrival, riding with him \\\

a limousine up through Central Paik

toward bis first location, the Museum
and Library of the Hispainc Society ^^First offy get over to Supply aful dnrj: yourseif a harp,^^
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tliat he li.'ul arrangcd to slioot scenes

fnr a movic in New York.

"W^dl, liow (locs New 'V'ork look to

)<)ur" WC askcd liim.

Huston's face registered profoiind

consideratioii of the question. He ma-

neuvered the cigar to onc corner of

jiis mouth. He crossed his legs. He
noddcd to De Haven. Anderson half-

turjied in the front seat and waited for

the answer. *^\Vcll, TU teil you/'

Huston hcgan. "My heart, niy heart

always Irnps when I set liovvn at Ken-
ncdy Airj")()rt!'' He gavc Jiis füll body

as well as liis füll face to a laugh,

uniqueh Plustonian, and leaned toward

ns, putting his face right up to ours and

taking a long time to let his laugh sub-

side. Ct4f,

Heading north on iipper Broadway,

past the supermarkets and the tene-

nients and the warnvwcather sidewalk

lifc of housewives, children, triick

drivers, and loafers, we asked, "Do
thinirs look different from tlic way \()u

remenibcr them when you lived herer"

This time, Huston just talked,

*'\\^hen I was a kid, in the late twenties,

there was such a wonderful variet) of

lives you could live in New ^'ork. I had

the boxing at St. Nick's, the litcrary

World of O'Neill and Anderson, the

pootry of E. K. Cummings and Edna

St. Vincent Millay, and the East Side

social life, and it was wonderful to go

from one to another. Harlem was one

of the most creativc places in the world.

I used to love to go to the little clubs

in Harlem. When I was twenty-two

or twent\-three, I had a friend there

named Bilh' Pierce, who ran a dancing

school with a dancer named Buddv

Bradlev. Bill\- was getting old. And he

walked with a cane. And Billv and I

became ver\' eood friends. I used to eo

there in tiie middle of the night to

watch Bilh and Buddy make up dance

routines." Huston paused dramatically.

He pufl^ed on his cigar. "One day. .
."

He paused again. "One day, Billy said

to me, *Colored people fall out when
things is going bad. W^hite people

fall out when things is going good^ "

Pause. Hustonian, close-to-our-face

laughtcr. Cut,

VVe stoppcd for a traffic light at

Broadway and 144th Street. Two
small boys crossing the strect in front

of cur car looked at its occupants with

a certain unfriendliness. One of them

banged on the fender with a small

stone and skipped away.

"New ^'ork has always bccn chang-

ing," Huston said. "In one's youth,

one thinks it Stands still, and one be-

lieves in absolutes. I came on a lovcly

Japhor this morning.

"Whatisitr" De Haven askeÜ.

"Tm going to teil it to
i
you,"

Huston said, lowering his voicf mys-

teriously, then letting his laugh 'rise up

in a nice crescendo, to subside in a

fit of coughing. "I wouldn't dream of

not telling it to you," Huston said. "I

became verv \o)i<l of this metaphor. It

was * I'hese manifestations are just

Coming to the surface. Time is a slow-

moving centrifuge,' " l^ause. Laugh.

Cough. Cut,
I

Into the Museum of the Hispanic

Societ\' of America. A b^onze sijrn on

tlie iron gates to the museum stcps had

beeil changed, for the scene in the

niovic, to read "The Tillingcr Eoun-

dation." According to the complicated

stor\' of "'I'he Kremlin Letter," the

'J'illinL^cr Foundation was the front for

a band of old-time spies who were

enlisting a \()ung American to take part

in some anti-Communist dirt\' work.

The \<)ung American was bcing played

b\ Patrick (J'Neal. Two of the old-

time spies were being played b\- George

Sanders and Nigcl Green. 'J he set was

the front room of tiie museum—dark-

red marble, \\\\\\ an open balc()n\ run-

ning around the entire room, and, on

the walls of both the ground fioorand

the balc()n\' f^oor, large oil paintings by

Go\a, W'l.'izquez, and others. Camern,

dollies, lights, cameramen, crew, assist-

ant directors, and the actors were wait-

ini: for Huston in the front room, alonir

with the curator and overseers of the

museum. Huston irreeted evervb<Ki\'

then walked slowh' toward a painting

of the DucJiess of Alba b\- Go\a. He
stood there quieth' for several minutes,

shaking his head in awe and disbelief.

l^he Duchess of Alba looked coolh at

Inm, a black lace mantilla coverin e iu'r

head and shcndders, one eolden-sleeved

band on lier in'p, the other witli a

heav\'-ringed forefinger pointing down
to her delicate silver-and-golil shoes.

"My God!" said Huston. "My God,

isn't she jo;;/rthing! " Cut.

The next mornine, we met Huston

at the location of his next set—the

>>
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Central Park Zoo, in front of cagcs

occupied by two bab\' gorillas, a black

panther, and a lioness. In the movie,

Patrick ()*Neal and Nigel Green were

going to be spying there on the daugh-

ler of a United Nations delegate from

tlie Soviet Union, l'he early morning
liad been doudy, threatening rain, and

some of the crew were struggling with

lights \v\ case it sta)ed dark. As soon

as Huston arrived—cigar in mouth,

and wearing a light-blue Version of his

biish suit—the sun broke through the

clouds.

"How do \()U do it?" one of the

crew asked Huston.

"I make medicine m the mornins:,

that's all," Huston said.

"It doesn't pa\' to monkey around

>vith God," Said the man.

"He smiled on this picture more

than He did on *The Bible,' TU teil

you that," said Huston, and he walked

over to the cage of the baby gorillas

and greeted them graciouslv. "\Vell.

M}' goodness. Hel-/ö, babies. How are

\(ju this mornimrr

"

Tlie bab\' gorillas leaped at the bars,

as thougli Huston were a mother goril-

la. De Ha\en came over and stood

next to Huston, watching the gorillas,

who were now workins their mouths

at Huston.

"Tliose are the babies," Huston said.

"Arendt the\- tlie dearest, gentlest, most

wonderfid creaturesr

"

\\\*11, yes," said De Haven.

'A friend of mine has eight gorillas

as pets," Huston said. "John Aspinall.

He runs the Clermont, on Berkeley

Square—the biggest gambling house in

England. Just a beautiful house. And
Jojin Aspinall is a gentleman, an Ox-
ford man. He lives out in Kent, near

Canterbury. He invited me out to mcet

his gorillas. And I went into the cages

witli them. And, I teil you, they're the

nicest people Tve met in a long time."

Hustonian laueh. "There was one

\()ung lad) \x\ the cage," Huston said,

lowering his tone. "And she made it

dear to me, if I sent her flowers

—

wh\', she'd go to the theatre with me."

"I See," said De Haven.

"^'ou go for walks with AspinalPs

gorillas," Huston said. "He takes the

gorillas out for walks, two at a time,

holding each by the band. I teil you,

rd love to spend the night in the cages

with those gorillas, spend the whole

night with them. To pcnetrate the /nyj-

tery of it."

"Couldn't they break >()ur neck.^*'

we asked.

"Yes, but they wouldn't," said Hus-

ton.

"How come?" we asked.
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"Bccause thcy aren't

tliat kind of peopK/'

Huston Said, vcry soft-

ly. Cut.

Patrick O'Neal and

Nigel Green were sit-

ting on a park bench>

the Camera trained on

them as they glanced

around furtively,

watching the Russian

delegate's daugliter

while she sketched on

a päd in front of the

lioness's enge. Huston

stood near the camera,

waiting for the hghting

to be rcadv. He was

joined by Gladys Hill,

the co-author, vvith \\

Huston, of the screen-

play for "The Kremh'n

Letter."

"Fvc just been to

the Hispnnic Muse-

um," Miss Hill Said.

"It's just great. Tre-

mendous."

Huston stepped avvay

from the camera. ''Did

you See the Goyas:"

lie asked her.

"I did," she Said.

"Three of the ^reat-

est Go\as Fve ever

Seen," he said. '^Unbe//Vt'able Goyas.

And those two Velazquez. Don't

the\' makc ynu wtipV^
*'They do," Miss Hill Said.

"And the}''ve got lialf a dozen YA

Grecos '\\\ there!" Huston said. *'*Mv

God, those El GrccosI Aiul the

Roman glass! The doorknobs! The
furniture! Everything! And donc

in absolute, beautiful taste. And all

those people taking care of the place!

All those wonderful, gentlc, charming

people."

"An\ tliing \n there Nou'd vvant to

ownf " vve asked.

"^es," Huston Said, as though ue
were givini: hini an aririunent. *'Ever\'-

thing!" (hit.

Another dav of shooting "The
Kremlin Letter" in New ^'ork. The
Village. Location: Interior of i\ small

cofi^eeiiouse on MacdoULial Street. On
the Steps of a buildiuLi: across the street

stood a large group of watchers

—

neighborhood people, niostK \()ung,

bcarded, and costumeil more outlaiul-

ishl\' than a group of extras pla\ing

their counterparts, vvho were seateil for

the Camera inside the cofVechouse. Hus-

ton canie out of the coffeehcuise for a

breather. He was iiov\ wearing a shorl-

sleeved Version of his l)ush suit, in
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khaki. Someone had pinned an "Irish

Power" button on his lapel. He peered

at the crowd across the street. A bo\'

wearine: a boater and a sleeveless reil

undershirt waved to Huston, and he

waved back. De Haven came over to

him, and Huston said that Anderson

was going to take him to one of the few

places left in the cit\' where jazz was

being pla\ed.

Ernie knows them all, and all the

love P2rnie," Huston saitl.

^'ou know, I want to teil \()U a

Story." He leaned toward De Haven,

his manner liighK C()ns[)iratorial. "One
da\, m Paris, Ernie introduceti nie to

Dizz\ Gillespie, and wc spent a won-

derful evening in one of those jazz

places listening to Dizz\ play. Sonie

months later, I was in New ^'ork, and,

throuirh Ernie, I met Louis Arm-
Strom»:, wlio invited me to be his iiuest

at ringside at the Patterson- fohannson

figlitj in ^'ankee Stadium. Wc arrived

aml sat down, and tlKii Louis spotted

Dizz\ a few seats awa\ . Louis called

Dizz\ over and introduceil me, sa\ iug,

^This is W'altir Plustiui.' " fluston

paused, grinned, drew on his cigar.

"VVell, Di/ZN shook m\' band, arid hc

said, *Gla(l to nuet \()u. I nu t Nour

S(Ui \n Paris.' " Laugliter from ever)-

body around, with Huston's loudest of

all. Ciit.

On the way back to his hotel,

Huston stopped at an apartment-house

developnient on La Guardia Place,

south of Washington Square, to look

at a huge, three-stor\-high stone sculp-

'

ture, a repi'oduction of a head of a

\()umr (rill b\ J'icasso. W^ithout sa\ini2:

an\'thing, Huston walked around the

sculpture a-few times. It was late after-

iioon, and sunnN', with a soft wintl

blowing. A small b()\ went past ilanc-

inir, liavifiLr a i^ood timc b\' himself. An
old woman walked b\ uith a Great

Dane on a leash. A couple of teen-

agers were ()laying handball against a

wall of the nearest apartnient house.

Still not talkinir, Huston started to

leave. He rounded the Corner of the

apartnient h(»use, and wiicn the l^icasso

sculptuic was out of sight, he took us

b\ the Shoulder. Wl- stopped. He
looked secretive. Fle jerked his htad

in the direction of the sculpture. V'^crv

slowK , he drew us back towaid the

Corner. "Sla's peekiiig at us," he said,

in a whisper. UmUr his diriction,

we peered around the cnrnc-r <»f the

buihling, and, sure enough, tlure

was the face (d the scidptiui-, pri king

at US. (Int,



Film of 'Kremlin Letter'

Weaves Espionage Tale
THE KREMLIN LETTER, directed by

John Huston; screenplay by Mr.

Huston aiid Gladys Hill, bascd on

the novel "The Krcmlin Letter"

by Noel Behn; director of photogra^phy/

Ted Scaite; music by Robert Drasnin;

produced by Carter De Haven and Sam
Weiscnthal; released by 20th-Century-

Fox. At Loew's Tower East, 72d Street

and Third Avenue, and the Penthouse

Theater, Broad^vay and 47th Street.

Runninq timc: 121 minutes. (The Mo-

tion Picture Association of America's

Pfoduction Code and Rating Administra-

tion classifies this film: "M—suggestcd

for maturt? aüdienccs, parental discre-

tion advised.")

Erika Bibi Anderson

Vifard Richard Boone

Janis
'. N'9e' Green

Highwayman Dean Jagger

Sophie Li'a Kedrova

Sweet Alice Michael MacLiammoir

Rone Patrick O'Neal

BA Barbara Parkins

Potkin Ronald Radd

Warlock .George Sanders

Puppet Maker .•
Ra/ Vallnnc

Kosnov ^Aa'< ^on Sydov^

Bresnavitch Orson Weites

Admiral J^tin Huston

By VINCENT CANBY

TOHN HUSTON'S "The
J Kremlin Letter," based on

Noel Behn's espionage novel.

is an extravagant, depressing

movie that dimly recalls two

early Huston classics, *The

Maltese Falcon'* and 'The

Asphalt Jungle." Like those

two films, 'The Kremlin Let-

ter'* has to do with a lunatic

caper, but, as with so many
recent Huston films, the scale

of everything — geography.

sets, absurdities, misanthro-

pies. running time—has been

enlarged as if to disguise

what looks to be the di-

rector*s awful boredom with

movies.

A small band of Western
intelligence agenti, acting

privately under asttbcontract

from the United States Gov-
ernment, sets up Shop in a

Moscow apartment to rc-

trieve a McGuffin known as

the Kremlin Letter, a docu-

ment in which the United

States has promised to co-

operate in a Soviet attack on
Red China.
They are a talcnted if

baroque crew, including B.A.

George Sanders plays role

of a female impersonator.

(Barbara Parkins), an ele-

gant, dark-haired beauty, who
can lie on her back on the

floor and pick a combination
lock with 10 toes that are

longer, more sensitive and
strenger than were the fin-

gers of the late Wanda Lan-
dowska. The Warlock (George
Sanders) is an ancient San
Francisco drag queen who,
although he seems to be dis-

integrating rapidly, becomes
the darling of Moscow's ho-

mosexual-literary set. Ward
(Richard Boone) is a folksy

old professional spy, the last

survivor of an American
breed that's going the way
of cowboys and elevator Op-
erators. Rone (Patrick O'Neal)

is a naval officer who speaks
eight languages, has the
memory of a.Computer and a
death wish.

The plot of 'The Kremlin

Letter" is complicated with-

out being especially complex,
which is rather the way in

which Huston seems to shoot
movies these days. More ef-

fort seems to be spent in

working out the logistics of

the production than in work-
ing out the logic of the film

itself, or even of individual

sequences. The cast is large

and competent—in addition
to those already mentioned,
it includes Orson Welles, Bi-

bi Andersson, Max von Syd-
ow, Nigel Green, Raf Vallone
and Lila Kedrova.

And for what is at heart
a fairy tale, although a cold

and bitter one, Huston has
gone to elaborate lengths to

root it in a physical reality.

Location photography was
done both in Helsinki, which
passes effectively for Mos-
cow, and in New York City,

in, among other settings ac-

cording to a Publicity hand-
out), "the never-before-filmed

corridors of the Hispanic So-

ciety Foundation on upper
Broadway."

The movie Swings casually

between being an outright
parody of the spy genre and
a quite serious, anti-spy melo-
drama about a bunch of
losers tangled in circum-
stances over which they have
no contral. It's effective on
neither level, nor even when
the two levels coincide, as
when O'Neal. the superhero
disguised as a Muscovite
male prostitute. is required
to kiss the shoes of one of
his Clients (Miss Andersson).
the bored wife of a Soviet
Mr. Big. It's like seeing

James Bond play a crawl-on
in something by von Stro-

heim.
If anyone still has any

doubts about Hitchcock's
mastery of the movie medi-
um, even when the material

is not the best and his actors

look like figures in a wax
museum, I'd advise him to go
see *The Kremlin Letter" and
then compare it with 'To-
paz." Hitchcock is always in

control of his bizarre and Ir-

relevant detail. *The Kremlin
Letter." which opened yester-

day at the Penthouse and
Tower East Theaters, is

nothing but.
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"The Kremlin Letter," at the

Tower East and Penthouse

Theaters, proves that John Hus-

ten can do it too. He can make
an international spy picture with

all the harsh skulduggery, the

karate, the sadism, the mys-

terious shadowy figures, the

airport passages, the snowy

landscapes, and the killing that

the others can. He's in there

with Hitch. Over there stand

the Russians. Will anyone sur-

vive? Maybe not. Huston's so

tough, he leaves a few child and

wife killings for the future,

aftcr the picture has ended.

Whether you enjoy this kind

of Standard entertainment,

highly polished, is entirely up

to you, and you certainly

should have found out by now.

There's been enough of St in

the past decade.

This picture is distinguished

In its unusually international

cast. High points of the foreign

exotic are Lila KedroVa as

Sophie, the Madame, Bibi An-

dersson as Erika, the comfort

of the Upper echelons, Max
von Sydow as Kosov, the Rus-

sian Brain, Raf Vallone as Pup-

pet Maker, Orson Welles as

Bresnavitch, a darker than

usual villain and Nigel Green

as Janis, one of many opera-

tives.

Our own hero is Patrick

O'Neal, a clean-living Navy man
who is forced into this caper

because he speaks eight lan-

guages like a native, Is cnor-

mously skillful in hand-to-

hand, and matches tremend-

ous intelligence to fabulous

control.

Richard Boone is there too,

as Ward, possibly on our side,

but possessed of such a bad
complexion that you have to

suspect him of something or
other.

That's it, except for the Noel
Behn novel. It seems that a
letter was sent from people
in some kind of authority in

the United States to the Krem-

*"^€ Kremllii t*her'^
A 20th Century-Fox release. Produced

bv Carter De Haven and Sam Seisenttial.

Directed by John Huston. Screenplay by
Huston and Gladys Hill. Novel by Noel
Behn.

Catt; BibI Andersson, Richard Boone,
Nigel Green, Dean Jagger« Lila Kedrova,
Michael AAacLiammoir, Patrick O'Neal,
Barbara Parkins, Ronald Radd, George
Sanders, Raf Vallone, Max Von Sydow,
Orson Welles, Sandor Eies, Niall AAcGin-
nis, Anthony Chinn, Guy Deohy, John
Houston, Fulvla Ketoff, vonetta AAcGee
& Marc Lawrence. 121 nfiinutes.

lin suggesting it would be nice

to squash China. This lethal

Visit to Russia is for the pur-

pose of getting back that let-

ter before it blows up the whole
World. In actuality, no purpose
is served, except to mystify and
excite you with action, sex and
killing. But perhaps that is

what you have been craving.

Is it not so, comrade, hein?
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'Creative' Isn't Compliment in Orson Welles's Book
By ALFRED FRIENDLY Jr.

Sp«olaI to Th» New York Tlmn

ROME—"My kind of direc-

tor," remarked Orson Welles
over midmorning brandy and
a well-chewed cigar, "is an
actor-director who writes." If

the description fits the 54-

year-old actor-director-author

himself, it also does nicely for

Mike Nichols and John Hus-
ten.

For Mr. Huston, Mr. Welles
has recently completed play-

ing four days as a Russian
spy in the 20th Century-Fox
production of "The Kremlin
Letter." For Mr. Nichols—who
just brought his '•Catch-22"

cast from Mexico to the vast

Dino De Laurentls Studios
outside Rome, where the Hus-
ton fihn is also being shot

—

the Wisconsin-horn performer
played an overbearing World
War II American general.

Root of the Problem

In between, he sandwiched
in a Short stint as Louis XVIII
in a De Laurentis-Mosfilm
production of "Waterloo."
The film, a spectacular replay
of Napoleon's last battle, is

directedby the Russian Sergei
Bondarciuk. Mr. Welles pre-

ferred to talk about his Amer-
ican colleagues.

"Nichols doesn't share the
vices of his gencration," said

the actor who toured with
Katharine Cornell in 1933 and
is now cutting "And Neither
Does John," a film in which
he directed himself, Jeanne
Moreau and Lawrence Har-
vey.

The principal vice of Mr.
Nichols's age group, it seems,
is creativity, and the principal

perpetrators are "the young,
bricht, nice, college-educated
producers who want to have
some Creative and meaning-
ful relationship with the di-

rector.

"They're in your hair all

the time."

Mr. Welles, perched on a

high chair in front of his

Orson Welles, with cigar, in Rome discussing the film part he did for John Huston, seated

Stark to Film Sarah Bernhardt Story
By A. H. WEILER

^^ A film biography of Sarah
•^^ Bernhardt will be produced

(^r- next year by Ray Stark, who
^^ with Columbia Pictures made—^ the film version of "Funny

Girl."

Mr. Stark said yesterday
that he had wanted to do a
film dramatization about the
French actress "for at least

10 years." He solidified his

plans by acquiring, "after

months of negotiations," the
movie rights to "The Divine

Sarah" from the estate of

David O. Selznick, the pro-

ducer, for more than $200,000.
Mr. Stark also reported

that John Huston may direct.

Mf. Huston, a screen writer

yet to be assigned and Mr.
Stark will work on a Script

Kased on the acquisitions

from the Selznick estate.

These include a screenplay

by Ben Hecht titled "The Di-

vine Sarah" and a screen

adaptation by Basil Woon
titled "The Divine Sarah."

Mr. Stark, who as the late

Mr. Hecht's agent sold the

Script to Mr. Selznick, said

that Mr. Selznick hoped to

make it "one of the most
impor^ant productions of his

cfijrai^y,** Ue added: "I feel just

as deeply about the property
as he did. Mr. Huston and I

intend to film it not as a
straight biography. We'll con-
centrate on certain periods of
her life.

No one has been cast to

podtray Miss Bernhardt, but
Mr. Stark acknowledged that

he had talked with Barbra
Streisand about it.

"I haven't any idea as to
whether she'll do it or not,"
he declared.

trailer (the only one on the

indoor "Kremlin Letter" set)

managed to make the word
"creative" sound .scurrilous.

"Everything in the movies
these days has to be crea-
tive," he intoned. "You don't
just get lighting by . . . you
have lighting effects created
by "

After creativity in Mr.
Welles's catalogue of current
theatrical ills comes pornog-
raphy. The open portrayal of
intercourse destroyed the an-
cient Roman theater, he said,

and it may be doing the same
today.

"First of all, it doesn't
work," he declared. "The two
things you cannot do effec-

tively on stage are pray and
copulate. Audiences never be-
lieve God is up there in the
Spotlight or that the guy" is

really making love.

Sexual and social passion,
the latter rendered with more
emotion than intellect, both
strike Mr. Welles as "deeply
self-indulgent." It is, he said,

"a basic instinct of theater
people to be self-indulgent,

but they ought to realize that

the theater is not immortal.
There were centuries when
civilization had no theater."

Because of television, pic-

ture magazines and some
modern theater, abhorrence
of verbalized intellect, said

Mr. Welles, "People are losing

the capacity to listen to

words or follow ideas."

No Soviel Villains

There is "a dose marriage
between futurism and fasc-

ism," he added in explaining
his disgust with a number
of younger playwrights and
movie directors. "But Vm not
against them because they're

far out, but because they are

antiword."
Mr. Welles said that he

had sometimes "given up very
fat contracts" because of his

political convictions. "I make
whatever sacrifices come
along," he went on, "but I'm

one of the rarest kind of
Americans. I'm totally with-
out social gui'lt. We should
do what we can, but we
don't have to beat our
breasts all the time."

In Mr. Huston's antispy,

spy thriller, Mr. Welles is a

Soviet double agent and an
espionage boss. "It's a good
part," he said.

"I've refused to play a lot

of Soviet villains in the last

15 years," said the actor, who
looks more like a cheerful
Malenkov than a dour Beria,

"but I took this part because
the American villains are

even lousier."

The Welles-Moreau-Harvey
film he is working on was to
have been c^lled "Dead
Reckoning" until it tumed
out that Humphrey Bogart
had played in a film of the
same name in 1947.

"I'm terrible at titles," said
Mr. Welles, who is trying to
raise money for another
nameless film he wants to
make. "How can you plug
an untitled movie?" he asked.
The one he is editing is

based loosely on a story
called "Dead Calm," but he
discarded the original name
with guffaw. "Dead Calm,"
he chortled. "That'll really
pack em in!"
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Army A^cherd EKclusive Variety April 15

Huston just took a call on set from his äaughter Anjelica. He8s in

Eome shooting his perverted-spy, suspenee thriller, "The Kremlin Letter".

She»s in London playing on the stage in Tony Richardson's hit production

of Hamlet with Nicol Williamson as the Royal Dane. She imderstudies

V| j Marianne I^ithfull as Ophelia ./The scoop is that^HUSTON, one of the

golden names of the Broadway stage, will he up in lights there agann

. soon, The Richardeim production has acoepted a ten week engagement

on Broadv/ay and Miss J^ithfull is v/ithdrawing leaving the stage to her

[f'talented understudy. The producer is considering offers for Stands in

L. A. and San Francisco after the Broadway run. Tom Curtiss of the

Herald-Trib caught one of Anjelioa's Performances as Ophelia when

• \

Marianne had the Hong Kongs and gave her a rave notice,.^
•^''
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• By Thomas Qumn Curtiss

S the Play that stars Nlcol WilUamson ,

.ppjirrrusTaUe SrÄ-rLr.. t.an to

«hake thlngs upgenerally.^

Another Ämeflcan-bom player made her Shakespeare debufc
' In this production last week: Angellca Huston, the daughter of

*• the film director John Huston. and the granddaughter of tho
• celebrated actor Walter Huston. Miss Huston, who understudies

Marianne Faithfull as Ophelia, took over the part when Miss
Faithfull feil ill and gives us a visually very lovely and hls-

trionically touching vlsiön of the fragile/^tragic maiden.
A
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Jo^iie^Haber Exclusive LA Times April 15
APR 1 8 1S39

«•John, äon't you think we coulä button up this set a little today?"

The query was a plaintive cry from Richard Boone on Stage Pive at the

de Laurentiis Studios in Rome where Huston is shooting his gamy thrille:

••The Kremlin Letter*', Huston »s film ig Splitting the studios with

Dino^s "Waterloo", a Russky, Italo-American co-production whose

Strange bed partners include Columbia, paramoimt, Mosfilms and

Bxi! Linofilms. Huston set up ••V/aterloo'* and then abandonned it

when Lino ran into fiscal obstacles, TTov; both films are shooting on
*

«

adjoining sets, The Russians work behind sealed doors with armed

guards, They regard "The Kremlin Letter" with frank hostility and

have forbidden fratemalization forthe Russian technicians with

Huston^s crev/ although bpth outfits lunch daily at the same

studio commissary, Huston in his usual freewheeling manner ignores

the restriction and all hands are welcome on his sets. When he shot

a lesbian seduction scene the other day there were more "V/aterloo"

extras on his set than there were on Bonäarohub's euund eto^ge. Now

Hustpn was about to shoot another racy sequence in which Boone, as

a sadistic monster of an American agent, strips , rapes and murders

Bibi Anderson as the consort of a high Russian official. The

Script calls for him to "drive a fist into her face, rips off her

sra]äHDCE±E±kEr dress and underclothes, then beats and throttles her

naked body" and Boone , perhaps for the first time in his life v/as

shy. Bibi, already equipped with six sets of underwear (for whatever

retakes were necessar;^, was quite calm, "Anything John v/ants to do

I'll do,as I am confident of his perfect taste," she countered.-

"Okay Richafid,X: we^ll close the set," decided Huston as he cleared

the premises. 0±fe2X3Dc Other tren'dy aspects of the e Spionage Underground

as revealed by Huston in ••The Kremlin Letter" includodrag queen spies

and spies that push laughing cigarettes in the back streets of Moscow,

Of oourse he would have to have a high Russian officääl who collects

the decadent modern art of Klee and Kandinsky and v/ho moreover pillages

the vast Russian gis^jbK museum "collections of J^ench modems, destroys

the files and peddles the canvases through a Homosexual Paris art ;

dealer. "I was attracted to the picture because it shocked me," explains

Huston "2±x±2ix5nxi]axa:i Our spies are amoral and immoral but cur •

picture is not pomographic. It is in fact a reducing mirror which

holds up for examination sone of the most reprehensible aspects of the

World v/e live ifi" AWpö^-f^TfgrgKoor^^
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Darling, thought you might like to see. A double page
spread in CUE is sor.t of unprecedented i . . .Hope the work
is falling into a workable pattern! Much love,

JOHN HUSTON
-»Fi.

r̂

HIS IS

Huston
dcpraved," said John

il Huston uleefully, conccrninii

11 his film "The Krcmlin Letter"

—a Statement which would

scem to bc taking the trend toward

sordid spy pictures to the uhimate level

of cynicism. *in the days of my youth

there was Mala Hari/' the director said

with amused nostalgia, in refercnoe to

times gone by v\hen there was an aiira

of romance and patriotism to secret-

agent flicks. Now the movie industry

has been catching up to reahty.

"In this film nobody has ii single

moral, ethical principle," avowed Hus-

ton, and went on to say there was a

reason u7/y he wantcd to make a film

from the novel by Noel Behn. 'The

movie is just a reduction mirror. 1 ihink.

this is the way the world is. It's not the

espionage that concerns me here. It's

that espionage is not so ditTerent from

anything eise. When I read the book, I

thought that here was a reflection of the

moral climate of our times.'*

The cynical-motivation breed of spy

adventures was boosted by '*rhe Ip»

cress File," with the Michael Cainc hcrq

acting out of j)urcly selfish, mor Jtary

considerations. "The' Spy Who Game in

from the Cold" also stressed the .>ordid

busincss, of international intrigue. Per-

haps there was a time when pcrsons

stcepcd in patriotism would have taken

ofTense at that portrayal of "our side."

Bui the Publicity given to C.l.A. Oper-

ations, spy planes, governmcnt cover

10 . -

stories, and the like has conditioned the

public to ass'ume the worst.

Naturally, government ofiicials don't

like their Operations and Operators

portrayed in thi> light. That gocs for

West and East. Here. little can be done
about it. But Russia retains tight conirol

over \shat can he filmed within her
borders. "The Kreml in Ixtter'" could
not be, of course, so the producers
settled for Finland as a place to do set-

in-Russia sequences. Even there. pro-

tests resulied. A section of Helsinki was
redecorated to look like Moscow, and
when a picture of Lenin was hoisted,

the Russians complained to the Finnish

government about being insulted. But

the shooting was not hampered.
J caught up with the film during

location production in Rome. bciore the

Company temporariK' swilched to New
York for some June work. There was
particular intcrest in watching Huston
work on such a brittlc subjcct. Ii must
be reCalIed Uiat bis "The Maltese lal-

con" ( 1941) sct a trend for tough pri-

vate-eye films. There \\ould be a special

-^iumph if he succcedcd in cementing a

ncw fashion for spv lilms. To get the

tone he wants, Huston, who co-authored

Tne screenplay witVi Ciladys Hill, has as-

scmbled a cast including Bibi Andersson,
Richard Boone, Nigel Cirecne, wSam

Jaffc, Dean Jagger, Lila Kedrova, Pat-

rick O'NeaL Barbara Parkins, (ieorge

Sanders'', ^<MaX' YOii Sydow, and Raf
Vallonc. Orson Wcllcs had reccntly

joincd the cast. (Huston and membcrs
of ihe Company are shown above in olt-

camcra moments.)
Collectively, the characters make a

bizarre lot. Sanders pla\s a transvestite

female impersonator who is an agent.

Patrick ONeal, in the lead role of Rone,
sieeps with women for money and uscs

his wits to get the most loot out of any
given Situation. It is an orgy of greed,

double-dealings, blackmail. and cvery
other ingredient for a nice, "family-

type" movie.
Naturally, the setlinc which I came

upon ai the Dino De Laurentiis Studios

was a bedroom. Perfect for today's es-

pionage stories. in the old days, plots

mav have been hatched over Champagne
in a booth at an exquisite old-world
restaiiicint. But Patrick O'Neal and Bibi

Andersson were in bed having their little

love (on her part) tryst, with dialogue
reHecting schemes afoot. Confident of
his performers, Huston was giving thcm
time to develop their own way of doing
the scene before fixing what hc wanted.
Since ''k- action was lo be intimatc, hc
left thcm alone on the sct for a time to
make ihem more relaxed in sctling dc-~
tails.

m

During the intcrim he spokc of many
things. He thinks his film "The Biblc*'

contains some of ihe most bca.utiful

Visual work he has ever done. Fic took
comfort in the Observation: "Fve bad
the experience of making films that

wercn't weli reccivgd at the monckent,

^

\i

'4

•«

4

v^»"

-e appreciated later on," and
went on to cite "The Asphalt Junele,"
"The Red Badge of Courage," ^and
"Beat the Devil." An outspoken detrac-
tor of film critics, Huston said tliat
many okier critics had become "jaded
and senile." He stuck to bis guns about
European criticism being on a bisher
level, but conceded (hat American crit-
ics have improved. .

'
"

./

Back on the set, Miss Andersson and
Mr. O'Neal repeatedly went throuch a
long Stretch of dialogue, with the Swed-
ish actress dispkiying an ahundance of
vjhrancy and sex appeal. Finally, they
h/oke for lunch. O'Neal was amused at
cncountering Ciic magazine in Rome,
and the actor-restaurateur (The Ciinger
Man) quipped, "1 get better reviews in
Cuc for my restaurants than lor my
niovies." (lk)pefully, this film will place
his work in better companv. ) ft's his
biggesl part to datc, besides' giving him
the opponunity to work with Huston,
who has taken a liking to him. In fact!
Huston wanted him for "Rellections in

• a Ciolden Hye." Reported O'Neal: "But
. y-li/abeth Taylor wanted Brando. Actu-
ully, whcp. Fwent to sec her, shc was
yery nervous and uncornfortable about
if. Ohviou^ly, she knew what u meant to
nie. But ujien you're m the cin^^^rnf jo.s-

• ing a role to Brando, that's not so had."
Conceruing tho amoral nature of the

/ilni, O'Neal carn^'d Hiision's comments
to the personal -level: "It's a verv cynical
,MCturc, but it shows a side that exists

CUE, JUNE 28, 1969

m everybody's nature. V\ e fiad a sc
in which I had to hit Bibi. [ had to, r
didn't want to." He interrupted hinVsc
"But \/ie wanted me to." Miss And.
sson laughed apprcciarively, as he'w:
on: "It was a peculiar thiny. I beiiar
see what it cou/d be like." Th^

ding US.'

•i ^ht now.
:v.

'

lerö^' *•

me
responsibility for

no disagreement from the blonde 1^^>
tress: "Because of the camera be;n-
there, I enjoyed it. I was even a litfjö

proud that it hurt."
As for Miss Andersscn's interpretation

of any significance io be found in "Ihe
Kremlin Letter," she said, "It teils
that you have lo take
your actions."

Miss Andersson, having worked in
some of Ingmar Bermnan's finest films
including ^The Seventh Seal" and "Per-
sona," said she foupd Huston and Berc-
man alike in their niastery of script.
Naturally, the conversation turned to
the degree of permissiveness in films to-
day. Ihe Swedish star smiied: "After
the erotig story in 'Persi^na.' people kept
telling me stories. MayHo afier this film
they'll knock mc down. ' ö'Ncal hail a
Suggestion: "To get out ot this problem,
do a scene with Dons Diiv." Miss
Andersson is sontewhat surprised at the
freedom she has shown in candkJ sccnes
of her films. "It's ama/im: at ho\v brave
l ha\e become in the lasf threc veiil^M
don't know uhat will happen'ni (he
next five. but \]\c vears a<>tJ [ coukln't
do what I do toilav. I can't sav I don't
think It's right. Miave to see wherc it is

it was leading her back
j scene with O^'Neal. ^^ee

-ou in bed," O'Ncar^calltid as he heatjed
•!Oward the set first. "ThaA what Lquil
iying down on the job." But it wasjall
seriousness once they ^\N^V<; in posiii-n
before the Camera. • .;/

i^-^
^*^^

How "The Kremlin Letter'' wffi turn
out is anyhody's guess. But one coiild
sense that Huston was after entertain-
rnent with a bite to it. There is always
the danger that a film purportiuL» io
show immorality ends up wallowinV in
It rather than acidly ilkiminaiinL: ^liie
evil. But the film poicntiallv represenls
a recognition that socret. agent stulT is

neither Boiulian fun nor patriotic nobil-
ity, but a husiness which governments
have no reason to be proud of. '

W'here can the genre izo riL^xt'- Por-
haps there will be filniniakers wjth
enough ingenuity to phinize into the un-
explored area ol what manv h:ive bc-
lieved to be spy hoaxes. Some of the
'phony spy" episodes would make evennwc bi/;irre, dramatic plots. as well .s
touch on the sordidncss ihai couivi
make such tales t'od^icr for the pub'ic
iind uniustly shatter lives. Curiously, in
cases that have drawn most contnncrsv
the di>puted confessions by self-slyk\i
agents sound niore akin to" the roman-
tici/ed Hollvwootl films of old The
World Ol "Ihe Kremlin Letter" sceilis
nujch more like the real thing.

— Wh iiANt Woi I

II
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IZ rrfr^amblin^Reporter
JOHN HUSTON CERTAINLY KNOWS HOW to live it up Checked bog

and boggoge outta thc Grand Hotel in Rome to move into Silvono Mongono's
terroccd penthouse otop De Laurentiis Studios. . . . Before you jump to ony
conclusions, Silvono isn't there. Huston eagerly occepted use of the digs

becouse it soves him 90 minutes trovel time to thc studio, where he's shooting

"The Kremlin Letter" on Stage One. . . . Too, the lush terrace is ideal for

resumption of his pointing, which he's now attocking evcn between set-ups

downstoirs. He's olrcody finishcd onc lorge convos—a leitmotif of sotyrs and
nymphs—which sculptor Monzu and pointer Corrado Cogli, often terrace lunch

guests, have proised as "damn good." . . . Remcmber when Huston was steer

ing "The Misfits" on Reno location and we trekked there to see the actio

which away from the comeras for Huston was dropping big bundles on the

gambling tables, while oll his Stars were dutifully asieep for their early morning

calls . . . It's Ironie thot the pic's stars—Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe, Mont-
gomery Clift & Thelmo Ritter—are now gone, while Huston, who never lets

sieep interfere with his fun, is feistier and more robust than ever. . . . There's

gotta be a moral there somewhere. . . .
"" ^ ^ *'
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The Lyons Den

By LEONARD LYONSn<*j<'W'XwA*x*;*;%«>;v.-.-

John V. liiidsay is ^adnally moving: into the foreig^

affairs field: Last week, he becanie the first New York
3Iayor to call oii Russia's Foreign Minister Gromyko, at the

Soviet Mission . . . Groniyko will fly to London to Visit

Prime Minister Ileath this week . . . In his curreirt campalg^n,

Ronald Reagan hasn't appeared at any of the nine Univer-
sity of California canipuses or the 19 state College eani-

puses.

George C. Scott will star in "The Last Run," to bo filmed

in Spain, with John Huston directing, and Carter deHaven
producing . . . Charles Gombault, who's edited Paris' France-
Soir for years, resigned to join France's top publicity firm

. . . Mexico's Presidentelect will visit Washington Nov. 11,

before his Inauguration.

O
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It Happened
Last Night

i -^j
EARL WILSON H 1 ^ I

A First For Latnie idd^n...

Everythlng happens in oiir llttlc old town—but bachelor

girl Singer Lainie Kazan g:ave us some klnd of a first wiien

•he opened an eng:as:ement at the Piaza Perslan Rooin

while expecting: m l>aby but withoiit a wedding: date.

"Fd do a dance," Miss Kazan remarked at one point

in her act, "if I weren't with child."

Tlic ring:8ider8 cheered and made no references to her

obvioiis condition (''May or June/' slie said; her musical

director Peter Danielg has a divorce and the marriag:e isn't

far off) . 'It's a s:irl/' Lainie said another time.

YOU HAVE TO HAND it to New
York supper club audiences for be-

ing calm about such things. Lainie's

mother, Mrs. Carole Levine of Brook-

lyn, smilin^ broadly, said she ap-

proved. "Lainie's of another genera-

tion," she said.

%^ Therc was some talk of the

v^
hotel's planning a baby shower,

\:. which would be another first for

K. an uninarried sin|>:er. Lainie took it

5 I all eoolly. Jndy Came« her predcces-

sor at the Persian Room, had cn-

I f / gaged in a water fight wlth a heck-

Photo by Helen Mann ling Clistomer.

LAINIE "What do YOU plan to do?"
She took it eoolly. some Journalist asked Lainie.

"I've aiready done mine!" Lainie replied.

ijJ Jjf 3|C

ACTOR GEORGE SEGAL was doing a nude scene for

United Artists' film, ''Scraping Bottom/' in a window at

180 East End Av., cieross the street front Gracie Manaion,

when a woman neighbor called police. She thought a man
was exposing himself. It xoas for the great film art—so all

tvas forgiven,

sk jk 9k

JACKIE & ARI ONASSIS TOOK Rudolph Nureyev to

Chez Vito and stayed tili 2 a.m. singing Neapolitan songs
with owner Leyna Gabriele. They allowed pictures, though
Jarlde said, ''The nicest thing that could happon to me
would l>e not to have a picture taken."

* *

DODY GOODMAN AND DENA DIETRICH (who does
the margarine commorcials) Claim they're both astonished
to find that Jimmy Coco of "Last of the I^ed Hot Lovers"
had been romancing both of them for sevcral years with
ncither knowing about the other. Jimmy told about iton TV.

>!< * *

JACK L. WARNER at 78 still plays a fast game of

tennis—he had Lex Barker, Jack Cassidy, Bill Orr, Solly

Baiano, Gil Perkins and othcrs over

to his 15-acre estate in Beverly Hills,

and his wife, Ann Warner, sent

down a hot lunch. All happened dur-

ing L. A.'s current heat wave. HiK^
4« * *

MARTHA MITCHELL was a
guest on To Teil the Truth and
helped identify a Playboy Bunny.

Tlien she told host Carry Moore,

"My husband didn*t renew his sub-

scription to Playboy, he was afraid

some day he*d open to the center-

fold—and find nie smiling up at

him."
* 3*« *

PETER O'TOOLE, mentioned
often for the Rasputin role in "Nich

olas ai»d Alexandra," is out—Sam
Spieget-J^t^ned an unknown, TSIt

B^k^Tr . . . John Huston quit as di- ^^^^^ "^

rector of George C. Scott's film "The
LaSt^-JUm^" Reported rcason: Script

trouble (andTaT'vrH-^Äracked, "Yeah - ^^^^»,
George C. Script") . . . Joe Namath ^^^•^

I
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Film: 'Let There Be Light,

'

John Huston vs. theArmy
By VINCENTCANBY

lOR more than 30 years, the
'United States Army has been
suppressing public showings of
"Let There Be Light/* one of the

documentaries made for the Army Sig-

nal Corps by John Huston toward the
end of World War IL Thafs not to say
the film has gone unheralded. The late

James Agee wrote about it with enthu-
siasm in Time and The Nation in 1947

and 1948. Though the picture is now, at

long last, opening a limited run today
at the Thalia, the Army— which didn't

supply this print — apparently contin-

ues to be alarmed. At this late date, it's

difficult to see what the fuss is about.

"Let There Be Light" is a good.

slickly made documentary about the
treatment of psychoneurotic combat
veterans at Mason General Hospital on
Long Island. The treatment involved

the then-revolutionary uae of truth

dnigs and hypnosis and; though the
movie teils us more than once that the

eures we see will have to be supported
by long, intensive Psychiatric care, the
Impression given and even encouraged
by the film is of a series of miraculous
eures.

No« Unherolded

LEX THERE BE LIOHT, dfrected by John Huston;
written by t^r. Huston and Charles Kaufman;
produced by the Army Signal Corps. Runnlng tinr^e:

60minute9. Thisfllm is not rated.

and

INDEPENDENCE OAY, directed and produced by
Bobby Roth; director of photography, Eltiot Davis,
fllnutdltor. JohnCarnochan. At the Thalia. West 95th
Straet at Broadway. Running time: 87 minutes. This
film Is not rated.

WITH: Mei RosItr.GammyBurdett, Michaile Davison
and Henry Gayle Sanders.
At the Thalia. West 9Sth Street at Broadway.

With its voice-over narration (pro-

vided by Walter Huston), its use of

wipes and dissolves and its full-orches-

tra Soundtrack music, "Let There Be
Light" is an amazingly elegant movie,
far different from the kind of documen-
taries we're now used to and pioneered
by such post-World War II film makers
as Morris Engel« Robert Drew, D. A.

Pennebaker, Richard Leacock and^Al•
bert and David Maysles.

Its studied look may have the effect

of softening the movie's impact on
today's audlences, who've grown up
seeing riots, wars and assassinations

live-and-in-color on their home televi-

sion screens.
4

Yet it's not difficult to understand
the force of the film. Among the pa-

tients we see from their arrival at

Mason General through their treat-

ments, eures and releases are men suf-

fering from amnesia, hysterical pa-

ralysis, stuttering and acute melancho-
lia.

In the late 40's, the Army seemed to

feel that the film would scare off Poten-
tial recruits. In his recently published
autobiography, "An Open Book," Mr.
Huston reports the Army justified its

censorship on the grounds that a public
showing of the film would invade the
privacy of the soldiers. He also reports,

in passing, that he photographed some
patients being given shock treatment,
though there are no such scenes in the
print being shown at the Thalia.

Also on the Thalia bill is "Independ-
ence Day." an independent feature
about black workers in Los Angeles,
which was reviewed in The New York
Times on Nov. 10, 1976, when it opened
at the Whitney Museum of American
Art.
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MUZAK STEPPING INTO 'FOREGROUND'
Ellis Reploces Craigo At

HelmOfRCADiskslnU.K.
As Label Revamps Infi Op

f

RCA Recordfl has inBtalled

former CBS and Motown Rec-
ordfl exec Don Ellls aa manag^-
Ing director of Ita U.K. Opera-
tion, replacing another former
CBS RecordB exec, Jack Crai-

go, who'8 held the post slnce
March.

Ellli' appointment comes aa
RCA unveiLs a "major change"
In ItB International Operation In

antlclpatlon of what label prexy
Robert Summer says Is a
"period of slower growth" over-

aeaa. Label's International arm
ha« long been a strong contrlb-

utor to RCA'8 Overall dlakery re-

sulti.

Cralgo, who was descrlbed by
Summer aa "the ideal executlve
to lead our British Company"
when appolnted in March, will

contlnue to serve aa a label con-
aultant In London until a new aa-

aignment ia made.
It'a expected that Cralgo'a

new dutlea will be aa dlviaion

veepee for RCA Recorda-U.S.A.,
a pNOflt occupied by label prez
Summer aince Bob Fead ankled
the label thla spring.

Eilia, who left hla Job aa Mo-
town'a exec veepee of creatlve
leaa than a year after aasuming

the poat In July, 1979, waa most
recently exec veepee of Kendun
Recorders and Artiaan Record-
ers.

Restructurlng of the Interna-
tional Operation essentlally en-
tails creation of a new two-
region framework, one for Latin
America and the Pacific (Aua-

(C»ntinu»4 on Paft 19, Co/wm« 3)

No Surprises In

Latest Comments

On AM Spacing
By TOM GOLDSMITH

Waahington, Nov. 9 — The Na-
tional Telecommunlcatlona k In-

formation Administration still ia

for It, many broadcaatera are op-

poaed and the National Aaaocla-
tion of Broadcaatera remaina
wary. That 's the glst of the lat-

est round of comments filed on
the controversial 9 khz spacing
plan for AM radio, a plan that's

a favorite of Federal Communi-
cations Commiaalon topper
Charlea Ferrla.

(C»Htiiim*ä »n Psft 19, Colvnin 4)
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HUSTON'S lIGHr SEES THE LIGHT

AFTER 35 YEARS OF SUPPRESSION
After 35 years of auppreaaion

by the U.S. govemment, John
Huaton"'a World War n docu-
mentary, "Let There Be Light,"
flnaliy received ita first public
exhibitlon laat Saturday night
when the L.A. County Muaeum
of Art held an unauthorized
Screening of the still-restricted

film.

The 59-minute film, an ac*

;m/ Sin Moni««/ Par's

IIHusIc Vlt9 Pr9sld0nt
Joel Sill haa been named mu-

aic vice prealdent for Para-
mount Plcturea Corp.
Before Jolnlng Par, Sill waa di-

rector of Almo Proda., a dlvi-

aion of A&M Recorda. involved
with the production of feature
film and tv muaic. He haa alao
held executlve poaitiona with
CBS Records, MGM Muslc Pub-
liahing and ABC/Dunhill Rec-
orda. where he gamered a plati-

num record aa producer of the
Soundtrack album for the film,

"Eaay Rlder."

count of the paychlatrlc re-

cuperatlon of ahell-shocked sol-

dlers in an Army hospital, waa
shelved by the War Dept. after
its completion in 1945 aa "un-
suitable" for public viewing.
Later attempta to free It for

public exhibitlon were refuaed
(Army MPs once seized a prlnt

Huaton waa going to ahow to

frlenda at the Museum of Mod-
em Art In N.Y.), but bootleg
printa have been clrculating re-

cently.
The acreening at the L.A. Mu-

aeum came off without Incldent.

A 16m print waa ahown along
with two Huaton featurea, "The
MlaflU" and "Freud," aa part of

the Muaeum 's ongoing retro trib-

ute to the 74-year-old director.

The thlrd of Huston's WW H
documentaries, followlng "Re-
port From The Aleutians" and
"San Pietro," "Let There Be
Light" was dlrected by Huston
for the Army Pictorial Service of
the U.S. Signal Corps.
Charles Kaufman and Huston

wrote the commentary, spoken
(Comtinutä «n fogc 19, Columm 1)

NEW EFFORT LIKELY

THIS WEEK IN BIO

TO SOLYE IA TALKS
Another try at resolving im-

paaaed videotape negotlationa ia

likely early thla week in the

wake of an exploratory summlt
meetlng Friday between pro-

ducers and Walter Diehl and
Gene Allen, president and v.p.,

respectively, of the Litematlon-
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes.
Even with the stage apparent-

ly set for a new round of talks,

there waa no sign that the LA is

prepared to retreat from ita de-

mand that employera withdraw
a proposal whlch would permit
uae of rival union or nonunion
crews in home video and ba^ic
cable when unable to negotlate
"competltive" terma with the

L\.
Meantlme, today marka the

official beglnnlng of Implemen-
tation of laat week 's union order
placing all videotape and elec-

tronic production under the IA
baaic industry agreement pend-
ing a break in the deadlock on
the aupplementary videotape
pact.

Article 17 of the baaic agree-
ment, the lA's trump card in the

vidtape stand-off definea union
Jurisdiction as extending be-

yond film to all videotape and
electronic means of production,

including technology not yet per-

fected.

In the opinion of the LA, the

clauae precludes any Jurisdic-

tional eroaion in home video and
cable — Including the favorable
terma loophole sought by pro-

ducera in Impaaaed vidtape dia-

cuaaiona.
(Continwtd »h faft 15, Celumii 3i

Mans New Service Beginning

Nexf Year Buf lillight Have

Trouble With Some Diskeries
By KEN

New York, Nov. 9 — Muzak
plana to alter the nature of Ita

buaineaa Jan. 1 by Introduclng a
"foreground" mualc aervice, In-

corporating contemporary re-
cordinga.
The aervice, whlch will fea-

ture currently chartlng dlaka 11-

censed from record labela, will

tricks' N.Y/$

Ist Opening Night

Flop Of Season
New York, Nov. 9 — "Trick«

Of The Trade," the Sldney Mi-
chaela espionage comedy co-

starrlng George C. Scott and
Triah Van Devere, folded laat

Thursday night after the open-
ing night Performance at the
Brooka Atkinson Theatre. The
ahow played a pre-Broadway
tryout at the Huntington Hart-
ford in L.A. and at the National
Theatre, Waahingfton, D.C.
The Gilbert C^tea preaenta-

fContiiiw«^ »N Pogt 19, C»lwin« 1)

TERRY
be almed at boutlquea, reatau-

ranta and other "upbeat public

area locationa," per Muzak cor-

porate counael Jack Ccuroll.

Until now, the Teleprompter
Corp. aubaid haa apeclallzed in

"background" mualc for offlcea

and factoHea. Deaigned to im-
prove work productlvity, thia

"Muzak," aa it haa become ge-
nerically know, utilizea rear-

rangementff of populär tunea, all

of them done In Inatrumentai
veralona.
The "foreground" mualc

tapea, in contraat, will conalat of

original recordinga, moat of

whlch have vocala. "Several
hundred" titlea will be included
In each 16-hour package, ac-

cording to Carroll, and new
packagea will be sent to sub-
scribera on a monthly baaia.

With all theae Utlea Involved.

progframming will not be con-

fined only to hlta. The capacity
to expoae new artiata, per Car-
roll. ia a major aelllng polnt In

Muzak 'a efforta to algn up the
record labela. In addition, he
noted, there will be ethnlc and

Pix, Peop/e,

Pickups

Timothy Hutton haa the lead
in 20th Century-Fox' "Tapa,"
whlch atudio alao revealed will

be dlrected by Harald Becker.
Pic ia aet for April atart in King
of Pruaaia, Pa.

* • •

Walter Calmette haa Joined
Avco Embaaay Plcturea aa di-

rector of nontheatrical aalea. He
waa previoualy with L.A. brajich
of Filma Inc. for 18 yecuti.

• • *

James E. Brodhead will re-

priae hla atage role aa marshal of

the Supreme Court In "Firat
Monday In October," whlch
movea to the High Sierra today

(C»ittimm0d «n fagt 4, Cofwmn 4)

STEVE McQUEEN, 50, DIES OF HEART

ATTACK FOLLOWING SURGERY
By JOSEPH McBRIDE

Steve McQueen, 50, who for a riage, aon Chad, 21, and daugh-
time In the 19708 waa the high- ter Teri, 20.

eat-paid actor in the buaineaa, McQueen 'a laat public ap-
died early laat Friday moming pearance waa on Oct. 6, when he
of a heart attack üi Juarez, spoke via audio tape over Mexl-
Mex., 16 hours after undergolng can radio and tv to thank his doc-
an op)eration to remove hla can- tora In Mexico "for helping to

ceroua tumor. aave my life."

Family ^said there will be no The Cancer whlch Struck Mc-
funeral Services. At McQueen'a
request body waa to be cre-

mated. Family suggests. In Heu
of flowers, donatlona be made to

Boy's Republlc at Chlno or the
Ventura Missionary Church
School Fund.

Queen at the peak of hla career
waa meaothelloma, a rare form
of lung Cancer whlch later
spread to hla neck, abdomen,
and ehest.

He was dlagnoaed aa termln-
ally 111 when the Cancer waa dia-

McQueen, who had been flffht- covered, reportedly late In 1979,
Ing Cancer for the paat year, had but in October, 1980. when he fl-

left hla Santa Paula, Callf..
ranch for the Operation laat
Thuraday at the Santa Roaa
Clinic In Juarez. He previoualy
had undergone Cancer treat-
ment at Plaza Santa Maria In
Baja, Callf., aouth of Roaarita.
With hlm when he dled at 2

a.m. were hla thlrd wife, former
model Barbara Minty, whom he
married earller thla year, and
two chlldren from hla firat mar-

nally conflrmed rumora about
hla illneaa. McQueen and hla doc-

tora Said there was a chance of

füll recovery.
The rumora about hla illneaa

(C»ittinutd on Paft 16, Celwmii I)

Daily Variety will not be
pubUshed tomorraw, Veter-
ans Day, a U.S. Poatal Sys-
tem hoUday. Next Isaue Wed-
nesday.

mami^mmm
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Novit^ 1 1 thru NovH' 1
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HUSTON'S IIGHT' SEES THE LIGHT Steve McQueen

ARER 35 YEARS OF SUPPRESSION

Mon., Nov. 10, 1980

by Walter Huaton. Stanley Cor-
tez did the lensing and muBic
waa by Dimitri Tlomkln.
In some caaes, legendary

"lost" fllms tum out to be over-
rated when they are flnally rc-

diacovered. But thls is not the
caae with "Let There Be Light."
The film is a maaterpiece, one of

the greatest fllms ever made on
the subject of war's impact on
the human spirit. And even be-

yond that, it is a profoundly mov-
ing meditation on the fragt llty of

the mind and its ultlmate pow-
ers of resilience.

The Army originally commis-
sioned Huston to make the film
to prove to potentlal employers
that men with histories of battle
neuroses could be treated and
become fully employable.
But after the film was com-

pleted, War Dept. braaa sald it

was not what they intended. and
they contended that it invaded
privacy of the men shown un-
dergoing treatment.
Huston contended that he had

obtained releases from all the
men in the film, and that they
were pleased with how it was
made, feeling that it helped their
recovery and would help others
as well.

But the War Dept. clalmed it

had lost the releases, and re-

fused Huston's Suggestion that
new ones be obtained.
Huston wrote in his recent

autobiog, "I think it boils down
to the fact that they wanted to

maintain the 'warrlor* myth,
which Said that our American
soldiers went to war and came
back all the stronger for the ex-

pcrience, Standing tall and
proud for havlng served their

country well.

"Only a few weaklings feil by
the wayside. Everyone was a
hero. and had medals and rib-

bons to prove it. They might die,

or they might be wounded, but
their spirit remalned unbroken
. . . The same mentality was at

work here as at the flrst show-
ing of 'San Pietro.' Unfortunate-
ly, there was no George C. Mar-
shall around to save thls one."
Depicting the men at Mason

General Hospital in Brentwood,
L.I.. rellvlng their war traumas
with the €ud of hypnosis and
diHigs. the film contains several
scenes of almost incredible emo-
tional power. Among them is a
Justly celebrated episode in
which a man with a terrible

stammer suddenly regains his

[X)wer of Speech and reacts with
ecstatic joy.

Another scene shows a black
soldier frankly discussing what
racism has done to his own feel-

ings of self-worth, and how the
love and support of his glrl-

friend restored his confidence,
onlv to have it shattered again
under the stress of combat.

(Centinued on Pa^t 19, Co\vmn I)

Dies Of Coronary

Following Surgery
fCcnHiiwtd inm fojpt 16, Cefwmii S)

would not even look at a Script
without prior stipulation that he
would get $5.000,000 upfront
against \i% of the domestic dls-
trib gross and 15% of overseas
take.

In December, 1978, he and his

agents at ICM pulled off what
they described as the riebest
deal ever made for an actor for
producer George-Alain Vuille's
productlon of James Clavell's
"Tai-Pan."
McQueen's salary was never

disclosed, but some sources
tabbed it as high as $10.000,000.
However, after McQueen re-

ceived an initial advance pay-
ment of $1.000.000. the producer
did not come through with anoth-
er scheduled payment in July,
1979. and McQueen ankled the
project.

It had been reported that $18,-

000.000 in foreign presales had
been made on McQueen's name
alone.
McQueen's astronomical mon-

etary demands and his increas-
ing reluctance to work caused
much head-shaking in Holly-
wood, but no one could deny that
for a person who entered adult-
hood in such difficult and penuri-
ous circumstances. McQueen
achieved a remarkable amount
of clout in his chosen profession.

COMING:
JOHNNY MATHIS - NOV. 18-23

JOHNNY CASH-NOV. 25-30
SKIMOVIE-DEC.1-2

FOR RESERVATIONS rannt aaa 1199CAUTOU FREE l^OO J 64B-33ZZ

DEL WEBB S

SAVARA "mm
HOTEL -CASINO

INTERNATIONAL TENOR

FREDERIC dl MARSEILLE
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HUSTON'S IIGHT' SEES THE LIGHT

AFTER 35 YEARS OF SUPPRESSION
«•mtimwä tnm Poft ?f, C^lvmm 2)

Am in the other scenea, the au-

thenticity of seeing an actual sol-

dicr reveallnff hia deepest feel-

ingB under Huaton's compaa-
aionate but unaparing gaze «Ivea

the film a resonance beyond any
flctional accounta of the war.

Particularly slnce It ha« been
banned for ao long, seeing the

film, wlth ita unique view of

American fighting men, gives it

an added faacination by con-

traat with the manv romanti-

cized and whitewaahed depic-

tiona of war ground out by the

Hollywood and Washington
Propaganda machinea.

The Viewer feela that herc, for

once. a film haa not lied or avoid-

ed telling the whole truth about
what war doea to human be*

Tricks Of Trade'

Flops In New York
(CMtiny^d Utm fag« I, Celumn 4)

tion waa capitalized at 1500.000.

and lost roughly all of that
amount. The ahow drew a criti-

cal roaating from the Gotham
dalliea and broadcaat outleta.

••Tricks" ia the first opcning
night flop of the seaaon, and a
notable aetback for a star of

Scott 's caliber. Another recent
Broadway flopola Involving top
talenta waa the prophetically ti-

tled ••One Night Stand," whlch
shuttered a few weeks ago dur-

ing previewa.
"Tricks" played a summcr

stock tour a few years ago and
was rewritten by Michaels in the

Interim. It was a retum to leglt

production for Gates after sev-
eral years of tv and film con-
centration. He also staged the
play.

The Grcalest
Showcasc
fornew

Entertainers
A Chance of a llfetime to auditlon

your group at the world's largest

hotel/casino. For Information
Call Entertainment Director

(702) 789-2025

MGM^8^©KNO

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

CHARMING APARTMENT RECENTLY
RENOVATEO TO THE HiSHEST EXACTIN6

STANDARDS.

• Total StcurKy BMf.

• CtntraRy wirwl TV Anttnna SystMi

• Laundry Room
*

• New kitchtni i appiiancM

• Nt« air c«nditionin|

• Nfw drapM, carpttt l hardwoed

floor«

• 'fi block to CBS I Fannart Markat

• 2 iMtnm. $575 to $625

Mr. Lane
99S-7S00 or 705-5473

CENTURY CITY
OFFICE SPACE

10,000 - 15,000 ^. fi of mifnifictirt

Cwitury Plan Towan Eitcutivi offici

spact. tdtal for buiinass managt-

mtfit/CPA firm.

CtilKt C«l«li YinillAiitfi Eil

CilMti Yiriall I AiMC.

278-1385

FILM FOR SALI

All rights in and to th« film "John
C. HolmM, Sup«r«tar", prtiontly

in R«c«iv«rihip Ettott. Stnd in-

quirin to: A.W. Beck, Atty. for Ro-

c«iv«r, 10960 Wilthir«, No. 1212,
LA., 90024.

ingB ; probably that U why It waa
banned. Huaton sald he thlnka
the govemment conaidered it

"too stronK medlcine."
Eloquent Style

The fllm'a Photographie style,

like the narratlve commentary,
ia both simple and eloquent, the
eloquence arising from Hua-
ton's awareness that presenting
the facts wlthout rhetorlcal over-
lay is the best means of engag-
ing both the minds euid the emo-
tions of the audience.

"Let There Be Urht" is sUght-
ly flawed by its tendency to over-
rate the powers of psychiatry —
a fad at the time, especially in

Hollywood — and by an uplift-

ing group-cure ending that re-

portedly waa imposed by the
War Dept.
The genuine Joy one feels at

the end of the film arises from
the cumulative power of feeling

shared with the men on screen
throughout and from the actual
evldence of their painful indi-

vidual recoveries.
Now that the film haa finally

been shown in public, perhaps
the govemment can let it be seen
more wldely.
That such a magniflcent hu-

manltarian document haa been
banned for so long is a disgrace

;

that it waa made in the first

place reflects well on the gov-
emment. If the film were dis-

tributed now, it would be a valu-

able contribution to our national

history. Mac.

Eilis New Chief

Of RCA Disks In

Unifed Kingdom
i'Contiitwtrf fr9m P«ft I, Cclwmii 2)

tralia and the Far E^ast), the

Ho Surprhes In Lotest Comments

On Ali/i Frequency Short-Spodng
(C««tiii«t4 ffm Pcfc ), Colwmii 2)

None of the moat recent re-

marks is a surprise. Given a doz-

en questions on which to com-

_ ment, NTIA took the opportuni-

other for Europe. with the' head ^X ^o minimiie the potential

of each reportlng to Summer. Problems and suggest a few

Adolfo Pino, head of RCA's compromises.
South American operatlona. has ^or example. the agency sug-

been glven the expanded LAtln ge»ted that if the U.S. can't get

Amerlca-Pacific role, while o^her countries to agree to its

Giuseppe Omato, who's been P^*" 'o** reallocating short-

veepee of RCA Records-Europe «paced frequency asslgnments,

since January, will continue to a ''hybrid" couldbe adopted tak-

bc responsible for RCA acUvi- ing pari of the Canadian and

ties in Italy, France, Germany, part of the U.S. plana.

Spaln, the U.K., the Nether- Under the American verslon,

lands and Belgium, in addition to "o Station would shift more than

heading up licensing activities * ^^' ^^^^ *^® Canadian propo-

on the ConUnent. »! m^^ht require Jumpa of as

AddiUonally, RCA has shifted "^^^JL?* ^^^'
,». ». ^

responaibiUty for admlnistra- ABC, on the other hand, used

tive and marketing support for »^ comments to hammer away
intemational Operations, and U- »t the idea. The shorter spaced

censing activities for Africa spe- Channels, the web said, would

cifically, to label's Gotham- curtail servlce to about 5% of the

based division veepee for busi-
ness affairs. Mel Dberman.
Diskery has also transferred

ita Canadian record arm from
the intemational aide to the
North American group, report-
lng to Summer in l^s capacity aa
acting division veepee of RCA-
U.S.A.

preaent liatenera, increaae in-

terference between channela,
stunt future development of AM
broadcaating technoloRy auch as
Stereo, and render millions of ra-
dio receivers obsolete.

NAB Neutral
While broadcasters who filed

were generally opposed to 9 khz,
the NAB continued to walk a
narrew line of neutrality. In a
Statement, NAB said it "neither
favora nor opposes" the propo-
sal and urged the FCC to gather
more Information before pro-
ceeding with the proposal.
The FCC, prompted by peti-

tiona from NTIA and ita own de-
alre to create room for more AM
stations, has been looking at the
9 khz spacing idea for months.
The plan was proposed to last

March's meeting of the Region 2

Administrative Radio Confer-
ence in Buenos Aires, but action
on the proposal waa postponed.

Nik Venet will lead a master
claas in record production for

UCLA Extension beglnning Nov.
22 on campus. Course will meet
on Weekends through Dec. 14.

Fee ia $250.

J EXCLUSIYELY YOURS.
Wilshire Boulevard's exciusive videotape editing suites. We're situated between Y&R,
Grey, DJMC, Marsteller, Honig, on one side, and SSC&B, Scholl, HLH and Perino's, on
the other. Featuring:

r and Vi" post-production with new ERIC Computers l

Grass Valley Switcher with E-MEM I

Digital Video Effects i

Telemation Graphics i

Add your dient's name to this excIusIve list:

Toyota • Getty Oll • Dodge K Cars • Ralphs • Gallo Wine • Subaru • Home Federal

Savings • Wild West Stores • Athletes in Action • and many more.

Call Jack Mauck at 213/384-5175 now for information and rates.

#11:^^ JeCCÄllDURVIDEOSYSTEMJ^~3
4015 Wilshire Boulevard /Los Angeles, CA 90010

Title Cameras
Cobalt Blue Insert Stage

Complete Remote Facilities

Free Consultation and Coffee

r
DONALD MINKLER

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE COMPLETION

OF

THE NEWEST AND MOST LUXURIOUS

STEREO / MONO DUBBING STAGE
IN THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

. . . our fine ADR Stage is open ond SOON -^

to be opened, our foley stage ...

producer/Vound /ervice
3610 WEST MAGNOUA BOULEVARD, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91505 (213) 841-4887



MOSTRA DE VENISE

Ouvertüre americaine
Pour sa seconde annee au gouver-

nail de la Mostra cinömatographique

de Venise, Gian-Luigi Rondi eleve un

peu plus haut la barre et affirme clai-

rement des choix, sinon son defi.

Hollywood en tant que tel n'est pas
represente en competition, non par

un quelconque ostracisme mais parce

que, seui des trente-cinq fiims pro-

pos^s, Maria's Lovers, produit par

une petite compagnie, Cannon, et

röalise en exterieurs par le cineaste

russe Andrei Mikhalkov-
Kontchalovski, lui a paru digne d'etre

retenu.

La France, en revanche, a droit au

traitement de faveur, avec les

fameux quatre « R » (Resnais,

Rivette, Rohmer, Rouch), plus les

debuts en Occident d'un autre reali-

sateur sovietique, le Georgien Otar

losseliani. L'ltalie se r^serve la part

du lion avec six CBuvres en connpöti-

tion dont il conviendra ä l'usage de

v^rifier la qualitö.

Maria's Lovers apporte un ton

neuf dans le cinöma amöricain
d'aujourd'hui. C'est autre chose, le

regard d'un etranger qui ne cherche

pas ä s'identifier ä un pays mythique

mais qui prend contact, s'introduit

subtilement et balaie pas mal de cli-

chds. Ce n'est plus America is Beau-
tiful, mais une Amerique provinciale,

datee, l'immödiat aprös-guerre et le

retour dans les foyers des Gl's un
peu perdus. Amerique sans flonflons,

prosaVque et passionnee.

L'inepuisable Gerard Brach, le sce-

nariste le plus prolifique du cinäma
francais ces temps-ci - il signe 6ga-

lement l'adaptation des Favoris de la

nuit, le film de losseliani, - est le

Premier des quatre auteurs credites

au generique pour le scenario, avant

meme le metteur en scene^ Lui doit-

on l'idee d'amorcer le röcit avec des

extraits du celebre documentaire de
John Hustorjkur les handicapes de la

^gueiF?r^^^41-1945, Let There be

\fku^

Light (Que la lumiere soit) ? De sirrv^

ples soldats parlent, aux premieres
images, chez Huston comme chez
Kontchalovski. Ivan (John Savage)
est Tun d'eux.

Ivan retourne dans sa petite ville

de Pennsylvanie. II est accueilli pres-

que ironiquement par son pere
(Robert Mitchum) qui le croyait mort.
Quand il se precipite chez sa fiancee,

Maria (Nastassja Kinski), il la trouve
dans les bras d'un autre garpon. Ivan
et Maria se rejoignent enfin, se
marient et attendent le bonheur par-
feit.

Ivan, qui n'a pas encore tout ä fait

surmonte le cauchemar de son inter-

nement dans un camp de prisonniers

au Japon, a vecu, pendant la guerre,

un peu comme dans le celebre film

de Frank Borzage, l'Heure supreme,
en communion permanente avec la

femme de ses reves. Confront^ ä la

realitä, au monde ordinaire, il perd sa
virilite.

LOUIS MARCORELLES.
{Lire la suite page II.)
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If you've ever feit your toes Start to twitch while
watching a Gene Kelly or Fred Astaire movie...

If you've ever wondered what it would be like to
crouch behind the camera and direct a Hollywood film

If you've ever stayed up late to catch one of those
great old movies that never seem to make it to the
TV screen until two in the morning...

Congratulations ! You're a certified movie-lover —
and we have something you'll enjoy!

Dear Reader:

It goes without saying that you enjoy movies — but not like your
friends/ who are content to stare at the screen without thinking
very much about what they're seeing.

That's not good enough for you. You've always been curious about
what goes on behind the scenes. How a film idea is conceived and
developed. How a director chooses his actors , and then inspires
them to exceptional Performances. And then how the writing, editing^
scoring, and a dozen other skills come together in a wildly unpredictable
mix that once in a while — if it's working just right — produces a

movie you* 11 remember for the rest of your life.

As a child — or if you're like most of us, perhaps even a lot more
recently than that — you probably daydreamed about living and working
in the glamorous world of films. Sadly, dreams do fade — but your
love for films and filmmaking doesn*t have to.

Six times a year, FILM COMMENT invites you inside the world of film —
and inside the heads of the creative, audacious, occasionally infuriating
people who make film the amazing art form it is.

For example^ there are Burt Reynolds and Clint Eastwood.
Everybody knows them as two of Hollywood' s hottest stars.

But in FILM COMMENT they revealed their fondest ambition:
to be recognized as first-rate directors. "I'd rather
direct than act/' Reynolds told FILM COMMENT. Then he

smiled rakishly and added: "It's the second best Sensation
I've ever had." As for Eastwood, when he was told he would
be on the cover of FILM COMMENT, the macho cowboy drawled,

"Great balls of flame!"

;

1
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Then there are the grand old-timers — the men and women

who made Hollywood *s Golden Age really shine. In our

pages Bob Hope reminisced about those hilarious "Road"

pictures he did with Bing Crosby — how they ad-libbed
through the Scripts, and shouted to one disgruntled gag

writer: "If you hear one of your lines, yell 'Bingo'!"

Barbara Stanwyck, tougher than most screen tough guys,

and six times as sexy, gave FILM COMMENT her first interview
in a decade, to reminisce about her days on the set with
the likes of Frank Capra, Henry Fonda, and Ronald Reagan.

FILM COMMENT even published an exclusive — and imaginary
— conversation with the late W.C. Fields! The old
curmudgeon, we are happy to report, was as salty and lovable

as ever.

No matter where eise you read about the movies, you need FILM COMMENT,

too — because we bring you the full-length interviews and in-depth
reports other publications simply don't have room for.

FILM COMMENT doesn't have to work under the pressure of a daily
deadline — nor do we suffer from the space limitations that restrict
most newspapers' coverage of films to a sketchy review.

Our editors and writers are free to go in any direction they like —
and free, too, to say exactly what they think. No subject is too
delicate, no personality too controversial , for us to tackle head-on.

The people who write for FILM COMMENT know how to get right to the

heart of their subjects. And they particularly enjoy exploring them
for our readers.

To understand why, think of musicians at a jam Session.
Late at night, after the working day is through, they
gather somewhere just to play for their own pleasure —
and that 's when the sweetest music happens.

FILM COMMENT is like a jam Session for some of America 's

most perceptive film writers. This isn't where they earn
their living — this is where they get in their hot licks .

And it Shows, in the bright, articulate , altogether
irreverent style that enlivens every issue.

Just reading about movies can be exciting — but after all, films
were meant to be seen . We never forget that. Every issue of FILM
COMMENT is packed with dramatic photographs. Portraits of movie
Personalities, past and present. Candid shots of moviemakers at work.
Exciting stills that bring great, half-remembered films back into sharp
focus.

In our glorious color pages we've brought back to life the vanishing
World of the spectacular old movie palaces. We took our readers into
the crazy, colorful world of the Hollywood cartoon. We went behind
the scenes to meet those unsung geniuses, the art directors, who
turned Sketches and two-by-fours into Scarlett O'Hara's Tara and the
cavernous lairs of the James Bond villains. We provided conclusive
evidence — in color frame reproductions — of the way Hollywood may
be destroying its own heritage by using cheaper film stock that is

turning our memories of great old films into dust.

4\
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At FILM COMMENT, our interests are as broad as the great film medium
itself. In recent issues, readers have enjoyed discovering the answers
to intriguing questions like these:

• What comparison did Ronald Reagan draw between bis
credibility as a politician and his appearance in
a 1951 classic called BEDTIME FOR BONZO?

• Who are the top unsung filmmakers of 1981 — the ones who
will be making hits and headlines in 1982?

. How do the Hollywood Studios plan their ad campaigns —
which can mean boom or bust for a multi-million dollar
project?

. What does George Lucas, the most successful producer-
director in Hollywood history, see as the future of movies?

What did director Andre de Toth — who had only one
good eye and thus could not perceive true depth —
reply when asked how he could have made the 3-D smash
of the Fifties, HOUSE OF WAX? (We'll teil you the
answer to that one. De Toth nonchalantly replied,
"Beethoven couldn't hear, could he?")

As though all that weren't enough, every issue of FILM COMMENT also
brings you three bonuses. The first is Midsection — a 16- to 32-page
magazine within the magazine featuring a deep-focus look at some important
filmmaker, craft, trend, or country. In past Midsections we've met the
anonymous artists who transform an actor into a star through clever makeup
— and learned their secrets. We discovered how the wizards in the sound
booth are revolutionizing the movie business. We chronicled the importance
of the Jewish artist and businessman to the movie industry. We examined
the American avant garde as it faced a new decade. We even peeled off
the Las Vegas tinsel surrounding the Jerry Lewis Telethon. Some readers
find that they get their money's worth just from the Midsection. But
that*s only one of our bonuses.

The second bonus is Journals — the latest word from the world's major
film Centers, from Hollywood, Paris, and London, and from such far-flung
spots (and hot spots) as India, Iran, and Poland, where we reported on
history in the making. In Journals you* 11 find all the delicious bits
of fact, fancy, and outright gossip that make the movie business so
irresistably appealing.

And then there are FILM COMMENT 's regulär Columns — insider reports on
the industry, independent filmmaking, and movie books. You' 11 also find
columns on Video (where visionary artists are shaping the programs of
tomorrow) and Television (where readers got the word on Hill Street Blues
and SCTV long before those shows became hits)

.

FILM COMMENT also publishes an occasional feature called "Guilty Pleasures."
As critic Pauline Kael described it in The New Yorker ; "movie people list
the works they wouldn't try to defend on aesthetic grounds but have enjoyed
inordinately. " Our readers have enjoyed the feature, too — watching
filmmakers like Martin Scorsese and Paul Schrader, movie critics like

Vincent Canby and Andrew Sarris, and hot novelists like Stephen King and

Scott Spencer, squirm out of the confession box with lists of their

secret, most cherished bad movies.
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We may have fun with movies — after all, isn't that what they're for? —
but we're serious about them, too. We're always ready to jab a pin into
an overinflated reputation. (Although we much prefer to give a boost to
a promising new talent.) And we enjoy making our readers the first to
know what 's happening.

For example, FILM COMMENT got hold of the top-secret, original
Script of the Vietnam blockbuster APOCALYPSE NOW, written a

decade before the movie was released, to show our readers
exactly what was changed, and why. And last year our readers
got an advance report on Francis Coppola's controversial ONE

FROM THE HEART — eight months before it was "previewed" at

New York 's Radio City Music Hall.

Under enemy fire in World War II, directoi John Uustjbp.

made a süperb, no-holds-barred documentary about America'

s

fighting men — but the U.S. government suppressed it for
35 years. Soon after FILM COMMENT published an article
describing the film and its suppression, the government
moved to reconsider its act of censorship.

For professional filmmakers, as well as enthusiastic movie-goers,
FILM COMMENT is the prime source of authoritative reports and opinions
about film. International Film Guide calls us "the best film magazine
in America." Here's one magazine you'll never throw away, but return
to again and again.

A year 's subscription — six issues — costs only $12.
Try it with this guarantee : if we ever fall to live
up to your expectations , simply let us know; we'll
refund the cost of all unmailed copies at once and
without question.

Sound fair encugh? Then please accept our offer. Simply fill out the
enclosed order form, and mail it today. Include your payment now and
you'll get a free bonus issue — or, if you prefer, we'll be happy to
bin you later.

Welcome to the exciting world of FILM COMMENT. If you thought you were
a movie-lover before — just wait and see what happens to you now!

Richard Corliss
Editor

P.S. As you may have noticed, FILM COMMENT is published by the

Film Society of Lincoln Center — part of America 's most
distinguished center for the performing arts. For the past
19 years, the Society has applauded great films, performers,
and directors in its annual New York Film Festival. Through
your subscription to FILM COMMENT, you'll be helping the
Society extend its appreciation to film talent that might
otherwise never find the recognition it deserves.
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PREMIERES No. 13 & 14 l)<^^-^cAl

LET/THERE BE LIGHT 1945 "l^^^Q Ltl/I
yyohnHuttoflDIrected b<

John Hutton's long-turpressed film of shell-shocked World War II soldlert. "The
film It a matterplece, one of the areatest fllms ever made on the subject of
wor't Impact on the human splrlt....that such a magnificent humonltarlan
document hos been banned for so long it a ditgrace." — Varlety (Nov. 12.

1980)

at:3:10, 6:00.8:50, 11:40

INDEPENDENCE DAY 1^6
Directed by Bobby Roth

Thit poignant, «tirring film 1« the ttory of a young block couple who move to

L.A. from the deep South and thelr struggle for telf-determlnatlon.

at: 4:30. 7:20. 10:10

- FRIDAY & SATÜRDAY. JANUARY 16 Bi 17
^

'^AJ^ PREMIERES No. 13 & 14
^ LET THERE BE LIGHT 1945
Directed by John Huston

ilS

John Huston 's long-surpressed film of shell-shocked World War II soldlers. "The
film Is a mosterpiece. one of the greatest fllms ever made on the subject of

war's Impact on the human splrit....tt)at such o magnificent humanltorian
document hos been banned for so long is a disgrace." — Varlety (Nov. 12.

1960)

at:3:10.6:00. 8:50. 11:40

INDEPENDENCE DAY ^6
Directed by Bobby Roth

This poigrKint. stirring film Is the story of o young biack couple who move to

I.A. from the deep South and thelr struggle for self-determinatlon.

at: 4:30. 7:20. 10:10
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3Füms ThatDidn 't Get

Nominationsfor Oscars

ByAUEANHARMETZ

SpedAl to Tbe N«w YoitTUnn

LOS ANGELES» Feb. 18— Jean-Luc
Godard'8 "Eveiy Man for Himself/'
Woody Allen's ''Stapiust Memories"
andViphn Huston' â^-year-old docu-
menuSy SDAdl sneil-shocked soldiers

in World War II, "Let Therc Be Light."
met a common fate yesterday. Al-

though eligible for Academy Awards»
none were nominated«
Of the 189 movies that were released

in Los Angeles in 1980, 28 were nomi-
nated för at least one award. Hiey in-

cluded "When Time Ran Out," Irwin
Allen's critically savaged box<office

disaster about an exploding island,

which was nominated for best costume
design.

D^ite the fact that Woody Allen has
been the darling of the Academy in re-

cent years (with his ''Manhattan" and
"Interiars" receiving multiple nomina-
tions, and winning best director, pic-

ture and writing awards for "Annie
Hall"), many Academy members —
and some critics— have said privately

that they were enraged by the "mean-
spirited quality" of "Stardust Memo-
rles."

Forelgii*Lang«age Award
"Every Man for Himself," the entry

from Switzerland, was one of 26 films

submitted by its country of origin for

the foreign-language award and voted
on by a special committee. Among the

other films turned down by the Foreign
Language Committee w^re ''Eye Eye
Brasil" (Brazil), ''In for Treatment"
(the Netherlands) and "Les Bon De-
barras" ("Good Riddance"), (Cana-
da). One member of the 140-member
Screening conmiittee satd privately
that the generally elderly membership

was horrified by what it considered the
near-poniographic license taken in Mr.
jGodard'smovie.

.
^tThere Be U^l^was eligible in

thcYlUiliue IcjngUi ducumentary cate-
goiy because, after having been sup>
pressed for 35 years by the Army as too
depressing, it had its first public show-
ing only last November. Although the
film was praised by critics, its Acad-
emy chances may have been hurt by
the furor that accompanied the giving
of an award in 1972 to Charlie Chaplin's
score for his 1952 movie "Limelight."

Paramount Biggest Winoer

Among Studios, Paramount was the
biggest winner, with 14 nominations for
•*The Elephant Man" and "Ordinary
People," lollowed by Universal, with 13

nominations . spread among "Coal
Miner's Daughter," "Melvin and How-
ard," "Resurrection" and "Some-
whereinTime."

Barry Diller, Paramount's chair-
man, was as surprised as the rest of
Hollywood that "Ordinary People" did
not sweep the nominations. It received
six, two fewer than "The Elephant
Man" and "Raging Bull."

"I was driving to the studio at 9: 30 in
themoming, when the radio announced
that 'Elephant Man,' 'Rag^ng Bull' and
'Coal Miner's Daughter' were the big
winners," he said, "and I almost ran
into a wall. I literally sat at the curb for
five minutes, until another news broad-
cast gave me the rest of the informa-
üon."
Each year, one Omission by the Acad-

emy is considered most shocking. A
straw poll today pinpointed this year's
Omission as the failure of the Acade-
my's music branch to nominate Neil
Diamond's "Love on the Rocks" from
"The Jazz Singer" as best song.



MOVIE
TIMES PHOTO BY LARRY DAVIS

HUSTON DOCUMENTARY
OF WWII CASUALTIES
5»SHEILABENSON t-^'j/J^^.
Times Statt Writcr ' • '^^^\C^

John Huston made three doc-

umentary films in the Army
Signal Corps during World
War II. "The Battle of San Pie-

tro/'which gave war an immediacy
that home- front audiences were
hardly prepared for, only found its

way to their theaters in the late '40s

when Gen. George C. Marshall

broke the Pentagon embargo. His

official comment was, 'This picture

should be seen by every American
soldier in training. It will not dis-

courage but rather will prepare

them for the initial shock of com-
bat."

But, as Huston wryly remarked,

in the case of his second film, "Let

There Be Light," (tonight only at

the Fox Venice) an hour-long ac-

count of the treatment and rehabili-

tation of psychologically damaged •

soldiers, "Unfortunately, there was
no George C. Marshall around to

savethisone."

It hasn't been without its suppor-
ters, however. As far back as 1946,

James Agee called it ''a fine, terri-

ble, valuable, non-fiction film" and

suggested that its suppression

might not be for the reason the

Pentagon suggested: the invasion of

the privacy of the soldiers pictured.

(All had signed releases for Huston,

et al.) "The glaring obvious reason

has not been mentioned," Agee sug-

gested, "that any sane human being

who saw the film would join the

armed Services, if at all, with a

straight face and a painfuUy matur-

ing mind."

Today's audiences, brought up

with living room, color television

wars, may wonder a little what the

fuss was all about. The photography

is unremarkable, since it was great-

ly restricted by the tight quarters in

which the film was shot. Like every

other Army documentary, the

lighting is as flat and nasty as the

inside of a phone booth. (This gray

print seems to be a dupe of a 16 mil-

limeter print and is crisp neither to

see nor to hear.) But once the

camera begins to foUow its selected

patients, the film's shackles fall

John Huston

away and its spirit soars.

The soldiers are mostly calm, but

in depression, hysterical paralysis,

cowering suddenly at some threat

from the sky or shivering like

soaked animals. Their treatment is

with the '40s miracle methods, hyp-
nosis or an injection of sodium amy-
tol. In long sequences, the doctors

coax the stammerers to speak clear-

ly, the mentally lamed to walk
alone. (There will be precursors of

Huston's "Freud" in some of these

scenes, and in an early shot of the

men dociley disembarking from

1

buses, an ecrie ibrerunner of the

hostage arrival, dazed expressions

and all.

)

If there is one sticking point in

the film for audiences then and now,
it's the film's presentation of ap-

parent miracle eures for deep-seat-

ed trauma. Huston himself said in a

1962 interview, "We try to explain

in the film's commentary that these

men have not undergone a complete

recovery from all the ills they ever

had . . . but I think it is fairly true

that these men were put back into

as good shape as they were when
they had come in."

But his pictures belle his words.

Every soldier picked makes a dra-

matic advancement, every "cured"

patient leaves the hospital, as a

band of dedicated nurses waves
them on their way. The film's hu-

manism and the film makers' com-
mitment to its melancholy, gallant

patients suffuses the footage but

there is no mention of the unreach-

able victim, the war's detritus. The
tragedy of the film is that it wasn't

seen in its proper, and I'm afraid to

say, simpler day. Its triumph is that

after 30 years it is here at all.

Screening tonight with "Let

There Be Light" will be Huston's

"The Battle of San Pietro" and "In-

dependence," a historical drama.

Huston's third Army film, "Report

From the Aleutians," is still held by
the Pentagon.
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John Houston has probably
beeil the only director in motion
picture history to use an African
Hon for an alarm clock—at least

in Arizona. Instead of driving 80
niiles to and from the hotel in
Tucson each day, Houston elected
to live in a house-trailer on the
location site of "The Life and
Times of Judge Roy Bean." Each
iAornin<r he was awakened by the
roar of the Hon, a fuH-grown
African male, which is uscd in

the film.
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WMoto
Breaking Inio the Movies, Honestly • • •

Girls break into the movies in many
ways, some of them lionest.

Tlie foli(s l>acl( liome will be glad t9
hear that their nelghlwr, pretty Victoria

Principal, dld it the nice way and could lie

tliis year's new actress. By back home, I

niean Miami and Gainesvilie, Fla., Albany,
Ga., Springfield, Mass., Hollywood, Chicago,

New York and Fukioka, Japan.

Victoria happened to be bom in Japan.

"Since my
mother and
father were
there at the

time, I de-

cided it was
the reason-

able place to

be bom,"
says Vic-
tor i a. H e r

father, Vic-

tor Princi-

pal, was a
s e rgeant
major in the

Air Force
and eventu-
ally was sta-

tioned at
those other
places, too.

nvhen I

grew up, I

used to race cars. While I was going to Col-

lege in Miami, I got in an accident—and
they gave me the last rites.

*Wliile I was recovering in the hospital,

I decided that since I was getting a second
Chance in life, I was going to put every-

thing into being an actress. I'd been a pre-

med Student..

* ^f *
"I CAME to New York, supported my-

self as a model, and began studying act-

ing . . r
Well, it evidently worked out because

she Stars in her first two fiovles, "The Life

and Tim/s of Judge Roy.Bean" and 'The
Naked -Ape,'* out this yeal In the first one,

with Patl Newman, she icaught the fancy
of direclor John Hus^ who took her
aside afttr one scene amd told her to pre-

tend she w^Ä^a^ifißJ^^n the forest.

"A deer that was frightened by a noise

and wanted to nin away but was compelled

to stay.

*1t was a student-teacher relationship. I

sat at bis feet at the camera and he patted

me on the head when he thought I dld well.

"Mr. Huston," she remembered, "rode to

the set on horseback to get the feel of the

old west.*'

* * *
VICTOBIA EMOTED with Ava Gardner,

Tony Perkins and Jacqueline Bisset in her
first two films—^but I still find it interesting

how she got her first part.

'1 had a little advance information what
the part was about.'I Imew it was a Mexi-
can girl.

''WeU, I wore a Mexican dress . . . peas-

ant type • . . nothing under it • • • a burlap

shawl ... I tore off my nail polish, put on
my hoop earrlngs, and sashayed in saying

'Buenos dias.* Oh yes, and I was barefoot.

"I was getting ready to leave when they

told me I had the part!''

id4TH SMASH WEEK
ATj
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PAUL NEWMAN in A FIRST ARTISTS Production A JOHN HUSTON Film "THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JUDGE ROY ßEAN" • Guest Stars JACQUELINE BISSET • TAB HUNTER
JOHN HUSTON • STACY KEACH • RODDY McDOWALL • ANTHONY PERKINS • VICTORIA PRINCIPAL • ANTHONY ZERBE and AVA GARDNER as Lily Langtry • MusiC

v

Composed and Conducted by MAURICE JARRE • Song "Marmalade. Molasses and Honey" Lyrics by MARILYN and ALAN BERGMAN • Sung by ANDY WILLIAMS • An Original

Screenplay by JOHN MILIUS • Produced by JOHN FOREMAN • Directed by JOHN HUSTON • PANAVISION» • TECHNICOLOR» A National General Pictures Release(^
A__. .1.1. •kt 1 1- u-1 1 II " /^-i ..:- n j- I ITM-a I rMENHL GUIDANCI SUGCESTED ^Sl ^•'

Hear Andy Williams sing "Marmalade, Molasses and Honey" on Columbia Records. P6 PARENTAIGUIOANCCSUGCCSTED _
Stmi m«lt(i«l n(f **t k( IvitlUt (»f »if tltntft'l

GALA INVITATIONAL PREMIERE
8 P.M. TONIGHT CRITERION ONLY

Lights, Celebrities, Excitement!

Benefit of the Citizens for Clean Air

REGULÄR PERFORMANCES START TOMORROW AT
ON THE WEST SIDS ON THE BAST SIDE

CRITERION I LOEWS CINE an.MURRAY HILL
BROADWAY &45TH STREET • JU-2-1 795-6 3RD AVE. AT 86TH STREET • 427-1332 34TH STREET AT 3RD AVE. • MU-5-7652
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Movie Scene
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FRANCES HERRIDGE

Paul Newman as Judge Roy Bean
"The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean,'' at the Cri-

terion, Loew's Cine and Murray Hill, is a romantic legend

of the Old West, amused and amusing—**perhaps not the

way it was, but the way it should have been." The tale runs
slow at times, and gets a bit cute, but John Huston directs

with enough Imagination and
style to charm the audience.

Roy Bean (Paul Newman)
,1s the robber-fugitive who
wipes out a gang of mean-
spirited outlaws and sets

himself up as the town's

leader and jud^^e. He prom-
Ises the survivors to keep
the peace "and I don't care

who I have to kill to do lt."

ßince it is back in the 1850s,

a tlme of desperados in the

land of Texas, hc soon makes
the town rieh on the loot of

those he catches and hangs.

Lily Is His Passion

Bean is willing to live with
the Mexican lasfj (Victoria

Principal) who saves his life,

but his true passion is Lily

Langtry—a beauty he knows
only from the posters that

decorate his bar-gambling-

hall-court. On the one time
her troupe tours his way, he
can't get a ticket to see her.

But she remains his Idol.

The story is told in a scries

of humorous ballad-type epi-

sodes in which the players

gometimes talk directly to

the audience, and a narrator
adds his comments. There is

the obstreperous visitor who

Th^ Life and Times

of Judge Roy Bean'
Released by National General Pic-

tures. Produced by John Foreman.
Directed by Joh4i Huston. Original
screenplay by Jahn AAilius. Gast
headed by Paul Newnvan, Anthony
Perkiiis, Roddy McDowiall/ Roy Jenson,
Gary Combs, Stacy Keach, Victoria
Principal, Jacqueline Bisset, Ava
Gardner, and Huston himself. 120
minutes. MPAA rating PG (Parental
guldance suggested).

•,^v.*.*.*.-.v.-.-,%'.*.'.>s
.'

with Bean and drinks beer

for beer with him. He even

saves the judge's life, but is

never quite forgiven for paw-
ing Miss Lily's image.

There are the poker games,

in whidh you'd better let

Bean win, the prostitutes he

arrests and puts in the cus-

tody of his womenless depu-

ties. And there is one wildly

funny spoof of Bad Bob,

played by Stacy Keach as a
long-haired albino tough, who
shouts terrible things about

Lily and Bean. The Judge
shoots him in the back—not
a fair duel his men say ac-

cusingly. But who has to

be fair to an uninvited klUer?

Newman plays Bean with

a low gruff voice and a wry
fires his gun unimpeded until manner. The camera lingers

ä bullet chances to hit a too long on his face, making
t^angtry poster. He is shot on his legend a bit too pompous
the spot by what Beans calls

-'justifiable homicide."

There is Huston himself
driving his wagon across the
twiligfit horizon in a Fellini

at times. But for all his fool-

ish judgments and hangings
and shootings, he remains an
e n d e ar i n g kdnd - heartcd

rogue. Ava Gardner is wln-
scene, then dismounting to ning, too, and almost believ-

dig his own grave, but going able, in her final brief ap-
on resignedly when Bean for- pearance as the fabulous
blds his dying so near town. Miss Langtry. The other ac-

There is the bear he left tors catch admirably the
behind—a bear who plays fanciful mood.
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JUDGE
ROY BEAN. direded by John Huston;

screenplay by John Milius; dirertor

of photography, Richard AAoore;

*ditor Hugh S. Fowler; music
Maurlrt Jarre; produced by John Fore-

man; a First Artists production, di«-

tributed bv National General Pictures.

Running timt: 120 minutes. At tht

Critwion Theater, Broadway it 45th

Street, Loews CIne Theater, Third

Avenue at 86th Street, and Murray
Hill Theater, Third Avenue and 34th

Street.

Ihis film ha$ been classified PG.

Judge Roy Bean Paul Newman
Marie Elen» Victoria Principal

Reverend LaSallt Anthony Per*:ins

Sam Dodd Tab Hunter

/Grizziy Adams John Huston

Bad Bob Stacy Kearh

Frank Gas$ Roddy McDowall

Rose Bcan ..:....'*. ..;.JacQueline Bisset

Tector Crite» Ned Beatty

Bart Jarkson ;.. Jim Bork

Nirk Tht Grub Matt Clark

Whorehouse Lucky Jim . . Steve Kanaly

Fermcl Parle« Bill McKinney

Lily Langtry Av» Gardner

By VINCENT CANBY

The passage of time, if not

actual circumstances, has

thrust the mantle of free-

booting greatness upon Roy

Bean, the Kentucky-born

(circa 1825) scalawag who,

in the 1880's, settied in what

was then Vinegaroon, Tex.

Bean immediately styled him-

seif pudge and then set about

to being law and order to the

lands west of the Pecos,

principally by hanging those

passers-by (a lot of whom
were outlaws) who had any
money or property to bequeath

him.

At least that's the legend

that John Houston, the di-

rector; John Milius, the

screenwriter, and Paul New-
man, the Star, have turned

into the elaborate, tall-tale

Western that opened here

Paul Newman

yesterday. "The Life and

Times of Judge Roy Bean"

is six parts movie carnical,

complete with a performing

bear, and one part somber

chronicle about the promise

and disillusion of an especi-

ally giddy American Dream.

Any movie that dares Cov-

er so much ground, and
draw attention to its histor-

ical significance, has to be
out of its mind in this day
and age. It leaves itself wide
open to charges of preten-

tiousness. Yet 'The Life and
Times of Judge Roy Bean'*

is so entertaining and so
vigorously performed, espe-
cially by Newman in the

title role, that its preten-

sions become part of its ro-

bust, knock-about style.

Although the real-life Roy
Bean died in 1903, Mr. Mili-

us's screenplay is purpose-
fully vague about dates and
eras. The film seems to cover
the entire history of Texas
as reflected in the growth of

Vinegaroon, which we see

first as a Single barroom-
whorehouse for outlaws, set

in a wasteland of almost
Comic bleakness, then as a

prosperous frontier town, a

booming oil Community and,

finally, after the literally

catacylsmic fall of Roy Beau
(who takes the town with
him) as a dusty museum in

a way-station now known as

Langtry, Tex., named for the

Judge's most famous pen pal,

Lily Langtry.
•

Mr. Huston himself show.«5

up in one of the many loosely

connected episodes that make
up the film's structure—play-

ing (over-acting might be

more accurate) a mountain
man whose chief purpose in

the film is to present Bean
with the grizzly bear who is

a major character. That is,

until the night the bear, who
cadges drinks at the bar,

makes a mistake of breathing
what Bean describes as his

"bear-foul breath" on a Por-
trait of the idolized Miss
Langtry.
Seme of the other char-

acters who pass through the
film, rather like specialty

acts, include Bad Bob the Al-

bino, played by Stacy Keach
in a platinum wig that makes

him look like Carroll Baker i

in **Harlow" and the Rever-
end LaSalle (Anthony Per-

kins), an itinerant, preacher
who, on the Soundtrack, teils

US why he made Judge Bean
bury the outlaws the Judge
had just shot (". . . because
Christ died for all. It was His
choice, not mine.").

Tab Hunter turns up as

one of the judge's first vic-

tims, an outlaw with a ter-

rible stutter and just the

slightest sense of injustice in

the face of his imminent
hanging. 'Tm no worse and
probably better than the men
who are doing this to me,"
he teils US in voice-over nar-

ration. Ava Gardner, looking

beautifully worn by life, ap-

pears in the film's curious

epilogue in which the fabu-

lous Jersey Lily stops by to

see the whistlestop that has
come to bear her name.

There are times when it

seems as if the film wanted
to Imitate Newman's ex-

tremely successful (at the

boxoffice) "Butch Cassidy
and the Sun Dance Kid."

Stuck smack in the center,

in a sequence of ersatz lyri-

cism, is a schmaltzy song
sung by Andy Williams for

no particular purpose other

than to give the movie a

song to be advertised by.

Most of the time, however,
"Roy Bean" is a series of

improbably genial adven-
tures, to be interpreted only
as solemnly as one sees fit.
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BY BER\ARD CARRAGHER

"W
HAT do you want
to do an inter-

view with me
for?" «sked the

curt staccato voice of Tony
Perkins over tlie phone a

few days before his 40th

birthday.

Well, there wer« several

reasons. In his latcst film,

Frank Perry*s "Play It As It

Lays," we get the rare op-

portunity of seeing Tony
Perkins sans his Booth Tark-

ington boyishness, playing a

mature adult character. In

fact, his highly praised Per-

formance as the burned-out

screen producer, B.Z., is so

striking that in its own sub-

tle way it balances Tuesday
Weld's portrayal of Joan
Didion's falling-apart her-

oine^ Mirtä Wyeth. There is

fo a Perkins cameo in John
Huston's soon-to-be-releasej

"The Life and Tmty^i
Judge Roy Bean^l^-.-fttW the

fcenplay "tri co - authored

lait spring with Stephen

Sondheim—"The Last of

Sheila,*' based on a murder-

mystery party game they in-

vented— is currently being

filmed. And n<*xt, he's off to

Texas to co-star with Blythe

Danner and Beau Bridges in

Sidney Lumefs "Molly. Gid

and Johnny.**

"Hmmnimm/* he sighed,

'/Had a Fine

Childhood,

Hotv About
You?'

Tuesday was selected to play

Maria, she requested

play the part of

since she

scene of.

gestion

About
dimensii

B.Z., a]

with

sado-i

talks

part

cooll^

an^l

th^

^on
thai

seej

ablj

**t
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DICK CAVEn
spends 90 minutes

with

PAUL
NEWMAN
AND

JOHN
HUSTON
with scenes

from their

newfilm

A FIRST ARTISTS Production

THE UFE AND TIMES OF

A National General Pictures Releaset^M

WABC-TV 11:30 PM

CHANNEL/
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Laura Cooper will be only

newcomer In "Purlie" cast

when niusloal retums after

its tour. It opens Dec. 27

at the Billy Rose Theater.

ueens Movies

tn Age Sex Report"—2:45,

Leefer Madness" — 3:50,

^EROSE—"Hlckey and

IHITY — "Hear'—

^AK5 — "Midnighf

,- "Gont With
7:55.

ist of tti« Red

2:45, 6:20,

Growing

teport"-

i"-'^ :45,

Bluts"

iUp"-

im"-

»"_

for

John Huston (Grizzly Adams)... the mouhtain

man who co-habitates with bears and iriädö

a present of one to Judge Roy Bean!

DEC. 18th—CRITERION • LOEWS CINE • MURRAY HILL
PREMIERE SUN. DEC. 17 CRITERION • BENEFIT CITIZENS FOR CLEAN AIR

L

.^ftfelAa«.
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Three Nav Fihns

For Xmas Week
Barbra Streisand's new

movie, "Up the Sandbox,"
will move inito Ijoew's State

II on December 18. The fol-

lowing nigrht, "TheGetaway"
takes over Loew's State I,

Orpheoim and 34th Street

East. Steve McQueen and
All MacGraw i>air in Sam
Peckinpah's "Grötaway" as a
husband-and-wife r o b b e r

team. That same Christmas
week will alsD bring "The
Life and Times of JudgeRoy
Bean." It bows Dec. 21 at

the CJoronet, starring Paul
Newman as the / criminal

rho proclaimed fiimself a
judge. It was ^rected by
John Huston.
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^THE LIFE AND TIMES OFC JUDGE ROY BEAN, di-

rected by John Huston
from a screenplay by John

ff Milius and starring Paul
' Newman, got 6 favorable

i^ reviews (Canby, Carroll,

^ Herridge, Taylor, Lyons,

Crist), 3 mixed (Kissel,

r^ Shalit, Wolf) and 8 nega-
-•4y tive (Gelmis, Reed, Drew,

"^ Zimmerman, Kauffmann, Si-

mon, Schickel, Cocks). At
the Criterion, Loew's Cine

and Murray Hill.

For Vincent Canby's view,

see Page L

N
^
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Huston, Bean
CmiHnned from Page 17

crowded trail^r was a bearded man
wlth silvery blond hair, the show'»

aUr: Paul Newman. He was locked into

1 conversaliori with bis partner ami

Roy Bean* producer, John Foreman, a

man with a serious. balding pat<^. Tt

looked like it was casier for Foreman to

frown than smile. The trailier, wbile

Spartan, bore a few unmistakable Hus-

ton touches— a well-stooked bar, l»ooks

on pre-C'ohimbian and Etruscan art,

and the fact tbat it seemed to he tlie so-

cial Center for the entire Company.
Billy Pearson, a jockey and longtime

Pfuston confidant. came in with the
caterers carrying steaming plates of

iood covered with aliiminum foil. With
bim wai5 bis tiny daiightor, Sarah.
"VVe're a Httle Ix^hind scbedule," Fore-
man Said. Huston nodded, taking a sip

of vodka. "Tomorrow if we shoot up the
Ptreet for the fall wo can sa\ e a set-up."

Huston noddcfl again. "Or we can shoot
day for night in the afteinoon, we can
wrap by dark tomorrow.'* As Huston
listened he waddod bis alunnnum foil

into a baseball and bogan playing catch
with Paul Newman.
"And there's a storm moving south.

Could hit US toniorrow night. Tbat
mean« we may ha\e to wrap by dark.

Those stretchouts woul<l never make it

off thi3 hill in a blizzard," added Fore-

man. Soon Httle Sarah was in the game,
and it became keepaway wdth her in

the middle. They wadded up more balis

until each was throwing two at a time.

•And the penaUies we'd have to pay
if that crew was stuck out bere in a

blizzard . . ." Foreman was getting

worried.
"John, you're forgetting we lose Rod-

dy tomorrow night." said Huston. "We
can't keep him on. Hc has a call at Fox

on Thursday. If I don't get bis cloöe-up«

tomorrow, we'U have to do it back in

town. To bell with the weather, to heu
with stunts. We only have one thing to

worry abo\it tomorrow. The rest will

have to wait,"

Meanwbile Sarah, oblivious to the

Problems of "Roy Bean," had intercept-

e<l a Newman pass and stuffed the wad-
de<i foil in Huston's sock.

•I seemed to have acquired a bump
on my ankle." he intoned. "Perhajjs we
sbould call in a sr>ecialist." But Sarah

has her own eure. Giving Huston a big

hug, she says, "I lov^e you, Uncle John "

A Stuntman came in to discuss a fall.

The desert wind ripped the door from
bis band and it banged against the side
of the traiU^r. Snrab curled up in Hus-
ton's lap. "Uncle John," s;be asked. "The
man wbo got sbot today, is he going to

l.>e all rigbf"
"Yes, dear, be'll l>e fine. Tt was only

make-believe. T^verything we do bere is

mako-believe."
The stimtman flincbed at the answer.
"Is Rov Bean make-beliove too?"

"Ob no, dear. He was a real man. He
was a banging judge."
"What was he like, Uncle John''"

"Well, he was very brave. Many |>eo-

ple, espocially outlaws, didn't like him.
They w^ere alwnys tr} ing to shoot him.
So Judge Roy B^^an just faced each day
as it came. He thankcd Ood each time
he saw the sun rise and live<Ltbat day
as fuUy as he could. And because he did
it with a flair. that makes bim very s{)e-

cial
"

"W^as bc a mean man?"
"No, but he br-id to act mean. A bang-

ing judge can't go around passing out
flowers now, can he? People expect
their banging judges to be mean.
That's what they get paid for. He just
actcMl a certain way for people. just like

Paul is doing in the movie. Roy Bean
playcd the part f»f bis own legend,"



Huston, Bean
Continued from First Page

tbm elegant outfits. Always at ease, al-

waji oomposed, he doesn't look as if he
oould fweat or worry. It's a delivery

that doesn't fit the rugged face. It is the

eontrast of virility and vanity, sweat
and silk, steel and fat.

Clke the hero of his newest picture,

John Huston is a legend in his own
tlme. His style is Claridge's and the St.

Regis. It*s riding to hounds with Lords
and the 21 Club. They say he consis-

tently violates the tribal rules of Holly-
wood. He abuses bosses, budgets, wom-
en and alcohol. He has made a great
number of wonderful pictures, only a

few of which have made any money.
Like Judge Roy Bean he has managed
to survive a life teetering on the brink
of disasler with flair and an inimitable
style.

"You must meet the bear/ Huston
Said. "He gave a marvelous Perfor-
mance." He walked to a cage made
from an antique brass bed. "This is

Judge Bean's pet and mentor, Watch
Bear. A fine actor." Huston took a piece
of candy from his pocket.

Friendly Hondshoke

'*Shake hands, shake hands/ he cooed
to the bear. A muddy, yellow clawed
paw reached out and shook Huston's
hand.

"Kiss, give Uncle John a kiss," he
smootched. The bear's breath smelled
like month-old hamburger.

"He's a thorough professional," Hus-
ton Said. "He'd seil his soul for a Toot-
sie Roll."

"The Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean" with Paul Newman in the title

role is a fanciful departure from histo-

ry. When the West changes, when civi-

lization and lawjers replace judges,
Roy Bean wanders off. He reappears
years later when gangsters and Prohi-

bition take over his West Texas fief-

dom and the old ways are needed once
again.

"My God, is Paul Newman a good ac-

tor," Said Huston. "He's just marvelous
in this picture. He's never done anj'-

thing quite like this and yet he's caught
something unique and original. The
picture definitely says something about
a spirit of the past. There's something
uniquely American about the judge.**

Huston was speaking with an extra-

ordinary sense of intimacy; more like a

man talking about a friend than a di-

rector talking about an actor or a part.

Clearly, Huston had a rapport with the

judge. He was a man, not some distant

myth,
The Company was working on a clim-

actlc scene. Jacqueline Bisset, Roy ^

Bean's daughter, confronts Roddy Mc-
Dowall whose gangsters now dominate
liangtry, Tex. The scene takes place in
the old Jersey Lillie. McDowall teils
her that progress demands she give up
tlie saloon. Miss Bisset Is to get her fa-

ther's old 10-gauge shotgun and chase
him from the room. Grips, electricians,
sound and camera crews are readying
their equipment for the shot. Pulling
cables, shouting commands at one an-
other and complaining about the cold,
they work in a buzz around the dii'ec-

tor and his actors.

Noting a change of script here,
Coaching them on how he wants a line
delivered, Huston's huddle is like the
eye of a hurricane. They are a picture
of intense concentration. Finally they
are ready for rehearsal and assistant
Mickey McCardle bellows "Quiet for re-

hearsal" in a voice that God saves for

umpires, drill sergeants and assistant
directors. Huston blocks Miss Bisset's

moves. He isn't satisfied with the way
she handles the shotgun. Crossing over
to her, he says, "You're not threatening
enough with the gun, dear. Remember
you're going to blow his brains out."

Only Huston can swear with such
eloquence. He makes her carry the hea-
vy piece all through the rehearsal to

become familiär with it. Even with the
hot lights on, it is bitterly cold inside
the set. Miss Bisset's fingers are stiff

and pink as she clings to the cold steel

shotgun.

More tedlous rehearsals. It's dark
outside now and the wind has in-

creased. Huston asks the sound mixer
if the wind will be picked up. "Yes,

sir," comes the reply.

Script Becomes Film

"Good," answers Huston. Gradually.
through hard tedious work by cast and
crew, the scene takes shape. Script be-

comes film. A fantasy is transformed
from one medium to another. Then
Huston is ready for a take. McCardle
bellows once again, the camera crew
slates it, sound calls "Speed" and Hus-
ton quietly orders "Action." Delighted,
the director orders the first take print-

ed and breaks for the day.
On the way back to his trailer, Hus-

ton Said, "There's a mysterious quality
to this last sequence. You don't know if

it's the judge or his ghost that has re-

turned to wreak his vengeance on the
violence that has occurred. The judge
leads an insane attack on the forces of

evil. It's as if the 19th Century rose
from its grave to destroy its prodigy,
the 20th Century." Again Huston was
speaking with an easy intimacy about
Rov Bean and what he represented.
Among the select in the alreadv

Please Turn to Page 21
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gend in bis own Urne. A Hollywood maverick, he has j/^ryived near-diiasters with
flair and an inimitable style that pariakes of both Virilit/ and vanity, sweaf and silk.

Legend Tackles Legend:

Huston, Judge Roy Bean \

BY DAN FORD

TUCSON—You could teil at a glance
that there was something special about
Judge Roy Bean. He was a sturdy gray-
bearded old rooster. A genuine char-
acter with plenty of salt. They say he
was descended from the Cabin Creek
Beans of Kentucky, the kind of people
Iiandy in an Indian fight but awkward
at a tea party. He regarded cheating as

good clean fun and if he drank ttx)

much and washed too little, that was
your Problem, not his.

The records of Pecos County, Tex.,
show that Roy Bean was appointed jus-

tice of the peace on Aug. 2, 1882. His
courthouse was his saloon, the Jersey
LilHe. When his honor called recess ev-

erybody was expected to drink: judge,

Jury and prisoner. He kept a pet bear in

the saloon. The bear drank too. His de-

cisions were based on common sense:

"They send me a new law book every
year," he would say, "but I use it to

light fires wit^i."

Roy Bean sjWit his last years on the
porch of the Jeltoey Li Nie greeting his

admirers, helpin^them i>er|)etuate the
legends about himVielf. He was regard-
ed as a Ulysses of W^t Texas, the man
who had swept the piftaps, dicemen and
gunslingers from the Tent cities^along

the Southern Pacific. He had the auda-
city to call himself "Law* West of the
IVco.s " He had the couranf^p make it

stick. This is the legend that director
John Huston is celebrating in "The
Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean."

"I think we'v^e got a hell of a picture
here," Huston saifl at the "Rov Bean"
Tucson location. "I think it will be very
populär," he said, knocking on the
wooden side-of a building. "Of course
l've been wrong before, but there's a

grand sort of thing about it. The wind
blows through it. The story is a coni-

plete departure from reality, a pure
fantasy." Huston was dressed in his

i)est Regency bück form, leathcr hunt-
ing breeches and knee-high boots. He
was splattered with mud.
John Huston has a face that belongs

in a mine or on the road somewhere.
IVii a thin face, deeply grooved. Under
bright black eyes that glow like sap-
phires are enormous puffy bags. The
gaze is steady. Right to the soul. Wispy
gray hair and beard frame it. Clearly it

is a face weathered by life. An ex|>er-

ienced face. It's easy to believe that by
the time he was 32 Huston had been a
bum rolled up in newspapers in Hyde
Park, an officer in the Mexican cavalry,
an artist starving in Paris, a boxing
Champion and a promising young actor.

The artistic, theatrical side of Huston
comes across in his delivery. The rieh,

mellifluous voice, thin pianist's fingers,

Plon<i(^ Tum to Pdqr 17
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flair and an inimifable sfylo fhaf parfakes of bofh virility and vanity, sweaf and silk*

Legend Tackles Legend:

Huston, Judge Roy Bean
BY DAN FORD

TUCSON—You could teil at a glance
that there was something special about
Judge Roy Bean. He was a sturdy gray-
bearded old rooster. A genuine char-
acter with plenty of salt. They say he
was descended from the Cabin Creek
Beans of Kentucky, the kind of people
handy in an Indian fight but awkward
at a tea party. He regarded cheating as
good clean fun and if he drank too
much and washed too little, that was
your Problem, not his.

The records of Pecos County, Tex.,
show that Roy Bean was appointed jus-

tice of the peace on Aug. 2, 1882. His
courthouse was his saloon, the Jersey
Lillie. When his honor called recess ev-
erybody was expected to drink: judge,

Jury and prisoner. He kept a pet bear in

the saloon. The bear drank too. His de-
cisions were based on common sense:
"They send me a new law book every
year," he would say, "but I use it to

light fires with."

Roy Bean spent his last years on the
porch of the Jersey LiUie greeting his

admirers, helping them perpetuate the
legends about himself. He was regard-
ed as a Ulysses of West Texas, the man^
who had swept the pimps, dicemen and
gunslingers from the tent cities along
the Southern Pacific. He had the auda-
city to call himself "Law West of the
Pecos." He had the courage to make it

stick. This is the legend that director
John Huston is celebrating in "The
Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean."

**I think weVe got a hell of a picture
here," Huston said at the "Roy Bean"
Tucson location. "I think it will be very
populär,** he said, knocking on the
wooden side of a building. "Of course
IVe been wrong before, but there's a
grand sort of thing about it. The wind
blows through it. The stoiy is a com-
plete departure from reality, a pure
fantasy." Huston was dressed in his

best Regency bück form, leather hunt-
ing breeches and knee-high boots. He
was splattered with mud.
John Huston has a face that belongs

in a mine or on the road somewhere.
Tt's a thin face, deeply grooved. Under
bright black eyes that glow like sap-
phires are enormous puffy bags. The
gaze is steady. Right to the soul. Wispy
gray hair and beard frame it. Clearly it

is a face weathered by life. An exper-
ienced face. It's easy to believe that by
the time he was 32 Huston had been a
bum rolled up in newspapers in Hyde
Park, an officer in the Mexican cavalry,

an artist starving in Paris, a boxing
Champion and a promising young actor.

The artistic, theatrical side of Huston
comes across in his delivery. The rieh,

mellifluous voice, thin pianist's fingers,

Please Tum to Page 17
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Huston: Has He Declined or Matured?

"The critics^ inability

to categorize John

Huston leaves them
adrift^ and they are

reluctant lo grant

him a place among
America^s great

directors^
D«n McCoy from Hack Star

By ALLEN McKEE

London

IF
John Huston never ac-

tually became a swamp
pirate er a Tijuana poker

shark, it is nonetheless

easy to imagine him in those

roles. He speaks with the

rieh, gentle authority of one
who has experienced most
that he has wished for in

life, and much that he has

not. In a business where tal-

ent tends to blossom early

and all too quickly die, Hus-
ton has endured, a creative

longevity that he attributes

to the diversity of bis life-

style. "A lot of directors live

almost cannibalistically," he
says. "They spend all their

time in Studios and around
other moLon picture makers.

I've always been interested

in variety."

Recently, Huston was in

London filming "The Mackin-
tosh Man," "a not unconven-
tional, but hopefuUy amus-
ing" spy thriller with Paul
Newman and Dominique San-

da. Lcunging behind his desk
like a great, shaggy bear, he
puffed at the inevitable cigar

and talked cordially about
his career as one of Ameri-
ca's most productive film di-

rectors, a career that began
over 30 years ago with "The
Maltese Falcon" and has con-

tinued through such films as

"Treasure of the Sierra Mad-
re," "The Asphalt Jungle,"

"The Red Badge of Cour-
age," "The African Queen,"

"Beat the Devil," "Moby
Dick," "The Misfits." "The
Night of the Iguana" and

"Fat City." His latest, "The

Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean," will open in New
York Dec. 18.

"Judge Roy Bean" is a per-

fect example of Huston's

eclectic unpredictability. A
total departure from the

squalid realism of "Fat City,"

which graphically depicted

the decline of a boozy prize-

fighter, the new film is a

fanciful excursion into

legend.

"It's an extravagant con-

coction," says Huston, "not

in money, but in idea. Bean

was basically a con man. His

fortune was made in his sa-

loon, short-changing the pas-

sengers of the Southern Pa-

cific Railroad. We ignored

the historical facts and made
him into a hanging, shooting

judge—lots of killing, but it's

all on the romantic side."

With Paul Newman as the

scalawag justice of Vinega-

roon and Ava Gardner as Lily

Langtry, his spiritual Obses-

sion, the film is reminiscent

of an earlier era in Holly-

wood, when movies were fun,

and history was a daydream
peopled with stars.

Huston, of course, flour-

ished in that era. He has

directed most of the legen-

dary idols of American mov-

ies, and his films reveal a

sportive irreverence toward

their projected Images. He
was not afraid to tum Hum-
phrey Bogart into a seedy,

unshaven drifter in "Treas-

ure of the Sierra Madre" er

to cast Marlon Brando as a

homosexual in "Reflections in

a Golden Eye," and his play-

fulness continues with the

Casting of Paul Newman in

"Judge Roy Bean." "I have
no Standard approach to ac-

tors. I choose an actor be-

cause of what I think he
will do, and then I try to

guide him through the role

as discreetly as possible,

without letting him know
that, as director, I'm acting

all the roles myself."

Huston's theatrical educa-

tion began early in life. He
recalls watching his father,

stage and screen star Walter
Huston, during Broadway re-

hearsals and credits those

sessions with teaching him
much of what he knows about

acting. A youthful meeting

with Eugene O'Neill provided

the spark that fired his inter-

est in the theater, but the

early dazzlement was slow

to mature. Drifting aimlessly

from one Situation to anoth-

er, he embarked on a teen-

age flirtation with prizefight-

ing: "I was a pretty good

boxer. There was a time in

the ring when for five min-

utes, I dreamed of becoming

a champ."
He also served a stint as

horseman in the Mexican
cavalry, reporter, short story

writer, painter and sidewalk

artist in Paris and London.

An existential restlessness? A
hidden need for active affii>

mation of seif? Huston dis-

misses it all with a broad

laugh. "I was just having a

very good time!"

It was as a screenwriter

that Huston made his en-

trance into films. "I served

two terms as a writer in

Hollywood. The first time I

went out—in the early thir-

ties

—

I wasn't at all success-

ful, and you know, really,

that was the day of the hack.

When I came back the sec-

ond time, it all had changed,

and my work won consider-

able recognition." On the

merit of his writing credits

("Jezebel," "Juarez." "Dr.

Ehriich's Magic Bullet," "High
Sierra." "Sergeant York")

Huston was eventually given

an opportunity to try his

band at directing one of his

screenplays. The result, of

course, was "The Maltese

Falcon," released in 1941 and
still considered by some to

be his best work, a remark-

able debut in that it betrayed

none of the groping awk-
wardness of a beginner, but

sustained a tight, stylized

professionalism throughout.

The ease of Huston's di-

rectorial technique is appar-

ent during the shooting of

a scene from "The Mackin-
tosh Man." Interrogated by
a sinister Michael Hordem,
Paul Newman is about to be
kicked in the groin by a

femme fatale with bright red.

hair. Huston watches the pro-

ceedings like a sturdy, Thur-

beresque grandfather, issuing

muted instructions from be-

hind the Camera, conferring

quietly with Newman in a
corner of the set. When the

scene is ready for filming,

he settles himself into his

director's chair and tums to

Jenny Runacre, who will de-
liver the blow. "Now, honey,
don't be angry when you kick
him," he says. "Smile."

Critics seem vaguely con-

founded by John Huston's
career. Their inability to
categorize him, to pinpoint

a common theme or unifying
thread in his many films,

leaves them adrift, incapablc

of ^eciding whether his work

has declined or matured,

gone commercial or refined

into something deeply per-

sonal. They are reluctant to

grant him a place among
America's great directors.

Admittedly affected by
what the critics write about

him, Huston \s nonetheless

adamant in his defense of

films which he sees as un-

justly attacked. Asked about

the clich6 criticism that

Gregory Peck's Performance

marred "Moby Dick," he re-

lights his cigar and frowns.

"Well, you know, I think the

idea of 'Moby Dick* was
never really recognized by
the critics, at least never

dwelt on. And that is that

the whole thing is a blas-

phemy. Melville hated God!
I never saw Ahab as a rant-

ing madman, but rather as

a profound figure, a dedi-

cated blasphemer. Peck fur-

nished a kind of nobility, a
heroic stature, O'Neillesque.

But the role didn't coincide

with people's ideas about

Peck, just as it didn't coin-

cide with their ideas about

Ahab."
"Moby Dick," made in

1956, is clearly one of Hus-

ton's favorite films. He de-

lights in explaining how
Moby was actually 20 whales,

some real, some gargantuan
modeis of latex, wood and
Steel; how the last haunting

image of Ahab lashed to

Moby's back was achieved

by strapping Peck to a mas-
sive cylinder afloat in the

sea, literally the last scene

shot, because of the risk in-

volved and Peck's insistence

that it be done after the rest

of the film was finished in

case of an accident.

Such stories demonstrate
a general truth about Hus-
ton's films, which is that the

circumstances of their mak-
ing are often as memorable
as the movies themselves.

There is the near-mythic con-

fusion of "Beat the Devil,"

when Huston and Truman
Capote improvised scenes
mere hours before they were
to be shot. "We went into

that film without a script,"

he laughs. "We found our-

selves in a Situation and de-

cided to box our way out
of it"

Then there is the story

about Katharine Hepbum's
Performance in "The African

Queen." "The first few days
Kate played an austere, bit-

ter woman, armored, bris-

tling. It wasn't Coming off

right, so one day I said

•Play her like a lady, Kate.'

She said *Whom would you
suggest?' and I said 'Eleanor

Roosevelt!' and from then on
she was totally different."

m
And the one about "The

Night of the Iguana," when
Huston, Tennessee Williams,
Richard Burton, Elizabeth
Taylor, Ava Gardner and
Deborah Kerr gathered to-

gether on a tropical isthmus,
and the press predicted cata-
strophic feuds. Huston kidded
the cast by giving everyone
« derringer pistol with the
names of all the others en-
graved on the bullets. "We
got along famously," he says,

chuckling.

At a time when the film

director is perhaps the most
influential artist in contem-
porary culture, Huston's
"style," his particular ap-
proach to directing, remains
elusive. He answers ques-

tions about technique with
Short, unelaborated State-

ments. "I believe in exten-

sive preparation, but I for-

ever discover myself impro-
vising." He works closely

with his technicians through-
out all stages of filmmaking,
from writing the Script to ar-

ranging camera set-ups and
lighting effects to editing.

Does he insist on final

cut? A look of resignation

appears through the cigar

smoke. "No one really ever
has final cut," he says, "even
when you're the producer.
Somebody eise always owns
the picture, and there's al-

ways someone ready to take
it away from you and screw
it up." He recalls with some
bittemess that two of his

films, "The Barbarian and
the Geisha," in 1958, and
"Sinful Davey," in 1969, were
re-edited without his assist-

ance, and he admits that he
tries to shoot in a way "that
doesn't give the editor much
choice."

Huston may next direct

Brian Moore's "The Catho-
lics" in Dublin. And there

are two other films that he
has long wanted to make:
"The Man Who Would Be
King" and "Cortez and Mon-
tezuma." He leans back in

his chair and smiles reflec-

tively. "Maybe TU do them
some day," he says. "Either

one would be quite an un-
dertaking, but if I don't get

Started soon, I'll be too old

to handle it."

Unlikely.

John Huston's charm is the

charm of American movies
in general. His directness, his

generosity, the vast adven-
turous Scale of ' his experi-

cnce, all seem to spring from
a concept that began in

Hollywood, an image of life

as the fulfillment of dreams.
Critics who saw in "Fat
City" evidence of a cynical

Huston philosophy, failed to
grasp an underlying tone, an
implication perhaps even of
heroism. "Certainly it's a
grim ^ilm," Huston says. "But
rather than being downbeat.
a Word I don't like, I feel

an adi^ration for the valor

of these people who, ever
so briefly, look life in the

teeth and then have the drive
to go on kidding themselves."

Existing in the lines of
Huston's profile, rough-hewn
from primitive teak, is the
Suggestion that dreams fos-

tered in movies are not al-

ways merely dreams, that the
maddest fantasies are some-
times realized. That is the
continuing theme of Huston's
work. That is the lesson of
his life. ^
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John Huston Set

As Director Of

Paul Newman Pic
Paul Newman 's latest film proj-

ect, based on life of the hanging
judge, Roy Bean, has been firmed,
with John Huston directing an
original John Milius Script.

Title is "The Life and Times of
Judge Roy Bean." Original title

was "Law and Order.'* John C.
Foreman will produce for New-
man 's Coleytown Prods. in venture
with First Artists Prods., of which
ihe Star is afounder. Nationiil Gen-
eral Pictures releases FAP product.

Film is expected to roll in Oc-
tober on southwest locations with
studio interiors here. FAP, headed
by prez Pat Kelley, has finished
shooting its first project, "Pocket
Money," also a Newman contribu-
tion to the dozen features, three
each from him, Steve McQueen,
Sidney Poitier and Barbra Strei-

sand. Other star's projects are in

work. "Pocket Money" will be re-

leased early next year.

Newman role will be his tiiird

appearance as a real western cliar-

(Continued on Page 11)
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John Huston Set

As Director Of

Paul Newman Pic
(Continued from Page 1)

acter. Prior examples were Billy

The Kid in "The Left-Handed Gun"
and "Butch Cassidy."

Projyect was first being devel-

oped when Richard Lederer, the

former and current ad-pub veepee
for Warner Bros., was in indio

production, with Milius repped by
Mike Medavoy, ex-CMA now IFA.
Lederer retained some points in the

project.
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AVA CARDNER SE
F9R 'köV BEAN'

Ava Gardner, ending a seven-
year absence from Hollywood,
hos been signed by producer
John C. Foreman to co-stor with
Paul Newman in "The Life and
Times of J u d g e Roy Bean/'
based on a screenplay by John
Milius.

John Huston will direct the

featurc, which Starts later this

month in Tucson for National
General releose. Interiors will be
filmed here
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Outruffes
By ARCHER WINSTEN
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2

John Huston, his weathered face happy and relaxed,

**the hardest film I ever made'* completed, was tossing

>r Salt and tequila in \me Mexican style at La Fonda del Sol.

< He had been shooting ''The List of Adrian Messenger"

out in Hollywood, his first there in 10 years, but he took
O a few weeks off between shoot-

2 jng and editing to draw atten-

^j-tion to "Freud," the film ho'd

JiJ
struggled with so long and

2 earnestly in Vienna and Munich.

^ The diflficulty was not physical;

it was something that arose out

country and having made such
imporlant pictures himself.

About Hollywood he said,

"Whon I came back I found
what I had left, ^reat expert-

ness, crews knowing exactly

Ö of the subtle nature of the sub- 1

what they wcre doing, such as

i
ject.

* ^* *
Tills brougflit up the qiiestion

' of whether Huston had ever

been analyzed. It would ßccm
that, just as a psychoanalyst

must first bo analyzed himself,

so a film-maker dealing with

Freud should go through the

mill. But no, Huston had never.

He explained, "First, I have
«eldom been in one place long

enough. I admit I would be curi-

ous. For another th'.ng, I pri/e

irjy own neuroses very highly

indeed.'*

He paused, tlicn took off on
a semi-oratorical tack as he
warmed to the thought: "Only
a thirst for universal knowledüje
would ever overccme the jeal-

ousy with which I guard my
vices."

"Such as, for iiistanee?"

•*I wouldn*t dreani of diviilß:-

In^ tlieiii to yoii. Analysis is

indicat/ed wheii onc*s neuroses
Interfere wltli. one's cre^tlve

j

life. I haven*t liad that. Freud
|

liiniKelf. in his analysis, wasn*i
Ko much interested in curins:

hhiiself as in widening* liis

Jiorizon.**

^ 9^ if,

Concernirig: such Industry ar-

guments as run-away-to-Fu-
rope filmmaking and a direc-

tor's power of Controlling his

picturo, Huston would seem to
be a man with valid oxperien.e,

is never found in Europe." He
qualifiod Ihis with, "I didn't do
much etudio werk over there,

though."
Ho thinks that his distant

film-makJng has occurred part-

ly bcjauso a leal location is in

itself an inspiration, paruy bc-

cause ho likes to tiavel, and
partly bccause reproductions of

foreign locales on studio back-
lots no longer work with a pub-
lic that has scon tlie real thing
in foreign fllms.

^ H' H-

About director control he
said, "Thcy don't mention the
fact that no director has ever
had the ri^ht of final cut. First

cut, yos. And then, by courtesy,

some more. But never. legally,

the ri.sfht of final rnt. That be-

lon^s to the money."
As an example, he men-

tioned the painter who buys his

own paints and is the sole au-
thority on vvhat's done on the
canvas. "But," said he, "in

movies it's the nature of the
medium that you paint with
other people's moncy."

This thouffht turned up the
one man who does liave the
riffht of final eut, Cliarles
Chanlin, wlio happens also to
be the one who risks hi

nioney In mitking the |
* H- H- ^

In few major dire^^i!^ %i
there such a Sharp Äviilo|r
between pictures like "T

having been long out of theiof the Sierra Madre," 'jFh? A.*
— —^^—

—

..
^ ^ _ __

^ ^ —

FILMS <i^" FILMS

phalt Jungle/' "Moulin Rouge,"
"Moby Dick" and his nameless,

leeser efforts. He was asked if

he saw them as art in the first

instanco and entertainment in

the second.

"Neither one," he replied.

"Certain pictures, from begin-

ning to end, are my own, be-

cause the material fascinates

me On the other liand, tliere

are pictures, the material of

someone eise's choosinj?, where
I'm broufj:ht in to do a Job. It's

like a surgcon on an operatio-n.

It's impersonal ".

He added af(<'r thinking; it

over, **I don*t see picüires as
either art or entertaninient. I

ean't draw the line. There
doesn't seem to be any line."
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Herald Tribüne—UPI

A Huston Named Tony
Direclor John Huston h bossing his son Tony, 13, in

tlie boy's acting debut. Hefe ihey pose during the film*

ing of "The List of Adrian Messenger," a suspense tale.

Tony's grandfather was Walter Huston, noted screen

and stage acton ^
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The List of Adrion

Messenger'
A Universal release. A Joel Production.

Produced by Edward Lewis. Directed by
John Huston. Screenplav by Anthony
Veiller. NovH by Philip AAacDonald. The
cast:George C. Scott, Dana Wynter, Clive
Brook, Herbert Marshall, Jacques Roux,
Bernard Archard, Gladvs Cooper, Tony
Huston and John MerJvale. 98 minutes.

>. ;v^lv>.-.^^!^v;,vv.^i^^,•.v;.v.•..."x•A-;si.. .•.\%'.V.*.Vt*.^SV.V.'.'

capable of pleasing and exciting

many.

'List of Adrian Messenger' Arrives
In *The List of Adrian Messenger/* at the Warner and

TransLux 52d St. Theaters, director John Huston turns his

versatile band toa knotty case of possible wholesale mur-
der. He has employed good actors and uses his love of the

fox hunt to good effect. The picture has a fine feel of
place and person.

We Start when a man, Adrian
Messenger (John Merivale) asks

a favor of his friend, Anthony
Gethryn (George C. Scott), to

find out what has. happened to

the ten people on this list while

he's on a trip to America. His
own name is on the list, and
when his plane explodes over
the sea friend Scott launches his

own full-scale investigation.

Clivc Brook Is Back

The Story and plot have no
special interest. There is a de-

gree of suspense and enough
mystification. When we go to

the country cstate and it's a
quostion of riding to the hounds
and pursuing the fox, the ex-

pertise of rider and huntsman
John Huston is much in evi-

dence.

When it's a matter of giving

George Scott his head for a
bang-up Performance, or using
Dana Wynter for the füll effect

of her patrician beauty, or bring-

Ing back Clive Brook for the

Portrait of an aged aristocrat,

or even employing Huston's
young son Tony for his fine

horsemanship, John Huston's
perceptions are exactly right.

Top Stars in Masks
The picture has also a consid-

erable trick up Its sleeve to en-

tice audience participation. It's

a combination of star appear-

ance and modern masquerade
technique. Tony Curtis, Kirk
Douglas, Burt Lancaster, Robert
Mitchum and Frank Sinatra ap-

pear in füll view of the audience
but in ways that defy detection.

Spectators who pride them-
selves on super-penetration will

find tWs a good, stern fest if

they try to make their Identifi-

cation early enough.
Thus the picture malntains its

interest on the several levels of

thrill, characters, location, and
detection with uncommon skill.

In the list of John Huston films,

this could be ranked neither at

top nor bottom but high among
tho pot-boilers because it has
truly superior quality in what
it attempts, a small thing but
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THE NEW YORK TIMES,

Screen: DudleyMoore
Returnsin 'Lovesick'

lORGET "Six Weeks.*' Dudley
Moore, incomparable in "10"

and "Arthur," is back doing
what he does best in "Love-

sick," Marshall Brickman's sweetly
wacky romantic comedy about a suc-

cessful psychiatrist who betrays his

profession by falling wildly in love

with one of his patients. The film,

which opens today at the National and
other theaters, may be the most in-

digenously New York comedy since

Woody Allen's "Manhattan."

I hope psychlatrists don*t take
"Lovesick" too seriously. Though it

makes wlcked fun of the entire profes-
sion, including many patients, and
even though it calls up the amused
shade of Sigmund Freud, in the person
of Alec Guinness, to make caustic
comments from time to time, the
mood is benign and the manner wise
and unaggressively hip.

Things Start to go both right and
wrong for Dr. Saul Benjamin (Mr.
Moore) when, through the sudden
death of a colleague, he inherits as a
patient the beautiful Chloe Allen
(Elizabeth McGovem), whose first

play is in rehearsal with a famous Hol-
lywood actor as its star. Chloe, bom
and bred in Illinois, is a believably
rare young woman. She's intelligent,

talented, capable of inspired reckless-
ness and aware of her own strengths
¥athout being Intimidated by them

If Mr. Brickman's screenplay chal-

lenges plausibility in any serious way,
it's our suspicion that Chloe is so well
adjusted to almost every possibility

that she would never be in serious

needof therapy.
That, however, is no big problem

since Miss McGovem, who looks like

the Morton's Salt girl come to voluptu-

ous life, is the kind of screen Personal-

ity who makes you want to belleve

everything she does.

Like "Simon," Mr. Brickman's first

film as a writer and director, "Love-
sick" is not a comedy with outrageous
highs and lows. It proceeds with such
good-humored, consistent intelligence

that it almost seems to be a new form
of comedy. It would be impossible to

attach a laugh track to such a work,
not because it isn't frequently hilari-

ous but because no two people are
likely to respond to it in exactly the

same way at the same time, which, in

this case, is meant as high praise.

"Lovesick" is also a comedy with-

out a Single really nasty person in it.

There are a number of dopes, Uke Dr.
Larry Geller\Ud[inH«^tfiiü^^
avuncular psySnimRBtr^^o lends to

fall asleep during Saul's sessions; an-
other psychiatrist, played by Wallace
Shawn, who is the first to succumb to

Chloe's beauty and intelligence, and
Ted Caruso (Ron Silver), the Holly-

wood movie star who may or may not
be modeled on AI Pacino.

Saul's patients, all of whom he lets

down badly, are pricelessly well

played by (äiristine Baranski, Ren6e
Taylor, (Jene Saks, Lester Rawlins,
Kent Broadhurst and, especially, by
David Strathaim, as a former univer-

sity Professor who is convinced that

his brains are being scrambled by
radio waves from Space.

Larry Rivers, the artist, tums up
briefly and most comically as the

SoHo artist who is having an affair

with Saul's wife, nicely played by
Anne Kerry, and Alan King and Selma
Diamond are perfectly — that is to

say, suitably — humorless as two
members of the Psychiatric board ap-

pointed to rule on Saul's behavior.

Mr. Moore and Miss McGovem are
such appealing lovers that the movie
successfully bypasses all questions of

ethics. You can believe they were
made for each other and that although
he is a failure as a therapist and un-

Mad« forEoch Other

LOVESICK. written and directed by Marshall
Brickman; direclor of photography, Gerry Flsh-
tr; «dittd by Nina Feinberg; music by Philippe
Sarde; prodOced by Charles Okun; reieased by
Warner Bros. At the Gemini, 64th Street and Sec-
ond Avenue; National, Broadway betwaen 43d

^ and 44th Streets; Murray Hill 34th Sh-eet and
- Lexington Avenue and other theaters. Rurmirw

time: Mmlnutes. This film Israted PG.
Saul Beniamln Dudley Moore
Chloe Allen Elzabtth McGovern
Sigmund Freud Alec Guinness
Nymphomaniac Christine Baranski
Frantic Patient Gene Saks
Mrs. Mondragon Rente Taylor
Gay Patient Kent Broadtturst
Silent Patient Lester Rawlins
Katie Beniamln Anne Kerry
Marvin Zuckerman David Strathaim
TedCaruso Ron Silver
Actress JVnn Glliespie
Play Director JohnTillirtger
StageManager Jeff Natter
Second Actress Peggy l-eRoy Jotmson
Jac Applezweig Larry Rivers
Larry Geller, M.O John Huston
Lionel Gross, M.D Alan King
Harrlet Singer, M.D Selnr>a Dlanrwnd
Gunnar Bergsen, M.D Sttfan Schnabel

faithful as a husband, she is the one
person who will make all go right. One
can't ask much more from a romantic
comedy.

#

"Lovesick,*' which hcß been rated

PG ("parental guidance suggested"),

includes some vulgär language and
sexy situations.

Vincent Canby
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Musicby PHILIPP
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Produced by CHARLES OKUN • Written and Directedby MARSHALL BRICKMAN
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^^Huston's 'Mackintosh Man/ Espionage Film, Opens
-JTHE MACKINTOSH MAN, directed by

John Huston; srreenplay by Walter
Hill, based on Desmond Bagley's novel,

"The Freedom Trap"; produred by
John Foreman; dirertor of photography,
Oswald Morris; editor, Russell Lloyd;
musir, Maurice Jarre; distributed by
Warner Brothers. Running time: 100
minutes. At the Loews State 2 Theater»
Broadway at 45th Street, and Loews
Orpheum Theater, 86th Street near
Third Avenue. This film ha$ been
classified PG.

Rearden Paul Newman
Mrs. Smith Dominique Sanda
Sir George Wheeler James Mason
Macicintosh Harry Andrews
Slade lan Bannen
Brown Michael Hordern
SoamesTrevelvan Nigel Patrick

Brunsicill Peter Vaughan
Judge Roland Culver
Taafe Percy Herbert
Jack Summers Robert Lang
Gerda Jenny Runacrt

By VINCENT CANBY
John Huston's new film,

"The Mackintosh Man," is an

espionage melodrama torn

firom the headlines—20 years

late.

It*s about a secret agent
(Paul Newman), employed by
British intelligence to capture
a master spy who—it turas
out quite early on—is an in-

fluential Member of Parha-
ment, a law-and-order Tory
(playcd with great charm by

Paul Newman

James Mason) who rants on
about complacency and per-

missiveness and the ebbing
of traditional values.

The trap requires a lot of

planning (some of it so cryp-
tic as to be intentionally

Comic), several carefully man-
ufactured false identities, a
spectacular prison break and

locales that shift from Lon-
don to Ireland to Malta
(though the editing is so odd
you may not be immediately
aware that a shift has been
made).

•
"The Mackintosh Man'* is,

technically, an espionage
melodrama, but it strikes me
more as a memory movie. It's

not about memory, heaven
knows. Nothing so fashion-

able. Rather it seems to have
been made from memory,
recalling, as it does, Burgess
and MacLean, the cold war
and especially cold war
movies, every possible va-

riant on which has already
been made, including the
post-cold war movie like

"Scorpio" (about spies who
no longer care).

The screenplay by Walter
Hill, adapted from Desmond
Bagley's novel, 'The Freedom
Trap," has very little to do
with character and motiva-
tion and everything to do
with the incidents and the
mechanics of the spy trade.

All of which seems to inhibit

Huston's talents as a direc-

tor, as well as those of most
of his actors. They must ex-

press themselves entirely in

terms of physical action and
expository dialogue that,

here, aim for complexity and
arouse only confuslon.

•
Part of this confusion may

be the result of the Sound-
track. Three-quarters of the

way through the film I was
ready to admit that wax had
impaired my hearing. That is,

until Dominique Sanda, who
also plays an intelligence

agent, reading aloud from a
newspaper reported that a
reception would be held for

diplomatic and "shersh dig-

nah-TREES," which turned
out to be her way of saying
"church dignitaries."

"The Mackintosh Man"
may have you sitting on the

edge of your seat from time
to time. More often, I suspect,

you'll be cupping a nand to

an ear.

The film opened yesterday
at the Loews State 2 and
Loews Orpheum theaters.
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'Mockintosh Man' Bows

At Loew's State. Orpheum
By ARCHER WINSTEN

"The Mackintosh Man," at Loew's State and Orpheum
theaters, has to do with spies who have penetrated Eng-
land's security, counter-espionage, still others who are not

"What they seem, and complications so ccmplex that it takes

a lot of unravelling before Rearden (Paul Newman) Stands

up and conquers.

There is undercover work,

ag^nts betrayed, pursuits to

the death, cars over cliffs,

and rushing along the nar-

row roads of Ireland. The
scene shifts from London to

Ireland to Malta, all of it

pleasantly acted when you
consider that Newnian is

there with Dominique Sanda
(Mrs. Smith) and Harry An-

ton films, nor the extremely
populär Newman items, nor

the distinguished examples of

British phlegm and fury. It's

just a tolerable melodrama
in which Paul Newman strug-

gles against odds neither you
nor I could face.

Another shortcoming is the

notable absence of anything
that can be taken as ro-

mance. Dominique Sanda,
drews (Mackintosh himself),

^gp^^ting a strande accent as
James Mason, lan Bannen,
Michael Hordern and Nigel

Patrick. When all of them go
dashing around under the

directorial baton of John
Huston, and with music by
Maurice Jarre sounding
vaguely like "Third Man"
music, the effects are not

without interest.

On the other band, this is

not to be placed in the, cate-

gory of the really fine Hus-

the married daughter of the

very English Harry Andrews
—if I heard it right, and some
of the dialogue did slip past
me— shows herseif willingly

immoral, and able to kill

cold-bloodedly on occasdon,

but not very Inspiring to

Newman.
At the end there's more

death than delight, and a
sense of people going away
to other dangerous assign-

'The Macnmtosh Man'

A Warner Bros, release. Produced
by John Foreman. Directed by John
Huston. Soreenplay by Walter Hill.

Novel by Desmond Bagley. Cast: Paul
Newman, Dominique Sanda, James
Mason, Harry Andrews, lan Bannen,
Michael Hordern and Nigel Patrick.
105 minutes. MPAA rating: GP.
(Parental Guidance Suggested).

ments that cannot be pre-

dicted. It's not a picture that

has any more meaning than
a Paperback thriller you read
when you can't go to sleep

and which may even start

you snoring in the midst of

hot suspense. The "mackin-
tosh" can refer equally to a
coat Newman buys and wears
or the man he works for who
is so named. In short, the
picture suggests more than
it solves, begins better than
it ends, which is not too good.
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FRIDAY. DECEMBER 18, 1942

Bogart, Greenstreet

Hitch Stars Together
<» VW<j.V^" ^.W.WM i^""Mv i ii iniT^j

Reed Plays Ästor Son

'Magic Lead Recruited

Italian Tale in Dicker

Goldwyn Signs Ingenue

Raff Hearkens to Serlin

By Edwin Schallert

That "Maltese Falcon" pair, Humphrey Bogart and Sydney
Greenstreet, will be matched up anew in "Three Strangers,"

which is from an original story by Lieut. John Huston, for-

merly regularly writing and directing in the movies. It was
he who guided the two in their initial big success together,

the mystery tale. And it would be an interesting thing, indeed,

if Mary Astor, also in that feature, were also united with thenl

again, but the chances of that are slim, even if a feminine role

were right, because she is busy at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Of course, "Maltese Falcon" was not the only production for

the two male actors. They were cast in *'Across the Pacific,"

which was also dinected^by Huston, and in "Casablanca," but

the new feature will especially illuminate them as teammates.
Henry Blanke, who does mostly *'biggies," is to produce, and

Frank Gruber will direct.



Town Called

Hollywood
By Philip K. Scheuer

Thanks to Warner Bros, promotion, p)eople hearing about

*'the fat man'' usually think of Sydney Greenstreet. I could

name half a dozen other celebrated screen figures who meet

the description but why borrow trouble? Suffice it that, for

the time being at least, Mr. G. has inherited the mantle of

the first ''fat man" of moving pictures—John Bunny.
Consultcd last week on theion

matter, Greenstreet admitted

that he finds the appellation dis-

tasteful. ''Besides," he said, "I

have dropped 40 pounds since I

played in *The Maltese Falcon/

Always been athletic, you know;

golf regularly."

I countered with the Sugges-
tion that a "trade mark," readi-

ly identifiable, will do more to
put an actor across than any-
thing eise.

Greenstreet n o d d e d under-
Standingly. "With the masses,"
he agreed. '*I have no objection
if it makes them happy."

Studio intimates assert that he
tipped the scales at 280 when he
was first weighed in. If he has
lost 40 pounds since then, he
.would now be 240.

Heaviest 'Heavy'

Greenstreet looked pretty hef-

vty to me—though he is com-
paratively fast on his feet and
Jumps to them frequently as if

to prove that laziness isn't neces-
ßarily a concomitant of girth.

Another thing that bothers

him is the fact that Warners
has typed him, figiiratively as

well as literally, as a heavy. For

an avorage 30 of his 40 yca^s on

the stage he played comedy.

That was natural, since fat men
are proverbially f u n n y. But
"The Maltose Falcon" changed
all that. John Huston, the direc-

tor, wanted him for the role of

Gutman, dealer in curious curios,

and Jack Warner clinched it by
phone. That was two years ago.

Up to then, Greenstreet had

Turn to Page 5, Coliiiiin 2
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«^teadfastly refused all Holly-

wood offers; the theater was bis

life.

It still is, in all i^robability, al-

though be confesses tbe cinema
fascinates him. Tbere are, in a
mannor of speaking, other com-
pensations. "I bave signed more
autograph books in front of the
Brown Derby in five minutes
than I did in the theater in five

years," he marveled.

This Lens Business .

Creonstrcet still is afraid of

Iwhat he ralls *'the lens." The
Ions can show what a man is

|actually thinking and tbcre is

no nccd for him to raise his

/oice. That is wby Groenstreot
linsisls on a proloncfcd study be-

foro he will cven consent to plny
|a part. Ile rcspccts aclors who
can, as ho says. "wing it"—step
[into a scene with little or no re-

learsal—but declares that he

isn't one of them. His directors,

he acknowledges, have been pret-

ty nice about this so far

—

notably Hiiston and Michael
Ciirtiz, who guided his black-

markot merchant through the
mazes of *'Casablanca." y
Then there is the business of

"business." "On the stage you
have four, six weeks to work
out your every move; by the time
the curtain goes up it's auto-

matic with you. You can concen-
trate everjihing on building
your scene. Of course, stage act-

ing is cumulative, while in

the studio it's cut up into frag-

monts. Rut the idea is the same/'



At the Movies
m.
^*J.?-:

Tom Bucklcy

that Vm also looking for something that

Miss Le G and I could appear in t(v

gether on the stage.
'

'

tf anyone ever proved the adage that

there are no small parts, only small ac*

tors, it is Elisha Cook, whose name is

unlikely ever to be separated in the

pubhc mind from the "Jr." that he
stopped using professionally several
yearsago.
Secondary supporting roles in "The

Maltese Falcon/* "The Big Slecp."

"Shane" and Stanley Kubrick's first

film, "The Killing," among perhaps 100

in all, have assured him a measure of

screen immortality — almost always
as a rat, grifter, failure, whose pres-

ence remains, nonetheless, riveting

and pathetically human.
Still active at the age of 75, he is cur-

rently in Savannah, Ga., on location

with "Camy," stanring Gary Busey,
Jodie Foster and Robbie Robertson, in

which he plays an over-the-hill hustler.

"The last time I was here was, let me
see, 1934 or 1935, when I was touring
with George M. Cohan in 'Ah, Wilder-
ness

!

' I played Richard, his son, a high-
school kid, very sensitive, poetic, in

love. Imagine that
!

"

Mr. Cook t)egan life on the West
Coast, but it took him 30 years or so to
get back there. "We left for Chicago,
where 1 grew up, six days before the
earthquake of 1906. 1 sold programs in

the lobby for Frank Bacon's
'Lightnin' " and did a walkon for a
bück a night."

Mr. Cook made his Broadway debut
in 1926 in a forgotten farce, "Henry—
Behave!" The cast also included Ed-
ward G. Robinson and Fat O'Brien.
Ten years later, he was on his way to

Hollywood and a movie career, and
there he has remained, except for occa-
sional retums to Broadway, most re-

cently, in 1963, as Giuseppe Givola, the
Goebbels character in Brecht's "Ar-
turoUi."

In "The Maltese Falcon." which
marked VJohn Huston'^ directorial

debut, Mf. Cook played Wilmer, Syd-
ney Greenstreet's gunman.

"I haven't seen Huston since then.

Thefe aren't many others in the cast
still around. The last time I heard,
Mary Astor was in a nursing home.**

"I never watch my movies,** Mr.
Cook said. "Not the dailies, not in the
theaters, not even on television. My
wife, who used to be Carole Landis*s
stand-in— you remember Carole, that

good-looking blonde actress— is a fan,

but Tm not. I don't think Tve seen a Sin-

gle movie in the past 10 years.

"We live up in Bishop, Calif., on the

eastem slope of the Sierra Nevada,
about five hours* drive from Holly-

wood. I only go there if Tm working.
"Funny, isn't it. that I thought Td be

playing romantic juveniles when I went
into movies, and ended up doing pimps,
imformers, rats and heels. That*s O.K.
I love *em. They're much more inter-

esting than straight people.*'

o
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The Whys of Remakes
Reinterpretations of vintage

movies can make for

original new works and a

revealing commentary on

thepresent.

By CARRIE RICKEY

Less than a decade ago, Hollywood directors,

hellbent on debunking movie Conventions,
demystified every genre from horrors to West-
erns. In films such as Mel BrooKs's "Young
Frankenstein*' and Howard ZieiVs "Hearts of

the West," movie mystiques were dissected, mocked
and analyzed in Hollywood's version of Oedipal revolt.

Now, the mystique seenis to be back— and so are new
versions of old classics or personal favorites that have
tickled contemporary directors' fancy. Among Hoily-

wood's Christmas offerings, three— **The Man Who
Loved Women," "Scarlace ' and *To Beor Not To Be"— are rernakes of earlier movies, and they're only the
swell of a wave that has already included **Breathless"

last year, and that promises to crest in the Coming
weeks with **lJnfaithfully Yours," "Against All Odds"
("Out of the Fast," updated), **Where the Boys Are,"
"Crackers" ("Big Deal on Madonna Street" redux)
and, soon, "The Razor's Edge."

Once again, moviemakers are finding that those old

Hollywood scenahos, which for a while may have seem
dateU or too innocent, in fact have a lot of complexity,

charm, or even a kind of archetypal power thät can be
plumbed and translated into more contemporary terms.
Whatever eise may be said about the recent spate of re-

rnakes, these movies are acts of appreciation for the

genres, formulas and achievements of the Originals.

"We did go through a period where we tried to rid our-

selves of the past, but very little new or lasting re-

mained," says Phihp Kaufman, thedirectorof "The
Right Stuff

'

' and the * *The Invasion of the Body Snatch-
ers

'

' remake. *

'We debunked, but what did we put in its

place? Now filmmakers are reaching back to connect
with the maturity of old-style filromaking. Those de-

bunking movit« were part of our extended adolescence.

Perhaps remakes are about continuity with the genera-
tionofthefaihers."

Now, Imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery

— but where does it as a form of art? There remains a
Continued on page 11
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Why Yesterday's Scenarios Inspire Today's Filmmakers
Continuedfrom Page 1

feeling among critics and audiences
alike that remakes aren't a fully re-

spectable or authentic form of movie-
making. **The minute you Start a re-

make, you're reviled by those priests

who call you a heretic," says Philip

Kaufman. **They attack you for

emending the sacred texts.
'

' This atti-

tude may be peculiar to the movies.
After all, no one questions Roy Licht-

enstein's reinterpretations of Matisse
and Leger, or Cole Porter's recasting
of **The Taming of the Shrew" in his

Pirandellian **Kiss Me Kate."

Why the suspiciousness attached

to movie remakes? One reason might
be that with a movie the original still

exists and can often be seen the same
day as the remake. And certainly,

merely repeating something that is

still with US might seem a rather

pointless exercise. When the inverval

of time between the initial movie and
the remake is Short— as in the case of

Fran^ois Truffaut*s *'The Man Who
Loved Women'* and Blake Edwards's
movie of the same title, with only six

years between them— the risk is that

a sense of rediscovery can be re-

placed by a feeling of deja vu.

But just glancing over the ränge

Carrie Rickey writes frequently

aboutfilm.

of recent remakes, it becomes clear
that the levels of imitation and origi-

nality can differ widely in this genre
— from what could be viewed as a
form of facile copying, to a reinter-

pretation which can be both an origi-

nal and an homage to its source.

**Homage is when you have a feeling

for a genre and you create a new
Story in which you invest that feeling,

rather than simply redoing the story

that you like," says Rob Cohen, exec-
utive producer of **The Razor's
Edge" and director of the forthcom-
ing "Scandalous," described^by Mr.
Cohen as JL* *Lubitscl^i^Sturges)roman-

tic comedy.'^ AhcT, as witTT^tlier cases
of artistic influence, remakes can be
enriched by the resonances — the
fond feeling of familiarity — spring-

ing from subtext of the original ma-
terial.

•
Actually, nearly as long as

there's as there's been a Hollywood,
there have been remakes. It may be a
little known fact, but **The Spoilers,"

Rex Beach's saga of lust and betrayal

in Yukon Territory has been remade
more than any other picture — five

versions in all. If you count its first in-

camation (*'What Price
Hollywood?**), **A Star is Born'* runs
a close second, with four stars bom
between 1932 and 1976.

Genre movies — melodramas,
westems, and private eye stories —
tend to be remake fodder because

Below, Wallace
Shawn and
Donald
Sutherland in

"Crackers," a
remake of "Big
Deal on Madonna
Street," with
Vittorio Gassman
and Marcello
Mastroianni.

their scenarios arei archetypal, not

belonging to any particular moment.
The last remake boom occurred dur -

ing the 50's when comedies like **Ni-

notchka" and **The Women** became
recast in the period's image in musi-
cals like "Silk Stockings'' and "The
Opposite Sex,** and whei^^M^Melo-

C^rama, Douglas SirkL threateheftt)

rein^e "eVeiy^Ws weeper from
'*Magnificent Obsession** to "Imita-
tion of Life.** Some directors even re-

made their own movies; Howard
Hawks*s "Bringing Up Baby" be-

came "Man 's Favorite Sport,** "Rio
Bravo became "El Dorado**:

presumably he liked the stories so

well that once was not enough.
Hollywood being what it is, the

reasons for remakes are at undout-

edly at least in part comniercial.

"Scarface** director Brian De Palma
notes that "In Hollywood, everything

has to be new — including movies.
But then there*s the problem of exec-

utives only feehng secure with a
tried-and-true idea because it*s safer.

So Hollywood has it both ways by
remaking old movies because it*s the

only way of getting reliability and
novelty in the same package.'* Or, put
succinctly by Paul Schrader, who re-

made "Cat People," "It's the same
motivation as always: Fear and
greed.'*

But avarice — or hope — hasn't

always been rewarded. In the past,

the melodrama "Back Street,'* thrice

made, has been box-office gold each
time. Y«f; a movie likA^J^eMaltese
Falconlwasn*t well receiveSuntiffTs^J

thifd^version, starrring Mary Astor n

and Humphrey Bogart. '

Perhaps another practical reason
for the current wave of remakes is the

increasing youthfulness of film audi-

ences. Most moviegoers these days
are under 30 and have never seen the
original films being remade. And, ac-

cording to Louis Malle, who has re-

cently completed "Crackers,'* in con-

trast to his native France where vin-

original's stylized burlesque— and to

avoid the seif-conscious anachro-
nisms of Brooks's earlier sendups,
"We wanted it to be true to the period,

true to the movie style of the origi-

nal.**

In fact, scene for scene if not line

by line, the film follows the Organiza-
tion o^LubitscJi^942 original, add-
ing a new character — Anne Ban-
croft's homosexual dresser— to draw
out the parallels between the two sub-
jugated minorities, Jews and gays, in

occupied Poland.

Would it have been more relevant
to situate the remake explicitly in

present-day Poland and teil the story
of a Solidarity theatrical troupe? One
of the difficult questions a writer or a
director of any remake faces is that of
of transposing a story from one his-

torical context to another. Wh^n
Ernst Lubitsch's "To Be or Not to|

^as originally released, shortly

'America's entry into World War
II, the anti-Nazi comedy could be
easily construed as democratic

Culver Pictures

Above, Linda Darneil and
tage films are frequently revived and « d Hp^rrison In the 1 Q48
Diav to first-run hoiisf^s - in Ampr- V. ^Sg»>

riarrjson^n uie l^^ö

IJnfaitKfSlIvYours.'V

Propaganda — a resonance certainly

retamed in the remake, but without so
immediate a correlative. "Unfaith-

fully Yours," the sidesplitting comic
symphony written and directed by
whizzban^S^restonSUir^ starred

Rex HaiTisoiijras""T'"cond^ with
"IfiSny^things in common with Sir

Thomas Beecham, a recognition fac-

tor certainly absent from the forth-

coming remake with Dudley Moore.
One answer to this problem is to

tackle the differences in period ex-

pressly and to capitalize on contem-
porary reverberations in an older

movie, or altem them within a new
context or Conventions. "UnfaithfuUy
Yours," for example, seeks to upxlate

and make more realistic its scenario.

Says Mr. Zieff, "Sturges made a
broad, cartoon comedy, I was inter-

ested in tuniing his drawing-room
caricatures into characters who
would be believable in today's

World." Mr. Zieff, working with a
Script by Valerie Curtin and Barry
Levinson, has considerably changed
the clockwork mechanism of Sturges.

In the original, while conducting an
evening of Tchaikowski, Rossini and
Wagner, the hero plots three move-
ments of revenge against his wife's

alleged infidelity — the fourth

"movement" being a slapstick ca-

cophony of the first three. The re-

make reduces his fantasies from
three to one, simplifying a structur-

ally remarkabie script into a more
coherent, plausible one.

Louis Malle decided to make
"Crackers," based on in Mario Moni-
celli's "Big Deal on Madonna Street''

simply because Jeffrey Fiskin

(scenarist of "Cutter's Way"),
handed him a script set in a locaie he
particularly likes — San Francisco's

Mission district. However, his mod-
emizing of the original scenario is kin

of Mr. Zieff 's: " 'Big Deal' is Itauan

commedia dell'arte, with all its

stereotypes; *Crackers,' my remake,
is a more improvisational, modern

play to first-run houses, " in Amer
ica, movies don't have a second life.

Except for the refreshing case of the
Hitchcock rereleases, in this country
the only way to introduce a new gen-
eration to classics is to remake
them.*'

But pragmatism and commerce
aside, what attracts filmmakers to a
particular source — and how do they

go about transforming it into their

own work? Both Mel Brooks, pro-

ducer of the new "To Be or Not to

Be,*' and Howard Zieff were drawn to

their chosen scenarios for their time-

less qualities. Both films are marital

comedies about infidelity and two-ca-

reer households — situations with

ample cpntemporary appeal.i Mr.
Zieff see^VMLJnl^^ "a
comedy oijSlousy and o5session —
timeless characteristics."

Preserving the comic formuias

and the elan of vintage movies was
also a paramount consideration for

"To Be or Not to Be** director Alan

Johnson who wanted to maintain the

iasTassTa:^is.inski and Dudley Moore
are in a new version ot the comedy.

approachto comedy," he says.

Some directors — for example,

"Scarface's" Brian De Palma and
Taylor Hackford, director of "An
Officer and a Gentleman" and
"Against All Odds" — are impelled

by what they see as strong similari-

ties l)etween earlier scenarios and the

present, Mr. De Palma, well-known

for his loving tributes to Hitchcock in

"Obsession,*' "Dressed to Kill," and
"Blow Out," says about his motiva-

tions for reinterpreting Howard
Hawks's "Scarface": "When you're

thinking of material for a movie,

you're naturally drawn to other peo-

ple's work that you like. * Scarface' is

not just simply homage, were deal-

ing with a parallel milieu that's as

compelling today as it was in 1932 in

Capone's Chicago. Both Hawks's film

and my own are about pugnacious im-
migrants hungry for success."

Mr. Hackford, smitten with cult

favorite Jacques Toumeur's 1947

"Out of the Past," a Robert Mitchum-
Kirk Douglas thriller (yes, those two
cleft chins were in the same movie to-

gether) of sexual and business be-

trayal, wanted to remake it precisely

because "it was out of Step with its

era. Its three characters are ambiva-
lent, neither good nor bad. It was a
movie without sentimentality, with-

out schmaltz, and seemed applicable

to today's moral climate." Mr. Hack-
ford had a strong sense of collaborat-

ing with Toumeur. "When you work
on a remake," Mr. Hackford says,

"you have a legacy from the original

so you work doubly hard to be worthy
ofit."

Whether out of admiration for an
older work, or a desire to work within
a given framework— a time-honored
method used by artists in all fields—
many directors today seem intent on
exploring those mechanisms and
mysteries that make vintage plots

perenniaily potent. Producer Martin
ßregman, who initiated the "Scar-
face" remake, notes, "Let's face it,

as Plato said, there 're only 36 plots

and more movies than that are made
in Hollywood every year."

But the variations on timeless

plots can also be a revealing com-
mentary on the present. In "Against
All Odds," the private detective in the

original becomes quarterback; in the

new "Scarface," a bootlegger be-

comes cocaine czar: Such Updates

can Chart the evolution of American
heroes and anti-heroes, subtly record-

ing the continuities and the shifts in

the culture.

Moreover, many filmmakers find

that such undertakings can be acts of

Innovation as well as as exploration.

Asked whether there is a substantial

difference between remaking and
creating a new work, Mr. Schrader
rephed, "Not much. in all the arts,

moments of originality are rare at

best Arthur Koestler said that great

moments of creativity are when two
things not put together t)efore get put

together for the first time. That can

happen in a remake, and it can hap-

pen in an original creation.

I
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im Wenders's 'Hammett'
f* ByVINCENT CANBY

HlM]ma
sor

METT/* the first

major American movie
Wim Wenders, the

sometimes excellent Ger-
» man director ("The Goalie's Anxiety

J at the Penalty Kick," ''The American
• Friimd")» isn't quite the mess one

{ might expect, considering the length
i of time it's been in production and the

Z number of people who seem to have

£ contributed to it. It's not ever boring,

I
but heaven only knows what it's sup-

• posed to be about or why it was made.

I
One answer would serve both ques-

Ii
tions.

k It opens with a note to the effect that

\ Samuel Dashieil Hammett was a real

• person, but that everything that fol-

5 lows is fiction. Why make a fiction

% film about the man who virtually in-

$ vented the low-life private-eye genre
• with such novels as "The Maltese Fal-

w con" and **The Glass Key"? Accord-

^ ing to the film's Publicity material,

« Joe Gores, who wrote the novel that

J
inspired the movie, wanted to explore

• the relationship between Hammett's

5 early career as a detective with the

( Pinkerton Agency and the stories he

\ later wrote. There's also mention of

CoasI Caper
HAMMETT, dirtcted by Wim Wenders; screen-
play by Ro$s Thomas and Dennis OTIaherty;
adaptation by Thomas Pope, based on the book
by Joe Gores; photography by Phflip Lathrop
and Joseph Biroc; edited by Barry Malkin, Marc
Laub, Robert Q. Lovett and Randy Roberts;
music by John Barry; produced by Fred Roos,
Ronald Colby and Don Guest; presented by
Francis Ford Coppola; released by Orion Plc-

tures/Warner Bros. At ttte BeeKmar)/ Second
Avenue and 65th Street and other ttwaters.

Hamn>ett Frederic Forrest
Jimmy Ryan Peter Boyle
Kit Conger-Sue Alabama Marilu Henner
English Eddie Hagedorn Roy KInnear
Eli Elisha Cook

Lieutenant O'Mara R. G. Armstrong
Detective Bradford Richard Bradford
Fong Wei Tau Michael Chow
Punk David Patrick Kelly
Donaldina Cameron Sylvia Sidney
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something called "the central tension

existing between his two worlds."
There's very little tension in this

movie, though there is a good deal of

confusion. The screenplay, set in San
Francisco in 1928, is neither good
enough to exist on its own as straight

film noir, like Lawrence Kasdan's
"Body Heat," nor is it witty and funny
enough to succeed as parody , like Carl

Reiner's technically masterly '*Dead

Men Don't Wear Plaid."

Most disappointing is the total ab-

sence of Mr. Wenders 's point of view
as a European eintaste fascinated by
American movies, the quality that dis-

tinguished his beautiful, melancholy
caper film, "The American Friend,"

as well as his less successful but still

interesting "The State of Things."

"Hammett" is about Hammett
(Frederic Forrest), often called Sam,
not only because Samuel was actually

his first name but also because we are

thus meant to associate him with his

most famous fictional creation, Sam
Spade. When first met, Sam, a strug-

gling author who writes for the pulps,

is sitting in his cheap San Francisco
apartment finishing a new tough-guy
yam. He smokes one cigarette after

another, coughs his lungs to shreds,

slugs Whisky and, at least once, is

viewed upward from beneath the keys
of his ancient Underwood.
The film's story— as opposed to the

flashes of stories we see in Sam's
Imagination— involves Jimmy Ryan
(Peter Boyle), a father figure to Sam
and a former Pinkerton agent, who
wants the younger man's help on a
new case, and Crystal Ling (Lydia
Lei), a young Chinese prostitute

Jimmy is searching for. The cast of

supporting characters includes a
beautiful librarian, who loves Sam
truly and well; a gun-crazy, sadistic

punk; the punk's older, elegantly
mannered, English-accented lover, a
criminal lawyer; a couple of crooked
San Francisco detectives, and a half-

dozen rieh and prominent Citizens who
are being blaclunailed.

It is apparently the film's arrogant
intention to convince us that the caper
we see in "Hammett" is the real-life

Story that eventually prompted Ham-
mett to write "The Maltese Falcon."
That, I think, is called chutzpah.

"Hammett" is not difficult to Sit

through. Mr. Forrest, who was mis-
cast or, maybe, misdirected in "One
From the Heart," is an attractive,

easygoing Hammett, a fellow who
looks and behaves as if he might well

be a writer. It is, however, a mostly
passive role, that of the writer as ob-

server. Mr. Boyle's role, as wrltten,

makes no sense, but Miss Lei is nicely
wicked as a sort of Oriental Mary
Astor.

Roy Kinnear plays the part that

Sydney Greenstreet made larger than
life iiV^nHuston's blassic 1941 film,

"The SGBTeS^TalcöA." Elisha Cook,
who played the punk in that film,

tums up here as a taxi driver who
helps Sam out of tight places, and Syl-

Frederic Forrest as Hammett.

via Sidhey, beautiful, gallant woman,
plays a tiny role as one of the people

who aids Sam's investigation. Samuel
Füller, the director who has appeared'

in other Wenders films, also makes a
brief appearance in "Hammett. '1
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^Bogie Was for ReaV
By MARY ASTOR, actress and novelist

LAGUNA HILLS, Calif.

IN
those days it wasn't very smart to be

a rebel. It threatened the status quo. "In

those days." It sounds very long ago,

very nostalgic, very Paul Whiteman-ish.

Well, it is. Before World War IL Before

a little girl named Elizabeth Taylor did a film

called "National Velvet." Days when the

movie business was fat and smug with its slip

only beginning to show.

An actor was supposed to stick to acting,

stick to the script. Be satisfied with his multi-

figure salary, show up on the set with clear

eyes promptly at 9, have the day's work

properly memorized ("Do you know your

lines?"), don't argue with the director, don't

be difficult. The producers had enough head-

aches. There were some exceptions. Bette

Davis, Ann Sheridan, stirring up trouble over

contracts. Boy, what did they want! Some

people were never satisfied.

There was one actor who knew the score.

Go along with it, koep quiet and collect your

dough. He was a hard-working guy, a good

craftsman. He would have hooted if anybody

had called him an artist. Or if they'd called

him "Mr. Bogart." Or "Humphrey."

*
He wasn't very tall, vocally he had a ränge

from A to B, his eyes were like coal nuggets
pressed into his head and his smile was a

mistake that he tried to keep from happening.

He was no movie hero. He was no hero at all.

To those who say he wasn't really a very
good actor, I protest loudly. A good actor is

supposed to "lose himself" in the character

he plays. Instead the character got lost in

Bogie, and gained by it. His technical skill

was quite brilliant. His precision timing was
no accidcnt, and he kept other actors on their

toes because he listened to them during a

scene, he watched, he lookcd at them. He
wasn't up stage center acting all by himself.

In terms of today, he "related."

He was never "all by himself." He was
there. He looked at the world, at his place

in it, at movies, and at life in general and

he wore no rose-colored glasses. There was
something about it that made him contemp-

tuous and bitter. He related to people as

though they had no clothes on, and no skin,

for that matter. If they grabbed at their

various little hypocrisics for protective cover,

he laughed with a particularly unpleasant

chortle.

Bogie would have Üked a world that was
loyal and loving. and truthful and generous.
There was something in him that responded
instantly to anyone or anything that was "for

real." But not too deeply. He might get
hooked. He was scared of getting "hooked
with a dame." He hated the marriage trap,

of bcing used, of being possessed, of being
made to buckle down as a providcr. I think
the remarkable Lauren Bacall knew who he
was, let him be who he was and what he was
and, in return, he was at last able to give

something no other woman could grab from
him. His total commitment.

But way back "in those days," pictures were
still black and white, not only literally but in
character. It was the time of the good guys
and the bad guys right down the line. I had
just finished playing a bad guy in "The Great
Lie" with Bette Davis. The character of the
Pianist was ruthless, ambitious, selfish. I had
thoroughly enjoyed playing the part after a
stultifying run of good guys. The kind that
the Script described as "lovely, beautifully
dressed," and thoroughly boring.

One afternoon Bogie and John Huston came
over to my house with the script of "The
Maltese Falcon." They both had an excite-
ment about them that was contagious. I was
familiär with the book as a piece of crisp
literature. But the idea of putting it onto the
screen, a^ it was written, seemed very far out.
Surely you'd have to make some changes. No
changes. Nothing but translation from one
medium to another; this was the skillful Job
John had done as the scenarist and which he
would keep intact as director. He had never
directed before, but Bogie said, "You put this

in somebody eise's hands — you know what
they'U do with it!" I didn't have to be talked
into playing Brigid O'Shaughnessy. Here was
something with three dimensions. She was
attractive, charming, appealingly feminine and
helpless, and a complete liar and a murderess.
Actually the entire cast of characters had
this multi-faceted quality and subsequcntly
audiences were kept off balance by not being
sure whom to hate or to root for.

The Story itself was a Jigsaw puzzle—^with-

out a piece missing. To keep us from being
confused, Johnny shot the picture in sequence
as much as possible. Even so, almost every
day one of us would get "lost"—me or Bogie
or Peter Lorre or somebody. "Now wait a

minute—he was on the boat, wasn't he ? How
can he have had time to " or something
similar. After a good deal of shouting, "What
are you talking about! No, you're wrong,
don't you see " Johnny would pull up a
canvas chair and shut us up and quietly

explain it. Once more.

I'm sure that in the metlculous planning of

the Script Johnny had allowed time for relaxa-

tion in his schedule. Time to make jokes, to

clown, to Sit around. We did a great deal

of that. We had to, for the emotional intensity

of the various relationships, the whip-cracking
speed of individual scenes, the fountains of

words, would have been exhaustlng. We
would go over to the Lakeside Golf Club for

a long hour-and-a-half lunch period, the cast

and other members of the cony

I I
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lai. w'e had to, for th© emotional intensity
of the variou» relationshipfl, th© whip-cracklng
peed of individual fccnes, th© fountain* of
words, would hav© been ©xhauatlng. W©
would gfo over to th© Lakesid© Golf Club for
a long- hour-and-a-half lunch period. th© cast
and other ni©mbers of th© Company. W© sat
at a big table outdoor» besid© the pool and
peopl© from other companies would eye us
»uspiciously because we weren't In a hurry
and we could always «ay imugly, "Wa'r«
ahead of achedule." . ^

Ther© was usually considerabl© on-the-level

kidding around the table, and if you didn't

lik© it you wer© ignored afterward. I re-

member one man (not in th© caat) who gfot

huffy and insulted, and he wajs a very lonely

person imtil Bogie said, "Let's let him back
in!** Just to get into the act one day, I

made the mistake of piping up wlth some klnd
of naive smart -crack ^nd the kldding was
turned onto me unmercifully. I did the best
I could for a while, but it was more than I

could handle. Tears started popping and, I
whimpered, *'I just can't keep up with this,!"

Bogie laughed his head off, along wlth the
rest, and then got up from the table and came
around to my place. He wiped the tcara away
with his handkerchief and said, "You'r© okay,
baby, take It easy. So you're not very smart—^but you know it and what the hell's wrong
with that!" That's all you had to b© with
Bogie, just yoursclf, whatcver it was, and you
had his friendship.

,

For those who might be curious, playing
lov© scenes with Bogie was hardly excltingf

because he didn't like them. Not the **I love

you, I'm yours forever, d^rling" type. Ronnie
Colman might kiss the tips of a girl's fingers,

but Bogie would have eliminated such a scene

from the script with an apologetic phrase
containing a few words of obscenity. His
expression of love for the leading lady pro-

jected itself as though it emanated from some-
where deep in his guts rather than from *'the

heart." Bogie didn't have to kiss the girl. He
didn't have to touch her. You knew by the

way he looked at her, by what he said to her

or about her, whether he loved her or not. ^.I

think it was in "Across the Pacific" that a

kiss was required and I remember after th©

first take saying irritably, "Try not to knock
my teeth out th© next tlme!" And Bogt© re-

plied. "I'm sorry, kid." And then / had to

apologiz© because he waa sorry—and em-
barrassed.

e

in

s

e

•'Across the Pacific" was an attempt to cash
In on a foUow-up of a successful combination.

Huston, Bogart, Greenstreet, Peter Lorre and
me. Minus a script. The first Version wasn't

bad. It was all about thwarting a Japanese
plot to attack Pearl Harbor. By the time wp
commenced work on it late in December of

1941, Pearl Harbor had been attacked, and
the story was changed to thwarting a Japa-
nese plot to blow up the Panama Canal.

Bogart said, "Let's hurry up and get this thing

over with before the Canal goes too." It

wasnt very good and nobody was happy about
it. Then, in th© middl© of it, John Huston
had to answer a call from Uncle Sam to go
to work in Washington, and the whole thing

limped through to a conventional chase, and
happiness ever after. ^r»

Bogie had his troubles, his longing for i.

good World, his need to trust and to belicve.

Like the rest of us. But h© couldn't dismiss

it with a philosophy, or stick his head in th6

sand. He was "aware'' and he blew. Violently

and often. And when he was drunk he wa4
bitter and smilingly sarcastic and thoroughlj^

unpleasant. -^

The Bogart cult that has emerged is ver'y

understandable. There he is, right there on th^

screen, saying what everyone is trying to sa^

today, saying it loud and clear, •'I hate hypoci-

risy. I don't believe in words or labeis or muoH
of anything eise. I'm not a hero. I'm Ä

human being. I'm not very pretty. Lik© m4
or don't lik© me." ''^

We» who knew him well, we liked him»

Bogi©%aa for real.
'^'
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The Facts,

Ma'am \h<^
THEDETECnVE IMHOLLYWOOD
By Jon Tuska.

Ulustrated. 436 pp. New York: Doubleday & Co. $14.95.

ByANDREW SARRIS

JON Tuska's "The Detective in Hollywood," iike

his **The Filming of the West" last year, repre-

sents a large yet curiously modest attempt to

write the history of a movie genre. The author's pro-

logue is packed with disclaimers : **My exposure to de-

tective fiction has been desultory on the whole. I pos-

sess nothing Iike the encyclopedic knowledge of so

many who talked with me in my various travels as I

was putting this book together. . . . Some rather emi-

nent critics have recently undertaken to approach this

form of Creative endeavor with metaphysical or socio-

logical implications. I confess I am not up to it. . . . I do
not know, as I have said, all there is to know of the sub-

ject of detective fiction; and certainly I would remark
the same about detective films. . . . I do not arrogate

to myself the assumption critics must make, that I am
able to best determine what was good cinema and
what was not, which films are worth watching, and
which ones are best left neglected. ..."

Mr. Tuska does make many value judgments no-

netheless, and he even dabbles in **metaphysical or

sociological implications" on occasion, but he is con-

cemed mostly with the facts, ma'am. And these are to

be found primarily in thumbnail biographies of

writers, directors and players in the field, short Inter-

views with some of the survivors, gossijJy production

stories with fascinatingly detailed financial informa-

tion, plot summaries ranging from tantalizing hints on

whodunit to full-fledged analyses of the different end-

ings in the book and the movie. Hence, his work is

stronger on where all the bodies are buried than on

why they got there. Even when the author makes a

speculative leap his take-off is vaguely nonacademic

:

**Somewhere I have read that the detective was orlgi-

nally a ]:^rsonification of the Enlightenment.

"

The book is certainly not modest about its scope,

beginning as it does on the first page with the "birth"

of detective fiction in April 1841, when Edgar Allan

Poe's **The Murders in the Rue Morgue" broke into

print in Graham 's Magazine, and concluding on the

last page with a celebration of the twilight glories of

Robert Benton's ''The Late Show." In the intervening

pages the author touches most of the bases between
Sherlock Holmes and Mike Hammer, between Raffles

and Boston Blackie, between Charlie Chan and
**Chinatown." The subject itself is so strongly lodged

in our cultural subconscious that though Mr. Tuska 's

background Information is often trifling, it is never

tedious. My own childhood memories were aroused by
the revelation that Dashiell Hammett had supplied the

copy for the comic strip "Secret Agent X-9." The
general reader may be amused by the Suggestion that

Nick and Nora Charles in "The Thin Man" were mod-
eled after Hammett and Lillian Hellman. Whereas a

straight genre analyst would then concentrate on the

mystique of Nick and Nora Charles, Mr. Tuska di-

gresses into the lives and loves of William Powell and

Andrew Sarris is associate professor of cinema at

Columbia University and author. most recently, of

"The John Ford Movie Mystery.
if



Myma Loy, who, we leam, barely spoke to each other

off-camera. And so it goes in a book that becomes the
sum of its digressions as it sprawls every which way.
Although Mr. Tuska does display much of the buffs

weakness for trivia, he never becomes entangled in

the cobwebs of nostalgia. Unlike most buffs, he is not

passionately involved with the past to the point of ei-

ther conservätism or classicism. Significantly, the

book is dedicated **For Samuel Dashiell Hammett,
who brought contemporary America to the detective

Story. And for Roman Polanski, who brought the
vividness of Hammett *s vision to the screen." One can
understand the homage to Hammett, but one would
expe^t the second dedication to devolvetjjn John Hus-

>r Humphrey Bogart for bringing Sam bpadeTo"
fe in the 1941 production or^süigMaltese Falcon.**

One might expect even a nod to RaymorithShaftdtef'
and Howard Hawks for "The Big Sleep.'* But Romaa
Polanski for "Chinatown*' is a perverse choice by any
Standards. Also, Robert Altman's very eccentric

screen version of Chandler's *'The Long Goodbye*' is

treated more kindly here than one would expect it to

be in a traditional survey of the genre. The deep pessi-

mism and antie absurdism that typify both

"Chinatown" and **The Long Goodbye" actually cor-

respond with Mr. Tuska 's cynical conception of

**truth** in the detective film. Evil, according to Mr.
Tuska, flourishes at all levels of our society, and the

detective film indulges in the purest fantasy when it

follows the dictates of the censor in punishing male-
factors with 100 percent efficiency.

Thus, although Mr. Tuska confesses an early addic-

tion to Rex Stout's Nero Wolfe and the EUery Queen
mysteries, he is less impressed with clue-oriented de-

tectives like Wolfe, Queen, S. S. Van Dine's Philo

Vance and Agatha Christie's Hercule Poirot than he is

with corruption-obsessed detectives like Hammett *s

Sam Spade and Chandler*s Philip Marlowe and even
Frank Sinatra's Tony Rome. (Ross Macdonald*s Lew
Archer is apparently too long-lost-family-oriented for

Mr. Tuska's taste in social realism.) But if the

thematic thrust of the book can be said to lead us away
from the rational world of the sleuth into the irrational

World of the private eye, it seems pointless for the au-

thor to devote so much space to every last wretched
poverty-row production of Mr. Moto and Mr. Wong

and their ilk. Better to expand the provocative chapter

on film noir, a term Mr. Tuska credits to a cineaste

named Nino Frank, who derived it in 1946 from Marcel
Duhamers "Serie Noir" books. The gloomy shadows
and marginal morals of film noir come into their own
in the 40*s with "Citizen Kane** itself leading the way
as the grandest, greatest private-eye mystery movie
of them all. Mr. Tuska is not without taste in this area;

he can appreciate the stylistic contributions to the noir

subgenre by Alfred Hitchcock ("Rebecca**), Orson
Welles ("The Lady From Shanghai**), Billy Wilder

("Double Indemnity") and Otto Preminger
("Laura**).

On the whole, however, Mr. Tuska surrounds his

subject without ever penetrating it. Lacking a feeling

for myth or fable or fantasy, he is unable to provide

the cogent insights we would have expected as a mat-
ter of course from the late Robert Warshow. Nonethe-

less, though "The Detective in Hollywood** is not the

definitive work we might have been anticipating, it

can serve admirably as a sturdy reference back-up for

whatever magically insightful volume should happen
to emerge in the future.
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By iOHN CANADAY "

AST week at a preview

of Robert Altman's "The

Late Show," a detective

movie of the tough school

written and directed by

Robert Benton and sched-

uled to open in New York on Thursday,

the 20 invitees from an academic Com-

munity included an 80-year-old profes-

sor emerita of French and Italian litera-

ture who tends to judge today's theater,

including movies, by the Standards set

in the 17th Century by Moliere and the

Commedia dell'Arte, and a couple of

scholarly film buffs so young that they

think of the 1941 Version of Dashiall

Hammett\*The Maltese Falcon''ar a

historical mbnuinent to be stujjiq like

the first folio eaillOH ftl SliiaKespeare.

To oounterbalance the high-flying

scholarship and intellectualism, a

clutch of types from daily life who
just piain like to go to the movies werc

included on the guest hst.

It will be up to the critics to pro-

nounce official judgment on " The Late

Show," but I can report that it en-

tranced this quite diverse audience, in-

cluding even one professorial couple

who contend that no gun should be

fir3d and no blood should be shed in

anything intended as public entertain-

ment. They are given to marching out

of theaters as conspicuously as possib f

in Protest when this happens, but they

were unable to tear themselves out of

their seats during this movie where two
shootouts and several murders of a

more intimate nature make the screen

run red from time to time.

Whatever one thinks of '*The Late

Show," it is clearly a genre movie—the

tough private eye whodunit which

Started primitively with such specimens

as "The Cat and the Canary" in 1927.

was developed with Bebe Daniels and
Ricardo Cortez in the first version of

"The Maltese Falcon" in 1931, and
reached a p^ak in 1941 whA John Hus-
ton's veanon with Mary \5t0rand

Bogart hit the screen as a

straight commercial program movie in-

stead of the revered classic that it has
now become, a masterpiece for dissec-

tion and technical analysis rather than
the electrifying entertainment that it

was. When the police took Mary Astor
away in the last scene and she cast

that supplicating but despairing look
back at Humphrey Bogart, she broke
my heart (his, too, but a tough private

eye never shows it) and I knew that

the detective movie had come into its

own as an art form. Here at last were
real people involved in real situations

—not the kinds of people or the kinds
of situations you run into very often,

but real. You could get, as the word
is today, involved.

Remember that scene? Here were a

couple of people, each of them having
been somewhat roughed up by life be-

fore they met, who feil in love before

he discovered that she was the murder-
er he was hunting. He could have left

the crime on the records as unsolved,
but he turned her in. Standing in an

John Canaday, who recently retired

as art critic of The New York Times,
is currently a visiting professor of art

history at the University of Texas in

Austin and is the author of seven mur-
der mysteries under the Pseudonym
Matthew Head.

** 'Pumping Iron' is about physically large people with small

goals, 'Harlan County, V.S.A/ is the opposite." (Vincent Canby)

A New Private Eye Proves

There's Life in the Old Genre
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elevator, in the hands of the law, she

gave him that look, breaking all hearts,

just as the door closed.

If you were there in 1941, you can

have followed at first band rather than

in film libraries the course of the detec-

tive movie through such degradations

as the James Bond series and a high

point or two such as "Harper" in 1966,

winding up with "Chinatown" and that

recent stultifying exercise in the arche-

ology of the whodunit, "Murder on the

Orient Express," published 43 years

ago by Agatha Christie as "Murder in

the Calais Coach."

This is a bad moment to be saying

anything irreverent about Dame Aga-

tha, whose recent death and posthu-

mous best seller have intensified the

personal affection and the professional

adulation in which her fans hold her

and her work, but I have always been
irritated by her trick plots and unable
to take any interest in her papier-

mäch6 characters, including her detec-

tive, the late Hercule Poirot, a card-

board nonperson who barely makes the

grade into the second dimension. The
trickiness was at its purest in "Murder
in the Calais Coach," where the answer
to "Whodunit?" was "everybody." A
large group of 14 or so people, each
with a personal reason for revenge
against the prospective victim, got to-

gether and reserved all the other spaces
in this overnight sleeping car in which

Can Art Carney,
as an aging gum-

shoe in **The

Late Show,"
measure up to

Humphrey
Bogart as Sam
Spade and Dick

Powell as

Philip Marlow?

the vHlain was traveling, and each of

them went into his compartment, one
at a time, and stabbed him.

The technique of the old-fashioned

whodunit was to throw suspicion on
everybody and eliminate characters one
at a time until the least likely one,

at the end, tumed out to be the killer.

By making everybody guilty, Dame
Agatha kept the question open until

the last moment at the expense—as

usual in the old fashion whodunit—of
all credibility. That is not the way Pf9*
ple get murdered. Not even the $Ul^
all-star cast of "Murder on ^ OH^t
Express," overaoting al! over tll# pltce

in about 14 different styles> could do
much with that stale old exeitise In

deception. (Good stories never grow
old.) Their Performances dangled sepa-

rately along the thin chain of Dame
Agatha's plot, rattling against one
another like so many gold-plated

Souvenirs on a charm bracelet.

I forget just when Dorothy L. Sayers

entered the scene as Dame Agatha's

rival, but so far as I can recall, no
movies of any consequence were made
from her volumes of genteel pap. After

the decline and fall of the straight

Continued on Page 28
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Hollywood's NewWave of Writers

Simulating Poverty and Art

Paul Schrader became disillusioned when his Script was altered to fit Robert Mitchui
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By CHARLES HIGHAM
Los Angeles

IS
there a new breed of writer in

Hollywood? Lately, there has been

a lot of fervent talk about a school

of fresh, innovative soreenwriters

taking over the movle capital; yet it is

quite possible that these hotshot au-

thors of the seventies are just as com-
mercial-minded as their assembly-line

predecessors ever were.

There are differences, to be iure. The
earlier generation of writers who came
to Hollywood at the outset of the talkies

and remained here decade after decade

were mostly newspapermen er play-

wrights—cynics who set out to get rieh

by slumming in Hollywood. Most of

them promised to go back to New York
once they had made their pile; few kept

their promise. They grew drunken and
bitter, chuming out high-priced pap.

Still, they often showed wit, style, so-

phistication and an unerring instinct for

attention-grabbing lines and situations.

If the typical veteran Hollywood wri-

ter is a balding man with a well-bitten

pipe and a bottle of bourbon at his el-

bow, the typical Wunderkind of today is

a bearded, bejeaned, extremely weaJthy
28-year-old living in fashionably simu-

lated poverty, with a rustic cottage, a
refrigerator stuffed with health foods, a
waterbed and a live-in girlfriend. He is a
movie buff who /can quote lines from
"Casablanca," 'jfjow Voyager," "The
Maltese Falcon/ and other vintage mo-

which were written by
find Jobs today.

It would be nice to say that the

young writers—a surprising number of
whom are graduates of film schools,

most notably those at U.S.C., U.C.L.A.
and the American Film Institute—have
succeeded in creating an artistic New
Wave. But it would also be wrong. What

Charles Higham, a freelance writer, is

the author of "The Art of the American
Film" and "The Films of Orson Welles."
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Thalia's Classic Era
Slips Into Folklore

By PAUL
They would sit in the tiny

movie theater, shaped like

^
the prow of a ship, and

.
' watch Mary Astor, in "The

( Maltese Falcon," teil the
V most brazen lies. Two fiours

^i^ter they would foJlow the

syl)wutic Cliftcm Webb as he
menaced "Laura" with a

shotgun.
They were '*the children of

paradise"—eager College stu-

dents, jaded film buffs, lone-

ly Singles and elderly Citizens

. who ritualistically attened
. the Thalia Theater, which

specialized for 31 years in

classic double-bills of foreign

movies and Hollywood re-

vivals.

To some the Thalia be-

. came a revered monument
at Broadway and 95th Street.

To others it was a slightly

musky-smelling refuge that
offered instant nostalgia.

. And to a few who stumbled
down the darkened aisles,

the Thalia was a playhouse
in movie appreciation.

The theater, which thrived

; as a revival house long be-
fore the New Yorker Thea-
ter and the Elgin, will soon
pass into local movie folk-

lore. Unlike the Roxy, level-

ed by bulldozers, the Thalia

is not scheduied for demoli-
tion. But Ursula Lewis, who
selected the movies and
wrote all the program notes,

is retiring the end of Sep-
tember.

An Uncertain Future

Named after the muse of

comedyand idyllic poetry, the
faded art-deco Thalia is ex-
pected to undergo "Philo-
sophie" alterations. The
Broadwesl Realty Corpora-
tion, which Controls the prop-
erty, will not discuss the
Thalia's future until the sum-
mer "festival" ends there on
Sept. 27—and Mrs. Lewis
is gone.

The Thalia began showing
European art films in the
forties when Martin Lewis
took over its Operation. In
those days, the most requests

GARDNER
were for Jean Renoir's

"Grand Illusion" and Rene
Clair's "Under the Roofs of

Paris." When Mr. Lewis died

in 1955, bis wife added Holly-

wood classics.

"Garbo and Dietrich movies
have done well for the last

20 years. There's always a

new generation who wants to

see them,?' she said the other

day, while a midafternoon
audience hissed Edward G.

Robinson in "Little Caesar"

and applauded Humphrey
Bogart in "To Have and Have
Not."

Mrs. Lewis, who speaks

with a smoky European ac-

cent—she grew up in Berlin

and emigranted in the late

thirties—add that Bogart al-

ways sold out. "And Bette

Davis is saill a favorite. So

are the Mar xBrothers and

W. C. Fields. They were leg-

ends when I began selecting

the programs an dthey are

legends today, You can't re-

place them."

*Movies Are My Life*

She decided to retire after

suffering a heart attack sev-

eral months ago, but she will

not withdraw conipletely from

films. "These movies—they're

really all I know, they're my
life," Mrs. Lewis said, relax-

ing on a lobby couch ander

caricatures of Charlie Chaplin

and Jean Cocteau.

"There's talk of turning a

midtown theater into a re-

vival theater—possibly the

Carnegie Hall Playhouse. If

that happens, I could still or-

ganize the program. I just

wouldn't have the headache of

running another theater."

With its awkward shape and
width, and an aisle that went
up when it should have slanted

down, the 296-seat Thalia

reminded many filmgoers of

a theater in the cabin-class

section of a trans-Atlantic

steamer. Actually, the Thalia
adjoins the Symphony Theater
on Broadway, making it one
of the earliest "twin-theaters."

"It's a funny little theater

The New York Times/Michael Evans

Ursula Lewis, who is retiring after running the Thalia

for 18 years, outside the theater.

with wonderful memories,"
said Gladys DiPillow, who
will be retiring too, after

managing the Thalia for 25
years. And Teddy Pheiffer,

the Runyonesque figure who
collected tickets for 31 years,

won't be there any more
either. "This was a nice

neighborhood oncc," he said,

gazing sadly at the honky-

tonk bars, pizza Stands and
discount Stores along Broad-
way.
Then he took tickets from

a young couple, who moved
into the theater and found
two seats, one of which had
no Springs. Cushioned seats

were never required by the
Thalia's "children of para-

dise."



ALife
On Film

By Mary Astor.

Introduction by Susan Locke
EUiott. 245 pp. New York:

Delacorte Press. $7.50,

By CHARLES HIGHAM

(

Mary Astor is that ranx avxs,

a film Star with brains. I have

met her twice: the first time

in 1962, aboard a ship in Syd-

ney Harbor, like the one she

took to Panama in "Across the

Pacific." Listening to Tchai-

kovsky's First Piano Concerto

on closed circult tclevision, she

Said» "I played that on my
Australian tour in *The Great

Lie.* " The second time we met
was at Mary Astor's home, al-

most 10 years later, in an im-

mense retirement settlement

called Fountain Valley south of

Los Angeles. To both improb-

able locales, she brought the

same extraordinary grace with

which she illuminated scores

of desolate films.

No surprise, then, to find

that her new memoir is stimu-

lating, disillusioned and caüs-

tic, dealing courageously with

a largely wasted career. On
screen, it was always her som-

bre irony which made her worst

vehicles watchable; she even

managed to look under-

standably contemptuous as she

sailed clean across the M-G-M
backlot strapped to a tree in

"Hurricane."

When she had a part that

didn't consist entirely of

warmed-over platitudes, she

could be bnlMant: as the Other
Woman /Ih William Wyler's

"Dodswotth," wryly linger'"
"^

in Naples>-«hfi_Jiiuw--i5Inclair

Lewis's Edith Cortright to the

life. She was still better ais

the villainous Brigid O'Shaugh-
nessy, holding her own with

Bpgait atld Peter Lorre and
/Sydney Greenstreet in John
/^Huston's "The Maltese Falcon."

Huston toid her that congeni-

tal liars were always slightly

^"^out of hrmAthr^md he made
her run around the set three

times before every scene so

that she would gasp her Dash-
iell Hammett lines.

As Brigid, she was süperb:

her evil duplicity concealed be-

hind a tearful simper, forever

rearranging ashtrays in her San
Francisco apartment as she

lied and lied to Bogie's Sam
Spade, finally gazing through
the barred gate of an elevator

as she left for the 5-to-lO

Stretch at Tehachapi Women's
Prison. And she was scarcely

less good as Sandra, the tem-

peramental Pianist in 'The
Great Lie"; she even out-acted

Charles Higham is ttie au-

thor of "The Films of Orson
Welles."

Mary Astor with "Bogey, Peter and Sydney"
in 'The Maltese Falcon/'

Bette Davfs, her co-star, and
won an Oscar for the picture.

"A Life on Film," which Sup-

plements Mary Astor's excellent

"My Story" published in 1959,

is less concemed than the ear-

lier bock with husbands, the

demon drink, sea voyages,

babies and the notorious diary

of her affair with George S.

Kaufman. The author is more
concemed here with the mak-
ing of the films themselves,

though once again, and mov-
ingly, she gives us the facts

of her early life. She was bom
Lucile Langhanke in Quincy,

Hl., in 1906, of a German Im-

migrant and an American wo-
man. Her relentless Show Biz

father was determined to

achieve through her the suc-

cess that had been denied'him;

there is a wealth of stored up
bitterness in a Single sentence:

"Otto Ludwig Wilhelm Lang-
banke deserves a book of bis

own."

Otto Ludwig saw his daugh-
ter as a natural successor to

the throne of Mary Pickford.

Though she did not attain that

eminence, she kepi him in com-
fort, and it was he who pushed
her into silent films.

In 1924 she even co-starred

with John Barrymore in "Beau
Brummel"—her first big break.

To this day she is grateful for

Barrymore's help; he taught her

that she was "a person," not,

as her father regarded her,* "a

goddam trained seal." Barry-

more saw that her father was
using her, and he was the first

to break that malevolent influ-

ence. Mary Astor must have
astonished the Great Profile,

not only by her talent—most
of his leading ladies seemed to

be carved out of soap—but by
her leaming: it is hard to think

of a female star of the time

who could say of a Script that

it bore no relation to Beau
Brummel's career and that

there was nobody in Brummel's
life who answered to the name
of the woman she was playing

—Lady Margaret Alvanley.

She was to astonish many

other leading men with her

brightness in later years. Of
one unfortunate co-starring

with her, she says, "We were
the most unsexy pair ever to

appear on the silver screen."

She survived being almost
boiled in a pot in "Dressed to

Kill" and being fatally bitten

in "The Gase of the Howling
Dog," summing up those un-
kind roles with typical suc-

cinctness: "No isweat, no
nothing."

Gradually, better parts came
along: Antoinette de Maubray
in "The Prisoner of Zenda," a
role which showed off her
dark-eyed, sophisticated world
weariness to perfection; "Mid-
night," in which she was at

her most glitteringly malicious;

"The Great Lie," "The Maltese
Falcon" and Preston Sturges's

*The Palm Beach Story," in

which she was the Princess de
Centimiglia, collector of men
in the Florida contract-bridge
belt. Alas, these excellent roles

were followed by years of

playing mother to M-G-M Star-

lets. Her remarks on the mak-
ing of "Little Women," in

which she had to be the nau-
sea-provoking "Marmee" to

Elizabeth Taylor and June Al-

lyson, would have brought a
fierce blush to Louisa May
Alcott's cheeks.

Abandoning Hollywood with
relief in the 1950's, Mary Astor
worked during the halcyon
years of live television in New
York; she retlred permanently
in 1964 after acting Bette Davis
off the screen once again in

"Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte."

In recent years she has written

novels, been on a world cruise,

lived in Mexico, and settled

in Fountain Valley. She mov-
ingly describes seeing "The
Maltese Falcon" on television

not long ago: ''Bogie, Sydney,
Peter, my dear ghosts. . .

."

There is no escaping the fact

that Hollywood largely wasted
Mary Astor. But we must be
grateful that it supplies the ma-
terial for her harsh, sad, witty,

infinitely likable book.

The New York Times Book Review
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By GLENN COLLINS

Sweat glistened on the round
cheeks of the fat man. "By Gad,
Sir, now, after 17 years! " His eyes
were moist. He hefted the weighty
bündle. Then his stubby fingers
made short work of the twine that

bound the newspaper wrappings
in place.

As the Statue stood revealed, it

was almost possible to hear Sam
Spade, Joel Cairo, Brigid O'-

Shaughnessy and Wilmer Cook
give a collective gasp. There on
the desk was a heavy black bird,

coated with glossy enamel. The
fat man's fingers twitched as he
took out a gold pocket-knife. He
began scraping the base of the
Statue with the blade.

Clearly, it was not the stuff that

dreams are made of. "It's a
fake," he said hoarsely. "It's not
gold — not the falcon

!

"

The Gast of the Character

Actually, the statue on the desk
wasn't even lead, like the one that

Sydney Greeristreet assaulted in

Njobn Huston^Thiovie of Dashiell
HammeftVTIovel "The Maltese
Falcon." Nor had the falcon been
delivered to the newspaper office

as the dying act of Captain Jaco-
by, master of the La Paloma out
of Hong Kong.

No, this Statue was made of cast
concrete and had come by parcel
post. Its true origin was not the
isle of Malta, but the mail-order
business of a sculptor, Clifton

Sheely, in Mercerville, N.J.

Mr. Sheely has aiready sold

more than 100 of the statues after

a Single ad appeared in an issue of

Film Comment magazine. "1 did
the whole thing on a whim," he
said.

"

Mr. Sheely's statues, which he
sculptured to resemble the movie
falcon, are 10 inches high, weigh 5

pounds and are cast of Hydrocal,
a gypsum cement. The • finish?

, Black lacquer.

Movie Star News

Humphrey Bogart in *The Maltese Falcon."

The statues arrive wrapped in

newspaper and twine.

Asthey must.
"It's really an icon of cur movie

culture, and I thought a lot of 'Fal-

con' buffs might like to hold one,"
said the 31-year-old Mr. Sheely,
who teaches at the Johnson Tech-
nical School of Sculpture in Mer-
cerville.

The falcons are available for

$45 postpaid from the Clifton J.

Sheely Company, P.O. Box 2569,

Mercerville, N.J. 08619. A $250

i

custom-cast bronze Version is

also available for truly hopeless
fanatics.

Unlike the fat man — Kasper
Gutman, as Mr. Greenstreet's
character was called in the 1941
movie -— none of Mr. Sheely's cus-
tomers think they're getting a
golden falcon "encrusted from
beak to claw in the rarest jewels,"
as the film's prologue put it.

"Nobody has even asked for
their money back yet," Mr.
Sheely said.
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Mary Astor, 81, Is Dead;

Star of 'Maltese Falcon'
By PETER B. FLINT

Mary Astor, who had a delicate beau-

ty, extraordinary grace and a compel-
ling acting style in more than 100 mov-
ies over 45 years, died early yesterday

of complications from emphysema at

the Motion Picture and Teievision Hos-

pital in Woodland Hills, Calif. She was
Slyearsold.
Miss Astor entered silent films in

1920 as a willowy 14-year-old and por-

trayed scores of vulnerable ingenues.

Two decades later she gave her most
indelible Performance opposite Hum-
phrey Bogart in "The Maltese Falcon,"

Vkil)qJjustQi|'j crime classic. Her sub-

tle/mfrofe portrayal of a seemingly
sympathetic woman who was, in fact,

evilly duplicitous, took audiences by
surprise. Such women were rarely the

heroines of movies then, nor had they

been portrayed as deceptively as Miss

Astor portrayed the homicidal Brigid

O'Shaughnessy.

Sophisticates and Vlllains

In the same year, 1941, she was a

ruthless, egocentric concert pianist

battling Bette Davis in ''The Great
Lie," for which Miss Astor won an
Oscar as the best actress in a support-

ing role. '*If I'd had my druthers," she

later wrote, "I would have preferred

getting my Oscar for 'The Maltese Fal-

con/ "

Other skillful characterizations in-

cluded a warmly urbane widow in

"Dodsworth" (1936), a spurned mis-
tress in the 1937 Version of the swash-
buckling "Prizoner of Zenda," a disillu-

sioned wife in "The Hurricane" (1937)
and a sympathetic prostitute in "Act of

Violence" (1949).

But few of her films matched the tur-

moil of her private life. In 1936, she was
the center of one of Hollywood 's most
spectacular scandals when she sued
Dr. Franklyn Thorpe for legal custody
of their 4-year-old daughter, Marylyn.
Dr. Thorpe had divorced Miss Astor a
year earlier.

The suit led to disclosure of her
diary, which allegedly contained ac-

counts of liaisons with many celebri-

ties. Dr. Thorpe sought to use the diary

to prove she was an unfit mother, and
purported excerpts were published in

newspapers under suggestive head-

lines.

Miss Astor repeatedly maintained
that the excerpts were lurid forgeries.

She later acknowledged that an authen-

tic portion published by one newspaper
included "a rather overemotional ac-

count of a romantic interlude with

George S. Kaufman," the playwright.

The trial judge ordered the diary

sealed and impounded. It was inadmis-

sible as evidence, she wrote later, be-

cause her former husband had re-

moved pages involving himself. Miss
, Astor was granted custody of her

I daughter for nine months a year, with

Dr. Thorpe allowed custody the three

other months. The diary was never
made public, and a judge witnessed its

burningin 1952.

Dl

Miss Astor with Humphrey Bogart in a scene from the 1941 film "The Maltese Falcon."
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Story ot John Huston

Ädded to Bogart Slate
. /

> I

Gene Tieiney 'Dragonwyck' Feminine
• Lead; Peak Likely to Play Opposite

*

s BV ßOWlX 8CHALLERT
Warners is Avillin' anyway—no matter what Humphrey ßogart's

frame of mind. The studio is bulldin^ plans for a succösslon of

pictures for the actor, who is occasionally rebellious, and at

present under Suspension.

Yesterday *'Three Strangers," written by John Huston beföre

he went into the service, was added to "Öig Sle^p," the Howard
Hawks fihn, and "Ethan Frome," in which Bogart—it is ex-

pected—will star with Bette Davis.

Since Huston guided the destiny of "Maltese Falcon," which
was a very successful opus for Bo^art, probably he has hit the

right möde in bis crealion as a writer.

The central charact^r is said to be somewhat similar to the

feature "To Have and Ilave Not," which stars ßogart, and "Three
Strangors" doals with a confllrt that takes place within the hero's

own consciousnoss betwecn faith and his own self-d^termination.

Sounds a hit dcep, but the film's said to have plenty of action.

Wolfgang Rcinhnrdt will prorluce.
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Speaking
Of Books:
Dashiell

Hammett

c. 1934.

By JOHN HOLLANDER

This is going to be what would

be called in French un hommage to

its subjeot. Perhaps the best kind

of critical tribute one can give a

writer is a meditation on his work,

usually on some kind of memorial

occasion. It is just short of a decade

since Da^iell Hammett's death, and

just past 35 years since his last

novel was published. Wliat occasions

these paragraphs was not a public

evenit (like an anniversary) but a

domestic one; not a literary moment,

in faot, but a cinematic s6ance. A
film or dramatization of a novel

usually leads one away from its

author's art. In this case, the irony

is that it not only brought me close

to Hammett, but close to the prob-

lematic quality of his fame— the

transparency of his literary personal-

ity, and the ubiquity of his influ-

ence.

For an over - prepared event, it

came off pretty well. I had wanted
my 11-year-old daughter to see her

first "Maltese Falcon" in some fad-

ing nabe—looking up at it instead

of across the room at the mediated

Image in the Box. But there it was,

a few weeks ago; and bedtime was
deferred, a nap urged and refused,

and soon we were admiring, she for

the first time, I for the nth, the

brilliant bit of business by which
Mary Astor, as Brigid O'Shaughnessy,
indicates at the beginning of a scene

her continuing inauthenticity. She is

going to be telling more lies, we
know, because she sniffs, as if for

its restorative aroma, the artificial

cloth rose sewn to her dress.

This is a purely cinematic moment,
and is not to be found in Hammett's
novel. But it is almost unique there-

by, for nearly everything eise in the

film is. And almost unique in itself

among filmed adaptations, this flaw-

tess movie—crucial in the history of

Bogart's persona as it was—all but
uses the novel as a shooting Script.

The pacing and dialogue are all

Hammett's. There is, indeed, some
condensation and a very little bit

of Hays-office evasion. (The homo-
sexual Levantine Joel Cairo is blunt-

ly described by Sam Spade's secre-

tary at his first appearance in the

book: "This guy is queer." In the

film, Peter Lorre's business card is

scented strongly enough to raise

Spade's eyebrows. In the book, Spade
makes Brigid strip before him to

make sure she hasn't hidden a thou-
sand-dollar bill somewhere on her.)

People and setting are Hammett's
as well. The great fable of deadly,

dehumanizing, predatory wealth, the

objectification of greed, is his en-

tire. In the long run, the film is

faithful to one of the few novels for

which the usual formula about adap-

tation (like the proverbial girl

—

faithful or beautiful, not both) must
be suspended.

It is a bit ironic that, apparently,

Hammett never really liked the film.

(There were two earlier versions,

which he also disliked.) For genera-

tions who admire "The Maltese Fal-

con," the author's presence has

seemed to recede, year by year, into

a cloud of cinematic memorabilia
(Walter-Huston-spotting, camera an-

gles on the great Greenstreet belly,

etc.). Like his inadvertent spectre,

"the thin man," Hammett's art has

turned transparent in the populär

Imagination, even while it was trans-

forming the possibilities for art

among his successors. Like the real

but popularly misidentified "thin

man" of the novel, Clyde Wynant,
his creator's identity tended to van-

ish in the atmosphere ihe had him-

seif created.

Mr. Hollander, a poet and critic

who teaches at Hunter College, is a
close Student of the whodunit and
its evolution.
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Peter Loire, Sidney Greenstreet, Humphrey Bogart

*'The Maltese Falcon'*
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© Freelance, Lansdale, Pa. 19446
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Film: 'Le Grabe Tambour,' Adventure
By VINCENT CANBY

TO come to the point immedi-
ately, "Le Grabe Tambour/*
Pierre Schoendoerffer's 1977

French film based on bis own
French novel, is one of the grandest,

most beautiful adventure movies in

years. It may be somewhat old-fash-

ioned in its emphasis on courage,

honor and the glory of war, no matter
what the cause. However, it's also

W9nderfully old-fashioned in its con-

voluted, romantic narrative, which
moves from Vietnam, during the col-

lapse of France's control of Indochina
in the 1950's, to East Africa, Algeria,

Brittany, Newfoundland and the

stormy fishing grounds on the Grand
Banks.
The only recent film to whichit can

be compared ijtjohn Huston'ipdap-
tation of RudyalU Ri(JHhfe*8(^*Man

Who Would Be King," though it more
consciously calls to mind the tales of

Joseph Conrad through specific refer-

ences to *'Heart of Darkness" and
**The Nigger of the Narcissus."

**Le Grabe Tambour" opens at the

Public Theater today for a one-week
engagement, which, I trust, will be
extended, or the film will be moved to

another house. The film has taken too

long to get here to disappear too

quickly.
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Eor Oscar's Producer, the Key is C
oj Continued From Page U

mosc of his presenters according to

füur calegories, which he calls the

Four Os, and which he enumeiates:

"Compadres (hke Mr. Lancaster and

Mr. Douglas), Co-stars, Couples and

Companions."
Compadres will include such pre-

senters as Scan Connery and Michael

Caine, good friends who were also

combined by the lateVjohn Huston J
when he directed them as Danny and

Peachy in Kipling's "Man Who Would

Be King" (1975).
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*i' knDw how funny Michael Caine

and Sean Connery can be together,"

i Said Mtj Carr. (Indeed, Mr. Huston
! Said shortly before his death in 1987

I
that Mr. Connery and Mr. Caine con-

tinually delighted him while he was
directing them by Coming up with

entertaining business to embroider
their roles. "For instance," Mr. Hus-

ton said,i"there*s a little soldier rou-

tine they did at one point, Coming into

the palace, one-two, one-two — all

haughty disdain. They didn't teil me
they were going to do it, thry just did

it — and as soon as 1 saw it, 1 wanted

it.") '

Mr. CArr is counting ort Mi Con-

nery, who won last year's best sup-

porting actor for 'The Untouch-

abJes," and on Mr. Caine, who won the

1987 supporting actor Oscar for

"Hannah and Her Sisters," to be sim-

ilarfy dtelightful as presenters.

Go-stars will be couples such as

JamesiMStewart and Kim Novak,

whtim'Mr. Carr will introduce with a

brief clip of the pair interacting in

Alfrdd' Hitchcock's fondly-remem-

bered >n'ertigo" in 1958.

H6b<Hopo and Lucille Ball, who co-
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Montag, 8. September 1975

Elisabeth Schwarz und
Wenigstens vorsichtig auf-

Ilt, als sei es wie bei den El-
id Gretel. Palitzschs Arbeiter-

iterregend einfältig. Verzweif-
jeweils an die Wand, Gesichts-

Ten, wenn Schmerz sich aufdrängt,
wird folgerichtig Parteiarbeit her-

ilt. Da sitzt der Parteisekretär Badj in

mgespannt und deutet mit vorsichti-

?r ständigem Hüsteln an, daß ihm mit der
Trbenden Anstrengung des revolutionären
)fes wohl die Auszehrung der Kamelienda-
)eschieden sein könnte. Oder es muß ein

5r-Tschekist einen jungen Untergebenen we-
schlimmer Insubordination erschießen und
bleibt im Abgehen zum Exekutionsplatz

leich mehrfach tiefgerührt stehen, um seine

refühle und Gesinnung dem Parteisekretär mit-

^zuteilen. So weiß die westdeutsche Theaterpro-
vinz mit ihren Klassikern umzugehen. Sorgsa-

mes Handwerk und verlegene, rührselige Identi-

fikation allein ergibt eben noch lange keine auf-

schlußreiche Auseinandersetzung mit diesem
Stück, seinen Figuren. JENS WENDLAND

JOHN HUSTON bei den Dreharbeiten zu seinem neuen Film „Der Mann, der König sein wollte" in

Marokko. Photo: Bachmann

Die Versuchung der Form zur Überheblichkeit

Ein Interview mit dem Hollywood-Regisseur John Huston über sein neufes Filmprojekt

John Huston, der Regisseur des „Malteserfalken", der „African Queen" und des „Moby Dick", war in

letzter Zeit nur nodi als Darsteller von Filmbösewiditern hervorgetreten. Nach längerer Pause hat

er jetzt wieder einen Film gemacht, eine achteinhalb Millionen Dollar teure englisch-amerikanische

Koproduktion mit dem Titel „Der Mann, der König sein wollte". Der Film basiert auf einer Kurz-

geschichte von Rudyard Kipling und erzählt die Geschichte zweier Abenteurer (Sean Connery und

an sich selbst zu denken. Oft fällt in einer Peri-

ode solcher Besessenheit die Schranke zwischen
dem Selbst und der Idee sowieso weg. Alles

schärft sich auf die Frage zu, wie diese Idee in

Bilder umgesetzt werden kann. Ich habe in die-

sem Film zum Beispiel mehr symbolische Bilder
Michael Caine). von denen einer im fernen Kafiristan zum Konig ausgerufen wird, weil sie emem angewandt als je zuvor. Das Freimaurerabzei-
Stamm helfen, seine Feinde zu besiegen. Der Größenwahnsinn bringt sie schließlich selber zu Fall. — ^.^en ist ein solches Symbol, das eine Idee an-
Huston drehte den Film in Marokko. Dort sprach Gideon Bachmann mit ihm.

Es gibt einige durchgängige Themen in Ihren

Filmen, etwa die Auseiji andersetzung des Men-
schen in und mit der Natur, die eine gewisse Af-
finität zu Kipling spüren läßt. Man könnte sa-

gen, es war zu erwarten, daß Sie eines Tages ei-

^ch jien Stoff dieses Autors verfilmen werden.
iri Für Kipling hatten nicht nur die Menschen,

fe- sondern auch die Tiere und sogar die Bäume und
kd die Berge ihre eigenen Charakterzüge. Für mich
io~ ist er ein Autor, der gerade heute wieder gelesen
'3 werden sollte. In betrunkenen Augenblicken

kann ich seine Gedichte, die ich als Kind las, im-
mer noch am laufenden Bande rezitieren. Er
hatte jene Einfachheit, die seine Bücher auch
heute zu einem populären Filmstoff machen.
Nach 20 Jahren bin ich jetzt endlich dazugekom-
men.

Warum haben Sie so lange ge,ioartet?

Ursprünglich wollte ich den Film mit Hum-
phrey Bogart und Clark Gable drehen. Dann
starb Bogart, und ich gab das Projekt auf. Einige

Jahre später, als wir zusammen The Misfits mit
Marilyn Monroe drehten, sagte Gable, daß wir es

doch mit jemand anderem als Bogey noch ein-

mal versuchen sollten. Und dann starb auch
Gable. In der Zwischenzeit war ich nach Indien

und Afghanistan gereis^, und hatte mir Schau-
plätze ausgesucht, Drehbücher verfaßt, Skizzen

angefertigt. Eines Tages war John Foreman bei

mir zu Besuch in Irland und fand in meiner Bi-

bliothek dieses Material. Es ist der dritte Film,

den er für mich produziert.

Identifizieren Sie sich mit Kiplings Versuch,

des Menschen Verhältnis zur Natur und seinen

gleichzeitigen Kampf mit ihr, immer wieder auf
der Basis individueller Werte zu definieren?

Kipling erkannte schon früh die Gefahren des

Fortschritts und versuchte, jene Werte zu erhal-

ten, die er für das Fortdauern des humanisti-

schen Gedankens für notwendig hielt. Er lebte in

einer Art pantheistischer Welt, in der alle Dinge

ihre Seele hatten und darum wertvoll waren, in-

sofern sie zum natürlichen Gleichgewicht bei-

steuerten. Im Sinne dieser universellen Werte
fühle ich mich mit ihm verwandt, obwohl die

Verbindung eigentlich noch tiefer liegt.

Möchten Sie also mit diesem Film die Notwen-
digkeit der Rückkehr zu ursprünglichen Werten
unterstreichen und einer übertriebenen Orien-

tierung in die Zukunft entgegenwirken?

Die einzige Hoffnung, die unsere Zukunft
birgt, liegt in einer Rückkehr zu den Urwerten.

Sonst werden wir uns langsam selber zerstören.

Hoffnung ist ein abstraktes Wort.

Ich möchte, in der Tat, konkreter sein. Hoff-
nung allein genügt natürlich nicht. Jeder von
uns muß täglich seine kleine Entdeckungsreise
antreten, seine eigene Suche unternehmen, um
zu versuchen, diese Werte wiederzufinden.
Mein Film handelt eben von einer solchen Suche
innerhalb des eigenen Geistes. Im Grunde ge-

nommen sind die beiden Helden derselbe

Mensch, und die Handlung ist ein Dialog, den ein

Mann mit sich selbst führt. Sie sind im Film zu
zwei Personen geworden (wie auch in der Kip-
lingschen Geschichte), weil es sonst für den Zu-
schauer, oder den Leser, zu abstrakt wirkt. Sie

gehen gedanklich auseinander, als die Handlung
ihnen zwei verschiedene Taktiken auferlegt: der
eine dünkt sich erhaben und der andere versteht

seine Nichtigkeit. Erst in der Katastrophe kom-
mert sie wieder zusammen, und das Individuum
ist vereint. Diese Folie de Grandeur, die oft Men-
schen in hohen Positionen anfällt, ist die eigent-
liche Gefahr. Aber eine Hälfte von uns sagt im-
mer, daß wir nur das sein können, was wir sind,

und daß jeder andere Versuch absurd ist.

Ihr Beruf gibt Ihnen eine gewisse Macht über

schaulich macht, da es die Bruderschaft nicht

nur geographisch, sondern auch geschichtlich

verallgemeinert. Ich verwende auch einen Pfeil,

der Michael Caine nur verwundet, ohne ihn zu
töten, als Symbol: kurz danach fängt er an, einen
goldenen Pfeil als Zepter herumzutragen. Mir
geht es in jedem Fall und in jedem Film nur dar-
um, die Zentralidee auszudrücken, und zwar so

allgemeinverständlich wie möglich. Ich biji der
Meinung, daß jeder von uns irgendwann in sei-

nem Leben davon geträumt hat, Gott zu sein.

Das trifft ebenso auf einen Filmregisseur zu, wie
auf einen Maler oder Spieler. Nur darf man sich

von diesem Traum nicht überrumpeln lassen. Es
muß ein Traum bleiben.

Es ist also schon eine Versuchung?

Die Versuchung entsteht in dem Moment, in

dem man versteht, daß man sein Medium be-
herrscht. In jeder Disziplin ist deshalb die Voll-
endung erst in der Form zu finden. Ich setze vor-
aus, daß der Künstler inhaltlich von vornherein
überzeugt ist. Aber wenn er die Form kontrol-

liert, kann er seinen Inhalt an andere übertra-
gen, und dann entsteht die Versuchung, diese

beeinflussen zu wollen: der erste Schritt zur
Überheblichkeit. Besonders im Film, wo man

Mittel und Menschen. Ist die Gefahr, von der Sie dauernd von abhängigen Personen umgeben ist.

sprechen, nicht auch für einen Filmregisseur
akut?

Ich bin mir dessen nicht bewußt, und glaube
auch, daß die wirklich ernsten Regisseure selten

narzißtisch werden. Sie verlieben sich vielleicht

in ihr Werk, aber selten in sich selbst. Ich glaube
außerdem, daß es für einen kreativen Menschen

Vielleicht ziehe ich deshalb oft die Malerei vor.

Ich ziehe mich gern vom Film zurück. Das mag
auch der Grund sein, warum ich mein Heimat-
land, die USA, verlassen habe, und in Irland
wohne. Es ist ein Land, das mir Ruhe und Zu-
friedenheit in eben jenem Gleichgewicht von
Urwerten offeriert, von dem wir eingangs spra-

wichtig ist, von seiner Idee besessen zu sein, und chen. Ich komme nach Irland, um die Wunden zu
insofern dies der Fall ist, hat er meist keine Zeit, heilen, die man mir in der äußeren Welt zufügt.

Ein Stück für Wähler
Freytags „Journalisten" und ein Kreisler-Abend in

Erste Premieren der neuen Wiener Theater-
saison: im Konzertkeller der Josefstadt bringt

Topsy Küppers ein Georg-Kreisler-Progrj
„Machen Sie sich stark, Madame!*^
theater hingegen macht sie]

Freytags „Journalistei

gemeinsam, daß
geratene
sen.

farblosj
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Hollywood Highlights:

Goldwyn Jr.'s Dream Comes True

New York Jouriial-Ampriean
** Fri., Sept. 9, 1955-
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By LOUELLA 0. PARSONS
Motion Picture Editor International News Service

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9.—A DREAM OF SAM GOLD-
WYN JR.'S will be realized when he brings "Proud

Rebel" to the screen. As long ago as 1950, when Sammy
was going overseas to be part of NATO, he read the
Story, which bis father had bought and which was then called

"The Journal of Linett Moore," by James Edward Grant.

Said Sammy, "New thafs the story I want to do if I ever
make pictures."

Interestingly enough, it's a father and son story. What
could Sam Sr. say but "Here you are, my boy, go to it with my
blessing."

So five years later, Junior has changcd the title to "Proud
Rebel" and turned It over to James Petracci to develop. It will

be next on the program for the junior Goldwyn.
• 4> •

THE REASON GARY COOPER missed bis plane to Chino,

Calif., on location for "Mr. Birdwell Goes to Battle" was that

he was talking to Billy Wilder about doing "Adriana" opposite

Audrey Hepburn.

When Big Coop finishes "Mr. Birdwell," which he is making
for William Wyler, he'll get the co-starring plum with Hepburn.
With Billy Wilder directing and producing, this one is as good
as a hit already. -^

P.S. It cost Gary plenty to

miss bis plane. He had to

charter one to get to Chino in

time to Start the "Mr. Bird-

well" picture.

* * *

GREG PECK WITH JOHN
HUSTON descended upon me,
and I haven't had as many
laughs in years. We started

out on an interview, and it

lasted three hours; not a min-
ute of the time was I bored.

••-^ C^f
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"Martin and Lewis

have taken the

Criterion by Storni

again! The audience

goes into stitches!"

John says he plans to make
a picture in Nepal.

"Where is that?" I asked.
"Nepal is a small country

between Tibet and India, and
the town is called Annapurna,"
he Said. "It's ruled by a king
and is accessible only by mule
pack. I might make 'The Man
Who Would Be King,' Kipling's
story, there. In these days the

World is a small place, and we
get to see countries we only
read about in the days before
airplanes. I won't really know
what I'm going to do until my
Conferences with Allied Artists
are over," John told me.

P.S. Allied Artists puts up
the cash. as they are doing for
Willy Wyler in "Mr. Birdwell
Goes to Battle."

» * «

ONE LAWSUIT WHICH
RITA HAYWORTH won't
have to worry about is for the
custody of Princess Yasmin.

Continued on Next Pagt
GLORIA DEHAVEN
Romance Seems Senous
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Many of

genia Sheppard Around fhe To^

>
lany or those who dine regally and

often at the most expensive French
restaurants have a secret yeaming for a
binge of hot dogs and hamburgers.

They can look forward to the night

of Dec. 46 when, after the world pre-

miere of Vjjie Man Who Would Be King^
at the Astor Plaza Theater, the;

f Ol low a glitter

strewn path across

the Street to Na-
than's.

There they will

find a special bar,

a variety of food
and a discotheque.

All this is a
project o f JOB
(Just One Break),
which is also re-

sponsible for an
elegant ball each
spring.

Among the chair-

niien for the De-
cember party are
Charlotte Ford
Forstmann, M r s

.

Robert Wagner, Ellen McCluskey, Mll-

dred Hilson, Mrs. George Abbot, Susan
Fine, Nan Kempner, Anne Uzlelli, Lyn
Revson, Mrs. Melville Hall, Mrs. David
Evins and Mrs. Iklward Carey.

Charlotte

Forstmann

party last

guests oi

Livanoi
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The Man Viho Would Be John Huston
By ROGER EBERT
HOLLYWOOD John Hus-

ton has come up for the day
from Puerto Vallarta, the

sleepy little Mexican beaöh
town he converted into a
tourist industry by filming

"Night of the Iguana" there,

to s^^eak with his agent and
his buslhess manager. At 69,

he is tall and courtly and
exudes a personal Charisma
that indicates there are

rewards in being John Hus-
ton.

His agent Is Paul Kohner,
the best-known agent In

Hollywood, whose small but
exclusive dient list ranges
from Charles Bronson to

Ingmar Bergman. Huston is

a special dient: he was
Kohner's first, and they
sealed the deal with a hand-
shake, not a contract. Kohner
has some ideas he's been
mulling over for Huston.
Huston emerges from Koh-

ner*s office, occupies a near-
by Conference room, lights an
omnipresent cigar and dis-

penses coffee.

"I can't seriously think
about anything eise untll

this one is finished with," he
says. *'When you're still In-

volved in a movie, it engages
so much of your attention
that you can't glve other pro-

Jects a fair shake. And this

Is a big one."

This one is Huston's most
expensive project since "The
Bible"—an epic based on
Kipling's "The Marr Who
Would Be King." It was shot
on location in Morocco, and
it Stars Sean Connery and
Michael Caine as two limey
ex-soldiers who determlne to
find a Valley beyond dvillza-

tion and set themselves up
as rulers there.

Huston has been working
on the project off and on for

20 years. His original choices

for the leading men were
Humpihrey Bogart and Clark
Gable.

"If it wasn't one damned
thing, it was another/' he
said. "This movie was post-

poned or shelved so many
times I almost gave up on it

myself. First Bogey dled;

that was a blow. Then, later

JOHN HUSTON

on, we had a deal with a
studio and the studio pulled

out. When I was making *The

Misfits' with Gable, he said,

'John, for Ohrist's sakes, this

time let's DO it/ And then of

course Clark was dead."
"The Man Who Would Be

King" represents something
of a risk because of its hllgh

budget, but then epics seem
to be populär again and "The
Wind and the Lion" is doing
good buslness.

For Huston, too, the pro-

ject represents some high
roUing. His last picture which
was both a critical and a box
Office success was "Night of
the Iguana," in 1964. Sinoe
then he's had two critical hits

("Reflections in a Golden
Eye" and "Fat City") and
one flnandal success ("The
Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean") but it's been a decade
since he put both together.

That seems stränge for the
man once proclaimed as
Hollywood's most promising
filmmaker.
In the years since, Huston's

critical reputation has had
some setbacks. And yet this

curious fact remains: Ask
people to name the greatest
directörs, and they come up
with a Short list, largely
European. Ask them instead
to name their favorite movies,
and somehow they'll find that
in a list of 10, three or four
are likely to have been made
by John Huston. If directörs
sometimes fall from fashion,
good movies never do.

Huston landmarks include
'The African Queen," *The
Maltese Falcon," "Key Liar-

go," "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," "The Asphalt Jungle,"
"Beat the Devil," "Heaven
Knows, Mr. AHison" and
"Night of the Iguana."

I mentioned that to Huston,
who drew on his cigar and
nodded reflectively and said,

not without a certaln sardon-
ic ege: "Of course it's about
as bad to be ahead of your
time as behind it. It's always
nJce when pictures are re-

vived years later, it gives

you the satisfaction of seeing
them finally accepted . . .

But as far as the, ah, material
rewards are concerned, it's

better to have a success from
the first." Another sip of
coffee. "I hope they like the

new one," he said. CS-T
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Neil Simon saw the movie, "Mean Streets," and later

praised co-star Robert DeNiro. "He's a good actor," said the

playwright, "because he said 'What?' seven times in the film

and not once was he bering"

Mason is an Academy Avvard

nominee for her role in "Cin-

derella Liberty," said he'd be

a presentor at the ceremo-
nies only if his children were
invited, too. The Academy
agreed and sent extra tickets.

Hermione Gingold, star of

"A Little Night Music" re-

fuses to fly, so she'll take

the train to Washington
where the national Company
of the show is performing.

Miss Gingold has a March 24

reservation at the Watergate
Hotel. "I'm dying to use their

stationery," said the actress.

"I'll use it to write to all my
friends, and say: 'Guess who
Started it all?'"

* * *

. . . Simon, whose wife Marcia

in town paying royalties to

the Smithsonian."

* *

Peter Maas, aiithor of

"Serpico," is a habitual cigar
smoker whose publisher ar-

ranged to send him a box of

expensive cigars every
month for one year after the
bock was published. "The
deal's running out," he said
last night at P. J. Clarke's.

"There's only one way to

enjsure continuing my dwin-
dling supply, I'll write an-
other bpok" . . . Sean Con-
nery wCl star with Michael
Caine ii^ohn Huston's fi

Version of\udyard KmJmgs
"The Man Wllü ^fMd Be
King," to be shot in Turkey
late this year.

* * *
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Conneryand Caine FJee Kipling India
By VINCENT CANBY

The setting is India in the
late 19th Century when tiie

British raj was in bis glory.
It is a time of mission and
mystery and the white man's
bürden, of appalling poverty
and of wealth often described
as untold. The cities teem
with unruly humanity, with
beggars, blind men, snake
charmers, demented holy
men, starving children. In

the upland territories British

soldiers guard the frontiers

to places of which someone
will say, quite seriously, "No
white man has ever gone
in there and come out alive."

In man^elous old movies
like "Lives of the Bengal
Lancers" and "Gunga Din,'*

this World is very far re-

moved and terribly romantic,
as it still is in John Huston's
highly entertaining new film,

•The Man Who Would Be
King," based on the short

Story by Rudyard Kipling.

The film opened yesterday
at two theaters.

The most pleasant surprise

about 'The Man Who Would
Be King" is that although
it is about as romantic and
implausiblc an adventure as

you're likely to see, it's not

an anachronism. It's neither

a silly update of an entertain-

ment designed for pre-World
War II Saturday - afternoon

America, nor is it one of

those films that are wise

with hindsight about earlier

eras, like John Milius's *The
Wind and the Lion."

'The Man Who Would Be
King" manages to be great

fun in itself while being most
faithful to Kipling, whose
Story, written in the 1890's,

is a kind of raffish metaphor
for the British colonial expe-

rience that did not end for

another half Century. But this

really isn't what 'The Man
Who Would Be King" is

about. It's a tall tale, a leg-

end, of steadfastness. cour-

age, camaradcrie, galiantry

and greed, though not neces-

sarily in that order.

It's about two former Eng-
lish soldiers turned con art-

ists, Danny Dravot (Scan

Connery) and Pcachy Carne-
han (Michael Caine), who de-

cide that Victoria's India is

no longer big enough for

them (and their growing rep-

utations as blackmailcrs

Michael Caine, left, and Sean Connery

and forgers). They decide to

carve out their own kingdom
in Kafiristan, now a part

of Afghanistan but then an
undiscovered territory not

visited by a known tourist

or king since Alexander the

Great.
Danny and Peachy are

grand, old-fashioned advcn-
turers with the gift of .qab

and a sense of style. Out-
rageously disguised as a holy

man and bis servant, they

climb mountains and cross

glaciers to psnetrate the for-

bidden territory where,
through luck and a scrifs

of coincidences, they realize

their wildest dreams.
Danny gcts himsolf

crowned king and recognized,

as a god, the legitimate son
of Alexander, and Pcachy
becomes chicf of the armed
forces and the treasure
Chamber. But while Peachy
keeps his eye on the main
Chance, that is, an opportuni-
ty to abscond with the gold,

Danny begins to. like the divi-

The Cast
THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING, di-

rcctcd by John Huston; «crcenplay by
Mr. Huston and Gl^dvs Hill, bascd on
tho slory by Rudyard Kioling; projured
by John Foreman; director of pho-
toqraphy, Oswald Morris; edifor, Rus-
sell Lloyd; musif, Artaurire Jarre; a

Porsky-Bright/Devon picturc, riisfributed

by Allied Artists. Running timg: 129
minutcs. At Loew's Astor Plaza, 441^
Street wrst of Broadway, and the Cor-
onet Tticater, Third Avenue ncar 59fh

Street. Ttiis film has beon rated PG.

Daniel Dravct Sean Connery
Pcachy Carnehan .

.

Michael Caine
TJudyard Kipling .. Christopher Plummer
Billy Fish Saeed Jatfrey

KafuSelim ..Karroum Ben Bouih
District Comnnissioner Jack May
Ootali Doghmi Larbi

Roxanne . .Shai^ira Caine

nity busincss and to take
his responsibilitics seriously,

which i3 their downfall.

•
Not in a very long while

has Mr. Huston, who wrote
the scrccnplay wilh Gladys
Hill and also directed the

film, becn so successfully

lighthcarted and so consist-

cntly in command of his

subjcct. Small-time frauds
who get in over their heads
have always appealed to him,

and Danny and Peachy, as

played by Mr. Connery and
Mr. Caine, are two of his

nicest discoveries — larger-

than-life, robust, sometimes
curiously prim but suddenly
stalwart in the crises. .

Christopher Plummer also

gives the film weight in the

role of the young Rudyard
Kipling who, as a newspaper-
man in India, participates

in the beginning and the end
of the Story. Supporting the

Stars are Saeed Jaffrey, as

a sort of glib Gunga Din
character, who always begins

a tale of woe by saying "oh
me, by jove, alas," as if

it were one word, and Shaki-

ra Caine (Mrs. Michael
Caine), who plays an exotic

heathen beauty.

The movie. which was shot

in Morocco, looks lovely and
rcmote (how did we ever

once scttle for those black-

and-white Hollywood hüls?)

and has just enough romantic

nonsense in it to enchant

the child in each of us.

I I
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Daniel Dravot Sean Connery

Peachy Carnehan Michael Caine

Rudyard Kipling Christopher Plummer

Billy Fish Saeed Jaffrey

Kafu-Sellm Karroum Ben Bouih

District Commissioner Jack May
Ootah Doghml Larbi

Roxanne Shakira Caine

Babu Mohammed Shamsi

Mulvaney Paul Antrim

Ghulam Albert Moses

Sikh Soldier Kimat Singh

Sikh Soldier Gurmuks Singh

Dancer Yvonne Ocampo

Dancer Nadia Atbib

Producer John Foreman

Director Co-Screenwriter John Huston

Associate Producer/ Stunt Director . . . James Arnett

Co-Screenwriter /Asst. to John Huston . Gladys Hill

Production Supervisor Ted Lloyd

Director of Photography Oswald Morris

Production Designer Alexander Trauner

Wardrobe Designer Edith Head

Art Director Tony Inglis

Camera Operator Eric Van Haren-Noman

Editor Russell Lloyd

Assistant Director Bert Batt

Continuity Angela Allen

Assistant to Producer Annabelle King

Make-up George Frost

Hairdresser Fat McDermott

Wardrobe Supervisor John Wilson Apperson

Production Assistant/Secretary Barbara Allen

Sound Mixer Basil FentonSmith

Production Accountant Ron Allday

Horsemaster Bob Slmmons

Special Effects Dick Parker

Stills Photographer lan Coates

Publicist Brian Doyle

Music Maurice Jarre

Production Services by Royal Service Company lectinicolor* Panavision* A Persky-Bright/Devon Picture

PG^2^ I

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON CAPITOL RECORDS.

Rudyard Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be King" is one of the

most acclaimed and famous short stories of all time. It runs to about
12,000 words and 40 pages. From its first oft-quoted line 'Brother
to a Prince and fellow to a beggar if he be found worthy' to its last

line 'And there the matter rests' it contains almost everything a story
should have: Humor, adventure, high drama, tragedy, good
conversation, truth, honesty and irony.

Fellow-writers, including W. Somerset Maugham, T. S. Eliot,

William Faulkner and James Joyce, have hailed it both as Kipling's

masterpiece and as one of the finest Short stories ever written. And
James Barrie once called it 'the most audacious thing in fiction.'

The story teils of two tough, shrewd and inseparable soldiers of

fortune who, in the 1880's decide to make the hazardous journey
from India, through Afghanistan, to the wild and primitive country of
Kafiristan, and there make their fortunes and set themselves up
as Kings. They achieve their ambitions beyond their rosiest dreams
when Dravot becomes hailed as both King and God and as a direct

descendent of Alexander the Great. But things begin to go wrong
when Dravot Starts to believe the story himself and eventually
reaches for the unattainable.

Rudyard Kipling wrote "The Man Who Would Be King" when he
was working as a young Journalist in India. Many of bis earliest

Short stories appeared originally in Allahabad Pioneer, which he
edited between 1887 and 1889, when he was between 22 and 24 years
of age. One of these stories was "The Man Who Would Be King."

Soon after their appearance in The Pioneer, those early stories

were published in small collections in what must have been some of

the first-ever paperback books. The firm of A. H. Wheeler & Co. held
the contract for Indian railway bookstalls and, in 1887, they had the
idea of issuing cheap reprints, selling at one rupee each, for reading
on the train. Six volumes of Kipling's short stories were issued as
the first six numbers of Wheeler's Indian Railway Library.

"The Man Who Would Be King" was included in "The Phantom
Rickshaw And Other Tales."

It was those small, duU-looking, gray-paper-covered books which
created the first real interest in Kipling's work. English speaking
tourists and travellers bought them, read them, and took them back
to Britain and America, where they became much sought after.

The very first book of Kipling's to be issued in the series was,
incidentally, "Piain Tales From The Hill," subsequently to become
one of bis most famous collections. Kipling received the sum of

$500 as an advance on royalties for the series— the biggest sum he
had ever received in one lump in bis life, until then.

In later years "The Man Who Would Be King" could be found in

either "The Phantom Rickshaw And Other Tales" or in another
collection titled "Wee Willie Winkie." It has also appeared in several
anthologies over the years, notably in "A Choice Of Kipling's Prose,"

edited by W. Somerset Maugham, in 1952, and in "Twenty-One
Tales," by Rudyard Kipling.

Near the beginning of the story, Kipling (as the first-person-

storyteller) meets Carnehan in an Indian railway-compartment. This

was an actual experience in Kipling's life. Again, the scenes where
Kipling meets Dravot and Carnehan (and later Garnehan alone)

in bis newspaper Office, have the smell of printing ink authenticity

about them, since Kipling was a Journalist and editor himself.

Both sequences are seen in the screen version.

John Huston and Gladys Hill have 'opened up' and expanded
Kipling's original story for their motion picture adaptation. But

they have kept closely to the story and remained faithful to Kipling's

Speech, characterization and imagery.
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JOHN Huston's "The Man Wlio

VVoiild Be King," based on the

Rudyard Kipling short story, is an

cxhilaratingly farfctched ad venture

fantasy about two roughneck con men,

Danny and Peachy (Sean Connery

and Michael Caine), in Victoria's In-

(h'a, who decide to conquer a barbaroiis

land for themselves, and set out for

Kafiristan, a region of east-

crn Afghanistan which was

once ruled by Alexander the

Great, to make themselves

kings. W^ith tvventy rifles,

their British Army training,

unprincipled rashness, cun-

ning, and a few wild strokes

of luck, they succeed, for a

time. As a movie, this Em-
pire gothic has elcments of

*'Gunga l)in" and of a c\ nical *^Lost

Horizon," along with something that

liasn't been a Jieroic attribute in other

Kmpire-gothic movies: the desire tn be-

come the higliest-ranking person that

one can envision. Tiie heroes are able

to achieve tlieir goal only bccause of

the primitiveness of the people they

conquer, and tliis is veiy likeh, tb.:

stumhling block that kept the movie

from being financed for the twent\'-

odd \ears that Huston wanted to do it.

Ma\ be he was able to, finally, on tiic

assumption that enough time has passed

for the Iieroes' attitude toward the na-

tive populations of India and Afghani-

stan—the benighted heathen—to seem

quaint rather tlian racist. Huston^s nar-

rative is both an ironic parable about

tlie motives and methods of imperialism

and a series of gags about civilization

and barbarism. When savages in war

masks are hit by bullets, the iniage is a

sick-joke liistory of colonialism, and

when the vulgarian heroes try to civ-

ilize the tribes they conquer, they ob-

viously have not much more than their

own military con dition ing to draw
upon. Danny and Peachy are British

primitives who seek to turn tlie savages

into Englishmen by drilling them in

discipline and respect for authority.

Danny becomes as sanctimonious about

that mission as Victoria herseif, and is

baffled when the natives show ingrati-

tude.

The Script, by Huston and Gladys

Hill, is a fine piece of craftsmanship,

with every detail in place, and with

some of Kipling^s devices carried fur-

ther, so that the whole mad, jinxed ad-

venture is tied together. But "The
Man Who Would Be King'' isn't

rousing, and it isn't a comed)', either.

It's a genre movie made with füll

awareness of the campy pit into which

it will sink if the laconic distancing

ever lapses. Huston has to hold down
the very emotions that most spectacles

aim for; if he treated the material

stirringly, it would take the audience

back to the era when we were sup-

posed to feel pride in the im-

perial British gallantry, as

we did at some level, dcspite

our more knowledgeablc, dis-

gusted selves, at movies like

the 1935 "Lives of a Beno:al

Lancer." This film doesn't

(lare give us the empathic

identification with what's

going on inside the heroes

which we had with Gary
Cooper and Franchot Tone in "Ben-

gal Lancer." \\\A Huston, who has

never been interested in spectacle for

its own luxurious sake, doesn't make
a big eveiit of the adventure, tlie

way Capra (S\^ witli the arrival at

Shangri-la—when he practically un-

veiled the city. Shot in Morocco, with

Oswald Morris as cinematographer and

Alexander Trauner as production de-

signer, "'J1ie Man Who Would Be
King'' is in subdued reds and browns,

and the persistent dusty earth tcMies un-

derscore the transiency of the heroes'

victory. There are no soaring emo-

tions. Huston teils bis whopper in a

matter-of-fact tone, and he doesn't

plav up the cast of thousands or the

possibilities of portentous spectacle \\\

the bizarre stone "sacred city" of Al-

exander the Great, built on a moun-
tain.

The director's love of the ma-
terial is palpable; it makes one smile.

'^'et the most audacious parts of the

film don't reach for that special clarity

whicli makes action memorably poetic.

There are lovely, foolish poetic bits—

a

panoramic view of warring armies

pausing to genuflect when holy men
walk through tlie battlefield, and the

brave last flourish of Billy F'ish (Saeed

JafFrey), the interpreter for the heroes,

who dies charging their enemies, point-

k'ssly, in the name of British military

ideals—but these episodes are oflPhand

and brief. Huston's is a perverse form

of noblesse oblige—he doesn't want to

push anything. He won't punch up tlie

moments that are right there waiting,

cven though we might have enjoyed

basking \x\ them, and gctting a lift from

them. He sets up the most elaborate,

berserk fairy-tale scenes and then just

sits back; he seems to be watching the

events happen instead of shaping them.

Huston has Said that Danny and Peachy

are destroyed because of ]olie de gnni-

dcur^ and that's what he risks, too. I

admire his pride; he treats the audience

with a sophisticated respect that's rare

in genre films, and this movie is the best

sustained work he's done in years. Even

Edith Head's costume designs and

Maurice Jarre's musical score rise to

the occasion, and the animal noises

(they Sound like cows lowing through

giant megaphones) that accompany the

primitive rites are terrifyingly creepy.

But Fhiston's courtliness has its weak-

ness. No doubt he believes in telling the

Story as simply as possible, but what that

means in practice is that he shoots the

Script. It's exemplar)', and he's a good

stor^'teller. But he's not such a great

mov'ic Storyteller here. I don't think

Huston any longer plans scenes for the

startling sprung rli)'thms of his early

work. The camera now seems to

he passively recording—inteHigently,

heautifulh, but without the sudden,

detonating effects of participation.

Huston has become more of an illus-

trator. And so the ironies in "The Man
Who Would Be King" go by fast

—

when vve want thcni to vibr.ite a little. -

Huston's even-tempered narrative

approach doesn't quite release all that

WT suspect he feels about the material.

It may be that he's so far into the kind

of thinking that this stor)^ represents

that he doesn't take us in far enough.

If he had regressed to an earlier stage

of movie history and presented Kip-

ling's jingoism with emotional force,

the film might have been a controver-

sial, inflammatory epic. If he had re-

kindled the magical appeal of that

jingoism and made us understand our

tragic vulnerability to it, it might have

been a true modern epic. The way he's

done it, the storv works only on the

level of a ^arn. l^ut it's a wonderful

yarn. Huston shares with Kipling a

revelbng in the unexpected twists of

behavior of other cultures, and he

doesn't convert the story into some-

thing humanistic. The ignorant natives

are cruel and barbaric; if they're given

a chance, they don't choose fair play.

And Huston leaves it at that—he

doesn't pussyfoot a round, tr}ing to

make them lovable. Huston has a fond-

ness for the idios)'ncrasies of the na-

tives, and he doesn't hate the heroes

who go out to exploit them. Huston is

cynical without a shade of contempt—

•

that's why the film is likable. Yet when
)()u play fascinated anthropologist,

equally amused by the British and the
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natives, you may have licked thc proh-

lem of liow to do Kipling now without

an oiitcry, but you're being falsc to

why you wantcd to film the story in

tlie fi rst place. Despite the film 's ironic

view of them, Danny and Peachy, who
can sing in the face of death, represent

Courage and gallantry. Hüsteln may
spoof this when he has Peachy bawl

out Danny for rushing in to attack an

enemy army, and Danny, who has won
the battle singlehanded, apologize that

his "blood was up/' but the love of this

crazed courage is built into the genre,

and even if you leave out the surging

emotion of the arrival of the British

relief column, it's the Britishers here

—

and their devoted Billy Fishes—who
represent civilization. Tlieir wa)S of

killing are cleaner—they don't kill for

pleasure. Huston's irony can't remove

all this—it merely keeps it from being

oflFensive.

The theme of **The Man Who
Would Be King" gets at the essence

of the attitudes underlying John Hus-

ton's work. Huston might be the man
without illusions on a quest. Here, as

in *^The Maltese Falcon," "The As-

phalt Jungle," "The Treasure of Sier-

ra Madre," his characters are after

money. But when Danny and Peachy

are battling mountain snowstorms,

risking blindness and death to gct to

the backward country tiiey mean to

pillage, one knows that it isn't just

for gold—it's because conquering and

looting a country are the highest score

they can imagine. And when tliey vicw

Alexander the Great's treasure, the

je weis and gold pieces seem a little

ridiculous; the treasure will be scat-

tered, like the paper money in "The
Asphalt Jungle" and the gold dust in

"The Treasure of Sierra Madre."

Wliat matters in Huston films is the

existential quest: man testing himself.

It's a great pity that Huston didn't

get to film Mailer's "An American

Dream,'* which is also about a man
who would be king. (All Mailer's

writing is. ) Mailer's book, being in

contemporary terms, might have chal-

lenged Huston right to the bone. The
Kipling Story, with its links to old ad-

venture-genre movies, and its links to

the childhood tastes we have disowned,

doesn't quite.

Huston finds a grisly humor in the

self-deceptions of ruthless people chas-

ing rainbows; that might almost be

his Comic notion of man's life on earth.

He earns esteem by not sentimentaliz-

ing that quest. (Yet his inability to

show afFection for characters who live

on diflperent terms shows how much
the rogues mean to him.) Huston isn't

too comfortablc about any direct show

of emotion; he's in his element (and

pcerlessly) with men who are boyishly

hrusque, putting down their own ten-

der feelings shamefacedly. When he

first prepared this Script, Gable was to

be in thc Connery role and Bogart in

SOO'RE, SRECIALf YOU'/^a A ]/aRy
£P£C/AU PfKSo/O, TiM. you
HA\/a A AlAö-ZCAi-, TALK/A/(r-

TOASTE.^, A/V/P THAT'S IA/WAT

/^/lAKeS VOU SPECIAL.

the Caine role. Connery is, T think, a

far better Danny than Gable would
ever have been. Gable never had tliis

warmth, and never gave himself over

to a role the way Connery does. With
the glorious exceptions of Brando and

Olivier, there's no screen actor IM
rather watch than Sean Connery. His

vitality may make him the most richly

masculine of all English-speaking ac-

tors; that thick, rumbling Scotsman's

voice of his actually transforms Eng-
lish—muffles the clipped edges and hu-

manizes the language. Connery 's Dan-
ny has a beatific, innocent joy in his

crazy goal even when he's half frozen

en route; few actors are as unself-

consciously silly as Connery is willing to

be—as he rnjoys being. Danny's fa-

tuity is sumptuous as he throws himself

into his first, half-embarrassed lofty

gesturcs. Connery plays this role with-

out his usual hairpieces, and, undis-

guised—bare-domed—he seems larger,

more free; if baldness ever needed re-

deeming, he's done it for all time. Caine

has the Bogart role, whicli means he's

Huston's protagonist; Peachy is the

smarter of the two, the wise-guy realist,

loyal to Danny even when he's de-

pressed by Danny's childishness. We see

through Peachy 's sane, saddened eyes

the danger in Danny's believing himself

a man of destiny, and Caine managcs
this with the modesty of a fi rst-rate

actor. He stays in character so con-

vincingly that he's able to bring oflF

the difficult last scene,

rounding out the story

conception, when it

becomes apparent that

Peachy has "gone na-

tive.

The central human
relationship is between

these two uneducated

working-class blokes,

who at first share a

fantasy, and who re-

main friends—broth-

ers, really, since they're

Masons—even when
their fantasies diverge.

The entire plot hingcs

on Freemasonry—not,

however, used philo-

sophically, as it was in

"The Magic Flute,"

though Kipling himself

was deeply involved in

the brotherhood, and

Christopher Plummer,
who plays him here,

wears a Masonic watch

fob. Plummer, hidden

by a thick brush mus-

tache, gives a blessedly
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rcstrained Performance as the strait-

laced young editor in India. In terms

of historical accuracy, however, he's

not young enough for the part. Broth-

er Kiphng—an "infant monster,"

Henry James called him—was only

twenty-two when he pubh'shed the

Story. In the movie, it seems appropriate

that the watch fob should set the wholc

adventiire in motion; the brotherhood

that links the two rowdy crooks, the

nearsighted Journalist, and the shaven-

headed monks in the temple of Kafiri-

stan is like a schoolboys* secret society

that has swept the world. In the story,

Kipling was able to satirize his own
gnomic vision of fraternity, and at times

Huston and Gladys Hill, ringing chang-

es on the mystic-fraternity theme

—

^'rejuvenating" it—might almost he

horrowing from Edgar Rice Burroughs.

Huston seems to be enjoying himself

in this film in the way he hasn't for a

long time. It communicates the feeling

of a cünsummated dream.

ONE of the incidental benefits of

movies based on classics is that

filmgoers are often eager to read the

book; Allied Artists, which produced

this film, and Bantam Books have just

Struck a low note by putting out a

gold-covered paperback novellxation of

Kipling's Story. This makeshift Kip-

ling, written by Michael Hardwick,

Combines the story and the screenplay,

unnecessarv descriptions, and bits from

Kipling's life to fill a hund red and

thirty-sevcn pages. The whole new
practice of film novelizations is a dis-

grace. It sickens the screenw riters who
iiave written original screenplays to see

their dialogue debased into a prose

stew, but at least they are alive and in

a Position to fight against it. If they're

suckered, it's partly their own damneJ
greedy fault. But here is a movie in-

spired by love of Kipling—apparently,

Huston first read the story when he

was twelve or thirtcen, and it meant

enough to him to nag at him many
years later—and this love has had the

effect of temporarily displacing the

story and putting drivel in its stead.

Hunger cannot be the excuse: Al-

lied Artists and Bantam Books are not

poor and desperate, and the profit to

be made from this venture is not like-

ly to be vast. VVhat is the rationale for

this garbagizing of literature? I don't

think "The Man Who Would Be

King" is a great story, but it's a good

one—good enough to have turned peo-

ple into Kipling readers, maybe, if it

had been made readily available in an

edition with one or two other Kipling

stories, and with the movie-photo tie-

1
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ins thnt will attract rcadcrs to this goKl

beauty. Since Kipling's work isn't in

screenplny form but in a highly rcad-

ahle form, tlie motive for tliis mass-

marketcd paperback scems almost likc

giggly miscbief—a folie of debasement.

That could be another tcrm for busi-

ness as usual. Allied Artists and Ban-

tam Büoks, wliy are you doing this?—Pauline Kael

After a season of family counscllng, we
rccently asked the assembled mothcrs

v\hich of üur techniques had imprcsscd

them the most. One youiiß mother ciithu-

siastically stated : "The bathroom tcch-

nique! It's the answer that I've beeii

seeking for years."

Suggested by Dr. Rudolf Dreikurs, a

psychiatrist and Adlerian disciple, the

bathroom techuique is almost absurdly

simple. Here's how it works: Wheii a

child misbehaves or presses you vvith too

niany demands, witluiravv to the one

room in every household in which a pcr-

son can lock the door and be alone—the

bathroom ! We especially recommend this

technique to mothers harassed by de-

manding younger children. The mother
\\ ho wants to escape the tyranny of her

child's whining enters the bathroom and

locks the door. While there, she does not

respond in any way to the child—even if

he cries, screams or hits the door. If he

continues, she turns on a radio and, if lu

still persists, she takes a bath. When all

is calm, she comes out with a smile. But
if the child reasserts bis demands or ex-

hibits othcr undesirable behavior, back

she goes to the bathroom !

If there is only one bathroom in tlie

house, the clever child may suddenly de-

clare he has to use it. What should the

mother do then? She should remain in

the bathroom! The child is being trained.

The message that the mother is getting

across to the child is that she will no
longer take any nonsense. If the enraged
child begins to hammer on the door or to

break furniture, even then the mother
should still stay in the bathroom!

—

From
''ABC/s of Child Discipline:' by Ray-
mond J . Corsini and Genevicve Painter.

Might even take another hath. It's

not a füll life, but it's better than

nothing.-

Pepperkaka
1 package brown sugar

1 cup water
1 tablespoon cloves

1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon ginger

Combine in a saucepan

and bring to a boil. Boil

coordinator for the Las
Lomitas School District, a

member of the Larrabee
slowly for 10 minutes.

Remove from heat.—Redwood City (Calif.) Tribüne.

If he can't stand the heat, he sliould

stay out of the kitchen.

Lost Without Your Lipstick?

There, there, you'll never
lose sight of this one. A
million dollars' worth in

what-else-but red swivels

from a yellow case and
leaves its imprint on the
sieeve of our white cotton
T Shirt. By Starbuck. Ours
only. S-M-L sizes 16.00.
Mail Orders (add L25
shipping) to 135 Stockton
Street, San Francisco; 3240
Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles or 830 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

California Seattle

Portland Phoenix Chicago

TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

Travel the Read to Gompostela
with Lars-Eric Lindblad

Come with us on the "Read to Gompostela."
where for a thousand years travelers have
followed the hallowed pilgrimage route to

the shrineofSantiagode Gompostela. Along
the way are splendid Romanesque
churches, monasteries, hospices-beauti-
fully preserved from the Middle Ages. No-

where eise in Europe is the past so vividly

present. James Michener calls it "the finest

journey in Spain and one of the two or three

best in the world." You will travel with a

small, select group, accompanied by a lec-

turer-gulde and an experienced Lindblad
Courier. Accommodations are first-class

throughout, and thepace is leisurelyenough
so that you will come back both enlight-

ened and refreshed. This tour is one of sev-

eral in a new program of Arts & Givilizations

Tours arranged by Lindblad Travel. Others
include Asia Minor. Bourbon Italy. Byzan-
tium, Eastern Europe. Indonesia. and the

World of Ancient f^aya.

Please write for our informative "Arts &
Givilizations" brochure.

LINDBU^D TRAVEL, INC.
Dept.NYAG1576

133 East 55th Street. New York. N.Y. 10022 • (212) 751-2300
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ADVENTURE IS BACK
INALLITSGLORY! >

VINCENT CANBY Review reprinted in its entirety from the New York Times, Thursday, December 18, 1975

The setting is India in the late 19th

Century when the British raj was in his

glory. It is a time of mission and mystery

and the white man's bürden, of appalling

poverty and of wealth often described as

untold of. The eities teem with unruly

humanity, with beggars, blind men,

snake charmers, demented holy men,

starving children. In the upland terri-

tories British soldiers guard the fron-

tiers to places of which someone will say,

quite seriously, "No white man has ever

gone in there and come out alive."

In marvelous old movies like ^Xives

of the Bengal Lancers'' and ''Gunga

Din/^ this world is very far removed and

terribly romantic, as it still is in John

Huston's highly entertaining new film
,

^^The Man Who Would Be King,^^ based

on the Short story by Rudyard Kipling.

The film opened yesterday at two thea-
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cidences, they reaüze their wildest

dreams.

Danny gets himself crowned king and

recognized as a god, the legitimate son

of Alexander, and Peachy became chief

of the armed forces and the treasure

Chamber. But while Peachy keeps his eye

on the main chance, that is, an opportu-

nity to abscond with the.gold, Danny
begins to like the divinity business aurt

to take his responsibilities seriou\^y,

which is their downfall.

Not in a very long while has Mr.

Huston, who wrote the screenplay with

Gladys Hill and also directed the film,

been so successfully lighthearted and so

consistently in command of his subject.

Small-time frauds who get in over their



poverty and of wealth often described as

untold of. The eitles teem with unruly

humanity, with beggars, blind men,

snake charmers, demented holy men,

starving children. In the upland terri-

tories British soldiers guard the fron-

tiers to places of which someone will say,

quite seriously, "No white man has ever

gone in there and come out alive."

In marvelous old movies like^Lives

of the Bengal Lancers'' and ^^Gunga
< 111 _.

Din/^ this world is very far removed and

terribly romantic, as it still ts in John

Huston^s highly entertaining new film
,

^^The Man Who Would Be King/^ based

on the Short story by Rudyard Kipling.

The film opened yesterday at two thea-

ters.

The most pleasant surprise about

^The Man Who Would Be King^^ is that

although it is about as romantic and

implausible an adventure as you're likely

to see, it^s not an anachronism. It's

neither a silly update of an entertain-

ment designed for pre-World War II

Saturday-afternoon America, nor is it

one of those films that are wise with

hindsight about earlier eras, like John

Milius^s ^The Wind and the Lion/'

^The Man Who Would Be King^^ man-

ages to be great fun in itself while being

most faithful to Kipling, whose story,

written in the 1890's, is a kind of raffish

metaphor for the British colonial expe-

rience that did not end for another half

Century. But this really isn't what ^The

Man Who Would Be King'' is about. It:s

a tall tale, a legend, of steadfastness.

courage, camaraderie, gallantry and
* " ' ' I— I — .—^ — ! ^l— .. -» , - -—-

greed, though not necessarily in that

Order. \

It's about two former English soldiers

turned con artists, Danny Dravot (Sean

Connery) and Peachy Carnehan (Mich-

ael Caine), who decide that Victoria's

India is no longer big enough for them

(and their growing reputations as black-

mailers and forgers). They decide to

carve out their own kingdom in Kafiri-

stan, now a part of Afghanistan but then

an undiscovered territory not visited by

a known tourist or king since Alexander

the Great.

Danny and Peachy are grand, old -

fashioned adventurers with the gift of

of Alexander, and Peachy became chief

of the armed forces and the treasure

Chamber. But while Peachy keeps his eye

on the main chance, that is, an opportu-

nity to abscond with the gold, Danny
begins to like the divinity business anrl

to take his responsibilities seriou\^y,

which is their downfall.

Not in a very long while has Mr.

Huston, who wrote the screenplay with

Gladys Hill and also directed the film,

been so successfully lighthearted and so

consistently in command of his subject.

Small-time frauds who get in over their

heads have always appealed to him, and

Danny and Peachy, as played by Mr.

Connery and Mr. Caine, are two of his

nicest discoveries — larger - than - lif

e

,

robust, sometimes curiously prim buti

suddenly stalwart in the crises.

Christopher Plummer also gives the

film weight in the role of the young Rud-

yard Kipling who, as a newspaperman

in India, participates in the beginning

and the end of the story. Supporting the

stars are Saeed Jaffrey, as a sort.of glib

Gunga Din character, who always begins

a tale of woe by saying *'oh me, by jove,

alas," as if it were one word, and Shakira
'

Caine (Mrs. Michael Caine), who plays

an exotic heathen beauty.

The movie, which was shot in Morocco,

gab and a sense of style. Outrageously looks lovely and remote (how did we ever

disguised as a holy man and his servant,

they climb mountains and cross glaciers

to penetrate the. forbidden territory

where, through luck and a series of coin-

once settle for those black-and-white

Hollywood hills?) and has just enough

romantic nonsense in it to enchant the

child in each of us. 1975 New York Times©.

Illustration and emphasis added *
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Also starring

Emanuel L. Wolf preseots

In the Jolin Huston-Jolin Foreman film

me IflmloW Be KlDO
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in Husfon's 'Man' Misses Fite
~ By FRANK RICII

^ John Huston and Rudyard
2 Kipling sound like a perfect

match, but the collaboration

hasn't worked out nearly as

well as you mlght imagine

or wish in "The Man Who
Would Be King," now at the

Coronet and Loew's Astor

l^laza. This film, which Hus-

ton has co-adapted (with

Gladys Hill) and directed

from Kipling's short story,

only occasionally reflects the

robust high spirits its Crea-

tors share. It has all the

trappings of a manly adven-

ture saga, and you want it to

rivet you—to make you feel

like a 12-year-old kid again

—but it's so watery and dif-

fuse that it eventually just

wears you down.
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'The Man
Who Would Be King'

An Allied Artists release of a
Perikv-BrigW/ Devon pkture, pre-
sented by EnnanucI L. Wolf. Pro-
duced by John Foreman. Directed
by John Huston, fronr) a screen-
play tie co-wrote with Gladys Hill,

a<l:«pted from Rüdtyard Kfpling's
Story. Gast: Sean Connery, Michael
Caine, Christopher Plunimer, Sa-
eed Jaffrey, Shakira Caine. 129 min-
utes. MPAA ratinq: PQ (Parental
guidanc« suggested).

Kipling's brief, Ironie fable

is about two late 19th-cen-

tury British colonialists, well

meaning rogues in pith hel-

mets (played by Sean Con-

nery and Michael Caine in

the film), who take an ardu-

ous journey from India to a

tiny, primitive country called

Kafiristan, wehere, with guns

and British guile, they can

cease to be "little men" and

establish themselves as kings.

While the story is in part an

Imperialist fantasy, it's also

a good yarn, decked out

with a classically tragic con-

clusion and a romantic's

sense of mystery. Huston

doesn't alter the letter of

Kipling's work in any sub-

tantial way, but, because he

improperly weights the vari-

ous eiements of the narra-

tive, his movie ends up

stressing the writer's an-

achronistic prejudices and

diminishing his storytelling

power.

There doesn't appear to

be any dramatic strategy to

the film—Huston seems to

have made all his crucial di-

rectorial decisions by whim.

At the outset he spends more

time (25 minutes) setting his

heroes on their journey than

he eventually does on the

journey itself. (While the

volce-over narration teils us

that the men travel on passes

**no broader than the back of

your band," we don't see

the-m do so—instead we're

shown an "evocative" mon-

tage of glacial mountain

peaks). Later on, w-hen Dra-

vot and Carnehan get to

Kafiristan, we see only their

carly skirmishes with local

tribesmen: Suddenly they've

Consolidated their power.

Dravot (Connery) has been

crowned as a God-king by

the awestruck natives, and

the movie comes to a halt as

we wait for the English-

men's scheme to be undone.

Much of that halt is taken

\ip by a series of sequences

which Show how easily the

Englishmen can loot their

adopted nation of Its royal

treasures, dupe its holy men
into Staging religious spec-

tacles on their behalf and
make its tribal leaders quiver

and shake before their guns.

You Start to believe that

Huston takes an obscene de-

light in watching a helpless

ancient oivilization as it's

destroyed by two greedy, if

affable, intruders on a lark.

While that attitude can be
extracted from the Kipling

story's background, it's in

the foreground of the movie
—while the story itself often

seems to be taking place off-

screen.

This is probably more a re-

sult of sloppiness than de-

sign, and to some extent it's

a function of the director's

jnsistence on equating book
time with film time. Some-
times two sentences of fic-

tion can serve as a whole
scene in a movie while five

pages can be reduced to a
Single shot — but Huston
hasn't exercised the prerog-

arives opeoi to a filmmaker
who wishes to adapt fiction

to the movies. The story's

tragic turn — Dravot starts

lo believe that he really

might be a descendant of

Alexander the Great — can
be presented in wtiiplash

fashion in a short story,

but, in a 2-hour film In

which Dravot is physically

before us the entire time,

we must be prepared for the

change gradually. When
Connery's Dravot undergoes

his Personality switoh, we
just don't believe it.

Connery and the rest of

the cast are blameless for

these failures. When they

have the screen to them-
selves, the two leads are

wonderfully rowdy cads —
and Christopher Plummer,
who appears as Kipling at

the beginning and end of the

movie, is fine in a role that

should have been eliminated.

(Huston should have cap-

tured Kipling's point of view
as a matter of style; it ac-

complishes nothing to show
the writer listening to the

heroes' tale with an Ironie

expression plastered across

his face). The film's settings

are properly exotic, too, and
Shakira Caine is a native

girl who'could fuol any pubes-
cent fantasy, but there's

no denying that "The Man
Who Would Be King" makes

the exotic adventure stories

one cherishes from child-

hood seem as distan/t as they
actually are.
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Mr. & h4n, Robert Wagner and John Husfon Bob Fosse and Cafhy Witt

But IV'ith Style

ßy EUGENIA SHEPPARD

T^WO MOVIES opened the same week, each with

its own style of premiere. The "Lucky Lady" cast

and some lucky guests were chauffeured in antique

Cadillacs and Rolls-Royces to 21, where they dined in

1920's splendor. For the opening of "The Man Who
Would Be King" guests followed a path of slippery

gold glitter,to Nathan's, where the fare was hot dogs

and pizza for a change.
Posf Photos by Vernon Shibia

Valerie Perrine Shakira and Michael Caine

Jack Haley Jr,
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"—MM WHO WOULD
KINO' IS GREAT FUN!

HIGHLY ENTERTAININQ, a tall tale, a legend

off steadffastness, courage, camaraderie,

gallantry and greed . . . it has just enough
romantic nonsense in it to enchant."

f.^
—Vincent Canby, New York Times

" The Man Who Would Be King' is a sweeping
,

adventure story. Very spectacular and a

mar^elOUS iWm."—Kevin Sanders, WABC-TV

" The Man Who Would Be King' is a vigorous,

flamboyantly entertaining adventure."
—William Wolf, Cu9 Magazine

" The Man Who Would Be King' is a thumping good
adventure. Great, good tun, a rousing piece of

entertainmenV —Walter Spencer, WOR

tt tThe Man Who Would Be King' is a good yarn, an

appealing fäntasy told with high spirits and
inffeCtiOUS enthUSiasm."—HoHrardK/sse/. Women's Wear Oally

" The Man Who Would Be King' is

an adventure that is bound to

make you smile and smile. A
Visual bonanza. Jolly good show."

—Bob Salmaggi, WIMS Radio

tt tThe Man Who Would Be King'

is a witty, fast-moving highly

entertaining adventure."
—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

" The Man Who Would B^ King'

is a huge entertainment epic.

Great Fun, one of the year's

. most entertaining films."

—Jetfrey Lyons. WPIX-TV
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THE MAN
WHO WOULD BE KING

ONE OF THE YEAR'S

10 BEST!
—Time Magazine, Cuo Magazine, After Darl( Magazine,

WINS, Mademoiselle Magazine, WPIX-TV

"A happy piece of hokum, daring-do
and entertainment. The Man Who
Would Be King' is John Huston's best
film since The African Queen'. JUST
ABOUT THE ONLY FILM FOR THE HOLI-
DAY SEASON THATCAN BE VIEWED
WITH ROUND-THE-FAMILY CONTENT-
MENT. 39

-^ohn Simon, New York Magazine

"Solid entertainment, achewy,
colorfui, fuii-bodied adventure!"

—Stewart Klein. WNEW-TV

''Exuberant, entertaining, grand and
glorious escapist cinema. THE BEST
ADVENTURE FILM OF THE YEAR."

—Jim D'Anna, WRVR-FM
t

'"The ManWhoWould Be King' is

a prince among pictures. IT IS

FLAT-OUT ENTERTAINMENT-a
headlong story, head-crunching
aCtIOn. -Gene Slialit, NBC-TV

"GREAT FUN! HIGHLY ENTERTAINING."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times
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k\sa staninsM laltfey and inbodöcvigMu [M Screenpiay by IoIN] Huston md CladyS Hill

bisaj ui a ilorv b^ Ruj/ard Kiping Musir composed and conducted b^ Maivce bne l^oduced by lolV) rOf6(Ddf1

(kected bylolvi HliSlOil ^Mm^^m^kn^üm iKtab-ta«* A Pefsk^'Bnghl/O^fin Pictuie

k\ üHia) ilflGls Colümbi^ftcbire Prcducbofl CM» An Med Artists Nne
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THE MAN
WHO WOULD BE KING

ONE OF THE YEAR'S

10 BEST!
—Time Magazine. Cue Magazine, Alter Dark Magazine,

WINS, Mademoiselle Magazine, WPIX-TV

"Aü exhilarating adventure fantasy
A WHOPPER! It has courage and
gallantry.This movie is the best
sustained work Huston has done
in years." —Pauline Kaef, The New Yorker

"A happy piece of hokum, daring-do
and entertainment. The Man Who
Would Be King' is John Huston's best
film since The African Queen'. JUST
ABOUTTHE ONLYFILM FORTHE HOLI-
DAY SEASON THAT CAN BE VIEWED
WITH ROUND-THE-FAI\/IILY CONTENT-
IVICIM I —John Simon, New York Magazine

"Solid entertainment, achewy,
coiorfuiy fuii-bodied adventure!"

-Stewart Klein. WNEW'TV

"'The ManWhoWould Be King'
a prince among pictures. IT IS

FLAT-OUT ENTERTAINIVIENT-a
headlong story, head-crunching
aCtlOn. -Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

''GREAT FUN! HIGHLY ENTERTAINING."
—Vincent Canby, New York Times
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John Huston on Kipling,

Hemingway and Jack Daniels

By JIM WATTERS

Puerto Vallarta, Mexico

Years ago John Huston,

already a famous film direc-

tor, walked into "21" and
spotted one of his idols, H.

L. Mencken. "I went over

to him and said, Tm John
Huston.' The old man said

something compHmentary
sbout a couple of stodes

I had written for the Ameri-
can Mercury and then asked,

*What do you do now?' 1
make movies now,' I said.

'Oh/ he replied, 'you'll get

over that!*

"

At 69, Johft Huston still

hasn't gotten over making
movies, and his latest film,

"The Man Who Would Be
King," is the surprise success

of the season. The public'»

buying it and the critics

—

from Vincent Canby to Pau-

line Kael to John Simon

—

have been virtually unani-

mous in their praise. Based

on Rudyard Kipling's story

about two British army
rogues who seek out, find

and then lose the treasure

of Alexander The Great in

a remote land called Kafiris-

tan, the film is viewed by
many as a stunning Come-

back for a director whos^
career bas been sadly sagging

over the past few years.

While it may not quite be

in the same artistic league

as "The Maltese Falcon"

—

the 1941 classic which

marked his directorial debut

—or "The Treasure of Sierra

Madre" or *The Asphalt

Jungle" or "The African

Queen," it is vastly superior

to such subsequent fiascos as

"The Bible" and "The Mack-
intosh Man."

On the first evening I

spent with Huston at his

(

Continued on Pag§ 15
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Huston on Kipling-, Hemingway and Jack Daniels

t;

Coniinued from Pag9 1

hom« in Puerto Vallarta, 'The
Man Who Would Bt King"
wai scarcdy mentioned. In-

stead, Huston engaged in a

quiet, yet impassioned dis-

tussion of art and artists,

with special emphasis on his

dislikt for abstract works-—
Pollock, no; Rothko, si. By
the «id of the evening, he
had purchased two smail

watercolors from Kathy Ja-

cobs, a Los Angeles artisf,

who had becn visiting the

owncr of the local art gallery.

"I want the small one—it

reminds me of Corot—and
one of the dirty ones," he
lays, picking out a grotesque
line Sketch of an androgy-
Inous figure engaged in a sex-

ual encounter with two de-

Imons.

"We never talk movies
iround here; it's art or litera-

Iture," Gladys Hill teils me.
As Huston's secretary-

turned - assistant - tumed-
screenwriter, she is a woman
lof indeterminate agc but defi-

nitc, plain-spoken strength.

She is all things—save one—
to Huston, that notable ex-

ceptlon being taken care of

by a young local woman who
is now gently massaging Hus
ton'« bare feet as he sits

Buddha-s?tyle in his chair.

Miss Hill, as Huston some-

times calls Gladys, worked
for Sam Spiegel when he

and Huston formed Horizon

Pictures. Then she got mar-

ried. "When John heard I'd

gotten, unmarried, he sent

me the sweetest telegram:

T uiiderstand you're working
temporarily and since you
hke ^ travel, why don't you
come to Ireland and work
for me forever and ever?'"

"I haven't driven for 20

yetr». You can*t drink and
drive," Huston continues,

.nursing his always present

Jt,ck Daniels, "so Gladys does

the driving. the typing—all

the dirty work." And since

•The Kremlin Letter," in

1970, she't also shai^
screcnwriting credit. So *The

Man Who Would Be King"

belongs to her, too.

Huston does his reading

•nd writing at a huge round

table in the centcr of a spec-

tacular, circular open living

room. Aj he sits cross-legged

in his caftans or famous de-

nim bush jackets, tourists

John Huston, filming

in Morocco; IVe

made only three

good films in the

last decade.*

M«rvln Lichtner/LM Gross

will occasionally walk right

through the room on their

way from the Holiday Inn

beach to the Hotel Las Pal-

mas. The room is so vast

that they think it is a porch
or Veranda, and they rarely

recognize the resident, who
is always cordial.

Huston's white, close-crop-

ped hair and matching beard
give his crinkled, kindly face

a resemblance to his old bud-

dy, Emest Hemingway. Along
with the Jack Daniels, there

are boxes of I>on Diegos on
the round table. "I inhale,"

he admits to a young aspiring

screenwriter who has come
calling two days in a row,
hoping he has found time
to read her work. He prom-
ises to do so, then com-
pliments her on the manner
in which she lights her Don-

Diego and every now and
then—to be polite, since the

girl has nothing to contribute

to the conversation — he

turns to her and offers anoth-

er compliment. 'That long

golden hair, my dear, it is

beautiful, just beautiful, my
dear." She smiles, and keeps
puffing on her Don Diego.

.

Dennis Morgan, who
starred with Bette Davis and
Olivia De Havilland in Hus-
ton's 1942 film, "In This Our
Life," onoe said, "John, I

think, wrote his life as a

Script when he was very

young, and has played it ever

since."

Mr. Morgan had a point.

By the time he was 30, Hus-

ton had tried almost every-

thing: boxing (amateur light-

weight champ of California),

acting (he made his debut

at 3^/4 as Uncle Sam with

his famous father Walter

Haston) and opera singing,

writing (newspaper report-

ing, plays, movie dialogue,

Short stories), painting (in

Paris, afler his first Stab at

Hollywood success), horse-

back riding (he joined the

Mexican cavalry at 19). His

World was the world of travel

and action and fun, and his

image was that of a man's
man—an image that might
have jumped to life fresh

from the pages of Kipling.

"I found myself going over

Kipling's ground, looking for

that World he'd written

about," says Huston. "The
Man Who Would Be King'

appeals to the child in me,
to the child in all of us,

that adventure of going into

Strange latitudes where reck-

oning ceases to count, the

embarking on a voyage
where you can't see the end."

Huston read Kipling as a

child, and when confined for

a time to a sanitarium for

both heart and kidney aii-

menls, he developed a thir-st

for exotic, di.stant worlds.

"I read so much Kipling, it's

in my unconscious. You start

a verse, VW finish it. I didn't

commit things to memory,
it was simply my pouring

over things. Kipling writes

about a world of the past,

a world gone, a geography
gone. It's the world of adven-

ture, high honor, mystery."

He muses a moment, then

adds, "I wonder with a bit

of envy now about those

people who only do one thing

all their lives. Maybe there

are advantages I've missed.

Well, I knew from the begin-

ning that a picture-maker's

life is fragmented. .And I iised

to feel very sad when a film

was over, when I rcalized

tliis partlcular experience
would never happen again,

these people would never

come togelher again. It is

an end of a world."

But the films themselves

endure as a permanent reflec-

tion of the director's skills,

his perceptions and his philos-

ophy. "I've read some of

those critics who have told

me what my philosophy is

—

the ones who always say

I make films about the re-

ward being in the action it-

self, the living of life, not

the prize at the end. Well,

yes, I do see a thread running

through films like Treasure
of Sierra Madre,* 'Moby
Dick,' 'Red Badge of Courage'

and The Asphalt Jungle.'

They're about people who,
because of their own limita-

tions, don't win out. But in

The Man Who Would Be
King,' if Dravot and Camj-
han had come back to Eng-

land with their treasure and
gone out to pursue the Gaiety

Girls, it would be pretty emp-
ty, meaningless."

Huston devotes little time

to assessing hi.s own work,

to seeking hidden meanings
and unifying themes, and he

prefers to let the films speak

for themselves. "I don't set

out to teil one story," he
says, shrugging. "Still, it is

not by accident that I choase

my material. It is just so

deep that I don't think about
it. Some of the great direc-

tors—like Bergman—are to-

tally involved in their own
thing. Well, I'm more frivo-

lous—oh, I guess I could be

pompous and say catholic

or something like that, but

I simply like to jump around

in life and in films. I think

I've made only three good
films in the last decade: 'Re-

flections in a Golden Eye.*

'Fat City* and now 'The Man

Who Would Be King.' And
they are not remotely similar.

"Perhaps my greatest con-

tribution has been that of

keeping certain films from
being out and out disgraces,

of turning them into medio-

crities instead. Take The
Mackintosh Man,' for exam-
ple. We all needed money

—

Paul Newman, John Foreman
and I. I'm not rieh. I've spent

it as I've gone along. That's

the secret of my longevity

—

I

have to work. But I've had
a hell of a good time, a
better time than a lot of

the Hollywood fat cats."

After asking Gladys Hill

to replenish hijs Jack Daniels,

Huston discusses his tech-

nique with actors. "It's

simple. I do as Httle directing

as possible. Occasionally,

there's an actor who likes

to talk about his role, so

ril talk with him. But that

doesn't happen very often.

In fact, with Scan Connery
and Michael Caine in 'The

Ma.n Who Would Be King,'

there was not one conversa-

tion between us. They juit;

did It, they did it themselves."

When screenwriter Peter

Viertel first suggested the
Kipling Story in the 1950's,

Huston said yes immediately.

Several screenplays were
written over the years and
quite a few aotors mentioned
for the leads. Clark Gable

and Humphrey Bogart were
Huston's original choices;

then when Bogart died, Sina-

tra briefly entered the pic-

ture. When Gable died too,

Richard Burton and Peter

O'Toole were in the running.

Some 20 years passed and

then producer John Foreman

—on a \ isit to Huston's home
in Ireland—came across art

director Stephen Grime.s's or-

iginal Sketches for the film

and his enthusiasm, plus his.

talent for raising funds, final-

ly got the project off the

ground. Paul Newman, a

Jong-time associate of Fore-

man, read the script and said

it was perfect—but not for

him.

"I couldn't help but agree

with Newman," Huston now
says. "Foreman sent Connery
and Caine the script and wc
heard back immediately. You
know, if they had lived in

Victorian England, they

would have been in the Ser-

vice of the Queen. Caine's

a cockney and Connery's a

Scot who would probably

have risen to sergeant and
then been farmed out to In-

dia.

"When I cast a picture,

I do most of my directing

right there in ftnding the

right person. I use actors

with strong personalities,

ones who are like the charac-

ters they play. Take Laurence
Olivier—^he's probably the

greatest of all, and he can
assume any role and take

on any shape. It's a marvel,

really, but that's a kind of

virtuosity that does not serve

my purposes, much as I ad-

mire its art. I'd rather get

the real article." ^'

Huston and Gladys Hill are

currently working on a

screenplay based on Heming-
way's "Across the River and
Into the Trees." "The book,

which was largely a disaster,

is a dialogue between a colo-

nel who is dying and a very
young Italian girl. Papa was
very dejected by the recep-

tion of the book and I've

got correspondence from him
which was written when he
was so down about it. I know
the background, a lot of the

personal things. He really ex-

poses himself in the book
and it is hard to draw the

line between Hemingway and
the old colonel.

When he tumed 50, Huston
was widely quoted as saying

that he would live to be
100. "Well, that isn't all that

long now," he jokes. "But

at my advanced age I'm be-

coming aware of the intran-

sigencies of this life. So I

told the architect who's

building a new home for me
here in Puerto Vallarta to

build something that doesn't

last too long, something

that'll go back into the moun
tain, say In five years."
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Huston on Kipling-, Hemingway and Jack Daniels

Coniinued from Page l

home In Puerto Vallaru, "The

Man Who Would Bc King"

was scarcely mentioned. In

stead, Huston engaged in a

quiet, yet impassioned di.^-

cussion of art and artists,

with special emphasis on his

dislike for abstract works

—

PoUock. no; Rothko, si. By
the end of the evening, he

had purchased two smail

watercolors from Kathy Ja-

cobs, a Los Angeles artisf,

who had been visiting the

owner of the local art gallery.

"I want the small one—it

rcminds me of Corot—and
cne of the dirty ones," he

says, picking out a grotesque

line Sketch of an androgy-

nous figure engaged in a sex-

ual encounter with two de-

mohs.

"Wc never talk movies
around here; it's art or litera-

ture," Gladys Hill teils me.

As Huston's secretary-

turned - Assistant - turned-

screenwriter, she is a woman
of indeterminate age but defi-

cite, plain-spoken strength.

She is all things—save one

—

tb Huston, that notable ex-

ception being taken care of

by a young local woman who
is now gently massaging Hus
ton's bare feet as he sits

Suddha-style in his chair.

Miss Hill, as Huston some-
times calls Gladys, worked
for Sam Spiegel when he
and Huston formed Horizon

Picturcs. Then she got mar-

ried. "When John heard I'd

gotten unmarried, he sent

me the sweetest telegram:

'I undcrstand you're working
temporarily and smce you
like to travel, why don't you
come to Ireland and work
for me forever and ever?*"

,.' "I haven't driven for 20
years. Vou can't drink and
drive," Hu5ton continues,

nursing his always prescnt

Jack Daniels, "so GUdys does

the driving, the typing—all

the dirty work." And since

"The Kremlin Letter," in

1970, she's also shared

screenwriting credit. So "The
Man Whö Would Be King"
b€longs to her, too.
** Huston does his reading

and writing at a huge round

table in the center of a .spec-

tacular, circular open living

room. As he sits cross-legged

in his caftans or famous de-

nim bush jackets, tourists

A ;

John Huston, filming

in Morocco: Tve

made only three
«

good films in the .

last decade.'
•• . ^•
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will occasionally walk right

through the room on their

way from the Holiday Inn

beach to the Hotel Las Pal-

mas. The room is so vast

that they think it i.s a porch

or Veranda, and they rarely

recognize the resident, who
is always cordial.

Huston's white, close-crop-

ped hair and matching beard

give his crinkled, kindly face

a resemblance to his old bud-

dy, Ernest Hemingway. Along
with the Jack Daniels, there

are boxes of Don Diegos on

the round table. "I inhale,"

he admits to a young aspiring

screenwriter who has come
calling two days in a row,

hoping he has found time

to read her work. He prom-
ises to do so, then com-
pliments her on the manner
in which she lights her Don
Diego and every now and
then—to be polite, since the

girl has nothing to contribute

to the conversation — he

turns to her and offers anoth-

er compliment. "That long

golden hair, my dear, it is

beautiful. just beautiful, my
dear." She smiles, and keeps

puffing on her Don Diego.

Dennis Morgan, who
starred with Bette Davis and

Olivia De Havilland in Hus-

ton's 1942 film, "In This Our
Life," onoe said, "John, I

think, wrote his life as a

Script when he was very

young, and h§is played it ever

since."

Mr. Morgan had a point.

By the time he was 30, Hus-

ton had tried almost every-

thing: boxing (amateur light-

weight champ of California),

acting (he made his debut

at 3^^ as Uncle Sam with

his famous father Walter

Haston) and opera singing,

writing (newspaper report-

•. :
. r

ing, plays, movie dialogufe,

Short stories), painting (in

Paris, after his first Stab at

Hollywood success), horse-

back riding (he joined the

Mexican cavalry at 19). His

World was the world of travel

and action and fun, and his

image was that of a man's

man—an image that might
have jumped to life fresh

from the pages of Kipling.

"I found myself going over

Kipling's ground, jooking for

that World he'd written

about," says Huston. "The
Man Who Would Be King'

appeals to the child in me,
to the child in all of us,

that adventure of going into

Strange latitudes where reck-

oning ceases to count, the

embarking on a voyage
where you can't see the end."

Huston read Kipling as a

child, and when confined for

a time to a sanitarium for

both heart and kidney ail-

mcnts, he developed a thirst

for exotic, di.stant worlds.

"I read so much Kipling, it's

in my unconscious. You start

a verse, Y\\ finish it. I didn't

commit things to memory,
it was simply my pouring

over things. Kipling writes

about a world of the past,

a world gone, a geography
gone. It's the world of adven-
ture, high honor, mystery."

He muses a moment, then
adds, "I wonder with a bit

of envy now about tho.se

people who only do one thing

all their lives. Maybe there

are advantages I've missed.

Well, I knew from the begin-

ning that a picture-maker's

life is fragmented. And I used
to feel very sad when a film

was over, when I realized

this particular experience

would never happen again,

these people would never

come together again. It is

an end of a world."

But the films themselves

endure as a permanent reflec-

tion of the director's skills,

his perceptions and his philos-

ophy. "I've read some of

those critics who have told

me what my philosophy is

—

the ones who always say

I make films about the re-

ward being in the action it-

self, the living of life, not

the prize at the end. Well,

yes, I do see a thread running

through films like Treasure

of Sierra Madre,' *Moby
Dick,' 'Red Badge of Courage*

and 'The Asphalt Jungle.'

They're about people who,

because of their own limita-

tions, don't win out. But m
The Man Who Would Be

King,' if Dravot and Carn.?-

han had come back to Eng-

land with their treasure and

gone out to pursue the Gaiety

Girls, it would be pretty emp-

ty, meaningless."

Huston devotes little time

to assessing hi.s own work,

to seeking hidden meanings
and unifying themes, and he

prefers to let the films speak

for themselves. "I don't set

out to teil one story," he

says, shrugging. "Still, it is

not by accident that I choo.se

my material. It is just so

deep that I don't think about

it. Some of the great direc-

tors—like Bergman—are to-

tally involved in their own
thing. Well, l'm more frivo-

lous—oh, I gaess I could be

pompous and say caiholic

or something like that, but

I simply like to jump around

in life and in films. I think

I've made nnly three gDod

films in the last decade: 'Re-

flections in a Golden Eye.'

'Fat City' and now 'The Man

Who Would Be King.' And
they are not remotely similar.

"Perhaps my greatest con-

tribution has been that of

keeping certain films from
being out and out disgraces,

of turning them into medio-

crities instead. Take 'The

Mackintosh Man,' for exam-
ple. We all needed money

—

Paul Newman, John Foreman
and I. l'm not rieh. I've spent

it as I've gone along. That's

the secret of my longevity

—

I

have to work. But I've had

a hell of a good time, a

better time than a lot of

the Hollywood fat cats."

After asking Gladys Hill

to replenish hi.s Jack Daniels,

Huston discusses his tech-

nique with actors. "It's

simple. I do as little directing

as possible. Occasionally,

there's an actor who likes

to talk about his role, so

ril talk with him. But that

doesn't happen very often.

In fact, with Sean Connery
and Michael Caine in 'The

Ma<n Who Would Be King,'

there was not one conversa-

tion between us. They just

did it, they did it themselves."

When screenwriter Peter

Viertel first suggested the

Kipling Story in the 1950's,

Huston Said ye.s immediately.

Several screenplays were
written over the years and

ouite a few actors mentioned
for the leads. Clark Gable

and Humphrey Bogart were
Huston's original choices;

then when Bogart died, Sina-

tra briefly entered the pic-

Uire. When Gable died too,

Richard Burton and Peter

OToole were in th:? ri'pn'n''

Some 20 years passed and

then producer John Foreman
—on a Visit to Huston's home
in Ireland—came across art

director Stephen Grime.s's or-

iginal Sketches for the film

and his enthusiasm, plus bis

talent for raising funds, final-

ly got the project off the

ground. Paul Newman, a

long-time associate of Fore-

man, read the script and said

it was perfect—but not for

him.

"I couldn't help but agree

with Newman," Huston now
says. "Foreman sent Connery

and Caine the script and we
heard back immediately. You
know, if they had lived in

Victorian England, they

would have been in the Ser-

vice of the Queen. Caine's

a cockncy and Connery's a

Scot who would probably

have risen to sergeant and

then been farmed out to In-

dia.

"When I cast a picture,

I do most of my directing

right there in finding the

right person. I use actors

with strong personalities,

ones who are like the charac-

ters they play. Take Laurence

Olivier—he's probably the

greatest of all, and he can

assume any role and take

on any shape. It'.s a marvel,

really, but that's a kind of

virtuosity that does not serve

my purposes, much as I ad-

mire its art. I'd rather get

the real article."

Huston and Gladys Hill are

currently working on a

screenplay based on Heming-
way's "Across the River and

Into the Trees." 'The book,

which was largely a disa.ster,

is a dialogue between a colo-

nel who is dying and a very

young Italian girl. Papa was
very dejected by the recep-

tion of the book and I've

got correspondence from him
which was written when he

was so down about it. I know
the background, a lot of the

personal things. He really ex-

poses himself in the book

and it is hard to draw the

line between Hemingway and

the old colonel.

When he turned 50, Huston

was widely quoted as saying

that he would live to be

100. "Well, that Isn't all that

long now," he jokes. "But

at my advanced age l'm be-

coming aware of the intran-

sigencies of this life. So I

told the architect who's

building a new home for me
here in Puerto Vallarta to

build something that doesn't

last too long, something

that'll go back into the moun-
tain, say In five years."
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Robbins : grist for
the movie mill

By STEPHEN M.
SILVEBMAN

HAROLD ROBBINS' 15th
and latest novel, Memories
of Another Day, boasts all

the ingrredients for a typical
Robbins success, let alone

ample fodder for the mövie
Cameras. Even so, it may
strike some as not contain-
ing the usual ample
amounts of sex as in Rob-
bins' novel past. It deals —
mythically, in the fashion of
John L. Lewis — with the
American labor movement.

:«!«8»'

"It contains as much sex
as there should be, which is

enough to reflect the mores
of the people you're writing
about," defended its author,
who really isn't defensive
about his work at all.

Isn't Robbins, for instance,
immune to reviews? Quoth
the author over half an egg
benedict last week: "Yeah."
Memories, not a week out of
the Stahle, is already on
every best-seller list.

In all, Robbins has sold
over 200 million books, and,
while the Hgure still can't
compare to the number of
burgers sold by McDonald's,
he is the best-selling novelist
in the world. Topping that,
he notes, "I'm the only
author alive today whose
every book is in print." He's
also, by his own admission
( Fm flattered") the most
imitated writer in the world.
On the other hand, movie

versions of his novels usu*

Kathleen Beller and Tommy Lee Jones played lovers in

the movie version ofHarald Robbins' "The Betsy,"

aily receive reviews even
worse than those of the
books on which they are
based and usually tum up
clunkers at the box office.

1970's TÄ« Adventurers is a
classic example, while TTie
Carpetbaggers (1964) fared
well given its promotional
blitz. Last year, with The
Betsy, "we bankrupted the
distributor," said Robbins.
"We" is Robbins' own film

production Company, the
five-year-old Karold Robbins
International, created so the
author would have some
control over how his books

were treated onscreen. *'Th€
Betsy was really our first,"

said the author, "and I think
[Laurence] Olivier came
through, so did Jane Alexan-
der, Katherine Ross. In fact,
most of the cast came
through except -and -, those
two —s refused to take off
their clothes. The direction
didn't have as much guts as
I would have liked."

As for bankrupting the
distributor, Allied Artists, he
said, "Unfortunately, AA
used the money they made
from US to pay off the Mi-
chael Caine and Sean Con-

Many of Harold Robbins'
bestselling novels have
been made into movies.

nery fiasco\77i
Would Be KirT

>r money eam-
ed as a box-office percent-
age]. I got my advance, but
never got my gross share. I

probably won't ever collect

it. [The film's already been
shown on TV.] It's a real •—

up.
Robbins' L.A.-based Com-

pany is run by Robert Wes-
ton, who used to run Avco-
Embassy for Joseph E.
Levine. Under Weston, Rob-
bins' Lonely Lady is sehe-
duled to begin shooting next

NEW YORK POST, SATURI

summer for Universal. A TV
Version of Tlie Dream Mer-
chants is also slated for the
near future, but will not fall

under the purview of Wes-
ton. "That deal was begun
15 years ago," explained
Robbins, "And there have
been several Scripts on it.

One was by Harlan Ellison
and that was a complete dis-

aster."

As for whether he prefers
his works on the big or little

screen, Robbins said it de-

pends on the story. "79 Park
Avenue was perfect for TV,"
he said. "But The Pirate was
wrong. It couldn't carry the
hours. Dream8 is extremely
cinematic, but I'm still try-

ing to make my mind up
about Lonely Lady"

What doesn't worry Rob-
bins, however, that his books
don't supply enough mate-
rial for the screen, despite
how anemic The Betsy was.
"Look," he said, "They made
Carpetbaggers and Nevada
Smith [both from the same
book] and there was still

enough there to make two
more movies."

Robbins didn't say if his

Company would see to it.

>•
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At the Movies Chris Chase

ft

Michael Caine

and roles he

wishes he got.

ICHAEL CAINE. opening
today in "Deathtrap," is

an easy talker, funny and
refreshingly unwary of

the press— aithough he doesn't much
like lunch interviews. '*I had this

lunch interview yesterday/' he says,

"and the man told me, 'I hate Broad-
way plays.* And then he said, *The
only thing I hate more than Broadway
plays is movies made from Broadway
plays.'

"

**Deathtrap" is, of course, a movie
made from a Broadway play. (For a
review, see page CS.) And Mr. Caine
considers himself lucky to be in it.

"For years I never got a part that

hadn't been tumed down by somebody
eise. *Alfie' was offered to every actor

in England. And I knew about it be-

cause I wasn*t famous, so nobody
tried not to hurt my feelings. J've

never tumed down anything. But the

films rd like to have done are usually

done by Albert Finney. Td have loved

to do *Two For the Road,' and *Shoot

the Moon.' And the comedies Dudley
Moore gets."

Of the pictures he has starred in,

Mr. Caine's favorites are "Alfie" ("I

am by nature vulgär"), "California

Suite," "Get Carter," "The Ipcress

File," "The Wrong Box" and "The
Man Who Would Be King."
Sean Connery (his co-star in "The

Man Who Would be King") and Mr.
Caine are still called Danny and
Peachy, their charactex names in the

^

movie, by its director,V^ol

"When John had his he^T^peration,
we went to see him," Mr. Caine says.

"The nurse told us, *You have one
minute— 60 seconds.* We were Stand-

ing there, two grown men, crying. And
he looked up and said, 'Danny,
Peachy.* We knew he was dead. Six

weeks later, he was doing a movie."
Mr. Caine left England three and a

half years ago to settle in California,

where he entertains "masses of peo-

ple who are passing through. Tm like

a 17ih-century innkeeper, bom out of

mytime."
He says he didn't leave home be-

cause of the tax structure. "If Td
stayed in England, Td have had no
money. You know what's worse than a

tax Problem? No tax problcm.'

He is still part owner of a London
restaurant called Langan's Brasserie.

"We modeled it after La Coypole in

Paris," he says. ''We wanted a large,

noisy all-class restaurant, with Prin-

cess Grace at one end and a table füll

of typists at another. My partner,

Peter Langan, behaves so outra-

geously that nobody eise can get

thrown out. I mean, he might come
up, say 'Good evening/ and fall across

your table."
A news junkie, Mr. Caine is fasci-

nated by politics, and thinks the word
for President Reagan is "straightfor-

ward." He was very straightforward
as an actor, too," Mr. Caine adds,

"But I come from a country where an
actor couldn't get elected rat catcher.

There is one in Parliament, a very
left-wing Scot, but one would never be
elected prime minister."
When he grows bored with sitting

around Los Angeles, Mr. Caine takes

his wife, Shakira, to Paris, "where we
stay up and dance tili 6 in the moming,
and do all sorts of sappy things.

"

He has two daughters, one of 8, one
25. The 25-year-old, by his first wife, is

married to a sheep farmer in Wales.
"She's a horsewoman," says Mr.
Caine. "Fortimately, her husband is

rieh and can buy her horses. I hate the

danm things. Next time you see a
horse, look at him. He*s eating. When
my daughter was growing up, one pic-

ture in four was made by me just to

feed her horse."

Tim Curry is another British actpr
who has worked witlylohoHustpnj

Mr. Huston recentljT&lrtctea Mr.
Curry as the gangster Rooster Hanni-
gan in the Coming movie version of

"Annie." It*s a part, Mr. Curry says,

that feil on him "out of the blue. I was
rehearsing for 'Amadeus* here, and a
friend of mine at Columbia Pictures
threw my name into the pot and I was
asked to call Huston," Mr. Curry re-

calls.

"I called, and he said, *Gosh, Tim
Curry? Oh. Oh, yes, yes. Rooster. Yes.
Well, Tm never sure about these
phone calls. I think Ray Stark just

likes people to call each other. Do you
want to come aboard?' "

Mr. Curry said yes, and Mr. Huston
said fine. "My people will talk to your
people, and we'll get on with it."

Mr. Curry, a wicked mimic (his

John Huston is awe-inspiring, and his

Mick Jagger— which he unveiled on
tejevision's "Saturday Night Live"—
is etched in the memories of all who
beheld and beheard it), has had a
checkered past. Not only did he win a
Tony nomination for his work as Mo-
zart in "Amadeus" on Broadway, but

he also became a cult hero for por-

traying "a crazed transvestite from
outer Space" in "The Rocky Horror
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HustonHappy With ^Misfits^

By JOE HYAMS
HOLLYWOOD.

In a town where color is too

frequently in the background and
rarely In the foreground, John
Huston emerges as the most color-

ful dlrector In the movie business.

It was Humphrey Bogait who
Bummed up Mr. Huston best. "The
average Citizen, doesn't give a
hoot who the director of a picture

l8. maybe with one exception.

John Huston has more color and
l8 more photogenic than 90 per

Cent of the actors in Hollywood."
In addition, Mr. Huston is also

one of the best known and most
admired directors abroad. In Hol-

lywood he's ranked among the

top flve directors in the industry.

By general consensus the others

are William Wyler. George Stev-

ens, Fred Zinnemann and Billy

Wilder.

"I'm late for the studio." Mr.
Huston Said to this reporter at a

recent meeting at the Beverly

Hills Hotel. "We can talk as we
drive downtown. I've got to finish

cutting the picture today because

I leave for Ireland and home over

the week end."

Likes ''The Misfils*

Asked how he thought "The
Misfits," his most recent venture,

would go over with the public, Mr.

Huston said. "I like it. It was well

written. Arthur Miller did an ex-

tremely good Job, and it has some
of the finest Performances I've

ever seen gathered together."

Mr. Huston's enthusiasm Is un-

derstandable. After all, he is the

director. But he was candid

enough to admit that making the

picture was difficult. "I don't

mind a certain amount of trouble

making a picture," he said, "but

there were more damned things

that had nothing directly to do
with the picture that went wrong.

However, it's the end result that

matters."

Some of the "damned things"

Jolin Hiii^ton

Mr. Huston referred to included

widely reported personal difficul-

tles between Arthur Miller, wiiter

of the film, and star Marilyn Mon-
roe, followed by their declsion to

divorce. The film was plagued

with Miss Monroe's illnesses. Most
tragic of all, however, was the

death of Clark Gable, stcmming
from a heart attack the day after

the film was completed.

"United Artists is rushing the

picture into release around Christ-

mas time, hoping to qualify for

Academy Avvard consideration."

Mr. Huston said. "This has to do
with Clark's death. Mrs. Gable

wants it very mach. We'U have

the picture in theaters while his

living presence is still fresh.

There's nothing I'd like more than

to see Clark get an award. He's

awful good. He saw the film and
though it was the best thing he'd

done in twenty years."

Mr. Huston recalled that "The
Misflts" was his flrst made-in-

Ampricft film in ten years. His last

fllm made on a Hollywood sound

stage was "The Red Badge oI

Courage."

"I've done ten years away," Mr
Huston said. "There have been

changes. In the Hollywood I left

most people were under contract

to the major Studios, some with

greater or lesser authority, but

nevertheless they all did what they

were told to do by the owners of

the Studios. That obedience doesnt

exist any more. Now the star is

the producer.

"Hollywood IS no longer thfl

motion picture capital, but the

television capital. The world of the

major studio has ceased to exist."

Joyce and Freud

On his arrival in Ireland Mr.

Hu&ton will work on two projects.

One of them is a continuing

assignment calling for his talenta

as a writer. He's adapting James

Joyce's "Ulysses" to the screen

for producer Jerry Wald.

More urgent, however, is the

next film he's committed to do,

based on the life of Sigmund

Freud, the father of psycho-

analysis, to be made in Vienna

staiting in May. The picture la

based on a screen play by Jean-

Paul Sartre. Paul Newman and

Ingrid Thulin are under considera-

tion for the starring roles.

"Sartre's first screen play was

over a thousand pages long," said

Mr. Huston. "We've tiimmed it to

300 pages. and when I get back to

Ireland I have to take out another

hundred pages.

"There's a superD film on the

conflict between Freud and the

medical world and society at large,

whom he oflended and outraged."

Asked the obvious question—has

he ever been psychoanalyzed him-

self—Mr. Huston laughed and

said, "No, I don't intend to be

cither. Freud never held that

p.sychiatry is the eure of . the

world's ills."

THE MISFITS— Marilyn Monroe an<] the late Clark Gable in tlie John Huston film.
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STAKING THE MISFITS'

Production Unit Tieks to ^Biggest

Littlc Citv' for Colorful Canvas

A'

ll By THOMAS
RENO, Nev.

HOLLYWOOD movie
troupe is here to bet at

least $3,500,000 on what
they hope ia a sure thlng.

Arthur Miller has written the

Script for Marilyn Monroe, Clark

Gable. Montgomery Clift, Eli

Wallach and Thelma Ritter.

John Huston, the dlrector, will

teil these people what to do and

take moving picturea of them
doing lt. Frank Taylor, the pro-

ducer, got thinga atarted and la

here to aee thatthey get fin-

ished.

The central action of "The
Miafits," the motion picture that

will occupy theae people for the

next two montha, began in Har-

rahs Club, a crowded but

strangely ailent casino, follow-

ing a week of filming exteriora

around *'the biggest little city

in the world."

Harrah'a Club had been si-

lenced for the benefit of the

movie microphonea. Without the

rhythmic whirr and clattcr of

slot machinea and roulette

wheels, it provides a aurrealiatic

setting that la heightened by
chromium acrea of mute slot

machines that gleam more vo-

luptuously than ever under bril-

liant klieg lighta.

Over and Over

The Sisyphean task of retake

after retake on the same scene

eventually producea the same
glassy-eyed trance among the

Reno townfolk, who stand pull-

ing the levers on the ailent ma-
chinea, that the whirling wheels

of bells and fruit do in actual

practice.

In a Cocktail bar at the back
of the casino the other day,

Mr. Gable, clad in wrangler's

clothes, rose from a bar stool

and ambled over to Miss Mon-
roe's table at the invitation of

Mr. Wallach. After removing
his broad-brimmed stetson, Mr.
Gable sat down and bantered
with Miss Ritter while Miss
Monroe fed popcom to Mr.
Gable's dog.

Arthur Miller watched the

scene intently, biting the filter

McDONALD
of an unlit eigarette. John Hus-
ten leaned forward to catch
Miss Monroe's whlspered words
and then smiled with satisfac-

tion. Montgomery Clift, who
was not yet working, stood in

the background waiting to talk
to Mr. Huston about a cos-

tume for the film.

When the acene was com-
pleted for the fourth time, Mr.
Huston smiled and said: "Fine.

That was very good." He moved
among the actors in a manner
that indicated his true pleasure.

Miss Monroe walked over to

the bar and Mr. Miller put his

arms around his wife in con-

gratulation.

Sponsoring Set-up

A nebulous corporate set-up

is behind all this action. United
Artists is the distributor and a
vague Company called Seven
Arts is the "packagcr." Mr.
Taylor, a New York book pub-

lisher, is the actual producer.

Miss Monroe, Messrs. Gable,

Huston, Miller and Taylor all

will share in the film's expected

Profits.

"The Misfits," Arthur Millcr's

first screen play, is based on a

Short Story which he wrote for

Esquire magazine several years

ago. At that time, there was
only a mention of the character

that Miss Monroe is portraying.

The Story deals with men who
drive wild horses out of the

mountains near Reno by fright-

ening them with an airplane,

then rope them from a fast-

moving ti*uck and seil them for

dogtooa or « hickenfeed. This
practice i.s now outlawed in

Nevada. Miss Monroe portrays
a recent divorc^e who encoun-
ters three such men— Messrs.

Gable, Clift and Wallach.

While in Reno several years
ago, Mr. Miller met some men
actually engaged in capturing
the horses. He visited them at

a rustic house in Quail Canyon,
about thirty miles from Reno,
near desolate Pyramid Lake.
This house is now being used as

a major set in the film.

After completing tlie first

scenes in Reno, the Company
moved to Quail Canyon among
sage-covered, alkaline hills

Gray, leaden clouds that roofed
the sky the day the troupe ar-

rived, further muted the hazy
pastels of the landsöape.

Sitting quietly in the unfin-

ished living room of the house,

Mr. Miller seemed to recall

his previous Visit. "It's an odd
feeling," he said, looking out

the Window at the distant

mauve hills. Then a prop man
came along and sprayed dirty

Cartler-Brenon from Macnum.

ON LOCATION—Left, dlrector John Huston, «cenarlst Arthur Miller, seated, and Clark Gable prepare for "The
Misfits" in Reno, Nev. Right, Marilyn Monroe moves toward the camera, as Thelma Ritter tries a casino slot machine. gold tooth," ha said.

water on the outside of the
Window.

As workmen began to lay
cables through the house and
Mr. Huston paced back and
forth eyeing every detail from
the boards in the floor to the
set of the beams, Mr. Miller

leaned forward in his chair and
tensely clasped his hands. 'This
is exciting," he said.

Then he discovered that sev-

eral features of the house to
which he had referred in his
Script had been changed since

he was last there. He im-
mediately began to pencil ap-
propriate dialogue changes into

his Script.

The week-end before filming,

Messrs. Huston and Miller had
rewritten almost two-thirds of
the Script. Mr Huston insisted.

in this regard, that "every word
is Arthur's. If anything. hisji

original ideas merely have been
clarified, distilled."

Authentic "Hombre"

The desire for perfection that
had infected mgst of the princi-

pals sometimes also caused
minor crises over minutae.
Montgomery Clift, w>io will

portray a rodeo rider, had been
associating with cowboys since

his arrival in Reno in prepara-
tion for his role. He had no-
ticed that it was difficult for

men in this occupation to main-
tain a complete set of teeth and
feit that his characterization

would be truer if he had a gold
tooth placed far back in his

mouth. Its glint would be seen
only two or three ümes in the

film whenever he roared with
laughter.

Mr. Clift launched a small

campaign for this addition to

his character, starting with

Arthur Miller. Soon afterward,

Mr. Miller spent some time with

Mr. Taylor, urging the producer
not to allow Mr. Clift to add
this bite-size prop.

"Let hlm pretend he has a

^'-f ,2( ift^
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up all over tne soviel

V ^ *f*

JOHN HUSTON (uho directed Marilyn Monroe in

"The Misfits''): "I think her big handicap is that she
is undble to live up to her sex symhol Status in real

life. In facty I don't think she really cares very much
about sex at alh"

*p ^ "n-

MR. HUSTON



With the tree that was Christmas sticking

out forlornly from the brim of an ash can, the

old year comes to end on New Year's Eve.
Friends gather together and wish each other
well, toasting with a glass of Champagne and
sealing with a kiss. In Spain, your glass in-

cludos 12 grapes which are eaten as the old year
chimes off, leaving little time or space for
smooching. And so much for Spanish lovers.

Buf here in the U. S., it was the year when
Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy proved your hus-
band can b e ^^^^äsuss^ssKS^^s^f'^'!^^^^^

elected to t h e

highest Office
of t hem all
ev^en if you are
model-pretty
and dress in the

tatest fashion.

Swedish Prin-

cesses Desiree
and Birgit ta

visited the U. S.

and w o n the

hcarts of even
the most cal-

loused boule-

vardiers. The
Duke and Duch-
ess of Bedford
were a welcome
sight, ditto
Princess Grace of all the Monegasqucs.

Green-eyed Princess Soraya dropped in for

a few days to have a little fun and proved it

by doing the town with Wyatt Earp.

Thank goodness Col. Serge Obolensky, Adlai

Stevenson and Baby Pignatari are still among
the Single come the new year, but frisky Bobby
Darin went and ran off in the middle of the

night and made actress Sandra Dee his bride.

Virginia Warren, daughter oi our Chief Justice

in Washington, recited the wedding vows with

commenator John Daly about the same time
Ethel Merman picked up her divorce from Bob
Six in Mexico. Melissa Weston knocked soclety

cold by her marriage to rich-social Thomas
Bancroft Jr.—and they said it coulflalLbft 4oi^

.*

i /
MELISSA BANCROFT^

^< ^\^V ,^2ilciU

that he would never remarry. Meantime, no
comment from the ex-Mrs. Bancroft, hostess
F^eggy Bedford, who still hasn't married that

French nobleman or the English one.

We all know Marilyn Monroe is divorcing

Arthur Miller, and folks who know it all say
she'll be seeing a lot of Yves Montand. I thinto^i

a film director by the name of John Hustonj
will be closer than Montand to the ring-a-dinj

Marilyn. I know John.

V V V
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The Message
John Huston crackled through tovvn recently grinning evilly as

he discussed his last film undertaking—Marilyn Monroe—and his next
one—Sigmund Freud.

Some Stars, including Robert Mitchum, claim Huston*s a cheer-

ful Sadist who overvvorks his performers tili they drop—or tries to

scare them half to death.
"Marvelous actor!" chucklod the satanic Mr. Huston whcn I mentioned

Mitchum and his accusation.

*Tut a beard on him and he. could play 'King Lear/ " he said, continuing
to ignore the Mitchum Charge.

*f' "Jr fr ~. "V—

"Anyway," I said, "the burnlng: qiiestion of the day Is aboiit ArUuir
Miller. Does he try to get any message across in The Misfits'?"

Huston hold up a finger and smiled triumphantly.
**I just happen to have an answer for you from Arthur Miller himself."

From a coat pocket he produced part of a typed letter from the playwright.
"Let*s make a paet," Miller liad

written to Huston. "When tliey ask you
what it means, think a niinute sag^ely

and then say *Ask Miller.' I'll do the
sanie when they ask nie, and I'll teil

them to ask you."

Miller had concluded concerning
the finished film, "The truth is, I am
surprisingly' content."

Huston had lunched with Miller
but hadn't seen Miss Monroe.

"Arthur—oh, he's in great shapel"
Huston said.

An enthusiastic Monroe fan, Huston
thinks Marilyn has done her greatest
acting in this—an opinion sharcd-by-
nearly all who've seen it.

Huston had a siig^hily playful air.

"A reporter alvvays asks anybody who*s
direoted Marilyn in a pieture whether
he*d like to direct her in another one,"
I said, "and since you have directed her
in two . .

."

**I wish you*d withdraw that ques-
tion," Huston shot back quiekly before
I could even finish.

"OK," I said, "is it all right to say
I asked you the question and you asked

louM uiiCTOM ^^ ^^ withdraw it?"
JUMIN MUblUM .j ^isj^ y^y,^ withdraw that one,
Next: Freud too!" he laughed.

Huston forecast that "The Misfits" will make a lot of money ("and I
haven't said that for a long time")—and that there are Oscar award possibilities
(for 1962) "in Clark Gable ... in the girl [Marilyn] ... in Monty Clift."

After a short rest in bis Castle in Ireland, Huston will be off to Vienna
to Start "Freud."

.

''You're going to do it in Vienna—and not Acapulco?" the reporter asked.
_ "Not under waterl" he said.

Legends have grown up about Huston's demoniacal slavö-driving . . .

about how in "Moby Dick" he had Gregory Peck gravely concerned about
how he was to escape with his life.

Puffing a long cigar and running a band through his graying: hair, Huston
smiled and reminded me that: "We all have our vlces."

Profit-making is never his gpal. "If I let that guide me," he said, •*all

my values would come tumbling d Lt"
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The King
Continued from Page 5

ups and "something unfortu-

nate happened to his mouth."
During the years that followed,

he seemed to be alternating be-

tween self-pity and self-parody.

Increasingly reluctant to work,
he raised his pdce in the hope
nobody wouid meet it.

But somebody did. And so in

1960, after many agonizing

months, he ciecided to do one
more movie, "The Misfits,"

though the part of Gay Lang-
land, an aging, alienated Cow-
boy, mystified him. The leading

lady would be Marilyn Monroe,
the director would be yohi^
Huston.^n the set, Gable^Slra

»ecame "vidlity rivals"

— boozer against boozer, white
hunter against white hunter.

Subjected to a kind of sneaky
baiting by Huston, Gable sini|>ly

played the consummate pro-

fessional, the top gun who

i^K^s n
chose to defer a Showdown. All

the same, he did what he had
to do—and what he had to do
was hang on to a rope for end-

less takes while a truck, pour-

ing dust into his face, puUed
him 400 feet through a stony
alkali bed.

He had a coronary before the

opening. On the night of Nov.
16, 1960, at the age of 59, hei

died. His fifth wife, Kay]
Spreckles, gave birth, foui

months later, to his only child,|

a boy. Readers who wonder, ai

I did, how tough-minded a fre-

quent contributor to Cosmo-
politan, Ladies' Home Joum;
and McCairs can be are ad-

vised to undertake a close read-

ing of Mrs. Tomabene's last 31

pages, which constitute th(

most corroslve film chroniclel

since Lillian Ross's "Picture."



Movie Mailbag

One Man 's Goddess Is Another Man 's. .

.

To THE Editor:

REGARDING Allen Mc-
Kee's "Was Marilyn

the Last Movie God-
dess?" (Nov. 11)—Mc-

Kee is 20, which means he
was 9 when Marilyn Monroe
died. So perhaps his "gazing

back fondly at times that

have passed" has been done
over someone eise's Shoulder

—as was the case with Nor-

man Mailer in "Marilyn."

McKee's lament for the

demise of the American movie

goddess seems equally re-

mote. He states that the Per-

sonalities of today— Sally

Kellerman, Jane Fonda, Liza

Minnelli— "do not possess

that sense of living fantasy

that is the soul of movie star-

dom." Well perhaps that is

their choice. After all, it was
that same sense of living fan-

tasy that reportedly destroyed

Monroe. She herseif molded
her Image so vividly that it

barred her from ever being

seriously considered for "the

classics." It is true, Marilyn

was the last movie goddess.

The demand—not the supply

—diminished. She belonged to

another era. It's gone. So per-

haps McKee's capacity to

idolize Superstars should be

channeled elsewhere— like

toward his next-door neigh-

bor. SHAUN CONSIDINE

New York City

HE'S FONDA' FONDA

To THE Editor:

Marilyn Monroe was the

last of the movie goddesses?

Hogwash!

The article by dreamy-eyed,

20-year-old Allen McKee is

loaded with poor judgment.

The major flaw of his theory

is that he is judging Monroe's,

Garbo's and Hepburn's life-

time on the screen against

the first few years of today's

Stars. Also, he forgets—or

just doesn't know—that the

goddess Status of Hepbum
and Monroe grew amazingly

in just the last few years.

Does he know that Hepbum

died on the screen, commer-
cially speaking, after more
than a dozen films and eight

years as a star? And even

after her "Philadelphia Story"

Comeback, she had a most

uneven career.

MO VIE
OPENING

SERPICO — Sidney Lumet's

film, written by Waldo Salt

and Norman Wexler and
starring AI Pacino, Wednes-
day at the Baronet and
Forum 47th Street.

Garbo's last film, *Two-

Faced Woman," was a com-

mercial and artistic disaster.

Leaving films at the partic-

ular moment she did may
have been the most goddess-

creating thing Garbo has

done. Monroe's last film was
no better-rec^ved than Gar-

bo's, and it is only now that

"The Misfits" i; beginning to

be appreciatea for what it is

,—a beautiftfiny sensitive pic-

cwTt^ning what is per-

haps Monroe's finest Perform-

ance. Goddess stature is some-

thing that develops with üme.

The difference in the god-

dess of today is her sense of

Continued on Page 40
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reality. She is riQt the product

of gushy**fan-mÄgazine and

big-Studio Propaganda. For

example, I can think of no
other actress in the history

of motion pictures who has

sacrificed more for what she

deeply beheved in than Jane

Fonda, and I believe that in

time she will be considered a

goddess to rank with any we
have Seen betause of her

courage.

It*s the beginning of an era,

not the end.

Norman F. Lareau
New York City

P
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CONVERSATIONS
WITH
MARILYN

Daily Magazine
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ARTtCLE II 'The Misfifs.

By W. J. WEAfHERBY

SHE ASKED ME the next day what I

thought of Kennedy. She was smlling

and mlschievous.

I replied carefully that I preferred Ken-

nedy to Nixon. She giggled. "It would be so

nice to have a President who looks so young

and good-looking." She seemed excited.

"You mean he has a Hollywood Image," I

teased her.

She was Immediately defensive. "You

must admit it's better than having cid uglies

who have no brains or beauty."

I remember this conversation and her

subsequent involvement with the Kennedys

when people write of her now as pari of t-he

nostalgia for the '50s, when she made most

of her films. To me, she Is much more
representative of the restless, changing *60s

—as Kennedy was.

I Chatted with Paula Strasberg about the

Method and the character of Roslyn.

"Marilyn has had to find similar expcriences

In her own past to re-create the rtght emo-

tion," she Said, sitting in the white, dusty,

dry lake in black

clothes more suita-

ble for the opera. She
had V a r i o u s nick-

names, induding "The
Witch."

Whilc we were
talking, Marilyn was

several yards away, lying on a table, being
massaged by Ralph Roberts. Then she sud-
denly had her table moved much closer to us,

as if she wanted to be the center of attention
even then, for who could concentrate on an
intellectual talk about the Method when
Marilyn Monroe, almost nude, was being
rubbed down close by? She wasn't classically

beautiful by any means, but she had a
streng, attractive body and chameleon moods
that could make her body convey anything
she wished.

Her entourage had been enthusiastically
reading Lawrence DurrcH's "Alexandria
Quartet" and had pressed it on her as a
modern masterpiece. She had obviously found
it rather hard going. She asked me how I
liked it. I said I found Durrell a little too
wordy for my taste. I admired the first

volume, "Justine," but the others were too
much like part of a word game one had
already played.

She grinned with relief, as if she had
found an unexpected ally. At that moment,
she looked so unlike the bitch who had cut
down her husband in front of me, a com-
parative stranger now, and I was wary of
her. She obviously had a large repertoire of
moods, aspects, and roles. Miller had only
conveyed part of her in the character of
Roslyn—^the nicer part? Was that what was
really cauaing all the trouble in the script

and for her in her Performance?
We were near the end in Reno now, and

she reminded me to call on Mrs. Chekhov
when we went to Hollywood. I asked her who
eise I might talk to for a knowledge of the
movie industry and of what she had had to
overcome. She suggested one of the big old-

time producers. I mentioned Sam Goldwyn.
"Yeah, great," she replied, "if he"ll see you.
It's like trj'ing to make an appointment with
God."

WTio eise? One of her oth^r directors, Bil-

ly Wilder, I suggested. She^hmaced. "If you

Marilyn at

Roslyn in

The Mi$flt$;

1961.

like." And who eise? One of the writers. She
mentioned Clifford Odets. '*They say he was
sort of the Arthur of the '30s. He ran into

the same kind of Red-baiting from that

terrible committee in Washington that

Arthur did. That was a time, I can teil you.

Some of those bastards in Hollywood
wanted me to drop Arthur, said it would
ruin my career. They're born cowards and
want you to be like them. One reason I

want to see Kennedy win Is that Nixon's

aesociated with that whole scene."

Before I left Reno, I had a brief talk and

drink with Montgomery Clift, but missed any

long exploratory session. He talked a little of

the dangers to the young of being good-

looking. It made you into a Narcissus. The

accident that had wrecked his face had not

been all bad. "I had to try to master myself,

find the real me outside my looks which peo-

ple were hung up on and so was I."

He said an aging homosexual in Holly-

wood was trying to "save" him from his

drinking, but he didn't want any kind of in-

volvements with people. He wanted to save

himself. "I have the same problem as

Marilyn. We attract people the way honey
does bees, but they're generally the wrong
kind of people. People who want something

from US, If only our energy. We need a period

of being alone to become ourselves. To be an
actor, you can't afford defenses, a thick skin.

You've got to be open, and people can hurt

you easily."

I said I thought the character he played in

"The Misfits" should go off with Marilyn in

the end. He agreed. "Arthur was doing some
wish-fulfillment. He identlfied with the

character played by Gable. Arthur wanted
him to keep Marilyn because he wants to

himself. But their marriage is over, and he

mlght as well face it. My character

represented something new, the future—
Marilyn's future.

"Maybe Marilyn and I would (have got
together one day if we weren't so much alike.

As it Is, it's too much like brother and Bister

getting together. That's what's wrong with
Gable going off with her in the end. When
Marilyn, first went to IJolly^'ood, Gable was a

father fignre tq her. It's like a glrl going
with her father.

"No, Arthur's got it wrong. Maybe that's

what's wrong with his relatJonship with her.

"Maybe he was too paternal. I know she

respected him too much, looked up to him. All

idols fall eventually. Poor Marilyn, she can't

keep anyone for long. . .
."

Billy Wilder had directed her in "Some
Like It Hot," a slick, amusing satire in which
she had begun to break away from type-

casting. She had been late one day. According
to legend, at least, she was reading Paine's

"The Rights of Man" in her trailer. When an
assistant director came for her, she told him
to f— off. More evidence of her bad tem-
per beneath the blond sweetness. It made
her seem more human. She couldn't be that
sweet and survive; perhaps the bad temper
had saved her. But there had been 111 will

at the end of "Some Like It Hot." Billy

Wilder feit the strain of working with her,

and a fdlow star, Tony Curtis, had nothing
complimentary to say.

When I met Billy Wilder, a small, balding,

bouncy non-stop talker, he shrugged off a
question about her. She could be a paln in the

ass, but she was a real star. He was füll of

a plan to make a movie about the Marx
Brothers at the United Nations. He was
known as a good judge of how far the public

was willing to let a satirist go—"My nlght-

mare is playing to half-empty houses," he

said—and he judged that the public was
ready for a satire on the UN.

He had estimated that he and his fellow

scriptwriter, LA.L. Diamond, needed 3,000

jokes. *'The Marx Brothers will, of course, be
the same as ever. They're older. They won't
get the girl. But otherwise they won't
change." The awful subplot which generally
padded out the stor>' between the Marx
Brothers' Inspired mad moments would be
replaced by a serious, sophisticated subplot.

Wilder made a few wry comments about
the Nixon-Kennedy campaign, adding that
films about American politics played to half-

empty houses. "They generally bore Ameri-
can audienc€>s and are incomprehenslble to

non-American audlences." Wh>', then, was the

UN different? "It's fun and it Involves the

World as a whole. It will t>e~ imderstood

urtiversally—therefore it's worth a film. Mak-
ing a film is like gambling, with the chips

getting more expensive every day. That way
you can't afford too big a gamble. You need

a universal subject. So we've got the UN and
we've got the Marx Brothers mixing up all

the flags with, say. Nasser Coming in under
the Star of David. Mad fun like that. People

are so sick of the solemn approach that

they're ready for this. We'll keep the same
Marx Brothers technique of playing against a
veiy serious background. We'll try to keep it

all—the dignity of the locale, the procedure,

the enormity of the problem—with Groucho,

Harpo, and Ohico in the middle of it."

But it was one of those Hollywood dreams
that was never to be realized. Nothing came
of the Idea before death broke up the Marx
Bi*others. "He's a brilliant moviemaker,"
Marilyn told me when I described the meet-
Ing, "but he worries too much about the box
Office. A movie of his about the UN would
have no real teeth. He'd be scared of poli-

tics and unpopularity. It's not the right
subject for him."

I saw half the film in a Hollywood projec-

tlon room. It was the first time Arthur Miller

had Seen the scenes strung together. At the
end there was the usual embarrassed pause,

then Miller murmured: "You know, it's at
least an unusual movie, in one way. I've just

Seen that I've left out the conventional plot.

All the characters do is react on each other."

A voice boomed from the back: "That's Its

strength, Arthur."

Another fruity Hollywood baritone added:
"You've got a great movie here, Arthur."

Miller looked pained, as if he knew the
voice ootld be relied on to say t||^t, whatever
the filn\ Huston ^id Monroe and Gable
weren't thS«bJib«y were in a studio nearby,
Shooting the last scene. Miller had done the
final Version, Whether he liked it or not.

Gable still got Monroe.

When we came out into the daylight,

Miller asked me what I thought of Monroe'«
Performance. I praised it and he seemed
pleased. He was obviously still very fond of
her. It was the final scenes, however, that
would test her as an actress, and as I had
watched them being filmed, I wondered lif she
was trying too hard, was too self-conscious.

But maye it would look different on the
screen. I didn't say anjthing to Miller.

I watched the last scene being completed,
Monroe and Gable sat in a car. Although
neither of them knew it, this was the last

scene for both of them—the last scene of
their last film. Gable died soon afterward,
and Monroe never completed another. But
that day they looked as happy as everyone
eise, happy that the long, arduous work on
"The Misfits" was almost over at last. Why
do'we want to know the future?

When I stood close to her, I could see
blemiishes beneath the clever makeup. She
looked as if she'd missed a lot of sleep. She
asked me If I'd like to have a last drink, but I

explained I was rushlng away to New
Orleans. "Maybe I'il see you in New York,
then," she said with a dazzling smile.

"I hope so," I said weakly. It seemed
unlikely. Our paths weren't llkely to cross
even if we were in Nev/ York at the same
time. I still feit a great curioslty about her.

She had made an effort to be friendly, and I

wondered why.
But that was a reportep's llfe.*You arrived

for a Short time, grabbed a few fast im-
pressions, and were off again. Yesterday,
Reno; today, Hollywood; tomorrow—New
Orleans. Like a sailor, you couldn't afford to

become too interested in anyone or any sub-
ject. My tets^t vlew of Marilyn Monroe was of

her back, Walking away. She didn't have
beautiful legs.

Tomorrow: A Bar ou Eighth Avenue
From "Conv»ft»tIon» VVifh AAariiyn" by Willlim J.

Weatherby, Copyright C 1*74 tv William J. Weatherby.
R*printtd by ptrmissiton of Maton/Charttr Publi»h«fi Iik«
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SHE ARRIVED IN a different mood, Com-

ing into the bar this tlme very tenta-

tively and nervously, nearly an hour late.

She stcxxl uneasily near the bar, looking

around, and I rushed to nneet her. She was
dressed in the same sloppy way. Because
of her nervousness, she seemed even less

like the famous star.

"I'm late," she said as if I might scold

her.

I got her a drink. A gin and tonlc, T

think. Her manner seemed rather distant

when I joined her at the table and I won-
dered if she'd had a lot to drink already.

Maybe it was pills.

"I nearly didn't come," she said.

"I'm glad you did."

"I feit like staying inside—away from
people."

"You got the blues?"

"Sort of." She took a quick drink. "I saw
Monty Clift. That man is beautiful, but he's

killing himself slowly." She laughed nervous-
ly. "Or not so slowly."

"I heard he'd been seen in the bath-
houses."

"What does he need that for? He's sort
of runnlng away from himself." She grin-

ned. "I know the feel-

ing." She burrowed in

her bag and brought
out the copy of 'The
Deer Park" I'd grlven

her and pushed It

across the table. "He's
too impressed by

power, In my opinion."

"I thought he understood it."

"You can't fool me about that," she said.

"I've feit that way myself—scared of being a
loser. They won't ever humiliate me. I'm
going into the theater or character acting

—

or I'm just going. I'll never wait for them to

say 'so long.' I've had fame, but maybe I can
learn to live without it. What do you think?"

"I'm sure you could. It might even have
its advantages. Personal relationships must
be easier."

"You don't attract so many heels.

Sometimes I've got such lousy taste in men.
There was a whole period when I feit

flattered if a man took an interest in

me—any man! I believed too easily in people,

and then I went on believing in them even
after they disappointod me over and over
agalln. I must have been very stupid In those

days. I guess I'm capable of doing it again
with some guy, only he'd have to be someone
niore outstanding than a heel. Not that I

didn't pay for it all—all I've ever done.

"There were times wfhen I'd be with one of

my husbands and I'd run into one of these

Hollywood heels at a party and they'd paw
me cheaply in front of everybody as If they
were saylng : 'Oh, we had her.' I guess it's the

classic Situation of an ex-whore, though I was
never a whore in that sense.

"I was never kept: I always kept myself.

But there was a period when I responded too

much to flattery and slept around too much,
thinking it would help my career, thougfi I

always liked the guys at the time. They were
always so füll of self-confidence and I had
none at all and they made me feel better. But
you don't get self-confidence that way. You
have to get it by earning respect. I've never
given up on anyone who I thought respectc

me." Her eyes were wide and her gaze dlrec|

as if she were appealing to be believed.

"I'm sure you've been respected far moi
than yoii reaüze." . . . . ,

"Do you really think so?"

Mae Wesf and Marilyn in fheir heydays.

A few lessons well learned.

"People respect you because they feel

you've survived hard times and endured, and
although you've become famous, you haven't
become phony."

"Thank you," she said. "I've certainly

tried." She sat back and relaxed a lüttle. "You
must excuse me if I'm not good Company.
I've been having trouble sleeping. It makes
me grumpy. I used to have a bad temper, but
I try to control it nowadays. Poor Arthur, he
saw some of it. Flashes of lightning and
thunderl That's why I try and be sweet, but
sometimes it's not possible."

"I read once that you were raped as a
child."

"Don't lefs Ulk about that. I'm tired of
talking about that. I'm sorry I ever

mentioned it to anyone." She absent-mindedly
wiped the table with a paper napkin and then
grinned at herseif "The housewife. I enjoy

housework. Takes my mind off things."

She played with her drink, thinking. "I

was remembering Monty Clift. People who
aren't fit to open the door for him sneer at

his homosexuality. What do they know about
it? Labels—people love putting labeis on
eaCh other. Then they feel safe. People tried

to make me into a lesbian. I laughed. No sex
is wrong if there's love in it. But too often

people act like it's gymnasium work,
mechanical. They'd be as satisfied with a
machine from a drugstore as with another
human being. I sometimes feit they were
trying to make me into a machine."

She smiled with what looked like

embarrassment and took a sip of her drink.

But she didn't let go of the subject. It was as
If there was something bugging her. She
migtit have been talking to herseif as she
went on.

"I sometimes feit I was hooked on sex,

the way an alcoholic is on liquor or a junkie
on dope. My body turned all these people on,
like turning on an electric light, and there
was so rarely anything human in it. Marilyn
Moni^oe became a bürden, a—what do you
call it?-^an albatross. People expected so
luch of me, I sometimes hated them. It was

[po much of a straln. I still feel that way.

"Marilyn Monroe has to look a certain

way—be beautiful—and act a certain way, be
talented. I wopdereü^if I could live^up to their

expectations. *Tjhertf UÄÄ*.;^fr^- otl J^lif

MlsIR»,' in t>fi^ elYi^fciSff ^bfm, t^h^n" l'

had a feeling I'd fail however hard I'd try,

and I didn't want to go to the set in the

morning. I was sorry then I wasn't a
waitress or a cleaning lady and free of

people's great demands. Sometimes it would
be a big relief to be no longer famous. But
we actors and actresses are such worriers,

such—what is your word?—Narcissus
types. I sit in front of the mirror for hours
looking for signs of age.

"Yet I like old people; they have great

qualities younger people don't have. I want to

grow old without face-lifts. They take the life

out of a face, the character. T want to have
the courage to be loyal to the face I've made.
Sometimes I think it would be easier to avoid

old age, to die young, but then you'd never

complete your life, would you? You'd never

wholly know yourself."

"Lots of people don't want to know
themselves."

"I don't think I'm like that," she said

seriously. "But sometimes I get scared of

finding out. For a long time I was scared I'd

find out that I was like my mother and end
up in the crazy house. I wonder when I break
dowTi if I'm not tough enough— like her. But
I'm hoping to get strenger."

Her spirits seemed to rise. "I ask myself

what am I afraid of. I know I have talent. I

know I can act. Well, get on with it, Marilyn.

I feel I still try to ingratiate myself with
people, try to teil them what they want to

hear. That's fear, too. We should all start to

live before we get too old. Fear is stupid. So
are regrets.

"You know, for years I had thiis big

regret that I hadn't gotten a hig»h school

diploma. What does it matter now? All those

hig<h school diploma-holders would love to be

movie stars. You've got to keep your sense of

Proportion. I guess that diploma kinda
represents for me a home, a security I never

Daily

Magazine
"Would you like to dance on the bar?" I

asked, trying to match her new mood and
feeling the obviousness of my attempt. But
she wasn't the kind of person who wanted
you to succeed every time; she gave you
marks for trying.

"We'd only be thrown out," she said

gleefully. She made me feel like I had made a

good joke. "This is a men's bar. Women have

to lie low."

Not Marilyn Monroe, I thought. She could

take it over and have all the tough guys at

the bar eating out of her band. But she

looked shy then, as if asserting herseif was
the last thing she had in mind. Fear of

rejection seemed to be more in her thoughts.

"What would Mae West do?" she said,

chuckling.

"Probably wrestle the härtender."

"I learned a few tricks from her—that
Impression of laughing at, or mocking, her

own sexuality."

"You are a beautiful Mae West!"
"She's a handsome woman." In an

accurate Mae West voice she said: "Come up
and see me sometime." She pushed her glass

away. "You know what I'd like? A cup of

coffee."

"There's a snack bar next door." She
began to get up. "No, wait here. I'll bring
you one." She'd be much more visible in a
well-lit snack bar, and I wanted her to myself
a little longer.

She wias dabbing at her nose when I

returned with a Container of coffee.

"Does my nose look kinda shiny?"
"No, it looks fine."

"You're a great help." She gulped some
coffee. "I hope the härtender won't object to

me drinking coffee from outside."

"He's too busy to notice. But if he comes
over, just flash him a smile."

"You think that would work?" She gave
a glassy mechamical smile.

"Put a little more love into it."

She laughed. She was in a stränge mood,
all right.

"You know, I've been thinking of writing
my will. Can't teil you why, but it's been on
my mind. It's made mc feel sort of gloomy. I

always thought you did that when you were
old or sick, but people teil me everyone
oughta make a will if you've got something
to leave. Saves a lot of trouble. I haven't got
any fortune now, but maybe I'll make
something out of 'The Misfits.' Anyway it's

on my mind. Without a will, everything'd go
to my mother, 1 guess, and what would she
do with it?"

She leaned over and stroked the bar cat

whioh had finished inspecting the regulars at

the bar and had come down to sniff us. "I

wonder if he's an alcoholic," she said. "He's

very skinny. They probably feed him liquor

instead of food." The cat purred under her
careful stroking. "I think he's a bit high
now." She mumbled something to the cat that

sounded like "mumblebumbledee." The cat

didn't seem very interested. "I asked him in

cat language what his favorite dnink was."

"What did he say?"
"Milk—but he doesn't get much. It's

really had. I was never used to being happy. Ä^der to get here than Scotch whisky!"
For years I thought having a father and "^ "Pr%nr raf "years I thought having
being married meant happiness. I've never

had a father—you can't buy them!—but I've

been married three times and haven't found
permanent happiness yet. You've got to get

the most out of the moment. Let's make
some mischief."

^ She laughed and looked around the bar.

Siiddfenly she was gay, as though she'd come
'otrt oh t-he -other' si«te^ ^f" -some coirfttsedr

unhappy mood.

'Poor cat.

"He's not poor. He's tough. You shouldn't

pity animals. It's superior. We're all poor."

"I'm sorry. I meant to be sympathetic."

"Well" — she smiled — "we can't love

everyone, 1 guess. I've done my share of

trying." Suddenly she looked sad again.

TOMORROW: The 'Monster.'
' 4ßr9m -"Cbnvtrtations With' /»•rlfyn" V M^iMl»m J.

Weatherby. Copyright © 1974 by Wllli«m J. Weatherby,
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LONG BEFORE meetlng her, I was pre-

judlced agalnst her. I admlrod her hus-

band, Arthur Miller, as a serious dramatist

—I was. In fact, more Interested In hlm

Iffian In her. The famous wrlter, It seemed

to me, was being reduced to no more than

an appendage to the famous star, the latest

in a llne of legendary Hollywood blonds

(and the last of the line, though \ve dldn't

know it then). I wondered how a marriage

to her could possibly survive, and of course

It dldn't. "Marilyn's husband" went back to

being piain Arthur Miller again.

But this prejudice against her was to

help me in flnding the real person behind

the Image of Marilyn. It meant that I didn't

fall too easily for Her professional charm.

She herseif was painfully aware of the Prob-

lem. "I carry Marilyn Monroe around with

me like an albatross," she told me tihe last

tlme I saw her.

She hadn't even liked the name when a
Hollyw(X)d studio gave it to her as a young

actress after rejecting

her real name- -Norma
Jeane Mortensen—as

not glamorous enough.
The trouble was,
"Marilyn Monroe" was
a golden albatross,

and although she oc-

casionaliy took big rlsks in both her public
and private life, she never risked giving up
the albatross. Age would have made her do
it, but she was gone long before then.

Her feeling about her Image explained
why she sometlmes enjoyed dresslng In a
way that people couldn't recognize. Although
I had been looklng out for her the flrst time,

I thought she was a local housewife when
she appeared. And the last time in New York
—in a bar on 8th Avenue where we used to

meet and talk—a man made a slmilar mls-
take. White I was away in the men's room,
he made a pass at her, thinking she was a
proetitute off the avenue. She hadn't been
what either of us had expected. All of my
conversatlons with her contained similar

surprises, as I hope this book will show.

• • •
Yet even while she was enjoying an oc-

casional experience of obscurity, she was
also busy furthering her albatross Image.

It was as if she were in a race she couldn't

drop out of—a race to the death. It had be-

come a way of life from which she occasion-

ally revolted, but without success and not
for long.

When photographers took pictures for the

magazines, she acted as censor—and a rutlh-

less one she was. She had posed the way
she wanted to appear and she would not
release any photographs that didn't *do füll

justice to the Superstar. Once a photographer
brought her about 100 photos of herseif;

she killed all but about 10 of them.

She was very shrewd about the market-
Ing of her imag^e—at the same tlme that

another aide of her pined for an escape from
it. This explains, I think, the extra subtlety

in her Performances as a Hollywood blond,

beautifui buit dumb; she could glve the
Performance expected of her and yet also

seem to be mocking herself as a glamor girl.

When people who knew her well talked
or wrote about her, they tended to be too
defensive, and she Invariably came out
seeming like the nlce blond girl next door.

"I can be a monster," she told me when
I asked her why she'd Wtchcd out someone
who seemed quite well meaning. She was
no more a monster than she was nice; she
was many things to many people, and I

doubt whether even those who saw most of

The Art!
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her, such as her husbands, ever saw her
oompletely without some of her mental
makeup on.

If you considered her a blond bombshell,

she'd play that for you, but have no respect

for you—which was all many people wantJed.

In a magazine article I wrote about her
last film, I described her various moods, in-

oluding the bitchiness. Arthur Miller read
the article in typescript and asked if he
could cut out the reference to her bitchiness.

I was touched at the time: It seemed to

reflect his deep feeling for her, even though
their marriage had broken up. But now it

reflects for me the overprotective attitude

of those around her, an attitude that fur-

thered the cause of the Image, the albatross,

at the expense of the real woman's oom-
plexlty.

She didn't respect ass-kissers of any kind,

though she made use of them. If you showed
a decent independence and even lack of in-

terest in her, however, she became interested.

At least that was my experience of her. She
gave me an exclusive interview and was
generally veiy kind to me while she was
making her last film. But I still didn't pur-»

sue the acquaintance until we met accident-

ally in New York months later, and again
my apparent lack of Interest seemed to in-

trigue her.

I can understand why she sometlmes had
a drink and a talk with someone wlio clearly

didn't want anything from her (and we had
quite a few things In common), but I feel

that the other side of her also had in mlnd
that she was glvlng her time to a profes-

sional wrlter who one day would make use
of the experience. Not then, but later.

What did she want our conversatlons to

convey? Perhaps a portraJt of a complioated
woman instead of Just another look at the

albatross, a woman who oould not be labeled

or pigeonholed in a group, a profession, or

a race. What did It teil you about her to

say she was a Californian, a movie star, and
white? She was an elusive Individual who
left unique, heavy memories.

She entered the dlmly IH hotel bar In a
glrlish flutter that suggested shyness at

meeting a stranger-^was this a role she
had given herself?—and began to relax only
when we found a common liking for dimly
llt surroundings. There were some rather
hearty. golfers Ln the bar, and sh« confided
th^t she had played golf with \ former
Kusnt)and—"I was quite good at it aA well, at
least I could hit all right, but I never liked

tJir things- thfttw^t with It** I'Martily

agreed, and flnding tWs much
too, she relaxed a littltf more.

Wishing to draw her out on "'

I remarked on the oharacter Rosll

ment at not being hard-boiled]

some harsh experiences. I had ii

roe's own experiences, too. *'0i

mured in that soft glrlish voic«

you find all people who have
like that? They remain nlce a]

They do."

She laughed a llttle self-cc

her own insistence. Perhaf>s shi

ing of having posed for those
|

calendars, the struggle to get

fllms, the rigid typing of her

blond when she showed some
wood had destroyed more talen|

it than could be counted, and
ful escape seemed an astoundj

ment to anyone familiär with
dustry.

When I referred to this, It r«

of Betty Grable, who had gract

distinguished Hollywood muslcall

and who was marketed as a fi

Upon hearing Grable thus des<

Monroe dropped her friendly

reared back, saying flrmly th;|

great respect for Miss Grable.

somebody telling me how mucl]

meant to people in the Pacific

war. She helped them."

But wasn't hers a very
"How do we know what she
done If she had had the cl

typed." Miss Monroe uttered thel

as If it meant being lmprisone|

might have done anything If sl

freer. I have great respect for h|

She told me a story about
Into Betty Grable's dresslng rooJ

troduced and how she suddenly r|

this was the studio's crude wayl
Ing to Betty Grable that her relg|

and here was her successor.

take me into her dresslng room
taWng over. I couldn't do that.

She had marched out in dj

the Incldenl; obvlously still haun^
saw it happendng one day to h(

had determlned to be gone long
Into the theater or charaoter
admlred Betty Grable as someo^
helped to make her own cai

she saw herself not as the unique
|

of her Publicity, but as ijart of
^e Was de^ermined, howevej

be tJTiod acrain the way 5etty
•Tlt" n^v^- tle 'rt5r^fV "txf « 9tü(

would rather retire."
* Talk öf BMyXJrable tlirned toi

I I
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>«ffTICLE Vff/: The Ljtf Movi«.

By NORMAN ROSTEN

urnHE MISFITS," directe<Nby John Huston/^
-' and costarrinf? Clark GaV|g. wasM^^

ilyn's last film. Written by [ArCTttH timler,

who also participated in the production, it

touched upon a raw nerve, a grinding con-

nection between the flctional and the real

life that exhausted her beyond her capacity

to recover.

In the film, Marilyn portrays a yoüng
woman in the process of getting a Reno
divorce. Her own divorce loomed ahead; she

was, in a sense, rehearsing the role she was
•hortly to live through. She and Miller were
no longer livlng together; she knew they
would separate at the end of the picture.

He was her writer-producer. Once he was
her hero—the artist above the show-biz

jungle- teacher, lover, protector, father, and
man of integrity to shield her against the

world's assaults, real or imagined. Yet what
man could fulflll this role, answer her des-

perate needs and consuming demands?

She had given him all she was able to

give, whatever love she had. Now it was over.

The "hero" had be-

BOOK
DIGEST

come the 'enemy"

—a representative

of the movie indus

try, using her much
the same way as
the others. The

husband/protector was no longer there;

they were now involved in a business ar-

rangement.

Months before the actual shooting, she
struggled against Interpretation in the
Script. She feit her heroine was too passive.

In a three-way telephone conversation be-

tween her Connecticut home and my sum
mer rental a hundred miles away, she, Miller,

and I talked about his screenplay.

It wasn't my idea at all. She had mailed

me the script a week earlier and now asked
over the phone, "What'd you think of it?"

I Said I thought it would make a good film.

Miller gruntod on the extension. She asked
me to turn to a crucial speech that she pro-

nounced as "lousv."

Miller grunted again, or possibly it was
a growl. "The speech is too goddam long,"

she said, "and anyway, it isn't right."

She paused, waiting for me to say some-
thing. I preferred not to. The privaey of the

vvriter was no academic point to me. I had
gone through this scene many times, listened

to actors, agents, and producers telling nie

to change this, rewrite that. And so I sym-
pathized fully with Miller here. She was the

Star. He was the writer. She could suggest
changes, not demand them. And certalnly

not make them publicly.

Well (she seemed to Imply), if he is the
producer, she's going to fight for her rights

as the actress. And she did. With the gloves

off. Was she fighting him for script changes
or putting the screvvs into him as a parting
shot in a fading marriage? "I want this

speeoh rewritten," she sald harshly into

the phone. "Are you there, Arthur?"

His voice, controlled, at the edge of
anger, "I'm here."

"Well, what are you going to do about
It?"

"I'm going to think about It."

"Norman agrees with me."
I cut in. "I didn't agree, Marilyn. I agreed

to read the screenplay, which I did. If Arthur
asks my opinion on certain scenes or Speech-
es, I'll teil him." She was silent. I could hear
her frustrated breathing. Always the gentle-

man and coward, I said, "Look, it's a draft,

I'm sure there'll be more work on it. I mean,
it's not final, is it?"

Miller responded listlessly. "It's a draft."

Peacemaker and Idiot that I was, I con-
tinued, "Maybe that section can be trimmed.
If Marilyn has specific objections— !"

"I object to the whole stupid speech," she
said. "And he's going to rewrite It!"

She was giving him the business. She was
fighting the pain and humiliation of another
rejection, of one more failure in love.

She was ewarc this was to be their last

shared experlence. She knew, too, that Miller

wanted the film made even if it meant con-
tinuing the flction of their marriage.

Yos, sho coTild be vcngcful. For she was

MARILYN:
AN UNTOLD STORY

W\ih Clark Gable in "The Mkfih." 1961 ... only the mask was ficthnaL
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alone now, exhausted after "Let's Make
Love," which had been completed a few
weeks earlier. She was in no physical or emo-
tional State to begin another film, particularly

of this nature. She was alone, the old fears

rising. She was threatened, and she Struck
back. Her claws were showing; they had a
right to Show. She was fighting for her life.

And for Miller as well, the loss of what

—

for all the contradictions—had surely begun
as love. His disillusion, his bursts of tender-

ness, Show In the film. They reveal his real

attitude toward the marriage. And Marilyn
did not flinch In her Performance.

The shooting was another tlghtrope af-

fair, a day-today peril. At one point Mar-
ilyn, her speech blurred, could no longer
proceed. It looked like the eiid. Director
Huston was desperate. He phondn Marilyn's

ilysthj^^TiOs Angeles, who aVanged to

admii nöc into a small private hosp^I as a
medical pitient in the care of an im
and toget «ir they managed to get her off

all barbitui xtes.

At the c«*5 of ten days she was able to

return to wopk, taking no medication during
the day ai'l only the mildest sleeping medi-
cation M iLght. But no one could really relax.

Too muoh was going on within her. Each day
was a mountain to climb, a river to cross.

In a following scene with her husband
(Kevin McCarthy), she rejects his overture

for reconciliation, summing up their rela-

tionship with: "You aren't there." (It was
her favorite expression in recounting experl-

ences with men: They were rarely "there.")

In a scene set in the desert house with

her new acquaintances, Gay and Guido
(Clark Gable and Eli Wallach), Roslyn
(Marilyn) discusses marriage and divorce.

She is given the line: "Husbands and wlves

are killing each other." It is a line written

by Miller and delivered by her with an in-

tensity that vibrated throughout the film, as
thqugh a eonfessional understood by both.

'The Misflts" is the one work that may
tep more about the Miller-Monroe story than
lost analytic conjectures. That Marilyn was

'able to wear a fictional mask during this

period was surely an act of courage, a
triumph of will and professionalism.

She must have been aware, also, of the
presence on the set of photographer Inge
Morath, covering the film for Magnum. She
coüld not but help sense something between
her husband and the woman who would In
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the near future become his third wife. But
she had agreed to do this Job, and she wasn't

oopplng out.

"The Misflts" completed, Marilyn returned

to New York. November, 1960. She and Miller

each made a formal announcement of their

Separation and pending divorce. It was the

beginning of a black winter for her. A week
or so after her return East her friend and
costar Clark Gable died of a heart attack.

Gable was her fantasy father; she never

saw her real father. She remembered that her

mother (before commitment) had kept a
photograph of Clark Gable on the bureau;

she grewup with this powerful Identification.

She had a close friendship with him
through many critical weeks of the film.

His kindness and consideration sustained

her. ("The place was füll of so-called men,

but Clark was the one who brought a chair

for me between the takes," she told me.)

His death came as a blow. And Marilyn's

tentative hold on herseif weakened. She feil

into a depression. During this period, with-

out fanfare, she went to Mexico where her

marriage was legally terminated.

Back to her New York apartment, she

spent days alone in her darkened bedroom.

She refused to see any of her old friends:

only the Strasbergs had access to her. Most
calls were not put through, and on a few
occasions when my wife did reach her on
the phone her voice was blurred, distant,

unhappy.
The old fears again. And again, the pills

to help her sleep. Her manner was evasive,

she would not return calls. She was more
depressed than I had ever known her.

Finally, her doctor decided that Marilyn
needed hospitalization. By this time her de-

pendence on drugs indicated that something
drastic had to be done. She was persuaded
to enter the Payne-Whitney Clinic in New
York without being told it was a mental
hospital. When she found out, she was
shocked, frightened, and feit betrayed.

A young crew cut doctor, fresh out of

medical school, tried to calm her. Instead of

answering her questions, he repeatedly kept
asking, "Why are you so unhappy?" En-
raged, she answered, "I've been paying the

best doctors a fortune to find out why, and
you're asking we?"

At one point (for reasons I've never been
told) she threw a chair through a glass door.

They put her In a guarded room and took
away her clothes. Here she was, distraught,
alone, her career and life in shambles, de-

talned In an Institution—exactly as her
mother! The Irony and terror must havö
been Indescribable.

Now she called upon one person she knew
she could depend on, Joe DiMaggio—Joe the
Slugger as she offen referred to him—and he
came to her rescue. According to Marilyn, he
threatened to take the hospital apart brick
by brick if she was not released at once.
He signed the papers, and she was out. With
great pleasure and pride she recounted that
scene. "Thafs the kind of ballplayer Joe Is!"

From there It was a short trip across
town to Columbia Presbyterian Hospital
where she was willing to accept further
treatment and care. During one of our Visits,

my wife and I found her lying pale and dis-

tracted on the upraised bed, a nurse spong-
Ing her damp forehead. She lifted her band
weakly and smiled; her energies seemed at
a new low. She was 111, not only of the body
and mind, but of the soul, the innermost
engine of desire. That light was mlssing
from her eyes.

TOMORROW: The Last Spring.
\
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From "Martivn: An Untold Story" bv Norman Rostert,
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On Film Credits List,

That Miller IsArthur
ByCARYN JAMES

Whatever surprises may be hidden
in the plot of "Everybody Wins," a

murder mystery ready to begin
shooting in January, they are apt to

be far less surprising than the source
of the film itself. It is the first original

screenplay written by Arthur Miller

to reach the screen.

In the past, Mr. Miller has adapted
works. The most famous was the

screen version of his own Short story

"The Misfits," which became a film

starring Marilyn Monroe in 1961. The
most recent was an adaptation of the

memoir "Playing for Time," which
became a 1980 television movie. And
some original Scripts died on the

page.

But the author says "Everybody
Wins" came to him as a film. "One
day I was sitting in my studio and I

thought of this story," Mr. Miller said

from his home in Roxbury, Conn. "It

wanted to be a movie so I let it be a
movie.

>>

The story that sent the playwright
back to screenwriting concerns an in-

vestigator and a woman who hires

him to gather evidence to clear a man
she believes has been unjustly im-
prisoned for murder. The idea seems
to have a personal but veiled meaning
for Mr. Miller, and the script's very
existence marks a curious turn in his

career; he has rarely sounded less

than disgruntled about the screen-
writer's craft.

Commercial but Tony

As it is taking shape, "Everybody
Wins" is developing a high-toned but
commercial aura. Its Hollywood
Stars are Debra Winger and Nick
Nolte. Its director, Karel Reisz, is

best known for "The French Lieuten-

ants Woman," and its producer,
Jeremy Thomas, for "The Last Em-
peror," both tonier than the average
movie.
Mr. Miller's own career combines

theatrical eminence with a share of

Hollywood glitz — his marriage to

Monroe and the Script for "The Mis-
fits," written to give his wife a seri-

ous, substantial part. The film, also

starring Clark Gable and Montgom-
ery Clift, was noiorious for the diffi-

culty the directon^QJjji Huston /lad in

getting Monroe to worfc

Camera Press

Arthur Miller, who thought of i

"Everybody Wins" as a filiti from
J

the Start. i

The pla5rsvright*s j

first original movie J

is ready togo
into production.

!

''
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tion of Ernie Pyle's newspup^r cd-
umns from the front in World War II

— a film that appeared without his
name, many writers later, as **The
Story of G.I. Joe." Even then, he re-

*

calls in "Timebends," "with my !

prejudice against screenwriting as an i

art — it was produced by the will, not •

the soul — I found it difficult to feel *

more than a cool technical involve-
[

ment."
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Tlease Don't Make
Meajoke'

IVURILYN ,

ByiCloria SteineniJ
Photographs by George Barris.

182 pp. New York: Henry Holt & Company. $24.95.

By Diana Trilling

N June 1, 1962, her 36th birthday, Marilyn Monroe began what
would be her final attempt to teil her story. Lies had been lold

about her, she insisted, and she was going to set the record

straight. In addition to the biographical information she had con-

tributed in interviews over the years, she had launched a previous full-scale

autobiography in conjunction with the novelist and playwright Ben Hecht.

Minus the name of its co-author, "My Story," as that unfinished manuscript

was called, was published in 1974 and reissued in paperback this year.

For her new venture Marilyn Monroe also had a collaborator, a photo-

journalist, George Barris. Mr. Barris was obviously a sympathetic co-adju-

tant. Through June and July Marilyn talked and posed -- and drank Cham-
pagne. Mr. Barris took many soft gentle pictures of her, in bathing suit,

towels, beach robe, sweater. But this project, too, was not completed. On
Aug. 4 Marilyn Monroe died of an overdose of sleeping pills. More than two

decades later, Mr. Barris turned over his photographs to Gloria Steinern for

use in her present thoughtful and absorbing biography of the actress.

Whether Mari^ Monroe, a chronic insomniac, intended to kill herseif,

or only to get. som^ rest, will probably never be known, though we learn

from Ms. Steinem's careful investigation that Marilyn's achieved death fol-

lowed seven or eight near misses. Still a young woman, she had said of her-

seif, "Yes, there was something special about me, and I knew what it was. I

was the kind of girl they found dead in a hall bedroom with an empty bottle

of sleeping pills in her band."

She didn't die in a hall bedroom but the empty pill bottle is everywhere
in Mr. Barris's pictures of her, perhaps especially when, below vacant eyes,

she forces her famous smile, radiant and füll of promise.

The sessions with Mr. Barris had taken place in her new Brentwood
home. She had not been in it long: it was still being renovated and Marilyn
had only recently returned from Mexico where she had gone to buy furni-

ture. By movie star Standards it was a modest dwelling. Marilyn is reported

to bave been naively proud of having a swimming pool in her backyard. But,

in fact, she was no longer a star. Wom down by sleeplessness and her de-

Continued on page 23

PHOTOGRAPH BY GEOWGE BARRIS PROM VAHILYN

Marilyn Monroe several weefes before her death in 1962. She '*tried to fill the empty
vessel ofher being from bits and pieces of memory or fantasy."

Diana Trilling is completing a memoir of her marriage to Lionel
Trilling, "The Beginning of the Joumey."
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pendence on drugs and alcohol, unable to take direction,

she had been fired from a film fittingly titled "Some-
thing's Got to Give."

To be dropped from a film while it is being shot is

not a minor event in an actress's life. It had been well-

advertised that Marilyn consistently arrived late on the

set and that some days she didn't arrive at all. We now
learn that often, when she did come to work, she was so

frightened that she threw up at the gate. Her dismissal

proclaimed to the world that her movie career was at

an end.

It is questionable if Monroe had ever had a gift for

acting, other than as an overflow of her good humor —
professional opinion would seem to have been divided in

the matter. On the positive side, according to Ms. Stei-

nem's account, Lee Strasberg rated her with Marlon
Brando as "one of his most talented pupils." Anc(jolm/
'"istori/said, "She went right down into her own per-

sonal experience for everything, reached down and
puUed something out of herseif that was unique and ex-

traordinary. She had no techniques. It was all the truth,

it was only Marilyn."

But whatever her talent or its absence — and cer-

tainly a capacity, like Marilyn Monroe's, for self-irony

is a great asset in a comedian — movies and movie
making were at the heart of her life. She had been born

and raised in Hollywood. She was an illegitimate child;

her father had run off before her birth — when Marilyn

wanted to create this parent she visualized him as

I \ Clark Gable,puring the brief periods that she was able

to be with her daughter, before disappearing forever

into a mental hospital, Marilyn's mother was employed
in film Studios. Shunted as a child between orphanage
and foster homes, all Marilyn could tum to were the

movies to instruct her in a world that offered more than

barrenness.

AT her death people charged Hollywood with

having destroyed Marilyn Monroe; they ac-

cused the movie industry of ruthlessly exploit-

ing her for its own gain. It was an unjust

Charge, or at least a muddled one. The Hollywood that

made Marilyn Monroe into a sex goddess, the phantom
object of every man's desire, also gave hef fragile life

all the structure and substance it ever had.

It is a cruel paradox that this most abundantly en-

dowed of women, whose public personality spoke to us

only of sunlight and joy, was a creature of shadows,

emotionally so much adrift that she required constant

reassurance of her worth and even of her existence.

The fact that she responded as she did to the collapse of

her career can be taken, I think, as evidence of her in-

sufficent sense of identity. For most people autobiogra-

phy is an extension and defense of the seif. Marilyn
Monroe had little seif to extend or defend. In repeating

the sad dull cliches of orphanage and poverty she un-

dertook to supply the seif that she lacked. From bits

and pieces of memory or fantasy she tried to fill the

empty vessel of her being.

Gloria Steinem's biography is a quiet book; it has
none of the sensationalism that has colored other pur-

portedly serious books about the film star, Norman
'\Mailer*sVln particular. But it necessarily reports on
Marri^h's sexual life. Although Marilyn Monroe cannot

fairly be said to have slept her way to the top, she did at

the Start of her career sleep her way to the opportunity

to work. After that, world famous, she continued to be
vastly compliant: she slept with men, and on occasion

even with another woman, in order to please — perhaps
also to feel herseif made real by their desire for her. Ap-
parently the ability to give rather than receive pleasure

in sex was the whole of her delight. Practiced in the arts

of accommodation, she flattered many men into believ-

ing that they were the first to satisfy her. It was her

boast that she had never been kept.

But financial independence was one of her few ex-

pressions of strength. Ms, Steinem suggests that Mari-

lyn's loneliness in the early days when she was earning

her poor living by modeling or as a Starlet was caused

by her great neediness; the other girls were put off by
the force of her emotional demand. Through three mar-
riages — the first was arranged for her at 15 by fond

but incompetent guardians — and numberless sexual

encounters the neediness persisted. For somemie w^^
asked so much in emotional support her choice of hus-

bands — the ballplayer Joe DiMaggio and the play-

wright Arthur Miller — would seem to have been unfor-

tunate. They were unable to sustain her to the degree

that she required.

And apparently her later lovers, conspicuous

among them Frank Sinatra and Robert Kennedy, were

similarly inappropriate. Deiving more closely than Ar-

thur Schlesinger does into Marilyn's relation with Rob-

ert Kennedy, Ms. Steinem gives us a pitiful picture of

Marilyn trying to convince herseif that she will soon

marry the Attorney General. She obviously pleased

Robert Kennedy just as, during the 1960 Presidential

campaign, she had pleased his brother Jack. But Mari-

lyn Monroe was designed for wish-fulfillment, not for

wifehood or public companionship with government

leaders. (As to whether there was actual criminality in

the circumstances surrounding her death, or merely an

effort to sweep the premises clean of embarrassing evi-

dence, Ms. Steinem seems to be in general agreement
with the original conclusions of Anthony Summers in

his populär biography "Goddess" that no crime was
committed that night but there was a highly irregulär

cover-up of Marilyn's affair with Bobby. Ms. Steinem

could, of course, not know the questions about the possi-

bility of foul play that Mr. Summers raises in a Post-

Script to the new paperback edition of his biography.)

Nor, it would appear, was she designed for mother-

hood. She longed for children and had great empathy
with them; perhaps this was because she was herseif al-

ways a child, essentially unmarked by her experience
— no doubt her "innocence" had much to do with her un-

paralleled appeal to people in all walks of life. Laurence
Olivier, who played with her in "The Prince and the

Showgirl," said of her, "Look at that face — she could be

five years old." One of her suicide attempts followed a

miscarriage during her marriage to Arthur Miller. But
she had had a dozen or more abortions.

Monroe's life was one of contradiction and pathos,

as lives of emotional hollowness and disconnection

often are. One might suppose that a pathology such as

hers would be especially common among actors: they

are in the business of borrowing personalities which
they wear like clothes from a stage wardrobe. But it is

far from restricted to professions that live by public

display. It frighteningly proliferates in our time, crowd-

ing out of the clinic the old-fashioned neuroses for

whose treatment psychoanalysis was specifically

devised.

In writing about Marilyn Monroe, Gloria Steinem
for the most part admirably avoids the ideological ex-

cess that we have come to associate with the women's
movement — Monroe emerges from her book a far

more dimensional figure than she would have been if

she had been presented as simply the victim of a male-

dominated society. It is only when she deals with Mon-
roe's quest for help with her emotional problems that

Ms. Steinem becomes incautious and passes unfounded
clinical judgments.

That Freud regarded'wbfnen äs the secdnd sejc^

charmingly puzzling but inferiof to men, is scarcely ar-

guable. This sexual bias cannot be overlooked by any

pridefui woman but it does not account, as Ms. Steinern

would have it do, for the failure of Freudian psychoa-

nalysis to eure Monroe. Marilyn Monroe was in the care

of Freudian psychoanalysts but she was not being psy-

choanalyzed; she was in psychoanalytically derived

supportive treatment. The distinction is important. Pa-

tients with her emotional affliction are not available to

orthodox analysis. Ms. Steinem names Marilyn's Cali-

fornia physician, Dr. Ralph Greenson; she omits men-
tion of her New York doctor, Dr. Marianne Kris, to

whom she left a considerable portion of her estate for

use in psychoanalytical research. Were she to have

been in orthodox Freudian analysis, Monroe could not

of course have simultaneously had two physicians, one

on each coast.

Unhappily, medicine has not yet found a eure or

even a confident therapy for Marilyn Monroe's F>erson-

ality disorder. Ms. Steinem quotes extensively from a
work by Dr. W. Hugh Missildine, "Your Inner Child of

the Past": it seems to serve as her Psychiatric author-

ity. While these passages sensitively rejwrt on how peo-

ple behave when they have been neglected in childhood,

they propose no method of treatment.

VEN Ms. Steinem's well-researched book falls

Short of fully documenting the role of heredity

in Marilyn's psychic illness. It isn't only that

Marilyn Monroe was manic-depressive and had
a severe character disorder; by her own account in "My
Story" her mother died insane, her mother's father died

insane, her mother's grandmother died insane, her

mother's brother killed himself. But our culture is a
blame culture. It prefers to address only those ills that

excite our moral Indignation and to ignore the terrors

of fate.

Marilyn Monroe didn't view herseif as a tragic fig-

ure; she didn't give herseif that much weight. But she

begged to be taken seriously and to be regarded as

someone with ideas and opinions worth hearing. One of

her most moving requests was made of an unnamed In-

terviewer near the close of her life; it was not granted
but it is remembered by her press secretary. "Please
don't make me a joke. End the interview with what
I believe."

One can wish that she had been told she wasn't a
joke: a sex idol who read books! The truth is that she

was unusually intelligent. Indeed, as uneducated as she

believed herseif to be, she gave distinct signs of literary

gift. Professional writers might envy the terse descrip-

tion of her ill mother in "My Story": "Even the sound o

a page turning made her nervous," or her use of telling

detail when she speaks of the poverty of Aunt Grace,
her early guardian, "I remembered how she had gone
with one of her lenses missing from her glasses for

three months because she couldn't afford the fifty cents

to buy its replacement." Surely we are reminded of the

everyday luminousness of F. Scott Fitzgerald and the

Strange sorrow that overhangs his work when Marilyn
Monroe remarks of herseif, "I am not interested in

money. I just want to be wonderful." D

Embairassed for Monroe
As a teen-ager in blue-collar East

Toledo, Ohio, taking dance lessons as a

means "of dancing my way out of the

neighborhood," Gloria Steinem walked
out of a Marilyn Monroe sex comedy
because she feit "embarrassment and
humiliation — for her and for me." Yet
in writing "Marilyn," the 52-year-old

author said she feit "empathy and
connected" to Monroe. "The things that

happened to her were things the

women's movement has tried to

prevent," Ms. Steinem said recently in her favorite

East Side coffee shop. "We lived through similar

times and circumstances, but I was luckier."

Like Monroe, Ms. Steinem comes from a
working-class background. Her parents separated
when she was about 9. She took care of her mother,
an invalid whose "spirit was broken," in the family
home where survival depended on boarders.

Ms. Steinem had written of Monroe for Ms.
magazine in 1972, noting that problems the actress

THE NEW YORK TIMES/NEAL BOENZI

Gloria Steinem.

saw as uniquely hers, such as guilt over
not having children, were feit by many
women to be their own a decade after

her death. It was this article, included in

a book of Ms. Steinem's essays, that

prompted Henry Holt & Company to

ask her to write a text for pictures of

Monroe taken by a photojournalist,

George Barris, shortly before her
death.

Why did she agree? "One aspect of

writing about a woman like Marilyn is

that you feel you're exploiting her all over again,"

she said. But Ms. Steinem spends a lot of time
raising funds for feminist causes and saw writing
— something she enjoys — as a way to donate her
money from the book to a new Organization: the

Marilyn Monroe Children's Fund within the Ms.
Foundation for Women. "Not to be presumptive, I

thought Marilyn would like to see the money go to

children's projects."

George James
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Outruges
By ARCHER WINSTEN

screen play oi his ßtory, "And
the Rock Cried Out" for Carol

Reed, no time was lost.

He looks young, and he is, only

37. His füll head of red. crew-cut

hair juts lorward, and that, wilh
the intensity of his eyes behind
their heavy horn-rimmed glasses,

belies the placidity that a figure

tending toward the plump might
Ruggest. He said he saw "Moby
Dick" five times. First three
times were no good, the press
preview, the premiere, and a third

time with relatives and friends.

Then he saw it twice with'* his

rhildren. It was fine. "Funny
Face" he saw and likod very
much. Then he saw it with a mu-
sician and wife and spent all the
time apologizing for having liked
it. What happens in your own
mind depends both on you and
outer circumstances, isn't it true?

41^ 4^ 46

Bradbury does soine partUme
teaching of short story writing
courses out in California. He said,
•*What I try to do is convince
people of their own ability to
leave the class, go home and
write. I love you, and I respect
you, and I think you're the only
one in the world who can do it.

That really helps a person. Carol
Reed and John Huston do that.
I grew up with the sense that I'd
fail at anything I tried. In my
early school days there was a
bronze bell you went around ring-
ing for the end of recess, When I

Ray Bradbury Disillusioned
It had been intercsting—this tropism of Bradbury

toward Huston—when viewed from the distance. Seen

much closer, it could be fascinating, so, when a recent op-

portunity presented itself to talk with Ray Bradbury,

science fiction author, screen play writer of "Moby Dick/'

and recently ünished with the ;

had to do it, I had a sense of
failure."

But he did get through the
early grades in Waukegan, Illi-

nois, and high school In Los
Angeles. That's as far as he got.

He Said, *T asked myself, why
go to College. I answered, sex.

Women. So I got a Job selling

newspapers on a corner, lived at

home with my family, and start-

ed writing stories for pulp maga-
zines. I never went to College."

# ^ ^
Twenty-onc years later hc was

famous. For that matter, ten. But
how did he do that?
He answered, *'Write one story

a week for five years. 260 stories.

Three will be excellent. Three will

be quite good. Three will be fair.

You have to get production up.
To stop and think while you're
writing is bad. The story goes off

in another direction. I wanted to
be a great writer and famous. I

read Steinbeck, Willa Cather,
Tom Wolfe. John Collier is one
of my heroes. Jessamyh West.
Writing pulp teaches you how to
teil a story and get the ball roll-

ing."

What with one thing and an-
other, his fame increasing as he
wrote science fiction stories so
good they reached the literary
level and his admiration of John
Huston being publicly expressed,
he was hired to write the screen
play of "Moby Dick."

fp mp ^
He said, ''John HiLston was my

hero. It just shows what love can
do. We lasted üve months. I

thought so much of him. There*s
a boy in San Diego—he's lisled

everything I've ever written. It's

remarkable. You can't help being
what they think you are. Things
Started happening when I with-
drew my love. I'd had a couple of
martinis. John loves to hypnolize
people, and he's good at it So this

time, right in the center of John's
yes-men arid regulär caravan of
people I said I was going to hyp-
notize him. I said—this was the
time he was tiying to get me to

fly to London—I said, 'It isn't

that I'm afraid of flying. It's you.
You're afraid of the Dunleary
ferry and the dirty train to Lon-
don.' It was really funny and
everyone laughed. For the first

time I feit accepted in Huston's
circle. The next day the hatchet
feil. I became the butt of a series

of practical jokes. I asked myself,
what have I done? I've worked
hard and done all I've been told.

Ke was my hero. I was a roman-
lic, but he's not like that at all.

*'Yes, I'd read Peter Viertel's

•White Hunter, Black Ileart.' I
was warned. But I didn't belleve
it. I thought I would be different,

and so would he."*

¥ ^ «
John sent Ray a ielegrani say-

ing the Script of "Moby Dick"

was not ftcre-ptablc to tne pro-

ducer becau.se it had no sex in-

terest. Joke, and so revealed
after Bradbury had blown his

top. They almost came to blows
on a London street, each catching
ihe other's lapels and exchanging
epithets that still cannot be re-

peated.
And who was it that pushed

and helped pull them apart? The
author, Peter Viertel, at that
time working on a Huston Script

several yeai's after 'The African
Queen" and "White Hunter, Black
Heart." Viertel soothed Bradbury,
and others soothed Huston, and
later they were speaking in a
civilized manner.
But Bradbury does think it will

never be the same again. His
next work is to be a Chamber

Opera fwr Chanes Laughton and
his wife, a sort ol Restoration
comedy under the Influence of
Möllere and on a science fiction

theme. If you can do all that,
why should you ever go to Col-

lege, feel a sense of failure, or
need John Huston?



/N AND OUT OF ßOOKS
By HARVEX BREIT

er," believes she and her col-

ieagues are successfully ntieet-

ing the chailenge of comic

books. One cranky Junior,

though, may have been lost for-

ever to the paper jungles of Su-

pertarz. "This book," this critic

wrote m. "teils me more about

penguins than I -am interested

In knowing.'

We can hardly walt for the

time when the young man grows
\ip and gets into some of those

historical novels.

Whaler

MA.YBE the nicest thing

about Ray Bradbury, the

US author of the famous
"The Martian Chronicles," is

that he never once uses the

Word **extrapoIation." And may-
be that's because he isn't only

a science fiction writer. He came
to town the other day feeling

pretty good because he had just

finished an eight-month Job with
himself writing a movie version

for John Huston of Herman Mel-
ville's supreme novel, "Moby-
Dick." We feit pretty good about
it too and we have, surprisingly,

a reason. Mr. Bradbury is a
humble, fresh band, both in the
movie Script and In the novel.

When Huston asked him, Mr.
Bradbury had never tackled the
great whale of a book. When
he did tackle it, he was shaken.
Unfortunately, the demonic
Captain Ahab will be disguised
in this Version as Gregory Peck,
Maybe, though, Mr. Huston can
evolve another miracle.

We asked Mr. Bradbury if

he'd caught the movie bug. No,
he hadn't. "I've gotten about six

or seven offers to do movie
scripta, but I won't do one for

at least two years," he told us.

**rve got my own work to do."

We asked him—Coming back
like a moth to a flame—how it

was working with Huston and
Mr. Bradbury told us a tale.

After 800 pages of manu-
Script, with 600 pages more to

go, In^order to get 150 riyht

pages, he was sitting alongside
Mr. Huston when a cablegram
arrived. It was from the head
of the production company, and
the intelligence was, roughly,

"Have read first eighty pages.
No female part. Cannot go on
with production unless introduce
major female part right at be-
ginning of scrlpt." Bradbury,
Mr. Bradbury told us, tumed

white, then blue. then «houted,
then screamed, then started to

look for objects he could tear
into bits. At this point Mr Hus-
ton said. "You reacted fine I

sent the cable myself."
Mr. Bradbury experiencei

flerce relief But a thing like

that leaves a scar and we think
we detected in Mr. Bradbury a

tiny tic, a sort of glancing ovei

the Shoulder, almost as if he were
expecting another cablegram.
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The Stars like roughing it
YOUGHAL (Eire),

Tuesday.

THE film Stars who have
come here to act in

exterior sccnes for ttie

£1.000,000 production of
Mobv Dick believe in

roughing it at flvo-star

hoteis.
Tlie Story of Ihe film is one

of liui'dsh'ip. Bat actors Gregory
Pei'k. Richaid Baseharc and
Le^ Genn wero noc puiting up
WJth ihe rigours of living in tliLs

canall, run-down seasde town.
1\\e .stans, top production per-

sonnel and guest.s are more
comfortably lodgod in Cork, the
nearest big town, which is an
hoiir'.s journey from the location.
Ev«T dav a fleet oX fast cars
take US 60 miles (cost: Is. 4d. a
mue) to and from Youghal.

He insists
^.------------.

Birf apparently Cork, too,
larked .sonie of tbe necesL-it:es of
])fe. Producer-director John
HiLston. reputed to eani more
Uiian £1000 a week, got the
plumbers to install a private
bath and shower for him at his
hotel.

" That's .^omething he always
insists on having, wherever he
gf»es." explained his production
mahager.
The people of Youghal are still

enthralle^i by the Moby Dick
invasion. It has turned their
town into a temporar i!y flourish-
)ng tourist centre. A disused
iiarbour has been dredged. the
quay.side cleared of gra.s.s. houses
converted to look like New Bed-
lord of the last Century. Four
oals of that poriod are in the
kjichorage. Nothing like this has
lappe/ed since Gabriel Pascal

T7K)k a pyramid to Egypt.
, :^ The townsfolk have never seen
p(\much money. The cost of this
Jantastic location is about £500
an hour. One hundred and fltty

in cotnfort
# The '* Moby Dick'' town had never seen such money—until John Husfon and

Company arrived. Spending rate—£500 an hour. Filming rate—behind schedule

• • . of course.

mmm^^:^ ''

i

by Evening Standard Show Reporter
I«•••••«.^

of the Ideal people are earning
32s. 6d. a day as extias. The
public-hnuses—one renamcd The
Moby Dick—are open from
7 a.m. unül midnight, and doing
a roaring trade.
Producerdirector Huston has

the help of a production Super-
visor, a production manager, an
assistant director, a personal
assistant, a personal secretary,
an adviser on whaling. an
adviser on sea shanties, and a
naval captain.
But wliile Youghal is thrilled

with the Stars, the stärs soon
become very borod wilh Youghal.
Gregory JPeck has fled back to

London to escape from the over-
eager fans. The others are still

coping bravely with the auto-
graph hunters. the amateur
photographers. the Irish whiskey
and the British cooking.

No roulette

This is not one of those places
where local colour and foie gras
are served up simultaneously.
There are no diversions like

roulette or big-game hunting,
which other Huston locations
have been known to provide.
Time has had to be killed more
prosaically than that.
But practical fokes—putting

freshly caught fish \t\ pröuucer
Huston's bed and empty bottles
in Leo Genn's—have been keep-
ing everyone but the recipients
highly amused.

Chefs fiy out

•

Filming Is. of course. behind
schedule. So i:i Fishguard, South
Wales, scene of ihe iiext loca-
tion, a 54-room hotel with a stafl"

of 30 is standir.p; empty, awaUing
the arrival of ine film unit. ThLs
hotel was takeii over by the
Moby Dick Company, recondi-
tioned and furnished at a cost
of £15,000. Two Continental-
trained chefs are beiiig flown
from London to look after the
cooking. The tilm-makers will
stay there siK weeks. Nobody
quite knows what will happeii lo
it after that.

Mast of the filminflf at Pish-
guard will lake place an board
a three- masred saillng vessol
which has bi^^n conyerted at'a
cost of £60000 to look like a
19'th-c<^'ntuiT Aiialing schoomer.
This is the Pequod, now
anchored at Y<j'jg^.al.

I have been / aver ^jliLs ship
which musi be ^^^e of the cost/-
liest props -^ver. On deck everv-

JOHN HUSTON
a private shower,

thing is in period. Tlie tiller is

made of a whalc's jawbone and
skull.

But below dec^k there is evi-
dence of progress. Tliere 1

found a refrigerator, electric
heating in the starf^' dressing-
cabins, and i*adio - telephonts.
And an engine-rooni.

One-time barrister. Leo Genn.
went into training for his role
as first mate and has lost a fair
amount of weight.

He Said wistfully : "My ambi-
tion is to play Lionel Barrymore
parts. Those you can do
sitting in a wheel-chair. After

Quo Vadis and The R^ Beret
I've hdd enougli ot action pic-
tures. I'm getting too old for
this sort of thing.
"This is :ike lile in the Army.

You spend 90 per cent of your
time eating. pieparin?:. and wait-
ing—for the lew moments of
action. And tlien if you're not
ready for it at the moment of
action, 3 ou're a deud duck."

How it's done

Tfuston stroUed past us on the
quay calling Iris. He was look-
ing for Iris Ledebur. dau:-;liter

of Sir Beerbohm Tree. now
married to aclor Priedricüi Lede-
bur. plaving a cannibal Indian
in tlie film,

"Iris." Said Huston. "how
would you like to be an actress."
Iris Ledebur said she wouldn't
mind being an a< tress. Slie had
arrived tlie previous night from
California.
"All right.*' Said Huston. **!

want you to liand out Bibles as
the men go aboard the Pequod."
He turned to tlie production

manager :
" H«ve a car take

Countoss Ledebur to wardrobe
and dress }ier in something
severe. Black would be the right
colour.*' Strjiifiht away."
That is how you get into plc-

tures. Sometimes.

Advtee

In a few day^* (time the ü\n\
unit will move oui of Youghal.
And life^will retijrn to norjtial.

Or will it ?

Where John Husten goes film-
ing. other producers go. too.

Yougiial could be<ome one of
the boom towns ol the modern
location-rush.
So a piece of advice for the

rural district couiuil. If you
w ant tlie stars to stay Jiere. don't
forget about those private
showers and the Joie gros.
These citi/^^ns of Hollywood

like to feel at liome.
WORLD COPYRIOHT RESERVED
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About Art and Artists

Tennant Exhibits Ink-and-Wash Drawings

—de Martini Shows Marine Scenes

ONE of the oddest and most
intriguing exhibitions to

appear in some time is that of

"studies in bizarre nostalgia

d maritime fantasies" by
Stephen Tennant at the lolas

Gallery, 46 East Fifty-seventh
.treet.

These are ink-and-wash
drawings and they illustrate

in great detail scenes of the
Marseilles waterfront in a
style that might be a combina-
tion of Rex Whistler and
Tchelichew. They are hyper-
literary and, with their pas-
sages of evocative prose writ-
ten over figures and furnish-
ings, can be as easily read as
looked at.

•
In his first exhibition in five

years, at the Heller Gallery,

j
63 East Fifty-seventh Street,

j
the painter Joseph de Martini
Shows marines and scenes of
Venice.
His style, reminisccnt of

Marin, is brisk and brusque and
he works iip his brushwork
and chalky ^\ue color into vig-

orous outdoor scenes, where
wave and rock and storm-
cloud contest a coastline. The
few portraits here are bleak
and sharply observed. And
his interpretations of Venice,
though fresh and original,

prove him to be more at home
on Monhegan Islands than on
the Grand Canal.
Another persuasive outdoor

painter is Maurice Sievan,
whose recent work is at the
Passedoit Gallery, 121 East
Fifty-seventh Street. He is an
Impressionist after his own
fashion, painting open and
wooded country in a flurry of
brushstrokes that approximate
the forms they represent. Col-

or, mostly a ränge of duU
greens and blues, is reticent.

Were design more emphatic,
these pictures would make a
sharper Impression.

•
Titina Masclli's aecond exhi-

bition of paintings at Dur-
lacher'$, 11 East Fifty-seventh
Street, is made up of glossy
semi-abstract canvases that
leflect more or less directly

New York scenes.

A Street corner, a gymna-
sium interior. traffic lights at
night are pushed into rigorous
patterns of light and dark
whose anecdotal interest is

less striking than the actual

patterns. Some have an over-

hasty look and not all of the
subjects submit happily to the
artist's diagrammatic style,

which owes much to Soulages.

•
Light caresses figures and

architecture in Grigory Gluck-
mann's delicately realist paint-

ings at the Milch Galleries, 55
East Fifty-seventh ::^treet.

He paints exactly what he
sees, ballet dancers or Vene-
tian scenes, but his feeling for
paint, and texture is so elab-

orate and his technique so pa-
tient and refined, that he
achieves an intimacy with his
subject matter that no bare
factual style could attain.

The overt sentiment in this
work may not be everybody's
taste but, technically, it is

worthy of deep respect.

•
A first one-man show by the

young American painter Irv-
ing Kriesberg is being held
at the Gurt Valentin Gallery,
32 East Fifty-seventh Street.

He is a learned artist whose
tortuous figure style and whose
fauve color are more nearly
related to such European art-
ists as Beckmann, Matisse and
Picasso than it is to American.
He has a taste for narrative
in painting that is served by
his emphatic manner.
But at this point his work

has still a raw look as if style
'

and subject had not yet set-

tled down smoothly together.
Definite potentiality is there
and it will be interesting to
See how he develops. S. P.
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Tffls Is Hollywood
By JOE HYAMS

HOLLYWOOD.
John Huston« the movie director, Is In town confining his

energy to the Conferences in his hotel suite, a Hollywood routine
which is wearing him down so much he plans to leave for his

horses and home in County Kildare, Ireland.

When we arrived Mr. Husten had just said cordial good-
byes to three executives from
Allied Artists, which will finance
his next picture. A literary

agent was pa-
tiently standing
by wlth a busi-

ness manager, all

w a i t i n g for a
Chance to get
M r . Huston
alone.

We began the
interview by
asking Mr. Hus-
ton about the
series in "The
New Yorker" two Joe Hyams
years ago fea-
turing him and a minor cast
from M-G-M.
The Press agent blanched but

Mr. Huston is as game for
needlework as foxhunting. 'It's

extraordinary the number of
people all over the World who
read that plece and asked if

Hollywood is really like that,"
he Said.

"The answer is yes. Holly-
wood is like that and the great
howl from people About the
Story is because it hit in a sen-
sitive area—the truth."
We noted that Mr. Huston

rarely stays in Hollywood for
more than a few days at a time
and asked if he disliked work-
ing here.

"I don't like making movies
in a studio and as a rule I don't
like studio-made pictunes. Loca-
tions inspire me and I dislike
being limited by the geographi-
cal and spiritual limits of the
art department. We made
*Moby Dick' in Ireland and it's

a better picture than it would
be if we tried to make it in a
tank.

and can get any place there
easily.

It was cur flrst interview with
the director and we were im-
pressed by his expansive and
genial manner. A tall, gangling
man, he was wearing khaki
trousers, a T-shirt and jodhpur
boots which he rested on a Cock-
tail table. He alternated between
puflfs on a tiny cigar and sips of
a soft drink and emphasized
Points by jabbing the cigar at us.

When he said something funny
his graying hair flopped on his

head as he shook with brief but
intensive laughter, watching
carefully to be sure we got the
point.

Has Hollywood changed much
in the years you have been away?
we asked.

**l went away when Hollywood
began to revert to cannibalism.
Everybody fed on everybody eise.

They would buy carloads of
stories from outside, put them
through the Hollywood mill, and
they were all alike. That seems
to be changing now and Holly-
wood is going outside for stories.

"There's a change for the
worse in the stars, however. It
was a big mistake to domesticate
and reduce them to life-size.

While they were two dimensions
—light and shadow and not flesh
and blood—people worshipped
Stars because they were projec-
tions of their own desires. There's
110 more glamor to movie stars.
That Marilyn Monroe calendar
did more for pictures than Cine-
rama."

• * m

SHORT TAKES: Mary Mur-
phy has been set for *'The Mave-

"I believe pictures must be as
|;^ck Queen" at Republic. her flrst

)ig in concept as the size of
the screens. Television will
take care if the small pictures.

don't mean to reduce the
importance ' of TV but there
[sn't any in Ireland and that's
)ne good reason for living
there."

Mr. Huston said he has other
feasons for living in Ireland but
)rincipally he's a horseman and
16 likes the country life. Also
le is centrally located in Europe

film under a recently signed four-
year contract. . . . Ten-year-old
Patrick Adiartc signed with 20th
Century-Fox for "The King and
I." He will play the role of
Prince Chulalongkorn, which he
played on Broadway.

(For a comptete round-up of
the television-radio world's ac-
tivities and Personalities see the
Herald Tribune's eighty-eight-
page live color TV-Radio Maga-
zine every Sunday.)

Insurance Man
Dies in Plunge
Herbert W. Sauter. fifty-eight,

partner in the Insurance firm
of Sauter «Sc Merkl, plunged to

his death early yesterday from
the tenth story window of his

Office, at 6 Maiden Lane.
Police said Mr. Sauter, who

%ed at 1357 E. 27th St., Brook-
lyn, left two notes. One, found
on the body which was dis-

covered at 8 a. m. in an areaway
between 6 Maiden Lane and 170
Broadway by two workmen. said
"Note in Office, 6 Maiden Lane,
Room 1005." On his desk, writ-
ten on a manila envelope, was
a note reading, "My body is on
the roof." He was pronounced
dead by an ambulance surgeon
from Beekman-Downtown Hos-
pital.

Mr. Sauter, had been an In-

surance man for thirty years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Sauter, and two daugh-
ters, Patricia, twenty-four, and
Barbara, sixteen. Miss Patricia
Sauter said her father had pre-
viously suffered a nervous
breakdown and was beset by
financial worries.

I

t(

i]

Widow Dies in 'Poverty,'

$150,000 Hidden on Her

Pontiac Biiys

'Project 20'

"Project 20" a television series

designed to give twentieth-cen-
tury man a chance to take a
**long lock at himself and the
World in which he lives" has
been purchased from NBC by the
Pontiac division of the General
Motors Corp.
The flrst of the series will be

telecast Nov. 13 from 9 to 10
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MOVIES SPECIAL REPORT

DIRECTOR JOHN HVSTON

A Remarkahle Man and the Movies in '56

As in coimtk'ss faiiiiarvs goiir by,

Hollywood aiigurs this inonth were gaz-

ing into their crystal brandy snifteis, ex-

amining the intriguing entrails of their

Jaguars and the dregs in their biue-tile

swimming pools tor signs ot just \\hat

momentons things would come to pass

in 1956 tor the American movie indiistry.

So far they had found it would be the

year of The Big P'ranie (55 rnm. instead

ol the Standard 35), The Big Noise (six

sound tracks in place of three or one)

and The Big Bu(lget. An all-tinie record

in the last category would be set by
Cecil B. DeMille who was spending an

estimated $1.4 million for each "thou

shalt not" in bis "Ten Commandinents."
In 1956, realism would be more fan-

tastic than ever ("The Bad Seed," "Pic-

nic," "Something of Value") and fantasy

would be more gruelingly realistic, as

in "Around the World in Eighty Days."

Film biographies would be at least as

heart-warming and even more authentin

("ril Gry Tomorrow," "Lust for Life,"

"The Spirit of St. Louis"). Beloved best

sellers would be brought magnificenth'

to life at considerably more expense than

in many years ("The Man in the Gra\

Flannel Suit," "Giant," "Andersonville").

The lavish film musical would hold its

own, with "Anything Goes," "The King
and I," and "Garousel" all coming up, as

would that venerablc arl lorni the super-

colossal historical spectacle ("Alexander
the Great," "The Coiuiuerors").

All these portents indicated that, de-

spite an erratic box olfice and the storied

inroads of TV, there were few funda-

mental changes in the HolKwood out-

look. The sure-fire formulas that had
worked in the past were being tried for

the lunpteenth time. The usual nuinber
of hopeful risks were being taken. A lot

ot good entertainment and some true

einematographic art were bouud to re

sult (see box).

Mniiy l^iiroM: One picture above all

seemed to promise that eonsninmation of

prestige and box-olfice draw for wliich

the entertainment world always devoutly

wishes. It was Warner Brothers' and
Moulin Productions' "Moby Dick."

"Moby Dick" set many lures. For the

ladies there was Gregory Peck, in prob-

ably the craggiest role of bis cart^er, as

the demon-driven Gaptain Ahab. For the

outdoor man there were dramatie whal-

iiig speetacles in stormy open seas. For

the schoolboy, one of the world's greatest

adventure yarns. For aniateur metaphy-
sicians, fine writing and a gripping moral

parable. But for the movie connoisseur

the picture's biggest attraction would lie

in its director—John Iluston.

"The average eitizen doesnl give a

hoot wlio llu* director of a picture is,"

llumphre\ Bogart, an actor, stated in a

recent argument about the relative im-

portauce of stars and their superiors.

Later hv niade a pointtul exception in

the case of bis good friend and fre(iiient

inentor: "iluston lias more color and is

more pliotogenic than 90 per cent of the

aclors in Hollywood."
Iluston's reputation for colorlul bebav-

ior is, it is true, formidable, if not down-
riglit appalling. Weis pliotogenic. A lean

49, he looks like a poet, of the dandelion-

toppc^l, long-stenuned (6-f()()t-2) variety,

who could profitably double in i)ole

vanitiug, bronco busting, and boxing. But

it is soinetbing sound(M" that has made
hini on(^ of the niost conspicuous figures

in U.S. movie niaking. It is the unmis-

takable distinction he gives to practically

everytbing lie piits on celluloid.

After fifteen years on back lots and
locations he is the U.S. director best

kiown and most admired abroad. At
honie, conservative estiinates rank bim
among the top fi\'e directors in the in-

dustry*—at a time when a considerable

portion of tbe citizenr\ ha\'e come to re-

alize, saving Bogart's grace, it is more of-

ten the director, not the star, who makes
a picture great, or even good. Italy's

*The otlicrs, by general consensns: William Wyler,
(i<()rge Stpvons. Vm] /iniuMnann. and BilK \\il(lt»r.

The Very Lively Year Ahead on ihe Nalioii's Big Screeiis

In 1956 Hollywood is scheduled to

have its liveliest twelve months since

it got the TV jitters four years ago. All

the major studios report increases in

production budgets and the total num-
ber of pictures made will be up an

•joo-P^^Pf^ted 30 per cent over 1954's low.

iV (iJii><^)Mkpf the coming year's best bets:

i(l il^ftfh^ti Ten Commandments"--The

d oJ^^M>^*^ '^xpensive picture in history

\o1 !»«#§iv m Egypt and Hollywood by that

.' 2i»^4*«^^ spectacle-maker Gecil B.

<,-i^>f|Iviille, starring Gharlton Heston,

Ij^iiAlK-^A* Baxter, and Yul Brynner.

^n^WWw ^^^ Peace"—The first film ver-

y Ji*)tÜu,M Tolstoy's classic is an interna-

,n{/Miht¥^.\ effort made with Italian

iiji*»^'»l«y and Hollywood stars (Audrey

ü* AtephinUi, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer).

Mi» fJK'-/»fc»Vfr-Edna Ferber's story of a

Texas tycoon with Cieorge ("Shane")

Stevens directing the late James Dean,
Hock Hudson, and Eli/abeth Taylor.

"Around the World in Kighty Days"

—Jules Verne plus Miki» Todd and the

year's splashiest roster of stars: David
\iven, Gantinflas, Noel Goward,
.\hutine Garol, Marlene Dietrich,

Frank Sinatra, etc., etc.

"The Spirit of St. Louis"— 1927 and

Lindbergh's historic flight to Paris

with James Stewart portra\iug the

imperishable aviator.

"The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit"

—Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, and
Fredric March as exurbanites com-
muting on the Madison Avenue-
Fairfield Gountv axis.

"The King and I"—The Rodgers and
Hammerstein stage hit turued into

one of the year's biggest-budget film

musicals with Deborah Kerr and '^'nl

Brymier starring.

"Picnic"—Joshua Logan irdirects

William Inge\s PnlitziM- Prize-winuing

pla\ on the screen with Kim Novak,
Susan Strasberg, William lh)lden,

and Hosalind Russell takiug the

leading roles.

"The Benny Goodman Story"—Steve
Alleu's film dehnt is aided and abetted

by some of tb(^ best sidemen in jazz.

**The Swan'*— British star Alec
Guinness pla\ ing opposite Cirace KelK
in a romantic coinecK about a princess

torn between love and duty.

"The Conqiicrors"—John Wayne,
Susan Hayward, and 1,000 horsemen
giving RKO's Version of Genghis Khan
and bis Mongol hordes.

>J ')
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''Ked Ba^lge*" ( Aiidie Miirph) and Joliii Dierke?^ ) ; "Treasuie'' ( Hiiin[)lii*(*} Bo^art, Walter Hiislon, riin Holt) . . .

famoiis actor-director N'ittoiio De Sita

says, taking Hiistou's nieasnir at tliis

craft: "Hnstoii lias an a])ilit\ to takc

life without diickiiig and go along with it.

The World rnslies on ahead and most
directors cither go dead in tlic licad or

lose conrage. Hnston's got it in tlie liead

and his helly's Fnll of conrage."

Flow good Ilnslon conkl he, liead and
helJx, was ohvioiis in his very first di-

rectonal assignment, "Ihe Maltese Fal-

con" in 1941, where he slarted a vogn(^

for the antisentiinental deteetivc* \aiii

that still has not rnn its eonrse, eoaxing

top-noteli perfonnanees onl of sneh long-

standing xietinis of t\pe-easting as Mary
Astor and Peter Lorre. He went on to

war, alter a eonple of rontine HolKwood
projeets, and tnrned onl two doeninen-

taries that sei an all-tiine high-water

mark in film rei)()rtage—"The Battle of

San Pietro, ' a front-line aeeonnl of a

hloodx aetioii in llaK, and "Lei There
He Light," a moving essa\ on ihe lr(Mt-

ment of war-shoeked veterans.

Willi aiifl lliifl'iNli: Sinee the war,

linslon moN'ies like ''K.e\ Largo," '*We
W'ere Strangers," "The Asi)halt Jnngle,"

and "The Afriean Queen" have shovvn

his growing ahilitv to mine excitement
and even nnivcrsal signifieance onl of

sometimes insignifieant inaterial. Half-

sueeessful Hnston movies like "The Wcd
Badge of Courage" and "Moniin Houge"
still have authentieit\ which raise theni

high al)()\'e the rank and file of Holly-

wood products. The hattle seenes in "The
Red Badge" and the wild and raffish

eanean se(pienee which opens "Moulin
Houge" are among the most accom-
plished hits of direeting of the deeade.
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"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
Hnston's finest film to dale, won him two
Academ\ Awards (for writing and di-

rection), plus one h)r his father, VV^alter

Hnston, as the hest snpporting player ol

the year. Filmed in Mexico, it was the

first ol the major HolKwood pietur(\s

taken eompleteh on loealion outside the

U.S. and showed one of Hnston s most

valuable accomplishments—getting won-
derful iHMformances onl of nonprofes-

sional loeals. Warner f^rothers hilk'd it

as a "Western." Aelnalh in "Treasur(*"

Hnston demonstrated an ahilily to enter-

lain, ereate a work of art. and eonxcN

a polenl philoso|:)liical me'ssage wliieh

bodes well h)r "M()l)\ Dick.'

Liiiifi«'!* »ml I l«'»ror: Hnston s con-

victions eome throngh londer and elearer

in most of his pictnres ihan in real life.

Figuring out whal makes John Hnston
tick is notieeahh a iavorite ganu* among
his friencls and assoeiales.

"One of the ranking grasshoppers

of the \\ Cstern I ItMnispluMe . . . he has

heaten the ants al iheii ow ii giune," said

the late james Agee who collaborated

with Hnston on the scrij)t of "The Af-

rican Queen." "The last of the great

romantics . . . an eighteenth-centurx l)uck

w^ith (fi'dnd hixc tastes in food, clothes,

and wonuMi," sa\ s another collaborator,

Truman C^apote. Nhuilyn Momoe, who
gives Hnston credit for rescuing her from

an ()bscurit\ worse than death, bubbles:

"I don't see how an\' woman could be

around John Hnston without falling in

love with him. Lm mad about him! Bul

then Im mad about Lincoln, Goya, and
Einstein, too."

"A genius when he directs a pictnre,

'

other friends sa\ , "hnl anxthing but a

genins w hen it comes to his private life."

"The greatest man I know." "A mental

Sadist and a bully." "A charming juvenile

d(Oiii(|uent nntil he was almost 40, a fail-

nr(* as a painter, poet, boxer, reporter,

and \et one of the lew sons of a famous
father who has ecpialed if not snrpassed

the old man's snccess.'*

The charm and delincpienc) as well

as the imaginatioii, boundless energy,

and toughness which make John Hnston
a great director began \'er\ early. He
was born in Nevada, Mo., in 1906 dnring

a r(>lativel\ stähle period when his fa-

ther, au erslwhile \ ande\'illian, had given

up the stage to tr\ his luck as the town's

Utilities engineer. John and his parenls

began wandering again when his father

tnrned the waterworks valves the wroug
way during a fire and half the town
burned dowi). He has been on the move
ever sinee. His parenls were separated

when he was 6. Neilher his barnstorming

falber nor his inolher, a newspaper
woman with a taste for horse racin^
could offer him much in the way-Öf^ootJ

.'S'«» KaNlf^r lliiiiiiy: Htl^lSIP^n Stil

remeniber the Eastcr morninlf^WlCTi hi|

mother, annoyed at his impa^ieAlJ^to ^,^

up and about hnnting colored %j(jjj! tolf

him poiut-blank: "Look here, ^|flg% np
Easter bunny. 1 put the eggiJ^^llttre.

dyed ihose eggs. 1 stayed up hfnAiigh
to hide them." Some of Hustcjtf^lf'tteiK

think his jejune c>nicism afi^J^|||<^k d

faith in his fellow man ("he li^iil|it(iJslui

and likes to swank it too atid^'Miither

realh satisfies him") come fl^üllfw^h faij-

off episodes. His harebrai#Ärf^^\}iJfcragl

and recklessness they traoe back to his

TiewsWeek
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. . . were the work of Hiiston (on loration for "Mo))y Dick"), as was "The African Queen," with Bojiart and Heplnirn

twelfth year when, so Frail tliat he liad to

be hospitalizecl, lie took bis eure in bis

ovvn hands, and erept away each night

lor a chilling svvim in a nearby brook.

His complete lack ot a sense of eon-

ventional responsibility was abeady well

developed in his teens, when he aban-

doned his formal edueation after two
years at Los Angeles 's Lincoln High
School to try his band at painting and
boxing. (He claims be won 23 out of 25
fights.) He had a brief early marriage. At

19, he went to Mexico where he joined

the Mexican Ariny cavalry for two years

to perfect his horsenianship.

A $500 advance on a Script for a pup-

pet Version of "Frankie and Johnny"
brougbt bim back to the U.S., and be was
in rapid siiccession a short-story writer for

the American Mercur\ , an actor with the

WPA in Chicago, a rt^porter on the old

New York Graphic, an editor of the

short-lived Mid-Week Pictorial, and a

buin in Paris and London.

i% Liiilo K4*«*«»iilrii*: Dnrint; his fre-

m<ltient low periods, Huston sa\s, he nevei

Jr a^eJ his famous father for help. "Im
\* eaoniin t)t a üamhier to know n \oii re m

m
gambler to know if nouVc in

a ' baß <itreak, \'ou just got to roll it

luubodv can do to

hell) votf oiir. One time I was broke and

an'y (li)d was aying to find me. He alerted

'eVÄ^Knii .,
liruilly word canie that he

rjijjn, »n/ti/1 i'.lJi^ 1 . r

waiitetl ine lo see a cloctor. 1 went to see

the ofK-toi', , wearing mv onh trousers,

teiniis sljot'i;, ancl a sweater. A year later

my c|a<J^ s!|rö^v(W me the letter he got

froin '' u.; lour son is in excellent

heidt) MTnok me as a little eccen-

tric. He was i^ osl peculiarly dressedV

bi -miiB^.^t the urging of bis second

January 9, 1956

wife, Leslie Black, be got a steady job

as a screen writer. After a sequence of

better-tban-average Scripts ("Sergeant

York," "Higb Sierra," "The Amazing Dr.

Clitterbonse") he wangled bis first di-

rectorial assignment, and, at 35, finally

found bis vocation.

Althoiigb "The Maltese Falcon" at long

last settled Huston professionally, it did

not tran(|uilize bis personal life. His sec-

ond marriage ended in divorce in 1945.

A third marriage to an actress, Evelyn
Keyes, lasted until 1950.

Hefty director's fees were not ade-

(piate to provide for his ultra expensive

tastes (be favors $350 suits, $55 shoes,

keeps a stable of raee borses whenever
possible). Even the death of his father in

1950 and tbe birth of a son, Walter
Anthony, to bis current wife, tbe ballet

dancer Rieki Sonia, failed to settle bim
down. As recently as tbree years ago he
was reported to be $3()(),0()0 in debt.

"John is a charmer," one of his intimates

Said, and added wr\b : "but be falls sbort

of being a real man on several grounds,

as a busband, as a hitber, and in niatters

of money. He ignores tbe virtues and the

pleasures of temperance. Hut he is reall\

serious about bis (lirecting."

IIa III Uli II lü liiiiM^r»: Ihe secret of

Huston's direction is that it is sensitive

and artistic without being self-consciously

arty. "The two normal positions for a

Camera are sitting down or standing up,"

says Huston. ^'Variations froni them must
l)e thoughtful, for a purpose. Otherwise
the Camera is bamming, substituting

virtuosity for pereeption."

When be does an angle shot,

whether it is looking iip across Sidney

für

Greenstreet's enormous watch-chained
stomach toward bis deceptively benign

face in "The Maltese Falcon" or down
from tbe heigbts onto the scene of

Bogart's deeapitation in "Tlie Treasnre

of the Sierra Madre," the effect is pre-

cise and breath-takingly appropriate. He
can create patbos with a close-up of a

girl adjusting an artificial eyelash, terror

by showing a man wolfing a plateful of

bard-sbelled crabs. He is not afraid to

rnake a joke of a rumbling stomach, or

concentrate on a debauchee whispering

inaudible but clearly suggestive words in

a clean-cut young woman's ear. He can

achieve great pictorial beauty with two

black-clad elderly ladies standing on a

cake-icing balcony, a flock of mourners
dispersing in a desolate cemetery, or

with a wicker chair and a bowl of

artificial roses.

l*o4*k Pifkc'fl: '1 don't pick an actor

for bis ability, but for bis quality—what
he is himself as a man," Huston says.

"For 'Moby Dick' I began to see Peck as

Ahal). Greg has colossal dignity and great

niasculinity . .

." Peck replies: "John really

wanted to play Ahab himself. He had
visualized bim as a combination of him-

self and his father. The bardest thing

about tbe role was keej)ing Ahab's

wooden peg away from bim."

Since Huston is past master at the all-

inale picture and has nianaged to slide

niore unbappy endings over Hollywood's

dead bodv than anv other director, it is
9

not surprising that he chose Melville's

great story of beroic (piest ending in total

and violent defeat as his most expensive

and ambitious film. As one friend says:

"John's philosopby is tbe same as the

69
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cij^arette sign in Times Scjuare where an

enoinions mindini^ niacliinc with infinite

eftort finally siieeeeds in prodncint; noth-

inj4 hnt a puff of sinoke."

In "The Maltese Faleon" tlie bejevv-

eled l)iid, tlie eanse of nmrder, deeeit,

and every kind of violenee, tnrns out to

1)6 nothing l)ut a pliony. In "We Were
Strangers" a group of revolutionaries go

to the most extravagant lengths in order

to blovv up a pohtician's funeral, only to

have the hnrial arrangenients changc^d

at the last moinent. In "The Asphalt

fungle" an incredihly elahorate jewel

rohherv eonies to nothing when the man
who masterminded it loiters too long in

a neighhorhood bar to wateh a teen-age

girl daneing. In "The Treasure of the

Sierra Madre" the gold whieh was the

root of all the evil is finally blown away
by a vagrant wind.

Il«^<l Pi'iii'il: Huston set about the

task of pntting "Moby Diek" on film with

the thoronghness that it deserved. "I

worked three times as long on it as I did

on any olher pietnre," he now says, "and

1 think even the eollege professors will

agree I stuck ck)se to the spirit of

Melville." To do the seript he hired nov-

elist Ray Bradburx , who worked three

months on bis own. Then Huston took

bis red peneil and made bim change

some scenes as nuieb as twenty times

to suit bis preconeeptions.

Huston was as fastidions about casting

and production details as about the

Script. Although he chose seasoned Pro-

fessionals like Orson Welles, Richard

Basebart, and Leo Genn for the roles of

Father Mapple, Isbmael, and Starbuck,

he continued bis policy of offbeat cast-

ing l)y choosing the Dublin drama critic

Seamus Kelly hn the role of Flask,

and an Austrian pla\ boy, Count Friedrich

Ledebur, as the lattoocul yueecpieg.

For the opening scenes a complete

replica of New Bedford, Mass., was built

on the Irish coast at Youghal. For the

storm scujuences (the first ever filmed

at sea) Huston swung bis cameras on

elasti" ropes, })ermitted salt water to

break over the camera lenses which he

then dried off with an air hose. The
schooner playing the Pe(|uod was dis-

masted three times during the actual

shooting, and two of the twenty latex-

and-steel whales ranging in size from 6

to 120 feet broke away in beavy seas,

one with Huston aboard.

.Sinriiin« Kyew: "It was an impossible

picture to make," says Peck, a nautical-

picture veteran. "A ship at sea with

scenes on its deck! Scenes in a row-

boat being dragged about 25 knots! It

was technically impossible—but we did

it. For the final shot Huston said: 'I want

you with your eyes staring open as you

slowly come out of the water on that

whales back and vour dead band beck-

ons the mer)'. . . They built this section of

a whale that could be turned around in

water by a winch. TIkmi they tied me on

and rotated me under the water. Later

they told me the winch was band

operatecl and when the\' had tried the

damn thing for size it had jammed."

Before Huston got the realism he was

after, die film's shooting schedule had

doubled from three to six months, its

budget jumped from three to four and

a half million dollars.

To get the seas' brooding

(lualit), Huston is printing

the fihn in the most expen-

sive color process ever de-

vised, using four negatives

rather than the usual three.

Now, in the final stages of"

editing, the two-hour picture

is scheduled for midsummer
release. If fluston has lived

u]^ to bis material and

bis reputation, "Moby Dick"

should be one of the great

pictures of die decade, if not

the Century.

•rivair IJIo: Now that

he has finishecl "Moby,"

llnston is resting up in die

sprawling Irish manor bouse

which he rents, 25 miles out-

side of Dublin. There he has

establisbed bis faniily (he

has a seconcl child, Angelica,

4) and a staff of seven. He
rides to die hounds widi the

local aristocracy as f requendy

.It-aii .Vljiniui-^— Mai;niiiM

Suzaiiiie Flon and Huston:
There i» no Easter bunnv

as possil)le, entertains visiting celebrities,

setting out to London, Paris, or the

U.S. when bis mood or business neces-

sity requires.

His private life and liabits could

scarcely be called abstemious. He chain-

smokes Sherman's Havana cigarillos,

drinks respeetable (luantities of Jack

Daniels Tennessee Sour Mash, puts on

green-velvet suits witli cuffed sleeves for

formal dinners. He continues to indulgc

in often l)rutal practical jokes.

Huston's jokes, a celebrated liobby,

ränge from the downright violent to the

comparatively innocuous. According to

legend, some of bis victims have had to

be bospitalized. He turned a fancy din-

ner party hekl by Truman Capote in

London into a furniture wrecking free-

for-all. During the filming of "Moby
Dick" be told a dapper actor's agent

he was in a perfectiy safe position, a

minute later he was doused with a huge

wave of water; showed scripter Ray

Bradbury a wire signed Jack Warner say-

ing that the\' inust put wonieu aboard

the Pecjuod for love interest. He let

Bradbury fume for a day beh)re adniit-

ting it was a put-up Job.

Aiili€|iio >lniiMioii: Although with sal-

aries and percentages "Moby Dick" will

probably bring bim half a million dollars,

his rapidb expanding scale of living (he

has just bouglit au anticjue stone mansion

on the Galway coast) will keep Huston,

essentially a hrzy man, liarder at work

tliis year than ever before.

He says he is going to do iour ninety-

niinute shows for NBC, "the biggest yet

of dieir kind," the first two being

Aristophanes' "Lysistrata" (possible star,

Marihn Monroe) and Stephen Vincent

Benet's "The Devil and Daniel Webster."

"The shows Tm now planning will be live

shows" says Huston, "made with the mo-

tion-picture tecbniciue. In other words,

1 liope to gain the double benefits of the

energy and inspiration of the live dieater

combined widi the storytelling power of

the camera's eye." Other actresses he is

trying to persuade to make their TV
debuts under bis egis include Kadiarine

Hepbnrn and Ingrid Bergman. He
also has three moie feature pictures on

his 1956 schedule, probably Terence,

Rattigan's "The Sleeping Prince," witn

Marilyn Monroe again and Sir Laurence ,:

Olivier rumored as the unlikely cO'*^^**'

Anouilh's "The Lark" with his

larly good fric nd, F'rench

Suzanne Flon, in the lead, andl

'The Man Who Would Be ^m
shot either in Nortli Atrica

"1 look on making pict:

.says Huston, discussing Jmj

"To me, it's fun. I jiist^jfi^

theory that if fni fiiscuSi

thing there are a lot of

I know what I want, üuiq

are several million p
make it pay."

some-

;e nie.

^e ,me to
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John Huston, director of the fine film made of America's classic, "Moby Dick." (See MOVIES)
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SR GOES TO THE MOVIES

The Quest of Captain Ahab
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The Director

AFEW weeks ago John Huston
strode into his suite at the St.

Regis with a broad smile on his face.

He had just shown the first print of

**Moby Dick" to a small group of

friends that included Billy Pearson,

the noted jockey-cum-art authority,

his agent Paul Kohner, and his step-

mother, the wife of the late Walter
Huston. Their reaction obviously made
him feel wonderful. There was no
back-slapping or "great little picture

you've got there." The entire entour-

age simply coUapsed into chairs while

Huston paced the room taking Orders

for drinks and repeating happily, "It's

good, isn't it"—and forgot from one
minute to the next that Mrs. Huston
wanted tea, not Irish whisky. Huston,

a tall, lean, rather stoop-shouldered

man with a froggish face and graying
hair, had just returned to New York
after almost three years in Ireland and
England—a year to research and write

the Script (with science-fiction author

Ray Bradbury), another year for the

shooting, six months on his estate in

Ireland cutting and shaping the film,

and another six months spent in scor-

ing it and processing the combined
color and black-and-white negatives

that give his picture the extraordinary

quality of painted steel engravings.

"Our biggest problem," he said,

lighting a long brown cigarette, "was
to turn Melville's expositional pass-

ages into characteristic dialogue. We
had decided at the outset that our
picture was going to be as close to

the original novel as we could possibly

make it—barring, of course, certain

scatological references to the whale
itself . But while *Moby Dick' has some
tremendous action sequences it has
little actual plot. For dramatic pur-

poses we had to make some changes
in Melville's construction, like trans-

posing the scene in wh^'ch Starbuck
attempts to kill Ahab to the sequence
that begins, *It's a mild, mild day.' Or
combining a number of scenes in the

book into the one we call *the chart

scene,' the one in which Ahab reveals

29

to Starbuck his plan and purpose in
following the white whale." "But most
difficult of all," he continued, "was
putting into dialogue the basic con-
flict between Starbuck and Ahab, the
concept that 100 years or so ago whal-
ing was actually considered a holy
mission, bringing back oil for the
lamps of the world. Ray and I tried

to be as faithful to the meaning of the
book as our own understanding and
the special demands of the movie
medium would allow." "And by that,"

he added with a smile, "I don't mean
a love interest. There wasn't a woman
in the book, and there are none in

our picture."

S:'HOOTING began over two years
ago in the tiny Irish port tovsm of
Youghal (pronounced "yawl"), where
the entire waterfront was made over
to look like New Bedford in the 1840s.

The British Isles were scoured for

ships to be rigged in the style of the
period and tied up at its wharves and
docks. A 110-foot squarerigger was
re-equipped as the Pequod (and

CAPTAIN AHAB: ''He looked
like a man cut away from
the stake, when the Are has
overrunningly wasted all the
limbs without consuming
them, or taking away one
particie from their com-
pacted aged robustness. His whole high,
broad form seemed made of solid bronze,
and shaped in an unalterable mold, like
Cellini^s cast Perseus. Threading its way
out from aniong his gray hairs, aiid con-
tinuing right down one side of his tawny
scorched face and neck, tili it disap-
peared in his clothing, you saw a siender
rod-like mark, lividly whitish. ... So
powerfully did the whole grim aspect of
Ahab aflfect me, and the livid brand
which streaked it, that for the first few
moments I hardly noted that not a little of
this overb^aring grimness was owing to the
barbaric while leg upon which he partly
stood. . . . There was an infinity of firmest
fortitude, a determinate, unsurrenderable
wilfulness, in the fixed and fearless, for-
ward dedication of that glance. Not a
word he spoke; nor did his officers say
aught to him; though by all their minutest
gestures and expressions they plainly
showed the uneasy, if not painful, con-
sciousness of being under a troubled
master-eye. And not only that, but moody
Ahab stood before them with a crucifixion
in bis face; in all the nameless regal ovcr-
bearing dignity of some mighty woe,'

»9

STARBUCK: ''He was a long,
earnest man, and though
born on an icy coast, seemed
well adapted to endure bot
latitudes, his flesh being
hard as twice-baked biscuit.

. . . Only some thirty arid

Bummers had he seen; those summers
had dried up all his physical super-
fluousness. But this, his thinness, so to

speak seemed no more the token of

wasting anxieties and cares than it »eemed

the indication of any bodily blight. It

was merely the condensation of the man.
He was by no means ill-looking; quite

the contrary. His pure tight skin was an
excellent fit; and closely wrapped up in

it, and embalmed with inner health and
strength, like a revivified Egyptian, this

Starbuck seemed prepared to endure for

long ages to come, and to endure always,

as now; for be it Polar snow or torrid

sun, like a patient Chronometer, his interior

vitality was warranted to do well in all

climates. Looking into his eyes, you seemed
to see there the yet lingering images of

those thou8and-fold perils he had calmly
confronted through life.^

FÄTHER MAPPLE:"He had been
a sailor and a harpooneer in
his youth, but for many
years past had dedicated his

life to the ministry. . . .

Father Mapple was in the
hardy winter of a healthy old
age; that sort of old age which seems merg-
ing into a second flowering youth, for
among the fissures of his wrinkles there
shone certain mild gleams of a newly
developing bloom—the spring verdure
peeping forth even beneath February's
snow."

QUEEQUEGs "There was no
hair on his head—none to

speak of at least—nothing
but a small scalp>knot twisted

up on his forehead. His bald
purplish head now looked
for all the world like a

mildewed skull. . . . (His ehest and
arms) were checkered with the same
Squares as his face; his back, too, was
all over the same dark Squares; he seemed
to have been in a Thirty Years* War,
and just escaped from it with a sticking-

plaster shirt. Still more, his very legs

were marked, as if a parcel of dark green
frogs were running up the trunks of young

palms. . . . For all his tattooings he was on
the whole a clean, comely-looking can-
nibal."

TASHTEGOt ". . . long, lean,

sable hair, his high cheek
bones, and black rounding
eyes—for an Indian, Oriental
in their largeness, but Ant-
arctic in their glittering ex-

pression—all this sufficiently

proclaimed him an inheritor of the un-
vitiated blood of those proud warrior
hunters who, in quest of the great New
England moose, had scoured, bow in
hand, the aboriginal forests of the main.
. . . To look at the tawny brawn of
his lithe, snaky limbs, you would almost
have credited the superstitions of some of
the earlier Puritans, and half believed this

wild Indian to be a son of the Prince of
the Powers of the Air."

STUBB: "A happy-go-lucky;
neither craven nor valiant;

taking perils as they came
with an indifferent air; and
while engaged in the most
imminent crisis of the chase,

toiling away, calm and col-

lected as a journeyman joiner engaged
for the year. Good-humored, easy, and
careless, he presided over his whaleboat

as if the most deadly encounter were but

dinner and his crew all invited

guests. . .
."

a

PIP: "Black Little Pip. . . .

On the grim Pequod\ fore-

Castle, ye shall ere long see

him, beating his tambourine;
prelusive of the eternal time,

when sent for, to the great

quarterdeck on high, he was
bid strike in with angels, and beat hit

tambourine in glory; called a coward her«,

hailed a hero there I^—Herman Melvillb.

n
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Edith
Adams

Gen.
Marthall

Broadtuaii
By DANTON WALKER Cr

The Franilc Fifites
Comnniitioner Richard Patterson to launch a survey

of the St. Lawrence Seaway to determine itt ultimate

effectt on commerce and industry in New York City.

. . . A group of Russian engineers, taken for a tour of

a Communications installation here last Friday, were

forbidden to take cameras along. Instead» they took

a'onnr nrr snn«'-^ and drew diaffram«. . . . Sol Hurok
missed an im-
portant meeting
in Moscow with
the Soviet min-
ister of culture
a few days ago
because he was
stranded in Hel-
sinki by a gen-
eral strike. . . •

The Wall St.

Journal install-

ing an on - the -

Job training pro-

gram for aspir-

ing college-
e d u c at e d re-

porters, starting

at $100 a week.
• . . Gen. Walter
Catlett Marshall

käs finally turned to writing bis memoirt. . • • Sen. Leh-

man will be 78 on March 28. . . . The 1957 autos will

introduce a new type of braking called "disc braking."

• • •

Washington radio Station WTTG, DuMont's sole out-

of-town outlet, is on the auction block. . . . Police

»ay the celluloid-strip sneak thieves are giving way to

thoae with master keys to the better apartment houses.

One burglai recently picked up had master keys to 40

swank apartment buildings. . . . If the Schines don't

seil the Roney Plaza Hotel in Miami Beach thcy will raze

it, put up a modern building. . . . Wealthy Americans

bidding for the Chateau de Grimaldi, ancestral Castle

ot* the Princes of Monaco, now owned by the widow of

Serge Voronoff. . . . Prince Peter of Greece, technical

adviser on "Alexander the Great," will be here for the
opening- of the picture. And in London, Princess Alex-
andra, thp Duchess of Kent's daughter (of Greek de-

scent) will Sponsor the premiere. . . . Ingrid Bergman,
who has becn making "Anastasia" abroad, has been
signed for another 20th-Century-Fox movie, to be
fiimed here. . . . Natasha Lytess, Marilyn Monroe's
former drama coach and adviser, has parted Company
with the star.

• • •

Vice President Nixon's "democratic ways'* inade

quite a hit with the Quo Vadis waiters (he shook kands

all around.). . Hollywood to pull a switch and go

afte»- the scandal magazines with a series of films

titled ''The Smear Artists," "Scandal Mongers/' ''Scan-

dal Inc." etc. . . . Despite the uproar over the manager-

ial split, the Chicago Lyric Theatre will definitely go

on this fall. Eleanor Steher opens the season with a
revival of "Girl of the Golden West" Oct. 10. . . . The
Hedgrow Theatre which suspended Operations in Phila-
delphia, to reopen at its old home base, Rose Valley»
Pa.. in April. . . . Feud between strawhat and tent thea-
tre Operators so bot that playwrights who serve one
will be boycotted by the other. . . . Restaurateur
Johnny Johnston heads the new Second Avenue Asso-
ciation, to improve the thoroughfare.

• • •

Saturday's niuch-toutecf musical versio/i of "High
Tor" demonstratod what is wrong with TV, as com-
pared to stage entertainment. All bits and pieces, with
no Overall offects. . . . Last-minute changes on that

NßC Comedy Hour sometinies junk^^^OOO in scenery,

leave comedians in the lurch. . ^^^ladys Cooper of

'*The Chalk Garden," advisos that her son, actor John
Buckmaster, dorne: vcry well as a writer in F&r\s,^^0f
Ringling ('iicus has had 50 resignations (or ^^^s)
since the show was at the Gaitlen a year ago, TOnging
from the goneral manager to the band leader. . . . Pat
Ward, of tho headlines, weds a tax lawyer who de-
fended hvv, named Delson Smith. , . . Winthrop Rocke-
fdlor and Jeanette Edris a romantic two^ome at the
Vanderbilt's Purple Tree Room. . . . Mrs. AI Rylandor,
wife of the NBC executive, at Mount Sinai Hospital for
surgery. . . . The Don Loper gown .vorn by Edith
Adams at tho Porsian Room in her takeolf of Marilyn
Monroe was turned down by La Monroe as "too sexy."

Holluuiood
By HEDDaI HOPPER

Hollywood, March 11.— Vincent Sherman, who is

finishmg 'Behind the Closed Door" with Martine Carol
and Vittorio (iassnian^ returns here to start a TV series.

Then he has another film to make abroad with Martine,

Vittorio and Kossano Brazzi. If Shelley Winters takes

time off from her New York play this summer, she'll

do "Taming of the Shrew" at Stratford, Conn., for John.
Houseman. ^

p]rnest Borgnine is talking with Bill Wellman about
doing "Karthquak«; McCoon." I asked if he had writ-

ten his Oscar sueech yet, and he replied: *'I don't know
what you're talking about." Ernie says: "One of the
greatost experionces of my life was working with Bette
Davis in 'The Caterod Affair.'. Every day was a ball, I

couldn't wait to get to the studio every morning."

Repeaf Performance
Henry Fonda ha already signed Eddie Arnold

for his indepondent film, "Twelve Angry Men." Eddie

played same role on TV. Sidney Lumet from TV directs,

After that he mov«s into RKO for a three-picture deal.

Jimmy Stewt^rt, during a month's layoff before

final scene.-' for **^pirit of St. Louis," flew to Texas
to Visit his friends, the F. Kirk Johnsons. Then he and
Gloria take their four ( liildren for a two-week vacation
to Palm Sj rings. Jimmy and Cloria wanted to go to
Round Hill Jamaica, for-^a month, but the season closes
there on April 25.

Deparfure

Noel ioward woi^'t be returning to Hollywood in
May. His third TV appearance was canceled . . . re-.

nEui 07^VORK
By ED SULLIVAN

Bette Davis, Eriiett Borgnine and Shelley Winters.

sults of "Blithe Spirit*' weren't as rosy as expected.
Noel is selHiig his property in England and in future
will bypass his country.

Capt. Eddie Molym-ux, who has an enchanting
home in Jainaica, hasn't been in England for years.
He divides his time betw.en Jamaica and the south of
France, where he has another home. Molyneux, a great
dress designcr, won't evon discuss fashion now. His
famous art collect ion sold for millions, and his own
paintings bring enormous prices. His house is all white
and yellow find so are the flowers in his garden. The
Gilbert Millers recently visited him. MilHcent Rogers
bought a point of land at Jamaica, fixed up an old
house and made itl into ari' aTt-c^nter. Her sons use it
for their winter vacations.

Sfellar Flighf

Among those who have agreed to attend the
Cannes Film Festival: Ginger Rogers, Jacques Ber-
gerac, the Gregory Pecks, Susan Hayward, Kim Novak,
Kathryn Grayson, Ann Miller, Rupert Allen and Mrs.
Kirk Douglas. Quite a list to make movie fans over
there slightly di'/zy.

Errol Flynn wül ho able to enjoy Nat King Cole's
music for nothiiig, since Nat's in "Istanbul." Errol is
devoted to his ^V^-year-old daughter, a real beauty,
who speaks only^ French and Italian.

Joan CoHins* father arrives next week to help her
through her legil tangles with her husband. Joan is
doing a real press-agenting Job for sister Jackie, who
is living with her now.

New Hayes Novel
Joseph Hayes, author of "Desperate Hours,** has

finished a new novel titled "Bon Voyage," which he
expects to mak(* into a play.

^ Cy Howard teils nie that Charles Feldman bought
his Story, "Long Live Lily," which they'U make in
Rome.

There were no regrets between Metro and Spencer
Tracy when his contract was canceled, evcn though he
had one more film to go.

Jean Louis is designing 40 gowns for a big fashion
show sequence in "Nightfall," as well as Anne Ban-
croft*8 wardrolU. Aldo Ray is playing opposite Anne.

Hope it's tjru«' that Lew Ayres will do a musical
Version of "Shanm'i-La" on Broadway come fall. They
couldn't fuid a| ni( er person, and we all know Lew can
act.

ilf<*ii ffticf Iflalds, und Siul'l'

CBS-TV and NBC-TV both are in the movie busi-
ness now. CBS deal for Bing Croshy's **High Tor"
guarantees the network a slice of movie th(*atre re-
ceipts. NBC similarly cuts in for a slice of theatre
grosses of Olivier's "Richard lU." Owners of 35,000
color sets in U. S., assuming Cro^by Saturday nighter
was a color spec, wont daffy trying to get color re-

ception of "High
Tor," figured
their sets had
gone haywiie.
It was in black-
^nd-white. . . . w
Not since early
Marlene
Dietrich success
in Germany has
any actress won
the current fan-
tastic success of

Lilli Palmer, in

Ciorman flicker,

"The Devil in

Silk." After lo-

cal TV dates,

Lilli flies back
to Berlin to

make a German
film Version of "Anastasia." With Rex Harrison ai

ing her Thursday, in "My Fair Lady," don't be stai

if Rex and Lilli call off the Separation.

^^John Huston and (iregory Peck, delighted at pre^^
yiew reaction to "Moby Dick," are more excited over
appearance on "$64,000 Question" of their Jockey, Bill
Pearson. Pearson, Chicago-born, is VP of Jockeys
Guild in France: came here to deliver the Huston-Peck
3-year-old Tetread, purchased in Ireland. Jockey Pear-
son probably is best known American in Pari«, pal of
John Steinbeck, the late Bob Capa, Gene Kelly. Ho's
ridden all over the world, Siam, Singapore, India,
Malaya, Pakistan, (Jreece, Ireland, England. In Egypt,
with the heat at 130 degrees, he teils me, grooms hold
umbrellas over Jockeys in paddocks, cool 'em with fans.
In Japan, P]mperor Hirohito asked him to ride crown
prince's white horse. ^n extraordinary kid, he'll tackle
art on Hai March quizzer. His Las Vegas pals are
betting him $()4,000,000 he won't win $64,000; bot him
6 to ö he doesn't get to $64 plateau.

Llt4l

Palrner
Kex

Harrison

irriv^
irtleC

uston adhered to Herman Melville's classic "Moby
>ick," a far cry from the old movie days when John

Barrymore played Ahab and the studio inserted Dolores
Costello for, a bit^of sex appeal. M^elville spun in his
grave. . . . Leland Hayward au» Spencer Tracy to
Cuhan home of lernest Hemingv^y, for "The Old Man
and the Sea" confabs. . . . Mikael Essayan of the Gul-
benkian oil trillions weds Geraldine Guinness May 24,

. , . Ted Williams dating Bostonian Phyllis Liverman.

. . . Fred Astaire to become an August grandpa via his
stepson, Peter Potter. . . . The Viscount Astors expect
a May stork. . . . Tennessee WilHams to Spain in April.
. . . Harold Lloyd's daughter, Peggy, and Bob Patton
honeymooning. . . . Groucho Marx into Cedars of Leba«
non. .... Miguel Aleman Jr. and Valerie Venice at
Chateau Madrid. . , . John Ackroyd, son of London's
Lord Mayor, weds Jennifer Bishop on 25th.

Cecil B. DeMille's "Ten Commandnients" cost $15
million: Zanuck's "Anastasia," with Ingrid Bergman
and Yul Brynner, budgeted at $6^2 million. . . . Million-
aire Louis Rosenstiel prefers Susan Kaufman. . . ,

Winston Churchill visits West Germany May 10. . . . Vic
Mature's mother ailing. . . . Jack Benny to film two TV
shows in London. . . . Ann Carol Robertson, daughter of
Nigeria's governor, who entertained Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Philip, marrying Douglas Alexander. . . .

The Bob Roses of Sears Roebuck clan expect Sir Stork.
. . . Magda Gabor and Tony Gallucci bought an engage-
ment ring. . . . Isabelle Haskell, of Monmouth Park
tribe, and Fred Habei' in tune. . . . Marilyn Monroe'»
Cowboy in 20th-Fox's "Bus Stop," Don Murray. to wed
Hope Lange. . . . A son for the Dizzy Trouts (Detroit
hurler). . . . Guy Mitchell and Jackie Loughery to rewed'

To go along with the gag which started when Jim
Petrillo visited Sherman Adams, musicians are wearing
buttons: "Jim for V.P. . . . Olympic Fund expects
$25,000 from MCJM's Astor premiere of "Meet Me in

Las Vegas with Cyd Charisse. . . . Miria Tallchief pre-
fers Gig Young. . . The Jon Fogels (Ted Steele's TV
producer) called her Linda Joy. . . . Tony Martin broke
all records at Leftv Clark's Sans Souci, Havana. . . •

Nicky Hilton and Kim Smith a Versailles duet. . . . Mar-
tin and T^ewis into Vegas' Sands, Tony Bennett follow»

Marion Marlowe into Copa. . . . Jazz great Teddy Wil-
son entertains foreign exchange students at Institute

of Int'l. Education, Thursday.

»ir%AT> Ul «|n/\«».>
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Two Directors Discuss Their Work
Sohn Huston Meets Press

After Fllming 'Mohy Dick'

By Edwin F. Melvln

For more than two ycars, le- thiid uhcii

ports have been coming irom

overseas aboul the lilm ol

"Moby Dick" whieh John Hus-

lon was making. A shoit timc

ago. I\lr. Huston himself arrived

in Boston to teil the prcss about
the picture, which will have its

World premieie on July 4 at the
State Theater in New Bedford.
Mass., the town where Melville'ü
Story Starts.

Three years were spcnt from
the time when work began until
the production was recently
completed, Mr. Huston said, and
the cost was about $5,0UO,üü0.

But there was no effort to pro-
duce a super-spectacle with
hordes of extras. All that was
sought was to achieve as closely
as possible the effect that Mel-
ville intended in his book. Per-
haps the biggest crowd scene is

the one when the whaler pulls
away from its dock
people on shore bid

farewell. That incidentally is

one of the few places where
women appear in the picture.

Mr. Huston is a man of great
personal charm, who beais a

strong rcsemblance to his late

father, the actor, Walter Huston,
in his featuics and the quality
of his xoice. He has a read.v
smile. a quick wit. and an in-
fertious laugh, and he talks with
relish.

> > >

Though he keeps his Ameri-
can citizen^hip, he makrs his

home now tu a 2üO-year-old

Georgian house about 30 milc>>

from Galway. He likes Ireland

and its people, whom he has

found very hospitable. It is a

fine place for a horseman like

himself, he said, and it is con-

venient to London and Paris—

about an hour by air from the

former and an hour and a half

from the latter.
j

Now that "Moby Dick" is fin- :

ished, he has two film produc-
tions in prospect, but whether
or not thcy will be the ncxt

;

thai he will make he does not
:

know. One is a picture from
Anouilh's "L'.Mouette,*' Lillian

Hellman's version of which is

currenlly on Ihe stage in New
York under ihe title of -The
Lark." He will not u.>>;e Miss
Hellman's adaptalion or Chris-
topher Fry's transiation. which
was prescnted in London, but
will go back 1o the original and
work directly wilh AnoLiilii.

Suzanne Flon, who was in the
[

rast in Paris, will play Ihe title

role. His other prospect ive film

is from Kipling's "The Man Who
Would Be King.' This, he eaid,
will be made in Nepal.

.

Turning back to "Moby Dick,"
,

he explained that the whaling
scenes were photographed ai

Madeira, where whales are still

hunted. Other sea scenes were
made ofT the coast of Ircland, ,

off England, and at Las Palmas
in the Canary Islands, where the
final sequences were shot when
the weather became too stormy
farther north. None of the film

was made in American waters.
but, as he remarked with a

touch of humor, the sea looks
the same all over the world.

> > > I

The great white whale that

Ahab pursues he described as

fabricated of steel, timber, and

1 rubber substancc, about 100

Peet long and weighing a couplc
it tons. As it was pulled through
iieavy seas it gave the imprcs-
;ion of a live whale.
Three such whales were made.

Not much attention was paid
when the first was lost. When
ttic second went adrift a warn-
ing was sent out to shipping.
He himself floafed off on the

thi.< al-o fhrcatcned
to disappcai. He Iclt that u lhi>

one were lost, the director and
produccr might as well be lost

too.

A studio tank in F^ngland was
employod foi- phütogiaplnn^
some of the whale scenes. Hcrc
thcre weie smallcr iabncalcd
whales electronically controlled.

A ncw Photographie tcch

nifjue has bccn triod. that Mr.
Huhton feit would add an illu-

sion of depth to the picture and
come doscr to the mood of the

Story than straight color. Thi.^

technique he described as essen-

tially one using a black-and-
white negative on which a light

color negative is superimposed.
It gives an Impression some-
thing like that achieved by early
paintcrs.

> > /
For the whaling ship, he used

a three-masted, 126-foot squa 'C

and the • rigger manned by a crew of 30,

the crew all professional yachtsmen, who
appear as the sailors in the film.

The Winter of 1953-54, when
some of the shooting was done.

was very stormy and the ship

was dismasted three times. More
than nnce it was feared that the
vcssel would be lost.

Gregory Pcck plays the role
of .'\hab. a role which Mr.
Huston had intended should be
done by his own father. "A very
game fcllow." Mr. Huston re-

marked of Mr. Peck, as he told
of the final scfcne in which Ahab
is cai ried down into the sea by
the white whale.

j

Shooting of that, he said with
a smile, was kept until Ihe very
Liid. The tirst attempt at the
scene appeared to be successful.
But both he and Peck feit that
it should be done more than
once, just to be sure. Each time
that Peck camc up from under
water, they all gave a sigh of
relief.

> > / '

Orson Welles has a brief part

that Mr. Huston feit is an im-

portant part of the film, as the

preacher who delivers a live-

minute sermon to the whalers

bcfore they sail. Ray Bradbury,

who has a repiilation as a
Science-fiction writcr, was
chosen to prcpare the .Script bc-
cause Mr. Huston feit hini to be
a man ol iniagination who would
bc able to handle the Clement of

mysticism in the story.

Speaking of his father. Mr.
Huston said that \he laller u.sed

to walk through his films, in a
manner somclhing like that of
.Alfred llilchcock in e;u'h Hitch-
cock i)r()f!uction. In "The Mal-
tese Falcon," Walter Huston
went through a scene bumping
into everything in sighl on the
set. But his son devi.sed a bit

of revcnge by having a secre-
tary of one of the Warners call

his father on the telephone after
the "rushes" had been shown
and suggest politely that the
ekler Huston might be willing to

do the scene over again as it

seemed to be slightly over-acted.

John Huston, director and producer of

w haling museum in New Bedford. Ma.s.-^.

•Moby Dick," at the
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\i: By Richard Walls Jr, ^

Random Notes on This and That
What's this objection that ''Mr. Wonderful" isn't

exactly a modest title for a musical show? ... In view of

the current extravagance with superlatives, the producers

revealed rare restraint in not calling it *'Mr. Very, Very
Wqfiderfur' . . . Reviewers shouldn't go to extremes, either

. . . l'm no admirer of the Sammy
Davis vehicle, but I must rise

in its defense against the Charge
of some critics that it's as bad
as "Ankles Aweigh" . , . And
whatever became of the enthusi-
asts for "Ankles Aweigh"? ... I

think I would even have been
sympathetic toward Zsa Zsa Ga-
bor if she had been the member
of that shy and illustrious family
trapped in the luckless "Little
Glass Clock."

After looking* over the quotes
from my reviews in the theatri-

cal ads, I promise to try not using
"hilarious" again for quite a
While . . . Although I both like

awl^admire Noel Coward, I was
surprised to see him described as
a "highbrow" recently . . . A po-
litical figure I'd love to nominate
for oblivion is Gov. Shivers of
Texas . . . On one of my rare
Visits to a night club last week,
I liked a young comedian at Le
Ruban Bleu named Don Adams,
who does humorous monologues
freshly ... I guess it's rather a
tribute to Mr. DuUes that his
warm charm somehow didn't lose
US the Far East completely on
his recent genial visit there . . .

Whatever became of Race Gent-
^y^ * * *
John Huston*s **Moby Dick/'

which I saw at a preview, seems
to me a süperb motion picture
that captures the letter and spirit
of Melville brilliantly ... My
only regret is that Walter Huston
couldn't have lived to play Ahab
» • . And who says critics can't
act? . . . Seamus Kelly, the Irish
drama pundit temporarily turned
thespian, gives a striking Per-
formance as the third mate . . . It
aü^ent to remind me that oc-
casionally the cinema can still be
a distinguished art form . . . Pref-
erably away from Hollywood . . .

It shocked me to find that they
row have movie commercials in
parades . . . Despite the ads they
carry, however, I must admit the
Greeks give Fifth Av, a better
Show than the Irish.

HOTELS ANtf>ttESlAUgANTS

t



Linie. In ''Beasop's Fahles/' will be at Matunuok, R. I., beglnnlng t6-
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HUSTON'S 'MOBY DICK'

New Film Version of TMclville Novel

Petokeiis Great Screeii Artistry

By BOSLEY CROU THKR
N idea of thc artisUc dis-lgot the raptain's ncmesis, th«
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AN
/\ tance that motion pic

/"% tures have come in the

more than a quarter
Century since the addition of

sound may be had from a cur-

sory comparison of John Hus-
ton's new "Moby Dick" with the

one done in 1930 starring John
Barrymore. Not to be smug, but
merely helpful, let us briefly re-

call some of the aspccts of the

latter before scanning Mr. Hus-
ton's film.

In the first place, the Barry-
more rcndering of Herman Mel-
ville's classic tale of the ob-

sessed New England whaling
captain who was bent upon slay-

ing a white whale made several

elaborate condescensions to what
was reckoned as mass audioncc

taste, including a tormenting ro-

mance for Captain Ahab with a

luscious lass namcd Faith. This

lady was also the apple of

Ahab's half-brother's eye, which
made ^or a slight maladjustment
in their consanguinity. '

The jealousy of this half-

brother was, indeod, represented
aa tke o«use of Ahab's original

dire collision with thc obsessive

Moby Dick. In an early pursuit

of the monster, Ahab's brother

had jounced him out of the boat,

putting him in direct contact

with the white whale's crunch-

ing jaw, and Ahab emerged from
that encounter minus a nigh es-

sential leg. The loss of his pri-

mary pivot, not to mention the

agonizing pain that he had to

cndure whcn his injury was
crudely cauterized, started the

mania of Ahab. All this was viv-

idly shown, again as a conde-

scension to what was reckoned
as mass audience taste. It also

providcd a fine occasion for thc

great Barrymore to emote.

Great Show
Thcre were othcr significant

aspccts, too numerous to rccol-

Icct now, including a miniaturc

mammal and the use of black-

and-white film. Bnt the point is

that Barrymore's picturc, how-
cver egregiously* it played with
Melvillc's austcre novel, was con-

sidered a great show in its day.

white whale.

Obviously Mr. Huston v>as
not to be detcrred from secking
the nub of Meiville's story, junt
as Ahab sought the whale, with-
out any idiotic inscrts to maka
this a so-callcd "woman's film."

There is no romance in this pic-
ture. Outside of the few wivea
who are seen silently watching
tlio w-halemen as their ship
leaves its New Bedford wharf,
the feminine Clement is ab.sent.

Air. Huston, like Melville, is con-
ccined with the dcep and mys-
tical urgings of loncly and intro-

verted men.

Down to the Sca

And so his picture takcs ua
directly onto thc sea. as soon aa
the few uneasy contacts of the
whalemen with the land hava
been dispensed, and there ho
Drings his charactera face to

face with their oppressions and
their fates. Thcre he fling^j

Ihem "boldly into the perils of
going after whales, endurln^
storms and doldrums and tha
tedium of living with thcmselves.

And there he exposes wholly tha

desperateness of Ahab's dark
intcnt and the fierce and ficnd-

ish determination with which ho
inspires his men.

Thus, trimming down the Mel-

ville Story to its solid dramatio
bones and concentrating the ac-

tion in Ahab's obsessive drive,

Mr. Huston brings us to the

presence of Meiville's murky
theme. which is the piteousness

of puny man in conflrrt with
forccs much greatcr than he,

Slowly there grows the realiza-

tion that the sea. the storms
and the white whale rcpresent

the perils and oppressions that

aro constantly tormenting man.
Perhaps the whale symbolizcs

evil, perhaps it symbolizos that

thing, "that malignant thing," as
Ahab puts it, "that mauls and
mut ilatos our race." Whatever it

:s, Mr. Huston has riiade us feol

its power in a film that has the

thundcr of a miglity symphony,

This is the dnipulse of an art-

ist— to State thc esscnco of a
thcme that hc has sclected for

It even was expanded to a giant oxpression. without panclering to

screen for a coupl« of its more small tastes. And the fact that

tempestuöns scenes. jMr. Huston has done it—and
Now lo«k at Mr. Huston's pic-

ture, which was opened here last

week at both the Sutton and the

Oo

done it han'dsomely, with tha
fine, sensitive things in this pic-

ture—is a proof of thc maturity
Criterion, to get a possible gaugejhe has achievcd and of the artis-

of its appqal. No lush and obvi-jtry possible with this medium,
ous theatrics are in this im-| Wo would, in these few lines,

menscly forceful film, outside- ofimcntion al] of those fine and
the mighty advcntures rccountcdi sensitive things that m^ke up
in Melvillc's tale. The story be-|this,harmünious picture, includ-

gins, as Melville started, with ing the color scheme, which is

Ishmael going to the sea and got by subduing Technicolop

taking a berth on a whaleship.lwith an ovcilaid black-and-white

with the legendary Ahab in com- 1 negative. But space does not

mand. And it follows that ship's leave us room for it -not cveri

and captain's wanderings over'for mention -of the cast. Go to

the oceans of the world with a see the picturc. You will under-
grimly compulsive resolution to stand what we mean.

V
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Screen: John Huston and Melville's White Whale
^Moby Dick* Opens at

Sutton and Criterion

IMOBY DICK, screen play by Ray Brad-
bury and John Huston. from the novel
by Herman Melvllle; directed and pro-

\ duced by Mr. Huston as a MouUn
{roductlon for Warner Brothers re-
ease. At the Sutton and Criterion.

Captaln Ahab Gregory Peck
Ishmael Richard Basehart
Starbuck Leo Genn
Captaln Boomer.. James Robertson Justice
Stubb Harry Andrews
Manxman Bernard Mlles
Carpenter Noel Purcell
Daggoo Eddie Connor
Peleg Mervyn Johns
Peter Coffln Joseph Tomelty
Captaln Gardiner Francis De Wolff
Blldad . ^. Philip Stalnton
Elijah Royal Dano
Flask Seamus K«lly
Queequeg ...Friedrich Ledebur
Blacksmith Ted Howard
Plp Tamba Alleney
Ta.shteKo Tom CTegg
Father Mapple Orson Welles

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
HERMAN MELVILLE'S

famous Story of a man's
dark Obsession to kill a whale,
told with tremendous ränge
and rhetoric in his great novel,
"Moby Dick," has been put on
the screen by John Huston in

a rolling and thundering color
film that is herewlth devoutly
recommended as one of the
great motion pictures of our
times. It opened yesterday in

Joint bookings at the Sutton
and Criterion Theatres.

Readers of Melville's mighty
opus will be pleased and en-
couraged to learn that Mr.
Huston has caged its lengthy
discourse in a picture that
runs under two hours and puUs
all its vast and murky mean-
ings into the focusing "I" of

one man.
•

Now the Intent of Captain
Ahab, master of the whale
ship and crew .that go on a
voyage to the Pacific, to fetch
up with the white whale, Moby
Dick, is the entire motivation
of the lean and violent drama
that unfolds. Ahab's consum-
ing passlon for revenge on the

fabulous beast that has muti-
lated his body on a previous
voyage and filled his soul with
hate is the only Inspiration

conveyed to his zealous crew.

Gregory Peck as Captain Ahab in a scene from ''Moby Dick''

And so all the deep, symbolic
ponderings of human agony
and fate that course through
the length of Melville's saga
are in this one orbit in the

film.

Obviously, Mr. Huston has
sensed that the pull of Mel-
ville's tale is in the transcend-
ent mysticism that he found in

the vastness of the sea. The
long Stretches of time and
empty water touched the

minds of the whalemen of his

day. And so Mr. Huston, a«
director and co-author of the
Script, clears his film early

from New Bedford and gets it

out into the sea.

•

Tarrying in the old-time

seaport (it is rightly Nan-
tucket in the book) only long

enough to set the wildness and
the restlessness of his whaling
crew and to sense the entan-
glements of commerce and
pious sentiments that go with
the land, he gets his ship onto

the ocean and his harpooners
onto a whale soon enough to
make it certain that this is the
area of his tale. And here he
keeps it, through long watches,
through terrible torments of
the mind, through calms and
storms, until that White Whale
is finally fastened and the cli-

max of his symphony unfolds.

We use the word S5rmphony
on purpose, because the clean
dramatic structure of this film
and the sound and plctorial
elementa of it are composed
like a symphony. Mr. Huston
has set up his drama on streng,
realistic incldents—on the kill-

ing of one whale to show the
danger, on the baleful dedica-
tion of the crew, on the omens
of Queequeg, on the typhoon
and on the thrashing sea fights
with Moby Dick. But the aim
of all its careful scoring is to
build up a mighty harmony of
Spiritual striving and failing,

Gregory Peck Starred

* as Captain Ahab

of hope and despair. And that
it does.

Space does not possibly per-
mit US to cite all the things
about this film that are bril-

liantly done or developed, from
the stränge, subdued color
scheme employed to the un-
common faithfulness to details

of whaling that are observed.
Mr. Huston and his technicians
have done a remarkable job,

even though they found their

New Bedford in a rather poor
little Irish port and used the
faces of plainly Irish women
as their brief frieze of sad New
Bedford wives.

As to the Casting and the
playing, it might be remarked
that Gregory Peck gives Ahab
a towering, gaunt appearance
that is markedly Lincolnesque,
and he holds that character's

buming passions behind a usu-

ally mask-like facade. We
could do with a little more
tempest, a little more Joshua
in the role. Mr. Peck spouts
fire from his nostrils only
when he has at the whale.
However, we like the reso-

lute Starbuck of the obviously
British Leo Genn and' find

humor and verve in Seamus
Kelly's Flask and Harry An-
drew's Stubb. Friedrich Lede-
bur's Queequeg is a delight-

fully grotesque presentation of
Melville's Marquessan har-
pooner, and Richard Basehart
does right well as Ishmael, the
whaleman who is observer and
narrator of the tale. Orson
Welles is good as Father Map-
ple, but his sermon is nigh
superfluous.

This is the third time Mel-
ville's story has been put upon
the screen. There is no need
for another, because it cannot
be done better, more beauti-
fully or excitingly again.
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Now on Two Screens Selve

Cops
By WANDA HALE

• • *

"Moby Dick," John Iluston's

Bcveen version of Herman Mcl-

ville's sea classic, is being pre-

Kented, simultaneously, at two
theatres, the Criterion on Broad-

way and the Sutton, ait house

on East 57th St.

Takinj? everythinpr i n t o con-

liveiy of Father Mapple's j;er-

mon. Most of the acting: is all

right but uninspired.

'High Society' to

Tlie Music Hall
Metro - Coldwyn - Mayer an-

nounces "Hiph Society" will be

the next attraction at the Radio
City Music Hall followinK the

present tcnant, "The Eddy Duchin
Story." "Society" is a musical
Version of the stape and screen

hit, "The Philadelphia Story."

Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank
Sinatra and Celeste Holm are the

Stars.

Lawrence, M
Investigators
gunmcn who
störe holdup ai

selves as polic

The dead mj
lice, were W;
M, of Maldetl

Richard P. Wi
Both were f(i|

room where
fleeing a r<

night.

The Tiicn h
attic apartr

Gregory Peck

eideration, Huston, producer, co-

Fcript writer and director, ha^s

iiuiffed a golden opportunity to

make an inipressive drama of an
immortal American novel. But
he has not let us down in the

pictorial department. As he im-
proved on Technicolor in "Mou-
lin Rouge," he has done tricks

with Technicolor in "Moby Dick,"

fusing it with black and white
'to get shades that are remark-
ably true to nature.

The photography is excellent,

Ben scenes in hue and scope are
Ihe niost exciting ever produced.
The great whaling vessel, a rjBp-

lica of the Pequod, is a thing of

majestic beauty, the town on the
Jrish coast, which Huston con-
V e r t e d into a New Bedford,
Mass., of a Century ago, has a
look of authenticity.

Most disappointing factor of

the epic is Gregory Peck's stiff

«nd stagey Performance as Cap-
tain Ahab, skipper of the Pe-
<]uod, who was crazed with the
II Ige to get the sea menace, the
irreat white whale, disregarding
the cost of time, wages or lives.

Peck Role Imperfect

Peck fails to give the impres-
«ion of a masterly man who
fires his crew with the frenzied
ambitipn to follow him blindly
into a dangerous adventure. De-
livering his lines, he sounds like

a third rate Shakesperean actor,
very much unlike Ahab's Speech-
es written by Melville.

A fine Performance can be got
from Peck, which makes nie fcel
that the director is responsible
for "his inadequacy in this role.

Another shortcoming is Huston's
failure to build up proper sus-
penso in the big action scenes.

Richard Basehart comes
through with a competent por-
trayal of Ishmael, the carefree
youth who foUows blindly and is

the only one left to teil the tale.

Leo Genn, p 1 a y i n g Starbuck,
gives a sinccre characterization
of the Chief mate, the one man
who d a r e d to disagree with
Ahab but was not strong enough
to create mutipy.

Friedrich Ledebur is adequate
as Queequeeg, the cannibal, Orson
Welies gives an impressive de-

"Moby Dick," a Warner Bros.
Technicolor film, directed and
produced by John Huston. The
screenplay by Ray Bradbury
and John Huston based on
Herman Melville's novel. Pre-
fcented at the Criterion and
Sutton Theatres. Running time:
1 hour, 56 minutes.

THE CAST:
Captain Ahab Grr^ory Peck
Ihhiiia<>l »KJchard Baseliart
Starbiiok Leo Oeiin
Cuptain Ii<>(>nier

Jaiiiea Robertsrnn Justice
^'">^h Hnrry AnilnWi
Frtttifr Maitple Orson Wi'IIes
Manxman Bernard Mib-s
i::.rp».iit..r V....| Purrcll
Düggoo Eddifi Connor

M»'rvyn Johiia
.Josppli Tomc'lty

Pele».
VotPf Coffiii.
<'a?)tain Üardincr_Fran<i« D«> Wulff
Hildad Philip Slaiiiton
Khjah Z. Royal I>aiio
FlaHk Soaimi« Krlly
Qiire<)iipir- -Frirdrich Ledebur

PIER ANGELI IN PERSON TOI
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_^ By DANTON WALKER Q
^'Ifloby DicW and the Public Relations Men

The town of New Bedford, Mass., will never be the
same—that's for sure. From now on, history in that old

New England whaling center will be divided into two parts

:

what happened before and what^
happens after the three-day,

three-theatre world premiere of
•*Moby Dick/' the John Huston
Version of Herman Melville'a

century-old saga, starring Greg-
ory Peck.

Movie premieres aren't new to

New Bedford. Back in 1922, a
pioneer documentary filni on the

whaling industry, "Down to the

Sea in Ships," was first shown
there. And anothcr picturo, with
the same title, with Richard Wid-
mark as star, had its premiere
there in 1949. For that occasion,
the town turned out in füll re-

galia, dragging out 1840 costumes
from local attics, hoiding clam-
bakes, "gams" (jamborees), etc.

But that was only a dress re-

hearsal for what went on for
•*Moby Dick."

Plans Began in '53

In 1953, when Warner Brothers
announccd that they would re-

lease the Moulin production of

**Moby Dick," the mayor of New
Bedford and the managing editor
of the New Bedford Standard
Times proposed that since New
Bedford was the site of the origi-

nal Herman Melville yarn, they
would like the picture premiere
there. Sometime later, when
John Huston went to New Bed-I
ford to scout location sites and
gather data for his movie, he
niet with social, civic and indus-
trial leaders. Then the Moby Dick
Festival Committee was set up.

Wh^n Warners' publiciiy </«-

partment Mivings into action, it

do9Bn*t do thinga by halvea,
For ninm tnontha prior to thm
premiere, their "public rela-
iiona," aa they're called, cori'

eentrated on that three-day
featival,

Whale Talk

One Publicity man went so far

as to Visit the Oceanograph Insti-

tute at Woods Hole, Mass., to

learn what sort of sounds
whales make under water, though
1'ust how this would affect *'Moby
)ick" isn't clear. More to the

point, he dreamed up a jive vo-

cabulary to keep the kids inter-

ested. A "right whale," for ex-

ample, became a "cool cat";

"whÄle oil" ^VHs "smooth talk'*; a
**fin back," a "heavy Spender," a
"sulphur bottom" a "bad-tempered
Joe"; a calf, or baby whale,
meant someone too young to go
steady, and to be "beached" meant
that you can't get the car tonight.

He also devised special "Moby
Dick'' bubble gum.

A more solivi stunt was to per-

guade the U. S. Treasury Depart-
ment to tii'-ii out $2,000 in the

type of Script money used in New
Bedford in the 1840s, to be handed
out to VIPs during the featival,

and ncgotiable in local stores.

The Warner Publicity man had

to be bonded for that amount, and
after the Script was printcd, the
plates were destroyed by govern-
ment order.

Moby Dick

Arrangements were made to
send important newspaper and
magazine writers to New Bedford
from Chicago, Boston and New
York by plane—-the Moby Dick
Special, a private luxury Convair
belonging to W. A. Patterson,
President of United Airlines. The
plane is normally known as the
Mainliner O'Connor, named for
Stewardess Mary O'Connor, the
"world's flyingcst woman," who
has träveled 6,000,000 miles and
spent more time in the air the
past 20 years than she has on the
ground.

To tranäport gueata to and
from the airport and the nu»
meroua local partiea during the
three-day ahindig, the New
Bedford City Boya Club waa
on 24-hour duty, Thia ia an
org€uiization of youngatera who
might be hot rod addicta but
for the leaderahip of John
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At one of the eventt during a three-day fete in New Bedford»
Mass., to launck the movie "Moby Dick" are (1. to r.): John
Huston. film director, Carol Adams (Miss New Bedford), who

was Queen for « Day, and Greifory Peck.

Duggan, head of the local
Buick agency. He haa turned
the group into a aafe-driving,
aafety-firat tranaportation cluh,
aelf-governed and with ita own
cenaure committee—aomething
other citiee might profitably
copy, V

* "

Making "Moby Dick/' which

had its New York premiere this

week, had become something of
an Obsession with John Huston.
Some 25 years ago, John wanted
to make the movie with his father,

the late Walter Huston, as star.

EHferne%% and Passion

">^y falher^^iJkfhn says was
leaA a^d totigh^JKilii^cM|d HaTe
expreäed tbe bHlnpil^-j^

AhabT^ttefThätt-^jÖ^HiJr i^^^ '

'

World. When he died^- 1 äbandohfed

Ragn^eed Put
On View

The ragweed was placed
under hostile inspection during
the week at Sachs' audiÜbrium,
Third Ave. and 150th St. The
exhibit, sponsored by the Hay
Fever Prevention Society,
served to acquaint many suf-
ferers with the cause of their
troubles and also with the gen-
eral program aimed at its

eradication.

the thought of making *Moby
Dick' until I met Gregory Peck."
From then on, Huston spent

years of research and effort on
the Herman Melville story, which
actually took three years to film.

While directing it, he acted out
every part, and some of us feel

that John Huston would have
made a better Captain Ahab than
any Hollywood actor, even Peck.
For those who participated in

the three-day "Moby Dick" fes-
tival at New Bedford and watched
them in action, the anonymous
''public relations men" of Warner
Brothers whose business it is to

get Publicity for others but want
none for themselves, were the
real heroes of the occasion. Per-
haps some day someone will get
around to building a movie about
them.

Whot's NeWi Nick?
Nick Adams, topcast with Rich-

ard Widmark and Felicia Farr in

Twentieth Q

GREAT ENTE

CO
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Screen: John Huston and Melville's White Wha/e FERRER TO DIRECT

AND STAR IN FILM•Moby Dick' Openi at

Sutton and Critcrion

MOBY DICK, wcr^n play hj R»y Brad-
bury and John Huston. frnm the novd
by Herman MelvUle: dtrectM and pro-
duced by Mr. Huston an a iMoulln
f>roduotlon for Warner Brothers re-
tue. At the SuttOQ and Criterlon.

Ctptain Ahab Gregory PpcIc
lihmael Richard Baiehart
^Starbuck Leo Genn
Captain Boomer.. Jamcf Robert<v)n Justice
Stubb Harry Andrews
Manxmaa Bernard Mlle«
Carpenter Noel Purcell
Pafgoo .....•.••.••••••.•. -Eddie Connor
Pelej Mervyn Johns
Peter Coffln Joseph Tomelty
Captain Gardincr Francis De Wolff
Blldad Philip Stainton
XllJah Royal Dano
Flaak Seamus K«lly
gueequetr Friedrich Ledebur
lacksmith Ted Howard

Pip Tamba Alleney
Tashtefo Tom Clegic
Father Mappie Orson Welles

By B08LEY CROWTHER
HERMAN MELVILLE'S

famous Story of a man's
dark Obsession to kill a whale,
told with tremendous ränge
and rhetoric in his great novel,
"Moby Dick," has been put on
the screen by John Huston in

a. rolling and thundering color
film that is herewlth devoutly
recommended as one of the
great motion pictures of our
times. It opened yesterday in

Joint bookings at the Sutton
and Criterion Theatres.
Readers of Melville's mighty

opus will be pleased and en-

couraged to learn that Mr.
Huston has caged its lengthy
discourse in a picture that
runs under two hours and pulls

all its vast and murky mean-
ings into the focusing "I'* of

one man. .

•
Now the Intent of Captain

Ahab, master of the whale
ship and crew that go on a
voyage to the Pacific, to fetch

up with the white whale, Moby
Dick, is the entire motivation
of the lean and violent drama
that unfolds. Ahab's consum-
ing passion for revenge on the

fabulous beast that has muti-
lated his body on a previous

voyage and filled his soul with
hate is the only inspiration

conveyed to his zealous crew.

Gregory Peck as Captain Ahab in a scene from ''Moby Dick"

And so all the deep, symbolic
ponderings of human agony
and fate that course through
the length of Melville's saga
are in this one orbit in the
film.

Obviously, Mr. Huston has
sensed that-the pull of MeU
ville'ü tale is in the transcend^v
ent mysticism that he found in

the vastness of the sea. The
long Stretches of time and
empty water touched the
minds of the whalemen of his

day. And so Mr. Huston, a.s

director and co-author of the
Script, clears his film early

from New Bedford and gets it

out into the sea.

•

Tarrying in the old-tlme

seaport (it is rightly Nan-
tucket in the book) only long
enough to set the wildnesi and
the restlessness of his whaling
crew and to sense the entan-
glements of commerce and
pious sentiments that go with
the land, he gets his ship onto

the ocean and his harpooners
onto a whale soon enough to

make it certain that this is the
area of his tale. And here he
keeps it, through long watches.
through terrible torments of
the mind, through calms and
storms. until that White Whale
i« finally fastened and the cli-

max of his symphony unfolds. s

We use the word symphony
on purpose, because the clean
dramatic structure of this film
and the sound and pictorial

elements of it are composed
like a symphony. Mr. Huston
has set up his di ama on strong,
realistic Incidents—on the kill-

ing of one whale to show the
danger, on the baleful dedica-
tion of the crew, on the omens
of Queequeg, on the typhoon
and on the thrashing sea fights
with Moby Dick. But the aim
of all its careful scoring is to

build up a mighty harmony of
Spiritual striving and failing,

* Gregory Peck Starred

I as Captain Ahab

of hope and despair. And that

it does.

Space does not possibly per-

mit US to cite all the things
about this film that are bril-

liantly done or developed, from
the stränge, subdued color

scheme employed to the un-
common faithfulness to details

of whaling that are observed.
Mr. Huston and his technicians

have done a remarkable Job,

even though they found their

New Bedford in a rather poor
little Irish port and uaed the

faces of plainly Irish women
aa their brief frieze of sad New
Bedford wives.

As to the Casting and the

playing, it might be rcmarked
that Gregory Peck gives Ahab
a towering. gaunt appearance
that is markedly Lincolnesque,

and he holds that character's

buming pa.ssions behind a usu-

ally mask-like facade. We
could do with a little more
tempest. a little more .ToshiiH

in the role. Mr. Peck .spout.t

fire from his nostrils only

when he has at the whplt.

However, we like the reso-

lute Starbuck of the obviously
British Leo Genn and find

humor and verve in Seamus
Kelly's Flask and Harry An-
drew's Stubb. Friedrich Lcde-
bur's Queequeg is a delight-

fully grotesque presentation of

MelviUe's Marquesan har-

pooner, and Richard Basehart
does right well as Ishmael, the

whaleman who is observer and
narrator of the tale. Orson
Welles is good as Father Map-
pie, but his sermon is nigh
superfluous.

This is the third time Mel-
ville's story has been put upon
the screen. There is no noed
for another, because it cannot
be done better, more beauti-
fully or excitingly again.

STADIUM CONCERT OFF

luset Cancellation—
Top Russian Composers

InvitedHerebyASCAF

SOVIET FILMS ASSAILED

Eastfand Calls for 'Safeguards'

the real condition of it» own
people."

Senator Eastland made the

*Jalopy,' Gase History of an

Automobile, Will Be His

Third Picture for U.-l.

By OSCAR GODBOUT
Special to The New York Times.

HOLLYWOOD, Calif ., July 4—
Jose Ferrer will continue his as-

sociation with Universal-Inter-
national by directing and star-

ring in "Jalopy." The scenario
will be written by AI Morgan.
Mr. Ferrer and Mr. Morgan

recently completed work on the
forthcoming "The Great Man"
for U-I in the same capacities.
•Jalopy" will be the third picture
Mr. Ferrer has made for the
[studio; *'The Shrike," which he
directed and starred in, was his

first.

The actor-director purchased
"Jalopy" in September, 1954, in

association with Ketti Frings,
the screen writer. The story,
written by Cesar Miro, a Holly-
wood newspaper man, is de-
scribed as the case histopy of an
automobile and its varioiis own-
ers over a twenty-five-year pe-
riod. Pre.su mably Miss Frings
will not be working on the Uni-
versal production.
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Archer Winsten's

'MievietvinftStand
Whale ys. Man at Sutton-Criterion

"Moby Dick," Hennan Melville's word-intoxicated, soar-

ing struggle to understand the natures of man, whale, evil,

the sea, etc. comes to the screens of the Sutton and Criterion

Theaters (art and adventure, respectively) as John Huston's

masterful effort to conquer the unconquerable and express

the inexpressible.

He has stayed with the novel

as long as,possible, and much
longer than other moviemakers
would or could. He has avoided
popularizing with romance, and
he has refused to modernize his

characters. This is pretty much
as Melville told it, though it

would have been impossible to

Include much of Melville's tortu-

ous rhetorical questioning, just

as it would have been unwise to

take side journeys of cetalogical

lore. You see what Melville saw
in his mind*s eye, and you hear
what he heard. It Is a prodigy
that Huston could have made
the drama so graphic, so much a
thing Seen, an experience lived

through, Instead of a story told

off-screen.

Here then is the arrival of

Ishmael in New Bedford, his find-

Ing hlmself in bed with Quee-
queg, the tattooed cannibal har-

pooner, and his signing aboard
the Pequod. The novel wove a
tapestry of many Strands. Hus-
ton pursues the Single one, early

Coming to grips with his narra-

tive of the great white whale
and Captaln Ahab's Implacable,
nay, wholly mad, pursuit.

It might be said that Huston
goes Melville one better at the

finale, imagining a death, with
Ahab crucfied in his own lines

and harpoons, like the Parsee,

on the side of the furious, still

mighty leviathan, that far ex-

ceeds the novel's mere line-

tangled exit of the captain. The

vortex is actually created for the

Camera, and at last *'the great

shroud of the sea rolled on as it

roUed five thousand years ago."
Huston also includes the epl-

logue, with Ishmael saved on
Queequeg's carved coffin lid, the

sole survivor.
It may be said the Huston con-

cedes too little to populär taste,

creating no Single character use-

ful for happy audience participa-

tion. Who, if you had your
choice, would you care to be in

this shipful of doomed mariners?
Not one, unless by some awful
Chance, you too, like Ahab, are
dauntless.

With equal reason it can be
argued that "Moby Dick" is not
a book that lends itself to film-

ing, for its outer adventure is

"Moby orck*

OVIE METER
POOR • FAIR • COOD ' EXCELLENT

A Warner Bros, relcase. A MouUn Picture.

Produced and directed by John Huston. Screcn
play by Ray Bradbury and Huston.

merely one aspect of interior rhe-

toric and philosophizing that give

the book its literary weight but

cannot be translated to the screen
satisfactorily. Huston has boldly

staked his gamble on the action.

The rest is suggested now and
again with brief excerpts of dia-

logue.
Performers, inanimate objects

like the ship, or the inn, and that

amazing whale are all marvelous
movie creations, each an indivi-

dual work of art. Gregory Peck
has never been grimmer or more
heroic than in the Captain Ahab
role CT'd strike the sun if it in-

sulted me"), nor could one ask a
better rendition of Starbuck, the
mate, than one finds in Leo Genn.
The sermon of Father Mapple,
orated and acted in the highest
of Orson WeUes, is a masterly
rendition of the old fire-and-brim-
stone preaching. Queequeg, his

skin a work of tatooing art, is

brought a fine primitive dignity
by the European aristocrat,

Friedrich Ledebur,
The whale itself will doubtless

take Its place with King Kong
and the burning of Atlanta as a

classic movie Illusion. To a task

of supreme difficulty Huston has
brought a matching determina-
tion. And in reference to Greg-
ory Peck's Stint, one is tempted
to guess that Huston had vowed
to carry on to Peck's last, bub-
bling breath. This fight between
men and whale is miraculous.

The color, a livid wedding of
Technicolor and black-and-white,
accomplishes what was intended,
a mood of prophecy, angry
storm, and doom.
To sum up, this is not a picture

for the m«nth, the year, or fhö
decade. It can be placed imrn^l-
ately among the great American
films, a worthy movie Version of
the novel that has been widely
regarded as America's greatest.
But precisely as the novel Is no
easy entertainment for a lazy
summer's afternoon, just so the
picture in its own way makes
Stern demands upon an audience.
Though the mighty symbolism
is somewhat retracted in the
movie, the tragic, heroic adven-
ture of a hundred years ago Js
here brought to life by that most
courageous and determined di-

rector, John Huston.
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SCREEN

Moby Dick'

Bv WILLIAM K. ZINSSER

CUTERION AND SIJTTON THEATERS
A «creen play by Ray Brartbury and John

Riwton, bftsed on Heimaii Melvlllp's "Moby
Didc," dlrected and prodiiced by Mr. Hiiston.

» Moiilin Plcture in Terhnlcolor. prebented
by Warner Bros, with the lollowlng cast;

Captaln Ahab Gregory Pcck
Uhmael Richard Basehart
ßtarbiick Leo Oeiin
Fatlwr Mapnle Orson WcUes
Capt. Boomer James R Justice

Stabb Harry Andrews
Manxman Bernnrd Mllos
Carpenter Noel Purcell

D4«Roo Edrlc Connor
Peleg Mervyn Johns
Peter Coffln Joseph Tomelty
Capt. Gardiner Francis De Wolff
Blldad Philin btalntnn
ElIjRh Royal Dane
Plask Senmns Kelly
Qüeequejr Friedrich Ledebur

FEW PEOPLE dispute that

"Moby Dick" is the literary

classic of America. Now it is a

classic of the American screen.

John Huston's movie, which
opened yesterday at the Sutton

and Criterion Theaters, may
just be the finest film that this

country has achieved.

Huston has been scrupulously

true to Melville. In hundreds of

vivid Images — some of them
vignettes of life on a whaler.

«ome great convulsions of nature

—he has captured the flavor of

Melville's primeval story.

He has also preservcd much
of Melville's writing. The stately

phrases march by. rising to

«heer poetry when Captain Ahab
muses on the demons that goad

him in his remorseless search of

Moby Dick, the monstrous white

whale that chewed off his leg

on an earlier voyage.
* * «

This is a movie of many levels.

Pictorially It is stunning. Hus-
ton has created a haunting new
process. By printing his film

twice—in Technicolor and black

and white—he has caught the

Quality of an old whaling print.

Color is here, but it is muted.
It is a texture that suggests the

loneliness of the sea and the

mystical mood that runs

through Melville's bock.

The scenes are composed In

Rtriking patterns. as if a whaling
lithograph of a Century ago had
suddenly come to life. The New
Bcdford sequences are fine

Sketches of an American period.

When the Pequod puts out to

sea, Huston moves his camera
over the strong, sorrowful faces

of the women standing in a
iilent Cluster on the pier. It is

A wonderful frieze.

On the ship, too, there are ar-

rcsting shots of the crew—har-

pooners, blacksmiths and sea-

rnen. Huston catches them in

^ Dance
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their special tasks and also In

moments of apprehension.
There is much to read in their

faces as they lie awake at night,

listening to Ahab's whalebone
stump clumping as he paces the

deck, Impatient for his ven-
geance. or as they sit in a Pa-
cific calm, parched by a sun that

is "nailed to the sky." hearing
only the idle flapping of the huge
canvas sails and wondering what
curse has doomed their ship.

There is a scene of breathtak-
ing: beauty one night when the

men are chasing the white
whale. Their three long boats

and the big square-rigger in the

distance are silhouetted against

a moonlight sky, still as death
in the vast ocean.

There are many scenes of vio-

lent action. Huston has taken
his camera into the long boats.

This gives us the feeling that

we are in the boat. too, as it bobs

in the heavy spray, towed swift-

ly'by the whale. These are

exciting scenes of harpooners at

work. There ts also a savage
typhoon. and the final encounter
with Mpby Dick is one of the

most sensational episodes ever

filmed.
• • •

Melville's motley characters

have also come to life. There is

the white-bearded Father Map-
ple (Orson Welles) preaching his

wrathful sermon to the depart-
ing sailors. The niggardly own-
ers of the Pequod are here (Mer-
vyn Johns and Philip Stainton),

hiding behind pinched faces and
false piety. There isthe ghostly

Prophet Elijah (Royal Dano)
croaking his morbid omens.
The cannibal harpooner Quee-

queg (Friedrich Ledebur) is here
in all his grotesque tattooing and
tribal dignity. It is an awesome
moment when he rolls his crude
dice into a pattern that portends
his own death and he pays the
cai-penter to build a good coffin

for his tall body, while the Negro
boy Pip tries pitifuUy to cheer
him with a tambourine.
Harry Andrews is a jovial

Stubb. who thinks that a laugh
will eure any ill—until. in a fear-

ful instant, he sees that Ahab's
madness has carried them all too

far. Bernard Miles makes a dole-
ful Manxman; Richard Base-
hart, as the narrator Ishmael.
has the attractive enthusiasm of

a boy on his first whaling voyage,
and the other sailors are natural
in their smaller roles.

• • •

Leo Genn gives a thoughtful.
subdued Performance as the Chief
mate, Starbuck, who tries to

swerve Ahab from his dark pur-
pose CT came to hunt whales,
not my master's vengeance") . He
is not afraid to oppose Ahab, not
even afraid to think of killing

him.
His Is the quiet courage of a

man who fears only the wrath of
God. and when he wams the men
to think of their souls, there is

in his eyes the sadness of a ra-
tional man hurrying to his doom
with a lunatic.

Over them all, of course,
looms the brooding Ahab, star-
ing at the sea for his white
enemy in lonely vigil, "the

(HCj^ory Peck, Leo Gcnn and Harry Andrews in "Moby
Dick/' which opened yesterday at the Sulton and
Criterion Theaters.

marks of some inner crucifixion
and woe deep in his face."
Gregory Peck plays Ahab with a
scarred cheek and a scarred
soul, a somber man hag-ridden
by black furies ("Is it I, or God,
or who, that lifts his arm?").

His voice is a deep rumble, his
eyes are heavy except when he
hears of the white whale or
senses that it is near, and then
they blaze with lust. Twice he
binds the crew to his unholy
mission in a solemn ceremony on
deck ("God hunt us all if we
don't hunt Moby Dick to his
death").

Jle builds his role with mount-
ing fervor until the final chase,
when 'he climbs "the great snow
hill" of Moby'Dick's hump and
Stabs at him in a last blind rage
while the seagulls scream their
obscene dirge.

• • •

On these levels "Moby Dick"
would make a fine adventure
movie. But there is a still deeper
level that gives it its greatness

—

the level at which Melville
probed the nature of evil and
the revenge of God.
There is a terrible Shake-

spearean fury. quite like "King

Lear," in this relentless tale,

and Huston has preserved the
süperb speeches in which Ahab
wonders "what nameless, in-
scrutable, unearthly thing is it,

what cruel, remorseless emperor
commands me against all

natural lovings and longings? . .

.

These brilliant scenes take us
into the twisted mind of Ahab,
one of the most fascinating
"heroes" ever created. He is

obsessed by the laws of the
universe.

"All visible objects," he teil

Starbuck in a brilliant-

"are but pasteboard masks.
I seek the unknown but still

reasoning thing behind the un-
reasoning mask. That inscru-
table thing is chiefly what II

hate; and be the white whal
agent, or be the white whal
Principal, I will wreak that hat
upon him. Talk not to me o
blasphemy, man; I'd strike th
sun if it insulted me."
Here is the true heart of th

movie. Beneath a mortal tal
Huston Kas dared to hunt i

immortal meanings, and he h
found them. "Moby Dick" is

monument to his genius and h
integrity.
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New York Film Notes
New Film at State

"Somebody up There Likcs
Me," film story based on the
autobiography of Rocky Grazi-
ano, opens today at Loew's
State Theater. Paul Newman
plays the leading role in a cast
featuring Pier Angeli, Everett
Sloanc, Eileen Heckart and Sal
Mineo. The screen play by
Ernest Lehman was directed by
Robert Wise and produced by
Charles Schnee.

RKO Radio Picture§ has
signed a contract with Galahad
Productions for the release
four pictures annually
the next three years, i

nounced yesterday
O'Shea, presid^
Galahad Prod
by Himan
radio proj

the

Angeles. Mr. DeMille is bl

honored for his contributioni
human relations through
films.

John Ag&r hai
Universal - Int«

important
fly," Te(
produci
with Ai
Nader an(

. . . Donald
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Ä Magnificent 'Mohy Dick^

John Hiiston, dirertor of

tlie movie "Moby Dick.'*

. Bv WILLIAM K. ZINSSER
Herman Melville's **Moby Dick" is not a cheerful book, bul

like all great tragedies it holds people in a terrible fascination|

Its hero. Captain Ahab, is a dark and complex man, diiven b:

Furies that even he does not understand.

From the moment that he teils his crew that they ar(

embarked on no ordinary whale

hunt, but on a death chase for

the one whale that chevved off

his leg on an earlier sailing

—

the awesome Moby Dick—the i;?tribution.

story mounts with Biblical fury

Aura of Doom
An aura of üoom surrounds

the ship. All the men sense it,

but only one has the wisdom to

read the omens—Starbuck, the

first mate. He is a dcvout Quaker
who knows that a ship bound on

an errand of vengeance cannot

escape the vengeance of God.

'•Beware of thyself. old man,"
he teils Ahab. But Ahab canjiot

help himself—the Impulses that

goad him are too strong.

"I'U chase him round the

Hörn, and round the Norway
Maelstrom, and round perdi-

tion's flame before I give him
up,'" he vows. He is true to

his vow. He finds perdition's

flame and is destroyed by it.

It would seem almost impos-

sible to encompass this story in

a movie—to capture its diverse

characters, its whaling thrilli

and its philosophy of evil am

f But John Huslon has worked

the miracle. His "Moby Dick,"

which has opened at the Sutton

and Criterion Theaters, is

magnificent film, possibly tli

best to come out of this country

Visually it is like no otlier

film, for Huston has created

new color process. He has print

ed the picture twice—in Techni

color and black and white—and
the tones that he has^achieved

are incredibly subtle.

Gray-BIue, Oflf-Whitc

There are no bright colors.

There is the gray-blue of a hos-

tile sea, the off-white of an old

sail, the dull red of blood Spill-

ing from a harpooned whale.

It is a color scheme that has

the texture of an old whaling

print. It captures the loneliness

of the ocean and the mystical

Contimied on pagc 3, colurmi 1
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Magnificent MoW of 'Moby Dick'
(Continued from page one)

quality of Melville's story, and
in every scene the eye is be-

witched by some effect of un-
usual beauty.

There is majesty in the dia-

logue, too. In thcir screenplay

Husten and Ray Bradbury havc
preserved much of Melville's

writing. with its *'th^cs" and
"thous" and its Sliakespearean

grandeur. Their ovvn part of the

screenplay is so true to the feel-

ing of the original that it seems
as if Melville had written the

entire film. Raroly in an Ameri-
can movie has the English lan-

guage been used wlth such grace.

Spectacular, Too

On the level of pure adventurc.
"Moby Dick" is spectacular.

Huston has brousht to life the

thrills and terrors of American
whalin,? in the nineteenth ccn-
tuiT. He takes us into the long
boats as the men close in on the
huge beast ploughing the Qcean
ahead of them.

All hunting scenes are excit-

Ing. but these have a whole new
dimension of size and power. For
when the whale is harpooned. it

pulls the small boats through
the water with dizzy speed. As
they bounce and hurtle through
the spray, the moviegoer par-
ticipates in the chase. shares the
cxhilaration that he sees on the
faces of the men.

The final scene. when the
great white whale erupts to the
surface and demolishes its pur-
suers and their ship. is an event
of breathtaking fury.

Melville's characters are here
In all their color and variety. In
New Bedford there is Peter
Coflin of the Spouter Inn, Father
Mapple (Orson Welles) preach-
Ing his baleful sermon in the
seamen's chapel, and the- eerie

Prophet Elijah.

The two miserly owners of the
Pequod sign the crevv on. cloaked
in black beards and false picty.

And there are the women of

New Bedford, standing silent on
the pier like a tragic Greek
Chorus, not even waving, as the
Pequod glides gaily out to sea.

Baschart as Ishmarl

Richard Basehart plays Ish-
mael with an engaging freshness,
Harry Andrews is a happy-go-
lu'cky Stubb. Bernard Miles is a
Manxman füll of gloomy visions.

It is a shipload of specialists

—

the carpenter and the black-
smith. the mates. the riggers
and the three dark harpponers.
Of these. the canniba> Queequeg
is particularly touching. The
moment when he gives away his

possessions, sensing that his

death is near, is one of the best

in the film.

But "Moby Dick** centers

around two men who are exact
opposites, and their moral con-
üict gives the movie its true

meaning. Starbuck is played by
Leo Genn with süperb restraint.

He is the man of reason who
keeps trying to deflect Ahab
from his evil course: "I am game
for the jaws of death. if it fairly

comes in the way of the business

we follow; but I came here to

hunt whales. not my com-
mander's vengeance. . . . How
many barreis will thy vengeance
yield in our Nantucket market?"

when Ahab speaks to Starbuck
of the hidden forces that goad
him in his search. He is a

thoughtful man, ob.sessed by the

laws of nature. and Huston has
wisely preserved the Speeches

—

they are really like Shakespear-
ean soliloquies—in which Ahab
wonders "wnat nameless, in-

scrutable, unearthly thing com-
mands me . . . that against

all natural lovings and longings

I so keep pushing. and jamming,
and crowding myself on all the

time? I.s Ahab. AViab? Is it I.

God, or who. that lifts this arm?"

Hc'd Strike Ihe Sun

To Starbuck it is "ülasphem-
His Performance has a quiet

CGurage and a deep .sadness. for

he realizcs that reason will not
prevail.

Gregory Peck Is not the
wrathful old man we expect
Ahab to be, but he does play the
rolc in a virile and malevolent
way. Balancmg on his whale-
bone stump. towering over the
crew with his scarred face and
black stovepipe hat. he glares

out at the horizon through sullen

eyes.

When he hears or senses that
the white whale is near, he
thunders like a madman, and
when he flnally climbs the great
snowy hump of Moby Dick to

Stab at the enemy he has chased
round the globe. the movie
reaches a peak of savage in-

tensity that is seldom seen on
the screen.

But the heart of the movie
lies beneath these moments of

violence—it lies in the scenes

ous" to seek "vengeance on a

dumb brüte that simply smote
thee from blindest instinct."

"Talk not to me of blasphemy,
man: I'd strike the sun if it

insulted me." Ahab snaps at

hini. "All visible objects are

but as pasteboard masks. But
in each event some unknown
but still reasoning thing puts

forth its features from behind
the unreasonmg mask. If man
will strike. strike through the

mask! Sometimes I think there's

naught beyond. But 'tis enough.
He tasks me, he heaps fne; I

see in him outrageous strength."

In these brilliant speeches

Huston retains Melville's point

—

that Ahab is not just one mad-
man hunting one whale. but

Everyman hunting his own Sym-
bol of malice in the world. In
Ulis Philosophie realm his

"Moby Dick" achieves a great-

ness far beyond the bounds or

pure adventure.

*; e
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Private Lives
|E looked healthy and wise, which is all I

really needed to know the othei Friday
cvening, and so, after an hour and a half of
hiding from the authors of books about

which I had been less than enthusiast'c in my inca-
pacity as a reviewer, I slouched towan; dawn — not,

I am sorry to say, without stealing somebody eise's

cap. I didn't mean to steal the cap. It resembled my
own cap, the only member of the hat family that I've
ever affected, which affection testifies to a dark de-
sire to look like the captain of a Greek oil tanker. My
cap, however, is a cheapie, purchased on whim in the
flesh markets of Southern California. The cap I stole

by mistake has more class. It even has a name: The
"St. Malo" Breton Cap, made in France for Charles
Parbury of London, England, 75 percent Laine, 15
percent Polyamide, 10 percent Divers.

Of course, John F. Kennedy never wore a hat, but
he had more hair than I have. I wouldn't have men-
tioned the vegetable matter at all were it not for the
fact that the ''St. Malo" is bigger than my head. As I

slouched toward dawn, I couldn't see my clay feet.

But we aren't here to talk about hats. Or feet. Or
John F. Kennedy.
He who looked healthy and wise was a College pro-

fessor I hadn't seen in 20 years. "A professor would
have had to be very Ignorant indeed," wrote Ray-
mond Aron, "to be more ignorant than his students,

particularly in their first years at university." My
brain back then was an empty bam, into which he in-

troduced the owls of Marx and Freud. "I was a mod-
est. good-humored boy," Max Beerbohm teils us, "it

is Oxford that has made me insufferable." Since I

have never managed to know as much as my profes-

sor already knew, even then, and since he hasn't

t>een idle in the interim, I lose ground and face, hats
and feet.

• • •

It was not my professor's fault that on Saturday

night we went to a movie. Because the lines in front

of "Krämer vs. Kramer" stretched from Southern

California to Charles Parbury of London, England,

the movie we went to see was "Breaking Away."
"Breaking Away" was a sweet trip. I haven't en-

joyed myself so much outside of the house in weeks.

Outside of the house, my friends are in hospitals or

divorce courts, and the Red Army is in Afghanistan.

If I have to leave the house, it might as well be by

John Leonard
n^

> '

GuyBillout

bicycle to Bloomington, Ind., where, at the State uni-

versity, there are many students and no professors. I

bicycled once from Cambri«lge, Mass., to Waiden
Pond; instead of angels in the trees, there were
Souvenir Stands.

Perhaps Marx and Freud are Souvenirs, too. The
trouble with leaving the house is that we find, out-

side, precisely what we were trying to escape from,
inside. It is as if objective reality were a caricature

of subjective snit. In my professor's eyes, I see the

once and future churl I am. At the movies, I look at

the sort of College life I never had. Inside the house, l

must cope with the Knowledge that my son is going
away — to Ann Arlwr, Mich., or Durham, N.C.. or
Cambridge, Mass.— to get his bam filled with owls.

My son, exemplary and paradigmatic, is ready for

College. I wasn't, then, and am not now, and wish he
weren't. He isn't quite perfect. How could he be? As
Lew Archer has reminded us in one of Ross Macdon-
ald's novels, "I don't believe people know everything
at birth and forget it ^s they get older." But he is at

least as good as the Colleges to which he has applied.

and doesn*t yet realize that he's better than his fa-

ther. I have dropped in on and out of enough Colleges

to set up a Souvenir stand. I am asked to go into debt

in Order that my son find out what my professor al-

ready knew to be true of me two years before that

son, the once and future ingrate, was bom while I

whimpered and drank.

What will he leam? According to Lewis Carroll:
" 'Reeling and Writhing of course to begin with,' the .

Mock Turtle replied, *and the different branches of

Arithmetic — Ambition, Distraction, Uglification,

and Derision. * "
I wish him wise owls instead of mock

turtles.

What 's so special about Cambridge or Durham or

Ann Arbor? Clark Kerr, who was then the President

of the University of California at Berkeley, told us:

"I find that the three major administrative problems

on a Campus are sex for the students, athletics for the

alumni and parking for the faculty." He told us that,

of course, more than five years before the Free

Speech Movement. Much earlier, Herman Melville

had observed: "A whale ship was my Yale College

and my Harvard." Do yo<i suppose Ahab wore3 "St. j\

Malo"? Gregory Peck probably did. in the^^Job^;^^
Vßudunovie. Gregory Peck would have been be!tir

offonabTcyete.

Owls, turtles, whales, angels, Polyamides, bicy-

cles, Souvenirs, feet are you following me? Then you

are going in the wrong direction.

There are excuses for a College education. The first

time I tried it, the excuses were Yeats and Bach and
English muffins. The last time I tried it, having been
advised to enroll only in those courses taught by the

great teachers no matter what the teachers taught,

the excuses were ancient China, modern Russia, the
French novel and the generosity of women.

I have enrolled since then in newspapers, music,
hoteis, travcl, cats, rain, accidents, friendship, an
occasional excess and the odd book. My education
has been 100 percent divers. In my opinion, women
are more generous than professors unless the Profes-
sors are women. I would pay my son to stay in the
house, but he is already on his way by bike to Af-
ghanistan. What does it profit a man if he gains a
Breton Cap and loses his exemplar, his paradigm,
myyouth?
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^ is distributing the J. Arthur Ran]
^presentatiou» -whirli r<^ iitm:L,Joan
Greenwood, Edith Evans and Mar-
garet Rutherford. . . . John Huston,

^ accompanied by Colette Marchand>
featured in the director's now
completed **Moulin Rouge." will

arrive in tpwn today from London
y ^ with the first processed Techni-
?= colorprint of the Toulouse-Lautrec
v-> film biography.
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fohn Huston qui l'a dirigie dans son film Moulin-Rouge i^cu»

la convertir au cin^ma. II lui apporte le sc^nario tire d'une
piece quelle connait bien : L'Alouette. Suzanne Plön ne joue

que ce quelle aime : c'est peut^tre le secret de sa chance.
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Maki a Film with the Man
Can

By CYRIL RAY

Everything

The film " Moulm Rouge " is to have its premiere in

London in March. Its director is John Huston, the

Admirahle Crichton of the cinema, and the star is Jose

Ferrery who plays the artist Toulouse-Lautrec. When the

film was in its closing stages, Cyril Ray went to Shepper-
ton Studios to make the acquaintance of these two

reniarkable men.

I
ccT THINK he's a genius," sald the assistant director, wlio is

English, and inclined not only to consider hls Statements
but even to qualify them, a characterlstic rare in the

World of fllms. " I think he's a genius, but I'm not sure. And
even if he is, I don't know what makes him so."

We were sitting in the folding cahvas chalrs that in film

Studios are the prerogative of personages. I had a right to

mine, I feit, only until the director arrived. And here he
was, John Huston, the perhaps-a-genius. a long, loosely-built

man in long, loosely-built

tweeds, with a long lined face

that looked something 1 i k e

Victor McLaglen's, something
like an emaclated bloodhound's.

"You look better this morning,
John," somebody said.

"Sure I do: I was out with a
gun at six o'clock."

And he put down on an elegant
Louis Seize console table—which
already held a teapot, a half-

gnawed roll of bread and a bettle

of Worcester sauce, relics of some-
body's day-ago lunch—a handsome
double-barrelled shotgun.

Huston touched it casually, and
told me, '• Jo will be playing with
that in a minute, and deeide to

take up shooting."
•* Jo " is Jos6 Ferrer, and what

had taken me to the Shepperton
Studios was to watch Huston
direct Ferrer in " Moulin Rouge,"
a film of the life of Toulouse-
Lautrec in which Ferrer plays both
the rrippled painter and (briefly)

bis fox-hunting French squire of a
father.

Laureis were fresh on the brows
of both the director and the actor.

Huston has been recognised as a
director of quality ever since hls
first Ulm, "The Maltese Falcon,"
and has more recently made " The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
" The Red Badge of Courage," and
"The Afrlcan Queen." Ferrer, who
was lago in Broadway 's longesr
run of a Shakespeare play, and
whose playing ot Cyrano on the



gnawed roll ol bread and a bottle

of Worcester sauce. relics of some-
body's day-ago lunch—a handsome
double-barrelled shotgun.

Hußton touched it casually, and
told me, •* Jü will be playing wiLh
that in a minute, and decide to
take up shooting."

** Jo " is Jos6 Ferrer, and what
had taken me to the Shepperton
Studios was to watch Huston
direct Ferrer in " Moulin Rouge,"
a film ot the Ute of Toulouse-
Lautrec in which Ferrer plays both
the rrippled painter and (briefly)

his fox-huntlng French squire of a
father.
Laureis were Iresh on the brows

of both the director and the actor.

Huston has been recognlsed as a
director of quality ever since hls

flrst film, *'The Maltese Falcon,"
and has more recently made " The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
•' The Red Badge of Courage," and
"The African Queen." Ferrer, who
was lago in Broadway's longesr
run of a Shakespeare play, and
whose playing of Cyrano on the
screen was saluted by one of the
most serious of London's critics as
" beyond the ränge of any other
American screen actor," is the most
interesting, most versatile and, it

may be, the most intelUgently
ambitious of American Players.

OPENING THE DOOR
Ii^ERRER. top-hatted and top-

coated as the eider Lautrec,
came into the great hall of the
chateau from a backcloth garden
brightly lit to simulate a sunny
out-of-doors. He had to fling off

his coat, embrace his wife, stride

to the foot of the stairs to call

to his son. He did it flve times
before Huston was satisfied wlth
the tiny sequence—but it was not
Ferrer that was at fault. What
bothered Huston, whether he
watched it from the dlrector's

chair or through the cameraman's
Viewer, was the way that one of
the footmen opened the front door
for the actor. He explained by
words, he explained by gestures,

he opened the door himself, he
swopped over the two footmen,
and each time with mild
encouraging phrases :

" Once more;
that was very good. Go on kid,

you can do it, kid."

Communication with Ferrer was
limited to a nod or a cock of the
eyebrow. Huston told me: "Jo's
80 quick and so intuitive, we only
need to talk shorthand."
But Huston is the same with

other actors. they told me. " You're
not like other dirtctors: you never
teil your actors how you want them
to play their pai*ts." somebody once
said. " I cast them. dldn't I? " he
answered. " I know how they'U
play their parts, or I wouldn't have
picked them."

HOW TO DO IT
HUSTON'S success has given

him elbow-room, and his Status

as a freelance director gives him
more scope than most to write, to
cast, and pretty well to produce
the films he directs. It is with
supers, blt-players, and chlldren
that he digs into his deep reserves
of Patience, powers of exposition,
and charm.
For Instance : the one Important

Player in '* Moulin Rouge " that
Huston did not pick for himself
was Zsa Zsa Gabor, a lady more
notable for her fondant-like good
looks than for any superfluity of
acting talent. Huston showed her
the Steps and shrugs that Jane
Avril might have been expected to
make. They say on the set that
his entry into the Moulin Rouge,
down the staircase and through
the crowd. every inch of his six
gangling feet or so expressing
desirable femininity, was a sight
that roused even extras and
cameramen to laughing applause.
I was at the studio only for the
last few days of the shooting. and
I am more sorry to have missed
that than the can-can dancers, or

liiJIerent person—not just a taller lessly—killors. thoy look—anJnÖHi
person—when he straightens up me more about Ferrer than Fen-er
irom playing the son to act the had told me.

This is the first film he has mado
with Ferrer, though it is years
since the men first met. That was

father.

" I have to be versatile," he sald.
"I'm not physically good-looking.

•>5

JOHJN HL^TOIM . . , director, actor, painter, horseman.

I can't get parts on the screen by
being a sort of Clark Gable; I've
got to act."

Ferrer talked freely enough to
me, but not as gaily, as thought-
lessly, or as eagerly as Huston.
There was an almost moody ver-
bosity about Ferrer, and I recalled
Zsa Zsa Gabor's " Jo is such a bore
that he's repulsive to me : he never
stops talking, and always about
himself." Awe-stricken folk at the
studio hail it as an achievement to
have out-talked and out-egotised
Miss Gabor.
Ferrer has large dark-hazel eyes

which seem sometimes almost
luminous, perhaps because as he
talks there is white to be seen
around the whole pupil. His nose
is fieshy, his mouth petulant. his

chin indeterminate. He comes
back frequently in conversation to

the main Chance : he likes acting
in films, he says, because the stage
is " slavery," and because^ more
people get to know you in Ulms,
which is good for when you go
back to the stage.

It is an unexpected attitude to

be malntained so consistently

throughout a long conversation
by one who, though he has known
the drudgery of a long apprentice-

ship, has never known poverty

:

Ferrer has an independent income
from sugar plantations. and a
securely wealthy background.
Yet Ferrer is far from un-

generous. Everyone told me that

he is devotedly loyal to his col-

leagues and an unselflsh actor on
the set. He "would have been
delighted to play for the Cid Vic

for five weeka—and to pay away
the trivial £45 a week to

charity. Equity's narrow-mindt^d
and niggling ban he talks about
quite without rancour, though he is

clearly hurt at being robbed of a
coveted distinction. He mentions.
characteristically, that to have
acted for the Cid Vic would have
paid off on Broadway.
Back at the studio, Huston

whom I had first. seen in loos*»

tweeds with a gun.'and then, that
morning, in an English-cut hack-
ing Jacket with slacks. a badly-tie^d

stock, and a huge tweed cap on tlie

back of his head, looking like

something out of ** The Informer,"
was now in breeches and b(K)ts.

striding around the set ha\ing

at a bull-fight in Mexico, and it is

interesting that a Huston film pro-
posed for the near future is
" Death of a Matador," in which
Ferrer will play the lead.

The two men are oddly unlike.
and oddly in accord. Huston tele-
phoned Ferrer to sav that he had
bought the book, " Moulin Rouge."
and to ask him to play Lautrec in
a film of it: Ferrer had to put
down the very book to answer the
telephone.

There is music and dancing
and colour in "Moulin Rouge,"
and a bunch of talented and
attractive French actresses, to say
nothing of Miss Gabor, but Huston
—though as quick as Ferrer to
notice a pretty girl—isn't much
interested in directing women.

"BOGEY' FILMS
TTE has directed Bette Davis in
AJ-his time (in "In This Cur
Life "), but it is " Bogey "—
Humphrey Bogart—he talks about,
and Ferrer. He has directed
Bogart in five films alreadv, and
another is on the carpet—and then
Ferrer in " Matador."

Huston is wildly enthusiastic
about them both. and delights to
compare them : Bogart the domes-
tic animal, interested in his home
and his fireside and his sailing-
boat; Ferrer the reader, the"
lingulst. interested in everything—

" He's a man of quick decisions.
brilliant, fast-thlnking and yet
dependent on instinct. He thinks
off the stage, but on it he's an
instinctive actor. Not a Paul Muni
type, thinking himself into a oart,
but like my father"—his father
was Walter Huston—" feeling him-
self into it."

One who has lived close to the
two of them told me that the differ-
ence between Huston and Ferrer
was that while Ferrer was Inter-
ested in everything, so that what-
ever he saw he wanted to play
with, Huston could do ever>''
thing. Whatever Ferrer wanted to
do, Huston could show him how.
Ferrer sings and dances and

plays .squash and real tennis: he
graduated as an architect and has
led a dance band. Huston rides
and writes and shoots and dances
and paints; he can act as well as

turning out uttle pasttcnes ui

Lautrec Sketches, giving Ferrer rid-

Ing lessons before they film the
hunting scene. And making, in

the process, a coherent work of art

that is inimitably his own.

On the set, it was Huston that
everyone talked about, not Ferrer.
Oh, yes. Ferrer was a remarkable
actor; he was kind and he was
pleasant to work with. But it was
to Huston that the players and the
extras and the technicians had
given their hearts. " Moulin
Rouge" is to be a British-quota
and an Eady-plan picture, which
means that the working unit,

except for the director himself, is

British, and most of the small-part
Players. All the indoor shooting
(again because of quota and plan)
has been done at Shepperton, but
outdoor scenes were done in Paris,

and there the Brlgade-of-Guards
French accent of Adrian Pryce-
Jones, the a.ssistant director, and
the crouching. bearded Ferrer,
living Lautrec as hard as he could,
sltting in a fiacre in the Place
Vendöme—there, it is they who
have created a legend. Here it is

Huston.

To none more so than to Perrer
and Pryce-Jones themselves, each
working with him for the first time
and each knowing a süperb
director when he sees one. " He
has the eye of a painter," says
Pryce-Jones. *' An eye unique in

the World," says Ferrer.

LEADI>C THE FIELD

MY last Visit to the stndio was on
the day the film was finished

:

they had been waiting for the
light to be right for one final re-

take of the hunting scene. Ferrer
was in pink again, and a top-hat,
looking rather American for once,
in spite of the imperial, in the way
he sat his horse. Pleased with him-
self, though, and Justly, for Huston
had been putting him over Jumps
(**Come on. Jo: you can do it,

Jo.") and now he couldn't have
enough of it. Over the fence. and
over it again, just for the hell of

it, whether the cameras were turn-
ing or not.

Huston was in his element, for

here he could justiflably play an
extra's part himself, whatever the
Insurance policy said. He was in

pink with a huntsman's velvet cap,
his greying, untidy hair curling a
Uttle from under it, a rakish figure

on a rakish bay, the spit and
image. if ever a film director was
one. of the whipper-in of a hard-
to-hold Irish pack.

Yes, I know that " Moulin
Rouge " is a film of a crippled
dwarf of a painter and of can-can
girls, but this was the last I saw of

them, and how I remember them.
And this was the day, I shouldn't
wonder, that two remarkable
artists enjoyed must in the making
of it. The crisp autumn day, with
a smell of leaves burning, and time
after time Huston, leading the
field, taking his bay over the fence
like a bird, a grin on the lean lined
face each time he swung his horse
round to cock an inquiring eye at
Pryce-Jones and the cameraman.
And. hard at his heels. Ferrer, a

little more painstaking but that
much the more, perhaps. a gallant
figure. soon to swing from the
saddle and drlve hls Jaguar to
London, and telephone an inqulry
about the Broadway box-oflice.

And Huston? Huston was out
of the saddle and perched on a
fence. a mahogany-topped boot
swinging, giving me a quick grin
and the news that he was flying in
the morning to Ireland, for a
week-end's cubbing.

They'll be killing bulls. I'll bet,
the two of them, when they go to
make " Matador " in Spain : Jo
partly by instinct and partly by
John's saying, " Come on. Jo. you
can do it. Jo; there 's nothing to it

—look! " And John the way he
dws everything. as though he was
born dolng it.
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GOETZ LINES UP STARS FOR INDIE

• PROBABLY a lot of you remember
being tapped on the Shoulder for an

Investment in a picture a new Com-
pany, Moulin Productions. was to make
with john Husten directing and Jose

Ferrer the star. And those of you who
do remember will recall also that you

had no interest in the project, first be-

cause "what is Moulin Productions?";

secondly, "Ferrer is no name for the

boxoffice," and lastly. "John Huston

is too much of a gamble on any pic-

ture. Cood director but has always gone

over budget, and the story he wants

to do. 'Moulin Rouge.' based on the

life of the French painter. Toulouse

Laufrec. nobody knows anything about.

^nd tew can even pronounce the

painter'b name."

But- they finally got the money to-

gether. The rest is history. The picture

has been one of the very big hits, it

was made at a good cost. Huston did

not go over budget and Ferrer became

an attraction.

Now Moulin Productions. with a

very big, hefty profit, could take that

money and run for the cellar. as most

any of the independent outfits would.

But it's not running in that direction.

It's taking its money and plowing it

back into four more pictures. and all

of them Stack up, at first glance, as

good boxoffice chances. Accordingly,

we're rating Moulin Productions a good

Spot in the future market of important

independent production outfits.

The Moulin quartet being realized

has Tony Curtis and Frank Lovejoy in

"Beachhead." Aubrey Schenck and

Howard Koch production; Robert Still-

man heading an outfit now in Brazil

doing "Americano" with Clenn Ford.

Arthur Kennedy. Sara Montiel and

Cesar Romero; Jeanne Crain and Dana

Andrews on their way to South Africa

to do "Duel in the Jungle." with Tony
Owen producing and George Marshall

directing. and John Huston is working

on the Script of "Moby Dick." which

will Star Gregory Peck. These pictures

are not "runaway" productions. They
will be shot in the actual backgrounds

of the Story.

Moulin Productions is setting a fine

example of the faith it has in motion

pictures, and it is set to become a very

important production outfit.

Jatnes Siewart, Aian Ladd
Souffhi For His Own FirMtt;

Taiks With ParatnountNexi
William Coetz is getting into action lining up stars for his

new independent production Company, and is due back over the
weekend from a trip to Canada during which he discussed future

picture pians with both James
Stewart and Alan Ladd. Both
of the latter are now there
working in films for Universal-Inter-
national.

One of the projects Goetz has in

mind is a Paramount affiliation. initial

(Continued on Page 4)

Map Conversion

OfNBC Studio In

H'wood for Color
New York.— Plans for conversion

of at least one of NBC's Hollywood
Studios to color Operation are now be-
mg mapped on the coast in line with
the netv^ork's determindtion to uip all

of its important prcgrams into the color

vat on an experimental basis before

tinted commercial telecasting gets un-

derway. At present all of NBC's color

equipment is centered in New York,
where the network is experimenting
with color shows daily to familiarize

all production aides, performers as well

(Continued on Page 9)

LeRoy to Direct

'Student Prince*
Mervyn LeRoy has been named di-

rector of "The Student Prince," to star

Ann Blyth and Edmund Purdom. The
new assignment follows immediately
upon LeRoy's completion of "Rose
Marie."

Pre-production plans will be
launched upon the return of producer
Joe Pasternak from Europe.

Lardner TV Rights

Bought by Aldrich
Television rights to all of the Ring

Lardner literary properties have been
acquired by Robert Aldrich, film and
television director. from the Lardner
estate. Aldrich concluding the negotia-
tions with Mrs. Lardner and john
Lardner. The latter will write the TV
versions of his father's works.

Aldrich. now directing his sixth ar\d

(Continued on Page 9)

Dick Powell Dickered
To Direct Legit Xaine'

Paul Gregory yesterday started ne-
gotiations with Dick Powell to direct

the former's stage version of "The
Caine Mutiny." scheduied to go into

rehearsal here about Sept. 1 5. Origi-
nally Gregory had sought Powell, cur-
rently preparing several stories at

RKO, where he is now a director. for

one of the starring roles in the play.

but the latter turned it down because
of too many commitments.

O'Donnell Recruits Circuits
To Balk Texas COMPO Fold

Texas COMPO is not going to fold— not if he and other circuit leaders

can help it, Robert j. O'Donnell, head of Interstate Theatres. said last night.

Declaring that he was "stunned" a\ the announcement of Kyle Rorex, executive
director, that the Organization would
dose down Oct. 1. O'Donnell declared,

"While the support from outside ex-
hibitors in the State is not enough to

carry on all of the activities we want,
l'm sure that the H. J. Griffith. Robb-
Rowley, jefferson and Interstate cir-

cuits will carry on with the Organi-
zation.

"A year ago we said that national

COMPO might dose down, but Texas
COMPO nesfer would."

O'Donnell said he would have a

telephone Conference with Texas ex-
hibitors and Rorex today.

The Veteran showman, speaking at

Wednesday night's meeting of the
Motion Picture Industry Council, was
optimistic and enthusiastic about the
future of the national COMPO. "By
the tremendous campaign it carried on
to obtain repeal of the admission tax,"

(Continued on Page 4)

Local McCarthy Quiz
May Be Open to TV

Sen. Joseph McCarthy's Senate sub-
committee loyalty investigation of local

Federal employes may be offered for

coverage to local television stations.

Sen. McCarthy, accompanied by coun-
sel Roy Cohn. arrives early today and

(Continued on Page 4)

Guilds in Probe
Of Broder Säle of

Pix to Television
Major talent guilds yesterday

launched ar\ invebtigation into the dis-

posal to television of four features re-

leased theatricallv bv )ark Broder in

1951 and made by him after the
August. 1948. cutoff date imposed m
the master basic agreements of the
Screen Actors Guild and the Screen
Writers Guild.

Broder has made no deals with either

Organization calling for added payment
to their respective members for the

television showings. as required in the

pacts, and thus faces the possibility of

(Continued on Page 4)

'Robe' Premiere on

Sept. 24 at Chinese
Twentieth-Fox's first CinemaScope

production. "The Robe," will be given
a $5-a-seat premiere the night of Sept.

24 at Grauman's Chinese Theatre.
under agreements signed by Charles P.

Skouras. National Theatres President,

and Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox pro-

duction head. The deal guarantees that

(Continued on Page 4)

$372,199 10-Wk. Shane'
Gross Sets Local Record
Paramount's "Shane," produced and

directed by George Stevens, has
amassed the phenomenal gross of

$372,199 in 10 weeks of its Los An-
geles run. Following the $204.429
total for eight weeks in the film's pre-
release engagement at Grauman's Chi-
nese. "Shane" scored $91,570 in its

first week at the Orpheum. Hollywood
and Picwood and four drive-ins. and
$76,200 in the second week at the
säme theatres. This is an all-time local

record for any picture.

March in for 'Suite'
Fredric March planed in yesterday

from Europe for MGM's "Executive
Suite," which Starts Monday.

GENERAL FILM Laboratories Corp. 1546 N.Argyle Ave. Hollywood 28 HO 9-6391
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NBC-MCM Accord

Due for Signing
New York.—Contract between NBC

and MCM for Metro talent to be used

on the "Colgate Connedy Hour" and

other NBC television shows is being

drafted here and will be signed in a

few days. While contracts call for spe-

cific appearances of Metro stars in

""Specific Spots, the deal is part of an

Overall understanding and cooperative

tieup worked out by top echelon of

both companies.

Understood that each star appear-

ance will be tied in and timed with

the release of a specific Metro picture

to be plugged on the video show. An
example of Metro policy on star ap-

pearances on TV is Seen in a recent

request by Max Liebnnan for Louis

Calhern to appear on "Show of Shows."

Liebman was informed that monetary

consideration was unimportant but

that Calhern would not be available

for the show until general release of

MCM's "Julius Caesar." Deal for the

Colgate show also contemplates use of

clips from some Metro pictures.

Arnold Moss Bows Ouf
Of Play Due to Pic Delay
Arnold Moss, currently working in

Paramount's "Casanova's Big Night,"

has been forced to bow out of the cast

of the Broadway play. "As It Is in

Heaven," in which he was to have co-

starred with Victor Francen and Dennis

King for producer Walter P. Chrysler,

Jr., because of the holdup in the pic-

ture's shooting. The delay was caused

by the illness of Joan Fontaine, and
Moss will not be available until after

Sept. 1 . The play goes into rehearsal

at the Broadhurst, in New York, Mon-
day. to open Sept. 29.

Carland Begins Recording
Judy Carland today begins recording

two song numbers for her Warners
picture, "A Star Is Born." She has

been rehearsing the past four weeks
for her role in the musical, in which
james Mason is co-star.

Cossack Riders in 'Knights*
London.—The famed Don Cossack

Riders have been signed by MCM for

battle scenes in "Knights of the Round
Table."

By MIKE CONNOLLY

This is what happened: Jimmy Henaghan blasted Howard Duff in the

Villanova for Walking out on Ida Lupino. Howard swung at Jim and connected

in a cushiony sort of way. Jim swung back and missed. Bystanders separated

them . . . This is what Duff said happened: "We had a little misunderstanding

and I Started to swing on the boy but cooler heads prevaiied". . . This is what
Jim said happened: "There was a fight going on. I wanted to watch it. Next
thing I knew I was IN it!". . . Polly Adler's book proves the old saying: "It

takes a heap of loving to make a home a house". . . Re "Kismet," Dick Morris

revives this one: "It would be a great show if you could whistle the costumes

and sets." Down, boy . . . Preston Sturges turned in 1 13 pages of new Script

for "Carnival in Flanders." Opens in Cotham Sept. 8 . . . Cast being set for Joan

Crawford's "Johnny Cuitar" includes Bob Mitchum, Fernando Lamas, Ciaire

Trevor . . . Love the Mansfields' ayem airshow of old records, hate those crumby
commercials . . . Laura and Frank Whitbeck celebrate their 40th today . . .

Vera-Ellen and Richard Cully made up . . . Will Bill Skipper be Vera's dancing

partner in "White Christmas"? . . . Betty Hutton and Abe Lastfogel latched

Helen Deutsch to write the Sophie Tucker story . . . Belle Baker is here seeing

about her biopic. Cuess who wrote it. Herb Baker . . . Elsa Maxwell's new book
is supposed to give the "Iowdown on the star who married a sailor," i.e., Olivia

de Havilland . . . NY neighbors report Ilona Massey Cr spouse are making the

walls shake . . . Remains to be seen whether Marilyn Maxwell and Tab Hunter
will do "Remains to Be Seen" at the Pasadena Playhouse . . . We like the opening

line of "Mexican Jumping Bean," Pepe Romero's new book: "Mexico City has

just opened its great big beautifui black eyes". . . John Smith, who used to be

Bob Van Norden, made a great test for Bill Wellman's "The High and the

Mighty". . . Seaman Jacobs says Lili St. Cyr has clothestrophobia . . . Just heard

of an agent so slow he's still trying to get his actresses tested for Salome.
•

Saturday night beach parties staged bv Virginia and Darryl Zanuck are

patrolled by U. S. Secret Servicemen. Because of several incognito visitors from

Denver? . . . Since the Utter-McKinley pendulum stopped swinging on the Strip

we feel we've been given a new lease on life . . . Marilyn Monroe and Otto
Preminger made up. Feud started over Natasha Lytess' signals to Marilyn from
behind the camera . . . Social Swim: Joan Benny's date at Vic Damone's Mo
opening will be Fred De Cordova . . . Old two necking like a new two in the

Westwood Village balcony: Mona Freeman and Pat Nerney . . . Howard Dietz

is billed over "La Boheme" on the Creek Theatre marquee. Ciacomo Puccini

isn't mentioned . . . Twos at the near-4400-capacity "Boheme"-in-English
opening: Marilyn Moore & Hunt Stromberg, Jr.. Maria Palmer & Carl Neubert,

Academy high priestess Maggie Herrick Cr Prof. Dick Scott of Syracuse U.. Peggy

Lloyd Cr John Dutton, Alicia Markova Cr Barry Jones, Jerry Cr Arthur Berg (who
went home early because Jerry got the shakes in the chilly night ozone*. plus

Tcm Comez, Keith McConnell, Queenie Leonard . . . Something we just learned:

that Creek Theatre conductors have to crawl thru the bushes to reach the

We like opera when it sounds important, not when they're bellowing

key, Rodolfo!". . . Or this: "Show some religion, don't attack the

. Jan Sterling Cr Dick Morris, Lucille Ryman, Millie Cr Don Cusse.

Mona Knox Cr John Smith showed up for Arthur Krams' "between-pictures"

party, same night . . . LaRue ragout: Abigail Adams Cr George Jessel. the Herb
Caens, Guy Madison, Helen Ainsworth, Vera Cr Bob Miles . . . Bob Spencer

dispensed cheer Wednesday night, too, for Coleen Cray Cr Bill Bidlack. Nina
Anderton Cr diamonds, Gilda Gray. Manuel Rojas Cr Wanda Curtis, Miss Universe— and in yesterday's cold, gray ayem found a Scotch bottle stuck neck down
in a gopher hole in his front yard . . . Mike Wilding gave Liz Taylor a St.

Christopher bracelet . . . Things are so tough in Benay Venuta's grocery störe

they're running a sale on everything they have on sale.

•

After one of Henry Hathaway's outbursts on the "Prince Valiant" set an

extra gal asked an assistant director: "Who do I haff to be nice to to get off this

picture?". . . Barry Fitzgerald on the subject of Ireland: "It's such a beautifui

place, when you've been away from it you don't believe 'twas ever there atall"

. . . Kay Williams Spreckels' stuff will be auctioned off Monday . . . Chicago's

State-Lake loudly opened "Return to Paradise" as a locked eight-week booking

in the press plants (aw, go press your own plants!) . . . Johnny Darrow is prowl-

ing a TV show for his Life cover cousins Barbara, Madeline and Alice . . . Huston
Cr Spiegel hired James Agee. who wrote "Noa Noa," to script "Moby Dick". . .

Phonda Fleming doesn't like the idea of leaving her spouse to make "The White
Ofchid" for Reggie LeBorg in Mexico . . . Tuned our TV set to Eddie Albert's

"Nothing But the Best" and if this guy isn't the wärmest, easiest personality to

tr.ke on the air our hormones are all confused . . . The Ben Bradys, he's Red
Skelton's new TV producer, have their own production in the oven . . . Ed Wynn
broke out with a bündle of boodle for a gag collection only to find it consisted

entirely of old Fire Chief Scripts . . . John Carradine's sore because MGM hired

John Gielgud and not Carradine to play Cassius . . . Remember Broadway's "Band
Wagon" and its great cast: Fred and Adele Astaire, Helen Broderick, the late

Frank Morgan, Tilly Losch? . . . Tom McCray is slated to be booted into a big

spot at NBC . . . Time and Newsweek were delayed this week because of the

Kinsey Report deadline, same being 5 a.m. yesterday . . . Marriage on a 50/50
basis: she has her beauty secrets, he has his secret beauties.

podium . . .

"I lost my
pigeon!". .

Metro Reveals Big

Delegate List For

Studio Convention
MGM yesterday announced the list

of domestic sales executives who will

attend the "See For Yourself" Con-
vention at the Culver City studio start-

ing Aug. 3 1 . Dore Schary, studio head,
will host the visitors, and Charles M.
Reagan, general sales manager, will

head the entourage of delegates, In-

cluding home office executives, heads
of the Canadian sales force, sales man-
agers, district managers and all do-
mestic branch managers.

International sales executives, headed
by Arthur M. Loew. President, repre-
senting world-wide distribution, and
advertising, Publicity and promotion
representatives who will attend the
meetings will be announced later.

Home office delegates, in addition
to Reagan, will be William F. Rodgers,
Edward M. Saunders, H. M. Richey,
William B. Zoellner, Joel Bezahler, Jay
Eisenberg. Mike Simons, Charles F.

Deesen, Irving Heifond, Leonard
Hirsch, Paul J. Richrath, William Le-
vine, Sidney Lefkowitz and George
Maurer. Canadian representatives will

be Henry L. Nathanson and Hillis Cass.

Division sales managers: John P.

Byrne, eastern territory; John J. Ma-
loney, central; Burtus Bishop, Jr.,

midwest; Rudolph Berger, south
; John

S. Allen, southwest; George A. Hickey,
western; and Herman L. Ripps, assist-

ant to Byrne. District managers will be
Robert Lynch. Philadelphia; Ralph W.
Maw, Minneapolis; W. E. "Doc"- Bar»-—

-

ford, Chicago; and Saal Gottlieb, New
York.

Branch managers scheduied to at-
tend are: Jack Goldberg, Albany; H.
Russell Gaus, Atlanta; Benn Rosen-
wald, Boston; Jack Mundstuk, Buf-
falo; Jack C. Re Ville. Charlotte;
William J. Devaney, Chicago; Edwin
M. Booth, Cincinnati; Jack Sogg,
Cleveland; Leroy Bickel, Dallas; Louis
|. Weber. Dallas; Henry A. Friedel.

Denver; C. E. "Gerry" McGIynn, Des
Moines; Frank J. Downey. Detroit;
Foster B. Cauker, Indianapolis; Fred
G. Hüll. Jacksonville; William D. Gad-
doni. Kansas City; Thomas J. Aspell,

Jr.. Los Angeles; Louis C. Ingram,
Memphis; John G. Kemptgen, Mil-
waukee; W. H. "Bob" Workman.
Minneapolis; Phil Gravitz, New Ha-
ven; C. J. "Jimmy" Bryant. New Or-
leans; Louis Allerhand. New York;
George J. Fisher. Oklahoma City; Vin-
cent F. Flynn, Omaha; Louis Formato,
Philadelphia; Ralph Pielow, Pittsburgh;
Louis Amacher. Portland; Thomas E.

Bailey, St. Louis; Carl P. Nedley, Salt

Lake City; Samuel J. Cardner, San
Francisco; Samuel Davis, Seattle; Her-
bert Bennin, Washington.

During their stay at the studio the
sales executives will see 10 pictures
set for fall and winter release.

Ireland Sails Sepf. 9
John Ireland sails Sept. 9 on the He

de France for Europe to star in Ro-
mulus' "The Cood Die Young," which
will co-star Gloria Crahame and Rich-
ard Basehart under the direction of
Lewis Gilbert. James Woolf produces.

Bushman Crandson in Pic
Timothy Marxer, 1 0-year-old grand-

son of silent film star Francis X. Bush-
man, makes his film debut with Greer
Garson and Robert Ryan in MCM's
"Miss Baker's Dozen."
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'MoulinRouge^Gets

Hollywood Salute

World Premiere Picketed

by Legionnaires

By Joe Hyams
HOLLYWOOD, Dec 24.—"Mou-

lin Rouge," director John Huston's

film starring Jose Ferrer, had its

World Premiere here last night at-

tended by 200 of nimdom's "Who's
Who" and twelve membes of the

American Legion, who picketed the

theater with placards attributing

Communist associations to Messrs.
Perrer and Huston. All of the
ticket-holders tuming out for the
occasion passed through the picket
line, termed by Legion officials a
"wildcat" demonstration without
official sanction.

More than 2,000 fans and auto-
graph hunters, ranging in age
from a three-month-old Infant in

his mother's arms to a seventy-six-

year-oldster, thronged the theatei

entrance. Although most of the
guests and spectators paid little

attention to the Legionnaires, both
Messrs. Ferrer and Huston glanced
at them sharply and turned away.

Ferrer, who recently told the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities that he has always been
opposed to communism although
"gulUble" about lending his name
to causes, refused to comment on
the pickets beyond, "It's a free

World."

The premlere, hailed as the most
lavish since "Gone With the
Wind," in 1939, was foUowed by a

$100-a-couple party at the Mo-
cambo, which was transformed
into a reproduction of the famed
Paris cafe, the Moulin Rouge. Mies
Edith Piaf made her West Coast
debut before the star audience.
Proceeds from the party, which

had a guest list of more than 200
taken from the nation's theater
marquees. will go to the Dämon
Runyon Cancer Fund.
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By THOMAS M. PRYOR
Hollywood.

THE motion p\ctui0 industry

haa high hopes of catching

a glimpse of that elusive

Bilver lining durlng these

next twelve months. Primarily the

expectatlons h^ve been raised by
the change in Administration which
will take place in Washington.

The fndustry is expecting, al-

though it is without any official

assurance, that the new budget

makers and tax counselors will be

more amenable to wiping out or

cutting in half the 20 per cent

Federal tariff imposed on theatre

admissions. Also there is a belief,

but here again no actual basis in

fact exists as yet, that the Fed-

eral Government will take a more
active and protective interest in

the treatment accorded the indus-

try in its dealings with foreign

countries.

For several months theatre-owner
organizations, supported by the

distributor-producer groups, have
been marshaling forces and map-
ping strategy for an all-out cam-
paign against the admissions tax.

The Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations has been collecting

data to Show how the tax has
worked hardship on the industry

and especially the small theatre

owner; Senators and Representa-

tives have been informed of the

theatre men's plight both by indi-

vidual exhibitors and by their state

organizations, and, finally, the pub-
lic will be called on to start a
flood of protests to Washington.

What effect, if any, 4he report

on **Markets After Defense Expan-
sion," issued last week by outgo-

ing Secretary of Commerce Charles

Sawyer, may have on the Republi-

can Administration economists and
the industry's anti-tax drive rests

In the lap of time. The report

estimated that the public funneied

$1,200,000,000 into the nation's mo-
tion picture theatre boxoffices in

1951. If the Government's statis-

tics are reasonably accurate, it

would appear that the movie busi-

ness can go limping along without
worrying too much about its

chances of survival for the imme-
diate future.

wood, acknowledged that previous

to the opening of "Moulin Rouge"
Mr. Ferrer "had appeared before

our group and declared bis com-
plete willingness to actively join

in the anti-Communist program."

Similarly, Mr. Brewer stated, the

group demonstrated to Mr. Hus-
ton's satisfaction how he had been

duped into permitting his name to

becomc linked with "front" or-

ganizations.

"W© are carrying out an educa-

tional program," Mr. Brewer con-

tinued, "and it oftcn takes a good

deal of time and patience to show
people just how they were duped
by commie friends into aupporting

commie causes."

He said that the picketing was
"organized by local people without

letting anybody know what they

were up to" and that the State-

ment by Mr. Willand "was not

supposed to have been released."

He added, however, that the State-

ment "had a good effect by re-

minding those who don't clear

themselves that they are being

kept under surveillancc."

3

r

No Political Taint

The picketing which marked the

opening here on Dec. 23 of "Moulin
Rouge" by a group of nine Ameri-
can Legion members carrying signs

attacking the picture's star, Jos6

Ferrer, aAd director, John Huston,

appears to have been a case where-
In the tail wagged the dog. More-
over, a mix-up in Signals is said

to have been responsible for the

release for publication to The
Los Angeles Times of a subse-

quent Statement quoting Allen B.

Willand, director of the Legion's

Americanism program, that

charged Ferrer and Huston of hav-
ing supported Communist "front"

causes and added "* * * the Amer-
ican Legion expressed disapproval

of the distribution of 'Moulin

Rouge' for American public pa-

tronage until such time as the per-

sonnel connected with it evidence

aincere Cooperation with their

Government * *."

The story behind the story came
to light last week when Roy
Brewer. the Hollywood labor leader

and President of the American
Federation of Labor Film Council,

was asked to confirm if the Or-

ganization had objections to the

picture, which was made in France,

in View of the Legion's statement
implying that the A. F. L. did not
approve of "Moulin Rouge." Mr.
Brewer asserted that whlle the

Union is concerned about produc-
tion abroad which deprives its

members of work in Hollywood, it

had no political objections to

"Moulin Rouge." He said the

Council is actively opposing the
release here of pictures made
abroad by "those who refuse to

declare themselves when called

upon by Congress to answer com-
mie charges." He pointed out that
"The Council clearly stated its

stand on this matter" last August
in calling for legislation to ban
the showing of "Encounter." Then,
he added, "it was wrong to put
a broader implication on the Coun-
cil's Statement than it had."

Mr. Brewer, a leader of the anti-

Communlst movement in Holly-
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Film "Notes

THE STRANGE WORLD OFI
TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

By CAMPBELL DIXON
EVEN if MouLiN Rouge (Carlton) had more faults and fewer

virtues than in fact it has, it would still have been a brave
experiment, deserving sympathy. The setting—Montmartre
in the '90s, when a Century and a whole way of life were
dying with a desperate gaiety
—offers a wonderful oppor-
tunity to writer and director.
The central flgure is süperb.

Toulouse-Lautrec—doesn't the
whole tragedy of a civilisatlon
flnd a Symbol In this stränge
genlus, with his head amld the
immortals of Montparnasse, and
his feet in the Montmartre mud?
To suggest that John Husten has

made the most of his material would
be insincere. He got off on the
wrong foot by bastng his film bio-
graphy of Lautrec on a singularly
trashy novel. Pierre La Mure's
*' Moulin Rouge " has had, I believe,
a big sale in the United States. If
so. tnat is possibly explained by the
author's adolescent preoccupation
with sex (" Her woras fanned in
hot puffs on his neck ") rather than
by tne niceties of his style.

Entcr Wilde
M. La Mure's Wide net catches

every lion in sight, but alas, they
roar like Missouri mice. Here is

peeas (" his eyes cloudin^ and an
dcf gentleness softening his voice"^
eassuring the newcomer :

" You
belong, Lautrec. you belong."

histler (" embedding his monocle
in his socket") passes judgment on a
picture :

" Very much the colour of
hair of my ' Girl in White '."

Zola reads " J'Accuse " to Clem-
enceau; Seurat and Degas pop in
and out: and in a passage I shall

always treasure for the süperb
realism of the beginning and the
lyric ecstasy of the end, we meet
Sebastian Melmoth himself.

•••Henri ol' chap/ slurred
Conder with British formality,
•let me intr'duce my ol' frien*

Oscar Wilde. Marv'lous writer,

and all that sort of thing. Just
breezed in from London. . . / The
effort of introduction exhausted
him. His knees buckled under
him and he collapsed into a chair.
" * Ah, Paris!* exclaimed the new-

comer while easing down his bulk.
'The onlv civilised city in the
World. Two days ago I arrived
worn by the care.s of domesticity

—

a wife and two boys, y'know—the
cackle of London hostesses, the
Chores of business. And already I
begin to revive.' He expanded his
ehest and took a long breath of
smoke-laden air. 'Here, in this
wonderful Paris. I can breathe, I
can think. . . . Ha, Champagne! '

"

Such was Mr. Huston's raw—very
raw—material. The worst has been
slashed ruthlessly, but we still have
a couple of more or less imaginary
love stories.
Perhaps they were essential at the

box-oflBce; perhaps deformity and
ridicule, softened only by contacts
with gigolettes bought and relished
as matter-of-factly as cosrnac. would
not explain to millions the trao:edy
of Lautrec's life. He has to be a
lovelom genius or be uninteresting.

his mare when thirsty in the Bois,
washed his socks in the gutter
outside his house and brought,
rather like the White Knight, a
swarm of bees from tlie country.

Exciting to Look At
Toulouse-Lautrec the artlst Is

drawn faithfully and well. We see
dancers and pleasure-seekers, artists
and sportsmen and harlots, through
his oddly impei-sonal vision; the
whole rafflsh societ6 de minuit is

set down for ever before our eyes,
in all its febrile gaiety and its pro-
found sadness.
So long as he is at work with

brush or pencil Jos6 Ferrer's
Toulouse-Lautrec is the artist as
contemporaries describe him, as his
work reveals him—tolerant, ruth-
lessly honest and quite unsenti-
mental. Only when he passes from
assured artist to tortured lover is
the Portrait unconvincing.
The whole richly luminous produc-

tion is in the handsomest of Tech-
nicolor: Paul Sheriff's Moulin
Rouge scenes are pictorially ex-
citing : the work of the master again
and again reminds us that we are
in the Company of genius. Even if

the acting were poor the film would
still be worth seeing.

In fact much of it is very flne
indeed. Mr. Ferrer, cleverly made
up. suggests Lautrec's dignity and
genius, though hardly the spirit
expressed in his brave and touching
watchword. " La vie est belle."
Suzanne Plön, as his second

inamorata, reveals enormous charm
and talent; and the two-hour story

Jose Ferrer in " Moulin Rouge."

Artist and Aristocrat
This, as I say. may be es.sentlal

in a populär medium like the screen.
What is certain is that in other ways
Mr. Huston shows both sense and
taste. Most Hollywood directors
would almost certäinly have given
US a wild Bohemiari. The film
presents Lautrec as he was—an
ari.stocrat, well-to-do. dre.ssed like
any other gentleman of fashion,
always observing Bohemia but never
of it, tolerant of the fillettes of Mont-
martre not because of any innate
viciousnoss, anv nostalgie de le boue,
but because these tired, unhappv
little creatures accepted his physi-
cal deformity as he accepted their
moral infirmities, without resent-
ment or question.

Perhaps a little more might have
been made of the intellectual cllmate
of his time; and we might. by way of
counterpoint, have seen a little more
of his lather—descendant of Ray-
mond the Crusader—who milked

is studded with delightful " bits "—
Walter Crisham's Valentin-the-Bone-
less, for instance, and Katherine
Kath's La Goulue, drunkenly insist-
ing on past splendours.
Regretfully I musit offer the

opmion that Zsa Zsa Gabor's Jane
Avril is the most elegant and mono-
tonous of bores. Colette Marchand, a
gifted ballerina making her debut as
an actress, plays Lautrec's light-of-
love with impressive savagery, but so
restlessly that she practically insults
him with an entrechat and leaves

ontheflying trapeze.



At the Films

COLOURFUL
By C. A. LEJEUNE

A MAGNIFICENTLY exciting

/% film has come to town. At

2 % the end of the year, 1 feel

convinced, we shall still

be talking about some aspect of

Moulin Rouge, which we saw for

the first time this dry March week
at the Carlton. Technically British;

made in Paris and London by
merican director John Huston,

'with designs for scenery and
costumes by Vertes; with *' Life

"

photographer Eliot Elisofan as special

colour Consultant, and Jos^ Ferrer in

the leading role, " Moulin Rouge '*
is

the work of artists and craftsmen of

many nations, who have combined
their talents without stint in one
bright, burning picture.

There are several reasons why the

makers of films, who are ordinarily
devoted to biographies, should have
been slow in bringing to the screen
a Story about the painter, Toulouse-
Lautrec. It would not seem rcadily
permissible to reproduce the sort of
life this sad man of genius Icd in the
taverns and brothels of Paris, nor easy
to convey, on celluloid, the X-ray
Penetration, the hot excitement of line

and colour, that made his canvases
unique among the paintings of the

turn of the last Century. Further-
more, Toulouse-Lautrec was a cripple.

As the result of an accident in early
youth he grew up with a man's body
on the legs of a child.

When I read that Josd Ferrer was
to play this part with his legs strapped
behind him, and artificial feet attached
to the knee-caps, 1 did not look for-

ward to seeing the picture. 1 am not
cntertained by freaks, and dreaded lest

"Moulin Rouge" should turn out to

be an embarrassing exploitation of
abnormaiity. In this I did a grave
injustice both to actor and director.

Mr. Huston goes against all prece-

dent by delibcrately opening his film

at the top level of excitement. Never,
in my memory, has any picture started
with such a ^torming attack upon the
senses. For the first fiftcen minutes
the screen seems to rock and explode
with the violence of colour, sound
and movement. The scene is the

Moulin Rouge of the 1890s, at the

height of one of its maddest evenings.

The air is bluc with smokc, the dancc-

floor a mill-race of tumbling black

and brown, hot orange and strawberry

pink, followed by the white foam of

the can-can girls. Everyone is noisy

and over-heated, and everyone is

slightly drunk, including the owner of

the band we see sketchmg the dancers

on the table-cloth.

The film never again reaches the

high fever of its opening; nor is it in-

tended to. For the whole point of the

Story of ''Moulin Rouge" is that it

was from such wild and whirling

nights as these that Toulouse-Lautrec
drew his Inspiration. It is the director*s

fancy that these should be the

memories that come crowding back on
the painter as he lies dying in his

father's great chateau.
The work is a frankly fictionalised

biography of Toulouse-Lautrec, al-

though it sticks to the main outline of

his Short and turbulent career, and
clearly marics the contrast between the

serene world into which he was born
and the violent world into which he
chose to penetrate. The story is care-

ful to avoid the more squalid aspects
of his life in Paris, and ennoblcs him,
without historical justification, with
an unsclfish and unquestioning love

for a girl who turns out to be a heart-

less Street trollop. But if " Moulin
Rouge *' gets out of character occa-

sionally, it never gcts out of almo-
sphere and period.

T^HE colour, borrowed from
Lautrec's own palette, is by far

the loveliest and most exciting I

remember seeing in the cinema. The
cutting of the tilm is a little miracle.

In particular, 1 remember a montogc
sequence in which still photographs
of Lautrec's sketches of dancers are

presented with something like si^

frame cutting, so that one g(

illusion of movement in an aj

leg, as we did by flicking throu;

pages of those little books of
''

mated " drawings we amused our-

selves with when we were children.

Most properly in such a story, Mr.
Huston has been at pains to Surround
his hero with a group of the most
exotic and eye-taking women; Colette

Marchand as the insidious trollop

whom Lautrec loves, Suzanne Flon as

the quiet gentlewoman who loves

Lautrec, Zsa-Zsa Gabor as a pretty,

cmpty-headed singer, Katherioc Kath
as the foul-mouthcd high-kicker who
provides the centrepiece for the

famous Moulin Rouge poster. I can*t

help feeling that Josö Ferrer, as

Toulouse-Lautrec, is dwarfed not only
by his legs but by his ladies. His
Performance is brave and sincere,

behind a very real handicap of make-
up (legs, beard, eye-glasses and
bowler). It invites confidcnce both in

the man "and in the artist, but never
quite succeeds in touching the hcart.



Director John Huston at the West Coast premiere of his "Moulin Roupre" with
his Star, Colette Marchand, and the producer*s wife, Mrs. Harold Mirisch.



Technicolor Comes of Age
^Mouliu Rouge' Proves Tliat tlie Camera

Call Reprodiice Extraordiiiary Tones

By OXIS L. GUERNSEYJr.
Twenty-five years from now some historian of the silver

screen may comment as follows: **In the late 1940s and early

1950s the movies were groping for new trick sensations to dramatlza

their product, new three-dimen-^^

sional efifects. It is curious to note

that at the same time, in its twi-

light, the old-fashioned flat talk-

ing picture seemed to be growing
in stature by leaps and bounds.

The Frencli had achieved a bril-

liant combination of pantomime
and panorama for a Visual medium
in the unforgettable "Children of

Paradise." In 1952 the Americans
had reached very close to perfec-

tion of cinema technique in their

Western idiom, in "High Noon."

The reputation of the writer-

director was growing along with

public appreciation of movies as an
art form, and there were vast

strides being made as late as 1953

in 'flat* color phctography."

t6y his last point the historian

will need to look no further than
John Huston's "Moulin Rouge" as

an Illustration of forward motion.

It is a tremendous achievement in

pure Visual mechanics, the out-

standing color film in recent mem-
ory. In addition, Huston is one of

the top writer-directors on the

international roster, a movie-

maker in whom America can take

great pride.

The old Star System still has a

certain value, but more and more
the public is becoming conscious

that it is the writer-director and
not the actor who puts the stamp
of Personality and quality on a pic-

ture. It is the Hustorä. thr'Man-
kiewicz's, the Duviviers and the De
Sicas who explore the possibilities

of the talking pictures and de-

velop them into an art.

Most of their works do very well

at the box Office, even in competi-

tion with TV and with 3-D sensa-

tions. It is ironic that the industry

is going device-happy almost at

the very moment when the talking

"flattie" seems to have established

itself firmly as a true and im-
portant dramatic art form.

As for Huston himself , the word
"sleeper"—denoting a routine little

film which suddenly turns out to

be a smash—was practically coined

for his first Job of direction, "The
Maltese Falcon." Since then he
has justified his early promise

with "Treasure of Sierra Madre,"
"The Asphalt Jungle," "The Red
Badge of Courage" and "The
African Queen." Each of these

films has borne the Huston stamp:

emotional power, character insight

and uncanny knack for Visual

storytelling.

In "Moulin Rouge," now at the

Capitol, Huston may disappoint

those of his fans who expect

maturity in the material as well

as in the style. In his story about

the loves of the French turn-of-

the-century painter Henri de Tou-
(Coniinued on page 3, columji 8)
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'Moulin Rouge'

Vivid in Colors
(Continued from page one)

1

louse-Lautrec, Huston has perhap«
never been so lax in subject matter,
so forgetful of the need to bring
full-bodied characters into a
trenchant Situation. He more than
makes up for this, though, with
one of the most amazing color

displays ever ceen. You may not
believe a word of "Moulin Rouge,"
but be assured that you will never
be able to take your eyes off of it.

The picture was filmed in Paris,

in Technicolor— but a kind of

Technicolor never before imagined.
Reports have it that Huston set

out to make color not just an
embellishment of "Moulin Rouge'*
but an integral part of its subject,

design. mood and emotion. Accord-
ingly, he worked out a new System
of photography, with the help of

color Consultant Eliot Elisofon,

involving fog filters, diffusers and
other paraphernalia. It is also re-

ported that the Technicolor com-
pa;iy first raised strong objections

to the risky use of its product, but
finally became so interested in

Huston's experiments that it made
an extra effort with all its facilitiea

in the developing and printing.

The novelty of "Moulin Rouge's"
color comes from two simultaneous
sources: the "filters and other
gadgets which smooth out and
shade the surface color and the

lighting which gives each object

a Spiritual as well as a physical

tint. Thus, all scenes have the
misty, halftone quality of mem-
ory in subtle tints and mixtures.

But the mist is red during the
revels at the Moulin Rouge and
changes with the lighting to green
as Lautrec sits alone contem-
plating suicide In his apartment.
There are no electric hues in

this production—they are all as
cleverly modulated and blended as
in the very Lautrec paintings
which the film celebrates. Yet the
simplest objects take on the kind
of glowing, essential overtone that~

is to be found in the best still-life

painting. A brandy bottle at

Lautrec's elbow seems to shine
with its own essence; never before

has a mere bottle looked so bottle-

colored in blue and green high-
lights. A wet stone wall is pale
lavender, and there are off-whites

whispering every color in the
spectrum through the whole film.

Creates Many Moods
There are plenty of moods for

color reflection in "Moulin Rouge."
There are the buoyant, tumbling,
dancing revelries in the Mont-
martre cabaret; the somber in-

timacy of the crippled artist's

studio, the arena for abortive love

affairs and vigorous artistic crea-
tion; the panorama of a fox hunt,
and the Suggestion of period ele-

gance ^n street scenes and at an
art exhibit.

It is not necessai*y to dwell here
upon the dramatic shortcomings of

"Moulin Rouge" on the romantic,
simplified treatment of an artist's

life and loves; on the surface
analysis of a cripple's emotional
Problems, or on Jose FeiTer's stiff,

restricted Performance of the
stunted Lautrec. It is true that
they permit a letdown from the
usual Standard of Huston pictures,

but they are half hidden behind a
glorious facade.

"Moulin Rouge" is not the only
film in recent years which has
made successful experiments in

novel color techniques. "American
in Paris" mixed its colors from
sample palettes of noted French
artists, and "The Oreat<^st Show
on Earth" used incandescent light-

ing (weak in comparison with the
usual are lights) and very fast

special Technicolor film for some
marvelous spectacular ellects.

"Moulin Rouge," though, is the
most satisfactory, the most bril-

llantly complete and controlled

departure from the usual candy-
colored show, and it Is in a sense
typical of the creatlve energy pres-
ent In the best of the mode
movies.
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PULLING THE SWITCH
Some Major Cliauges Made in Filming

'Mouliii Rouge' and 'Peter Pan'
y'^' •

By BOSLEY CROWTHER

THERE is. among scriipulous

critics, a natural inclination

to roqucst that movies be

fajrly faithful to tho mate-
rial from which thcy are derived.

A film based upon a classic novel
should be moderately respectful of

that work; a film based upon a
personal history should come close

to the actual facts of life. This is

an ^xpectation in which some stub-

born people persist, despite the

cheerful abandon with which it is

so often scorned.

And yet, every now and then, a

picture comcs along: and com-
pletely upsets the elegant logic of

fidclity upon which are anchoied
the scruples of the pure. Every

1 e«the shots of hini sitting: at an ^dsel

ov scribbling- on the tablecloth. A
sense of a dynamic artist does not.

emerge from the role.

And yet—and here is the kickep

—this fanciful "Moulin Rouge" is

one of the most exciting picturea

we're likely to get this year. It ia

also, beyond any questlon, the most
completely magnificent film for ita

creation of sheer Illustration that

these old eyes have ever seen. For
Mr. Husten, despite the mentioned
weakness in his and Anthony Veil*

ler's Script, has put so much fina

production in it—so much pictorial

artistry—that it creates ita owa
warm emotions and comes bril-

lianüy and meaningfully alive.
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now and then there comes a pic-|

ture which departs by a country Paris by Gaslight

mile from the substance of its ^j^^ wonderful heat and vitality
origmation, yet turns out to be al^^ ^j^^ smoke-heavy Moulin Rouge,
tirst-rate film. And then all the'

sweet and austere reasoning of the

purist becomcs so much fluff and
the vaguely respectful film-makers,
listening to it, go jumping down
the read. Two such upsetting pic-

tures opened here last week. They
are the "Moulin Rouge" of John
Huston and Walt Disney's "Peter
Pan."

Mr. Huston's picture, as every-
one knows, pretends to teil the
tragic story of the French painter

Toulouse-Lautrec, that being a

very pithy story out of the gaudy
book of Paris in its gaslit phase.

It is a story drenched in the ex-

citement of the bohemian cabarets,

the lurid adventures of the night

life and the freedom of the artists'

Studios. There are pathos and
agony in it, because of the physi-

cal deformity of the man and the

consequent twisting of his nature
that led to dissoluteness.

Simplificatioii

But Mr. Huston's picture, which
is now on the CapitoFs screen, does
not give a valid reflection of the
actual Toulouse-Lautrec. It gives

a prim and romanticized picture of

a dwarfed and extremely ugly man
who Sketches lively drawings on
the tablecloths at the Moulin
Rouge, who has a depressing en-
countcr with a venomous gutter
girl and thercaftcr cannot love a
woman because of his cynical dread

the gusto and animal ferocity of

the denizens of the gaudy night,

the dark of the strcets of Paris,

the plush of an artist's studio, the

deep emerald tints in a wine bettle,

the haze of dawn over the Seine—

•

all these varied things and many
others have becn caught by Mr.
Huston in this film. And they have
been caught through as smart a
use of color and as skillful atten-

tion to details of pictorial composi-
tion as this reviewer can recall in

the realm of films.

The fact is that Mr. Huston and
his "color Consultant," Eliot EHso-
fon, have actually composed a mo-
tion picture in terms that a canvaa
painter might employ. Their col-

ors and compositions flow and
fluctuate through the film, with
emotions and patterns of emotions
created by this flow. The charac-
ters are virtually made charactera
by the colors in which they are
bathed—Muriel Smith and Kath-
erine Kath as cabaret dancers, Zsa
Zsa Gabor as a beautiful chanteuse,
Suzanne Flon as a high-class dress

model and Mme. Marchand ag the

slut. The drama of Paris night
life emerges from the tinting of
the human fagades. This is a
most remarkable achievement in a
most remarkable film.

The upset with "Peter Pan" is

different. Here it is simply a case

of being hurt. It is an easy and of Mr. Disney having frankly vio*

obvious simplification of a complcxl^^ted the spirit of J. M. Barrie'a

Personality, drawn out entirelv on Pl^y and yet come off with one of
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a premiso of the amorous frus-

trations of a freak. The pathetic
artist in this picture is something
of a cross bctween Philip Carcy in

"Of Human Bondage" and the
Htmchback of Notre Dame.

Further, the emotional confla-

gration that is supposed to be oc-

curring in this man does not come
through in the acting of a bewhis-
kered and deformed Jose Ferrer.

We are told that he is tormented,
and because a slatternly Colette

Marchand behaves toward him in

a manner that would confuse and
disturb any man, his poker-faced
stoicism is taken as evidencG of

pain. The actor is so adorned with
spinach and so trussed up in a leg-

strapping rig that he has nothing
much left to act with, except his

elegant voice and his eyes. Like-,

wise, the only assurance we have Country," it makes a good, hearty
of a merger of him with art are show on the Roxy's screen.

his famous cartoon features that

is as bright and gay as anything
hc's done. The scrupulous will

surely take exception to the fact

that Mr. Disney has dobauched the
original Barrie whimsey so far aa
bclief in fairics is concerned,

They'il shutter to see how conv«

pletely the Barrie charactera have
been turncd into clearly familiär

Disney characters, how much the

story is played for rollicking farce*

Withal, there is no denying that

Mr. Disney and his boys have
jigged it up with all sortg of fanci-

ful touoches that the unscrupulous

youngsters wJU love. And they

have thrown in the sort of music,

playful and sentimental songs, that

will meet with i*espectful attei-

tion on the juke-boxcs and TV«
Coupled with the True-Life "Bear

"W-, 11
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'Moulin Rouge' a Masterwork
By ALTON COOK.

John Huston has created the
masterwork of his notable career
in "Moulin Rouge," which had a
properly fancy opening at the
Capitol Jast night. For a decade
and more, he has stood among
filmdom's better author-directors
but never before had he come close

to this achievement.
In telling the pathetic and em-

bittered story of the painter Tou-
louse-Lautrec. Huston leaves an
Impression of intimate acquaint-
ance with a whole cra of Paris
artist and night hfe colonies. The
city, as well as Jose Ferrer, has
been used as star of the picture.

An intense, unbroken spell has
been woven over the story of
Toulouse - Lautrec, the crippled,

sardonic dwarf who lived his aloof

,

unhappy life half a Century ago.

He was obsessed that his deform

-

ity eliminated any possibility of
real frlendship or love in his

dreary existence.

Paintins: and Drink.
The first rift in his loneliness

came from a strumpet whom he
had sheltered from the police. His

yearning heart accepted her coun-
terfeit blandishments as the great

passion of his life. Sharp and
agonizing return to reality inevi-

tably awaited him. The girl's In-

terest was merely in wheedling
money to give her real beloved in

the underworld.

Resolutely, he made painting

and drink his only subjects of de-

votion. Around his sensitive na-
ture, he erected a shield so im-
pregnable it harshly drove off the

only warm love that ever had
shone in his direction. He was left

with the pain of two broken
hearts, his own and the girl's.

From an impassive, rigid mask,
Jose Ferrer projects a smouldering
force that overwhelms the audi-

ence. Here was a man determined
to let no one pome close, no one
suspect his emotions. With a
minimum of gesture and move-
ment, Ferrer expresses the tor-

ment and pride of this craggy
soul. His eyes are the main Instru-

ment of expression.

Seethes With Evil.

The physical side of his Per-

formance was equally difficult. To
create the dwarf's stumpy legs,

Ferrer's calves were bound to his
thighs and he walked on his knees,
to which shoes had been fitted.

Colette Marchand seethes with
abandoned evil, avarice and ardor.

The one true response of affection

for the artist is conveyed simply

and sweetly by Suzanne Flon. Sza

Sza Gabor flutters impetuously in

and out of scenes as a feather-
brained flirt. There are lots of
others about whom we will be
talking about for a long time to
come.
Every detail of this film leaves

its inspiring touch on memory.
Color has been used in the tones
that characterized the artist's own
work. Tumbling panoramas of his
paintings and dfawings are a
graphic Short course in the artis-

try of Toulouse-Lautrec. The list

of achievements seems endless.

Dust off the Oscars, you people
out in Hollywood's Academy. Here
comes *'jVloulin Rouge."

TONITEWiÄTr
MATS Jt 2:30 lOMWIlOW. SM I SUM

ü^y>'
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'Moulin Rouge' Opens at Capitol
By WANDA HALE

• • • •

^opened at the Capitol Theatre last<*>while the public becomes absorbed
in its physical beauty and fasci-

nated by the human drama of

Fine pictures have been Coming
at US fast this year, faster than
last year, and among them is

John Huston's super fine "Moulin
Rouge/' starring Jose Ferrer, which

evenmg.
Huston bas every rigbt to be

proud of his newest directorial

work; Ferrer has the same right
to be proud of his authoritative
portrayal of Henri de Toulouse-
Lautrec. The director can sit back
and rejoice at his artistic triumph

the great Impressionist painter,
Lautrec.
Based on Pierre La Mure's book,

the picture captures the spirit of
the rowdy, exciting and cultüral
Paris that Lautrec put on canvas

^for posterity. Paris has never been^Roug
so beautiful on the screen as she^
is in the muted Technicolor photo-
graphy that the picture dresses
her in.

Many, many shots will cast a

spell over audiences and live en-

dearingly in the memory of the

Viewers. Indoor scenes are alive

with vitality and character, greater
than in any picture I have ever
seen. The characters in "Moulin

.»»
e" look as if they have juat

stepped out of Laturec's paintings

that hang in art galleries over the

World—and in a few connoisseur'a
homes.

Lautrec s story is spell binding,
Born a nobleman, he was a victii

of a childhood accident that dwai
his legfs and changed his ouUj
on life. Loneiiness took hii

(Continued an page 77)



'Moulin Rouge'

At the Capitol
(Conthiued frotn page 74)

Paris where he renounced his birth
right am! lived among the poor ar-

tists and poor element of the city.

There he put his colorful com-
panions on canvas, his favorite

»ubjects being tji^ boisterous girls

of the night clubs and bi*othels.

Affected by his deformity, frus-

trated by women who preferred
h'igf handsome men, he gradually
drank himself to death but not be-

fore he gave the worhl a prolific

collection of his great art.

In perfect make-up, Jose Ferrer
plays the «ympathetic character
"with a great compassion for the
lonely man and admiration for the
brilliant painter. He also plays the
artist's father, the aristocrat who
couldn't forgive his son for being
a cripple and a disgrace to the
Tiame, Toulouse-Lautrec. This sec-

; ond Performance is brief but very
«food.

The three outstanding support-

*'Moulin Rouge," a TJnited Ar-
tists Technicolor release, direc-

ted by John Husten. The screen-

play by Anthony Veiller and
John Huston from the nov^l

*'Moulin Rouge," by Pierre La
Mure. Presented at the Capitol

Theatre. Running time: 2 hours,

3 minutes,
THE CAST:

Toulouse-Lau trp<- hiuI ^
fomte «ie Toulouse-Laiitre^-Jour Fri-ror

Marie Chaiiet ^CoUtU- M^nhund
Myrianime Suzaruie Fioii

Jane Avril Zhü Zsa Oiabor
La Goulue Kathniue Kala
Cüuntee» de Toulouse-Lautrer

ClHiule Nolher
Aicha Miiiit'l Smith
Patou
Valentin DesHOKse
MailanK! Loulwt—
Maurice Joyant

—

Zidler

.(eorKCH T^atuieH

.Walter Crisham
Mary Cläre

_Har()l(l Ganket
Lee MontaKue

Coletti Marchand and Jose Fer-

rer in "Moulin Rouge."

ing Players are Colette Marchand,
Suzanne Flon and Zsa Zsa Gaboj,
all representing women who played
a part in shaping the artist's per-
sonal life. Marchand is splendid as
Marie Charlet, the streetwalker
who bestowed her favors on Lau-
trec but reserved her love for »

procurer.
Flon, lovely and conipetent, i«;

seon as Myriammc, the model who
enjoyed the artist's Company and
could häve loved him if he had
permitted it. Gabor, ravishingly

beautiful, portrays Jane Avril, who
was Lautrec's good friend, nothing
more .

Othor roles are taken by capable

character actors and actresses.

**Moulin Rouge" is a United Artists

release.
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THE SCREEN: THREE FILMS

^Monlin Rouge,' Direded by

John Huston, Features Jose

Ferrer at the Capitol

MOULIN ROUGE, screen play by Anthony
Velller aud John Huston. based on tlip novel
by Pierre LaMure: directcd by John Kuston.
A Romulus Films Productlon released here by
United Artists. At the Capitol.

Toulouse-Lautrec and
The Comte de Toulouse-Lautrec Jose Ferrer
Marie Charlet Colettc Marchand
Myiiamme Suzanne Klon
Jane Avril Zsa Zsa Gabor
La Goulue Katherine Kath
Countess de Toulouse-Lautrec Claude NolUer
Aicha Murlei Smith
Patou George Lannes
Valentin Dessosse Walter Crlsham
Madame Loubet Mary Cläre
Maurice Joyant Lee Möntajjue
Zldler Harold Gasket
Sarah JUl Bennet
Dcnlse Maurecn Swanson
Pere Cotelle Jim Gerald
Chocolat Rupert John

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
If the measure of the quality of

a motion picture merely boils

down to hovv much the screen is

crowded with stunning illustra-

tion, then John Huston's "Moulin

Rouge" well qualifies for consid-

eration as one of the most felici-

toiis niovies ever made. For this

fictionalized dramatization of the

checkered life of Toulouse-Lautrec,
the fin-de-sicle French painter,

whom Jos6 Ferrer primly por-

trays, is a bounty of gorgeous
color pictures of the Parisian caf6

World at the century's turn and of

beautifully patterned compositions
conveying sentiments, moods and
atmosphere.
With the help of an army of

artists, which included Ossie Mor-
ris, his camera man; his art direc-

tor, costume designer and a "spe-

cial color Consultant," Eliot

Elisofon, Mr. Huston has brilliant-

ly accomplished what emerges un-

questionably to be the most
vivacious and exciting Illustration

of bohemian Paris ever splashed

upon the screen. From the fairly

intoxicating opening, with dancers

swirling in the smoky haze and
the overcrowded climate of the

wine-colored Moulin Rouge, to the

last poignant sequence wherein
Lautrec sees these same dancers
ghosting through the rooms of his

family's chateau near Albi as he

lies on his painful deathbed, the

exquisiteness of the Illustration is

Superlative and complete.
A color-dazed mind fairly totters

with the riot of Images that re-

oufifh

Jose Ferrer in "Moulin Rouge

the Moulin Rouge and Zsa Zsa
Gabor as the famous chanteuse,

Avril, are vastly colorful, however,

in their roles.

And color, of course. is the big

thing in this film on the Capitol's

screen—color that flows in a crea-

tion that quite o'ershadows the

famous painter' s poster art.



trays, is a bounty of gorgeous
color pictures of the Parlsian caf6
World at the century's tum and of
beautlfully patterned compositions
conveying sentiments, moods and
atmosphere.
With the help of an army of

artists, which included Ossie Mor-
ris, his Camera man; his art direc-
tor, costume designer and a "spe-
cial color Consultant," Eliot
Elisofon, Mr. Huston has brilliant-

ly accomplished what emerges un-
questionably to be the most
vivacious and exciting Illustration

of bohemian Paris ever splaAied
upon the screen. From the fairly

Intoxicating opening, with dancers
swirling in the smoky haze and
the overcrowded climate of the
wine-colored Moulin Rouge, to the
last poignant sequence wherein
Lautrec sees these same dancers
ghosting through the rooms of his

family's chateau near Albi as he
lies on his painful deathbed, the

exquisiteness of the Illustration is

Superlative and complete.
A color-dazed mind fairly totters

with the riot of images that re-

main, floating and whirling through
the memory, after an initial view-
ing of this film. They emerge with
distinct definltion—the can-can
dancers in a foam of pantaloons,
black-stockinged legs pointing sky-
wards and skirts in pastel shades;
a Street of the Latin Quarter at
night with the golden round of a
gas-light faintly dusting Lautrec's
dark and cruelly dwarfed form;
a flower-vendor's cart on a Paris
morning; acrobats under the dorne
of the circus roof; fox-hunters rid-
ing across French meadows; dawn
on a bridge over the Seine.
Mr. Huston has got a motion

picture in which the eyes are
played upon with colors and forms
and compositions in a pattern as
calculated as a musical score. And
the sheer Stimulation is not only
charming but it develops a flow
of emotional response within the
bewitched beholder that is keyed,
indeed, to the plot. For instance,
the color transition from rieh and
ruddy tones and from vivid and
sparkling details in the scenes in
the Moulin Rouge to the soft and
subaued lights and shadows of
Lautrec's studio is more evocative
of feeling than the acting that is
done. And the demoniac Sugges-
tion in the green tone that hovers
around a scene in which Lautrec
prepares to commit suicide is more
depressing than is Mr. Ferrer.
As a matter of fact, the Per-

formance which this talented actor
gives in a story that is highly sen-
timental is pretty much the crea-
tion of a mere facade. His Lautrec
is a gross and grotesque figure,
with his black beard, his priggish
pince-nez, hig thick lips, his burly
body and his pitifully truncated
legs. (Mr. Ferrer has used an in-
genious harness to simulate the
pamter's deformity). And his act-
ing, which ig done very largely
with his bodily poses and his eyes,
does little more, in their limited
employment, than ditto the ab-
surdity and pathos of this facade.
The fault is not his cntirely. Mr.

Huston's and Anthony Veiller's
Script is a not very fluent or plau-
sible re-work of the old "Of Human
Bondage" theme. The sell-üepre-
ciating artist falls in love with a
gutter girl whose harsh but in-
evitable treatment of him makes
it impossible for him to accept un-
selfish love. The lushly romantic
fabrication is not only a simplifica-
tion of the facts of Lautrec's life
but it is in the realm of personal
torment that is all to familiär on
the screen.

However, it must be said that
Colette Marchand does a quick but
excruciating job of revealing the
Sharp, metallic spirit and the help-
less weakensses of the gutter girl.
Less can be said for the handsome
but surface Performance of Suz-
anne Flon as the elegant, idealiz'ed
woman who respectfuUy loves the
little man. Katherine Kath and
Muriel Smith as cafe dancers,
Harold Gasket as the proprietor of

m

miB £.:M
Jose Ferrer in **lVIoulin Rouge"

the Moulin Rouge and Zsa Zsa
Gabor as the famous chanteuse,

Avril, are vastly colorful, however,
in their roles.

And color, of course. is the big
thing in this film on the Capitol's

screen—color that flows in a crea-

tion that quite o'ershadows the

famous painter's poster art.
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Moulin Rouge"
By OXIS L. GUERINSEY JR.

CAPITOL THEATER
A screen play by Anthony Veiller and Johr

Huston. based on the novel by Pierre LaMure
dlrected by Mr. Huston, a Romulus Technl
color productlon released by United Artiüt.

wlth the followlng cast:

Toulouse-Lautrec and
The Comte de Toulouse-Lautrec Jose Ferrer

Marie Charlet Colette Marchand
Myrlamme Suzanne Flou

Jane Avrll Zsa Zsa Gaboi
La Goulue Katherine Kath
Countess de Toulouse-Lautrec. , .Claude NoUler
Aicha Murlel Smith
Patou Georges Lannes
Valentin Dessosse Walter Crisham
Madame Loubet Mary Cläre

Maurice Joyant ...Lee Montague
Chocolat Rupert John
Alcha's Partner Tuttl Lemkow
Drunken Reveler Jean Claudio
Lorette Suzi Euzalne
Maltre D'Hotel Maxlm's M. Ledebur
Maitre D'Hotel (Pre Catalan) M. Tabourno
General Fernand Fabre
Sommeller M. Valerbe
Felix Jean Ozenne
Victor Francis de Wolff

that the more interesting Lautrec

Is hidden behind the cutting.

Symbols and Colors

JOHK HUSTON'S "Mouhn
Rouge" is beautiful to behold

but disappointing to experience.

It is a screen impression of the

life, times and character of the

French painter Henri de Toulouse-
Lautrec, filmed on location in

Paris in a novel kind of Techni-
color which makes every scene a

new and captivating Visual ex-

perience.

In its sprawling panorama of

can-can girls and grand dames,
of low life and white-gloved splen-

dor, there are occasional flashes

of the vigor associated with movies
written and directed by Mr. Hus-
ton. But somehow "Moulin Rouge"
stumbles over the handicaps fac-

Ing many screen biographies of

lamous people; it is more heroic

than human. The stunted Lau-
trec, as played by Jose Ferrer, Is

a Symbol of a cripple with glorious

dreams, and his loves and hates
are also Symbols of real passion.

He lacks the human touch in a
film containing some admirable
cinema work, a film which leaves

one admiring but mostly unmoved.

The Script by Anthony Veiller

and Mr. Huston is based on the

novel "Moulin Rouge" by Pierre

LaMure. Its Chief character is

Xautrec the cripple, not Lautrec
the artist; a man convinced that

Ho woman could love him because
of his short-legged stature. A fiery

blonde witch of the streets pre-
tends to adore him for a time and
then breaks his heart. Later, after

he has become famous, he finds

real affection from another girl

but throws it away by mistake, not
recognizing it as the object of his

longing. This Lautrec is a man of

sensitive pride, not sensitive per-
ception; a noble heart rather than
an understanding one. He seems
a romantic artifice rather than an
artist exploring his turn-of-the-
century Parisian era, and one feels'tional reasons.

"Moulin Rouge" has already

been nominated for this year's

Academy Award; and, indeed, it

is distinguished far beyond most
ordinary movie biographies. The
color is phenomenal; it is smoky,
as though all the sets were filled

with the mlsts of memory, and the

variety and subtlety of shading are

indescribable. This sets the mood
as well as the atmosphere—a wet
stone wall at night glows violet,

and the wrinkles of Lautrec's

white Shirt show green highlights

as he is sitting alone contemplat-
ing suicide. "Moulin Rouge" looks

as though everything, even inani-

mate objects, had two colors: the
color of surface and the color of

significance, always blending to-

gether to form a third tone. Re-
portedly accomplished by new
Photographie techniques developed
by Huston and color Consultant
Eliot Elisofon, it is a magnificent
motion picture achievement.
There is plenty of material for

this process in the "Moulin
Rouge" production. A long open-
ing scene takes place at the Moulin
Rouge itself, where the sportive
drinkers watch La Goulue and the
other dancers, while Lautrec draws
on the table cloth. The artist's

studio is the arena for both crea-
tion and deep suffering, and it is

an untidy place füll of lively

paintings and empty cognac bot-
tles which have never before shone
with such a bottle-green color on
the screen. Many of Huston's
compositions in low dives, on the
streets and in elegant surround-
ings are reminiscent of those in

modern French paintings. Then,
too, there are the photographs of
Lautrec's work, almost animated
in a fast-cut display from his
portfolio.

Individual actors are nearly hid-
den behind the facade of a film
whose very air seems tinted. The
mechanical difficulties of playing
Lautrec prevent Jose Ferrer from
moving around very much, and no
doubt this accounts partly for the
extreme stiffness and reserve with
which he plays the role. Colette
Marchand is explosive as the
streetwalker who pretends to love
him, and Suzanne Flon is the
stately couturier's model who can-
not break down Lautrec's guard
of cynicism. There is an enormous
supporting cast milling about in
period vitality and elegance in
something of the manner of the
historical production of "Children
of Paradise." But "Moulin Rouge"
has no Baptiste, no striking figure
of reality upon which to focus the
attention and the sympathies. It
is a monumental piece of work,
but for technical rather than emo-

Jose Ferrer and Zsa Zsa Gabor

In "Moulin Rouge*'
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Moulin Rouge (United Artists). Bril-

liantly adaptcd froin Pierre La Mure's

fiction-biography, Moulin Rcni^e, this

is a stirring dramatization of the life

of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec—a giant

in the world of art, a misshapen dwarl

in life—who immortalized the gay and

ribald Paris of the eighties.

The picture (not always factnal but

always interesting) unveils the lite ol

this complex genius from Ins aristo-

eratic childhood on his titled father's

estates where he sufFered the crippling

aeeident that made him a freak (he

stood four feet six) to the streets of

Paris where he sought fulfillnient as

an artist and a man.

Scene after scene is packed with

the sights so vividly preserved b\' Lau-

trec's revolutionary posters, centered



The Movies
**You Said liV"

Frenthy 'Moulin Rouge'

Box Office Natural
- By LEE MOKTIMER

In the days when I was considered respectable, the
Times Book Review asked me to name the volumes I enjoyed
most that yeay. One was Pierre LaMure's biographical novel,

**Moulin Rouge," about Toulouse-Lautrec, the French artist.

. This fabulous best-seller Is now
a Technicolor super-duper. It had
its New York premiere last night
at the Capitol, paralyzed with a
Dämon Runyon Cancer Fund
benefit presided over by the
M i r r r's irrepressible Walter
Winchell.

4i * *

IF I HAD NOT READ the
bock, I might not have known
that Lautrec was the genius who
turned lithography into an art.

That Shows the value of populär
fiction. Before his time, litho-

graphs were splodges of ink, now
they are those colorful beer
posters which line our highways.
A childhood illness deformed

Lautrec, scion of an ancient
noble family. He g:rew iip mis-
shai)en, a hideous dwarf, whose
bent and broken fi^ure was
familiär for many years before
the turn of the Century on ze
boulevards and in the ginmills
of Paris.
Though endowed with plenty

of cabbage, his appearance was
so revolting not even the most
hardened cocotte could abide him.
Consequently he lived for months
in resorts which we do not talk
about. While in them he Im-
mortalized the harridens whose
Company he shared and liked,

and the movie hints at this,

which shouJd certainly help the
cash register.

BUT THE ACHIEVEMENT best
remembered are his posters ad-

Win two tickets to Walt
Disney's "Peter Pan," and the
new Ice-Colorama sta^e show,
which opens (oday at the
Koxy. Read the last paragrraph
of "You Said UV on Page 4
for details.

vertising the Moulin Rouge. His
impressions of the can-can as
danced there made that place so
famous that even today it is in
business and is suing the pro-
ducers of this movie. Is that fair?

]>Ieanwhile, his bizarre
posters, emblazoned all over
Paris, transformed some of the
dance hall characters who were
his subjects Into international
Stars. One was Jane Avril, a
part played here by the bubbly
Zsa Zsa Gabor, of the noted
three sisters and mama. She Is

much prettier than the original,
if XAutrec's own impressions
are a criterion.

Despite his evil appearance,
Lautrec had a fiery, French na-
ture. which caused him con-
tinually to fall in love. His ad-
vances were unrequited. The
Story is reminiscent of the central
theme of "Of Human Bondage,'*
only this poor guy had it double
in spades.

« 4* *

COLETTE MARCHAND plays
the streetwalker who gave him
the ozone. Süzanne Flon is

Myriamme, the cultured manne-
kin who befriended him but did
not love him. Both girls are
extremely talented. And when
they brushed him off, he took to

\yy^^^y.*,:•.

{

tbrandy guzzling and it killed him
at the height of his glory.

Perhaps the most memorable
quality of this film is the
manner in which Lautrec's own
off-beat use of color is caught
by the Technicolor camera.
Many of the scenes are actually
a n I m a t e d reproductions of
some of his best known litho-

graphs.
Jose Ferrer plays th^ very

difficult Lautrec part, joerhaps
with distinction, but the ex-
travagant advance overselling by
the noisy and hysterical members
of the cult-like following of
Ferrer and Director John Huston
makes it difficult to judge after
the viewing.

* • •

THIS IS an important picture
any way you look at it, but no
movie could possibly be as great
as the drumbeaters said this
would be. Furthermore, some
who read the book may feel let

down, while the Jaspers in Gopher
Prairie will probably wonder who
in heck Lautrec was.

Yet this is an event they will
tak about for a long time. It is a
box-office natural. I predict it

will make much moolah for all

concemed.

\\
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*'3Ioulin Rougre"

Huston's 'Moulin Rouge' ot Capitol
''Moulin Rouge," at the Capitol, story of the tragic,

artistically productive life of the dwarf-aristocrat, Henri

Toulouse-Lautrec, is very probably the most beautiful pic-

ture ever made. Its Technicolor, engineered by Special

Color Consultant Elisofon, has a salt, frosted quality that

Lautrec prints and posters bril-

b r i n g s the Toulouse - Lautrec
prints and posters brilliantly io

life. Instead of hard color on cel-

luloid, it more closely resembles
the results of printing er vvater-

color on white paper. This is but a umted Artists Reioasp a Romuius pic-

_ g j 1 4.'„r • tuie. Directed by John Huston. Screenolay
One of many deeply SatlSfying by Huston a:.d Anthony Voüler.

ChoiceS made bv director John The Cast: Jose Ferrer. Colette Marchand.ciiuiuej» iiidue uy untCLUi juiiu
«>u^anne Flon. Zsa Zsa Gabor. Katherine

Huston Who here returnS, for thlS Kath. Clande NolUer, Murlel SmIth. George

nVi^f^r-^ar to hie ix/innina Hirpp- Lannes. Walter Crlsham, Mary Clafe. Lee
ODServei, rO niS Winning airec- Montague. Harold Casket. Jlll Bennet.
tOrial WayS. Maureen Swanson, Jim Gerald. Rupert John.

. i_ • r M« ',.\^ '^uttl Lemkow, Eric Pohlman, Christopher
Anyone who IS familiär Wltn Lee and Jean Landler.

the artist's life will wonder \v\\diiY'-mmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmM
the movie does u ith his years

'

,

, . ., ^.t .

spent in Parisian brothels.- It ^^^ and attractive softly wnv
does what it can without running
into censorship. The circum-
stances that drove him into this

jlesperate retreat from sacred
love are fully documenled. The
picture follows him to the door,
opens it, and we see the posed
group of one of his greatest,
most often reproduced pictures.

We do not enter the house
simply because those scenes
must either be distorted beyond
sense and recognition, or eise left

to the already well stimulated
Imagination of the audience.
Retreat to Talent

In any case, the crüx of Toul

ning in her ways to the love

starved artist and then as mean-
ly vindictive as the, gutter rat

she was.

But hers is not the only bril-

liant characterization. The pic-

ture is agog with them. In the

flashing colors and sweeping

lines of the great posters, Jane

Avril and La Goulue are incar-

nate in Performances and cos-
tumes of Zsa Zsa Gabor and
Katherine Kath. Muriel Smith's
Aicha joins with Kath in some
lusty tussling on the dance floor

of the Mill, and the famous Can-

meets the Imjppssible challen|ji&

bt Engltsh öomehow altei:*ed jso

as to suggest the foreign without
becoming foolishly accented into

French. He meets it, and is not
defeated, though no verbal tri-

umph can be scored.

The picture's stated purpose

is to see to it that "he and his

beloved city and his times shall

live again." It succeeds, and in

succeeding also manages to il-

lustrate some portion of the tor-

ment out of which one great

artist's work grew. This is a

film that moves you to pity and
to understanding, and that is

rare indeed in a picture that
succeeds also on the level of peri-

od clothes and customs. Beauti-

ODAY-S N^ FILMS
"PETEE FAN," a Walt Dis-

ney production, distributed by
RKO Radio. An all-animated
Technicolor Version of the
James M. Barrie story, utiltzing

the voices of Bobby DriscoU
as Peter; Kathryn Beäumont
as Wendy; Hans Conried as
Captain Hook, and Eil! Thomp-
son, Heather Angel and Paul
Collins. At the BOXY.
"MY PAL GUS," a 20th

Century-Fox film. Produced by
«::-:ö:

ful beyond compare, vital as the

lower depths it documents in

form and splrit, if not complete
degradation, "Moulin Rouge" is

Stanley Rubin. Directed by
Robert Parrish. Written by
Fay and Michael Kanin. A
romantic comedy conceming a
succ^ssful business man trou-
bled by a money-mind^ ex-
wife and a problem son. The
cast : Richard Widmark, Joanne
Dru, Audrey Totter, George
Winslow, Joan Banks, Regis
Toomey, Ludwig Donath, Ann
Morrison, Lisa Golm. At the
BROOKLYN PARAMOUNT.

this year's first major American
film, a credit to John Huston
and the Paris where it,, was
made.

i'.

ouse-Lautrec's life was the in- Can dancers lift tlteir legs in the

t
Jury, his painfully Short legs
which reduced him to the stature
of a dwarf, and his response to

the humiliation. He retreated in-

to his talent, that of the artist.

He retreated even further when
he had been repulsed in love.

grand kicks that raised so much
hell in the '90's. Suzanne Flon
Sounds a more restrained note of

feminine allure, too late to help
Toulouse-Lautrec, but before all

males beholding the picture be-

come too deeply disillusioned.

and tragedy Struck him when he Of course, Jose Ferrer, the star,

t;hought he had found the one
woman who did not think him
disgusting. As played by Colette
Marchand, this prostitute is a
unique creation, at once repel- lOne may say, though, that he

is so brilliantly made-up to re

semble the artist facially and
physically that it is hard to con-

sider his acting contributions.
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"Moulin Rouge"

MOVli METER.
POOR • FAIR • COOD ' KXCILLSNT

A United Arllsts Release. A Romulus Plc-

ture. Dlrected by John Huston. Screenolay
by Hustun and Anthony Velller.

The Gast: Jose Ferrer, Colette Marchand,
Suzanne Flon. Zsa Zsa Gabor, Katherlne
Kath. Claude Nolller. Murtel Smith, George
Lannes. Walter Crlsham. Mary Cläre. Lee
Montaeue, Harold Gasket. Jill Bennet.
Maurecn Swanson, Jim Gerald, Rupert John.
Tuttl Lemkow, Eric Pohlman, Christopher
Lee and Jean Landler.

^

Huston's 'Moulin Rouge' ot Capitol
'^Moulin Rouge," at the Capitol, story of the tragic,

artistically productive life of the dwarf-aristocrat, Henri

Toulouse-Lautrec, is very probably the most beautiful pic-

ture ever made. Its Technicolor, engineered by Special

Color Consultant Elisofon, has a soft, frosted quality that

bring s the Toulouse-Lautrec

prints and posters brilliantly to

life, Instead of hard color on cel-

lulold, it more closely resembles
the results of printing or water

-

color on white paper. This is but
one of many deeply satisfying

choices made by director John
Huston who here returns, for this

observer, to bis winning direc-

torial ways.
Anyone who is familiär with

the artist's life will wonder what
the movie does with his years
spent in Parisian brothels. It

does what it can without running
into censorship. The circum-
stances that drove him into this

desperate retreat from sacred
love are fully documented. The
picture follows him to the door,

opens it, and we see the posed
group of one of his greatest,

most often reproduced pictures.

We do not enter the house
simply because those scenes
must either be distorted beyond
sense and recognition, or eise left

to the already well stimulated
Imagination of the audience.
Retreat to Talent

In any case, the crux of Toul-
ouse-Lautrec's life was the in-

Jury, his painfuUy Short legs
which reduced him to the stature
of a dwarf, and his response to

the humiliation. He retreated in-

to his talent, that of the artist.

He retreated even further when
he had been repulsed in love,

and tragedy Struck him when he
thought he had found the one
woman who did not think him
disgusting. As played by Colette
Marchand, this prostitute is a
unique creation, at once repel-

meets ihe impossible challeng«©

of English somehow altered so

as to suggest the foreign without
becoming foolishly accented into

French. He meets it, and is not
defeated, though no verbal tri-

umph can be scored.

The picture's stated purpose

is to see to it that "he and his

beloved city and his times shall

live again." It succeeds, and in

succeeding also manages to il-

lustrate some portion of the tor-

ment out of which one great

artist's work grew. This is a

film that moves you to pity and
to understanding, and that is

rare indeed in a picture that

succeeds also on the level of peri-

od clothes and customs. Beauti-

lent and attractive, softly win-
ning in her ways to the love-

starved artist and then as mean-
ly vindictive as the gutter rat

she was.

But hers is not the only bril-

liant characterization. The pic-

ture is agog with them. In the

flashing colors and sweeping

lines of the great posters, Jane

Avril and La Goulue are incar-

nate in Performances and cos-

tumes of Zsa Zsa Gabor and
Katherine Kath. Muriel Smith's
Aicha joins with Kath in some
lusty tussling on the dance floor

of the Mill, and the famous Can-
Can dancers lift their legs in the
grand kicks that raised so much
hell in the '90's. Suzanne Flon
Sounds a more restrained note of

feminine allure, too late to help
Toulouse-Lautrec, but before all

males beholding the picture be-

come too deeply disillusioned.

Of course, Jose Ferrer, the star,

is so brilliantly made-up to re-

semble the artist facially and
physically that it is hard to con-
sider his acting contributions.

One may say, though, that he

ful beyond compare, vital as the
lower depths it documents in
form and spirit, if not complete
degradation, "MouliUi, Rouge" is

this year's first major American
film, a credit to John Huston
and the Paris where it was
made.
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''Moulin Rouge' Breaks Record

At Capitol, Passes 'GWTW
I

Tomorrow "Moulin Rogue** will
break recoras at Uie Capitol, by

\ going one day
over'^Gone With
the Wind." The
John • H u s t o n
production star-

! ring Jose Ferrer
has Started its

I

twelfth w e e k

,

and will remain
,

indefinitely. In 1 .

""
%

^

honor of the rec-
ord event many
guests Stars w-11

j

participate in a
,

's tage celebra- ,„,^^^
tion. HUSTON
A plaque will be presented by

a member of *'GWTW" to a rep-
resentative of "Moulin Rouge."
Every lady who comes to the

theater after 8 p.m. will get
flowers, perfume and recordings.
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Paris Poster: The Beautiful and Bloivzy Women in tJie Movie Life of Toulouse-Lautrec

Six of thc women who play important character roles in "Moulin Rouge," the movie based on the life of thc French painter

Henri Toulouse-Lautrec, which has just been completed abroad by John Huston, with Jose Ferrer in the role of the dwarf artist.

In the article below, Huston describes the unusual talent hunt that found the actresses for these parts. Left to right, Zsa Zsa

Gabor as Jane Avril; Colette Marchand, as Marie Charlet; Claude Nollier, who plays Lautrec's mother, with Ferrer; Katherine

Kath, who plays the famous dancer dancer, La Goulue; Mary Cläre, as Madame Loubet, and Suzanne Flon, as Myriame. Ferrer

wore a pair of special boots that reduced his height from 5 leet 10 inches to 4 feet 8

Unusual Talent Hunt Found the Girls of ^Moulin Rouge
By JOHN HUSTON

(John Huston. one of Hollywood's

top directors, is now making"

"Moulin Rouge," the story of

Toulouse-Lautrec, with Jose Fer-

rerj
PARIS.

Perhaps the most striking dif-

ference between filming a picture

In Hollywood and in Europe is that

of Casting. This is the first problem
to assail the director when the

Script is completed. In Hollywood,

Casting is seldom more complex
than thumbing through a hand-
somely printed directory filled

with familiär names and faces.

Similar and equally attractive

volumes exist in Europe, but to

the American director treading

old World soll prüfessionally for the

first time they are unintelligible.

Names and faces are meaningless

unless they can be connected with

Performances.
There were times in the prepara-

tion of "Moulin Rouge," in Paris

and London, when I thou^t we
wculd bc vactly bettcr cSf if we
took the whole thing back to a big

Hollywood studio, sent the Starlets

to a coach for Instruction in

French accents and signed Odette
Myrtil to play all the character
roles. My confidence in the po>Ä-er

of Jo.se Ferrer to project the huge
artistic mentality, the wit and
poignancy of the dwarfed artist

Henri Toulouse-Lautrec was not

matched by confidence that I

would find the right Players to Sur-

round him—mainly women.

Lady Luck Comes Through

The dilemma suddenly resolved
Itself when I threw the casting

books aside and feil into the Euro-
pean habit of depending on Lady
Luck. For "Moulin Rouge" she
accomplished a bravura Perform-
ance, and the picture is played
superbly.
For the role of Myriame, the

warm, sensitive and intelligent

model who becomes the only whole-

-^
^ ^

Joliii Huston Teils How the Right Ones Luckily Turiied Up^?^

some love in Lautrec's life, I had a

girl in mind I had tested thres

years earlier for "Quo Vadis"—Suz-

anne Flon. On arriving in Europe

I looked her up. Unfortunately, she

was unavailable, so I searched in

other directions, testing actresses

both in France and England and
even inviting an Italian star to test.

None was satisfactory, and I

despaired of ever finding a Myriame
when Miss Flon called excitedly to

say she was free, that if we could

make up our minds right away she

could do the part. Her test was a

mere formality—the next day she

was signed to a contract.

For the Mother Role

combination Garbö-Miriam Hop-ifessional actress. She cursed, re-

kins-Bette Davis. When talents of viled us, smiled, laughed and sang
their enormity occur once in a
decade you wonder how you'U ever

find one within two months in a
Strange country.

I had Seen some 200 actresses,

tested a number ol them and had
considered at lea^t a dozen im-
portant Hollywood Stars when
someone remembered a dancer,

Colette Marchand, who had sat

out a contract at RKO without
ever putting a dancing shoe to

film. She could be seen in Paris in

"Plein Feu," a revue starring
Maurice Chevalier. The moment
Colette danced out onto the stage
I knew we had discovered our

gar's Opera" with Laurence Oliv
ier.

I resisted the natural tempta-
tion to ask her to do the part as
a lark, and wondered about our

in her drunkenncss—the camera.iast major casting problem—the
caught it all. No one knew her
name or where she lived, and a
cafe owner suggested a way of
payment—to leave behind some
money for a warm coat this Win-
ter.

Some weeks later in London we

Count, Lautrec's father. Several
actors had been considered for it.

and a couple of English stars had
even volunteered on the basis of a
guest appearance. To use them,
however, might not have worked
into the schedule, since their

were again on the prowl for a'availability would have had to be

ould act

Being preoccupied with discov^
^^^ ^^^^, ,.

ermg the romantic leads we had^„^^\^ ^^,.^ ,^„^ ^^^ ^„,^ _^
not given much thought, for all its

importance, to the older role of

Lautrec's mother. It was simply a
worry we were postponing when a

message came from Claude Nol-
lier, a French actress in her mid-
twenties who might be compared
in stature and talent to Claudette
Colbert of some years back. She
was inquiring if the picture con-

tained a role for her. Accustomed
to the age complexes of HoUy-
wood's leading ladies, I hesitated

to mention the "mother role." But
when it was blurted out, Mme.
Nollier laughed knowingly, trilled

a charming "of course" iid asked
when she would be needed.
Happy as we were at the pros-

pect of welcoming Claude Nollier

into our Company, we should have
been more excited had a similar

casual inquiry brought us an
actress* to play the difBcult role of
Marie Charlet, the trollop whose
demoralizing effect on Lautrec
drove him to a suicide attempt.
Like it or not, film people fall into
the convenient habit of thinking
of a part in terms of Players.

Marie, in my mind, had become a

much to hope that she

as welL

A Natural Talent

The next day we lesLed her, and
I had the rare plensure of watch-
Ing a natural ac;tiirg taleut come
to life. She played Marie as
though sJie had been rehearsing
the part for weeks. It was extraor-

dinary, and I made certain that a
contract had been drawn up be
fore Colette left the studio. Pre
dictions have the nasty habit of

boomeranging, but I know I am
safe in believing Colette Mar-
chand is headed inevitably for

Stardom.
Zsa-Zsa Gabor belied her repu-

tation as one of the world's most
unusual women by Coming to us in

quite the ordinary way. From the
beginning I wanted her for the
part of Jane Avril, the stunning
Singer and dancer of the Moulin
Rouge who wore her heart on her
sleeve and discarded her men as

casually as she did her jewels.

Zsa - Zsa happily was available
and, as always, was a bright part
of our troupe.

Two other important parts, La
Goulue. the cancan dancer, and
Mme. Lubet, the concierge, were
cast because the actresses who got
them wanted them. Katherine
Kath had been a dancer for many
years and turned to comedy roles

hoping that broader avenues would
be opened to her. She knew the

Moulin Rouge story well and had
done her own research on La
Goulue. She dyed her hair a bril-

liant red and literally danced into

my hotel room in Paris one day.
Like Colette Marchand, her acting
experience had been limited, but
a test proved t^iat she hadn't
wasted her time I in battling for

La Goulue. 1

Mary Cläre, thle great English
actress for whom Noel Coward
wrote "Cavalcade," also had read
the novel and set her heart on
playing Mme, Lubet, the con-
cierge. She wrote two charming if

pointed letters explaining why
she should do Mme. Lubet, and
after meeting her I heartily

agreed.
Problem of Bit Players

Finding bit Players proved ad-
venturous, too. During the Paris

location I had noticed a drunken
woman sprawled at the gate of a
park, an empty bottle of wine
clutched in her band. One night

I had her brought to the Deux
Majots Cafe, where we were
shooting an exterior. She took up
a Position on the sidewalk and
gave a Performance that could

not have been equaled by a pro-

middle-aged woman of easy vir-

tue— a blowsy redhead. In the
studio cafe I saw our character
lurching doggedly to the bar and
made a note to congratulate our
casting director on finding her on
such Short notice. A few moments
later I was introduced to the
woman, who turned out to be one
of the leading Covent Garden
Singers who was at the studio to

do some recordings for "The Beg-

considered. Finally, after various
possibilities had been eliminated.
I remembered an actor we hap-
pened to have around, Jose Ferrer
Joe saw no good reason why he

couldn't play his own father, so if

the next issue of the Academy
casting directory lists him as an
actor 5' 10 Va" who specializes in
characters from 4' 8" to over six

feet, you can chalk it up to the
curious process of casting abroad.
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5 **You photograph actresses by treating them like the

womanyou love—Highlight their best features and keep the

bad ones in the dark. "(Robert L, Surtees)

Vilmos Zsigmond
(above) and

Nestor Alemendros

(right),twoofthis

year's Oscar

nominees for

cinematography, design

the images that appear

on screen.

By SHAUN CONSIDINE

At
tomorrow night's

Academy Awards,
which of the contend-

ers has the greatest

number of lifetime

Oscar nominations —
Laurence Olivier? Ingrid Berg-

man? Ingmar Bergman? Woody
Allen?

Wrong: Robert L. Surtees 's

nomination as Best Cinematogra-

pher, for his work on **Same Time

Shaun Considine is a freelance

writer who specializes in the arts.

,

Next Year," is the 14th in his 70-

film career. If most filmgoers

can't place Mr. Surtees's name, or
those of his four co-nominees (Wil-

liam A. Fraker, Oswald Morris,

Vilmos Zsigmond and Nestor Ale-

mendros), this neglect, we're told,

may soon be amended. For as the

60's brought veneration to certain

auteur-directors, and the 70's

gilded the names of various

screenwriters and composers, on

the eve of the 80's, film chronl-

clers are predicting the imminent
recognition of cinematographers.

These men are not the camera
Operators. Instead, their primary
responsibility is to frame each

shot for the director. In addition,

they create the lighting, control

the color and make the technical

decisions on lenses and type of

film. Cinematographers fre-

quently enhance faces and Per-

formances, and have been known
to convert mediocrity of script

and direction into palatable enter-

tainment; in any event, it is the

Visual choices they help make that

crystalize Imagination into per-

manent celluloid images.
''There is a large Visual genera-

tion growing up out there," says

Mr. Surtees. "They're very inter-

ested in lighting and photography
and equipment. They go to a

movie and not only pick up on the

actors and the story, they also

check out your work And get back

to you. Lord! You thould see the

letters I get. At my age, that's

verygratifying.**

Born in Oklahoma 72 years ago,

Mr. Surtees '*was hooked on
photography" when he received a

Kodak Brownie for his 12th birth-

day. Three years later, his family

moved to Hollywood, next door to

the head cameraman for Univer-

sal. '*He gave me my first job, as

an assistant at $25 a week,'* Mr.
Surtees recalls. '*Later I was sent

to Berlin, to work with the top

cameramen there. Everything I

know I leamed from that period,

from artists like Hai Mohr." In

the mid-40's, he joined M-G-M,
where he won his first Academy
Award for the 1950 film **King

Solomon's Mines"; a second
Oscar came in 1952 for "The Bad
and the Beautiful." As a reigning

M-G-M cinematographer, Mr.
Surtees photographed films that

ranged from musicals ("The
Merry Widow") to Westems
("Ride Vaquero") to biblical

epics("BenHur").
He also got to focus his lenses on

such M-G-M leading ladies as Ava
Gardner, Grace Kelly and Eliza-

beth Taylor. "There's no secret to

photographing actresses," Mr.
Surtees says. "You treat them like

the woman you love — highlight

their best features and keep the
bad ones in the dark.

"

That lesson is still useful today.

As cinematographer on "A Star Is

Born," Mr. Surtees discovered
that Barbra Streisand is "cross-

eyed in one eye, so you have to put
a shadow right near her nose to

minimize that." And for "Same
Time Next Year," says Mr. Sur-

tees, Ellen Burstyn "had to age
from 24 to 48. To make her look the

part, we pulled every trick out of

the bag — soft lights, diffusers,

the old silH stocking over the trick

lens. And it worked."
Sp)ecial lighting also played a

prominent role in the filming of

Warren Beatty*s "Heaven Can
Wait," photographed by William
A. Fraker. "The visuals of a pic-

ture," says Mr. Fraker, "come
primarily from the script. Warren
and I agreed that this film had to

have a marvelous romantic look.

Each character had to have his

own lighting."

After numerous experiments on
Mr. Beatty and Julie Christie, Mr.
Fraker says, the perfect lighting

set-up was found : "We used no dif-

fusion. Because of her character,
Julie's light was softer than Dyan
Cannon's. We put a soft, high light

in front of Julie, and used a hard
backlight; Dyan's key light came
from the side, which made her
look lovely, but gave a dramatic
edge to her scenes.

"

Special lights such as these de-

mand enormous discipline from
the actors. "They have to hit that

key spot every time," Mr. Fraker
says. "They can't wander from it,

physically or mentally. And there

can be no stress on their faces;

they can't stay out late the night
before. If you*re 18, you can beat
yourself to death and bounce
back. Over 30 requires more
care."

Another problem came during
the shooting of the heavenly way-
station scenes. The dry ice and hot

water used to create "fog," the
cinematographer says, "kept de-

pleting the oxygen on the stage, so
we could only shoot for a short

time. ThankfuUy we had the best

fog man in town, the man who
Continued on Page 39



Cinematographers

Continuedfrom Page 19

'.

worked on the original version of our
film, 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan.'

"

Mr. Fraker, who is 54, begain as a

film loader on "The Lone Ranger" TV
series and later spent seven years as

asslstant cameraman and camera
Operator on the **Ozzie and Harriet"

Show. "My first feature film was called

*Games/ *' he says. "Then I photo-

graphed 'The Fox,' 'Bullitt,' *Rose-

mary's Baby' and, last year, 'Looking

for Mr. Goodbar.' Right now I'm doing

Steven Spielberg's new movie, *1941.' "

Oswald Morris, who won in 1968 for

"Oliver," is a nominee this year for his

fifth musical, Sidney Lumet's "The
Wiz." Photographing a musical, the

British-bom cameraman says,

presents a certain challenge: "If

you're shooting a tap dancer er an ath-

letic routine, you must do it in long

shots or füll shots, without any close-

ups of faces. That may seem like com-
mon sense, but you'd be amazed at the

horrendous goofs in musicals of the

pasf. Of course, if the music is good,

you can get away with murder; if it

isn't, you must have more style."

Filming on location in Manhattan
provided very few problems, according

to the cinematographer, except for the

gigantic Emerald City segment, shot at

the World Trade Center. "When Sidney
showed me the location, I balked," Mr.
Morris recalls. "The plaza is enormous
— how could we light it for those night

scenes?" Within 24 hours, he found the

answer: A plastic floor with 27,000

bulbs undemeath, 9,000 each of the

three requisite colors, red, green and
gold. "Well, it worked beautifuUy," he
says. "We shot the entire segment in

four nights, with just one camera."
Mr. Morris's reputation was estab-

lished by the 1952 film **Moulin

Rouge," directed bVNJohn Huston/'We
broke every rule in the txx)k witn that

one," the cinematographer recalls. He
made eight films with Mr. Huston (in-

cluding the cult classic "Beat The
Devil"), and is currently completing
his fourth for Mr. Lumet.
"I like working with people I know,"

he says. "But after this new film, Sid-

ney and I will be parting for a while.

It's much better to go work for someone
eise, then come back and find new vi-

sions to photograph.

"

Vilmos Zsigmond, winner of last

year's cinematography Oscar for

"Close Encounters of the Third Kind,"
is a current nominee for Michael Cimi-

no's "The Deer Hunter." "Michael is a
very courageous artist," Mr. Zsigmond
says. "He truly uses film as a collabo-

ration— he's the leader, but he gives us

all freedom and support. I usually

frame all the shots, but I feel it's impor-

tant that the director sees what I'm

doing. Many can't be bothered, they're

too busy elsewhere. Michael always
looked, which enabled him to move the

actors within the lines I set up."

Filming "The Deer Hunter" over a
seven-month span was a marathon
challenge for Mr. Zsigmond. "Michael
is not a man for compromises," he
says. "We had to shoot in hot steel

mills; to capture the exact color and
energy of the Russian wedding scenes;

to change the season from sununer to

late fall [by defoliating the trees and
spraying the grass brown] ; and, after

filming the hunt scenes 10.000 feet up on
Mount Baker, in the cold and ice, after

that we left for Thailand."

The Company spent three months in

Thailand, which doubled for Vietnam.
The scenes along the River Kwai, ac-

cording to Mr. Zsigmond, "were the

mo8t dangerous. When De Niro and
John Savage had to drop from the heli-

copter into the water, there was little

room in the helicopter, so Michael oper-

ated one camera and I used the other.

To make it even harder. our pilot spoke

very bad English. But perhaps that

helped. Perhaps it gave an aura of con-

fusion and frustration to the scene?"

Mr. Zsigmond and Mr. Cimino will

next collaborate on a period film called

"Heaven's Gate" which, says the cine-

matographer, "is set between 1820 and
1845. So I am going over paintings of

that time, and films already done of

that period. I photographed [Robert

Altman's] *McCabe and Mrs. Miller,'

and I do not want to duplicate that

style. That's too easy.

"

Studying period painting is also es-

sential to Nestor Alemendros, nominee
for Terrence Malick's "Days of Heav-
en." Mr. Alemendros is known pri-

marily for his European films, which

include seven features for Fran^ois

Truffaut, seven for Eric Rehmer and
five for Barbet Schroeder. For Mr.

Rohmer's "The Marquise of O," Mr.
Alemendros was inspired by the light in

Vermeer's paintings; for "Claire's

Knee," he looked for the colors of Gau-
guin, and for Mr. Truffaut 's "The Story

of Adele H.," he studied Victorian and
Impressionist works.

"For 'Days of Heaven* we had a
widespread influence," Mr. Alemen-
dros says. "Terrence and I — and you
must mention his name. he is a Visual

genius, my nomination is his — we
looked at old photographs and dis-

cussed old movies, especially D.W.
Griffith's 'Broken Blossoms' and 'In-

tolerance.'

"

"Days of Heaven" was filmed in Al-

berta, Canada, in an area devoid of

such modern technological signs as

paved roads or TV antennas. "Many
scenes were filmed at the magic hour,"

the cinematographer says, "those won-

derful minutes before the sun sets,

when the light is so beautiful. I prefer

to work with natural lighting. Today's

lenses are fast, and the labs are expert

at pushing films, so why bürden the ac-

tors and the crews with the heat and
clutter of so many lights?"

Mr. Alemendros, who has made 33

films in the past 12 years, never ex-

pected the attention he has received

from "Days of Heaven": "The re-

views, the Oscar nomination, it is a
great honor, no?" As for the Suggestion

voiced by many critics— that the visu-

als in the film dwarf the actors and the

narrative — Mr. Alemendros replies,

"If they don't appreciate what Ter-

rence has done, then they don't know
film. The framing and the Image are

part of the mise-en-sc^e, like Fritz

Lang or von Stemberg — to them the

visuals are the film.

"

Will the 1980's be the decade in which
cinematographers gain wide acclaim?

The consensus among this year's nomi-

nees is that their work will continue to

evolve and mature, both in terms of

recognition— some of them are now by
contract credited in print advertise-

ments and can command salaries rang-

ing from $5,000 to $8,000 per week —
and technical polish.

"Equipment today is the best," says

Mr. Surtees. "Panavision keeps put-

ting their profits back into the Company
to improve their cameras.

"

"Styles are changing," says Mr.

Morris. "New York neo-realism, char-

acterized by shooting in the streets, is

leaving us. The visuals are becoming
softer and more sophisticated.

'

'

"That's true," says Mr. Alemendros.

"I have just finished shooting a film in

New York ["Kramer Versus

Kramer"] with Dustin Hoffman. We
are retuming to a classical look, very

subtle, very sophisticated. Of course, I

hope the audiehces don't say, *0h, what
beautiful photography.' My colleagues

yes, but not the filmgoers. We must
leave some magic to the people —
that's what movies mean, no? '

'
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"On its opening here, this remarkably beautiful

film was appreciated for its looks but dismissed as
simply another backstage period musical.'*

(Vincent Canby)

nuvi VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

Renoir's 'French Cancan' Is

More Than a Pretty Picture

nyone interested in the career of Jean Renoir,
which m^ist include anyone who's interested in

the possibilities of films past, present and fu-

ture, cannot afford to miss the Public Thea-
ter's current revival of his glorious homage to

the music hall, "French Cancan" (1955), last seen here,
as far as I can gather, at the 1969 New York Film Festival.

' The film, including approximately 10 minutes of foot-

age that apparently wasn't in the version released in New
York in 1956, is being shown in a print that recreates, as
far as is technically possible, the brilliant colors that
prompted Fran^ois Vruffaut to describe **French Can-
can" as "an anti-'Mculin Rouge' film.*' Trufüiut meant
that Renoir had used ' 'only pure colors," whil^John Hus-
'tonihad obtained his far softer, more muted colors for
'*Moulin Rouge" by using gelatin filters.
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Can Great Art Be the Stuff of Drama?
By JOHN RUSSELL

/

ontrary to what is often supposed, an artist's pro-

fessional activity is not the stuff of drama. Michel-
angelo tucked up under the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel may well have been a remarkable sight. To
see Jackson Pollock pour paint on canvas, as hap-

pens in Hans Namuth's famous documentary movie, is to un-

derstand him better. But in the case of almost every other art-

ist, from Giotto down to our own day, there was in theatrical

terms no action at all. One man with a sketchbook on his knee
is much like another. Great art is not made with histrionic ges-

tures. It is made slowly and in silence with movements of the

band and arm that are more likely to remind us of a watch-
maker than of an orchestra conductor at grips with Mahler's
Eighth. This is not a procedure that can be acted out.

For this and other reasons I was amazed when I first

heard that Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine were working
on a musical about Georges Seurat and the great painting of

his—now in the Chicago Art Institute— that is called "Sunday
Aftemoon on the Island of the Grande Jatte.**

Like my colleague Frank Rieh, I found a great deal to ad-

mire in the music» the lyrics, the acting

and the ever-inventive spectacle. It was
from the Start an exceptional adventure.
Seurat in life was the most secretive of

men. Even his best friends never got to

meet the woman he lived with. On the

only occasion on which he is believed to

have drawn or painted himself he took
care to do it from the back. His few let-

ters give little away. He seems not to

have kept a diary. His friends have next
to nothing to teil us. For most of his life

he was Mr. Inscrutability. Among the

great European painters, he makes Ver-
meer look visible, and no one can say
more than that. Seurat as protagonist

was a Problem to tax even Mr. Sond-
heim 's ingenuity.

He had from the first an original

plan of action, in that fundamentally it is

the painting, not the painter, that is on
Center stage. Furthermore, there was
nothing uncommunicative about the

painting in question. The "Sunday After-

noon on the Island of the Grande Jatte"
gives out enough Information for an
evening as long as "Götterdämmerung"
and "Strange Interlude" run back to

back. The location is well known — a
long thin sliver of land in the middle of

the Seine in what is now a residential

suburb of Paris. The cast of characters
is big enough for Max Reinhardt in his

heyday, and every one of them is firmly
characterized. All ages, all stations in

mPage 9

But, of course, we do not as a rule

fT l*"®^'
^"' *" "° matter how di-^ a form, on the stage or at the

Jones. We see Imitation art. When
KZ'Z'IJ^^.^J^ ?.« Toulouse-

o— *»ic »-uöLumes were right.
the haircuts were right, the fumiture
was nght. Exteriors and interiors
ahke were looked over and over for
vensimilitude. In fact everythine
was nght except what the movie was
meant to be all about ^ the art ,Rather than show a genuine painting

'

h? i°^''^i^^"^^^' ^^® producerl
'

?i.^ ^n t' - ^" ^"^i^^le confec-
tioner well known to many New York-
ers for his decorations in the Carlyle
Hotel ^ to paint what the audience
expected of Toulouse-Lautrec
They were quite right, too, in so far

as a genuine Lautrec would havemade everythmg eise look ridiculous
Genuine paintings cannot be put on
the stage, because they call for a
completely different kind of atten-
tion They cannot be used in the mov-
les, because they have a Vibration
that simply doesn't come across in a
feature film, any more than a nightin-
gale would come across if it sat in
with the Guamieri Quartet. The first
fact about a great painting is that it is
a cntique and summation of reality
and if everything around it is counter-
teit by definition there is no way for
the outcome to be harmonious

taÜA.
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Set against the background of Paris in the '80'b, a

Paris immortalized by the dwarfed artist Toulouse-

Lautrec, "Moulin Rouge" is the human drama of a

Strange Utile man who stood a grotesque four feet

six inches toll—a giant in the world of art an ugly#

mishapen dwarf in the world of the human hearl.

Opening at the Moulin Rouge, the fabulous coie.

with Lautrec (Jose Ferrer) in one of his favorite moods
—sitting at a table, sketching the Can-Can girls.

Here he meets his friends of the Moulin Rouge —
Sarah (Jill Bennet), the earthy härtender; La Goulue
(Katherine Kath), most famous of the dancers and
Jane Avril (Zsa-Zsa Gabor), the gorgeous singer

whose fickle heort leads her into a succession of

meoningless romances... As on most nights Lautrec

attends the Moulin Rouge, he is begged by the prop-

rietor (Harold Casket), to draw a poster for the cafe.

His reward? Free drinks for a month. Lautrec loughs

away the Suggestion.

The evening spent, Lautrec wanders off down the

cobble-stone streets... A lurcking dnmk, seeing his

diminutive size, pats the artists head "for luck."

Lautrec tums to strike the man with his cone, then

his mind tums back to the days when he was a
heolthy, normal boy — adored by his mother, the

Countess (Claude Nollier) and held in high expecta-

tions by his father (Jose Ferrer), a noble^lan in the

greot tradition, who knew no other life than the

pleccsures of belng a gentleman. A child might easily

have been spoiled in such a sheltered lue but Henri

Toulouse-Lautrec possessed a talent. So the youthiul

years were spent happily sketching and sotirizxng

the things around hixn« Tragedy strikes in the home
of the Lautrecs when Hexui falls. His brittle bones
crack literally into bits, and the doctors reluctontly

coniess the boy will never grow agoin. Lautrec re-

members those still days in bed—only his mother to

console him—an occasional visit from Denise, the

childhood sweetheart who tums from him in disgust

when he proposes marriage.

Back on the street, Lautrec shokes himself into con-

sciousness of the present. He hears the sound of

running heels. Soon a girl Marie Charlet (Colette

Marchant)) a street-walker, comes upon him. Ixnitrec

protects her from plainclothesman Patou, by insisting

Marie has been his companion for the evening. Marie
begs Lautrec to allow her to remain the night with

him, and he consents. At the studio Marie quickly

takes over, revels in the luxury of her first bath in a
"real bathtub" and impersonally asks him obout his

legs. From this there evolves the tempestuous love

offoir between them. Love is hardly the word to de-

scribe the association that Marie constantly debases.
She extracts money from Lautrec. As a result of his

success in the ort world., Lautrec becomes more in-

fotuated with Marie, Everything she does is able to

I

I

I

hurt him. And she presists in just that and at the

same time using her allure to beguile hixn. The hours

away from her, Lautrec spends in drinking. After

one particular night during which Lautrec tries to

please Marie with an evening ot a plush restauront

she leaves him finally. Lautrec battles to forget her

—

finally traces her to the Bon Vivant where he finds

her, an empty wine bottle before her on the table,

her tawny hair unkempt and hanging over her face»

Lautrec begs her to come back to him, but in her
drunken Stupor she teils him the truth — that she had
lived with him simply to support her lover. Lautrec

sees the man, understands Marie is lost to him for-

ever. With her laugh, drunken and raucous ringing in

his ears, Lautrec makes his way out of the cafe.

L'affaire Marie Charlet is over.

And so he now tums to the one place where he
has been happy—the Moulin Rouge. He goes back
to the world of the Can-Can, Zidler, La Goulue, Cho-
colat, the dancer, and Aicha (Muriel Smith), the Al-

gerian dancer—and Jane Avril.

Jane is more beautüul than ever—insincerely warm
in her greetings but so stunning that her real coolness
doesn't matter. Now Lautrec is ready for work and
Zidler's Suggestion that he make a poster for th»
Moulin Rouge falls on more willing eors*

Lautrec begins a collaboration with the noted
lithographer Pere Cotelle (Jim Gerald). Loutrec's

poster of La Goulue, posted on to virtually every^

kiosk in Paris, makes him famous ovemight. And ii

makes the Moulin Rouge. Patou comes to him, asks
him to paint a portrait of his daugliter who is to b&
married. Lautrec agrees and from the policeman he
asks one favor—to buy a pushcart license for Marie
Charlet.

Lautrec's poster brings dozens of Orders to his door
and Joyant (Lee Montague), an artist of Lautrec's
Student days becomes his manager. The Count vio-

lently disapproves, however, but now Lautrec is man
enough to stand up to him, and now the breach be-
tween them is final.

At the Moulin Rouge, filled to capacity every night
Lautrec is the h^ro of the evening.

Arüstically, he has found himself. His genius is for
the Paris of streets, the alleys, the smoke-filled bislros
and the bordellos. With a bottle ever at his side and
drying the paint brushes on his hat, Lautrec paints
with the intensity of a man trying to forget himseli
His work grows in stalure.

Now into his lue, through Jone Avril, he meets
Myriamme Haymen, a model who sees two things in
Ihe little man—one who needs a friend and one who
can give her the things she needs, a road to culture,
money to pay for the trips to theotre, the fine restau-
rants, tJie galleries she longs to visiL

{Continucd on Brich Inside Cover)
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as Toulouse-Lautrec

Like John Iluston, Jose FeiTcr was a Lautrec enthusiast. Also

like Huston he was intimate with the details of the painter's tragic

life and often had pondered the possibility of a play about Lautrec.

VVhen the novel leaped into the best-seller class, it simply paved

the way for the fulfillment of Ferrer's ambition.

Ferrer beat the others to the piinch by obtaining an Option on the

novel, intending to prodnce it on the stage. He had no desire of

appearing in it himself. He hoped to do a share of the writing and

to produce and direct it.

Meantime an Enghsh Company, Romulus Films, had become in-

terested in "Moulin Hoiige" and approached John Huston about

•directing it. He a^reed on condition that one actor play Lautrec —

Jose Ferrer. In offering the part to Ferrer, Huston leamed for the

dBrst time that that actor-producer already owned the property and an

arrangement was worked out arnong the three parties.

With his usnai meticulousness. Ferrer enlar »^ed his knowledge

of Toulouse-Lautrec» b\ considerahle study in advance of the Start of

production. LiVe Hu«<ton and oo-author of the screenplay Anthony

Veiller, he came to some interesting conclus-

ions about the character resulting in a radically

di£Ferent conception of Toulouse-Lautrec than
that contained in the novel.

'Lautrec, as we see him in *Moulin Rouge*,"

says Ferrer, "is the gentleman who was bright,

witty, and charming—more capable of beguil-

ing vvomen than many of the more handsome
and physicaWy perfeot men of his day. This

is how I am trying to play hiim. His infirmity

is an incidentt in the characterization. It does

not create the complete motivation.

"As I see it, Huston has universalized Laut-

rec. His Story and direction seem to possess

the idea that everybody is a cri|:)ple in a sense,

everybody's behaviour is influenced by tlie

consciüusness of some defect in themselves.

Huston sufjiiests this avvareness in Lautrec

thron t^h a varietv of effects, some of them
symbolical."

In playing Lautrec, Ferrer uses hardly any
make-up except a slight thickening of the hps.

The beard is his own, and he grew it in six

weeks. It is trimmed every day. The resembl-

ance betvveen the character and the actor is

startling. On his first appearance as Lautrec

on the streets of Paris, the crowd of onlookers

gasped their surprise, then hurst into applause.

The real difficulty lay in reduoing Ferrer's

height 5' 11" to Lautrec's 4' 6". At first it was
believed he could play it on his knees, but this

created a lurchinij walk that would not have

been authentic. A cripple with Liiutrec's par-

ticular infirmity would have walked painfully

but straiijht.

Finally it was found that Ferrer could cre-

ate the illusion of smallness by bending his

knees in the medium shots and close-ups. And
this is how he plays much of the picture.

Simple as it sounds, it is not easy, particularly

in long scenes. The tendency is to relax the

muscles of the knees one way or the other—

thus altering the height. For all scenes that

Ferrer plays with beut knees a special marker

is placed on the camera to make sure he main-

tains the right height.

For several sequences in the picture he ac-

comiplishes a feat without duplication in mo-
tion picture history. His legs are strapped be-

hind his knees and Ferrer walks on stumps.

Even the late great Lon Chaney offered no
such display of endurance.

Because of the strain on Ferrer, the set was
closed on the days he wore his stumps. Just

a few moments could be photographed at a

time.

For Ferrer, "Moulin Rouge" has been a long

and strenuous assigmnent. He is in virtually

every scene of the picture and until the mu-
sical numbers began shooting, he had not en-

joyed a day oflF for more than two months. Yet

at the end of each day he remained as

bouncy, busy and cheerful as ever.
;•
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Perhaps the most striking of tlie diffcMciices hctween filniing a

picture in Hollywood and in Eiirope, is that ot casting. Possibly

* this is becausc it is tlie first problem to assail tlie director when the

Script is completed. In Ilolhwood casting is seldoni more complex

than thumhing through a handsonieK' printcd directorv fillcd with

familiär names and faces. Similar and eqnalK' attraotive volumes

exist in Eurore, bnt to the American cUrector treadine old uorld soil

professionally for the first time they are as intclligible as "the argu-

ment" in opera Hbretti. Names and faces are meaningless nnless they

can be connected witli perforniances.

There were times in the preparation of "Mouhn Ronge/' filmed

by Ramulus Films in Technicolor in Paris and London, that I thon^ht

we would be vastly better off if \ve took the wholc thino; back to a

big HolKwood studio, sent the Starlets to a coacli Un instruction in

Freneh accents and sigued Odette Myrtil to pla\' all the character

roles. My coniidence in the powers of Jose Ferrer to projc^ct the huge

artistic mentalit\\ tlie'wit and poignancy of tlie dwarfed artist Toul-

ouse-Lautrec was not ui:itehe:l bv confidence that T would find the r

right phners to Surround him—mainl\- wom.en. Tlie diUMuma suddenlv
f

resolved itself when I threw the castiu^ bcoks asidi^ and feil into the

European step of deixMidini:; on Ladv Luck. For "Moulin r»ou"-e" she

accomplished a bra\ ura perfonnance and tlie j^icture, if not;)ing eise,

is jdayed superbK

.

For the role ot Myriamme, the warm, sensitive and intelligent j

model whb becomes the onl\- wholesome lo\e in Lautre c's life, I had

a girl in mind 1 had tested thre(* years earlier lor "Quo X'adis" —
Suzanne Flon. On arriving in Europe T looked her up. l'nfortunately

she was vmavailable, so l searclied in othvv directions, t'^stinfj aet-

resses both in France and England and even in\itin^ an Italian star

to test. Nene was satisfactoiy and I desj^airc-d d v\vv fin:lin^ a
^

Myriaanme when Miss Flon'called excitedly to say she was free, that

if we could make np our minds right awav she could do the part.

Her test was a nicre formality-the next dav sh.e was si^ned to a

contract.

Being preoccnpied with discoxering the ro^nantic leads we had
j

fiot given much thought, for all its importance, to the older role of !

Lautrecs mother. It was simj')ly a worr\' we were postjM)nin<i when a
]

xnessage came from Claud Xollier, a Freneh actrcss in her mid-
j

twenties who might be compared in stature and talent to Claudette
]

Colbert of some years back. She was inquiring if the picture con

tained a role for her. Accustomed to the age complexes of Hollywood's

distaff players, I hesitated to niention the "mother role." But when it

was blurted out, Mme. Nollier laughed knowini'lv, trilled a chamiing:

"of conrse" and asked when she would be needed.

j
Happy as we were at the prospect of welcoming Claude Nollier

into our com]:)any, we should have been excited had a casual inquiry

brought US an actress the match of the requirements of Marie Charlet,

the trollop w^hose demoralizing effect on Lantrec droAc him to a

suicide attempt. Like it or not, film j^eople fall into the convenient

habit of thinking of a part in terms of ]")layers. Marie, in my mind,

liad become a combination Garbo-Miriam Hopkins-Bette l^avis. When
talents of their enormity occur once in a decade you wonder how
vou'll e\er find one witliin two inonths in a strande countrw

I had sccn some 200 actresses, tested a uumber of them and

had eonsidered at least a do/.en imj-)ortaut HolKwood stars when

someone renu»nibered a danetM', Golette Marehaud, who had sat out

a contract at l^KO witliout e\ cm' puttin<j; a danein.:; slioe to film. She

could be Seen in Paris in "Plciu Feu," a re\ ue starring Maurice Che-

x'alier. The moment Collettc* danced out onto tlie stage I knew we
had discovered our Marie. l:ut I cdso knew il was tr.o much to hoj^e

that slie could act as well. The n:^\t dav we tested her, and mine was

tlie rare pl(>asiu-e of watchin<j; a natural aetin^ taliMit come to life.

Slie plaxed Marie as tliougli slu* had been rehearsing the part for

weeks. It was t»xtra()rdinar\-, and I made certain a contract hafl been

drawn u]^ before Colettc» left the studio. Predictions have the nasty

liabit of l)()()nKM-an<:;in'i, but I knew 1 am safe in beliexin^ Colette

Mareliand is heachul inen itabK- for stardom.

I

Zsa-Zsa Gabor belied her reputaticn as ( ne yf the world's most

unusual women by coming to us in cjuite the or linarv way. From the

beginning I wanttnl her for the j)art of [an(» A\ril. the stuiming singer

and dancer of the Moulin Ivou^e who wnvc Ihm- h;\u-t on her sleeve

and discarded her men as easualK- as she did her jewels. Zsa-Zsa

haj^pily was axailable and, as always, was a bricht part of our b'oupe.

Two other important j>arts, La Gouloue, the can-can dancer and

Mme. Lubet, the concierge, were cast because the actresses who got

them wanted them. Katherine Kath had l)eeu a dancer for many

years and turncd to comedy roles h{)]")ini:; that broader avenues would

be opened to her. ghe knew the Moulin Roui^e storv well, had done

her own research on La Gouloue. She dyed her hair a brilliant red

and literallv danced into luv liotel reoni in Paris one dav. Like

Colette Marchand her acting experience had been limited, but a test

proved she hadn't ^vuslted her tiime in »battling for La Goulue. Mary

Cläre, the great English actress for whom Noel Coward wrote "Caval-

cade" also had read the novel and set her heart on playing Mme.

Lubet, the concierge. She wrote two oharming if pointed letters ex-

plaining why she should do Mme. Lubet, and aiter meeting her I

heartily agreed.

Finding bit players proved adventurous too. During the Paris

location I had noticed a dmnken woman sprawled at the gate of a

park, an empty bottle of wine clutched in her band. I had a watch

put on her and one night had her brought to the Cafe Aux Deux

Magots where we were shooting an exterior. She took up a position

on the sidewalk and gave a perfonnance that could not have been

equalled by a professional actress. She cursed, reviled us, smiled,

laughed, and sang in her drunkeness—the camera caught it all. No

one knew her name nor where she lived, and a cafe owner suggested

a way of payment— to leave behind some money for a warm coat this

winter.

Some weeks later in London we were again on tlie prowl for a

middle-aeed woman of easv virtue—a blowsv readhead. In the studio

cafe I saw our character lurching doggedly to the bar and made a

note to congratulate our casting director on finding her on such shoct

»otic^. A few moments later I was introduced to the woman who

tiirned out to be one of the leading Covent Garden singers who was

at the studio to do some recordings for "The Beggar's Opera" with

Laurence Olivier.

I resisted the natural temptation to ask her to do the part as a

lark and wondered about our last major casting probleon, the Count,

Lautrec's father. Several actors had l>een eonsidered for it and a

couple of English stars had even volunteered on the basis of a guest

aj>pearance. To use them, however, might not have worked into the

schedule since their availability would have had to be eonsidered.

Finally after various ix)ssibilities had l)een eliminated I remembered

an actor we hapjx^ned to have around, Jose Ferrer.

Joe saw no good reason why he couldn't play his own father, so

if the next issue of the Academy casting directorv^ lists him as an

actor 5' lO'A" who specializes in cliaracters frcim 4* 8' to over «ix feet,

vou can trace this sinijular talent to the resourcefulness involved in

casting a movie in Eurojx?.

The True

Henri Toulouse-Lautrec

Alth(>ua;h carrxinn; m(n'e or less the same storv lines of the

Pierre La Mure novel 'Nlouhu Kou^e," tlie tra^edv of Toulouse-

Lautrec's dwarfed legs, his unhappy romantic life, and his emergence

as one of the great artists of his dav, the John Hustnn Technicolor

film production of tlie best-seller presents extensive research made

during the picture's preparatory period.

It is true that Lautrec's phvsical misfortune aflected him, as

well it would anyone who, upon rcMc'.iing manliood, found hiniself

fully developcd from the waist up, hopelessly crippled in his hmbs.

But to picture Lautrec as a mui totally imm^rsed in his o\\n tragcdy

is tar from accurate. True, he ne\er experienced the fulfillmcnt of

true lüve and tliis lack of affectioa did drive him to drink. But his

seif pit\' was not all-encompassing. It undoubtedK' a saiied him more

bitterlv in his hours of loneliness t'i \n during the tim?s he deliberatelv

made hiniscll busv with Sv)cial cu'ni^einents and entertainment-seek-

ing.

And there is e\ en some doubt t!iat Lautnc was tlie drunkard he

has been pictured. Some Lautrec authnrities iiisist the artist was that

happy jihenomenon, a good, two-fisted driuker w!u) liked the taste

of alcohol rather than the effect, a mm wlio could hold his own

aj^ainst companv twice his size. The precarious state of his health,

these historians insist, led as mucli to his untimely death at 36 as the

pernod Lautrec consumed.

Personally, Lautrrc is remembered in F;-.mce as a friendly, witty,

gregarious man. Wh'th his first flush of succesj^ as an artist he stepped

out in the world and enjoyed himself. Me had plent\' of money in

liis own right, and this enabled him to count most important people

in France as his intimate friends.

LievitabK his artistrv influenccd people favorabK in his direction.

Jane A\ ril, the Moulin Rouge singer portrayed in the picture by Zsa-

Zsa Gabor, franklv credited her succ^ss to the posters Lautrec drew

of her. They were not always flattering, many showed her as older

than she realK' was, but she was the artist's true, wann friend.

Far from seeking to hide his deformity, Lautrec frequently

caj^jtalized on it, ]")articularly at costume balls which he enjoyed

attending. He liked tiavestA and would appear at the gala affairs

done up as a Japanese dignitarv or a diminutive, self-effacing

aesthetic. When earnival time came around he was always ready to

a]>pear in some outlaudisli costume and ride thiough the streets of

ris on a fioat. Neither he nor Paris eonsidered the spectaele ludicr-

ous.

Lautrec enjoyed being photographed or painted and again chose

to plav a \ ariet\' of parts for the pictures—dressing hiarjself as a clown,

a woman or w hatever suited his whim of tlie moment.

He was extremeK' kind and when, vears after she had fallen

from her pinnacle as a star of the Mouhn Rouge, La Goulue, the

dancer, was reduced to appearing in street shows, Lautrec tried to

come to her rescue. Although he knew her comeback was destined

to fail, he bought material to make curtains for her stagel and ]xunted

them himself. For a time La Goulue was ha]>|n'. People came to

the theatre on the streets - but not to see her, simply to look at the

laterst work of Paris' faxorite artist, Toulouse-Lautrec.
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Colette Marchand
as Marie Charlet

Until she made a test for the role of Marie Charlet, the trollop

in the Hfe of Toulouse-Lautrec, Colette Marchand had never acted

in her life, but she had achieved stardom all over the world as a

rarely gifted and beautiful dancer. She had appeared in the United

States with the Ballet De Paris. Hollywood scouts savv her, and

signed her to a contract. She remained idle for six months, finally

returned disillusioned to France.

She was born in Brittany, the daughter of an industrial engineer.

When nine years old she became a pupil al the Opera Ballet School

under Cekeron. At 16 she was allowed to appear in the Corps de

Ballet at theO}>era.

Serge Lifar noticed the temperament of tlie young dancer and

gave Colette small parts in bis ballets. In shows that she organized

herseif, Colette appeared as prämiere balleriiia. In England, later

Colette became the star of the Metropolitan Ballet.

At nineteen Colette returned to Paris as the star of the Ballet

de Paris, and in 1949 returned lo London and at the Prince's theatre

presented one of her own creations, "L'oeuf a la Qoi\ wliich changed

her career completely. With the Ballet de Paris, Colette travelled to

New York and was c'irislened Les Legs. The unhappy Hollywood

incident followed.

On returning to Paris, Colette turned to the revue and music

halls. It was her appearance in a revue starring Maurice Chevalier,

that she first attracted the attention of John Iliiston, and was signed

to play Marie.

The part, reminiscent in many ways of Bette Davis' Mildred

in "Of Human Bondage," is frankly that of a tart-a hopelessly warped

and tra^ic drl of the strects

Zsa-Zsa Gabor
as Jane Avril

Zsa Zsa Gabor, «^[lar.ioroüs artist, p(ji!ra\s faiiL» A\ril, sin<iin2 stai

of t'ie Moiiliii Ivoui^e. Zsa-Zsa's coiitincntal eharin, b(.'aut\' and abilitv

becoine i'v en more radiant under tlie skilKul dircctorial giiidance of

john lluston.

il

Stizanne Flon

as Myriamme

Suzanne Fion. a srar of the f rencn sta(je ana scrccn, naa aiways

hoped to appear in an En^lish huv^uaize film. Quiet. se-lf-possessed.

leeply absorbed in her art. she is typical of the European artiste. a

waman beut on shapin^j an important career internationallv as well

as in her native countrv. She hones her performance in "Moulin

Rouge" will accomplish this ambition.

We take those huge, gorgeous and sometimes artistic postcrs on

the boardings so much for granted that few of us ever stop to think

o-f when or how tliev were first created.

It was in 1892 that xonng Lautrec designed and printed his,

the first poster, as we know it toda\', Un the famous Parisian dance
hall, the Moulin Rouge. Until that time posters had becn in black

and white lettering on a small sheet and no pictures or colours were
used. The artist, having conceived the idea of a coloured poster,

went to work at a lithographer^s, blending the inks as he did his

paints and stippling the stones (on whicli the inks were laid before

pre?»sing) with little brushes he adapted for the puq-jose. lle fre-

quently arrived at the works at seven in the morning, from a night

in some music hall, still in Ins evening clothes and with his pockets

bristlin<T with liis little bruslics.

All Paris was startled when his poster for the Moulin Rouge first

appeared on the streets of Paris. Nothing like it had ever been seen

before.

The establishment of lithographer Mon. Mourlot celebrates its

lOOth anniversary this \ear and t'ne actual macliine used for the film

from whicch the first poster emerges, was made in 1876 and certainly

is identical to the one Lautrec used.
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Marcel Vertes at work on a portrait of Colette Marchand as Marie Charlet.

Mr. Vertes, a world famoiis painter in liis own right, does the painting in

tJie stijle of Toulouse-Lautrec.

Artists Behiiid The Moiiliii Roii^e

That the colorful world of Toulouse-

Lautrec, the vivid Paris of the Can-Can
era, is recaptured so brilliantly on film

in John Huston's "Moulin Rouge" can

be credited in no small measure to the

talented and nimble hand of Marcel

Vertes, the noted European artist who
designed the film's decor and costumes

and, in the picture, did the aciual paint-

ings for Jose Ferrer.

The Hungarian-born Vertes, who has
lived in Paris for more than two de-

cades and is one of the ablest students

and Interpreters of Toulouse-Lautrec's

work, provided the sketches that es-

toblished the color scheme, the mood
and, in numerous instances, even the

movement for "Moulin Rouge."
Vertes also was party to one of the

most unique displays of artistic sleight-

of-hand ever performed. Although Jose

Ferrer, who portrays Toulouse-Lautrec,

is unquestionably a man of many skills,

including painting, his powers with the

brush ore not sufficient so that he con

Opposite page: Toulouse-Lautrec's orig-

inal poster of Jane AvriU the celebrated

singing star of the Moulin Rouge
portratjed in the film Inj Tssa Zsa

Gabor. AnotJier original poster is

reproduced on hack cover. Both are

suitahle for framing.

improvise a Lautrec reproduction be-

fore a movie camera. Few people can,

in fact, and probably the only person

who would venture to try it is Marcel

Vertes, who can "forge" a Lautrec

painting so expertly that Lautrec him-

self—not to mention ort experts on both

sides of the Atlantic—could hardly teil

the difference.

The artistic legerdemain worked this

way: Ferrer would be scrawling away
at an easel, with his back to the camera.

As the camera moved in for q close-up

of the painting, the hand of the artist

would be Vertes'. In a matter of sec-

onds, with the camera focused on his

hand at work, Vertes would dash off an
amazingly accurate duplication of Laut-

rec's work. Of course, it must be added,

Vertes' fame rests not in this remark-

able ability to reproduce Lautrec, but

rather in his own great talent as a
painter and theatrical designer, some of

whose finest designs resulted in the

colorful decor and costumes of "Moulin
Rouge-"
The unusual Technicolor camera work

in "Moulin Rouge," the achievement of

hues, tints and effects which are truly

startling and which never before have
been seen on the screen, is the end-

product of months and years of experi-

mentation with color photography by
one of the world's leading photograph-
ers, Eliot Elisofon, the Life Magazine

cameraman who sarved as special

color Consultant on "Moulin Rouge."

A 42-year-old New Yorker who has

covered all the major newsfrcnts of the

world and has photographed most of

the leading figures of the past 1 5 years,

Elisofon is an artist of the camera who
has introduced innumerable innova-

tions in the Photographie art. Among
his greatest contributicns to photo-

graphy, undoubtedly, is his work on

"Moulin Rouge."

In a letter to director John Huston

shortly öfter he began working on

"Moulin Rouge," Elisofon wrote: "The

color of the film should be used as in

painting rather than as in postal card

ort. . . The basic principle involved in

the control of color is the use of a suit-

oble filter on the camera lens. Since

the predominant color hue in Lautrec's

paintings is blue to blue-green, the

photographs made with vorious blue

Alters come dosest to the Lautrec feel-
II

mg.
What Elisofon wanted to achieve was

to photograph the vorious sequences
in the picture in colors that closely ap-

proximated the mood of the sequence^
itselt, as well as the paintings on which
Lautrec was working at the time. Ex-

perimenting continually with an assort-

ment of filters, Elisofon finally got ex-

actly the effects for which he was look-

ing. They were put into practice when
"Moulin Rouge" went before the Techni-
color motion picture cameras, under
color cinematographer Ossie Morris'

direction, and the result is an unprece-
dented accomplishment in color movie-
making.

{Continued on Back Inside Cover)

Eliot Elisofon
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With tlie opcning of tlie Moulin Rouge set at Sheperton Studios,

excitement raged throiigli the unit, für the set had been seen at

various stages of its five weeks long construction period biit never

with füll lightiiig . . . Row after row of white elcctric light bulbs

stretclied across the ballroom and wall brackets of the period pro-

duced a dazzling effect that could hardlv have been achieved at the

time of the real Moulin Rouge . . . The set, designed by art director

Paul Sherif, was the largest of its kind ever erected in a European
studio . . . Visitors poured into the studio and for five days they and
500 extras had the extraordinary pleasure of witnessing the filming

of the first musical number for "Moulin Rouije."

The Moulin Rouge week was marked by two off-stage events—

the Moulin Rouge ball in the evening to which were invited press

representatives from all over the world. Numbering more than 150
they were driven to Sheperton Studios in chartered buses. . . . Jose

Ferrer strode onto tlie set, cocked the rifle into the air and from the

catwalk there dropped in a pulley chair one of the carpenters made
up in the Lautrec costume and beard.

The second week on the Moulin Rouge set brought forth two
more exciting features of the Moulin Rouge production—the fabulous

Zsa-Zsa Gabor and the can-can girls. Zsa-Zsa, enehanting in a red

and white reproduction of the gown wom by Jane Avril in Toulouse-

Lautrec's poster, was whistle-bait fram the moiment she stepped onto

the set.

Zsa-Zsa plainly revelled in her first musical routine on the screen.

Grace itself and a marvel of coordinution, Zsa-Zsa astounded everyone

with her newly displayed skill.

The can-can girls came next and as in the days of the quadrüle

no director was needed to stimulate the applause, for the amazing

display of the six marvellously trained girls who had been rehearsing

for weeks under dance director William Chappell. The can-can is

probably the most strcnuaus of dances, and doing it over and over

again for the cainera requires patience and huge physical endurance.

An interesting side-light is that dianks to new color principles

developed for "Moulin Rouge," the can-can girls actually wore their

traditional white, fluffy petticoats. The fact may not interest or even

be noted by filmsioers but to the crowd on the set, the sjirls in their

lovelv white underthin^s and black stockin2;s mi^ht have come ri2;ht

out of the Moulin Rouge itself. One spectator had little opportunity

to See the can-can i^irls. He was Marcel Vertes who desimed their

costumes and acted as production designer for "Mouhn Rouge."

While the can-can ^irls were dancinn;, Mr. Vertes was on another and

silent sound stage drawing their pictures on table cloths that will be

used in the sequence showing Toulouse-Lautrec scratching awtiy with

a tiny pencil on the linen of the Moulin Rouge. The famed Hungarian

artist is capable of copying Lautrec perfectly.

THE ARTISTS BEHIND THE MOULIN ROUGE
(Continued from page 13)

Together with Vertes and Elisofon in the triumver-

ate Ol artists whose contributions to "Moulin Rouge"

were invaluable was Paul Sheriff, the noted de-

signer who served as art directcr. It was Sherifi v/ho

designed the huge set of the Moulin Rouge cabaret

the largest set of its kind ever constructed in a Euro-

pean studio.

Since the Moulin Rouge itself no longer exists in

Paris, it was necessary to duplicate it in a film s'iudio.

This Sheriff did from blueprints of the old cabaret

and from the paintings and sketches made by Tou-

louse-Lautrec himself during the years the Parisian

artist was a nightly visitor to the Moulin Rouge.

Sheriff's set was so large that the cabaret dance-

floor alone measured 100 by 65 feet and held 500

extras portraying Moulin Rouge patrons. It was such

an accurate reproduction of the original Moulin

Rouge that old-timers visiting the set had to rub their

eyes; they thought the Moulin Rouge itself had re-

iixnedo

SYNOPSIS
(Continued from page 3)

And Lautrec, remembering Denise and Marie
Charlet, is careful to keep their arrangement cool

and impersonal. He believes this rovishing beauty
could not possibly love him, and as his own love

grows he becomes more nervous, more jealous, sus-

plcious when she is late.

And Myrianune (Suzanne Flon) knows what
course their relationship has token. She makes her

decision—to marry a desirable man who has long
been an admirer. She sends the news to Lautrec in

a letter.

For him, life is over. There is not even the frenzied

satisfaction for work. He can't handle the liquor as
well as he used to. And at the bar where he drinks

his absinthe night after night the proprietor tries to

get rid of him. The police take him to his studio.

Mme. Loubet and Patou plan to send for his mother
when they crre interrupted by a scream. There is

Lautrec swaying luisteadily at the top of the stair-

case. He clutches frantically at the w^all, misses and
screaming plunges down.

At the chateau the pennant of Toulouse flies from
the mast head, and inside the bedroom Stands a
robed Priest beside the dying Henri Toulouse-Lautrec.

His father Stands besides his bed—with the news.
Lautrec is the first artist to be honored with a coUec-
tion in the Louvre while still alive. The Coimt begs
his sons forjiveness.

Lautrec gives the indication of a smile—tums his

head and there we see the door opening. In dances
Chocolat, followed by La Goulue, Valentine Dess-

ossee, her partner, Aicha—and serenely beoutiful

Jane Avril. She speaks for her friends of the Moulin
Rouge—we had to say goodbye — well see you
later, of course. And now, if youll excuse me, I

must fly.

As she slips from the room, there is a blore of

music as the screen whirls with the excitement of

the Can-Coii girls with their lace petticoats, black
mesh stockings and dozzling jewelled garters, the

Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec.
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ospital Releases

Huston After 22 Days
FALL RIVER, Mass., Aug. 19 (AP)

— John Huston was released from
Charleton Memorial Hospital here to-

day, ending a 22-day stay in the inten-

sive care unit after being stricken

with pneumonia, the hospital said.

Mr. Huston, who celebrated his 81st

birthday while hospitalized, was
taken to Charleton while going to

Newport, R.I., to film a movie, "Mis-
ter North." Mr. Huston co-wrote the

Script for the movie and had an acting
role. That role was assumed by Rob-
ert Mitchum.
The director has long suffered from

emphysema and breathes almost
constantly with the aid of oxygen
from a bottle.

A spokeswoman, Kathy Murry,
reading a Statement from the hospi-

tal, said Mr. Huston was now consid-

ered to be in good condition. She said

he would remain in the Newport area
during filming of "Mister North" and
would receive home care from New-
port Hospital.

"As an oütpatient he will receive
continued oxygen, long-term antibiot-

ics, plus physical and nutritional ther-

apy," she said. "As always, his buoy-
ant spirits and zest for living are as-

sets to his recuperation."



Mitchumsubs
foiVHuston
VETERXN screen star R(

bert Mitchum will replac<

ailing actor-director^|[ohn^us]
ton) in "Mr. North,** currentl;

^'TiTming in Newport, R.I.

Mitchum, whom Huston di-

rected in 1957 in **Heaven|
Knows, Mr. Alison,**- rushed t(

location from Los Angeles]
where he was shooting a televi-

sion mini-series.

The actor rearranged his pro-]

duction schedule to allow him toi

Substitute for the ailing Huston.
Huston was taken to the hospi-

tal on Tuesday following compli-
cations from his chronic em-^
physema.

Mitchum's particpation was
confirmed hy **Mr. North** co-

producer Skip Steloff, who said,

**He was one of a group of major
stellar actors who wanted to
take this job. He was John*s first

love for it.

"At the hospital last night,**

Steloff recalled, **When we told

John of Mitchum*s Coming here,

he breathed a sigh of relief and
Said: That's terrifio.***

Added co-producter Steven
Haft, **John is much improved
but he*s still in the intensive
careunit.**

In recasting the role of a
wealthy Newport patriarch with
Robert Mitchum (rugged star of
•*Night of the Hunter,** "El Dora-
do,'* "That Championship Sea-
son** and television's "The Winds
of War'*), directoi\Banny Hus^

^t^fljsaid he expects no hee<I for
^ Script changes.

*Tm very interested to see
what he does with the part,**

young Huston offered. "But we
won*t need to rewrite. After all,

this is a John Huston Script."

Asked what the first thing was
that he*d say to Mitchum —
whom he*s never met — Huston
smiled and replied "Action."

— Nat Segaloff
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By Rory O'Connor

MR. NORTH
TWo ghosts haunt^anny Huston*sJ
failed Mr. North. The first, of course,
is that of his father. the late and
lamentedVJohn_HustonJwho is listed

as the film's executive producer and
who shares credit for the screenplay
of this adaptation of ^Thornton
AVüdei^whimsical novel Theo-

philus North. Huston päre, who was
also slated to star in this small, self-

contained tale of good and in-

nocence, unfortuantely feil ill two

days into the shooting and never

recovered.

The second spirit is that of the city

of Newport, Rhode Island, circa

1926. It is a gilded, gluttonous, ex-

travagant place in a time of deca-

dence and robber barons. "Newport

Uneven and unsure

is one of the stars of the film," says

Danny Huston. "It's an unreal place,

where mansions are called 'summer
cottages,' and where a rigid society

and beliefSystem can be challenged

by the forces ofhonesty and truth, as

personified by Theophilus North."

Unfortunately for director Huston
and his quiet, unpretentious film,

however, the city of Newport delivers

one of the best pieces of acting

among the ensemble. Oh, Anthony
Edwards is fine in the Dudley Do-

rightish title role, and Harry Dean
Stanton is his usual stellar seif as

Henry, a friendly valet who serves as

Mr. North's connection to the servsmt

class in an Upstairs/Downstairs
subplot. Lauren Bacall and sistenA^^-

[caHustoi)' also take acceptable

stär turns as a former scuUery maid
and beautiful heiress, respectively.

But Robert Mitchum» John
continued on page 6



SCREENING ROOM

continued from page 4

Huston's wooden replacement as the

crusty, incontinent tycoon around
whom the episodic plot revolves, also

appears to have died before the

shooting was completed, and sup-

uneven and unsure.

In sum, I wanted to like Mr.

North . . . it's the sort of Capraesque
film you root for in these Rambo-
ridden days, and twenty-six-year-old

Danny Huston is the sort of fresh

young talent you'd like to see suc-

ceed. This is particularly true when
he's making a personal film infused

Anthony Edwards, Katharine Houghton, and David Warner in Mr. North

port from the likes of David Warner,

Tkmmy Grimes, and Mary Stuart

Masterson is insubstantial at best.

Meanwhile, the screenplay despite

John Huston's practiced band, is

clunky and the dialogue stiff, and
Danny Huston's direction seems

with the memory and spirit of bis

father—and the elegant, romantic

opulence of pre-depression Newport.

But while Danny-Boy has inherited

the style and ambition of his dad, he
hasn't yet demonstrated the same
craft. Maybe next time out . . .
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By Rory O'Connor

MR. NORTH
TVo ghosts haunt{jDanny Huston's

failed Mv. North. The first, of course,

is that of his father, the late and
lamentedyJohn Hustonjwho is listed

as the film's executive producer and
who shares credit for the screenplay

of this adaptation ofl^Thornton
Wilder 'sj whimsical noveT Tfieo^

philus North. Huston p^re, who was

also slated to star in this small, self-

contained tale of good and in-

nocence, unfortuantely feil ill two

days into the shooting and never

recovered.

The second spirit is that of the city

of Newport, Rhode Island, circa

1926. It is a gilded, gluttonous, ex-

travagant place in a time of deca-

dence and robber barons. "Newport

Uneven and unsure

is one of the stars of the film," says

Danny Huston. * *It's an unreal place,

where mansions are called 'summer

cottages,' and where a rigid society

and beliefSystem can be challenged

by the forces ofhonesty and truth, as

personified by Theophilus North."

Unfortunately for director Huston

and his quiet, unpretentious film,

however, the city ofNewport delivers

one of the best pieces of acting

among the ensemble. Oh, Anthony

Edwards is fine in the Dudley Do-

rightish title role, and Harry Dean

Stanton is his usual stellar seif as

Henry, a friendly valet who serves as

Mr. Norths connection to the servant

class in an Upstairs/Downstairs

subplot. Lauren Bacall and sisteiyAn-

itablejelica Huston/ also take acceptal

Star turns as a former scullery maid

and beautiful heiress, respectively.

But Robert Mitchum, John

Huston's wooden replacement as the

crusty, incontinent tycoon around
whom the episodic plot revolves, also

appears to have died before the

shooting was completed, and sup-

uneven and unsure.

In sum, I wanted to like Mr.

North. . it'sthesortofCapraesque

film you root for in these Rambo-
ridden days, and twenty-six-year-old

Danny Huston is the sort of fresh

young talent you'd like to see suc-

ceed. This is particularly true when
he's making a personal film infused

Anthony Edwards, Katharine Houghton, and David Warner in Mr. North

port from the likes of David Warner,

T^mmy Grimes, and Mary Stuart
Masterson is insubstantial at best.

Meanwhile, the screenplay, despite

John Huston's practiced band, is

clunky and the dialogue stiff, and
Danny Huston's direction seems

with the memory and spirit of his

father—and the elegant, romantic

opulence of pre-depression Newport.

But while Danny-Boy has inherited

the style and ambition of his dad, he
hasn't yet demonstrated the same
craft. Maybe next time out . . .
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Lauren Bacall by Kevin R Buckley
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The flavor dubbed "sweet-sourness" by
James Agee persists: at 64, Betty Joan

Perskyfrom Brooklyn remains opinionated

and busy, currently in the midst oftwo new
films—The Affluent North and Appoint-

ment With Death (both due out this

spring)—as well as a public-television

documentary on Bogart.

The Story is well-known. Slim Keith,

then Mrs. Howard Hawks, saw BacalV s
photograph on the cover of Harper s Ba-

zaar, tipped offher director-producer hus-

band, and ''The Look Girr was signed up
with Warner Bros, within the month. Her
first role vi^as in 1944 opposite Bogart in To

Have and Have Not; a year later they were

married and then paired up for her three

best-known films—The Big Sleep, Key
Largo, and Dark Passage

—

with solo side-

steps into How To Marry a MilHonaire,

Designing Woman, and The Shootist,

among two dozen others. Four years after

Bogart' s death in 1957, she married Jason

Robards Jr. , took a turn toward the stage

(winning a 1970 Tony Award for Ap-

plauses, and bared her secrets in the 1979

autobiography Lauren Bacall by Myself.

After a working day on the Bogart proj-

ect, she met us backstage at Channel

13 (WNET) for an update.

KEVIN P. BUCKLEY: Lef s talk about the

documentary that youre working on all

Photograph by Tiziano Magni

da\ today. What is it called?

lAuREN BACALL: Number one, it's

called Bacall On Bogart. Number two, it

will show you some things that you don't

already know. It focuses more on Bogie

the actor than on Bogie the man— al-

though Bogie the man obviously is in-

volved and as I was his wife, I am also, so

there's a personal dement in it, which is

the Understatement of the Century. But I

must teil you there's a lot that people don't

know and at the end of this program there

still will be a lot that you don't know. Our
aim has been to be enlightening, to show
Bogie in a way in which he hasn't been

Seen before, and also to put together a

program in a way that has not been done

before. I was not happy about the pro-

grams that were done in the past. I feel this

one certainly will be head and Shoulders

above those.

KB: How did it come about?

LB: It's something Channel 13 wanted to

do. Tve been approached for years on this.

Tve Said no to it for years. I thought 1

might do a commercial movie about it,

then I realized that Joan Kramer and David

Heeley have been doing these for Channel

13 for years, and they do them so well,

with such high Standards, I feit Bogie

would have approved.

KB: You mentioned the personal involve-

ment. What was the most striking part of

flj?
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Humphrey Bogart, above, lefl to right:

in 1945, reading about bis favorite

Star; receiving a congratulatory kiss

from Bacall for bis African Queen

Oscar, 1951; witb Bacall, sailingon

tbe Santana, tbe Bogarts' 55-foot

yawl, 1946. Bacall and Vice President

Truman, rights warm up tbe keys in

1945 at tbe National Press Club,

Wasbington.

making this documentary—looking back

over those years?

LB: Wamer Bros, had a tremendous im-

pact on me emotionally—much more than

I expected—although Tve gone over the

Story enough, both out loud and to myself.

But I was amazed, not having been to

Warner's since Bogie's death, that the

whole association and talking about him

could have such a tremendous effect on

me. It's quite amazing when you think of

it, really. It's 31 years later and the man
still has power for me. He sure does.

[laughs]

KB: You found that it was present while

you were there?

LB: Absolutely. I could envision every-

thing. Pictures are very, very clear.

KB: Were there objects there that sparked

these memories?

LB: Not particularly. We had to search for

some of them. It was just the place—just

being physically there on the lot where,

after all, I began and where my life was

changed forever. It was just that and all of

the associations— the soundstages at

Wamer Bros.

KB: Did thesefeelings come to you as you

went along with the work, or did you add
them to the documentary? Did you de-

scribe this memory, this sense ofpresence

while doing it?

LB: No, no. That 's reserved for me. An
audience doesn't want to know about that.

This is not a documentary about how I

feel. It's about Bogie and I wanted to keep

it at that. It's not about me or about any-

body eise.

KB: Do you read any of the books about

the old Hollywood—memoirs ofthe times?

LB: Not particularly. It doesn't interest me
a lot to go back into the past. Lm doing

this documentary because of Bogie. Sam,

my youngest son, as you know, is an ac-

tor—he very often wants to know about

certain actors ofthat period, or people that

I might have known. Other than that, I

really don'tdwellon the past. I haveahard

time taking care of the present.

KB: So you're not a nostalgic person?

LB: Well, I am at times, but I have known
actors and actresses and people who have

just lived for that great moment in the sun

that they had once and never had again,

who never had a life beyond that, and I

can't do that. There's too much now that

interests me.

KB: Teil me about thefilms that are Coming

up. Mr. North is set in Newport in 1926.

LB: Yes, that's Coming out this spring, I

think. But Appointment With Death

.

which is set in 1937 in the Holy Land,

Palestine, is Coming out first.

KB: Your character in Appointment With

Death, Lady Westholme, is an ex-Ameri-

can who is now a member of the British

parliament. She's described as quick to

anger, especially if someone does not pay

her the respect she insists that she de-

serves. Did \ou enjo\ plaxing this charac-

ter?

LB: Oh yes. Agatha Christie is great tun.

The cast was good, we got along well, and

Lve never been to Israel before—which I

found fascinating. But the part was not

really about a character, but about the

murder of someone who is seen very

quickly, early on in the film, and other

times hardly at all. It was a good way for

me to Start acting on the screen again,

which is what Lve wanted to do since Lve

been in the theater nonstop for the past

seven years.

KB: In Mr. North you play Mrs. Amelia

Cranston, an inßucnfial member of the

Newport Community who, as I understand

it, in the 1920s rose from being a maid to

the proprietress of a boardinghouse run

exclusively for servants. Did you like this

one?

LB: Oh yes. Of course, I got involved with

it because of John Huston. When I was in

California for the Academy Awards, he

came to the hotel with his son Danny, who
was to direct it, to teil me about the project

and ask if I would be interested in playing

this part. John could have asked me to do

anything short of jumping off the

Brooklyn Bridge and Td have said yes. So
I said yes. Then I didn't hear anything

from them. The last few weeks I was in

Israel I got a phone call saying they were to

Start

—

I think they had had a bit of diffi-

culty raising the money because it's a

small film, based on a Thomton Wilder

Story called 'The Affluent North." Any-

way, they said they were ready to go ahead

and would I do it? And I said, "Sure, what

the hell." I had a few weeks. I went right to

Newport, where I'd never been. Rhode
Island is not my area, you know. It was
quite an experience for me.

KB: What were your preconceptions about

Newport?

LB: Well, I certainly thought it was no

place for anyone who had come from a

working background. Newport, to me,
was always where the races were held.

Where the yachts were. It's all very grand,

but it's not where I would choose to spend

a lot of time. While we were there, John,

who had cowritten the script, became ill.

He had had emphysema for years but he

had a serious attack and had to go to the

hospital and was unable to continue. He
contacted Robert Mitchum, who was ab-

solutely sensational. He arrived imme-
diately, went to work, never said boo to

anything they asked him to do.

KB: I don' t suppose Newport was
Mitchum' s sort ofplace either.

LB: Probably not, and we didn't see him
that much when we weren't shooting. He's

kind of shy actually. All the Huston kids

were there, which was great for me. We
got to know each other much better. I

hadn't known Danny or Tony at all; Ld
known Anjelica and Allegra a little bit. I

was very happy to be able to spend time

with John in a way that I hadn't in a long

time. We had seen one another all through

Bogie 's lifetime, of course, and even after-

wards. He lived in Ireland when I was in

England, but we saw one another. Then,

for a long time, we didn't see one another

at all. He was traveling and when I married

Jason IRobards], we were never in the

same place at the same time. I always feit

he disapproved of my marrying again. I

don't think he ever thouüht I should. The
AFI tribute to him I hosted brought back a

lot of our old feelings. I was very grateful

that I had been able to spend this time with

him.

KB: Dkl his spirit hover over things in

Newport?

LB: Well, we were all very worried about

him. Obviously. He was a man of tremen-

dous quality. My God, that man had real

guts.

KB: Afew days ago Gary Hart said ''all of

US are sinners " Do you agree with him?

LB [sarcastically]: I think it's very pro-

found. [laughs] Lately, he may know
more about that than anybody.

KB: One ofthe best news photographs /' ve

ever seen was of you and Harry Truman.

Youre sitting on a piano, and Truman s

playing it. Teil me the circumstances of

that photo.

LB: That was a stroke of genius on the part

of Charlie Einfeld, who was in Charge of

Wamer Bros.' pubücity at that time—and

a terrific man. To Have and Have Not had

just been released and I had been invited to

the National Press Club in Washington. It

was my first appearance outside of Califor-

nia since the film. Charlie went with me.

We flew to Washington, I think for the

day—just to go to the National Press Club

for lunch. I was Standing on the stage, and

suddenly there came the moment when it

was announced that Vice President Harry

Truman was there and he was going to

come out and play the piano. As he started

to play Charlie said to me, "Get up on the

piano." I was 19 years old and did as I was
told, so I got up on the piano and some-

body took a picture. Also—and this is

typical of the press, if you' 11 pardon my
saying so—when Roosevelt died the press

Started calling me to find out what kind of

man Harry Truman was. I said, ''You don't

think my sitting on the piano while he was

playing would give me a clue as to what

kind of a man he was?" I met him again

after that, of course. He was terrific.

KB: Who are your choices for '88?

LB [laughs]: Well, I wish I could say that I

have one, but I don't.

KB: Why do you suppose Hollywood likes

Hart so much?
LB: I didn't know that it did.

KB: At least Warren Beatty. If s said that

he speaks to Hart twice a day by tele-

phone—that his influence helped put him

back in the race.

LB: Really? No comment. If that's going

to decide our future, no thank you.

KB: Who do you think are the great sinners

of our day?

LB: Ronald Reagan, that's one.
Meese . . .They're all a holier-than-thou

bunch. That's my ideaof sin—people who
really have no regard for humanity and

have ignored our basic Bill of Rights to a

large degree. I hate the way the aged have

been treated. He 's done everything possi-

ble to negate social programs.

KB: Do you agree with Arthur
Schlesinger's view, which I will now
crudely paraphrase, that history is

cyclical and that we^e heading back after

the '80s to a period of more liberalism?

LB: I'd like to think so. God knows, he's

the expert. I guess we'U have to wait and

see. But I hope he's right. D
\M)
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A Bad Taste
•

''Myra Breckinridge" is not a
motion picture. It*s a seHes of
incidents loosely joined together
by flashes of cid movies, faces
and figures of revered stars,

many of whom are dead. In worst
possible taste are excerpts of
poor Marilyn Monroe in various
poses, including the famed cal-

endar shot. Second in bad taste
is Gary Cooper's face leering
down on the vulgarity.
IF THE RUMOR is true, none

can blame Gore Vidal, author of
the book, for asking that bis

name be left out of the credits;

or Shirley Temple complaining
about being a part of this dis-

gusting business.
As for acting, the stars, Mae

West, John Huston, Raquel Welch
and Rex Reed, would have made
a better bridge foursome. I hope
the New York City Sanitation
Department doesn't pull a strike

while "Myra Breckinridge" is in

town. Wanda Haie.

**Myra Breckinridge," a 20th
Century-Fox release in Pana-
vision and DeLuxe Color. Pro-
duced by Robert Fryer and
directed by Michael Sarne from
a screenplay by Same and
David Giler based on the novel
by Gare Vidal. Presented at

the Criterion and the Loew's
Tower East Theaters. Running
time: 1 hour, 35 minutes. MPAA
Tating X (under 17 not admit-
ted).

THE CAST:
Letki« Mae West
Bock Loner.
AAyra
Young Man.

lohn Huston
.Raquel Welch

Rex Reed
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'Breckinridge' and 'Dolls' Opening This Week

John Huston plays Bück Loner, director of a Hollywood acting school, Raquel Welch
has title role of . man who undergoes a sex change in ''Myra Breckinridge/' Mae West
Is the theatrical agent speciallzing In muscular males in screen adaptation of Gore

'VidaFg book, opening Wednesday at Criterion and Loew's Tower East. Dolly Read,
Marcia McBroom and Cynthia Myers are the head doUs in "Beyond the Valley of tlM
Dolls," Russ Meyer film due Thursday at Penthouse and Cinema Rendezvous.
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of the camera like this, I wish it were

he who had died and Agee we still had

with US.

Myra was directed by Michael Same,

the young Englishman who did Joanna.

That film was a blob of Med sickness,

füll of blatant cinematic opportunism,

but at least it had the courage of its

insincerity. Myra isn't even good op-

portunism.

Myra Breckenridge

And Other Disasters

Here is a short list of current films

that, for various reasons, may sound

amusing but aren't.

Mx/ra Breckenridge (2oth Century-

Fox). Thousands of people thought

Gore Vidal's novel more entertaining

than I did, but it did have a consistent

airy impertinence. The film looks like

an abandoned battlefield after a lot

of studio forces tussled and nobody

won. The story, for one thing, is in-

decipherable. If you don't know the

book, you'll be confused; and if you

do know the book, you'll be confused

about vvhy they couldn't at least teil

the story clearly. The story of Myron-

Myra (that hyphen represents a scalpel

stroke), adrift in modern Hollywood

and in love with its past, has been re-

duced to a series of salacious scenes,

disconnected and with no conclusion.

The best jokes are the inserted clips

from thirties movies - Shirley Temple,

Laurel and Hardy, etc. - which are used

as comment somewhat in the manner

of the late Lew Lehr.

Raquel Welch, the Myra, would

please any pasha but is a bore out of

bed - particularly on the screen. Rex

Reed, the Journalist, makes his film

debut as Myron. For months Reed has

been saying with ostentatious candor

that the picture is terrible; I haven't

heard him say that he is terrible.

Mae West returns to the screen as

a man-hungry agent. At y8 her figure

and style are still pretty much in con-

trol; at yS her lickerish jokes are a

bit gruesome. John Huston plays the

head of a Hollywood acting school and

continues his long process of degra-

dation. Almost every time I see a new
film directed by Huston (he didn't

direct this one) I find some small con-

solation in the fact that James Agee

died prematurely and couldn't see the

collapse of this man whom he valued

highly. When Huston cavorts in front



West Meets East At 'Myra' Bow

'*Come
time*' . .

up and See me some-
and they certainly did.

As if starved for a little old-

style Hollywood glamor to sift

through the air pollution, thou-
sands of screaming New Yorkers
(estimates ranged from 2,000 to

10,000) blocked the Times Square
area last Tuesday night (23),

crashed through barricades, broke
Store Windows near the Criterion
Theatre and sent <wo policemen
to the hospital—all for a glimpse
of a lady who hadn't appeared on
the screen in 27 years.
The occasion was the premiere

of 20th-Fox's miich-awaited "Myra
Breckinridge." The event, of

course, was Mae West. The pre-
miere parody in "Singin' in the
Kain" paled in comparison.
That more injuries didn't take

By AODISOX VERRILL

place is a tribute to New York*s
finest, out in force for the open-
ing, and the wiles of 20th staffers

who somehow managed to bring
the whole thing off with nary an
observable hitch.

What was most remarkable,
aside from evidence that Miss
West is a bigger public draw than
practically any contemporary star,

was the unabashed enthusiasm and
almost hokey curiosity of the pre-

miere audience, usually immune
to the attraction of celebs, who
rose en masse, stood on their seats

and cheered as La West finally

made her way down the Criterion
aisle to her place. Many an in-

dustry vet was hard put to remem-
ber anything quite like the atten-

tion focused on the queen of the
sexual put-on.

'^^u^vWjpc "^QihÄAX^ }mJJ^ \ ^\.^'10

For weeks, 20th had been pro-
tecting tickets as if they were
stock options, passing over many
from the usually-invited "warm
body" lists and even then unable
to seat everyone comfortably. Any
hostility that 20th might have gen-
erated by their no screening-tight
ticket policy was swept away in

the general good nature of those
in attendance and the fact that
Company execs wisely ordered the
Screening to start while Miss West
was still being ogled by the crowd.
The famous West-Raquel Welch

feud (miles of Publicity from that)

resulted in published reports that

1. Miss Welch would not be on
band for the preem and 2. that

20th was attempting to juggle both
ladies into believing she would be

(Continued on oase 22)



Mae West
Continued from pagt Ifi

the last to show. Mist West
copped the latter honor handily.

Miss Welch, whose arrival «park-
ed some of the Window smashing,
was miffed with 20th execs who
whisked her into the theatre
quickly, partly to calm the crowds,
partly to get the show on the road
and partly to avoid Miss West
whose arrival was imminent.
"Why the hell do you think they*ve
been waiting outside for so long?"
she snapped to a 20th staffer who
was too polite to mention that
Mae West might have had lome-
thing to do with it. As it was,
Miss Welch bolted out a aide door
once the film was over. Miss West
lingered, trailing admirers all the
way.
For many years a reigning Sym-

bol for the homosexual Community,
Mae West got the royal treatment
from the gay set, heavily repre-
sented at the barricades and inside

the house. The more flamboyant
of the predominantly older gay
boys won applause from the
crowds outside as they entered in

peacock finery. Coming during
New York's Gay Activists week,
Miss Westes appearance couldn*t
have been more timely.

Femme celebs inside paying tri-

bute ran the gamut from ultra-chic

Kay Thompson to wild and wooly
Janis Joplin. Miss Joplin was ac-

companied by another figure from
the rock pantheon, Johnny Winter,
whose long, white-blonde locks
caused balcony sitters to applaud,
thinking he was Miss West.

Writer Rex Reed, who made his

**acting'* debut in "Myra" and who
has been slamming the film pub-
lically for some months, finally

saw it that afternoon after re-

questing and getting t private

Screening at the 20th homeoffice.
He viewed it alone and apparently
did not recover In time to make
the premiere.
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'Myra Brecilinricige' Now
At Criterion, Tower East
By ARCHER WINSTEN
The plcture they said could

never be made, "Myra Breck-

inridge," has arrived at the

Criterion and Tower East
theaters in a condition that

fails to give the lie to that

Statement. It's not what Gore
Vidal wrote in hls scabrous-

ly sensational book. The wit

has been rlgorously excised.

This leaves you with several

carcasses In varying stages

of disintegration and rot.

Myra herseif, as portrayed

by Raquel Welch Is in prime

condition, US AI.

Mae West, a white, glisten-

ing waxwork of herseif in

the 30's, whlch was itself the

memory of an earlier Mae, is

remarkable as Letitia. You
hear echoes of the Mae of

yesteryear, and there's her

shrug-saunter, her leer sneer

of invitation, her nasal twang
that plucks the chords of

passionate memory. The
ghost of Publicity triumphs
past rise and flaunt them-

selves. The populace rises to

the mouldy bait, again ar-

rayed in finery of wedding
cake purity.

John H u s 1 n , the Bück
Loner of the novel, brings a
spirit of roustabout rough-

housing to the heavily bagged
eyes denoting a life richly

misspent.

Rex Reed, the DImple,
proves that his talents are

not without a boundary. He
can't act. All he can do Is not

be embarrassed no matter
what happens to him in

public. ^

There Is one young man
whose Chores in this picture

would seem to give him a
bad Start towards m y t h i c

Stardom and godhead. Rusty
(Roger Herren) will rise

again just as soon as any-

one can forget what happens
to him here. He has the ^^

torso, the innocence, the

presence.

As for the plcture as a
w^ole, they've circused it, in-

viting each star to stand and
deliver, and somehow they
manage to keep the audience
in a long state of shock an-

ticipation that finally fizzled

out with the climactic sadism
wrought upon poor Rusty by
pitiless Myra.

Shortly after this the pic-

ture ended, and you realized

it seemed as long as a füll-

Scale epic with Intermission,

though in aotuality it ran
only 95 m l n u t e s . What I

mean to say is that "Myra
Breckinridge" has missed the

boat by about one year. Last
year, before the sex films

Started j^owlng absolutely

everything, It could have

4%Myra Breckinridge"
A 20th Century-Fox release. Pro-

duced by Robert Fryer. Directed by
AAaictiael Sarne. Screenplay by Sarne
and David Gller Novel by Gore Vi-
dal. Gast: Mae West, John Huston,
Raquel Welch, Rex Reed, Farrah
Fawcett, Roger C. Carmel, Roger
Herren, George Fürth, Calvin Lock-
hart, Jim Backus, John Carradine,
Andy Devlne, Robert Lieb, Sklp Ward,
Kathleen Freeman, B. S. Pully, Bück
Kartalian and Monty Landis. 95
minutes.

m o u n t e d some degree of
shock. Now the build-up and
foreplay, sufficiently tedious
in exposition, have the added
onus of fraud when a modest
climax (comparatively)
makes you think you've been
taken.

The moviemanic overlay of
old Clips provides relief from
what would otherwise be the
most over-exploited film of
the year. The millions who
read the book are bound to
be disappointed. Those who
didn't read it will still won-
der what all the excitement
was about. They've made a

picture an rjght, but otjt yu?
Vidal "Myra Breckinridge."

The toll of producer Robert
Fryer, directoir Michael Sarne

1n.^J

aml .co-wrItSBPiSMWm
David Giler has made of Vi-

dal's psychopathia a curiosa
whlch is not really pleasing.



Mae West, 76, Still Finding New Generations of Fans
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By HOWARD
Ask the woman a question,

you get an answer. For in-

Ätance, are those rocks real?

"You betcha," said Mae
West, spreading her dainty
hands. On three fingers of
eaoh glittered four huge dia-

mond rings, two sets on dou-
ble duty. The actress smiled.

*The hippies—the young peo-
ple—are wearing 'em iike this

now. I Started it, years ago."
The venerable Miss West,

who turns 77 in August,
looked years younger, on her
first Visit to New York in 14
years. A swirl of platinum
haiT cascaded to the Shoul-
ders of her pink and white
pants suit. encasing a füll but
disciplined figure. Her com-
plexion was a healthy, paler
pink, her voice low-spoken.

Miss West was relaxing in

her flower-filled hotel suite,

following her tumultuous re-

ception at "Myra Breckin-
ridge" the previous evening.
Pacing her shortly was a
large news Conference at the
Americana Hotel.

"All those young faces in
that mob last night," she
mused. "So friendly. They're
my television fans. No, I

don*t know that they're being
ruined by all this permissive-
ness, this nudity and what-
have-you. Somebody's push-
ing it, but it's the times."
She chuckled. "I think ifs

all right, but not on the
streets—not on the sidewalk.
My pictures compared to the
ones now were never smutty
or dirty. What I did was
make fun of sex lightly."

It was time to depart for
the Americana. Miss West,
who is a small woman, rose,

tried on a sweater and Sub-
stituted a Chiffon scarf.

"No, they'll want to see
these," she said, indicating

the rings. She took the arm
of her strapping bodyguard,
a quiet, courteous man named

THOMPSON
Paul Novak, and moved to-

ward the elevator in shart,

careful steps. She edged for-

ward, smiling, through a

crowd of young people in

front of the hotel and settled

in a limousine.

"What these young people
sense about my pictures is

quality, the importance of a

good plot and dialogue, and
of course I wrote my own.
Believe me, the play's the

thing. I'm not too sure about
*Myra Breckenridge' because
they didn't use enough of me
or my material until the
budget had been run up high."

"Was I shocked by any of

it? Well, ril teil yöu one
thing

—

I never would have
played Myra."
A stray shaft of sunlight in

front of Tiffany's turned the
rings to silver fire and cued
in the golden days at Para-

mount.
"She Done Hirn Wrong,"

she acknowledged, is her
favorite. "Yes, and Tm go-
ing to do a color remake for
20th Century-Fox. But I also

liked *Every Day*s a Holiday*
and *rm No Angel* and 'Klon-

dike Annie.*

"In that last one, when I

disguised myself as a mis-
sionary, I got letters saying
I was too good. And from
that came my crack: *When
I'm good, I'm very good, and
when I'm bad, I'm better."

Miss West glanced out the
Window.

"I love this city,'* she re-

flected. "It's overbuilt, but
that's not so bad, is it?" she
added drolly. "Tomorrow I'm
going out to Bushwick—we
lived next door to Mayor
[John] Hylan—to see what's
left of the old place."

She has completed a new
"Diamond Lil" Script (the

original play for "She Done
Him Wrong") and she is work-

'Myra Breckinridie'
There is something funda- The Cast

.mentally wrong with an en- „,,, breckenridge, 6,„cm by
tertamment package—call It Michael Same; screenplay by Mr.

"Myra Breckinridge" or Sarne »"d David Ciler, based on the
, ''^ ... *=*., , , novel by Gort Vidal; director of pho-

-Whatever you Wnl—that has tography, Richard Moore; music $u-

:the luscious Raquel Welch Sf»n'''J^«^"n.ii?"l"'^??^i^^'"^^'
'^*^'

, ^ ^^. ,^ ... man; produced by Roberr Fryer; re-

Struttmg around mannishly, leased by Twentieth Century-Fox. At

wearing dresses Iike a uni- oLV'Innni JJ'^Ifl: ?7°mirLc'^ nl^- ^. .... .... Street. Running t^me: 97 minutes. (The
viOrm. Worse still, a million- Motion Picture Association of Ameri-

.•dollar doli named Map Wp-^t ^*'* P''o«*uction Code and Rating Ad-

. aoiidf Qüii ndmea mae vvesi
ministration dass'^ies this film: 'X-

ambles m for a few scenes, no one undr 17 idmitted.")

^including one song, and gen- Lptida Mae west

eraily cools it on tne siae- Myr« Raquei weich

lineS. You"9 ^»" Rex Rced
• _, ., .^, ^.-. Rusty Rog<>r Herrren

Furthermore, Wlth pontlfl- Mary Ann Farrah Fawcett

cal triumph. the picture final- °c'.Jrl'U„ ü.
'
.; . ""'SWr^'V™*!

ly offers as Its hlghllght an Irving Amadeus Calvin Lockhart

explicitly suggestive sconp
where Mi.ss Welch straps a "^v^. "^t read the book, in-

muscular lad to a table and cluding this viewer, may
vigorously and mannishly de- wonder—and kecp wondering
files him. And with this prim —what's it all about, Myra?
grotesquerie, reportedly fmm What we see is the story of

the Gore Vidal novel, "Myra a comely young woman,
Breckenridge" collapsos liko transformed from a young
a tired. smirking elophant man (in the Operation pro-

with no place to go. logue), who arrives in Holly-
^ A great many people who wood to attain "power over

The New York Tim« (by Carl T. Gossett Jr.)

Mae West telling about rings she was wearing yesterday

ing on a diet-health book, to

be titled "Health, Love and
Sex." She has also prepared
a scenario entitled "The
Drag," which she called a

drama with comedy over-

tones.

Inside the hotel, the actress

sauntered to a microphone,
band on hip, smiling to the
large room crowded with re-

porters. The questions be-

gan.

Why had she stayed away
from the screen so long? "Too
busy writing, appearing in

plays, making recordings, ap-

pearing with my muscleman
nightclub act." She intro-

duced Mr. Novak as an alum-
nus.
What did she think of the

Women's Liberation Move-
ment? "I'm for it."

Did she miss W. C. Fields?

"No."
Her favorite leading man?

"Gary Grant."
How could she possibly

profess to love her home
town, having been jailed

years ago for a play called

"Sex"?
"Well, I'll teil you. I went

to jail for 10 days for it on
principle. I didn't have to. It

was a political thing. I wrote
two magazine stories and I

was treated Iike a society
figure. The warden took me
driving every night." She
smiled broadly.

"A lot of my fans were
there."

Unveiled on Screen
both sexes and therefore over
life itself."

Rather astonishingly, the
picture Starts strongly, daz-
zlingly and hilariously in a
flow or rieh color imagery
and filthy language from
what must surely be the
gamest cast of the season.

But rot soon sets in. The
most intriguing thing about
the picture in the continual,

rhythmical juxtapcsition of

fleeting clips from other

movies that supply most of

the filth and what little wit

the movie has.

And as if to match the un-

reality of the format, the

cast, undcr the direction of

Michael Same, plays it in

various degrees of stylizption

approaching caricature. Miss
Welch coarsens her jaw and
purrs in a monotone. John
Huston, the director, in one
of his acting ventures, brays

hoarsely as the transformed

heroine's lascivious old uncle,

who runs an equally lascivi-

ous acting school, a reposi-

tory of Hollywood misfits.

And shadowing Miss Welch
throughout the picture, as
her invisible alter ego and
the young man she finally re-

verts back to in the cop-out
ending, is the writer, Rex
Reed, a slight youth with a
speculative expression and a
languid drawl.

All of them, and the film

itself, serve as a curtain

raiser for the appearance of

Miss West, who has finally

been done wrong by getting
shorf- shrift. And playing a
man-hungry talent ajzent,

she sweeps in regally, sump-
tuously gowned and coiffed,

and intoning a few amusing
lines. Most of them you'll

never hear on the late show—or the early one, for that
matter.

Howard Thompson.
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'Is "terrylyn"

a dirty word that Tm

supposed to know?'

CONTINUED

movie the way a professional actor might stand

out in Myra Brcckinrulife. Sarne, doingevery-

thinga man could do to look dignified in an un-

dershirt, sat snarling at the emissaries who
scurried back and tbrth between him and Miss

Welch until the issue wasresolved. Miss Welch
wore the dress with a rüffle that my simple, un-

trained eye took to be white until someone ex-

plained that it was an exquisitely pale shade

of blue. ''What does^/k'knowabout it?" Sarne

Said later. ''She's got no visual education. Wit-

ness the way she dresses."

On the set of Myra Brcckinricli^c, amateur

bitchiness is so common that Rex Reed, the

only professional present, seems somewhat re-

moved from it, like a tournament bridge play-

er having trouble keeping his mind on a game
with the neighbors. It is true that Reed was

quoted by Hollywood Columnist Joyce Ha-
ber as saying that Sarne looks like **a wolf

with rabies," but by the Standards of discourse

on the Myra Brcckinrid^c set that was not a

particularly unfriendly thing to say. Fryer's

most representative comment about Sarne in

the sarne piece was "God, I hate him." Giler,

who probably wrote more of the Script than

anyone eise but has been asked by Sarne to

stay away from the set, reserves the most prom-

inent area of his office bulletin board for New
Yorker Movie Critic Pauline Kael's dissection

of Sarne's only previous feature-length film,

Joanna. (/*His facile, splashy, rotten style

makes a shallow, romantic director like Claude

LeLouch seem positively austere.")

Just about everybody involved except Sarne

wanted the film to be done as a comedy played

fairly straight— if that word can possibly be ap-

plied to Myra Breckinricli^c. Sarne is shooting

it as what he usually refers to as a fantasy.

What Sarne calls fantasy Fryercalls *M964 An-
tonioni," Giler calls ''Women's Magazine Pi-

randello" and Miss Welch sums up with un-

characteristic pith as '*a festival of freaks."

Gore Vidal, upon whose novel the film is

based, wrote a Script that was rejected. The
present Script, according to most of the com-
batants, is basically Giler's Script being sys-

tematically destroyed by Sarne, but parts of it

were identified to me as ''something left over

from Gore's Script."

All of the Stars havc had something to say

about the script except John Huston, who, for

the threc weeks required to shoot his part,

somehow managed to put in a day's work ev-

ery day without becoming involved in his sur-

roundings

—

like a piano player in a whore-

house. Mae West, having changed the part of

Letitia from an agent to a singing star and

agent ('M don't think my audience would ac-

cept me just as an agent"), submitted eight

nonnegotiable script demands. They included

the instructions that Letitia cannot, as the plot

requires her to, know that Rusty Godowsky,
her final partner, was the boyfriend of an in-

nocent girl named Mary Ann, since ''Mae

West never takes a man away from anothcr

woman." Miss West also writes some of her

ii'j*w'»sss»R!;*rt«

own lines, although her answer to questions

about whether she believes in fidelity to the

novel is **to teil you the truth, I never got

through it." The high point of Giler's dis-

cussion of the script with Mae West and her

agent came when he suggested the possibility

that Letitia Van Allen might have known Bück

Loner in the old days when he was making

western movies. ''There was a long, uncom-
fortable silence," Giler recalls. "Then she

turned to me and said, M never play a char-

acter who is over 26.'
"

R aquel Welch is not the type of girl who
is likely to be left as the only sex symbol on

the set without literary involvement. At some
point, Miss Welch and/or her advisers must

have decided that she should be presented as

not just a sex goddess but an intelligent sex

goddess—not just shrewd but thoughtfui and

intellectual. She talked to me about illusion

and reality and about her interpretation of

Myra (*'Myra takes all of this quite seriously;

she is superfluous to how stränge it is'') and

about how diflFicult it is for a serious actress to

play the role broadly enough to stand out

among the freak festival (''most actresses are

flamboyant, superfluous"). In her own memo
on the Script, Miss Welch suggested that Myra
begin the film's big rape scene wearing a go-

rilla costume—a piece of fantasy that even

Sarne would never have thought of—and end

it in "a wild frenzy dance, symbolic of the or-

giasticproportionsMyra isexperiencingat this

time." The memo also includes a caveat on

the matter oftaste: "We must be cognizant of

the fact that today's audiences have already

Seen Curious Yellowdwd Sister Geori^e^nd they

are going into this film hoping to see some-

thing outrageous, which will satisfy them with-

out being vulgär."

The argument about who should write the

Script seems to have been settled finally by a

Hollywood compromise of not having it writ-

ten at all—as if someone decided that what

was needed was merely a series of words that

are considered either dirty or up-to-date, col-

lected in no particular order. During one scene

1 watched, Myra described her latc husband

—actually her pre-operation seif—as a homo-
sexual who was ostensibly a "terrylyn-hosed

chick-baller from Last Fifty-Seventh Street."

Several takes had been done before I workcd
up the nerve to turn to the script girl and ask,

"Is 'terrylyn' a dirty word l'm supposed to

know?"
"It's like saying 'nylon,' " she explained, as

if to a child.

k.«.

Coddling his nephew-turned-niece on

his lap, Uncle Bück (John Huston)

covetously considers the inheritance

check that Myra holds in her hand.

Mae West sometimes seemed to be a vic-

tim of the new freedom, the master of the dou-

ble entendre stuck in a movie that specializes

in a rather crude version of the single. The stu-

dio press agents make it clear that Mae West
is getting the top billing ("That's right," she

says, "and top money too"). She is present-

ed as a national institution, rather like hav-

ing Dwight D. Eisenhower on the set. There

is constant talk of how coolly she delivers

her lines, how remarkably young she looks,

and how she is the last of the Great Troup-

ers. In fact, she appears somewhat nervous

on the set, as if she might be more com-
fortable looking her age, or at least some spe-

cific age. She walks carefully, as if Coming
down too hard on her right foot might cause

her left ear to crack off and tinkle to the

floor. After watching her first scene for a

while, I was tempted to go up and say, "What's

a National Institution like you doing in a

place like this?" But then, toward the end of

the scene, Letitia Van Allen started to walk

out of the room under the escort of two hulk-

ing young men, and Bück Loner asked if

they were identical twins. "Yeah," she said,

"and l'm the only one who knows the dif-

ference." Then she sashayed away, the way
that only someone with top billing and top

money can sashay.

When the shooting had ended, the studio

press agent got Miss West to pose for still pic-

tures with the roses Raquel Welch had given

her. Pictures were also taken ofM iss West with

a collection of the male Bück Loner Academy
students who wear Letitia Van Allen sweat-

shirts, and with a succession of people who
smilcd at the camera the way tourists in Lon-

don once smiled at the camera while Standing

next to one of the palace guards. When a tall

man was beckoned over by the photographer

for his turn, someone told me it was Allen

Drury, the author. Allen Drury! "Why is she

getting her picture taken with Allen Drury?" I

asked the press agent.

"Oh, he's a friend of the producer's," the

press agent said.

"But what does that have to do with get-

ting his picture taken with Mae West?" I asked.

I had forgotten how manycounty com mission-

er candidates must have posed with Dwight

D. Eisenhower.

The press agent looked at me silently. I be-

gan to wonder if she knew that I was the same

person who didn't know what terrylyn was.
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Mae West, 76, Still Finding New Generations of Fans
By HOWARD

Ask the woman a question,
you get an answer. For in-

•tance, are those rocks real?

*'You betcha/* said Mae
West, spreading her dainty
hands. On three fingers of
eaoh glittered four huge dia-

mond rings, two sets on dou-
ble duty. The actress smiled.
"The hippies—the young peo-
ple—are wearing *em like this

now. I Started it, years ago."
The venerable Miss West,

who turns 77 in August,
looked years younger, on her
first Visit to New York in 14
years. A swirl of platinum
hair cascaded to the Shoul-
ders of her pink and white
pants suit, encasing a füll but
disciplined figure. Her com-
plexion was a healthy, paler
pink, her voice low-spoken.

Miss West was relaxing in

her flower-filled hotel suite,

following her tumultuous re-

ception at "Myra Breckin-
ridge" the previous evening.
Pacing her shortly was a
large news Conference at the
Americana Hotel.

"All those young faces in
that mob last night," she
mused. "So friendly. They're
my television fans. No, I

don*t know that they're being
ruined by all this permissive-
ness, this nudity and what-
have-you. Somebody's push-
ing it, but it's the times."

She chuckled. "I think ifs
all right, but not on the
streets—not on the sidewalk.
My pictures compared to the
ones now were never smutty
OT dirty. What I did was
make fun of sex lightly."

It was time to depart for
the Americana. Miss West,
who is a smaJl woman, rose,

tried on a sweater and sub-
stituted a chiffon scarf.

"No, they'U want to see
these," she said, indicating
the rings. She took the arm
of her strapping bodyguard,
a quiet, courteous man named

THOMPSON
Paul Novak, and moved to-

ward the elevator in short,

careful steps. She edged for-

ward, smiling, through a

crowd of young people in

front of the hotel and settled

in a limousine.

"What these young people
sense about my pictures is

quality, the importance of a

good plot and dialogue, and
of course I wrote my own.
Believe me, the play's the

thing. I'm not too sure about
*Myra Breckenridge' because
they didn't use enough of me
or my material until the

budget had been run up high."

"Was I shocked by any of

it? Well, ril teil yöu one
thing

—

I never would have
played Myra."
A stray shaft of sunlight in

front of Tiffany's turned the
rings to silver fire and cued
in the golden days at Para-
mount.

"She Done Him Wrong,"
she acknowledged, is her
favorite. "Yes, and Tm go-
ing to do a color remake for

20th Century-Fox. But I also

liked 'Every Day's a Holiday*

and *rm No Angel' and *Klon-

dike Annie.'

"In that last one, when T

disguised myself as a mis-
sionary, I got letters saying
I was too good. And from
that came my crack: When
I'm good, I'm very good, and
when I'm bad, Tm better."

Miss West glanced out the
Window.

"I love this city," she re-

flected. "It's overbuilt, but
that's not so bad, is it?" she
added drolly. "Tomorrow I'm
going out to Bushwick—we
lived next door to Mayor
[John] Hylan—to see what's
left of the old place."

She has completed a now
"Diamond Lil" Script (the

original play for "She Done
Him Wrong") and she is work-

IMyra Breckinrid^e'
There is something funda- The Cast

mentally wrong with an en- ..^„. DDcrl^cKiD.f^rc m ^u ^
. . • "^ ^ "i II -^ MYRA BRECKENRIDGE, directed by
tertamment package—call It Michael Same, screenplay by Mr.

"Myra Breckinridge" or ^ame »"d jpavid Oiler, based on th«

, -^^ -11 ^1 X t- "ovel by Gort Vidal; director of pho-
Whatever you will—that has tography, Richard Moore; music $u-

the luscious Raquel Welch ^L^J^^t;!!LTt''%i>i^r,^'c^^^
^ .^. ,^ . , ,

man; produced by Robert Fryer; re-

Struttmg around mannishly, leased by Iwentieth Century-Fox. At

wearing dresses like a uni- o* .V'^pnoni
J"«"

^ml' ST^mrf.c*^ frl^, ^. ,.,- .... btreet. Running t^me: 97 mmutes. (The
form. Worse still, a million- Motion Picture Association ot Ameri-

*dnllar Holl named Map Wf'-st
^*'* Pi'tx^uction Code and Rating Ad-aoiidr aoii namea mae vvtsi
ministration ciÄSS'fi« this tiim: 'X—

ambles m for a few SCenes, no one under 17 admitted.")

Mncluding one song, and gen- Leticia Mae west

erally cools it on the side- Z'. •^.•.^;;.;;.•;.•.•.• Rip'ei whJK
lineS. ^°^"3 ^*" R«x Reed

' _, _^, .^, ^.-. ?usty Roger Herrren
Furthermore, Wlth pontlfl- Mary Ann Farrah Fawcett

cal triumph. the picture fina I- ^..,1;°"^%',.. j,.
' . . . "'''^.^.^ZX

ly offers as itS highlight an Irving Amadeus CalvIn Lockhart

explicitlv suggestive scenr
. _,

,

where Miss Welch Straps a ^^^^ "^t read the book, in-

muscular lad to a table and cluding this viewer, may
vigorously and mannishly de- wonder—and kecp wondering
files him. And with this prim —what's it all about, Myra?
grotesquerie, reportedly from What we see is the story of
the Gore Vidal novel, "Myra a comely young woman,
Breckenridge" collapsos liko transformed from a young
a tired, smirking elophant man (in the Operation pro-

with no place to go. iogue), who arrives in Holly-

A great many people who wood to attain "power over

The New York Times (by Carl T. Gossett Jr.)

Mae West telling about rings she was wearing yesterday

ing on a diet-health book, to

be titled "Health, Love and
Sex." She has also prepared
a scenario entitled "The
Drag," which she called a

drama with comedy over-

tones.

Inside the hotel, the actress

sauntered to a microphone,
band on hip, smiling to the
large room crowded with re-

porters. The questions be-

gan.

Why had she stayed away
from the screen so long? "Too
busy writing, appearing in

plays, making recordings, ap-

pearing with my muscleman
nightclub act." She intro-

duced Mr. Novak as an alum-
nus.

What did she think of the

Women's Liberation Move-
ment? "I'm for it."

Did she miss W. C. Fields?

"No."
Her favorite leading man?

"Gary Grant."
How could she possibly

profess to love her home
town, having been jailed

years ago for a play called

"Sex"?
"Well, ril teil you. I went

to jail for 10 days for it cn
principle. I didn't have to. It

was a political thing. I wrote
two magazine stories and I

was treated like a society
figure. The warden took me
driving every night." She
smiled broadly.

"A lot of my fans were
there.'

(I

Unveiled on Screen
both sexes and therefore over
life itself."

Rather astonishingly, the
picture Starts strongly. daz-
zlingly and hilariously in a
flow or rieh color imagery
and filthy language from
what must surely be the
gamest cast of the season.

But rot soon sets in. The
most intriguing thing about
the picture in the continual,

rhythmical juxtapcsition of

fleeting clips from other

movies that supply most of

the filth and what little wit
the movie has.

And as if to match the iin-

reality of the forma t, the
cast, undcr the direction of
Michael Sarne, plays it in

various degrees of stylization

approaching caricature. Miss
Welch coarsens her jaw and
purrs in a monotone. John
Huston, the director, in one
of bis acting ventures, brays
hoarsely as the transformed

heroine's lascivious old uncle,

who runs an equally lascivi-

ous acting school. a reposi-

tory of Hollywood misfits.

And shadowing Miss Welch
throughout the picture, as
her invisible alter ego and
the young man she finally re-

verts back to in the cop-out
ending, is the writer, Rex
Reed, a slight youth with a
speculative expression and a
languid drawl.

All of them, and the film

itself, serve as a curtain
raiser for the appearance of

Miss West, who has finally

been done wrong by getting
shorr shrift. And playing a
man-hungry talent apent,

she sweeps in regally, sump-
tuously gowned and coiffed,

and intoning a few amusing
lines. Most of them you'll

never hear on the late show
—or the early one, for that
matter.

Howard Thompson.
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Slightly shaken, Director Michael

Sarne observes the chaos on his set.

He is now editing the film for Juiy re-

lease. At right, John Huston, Raque!

Welch, Mae West and Rex Reed

strike a rare note of togetherness.

by CALVIN TRILLIN

nowing that people walk around film Studios in all sorts of bi-

zarre costumes, I was not surprised that the first person I noticed on the

set of Myra Brcckinridi^e was wearing an orange beard, stringy blond

hair down to his Shoulders, boots, suede bell-bottoms in two shades of

brown and a sleeveless, brownish garment that looked like a pre-dirtied

undershirt. He turned out tobe the director, Michael Sarne. Sarne isplay-

ing an angry young British film maker—a rolc that requires him to talk

about the **intellectual pygmies'' who run Hollywood and to teil re-

porters that Raquel Welch, who plays the title role in Myra Brcckin-

ridge, is "useful only because she's a joke"—and, like everyone eise in

Hollywood, he dresses carefully for his part.

Similarly, the producer o^ Myra Brcckinr'uli^c, Robert Fryer, conscious

of having demonstrated his good taste by doing most of his work in the

New York theater rather than in Hollywood, wears British-cut tweed

suits or double-breasted blazers; David Giler, a young screen writer who

is described by Fryer as being "of today," wears dungarees and a Za-

pata mustache; and Mae West, naturally, comes to the studio every af-

ternoon (she refuses to work in the mornings) dressed spectacularly as

Mae West. Rex Reed, who, as an Interviewer and film reviewer, has al-

ready left his mark on Hollywood—a mark sometimes compared to a

cat Scratch—approaches his first film role in the casual way a writer

should, Coming to the set in a windbreaker, the way Tony Perkins might

show up for a game of Ping-Pong and a Coke.

The dispute on the Myra Brcckinricii^c set that day happened to be

about the costumes the actors actually wore in front of the cameras. The

scene being filmed was the first meeting between Mae West, playing Le-

titia Van Allen, a talcnt agenl and connoisseur of virile young men, and

Raquel Welch, who plays Myra Breckinridgc, a former male homosex-

ual named Myron Breckinridge who had managed to bechanged intoa fe-

male love goddess without losing a good, unhealthy interest in the tra-

ditional forms of aberrant sex. The meeting took place during lunch at

the acting academy run by oldtime western star Bück Loner—played,

with only an occasional shudder, by John Huston. The argument, which

held up shooting for a couple of hours, was apparently caused by the de-

sire of Miss Welch to upstage Miss West on their first meeting by wear-

ing a low-cut cvening gown and by adding a ruflle that made the outfit

black and white, a color combination that had been reserved for Miss

West, since it apparently makes someone stand out in a technicolor

CONTINUED
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'Is "terrylyn"

a dirty word that Tm

supposed to know?'

CONTINUED

movie the way a professional actor might stand

out in Myra Brcckinridifc. Same, doingevery-

thing a man could do to look dignified in an un-

dershirt, sat snarling at the emissaries who
scurried back and tbrth between him and Miss

Welch until the issue was resolved. Miss Welch
wore the dress with a rüffle that my simple, un-

trained eye took to be white until someone ex-

plained that it was an exquisitely pale shade

of blue. ''What does.s7/i'knowabout it?'' Sarnc

Said later. ''She's got no visual education. Wit-

ness the way she dresses."

On the set of Myra ßreckinridi^e, amateur

bitchiness is so common that Rex Reed, the

only professional present, seems somewhat re-

moved from it, like a tournament bridge play-

er having trouble keeping bis mind on a game
with the neighbors. It is true that Reed was

quoted by Hollywood Columnist Joyce Ha-

ber as saying that Sarne looks like *'a wolf

with rabies," but by the Standards of discourse

on the Myra Brcckinricigc set that was not a

particularly unfriendly thing to say. Fryer's

most representative comment about Sarne in

the sarne piece was "God, I hate him." Giler,

who probably wrote more of the Script than

anyone eise but has been asked by Sarne to

stay away from the set, reserves the most prom-

inent area of his office bulletin board for New
Yorker Movie Critic Pauline KaePs dissection

of Sarne's only previous feature-length film,

Joanna. (**His facile, splashy, rotten style

makesashallow, romanticdirector like Claude

LeLouch seem positively austere.")

Just about everybody involved except Sarne

wanted the film to be done as a comedy played

fairly straight— if that word can possibly be ap-

plied to Myra Brcckinridi^e. Sarne is shooting

it as what he usually refers to as a fantasy.

What Sarne callsfantasy Fryercalls *'1964 An-

tonioni," Giler calls "Women's Magazine Pi-

randello" and Miss Welch sums up with un-

characteristic pith as **a festival of freaks."

Gore Vidal, upon whose novel the film is

based, wrote a Script that was rejected. The
present script, according to most of the com-
batants, is basically Giler's Script being sys-

tematically destroyed by Sarne, but parts of it

were identificd to me as *'something left over

from Gorc's script."

All of the Stars have had something to say

about the script except John Huston, who, for

the three weeks requircd to shoot his part,

somehow managed to put in a day's work ev-

ery day withoul becoming involved in his sur-

roundings— like a piano player in a whore-

house. Mae West, having changcd the part of

Letitia from an agent to a singing star and

agent (''I don't think my audicncc would ac-

cept me just as an agent"), submitted eight

nonnegotiable script demands. Thcy included

the instructions that Letitia cannol, as the plot

requires her to, know that Rusty Godowsky,
her final partner, was the boyfriend of an in-

nocent girl named Mary Ann, since ''Mae

West never takcs a man away from anothcr

woman." Miss West also writes some of her

..;#*'.»»CV?^
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own lines, although her answer to questions

about whether she believes in fidelity to the

novel is **to teil you the truth, I never got

through it." The high point of Giler's dis-

cussion of the script with Mae West and her

agent came when he suggested the possibility

that Letitia Van Allen might have known Bück
Loner in the old days when he was making
western movies. 'There was a long, uncom-
fortable silence," Giler recalls. "Then she

turned to me and said, M never play a char-

acter who is over 26.'
"

R aquel Welch is not the type of girl who
is likely to be left as the only sex symbol on
the set without literary involvement. At some
point, Miss Welch and/or her advisers must

have decided that she should be presented as

not just a sex goddess but an intelligent sex

goddess—not just shrewd but thoughtful and

intellectual. She talked to me about illusion

and reality and about her interpretation of

Myra (''Myra takes all of this quite seriously;

she is superfluous to how stränge it is") and

about how difficult it is for a serious actress to

play the role broadly enough to stand out

among the freak festival ("most actresses are

flamboyant, superfluous"). In her own memo
on the Script, Miss Welch suggested that Myra
begin the film's big rape scene wearing a go-

rilla costume—a piece of fantasy that even

Sarne would never have thought of—and end

it in "a wild frenzy dance, symbolic of the or-

giasticproportions Myra isexperiencingat this

time." The memo also includes a caveat on

the matter oftaste: "We must be cognizant of

the fact that today's audiences have already

seen Curious Yello\ViXW{\ Sister G^^or^t' and they

are going into this film hoping to see some-

thing outrageous, which will satisfy them with-

out being vulgär."

The argument about who should writc the

Script seems to have been scttied finally by a

Hollywood compromise of not having it writ-

ten at all—as if someone decided that what

was needed was merely a series of words that

are considered either dirty or up-to-date, col-

lected in no particular order. During one scene

I watched, Myra described her late husband

—actually her prc-operation seif—as a homo-
sexual who was ostensibly a "terrylyn-hosed

chick-ballcr from Hast Fifty-Seventh Street."

Several takes had been done before I worked
up the nerve to turn to the script girl and ask,

"is 'terrylyn' a dirty word l'm supposed to

know?"
"It's like saying 'nylon,' " she explained, as

if to a child.

4

i

Coddling his nephew-turned-niece on

his lap, Uncle Bück (John Huston)

covetously considers the inheritance

check that Myra holds in her band.

Mae West sometimes seemed to be a vic-

tim of the new freedom, the master of the dou-

ble entendre stuck in a movie that specializes

in a rather crude Version of the single. The stu-

dio press agents make it clear that Mae West
is getting the top billing ("That's right," she

says, *'and top money too"). She is present-

ed as a national institution, rather like hav-

ing Dwight D. Eisenhower on the set. There

is constant talk of how coolly she delivers

her lines, how remarkably young she looks,

and how she is the last of the Great Troup-

ers. In fact, she appears somewhat nervous

on the set, as if she might be more com-
fortable looking her age, or at least some spe-

cific age. She walks carefully, as if coming
duwii luu hard on her right foot might cause

her left ear to crack off" and tinkle to the

floor. After watching her first scene for a

while, I was tempted to go up and say, "What's

a National Institution like you doing in a

place like this?" But then, toward the end of

the scene, Letitia Van Allen started to walk

out of the room under the escort of two hulk-

ing young men, and Bück Loner asked if

they were identical twins. "Yeah," she said,

"and Fm the only one who knows the dif-

ference." Then she sashayed away, the way
that only someone with top billing and top

money can sashay.

When the shooting had ended, the studio

press agent got Miss West to pose for still pic-

tures with the roses Raquel Welch had given

her. Pictures were also taken of Miss West with

a collection of the male Bück Loner Academy
students who wear Letitia Van Allen sweat-

shirts, and with a succession of people who
smilcd at the camera the way tourists in Lon-

don once smiied at the camera while Standing

next to one of the palace guards. When a tall

man was beckoned over by the photographer

for his turn, someone told me it was Allen

Drury, the author. Allen Drury! "Why is she

getting her picture taken with Allen Drury?" 1

asked the press agent.

"Oh, he's a friend of the producer's," the

press agent said.

"But what does that have to do with get-

ting his picture taken w ith Mae West?" I asked.

I had forgottcn how many counly commission-

er candidates must have posed with Dwight

D. Eisenhower.

The press agent looked at me silently. I be-

gan to wonder if she knew that I was the same
person who didn't know what terrylyn was.
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JOHN HUSTON ACTS
FOR FUN AND CASH

"Acting is something I do for a lark:...and for money... a

lot of money. 11

One of the world's most worn faces grinned impishly while

above their low-pressure bags, browli eyes twinlcled shrewdly. John

Huston was enjoying himself. .

'

"Directing pictures these days, any day, is hard work, but

the Problems come faster and bigger as time goes on. I like making

pictures, mind you, and will continue to do so as long as I'm aslced.

But acting is fun. The only- responsibility I have as an actör is

to know my lines. . • though sometimes after seven takes and several
*

Script changes it is not too easy to remember them..."

He was referring to his preseiit role as Bück Loner in the
I .

Gore Vidal-Robert Fryer production of "Myra Breckinridge" for 20th
^»-

Century-Fox. He plays an old-time, loxv-down cunning ex-Western

Star of radio-stage-and-film, retired from all three by Father

Time, but who is making a fortune running a less than accredited

drama school for a bunch of no-talent youngsters to whom the Bück

Loner Academy of Drama and the Arts is a refuge from a cruel world

...as long as they can come up v/ith the Scratch to stay there.

The difficulty with his lines came from the fact that as

the picture progressed, the Script changes and oft-repeated "takes" *

grew too, leading to some confusion on a set already plagued with

Personality differences. Above all of it, Huston rides with god-

like unconcern.

(MORE

)
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Asked If he was ever tempted to desert his Thespian chores

for hiß more practlced role of dlrector, he laughed shortly and ran

his hand through his long white halr.

"Tempted, maybe...but fallen. . .neverl Of course there are

times when I think I could help...show a Short cut or two to a

dlrector with whom I am working. . .but I resißt it. When Michael

asks me, as he has from time to tlrae, for my opinion about something

I glve it ...but I don't press the polnt..."
" •

He was referring to Michael Same, the young British director

who is at the heim of ^'Myra Breclcinridge/' It had been said that

Sarne was not too happy with the casting of Huston as Loner. It

was obviously a challenge for- such a young man to direct a veteran
#

picture malcer of Huston 's Standing. It Gays much for both men that
.- • .

their association became more and more amicable as the shooting
• ' .

*
. .

schedule progressed. '

"How come that you, having made such cinematic classics as

»Treasure of the Sierra Madre' and 'The African Queen' would want •

!tto play a part like Bück Loner?

"Simple. Money. A lot of money. And garnered in without
«

too much effort at the right time. I have just finished malcing

two pictures, 'A Walk: VJith Love and Death' and 'The Kremlin Letter.'

Shortly hereafter, I will be making another for 20th Century-Fox,

John Cheevers' 'Bullet . Park. ' I wanted a rest. I had to be in

Hollywood to work: on the editing of 'The Kremlin Letter' and pre-
»

paration for 'Bullet Park' . . . this gave me a perfect opportunity of "

dolng both... and make a great deal of money at .the same time."

.B^.
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"Rumor had it that Darryl Zanuck himself wanted you to play

Loner. Is this true?
ff

"it nay be that Mr. Zanuclc wanted me...but he never asked me.

I took. the part wlthout ever reading the boolc."

"Are you sorry you did?"

"No, of couree not. It iß fun. Some of the language is

shocklng ...even for these days. Some of the words I have to say.

I wonder how I get 'em out...but it's fun.
tt

"Do you always play a part in your ov/n movies, like Hitchcock:

does? ff

"Lord, no," he replied as he relit his cigar, which has

long since replaced his old ^ime cigarette chain-smoking, "l

generally play a role because I can't find the person I want to do

it. Like the nobleman in 'A Walk With Love and Death. * The two

men I* wanted for the role weren^t available. . . one I t/ied I didn't

like...time caught up to me and zo I did it myself. This often

proves to be the case. I don't particularly like acting..."
»

. "But you have essayed difficult roles such as Noah and the

lead in 'The Cardinal.'" .

'

v

"Yes, I suppose so. That was a real Job of acting. .
. 'The

Cardinal' especially as I am an avowed aetheist. • .but then I had

a good director in Premingerl"

He laughed again.

"You haven't asked me how I liked directing my father and

daughter. You must ask me that because I like answering it. . .My

father, Walter, was one of the finest actors ever born - a real

fi

gentleman who never disagreed with anyone, let alone his director.
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My dau'hter will be good some day. She's young...and she has a

tendency to aslc questlons. . .but then that Iß a womanly tralt. I'm

proud Ol her.

»»Why have you chosen to live in Ireland?

"Because I love it. I dislilce blanlc slcies, I like the action
*

up there...clouds, rain... I like the Irish. They lilce me too...

mainly, I think, because they are sorry for me. They Icnow I*m an

unbeliever and that I am going to hell. It malces them feel a

great affection for me;f

"
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CAST
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Leticia Mae West
Bück Loner John Huston
Myra Raquel Welch
Young Man Rex Reed
Mary Ann Farrah Fawcett

Dr. Montag Roger C. Carmel

Rusty Roger Herren

Charlie Kläger, Jr George Fürth

Irving Amadeus Calvin Lockhart

Doctor Jim Backus

Surgeon John Carradine

Coyote Bill Andy Devine

Kid Barlow Grady Sutton

Charlie Flager, Sr Robert Lieb

Chance Skip Ward
Bobby Dean Loner Kathleen Freeman

Tex B. S. Pully

Jeff Bück Kartalian

Vince Monty Landis

Stud Tom Selleck

Student Peter Ireland

Mario -. Nelson Sardelli

PRODUCTION STAFF
Produced by Robert Fryer

Directed by Michael Same
From the Novel by Gore Vidal

Screenplay by Michael Sarne
David Giler

Music Supervised and Conducted by Lionel Newman
Song: "Secret Place" Lyrics and Music by John Phillips

Director of Photography Richard Moore
Choreography by Ralph Beaumont
Costumes Designed by Theadora Van Runkle
Miss Mae West's Costumes by Edith Head
Art Directors Jack Martin Smith

Fred Harpman
Set Decorators Walter M. Scott

Reg Allen

Makeup Supervision Dan Striepeke

Makeup Artist Del Acevedo

Hair Stylist Edith Lindon

Orchestration Jack EUiott
Jeff Alexander
Allyn Ferguson

Lyn Murray

Film Editor Danford B. Greene

Unit Production Manager William Eckhardt

Assistant Director Dick Glassman

Sound Don Bassman
Dave Dockendorf

Special Photographic Effects L. B. Abbott, A.S.C.
Art Cruickshank, A.S.C.

Unit Publicist Don Prince

Filmed in PANAVISION^ Color by DELUXE® Titles by PACIFIC TITLE
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maged as one of the sexiest Hollywood
glamour queens, Raquel Welch takes this

hard-earned reputation with her into one
of the most controversial film stories of

contemporary times.

The sultry beauty recently has been seen

in "Flareup/' "100 Rifles/' "Lady in

Cement/' "Bandolero!'' and a cameo role

in "The Magic Christian." Since her "dis-

covery'' a little more than five years ago,

Raquel has been one of the hottest box
Office attractions in films around the

World.

Raquel, native of Chicago, paradoxically

came to the attention of Hollywood—and the

World—by way of Europe. Her list of credits

since her early pictures in Europe, confirm that

she has earned a firm bid for stardom in Holly-

wood's firmament.

Raquel considers her teaming with James
Stewart and Dean Martin in the 20th Century-

Fox western, ''Bandolero!'' as a major turning

point in her career. She credits the exposure

she received with the two super-talents to a
new understanding of the art and approach to

acting. She discovered it was their patience

and professionalism as much as their technique

which earned them their permanent spots at

the top. Another turning point was that
"Bandolero!'' offered her what she considers

the first dramatic assignment of her career up
to that time.

Raquel Welch surged to sudden stardom.

She starred in five major productions in little

over a year—"Fantastic Voyage,'' "One Million

Years B.C.," "The Biggest Bündle of Them
All," "The Lovely Ladies" and "Shout Loud,
Louder ... I Don't Understand."
Among her other films are "Fathom,'*

"Bedazzled" and "The Oldest Profession in the

World."
The impact at the boxoffice and in the world

press (400 cover stories in international maga-
zines to date) earned her such distinction as

the "Star of the Sixties Award" from the Inter-

r

State Theatre Circuit and the 1967 "Interna-
tional Star of the Year Award" from Cinerama
and Pacific Theatres.

The brünette beauty moved to La JoUa,
California, from Chicago at the age of two,

later attending La Jolla High School and San
Diego State College on a dramatic scholarship.

A history of significant acting credits in the

San Diego area seemed to point north to Holly-

wood. RaquePs acting credits in the San Diego
area include several years of repertory with the

Drury Lane Players.



here are, it has been suggested, two Mae
Wests.

Much the better known is Mae the legend

and the Institution, celebrated all over the

World since she made her first films in the

1930's. She is the idealized fulfillment of the

free-and-easy lady — friendly, experienced,

gregarious, hospitable, indulgent and generous.

This Mae has been the inspiration for

a thousand colorful anecdotes. She is said to

have precipitated, with her on-screen ribaldry,

the Motion Picture Code Revision of 1933.

She's even in the dictionary , immortalized there

by the inflated life preserver the R.A.F. named
after her. This Mae is, after six decades as an
entertainer, still the world's archetypal sex

Symbol.

The other Mae West is a lady of amiable

disposition (a Leo whose birthday is August

17) ,keen wit,and fascinatingphysical presence,

who dwells in California. This Mae takes a

lively interest in charities, in psychic phe-

nomena and ESP.
If this Mae is less well known to the public,

she plans it so. Few films stars, indeed few
public figures in a Century, ever constructed

so monumental an image. Mae's initial impact
was so unusually potent because she invoked
a wholesome, kidding, earthy, often outrage-

ously funny attitude toward sex, in an era

that still clung to selfconscious repressions.

After a restive half-dozen years of casting

about for something to do, Mae West entered

show business at the age of seven, singing at

the Royal Theatre in Brooklyn. She was
awarded a gold medal, as the evening's finest

entertainer, by the Elks Club. With interrup-

tions for the formal education she completed
at 13, she has been in show business ever since.

As a child performer she made victorious

appearances at amateur night theatricals sing-

ing and dancing. From the ages of eight through
11, she played in a dramatic New York stock

Company—*'Little Neil,'' *'Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch," "East Lynne,'' "Ten Nights
in a Barroom'' and others. At 18, she attracted

the attention of Florenz Ziegfeld, but turned
him down to work on Broadway and tour for

Ned Wayburn and the Shuberts.

By the end of World War I, Mae was a big-

name star in New York, headlining revues and
musical comedy. By 1926, she was writing and
starring in her own plays, including **Sex,''

**The Wicked Age,'* and the history-making
"Diamond Lil.''

Mae's broadside personality first exploded
upon the cinema-going public in 1932. The film

was "Night After Night,'' which toplined
George Raft.

Word of mouth about Mae stimulated extra-

ordinary business in a depression year when
Paramount Studios was in bankruptcy. Her
next two films, "She Done Him Wrong" and
"I'm No Angel," paid off the studio's debts,

and got Paramount securely back in the black.

By 1933, Mae was Hollywood's biggest
money-making star. With seven more pictures,

made over the next ten years, she settled se-

curely among the pantheon of the all-time great

screen figures. The films were "Belle of the

Nineties," ^^Goin' To Town," ^^Klondike
Annie," "Go West, Young Man," "Every Day's
a HoHday," "My Little Chickadee," and "The
Heat's On."
Mae was dissatisfied with her last film, "The

Heat's On," in 1943, and headed back to Broad-
way. Over the next ten years, she starred in

her colorful "Catherine Was Great," in another
West-written play "Come on Up," and in re-

vivals in London, New York and across the

United States in "Diamond Lil." In 1954, she
opened in Las Vegas with a night club act, then
played the show in clubs across the country
for the next two years, breaking all previous

house records in most of her engagements.
She published her autobiography "Goodness

Had Nothing To Do With It" in 1959, and is

working on another book for publication.

^^ ohn Huston's filmmaking career spans
nearly three decades embracing a staggering

ränge of subject matter and social milieu. His

films have made him one of the most famous
directors in the history of motion pictures, and,

as in the case of "Myra Breckinridge," a more
and more frequent participant as an actor.

Huston was born in a small town in Missouri

in 1906. His father was the actor, Walter
Huston, his mother a Journalist. Traveling first

with one, then the other as they pursued their

itinerant professions, young John managed to

avoid any formal schooling.

As he grew up he pursued a variety of

occupations including boxer, Mexican Cavalry
Lieutenant, short story writer, Left Bank
painter, folksinger, reporter and actor. While
impersonating Abraham Lincoln in Robert
Sherwood's "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" for the

WPA, he received an offer to write film Scripts

in Hollywood for Universal Pictures and then
Warner Brothers. His Scripts for "Jezebel,"

"Juarez," "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet" and
the classic "High Sierra" led to his first direct-

ing assignment, Warner's third remake of "The
Maltese Falcon." Huston's production was the

definitive one and Stands today as the classic

of its genre.

Following his war service during which he
directed four documentaries, he returned to

Warner Brothers where he wrote and directed

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre." The film

won Academy Awards for himself as Best
Screenwriter and Best Director, and one for

his father as Best Supporting Actor.

Huston is one of the most prolific of all

directors, averaging one film every 18 months.
His credits include "In This Our Life," "Across

the Pacific," "Report from the Aleutians,"

"The Battle of San Pietro," "Let There Be
Light," "Key Largo," "The Asphalt Jungle,"

^*We Were Strangers," ^^Beat the Devil,"
"Heaven Knows Mr. Allison," "The Barbarian
and the Geisha," "The Red Badge of Courage,"
"The African Queen," "Moulin Rouge," "Moby
Dick," "The Misfits," "Freud," "The Night of

the Iguana," "The List of Adrian Messenger,"
"Roots of Heaven," "The Unforgiven," "Casino
Royale," "Reflections in a Golden Eye," "Sin-

ful Davey," "The Bible," "A Walk with Love
and Death," and "The Kremlin Letter."

Although he appeared in bits of some of his

early films, it was director Otto Preminger who
convinced him to don greasepaint for an impor-
tant featured role in "The Cardinal." The result

was an Academy Award nomination, and
notable Performances in his own films such
as "The Bible" and "A Walk with Love and
Death," as well as *^De Sade" and "Myra
Breckinridge."



mart-set chronicler Rex Reed, who has

been called everything from the sharpest
hatchetman to the Now Kid, makes his screen

debut playing a smart young film buff in *'Myra

Breckinridge."

Playing opposite Mae West, John Huston
and Raquel Welch, Reed crosses — with some
trepidations, he admits — the magic line from
film criticism to movie acting. ''But then again

other writers have done it — Sinclair Lewis,

George Kaufman, Jean Cocteau. And Fm not

afraid of fellow critics* brickbats. I mean, what
can they do to me? Destroy my acting career?"

Acting, however, isn't too far back in the

past of the 29-year-old writer. Before Reed
broke into print in 1965 to become the most
entertaining new Journalist in America since

Tom Wolfe, he was an actor, once playing a

three-month engagement of ''The Glass
Menagerie'' in Montana.
Born in Fort Worth, Texas, the son of an oil

Company Supervisor, Reed spent his formative

years in the South traveling from oil boom to

oil boom (13 schools, straight A's, a degree in

journalism from Louisiana State). Things
started to happen, as he says, in College when
Reed became the editor of ''Delta,'' a literary

magazine, as well as the campus film and drama
critic. He also wrote an editorial condemning
Southern prejudice in general and the univer-

sity in particular, "causing such a furor that

my family was threatened and a cross burned
on our front lawn. It was reprinted by Associ-

ated Press and the New York Times and I was
on my way." Reed dabbled in acting before

hitting the Big Time with a brace of unsolicited

Interviews in the New York Times and the

late Herald Tribune's New York magazine.

Another step upwards was a trip to the Venice

Film Festival in 1965, where he interviewed

the late Buster Keaton and sent articles to

the New York Times, leading to the post of

film critic for Cosmopolitan, Status and regulär

contributions to the New York Times, Esquire,

Look and others.

All this culminated in his first book, "Do
You Sleep in the Nude?" in 1968 which the

bachelor author himself refers to as "a coUec-

tion of conversations in Technicolor." The
interviewees include Mike Nichols, Melina
Mercouri, Otto Preminger, Marlene Dietrich

and many others. Reed has since written
"Conversations in the Raw."



Misses West and Welch

Mohhed at Film Debüt

' About 2.000 peopic await-

ing the arrival of Mae West
and Raquel Welch jammed
the area of the Criterion The-

ater last night for the pre-
miere of "Myra Breckin-
ridge."

When Miss Welch, who i$

starred in the film with Miss
West, arrived, the fans
screamed "Raquel. Raquel"
and tried to smash through
police barriers put up on the
sidewalk. A display window
was smashed and several peo-
ple were thrown to the

Street.

Fiftecn minutes later Miss
West stepped from a limou-
sine and the crowd splintered

the barriers trying to reach
her. Miss West was hurricd

inside the thcater, where Miss
Welch gave up in despair as

she sought to reach her side

for a photograph.
* Outside, two young mcn
were arrested on disorderly

conduct charges and two po-

licemen were taken to the

hospital for treatment of cuts

and bruises.
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*'right", her naturally sympathetic at-

tributes frequently make her too mag-

netic for a "straight man," and re-

move some of the comedy's edge.

Pietro Gcrmi has artistry, and his

film has amusing moments. But it's

regional humor, which means it isn*t

always funny to non-Sicilians. I can't

help wondering why no one thought to

call this film Marriage — Sicilian

Style. JÜAN HORVATH

CARTOUCHE

This handsomely mounted, beauti-

fully color-photographed costumer
from France is not to be taken serious-

ly. For all its expensivc trappings, it

is simply a "fun picture." As such it

will entertain most peoplc for two

hours.

Jean-Paul Bclmondo and Philippe

De Broca — the star-director team of

That Man from Rio — once again

have satirized the swashbuckler (all

the while relying on the hoke to seil

tickets) . Belmondo is in top form,

both as athletic hero and tongue-in-

cheek farceur, and Claudia Cardinale

is more beautiful than ever as the

fiery gypsy girl who loves him.

Inspired by the exploits of an actual

historical figure of 18th Century France

Belmondo's Cartouche is the epitome

of the Robin Hood stereotype. But

there's a Galüc twist — when his in-

fatuation for the chief of police's

noble and virtuous wife brings about

his downfall, his gypsy sweetheart

sacrifices her life to save him, and, to

avenge her death, he becomes more

brigand-ish than ever.

ROMANO TOZZI

THE NIGHT OF THE IGUANA
Tennessee Williams' preoccupation

with the Psychopathie has become a

bore, and The Night of the Iguana

put several of the most intelligent

peoplc I know to sleep. The characters

are so factitious, the situations so syn-

thetic, and the action so frantically

conccived and unbelievable!

I didn't believe in the Rev. T. Law-

rence Shannon for a moment, and I

dcfy anyone, on the basis of the in-

formation about him provided by Wil-

liams' play, Anthony Veillers' Script,

John Huston's dircction and Richard

Burtop's acting, to explain what ailed

him. Occasional high-falutin phrases

like "I rulc my own spirit" are thrown

about, bur when you piece everything

together you come up with the proba-

bility that Tennessee Williams w^s

merely working off a private gix about

the EpLscopalian clergy. And what

carelessness on the part of scriptwrit-

er Veiller and director Huston! The
opening scene in the little church in

Virginia is devoid of even rudimentary

cinematic sense. You are wholly un-

prepared for the rector's outburst, and

the reaction of the congregation is a

clichc that proves Huston no longer

bothers to pay attention to what he is

doing.

The church scene is shown before

the titles, and, after them, we see the

Rev. Shannon as the seedy guide of a

tour of as mean-spirited an assortment

of mal-formed females as ever loomed

in even Tennessee Williams' anti-fe-

male imagination. Among them, of

course, Williams being what he is, is

a Lolita-like strumpet (played by Sue
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Lyon), and when she makes a play for

the unfrociced cleric one of the hags

in the group (played by Grayson

Hall) , denounces him. But not, since

this is Tennessee Williams' idea of

human beings, from virtue, but from

a frustrated lesbian yen for the girl.

And so it goes on, from one diseased

notion to another, only, as it does so,

Williams' inventions become ever

more synthetic. The tour gets to a

hotel presided over by an aging and

blowsy nympho (Ava Gardner) who
keeps two male whores on band for

the times when things like the Rev.

Shannon aren't around. And, believe

it or not, into this hot-house come a

Nantucket spinster (Deborah Kerr)

and her 97-year-oId poeNgrandfather

(Cyril Delevanti)

.
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that are sent abroad, especially to the

Far East. The political line on tKem

may be more lucid. Or is this film

just another confusing ramification of

the Russian-Chinese feud?

The story-Iine makes little sense.

WilHam Holden is a Yank who stayed

on after Service in Malaya in the last

war, and prospered. His mistress is a

girl who worked in the "underground"

with him and is now a teacher (played

by Capucine, looking more masculine



SR GOES TO THE MOVI ES
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WIIAT makes Tennessee Williams

if not the best then certainly the

best-knovvn of American play-

wrights is a gift for characterization sec-

ond to none. Nenrotic, erotic, pathetic,

sympathetic, off-beat, or sc|uare, the

people vvho walk the stage of a Williams

play have their own validity and vitality

regardless of the stränge and sometimes

ridicnlonsly trnmped-np circumstances

into vvhich he Forces them. In an age

when types and stereotypes abonnd,

Williams*s characters emerge as sharply

defined individnals; and no sniall part

of the challenge and fascination of bis

work lies in the discovery that perfectly

ontrageons ideas can come from the

lips of completely acceptable people, or

that completely ontrageons people can

month perfectly acceptable ideas. Wil-

liams himself speaks freqnently of the

ambignity of hnmans and human rela-

tionships. "It's the thing I'm most con-

cerned vvith," he once said, "the fact

that there isn't any absolute in people's

feelings for each other." To function as

a playwright, Williams also tries to avoid

such absolutes. Loving or hating one of

bis characters he finds not onlv irrele-

vant but artistically crippling. The main
thing is to understand them.

Perhaps because of this—because he
understands bis characters and knovvs

hovv to make them understandable as

people—Williams's pkr s have made the

transition from stage to screen more suc-

cessfully than most. The film adapter is

generally handed a fairly explosive cen-

tral Situation, to be sure, one in which
the main characters can ruh against each

other to good dramatic effect. But be-

cause the characters themselves have
substance and credibility, the skilled

screen vvriter—provided that he, too, has

understood them—can extend them fai

beyond the limits of the proscenium and
begin to create with them specifically

for the motion picture medium. In the

instance of The Ni^ht of the If^nana, not

one of Williams's finest works, the proc-

ess can actually prove beneficial. Cer-

tainly, in restructuring the plav for the

screen, Anthony Veiller and John Hus-

ton have given it a profile and clarity

not evident in a reading of the text.

Pruning, for example, has judiciously

removed from the premises the Nazi

family that served no apparent purpose

in the play. On the other band, the

role of the nymphetic teenager, which
seemed curiously truncated in the origi-

nal, has been extended in the screen

Version so that her seduction of the Rev-

erend T. Lawrence Shannon becomes

Where There's a Williams...

less a melodiamatic device for getting

the defrocked priest fired by the tourist

agency for which he works than a vivid

illumination of the cross-currents of pru-

dence and carnality that tear bis soul.

Extended, too, is the role of Shannon—
possibly to build it out to the dimensions

that would attract a star of Richard Bur-

ton's caliber. Nevertheless, by devoting

the first fevv reels to the Reverend Shan-

non—before the titles, to his crack-up in

the church, then to his antics while guid-

ing a busload of Baptist ladies through

the byroads of Mexico—the film achieves

a firmer focus than the play. In the play,

Shannon was the catalyst; in the film, he

is its Center.

What does remain, however, is Wil-

liams's haunting sense of a group of

people who have reached the end of the

line—figinatively for Shannon, for Max-
ine, the hot-blooded hotelkeeper who
realizes that she has flung away her life

in lust, and for Hannah, who knovvs that

hers has been wasted through de\'otion

to her nonogenarian father; and quite

literally for the father, who pours his

frail remaining strength into the comple-

tion of a poem. What remains, also, is

Williams's rage against what he terms

"man's inhumanity to God"—the need-

less cruelties and hurts that men inflict

on all creatures, themselves included.

And finally, there is the core of the play

itself, the groping toward love as the

path to self-realization and salvation.

John Huston's well-publicized deci-

sion to film all of this on location in

Mexico rather than on a Hollywood
sound stage has added still another

dimension. The Superlative Mexican

canieraman, Gabriel Figueroa, somehow
conveys constantly an awareness of the

steamy tropical heat that enfevers Max-
ine and Shannon and rasps the nerves of

the American ladies. In this film, tem-

peratures ha\'e far more significance

than the liish touristic delights of the

Costa Verde. Performances are on such

a uniformly high level that it would be

not only unfair but impossible to Single

out any of the stars—Burton, Ava Gard-

ner, Deborab Kerr, or Sue Lyon—for

special praise, although a word should

be Said for Gra\son Hall's acid-etched

Portrait of a harassed tour leader. When
all Performances are so uniformly excel-

lent, however, so imiformly right, the

ultimate credit belongs properly to John
Huston as the director—and, in this in-

stance, to Tennessee Williams as well

for having created characters of such

challenging substantiality in the first

place. —Arthur Knight.

SR/July 18, 1964
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'Night of Iguana' at Philharmonie
'*Night of the Iguana/* the Tennessee Williams play

that ran all 1962 on Broadway and won the Drama Critics

Best Play Award, has been brought to the screen of the

Lincoln Center Philharmonie Hall for one Performance
by director John Huston working from his own and
Anthony Veiller's screenplay. It%
Will return for its regulär run
In August.

It was probably a better play

than it is movie, though one
cannot fault the splendid Per-

formance of Richard Burton as

the sexy, discontented, un-

frocked Episcopal minister who
cannot resist an underaged
chick, the excellent Sue Lyon,
nor the permissive hotel pro-

prietress, rough - natured Ava
Gardner. Deborah Kerr is per-

lect as Hannah Jelkes, the spin-

ster guarding her 97-year-old

poet-grandfather, and Grayson
Hall does well as the "Butch"
guardian of Sue.
They're all very good; they're

all unhappy. It should not sur-

prise you to learn that they're

all not only having trouble with
sex, but also with life. It seems
that the minister is torn be-

tween his continuing desire to

be religious and his desires, in-

herited from non-religious ex-

plorers. Ava Gardner is torn be-

cause her husband, himself short

'The Night of the Iguano'
An MGM release. Produced by Ray

Stark. Directed by John Huston. Screen-
elay by Huston and Anthony Veiller. Play
y Tennessee Williams. The cast: Richard

Burton, Ava Gardner, Deborah Kerr, Sue
Lyon, James "Ski" Ward. Grayson Hall
and Cyril Delevanti. 120 minutes. .

of desire in recent years, has
just died and the two Substitute
Mexican mariachi-players don't
seem to satisfy. Deborah Kerr
is torn because she's loyal to
her virtually helpless grand-
father and because she got off
to a bad sex-start in Nantucket.
She'll never get right with her-
seif, but she has learneä how to
endure all deprivation. Sue
Lyon, the girl-nympho, seems
torn because men are too back-
ward for her. Grayson Hall is

torn because she's a wrong-o
who would be destroyed if she
suspected her own trouble.

It is generally conceded that
Tennessee Williams shows great
understanding of and compas-
sion for his characters. God
knows, they need it. And prob-
ably all of US do, but it gets a
little monotonous hearing it so
often repeated. Some people
seem not only able to bear the
human condition but to ad-
Just to it, even enjoy it now and
then without crying or crack-
Jng up.

All I'm saying is that the
picture doesn't send me. Hus-
ton's direction seems good, Mex-
Ico's fine. Figueroa's photog-
raphy is good too, and all the
performers are top-grade. Ten-
nessee Williams is, of course,
eloquent, and only man \s vile,

as they say. That enables him
to forgive, too. There's really
nothing at all wrong with the
picture-even the iguana has
great camera angles—except
Ihat I wouldn't want to sit

through it again.
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Wt^elt dies JFilngs

Verfilmter Tennessee Williams
John Hustons 'THE NIGHT OF THE IGUANA"

De Mille, Tower East und Nachbarschaftstheater

Igtuanen sind scheue, hannlose
Tiere, die aiber, aussehend wie
Zwerg>drachen aus der Urwelt,
für Weisse, die ihnen zum ersten
Mal begegnen, furchterregend
sind. Es sind dabei nur riesige

Eideohsen, die man überall auf
lateinamerikanischen Marktplät-
zen aufgehangen sehen kann,
blutig zerteilt und nicht billig,

eine Feiertagsdelikatesße für die
Eingeborenen. In diesem Film,
der auf dem Sohauspiel von Ten-
nessee Williams beruht und von
Anthony Veiller und dem Re-
gisseur John Huston ins Bildli-

che übertragen worden ist,

nimmt dieses merkwürdige Ge-
schöpf eine symbolische Stel-
lung ein. Gefangen, an einen
Pfahl gebunden und für die
Sohlachtung am nächsten Tag
aufgehoben, zerrt es verzwei-
felt an seinem Strick, um ziu

entkommen, ein armes, vom
Schicksal erwischtes Geschöpf,
so wie der Held und ausgestos-
sene Priester, der durclh Leben,
Frauen und Trinken verwirrt,
schliesslich nur noch die Flucht
in den Ozean als Ausweg aus sei-
ner irdischen Qual sieht.

Der Film ist sehr kompliziert.
Seine innere Spannweite reicht
von der grotesken Rolle, die der
aus seiner Kirche verjagte Re-
verend, der die Scheinheiliekeit
seiner Gemeindemitglieder nicht
mehr ertragen konnte, als Tou-
ristenführer einer Schar ältli-
cher Amerikanerinnen spielt, bis
zu seinem Zusammentreffen mit
zwei sehr verschiedenartigen
Frauen. Die eine ist die blonde
Hannah, eine rührende Gestalt,
an der die Liebe vorbeigegangen
ist, deren Selbstsicherheit aber
nicht Mitleid erregt und deren
Tragik der Einsamkeit eine be-
wunderr*.swerie Noblesse hat.

Dieses schon späte Mädchen
zieht mit einem ui-ulten Gross-

vaber herum, der ein grosser
Dichter war und nun in der
seltsam wüsten Hotelpension,
von deren Terrasse man auf das
Meer schauen kann, sein letztes

grosses Gedicht nur die Mensch-
iheit vollenden will, ein Gedicht,
dessen letzte Zeile, als es
schliesslich durcih den Halb-
schlaf des Greises durchibricht
und zum Wort wird, auch sein
letzter Atemzug ist. Enkelin und
Grossvater — es sind zwei Ge-
stalten, die man nicht vergisst,
und die von Cyril Delevanti, ein
Bündel Haut und Knochen vom
Tropenanzug zusammengehal-
ten, und von Deborah Kerr,
vollendet in der herben Kühle
ihres unterdrückten Lebens, ge-
spielt werden.

Die andere Frau ist irdisch,
irdisch wie Wald, Gewitter und
Meer. Aber auch sie zutiefst al-
lein, bis der (natürliche) Schluss
ihre Einsamkeit mit der des
ausgestossenen Priesters zu eine*«
lebenserhaltenden Zweisamke?<;
kuppelt. Ava Gardner hat die
vollblütige Rasanz, die die Rolle
verlangt.

Der Film hält den Verarleich
mit dem Stück aus. In gewissem
Sinne werden die Menschen so-
gar klarer und erfasstorer als
auf der Bü/hne. Das. Ausspielen
der Situationen und Dialoge er-
hellt die vielfache Doppelbödig-
keit der Charaktere ohne ihnen
etwas von ihrer Kompliziertheit
zu nehmen. Richard Burton, der
soeben monatelang in New York
als Hamlet brilliert hat — nie-
mals hat dieses Werk eine so
lange Spieldauer in dieser Stadt
erlebt wie mit diesem sprachge-
waltigen Schauspieler als Star— gibt die sehr interessante
Studie eines innerlich schon
verlorenen uml vertn-teit Men-
schen, den die letzte Welle sei-

ner Verzweiflung sohliessiich



Husfon to Fib 3

For Seven Arts
John Huston has been signed

by Seven Arts Productions to
direct three films for the Com-
pany, first of which will be Ten-
neesee Williams' the Night of
Iguana." The agreement also
includes a picturization of Brian
Moore's novel, "The Lonely
Passion of Judith Hearne" and
a third property still to be de-

termined. "Iguana" will be writ-

ten for the screen by Huston
and Anthony Veiller, with loca-

tion exteriors to be filmed in
Mexico.

1
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THE CUKRENT
CINEMA
Let My IgiKvia Go

t iT HE NkJHT OF

THE IgUA-

NA )) W hicl was

adaptcil h\ John Hu-

ston and Anthon)

Vcillcr from Tcn-

ncssce Williams' pla\'

and dircctcd b\ Mr.

Huston, is a drcai*}

mess—all bald and coarsc on thc sur-

face, and all slick, Jhi1|)\', and incxcus-

ahl\' iiplift)' uiidcrncath. The sctting,

for thc benefit of thosc who missed the

pla\', as I did IS M L'xico, and m()Stl\1 ^tl

a run-down hotcl with a spc ctaculai

vicw of thc sca. Thc charactcrs includc

a hcart-of-gold strumpct, rcccntl)

widowcd, who nins thc hotcl in a slap-

dash kind of wa) ; an c\-ininistcr wlio

is now a tour dircctor (hc is not, hc

kccps insisting, a dcfrockcd minister,

although hc ccrtainl)' is a dcfrockcd

tour dircctor by thc tinic this opus has

run its coursc) ; a saintl\' middlc-agcd

spinstcr from Nantuckct who works

her passagc around thc world b\ skctch-

ing portraits for her room and board;

her ninct}'-scvcn-}'ear-()ld grandfather,

who claims to bc thc oldcst living poet

and has been trving to finish a poem
for many years; and a busload of gro-

tcsqiic Baptist ladics from Texas,

msamong them a prctty and prccocio

teen-ager who is out to seduce the

minister. All of them arc somcwhat

frcakish and desperate (and totalh'

s\nthetic), and it is thc mcssagc of thc

movic, if I got it right, that, discards

though thc\ nia\ bc, thc\' arc also

human and cntitled to our s\nipath\

( exccpt for the teen-ager and the other

Baptist ladics, that is)^—^a mcssagc that

is Sound enough, though poorh' tlc-

1 li1 VC red ncre aju 1 tl IC sanic one that

'J\'rcnce Rattigan scnt out in "Separate

Tabl CS.
>)

'J'he mclodraniatic action

takes j)lacc durin^; a couplc of da\'S of

crisis ror af( ilmost evcr\onc concerncc

and it is accompanicd at its climax b\

tluindcr and lightning. An iguana

—

to hll in all thc blajiks—is a pcculiarl\

rcpulsive li/artl that grows to giant si/c

in Mexico and is sometiiiies catcn by

thc natives and an occasional lust\'

hotcl proprietrcss. () ne o f tlicm IS

caught and held caj)tivc for some s) ni-

bol IC purpose

In fairness to Mr. W^illiams, two
things must bc said. Thc first is that

hc ccrtainl) writes fat parts for actors,

and he is rcwardcd in this instance by

ri



THE NEW YORKER r^^^'^,^1.

a strong cast, all of whom givc con-

Icrabk* forcc and convictioii to tlieSK

th(papicr-maclu* hgiircs thcy rcpresent.

Richard Burton pla\s tlie clcrg\'man

with a conviction that is tinired with

ironic rescrvc, althoiigh there is no qucs-

tion ahout the forcc; Ava Gardner is

ahsolutch' splendid as thc hotcl propric-

trcss; Dcborah Kcrr, though oddly cast,

docs quitc well as the spinster; Sue

Lvon IS proper•h' d ecorative and wanton

as the adolescent; and C\ ril Delevanti

is perfect as the old poet. The second

thing is that Mr. W^illiams' pla\ , while

shodd\' ( I have just read it), is not

rl il":nearl\- as vulo:«u' or onvious as

Hu ston s mc)vic of it. Earh' in

Mr.
tlU'

picture, the tourist bus stops at a pond

wnere some M exican women an(

tlien* c hild ren are washins: clotnes ancloth

paddling around, and poor Mr. Burton

has to sa\' soniething h\' Mr. H. or

Mr. V. about "a moment of beaut\'

—

a fleeting glimpse into the lost world of

innocence.'* Much later on, the caniera

Switches back and forth bctween the

captured iguana tr\ing to escape and

Mr. Burton all trussed up in a hani-

mock and struggling to break the ties

that bind. Kver\thing is laid out antl

underlined for the audience, and much
.f tlor the picture can he consuilered just

an exercise in bravado. 'J'he scener\' is

j)lentiful —Ediih Olin'ER
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Reporters in swarms watched "Night of the Iguana" on location, but or.iy tlie secretary's diary recorded:

THE
DRAMA THE

From the vantage point of her $100-a-w8ek job.

diarist Thelda Victor (rigtit) observed tlie capers of

VIP's like Ricliard Burton and Ava Gardner (left)

wfiose "Iguana" salaries were written in six figures.

The most potentially explosive combination of people in motion-

picture history was the Company of 125 actors and technicians

that gathered in Mexico City last September to start fihning Tennessee

Wilhams's drama, The Ni^ht of the l\^uanü. For thrce months—first in

the Mexican capital, then in the isolated west-coast city of Puerto Val-

larta, finally on the neighboring, nearly uninhabited peninsula of Mis-

maloya—the moviemakers were thrown upon one another's nerves, while

burning up a bankroll of $2.8 million.

One neutral party to the various wars-in-camp was Thelda Victor,

a blue-eyed brünette who is a veteran executive secretary in the movie

industry. Employed as an assistant on director John Huston's statT,

Miss Victor also playcd a bit role in the film and—when nobody was

looking—kept a running diary o^ the bizarre goings-on. Unlike press

reporters who came and left, she was a privileged witness to the entire

drama which took place when the cameras were aimed the other way.

These are excerpts from Thelda Victor's 4'w^//a Journal:

CAST OF characti:rs
Richard Burton: A Welshman of infinite variety. He plays the leading

male role in the film.

Elizabeth Taylor: A visiting actress.

John Huston: The director o\' the film. Also Keeper of the Peace.

Ava Gardnhr: One of the two female leads. She swcars a lot.

Dhborah Klrr: The other female lead. She knits a lot.

SuE Lyon: The female ingenue. She sulks a lot.

Skip Ward: The male ingenue. He likcs girls.

Emilio Fhrnandhz: He is the Mexican "standby" director. He wcars

two guns.

Mexico Cit}\ September 21: Tomorrow is The Day. We peasants

have been sitting here for a week, making some tests on the bus we will

use in the picture, but mostly waiting for the royal couple— Liz and

Richard—to make their entrance. It ought to be impressive. Burton's

salary for the picture is $50(),(X)0. Ava Gardner, who is making only $400,-

000, checked in today— but she came quietly. 1 ihink she looks perfect

for her role of a beat-up expatriate hotelkeeper in a sordid Mexican

town. She has huge dark bags under her eyes. She should have them

removed. I also had a brief chat with John Huston's **standby" di-

rector, Emilio Fernandez. He's really one wild hombre. He wears

two guns on a gun belt and a huge sombrero. He seems to have big

eyes for Gardner already. He teils me he's gratcfui for this job be-

cause he has been blacklisted by Mexican moviemakers for the last

seven years. Seems he sliot and seriously wounded his last producer.

CAMERAS
MISSED

By THELDA VICTOR witti MURIEL DAVIDSON

Burton asked Lizspermisaion before takuhj photosof Sue Lyon (on sef irith liurton hcre).
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LIZ WORE FLOWERS OF HUMAN HAIR, BUT HER BIKINI

The Iguana Diary
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I was told today that in addition to my
duties as a sccrctary in director John
Huston's olVicc, I will bc making my act-

ing dcbut. Fll play one of 1 1 Texas
schooltcachcrs touring Mexico on a bus.

Burton plays our tourmaster!

Mi'xk'o City, September 22: The Roy-
alty and their entourage have arrived.

Not quictiy. I didn't witness the arrival

personally, but everyone in the cast and

crew knew what happened within an hour

after it happened. Tennessee Williams

couldn't have written the scene better.

It seems that while they were still on the

plane, they saw huge crowds waiting for

them at the airport. Richard Burton

wanted to leave the plane immediately

and Elizabeth Taylor didn't. So they

Started yelling at each other. Then Emilio

Fernande/ charged onto the plane with

his guns bumping his hips. He grabbed
Elizabeth by the arm and shouted, "Fol-

low me !" He scared her half to death, and
she Started screaming. Then Burton

yelled, "Get this maniac otT the plane

before I kill him!" However, the news-

paper quoted Elizabeth as having said,

"I have always wanted to come back to

Mexico. I like Mexico." They quoted

Richard too. He wasn't so gracious. He
Said, "This is my first visit to Mexico.

1 trust it shalJ be my last."

Mexieo City, September 23 : Suc ( Lolita)

Lyon arrived today—quietly, since no
one seemed too interested. She announced
that all she wanted was money, added
that she didn't know what she wanted to

be in life, and then said that she was
eagerly awaiting the arrival of Hampton
Fancher III, her "boyfriend." He, inci-

dentally, is married.

She's really luscious-looking. She has

a lovely hgure, is fairly tall and slim and
her hair, which is silver blond, hangs

perfectly straight and stops just short of

her Shoulders. She's sexy and provoca-

tive, but at 17, still has the dewy look.

I finished reading the Script of Iguana

today. It's the story of a demoralized

American minister, the Reverend Law-
rence Shannon (Burton), whb takes a Job
as a bus-tour director leading a group of

teachers through Mexico. The youngest

member of the touring party (Sue Lyon)
tries to seduce him, without success, but

under circumstances which make him
fear for his job. At last the young lady

finds herseif in the embrace of the tour-

bus driver (Skip Ward). The minister de-

tours the party to the ramshackle hotel

owned and operated by a widow (Ava
Gardner). There he meets a 96-year-old

man (Cyril Delavanti) and his grand-

daughter (Deborah Kerr). After they gct

together, all hell brcaks loose.

TepozotUUu September 26: We're here

in this tiny village, which has a magniti-

cent 17th-century church, to shoot a big

scene of Burton's. (Huston is one of the

few directors who likes to shoot mostly

in sequence

—

like doing a stage play.)

Burton was magnificent in every way:

11/7// Liz as she inttrhdixjged liiirton /ras

Lisa To(/<i, 6*, üauuhter by thlrd husband.

^M.
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EXPOSED BIG ROLLS OF FAT.

looks, acting, everything. This is where

hc screams at the people, vvhile the rain

pours down on his bare hcad—and it

rcally did
—"Go home . . . go home , . .

dose your hearts against the truth about

God," and so on. Li/ was with him con-

stantly, wearing blue jeans, which she

shouldn't wear with her behind, and a

sweater, which she should. She nearly

drove Burton's hairdresser cra/y. Every

time he tixed Burton's hair, Li/ had to

put the finishing touches on it. In a tit of

pique, Burton finally grabbed a bottle of

beer and poured it all over his head.

At one point burton said to Taylor,

''May I take some snapshots of Sue Lyon
and the others?'' She answered, "Of
course. Why do you ask me?" And he

said, "Because Lm afraid of you."

Mexico City, September 27: The sun

isn't out today, so no location. Ava gave

dress designer Dorothy Jeakins a bad

time. Made her wait over an hour and a

half while she sai in her hotel suite play-

ing gin rummy with Sandy Whitelaw,

who is assistant to Ray Stark, our pro-

ducer. Then, when she watched her cos-

tume tests in the projection room, she

began to cry. Somebody told me it was
because she looked so awful. Someone
eise said it was because she thought she

looked so beautiful. Anyway, even though

she appears to be a heavy drinker, I must
admit that she looks better than when she

first arrived. I see her eyeing Burton a lot.

But Liz is always there, ever watchful.

Usually Elizabeth is wearing a fancy

bikini outrtt, and 1 noticed that she seems

to have a wonderful time picking at her

navel with a fingernail. (Sudden thought:

I wonder why no one has ever commented
on the two large white Spots Li/ has on
the right side of her face and neck. They
must be caused by some lack of pigmenta-

tion in that area, but they look very odd
with her deep tan. Anyway, it is comfort-

ing to find a flaw in that face!)

Mexico Cit\\ September 29: At Ava's

insistence, hair stylist Sydney Guiliaroff

arrived today from Hollywood. All he

did was pull her hair back and leave a

bunch of it sticking out in the back. Also,

Hugh French, Burton's agent, arrived to-

day with his assistant, Michael Wilding.

Wilding, Liz's No. 2 husband, is setting

up living quarters for her and Burton

—

and she's still married to Eddie Fisher,

and Burton's still married to Sybil. What
Strange people!

Just heard that John Huston is chang-

ing Skip Ward's name to James Ward.
More dignified for the film, I guess.

Ward's a hulking young man from tele-

vision, with dyed blond hair. He's going

steady with John Payne's daughter, Julie,

though he isn't divorced yet, and he

turns up with all the gals in town. Now
Miss Payne is threatening to come to

Puerto Vallarta.

Even more odd is Sue Lyon's 28-year-

old companion, Eva Martin, a beautiful

European whom the men all chase. Miss

Martin, in an interview with British re-

porter Peter Evans, said that she had

smoked opium for two months! Mr.

Fancher III had better hurry here too.

Puerto Valiarta, October I: At last.

shooting is to start in earnest tomorrow.

Wegot here today on twochartered planes.

Closed in by the rain forest, Puerto Val-

larta can't be reached by surface trans-

portation, Driving from the airport to

the hotel Playa de Oro, where we "teach-

ers," Skip Ward and Sue Lyon are stay-

ing, we could see thatched-roof grass huts

clinging to the steep slopes surrounding

the town.

It's a perfect place for our hcadliners,

because it's really secluded. There aren't

even any telephones.

It has other nuisances though. There

are nine billion varieties o\' bugs and
mosquitoes. Scorpions and li/ards scale

the walls of my room.

Puerto Vallarta, October 2: Shot all

day with the other teachers. Ward and
Burton on the bus. It was terribly hot and
our costumes didn't add to our conifort.

We teachers are supposed to be a typical

group of tourists from Blowing Rock,

Tex., who have pickcd up souvenirs from
all the dÜTerent ba/aars we have visiied.

We were all draped with woven palm
fronds, heavy necklaces, peasant serapes,

embroidercd blouses and gaudy scarves.

Mostly, though, we stood around for

eight hours in the broiling sun—with

bugs diving like Kamika/e pilots. Burton,

wearing open leather sandals, got his in-

steps horribly sunburned.

Puerto Vallarta, October 3 : Back shoot-

ing on the bus today. We quit early be-

cause the heat and the bugs were un-

bearable. Elizabeth and Richard came
to our hotel from their rentcd house to

have some drinks. Burton never shut his

mouth all afternoon and evening long

—

what a raconteur! Well, I guess hc did

shut it once when he took an unexpcctcd

swim. Grayson Hall, who plays one of

theschoolicachers, wasdrinking tcquila

—

and decided to go swimming. She plungcd

into the ocean, got into some dillicully

in the water, and we sent Skip Ward in

to help her. But she wanted Burton to

"rescue" her, so he strippcd down to his

shorts and went in after her. We tinally

got her to bed. (She is my roomniatc!)

When Burton got dressed, he came
back to find Li/ talking to her ex, Mike
Wilding. He sat down with me and said,

"I'm pretty fond of that Jewish girl."

Then, as Liz came over to join us,

Richard said, "Look at her. She walks

and looks just like a French tart."

At tive P.M. Liz said, "Richard, we
promised Liza (her daughter by Mike
Todd) we'd be home by three." He just

looked at her and ordered what must
have been his 22nd tequila. He announced
loudly that the vvorld is divided into two
halves—those who drink and those who
don't. Hediscussed the renovvned method-
acting teacher, Lee Strasberg, with

Huston and producer Ray Stark, who had
joined us. He thinks Strasberg is a good
teacher but has a blind spot where his

daughter Susan's talent is concerned. He
also told US that at the famous Strasberg

New Year's Eve parties, he always goes

over to their house about ihree in the

afternoon to hidesome liquor because the

Strasbergs' supply always seems to run

out too soon to suit Burton.

At six P.M. Burton took ofT his pants
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Wiitch'nuj her costunte tests on the screeii, Ava, for anknotrn reasons, began to cry.

and went swimming again in his shorts.

Li/ tried to shield him from all eyes, but

didn't succeed. He just doesn't seem to

care who's looking. Li/, though, quitc ob-

viously does not like anyone eise seeing

Richard in his underdrawers. When hc

linished his swim, he ordered more te-

quila and spun more stories.

He told about how the famous English

actrcss, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, having

spotted a handsome man, asked to have

him brought to her, and told him he

ought to be an actor. He answered,

"Madame, I am Joseph Schildkraut."

She said, "Oh, well, you can always

change your name." Burton knowledge-

ably discussed baseball, prizetighting and

soccer. The next day he couldn't rcmem-
ber how or whether he had even gotten

home. Liz said, "Oh, we got you home all

right." She sounded a little bitter.

Puerto Vallarta, October 4: Tennessee

Williams arrived today with his friend,

a German boy named Freddy. Budd
Schulberg, who is working here on the

stage Version of his novel, What Makes
Sammy Run'] also showed up. Almosl

immcdiately Tennesscc vsent in swim-

ming. Eli/abeth, Richard and I were sit-

ting at the patio bar of my hotel watching

him, and Elizabeth said, "Oh, look, Ten-

nessee is in swimming wearing a bathing

cap. Fm ama/ed he doesn't have one on

his beard." Richard tiien said that VV^il-

liams is still chating about Burton's re-

mark to him a few months ago that he

cannot write rhetoric.

Sue Lyon is waiting for her beau,

Hampton Fancher III, to arrive. Then
maybe she vvon't go around looking so

sullen. (I overheard Ava Gardner say to

her the other morniiig, alter Ava had

greeted her cordially and Sue had barely

replied, "Fve been watching you, and 1

think that you're a very unfriendiy girl.")

Puerto Vallarta, October 8: Tennessee
Williams is rewriting the Script every day.

I spent two hours typing his changes in

Huston's otlice this morning.

Later I joined the rest of the cast on
the beach where Huston filmed Grayson
HalTs hysterical scene when she sees

Burton and Sue swimming in the ocean.

It was a good scene, with Grayson shout-

ing to be heard over the surf, "I command
you to come back. . . . You get away from
that man . . . your mother put you in my
Charge. . .

."

Eli/abeth, as always, was there watch-

ing. Today she wore big black Howers on
her head. They were made of human hair

from Paris, beaded thongs made of tur-

quoises on gold and a Mexican-made
green-and-whiie shift over a bikini bath-

ing suit. She has huge rolls of tat around
her stomach. -

I must say I was appalled when I

reali/ed we had only reached page 21 of

our 140-page Script.

Finished shooting early, and everybody
congregated back at the hotel. Burton was
drinking something calied "ricia," which

is stronger than anything eise here. He
was as usual in a very talkative mood.
He said that Li/ has a huge menager ie of

animals wherever she goes and that, even

here, she has a hare who sits in the bidet

!

He told ahout his childhood home in

Wales— 15 members of his family lived

in four rooms, two up and two down

—

and one room was the kitchen.

After that, for a while, Burton read

political articies in the Mexican news-

papers—which he does with the aid of a

Spanish-Fnglish dictionary. He says this

is the easiest way to learn the language.

Then Burton told us the story of a play

he had done with a repertory Company
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in England. It was Shakespeare's King
John. Burton said he detested thc direc-

tor, who was constantly poking him with

his pipe and telling him what he had done
wrong. So Burton decided to fix him.

Opening night, Richard explained, he

stood at the side of the stage, yawning,

scratching, reading his lines in a monotone
and so on. The critics gave him fabulous

reviews—said his concept was brilliant.

The subject of mumbling reminded

Burton of something eise. He told us,

while belting his version of boilermakers

—

tequila and Mexican beer—that he once

had a run-in with Marlon Brando. He
said that one time in New York, at a

little bar they used to hang out in around
55th Street and 7th Avenue, Brando had
Said to Burton, "You're getting fat."

Burton said to Brando, "And you're get-

ting bald." Richard says Brando hasn't

spoken to him since.

Heard we may be leaving in a few days

for the remote Mismaloya peninsula,

which is 40 minutes by boat from P.V.

Then we'll really be imprisoned.

Puerto Vallarta, Octoher 10: Deborah
Kerr and her husband, the writer Peter

Viertel, arrived today. She is without a

doubt the loveliest creature among us.

She is beautiful in the quiet, English way.

Her hair is very blond for the part, and
she even seems happy to be here. She'il

probably find something kind to say

when a scorpion lands in her hair. Viertel

is the one who wrote White Hunter,

Black Heart, whose unsympathetic hero

was supposed to resemble Huston.

1 heard Skip Ward and his wife—who
arrived uninvited and unannounced

—

going round and round last night. I think

her trip was totally in vain if she thought

she was going to get her husband back.

We teachers didn't have much to do
today. After typing more Script revisions,

1 sat around studying Huston. He usually

wears a white duck two-piece siack outfit,

and he looks a little like an aging intern.

He seems very remote, but serenely

courteous. He never yells. He just resorts

to sarcasm when he's displeased. Once he

got terribly annoyed with the script girl,

Angela Allen, and he suggested that sJie

might like to direct in his place. There's

a scene between Ava and Grayson Hall

where Grayson has to walk around the

back of a chair and then sit down. She
kept tapping her feet as she sat. Finally

Huston said, ''My dear Judith" (he calls

everyone by their movie names), "that

little time-step you persist in doing is

cfia'te unnecessary for the dramatic devel-

opment of this film." She didn't do the

tapping anymore.

Puerto Vallarta, Octoher 12: I am still

quivering wildly and thanking God for

being alive. I even love the lizards crawl-

ing on my walls. This afternoon we were
doing a scene in the bus. Skip was driv-

ing, and Burton and all the teachers were
aboard. The scene was being shot on the

top of the highest cliff in the area, about
200 feet above the sea. Skip only had to

drive about 10 feet but, going around a

curve, he got too close to the edge. The
soft Shoulder gave way, and the bus

Started slipping down thc cliff. Burton

and US ladies scrambled off the bus as it

teetered back and forth, half on the cliff

and half off. We didn't even dare hurry.

After it was over, Burton walked over

to the Script girl, patted her behind lov-

ingly and said, "1 just wanted to make
sure we were still alive."

Puerto Vallarto, Octoher 13: Spent

today, Sunday, drinking beer with Burton

and Liz, who brought Liza Todd, age six,

over from their house to the hotel to

swim. Liza is very precocious and com-
pletely undisciplined, but very beautiful.

Out on the beach Liza said to another

little girl, "Did you see Around the World

in 80 Days'V' The kid said no. Liza said,

"My first daddy made that. My second

daddy made a movie, too, and Richard

makes movies and my only mommy
makes movies."

Much to my amazement, as Elizabeth

sat at the bar, she suddenly whipped out

a huge magnifying mirror and proceeded

to do a complete makeup job on herseif.

It must have taken her close to an hour.

Then she began manicuring her nails.

Richard sat morosely by, drinking beer

and chomping on hard-boiled eggs.

Skip Ward and his wife came in. Liz is

trying to help thcm patch things up.

Puerto Vidlarta, Octoher 18: It's rain-

ing here, so some of us are sitting in the

cantina of the hotel, boozing and waiting

to move to Mismaloya for further shoot-

ing, Liz's Cook and Chauffeur, the Richard-

sons, arrived from England. Hope they

can cook tacos. I saw Elizabeth eat eight

of them at one sitting the other night.

Mismaloya, Octoher 19: After getting

here, Lm sure I can now do anything.

There are two launches that Shuttle back

and forth from Puerto Vallarta to Mis-

maloya. Dugout rowboats take you out

to them, and you have to time your leap

aboard the launch so the surf doesn't

engulf you. To your left, as you approach
Mismaloya, you can see a narrow Strand

of beach and some thatched huts—the
Indian village where fewer than 100

Tarascan Indians live—the sole inhabi-

tants of Mismaloya prior to the arrival of

John Huston.

There is a narrow, rocky beach with a

large sign stretching almost the whole

length, proclaiming No Visitors. The
rest of the peninsula of Mismaloya rises

directly up from the beach and, apart

from the road Huston's workmen have

hacked out to the set (Huston had a

whole hotel built for the film), it is all

thick jungle. To get to the 26 specially-

constructed bungalows where the cast

and crew will live, you must plod up a

steep and craggy path. It's 134 agonizing

Steps straight up.

Mismaloya, Octoher 20: Deborah Kerr

worked for the first time today, and now
I know why everyone considers her such

a fine actress. It was a simple scene. She
and her grandfather, played by 75-year-

old Cyril Delavanti, arrive on foot at the

Costa Verde Hotel, of which Ava Gard-
ner is the proprietress. They are gentle

itinerants working their way from resort

to resort with Deborah scraping out a liv-

ing doing sketches of tourists. Her grand-

father is a poet. TU never forget the quiet

desperation she managed to put into one
of her opening speeches when she said, "i

think you may have heard of us. We've
had a good many write-ups." She says

this to Ava, as she tries to register in the

hotel without paying.

"My grandfather is the oldest living

and practicing poet. He gives recitations.

1 pass among the tables during lunch and

dinner slowly. l wear an artists' smock
picturesquely dabbed with paint. . .

."

And on and on she goes, begging her

way in.

Mismaloya, Octoher 21: Dear John

Huston gave me a line to speak today.

We schoolteachers are arguing with

Burton about his detouring us to Ava's

decrepit hotel. I shout at him, "Your
whole shamefui past." 1 only had to do
my line three times before Huston was
satisfied.

Mismaloya, Octoher 22: All teachers

required on the hotel set today for a big

scene of Ava's. She seemed nervous. It

was a long scene, filled with action and
dialogue, but she was magnificent in it.

She had to push a cocktail cart, heavily

laden with booze, straight toward the

Camera, talking all the time and stopping

the cart just before she ran into the

cameraman.
Bytonight Burton seemed prettytanked.

He Started reciting poetry. Then he said,

"The only thing in life is language—not

love—not anything eise." Liz lapsed into

weeping melancholy and wailed about

how roughly the reporters treated her in

Montreal, when they asked uncouth ques-

tions about her relationship with Burton.

She went off to one side of the patio in the

bar with the production company's still

photographer, Josh Weiner, who mas-

saged her feet and commiserated with her.

While she was away, Burton said, "It is

ridiculous to get married or have a con-

tract of any sort, because you feel tied

and want to get away from it; whereas if

you feel you can walk away from any-

thing, it's better. Tm not going to marry

Liz. Ofcourse I haven't told her that yet."

Then he started looking all over for her.

He asked his male secretary, Jim Benton,

"Where am I?" Benton said "Misma-
loya." Burton said, "God, NO!"

Mismaloya, Octoher 23: Some action

today. It's the scene where Ava interrupts

a tete-ä-tete between Burton and Debo-
rah. Ava winds up telling Burton, "You
go to hell, why don't you?" In between

shots the famous photographer, Gjon
Mili, was constantly taking pictures of

Ava and Richard. Ava was patient for a

long time. Then she said, "That's enough."

Mili went right on shooting away. Finally

she blew her top, hauled off and kicked

him smack in the stomach. When he re-

gained his wind, he went trotting over to

John Huston and said, "They sent for me.

If I can't take pictures, I go home."
He was ignored. The next day he did

go home.
Also, svelte, tawny-haired Julie Payne,

Skip's girl, who finally arrived here,

came down with a bad case of dysentery

(which we all have in one degree or

another) and had to be sent to a doctor

at Puerto Vallarta.

Elizabeth arrived on the set wearing

a loose top and bikini bottom of sheer

white batiste trimmed with red embroi-

dery. She had no bra on, and you literally

could see the complete upper structure.

Imposing. She was also wearing a mag-
nificent antique gold ring loaded with

Pearls and what looked like either pink

diamonds or rubies. She said the King of

Indonesia gave it to her. Richard said,

"She's seducing me again." Prediction:

He will marry her.

Mismaloya, Octoher 25: The heat and
the humidity have subsided considerably,

and we are now about halfway through

the Script. We are not shooting today,

because the actual writer of our screen-

play, Anthony Veiller, has come down,
and he and Tennessee are making more
changes. Tennessee's friend, Freddie, just

hangs around while Williams writes.

/just hang around waiting for an occa-

sional page to type. Deborah's husband
is supposed to be writing too (allegedly

finishing his new novel), but every time I

look up, he seems to appear with a surf-

board under his arm, announcing loudly,

"Fm going after barracuda."

Mismaloya, Octoher 26: Had good
shooting today—five pages—with Ava,

Burton and Grayson Hall. Usually we
only manage three or four. Ava has to

shave Burton as he lies in a hammock.
While she is doing that, Burton says to

her, "Fm going to tear the telephone out

of the wall." And she was supposed to

say, "In a pig's eye you are!" But she

blew the line, and the set roared. She
said, "In a pig's a~ you are!"

At lunch Mike Wilding arrived with

Liz and Liza. In his hands he carried an
immense picnic hamper. It was Burton s

lunch. Tsk.

Mismaloya, Novemher 2: Richard feil

out of a chair while sitting near the set

and badly slashed the back of his thigh.

The doctor patched him up, but he had
to do a scene in which he carries Sue

Lyon out of his bedroom. They shot it

about 10 times, and each time Sue un-

failingly hit him in the sore leg with her

foot. Burton told her, "You're a real

method actor. Stanislavsky would be

proud of you for making me suffer."

Someone started a rumor that Ava was
going to marry Emilio Fernandez. It got

on the wire Services. John Huston asked

Skip Ward, who was always hanging

around Ava, if he was going to be the

ring bearer or the pallbearer. Of all the

rumors about this movie Company, this

was the most ridiculous. To my knowl-

edge, Ava couldn't stand him.

Mismaloya, Novemher 4: In between

shots today we discussed some new gossip

about Budd Schulberg, who frequently

comes over from Puerto Vallarta to visit

US. This was not his day. We heard that

last night he and his wife had a brawl and
are now separated. Then Liz was furious

with him over something he said to her.

And then Ray Stark jumped him about

some past slight. When we all went to the

rushes, they wouldn't let Schulberg come.

Ava, who likes him, took up the cudgels

for him, but she was ineffective.

Mismaloya, Novemher 5: Liza was on
the set today, and she jumped into Bur-

ton's lap and started kissing him and
calling him "daddy." He said, "Don't ever

call me daddy again. I am not your daddy.
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Your daddy was Michael Todd, and he

was a very wondcrfui man, and don't you
ever forget it.'*

Deborah Kerr just llew back here froni

Los Angeles, where she had gone to the

Western Costume Company to tit several

smocks she wears in the film. Right now
she is doing a scene with Burton in which

she is helping him remove glass from his

feet and also trying to persuade him to

put on his clerical collar. Again she is

wonderful. She's so patient. Only once

did she almost lose her temper. Huston
kept changing bits of action she was to do.

Finally she asked him, "How would you
like me to balance a glass of water on
my nose?"

Her husband came out to the set today

and brought her a picnic hamper of

lunch. You'd think he'd brought a ham-
per of diamonds, she was that grateful.

When she isn't in a scene, Deborah
knits sweaters for her three daughters,

Melanie, Francesca and Jane, or writes

letters to them.

I spent a ghastly night. Spiders falling

in my hair, cramps and dysentery. All

this for $100 a week.

Mismaloya, November 8 : More report-

ers here from all over the world. It's

harder than ever now to get an interview

with Ava after that stupid rumor about

her marriage to Fernandez. She usually

teils off reporters with a colorful stream

of very tough words. She appears every-

where with her maid, Rene, who sits and
drinks with her at the bar. But she seems

to be thriving under the brutal conditions

here. She looks so much better than when
she first arrived. She says that this is the

happiest picture on which she has ever

worked. 1 really feel Burton inspires her

to surpass herseif. She is livelier and love-

lier around him. Wonder what would
happen if Liz weren't constantly in at-

tendance. Which she is.

Mismaloya, November 10: Thanks be

to God and a broken generator. We've
got a day off. We've worked six days a

week since the beginning. Workmen came
into my bungalow today and found it

riddied with termites. Had to get out

while they sprayed. I asked them to spray

me, too, and they did.

Mismaloya, November 14: Barnaby

Conrad, who usually writes about bull-

fighting, is on the set today photographing

Ava, Burton, Deborah and everybody.

He will peddle these to magazines, 1 sup-

pose. Also someone eise is here doing

an articie for The New Yorker. And it

seems that everybody, cast and crew in-

cluded, is keeping some kind of diary or

Journal on this picture. Skip Ward even

goes over and sits down like an avid

movie fan to listen in on everyone eise's

interviews, listening avidly. Someone
here is also supplying Los Angeles col-

umnists with all the dirt, some true and
some not.

Elizabeth went fishing with Viertel

today in exchange for his giving her his

spaghetti-sauce recipe!

Site Li/on hroke (H(t irith pimples folloirhuj

the (irrival of her boyfr'ieud and his trif'e.

Mismaloyu, November 15: Our Com-
pany restaurant, a charming, spacious

building put up by our carpenters, costs

more than $2,000 a week to maintain.

In addition to feeding the 130 people in

our cast and crew, we must also take eure

of a lot of freeloaders— visitors and ladies

and gcntlemen of the press.

Burton had a fight with Huston's as-

sistant, a wonderful, if gruff, guy named
Tom Shaw. Burton, Liz and two men
had been sitting drinking in the bar.

Short ly after lunch Tom calied Burton

for a shot with Deborah in which Deb-

orah is supposed to be sketching him.

He hollered that he hadn't had lunch yet.

Tom Said he didn't give a damn whether

he had or not, just get on the set. Burton

"got" but did some more screaming,

Later they both apologized. It's amazing

that tempers don't flare more, what with

the dysentery, bugs and filth. But as I

Said before, Huston realizes he has an
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incendiary combination with these people,

and I think he knocks himself out keep-

ing his own temper and treating them
like the pros they are. After the costs of

Mutiny on the Bounty and Cleopatra,

I don't believe anyone can get away any-

more with the kind of tantrums that ac-

tually bring a production to a complete

halt for days on end.

We have now reached page 1 14 of our

140-page Script. I never thought it would
happen so smoothly, but we are now
more than two-thirds finished.

Mismaloya, November 16: Sue Lyon's

mother arrived. She's a trim little woman
in her mid-fifties with gray-streaked

blond hair. She looks at her blond young
daughter with an amusing mixture of be-

wilderment and love. "I don't know how
Sue got so intellectual," she said with

typically maternal blindness. "None of

my other children are at all like her."
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Liz and Hichard paif a call on Dehorah Kerr, thc actress wIk» krid her serendy.

"AVA, BEWARB,"
SAID BURTON, "OF MEN WITH

BLEACHED HAIR.

"

The Iguana Diary

iguana, but it just lay there looking balc-

ful instead of running off into the jiinglc

as it was supposed to do. Finally one of

the electricians rigged up two wires to

prod the animal with 1 10 volts o\' elec-

tricity. The gimmick worked— but it

nearly electrocuted our star. Burton was
holding the iguana at the time; the

electricity passed through the animal and
into his hands; Richard shot up into the

air like a character straight out ofa Bugs

Bunny cartoon.

Burton had a long Session at the bar

tonight, and Elizabeth couidn't get him
home to Puerto Vailarta. She borrowed

a nightgown tVom the script girl and
stayed on Mismaioya.

Misnudoya, November 19: My acting

Job is over now, and 1 don't have too

much typing to do, so I go to the set as

often as possible to watch the final scenes.

There was a touching one today involving

Cyril Delavanti as the dying grandfather.

He finishes the poein on which he has

been working tbr more than fifty years.

After the seenc we all rushed over to

him to teil him how splendid he was. He
beamed and said, "Thank you. Let's

hope it's a step up the ladder for me."

I don't quile believe tliis, but we're

actually getting to the end of this picture.

We Started night shooting tonight.

Broke for dinner at 10 p.m.. and Ava's

housckeeper, Petronilla, brought all of us

fried chicken. The boo/e flowed like

booze, and everyone scemed euphoric.

Mismaioya, November 20: A terrible

tragedy happened afler we linished shoot-

ing at 2:30 this morning. Assistant direc-

tor Tom Shaw and his assistant, Terry

Morse, were sitting on the balcony of

their bungalow when the balcony just

sort of disintegrated. Tom and Terry

went crashing down about 15 feet to the

carth below. Terry is not so seriously

hurt. He just has a gash in his forehead.

But Tom sufTered some bad injuries and
had to be flown to Mt. Sinai Hospital in

Los Angeles. It took 12 of the crew mem-
bers to get Tom on the launch. They
carried him on a stretcher improvised

out of a bed. They had to lift him high in

the air in water almost over their heads.

Huston was so agoni/ed and furious over

this awfui happening that he came back

to my bungalow, went out on my porch

and with a Single kick, knocked over the

balustrade.

Just heard that the roof caved in on
Cyril Delavanti's bungalow.

Mismaioya, November 21 : People here

from a television show shooting the

shooting. Writers from the Ladies' Home
Joitrna/, .S7/^>u'maga/ine, a London Times

reporter and the BBC. Everyone is here

but the Police Gazeffe.

Mismaioya, Novendwr 22: Ava goes

water-skiing, whenever she isn't needed

on the set, with a little local beach boy

named Tony. Burton told her to stay

away from him, that he bleiches his hair,

and any man who does is trouble. She

pays no attention, however.

Ava just completed a tough scene where

she goes in swimming with two Mexican
actors, Roberto Leyva and 1 iledmar

Du ran, who play her beach-boy lovers in

the film. She was terribly nervous about

doing the scene, and that great guy,

Huston, knewit.Sohehada fewbeltswith

her to relax her. and then he stripped

down to his shorts and went right into

the water with her to rehearse. The two

of them were splashing water and duck-

ing around like a pair of kids. Then
Huston came ashore and directed the

scene soaking wet. Ava did fine.

Mismaioya, November 26: Sue had a

falling out with her teacher-companion,

Eva Martin. Eva wanted Sue to use a

photographer friend of Eva's to shoot

pictures of her wedding in Hollywood

next month to Hampton Fancher III.

Sue refused. Eva then said she wouldn't

come to the wedding. I can't figure out

why Eva is so upset. After all, she can

probably have her friend shoot other

weddings of Sue's.

Sue and Hampton's wife very chummy
together, but I notice that Sue's face is all

broken out with pimples. I guess this is

the kind o\' thing that happens when
you're 17, and you think you're sophisti-

cated enough to tolerate a Situation where

your fiancc's wife is living happily with

your own mother.

Mismaioya, November 28: Thanks-

giving. We're doing retakes. The reason

for some of these is that the Mexicans

object to the lines used in the script by

Ava when she refers to dysentery as

**Montezuma's revenge" and "the Aztec

two-step." We have to get less offensive

Substitutes and dub them in.

Elizabeth's two young sons, Michael

and Christopher, are here. At six p.m.

they were sitting in the bar watching their

mother and Burton swilling tequila with

beer chasers.

Terry Morse, who was in the balcony

accident with Tom Shaw, has had a run-

ning fever and terrible headaches, so he

was sent back to Los Angeles today.

Tom is still in shock at Mt. Sinai, we hear,

with multiple fractures.

Mismaioya, November 30: This is the

last day of shooting. Apart from some
pickup shots and a few retakes, we are

finished. We are shooting in the Indian

village today, and it's Sue's big scene.

She gets drunk and does a wild drunken

dance, then Skip appears and has a fight

with the beach boys. Sue and Skip are

both awfully good.

1 he end-of-the-picture party, given by

Huston for the cast and crew, began at

four P.M.. Everybody got all dressed up.

The smells were pretty elaborate too:

a mixture of citronella and Jungle Gar-

denia with tacos and enchiladas and
boo/e, booze, booze. A 15-piece mariachi

band played Mexican folk songs. A 20-

year-old German girl, whose function on

the picture I could never figure out, exe-

cuted a solo dance— very sensual and
wild—and wound up on the floor, writh-

ing and screaming. Ava arrived, looking

absolutely beautiful. She was wearing a

Pucci harem-type outtit which Ray Stark

had given her. (He also gave similar out-

lits to Deborah and Elizabeth.) Liz and
Burton arrived at about eight i*.m. Rich-

ard was wearing a 15-year-old green car-

digan sweater (he wears this color as

much as possible, because it makes his

eyes look lighi green); Elizabeth wore a

white Jersey blouse with slacks to match,

and she was sporting a large diamond-en-

crusted rose-shaped pin at her bosom.

Mike Wilding also arrived at about the

same time, with a stränge blond girl.

It was a swinging party. We drank up
everything in sighi, and then we began to

draw on the supplies of tequila brought

by the more than 200 Mexican towns-

people from Puerto Vailarta who had

been invited. As an extra bonus Ray
Stark had flown in all the food for the

party from a delicatessen in Los Angeles,

and I heard some of the Mexicans com-
plaining about "the spicy American
food." One of the highlights of the eve-

ning was when Huston told us that he had
given gold-plated pistols to all the princi-

pals in the cast and how gratified he was
that none of them had used the weapons
on each other. He said, "If this were

Cleopatra, it would have been a massa-

cre." The party broke up at four a.m. >

As I write this, I am watching the

magnificent sunrise come up over the.

mainland hüls for what may be the last

time. I'm lonely and I want to go home.
But then again I have a stränge feeling of .

sadness that it's all over.

Los A'ij^eles, Deeember 5: Pm home.
I'm deloused and my feet are almost clean.

I'm luxuriating in my sparkling apart-

ment. It's funny, though. I awoke this

morning, and for a minute I thought I

was back on Mismaioya and that I had to

dash into my clothes for the first shot of

the day. Feit peculiar about having to get

dressed instead to go to my regulär job as

an executive secretary at Four Star

Productions.

Los Angeles, March 16: My alarm-

clock radio informed me this morning
that Elizabeth Taylor Hilton Wilding

Todd Fisher became Mrs. Richard Bur-

ton last night in Canada, where Burton's

Hamlet, staged by John Gielgud, is al-

ready a big hit. I'm glad, but the news has

set me to thinking all day about the crazy

l^iuma experience. It's funny about a

movie location. In this case, we spent 76

days in a God-forsaken, miserable, un-

comfortable corner of the world. We all

shared the same misery and got to know
each other intimately for a brief period of

our lives. Suddenly, however, it's all

gone, like a dream.

John Huston went back to Ireland to

become an Irish Citizen and is preparing

to move on to Rome to him Tue Bible.

Deborah Hew to London and then to her

villa in Switzerland. Ava is back in

Madrid with her bullfighter friends. Skip

Ward is making another picture, Kitten

With a Whip. Sue Lyon and Hampton
Fancher III got married. Tennessee Wil-

liams and Freddy flew up to New York to

see Tennessee's play, The Milk Train

Doesnt Stop Here Anymore, flop for the

second time. Tom Shaw and Terry Morse,

the two assistant directors who were hurt

in the balcony accident, are out of the

hospital and working again, although

Tom must wear a brace on his back.

All these people are gone, and we'll

probably never see one another again.

John Huston once told me, "In this

Strange movie business, we come together

for a time, and we make moving shadows
on film, and when we disperse, the shad-

ows are all that is left of our close

association. If the shadows are good, our

trip together was worthwhile."

The other night I saw a rough print of

The Ni^ht of the Iguana.

The shadows were good. The trip was
worthwhile. THE END

Seeduifi rool heud, dirertor John Huston

wnrked irith the rirer coolint/ his f'eel.
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Travf^i & iiesoris romantic Puerto vallarta

Mexico^s garden of ^love*
By HORACE SUTTON

PUERTO VALLARTA.
Mexico— Put it down as
one of the great rom-
ances of history— along
with Heloise and Abel-
ard, Romeo and Juliet
and Howard Cosell and
Howard Cosell.

This one involved Ißich^
ird BurtonJactor, and Eliz-
^^''P^^i"—9^ylor, actress,
known in these sun-swept,
ocean washed parts as Uz
and Dick. It was anno dom-
ini 1963 and Richard Bur-

Tohn Hus-
s nim The Night oftheJ

juana^ Taylor was not
malcing a film; she was
making eyes at Burton.
They held hands at the
Oceano Hotel, then the only

passable caravansary on
the coast.
No plaque has been put

up to remind passersby of
those days, although
people still come to have a
drink there to watch the
sun set behind the statue of
a boy riding a seahorse. Lct
Hydra have Boy on a Del-
phin. In P.V., as those of us
on the inside call this place,

the logo is Boy on a Seahor-

In the Iguana days and
even before, most of the
gringos lived on the sides
of a chasm called Gringo
Gulch. And so it came to
pass that Burton owned a
handsome house and Tay-
lor owned another across
the Street. She ordered a
bridge built between them.
(Unofficial history says she
dispatched an architect to

Venice to copy the Bridge
of the Sighs.)

Now, 17 years and un-

counted sighs later, Taylor
and Burton have divoreed
and remarried. That tum
of events, when it happen-
ed, left her without a swim-
ming pool (it was on the
Burton side) and him with-

out a bedroom (it was on
the Taylor side).

Although the Great Lov-
ers lost their love for each
other, they never stopped
loving P.V. Taylor, now the
wife of John Warner, the
junior Senator from Vir-

ginia, owns both the former
Burton house as well as her
own Villa and the bridge
that connects them.

Population Jump
Burton, whose new wife

is named\SusanJlives on
the Calle MlräATar around
the Corner in a house called
Bursus, half B^jrton, half
Susan, no bridge.
VJohn Hustonjives in a
coDlpuuiRl ^u miles away
calledV^as Caletas surroun-
ded by^TIirTelTrnnr— ex-
wives, progeny, chef, assist-

ants and guests.
There are some gringos

around who sniff that €ül

these folk are parvenus.
Having been in Puerto Val-

larta before Iguana is like

having had a stateroom on
the Mayflower. Since
Iguana, however, the popu-
lation has jum]3ed from
4,000 to 85,000.
A party called Guillermo

Wulf who built the sets for

Iguana and who had the
first dream of making
Puerto Vallarta a new Aca-
pulco, has since built 65
houses, as well as assorted
restaurants and a hotel or
two, among them Garza
Bianca, the White Heron.
The newest extrava-

ganza is Fiesta Americana,
a 280-room hotel where the

Fisherman displays a moming's catch — these

are red snapper— on the Playa de loa Muertos,
Deadman's Beach at Puerto Vallarta. Open air

Stands will grill whole fish over charcoal, a per-

fect midday meal.

alamanders and hibiscus
spill over the terraced
rooms as if it were all some
hanging garden put up on
the edge of Banderas Bay.
The pool is sort of a lake
that appears in dreams of
paradise. Bridges lead to
palmy dells and there is a
swim-up bar.
To reach all this guests

enter an open-air lobby cov-
ered with an enormous
dome of palapa seven sto-
ries high. It was built by
nimble-footed Indians with-
out benefit of blueprints or
hard hats.

Puerto Vallarta's Fiesta
Americana, part of a bur-

geoning Mexican chain
that is linked to American
Airlines, has been grafted
on to a development called
Los Tules, a handsome nest
of seaside condominiums
and tennis courts.

The hotel has added to
that an assortment of res-

taurants including — don't
ask for a taco, Hemando—
El Morocco, where the
menu is in French and the
decor is early Marrakesh.

Alongslde the Holiday
Inn, and not far from the
pioneering Posada Val-
larta, the new Fiesta is

handy to the port where
the cruise ships dock and
the fish boats sail from «md
is a three-buck, five-minute
ride to th^ airport where
the govemment extracts
five bucks American for the
privilege of leaving town.
One forgets all that fidu-

ciary travail at places like
Chico's Paradise which
hangs over a gorge 14 miles
out on the road to Manza-
nillo. Here the pina coladas
come in mammoth pineapp-
les, the coco loco comes in a
coconut flagged with a cro-
ton leaf and the customers
come in their bathing suits.

One coco loco is enough
to make one loco enough to
descend into the chasm
where the jungle river —
one of 11 that pour into the
bay, drops in a rushing
waterfall guaranteed to
eure hangover or dandruff
or both.
At nightfall the frenzy

erupts at Carlos Obrian's
or at Casablanca both of
which serve meals and
drinks in a maelstrom of
decibels.

It's quiet and rather re-
fined at Las Palomas, and
it's downright wholesome
at Heiados Bing, an ice
Cream parlor where one can
Sit in a patio of hibiscus
and almond trees licking
cones stuffed with carame-
los de menta, which is to
say peppermint stick.
No telling when Burton

and Susan will amble down
from Casa Bursus and
Order "Dos choco rocas."
That's two rocky roads, as
all US Veteran P.V. people
know '*t
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Gable to J. R. With Ava Gardner
By PETER W. KAPLAN

The barefoot contessa wore rubber
thongs. She walked over the cream
carpet at the Waldorf Towers, which
was the same shade of cream as her

calves, in a pair of tight watermelon-
pink toreador slacks. Above the

slacks was a cherry-colored sweat-
shirt with a sequined letter A over one
breast, and above the red sweatshirt

was a hot-pink scarf, above which
was the face of Ava Gardner.
Miss Gardner's face will be appear-

ing in two television projects in the

next month, the first two she has ever
done. The first, this Thursday, is one
of the evening serial dramas, CBS's
*'Knots Landing," in which she will

play another of the sleek villainous

women who seem to do so much for

television ratings lately. The second
is "A.D.," a colossally produced NBC
mini-series about early Christian

zealots that is to run at the end of

March.
'*0h, television,** Miss Gardner

said, smiling and showing three dim-
ples (one in the chin, two in the

cheeks), "It's awfully small, isn*t it?

Tatty. Except for J. R., he*s not

small.** Miss Gardner said she loves

**Dallas,** and since it was Friday,

maybe she would find a lobster, bring
it back to the room and watch the pro-

gram. **I met J. R. last week,** she
said, "amd I was just as excited as I

was the first time I met Clark
Gable.*'

Memories of Clark Gable

With her green eyes and shaken-out
aubum coif, Miss Gardner did not

look so very different from the way
she looked in "The Barefoot Contes-

sa," "On the Beach" and "Mogam-
bo.** She sat with a bettle of spring

water and chain-smoked, talking in a

low voice that carried tones of North
Carolina, where she was bom, and

::>SijÄ:::;;:i:>;<;:-;::;-x

United Press International

Ava Gardner in the 1183 role of

Agrippina in ''A.D.''

^London, where she lives.

"I was a terrified little girl,'* she"

said. "It was killing at M-G-M. They
threatened you that if you didn't do
what they said, they would min your
career. And they could do it."

"When I appeared for Henry Wal-
lace when he ran for President in
1948,** she said, "Louis B. Mayer
called me in and told me I had to stop.

He told me that Katharine Hepbum
had ruined her career doing Üiings
hke that."

For 17 years, Miss Gardner stayed
at M-G-M, defying its Orders on
projects, sometimes doing her b€st
work when she was traded to other
Studios — as she was for Joseph L.

Mankiewicz's "The Barefoot Contes-
sa,** in which she played a Spanish
dancer who becomes a movie star as
big as Ava Gardner. Mr. Mankiewicz
was, she said, pointing to her head.
"cerebral.** Besides him, she worked
with some of the best directors inHol-
lywood: Mr. FordlMohn Hustori^

George Cukor. ^ -C

"He had just done a film he was proud.
of — 'From Here to Etemity' — he
had his strength back and all of^
talent."

She says Mr. Sinatra is "a great
artist.**

"He has a thing in his voice," she
said. "Fve only heard it in three peo-
ple: Maria Callas, Frank and Jüdy
Garland. A quality that makes me
want to cry, like a beautiful sunset or
a boys' choir singing Christmas
carols. Those three people make me
cry for happiness."
About 7:30 P.M., Miss Gardner ex-

changed her water for a Scotch and
said she had thought she was pretty
good in "The Night of the Iguana,'* in
which she was directfd by her friend
and favorite directoi

"And then I saw it," shesaid, "and^l
was so embarrassed. There wasn*t
one true move in it, it was false and
fidgety.**

She said she was having **a hell of a
time*' on another Husten picture,
"The Bible,** and was saved by the di-
rector. " *Awright, kid,' ** she said,
doing a gravelly Imitation of Huston*s
voice. "And he just held my band and
said *awright.' And then he asked me
if I was ready to go back, and I said I

was. That*s how John Huston di-

rects."
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Pacific Mexico:
Puerto Vallarta

Pletaner InternAüooal/Tbt Stock Shop

The Camino Real, one of Puerta Vallarta's luxiuy hoteis.

By NICK MADIGAN

Twenty years ago, Puerto

Vallarta was accessible only

by tramp steamer, the occa-

sional DC-3 or a treacherous

trip by burro over the Sierra

Madre. A picture of idyllic Isolation,

hidden away between a jungle that

seemed to cascade down the moun-
tains and a half-moon shaped bay on

the west coast of Mexico, the town
was exciusive only in that iev/ people

had ever heard of it.

That was soon to change. In 1964,

JoljjjJJj^cn^directed the filming ol

^SSTiMSTO^'llliams's "Night of the

Iguana" in Puerta Vallarta, and
within six years of the iilm's release a

road had been carved through the

dense jungle to Tepic, 100 miles

away, the airport had been enlarged

to accommodate bigger aircraft and
the town had played host to a summit
Conference between Presidents Rich-

ard M. Nbcon and Gustavo Diaz

Ordaz. Hollywood had put Puerto

Tbe Mew Yort Tüne^/F^b. 91. 1N4

pano, red snapper, ihackerei and
bonito on the t>each, their fires fed

with cocoiiut hulls, and seil the fish on
a stick; wandering vendors of

dresses, pottery, woven rugs and l>as-

kets quietly approach sunbathers and
offer their wares. The rugs, in muted
beiges and browns, come in different

sizes, the largest about 4,000 peso6

($24), the small ones a bargain at

about 2,000. A pretty basket, woven in

V
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wlthin six years of thc lilni's reU^ase a

road had been carved ihrough the

dense jungle to Tepic, 100 miles

away, the airport nad been enlarged

to accommodate bigger aircraft and
the town had played host to a summit
Conference between Presidents Rich-

ard M. Nixon and Gustavo Diaz
Ordaz. Hollywood had put Puerto

Vallarta on the map.
Last year, more than 526,000 Amer-

ican visitors descended on Vallarta

and its wild environs. They came to

ride horseback in the jungle, take

boat trips to otherwise inaccessible

coastal villages with stunning, quiet

beaches, or watch sunsets on an unin-

terrupted horizon, the water glisten-

ing red and gold for hundreds of

miles.

Several hundred foreigners have
houses in Vallarta. Among them are
Charles Bronson, Peter OToole, Mr.
Huston and two of "Iguana's" stars,

^ Richard Burtonjbmd Elizabeth Taylor
•l^Wfßse röhiance gained widespread
attention during the filming, adding
immeasurably to the town*s mysr
tique.

Despite the throngs, Vallarta has
resisted the kind of unchccked devel-

opment that has marred Acapulco, its

rival resort to the south— even when
taking into account the additions of

the last five years: Six hoteis, count-

less villas, a sewage treatment plant,

water purifiers, new drainage Sys-

tems and 10 bridges. Before ''Igua-

na," the town's population was
35,000; now it is 125,000, and increas-

ing.

But for Vallarta, the old ways are

its bread and butter. The cobblestone

streets are dotted with pushcarts

from which children seil two-foot-

long sticks of fresh sugar cane for 30

pesos and coconuts ^or 120 — one
drinks the coconut milk and then the

vendor slices open the shellfor eating

its meat; 'fresh fruit Stands with pa-

paya, guava, mango, watermelon,
cantaloupe, peach and pineapple;

seafood Stands with crustaceans right

out of the bay— a mammoth oyster,

about five or six inches across, is

hacked open by the grizzled, smiling

vendor, who watches amused while

you drench it with lernen and hot

sauce and try to slide the whole thing

into your mouth. He will cut it in half

upon request , but you will have fallen

in his estimation. At 800 pesos a kilo

—which is less than $2.50 a pound—

a

bargain and conversaticn piece to

boot.
'

Tiny stoi"es dot the streets, their

merchandise overflowiiig onto the

sidewalks. Beachwear is a local in-

dustry, and minidresses, Shirts and
sweatshirts all go for very low prices—

' skirts for 2,500 pesos ($15) and em-
broidered blouses for 1,800 ($U).
Most of the Shops that seil authentic

Mexican clothes, many of them made
by Oaxacah Indians, are on Morelos
and Juarez streets dowhtown and on.

the surrounding side streets.

On an Island in the Cuale River, in

the center of town,' is an enclosed

marketplace where townspeople seil

handcrafts. Indiari womcn pound
laundry on rocks by the river^ the

largest of the 13 streamfs that gush
down the foothills to the bay.

On the beach, fishennen roast pom-
! r ,

,

NICK MADIGAN, formerly a staff

member of The New York Times, re-

ports from the Carihhean fot' United
Press International.
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with cocüiiut hulls, and seil the fish un
a stick; wandering vendors of

dresses, pottery, woven n^gs and bas-

kets quietly approach sunbathers and
offer their wares. The rugs, in muted
beiges and browns, come in different

sizes, the largest about 4,000 pesos

($24), the small ones a bargain at

about 2,000. A pretty basket, woven in

different coiors, costs about $10. As
ever, price is negotiable.

Enormous palm-leaf awnings,

called palapas, sit atop the bars and
restaurants at. every hotel pooLside,

like pyramids of the tropics. Under
thetn, grinning bartenders prepare

powerful concoctions — try a Coco
Loco, a combination of tequila,

vodka, rum, coconut milk, lemon and
sugar, served in th^ hiill of a coconut.

A discreet request to a härtender or

Walter in one of the bars — the ones

that usually cater to the locals, not to

tourists— will bring a glass of raizil-

la, an aromatic local moonshine
made from the maguey cactus plant,

which also produces tequila. It's

sometimes put into a bowl with fruit,

like a punch, which sweetens and dis-

guises Its head-reeling effects.

I ;
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Grayson Hall, Actress,

OfStage, TVandFilm

Grayson Hall, a stage, television and
film actress who was nominated for an
Academy Award in 1964, died of Cancer
Wednesday at New York Hospital. She
was 58 years old and lived in Rhine»
beck. N.Y.

Miss Hall was familiär to TV viewers
for her starring role as Dr. Julia Hoff-

man in **Dark Shadows,** a populär
daytime series. She repeated her role

in the 1970 movie version, "House of

Dark Shadows." Her husband, Sam
Hall, wrote half the Scripts for the
series and was co-author of the film.

She was nomihated for an Academy
Award for best supporting actress for

her role as the hard-bitoen school-

teacher lAjohn Huston's/ 1964 film,

"Night of tte'TgtJSna," oSised on the

Tennessee Williams play. When he
gave her the part, Mr. Huston said that

she had the quality of ''a young Hep-
bum."

Miss Hall was seen this year in the
Off Broadway revival of "Madwoman
of Chaillot.'' In 1960, she appeared as
Madame Irma in *'The Balcony*' at

Circle in the Square, and continued in

the role for 15 months. She also ap-
peared on and off Broadway in such
plays as "La Ronde," "Six Characters
in Search of an Author," "Happy
End," "Rib Cage," "The Buskers" and
"Friends and Relations."
She is survived by her husband, and

their son, Matthew» of Manhattan.
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GRAYSON HALL

In Love

SECTION 3
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With a

Vampire

By RALPH BLUMENFELD

riRAYSON HALL, co-star of televi-" sion's only supernatural soap opera,

concedes that she doesn't really believe

In the power of the supernatural. But
if you want to believe. it's all right
with her.

"Do I know? Do I care?" she said
tolerantly when asked why America's
housewives and teenagers seem to get
so hung up on the vampires and neck-
bites in "Dark Shadows."
There are two likely reasons for her

Indulgence, of course. One is that the
actöess is an enlightened woman» hav-
ing grown up in a socialist household
at a time when socialism was considered
weirdo.

The other reason is that her husband,
Sam Hall,writes about half the scripta
for "Dark Shadows" (Ch. 7, 4-4:30 p.m.).
He also has co-scripted the new fuU-
Icngth MGM film based on the soap.
"House of Dark Shadows," being re-

leased here late this month.
A "staggering" amount of mail from

the soap's viewers inspired the movie.
The mail even impressed Grayson, but
shc's hard put to explain the show's
popularity if you work in the daytime
and have never seen "Dark Shadows."

It's largely a melange of unconven-
tional romance and Ingenious twists.

Grayson plays Dr. Julia Hoffman,
who loves one of her patients. Nothing
unconventional about that, soapwise

—

but in this case the patient she's try-

>g to eure is a vampIre.
"I'm In love with the vampIre and
^ whole country's in love with tho
...npire," she said recently at lunch

at the Georges Rey. "Why? Becausd
he's an unhappy vampire. He doesn't

want to be a vampire, but he needs
blood. It's the stop-me-before-I-kill-

more thing."

One of the show's favorite glmmicks
is past incarnation, wherein characters
travel backward in time, a Century,

two centuries, via seances. It offers

Viewers a nice vision of reincamatioa
if that's what they want.

If not, there's "parallel time," whlch
permits "Dark Shadows" characters to
shift sideways into alter-ego roles, por-

traying what they might have been if

they hadn't become doctors, say, er
vampires.

"It's the second-chance thing," Gray-
son said helpfully.

The Viewers do get involved. They
write her about the dangers of the
Tarot Cards she uses occasionally to teil

fortunes on the show. She's wamed
not to let anyone eise touch the cards,

"but of course they do," she smiles.

"The whole prop department."
A housewife in Queens followed "Dark

Shadows" with passion until the July
afternoon in 1969 when her husband
was tuned into baseball on Ch. 9,

watching the Mets in a ninth-inning

And her fiusbancf

wrifes the scripf.

Post Photo by Louis Llotta

rally against the Cubs. At 4 p. m. the
wife promptly switched the TV set

from Ch. 9 to Ch. 7 to watch "Dark
Shadows." Her enraged husband beat
her to death.

What breeds such devotion to a soap?
Isn't there any plausible explanation?
Well, yes.

"Everybody," Grayson said, "has had
some extrasensory thing hapi)en in

life."

She pauses, a falr-skinned, freckled,

high-cheekboned woman of 40 or so.

Finally she decides to proceed, smootli-

ing her auburn halr.

Her parents were separated when
she was nine, Grayson said. "I lived

with my mother in Philadelphia. One
morning I found her sitting on the

couch, with a füll ashtray. I asked her

what was the matter. She told me
my father's mother had walked in at

5 in the morning and said, *I've come
to say goodby, and teil you I'm sorry

about what happcned . .
.'

Later that day, my father called to

teil me his mother had dled during the

night."

Grayson Hall was named Shirloy

Grossman then, born in Philadelphia,

an only child, which she hated. "My
husband is an only child, too, but he
loved it." Their only child is Matthew,
who's 12.

She developcd an Interest in politics

at an early age, mostly because "Nor-
man Thomas was a great friend of

the family. He used to come to dinner,

and I got involved without really know-
ing it." Her involvement, however, has
largely been that of a passive ob-
server.

She doesn't recall when the acting

bug bit, but does have one clear

memory.
"When I was 11 or 12 at a family

dinner I was being teased about what
made me think I could be an actress.

I really got bugged by it, so I opened
my mouth and screamed — a blood
curdiing scream."

It made the point. The family sub-

sided, and the scream convinced the

screamer that she could act. By tho

time she finished her junior year at

Corncll, she decided she was wasting
time that could be spent onstage.

"I wanted to be an ingenue, I wanted
to get to New York and try. Which of
course was rldiculous, because Tve
nevef been an ingenue. I've always had
this old, husl^ voioe, I never was your
little itsy-poo 18 or 2Q-year-old. I was
a character actress a$ a ' teenager. t

think I've probably grown up to what
I am."

Jose Quinterocast her in "La Ronde"
at the Circle in the Square in 1954,

then as the madam in "The Balcony/'

her fjrst important roles. On Broadway
she played in 'Subways Are for Sleejjh

ing."

Her original stage name was Shirley

Grayson, which seemed not very
original. The man who changed it was
Sam Hall, an aspiring writer from
Carrollton, Ohio, and Dartmouth. "Ho
always called me Grayson, like an old

Arniy buddy." When they married in

1956, sj

was "serious and dedicaTed**-~to

theater, with no thought of Holly-

^od, but when John Huston came to
thfe< St. Regis in 1963 to cast his

Tenm*s«^Williams film, "Nighto|
Iguana/M^?ray«aa_^miglit-€md'"''won tha

role of the hard-bitten schoolteacher-

chaperone.

It was a breakthrough, and it came
despite what she had thought was a
disastrous interview with Huston, from
which she had stormed out, "kicking

myself down the hall to the elevator."

When she reported for work on loca-

tion at Puerto Villarta, Mexico, "I very
consciously wore the same outfit I'd

worn when I saw him, with my hair

the same way. I was certain he'd say,

'oh, no, not her.'

"But all he said was, 'Have a nice

trip, honey?'"
She asked Huston what had made him

think she could do the part, and still

gets a kick out of his answer. "I don't

know," Huston said. "I thought you
were a young Hepburn, and that was
the quality I wanted."
The role brought Grayson an Academy

Award nomination and a swift succes-
sion of movie offers, which in turn
brought a dilemma. - The Halls were
(and are) comfortably ensconced in a
spacious apartment near Times Square,
with the livingroom painted Pompeiian
red and an old-fashioned kitchen where
Grayson reigns as a gourmet cook. It's

not something you'd want to give up
for Hollywood.
So she made a film in France, an-

other in Italy, and one in Hollywood
(Disney's "That Dam Cat"), and that

was that.

"I guess I should have moved to

California," she said, "but I don't re-

gret it. It would have meant uprooting

my son and husband—and besides, you
see, I don't like the sun. I get burnecf/'

And I don't know what people do out i

there between Jobs except lie In the \

sun»
• 1 'icf^'i' *

• '* * ' *'Li
' ' She's* happler' in •'IDark Shadows.*' '
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lOVERSY IN SWEDEN, CAMERAS IN MEXICO

Director John Huston outline» a scene for Richard Burton in "The Night of the Iguana" on location in Mexico.

JOHN HUSTON'S 'IGUANA'

»M««

1

MiSMALOYA, Mexico.

WHEN Tennessee Williams con-

ceived his play, "The Night
of the Iguana," it Is highly

unlikely that he envisioned

scorplons as having a catalytic effect

on his cast. His mood-filled, vibrant

drama, it will be recalled, dealt with

the romantic and spiritual tribulations

of a group of people in a Mexican
hotel, including the sensual hotel own-

er, a defrocked minister and tour di-

rector, a spinster, a Texas school-

teacher, a clutch of American tourists,

as well as the symbollc iguana.

The other day, on this lush Pacific

location where the film Is being shot

and where scorpions are as indigenous

as palms, a scorpion took an off-the-

script nip at pretty, young Sue Lyon,

one of the principals. The incident

caused the cast such constemation that

it moved the victim closer to the circle

of Stars than she had been before.

Whether Williams dreamed when
he wrote "Iguana" that the storied

Richard Burton, would be the screen

incarnation of his minister, tour director

and reluctant seductlonlst, does not ap-

pear to be worth worrying about in this

steamy atmosphere. The consensui is

that the Irrepresslble Burton la as neccs-

sary to this compasslonate tale of dam-
natlon and salvation as Is the "iguana."

«

Co-starring roles are beIng portrayed

by Ava Gardner and Deborah Kerr,

along with Miss Lyon. Others In the

cast of 20 are James "Sklp" Ward, a

Juvenile with considerable picture and

televlsion experience, and Grayson Hall,

an actress, who is comparatively new
to fllms.

The usual marks of a John Huston
production are in evidence here. The
freneticism, the ritual of realism with

its unswerving dedication to doing

things the hard way wherever possible.

The location, called "The Rock," is

on a mountainside near a cove in the

Bay of Banderas, about a 25-minute

By PAUL P. KENNEDY

boat trlp from Puerto Vallarta. A
boat is the only means of transporta-

tion to this site where 25 houses have
been constructed for the cast and
crew numbering 106 persons.

At the top of the peak, some 300

feet above the shining blue green wa-
ters, a copy of an ancient Mexican
hotel has been constructed. Here most
of the action takes place and to this

point trudge most of the cast daily.

Burton, accompanied by Elizabeth Tay-
lor, comes to the location almost daily

and makes the trip from Puerto Val-

larta in a rented yacht. Miss Gardner

makes the trlp twice daily in her speed-

boat, behind whlch she waterskils part

of the way. The boat is named Ava.

Obviously, diving and worklng to-

gether in a space of 20 horizontal acres,

or vertical ones depending on the point

of View, has been having its effect on
nerves. As the production went into

the final weeks there was a tendency

among "The Rock's habitu^s toward

mutual congratulatlons. The explosions

have been relativcly minor.

In a moment of feriousness Huston
explained that he had fully «xpected to

have considerable dlfficulty with his

temperamental playen. "Nothing so

far," he said. "The cast leem to like

their Jobs. Offhand I would say it is

the easiest picture I have done in

years, maybe in all the years. It is al-

most too easy."

The dlrector's buoyancy was prompt-

ed, in part, by not having been be-

hind in schedule. There is some cautious

wagering among the crew that he may
even bring the picture in some days

under schedule and comfortably within,

the sllghtly less than $5,000,000 budget.

Burton has entered energetically into

the spirt of things. The naturally gre-

garious Welshman has, at times, de-

voted considerable thought and energy

toward achievlng the writers' desired

mood of frustration and spiritual lone-

liness. But in portraying the Rev. Dr.
Lawrence Shannon, a wayward man of

the cloth sensitive to the pull of appe-

tites of the flesh and the bottle, he
chews at the part with the relish of a
man being paid $400,000 for doing

something that combines sense and
satisfaction.

There is, in fact, a general atmos-

sphere around the location that this

production has the "sweet smell of

success." Huston virtually put it

in those words. "To me it smells good,"

he sald. "You get a Bens9 about these

these things and this one looks really

good." He also explained that it flrst

appeared that the plcture's publlclty,

aimed at capitalizing on the Burton-
Taylor romance had not come off.

Even the chronic lack of common
viewpoint between the screen writers,

In this Instance Huston and Anthony
Velller, and the playwrlght, Tennessee
Williams, has not caused a major dls-

ruptlon. Williams, after having had two
major Conferences with the scenarists,

came down to look into the aspects of

the sweetening up of the rol« taken
by Miss Gardner. The stage rol«, don«
by Bette Davis, called for a hard-bitt«i

hanidan eroding with lonellnass and
general cussedness. Miss Gardner*! a«-

slgnment is vastly more 83rmpathetio.

The Inclusion of Miss Hall as th«
disturbed and acid-bltten teacher d«-
voted to Burton's destniction is ont of
those brlght llttle storles that occaslon-

ally turn up in show buslness. With
some Off Broadway and televlsion ex-
perience and only one screen credit In

a featured role In a modest melodrama
that dld not gamer crltlcal laureis last

year, called, "Satan in High Heels,"

Miss Hall was called in for a Huston
interview. And, as Is obivous, she got
a rewarding character role of the type
screen veterans strlve for, often wlth-
out success, year after year.

^.
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AMUSEMEl

THE THEATRE
Cttlture Downtown

FRANKIE AND JOHNNY, aii American folk

legend in t prologu*. two acts and an
fpilogue bv John Huston, wlth songg by

Hilda Taylor and Eddie Safranski, and In-

cldpntal muslc by Irwin A. Bazclon. Pre-
sented by William de Lys. wlth the a-sslst-

ance of James Morske (productlon managen
and Stanley S. Kostner (general managen:
Staging Don M Dicklnson: chorcography.
Vonn Hamilton: scpnery and llghtlnR. Paul
M. Heller: costumes. Jan Holm: musical dl-

rectloii. Mr. Safranski. At the Theatr« de
Lys. 121 Chrlstophcr Street.

Sheriff Fred Downs
Frankie Pat Larson
Lila Beverly Churchill
The Madam Doris Jones
Prizefighter Norman Feld

Härtender David Leland
Johnny Val Dufour
Nellv Blv Hilda Taylor

Plario Player Robert Ball

By BROOKS ATKINSON
At last the Theatre de Lys has

flung open its doois to cultuie and

the pubhc at 121 Christopher

;

Street in the Village. "A club the-l

atre for members only." the pro-;

announces with some final-

As a building. the Theatre de
gram
ity.

Lys is comfortable, neat and at-

tractive, with a well-designed

apron stage where interesting Per-

formances might conveniently be

mounted.
But what is this initial piece of

pretentiousness? It is a cross be-

tween a banal ballet and a biir-

lesque of melodrama, entitled

"Frankie and Johnny" and written
by John Huston. Taking a familiär
bailad that inteilectuals doted on
many years ago, Mr. Huston has
arrangeä a series of living pictures
about social life in an overstocked
bor^ello and the code of honor be-

tween strumpets and their men.
4i * «

Since Mr. Huston has nothing to
say that the ballad does not say
with morose exuberance, his drama
makes sin appear to be much
duller than it need be. And the Per-
formance under the direction of

Don M. Dickinson is elaborately
and studiously boring. Probably
club members of the Theatre de
Lys should not blame the actors
severely. Like the piano player
who almost got shot, they are do-
ing the best they can. But neither
the author nor the director has
given them any material to work
with, and the Performance is like

a series of sophomoric improvisa-
tions.

"Frankie and Johnny" is a pose.
Mr. Huston ia condescendlng to
ickedness. His heart is purer
an he thinks.



OPENS MON., OCT. 27tH at 8 P. M.

DE LYS THEATER CORPORATION
Pr«s«ntt

FRANKIE and JOHNNY
JOHN HUSTON

TICKETS NOW ON SALI
Ofi'l Niiht: Ktbuki L«uni« $6.00: OrehMtra $4.M

Evfs. TH«r«a(tftr: (Men.>Thurs.) Loung« $4.80: OreH.
53.10: (Frl. L Sat.) Loung« $6.00: Oreh. $4.80: Matt.
Wed. and Sat.: Loung» $3.60: Oreh. $2.40 (tax inel.)

ADMISSION BY MEMBERSHIP ONLY
Membarthip Broehur« AvailabU Upon Rtquast

THEATER dt LYS 121 Chrlitaphar St.. WA 4a782
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Bringing Up Father
John Huston, disturbed by a

vigorous off-stage conversation
on "Across the Pacific" set, yelled
"Quiet!" When command had
no effect, he came over to throw
the talkers out personally. Dis-

covered it was his dad Walter
chewinc; the rag with Ilumphre^^
Bogart! . . . Ironie that Orson
Welles should bring out histoi^
of automobile manufacture in

"The Magnificent Ambersons"
just as country quit making
the darned things! . . . That lul-

laby in Penny Singleton's new
picture» "Blondie's B 1 e s s e d
Event," is Penny's own composi-
tion. It'll be published soon.

Of the five children vvho play
the small refugees sheltered be-

neath Monty Woolley's beard in

'The Pied Piper," one is French,
one Belgian and two English
. . . When Producers' Corp.
wanted Marc Lawrence for the
lead in "The Devil's Sister," he'd
already signed for "Destiny,"
but he persuaded them to test

a young Broadway actor, just

arrived, for the part. So Ned
Young is off to a head Start,

thanks to a lucky break.

This and That

fl

h

ci



r4«Unforsrettable ..

is the Word for films like
• f

**African Queen*' and
**Moülin Rouge*'. Now,
their famed director, ^'

JOHN HUSTON, re-
cordshis greatesttriumph«

'^if^%äiim.

»KOADWAY AND 5Ut STREET



Role for Csry Grant

Columbia, which has a commit-
ment of one picture from Gary
Grant on an old contract, has an-
nounced it will star him in "Con-
certina," an original story b^J^lUl
Husten and Frederick Kohner.
Their picture will deal with three
generations of an American fam-
ily and the parts its members
played in wars since 1840.



Mum na

s>creen: Disney's 'Black Cauldron'
By WALTER GOODMAN

THE black cauldron that gives

a title to the tatest Walt Dis-

ney animated feature con-
tains the spirits of dead war-

riors, and the movie, which opens to-

day at Radio City Music Hall» teils of

the exertions of a boy named Taran to

keep the cauldron from the evil

homed king, lest he bring those

"deathless warriors" to life and con-

quer the world. The tale is based on
**The Chronicles of Prydain,*' a series

of books for youngsters by Lloyd
Alexander that won critical and popu-
lär attention in the mid-1960's.

This is the 25th full-length animated
feature from Walt Disney Studios,

and professionally put together as it

is, many of the ingredients may seem
programmed to those who have seen
some of the others. This time around,
the appallingly cute animals include

a furry little creature named Gurgi,
who is very greedy and very coward-
ly, and an amiable pig named Hen
Wen prized for his psychic powers
and therefore in constant jeopardy.
The spooky precincts of the villains

are, as usual, more fun than the
wholesome environs. The homed
king's ominous Castle is guarded by
frothing dogs and a pair of swooping
dragons. The resident thugs are su-

pervised by a dreadful-looking neu-
rotic toad named Creeper, who adds
zest to the proceedings whenever he
lurches on. Villainy seems to inspire

the animators. Their work gains
force with the appearance of the king,

whose dea^h's-head is shrouded in an
enormous cloak, and reaches a sinis-

ter climax when the skeletal warriors
troop from the cauldron. With the
help of sound equipment, John Hurt
brings a cavemous voice to the role of
the king. He has the best lines; he in-

quires of the captured Taran, "You
are the keeper of this oracular pig?"

The good folk have vaguely Welsh-
sounding names like Fflewddur
Fflam and Dallben and Princess Ei-
lonwy, but you will have no trouble
recognizing their types from other
Disney productions. Taran does
everything expected of a Disney hero.

He is foolish and daring and ex-

tremely lucky and becomes a better

person for his adventures. **0h," the
princess teils him, only too accurate-

Animated Spirits

THE BLACK CAULDRON, an animated film
directed by Ted Berman and Richard
Rieh; Story by David Jonas, Vance Genry,
Ted Berman, Richard Rieh, AI Wilson,
Roy Morita, Peter Young, Art Stevens and
Joe Haie; based on "The Chronicles of

Prydain" by Lloyd Alexander; musie by
Eimer Bernstein; produced by Joe Haie;
presented by Walt Disney Pictures; dis-

tributed by Buena Vista Distribution Com-
pany Inc. At Radio City Music Hall, Ave-
nue of the Americas and 50th Street, and
other theaters. Running time: 80 minutes.
This film is rated PG.

With the voices of

:

Taran Grant Bardsley
Eilonwy Susan Sheridan
Dallt)en Freddie Jones
Fflewddur Nigel Hawthome
King Eidilleg Arthur Malet
Gurgi/Doli John Byner
Fairfolk

Lmdsay Rieh, Brandon Call, Gregory
Levinson

Orddu Eda Reiss Merin
Orwen Adele Malis-Morey
Orgoeh BiilieHayes
Creeper Phil Fondacaro
Homed King , John Hurt
Prologue narrated b| John Huston

ly, "you're so, so, so WbHhg." But
then, she isn*t exactly a bäl) of fire.

Like these characters, the magic
appurtenances — the flashing sword
that demolishes bad guys, the danc-
ing "bauble" that shows the way to

good guys, the lyre that breaks a
string at the sound of a lie— seem fa-

miliär and overworked.

But maybe the problem is in the eye

of this beholder. The producers report

that "The Black Cauldron" is the first

animated motion picture to be shot in

70mm since **Sleeping Beauty'* in

1959. People old enough to recall their

delight at earlier feature animations,

no doubt bumished by memory, are

not of course the audience at which

•Tiie BlAk Cauldron" is aimed. Nor,
apparently, is it aimed at youngsters
who have had a taste of more sophisti-

cated animation of the **Star Wars"
breed of movies. Quite possibly, the
little kids for whom the people at Dis-
ney work will find the sort of magic in

*The Black Cauldron" that their par-
ents found in **Sleeping Beauty" and
(can it be so long ago?) that their

grandparents found in **Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs.*'

**The Black Cauldron** is rated PG
(Parental Gudiance Suggested). It

contains scenes that may be frighten-

ing to some children.



Jackson, Coppola and Lucas Meet Mickey, Donald and Goofy

'A^ /li^i.

Disney Is Setting Its SightsiSon the PG Set
By RICHARD GRENIER

I

Once upon a time, teen-agers liked Walt Disney mov-
ies. Then the world changed. The over-13*s dropped out of

the Disney market. Next to go were many 11- and 12-

year-olds. **Kid stuff," they said. Walt Disney 's audience
grew younger and younger, smaller and smaller. By the

1980*s, the very name "Disney" had become box-office

poison.

The trouble was that fewer and fewer small people
seemed to be "kids." The changing fortunes of the Dis-

ney films demonstrated dramatically that the young in

America, presumably because of prodigious amounts of

television viewing, were worldly beyond their years.

At the Disney Company, once the epitome of Innova-

tion in populär entertainment, a management shakeup
was inevitable. It came last September, when Michael
Eisner, the highly successful President of Paramount
Pictures, was brought in as chairman with the an-

nounced intention of bringing Disney back from **real ^-
tate" to its true vocation, entertainment.

Roy Disney— Walt's nephew, head of the animation
department and a backer of Mr. Eisner for chairman—
explained: **We're an idea Company. Without compelling
entertainment ideas, we*re nothing. And we knew we had
to go after the older audience, what we called the *miss-

ing age group,* ages 14 to 24."

An example of this quest was the announcement last

week that Michael Jackson would star in a 10- to 12-

minute 3-D musical *'Space fantasy," directed by Fran-
cis Ford Coppola and produced by George Lucas, creator

of **Star Wars," to be showi\,exclusively at Disneyland
and Disney World. The Company had already announced
that Mr. Lucas was developing a Disneyland ride based
on his "Star Wars" series.

But the heart of the Disney empire has aiways been
animation, and the Company's $25 million "The Black
Cauldron," which opened last week, also offers evidence
of changing taste among the young. Roy Disney granted
that the film contains its allotment of what he called

traditional Disney "cutie pie" elements, but the first ap-

pearance of the movie*s Chief villain, the Homed King, is

a reminder that Darth Vader, the satanic warrior of

"Star Wars"* has been here.

"When you've scared them once," said Roy Disney,

"you have to scare them more than last time." And, in-

deed, the level of menace in "The Black Cauldron" is

substantiallyjgreater than in the classic Disney films. As
jQ^nHigtmilntones the new movie's ominous prologue,

wel^fnOfet there was once a king so evil that "even th€

gods feared him." The black cauldron in which his de-

monic spirit has been captured must be prevented from
falling into malign hands, for "whoever possessed it

would have the power to resurrect armies of deathless
warriors and with them rule the world."

Mr. Disney observes that the film sounds an apoca-
lyptic note, invoking a "threat to all humanity." This is

stronger stuff than the Wicked Witch in Disney's "Snow
White and th^Jeven Dwarfs." In consequence, "The
Black Cauldron,** the first wide-screen animat^ feature

since 1959's "Slec^ing Beauty," is the first Disney ani-
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Rooseveltand theNewDeal Years
(1944)!LFohn Huston'^World War II

ByJOHNJ.O'CONNOR

TOMORROW is the lOOth anni-

versary of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt's birth, and televi-

sion is continuing its weeklong
spuit of retrospectives and reviews
conceming the President who led this

country through the Great Depression
and most of World War II.

By far the most ambitious and ex-
tensive of the presentations is the
three-hour**F. D. R/'beingofferedto-
night. beginning at 8, on ABC-TV. With
Richard Richter and Robert E. Frye
as senior producers, the program as-

sesses the impact President Roosevelt
had on the American Presidency and
on the conduct of domestic and foreign
policy. Adding weight to the proceed-
ings will be the appearances, in sepa-
rate Interviews» of President Reagan
and former Presidents Carter, Ford
and Nixon. ABC News maintains that
this is the first time America's four liv-

ing Presidents have been interviewed
for one television program.

David Brinkley, who was filmed at

the Roosevelt home in Hyde Park,

N.Y., is the Chief correspondent. The
Consultants and participants include

the historians Arthur M. Schlesinger

Jr., James MacGregor Bums and
Robert Dallek. Interviews with spe-

cialists and former Roosevelt aides

are mixed with photographs and ar-

chival film footage to achieve a valu-

able Portrait of the man and his age.

Tomorrow at 8 P.M., WNET-TV is

offering a two-hour package titled

"The New Deal Spirit: Films of the
F.D.R. Era." A conversation between
Richard D. Heffner, the Rutgers Pro-
fessor of Communications and public
policy, and Joseph P. Lash, the author
of "Eleanor and Franklin," about the
life and times of the nation's 32d Presi-
dent, will be wrapped around reruns of
three short films: "The River" (1937),
a study of the Mississippi by Pare Lo-
rentz; "Artist at Work" (1981), a film
about W.P.A. programs l)y Mary
Lance, and "The Battle of San Pietro"

documen



neveitheless has its moments of wit and
action as Bogait, playing a disgraced
Army officer, sets out to foil a plot to de-

stroy the Panama Canal at the outset of

WorldWar II.

Keep an eye out for the scene, near the

end of the picture, when Bogart is being
held at gunpoint by the villains on the
plantation. Legend has it that at this

point, the director John Huston walked off

the set to report for military duty, leaving
[his successor to figure out a way to extri-

itehishero.

HmPocMc'

Ina case of rounding up the usual sus-

pects, Warner Bros, reassembled the

leads and director from "The Maltese
FalcoD*' » Humphrey ßog^, Mary

ayear later, in 1942.

Thoügh it doesn't wear as well as "Fal-

coo«" "Across the Padfic/' to be broad-^

"Fotfrleen Hours" (1951),

and seldbm seen New York
orful

;wiUbe
broadcW^^ Thursday at l:^i<rA.M. on
ABC. It's a t^ming, oftagn^pphig film

embroidery of a true indid^t. It was re-

oorded brilliantly in a lang article in The
New Yorker by Jo^^^yre in April, 1949,

tiUed "The Man
young neuroCic
below, thousam^ wati
horrorand niidrown traffl<

Uves, of 9^86, were
movie, we}f/irected by H<

brims
a fine

fe"— about a
suicide as, far

in fascinated

, and the

thaway,
re is

,at 8 P.M. Saturday on Channel 5, ^

idoscopic

headed
Douglas

as a ^aiisuc policeman, Barbara Bei
Geddes and Agnes Moorehead. But even
as the susmnae rises spectacularly, Mr.
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It Happened
Last Night

EARL WILSON
»

The Busy Bridegroom
Congratulations to Richard- Burton on lils tnarriage,

his professional siiccess and his acceptance by ttie public

and producers.

NowVjohn Huston lias sllpped a new movlc, Ernest
Heming:>vay'^'^¥nps«rtfie River and Into tlie Trees," filni-

ing in Italy next year, into his schedule, and Burton has
also agreed to do **King: Lear" on Broadway—his tirst

appearahee in this Sliakespcarean play — probably In

1977-78.

Let's see if we can get the Burton schedule down.

"The Heretic: Exorcist 11" will be

filmed all over New York this week,

then back to Hollywood to finish it;

then to Toronto Nov. 1 to film

"Equus," directed by Sidney Lumet;
then to Italy for John Huston; then

a film—John Le Carre's "A Small
Town in Germany." And then "King
Lear." Burton will be doing another
of the Shakespeare classics that all

the great actors eventually do. It

looks like thore'U be little time for

a vacation or honeymoon tili *78.

Burton's "secret" marriage to

lovely Susan . Hunt worked out
splendidly. Nobody was supposed to

talk about it ahead of time, and no-
body did—except Burton, who men-
tioned it to Robert Coote at Sardi's. BURTON

The night beforc the wedding, Burton was telling his

bride-to-be at Sardi's about the lively days of the Algon-
quin Round Table, so fully described by Howard Teich-

mann in his book "Smart Aleck.**

"Let's iiave a lock at the famoiis Round Table," some-
body suggested.

Burton took his guests to the Algonquin about mid-
pight. The Round Table was empty.

* -Jf *
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Film: The PioneerSpirit
The Gast

*Man in the Wilderness' «aan in the wilderness, oir.ded
by Richard C. Sarafian, Photographed

T -T »o^^i by Gerry Fisher; screenplay by Jack

IS at JL»OeW S Otate l OeWm; produced by Sanford How-
ard; presented by Warner Bro+hers.
At Loew's State 1 and other theaters.

Running time; 105 minutes. (Ttie Mo-
••Man in th» WilHprnp««:** tion Picture Association of America'sman in me wuuernebÄ

Production Code and Rating Adminis-
must have been a backbreak- tration ciassifics ttiis tiim: "GP—aii

ing movie to make but it
Sed'-)"'^''''

'*'^^*' '"'^'"'* *"''

emerges aS a flat, pretentiOUS Zachary Bass Richard Harris

bore. The color vehicle star- ^^ "*."^^;:::::::.:::.C BiÄ
ring Richard Harris opened ungbow .Ben carruthers

,,^J^^^rir>M, «« T ^A,.r*o Cfof» I
^^ace Prunclla Ransom«

yesterday at Loews State 1 mdian Chief Henry wiicoxin

and other showcases.
Apparently meant as a . •** * *u *u *

tribute to the American pio- ^^'^^^ ^VaV^^% trappers.

neer spirit, it opens with a
commandedby John Husten

truly horrendous scene with ^if^^
speculate at length about

Harris, as a für trapper, be- \^^ »^^ent man, while ^yheel.

ing mauied by a grizzly bear.
ing over the mountains a

the most impressive thing ?:f*!;^;J^^V"%
,.f^Ph»^ious

about the movie. Given token ^^y}^^^ ^''''^•'
*'H \J^''u^^

aid and then dumped by his ^""l^^^'l ^f^*^^
^^ Noaji

«

buddies. the half-dead man Ark Richard C. Sarafuan, the

inches back to civilization.
d^rector, has staged some

If only the picture had f^^"^^
involying Indian at-

held fast to a simple unciut- ^?f^^
^^^ ^'^^

^ü''"u '
^^^^

tered Crusoe-style surviva!
although stomach - chuming

5^Qj.y
"^ are not strong.

^'
The scenery is rugged and

• fine. But Harris, a fine actor.
Instead, methodical flash- looks Hke Rasputin drawn

backs jump to the past, re- through a meat grinder. All
vealing only the hero's athe- we got out of this ode to the
ism and bitterness over his pioneer spirit was one thing:
wife*s death. never tango with a grizzly.

Worse, the picture also Howard Thompson.
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Movie Scene

FRANCES HERRIDGE

Richord Harris in the Wiiderness
"Man in the Wiiderness" may well be based on fact, as

it Claims. But one keeps doubting that it happened quite like

that. Perhaps it is some of the small touohes that are exces-

sive and make you smile with disbelief. At any rate it leaves

you with a warm feeling for the makers of the film and for

Richard Harris who had such
faith in it that he reportedly

worked for a percentage.

They reach for a great theme.
The fact that they don't quite

achieve it makes them no
less courageous.

Unllkely Story

The unlikely story is set

'Man in the Wiiderness'
Released by Warner Bros. Produced

by Sanford Howard. Directed by Rich-
ard Sarafian. Written by Jack DeWitt.
Gast includes Rictiard Harris, John
Huston, John Bindon, Ben Carruthers,
James Dootian, Henry Wilccxon, Bruce
M, Fischer, Percy Herbert and Bryan
AAarshall. 105 mlnutes. MPAA rating:
GP (All ages admitted. Parental guld-
ance suggested.)

in 1820 in the American
Northwest when the Captain
Henry für expedition, trying

to find a shortcut to the Mis-

souri, dragged a boat over-

land through snow and hos-

tile Indians. Harris as Zach
Bass is a basic man of few
words. He speaks less than
a dozen sentences during the

entire film—too few for com-
fort. But he is durable.

When a bear almost claws
him to death, Capt. Henry
leaves him behind with two
men and Orders that he be
killed by dawn—should he
last that long—and properly
buried. Henry is a bible-quot-

: ing fanatic who feels that his

boat, on land or sea, can
await no man.

' Huston Plays the Captain

But after the expedition

moves on, he stalks the deck
of his mule-drawn ship, like

a guilty, fearful man, won-
dering whether Bass or his

ghost will haunt him. John
Huston plays him like a be-

deviled Ahab scanning his

horizon for the white whale.
Meanwhile, back at the

bear site, the two men run
from Bass when they find

him still alive in the mom-
ing. And then begins the
long bout with nature and
beast to survive, all torn as
he is and weaponless.
Can you believe his cov-

ering himself with his om
usable band with sand and
leaves to keep warm
night, his falling into ih^

river to quench his thirst,

and finally his crawling to
a dying buffalo, chasing

« away the feasting hyenas
long enough to tear off a
hunk for himself. This is a
mere beginning of his hard-
ships, his ingenuity, his per-

sistente to retain life. You

can See how he does it at

Loew's State I, the Cine and
a number of other theaters.

Harris works hard at it.

Just the makeup for all those
wounds must have taken
hours to prepare. And he
looks like the sort of deter-

mined man who could sur-
vive. But it gets too much,
like his putting splints on a
white rabbit with injured leg.

And his being in the perfect

spot to watch a squaw have
her baby. And his talk with
his own unborn child — his
longest Speech.

The ending too is excessive.

Perhaps it did happen some-
thing like that. But one
doubts that it could have
been that theatrical, and at
the same time that much of
a let-down. One thing needed,
for sure, is subtitles for the
Indian language. Unless you
know what is being said, par-
ticularly in the final scene,

you miss the point.



Hoston Slates^Easter

1^1 Id Dn(ifi Sept. 1.

John'tiuston is to produce and
direct an Irish picture based on

"The Agony of Easter" by Thomas
M. Coffey. Gerard Hanley i^

Scripting the story which centres
on the 1916 Easter Rising in Ire-

land.

Picture is to follow "Fat City"J
based on the Leonard Gardener
novel, which Huston will direct
with Ray Stark producing £or|

Columbia.



c
Huston toMakeMovie
On 1916 Irish Uprising

^
\

K-

SN

ByA. H.

_ John Huston, the Ameri-
can-bom director who has
lived in Ireland for 18 years.

Jlans to make a movie there

ealing with the 1916 upris-

ing in Dublin.

He has acquired film rights

to "Agony at Easter." the
book by Thomas M. Coffey.
about the rebellion against
British rule and puWished in
September by Macmillan.

An Irish Citizen since 1964,
Mr. Huston Jives on a 100-
acre estate in County Gal-
way. Recently he completed
a leading role in Hollywood
jn "Myra Breckinridge," the
20th Century-Fox Version of
the Gore Vidal novel, play-

'fng opposite Raquel Welch
U änd Rex Reed.

i * Mr. Huston is currently in

^ Italy, working in another
ijCleading role, as a Confeder-
,|ite general in "The S.O.B.'s."

"'Which Dino De Laurentiis is

producing for release by Para-
mount.

According to a spokesman
^for Mr. Huston. "Agony at

'""Easter" is to be ready'for
. filming early in 1972. Other
^Jilms Mr. Huston has made

in Ireland are "The List of

Adfian Messenger" and the

rccent "Sinful Davey."
The director is working

WEILER

with Gerald Hanley, an Irish

novelist, on the adaptation

of "Agony at Easter," but

will make "Bullet Park" for

20th Century-Fox first, the
spokesman said.

That novel by John Chee-
ver, published in April by
Knopf and dealing with sub-
urban family life, is to go
before the cameras early next
year. Mr. Huston will direct

it from a Script he is writing
in collaboration with Gladys
Hill. Carter De Haven will be
the producer.

A New 'Hamlet'

The latest film version of
"Hamlet," with Nicol Wil-
liamson in the title role, will

have its world premiere on
Dec. 21 at the Cinema Ren-
dezvous on West 57th Street.

Mr. Williamson had previ-

ously portrayed Hamlet on
the London and New York
stages. The British-made film
was directed by Tony Rich-
ardson for Woodfall Films
and is being presented by
Columbia Pictures and Film-
ways.

Playing Ophelia will be
Marianne Faithfull. a British

pop Singer and girl friend of
Mick ^agger of the Rolling
Stones.
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lEHIND THE SCENES:

John Hu8ton^s Big Stage

The man who dominated the sei at the

Boulogne Studios on the outskirts of Paris,

where "The Roots of Heaven" was being

finished, wore his clothes like a chal-

lenge to style and sanity: A flamingo-red

shirt with broad white stiipes, a blue

toulard scarf dipped with a bone-and-

gold throat pin, gabardiiie slacks, and a

Sports jacket with an Irisli tweed cap

stuffed in one pocket. John Huston's scart

pin was made of the two sinall boomer-

ang-shaped bones which float loose in

the Shoulder of a tiger (see photo).

"They're called the 'lucky bones'," he ex-

plained to a visitor, "and 1 got them from

a tiger I shot several years ago in India."

Huston is an ardent big-game hunter,

which gives a touch of irony to the fact

that in filming Romain Gary's prize-

winning, best-selling novel, he is telling

a sympathetic story about an idealistic

Frenchman who wages war against hunt-

ers who are exterminating African ele-

phants. At one time or another, the

talented son of actor Walter Huston has

also been an actor, a writer, an art Stu-

dent, a shrewd art collector, a pro-

fessional boxer, and a passionate lover

of horses. At his home in Galway, Ireland,

Huston wears a red coat and rides with

the Kildare Hunting Club—known as the

"killin* Kildares."

A lean 6-foot-3, with a mane as tum-

bled as a sheep dog's, Huston, who will

be 52 on Aug. 5, looks his age and a bit

more. Africa undoubtedly helped age
him. For the filming of "Roots of Heaven,"
Huston and producer Darryl F. Zanuck
transported Errol Flynn, Eddie Albert,

Trevor Howard, and Juliette Greco to

French Equatorial Africa for local

color and possible elephants. They will

never do it again. "We had people

dropping out like flies for a vvhile,"

Said Huston. "The heat was terrific.

One hundred and thirty, 140 degrees

all the time; up to 100 at night. You
drank, drank, drank all the time but

you sweated it out before it reached
your stomach/'

Adv«nture With a f^aiii<>rat Despite
such trials he believes that most pictures

should be made on location: "Im con-

stricted when I have to shoot in the

studio and on the stage. Everything is

confined and manufactured. No studio

lot can contain the beauty and settings

of the real thing."

Generally, Huston's stories are hard
to confine to the air-conditioned set. He
is an adventurous man with the camera,
and he has an artist's sense of Visual val-

ues. His eyes were once described as

the expanding and contracting lenses of

a fine camera.

In answer to a question about his

technique, Huston answered: "I never

MOVIKK

Periscoping Movies

Columbia Pictures is moving fast to cash in on Alaskan statehood. It has

already registered three titles: "The 49th State," "Great Land," and "Alaska
Territory" . . . Rumors are bot that an upcoming German production in English
of "Hamlet" will have Montgomery Clift in the title role, with Marlene
Dietrich playing his mother, Gertrude . . . Bradford Dillman, the young Broad-
way actor ("Long Day's Journey Into Night"), who recently went to Holly-
wood, is slated for two big roles: David in Jerry Wald's "Saul and David,"
and the autobiographical role of D.H. Lawrence in "Sons and Lovers."

set auy pattern for iny work. I believe 1

have not ever made a conscious attempt

to develop a style. However, here are

some of the rules I work by. They*re

general rules, and like all rules, made
to be broken. IVe never seen them
vvritten down":
"The essence, the genius of the screen

is motion. If you can compose with mo-
tion, which a painter can*t do, setting

one motion against another, youVe hit it.

But don't change your setup each time

you shoot. Let the camera move as the

suhjects move. Get three things for one."

"If you want to ennoble somebody or

make him powerful, you shoot up at him.
This comes from childhood—looking up.

You can never look up at somebody and
make him funny."

"A fade-out is like going to sleep. You
need that rest when you come to the end
of something, when the scene calls for

it. The two most normal positions for the
camera are sitting down or standing up.

Variations from them must be thought-
ful, they must have a purpose—otherwise
the camera is hamming, substituting

virtuosity for perception."

"Often you see people moving the cam-
era around indiscriminately. But I only

move the camera up on you if you*re

fascinating me, if I want to see what
you*re thinking."

Newüweek—Lionel Durand

Huston: Tiger bones, elephant tusks

Newsweek, July 21, 1958
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Screen: The Fanciful Dropouts on 'Cannery Row'
lANNERY ROW." David S.

Ward's screen adaptation
of the late John Steinbeck's
novellas "Cannery Row"

and ''Sweet Thursday," is the project
from which Raquel Welch was sacked
early in the production amid a lot of
hard fcehngs. Miss Welch should send
a large bouquet of roses to whoever is

responsible. The only people who
emerge from this precious nonsense
smelling good are Richard MacDon-
ald, the English production designer,
and Sven Nykvist, the Swedish cam-
eraman.

Steinl)eck. the 1962 Nobel laureate
for literature and the author of more
substantial works like "The Grapes of
Wrath" and "East of Eden," was not
always in top form when he devoted
himself to the celebration of the all-

too-colorful wretches of Cannery Row.
These are the softhearted bums,
whores, shopkecpers and mental de-
fectives who have dropped out of the
American society of the mid-1940's to

take up residence in the abandoned
Sardine canneries, shacks, boilers and
pipes on the California coast near
Monterey, which Steinbeck sometimes
lovedtoowell.

Even Steinbeck's errantly sentimen-
tal fictions, however, deserve better
than the awful fancies of this film,
written by Mr. Ward, who won an
Oscar in 1973 for his screenplay for
"The Sting," and who is now making
his motion-picture directorial debut.
"Cannery Row" opens today at the
New York Twin 2 and other theaters.

The Principal characters are Doc
(Nick Nolte), a marine biologist who
lives on Cannery Row, trying to atone
for a terrible deed done in the past by
acting as a sort of swinging Boy Scout
leader to Cannery Row's neediest;
Suzy (Debra Winger), a virginal
drifter who falls miserably as one of
the "giris" at the Bear Flag Restau-
rant, a bordello that's startlingly well
staffed for such a depressed neighbor-
hood; Fauna (Audra Lindley), the
Bear Flag's motherly madam, and
Mack (M. Emmet Walsh), the leader
of Cannery Row's raffish bums, a
more lovable Ininch of guys you would-
n't find in Santa's worfcshqp, always
ready to cheer up a fellow who doesn't
whistle while he works.
Like evcryone eise in the movie,

Ufe by Ih« Shocks
CANNERY ROW, directed «nd wrltttn for the
screen by David S. Ward. t>89«d on novtls by
John Steinbeck; director of photogrephy, Sven
Nykvist; editcd by Devid Bretherton; nrnisic bv
Jack Nitzsche; oroduced by MictMel PMIlips;
released by tfte Metro-Ooldwryn-MaYef Film
Company. At the Loews New York Twin 2, Sec-
ond Avenue and 66th Strevt; CInerama, Broad-
way and West 47th Street, and oftter theaters.
Runnino time: 120 mim/tet. This film is rated
PG.

Ooc Nick Nolte
Sury *. Debra Winoer
P»jr\9 >udra Lindiey
Hatei Frank McRae
Mack .M. Emmet Walsh
Hughle Tom Maboney
Jones Jotm Maltoy
Eddie iames Keane
Seer Sonshine Parker
JoscDh and Mary Santos Morales
Narrator john Huston
Wistcria ....Ellen Blake
Agnes Sfkaron Ernster
violet Kathieen Doyle
Lola JA%ry Margaret Amato
Martha Branda Hillhouse
Biossom Mariko Tse
Pitcher Collcen CTGrady
Golden Popoy Waitress Tona Dodd

Miss Winger, the discovery of "Urban
Cowboy/* and Mr. Nolte are limited
by the material, which owes as much
to *'Snow White" as it does to Stein-

beck. To watch Mr. Walsh struggling

to be the sweet-natured derelict Stein-

beck wrote is to see one of America's
best character actors in a mud-wres-
tling match wlth a Mallomar. John
Huston, as the film's narrator, has fi-

nally perfected the process by which
the sonorous resonances of his vocal
chords are sugared-off into maple
syrup. When he speaks, someone
should bottle it.

Mr. MacDonald's elaborate studio-
built Cannery Row set is a thing of

beauty, and Mr. Nykvist has photo-
graphed it with the kind of light that
calls fond attention to the artifice.

However, any film that has more than
one mental defective and more than
one surprise party— "Cannery Row'*
has two of each— is fatally overloaded
withwhlmsy.

"Cannery Row/' which has been
rated PG ("parental guidance sug-
2ested"), contains some mildly bawdy
language and sequences.

Vincent Canby
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METRO.GOLDWYN.MAYER Presents

A MICHAEL PHILLIPS Production of A DAVID S. WARD Film

LTE DEBRA WINGER JOHN STEINBECK'S CANNERY ROW surring AUDRA LINDLEY
usic by JACK NITZSCHE Produdion Designed by RICHARD MüCDONALD Director of Pho.ography SVEN NYKVIST, A.S.C.

by JOHN STEINBECK Produced by MICHAEL PHILLIPS Wrltten for fhe Screen and Direded by DAVID S. WARD
Metrocolor® M^

^^®© 1982 METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER FILM CO.

PARBfTAL GUIOANCE SUGGESTEO^
SOME MATEMM. MAT NOT ae SUirABl£ FOA CMLOREN

1i(REA0THE BANIAM :'• • "^'^Thm
MGM/United Artists
Distribution and Marketing

STARTS TODAY
r/ANHATTAN

RKO CENTURY
RKO CINERAMA
fV^ÄY AT 47th ST.
97S-S399

12:5a 3:2a SSL a2a 10:50

NEW YORK TWIN
66TH STREET & 2ND AVE.
744*7330 ^ ^ ...^M 2:15. 4Ä 8:45. 1 11:15

LOEWS
34th ST. SHOWPUCE
BET. 2nd «i 3fd AVES.
532 5544

M 2:ia 4.2a 6J0. 8:45. 11

GOLOEN'S

OLYMPIA OUAD 3
BROADWAY AT 107TM ST
865^128
1:55. 4iß, 6:15. 8*^5. 10:40

GOLOEN'S

OUAD 2' 13TH ST. BET 5TH & 6TH AVES.

250. 5. 7:ia 9:15. 11^5

BROOklvN
GOLOCNS
BENSON TWIN
FLOniNK^REATIVE'S

CANARSIETRIPLEX
RKO CENTURY
COLLEGE
GOLOEN'S
FORTWAY FIVEPLEX
GOLOEN'S

/ OCEANA QUAD
FLORINKJREATIVES
PLAZA

Queens

BAYSIDE
BAYSIOE
p ^ e

BOULEVARD
JACKSON HEIGHTS
LIGHTSTONES
CENTER
SUNNYSIOE

MIDWAY QUAD
FOREST HILLS
RKO CENTURY
PROSPECT
FLUSHINQ

WESTCHESTER

BRONA
LIGHTSTONES
PALACE
LOEWSPARADISE QUAD

STAIEN ISLAND
GOLDENS
JERRY LEWIS
MARINER S HARBOR

LESSERS
TRIANGLE
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS

BRONXVILLE
BRONXVILLE

GENERAL CINEMA'S
HARTSDALE CINEMA
HARTSDALE
ACKERMAN'S
RYE RIDGE rye town

NASSAU
RKO CENTURY
ALAN
NEW HVOE PARK
rko century
BALOWINbalowin
lightstones
CINEMA WANTAGH
WANTAGH
RKO CENTURY
GREEN ACRES
VALLEY STREAM
RKO CENTURY
PLAINVIEW TWIN
PLAINVIEW

PORT WASHINGTON
TRIPLEX
PORT WASHINGTON

(f 0* t»W ^imtöol fm»img

SUFFOLK
RKO CENTURY
AMITYVILU
AMITYVILLE

UA COLLEGE PLAZA
FARMINGVILLE

EASTHAMPTON
LKiHTSTONES
LARKFIELO
EAST NORTHPORT
LIGHTSTONES
PINE CINEMA
CORAM
LIGHTSTONES

SOUTH BAY TRIO
WEST BABYLON

ROCKLAND
CINEMA 45
SPRING VALLEY

THE MOVIES
NANUET

NEW JERSEY

:.•»

>1:

ä

ABBY
WEST MILFORD

AMBOY
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
SAYREVILLE

BRICK PLAZA
BRICKTOWN

BRUNSWICK SQUARE
EAST BRUNSWICK

CINEMA 10
SUCCASUNNA

CLIFTONCLIFTON
5 POINTS UNION
HILLSBORO BELLE meao
INTERSTATE Ramsey

LINDEN TWIN
LINDEN

MADISON
TRIPLEX
MADISON «

MORRIS HILLS
TWIN
PARSIPPANY

THE MOVIES AT
MIDDLETOWN
MIDDLETOWN

MOVIES
RED BANK

PLAINFIELD EDISON
INDOOR iSELiN

ROCKAWAY TWELVE
ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP

RIALTO TWIN
WESTFIELD

ROUTE 4
SEVENPLEX

PARAMUS
LOEWS
SHOWBOAT QUAD
EDGEWATER

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

WELLMONT
MONTCLAIR

WILLOWBROOK
WAYNE

UPSTArEN.Y

CINEMA KINGSTON SQUIRE
CINEMAS SIX MIDDLETOWN NEWBURGH
MALL MONTICELLO JULIET POUGHKEEPSlE

CONNECTICUT

TRANS LUX PLAZA
GREENWICH
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HOLLYWOOD. Au'4. 19. —

Lloyd Nolan was siqned today
by Producrr Paul Gregory for
the rolc of Capt. Quceg in thc
tourinR Version of "The Caine
Mutüiy Court Martial Trial."
Mr. Nolan's assignmcnt com-
plctes the cast of the dramatirl
skit. Henry Fonda wa.s .siqned
reccntly for the role of Lt.
Barney Greenwald. the defense
attorney, with John Hodiak set
for the role of Lt. Maryk.
Herman Wouk, author of "Tlie

Caine jMutiny." adapted and
amplified the court-martial
scene from hls novo!. RehearsaLs
for the two-hour dramatic show
will bcßin in Hollywood Sept. 8.
It will Ro on the road in October
and open in New York in Jan-
uary after a series of one-night
Standes. Mr. Gregory .said the
tour will follow the patlern set
down by hi.s previous .succe.sse.s.

"Don Juan m Hell." and "John
Brown's Body."

with Vincent Price 'in ''The Mad
Magician." which he is prepar-
in« for Columbia release. The
three actor.s have never ap-
peared toneiher before. althoush
they succeoded one another in
the Broadway production of
"Gaslipht."

Whitford. 81. Sipns

Blackie Wliitford. eighty-one-
year-old film veteran. today wa.s
signed by Fox for a foatured rolr
in "Princc Valiant." Mr. Whit-
ford. who has worked steadily
in filnis since "The Great Train
Robbery," in 1903. is still firm
in .Step and hale and hearty.
"ActinR is one sure way to keop
young." he said. "Ifs the dull
Jobs ihal age you."
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Although he has not made
an offlcial announcemcnl yet.
Jose Ferrer has. to all intents
and purposos. suspcndcd pro-
duction of "The Dazzlin'4 Hour."

Mr. Gregory al.so conHrmed 1^' ^''r'^^'^'?'
^>' ^"^ ß'-^^^^^cci.

nnrtc i».,.f A i.r . .i\\nich he broke in at La Jolla
for a pic-Broadway run. star-
rinK Olivia I^Havilland. The
play received a «cnerally un-
satisfactory critical rcception
on the West Coa.^t. with the
consensus of opinion being it
needed more work.
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Fiall rriiia in Kave Film

reports that Apnes Moorchcad
and Robert Gist will co-star in
"The Fabulüus Redhead."
which is set for a tour of one-
niRht Stands beginninj:: in Feb-
ruary. The program will con-
sist of selections from vanous
movie.s and plays. with Miss
Moorehead's monoloj^ue of
"Sorry, Wrong Numbcr" as the
Piece de resistance.

Keports Red« Losinjr

John Huston. director. re-
cently returned from film mak-
ing overseas, yesterday told a
Hollywood A. F. L. Film Council
luncheon meetinß that the
Communist grip on Italian and^ _
French film unions has looscnediTO ACCOMMODATE THE RECORI

Diana Adams, one of the bal-
Icrinas of the New York City
Ballet Company, was borrowed
by Danny Kayc for a ten-day
dance assignment in the film.

"Knock on Wood." Mr. Kaye
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and the film technicians arc
now fiockinK to completely indc-
pendent Organization^.

"When I first went to Europe!
almost three years ago with thej
idea of producing picUi-.^„^»'er'
there. I was advised uf;ainst
working in France." the director
said. "The Communi.st-led
union in France had all but
succeeded in sabota'^inR thc
Fi-ench motion-picture indu.s-
try. Their methods ranged all'
the way from old-fashioned'
ROld-bricking to strong-arm

!

stutT. A Company would rcport,
to tlie set onlv to discover a'
strike had been ralled over'
night witliout any warnin«
Picturcs would slart and stop
and Start again—sometime.s as
often as a half a dozen times.
I know of one oicture that took
almosL two and a half years to
flnlsh. and it's a wonder that it
eyer was."

He said the Situation had
chanccd considerably now,
thanks to Irving Brown, A. F. L
represcntative in Europe. "whOj
has done as much. if not more'
than any politician in that hem-
isphere to fight communism."

Enicry. Randolph and Price
John Emei-y and Donald Ran-

dolph have been signed by Pro-
ducer Byron Foy to co-star

d/^c/^
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DIRECTOR PETER

BOGDANOVICH:

He Thought

Of Someone

He Didn't

Like...

;yj>wa#w-i|»ia|»^ H'ilWj.j!'

"

"« «atai<i-<*!gW»-ä.'y.ig»!

By JERRY TALLMER

Post Photo by Vic DeLucIa

Moving on from his last picture show.

AT THE CENTER of the centrlfugal llfe

*'*• of P€ter Bogdanovich there's a daybook-
notebook that holds everything together. It

now lay before him on a coffee table In hls

suite at the Hotel Plaza, while he checked
schedules and popped pills to suppress the

cold thait had kept him from flying off the
night before to St. Paul where Cybill Shep-^

herd, the woman in his life, is making a
movie called "TTie Heartbreak Kid/'

So Instead of flying to St. Paul—he'll go
tonight—Bogdanovich had dropped in at
Radio City Music Hall to take 4n his own
new movie, "What's Up, Doc?" Vary dif-

ferent from his first hlt, '"The LAst Picture
Show"—in which the girl wias Cybill Shep-
herd—It Is a screwball comedy In the high
tradition of 1930s pictures like "Bringing Up
Baby," In part candidly modeied after such.
Peter Bogdanovich as film critic spent many
of his 32 young years paying tribute to the
great directors—Welles, Ford, Hawks, et, al,

—before becoming a director himself.

The Stars of "What's Up, Doc?" are Ryan
O'Neal and Barbra Streisand, he as an ab-
sent-minded professor of musicology, &he as
the kooky girl who sets her cap for him,
and Catches him, only after half-wrecldng
the city of San Francisco. The movie ends
with two last lines, hers, his, which parody
another, non-Bogdanovich movie and are hil-

arious and will not be given away here.

Bogdanovich flipped through the daybook,
looking for hls last night's notes, while he
talked long-distance with Vema Fields, his

cutter, In Hollywood. He shook the phonc,

glared at it, waited.

*1 have no idea," he sald, after a while.

"We faded out. Okay. The song at the end
suddenly drops in volume about four de-

cibels. Can we send them replacement reels

very qulckly? I talked to the head projec-

tionlst and he told me they'd had this Prob-
lem for years. Well, I don't understand it,

but why would he lie to me?
"The other thlng we do is we lose Ryan's

last line every time because the audience Is

screaming so loud at Barbra's line. Judy
Crist said: 'Can't you take one of Barbra's

blinks out?' Imagine what Barbra would
say to that." (Streisand bats her eyes rap-

idly between her line and O'Neal's.) "All

right, I'll call you tomorrow. I dunno, I'll

just call. See you, darling."

He hung up, and was forthwith asked
what it's like to make a picture with La
Streisand.

Bogdanovich opened wide hls right hand,

expressing admiration. "Well, I can only say
nice things about her because I really love

her. rm just trying to teil you the truth as

to how It really was. She saw 'The Last
Picture Show' and wanted to work with me
and do a drama. And I had no desLre to,

do a drama with her, sr at all. I wanted to

do thls comedy, and I sald: 'This time I \^'ant

you to be yourself, not hlde befind some
brassy part or Fanny Brice but just be
your whacky seif."

Telephone. His secrctary at Warner Bros,

there on the Coast. Into the phone; "I didn't

go to St. Paul, as you aee. Oh, the reviews
were very good. Oh, I told you that." Hangs
up.

"So that was my desire, because I have
a theory, as you know, about movie stars. I

think the great stars like John Wayne or
Gary Grant or Jimmy Stewart evolve through
the years a character dose to what they
really are. Or Bogart. And become that char-

acter, or its most charming parts.^ So to

me great actlng—or movie actlng—Is com-
plete naturalness. .^ ^

"I told that to Barbra. Because she has
a tendency to be insecure about everything

except singing. She has this feeling that to

t)e a serious actor you really have to nct.

I said, no, just breeze through lt. So this

is what we did. And you can feel the audi-

ence saying: 'Gee, that's what Barbra's like.'

Well, she's not that way all the ttmc, but
she can be that way.

"We dld it with rio make-up, almost none.

She thought one of her sides was better

than the other, which is not true. I shot
lier from any angle I wanted—and people

say she's gorgeous. So I think it's a great
compliment to her. Not to me; to her. I just

got her to do it."

Telephone. "Fine, when are we opening
there." Bogdanovich flipped through the
pages and jotted down the appropriate town
on the appropriate date. "When is that, at
aoon? All right. What? God, you're turning
me Into a whore," he sald into the phone
with an agreeable laugh. $181, huh? Do
I have to decide at this moment? Well, call

me Monday In St. Paul.'" He Said goodby
and hung up, and then turned to explaln:

"They want me to go on 'Tru'i*! and
Consequences.' I used to love it when I was
a kid. I'm also going to do the Dinah Shore
Show. I think it's fun. You know, when Or-
so Welles was making 'Citizen Kano,' the
big highbrow movie, he was also going on
the Jack Benny Show every night."

So we talked about Orson Welles untll

the telephone rang.

'"The most complicated maa Tve ever
met. I think he's my dearest friend In the
World. I've said this before"—Bogdanovich
and Welles are working on a book about
Welles—"he makes j'oii better thun you are.

In private life or in movies. I acted» for
Orson in a picture he's making In Eiirope,

'The Other Side of the Wind,' and he gets

ymi^-ta da things you wouldn't dream of
foing, wouldn't dare to do." The picture Is

about "an old movie director who's svmi liv-

ing now, a macho combination HemlLifwav-
figure." And will Orson W^^Ies play

that figure? "He's not sure yet who'll play

It. He's shot all around him."

Telephone. Verna Fields again, from
Hollywood again. She had called the MusIc
Hall and the MusIc Hall had said • • •

•In "What's tJp, Doc?" there's an ob-

noxious intellectual creep who goes around
in a Mitteleuropa accent putting everybody
eise down. The character Is named Hugh
Simon, and rumor has it that he's supposed
to be the real-life film-and-drama oritic John
Simon. True?

"Yeah," said Bogdanovich bluntly. "I

couldn't think of how to play this heavy, so

I tried to think of someone I didn't like.

Someone who on the Cavett Show reviewed

'What's Up, Doc?' three months before It

opened, and sald it would prove what a
crappy director I was. No, of course he
hadn't seen it."

Bogdanovich grlnned.

"I don't trust writers whö change their

names and," he said, "I never heard of a
Yugoslav named Simon." John Simon was
originally Yugoslav. "Particularly a Croa-
tian," said Bogdanovüch. "I think that's

worrisome." And you, Peter-^what are you?
"Serbian." Absolutely sure Simon's not Ser-

bian? "He couldn't be Serbian," said Bog-
danovich with a wag of the head.

Peter Bogdanovich is. In ancestry, to be
exact, half-Serbian and Greek Orthodox,
half Austrian Jew. His father was the

palnter Borislav Bogdanovich, who dled two
years ago while Peter was making "The
Last Picture Show" and who In the 1930s
had been forced to flee to America after

marrying Henna Robinson of Viernia.

"He was a great painter, I think," said

the son. "A post-Impressionist who had a
very vibrant palette and painted the most
beautiful stUl-lifes and landscapes I've ever
seen. There are going to be two retrospec-

tives of his work, one in Scottsdale, Ariz.,

where he and my mother lived these last

six years and she still lives, on his birthday,

April 3. And another in Beigrade, and may-
be one in London.

"He was just Coming Into his own, gain-

Ing recognition. He had a huge commission
to do a couple of murals for banks, and like

that. And his death was totally unexpected;

he wasn't sick; he had a stroke." It took
most of the joy of the year of "The Last
Pioture Show" out of Peter Bogdanovich.

BRANNNNGGGG! Beils, gongs, fire

alarm! A dash to the door, an inquiry down
the halls. No, it's only a test. The alarm
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stops, Starts, stops. BRANNNNGGGG! Th«
alarm sounds and the telephone rings at th«
same time. Bogdanovich picks up the phon«^
says: "Hello. Hello." Shakes the phonav
Nothing. Hangs up. Says: "I don't believ«

this." The fire alarm stops, the phon«
rings, the alarm starts. Bogdanovich talks

"wlth an old friend who has called to con-

gratulate him—while perhaps eating hlM

own heart out. Hangs up.

The designer for both 'The Last Pictur«

Show" and "What's Up, Doc?" was Pollj:

Platt, or Mrs. Peter Bogdanovich. They hav#
been separated since Cybill Shepherd, so to
speak, came into the picture. Bogdanovich
raved, now, about the talents of Polly Platt.

And what's the Status of the marriag%
Peter?

'Tm In the process of getting a divorcfi

Which is not to indicate that my wife and X
are not speaking. We're very, very close, but
both thought it best at this*point to mako
It ofüclal."

Anything with Cybill offidal?

"No, we're just friends." '

And he talked of hls daughters: Antonie
(Toni), 41/^, Alexandra, IV2. "The most d»-
lightful things in the world. I see them every
night, when I'm there. I make a point of
going home and putting them to bed." They
live In a house in Hollywood; he has an
apartment a fev/ blocks away. "Tom just
adores movies. I don't know where she got
It," said Bogdanovich, straight-faced. "I took
her to see Charlie Chaplin in 'Modem Times.»
She had a very Interesting reaction. Sh«
didn't think it was funny at all. She thought
It was the saddest thing she'd ever seen. Sh«
said: «Why are they doing all those terribW
things to that man?'"

• • ^*
Bogdanovich was brought up In New

York City, with summers in New London,
Conn., or at Great Oaks Camp, Oxford, Me.
His school was Collegiate. He went ther«
for 13 years, never graduated.

"What It Is, I flunked my final algebim
test. I was told I had to come back and do
a make-up test in the fall. Which I didn't
want to do. So I . . . produced a play."
And directed it. An off-Broadway revival of
"The Big Knlfe," by Clifford Odefcs, with^
guess who—Carroll O'Connor as monstrous
Hollywood producer Marcus Hoff. The show
was well reviewed at the time, by thls
critic among others.

"Just the other day at the Golden Glob«
Awards," said Bogdanovich, "Carroll O'Con-
nor made a nIce speech. He talked about
that Show and about 'this kid who was only
20 years old at the time, and kind of a
paln In the ass, but he gave me my start,
and you In this room probably know him
today as the director of "The Last Pictur«
Show." •

"

Bogdanovich, telling it, beamed and
crossed hls arms around the bit of a Corpo-
ration that is forming at his middle. In au
eise he looks pretty much like the kid who
directed that "Big Knife" and saw and
studied 6000 movies before getting to mak«
his first one, "Targets," a couple of years
ago.

He says he leamed about Odets from
Stella Adler. "All through high school I was
going to her classes in the afternoons im
stead of going to CRA—Collegiate Recrea-
tlon Activities." Actually the Collegiat«
School let him stand up with his class at
graduation. "I had the hat, the mortarboard,
and moved the tassle and everything. And
they even gave me this envelope, as with
all the others. The only thing was: in mlns
was a piece of cardboard. I thought it vra0:

very chic of them."

The phone rang ...
,
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•^A
Orson Welles's Revolution

Is Stillin Progress

Continued from Page 1

>^layed by Rieh Little had been taken over by Mr. Bogda-
^Bovich, Susan Strasberg had stepped in for Jeanne Mo-

[ " jeau an<Al^illi Palmerj^as in the role once assigned to

!*J4arlene Dielricl
• • Today "The Other Side of the Wind" remains unfin-

• Jshed, as do "The Deep*' and "Don Quixote/' which, he
~ 4^id in 1972, "is now called *When Are You Going to Finish
^-Quixote?"*
«.

*
} The Welles career was füll of twists, tums, unfinished

-.Jnisiness and unanswered questions. Mr. Bogdanovich,
• «who wrote with as much critical understanding as any-

I body aboüt Welles and had known him well, isn't even
- Jisted in the index of "Orson Welles,'* Barbara Leaming's
^ Jt)iography published this September. Considering the
• "adoring nature of the Leaming book, this would seem to

- indicate that Mr. Bogdanovich might have been written
«out of this particular version of Welles's life at Welles's

l -own request. Maybe not.

•. ' The ^uestion that, I think, should always remain
- ^unanswered — the question that we all should resist

•^rying to answer — is, "Whatever happened to Orson
Ä ^Welles?" In other words, why didn't this extraordinarily
• talented man who, at the age of 25, astonished the world

vWith "Citizen Kane," go on to astonish us for the rest of his
*^45 years on earth? The question is often asked with a cer-

•^in condescending sadness, as if the sort of genius that

-^Welles possessed were a commodity on the order of a

J
-detergent, something that, all other things being equal,

k "^ould continue to come onto the market without change
r^except, occasionally, to be "new and improved. tt

•^ *• Welles, however, was something more than a career.

, He was a man of remarkable gifts, big appetites and com-
» plicated personality, a person who, from most accounts,

lived a rieh, füll life, enjoying himself vastly. His career
' *could never have been more or less than what it was, not
because he was sabotaged by others but because he him-

*, seif shaped it, which doesn't mean that he was satisfied

with it but that he was his own most important aecom-
. plice.

I can't think of a more futile question to ask at this

^ point than "Whatever happened to Orson Welles?" Noth-
'! ing "happened." He directed several of the greatest mov-

J-
ies ever made — a feat not equalled by many other film

makers. Why blame the man for being himself? Over the

,
years, his interests changed, as did his needs and the Or-

der of his priorities. He said he acted in movies to be able

. to finance his own, and he did spend a lot of his own money
^' on his own produetions, but as he grew older, his attention

span^or, at least, his commitments to projects, became
Shorter.

He didn't wind up— like some— broke, or forgotten,
or as a hopeless drunk, or as a mean-spirited has-been.
One shouldn't worry about "the rise and fall of an Amer-
ican genius," which is the subtitle of Charles Higham's
new book on Welles. That sort of speeulation is eheap. In-

stead, one should eelebrate the accomplishments.
Among the latter I would not include many of his Per-

formances, with the exception of his feverishly sinister

Harry Lime in Carol Reed's "Third Man," his pathetie
and mountainous Falstaff in his own "Chimes'at Mid-
night" and maybe his wieked police chief, Quinlan, in his

"Touch of Evil." With these several exeeptions, he was
never an espeeially interesting film actor.

• • •
• He was all makeup, mannerisms, voiee — he could

never suppress his radio training (which stood him in

good stead when he tumed to television commercials),
and, in the last decades, enormous bulk. Whenever he
came on the screen, one had the feeling that he was
merely visiting the set, whether playing Cardinal Wolsey
in the high-toned "A Man for All Seasons," or King Saul in

"David and Goliath," one of his bread-and-butter movies.
He could be an entertaining performer, as in Henry

Jaglom's "Safe Place" and in Brian De Palma's "Get to

Know Your Rabbit," in both of which he plays the magi-
cian he essentially was, and in his own last film, "F for

Fake," in which he takes a benign view of large-scale

fraud smd forgery in the art world. However, he's enter-

taining not because he's espeeially moving— just the op-

posite. It's because he exposes the exuberant ham and
huckster he'd been since he was a boy. One gets the sense
from these appearances that he'd be very good Company
for a long evening of eating, drinking and story telling.

That his greatest screen Performance is as Falstaff in

the hugely underrated "Chimes at Midnight" is not sur-

prising. There isn't much comedy in it, but there is real

Pathos in the way Welles sees himself as Falstaff seeing

himself — betrayed, misunderstood, a charlatan un-

timely exposed and unfairly punished. Every other screen
Performance suggests something of the brash Student at

Todd School who has just been given his first, serious

makeup kit.

This is even true of his Performance in "Citizen

Kane." One accepts his Performance as Kane because of

the astonishing context, and because of the much better

Performances that Surround it, not because of what he
does. The thing that one remembers from his "Othello"

(1951) is not Welles's Performance as the Moor— one can
barely understand him much of the time— but the cam-
era's racing beneath the slats of a floor in a steambath
and the Silhouette of lago's puiiishment cage, seen against

a sky so empty and bleak that only vultures would dare fly

in it.

The excitement that most of us feit on Coming upon
"Citizen Kane" and "The Magnificent Ambersons" for

the first time must be comparable to what people feit

when they first saw D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" in

1915. "Kane" and "Ambersons" looked and sounded like

no movies any of us had ever seen before. This had par-

tially to do with Greg Toland's photography for "Kane"
and Stanley Cortez's for "Ambersons," with the emphasis
on deep-focus shots and on extended scenes photographed
in Single, unbroken takes.

• • •
It also had to do with what we took to be the startling

realism of overlapping dialogue— something that Alfred

Lunt and Lynn Fontanne had been doing on the stage for

years, and with the "high-definition" Soundtrack, so that

we could hear the dialogue of characters in the back-
ground as clearly as the dialogue of characters seen in

close-up within the same frame.
These were not original techniques. In the 1930's both

Sergei Eisenstein ("Que Viva Mexico") and Jean Renoir
("Rules of the Game") had used deep-focus photography
to great effect but for different purposes. The vividly reso-

nant photography and sound in Welles's first two films

were then — and continue to be now -— admired, though
not always for the right reasons.

In his lx)ok, "Film: the Creative Process" (1964),

John Howard Lawson, the screenwriter who had been
blacklisted in the 1950*s, writes eloquently about "Citizen

Kane," which he calls "one of the most influential in the
history of American film," though he says that "the bril-

liant Photographie devices tend to diffuse the emotional
impact."

Yet thafs exaetly why Welles's films are so revolu-

tionary. The way they look and sound — the fragmented
narrative of "Kane" and the long takes in "Ambersons"
— have the effect of making the films more ambiguous,
more cool, less predictable than audienees until then were
accustomed to.

Otie doesn't identify with the characters. One doesn't

often weep at a Welles film, or laugh uproariously. In-

stead, one is disoriented and, by being disoriented, forced

to find one's own way through a stränge land of contradic-

tory impulses. The films are exciting just because they do
diffuse the emotional impact. A case can be made that

"Kane" and "Ambersons" are the first important Mcki-

ernist films to have been made in Hollywood in era of the

talkies.

The devices Welles used in "Kane," "Ambersons,"»
"The Lady From Shanjghai," »'Touch of Evil," "Othello"
and "Chimes at Midnight" remain stunning to see and
hear. However, they aren't necessarily important in

themselves, but for the way in which they point the way
for films that refuse to deal in preconditioned responses.

These would include Martin Scorsese's "Raging Bull"

and "King of Comedy," Terrence Malick's "Badlands"
and Brian De Palma's "Scarface," among others, none of

which uses — as far as I can remember— any of the de-

vices used by Welles.

Orson Welles was — is "— a revolutionary. Nothing
"happened" to him. His great films are as alive and as in-

fluential today as they've always been, The rest of the

world is still trying to catch up.
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FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

The Undiminished

Chutzpah of

Orson Welles

elevision has never been at eas« with Orson i
Welles. Watching "Citizen Kane" on TV is likt •

looking at a moanlit Grand Canyon through

a muddy windshield. Welles himself barely

fits. The small screen seems to bulge at th©

sides when he's on it. Only his voice is ^
adaptablc but then, when he wishes, Welles can use hls ^
voice as resonantly and impersonally as he might a borrowed
electric guitar. It sounds great playing "The Wings of M
Which explains the very odd effect of the telecast nearly

two weeks ago of the Hollywood ceremonies at which the

American Film Institute presented Welles with its third

annual Life Achievement Award, given first to the late

John Ford and then to James Cagney. The show looked and
sounded like a Dean Martin "roast" at which the guest

of honor was God.

There was old Frank Sinatra acting as emcee, delivering

a prefabricated, Bob Hope-ish comedy routine about hi» >
vanity, thinking (he told us) that when George Ste\/ens, Jr. ^

called him about the A.F.I. gala Stevens was actually

asking him to be the night's awardee. There was the usual

Sammy Cahn song parody about the guest of honor, a

Rodgers and Hart Standard reworked as "The Gentleman l9 '

a Champ." The only problem with it being that one kept *

hoping Sinatra would Substitute the original title word,

tramp, which, as us^d by Rodgers and Hart, means a persott

who has both feet on the ground and is free of cant. I've ,.

never met Welles and have no idea about cant or where
his feet are except geographically, from time to time. Yet
it did seem that Hollywood, with the best of intentions,

was trying to cut him down to small-screen size. ,^:

There were all those gaffs pf omissions and commissionÜ
that we'vc come to associate so affectionately with the

annual Oscar telecast: clips from films that Welles had
directed mixed up with those in which he was only an
actor, without much differentiation between them. Lots of '

emphasis, for example, on "The Third Man" in which Wellet
.,.

played the marvelously sinister Harry Lime, without a

Single reference to its director. Carol Reed. "^

There was that most peculiar interlude involving Ingrkf
Bergman, first when she came out on stage and the

audience suddenly started to stand up, as if their seats

had been wired with 110 volts. Miss Bergman has bcen

prompting standing ovations ever since she broke up with

Rossellini and had the good sense to make another expensive,

successful Hollywood potboiler. Then there was her

admission—the only decent thing to do under the .>

circumstances—that she had never worked with Welles ^

and, indeed, only knew him slightly. She was invited, she

Said, because she was working across the street.

That's not entirely true. She was invited to join in

tri
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Still vigorous, still unforgiving

the tribute because she is a star, because Hollywood takes

her seriously and because, like Welles, she once strayed

from the fold and was treated shabbily by the Establish-

ment. Miss Bergman forgave Hollywood. Will Welles?

The telecast didn't attempt to answer, that question

immediately. There were other bits of business to attend

tb, like the commercial for Pepto-Bismol that showed a

group of niiserable American tourists, apparently suffering-

thc usual traveler's complaint, in what looked very much
like one of the Mexican settings for Welles's "Touch of

Evil.** Somebody mu&t have seen the tie-in as a touch of

genius, which it was in its way.

Out came the movie people to pay their respects. Old,

young and in-between. Charlton Heston in two hats as

chairman of the A.F.I. and the star of one of Welles's

most fascinating films, "Touch of Evil." Also Peter

Bogdanovich, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, a

gentlemanly Joseph Cotten, a hostessy Natalie Wood aAKl

an indestructible Johnny Carson.

Times have changed, everyone was meant to thihk,

when the Hollywood establishment could sit there and
gigglc at jokes about William Randolph Hearst and, by
inference, about Hearst's efforts to destroy ''Citizen Kane,**

Welles and RKO Pictures, which held Welles's contract

when he made "Citizen Kane."

Most of the people who were so furious on Hearst's

behalf are now dead or incapacitated. Times have changed'

but l'm not so sure they are much different. There are

new Players in the game. That's all.

Welles watched it all as if from another planet, and
when he went up to the microphone he had the control

not to stoop to jokes, tears or mawkish gratitude. He
talked briefly about the "contrarities" of Hollywood and
the uneasy role of the maverick.

Then, best of all, he accepted the award with cllp«

from a film he's apparently been shooting off and on since

1970, *The Other Side of The Wind," about a niisunderstood

genius of a Hollywood director who is having trouble

raising money to complete his latest mo
The director in the film was played bV John Huston

but the career and the ego were all Welles'

is undiminished.

• I might say that it saved the evening except that the

eveoing was never really in much danger of being lost.

Say what you will about the A.F.I. (and Grace LichterLsteini
^*

has Said a lot of it most carefully in these pages), the

Institute has been remarkably luccessful in these Life

Achievement Awards, at least in finding appropriate

awardees.
Somc of Welles's achievwr-ents am app^axiy easTIy

recognized ("Citizen Kane," "The Magnificent Ambersons")
but some sF>end most of their time in vaults, films Jike

"FaJstaff—Chimes at Midnight,'* which may be the greatest

Shakespearean film ever made, bar none, and "The Trial,"

in which in his usual securely immodest way Welles

somehow has us make the connection between Kafka'»

Joseph K. and Welles's Orson W.
What was so invigorating about the telecast was the

manner in which it increased our awareness that the

Welles genius and ego are not only upright but stiW

vigorous enough to be rampant and, if need be, unforgiving,

His life has been füll of achievement, but the life continues.

Keep the crepe in the closet for a whiJe.

In 1950 Cocteau wrote of Welles that "he has the

manner of a giant with the look of a child, a lazy activen#ssi

a mad wisdom, a solitude encompassing the world." That'«

the way he seemed the other night, introducing those
brief, hilarious dips that, I trust, will turn out to be a
trailer for a finished film called "The Other Side of The
Wind."

J
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Orson 's Back and
Marlene ^s Got Hirn
By CHARLES HIGHAM, author of "The Films of Orson Welles**

FOR months now, Hollywood has been talking about a se-

cretly made feature film being directed by Orson Welles,

his first American movie since "Touch of Evil" 14 years

ago. Made largely on location in Los Angeles, the picture's

cast includes Marlene Dietrich, and it is financed by Welles him-

self. Shooting began last September, but few have known exactly

when er where since; the crew has been loyally silent, few of

the cast can be reached for comment. In a controversial exchange
in these pages last year, Peter Bogdanovich, Welles's Boswell,

denied that Welles was making the picture at all, even though
he had assisted him in the production, which was shooting at

that time. Yet the same day that Bogdanovich's denial appeared,

Welles was creating a sequence at Century City, and there wasn't

a self-respecting gossip in town who hadn't spread word of it.

The picture is "The Other Side of the Wind," a story written

by Welles about a crusty, veteran director of the Henr>' Hath-

away/John Ford breed who comes back to Hollywood after a

long exile to be confronted by the self-conscious intellectualism

and Beverly Hills hippiedom of Hollywood in the 1970's—with

fantastic and nftpnfnnny rpsiilt,»^, Typirally, Welles has been

shooting offtbe CuTn~Improvising theStoxy daily. It hasn't been

settled wh^er John Huston or Welles himself ^^il4^appear in

the roleSc^e director, whose scenes are toJ)e-^ot last. Nobody
knows whenthe^iicture will be finish^di^^fiooting was interrupted

recently when Mariene-Dietrieh-Kadto return to Paris to attend

the funeral of her close friend, Coco Chanel.

Paul Mazursky, director of "Alex in Wonderland," who ap-

pears in the film, told how he came to be in it on a radio show
I oonduct: he was at home one evening when Bert Schneider, an

independent producer, called him to ask if he would like to appear

in a film of Orson Welles's. "Naturally I said, 'Yes.' To all of us,

he's the idol. When Bert said, 'Come to Welles's house tonight,'

and gave me the address I couldn't believe it. I went over, and

quite a few dircctors were there to play the scene with me:

Monte Hellman, Bob Rafelson and others. I'm excited by Welles's

improvisatory methods, which have influenced my own."

The scene in which Mazursky and the directors of "The

Shooting" and "Five Easy Pieces" appear concerns a sudden

power failure that plungos Marlene Dietrich's Bei Air dinner

party into darkness. The guests start interviewing each other

obsessively. It is characteristic of Welles that he should combine

in the sequence an impish humor at the expense of the contem-

porary film scholar's interviewing obsessions, and an overriding

concem, visible in all his films, with the nature of human identity.

Arkadin rides again.
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At theMovies Tom Buckley

John Huston, krhose "Wlse Blood"
wa^^sweü rs^tttcd at the New York
Film Festival, begins shooting

"Phobia," starring Paul Michad
Glaser, formerly of "Starsky and
Hutch," in Toronto on Monday.
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John Huston,/yhose "Wise Blood*'
wUS *M\\ fWaüved at the New York
Film Festival, begins shooting
"Phobia/' starring Paul Michael
Glaser, formerly of "Starsky and
Hutch, '

' in Toronto on Monday

.
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Huston: 1 Want to Keep Right on Going'
ByANDREW H. MALCOLM

SpedAl to Tl»Nt« Yoft TliiMt

TORONTO. Dec. 10 — The youthfül
. bustle is overpowering in the arena.
Young men come and go, hauling gear
and speaking crisply into walkie-
talkies. Young women in makeup, their
hair disheveled just so, pass in and out.

Passers-by stop to stare. Hangers^on
act important. Tochnicians arrange
wires.

'

Yet somehow all the chaos seems to

Center on one spot, a canvas chair.

Often, someone — young, of course —
goes there and appears to speak into a
shiny brown parka coat before depart-
ing on a mission of obvious Import.
Then, slowly, the male figure in the
coat begins to rise. Taller and taller he
grows. Slowly, ahrays slowly, he tums,
revealing an ancient face, a white
beard and very warm eves, and one
thinks instantly of the Bibfe.

God doesn't make movies. But John
Huston does. And here in a frigid

hockey arena thousands of miles from
any Holy Land, Mr. Huston, at the age
of 73, is again telling a story on film.

The onetime reporter. actor, painter
and Mexican cavalry officer began teil-

ing movie tales 39 years ago as the
writer-director of "The Maltese Fal-

con." Since then, there have been
"Treasure of Sierra Madre," **The As-
phalt Jungle," "The Red Badge of
Courage," "The African Queen,"
"Beat the Devil." "Moby Dick,'' "The
Misfits," "Freud." "The Night of the
the Iguana." "Fat City." "The Man
Who Would Be King" and, of courae,
"TheBlblc."
This new one is entitled "Phobia," a

murder mystery that clearly will not
rank with "Moby Dick" near the top of
Mr. Huston's list of favorites. "We're
not discovering any new ground here."
Mr. Huston says. "it's a conventional
murder mystery. They all have a form.
They're supposed to. And I'm not going
tochangethat."

Collcos and Glaser Star
The movie. one of many features

being filmed in Canada in recent

months. stars John Colicoa, who played
the evil Count Baltar in "Battlestar Ca-

.

lactica," and Paul Michael Glaser, the

curly-haired cop from ABC-TV's "Star-

sky and Hutch," in his first starring

movie role.

The film, budgeted fbr S5.1 million

and scheduled for release next summer
by Paramount, is the story of a young
doctor (Mr. Glaser) treating convicted

murderers who have various phobias

such as claustrophobia. But, myateri-

ously. one by one the murderers are

murdered. each one according to his

own Phobia.
Respectful crew members report

that Mr. Huston has ordered extensive

rewriting to tum "Phobia** into more of

a psychological thriller. so much so

that the cast itself reportedly won't

know who the real murderer will be

until filming iscomplete.

For weeks now. Mr. Huston and the

technical crews and the murderers and
the murderees have been hopping back
and förth across this city. wnicn is to

lohn Huston directing «'Phobia'* In Canada
How does he stay in shape ? "/ cough a loL

"

Canada what New York is to the United
States. "I*ve filmed this picture less in

sequence than any Tve ever made,"
Said the director. who much prefers to

begin at the (»ginning and end at the

ending. "That's the way things grow. in

sequence." /he said. "You get better

continuity and sometimes it's even
cheaper."

BacktoMexico

Mr. Huston has been working here
since late September. By Christmas he
expects to linish shooting and head
back to his isolated home near Puerto
Vallarta. Mexico. "It*s a way of life I

like very much," he says during a film-

ing break. "I have my own little cove.
No roads. You can only get to me by
boat. There are lots of animals — and
scorpions. I have my t>ack to the jungle
and my face to the sea."

Is it a lonely life? "Oh, no!" He
replies. "A director's life is anything
t)ut kmely." And so come next May he
says he'll be off to Hungary to form an-
other film family and shoot Michael
Caine and Sylvester Stallone in "Es-
cape to Victory." "It's about World
War II. an incident in the war." he said,

"It's a rather high-sounding title, but
it's quite a nice little story actually."

Mr. Huston's most recent film.

"Wise Blood," is showing in France
"with great success," according to the

>»

»•

director, and will soon be released in

North America. He skipped its showing
at this fall's New York Film Festival

because of thepress of work here. "And
anyway," said Mr. Huston, "I'm not a
festivalperson."

In addition, he has Just delivered the
manuscript of his autobiography to his

publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, and expects
the book to be out late next year, with,

he hopes, his favorite title, "Resume.
"The book has been cut to 450 pages,

he said, "but I believe in trimming out
waste."

^Special Memorks*

The book will talk about his father,

Walter, the well-known actor who was
actually bom in Toronto, and John's al-

most 40 years of making nearly four

dozen films. It will relate some of his

experiences and the "special memo-
ries" of favorite people like Humphrey
Bogart and Robert Mitchum and, of

course, offer his views on film making.
"I've never been out to prove any-
thing," he said, "I just like telling sto^

ries on film. I try never to duplicate
myself . In fact, I go the other way. One
must avoid personal clich6s. For me di-

recting is a stimulating occupaüon.
That's all."

Although Mr. Huston can watch fllma

as entertainment like any moviegoer,
there are some of his movies, he sajrs,

that he has never seen after comple-

tion. Others he has seen on televisioo.

"But then I gel so annoyed with the
breaks for ads," he says, "I turn them
off." He is especially fünd of some of
his films, sudi as "Moby Dick" and
"The Man Who Would Be King," a tale

t)e was attracted to from tong hours of
reading Rudyard Kipling during (xxits

with emphysema that ended his cigar-

snx)kingday8.

But Mr. Huston refuses tp make ab-
solute lists. He says: "That's like ask-
ing a father to name his favorite son.

The favorite may be the one with the
harelip. And do you mean my favorite

finished product or my favorite film
making, the creaUve prooess? Each
one you think of differenüy. Aixl you al-

ways believe your current one is the
best, although I wouldn't say that in

thisinstance."

Can he teil while fihning that a movie
is going to be good? "Oh, yes," he says
with a twinkle, "When the chemistry is

good and things are )elling and going
smoothly, I know for sure then it's

going to be a great picture." Pause.
"Of course." be adds, "I can be mistak-
en."

How does he stay in shape to make
films when others his age can have
trouble watching them? "I cough a
lot,"hereplied.

Why does he keep working? "Well,

I'm not rieh," he says, "I have enough
to live on. But I wouldn't work if I didn't

like it."

'

"I love my wort," he adds. "Cach
film is a little life that grows and is nur-

tured t^ some peoplewho will probably
never be together again. You go from
beginning to end together and when you
are done and you go away, there is a
certainsadness."

"You knofw," Mr. Huston said, reach-

ing slowly into his pocket for another
tissue to Cover another cough, "my
hero is Renoir. He sat in a dnair and
painted until his last day. I think he
was 83. 1 want to keep right on going
until my momentum winds down and I

fall out of this chair. Or I cant get in

it"

I I
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Nations
industry is traceable directly to two re-

cent Government moves. The first, by
the nation's tax authorities, created an
attractive tax-deferment scheme for

Investors in movles certlfied as Cana-
dian by the Government. To eam this

certificate, a movie's producer must be
Canadian, at least 75 percent of Its

budget must be spent in Canada or on
Canadians, and the project must eam 6

out of 10 possible points: a film eams 2

Points for a Canadian director or
writer, 1 for a Canadian editor, 1 each
for the highest-paid male and female
parts, and so on.

C13

Säle of Investment Units
•:•>

Securities commissions in each prov-

ince are also authorizing the sale

through Investment houses of invest-

ment units in productions. Investors

can buy their units, for example, for

$25.000 by paying $5,000 cash plus a
promissory note for the rest due in

three or four years.

A certified film 's Investors can de-

duct 100 percent of their total Invest-

ments from their ordinary income dur-

ing the current year, even though their

füll Investment will not be paid for a
number of years. For a taxpayer with,

for example, $60,000 in taxable income,
such a Provision reduces bis taxable in-

come to $35,000.

If the film makes money, he could
well be receiving his share of profits

even before he has paid his füll Invest-

ment. In the meantime, he has had the
benefit of the tax reduction, and he will

not pay taxes on his film income until

his initial investment is recouped.
If the film loses money, he will be out

his original investment but minus the
tax savings. There is no resale market
for the film units.

A certified film can qualify for **non-

recourse financing,'* a tax advantage
that makes the film property itself the
only collateral, thus protecting Inves-

tors' other assets from creditors. The
United States eliminated a similar rule

in 1976.

Co-Investment at the Start

The Govemment's second move to

help the industry involved a redirection

of the financing provided by the Cana-
dian Film Development Corporation, a
semigovemmental Organization.
Under the executive directorship of Mi-
chael McCabe, a former deputy minis-
ter of consumer affairs and marketing
expert for Lever Bros., the Corporation
invests matching funds with the
producers at the start of a project, the
riskiest stage of Script development
and talent signing.

This helps Canada 's fledgling

producers assemble the package and
obtain permanent financing. Before
production begins, Mr. McCabe 's cor-

(X)ration is repaid the loan plus a fee,

interest and, sometimes, an equity
share in future profits. For a movie like

the extremely populär "Meatballs," a
^$1.6 million Canadian production that

ras Started with a $350,000 loan, that

m be a tidy though undisclosed sum.
[Meatballs," which already grossed

Jules Dassin, who is directing Richard Burton in "Circle of Two**
In Canada, the actor will have a film romance with Tatum O'Neal

June Malcolm

$40 million, according to Mr. McCabe,
qualified because the producer was a
Canadian, Ivan Reitman, who also
made **Animal House."
Film makers are also being at-

tracted by the 15 percent to 16 percent
currency differentiaj, which means a
United States dollar is worth $1.16 in

Canadian funds.

Includes Many Hollywood Stars

Some of the Canadian features, ei-

ther released or due out within a year,
are "The Changeling" with George C.

Scott, "Bear Island" with Richard Wid-
mark and Vanessa Redgrave, 'City on
Fire" with Henry Fonda, "Angela"
with Sophia Loren, "Deathship" with
George Kennedy, "The Last Chase"
with Lee Majors, "The Incredible Mrs.
Chadwick" with Miss MacLaine,
"Agency" with Robert Mitchum and
"Off Your Rocker" with Milton Berle,

Red Buttons and Lou Jacobi. . ^ y
lAjohii^

nent billing for Canadian actors, in an
effort to build some international star-
dom for homegrown talent. Thus, the
credits for "Agency" will mention Mr.
Mitchum, Mr. Majors and Valerie Per-
rine plus "Saul Rubinek as
*Goldstein.'"

Companies and Producers Grow

These developments have also seen
the prominent growth of Canadian film
companies such as Astral Bellevue
Path6, RSL Films, Filmplan Interna-
tional and Caneuram, as well as a
Corps of independent producers such as
Garth Drabinsky and William Mar-
shall. Together, these Canadian film
makers retumed from the Cannes Film
Festival this year with $22 million in
sales, 10 times last year's total.

With Mr. McCabe, they see their
growth not as a means of ever sup-
planting Hollywood's might, but as

"Phobia," to be directed
HustonJwill Start shooting hefe next

"Dirty Tricks" with Elliott

Gould is before the cameras in Mont-
real, which required some new signs
and mailboxes because the story is sup-
posed to take place in Boston. "Run-
ning," with Michael Douglas, was also

filmed in Montreal; a $4 million film, it

has eamed more than $5 million from
ABC-TV, pay-television and Universal
even before its release this fall.

Not all the films sought help from the
film Corporation, which this year has
invested $10 million in 32 productions
worth $82 million. In newer contracts,

Mr. McCabe also requires more promi-

United States' mammoth cultural pres-
ence in Canada. This, they say, will be
accomplished not by stuffing Canadian
content down global moviegoers'
throats, but by providing quality enter-
tainment through stories with mass a|>.

peal. "The fact that a particular film is
from Canada," Mr. Marshall said,
"should be of very little Import.

"

It is a far cry from documentaries
with lilting loon calls across the lake.
But Mr. Marshall feigns concem that
"someday people will want to make
movies about Toronto, but they'll go to
Boston because they think Boston looks
more like Toronto than Toronto does. '

'

>
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Canada Enters Ranks ofTop Film Nations
ByANDREW H. MALCOLM

C
Toronto

iRS screeching around Cor-
ners. Barroom brawls. Mur-
ders. Bodies hurtling off tall

towers. And Richard Burton
jogging past picnickers eating dinner
on a sedate urban beach at 8 A.M. JUst
common ordinary sights here these
days as Hollywood tinsel takes over To-
ronto and other Canadian eitles.

Thanks to a new tax shelter, Govern-
ment Promotion, favorable currency-
exchange rates and a squad of newly
aggressive native producers. Canada
has in a matter of months leaped into
the top ranks of the world's movie-
producing nations.

Once associated almost entirely with
scenic documentaries whose biggest
Stars were migrating geese and tree-
felling beavers, Canada is suddenly
tuming out dozens of major feature
films starring the likes of George C.
Scott, James Mason, Elliott Gould,
Donald Sutherland, Shirley MacLaine
and Robert Mitchum.
"This is the place to be now," Mr.

Burton said as he relaxed from the
rigors of portraying a 60-year-old artist
in love with a teen-age schoolgirl
(Tatum O'Neal) in **Circle of Two,"

which is being directed by Jules Das-
sin. 'i wanted to heve a party for all

my friends here, but Td need a hotel.

Orson Welles is here, and Peter Ustinov
and Richard Harris and Christopher
Plummer."

Locatlon-Sbot Attraction

Mr. Plummer "died" here the other
day, being hurled from the 1.200-foot
level of the CN Tower in the form of
Dar Robinson, a 32-year-old Stuntman
whose last-second parachute opening
will not be shown when "Highpoint"
opens next summer.
For years Canada's varied land-

scape has drawn American moviemak-
ers mainly for location shots. The rail-

road Station in **Silver Streak," for in-

stance, was really Toronto's. **Days of
Heaven" was filmed entirely in Alber-
ta, the Western Canadian province that
moviemakers thought looked so Middle
Western they also chose it to film Clark
Keiit's childhood scenes in "Super-
man." Even last week, Christopher
Reeve and Margot Kidder were at
Canada's Niagara Falls filming scenes
at a honeymoon hotel for "Superman
II,'* during which Superman is called
on to rescue a child who has acciden-
tally slipped over the falls.

Five years ago, Canada's film pro-
duction totaled $6 million a year on a

handful of low-budget bombs and docu-

mentaries. In the last 12 months, the

average movie budget has jumped
from $1.5 million to $2.5 million. This

year, industry experts expect almost

$150 million in four dozen feature pro-

ductions. rising perhaps to $200 million

or higher in a couple of years.

Natives May Be Lured Back

This can seem like small popcom
compared to the estimated $500 million

in United States production this year,

but it represents a real identity coup
for Canada, which culturally perceives

itself as being treated like little more
than a branch office by the media
moguls to the south. Although physi-

cally 10 percent larger than the United

States, Canada's entire population, 23.7

million, is about the same as Califor-

nia 's.

The rapid growth of the industry has
also raised hopes of providing employ-
ment and training for a new generation

of talent as well as perhaps luring

home many Canadians, such as Mr.
Sutherland, Genevieve Bujold, Mr.
Plummer, Glenn Ford, Miss Kidder,

Norman Jewison and Lome Greene,
who had to go elsewhere to seek cine>

matlc outlets and lucrative interna-

tional Star Status.

The sudden birth of the bigtime film

industry is traceable directly to two re-

cent Government moves. The first, by
the nation's tax authoritles, created an
attractive tax-deferment scheme for

Investors in movies certified as Cana-
dian by the Government. To eam this

certificate, a movie's producer must be
Canadian, at least 75 percent of its

budget must be spent in Canada or on
Canadians, and the project must eam 6
out of 10 possible points: a film eams 2

Points for a Canadian director or
writer, 1 for a Canadian editor, 1 each
for the highest-paid male and female
parts,andsoon.

Säle of Investment Units
'

Securities commlssions in each prov-
ince are also authorizing the sale

through Investment houses of Invest-

ment Units in productions. Investors
can buy their units, for example, for

$25.000 by paying $5,000 cash plus a
promissory note for the rest due in

threeor four years.

A certified film's Investors can de-

duct 100 percent of their total Invest-

ments from their ordinary income dur-

ing the current year. even though their

füll Investment will not be paid for a
number of years. For a taxpayer with,

for example, $60.000 in taxable income.
such a Provision reduces his taxable in-

come to $35,000.

If the film makes money. he could
well be receiving his share of profits

even before he has paid his füll Invest-

ment. In the meantime, he has had the

benefit of the tax reduction, and he will

not pay taxes on his film income until

his initial Investment is recouped.
If the film loses money, he will be out

his original Investment but minus the

tax savings. There is no resale market
for the film Units.

A certified film can qualify for "non-
recourse financing,** a tax advantage
that makes the film property itself the

only collateral, thus protecting Inves-

tors* other assets from creditors. The
United States eliminated a similar rule

in 1976.

CG-Investment at the Start

The Govemment's second move to

help the industry involved a redirection
of the financing provided by the Cana-
dian Film Development Corporation, a
semigovemmental Organization.
Under the executive directorship of Mi-
chael McCabe, a former deputy minis-
ter of consumer affairs and marketing
expert for Lever Bros., the Corporation
invests matching funds with the
producers at the start of a project, the

riskiest stage of Script development
and talent signing.

This helps Canada's fledgling

producers assemble the package and
obtain permanent financing. Before
production begins. Mr. McCabe's Cor-

poration is repaid the loan plus a fee,

interest and, sometimes, an equity
share in future profits. For a movie like

the extremely populär "Meatballs," a
$1.6 million Canadian production that

ras Started with a $350.000 loan, that

m be a tidy though undisclosed sum.
IMeatballs," which already grossed

JuneMakolm

Jules Dassin, who is directing Richard Burton in "Circle of Two'*
In Canada, the actor will have a film romance with Tatum O'Neal

$40 million, according to Mr. McCabe,
qualified because the producer was a
Canadian, Ivan Reitman, who also

made **Animal House."
Film makers are also being at-

tracted by the 15 percent to 16 percent
currency differential, which means a
United States dollar is worth $1.16 in

Canadian funds.

Includes Many Hollywood Stars

Some of the Canadian features, ei-

ther released or due out within a year,
are "The Changeling** with George C.

Scott. "Bear Island** with Richard Wid-
mark and Vanessa Redgrave. 'City on
Fire'* with Henry Fonda, "Angela**
with Sophia Loren, "Deathship** with
George Kennedy, "The Last Chase**
with Lee Majors, "The Incredible Mrs.
Chadwick*' with Miss MacLaine,
"Agency" with Robert Mitchum and

nent billing for Canadian actors, in an
effort to build some international star-
dom for homegrown talent. Thus, the
credits for "Agency** will mention Mr.
Mitchum. Mr. Majors and Valerie Per-
rine plus "Saul Rubinek as
'Goldstein.*

"

Companies and Producers Grow

These developments have also seen
the prominent growth of Canadian film
companies such as Astral Bellevue
Path6. RSL Films, Filmplan Intema-
tional and Caneuram, as well as a
Corps of independent producers such as
Garth Drabinsky and William Mar-
shall. Together, these Canadian film
makers retumed from the Cannes Film
Festival this year with $22 million in
sales, 10 times last year*s total.

With Mr. McCabe, they see their
growth not as a means of ever sup-
planting Hollywood*s might, but as"Off Your Rocker'* with Milton Berle. , , _ ,

Red Buttons and Lou Jacobi. . ^ /PÄrt of the continuing Canadian stmg-
"Phobia,** to be directed bySlohir gle to get out from undemeath the

Huston^will Start shooting here next United States'mammothcultural pr«s-
ence in Canada. This, they say, will be
accomplished not by stuffing Canadian
content down global moviegoers*
throats, but by providing quality enter-
tainment through stories with mass ajv
peal. "The fact that a particular film is

from Canada," Mr. Marshall said,
"should be of very little Import.

**

It is a far cry from documentaries
with lilting loon calls across the lake.
But Mr. Marshall feigns concem that
"someday people will want to make
movies about Toronto, but they'Il go to
Boston because they think Boston looks
more like Toronto than Toronto does.

"

Dirty Tricks" with Elliott

Gould is before the cameras in Mont-
real, which required some new slgns
and mailboxes because the story is sup-

posed to take place in Boston. "Run-
ning," with Michael Douglas, was also

filmed in Montreal; a $4 million film, it

has eamed more than $5 million from
ABC-TV, pay-television and Universal
even before its release this fall.

Not all the films sought help from the

film Corporation, which this year has
invested $10 million in 32 productions
worth $S2 million. In newer contracts,

Mr. McCabe also requires more promi-
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Huston: 1 Want to Keep Right on Going'
ByANDREW H. MALCOLM

Sptetel to ThtN«« YortcTim«

TORONTO. Dcc. 10 — The youthful
bustle is overpowering in the arena.
Young men come and go, hauling gear
and speaking crisply into walkie^
talkies. Young women in makeup, their

hair disheveled Just so, pass in and out.

Passers-by stop to Stare. Hangers-on
act important. Technicians arrange
wires.

Yet somehow all the chaos seems to

center on one Spot, a canvas chair.

Often, someone — young, of course—
goes there and appears to speak into a
shiny brown parka coat before depart-
ing on a mission of obvious Import.
Then, slowly» the male figure in the
coat begins to rise. Taller and uller he
grows. Slowly, always slowly, he tums,
revealing an ancient face, a white
beard and very wann eyes, and one
thinks instantly of the Bibfe.

God doesn't make movies. But John
Huston does. And here in a frigid

hockey arena thousands of miles from
any Holy Land, Mr. Huston, at the age
of 73, is again telling a story on film.

The onetime reporter, actor, painter

.

and Mexican cavalry officer began tell-

ing movie tales 39 years ago as the
writer-director of "The Maltese Fal-

con.'* Since then, there have been
"Treasure of Sierra Madre." "The As-
phalt Jungle," "The Red Badge of
Courage," "The African Queen,"
"Beat the Devil," "Moby Dick," "The
Misfits," "Freud," "The Night of the
the Iguana," "Fat City," "The Man
Who Would Be King" and, of course,
"TheBible."
This new one is entitled "Phobia," a

murder mystery that clearly will not
rank with "Moby Dick" near the top of
Mr. Huston's list of favoHtes. "We're
not discovering any new gnxmd here,"
Mr. Huston says, "it's a conventional
murder mystery. They all have a form.
They're supposed to. And rm not going
tochangetnat"

CoUeoa and Glaser Star
The movie, one of many features

being filmed in Canada in recent

months, stars John Colicos, who played
the evil Count BaRar in "Battlestar Ca-

.

lactica," and Paul Michael Glaser, the

curly-haired cop from ABC-TV*s "Star-

sky and Hutch," in bis first starring

movie role.

The film, budgeted fbr $5.1 million

and scheduled fbr release next summer
by Paramount, is the story of a young
doctor (Mr. Glaser) treating convicted

murderers who have various phobias

such as claustrophobia. But, mysteri-

ously, one by one the murderers are
murdered, each one according to his

own Phobia.
Respectful crew members report

that Mr. Huston has ordered extensive

rewriting to tum "Phobia" into more of

a psychological thriller, so much so

that the cast itself reportedly won't

know who the real murderer will be
until filming is complete.

For weeks now, Mr. Huston and the

technical crews and the murderers and
the murderees have been hopping t)ack

and forth across this city, which is to

JumMaloolni

John Huston dlrecting ""Phobia'* in Canada
How does he stay in shape ? "/ cough a lot.

'*

Canada what New York is to the United

States. "IVe filmed this picture less in

sequence than any I've ever made,"
Said the director, who much prefers to

begin at the beginning and end at the

ending. "That's the way things grow, in

sequence," he said "You get better

continuity £u>d sometimes it*s even
cheaper.

f»

Back to Mexico

Mr. Huston has been working here
since late September. By Christma3 he
expects to finish shooüng and head
back to his isolated home near Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico. "It's a way of life I

like very much," he says during a film*

ing break. "I have my own little cove.

No roads. You can only get to me by
boat. There are lots of animals — and
scorpions. I have my k)ack to the jungle

and my face to the sea.

"

Is it a lonely life? "Oh. no!" He
replies, "A director 's life is anything
but lonely." And so come next May he
says he'll be off to Hungary to form an-

other film family andshoot Michael
Caine and Sylvester Stallone in "Es-
cape to Victory." "It's about World
War II, an incident in the war," he said,

"It's a rather high-sounding title, txit

it's quite a nice little story actually."

Mr. Huston's most recent film,

"Wise Blood," is showing in France
with great success," according to the

«4

director, and will soon be released in

North America. He skipped its showing

at this fall's New York Film Festival

because of thepress of work here. "And
^

anyway," said Mr. Huston, "I'm not a
festivalperson."

In addition, he has just delivered the

manuscript of his autobiography to his

publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, and expects
the book to be out late next year, with,

he hopes, his favorite title, "Resume."
"The book has been cut to 450 pages,"

he said, "but I l)elieve in trismiing out

wastc."

'Special Memorles*

The book will talk about his father,

Walter, the well-known actor who was
actually bom in Toronto, and John's al-

most 40 years of making nearly four

dozen films. It Will relate some of his

experiences and the "special memo-
ries" of favorite people like Humphrey
Bogart and Robert Mitchum and, of

course, offer his views on film making.
*Tve never been out to prove any-

thing," he said, "I just like telling sto-

ries on film. I try never to duplicate

myself. In fact, I go the other way. One
must avoid personal clich^. For me dl-

recting is a stimulating occupation.

That 's all."

Although Mr. Huston can watch films

as entertainment like any moviegoer,
there are some of his movies, he says,

that he has never seen after comple-

tion. Others he has seen on television.

"But then I get ao annoyed with the

breaks för ads," he says, "I tum them
off." He is especially fond of some of

his films, such as "Moby Dick" and
"The Man Who Would Be King," a tale

he was attracted to from long hours of

reading Rudyard KiplLng during bouts

with emphysema that ended his cigar-

smoking days.

But Mr. Huston refuses to make ab-

solute lists. He says: "That's like ask-

ing a father to name his favorite son.

The favorite may be the one with the

harelip. And do you mean my favorite

finished product or my favorite film

making, the creative process? Each
one you think of diff^rently . And you al«

ways believe your current one is the

best, although I wouldn't say that in

thisinstance."

Can he teil while filmhig that a movie
is going to be good? "Oh, yes," he says
with a twinkle, "When the chemistry is

good and things are jelling and going
smoothly, I know for sure then it's

going to be a great picture." Pause.
"Of course," he adds, "I can be mistak-
en."
How does he stay in shape to make

films when others his age can have
trouble watching them? "I cough a
lot,"hereplied.

Why does he keep working? "Well,
Vm not rieh," he says, "I have enough
to live on. But I wouldnt work if I didn't

like it."

"I love my work," he adds. "£ach
film is a little life that grows and is nur-
tured by some people who will probably
never be together again. You go from
begimiing to end together and when you
are done and you go away, there is a
certainsadness.'^

"You know," Mr. Huston said, reach-
ing slowly into his pocket for another
tissue to Cover another cough, '*my
hero is Renoir. He sat in a chair and
painted until his last day. I think he
was S3. 1 want to keep right on going
until my momentum winds down and I

fall out of this chair. Or I can't get in

it."

II j BTa t tu 1=
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is a plum part

forHickey.
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|AST Labor Day, William Hickey
was feeling down in the

dumps because his apart-

ment in the Village was going
co-op, and he had to borrow the

money from friends to buy it. Tuming
to his dog, Bucky, the Veteran charac-
ter actor said

:

''We need $35,000 and a
part in the big: time.'* i

The next daj\jdm Hiistoricalled. '

The result was tnepfHRTJart of Don
Corrado Prizzi, the frail, raspy-

voiced boss of the Mafia family in the
film *'Priz2i's Honor.'' Mr. Hickey is

so convincing and has received such
good notices that he is already being
touted in columns and trade papers as
a contender for the Oscar for best
supporting actor of 1985.

Mr. Hickey, who had previously
worked with Mr. Huston in the film

"Wise Blood," said the director told

him he wanted to know two things

about the Mafia don: ''That he was
bom in Italy, and that he never got
further than Brooklyn." And even
though Mr. Hickey was bom in Brook-
lyn, he said he eagerly accepted the
Coaching of Julie Bovasso, an actress

who taught him and fellow cast mem-
bers Jack Nicholson and^^ajglica
Hustonlhow to talk Brooklynese.

ovies Judy Klemesrud

Mr. Hickey, who is 57 years old,

said it took a makeup m£m three and a
half hours each moming to transform
him into the decrepit84-year-old don.

He said he wore a suit that was too

big, ''because Mr. Huston told me he
wanted me to feel that the suit had
once fit me, but that I had shrunk."
He said that being from a very

close Irish family helped him to un-
derstand the intense family loyalty of

the murderous Prizzi clan. "I lived

with my mother until she died, when I

was 48,** he said. "Now, I would never
kill anybody, but if anybody hurt one
of my family, they'd be very, very
sorry.'*

In the acting world, Mr. Hickey is

perhaps better known as a respected
teacher than a performer. He has
taught for 33 years at the H-B Studio
in Greenwich Village, where his stu-

dents have included Barbra Strei-

sand, whom he doesn't remember,
Steve McQueen, Barbara Harris,

George Segal and Sandy Dennis.

He said that recently the students

in one of his claisses, who had appar-
ently seen "Prizzi*s Honor,** stood
and applauded as he entered the

room. "Stop it!" he told them. "You
have always treated me this way, so

don't go overboard.*'

WUÜam Hickey before and after tiiree andf^}^ "i^/""'*
"^ '"

the part of Uie aged Don Corrado Prtal In "Prinl 8 Honor.



'Pale Rider'

Heads List

In Theaters
By AUEAN HARMETZ

Special to The New York Tim«

HOLLYWOOD, July 2— Clint East-

wood rode into 1,700 theaters last

Weekend on a pale horse and proved
that the westem is not dead so long as

Mr. Eastwood stars in it. "Pale
Rider," which is also directed by Mr.
Eastwood, sold $9.1 million worth of

tickets, the top-grossing movle of the

Weekend.
Second on the box-office list was the

science-fantasy "Cocoon," which
sold $7.3 million worth of tickets. Sig-

'

nificantly, "Cocoon" dropped only 7

l)ercent from its first weekend, a sign

that the movie is getting audience ap-

ptoval and will be a box-office wln-

ner. In third place was SylvestefStal-

lone as "Rambo," the only block-

baster of a so-far mediocre summer.
vftambo" has grossed almost $108

million.

Jn "Pale Rider," Mr. Eastwood
plays a gaunt — perhaps supematu-
ral— stranger who descends from the

clpads in response to a maiden's
pvayer. The movie, which was in

gompetition at the 1985 Cannes Film
Festival, did surprisingly well along

the entire East Coast, according to

Barry Reardon, President of distribu-

Ooii at Warner Brothers, which re-

leased the movie. Mr. Eastwood's
pictures usually perform best in less

sophisticated areas. Mr. Reardon
Said that part of the movie's success

in New York was probably due to ex-

cellent reviews. "Before 'Pale
Rider,' no 91int Eastwood movie that

t know of has ever opened well on the

^ast Side of New York," said Mr.
Reardon, "but a small East Side

theater, the Manhattan, took in

$22,290."

Hollywood, however, is still dubi-

ous about whether anyone but Mr.
Eastwood can regenerate the westem
genre. "If anybody eise had been on
Üiat horse, the picture woiUdn't have
opened," said the head of distribution

at another studio. The real test will

come next week when "Silverado,**

directed by Larry Kasdan amd star-

ring Kevin Kline, Scott Glenn and Ro-
sanna Arquette, reaches theaters.

Cnicial Two Weeks

Despite the fact that movie busi-

ress this summer is still lagging se-

\erely behind the record-breaking
Business of last summer, those who
Ciake and seil movies are still unruf-

fed. "By this time last summer,
'Ghostbusters,' 'Indiana Jones,' 'The
larate Kid,' 'Star Trek' and 'Giem-
Ijns' were major hits,** said Frank
Blancuso, chairman of Paramount
lictures. "So far this summer the

(ply picture to do as well as any of

tnose is 'Rambo.' But you have to

nmember that the early part of last

smimer was front-loaded with big
movies because of the Olympics.**
"Without the Olympics to interfere

vrith the middle of July," said Wil-

liam Soady, President of distribution

at Universal, "the pictures are
[spread out more this summer."
The next two weeks, however, will

be crucial. An enormous number of
' movies, almost 50, are competing this

^summer. If ticket sales do not pick up
during the early-July period, which is

usually as hot at the box office as it is

at the beaches, some Studios will be in

trouble.

Few Ideas That 'Sparkle'

There are already a few executives
who do not think the relative drabness
this summer can be completely ex-

plained by last summer's Olympic
Games. "This summer is undistin-

guished in terms of originality," said

Jeffrey Katzenberg, chairman of the
movie and television division at Walt
Disney Productions. "There are not

Clint Eastwood as the

Stranger in "Pale Rider."

enough ideas that sparkle. The only

two that seem really different are
'Back to the Future* and 'Cocoon.'

And, in its own way, that black
comedy 'Prizzi's Honor.' "

Releasing VjJohnJJustOT'sJ adult

comedy ''PriSrs''HonÖP*TlTmng the

summer was a gamble that has paid
off for 20th Century-Fox. More and
more the 15 weeks of summer are
limited to comedies and adventure
movies that appeal to teen-agers.

Last year, MGM/UA tried to coun-
terprogram with an adult comedy-
drama, "The Pope of Greenwich Vil-

lage," and the results were disas-

trous. The movie sold less than $6 mil-

lion worth of tickets. "Prizzi's

Honor" is doing respectably and has
sold nearly $14 million worth of tick-

ets in a relatively small number of

theaters in its first 17 days.
"My feeling was that 'Prizzi' had a

couple of things going for it that made
it possible to take the risk," said Tom
Sherak, President of distribution at

Fox. "Jack Nicholson is a hot star
after 'Terms of Endearment.' Kath-
leen Turner is hot after 'Romancing
the Stone.' We'd probably get good re-

views because the press normally
likes Huston's pictures. So w^ sat

down and looked at the competition
and decided on June 14 against
'D,A.R.Y.L' and 'Secret Admirer.' "

In the summer of 1980, Fox had suc-

cessfully released a serious movie,
"Brubaker," during the summer.
"Brubaker," which sold more than
$40 million worth of tickets, also had
the advantage of a major star, Roberi
Redford.

"Prizzi's Honor," which describes
the travails of a Mafia hit man, was
made by ABC 's movle division, and
Brandon Stoddard, the head of the
division, was willing to gamble be-
cause he believed in the quality of the
movie.

'Prizzi' Has Urlmii Appeal

"Prizzi's Honor" opened in 719
theaters, none of them in small
towns. "We deliberately stayed away
from small towns," said Mr. Sherak.
"The movie is w»ak in the South and
young people don't like it, but every-
body is talking about it and it's hold-

ing nicely in urban, sophisticated
markets."
Among the other summer movies,

"St. Elmo's Fire," which stars a
group of teen magazine favorites in-

cluding Rob Lowe, Andrew McCar-
thy, Emilio Estevez and Ally Sheedy
as recent College graduates, opened
well last weekend, grossing $6.1 mil-
lion. Disney's $28 million "Retum to

Oz" is the summer's major catastro-

phe. So far "Oz" has grossed less

than $7 million. "Perfect," a movie
about California health clubs starring

Johi> Travolta, is a disappointment of

less dramatic proportions. Nearing
the end of its run, "Perfect" has
grossed $12.9 million. "Goonies" and
the James Bond "A View to a Kill"
have each sold more than $40 million
worth of tickets. "D.A.R.Y.L." and
"Secret Admirer," which opened
against "Prizzi's Honor," are at

roughly $7 million each.
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NEW 'HONOR' PUTS A
GLEAM IN HUSTON'S EYE

CHARLES CHAMPLIN, Times Arts Editor

At the age of 78, John Huston
is one of earth's principal

wonders.
Fifty-seven years after he made

his first small venture in screen

acting ('The Shakedown," 1928),

54 years after he did his first bit of

Loh Angeles Times

John Huston: legend enhanced.

screenwriting (dialogue on "A
House Divided," 1931), 44 years
after he directed his first feature

('The Maltese Faicon," 1941),
Huston i^üeta nctuarial tables of

every kind and makes films that

combine the vigor of youth with
the craft and guile of seniority.

His newest film, "Prizzi's Hon-
or," which opened Friday, has been
generally rapturously reviewed for

the zaniness of its characteriza-

tions, the richness of its surfaces,

the shining darkness of its hu-
mor—like polished onyx—and the
sardonic inevitability of its mes-
sage, which is approximately iha^i

families who slay together stay

together, or, spilled blood is thicker

than water.

Huston read the novel in galleys

at his home in Puerto Vallarta, he
explained with a chesty chortle the

other day. It had been written by
his pal from Ireland days, Richard
Condon, and Huston urged his

producer, John Foreman, to buy
the rights.

It turned out the novel had been
published three years earlier; the

galleys had been sitting around,

buried under the detritus of a busy
director's life. But no one eise had
taken the property; Foreman and
Huston got it and began the exas-

perating, infuriating struggle to

find a studio to finance it.

"Oh, I pray the film is a success,"

Huston says with a ferociously

Please see CRlTIC^Page 4
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wicked gleam in his eye; "I do so

pray it's a success. I will chafe my
palms and gloat, for it was turned
down right and left." Fox finally

took the projeet.

One of the turners-down was
Universal, which had financed
Huston's demanding, difficult and
brilliant rendering of Malcolm
Lowry's novel, "Under the Volca-

no"—a film, Huston insists, that

will ultimately make a profit for the

studio, although at first sight it was
a considerably less commercial en-

terprise than "Prizzi's Honor."
. 'Then again," Huston says, "one
hears tales of rejection about al-

most every decent picture that

eomes along. Michael Fitzgerald

(who produced "Wise Blood" and
"Under the Volcano" with Huston)
is having trouble getting a deal on a
simply wonderful projeet called

**

'The Cradle Will Rock,' to be
directed by Orson Welles. Orson!

Can you imagine how many people

want to see any picture Orson
makes?"
For Huston, the several satisfac-

tions of *Trizzi's" included working
with Jack Nicholson. "Jack has the

greatest virtuosity of any actor in

the business. He is not necessarily

the greatest; he shares that with
two or three others," Huston adds
with a courtly and tactful nod. "But
his virtuosity is unsurpassed.

"He changes his mouth. He made
his mouth the star and center of the

characterization. His soul was un-
der his upper lip where peopled

used to keep snuff."

Nicholson's powers of invention

.. ':nd Innovation are extraordinary,

H•'^^ - thinks. "He takes the

'm - itFinney has thispow-

and makes them his own,

never having tQ reach for them,
never having to color the lines with
technique. What he says grows out

of a Progression of feeling."

Huston cites a long scene in

which Nicholson recites a bündle of

exposition, all the while washing
up, dressing (battling a recalcitrant

Shirt) and preparing to leave. All

the physical business, Huston says

in great admiration, invented and
timed-out by Nicholson.

' Another of the satisfactions»was

the Performance of William Hickey
as the wheezing old don who heads
the Prizzi Mafia family.

'*Sam Jaffe would have played it

if he'd been alive," Huston says,

"but Sam, whom I'd known since I

was 16 years old, up and died on
me, as so many of my friends have
insisted upon doing.

"So, various old actors trotted in,

some of whom I remembered from
the Group Theatre of my youth.

They were all either so infirm they
wouldn't have been able to navi-

gate through the scenes, or they
were so hale they didn't look any
different from anybody eise.

"Then I remembered Hickey,
whom they'd found for me for

*Wise Blood.' He lived in New York
with a dog and his mother and
taught acting and drank. Then his

mother died, so tie lives with the

dog and teaches acting and drinks,

a joyous drinker who is not fighting

it and has no Intention of quitting.

Being a thorough professional, he
was dry throughout the shooting,

and when it was over he showed up
most gloriously liquefied—a pre-

cious, dear, beloved, talented man."
Although he plays an ancient,

Hickey is not yet 50.

Kathleen Turner, whom Huston
had Seen in "Romancing the Stone"
and "Body Heat," plays the Pol-

ish-descent hit person who does
lethal Chores for the family, and

turns Nicholson's life inside out.

"Well, now, she's the Champion
filly of this time, this Short genera-
tion, isn't she?" Huston says, add-
ing in that deep and stirring voice

of his, "totaüy professional. She just

takes it away."
With one calculated and shock-

ing exception (to underline the
thesis of the film), the violence in

"Prizzi's Honor" is implied and
off-Camera. Huston nods. "I get
bored seeing the cat beheaded time
after time. Just like scenes of

coitus; they've become unbearably
banal. There's one scene of Jack
and Kathleen making love on the
bed, but it's essentially funny.
They crash to the floor. Anything
to avoid that library shot, that

stock shot over the bare Shoulder."
The comedic discovery of the

film is Huston's daughter Anjelica
as the "dese"-and-"dem" Mafia
daughter who has brought disgrace
on the family and who has both the
hots and the hates for the Nichol-

son character. "Lovely," Huston

says proudly.

Making films is not the fun it was
in the big studio days, Huston
thinks, because of the wearying
battles with timidity at the top, the
difficulty of getting projects ap-
proved. On the other band, if the
System doesn't create stars any-
more, the actors are probably bet-

ter, and certainly freer.

"The Stars played themselves,
and they weren't allowed to go
against their character. They'd
never have let Nicholson play this

part in the old days. And the idea of

Gary Cooper doing anything not
entirely decent? Unthinkable!"
Huston will next do a documen-

tary about the Sea of Cortez. "It's a
fascinating place," he says, "800

miles of inland sea, dolphins as far

as the eye can reach, leaping and
playing. And there are whales that
stay in the sea and no longer
migrate—grays, humpbacks, killer

whales, the orcas. It's something I

very much want to do. Let's say I

feel an Obligation to the whales."
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TERRIFICALLY lovely evening on the

Great Lawn of Central Park. Warm
weather has retumed and, along with it,

the Met in the Park concerts and happy,
jming crowds. Daniel C. Beaudoin and a group
|s opera-loving friends are early arrivals, each
laving brought along a share of their Standard
ic fare: fruit, theese, bread. To celebrate the

of Summer as well as the outdoor concert sea-

Isomeone produces a bottle of Champagne, ap-

friately festive and perfectly chilled. Mr. Beau-
is elected to do the bottle-opening honors. Di-

la: Should he catch the cork or should he let it

He decides to live dangerously.

Jie overture begins. The bottle is opened. There
jsoul-satisfying pop. Nearby curious picnickers

to watch as the cork flies through the evening,

ling toward the sky, seconds later landing

:k into a trash basket. The crowd cheers.

he are smiles and applause for Mr. Beaudoin
(says he has never loved New York as much as

at that moment.

Diary:
is time to release the first bimonthly statistics

cur new office, 25 floors above Eighth Avenue
I5th Street. During April and May we closely

itored the goings, Comings and special events

le Hudson River and in northem New Jersey,

illy dividing all occurrences into three cate-

: fire, water and transportation.

^e: The number we observed in New Jersey
[tenberg to Bayonne and beyond) totals 11,

of them minor. None was one-tenth as spec-

lar as the Great Hoboken Fire seen earlier this

|, although the one on the roof of the Javits Con-
ion Center was interesting for its unusual
:e effects. ,^-*., , .</..,. ..-•.• > ' •

iter: On three occasions, patches of the Hud-
^outh of the Convention Center tumed a mys-
|us but lovely bright pink, then became sandy

^•'.ii i.

a'»

beige on May 28.

Transportation: Highlights included two cruise

ships departing on the aftemoon of Holy Thursday
and a mysterious white Greek liner, accompanied
by water-spouting tugs, which disappeared into the

late-May mist. A fireboat was seen spouting for the

sheer fun of it on April 18. A schooner under füll sail

headed north on May 1. We think we spotted a bat-

tle ship twice. .vi

Currently, we are focusing our binoculars on t

helicopters which, with the arrival of summer,
proliferating. We are also trying to get some wi

done. VALERIE DeBENEDETTE
and PHYLLIS BERK

The three young women were discussing love,

life and such while waiting for the show to begin in

a Times Square movie theater. Their voices car-

ried over a few rows to John Willis who heard the

',i *
t.'• •^-

,

most philosophical one of them say, "So the way I

figure it is, hey, why go all the way to Florida to gel

hurt when I can get hurt right here?" \

• • • ,^-' " / I

Sign, Spotted by Dick Oliver in John's Coffee

Shop, Second Avenue and 44th Street:

NO Single Person /
Is ALLOWED TD -:^- /

. V'*:^T%f
•'''*'

Sit ATA Table ;h .

Between 12-2 O'Clock ''
•

V 7'1^.«

rj:\

The scene: The Greenmarket on Hast 16th Street

off Union Square Park. Emily Klinkhart is select-

ing green peas alongside a mound of okra, where a

woman asks every okra purchaser how they used

the vegetable. »

After 10 or 15 minutes, she is still trying. "So how
doyou use okra?'* she asks a well-dressed woman.

**1 put it in GrossWord puzzles," the woman
snaps.

**She puts it in crossword puzzles?** the Inquisi-

tor repeats to herseif. She looks, well, puzzled.

Posted on a lamppost and seen by Mary Grimes
at the comer of Lincoln Place and Plaza Street in

the Park Slope section of Brooklyn:

DOG Found
In Prospect Park 6/9

2 OR 3 Years old. Very Sweet.
. Wearing a T-Shirt From the

Bob Joseph's Picnic

'.<•>• '

'..Tl..

• 14 -^ ;

^'
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John Huston*s acclaimed new film stars Jack
Nicholson and Kathleen Turner and is called **Pri2-

zi*s Honor." Except on West 42d Street, that is.

There, where things are not so honorable, the Em-
pire Theater marquee bills the movie as ''Prizzi's

Killers" and adds **Horrifying Gruesome Bioody"
for good measure.

'-r.

• • • ' ?^h: •;.:
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The first time Brenda Cullerton saw the man, it

was some time after dusk and he was parking his

Shopping cart in front of a street light on 12th

Street, between Greenwich and Sevenüi Avenues.
He bent down, casually removed the panel that

covered its wiring and plugged in an upright

vacuum cleaner. Whoosh ! It sucked up a pile of dis-

carded candy wrappers. Mrs. Cullerton, no
stranger to the unusual sights of Greenwich Vil-

lage, figured there must be method to the seeming
madness and went on her way. Two nights later she

saw the cart parked in the same spot and passed by
just in time to see the man unearth an old toaster

Oven, pop in a frozen chicken pie and plug into the

lamppost. «. r *•
.

«

So this was it. An al fresco dinher at 8. On subse-

quent evenings, Mrs. Cullerton has seen the addi-

tion of a hot plate smd been witness to the two-

course meals the diner occasionally prepares for

two other guests. He purchases his dinners at a

nearby delicatessen, the proprietors of which often

suggest a suitable menu. Last week Mrs. Cullerton

heard them veto his request for a frozen pumpkin
pie as "too expensive and too long to cook." She is

also waiting, she says, for the evening when the

sidewalk chef pulls a Cuisinart from his cart. j^
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"Jack Nicholson has offen played
violent characters, but Charley

Partanna was a killer with a
difference. "(Janet Maslin)

Prizzi's Honor' Takes a
* *

.
*

Comic View of Deadly Lovers
t <

By JANET MASLIN

arly last year John Huston
discovered a copy of Rich-

ard Condon's novel "Priz-

zi's Honor" in his Office,

where it had been sitting

since its pubhcalion in 1982. Luckily,

the book jacket mentioned that Mr.
Condon lived in Dallas, and the au-

thor had a listed telephone number
there. Mr. Huston and the.producer

John Foreman called him and
leamed that the film rights remained
unsold. Mr. Huston then showed the

book to Jack Nicholson, who saw it as

"a French New Wave archetypical

love picture between two killers —
you know, deadly but lovely."

But Mr. Huston insisted this was a

comedy. **I told John, Tve been
wanting to work with you,' " Mr.
Nicholson recalled, ** *but I don't

know if you want me in a picture I

don't understand.'
"

A year later, the film is finished (it

opens Friday at the Sutton, National

and other theaters) and the misun-
derstandings are gone. Mr. Huston
says that ** Prizzi's Honor," a black

comedy with a great deal of underly-

ing gravity, "has the same quality as

the book — it walks a very narrow
tightrope, it can tum funny and then

tum serious. This, I hope, is the

unique quality of the picture: the abil-

ity to be not just one thing." Mr. Nich-

olson, his assessment bome out by the

finished product, said, "The man is 78

and he's still working at the top of his

form."
"Pnzzi's Honor" teils what hap-

pens when a stolid Mafia hit-man

named Charley Partanna (played by
Mr. Nicholson) becomes smitten with

a glamorous mystery woman (Kath-
leen Turner) who tums out to be a fel-

low professional. When Mr. Nicholson

first began work on the film, he still

expected to emphasize some of the

more wrenching aspects of this Situa-

tion. For instance, he thought a tele-

phone call Charley makes at a key
point in the story might call for a
particularly strong tone, and he en-

gaged the laconic Mr. Huston in a
rare discussion of the specifics. "I

asked him, 'Where do I go with this

scene, am I Pagliacci, am 1 hysteri-

cal, am I in tears, where am I?' " Mr.
Nicholson recalled. "He thought
about it for a minute and said, 'Well,

why don't you just Clip yournails?' "

Mr. Nicholson, in his hotel suite, en-

thusiastically ate an ice cream sun-

dae as he discussed this, having now
lost the 30 pounds he gained for the
Charley Partanna role. "I didn't have
to gain weight but I did anyway, be-

cause I ingested the part," he said. "I
wanted the guy to be a heavy in that

sense." Mr. Nicholson also adopted a
thick Brooklyn accent and a particu-

lar way of pursing his mouth, and he
narrowly escaped having to wear a

Director John Huston liked

the story's hyperbole.

hairpiece. "That was my idea, one of

the last things we gave up," said Mr.
Huston, reached by teiephone in

Puerta Vallarta, Mexico. "I like

doing away with as much omamenta-
tion as possible, and I feit I'd rather
have an accent than a prop."
Brooklyn accents, Mr. Huston told

the cast, would be "the voice of the

movie." So Mr. Nicholson spent a lot

of time among Brooklyn cronies he
has known for years; so did Anjelica
Huston, the director's daughter and
Mr. Nicholson's longtime companion,
who plays one of the film 's pivotal

roles. ("Jack was a joy, Kathleen
Turner and my daughter, they were
all just adorable," Mr. Huston said.

"All women on the set become one 's

daughters.") One day the director

visited Miss Huston and Mr. Nich-

olson at their hotel and introduced
them to the actress and playwright
Julie Bovasso, who would serveas the

film's dialogue coach. Miss Bovasso
spoke a few lines in Brooklynese.
Then Mr. Huston headed for the Win-

dow, declaring, "Will you look at this

View, kids!" And then he left, thus

settling the question of how the dia-

logue would sound.

"When he doesn't like something,
he'll teil you," said Miss Huston, who
plays what she describes as "a girl

with some guts." "When he does,

he'll just go on to the next scene." Mr.
Huston worked so swiftly on "Prizzi's

Honor," in fact, that Mr. Nicholson
said that seeing the finished film was
a revelation. "I had more one-takes
in this picture than I have since I

worked with Roger Corman," he
said. "And I got a little shook up by
the way I looked, so I didn't go to dai-

lies much. So when I saw the first

rough cut, it was the dosest Tve ever
come to being in the audience on one
of my own movies."
Even for Mr. Huston, who avoids

shooting anything he doesn't need,

the pace was speedy. "All these

things occurred in minutes, com-
pared with 'Under the Volcano,' " he
said.

•
What attracted Mr. Huston to the

material, he said, was **that wonder-
ful hyperbole and extravagance
mixed with grandeur that Richard
has in all his best books — I thought
this one epitomized that. It just

demonstrated his whole approach to

life and work." Mr. Huston had long

known Mr. Condon, the author of

"The Manchurian Candidate" and
many other novels; they met when
both lived in Ireland. And Mr. Huston
appeared as an actor in the film Ver-

sion of Mr. Condon's "Wmter Kills"

('*I thought it was very, very interest-

ing, I don't think we've seen the last

of that one" he says of William Ri-

chert's adaptation).

Another quality that attracted Mr.
Huston to the material, Mr. Nicholson
noted, was its outstandingly jaun-
diced View of American enterprise
and the ethics of the business world;
it compares with Mr. Huston 's "Beat
the Devil' and "The Treasure of the \

Sierra Madre" m its view of thosc

MMMI

Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson conduct a bit of

business in "Prizzi's Honor," opening Friday.

matters. "John is interested in the
cardinal sins and the cardinal vir-
tues," he said.

Mr. Nicholson has often played vio-

lent characters, but Charley Par-
tanna was a killer with a difference.

"This guy doesn't get off on murder,
he's not pathological," the actor said.

"This is his job, his morality. I don't

play killers sympathetically, bfecause

I don't sympathize with killing, but
this called for something different be-

cause it was black comedy. I wanted
him to be funny, but I also wanted you
to see him kill somebody and for that

to be believable. And I didn't want it

to seem like two different people."
Something eise that was important

to him and Mr. Huston from the film's

first frame was that the character not
radiate Mr. Nicholson's usual cim-
ning. "John wanted you to know that
the man didn't have a secret plan,"
he said. "This man had to be pri-

mary, simple, dumb and very compe-
tent at what he did. The audience
couldn't be thinking, 'Oh, Jack's al-

ways got a little something up his
sleeve,' " he said.

Mr. Huston has chosen to stay away

from most of the fanfare surrounding

the film's opening; last weekend, he

remained in Mexico while 20th Cen-

tury-Fox conducted a New York jun-

ket for out-of-town press. "I've been

to such functions before, or should I

say malfunctions," he said. "I'm in-

tensely interested in this picture 's fu-

ture, of course, but as far as I'm con-

cemed it's out of jail. It's got its free-

dom."
But Mr. Nicholson feels more

closely involved. He has put a great

U

deal of himself into "Prizzi's Honor,"
from the canary-yellow jacket he
wears in in one scene ("I think that's
his own, from some past vivid experi-
ence," Mr. Huston said) to his larger
aspirations for the film. "I'm always
hoping that everybody related to a
project I work on does very well," he
said, "but in this case the familial
connection meant I had more than
my common hopes." 1

Mr. Nicholson's attention has been
focused on this film partly as a result

of the much-publicized abandonment
of another: "The Two Jakes," the
"Chinatown" sequel he was to make
with Robert Evans and Robert
Towne. The project was recently
ready to begin production. but it has
been suspended indefinitely. "These
were two of my oldest friends, and we
had some problems among our-

selves," he said. "Hey, we had some
words, but these are guys who have
words anyway. The sad thing is it's

our own goddamn fault. We blew
higher than a kite over some pretty
minor issues, and we got ourselves
too close to a deadline, and we can't
be mad at Paramount for that.

They've been there and we really did-

n't get it together." He has not yet
embarked on another project and will

wait, he said, "until I give my part-
ners every possible Chance to get that
movie made." "The Two Jakes" was
also to Star Kelly McGillis, Cathy Mo-
riarty and Harvey Keitel.

•

So Mr. Nicholson, who did happen
to be Coming East for a Lakers-Celt-
ics game, also made time last week to

discuss "Prizzi's Honor." "This
movie needs Champions, and I think
it's deserving of it," he said. "I think
it would be unattractive to curry
favor for myself, but in this case I

don't even feel shy about it. Nobody
deserves support more than John
Huston, and a hit movie would put
him on top of the world." Of Miss
Huston's Performance, he added,
*Tve got big hopes that this will give
her an opportunity to be more expan-
sive. I didn't do anything to make her
this good. but I was proud to be
around her when it happened." Mr.
Nicholson has even volunteered his

Services to Fox's advertising depart-
ment, Coming up with a slogan he said
the studio finally decided "looked too
sad on the ad."

"Killers," he wanted to say of the
film's plot and its lethal complica-
tions. "You Always Hurt the One You
Love."
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'''PRIZZrS HONOR' DELIVERS THE KIND OF HIGH MOST COMMONLY
ASSOCIATED WITH CONTROLLED SÜBSTANCES. . .THE SORT OF MOVIE
IN WHICH TOO MUCH IS GOOD, AND MUCH TOO MUCH EVEN BETTERr

—Vincent Canby, NEW YORK TIMES

\
•
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''. . .A DROLL, RICHLY TEXTURED, HIGHLY IMAG^ATIVE FILM . . .ONE OF
THE YEAR'S SLEEKEST, MOST SOPHISTICATED ENTERTAINMENTS . .

.

A MARVELOUS TREASURE ON EVERY LEVELr
—Rex Reed, NEW YORK POST

''. . .A POWERHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT ONAU CYLINDERS: COMEDY,
SATIRE, ALLEGORY, AND MELODRAMA. . .A SLY MASTERPIECE:'

-Andrew Sarris. THE VILIAGE VOICE

''NICHOLSON'S PERFORMANCE LOOKS LIKE AN OSCARWINNER TO ME:'
—Leonard Maltin, ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHF

''SHREWD AND ENTERTAINING . . .ONE OF JACK NICHOLSON'S BOLDEST
PERFORMANCES. DIRECTORJOHN HUSTON HAS NEVER OFFERED MORE

SLYNESS AND STYLE. A VERY PLEASANT SURPRISE:'

...great

characters,

great acting, a
supporting
cast that is

perfect . .

.

Anjelica

Huston
almost steals

this movie,
but this is

Jack

Richard Schickel, TIME

Jack
NICH0I50N
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". . . directed with
coldblooded glee

by John Huston
. . .a jaundiced
comedy with
somevery
funny things

to say about
family honor,

romantic love

and the darker
dictates of

99



AND ENTERTAINING . . .ONE OF JACK NICHOLSON'S BOLDEST
PERFORMANCES. DIRECTORJOHN HUSTON HAS NEVER OFFERED MOR]

SLYNESS AND STYLE. A VERY PLEASANT SURPRISE:'
—Richard Schickel, TIME

"... great

characters,

great acting, a
supporting
cast that is

perfect . .

.

Anjelica

Huston
almost steals

this movie,
but this is

Jack
Nicholson
at his best.**

—Joel Siegel,

GOÜD MORNING AMERICA
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Jack
NlCHOl^ON
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Kathleen
Turner

'*Jack Nicholson
is downright
wonderful."

Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY

". . . directed with
coldblooded glee

byJohn Huston
...ajaundiced
comedy with
some very
funny things

to say about
family honor,

romantic love

and the darker
dictates of
capitalism.**
-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

"Turner is

glorious, the
sexiest presence
in movies right

now."
-Peter Travers, PEOPLE
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Turner and Nicholson share an upwardly mobile moment in PrizzVs Honor

Taking the Loyalty Oaff
PRIZZrs HONOR Directed by John Huston; Screenplay by Richard Condon
and Janet Roach

II
happens exactly the way the song says

it should. Some enchanted evening

Charley Partanna sees a stranger across a

crowded room and somehow he knows,
he knows even then, that he must see her

again and again. As in any good romance,
that turns out to be more easily wished

than done. Charley, played by Jack Nich-
olson in one of his boldest Performances,

is a faithful lieutenant in one of New
York's best and oldest Mafia families, the

Prizzis. Irene Walker, the handsome
woman in the designer suit whom he loves

at first double take, is played by that esti-

mable chameleon, Kathleen Turner, as a

sort of yuppie princess. Resident of far-off

Los Angeles, where she Claims to be a tax

Consultant, she is knowledgeable about
restaurants, cars and foreign languages. Tt

is just possible to believe there may be a

soft Spot in this upwardly mobile heart for

a brief enlivening encounter with some-
one like Charley—crude but sweet, with

an aura of danger about him.

She underestimates her man. Char-
ley 's salient virtue is loyalty, and once
committed to her, he will stop at nothing

Short of marriage. Nor does she under-

stand that he is not as dumb as Nicholson

funnily, bravely makes him look. Char-
ley 's shrewdness is on a slow-burning fuse,

but it is very much a part of his tenacious

nature. He is bound to discover that the

career in which Irene is making the great-

est strides is not her visible one, but her

hidden one: hit person for the Mob, with a

sideline that includes cheating the Prizzis

out of an unforgivably large sum of mon-
ey. This is a very dangerous kind of moon-
lightingand one that will eventually place

honest Charley in a conflict between his

oldest loyalties and his newest one. That,

in turn, places Irene in the way of an ex-

tremely nasty surprise. And the audience

in the way of a very pleasant one.

For, finally, this wickedly complex
movie is not to be taken literally. It is not

an inside look at organized crime any
more than it is a study of the joys and dan-
gers of sexual Obsession. It is a parable of

generational conflict in Director Huston's

most sardonic (or Asphalt Jungle) vein. Its

basic irony derives from the fact that the

Prizzi hoods, colorfully impersonated by
such welcome old pros as William Hick-
ey, Robert Loggia and Lee Richardson,

represent, despite their line of work, tradi-

tional values. They take the long, institu-

tional view of their enterprise, under-

standing that its greatest asset is its

reputation for squaring accounts with rig-

orous fairness. To preserve it, they are

willing to sacrifice short-term advantage.

Irene, in contrast, represents the M.B.A.
mentality, feminist division. She wants
each new balance sheet to improve on the

last, and will cut dangerous corners to at-

tain that end. And pioneering an occupa-

tion previously closed to her sex, she takes

even more chances to show the guys she is

entitled to play in their league.

This project obviously stirred the 78-

year-old Huston's wise old blood. He has

never offered his bleak view of human na-

ture with more slyness or style, and in

Nicholson, he has an actor whose subtlety

and nerve match his. Maybe the Script that

Writers Condon and Roach quarried out of

the former's good populär fiction has too

many obligations to a busy plot in the last

reels when their satirical blade seems to

lose some of its edge. But by then, the spell

has been cast, and Prizzi 's Honor has es-

tablished itself as a shrewd and entertain-

ing fable told out of the corner of cynical

mouths. —By RichardSchicke!

TIME.JUNE 10.1985
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IN THE glut of youth-market madness Coming out of Hollywood, leave it

to 78-year-old John Huston to save the summer for the grownups.
PrizzVs Honor, opening today at the National, Sutton, Loew's 34th

Street, and other showcases, is a droll, richly textured, highly imagina-
tive film that is simultaneously a gangster picture, a comedy, and a love
Story with old-fashioned
passion — a marvelous
treasure on every level.

Ifs The Godfather
with laughs, and one of
the year*s sleekest. most
sophisticated entertain-
ments.
Based on the bock by

Richard Condon, Priz-
zi*s Honor teils the off-

beat, upbeat story of a
Mafia hitman from
Brooklyn named Char-
ley Partanna (played
with classic punch by
Jack Nicholson) who
falls in love with a gor-
geous Hollywood blonde
named Irene Walker
(played with crisp, styl-

ish freshness by the daz-
zling Kathleen Turner)

.

They meet at a lavish
Mafia wedding thrown
by the Prizzis, one of the
riebest and most lethal
crime syndicate fami-
lies in the U.S., and it*s

love at first snarl.

After a briet heated,
and whimsical courtship
that requires enough
cross-country red eyes
from New York to LA.
that the movie begins to

look like an airline com-
merclal, Charley and
Irene marry. Then the
fun begins.

Charley is dispatched
to kill a hood in Vegas
who stole nearly a mil-
lion doUars from the

Prizzi mob in a gam-
bling scam. Irene turns
out to be the thug's wife.

Worse, she*s an ace hit-

man herseif.

"Do I ice her? Do I

marry her? Which one?"
Charley is in a dilemma.
One of the Prizzis pro-
vides the Solution. "Just
because she*s a thief and
a bitter don*t mean she
ain't a good woman in
all other departments.'
So they settle down to

domestic blic». Irene
plans kidnapings and
mob wipeouts while stir-

ring the stew. But Char-
ley has wronged the
daughter of one of the
Prizzi bigshots by leaving
her at the aJtar. Now Mr.
Prizzi hires Irene to kill

Charley to avenge the
honor of his jilted neu-
rotic daughter Maerose
(Anjelica Huston).
At the same time,

Maerose puts out a con-
tract on Irene. In one of
Irene*s three Jobs, she

kills a witness who
turns out to be the wife
of a cop. This means
war between the Prizzis
and the police, with
Charley and Irene in the
middle.
Several million doUars

and a handful of murders
later, the family con-
tracts Charley to clip

Irene. Fd be a cad to re-

peat what happens next,

but buckle your seat belts

for an astonishing sur-
prise finish that left this

Jaded viewer with an
open mouth and palpita-

tions for days.
Far-fetched but highly

imaginative, Prizzi has a
plot so complex, gang-
ster "family" entangle-
ments so involved, and
twists so fast and furi-

ous that it often resem-
bles the most convo-
luted muddle of smoke
since The Maltese Fal-
con and its progeny The
Big Sleep. But no direc-

Continucd on Page 61
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tor is better equipped to

dish up this kind of laxce-

nou8 entertainment than
John Huston.
The fact that it*8 played

straight by a cast of mar-
velous actors with hopped-
up but believable charac-
teriEations, and richly di-

rected by the man who
made Bogart and Bacall
houaehold legends, makes
Prizz%*s Honor cven more
bizarre and appealing.
Jack Nicholson shreds

bis laid-back good-ol'-boy
Image and takes hairy
risks with the role of a
slow-witted Italian goon
with a big heart of fudge.
Tired at the edges, over-
weight. with thinning
hair and an Elisha Ck)ok

weasel expression, he*s

stupid but likable.

At times he goes for

Comic effects that would
fizzle in less experienced
hands. There*s a brio about
his work that commands
awe and admiration, even
when he comes off alarm-
ingly like Lou Costello. But
close your eyes and you
hear CarroU 0*Connor
doing Archie Bunker. The
Performance is füll of

shocks and thrills.

Kathleen Turner contin-

ues to liquidate the fire

she*s printed on with fire

and ice and more beauty
and guts than any other ac-
tress of the *808. Her talent

more than equals her car-

nal lustiness, and she has
the kind of sultry voice it

takes most actresses years
of drinking good scotch to

achieve.

Anjelica Huston is the

film*s biggest surprise.

delivering a smoldering,
raunchy portrait of what
it's like to be a woman in a
Mafia family dominated
by men, and a conniving,

desperate, tortured misfit

toboot
Robert Loggia, John

Randolph, Lee Richardson«
and William Hickey are
colorful and scary enough
as various contemporary
gangsters within the cor-

rupt tapestry Huston has
woven to Start a whole new
Warner Brothers stock
compcuiy.
Add an Alex North score

that Sounds like Rossini,

creamy cinematography
by Sidney Lumet*s ace
cameraman Adrezej Bart-
kowiak, and a literate

Script by Richard Condon
and Janet Roach, and you
have Superlative achieve-
ments In the technical de-
pcurtments to give the film
balance and texture.

It's nice to see real tal-

ents making movies again.
Watching an old pro like

John Huston tum out a
great film at a time when
most of the 21-year-old

Jerks in Hollywood are
tuming out cinematic oat-

meal provides gratification

for tii^ audiences. Prizzi's

Hcnor provides even more.
It provides new running
shoes for an industry with
varicose veins. .
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Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson at work

Honor (& humor)
ameng killers

By KATHLEEN CARROLL

• • V4*

PRiZZrS HONOR. Jack Nkhelton, Kath-
leen iMrnw. Oirected by John Hutton. At
RKO National Twin, Sutton, Loews 34th
St. Showplace and Mth St. SIx. Runnlns
timt: 2 hourt« f minutet. Ratad R.

IRENE WALKER, her
radiant face seductively
framed in a Veronica

Lake teaser haircut, is de-

finitely hitting on Charley

Partanna. They're sitting in a
sunny Beverly Hills hot spot

and Partanna, whose normal
turf is Brooklyn, has dressed

to kill for this L.A. rendez-

vous by adding a lemon yel-

low blazer to his customary
black Shirt.

Then Walker gives Partan-

na a smoldering stare that in

the movies automatieally

means the guy's a dead duck,

and sure enough, Partanna, a

die-hard bachelor whose
family proudly refers to him
as "straight arrow Charley—
the all-American hood," be-

gins to babble away like any
lovesick fool. No one expects
mushy talk to come out of

the lopsided mouth of this

middle-aged Mafia hit man,
but that*s just what makes
this deliberately cliche-rid-

dled, dame-ignites-guy scene
from "Prizzi's Honor" so

eccentrically funny.

.ARTANNA, who's the

enforcer for the Priz-

zis, a powerful crime
syndicate family, and Wal-

ker, who displays similar ta-

lents, are a match made in

gangland hell. Soon Walker
is preparing tomato sauce in

Partanna's New York apart-

ment. Such characters,

however, are clearly not de-

stined to enjoy a life of

domestic bliss. Despite the

complaints of her traditional-

ist Italian husband, the new
Mrs. Partanna insists upon
going back to work. To make
the Situation even more
tense, Maerose Prizzi, Partan-

na*s former sweetheart, is

also refusing to stay home
and practica her meatballs,

as her one-time fiance had
suggested.

This, then, is the setup in

"Prizzi's Honor," a devilishly

Offbeat comedy-of-Mafia-

manners that certainly de-

serves A-plus for originality.

The movie is taken from
Richard Condon*s brazen

novel about America*s ruling

class of mobsters, while the

screenplay, concocted by
both Condon and Janet
Roach, is loaded with the

novelist's special brand of

black humor. Director John
Huston has given the bizarre

tale a murky atmosphere that

puts it in the same class as

his far more memorable
crime melodrama, "The Mal-

tese Falcon."

It takes nearly an hour
before it's clear that Huston
is playing this grim parody
mainly for laughs, and Jack
Nicholson's Performance as

the primitive dese-and-dems
Partanna suffers from over-

kill at first. Still, even
though his mouth appears to

be stuffed with some sort of

dental fixture (the kind that

gave Marlon Brando a fat lip

when he played Don Cor-

leone), Nicholson eventually

achieves an amazing charac-

ter transformation without
using so much as a toothpick.

Bravely downplaying his

natural verve and his movie
Star looks, he all but becomes
the stolid, dull-witted killer

—

even to the extent of expos-

ing both a flabby ehest and a

double chin. Kathleen Tur-
ner is as ravishing as ever as

the conniving shady lady
who wins the heart of this

gruff gangster, and there is a

gleam in her eye that forces

one to accept the insane no-

tion that this radiant glamor
puss is capable of the most
casual violence.

fILLIAM Hickey is

mesmerizing as the
frail, raspy-voiced

don who is still a comman-
ding presence even if he has
to be propped up like an
aging Soviet leader for his

rare public appearances. The
real revelation here is Anjeli-

ca Huston, who is wickedly
comical playing the vengeful
Maerose, a woman who in-

stantly destroys her drop-
dead chic Image with her
hopelessly nasal Brooklyn
accent.

"Prizzi*s Honor" is a won-
derfuUy daring movie, but its

constant mood Swings from
black comedy to real hor-

ror—following the business
schemes of the Prizzi family
is nothing less than bewilder-

ing—may be difficult for
some audiences to tolerate.
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Film: Prizzi's Honor' bv Huston. With
By VINCENT CANBY

IIKE Woody Allen's "Purple
Rose of Cairo," the only other
great American movie of

1985, John Huston's *'Prizzi's

Honor" delivers a kind of high most
commonly associated with controlled

substances, or with works of art of lib-

erating imaglnation.
From Start to finish, this exhilarat-

ing adaptation of Richard Condon's
phantasmagorical and witty novel —
set inside the world of the Mafia— as-

cends, plunges and races around hair-

pin curves, only to shoot up again and
dive over another precipice. ** Prizzi's

Honor" does to "The Godfather"
what Henry Fielding's "Joseph An-
drews" did to Samuel Richardson's
"Pamela." It locates the deliriously

Comic center within all sentimental-
ity. The melodrama is a breathless

roller-coaster ride through a small
part of the American Dream that has
all the aspects of a funhouse, but it's a
funhouse in which the skeletons that

jump out at you are still quite fresh.

The lye continues to drip from their

extremities.
Charley Partanna (Jack Nich-

olson) is an eamest, efficienj, unques-

Gomes Ihe Don

PRIZZI'S HONOR, directed by John Huston;
screenplay by Richard Condon and Janet
Roach, from the novel by Mr. Condon; di-

rector of photography. Andrzej Bartko;
wiak; edited by Rucfi Fehr and Kaia Fehr;*
music by Alex North; produced by John
Foreman; released by the 20th Century-
Fox Film Corporation. At Sutton, Third
Avenue and 57Üi Street ; Loews 34th Street
Showplace, at Second Avenue; 84th Street

Six, at Broadway, and other theaters. Run-
ning time: 130 minutes. This film is rated
R.
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Charley Partanna
Irene Walker
Eduardo Prizzi

Angelo Partanna ..

Don Corrado Prizzi

Dominic Prizzi

Füargi Finlay
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.. Jack Nicholson
Kathleen Turner
... Robert Loggia
...John RandoTph
..William Hickey
. Lee Richardson
Michael Lombard

Maerose Prizzi Anjelica Huston
Plumber George Santopietro
Lieut. Hanley Lawrence Tiemey
PeachesAltamont C. C. H. Pounder
Amalia Prizzi AnnSelepegno
Phil Vittimizzare Vic Polizos
Bluestone DickO'Neill
Casco Vascone SullyBoyar
Theresa Prizzi Antonia Vasquez

tioning member of Brooklyn's power-
ful Prizzi family, a sub-boss and
super hit-man, as well as the particu-

lar favorite of old Don Corrado Prizzi

(William Hickey). The Don held

Charley in his arms at Charley's bap-

tism. When Charley was a boy, the

Don gave Charley his first pair of

brass knuckles, and when it came
time for Charley*s Initiation into the

family, it was the Don who mixed his

blood with that of the younger man.
"Prizzi's Honor," which opens to-

day at the Sutton and other theaters,

is the Story of how Charley Partanna,
ever faithful as he moves into

paunchy middle age and a man who
doesn't aspire above his Station, sud-

denly has greatness thrust upon him.
The circumstances of Charley's unex-
pected elevation cannot possibly be
synopsized here. They involve a
series of explosively surprising dou-

ble-, triple- and quadruple-crosses

that boggle the mind as they delight

it, and which, I should add, all maice
sense when one unravels the movie
from back to front.

Mr. Condon's paranoid epiphanies

remain intact in the screenplay, writ-

ten by him and Janet Roach, and di-

rected by Mr. Huston with a hu-

manely funny gusto that recalls two
of his earlier classics, **The Man Who
Would Be King" (1975) and **Beat the

Devil" (1954). That *'Prizzi*s Honor"
is in no other way similar to those two
films simply demonstrates the ex-

traordinary, continuing vitality of

this amazing film maker, now 78 and
never better.

Two people in particular play key
roles in the drama of Charley's jour-

ney to the top. Irene Walker (Kath-
leen Turner) is not only from the
other side of the tracks but the other
side of the continent. Los Angeles-
bred and an expert in international fi-

nance, the stunningly beautiful Irene
initially appears to have little in com-
mon with Charley.

She dresses with the ease and taste

of old, respectable money. Charley
Catches a brief glimpse of her at the
gaudy church wedding of the Don's
granddaughter and is immediately,
near-fatally hooked. FoUowing a
whirlwind, bi-coastal courtship, plus
a couple of joltmg revelations about
Irene's past, including the fact that
she's really a simple little Polish girl

who Americanized her name, Char-
ley marries her and, with one thing
and another, seems about to compro-
mise the honor of the Prizzis.

The other woman — and what an
Other Woman she is! — is Maerose
Prizzi (Anjelica Huston), the Don's
eider granddaughter, who disgraced

Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson in ''Prizzi's Honor."

the family and has been permanently
exiled to Manhattan because, while
engaged to Charley, she ran off to

have a brief äffair with another man.
Maerose makes her living in in-

terior decoration, for which she has a
philosophy: "Everyone sees shapes
differently, but color is forever."

She^s tall, aristocratic looking and al-

ways elegantly groomed. However,
when she opens her mouth, the Brook-
lyn accent that comes out — like

Charley's— sounds as if she'd never
left Red Hook. It's wildly thick, but
** Prizzi 's Honor" is the sort of movie
in which too much is good, and much
too much even better.

Maerose in a wonderful character,
far darker and more complex than is

indicated by her self-deprecating
wisecracks ("Tm a family scandal. I

gotta reputation to keep up"). She's a
riveting presence and if Miss Huston,
the daughter of the director, doesn't

get an Oscar nomination for this Per-
formance, I'll be very surprised.

•
Some of the other characters in

Charley's life are his doting, benign

father, Angelo Partanna, the Don's
consigliere, a role played with laid-

back style by John Randolph, and
with an accent somewhat less pro-

nounced than Mr. Nicholson's;

Dominic Prizzi (Lee Richardson), the

Don's eider son, who has a bad heart,

a Short temper and takes care of the

day-to-day business of the family;

and Eduardo Prizzi (Robert Loggia),

the Don's younger son and, being the

most Americanized, the family front

man and lawyer.
All of the performers are fine, but

the four principals, including Miss
Huston, are terrific. Mr. Nicholson's

work is as good as anything he 's ever

done. His Charley grows dramati-

cally within the film, as he evolves
from being a strictly faithful **fami-

ly" man into a leader who can think

on his feet and make his own unortho-
dox business decisions. Miss Turner
blends the steaminess of her Perform-
ance in "Body Heat" with the comedy
of **The Man With Two Brains" to

create a kind of meta-enchantress
Hollywood doesn't often produce any-
more.
Controlling the destinies of all of

them is the frail figure of Mr. Hick-
ey's ferociously practical, wise, infi-

nitely patient old Don, which is the
role and the Performance of Mr.
Hickey's career to date. As one un-
foreseen lunatic event succeeds an-
other, Mr. Hickey's dying Don, his in-

telligence unimpaired, seems actu-
ally to melt into his clothes, like the
Wicked Witch at the end of **The Wiz-
ard of Oz."
Also superior are the photography

of Andrzej Bartkowiak, the produc-
tion design by Dennis Washington and
the Alex North score, which makes
liberal use of Puccini, though never to

tease out a teardrop.

Admirers of Mr. Condon may be
glad to know that great chunks of the

original Condon dialogue are as alive

on screen as on the page. **Do I ice

her? Do I marry her?" Charley asks
at one point, wondering whether he
can trust a woman he thinks he loves.

Says Maerose, "Just because she's a
thief and a bitter don't mean she ain't

a good woman in all other depart-
ments."

I shall also cherish the film 's last

line, which deserves to be remem-
bered around campfires, Cocktail

parties or club meetings, wherever
favorite lines of movie dialogue are
recalled: "Holy cow, Charley, just

teil me where you want to meeti"
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John Hustoii, Jack Nicholson

Team Up for Trizzi's Honor'
By Janct Maslin
Ne\i York Times Service

NEW YORK — Early last

year John Huslon discovered

a copy of Richard Condon's novel

"Prizzi's Honor" in his office,

where it had been sitting since its

pubhcalion in 1982. Fortunateiy,

the book jacket menlioned that

Condon lived in Dallas, and the

author had a listed telephone

number there. Huston and the

producer John Foreman called

him and leamed that the film

rights remained unsold. Huston
then showed the book to Jack

Nicholson, who saw it as "a

French New Wave archetypical

love piclure between two killers

— you know, deadly but lovely."

But Huston insisled this was a

comedy. "1 told John, Tve been

wanting to work with you,'

"

Nicholson recalled, " *but I don't

know if you want me in a picture I

don't understand.'
'*

A year later, the film has been

released and the misunderstand-

ings are gone. Huston says that

"Prizzi's Honor," which opened
in the United States on Friday,

"has the same quality as the book
— it walks a very narrow tight-

rope, it can turn funny and then

tum serious." Nicholson, his as-

sessment borne out by the fin-

ished product, said, "The man is

78 and he's still working at the top

of his form."

"Prizzi's Honor** teils what
happens when a slolid Mafia hit-

man named Charley Partanna

(played by Nicholson) becomes
smitten with a glamorous mystery

woman (Kathleen Turner) who
tums out to be a fellow profes-

sional. When Nicholson first be-

gan work on the film, he still ex-

pected to emphasize some of the

more wrenching aspects of this

Situation. For instance, he
thought a telephone call Charley

makes at a key point in the story

might call for a particularly emo-
tional tone, and he engaged the

laconic Huston in a rare discus-

sion of the specifics. "I asked him,

'Where do I go with this scene, am
I Pagliacci, am I hysterical, am I

in tears, where am 1?' " Nicholson

recalled. "He thought about it

and said, *Well, why don*t you

just clip your nails?'
"

Nicholson, in his hotel suite,

John Huston

enthusiastically ate an ice cream

sundae as he discussed this, hav-

ing lost the 30 pounds (13 kilo-

grams) he gained for the Charley

Partanna role. "I didn't have to

gain weight but I did anyway,

because I ingested the part," he

said. "I wanted the guy to be a

heavy in that sense." Nicholson

also adopted a ihick Brooklyn ac-

cent and a set of new facial man-
nerisms for the role, and he nar-

rowly escaped having to wear a

hairpiece. "That was my idea, one

of the last things we gave up,"

said Huston, reached by tele-

phone in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
"

' like doing away with as much
ornamentation as possiblc, and I

feit Vd rather have an accent thar

a prop."

Brooklyn accents, Huston told

the cast, would be "the voice of

the movie." So Nicholson spent a

lot of time among Brooklyn cro-

nies he has known for vears; so

did Anjelica Huston, the direc-

tor's daughter and Nicholson's

long-time companion, who plays

one of the film's pivotal roles.

("Jack was ajoy, Kathleen Turner

and my daughter, they were all

just adorable," Huston said.) One
day the director visited his daugh-

ter and Nicholson at their hotel

and introduced them to the ac-

tress and playwright Julie Bo-

vasso, who would serve as the

film's dialogue coach. Bovasso

spoke a few ünes in Brooklynese.

Then Huston headed for the win-

dow, declaring, "Will you look at

this view, kids!" And then he left,

thus settling the question of how
the dialogue would sound.

"When he doesn't like some-
thing, he'll teil you," said his

daughter, who plays what she de-

scribes as "a girl with some guts."

"When he does, hell just go on to

the next scene." Huston worked
so swiftly on "Prizzi's Honor," in

fact, that Nicholson said the fin-

ished film was a revelation. "I had
more one-takes in this picture

than I have since I worked with

Roger Corman," he said. "And I

got a Httle shook up by the way I

looked, so I didn't go to dailies

much. So when I saw the first

rough cut, it was the clcsest Tve
ever come to being in the audi-

ence on one of my own movies."

What attracted Huston to the

material, he said, was "that won-
derful hyperbole and extrava-

gance mixed with grandeur that

Richard has in all his best books
— I thought this one epitomized

that. It just demonstrated his

whole approach to life and work."

Huston had long known Condon,
the author of "The Manchurian
Candidate"; they met when both

hved in Ireland.

Another auality that attracted

Huston to tne material, Nichol-

son noted, was the unobtrusive

seriousness with which it regards

morality and the business world;

it compares with Huston's "Beat

the Devil" and "The Treasure of

the Sierra Madre." "John is inter-

ested in the cardinal sins and the

cardinal virtues," he said.

Nicholson has often played vi-

olent characters, but Charley Par-

tanna was a killer with a differ-

ence. "This guy doesn't get off on
murder, he's not pathological,"

the actor said. "This is his job, his

morality. I don't play killers sym-

pathetically, because I don't sym-

pathize with killing, but this

called for something different be-

cause it was black comedy. I

wanted him to be funny, but I also

wanted you to see him kill some-

body and for that to be believ-

able. And I didn't want it to seem
like two different people."

Something eise that was impor-

tant to him and Huston from the

film's first frame was that the

Kathleen Turner, Jack Nicholson in "Prizzi's Honor.

character not radiate Nicholson's

usual cunning. "John wanted you
to know that the man didn't have

a secret plan," he said. "This man
had to be primary, simple, dumb
and very competent at what he

did. The audience couldn't be

thinking, 'Oh, Jack's always got a

litile something up his sieeve,'

"

he said.

Nicholson's attention has been

focused on this film partly as a

result of the much-publicized
abandonment of another: "The
Two Jakes," the "Chinatown" se-

quel he was to make with Robert

Evans and Robert Towne, "two
of my oldest friends."

"Hey, we had some words, but

these are guys who have words

anyway," he said. "The sad thing

is ii's our own goddamn fault. We
blew higher than a kite over some

pretty minor issues, and we got

ourselves too close to a deadline,

and we can't be mad at Para-

mount for that."

Meanwhile, Nicholson volun-

leered his Services to Fox's adver-

tising department for "Prizzi's

Honor," Coming up with a slogan

he said the studio finally decided

"looked too sad on the ad."

"Killers," he wanted to say of

the film's plot and its lethal com-
plications. "You Always Hurt the

One You Love."

'A Great American Movie'

"Like Woody Allen's 'Purple

Rose of Cairo,' the only other

great American movie of 1985,

Huston's 'Prizzi's Honor' delivers

a kind of high most commonly
associated with controlled sub-

stances, or with works of art of

hberating Imagination," Vincent

Canby wrote in The New York
Times.

"This adaptation of Condon's
phantasmagorical and witty novel

is a breathless roller-coaster ride

through a small part of the Ameri-

can Dream that has all the aspects

of a funhouse, but it's a funhouse

in which the skeletons that jump
out at you are still quite fresh.

Nicholson's work is as good as

anything he's ever done."
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TO LOVE, HONOR,
AND VA VOOM
By SHEILA BENSON, Times Füm Cntic

To get some sense of how John Huston
has shaped the intricate workings of

"Prizzi's Honor" (selected theaters),

try to imagine 'The Maltese Falcon" set in

Brooklyn and done like an Italian opera.

What emerges is a resoundingly comic love

Story with sobering underpinnings, taking

place in and around a reigning Mafia family,

the Prizzis, where every emotion is larger

than life, but death is simply business.

To say the film is the treasure of the year

would be to bad-mouth it in this disastrous

season. "Prizzi's Honor" would be the vastly

original centerpiece of a great year. It's a

rieh, dense character comedy in which
Huston, working from a screenplay Richard

Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson

are lovers in **Prizd's Honor," a comic

love Story with sober underpinnings.

Condon and Janet Roach adapted from
Condon's novel, cocks a playful but unblink-

ing eye at love, family loyalty and the

togetherness of a happy marriage— Sicilian

style.

At the Center of the action is Jack
Nicholson as Charley Partanna, the Prizzis'

principal hit man. You want someone iced,

you call Cholly: very efficient, not a

creep—no ice picks, just va voom an' the

Problem is gone.

We are on the scene on the fateful day
when Charley gets his—ai the hands of

Cupid. Right there at the wedding of Don
Corrado Prizzi's granddaughter, with the

Don himself (William Hickey ) dozing like a

parchmeni mandarin in the front pew,
Charley is transfixed by one smoldering
glance from Irene Walker (Kathleen Turn-
er), thrown from the balcony.

Pleasesee'PRIZZrs; Page 10
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'PRIZZI'S': LOVE, HONOR AND VA VOOM
Conixnued from Page 1

Charley Struck by anything—the
germ of an idea, incredulity, pleas-

ure, suspicion— is a monumental
sight. Gears grind, almost audibly;

bis Bogart -like upper lip curls

while bis lower jaw drops in awe,
and tbose eyes tbat Condon called

"ball bearings" squint in half-lid-

ded concentration. You expect to

hear the coin drop somewhere in

the mecbanism.

And when he feels love's call, he
responds mightily. The film's

opening whooshes along like the
bot blast from a furnace as Charley
single-mindedly tracks down
•Irene, trampling over any and
everyone in bis way. It's a not-so-
hot idea when one of the trampled
is Maerose Prizzi (Anjelica Hus-
ton), the family's black sheep who
looks more like the Black Swan:
elegance with a Brooklyn mouth.

Maerose and Charley, you see,

had a thing together four years ago.

Now, she has just a torch, a

reputation and a certain something
flickering behind her eyes that

Charley would be wise to notice.

He doesn't, of course—does anyone
when he's uncontrollably in love?
And so the movie's love stuff is

set in motion. Since much of the
astringent fun of the film is in its

surprise, nothing more should be
Said except that Charley and Irene
find that they're in astonishingly

compatible professions, Irene
bringing equal opportunity to a
decidedly male-dominated field.

There are lashings of plot left

over, however—dark Prizzi family
business dealings involving stolen

money, rival gangs and an unfortu-
nate occurrence that wrecks the

delicate balance between the Mafia

and all the cops in New York, the

Bronx and Brooklyn. If the film

lags anywhere, it's in the double

density of the plot just at the point

when you'd like to get to know the

characters a little better.

It's a collection of characters—
and Performances— to rival some of

the landmark Huston films, "The
Asphalt Jungle" or "Beat the Dev-
il." Leading off is Anjelica Huston's

terrific Maerose— melancholic,
practical, seductive; an interior

decorator with just a soupcon of

Borgia blood in her veins. There is

William Hickey's death's-head
Don, with a voice that seems to

have worked its way up through a

subway grating; John Randolph as

Charley's shrewd and amiable Pop;

Lee Richardson as Dominick, Ma-
erose's apoplectic father. and Rob-
ert Loggia, quietly humorous as the

Don's lawyer son, a supremely
good practitioner of la mano morta.

And, of course, we have Charley
(as memorable a character as Bo-
gart 's Charlie Allnut in "The Afri-
can Queen") and his Irene, lovers
in the style of the Old World and
the New, respectively. With Nich-
olson 's Charley a character so
much bigger than life, Turner is

slightly overmatched, but she nev-
er seems to notice, and there is

certainly the necessary sexual ten-
sion between the two. (If there are
ties to old Huston films here, and
there certainly seem to be, then
Polish Outsider Irene may be a
more assured sister of "The Mal-
tese Falcon's" Brigid O'Shaugh-
nessy.

)

Huston guides them all in im-
maculate style, helped by a dan-

gerously witty musical score by
Alex North, who underlines the

Sicilian dirty tricks with quotations

from Rossini overtures and Verdi
marches. If you look carefully at

Dennis Washington's evocative
production designs, you'U notice

that "Prizzi's Honor" is set in the

past (a vaguely '60s period that's

back again today in everything
from furniture to fashion.) But
since the whole milieu is so for-

eign—not to say exotic—we don't

feel "Prizzi" as a period film.

Condon and Huston's underlying
comment, on the interrelation of

organized crime, business and gov-
ernment, seems as current as . . .

well, as this week's "Doonesbu-
ry"—wherever it may be.

In its dangerous mix of love and
murder, Huston is traversing ter-

rain that he (and certainly "The
Manchurian Candidate" author
Condon) blazed decades ago. This
'80s-Version denouement may dis-

tress the squeamish, but it's right in

keeping with Prizzi honor.

TRIZZrS HONOR*

An ABC Motion Pictures presentation of

a 20th Century Fox release. Producer John
Foreman. Director John Huston. Screen-

play Richard Condon, Janet Roach, from
Condon's novel. Camera Andrzej Bartko-

wiak. Production design Dennis Washing-
ton. Editors Rudi Fehr, Kaja Fehr. Music
Alex North. Set decorator Bruce Wein-
traub. Costumes Donfeld Sound Dennis
Maitland, Art Rochester. With Jack Nich-
olson, Kathleen Turner, Anjelica Huston,

William Hickey, Robert Loggia. John
Randolph, Lee Richardson, Michael Lom-
bard, Lawrence Tierney, Joseph Ruskin,

Ann Selepegno.

Running time: 2 hours, 9 minutes.

MPAA-rated: R (persons under 17 must
be accompanied by parent or adull guard-
ian).
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GLEAM IN HUSTON'S EYE
CHARLES CHAMPLIN, Times Arts Editor

At the age of 78, John Huston
is one of earth's principal

wonders.

Fifty-seven years after he made
his first small venture in screen

acting ('The Shakedown," 1928),

54 years after he did his first bit of

Los Angeles Times

John Huston: legend enhanced.

screenwritinßf (dialogue on "A
House Divided," 1931), 44 years
after he directed his first feature
("The Maltese Falcon," 1941),
Huston defies actuarial tables of

every kind and makes films that

combine the vigor of youth with
the craft and guile of seniority.

His newest film, 'Trizzi's Hon-
or," which opened Friday, has been
generally rapturously reviewed for

the zaniness of its characteriza-

tions, the richness of its surfaces,

the shining darkness of its hu-
mor—like polished onyx—and the
sardonic inevitability of its mes-
sage, which is approximately that

families who slay together stay

together, or, spilled blood is thicker

than water.

Huston read the novel in galleys

at his home in Puerto Vallarta, he
explained with a chesty chortle the

other day. It had been written by
his pal from Ireland days, Richard
Condon, and Huston urged his

producer, John Foreman, to buy
thcTights.

It turned out the novel had been
published three years earlier; the

galleys had been sitting around,

buried under the detritus of a busy
director's life. But no one eise had
taken the property; Foreman and
Huston got it and began the exas-

perating, infuriating struggle to

find a studio to finance it.

"Oh, I pray the film is a success,"

Huston says with a ferociously

Please see CRITIC, Page 4
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CRITIC
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wicked gleam in his eye; "I do so

pray it's a success. I will chafe my
palms and gloat, for it was turned
down right and left." Fox finally

took the project.

One of the turners-down was
Universal, which had financed
Huston's demanding, difficult and
brilliant rendering of Malcolm
Lowry's novel, "Under the Volca-

no"—a film, Huston insists, that

will ultimately make a profit for the

studio, although at first sight it was
a considerably less commercial en-
terprise than "Prizzi's Honor."
"Then again," Huston says, "one

hears tales of rejection about al-

most every decent picture that

comes along. Michael Fitzgerald

,(who produced "Wise Blood" and
; **Under the Volcano" with Huston)
•is having trouble getting a deal on a

-simply wonderful project called

rXhe Cradle Will Rock,' to be
directed by Orson Welles. Orson!
iCan you imagine how many people
*want to See any picture Orson
makes?"

For Huston, the several satisfac-

tions of "Prizzi's" included working
with Jack Nicholson. "Jack has the
greatest virtuosity of any actor in

the business. He is not necessarily

Uhe greatest; he shares that with
;two or three others," Huston adds
with a courtly and tactful nod. "But

•liis virtuosity is unsurpassed.

-• "He changes his mouth. He made
liis mouth the star and center of the

Tharacterization. His soul was un-
•^er his upper lip where peopled
vjused to keep snuff."

J Nicholson's powers of invention

;:and innovation are extraordinary,

Huston thinks. "He takes the
Vlines—Albert Finney has this pow-
Jer, too—and makes them his own,

never having to reach for them,
never having to color the lines with
technique. What he says grows out
of a Progression of feeling."

Huston cites a long scene in

which Nicholson recites a bündle of

exposition, all the while washing
up, dressing (battling a recalcitrant

Shirt) and preparing to leave. All

the physical business, Huston says
in great admiration, invented and
timed-out by Nicholson.

Another of the satisfactions was
the Performance of William Hickey
as the wheezing old don who heads
the Prizzi Mafia family.

"Sam Jaffe would have played it

if he'd been alive," Huston says,

"but Sam, whom I'd known since I

was 16 years old, up and died on
me, as so many of my friends have
insisted upon doing.

"So, various old actors trotted in,

some of whom I remembered from
the Group Theatre of my youth.
They were all either so infirm they
wouldn't have been able to navi-

gate through the scenes, or they
were so hale they didn't look any
different from anybody eise.

"Then I remembered Hickey,
whom they'd found for me for

'Wise Blood.' He lived in New York
with a dog and his mother and
taught acting and drank. Then his

mother died, so he lives with the
dog and teaches acting and drinks,

a joyous drinker who is not fighting

it and has no intention of quitting.

Being a thorough professional, he
was dry throughout the shooting,

and when it was over he showed up
most gloriously liquefied—a pre-
cious, dear, beloved, talented man."

Although he plays an ancient,

Hickey is not yet 50.

Kathleen Turner, whom Huston
had Seen in "Romancing the Stone"
and "Body Heat," plays the Pol-
ish-descent hit person who does
lethal Chores for the family, and

turns Nicholson's life inside out.

"Well, now, she's the Champion
filly of this time, this short genera-
tion, isn't she?" Huston says, add-
ing in that deep and stirring voice

of his, "totaüy professional. She just

takes it away."
With one calculated and shock-

ing exception (to underline the

thesis of the film), the violence in

"Prizzi's Honor" is implied and
off- Camera. Huston nods. "I get

bored seeing the cat beheaded time
after time. Just like scenes of

coitus; they've become unbearably
banal. There's one scene of Jack
and Kathleen making love on the

bed, but it's essentially funny.

They crash to the floor. Anything
to avoid that library shot, that

stock shot over the bare Shoulder."

The comedic discovery of the
film is Huston's daughter Anjelica

as the "dese"-and-"dem" Mafia
daughter who has brought disgrace

on the family and who has both the

hots and the hates for the Nichol-
son character. "Lovely," Huston

says proudly.

Making films is not the fun it was
in the big studio days, Huston
thinks, because of the wearying
battles with timidity at the top, the
difficulty of getting projects ap-

proved. On the other band, if the

System doesn't create stars any-
more, the actors are probably bet-

ter, and certainly freer.

"The Stars played themselves,
and they weren't allowed to go
against their character. They'd
never have let Nicholson play this

part in the old days. And the idea of

Gary Cooper doing anything not

entirely decent? Unthinkable!"
Huston will next do a documen-

tary about the Sea of Cortez. "It's a

fascinating place," he says, "800

miles of inland sea, dolphins as far

as the eye can reach, leaping and
playing. And there are whales that

stay in the sea and no longer

migrate—grays, humpbacks, killer

whales, the orcas. It's something I

very much want to do. Let's say I

feel an Obligation to the whales."
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PrizzVs Honor* is one ofthe nuttiest love stories everfilmed, an often hi-

larious comedy. *' (Vincent Canby)

FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

j' K

John Huston—A Master of His Art
ix years ago John Huston made one of

his occasional appearances as an actor,

playing with witty, benign self-kssur-

ance a rude, incredibly wealthy charac-
ter called '^Pa*' Kegan in William Ki-

chert *s screen adaptation of Richard Condon's
melodramatic satire, **Winter Kills.'* It seemed
then that Mr. Huston, a man of robust humor with
a profound appreciation for the seriously absurd,
was bom to collaborate with a writer of Mr. Con-
don's very particular, manic imagination.
Mr. Condon, having worked for many years as a

film Publicity man before becoming a novelist

(**The Manchurian Candidate," **An Infinity of

Mirrors," among others), is, by experience as
well as nature, an ongoing, dauntless skeptic. He's
suspicious of everything announced as truth. His
special ability as a novelist is to be able to imagine
conspiracies that are just crazy enough to seem
plausible in an era when no person, idea or thing is

sacred for longer than five minutes, when every-
thing has become instant — fame, oblivion, victo-

ry, defeat, disgrace, rehabilitation.

• • •
The news of the month, and maybe of the year,

is that Mr. Huston and Mr. Condon are — as the
ads might say— back together again for the first

time. The result: the revivifying **Prizzi*s

Honor."
Mr. Huston doesn't actually appear in **Prizzi's

Honor" but, as the film*s director, his wise, avun-
cular, amused presence is apparent in every
frame of the film, adapted by Janet Roach and
Mr. Condon from Mr. Condon's 1982 novel about
the ups and downs of family business. The busi-

ness is no ordinary business, the Prizzis are no or-

dinary family— they're the dominant force in the

Brooklyn Mafia— and **Prizzi's Honor" is no ordi-

nary movie. It is, quite possibly, a classic of its

kind. It's also a movie that gives the Huston ca-

reer a shapeliness not evident earlier.

Mr. Huston, who will be 79 on Aug. 5, has always
politely declined to find links between his various
films, and he's probably right to keep quiet,

though he may well think about them. **What's re-

markable," he has been quoted as saying, "is how
different the pictures are, one from another." *

It's not healthy for workers in the commercial
cinema to become too analytical at)out what they

do and how they do it. I can't prove it, but I suspect

that an awareness of his "art," as much as his

other Problems, contributed to the decline of

Nicholas Ray from the director who made "In a
Lonely Place" and "Rebel Without a Cause" to

the man who whomped up "King of Kings" and
"55 Days at Peking." Once the late Joseph Losey
began hanging out with European cin^astes, his

, films became increasingly self-conscious and
theoretical, movies to be talked about rather than

Seen. It was as if he were making films to justify

what had already been written about him.

For a director who has tumed out so many ex-

traordinary films, as well as his share of clinkers,

Mr. Huston has remained unusually modest about
his work, refusing to expand on the "true mean-
ings" of the successful films or to justify the flops.

There have been exceptions. He is still, it seems,
defensive about Gregory Peck's Performance as

. Ahab in "Moby Dick" (1956). He has suggested

that the critics and the public simply didn't under-

stand that Mr. Peck's Ahab was not intended to be
the raving loon that John Barrymore's Ahab had
been in **The Sea Beast" (1926). When Mr. Huston
describes Mr. Peck's Ahab as a heroic nonbe-

liever in God, he's describing a Performance that

only he could see. The rest of us saw Abe Lincoln

behaving eccentrically on a large sailboat.

• • •
Mostly, though, Mr. Huston has stayed away

from this sort of self-justification, and it may be
that his disinclination to "talk" his movies with

any glibness has delayed the recognition he de-

serves from the more solemn critics, who, in the

past, have pasted him with labeis like "middle-
brow" and called him a **tame cynic." He's won
Oscars (as both the writer and director of "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," 1948), and re-

ceivej special "tributes," includingonegivenhim
by the Film Society of Lincoln Center in 1980, but

now it may be time to call him a master.
However, it would not then follow that every-

thing he's ever made could retrospectively be
termed the work of a master, which is a weaselly

polite way of saying that a brilliant film maker

has come up with a turkey. Mr. Huston's turkeys

have been a varied lot — including things like

"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison" (1957), "The Bar-

barian and the Geisha" and "Roots of Heaven"
(both 1958), all made for Darryl F. Zanuck. There
have been other films that have been totally with-

out personal character, like "The Bible" (1966),

"The Kremlin Letter" (1970), "The Mackintosh
Man" (1973) and, most recently, "Annie" (1982).

But then his is a career that has now continued

for more than 50 years — he collaborated on his

first screenplay, "A House üivided" in 1931 —
and, as "Prizzi's Honor" demonstrates, it's still

going strong. Some highs and lows are inevitable.

What is not inevitable are the amazing endurance
of his first-rate, cinematic intelligence, the vari-

ety of his films and the consistency with which he

has recouped his fortunes with a good film after

tuming out some bad ones.

The vast majority of his 39 features are far more
than good and at least nine, I think, qualify as

great, beginnlng with "The Maltese Falcon"

(1941) and continuing on with "The Treasure of

the Sierra Madre," "The Asphalt Jungle" (1950).

"The Red Badge of Courage" (1951), "The Af-

rican Queen" (1952), "Fat City" (1972), "The Man
Who Would Be King" (1975), "Wise Blood" (1979)

and now "Prizzi's Honor."
Some of the runners-up, all of which feature

memorable Performances: "The Misfits" (1961),

the doomed but fascinating production, written by
Arthur Miller, with Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable,
Montgomery Clift and Eli Wallach; "The Night of

the Iguana" (1964), with Richard Burton, Ava
Gardner and Deborah Kerr; "Reflections in a
Golden Eye" (1967), with Marlon Brando; and
"Under the Volcano" (1984), with its mesmerizing

'

Performance by Albert Finney.

Not easily categorized but very special enter-

tainments, anyway, are the oddball "Beat the

Devil" (1954), written (very loosely) by Truman
Capote, and "The Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean" (1972), which wjbls not a success with the

public or many of the critics, but which still stays

in my mind for the Performances of Paul Newman
and Ava Gardner, and for its dizzy, sometimes

Continued on Page 18

Stranger on Horseback

Clint Eastwood stars in "Pale Rider" as a mysterious

newcomer who aids gold rush miners. Friday at tlie

R.K.O. Warner Twin and Art, Manhattan Twin,

Loews Orpheum and 84th Street Six.
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Oscar Race
By ALJEAN HARMETZ
Special to The New York Times "

HOLLYWOOD, March 21 — "Priz-

zi's Honor** has the Oscar for best pic-

ture sewed üp, says a studio execu-

tive, because *The Color Purple" and
•'Out of Africa" will cancel each
other out.

No, the Academy will vote for "Out
of Africa," because it's one of those

stately epics Academy members
love, says the man in the next Office.

Psychologically speaking, insists

the man down the hall, the Academy
will vote for *The Color Purple" to

assuage Steven Spielberg's pain at

not being nominated for the best-di-

rector award.
But "Withess" was the one picture

everyone says they liked, adds a pro-

ducer who is passing by.

The outcome of the 1985 Academy
Awards race, which millions of

Americans will watch on their televi-

sion sets Monday night, still seems
uncertain to the men and women who
do the voting. With half a dozen of the

major awards less predictable than
they have been for years, only 'The
Kiss of the Spider Woman," a foreign

film, seems to be out of contention for

best picture.

Usually a Consensus Forms

In the seven weeks between the

nominations and Oscar day, there is

almost always a consensus about the

major awards. Academy members
knew that "Gandhi" would bury
"E.T." in 1982, that "Terms of En-
dearment" would sweep the major
awards in 1983, that "Amadeus"
would be picked over "A Passage to

India" in 1984. It is a knowledge
based on past votes and on the eld-

erly, conservative, sentimental na-

ture of a large block of Academy
members.
This year there is consensus on only

two likely winners. The 79-year-old

director John Huston is the favorite

for best director for a number of rea-

sons, only one of which is his juicy di-

rection of the black comedy "Prizzi's

Honor." He has been in frail health

for several years, yet he managed to

Tossup in Years
make a movie whose vitality was
marveled at by critics. His one and
only Academy Award as director

came nearly 40 years, ago. With that

one, for "The Treasure of the Sierra

Madre" in 1948, he also brought his

father, Walter Huston, an Oscar for

supporting actor, the only Oscar in

Walter Huston's long and laureled ca-

reer. If he wins for "Prizzi's Honor,"
John Huston's own career may be
rounded off by bringing his daughter,

Anjelica Huston, an Oscar for sup-

px)rting actrpss. Miss Huston, who
played a Mafia princess in "Prizzi*s

Honor," is far and away the front-

runner for that award.
In recent years, a Single movie has

tended to sweep, as though a movie
worthy of being best picture must be
best in everything from sound record-

ing to costumes. "Amadeus" and
"Gandhi" were nominated 11 times
each, and each garnered 8 awards,
results that the industry labeled **bor-

ing" and "predictable."

Films Attract Streng Feelings

This week, however, the Jiype

seems to be mixed with genuine ex-

citement and a feeling that there will

be more than the usual one big sur-

prise. That is partly because each of

the five nominees for best picture, ex-

cept "Witness," has strong support-

ers and equally strong detractors. Al-

though "Out of Africa" and **The

Color Purple" each have 11 nomina-
tions, knowledgeable observers feel

that the awards will be more evenly
divided than in any year since 1981.

In that year, the front-runners,

**Reds" and "On Golden Pond," were
rudely surprised by "Chariots of

Fire," which was named best picture

without taking any other major
award except for original screenplay.
"Chariots of Fire" and "Haiders of

the Lost Ark" took four Oscars
apiece, while "On Golden Pond" and
"Reds" each won three.

The most talked-about aspect of

this year's race is the effect that the

snubbing of Mr. Spielberg by the di-

rector's branch of the Academy will

have on the awards. "The Color Pur-

ple," which got mixed reviews, was
expected to win a lot of nominations
— including best director — but few
Oscars. However, the chances of

"The Color Purple" for best picture

and of Whoopi Goldberg for best ac-

tress zoomed when Mr. Spielberg was
snubbed. There are more than 1,000

actors in the Academy, and almost
every one wants to be in a Spielberg
movie. Mr. Spielberg was given the
Directors Guild trophy the weekend
before Academy bailots were sent

out. Will Academy members get on
the bandwagon or will they feel the di-

rector has been adequately comfort-
ed?

Allegiance to Director

In the golden era of the studio Sys-

tem, Academy members spent their

careers at a Single studio and tended
to vote for the movies made by that

studio. Today, when film editors, ac-
tors and costume designers move
from Paramount to Columbia at the
rip of a contract, allegiances are to di-

rectors — a Sydney Pollack produc-
tion, for example — rather than to

Studios. Qne likely factor in the uncer-
tainty this year is that the nominated
directors involved have no enemies.
Even Mr. Huston, a controversial fig-

ure during his feistier days, is, at this

point, without foes. By virtue of age,
he has become revered.
This is the first year that video cas-

settes have had an effect — if not on
the Oscar race, then certainly on the
financial prospects of the Oscar win-
ners. Because the producer of "Priz-
zi's Honor," ABC Motion Pictures,
was going out of business, cassette
rights to the movie were sold last

summer. Since the movie is already
available in video cassette Stores,

none of the major theater chains will

play it, even if it wins as best picture.

20th Century-Fox, the distributor of

"Prizzi's Honor," managed to get ap-
proximately 100 independent theaters
and smaller chains to play the movie
after it was nominated. The results,

says Tom Sherak, President of distri-

bution at Fox, were. "at best, fair."

Usually, a best-picture Oscar can
mean anywhere from $5 million to $15

million to the mövie's distributor

from ^xtra film rentals. A combina-
tion of acting and directing awards
brings $1 million to $5 million.

For the first time, the Oscars are
being used to seil cassettes.
"Plenty," the film version of David
Hare's allegorical play about the fad-

ing of Britain's prestige after World
War II, got negative reviews and
earned a scant $3 million in film rent-

als. Released on cassette by Thorn
EMI/HBO to coincide with Oscar
fever, "Plenty" has sold 87,000 cas-

settes, with equivalent wholesale
revenue of $4.4 million.

.

The advertising campaign for the
Video cassette deliberately stressed

the Star of "Plenty," Meryl Streep,

who was identified as "the Oscar
nominee." Miss Streep was nomi-
nated for "Out of Africa," not for

"Plenty.

\
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44NICHOLSON'S PERFORMANCE LOOKS
LIKE AN OSCAR WINNER TO ME "

Leonard Maltiii/ENTERTAINMENTTONIGHT'

1

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S FINEST FILMS . .

.

IT'S INTELLIGENT. . . IT'S FUNNY. .

."

—Gene Siskel/AT THE MOVIES'
-

".. .A POWERHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT
ON ALL CYLINDERS: COMEDY, SATIRE, ALLEGORY,

AND MELODRAMA. . .A SLYMASTERPIECE."
Andrew Sarris, THE VILLAGE VOICE

.j.-

"Shrewd and
entertaining

..•oneof
Jack Nicholson's

boldest

Performances.
Director

John Huston
has never

offered more
slyness

Nicholson
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. . . directed with
coldblooded glee

by John Huston
• . . a jaundiced
comedywith
some very
funny things

to say about
family honor,
romantic love

and the darker
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icve

offered more
slyness

and style.

Avery
pleasant

surprise.
-Richard Schickel, TIME

''Jack Nicholson
isdownright
wonderful'

Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY

amily honor,
romantic love

and the darker
dictates of

capitalismr
-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

ii

T-roi\roR

Outrageously
entertaining

. . . a daring,

deliciously

demented
comedyf'
—Peter Travers, PEOPLE
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IN SELECTEO THEATRES

® © 1985 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

STARTS TODAY AT THESE SELECTED THEATRES
MANHATTAN

RKO CENTURY
RKO NATIONAL TWIN
B WAY & 44TH ST 869-0950

#1-12,2:30,5, 7:30,10

#2-1,3:30,6, 8:30,11

A CINEMA 5 THEATRE
SUTTON

5/TH ST AT 3RD AVE 759 1411

12,2:40,5:20,8:05,10:45

LOEWS 34TH SI SHOWPLACE
BETW. 2ND & 3RD AVE 532-5544

110,3:35,6,8:25,10:50

LOEWS 84TH ST. SIX
B WAY & 84TH ST 877 3600

12:50, 3:15, 5:40, 8:05, 10:30

BRONX

4.
'^

RKO CENTURY
RKO FORDHAM QUAO
367-3050

LIGHTSTONE

PALACE QUAO
829-3900

REDSTONE
WHITESTONE MULTIPLEX
CINEMAS
409 9030

BROOKLYN

BROOKLYN HTS. TWIN
596-7070

RKO CENTURY
RKO KINGS PLAZA QUAD
253-11 11

RKO CENTURY
RKO KINGSWAY FIVEPLEX
645 8588

k

QUEENS
GG
BOULEVARD TRIPLEX
JACKSON HEIGHTS
335-0170

BRANDT
CINEMA CITY FIVEPLEX
FRESH MEADOWS
357 9100

CONTINENTAL
FOREST HILLS 544-1020

BRANDT
CROSS ISLAND TWIN
WHITESTONE 767-2800

BS MOSS
MOVIE WORLD
DOUGLASTON 423 7200

LIGHTSTONE

PARSONS TWIN
FLUSHING 591-8555

UA
QUARTET
FLUSHING 359-6777

NASSAU
SOUTHLANDS
FRANKLIN Franklin so 775-3257

RKO CENTURY
RKO GREEN ACRES TRIPLEX
VALLEY STREAM 561 2100

UA
MANHASSET TRIPLEX 627 7887
UA
MOVIES AT SUNRISE MALL
MASSAPEOUA 795-2244

LOEWS NASSAU SIX
LEVITTOWN 731-5400

TOWN& COUNTRY
MIO-PLAZA CINEMA 6
HICKSVILLE 433-2400

RKO CENTURY
RKO ROCKVILLE CENTRE TWIN
ROCKVILLE CENTRE 678-3121

RKO CENTURY
RKO ROOSEVELT FIELD TRIPLEX
GARDEN CITY 741-4007

SUFFOLK
RKO CENTURY
RKO BABYLON TWIN 669 o7oo
REDSTONE
COMMACK MULTIPLEX
CINEMAS 462 6953
UA

EASTHAMPTON CINEMAS
EASTHAMPTON 324-0448
BRANDT
MAHITUCK TRIPLEX 298 44oo
UA
MOVIES AT CORAM
CORAM 736-6200
HKO CENTURY
RKO SHORE QUAD
HUNTINGTON 421-5200
UA
SMITHTOWN A/W INDOOR
NESCONSET 2ot, 8118
UA
SUNWAVE TWIN
PATCHOGUE 475-7766

WESTCHESTER
GENERAL CINEMa
CENTRAL PLAZA QUAD
YONKERS 793-3232
UA
CINEMA WHITE PLAINS946-2820
GENERAL CINEMA
WESTCHESTER MALL QUAD
PEEKSKILL 528-8822

ROCKLAND

CINEMA EAST nyack 358-6631

PIX SPRING VALLEY 425-6905

STATEN ISLAND

RKO CENTURY
RKO FOX PLAZA TWIN
NEW DORP 987 6800

ALSO AT THEATRES
IN UPSTATE NY

AND CONNECTICUT

NEW JERSEY

AMBOY MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
SAYREVILLE 721-34UÜ

BEUEVUE TRIPLEX
UPPER MONTCLAIR
744 1455

BERGEN TENAFLY 567 0004

BLUE STAR QUAD
WATCHUNG 322-7007

BRICK PLAZA TWIN
BRICKTOWN 477 34Ü0

CINEMA PLAZA
FLEMINGTON 782-2777

HUDSON PLAZA TWIN
JERSEY CITY 433-1100

MADISON TRIPLEX CINEMA
MAD>SON 377 übOÜ

LOEWS MEADOW SIX
SECAUCUS 866-6161

RKO CENTURY
RKO MILLBURN TWIN j76 0800

MOVIE CITY
EASf BRUNSWICK ib/ 5555

MOVIE CITY
WÜUDBRIDÜE Jö2 66b:

MOVIES MIDDLETOWN 671 1020

ROUTE 9 CINEMAS
FREEHOLO 780-44.{f-

HOCKAWAY TWElVE
HüCKAWAY TÜWNSHiP 32b-Ütot>ö

RKO CENTURY
RKO ROUTE 4 VbNPLEX
HARAMUS 487 7y09

LOEWS SNOWBOAT QUAO
EüGtWATER94l JbbU
RKOCENVURY
RKO WARNER QUAD
RIDGEWOOD 444-1234

RKO CENTURY
RKO WAYNE TWIN
WAYNE 785-055S
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THE TALK OF. THE TO^N
Notes and Comment

NEATLY lettered sign observed

in a Chicago window facing

the "L": "Great Poet on
Strike. Not One Word."

SITTING at a counter in the coffee

shop near our office in the late after-

noon and looking out the big front

window at the people as they head

home—in a hurry, it seems, to shed

the day—one gets a very Brief view of

the pedestrians: they make an abrupt

entrance, cross the short stage, and

exit immediately, leaving only a splash

of impression (age; urgency; shape;

exhaustion; a dress of a certain color;

intense conversation with somebody; a

package being carried) before they

depart. Presently, one notices that some

of these pedestrians—the ones crossing

from left to right—are reflected for an

instant in a tall mirror set in the wall

of the coffee shop to the right of the

window. In this mirror, they have re-

versed themselves and are striding in

the opposite direction, as if to Start

over and try the day again. Then they

meet themselves going the other way
and vanish simultaneously into the

future and into the past.

Log

AFRIEND of ours from New En-
gland, usually a man of few

words, ventured into town last month
to watch the Mayor's Cup schooner

race in New York Harbor, and after-

ward he dropped off the following

pages from bis log:

Saturday a.m.: Sky overcast. Wind
northwest 10-15 knots. Seas 1-3 feet.

Ferries, tugs, tankers, container ships:

traffic on East River, Hudson River,

Upper New York Bay only slightly

less congested than Boston's Southeast

Expressway at rush hour. Shortly after

the Start of the race, 1 ^w the 105-

foot schooner Harvey Gamage cut off

—

almost forced onto the Manhattan
shore—by a bärge making a sharp left

turn onto the East River. Later, while

some of the leading boats were driving

for the finish, the Veracruz I, a ten-

thousand-ton Panamanian cruise ship,

came steaming down the Hudson in

the other direction and pushed right

across the line. (Not strictly relevant

perhaps, but still worth noting: Two
days later, in Norfolk, Virginia, the

Veracruz I rolled over and swamped
while in drydock. No accounting for

whims of the sea.)

This was the eighteenth running of

the Mayor's Cup race, an annual event

commemorating the days when pilot

schooners used to race each other to be

the first to meet vessels approaching

New York Harbor and offer guide Ser-

vice. (Not unlike the way, come to

think of it, that present-day tow trucks

sometimes tear along New York high-

ways in search of disabled motor vehi-

cles.) Sadly, the schooner rig is not

much in fashion anymore—not even

among sailors, I mean. To my eyes,

though, the schooner, with its paired

masts, symmetrical sails, graceful

bowsprit, strong, sweeping lines, is by

far the prettiest thing afloat. No finer

boat to sail, either. Thirteen schooners

turned out for the race this year,

and the sight of all of them running be-

fore the northwest breeze wing-and-

wing (foresail and mainsail billowing

U-r«w.

out on opposite sides of the hüll)

and with topsails fanned out aloft

was more than enough to lift the

damp, drizzly mood of anyone's soul,

as Melville (born in New York
but did bis best work in Massachu-
setts) might say. Most of the schoo-

ners entered were private yachts,

and a good half-dozen, built in the

twenties and thirties, bore unmistak-

able touches of the great Boston
naval architect John Alden: lovely

füll curves, powerful but balanced

sail plans. There were also a couple

of dude ships, which is to say schoo-

ners that earn their keep by hauling

tourists.

For the record, the first schooner to

finish was Voyager—a John Alden
design, naturally. She was across the

starting line even before the smoke
from the starter's cannon had cleared,

and then, flying what appeared to be

all the canvas on board, led over the

entire course, from the bottom of

Manhattan out past the Statue of

Liberty (or Scaffold of Liberty, she

should be called, now that repairs are

under way) and under the Verrazano

Bridge and back. The second and

third finishers—Malabar X and Half

Moon—were also Alden-designed,

and when the handicaps were figured

in, it turned out that, on corrected

time. Half Moon had actually beaten

the entire fleet. But I won't go into

technicalities; suffice it to say that the

boats were all as good-looking as

they were fast. Pioneer—built in 1885

and something of a sentimental favor-

ite, I gathered, since she's owned
by the South Street Seaport Museum
and crewed largely by volunteers

—

was fourth at the halfway point, round-

ed the mark neatly, but then, for

some reason, began to sag ofF the

wind, and feil farther and farther

back. Last I heard, while the leaders

were finishing she was still over

by New Jersey somewhere. As for
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Harvey Gamage, after the aforemen-

tioned shaky start she wandered ofF

onto the Staten Island side of the

course (wrong place to be, I was told

by a local: strong incoming tide, too

much shipping traffic) and eventually

withdrew. One of those days.

Also for the record, the schooner I

admired most of all was Russell Grin-

nell, a sharpie so light and narrow

that it took a crew of a dozen or so

all hiking out like mad simply to hold

her down. The spectator fleet includ-

ed Aphrodite, a rakish, round-tailed

mahogany motor yacht; the newly

refitted ferry Martha's Vineyard (a

welcome sight indeed—hadn't laid

eyes on her since 1960, when, rusty

and flaking, she retired after thirty-

seven years of Service on the New Bed-

ford-to-Martha's Vineyard run); and

the sloop Clearwater, working replica

of a nineteenth-century Hudson River

packet, on which I sailed as a guest.

Clearwater's skipper, twenty-seven-

year-old Peg Brandon—Massachu-

setts native!—proved to be the ideal

pilot for these waters: she combined

the navigational skills of Nathaniel

Bowditch with the nerves of a New
York City cabby.

Saturday p.m.: Clouds beginning to

lift, sun peeping out. Leaning against

Clearwater's rail, I took a small tot

of rum to celebrate a bracing outing

oflF the coast of the Big Apple. Saw
herring gulls, laughing gulls, tern;

watched a flock of Canada geese beat-

ing toward the Jersey shore. Flotsam

observed: inner tube, plank, paper cup,

tree branch, large sheet of yellow plas-

tic—shower curtain, possibly.

EteS'Vous Pret?

AFTER a slow spin through the

-/l^ New York Pret Show, the inter-

national women's-ready-to-wear expo

at the New York Coliseum, we came
to the conclusion that in the spring of

'85 everything will be in and there will

be more of it than ever. In a hive of

booths stretching out and up like a

duplex Casbah we saw garments and

accessories from thirty-seven countries

and, according to the show's press

releases, representing nine hundred

and fifty-six designers. We saw modeis

Walking through the aisles holding up

Cards with the names of the designers

and their booth numbers, like limou-

sine drivers at the airport—only the

modeis were mostly dressed to the

nines and accessorized to the elevens.

(A few were dressed to the twos and

threes.) We learned that orange may

emerge as the bot color of next spring;

that costume jewelry is getting fairly

expensive; that the licensing of fash-

ions is a new wave in the ready-

to-wear market (a Company called

Mindy & Friends is negotiating an

exclusive on Sony Walkman fashions:

jackets with specially designed pock-

ets); that ^^headpieces" and **neck

throws" have replaced hats and
scarves; and that something called

"wearable art" is making headway in

the boutiques. We found several things

we liked.

Our favorite encounter: A tall and

elegant-looking black model, repre-

senting Pellicceria Quagliani, of Italy,

was parading up and down a central

aisle wearing a bulky für coat in a

mousy-brown color with a multipan-

elled design. When she noticed us, she

marched right up, looked us in the eye,

and Said "Russian skunk." She then

thrust a business card in our band and

disappeared.

Our favorite encounter not involv-

ing us: Two buyers were fingering silk

blouses from France with intense ab-

sent-mindedness. '^Brenda, listen,"

one Said to the other. They walked

past a small crowd that had gathered

for a brief runway show of racy dresses

by ChoflSet, and found a quiet spot in

front of a booth featuring white an-

gora Sweaters with cute pastel appli-

ques. "Brenda, it's not that I don't

respect him just because he has a störe

in Detroit; it's not that I don't respect

him because he's an impulsive buyer.

It's just that he doesn't know how to

merchandise, he doesn't know how to

seil—he's not a winner.^^ Brenda ac-

knowledged her Statement with a

directionless nod.

Our favorite business card: "Judith
Fine/Where Fantasy Becomes
Reality/Northampton, Massa-
chusetts."

Our favorite answer to the question

"What is wearable art?": "The piece

that lingerie is a bot new trend in

magazine publishing, and that you can

get Hungarian and Polish fashion

magazines, by subscription only.

Most left-field entry: Brandt &
Company, of Finland, featured men's

jackets made of moose leather.

"Scandinavian moose is the best for

clothing," Rauno Aromäki told us.

"Canadian and U.S. moose hide

Stretches too easily." Finland is over-

populated by moose, we learned, and
there are nearly two thousand traffic

accidents a year caused by renegade

moose. "We have moose running on
the Street in the middle of Helsinki,"

he Said. "That is a curiosity even for

is so beautiful you could frame it," /
Said Laura Libman, of Laura Lib-/ /"^^/i;

man's Wearable Art.

Our second-favorite business car

"Lula/Where Fashion Is Fine
Wearable Art/Flushing, N.Y."
Our debt to the press: We learned

US.

Most florid description of a fashion

line: Dorotennis, the French active-

leisure division of Dorothee Bis, used a

poem by its vice-president of sales,

Jeanne Kash, that is called "The 80s

Lifestyle" and goes:

A Midtown tennis court.

Windsurfing, jet skiing.

Park picnics,

Sundeck Cocktails.

The three-mile jog.

Cal, aerobics.

Saturday's barhecue,

Sunday's brunch.
•

The bright sun, cool water,

blue skies to erase the

fluorescent bulbs, Conferences,

phone calls.

Most succinct description: A wom-
an named Carolena Wassermann, of

Carolena Productions, who makes für

belts and neck throws out of scraps,

Said, "I believe in basics."

A philosophical moment: Freda

Lisnow, wearing a soft gray jumpsuit

by Jeane Pascarella, of Paris, said,

"I've been working in the fashion

business for a long time, and it's really

too much. I think I'm going to let my
hair grow long on one side and move

^to Bali soon."

i.

h il^t'K

IT'S as instructive now to watch

John Huston, the indefatigable,

one-of-a-kind movie director, whose

first movie, "The Maltese Falcon,"

starring Humphrey Bogart, came out

in 1941, and whose thirty-ninth

movie, "Under the Volcano," starring

Albert Finney, came out earlier this

year, as it was when we began the

practice, about three and a half decades

ago, and we're delighted to report that

Mr. Huston started making bis for-

cR5N^»r»,v<)a^cvv* tieth movie, "Prizzi's Honor," star-

^o >,nt<^

i
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^^What^s even more astonlshing ts k coincides exactly with the World Series.^^

ring Jack Nicholson, in this city last

week. So there we were again, watch-

ing Mr. Huston, who has now turned

seventy-eight and is working as hard

as ever. And we mean working.

While part of 'Trizzi's Honor,"
based on a novel by Richard Condon,
with a screenplay by Condon and Jan-

et Roach, takes place in Los Angeles

or Las Vegas, most of it is located in

Brooklyn, at some indeterminate post-

Second World War time but in partic-

ular places of the borough inhabited

and frequented by families of Sicilian

origin whose way of life, taken for

granted by one and all of them, is held

together within an amoral structure

generally referred to as the Mafia.

About two weeks before shooting on
the movie began, Mr. Huston arrived

here, by way of Beverly Hills, from his

home, in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico:

silver-haired, with a white mustache

and matching beard, wearing his
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trademark short-sleeved cotton safari

suit, and Walking with his old-time

expectant swagger, as though each

Step—in this case, into his midtown
hotel—were taking him to some un-

known high adventure. He divulged to

US that he is partial to Sicilian food,

preferably in certain small restaurants

in Brooklyn, and otherwise showed

the usual signs of immersing himself

in the life of characters he is planning

to put on film. He gave us a copy of the

"Prizzi's Honor" Script. To empha-

size its irony, it is prefaced, like the

novel, with a short quotation from the

chorus in "Antigone":

But drcadful is the mysterious power of

fate; there is no deUverance from it by

weahh or by war, by fenced city; by dark,

sea-beaten ships.

We asked Mr. Huston whether he

cared to teil us what his point of view

would be on the "Prizzi's Honor"
Story, whose characters will clearly

take inexorable places alongside the

classic celluloid no-goods addicted to

knives, guns, stealing, and such.

"Why, of course," Mr. Huston

Said, with an emphatic graciousness.

"Pm going to make it as though it

were gospel /rw/A." And he gave his

well-known deep, extended laugh.

Mr. Huston told us he had already

spent many hours working on the

Script for "Prizzi's Honor" with the

writers; had spent many additional

hours discussing production details

with John Foreman, the movie's pro-

ducer, with whom he had made three

movies in the past ("The Life and
Times of Judge Roy Bean," "The
Mackintosh Man," and "The Man
Who Would Be King"); had spent

many other hours conferring with

lawyers, agents, and various executives

at the offices of ABC Motion Pictures,

which was putting up the money (fif-

teen million dollars) to make "Prizzi's

Honor;" had engaged the Services of

some assistants, including Monique
Blanke, the twenty-six-year-old
daughter of the late Henry Blanke,

who produced two of Mr. Huston's

earliest movies, "The Maltese Fal-

con" and "The Treasure of Sierra

Madre," for the latter of which Mr.
Huston won a "Best Director" Oscar
and a "Best-Written Screenplay" Os-
car and his father, Walter Huston,

won a "Best Supporting Actor" Oscar;

had auditioned a number of actors for

roles in "Prizzi's Honor;" had driven

several hundred miles in the Los An-
geles area to find suitable locations for

^^The Professor is one of life^s Iktle secrets.^'
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filming; had driven around several

hundred blocks in the area searching

for the kind of hotel a Mafia big shot

might want to stay in, and had settled

on Le Bei Age, a new hotel off Sunset

Boulevard; and had cast the three

leading actors—Jack Nicholson as the

sotto cafo of the Prizzi Family, and

the object of the aflFections (of one kind

and another) of two women, the other

leading characters, to be played by

Kathleen Turner and Mr. Huston's

daughter Anjelica. Mr. Huston spent

his first few days here driving several

hundred more miles, searching out ap-

propriate locations, mostly in Brook-

lyn, and finding: Prospect Hall; a

Y.W.C.A.; the Church of St. Ann
and the Holy Trinity, on Montague
Street, in Brooklyn Heights; a house at

3 Pierrepont Street, suitable as a set for

the home of the eighty-four-year-old

cafo dt tutti capiy Don Corrado by

name; a couple of Brooklyn Heights

restaurants; the Williamsburgh Sav-

ings Bank Tower; the Promenade in

Brooklyn Heights; a precinct house;

subway platforms; several bridges;

and, in Queens and Staten Island,

country roads, highways, and farm-

houses to serve as "safe houses," or

hideouts. We figured Mr. Huston's

working Stretches to be roughly six-

teen hours a day.

WE joined Mr. Huston on the oc-

casion of his first production

meeting with the staflF and crew of the

new movie. The time was 9:30 a.m.,

and the place was a West Thirty-fifth

Street loft with newly painted cream-

colored floors and white walls, and

yellow-and-green trim on doors and

pipes, which was minimally furnished

with desks, telephones, chairs, and ta-

bles. Present were Mr. Foreman, Mr.
Huston, Miss Blanke, and about three

dozen others, including Andrzej Bart-

kowiak, the Director of Photography

("Terms of Endearment"); Meta
Wilde, the Script Supervisor (she had

worked as Script Supervisor with him

on "The Maltese Falcon"); Rudi

Fehr, the Editor (he edited "Key Lar-

go" for Mr. Huston thirty-seven years

ago); and various production people

with titles like Production Coördina-

tor, Unit Production Manager, First

Assistant Director, Production De-

signer, Locations Supervisor, Camera

Operator, Costume Designer, Set

Decorator, Property Master, Sound

Mixer, Hair Stylist, Casting Prin-

cipals, Casting Extras, and Dialect

Coach. The last of these was Julie

Bovasso, a sturdy-looking, no-nonsense

i
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woman with fiery eyes and the rhythms

and accents of true-blue Italian

Brooklyn.

"We're looking for a sound," Mr.
Huston explained to the gathering, in

his unmistakable, unaltered, resonant

Hustonian-American accent. "And
Julie will give it to all of you." He
laughed, and proceeded to sit atten-

tively through a complete reading

aloud of the Script by Benjy Rosen-

berg, the First Assistant Director—

a

young man with thick black curly hair

and a heavy black beard. The reading

was interspersed with questions, com-

ments, explanations, and a lot of note-

taking, in the course of which Mr.
Huston spoke quietly and firmly, en-

couraging the others to ask questions.

He pointed out the need to attend to

hundreds of details. They should in-

troduce all the main characters in the

interior of the church in the first

scene, a wedding. They should get

someone who's an expert on the

Sicilian Catholic ceremony. The wed-
ding-reception scene should not have a

banquet—^just Champagne and desserts.

Some shots for one scene would be

filmed in Brooklyn; other parts of the

same scene would be filmed at Le Bei

Age. One side of a phone conversation

would be shown; the other side would

be recorded. A shot of a plane Coming

into Los Angeles would be a stock

shot. Both sides of a telephone conver-

sation between Jack Nicholson and the

actor playing his father would be

shown. The scene of Jack Nicholson's

marriage to Kathleen Turner in

Tijuana, Mexico, would require a bit

player for the justice of the peace. For

the scene in which a woman yells

"Fire!" they would need a stunt

woman to do the yelling, what with

real flames and all behind her. The
meeting ended around noon.

Skipping lunch, Mr. Huston asked

to see William Hickey, a character ac-

tor in his fifties being considered for

the part of the eighty-four-year-old

Don Corrado. Mr. Hickey, costumed

in a loose-fitting black suit, his cheeks

made up to look sunken, and with dark

circles under his eyes, his teeth yellow,

his eyes tiny and steely, walked in,

looking very mean. Mr. Huston
studied him with pleasure, laughed,

and asked to have the Don's suit made
even larger. Mr. Huston devoted the

balance of the afternoon to listening to

a couple of dozen actors read for three

other parts. He looked mesmerized by

the readings of those he later decided

he wanted: Lee Richardson, John
Randolph, and Michael Lombard. He
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conferred with Julie Bovasso about

how to work with them on the accents.

Mr. Huston returned to his hotel

about seven and worked until mid-

night on changes in the Script.

Over the next two days, Mr. Hus-
ton did additional casting; made screen

tests of William Hickey and others;

went to Technicolor, Inc., on West
Forty-fourth Street, to view the tests;

went to Costume Arts, on West Thir-

ty-fifth Street, and chose costumes for

his leading actors (a loud sports jacket

for Jack Nicholson, a pink satin

"seduction" outfit for Anjelica Huston,

a chic lavender blouse for Kathleen

Turner); introduced the principals to

each other; and conferred with Julie

Bovasso on how things were going

with the Sicilian-Brooklyn accents.

Then he spent most of the next few

days at readings and rehearsals with

all the actors together. He made sever-

al more trips to Costume Arts. He
tried to eat often in one or another

small Sicilian restaurant on some hid-

den Street in Brooklyn.

ON the first day of shooting, Mr.
Huston left his hotel at 7:30 a.m.

Half an hour later, he arrived at the

Church of St. Ann and the Holy
Trinity. Parked in the area were

several trucks (Electrical, Camera,
Props, etc.), several trailers (Ward-
robe, Makeup, Hairdressing, Dressing

Rooms, etc.), and private trailers for

the Stars and for Mr. Huston. Inside

the church, for the first shot, listed on

the shooting schedule as "iNT.

—

day: church," dozens of extras

dressed as bridesmaids, ushers, rela-

tives, celebrity guests, and cops were

Standing around, as though awaiting

the bride, or were seated in the pews.

The production staff and crew were

running around attending to details.

The altar had been converted, under

the supervision of a Consultant, from

Episcopal to Catholic. The stained-

glass Windows were expertly lighted

from behind. The camera, a Panavi-

sion Panaflex, was mounted on a dino-

saur-size Louma crane, which stood

on a dolly running the length of the

church aisle. The camera would be

operated by a remote-control unit,

with video monitor attached, behind

the dolly. A director's traditional can-

vas chair, with "JOHN HUSTON" sten-

cilled in large letters on the back, had

been placed before the remote-control

unit. Mr. Huston sat down in his

chair. The Director of Photography,

Mr. Bartkowiak—a handsome young
man with long hair—came over.

Speaking very softly, Mr. Huston said

he wanted to do some tricks. "We'll

do lap dissolves," he almost whispered,

conspiratorially. "While pulling back

from the shot of the big stained-glass

window, we'll dissolve to closeups of

the main characters." The younger
man nodded appreciatively, his eyes

literally gleaming in anticipation.

After another hour or so of prepar-

ations, everything was just about ready

for the first shot. Most of the people

inside the church were beginning

to look frazzled. Not Mr. Huston.

Looking quietly joyous, he started

shooting "INT.—DAY: CHURCH," in

which all his main characters would
be introduced.
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FAMD AND FARIDA

FARiD couldn't believe what he

heard about Farida. She was
his wife, and he would have

thought that no one had known her

more deeply, in every way, than he

had. But now, they said, she was a

holy woman sitting under a tree in

some holy place in the Himalayas, and

people came from all over India to take

blessings and good vibrations from

her. Ludicrous, he thought. She might

fool all the world, but she couldn't

fool him. Or could she? He hadn't

Seen her for twenty years.

He still lived in London, in the flat

they had rented long ago when they

had first come to England as newly-

weds. It was just one room, badly par-

titioned into two, with a makeshift

kitchen and bathroom wedged in be-

tween, but the address was good, be-

hind Harrods, so Farid hung on. The
place was falling into decay. The
landlord had been trying to get him

out for years and refused to make any

repairs. Farid couldn't afford to go

anywhere eise. He had not got on and

now never would, and no longer

cared. He was in his fifties and slov-

enly, fat from drinking too much.

In his youth, in India, he had been

exquisite, and so had Farida—both of

them small-boned, elegant, quick in

mind and body. Much had been ex-

pected of them, and they were con-

fident of living up to these expecta-

tions. Their families were not rieh but

were very old; the overgrown gardens

of their decaying mansions in Delhi

abutted on each other, and from
their earliest childhood Farid and

Farida had gone back and forth

through a gap in the boundary wall.

They grew up and of course feil in

love; now they met not only among the

flowering Jasmine bushes of their own
gardens but also at the university,

with its stone-flagged corridors and
courtyards. They graduated, they

married, they went to live in London.
They feit they needed a wider horizon

for their talent, which lay mainly in

their own personalities— in their in-

tense Indianness, which at that time

was regarded, in the self-deprecating

countries of the West, as synonymous
with every kind of natural and Spiri-

tual superiority.

Using their charm and their con-

tacts, Farid and Farida had attempted

to set up a business importing hand-

loomed Indian textiles. It failed to

prosper, and they became impresarios

for visiting Indian musicians and

dancers, and when these turned out to

be unreliable and ungrateful they

tried, in succession, ready-made In-

dian garments, hand-crafted Indian

jewelry, Indian lampshades, Indian

bedcovers, and Indian table linen

—

all those indigenous handicrafts by

which others of their countrymen, far

less gifted than Farid and Farida,

made their fortunes in London, Paris,

and New York. Ten years passed,

then fifteen. They were still living in

the temporary flat they had rented, and

the landlord began trying to get them

out. Farid was drinking. Farida stayed

out late and went away for weekends;

their erotic quarreis had turned into

bitter fights. They had no money, they

hated each other. One night, she

packed up and returned to India. He
stayed on, drank on—and survived,

but only just.

After he heard that she had become

a holy woman, he kept muttering

"We'll see about that." He didn't

know what he meant; he was a person

impelled by instinct rather than

thought. This impelled him one day to

go to Sunil's elegant offices, where he

had to wait in the outer reception area

before finally being admitted, as a spe-

cial favor to an old friend. Sunil sat

behind his desk and looked at the

watch on his hairy wrist and said,

"Ten minutes, Farid." Although he

was without charm or contacts or aes-

thetic sensibility, Sunil had become

rieh from the very band looms and

handicrafts that had broken Farid's

back and spirit. When they had all

been students together in Delhi, Farid

and Farida had laughed at Sunil, who
was ridiculously in love with Farida.

At that time, when Farid was slim and

beautiful, Sunil was fat and ungainly.

He hadn't changed, but now he had

the best tailors and shirtmakers to help

him, and he exuded confidence and eau

de cologne. Farid still addressed him
in the condescending tone that he and

Farida had always used toward him.

Sunil was too busy to notice. He got

rid of Farid within the scheduled ten

minutes, though not without handing

over the check to cover the air fare to

India and expenses. Sunil had also

heard about Farida, but he didn't

laugh at the news. As was his habit,

he would wait and see.

WHEN Farid found her, Farida

really was sitting under a tree.

She was in a pure white sari, and she

looked the way she always did: su-

premely elegant. Trust her, Farid

thought bitterly. Apart from her

astonishing Situation, she really was
the same Farida—God knew how she

did it. She was now in her fifties, but

sitting there in the lotus position she

looked as slim, lithe, and upright as

ever. Her hair—dyed, no doubt—was
black; her skin was clear and shone

with a radiance that could only be the

result of the best cosmetics, applied, he

knew, with consummate skill. She was
surrounded by four or five handmaid-

ens, as exquisitely draped in orange as

she was in white, and pilgrims came
and went, touching her feet in rever-

ence. She sat on the deerskin tradi-

tional to holy people, and someone
stood behind her waving a fly whisk.

If a fly happened to land on her,

Farida waited for it to be flicked oflF.

Her hands were folded in her lap, and

she fingered a string of prayer beads in

the same way, it occurred to Farid,

that she had once fingered her pieces

of jewelry, before they were sold oflF,

one by one, to cover expenses in Lon-
don.

Farid regarded the scene from a

distance. The tree—a huge banyan

—

spread its foliage over Farida and her

handmaidens, but the people lining up

to see her had to stand outside in the

sun until it was their turn to be admit-

ted into the shade of the tree. Farid

watched her as she dealt with the pil-

grims. To some she spoke at length,

while others she only lightly touched

as they bowed down to her; a few

favored ones were handed some holy

talisman by a handmaiden. But every-

one appeared to come away fully satis-

fied, for Farida radiated blessing. Fa-

rid couldn't help admiring her; he had

often told her that she would have

made a first-rate actress. At last he

approached the tree and lined up with

the other pilgrims. When it was his

turn to be led up to her, he didn't bow,

like the others, but stood and looked

i
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IT'S as instructive now to watch

John Huston, the indefatigable,

one-of-a-kind movie director, whose

first movie, "The Maltese Falcon,"

starring Humphrey Bogart, came out

in 1941, and whose thirty-ninth

movie, "Under the Volcano," starring

Albert Finney, came out earlier this

year, as it was when we began the

practice, about three and a half decades

ago, and we're delighted to report that

Mr. Huston started making his for-

tieth movie, "Prizzi's Honor," star-

ring Jack Nicholson, in this city last

week. So there we were again, watch-

ing Mr. Huston, who has now turned

seventy-eight and is working as hard

as ever. And we mean working,

While part of "Prizzi's Honor,"

based on a novel by Richard Condon,

with a screenplay by Condon and Jan-

ishtng is k cotnctdes exactly with the World Series.^^

et Roach, takes place in Los Angeles

or Las Vegas, most of it is located in

Brooklyn, at some indeterminate post-

Second World War time but in partic-

ular places of the borough inhabited

and frequented by families of Sicilian

origin whose way of life, taken for

granted by one and all of them, is held

together within an amoral structure

generally referred to as the Mafia.

About two weeks before shooting on

the movie began, Mr. Huston arrived

here, by way of Beverly Hills, from his

home, in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico:

silver-haired, with a white mustache

and matching beard, wearing his
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trademark short-sleeved cotton safari

suit, and Walking with his old-time

expectant swagger, as though each

Step—in this case, into his midtown
hotel—were taking him to some un-

known high adventure. He divulged to

US that he is partial to Sicilian food,

preferably in certain small restaurants

in Brooklyn, and otherwise showed

the usual signs of immersing himself

in the life of characters he is planning

to put on film. He gave us a copy of the

"Prizzi's Honor" Script. To empha-

size its irony, it is prefaced, like the

novel, with a short quotation from the

chorus in "Antigone":

But dreadful is the mysterious power of

fate; there is no deliverance from it by

weahh or by war, by fenced city; by dark,

sea-beaten ships.

We asked Mr. Huston whether he

cared to teil us what his point of view

would be on the "Prizzi's Honor"
Story, whose characters will clearly

take inexorable places alongside the

classic celluloid no-goods addicted to

knives, guns, stealing, and such.

"Why, of course," Mr. Huston
Said, with an emphatic graciousness.

"Pm going to make it as though it

were gospel truth.^^ And he gave his

well-known deep, extended laugh.

Mr. Huston told us he had already

spent many hours working on the

Script for "Prizzi's Honor" with the

writers; had spent many additional

hours discussing production details

with John Foreman, the movie's pro-

ducer, with whom he had made three

movies in the past ("The Life and

Times of Judge Roy Bean," "The
Mackintosh Man," and "The Man
Who Would Be King"); had spent

many other hours conferring with

lawyers, agents, and various executives

at the oflSces of ABC Motion Pictures,

which was putting up the money (fif-

teen million dollars) to make "Prizzi's

Honor;" had engaged the Services of

some assistants, including Monique
Blanke, the twenty-six-year-old

daughter of the late Henry Blanke,

who produced two of Mr. Huston's

earliest movies, "The Maltese Fal-

con" and "The Treasure of Sierra

Madre," for the latter of which Mr.
Huston won a "Best Director" Oscar

and a "Best-Written Screenplay" Os-
car and his father, Walter Huston,

won a "Best Supporting Actor" Oscar;

had auditioned a number of actors for

roles in "Prizzi's Honor;" had driven

several hundred miles in the Los An-
geles area to find suitable locations for

^^The Professor is one of life^s Utile secrets.
>:
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filming; had driven around several

hundred blocks in the area searching

for the kind of hotel a Mafia big shot

might want to stay in, and had settled

on Le Bei Age, a new hotel ofF Sunset

Boulevard; and had cast the three

leading actors—Jack Nicholson as the

sotto cafo of the Prizzi Family, and

the object of the affections (of one kind

and another) of two women, the other

leading characters, to be played by

Kathleen Turner and Mr. Huston's

daughter Anjelica. Mr. Huston spent

his first few days here driving several

hundred more miles, searching out ap-

propriate locations, mostly in Brook-

lyn, and finding: Prospect Hall; a

Y.W.C.A.; the Church of St. Ann
and the Holy Trinity, on Montague
Street, in Brooklyn Heights; a house at

3 Pierrepont Street, suitable as a set for

the home of the eighty-four-year-old

cafo dt tutti capiy Don Corrado by

name; a couple of Brooklyn Heights

restaurants; the Williamsburgh Sav-

ings Bank Tower; the Promenade in

Brooklyn Heights; a precinct house;

subway platforms; several bridges;

and, in Queens and Staten Island,

country roads, highways, and farm-

houses to serve as "safe houses," or

hideouts. We figured Mr. Huston's

working Stretches to be roughly six-

teen hours a day.

WE joined Mr. Huston on the oc-

casion of his first production

meeting with the staflF and crew of the

new movie. The time was 9:30 a.m.,

and the place was a West Thirty-fifth

Street loft with newly painted cream-

colored floors and white walls, and

yellow-and-green trim on doors and

pipes, which was minimally furnished

with desks, telephones, chairs, and ta-

bles. Present were Mr. Foreman, Mr.
Huston, Miss Blanke, and about three

dozen others, including Andrzej Bart-

kowiak, the Director of Photography

("Terms of Endearment"); Meta
Wilde, the Script Supervisor (she had

worked as Script Supervisor with him
on "The Maltese Falcon"); Rudi
Fehr, the Editor (he edited "Key Lar-

go" for Mr. Huston thirty-seven years

ago); and various production people

with titles like Production Coördina-

tor, Unit Production Manager, First

Assistant Director, Production De-
signer, Locations Supervisor, Camera
Operator, Costume Designer, Set

Decorator, Property Master, Sound
Mixer, Hair Stylist, Casting Prin-

cipals, Casting Extras, and Dialect

Coach. The last of these was Julie

Bovasso, a sturdy-looking, no-nonsense
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woman with fiery eyes and the rhythms

and accents of true-blue Italian

Brooklyn.

"We're looking for a sound," Mr.
Huston explained to the gathering, in

his unmistakable, unaltered, resonant

Hustonian-American accent. "And
Julie will give it to all of you." He
laughed, and proceeded to sit atten-

tively through a complete reading

aloud of the Script by Benjy Rosen-

berg, the First Assistant Director—

a

young man with thick black curly hair

and a heavy black beard. The reading

was interspersed with questions, com-

ments, explanations, and a lot of note-

taking, in the course of which Mr.
Huston spoke quietly and firmly, en-

couraging the others to ask questions.

He pointed out the need to attend to

hundreds of details. They should in-

troduce all the main characters in the

interior of the church in the first

scene, a wedding. They should get

someone who's an expert on the

Sicilian Catholic ceremony. The wed-

ding-reception scene should not have a

banquet—^just Champagne and desserts.

Some shots for one scene would be

filmed in Brooklyn; other parts of the

same scene would be filmed at Le Bei

Age. One side of a phone conversation

would be shown; the other side would

be recorded. A shot of a plane Coming

into Los Angeles would be a stock

shot. Both sides of a telephone conver-

sation between Jack Nicholson and the

actor playing his father would be

shown. The scene of Jack Nicholson's

marriage to Kathleen Turner in

Tijuana, Mexico, would require a bit

player for the justice of the peace. For

the scene in which a woman yells

"Fire!" they would need a stunt

woman to do the yelling, what with

real flames and all behind her. The
meeting ended around noon.

Skipping lunch, Mr. Huston asked

to See William Hickey, a character ac-

tor in his fifties being considered for

the part of the eighty-four-year-old

Don Corrado. Mr. Hickey, costumed

in a loose-fitting black suit, his cheeks

made up to look sunken, and with dark

circles under his eyes, his teeth yellow,

his eyes tiny and steely, walked in,

looking very mean. Mr. Huston
studied him with pleasure, laughed,

and asked to have the Don's suit made
even larger. Mr. Huston devoted the

balance of the afternoon to listening to

a couple of dozen actors read for three

other parts. He looked mesmerized by

the readings of those he later decided

he wanted: Lee Richardson, John
Randolph, and Michael Lombard. He
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conferred with Julie Bovasso about

how to work with them on the accents.

Mr. Huston returned to his hotel

about seven and worked until mid-

night on changes in the Script.

Over the next two days, Mr. Hus-
ton did additional casting; made screen

tests of William Hickey and others;

went to Technicolor, Inc., on West
Forty-fourth Street, to view the tests;

went to Costume Arts, on West Thir-

ty-fifth Street, and chose costumes for

his leading actors (a loud sports jacket

for Jack Nicholson, a pink satin

"seduction" outfit for Anjelica Huston,

a chic lavender blouse for Kathleen

Turner); introduced the principals to

each other; and conferred with Julie

Bovasso on how things were going

with the Sicilian-Brooklyn accents.

Then he spent most of the next few

days at readings and rehearsals with

all the actors together. He made sever-

al more trips to Costume Arts. He
tried to eat often in one or another

small Sicilian restaurant on some hid-

den Street in Brooklyn.

ON the first day of shooting, Mr.
Huston left his hotel at 7:30 a.m.

Half an hour later, he arrived at the

Church of St. Ann and the Holy
Trinity. Parked in the area were

several trucks (Electrical, Camera,

Props, etc.), several trailers (Ward-
robe, Makeup, Hairdressing, Dressing

Rooms, etc.), and private trailers for

the Stars and for Mr. Huston. Inside

the church, for the first shot, listed on

the shooting schedule as "iNT.

—

DAY: CHURCH," dozens of extras

dressed as bridesmaids, ushers, rela-

tives, celebrity guests, and cops were

Standing around, as though awaiting

the bride, or were seated in the pews.

The production staflF and crew were

running around attending to details.

The altar had been converted, under

the supervision of a Consultant, from

Episcopal to Catholic. The stained-

glass Windows were expertly lighted

from behind. The camera, a Panavi-

sion Panaflex, was mounted on a dino-

saur-size Louma crane, which stood

on a dolly running the length of the

church aisle. The camera would be

operated by a remote-control unit,

with video monitor attached, behind

the dolly. A director's traditional can-

vas chair, with "jOHN HUSTON" sten-

cilled in large letters on the back, had

been placed before the remote-control

unit. Mr. Huston sat down in his

chair. The Director of Photography,

Mr. Bartkowiak—a handsome young
man with long hair—came over.

Speaking very softly, Mr. Huston said

he wanted to do some tricks. "We'll

do lap dissolves," he almost whispered,

conspiratorially. "While pulling back

from the shot of the big stained-glass

window, we'll dissolve to closeups of

the main characters." The younger

man nodded appreciatively, his eyes

literally gleaming in anticipation.

After another hour or so of prepar-

ations, everything was just about ready

for the first shot. Most of the people

inside the church were beginning

to look frazzled. Not Mr. Huston.

Looking quietly joyous, he started

shooting "INT.—DAY: CHURCH," in

which all his main characters would
be introduced.

.^

i
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FARID AND FAI\IDA

FARiD couldn't believe what he

heard about Farida. She was

his wife, and he would have

thought that no one had known her

more deeply, in every way, than he

had. But now, they said, she was a

holy woman sitting under a tree in

some holy place in the Himalayas, and

people came from all over India to take

blessings and good vibrations from

her. Ludicrous, he thought. She might

fool all the world, but she couldn't

fool him. Or could she? He hadn't

Seen her for twenty years.

He still lived in London, in the flat

they had rented long ago when they

had first come to England as newly-

weds. It was just one room, badly par-

titioned into two, with a makeshift

kitchen and bathroom wedged in be-

tween, but the address was good, be-

hind Harrods, so Farid hung on. The
place was falling into decay. The
landlord had been trying to get him

out for years and refused to make any

repairs. Farid couldn't afFord to go

anywhere eise. He had not got on and

now never would, and no longer

cared. He was in his fifties and slov-

enly, fat from drinking too much.

In his youth, in India, he had been

exquisite, and so had Farida—both of

them small-boned, elegant, quick in

mind and body. Much had been ex-

pected of them, and they were con-

fident of living up to these expecta-

tions. Their families were not rieh but

were very old; the overgrown gardens

of their decaying mansions in Delhi

abutted on each other, and from
their earliest childhood Farid and

Farida had gone back and forth

through a gap in the boundary wall.

They grew up and of course feil in

love; now they met not only among the

flowering Jasmine bushes of their own
gardens but also at the university,

with its stone-flagged corridors and

courtyards. They graduated, they

married, they went to live in London.
They feit they needed a wider horizon

for their talent, which lay mainly in

their own personalities—in their in-

tense Indianness, which at that time

was regarded, in the self-deprecating

countries of the West, as synonymous
with every kind of natural and Spiri-

tual superiority.

Using their charm and their con-

tacts, Farid and Farida had attempted

to set up a business importing hand-

loomed Indian textiles. It failed to

prosper, and they became impresarios

for visiting Indian musicians and

dancers, and when these turned out to

be unreliable and ungrateful they

tried, in succession, ready-made In-

dian garments, hand-crafted Indian

jewelry, Indian lampshades, Indian

bedcovers, and Indian table linen

—

all those indigenous handicrafts by

which others of their countrymen, far

less gifted than Farid and Farida,

made their fortunes in London, Paris,

and New York. Ten years passed,

then fifteen. They were still living in

the temporary flat they had rented, and

the landlord began trying to get them
out. Farid was drinking. Farida stayed

out late and went away for weekends;

their erotic quarreis had turned into

bitter fights. They had no money, they

hated each other. One night, she

packed up and returned to India. He
stayed on, drank on—and survived,

but only just.

After he heard that she had become

a holy woman, he kept muttering

"We'll see about that." He didn't

know what he meant; he was a person

impelled by instinct rather than

thought. This impelled him one day to

go to Sunil's elegant offices, where he

had to wait in the outer reception area

before finally being admitted, as a spe-

cial favor to an old friend. Sunil sat

behind his desk and looked at the

watch on his hairy wrist and said,

"Ten minutes, Farid." Although he

was without charm or contacts or aes-

thetic sensibility, Sunil had become

rieh from the very band looms and

handicrafts that had broken Farid's

back and spirit. When they had all

been students together in Delhi, Farid

and Farida had laughed at Sunil, who
was ridiculously in love with Farida.

At that time, when Farid was slim and

beautiful, Sunil was fat and ungainly.

He hadn't changed, but now he had

the best tailors and shirtmakers to help

him, and he exuded confidence and eau

de cologne. Farid still addressed him

in the condescending tone that he and
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Farida had always used toward him.

Sunil was too busy to notice. He got

rid of Farid within the scheduled ten

minutes, though not without handing
over the check to cover the air fare to

India and expenses. Sunil had also ,

heard about Farida, but he didn't '

laugh at the news. As was his habit,
j

he would wait and see. I

WHEN Farid found her, Farida

really was sitting under a tree.

She was in a pure white sari, and she

looked the way she always did: su-

premely elegant. Trust her, Farid

thought bitterly. Apart from her

astonishing Situation, she really was
the same Farida—God knew how she

did it. She was now in her fifties, but

sitting there in the lotus position she

looked as slim, lithe, and upright as

ever. Her hair—dyed, no doubt—was
black; her skin was clear and shone

with a radiance that could only be the

result of the best cosmetics, applied, he

knew, with consummate skill. She was
surrounded by four or five handmaid-
ens, as exquisitely draped in orange as

she was in white, and pilgrims came
and went, touching her feet in rever-

ence, She sat on the deerskin tradi-

tional to holy people, and someone
stood behind her waving a fly whisk.

If a fly happened to land on her,

Farida waited for it to be flicked ofF.

Her hands were folded in her lap, and

she fingered a string of prayer beads in

the same way, it occurred to Farid,

that she had once fingered her pieces

of jewelry, before they were sold oflF,

one by one, to cover expenses in Lon-
don.

Farid regarded the scene from a

distance. The tree—a huge banyan

—

spread its foliage over Farida and her

handmaidens, but the people lining up

to see her had to stand outside in the

sun until it was their turn to be admit-

ted into the shade of the tree. Farid

watched her as she dealt with the pil-

grims. To some she spoke at length,

while others she only lightly touched

as they bowed down to her; a few

favored ones were handed some holy

talisman by a handmaiden. But every-

one appeared to come away fully satis-

fied, for Farida radiated blessing. Fa-

rid couldn't help admiring her; he had

often told her that she would have

made a first-rate actress. At last he

approached the tree and lined up with

the other pilgrims. When it was his

turn to be led up to her, he didn't bow,

like the others, but stood and looked



COLOR HIM PURPLE
Why Can*t the Oscars Be as Dramatic as the Movies?

By JACK MATHEWS W-CUa ^/MA^—

'

M y heart sank the moment Barbra

Streisand opened the best-director

envelope Monday and began sing-

ing"Memories. . .
."

You'U recall that that was the first word of

the theme song from 'The Way We Were/'

in which she and Robert Redford performed

for Sydney Pollack, and I knew immediately

that it was Pollack's name she had plucked

from that envelope.

The evening was in ruin. Not because I

was rooting against Pollack or his film, "Out

of Africa," but because I was on deadline for

these pages and the "Out of Africa" steam-

roller had just flattened the dramatic pros-

pects of the evening. After all the talk about

this being the most wide-open awards race in

years, it had turned into just one more in a

series of sweeps.

I feit betrayed. Where was the academy's

sense of drama? How could they not give the

best director award to 79-year-old\;Jotia^

Hustpii)whose clever black comedy "Prizzi's

Honor" might possibly conclude one of the

industry's most notable careers?

That award, combined with the support-

ing-actress Oscar presented earlier in the

festivities to his daughter ^Anjelica^ would

have brought the event to a storybook

ending. A one-of-a-kind farnily sequel. He
wins Oscars for himself and his father in 1949
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for "The Treasure of the Sierra Madre," and
returns 37 years later to treat himself and his

daughter to two more.

At Calendar, we were ready to teil that

Story. We had breathtaking trivia about

other farnily affairs with Oscar. We had
loving Huston family quotes from our '49

morgue files that we planned to pair with

fresh ones from '86. We even had an old

backstage photo of young John and his father

Walter grasping Oscars and beaming at each

other.

Monday night, Times photographer Iris

Schneider had a copy of that photo, hoping to

get John and Anjelica to strike a similar pose

when they walked into the deadline photo

room with this year's set of family Oscars.

The two photos, we all agreed, would look

terrific in tandem on the front page of

Tuesday's Calendar.

Then Barbra began singing "Memories"

(an ironic footnote for future Oscarogra-

phies) and it was all over, drama- wise.

D

Suddenly, I'm staring at a blank Computer

screen, with its Cursor blinking impatiently. I

was trying to think of a dramatic way to say

have made a great story. Snubbed for a

best-director nominee. Snubbed in nine

previous categories that night. Then, on a

sentimental crest for Steven Spielberg, to

pull out the Big One in the last act!

We were prepared to teil that story, too. I

even overheard an editor verbally compos-

ing a headline for it: "'Africa,' 6, 'Purple,'

Won.'"

But no. It was "Out of Africa" one more
time. Its total of seven wasn't as monotonous

as the nine-Oscar sweep of "Gandhi" (the

eyehds grow heavy at the mention) in 1982,

but try to write about them.

Barbra Streisand congratulates best-

director Oscar winner Sydney PoUack,

that nothing dramatic had happened. The big

movie, the one with a whole continent in its

title, took it all. That's one sentence!

To write about the Oscars during the

Oscars is to discover the thin depth of your

commitments. When they open those enve-

lopes, which names do you really hope to

hear? Those you picked in the office pool?

Those you think actually deserve to win?

Those you know will make the best stories?

The stories, every time.

Of this year's best-picture nominees, I

picked "Out of Africa" in the office pool, even

though my favorite film was "Prizzi's Hon-

or." But when that last envelope was opened,

the words coming out of my mouth, in a

desperate chant, were "Color Purple . . .

Color Purple. . . Color Purple!"

I didn't like the movie, but its win would

The last time the Oscars were fun, on a

deadline, was 1981. That was the year that

"Reds," the pre-show favorite, won two
early awards, then picked up late momentum
with a best-director Oscar for Warren
Beatty. But the next two awards went to

actors Henry Fonda and Katharine Hepburn
and we started composing sentences about

the sentimental victory of "On Golden

Pond."

When "Chariots of Fire" came out of the

envelope as best picture, we tore up every

-

thing we had written (or Struck a kill button

on our Computers) and started over. It was a

frantic and exciting scene backstage, and a

great story—one of the few the Oscars have

produced in the last decade.

ril teil you how good it was. I didn't even

like "Chariots of Fire" and was thrilled that

it had won.

I think I had "Reds" in the pool. D

CALENDAR/LOS ANGELDS TIMES
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Critics Vote 'Prizzi's Honor' Best Film

"Prizzi's Honor," NJxihuHuston's
black comedy about a hit man
hit woinan who fall in love, was voted
the best film of 1985 by the New York
Film Critics Circle yesterday. The
group, voting its 51st annual awards,
also chose Mr. Husten as best direc-

tor. Jack Nicholson was voted best

actor for his Performance in *'Prizzi*s

Honor/* and Anjelica Huston, also in

that film, was voted best supporting
actress.

Akira Kurosawa*s **Ran,** a Japa-
nese Version of "King Lear,** was
vot^ best foreign film. And "Shoah,**
Claude Lanzmann *s 9y2-hour film

about the Holocaust, was voted best

documentary. The group 's choice for

best actress was Norma Aleandro,
who Stars in the Argentine film "The
Official Story.'* Woody Allen's

screenplay for "The Purple Rose of

Cairo" was also voted the year's best.

"Out of Africa" was cited for Klaus
Maria ßrandauer's supporting Per-
formance and for David Watkin's

cinematography.
The awards will be presented in a

ceremony at Sardi*s on Jan. 26. These

ire the 26 members of the New York
Film Critics Circle all ot whom
voted

:

Bruce Williamson, Playboy chairman
David Ansen. Newsweek
Joy Gould Boyum, Glamor
Dwight Brown, The Black Amencan and Es-

sence
Vincent Canby, The New York Times
Kathleen CarroU. The Daily News
Richard Corliss, Time
Judith Crist, TV Guide
David Denby, New York magazine
David Edelstein, The Village Voice

Richard Freedman, Newhouse Newspapers
Joseph Gelmis, Newsday
MoUy Haskell, Vogue and Playgirl

J. Hoberman, The Village Voice

Pauline Kael. The New Yorker
Howard Kissel, Women's Wear Qaily

Jack Kroll, Newsweek
Janet Maslin, The New York Times
Rex Reed, The New York Post

Julie Salamon, The Wall Street Journal

Andrew Sarris, The Village Voice

Richard Schickel, Time
Leo Seligsohn, Newsday
John Simon, National Review
David Sterritt, Ihe Christian Science Monitor

William Wolf. Gannett News Service

DO NOT FORGET THE NEEDIEST
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it PRIZZI'S HONOR-(2 hr. 10 min., '85) A ttrang«

and wonderiul gangster movi», directed with great

gravity and an underlying tpirit of mockexy by the 78-

year-old John Huston. Tucking his lower lip in and
raising his eyebrows like semaphores, Jack Nicholson

is the stolid eniorcer, Chaurley Partanna, who works
for the power!ul and dangerous Mafia (amily, the Prix-

xis. Charley falls for the gorgeous babe Irene (Kath-

leen Turner), who tums out to be a hired killer just

like him. In their first big scene, Turner and Nichol-

son tum face to face, and as they drink each other in

with their eyes, we register the kidded romantic

clich6 of imnediate infatuation, but also enjoy the

rare spectacle of two people talking to each other at

length on the screen. Many other scenes have a simi-

lar diuying effect of mized seriousness and play. Lee
Richardson and Robert Loggia, as the Prizzi sons, do a

straightforward, powerful job of playing heavies, but

William Hickey, as Don Corrado Prizzi, the boss of

bosses, is teasing his role. Hickey ezudes intellectual

enjoyment of evil, pleasure in criminality for its own
seike. Prixxi's Honor is a send-up of Coppola's master-

piece, The Godlather, which regarded criminal activ-

ity as a matter scarcely less important than affairs of

State. Here, everyone joins in the fun. In an insolent

Comic Performance, the regal Anjelica Huston, as

Maerose, the Prizzi's outcast daughter, schemes to win
back Charley, who was once her lover. A man of feel-

ing, Charley tums out to be the ultimate victim of the

Prizzi's *'honor." Written by Richard Condon and
Janet Roach, from Condon's 1982 novel. (June 24,

1985) R. 25. 30. 45. 85, 104. 203. 207. 214. 215.
304. 306. 322. 501. 511. 516. 519. 520. 523.
524. 543. 609. 618. 641. 643. 645. 700. 710.
716. 722. 757. 762. 808. 819. 921. 956. 963.
972
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( MOVIES

By BRUCE WILLIAMSON

The strängest love story of the season is

Prizzi's Honor (Fox), a brilliant but discon-

certing black comedy directed by^^ohn
Huston^(see this month's Interview) from
Tlrrnovel by Richard Condon. "Do I ice

her? Do I marry her?" muses Jack Nich-
olson, downright wonderful as Charley
Partanna, a semiarticulate Mobster whose
rclationship to a Mafia family gets comph-
cated when he falls in love with a beautiful

professional killer (Kathleen Turner). She,
as usual, oozes movie-star quality as the

dangerous Irene, who coquettishly plays

down the number of people she's mur-

dered over the past several years: 'Tt's not

many if you consider the size of the popu-

lation." As the Prizzi family's errant

daughter—the other woman in this

triangle—^Anjelica Husiipi} i(John's prog-

eny and NicHolson's real-lile lady) makes

the most of the meatiest role she's ever

had. William Hickey plays Don Corrado

Prizzi, scoring with a frog-voiced send-up

of Brando as Don Corleone, while John
Randolph, Robert Loggia and an elite

Corps of other bad guys make the banality

of evil look like business as usual. In case

you haven't guessed, Prizzi s Honor is The

Godfather revisited with tongue in cheek.

I'm not at all sure how the mass of movie-

goers will respond to an amoral fable

about a man and a woman whose romance

hits a snag when they're hired to kill each

other. Although seldom heart-warming,

Prizzi s Honor is sophisticated, sardonic

and richly endowed with stars who flufTup

the edges of its mean streak. Vlf^Va
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On Playwnting,

Film Stereotypes
*

And Mozart « 4

Wrong Tunes

To the Editor:

^rizzi's Honor//an otherwise out-

stancßngTilm, continues to perpetu-

ate a misconception that began with

the gangster films of the 30*s, i.e.,

Itahan-American racketeers simply
love Italian opera and their homes
are fiiled with Verdi, Puccini, Rossi-

ni, et al.

Having known my share of the

breed over the years and having vis-

ited their homes — including the

homes of two world-class Mafiosi in

Prizzi's and Corleone's league — I

can report that their tastes run to

Sicilian and Neapolitan canzone, and
the Italian masters would be as out of

place as Charles Ives in a WASP
stock swindler's abode in Greenwich.
Vic Damone singing **Retum to

Sorrento" is more common than
Pavarotti doing "La Donna e mo-
bile."

Joseph D. Policano
Laurelton, N. Y.

•

Cheap Laughs

To the Editor: •

^
In his essay "John Houston.— A

Master of His Art'^urie 233rVihcent

Canby gave high praise to the direc-

tor for "Prizzi's Honor," which he
found to be a movie of high style and
humor.
The movie was apalling to me. But

then, I saw it through the eyes of a
second-generation Italian-American

with three children trying to build

their careers.

I would ask Mr. Canby,\^n
amd the producers to consiäer the

prejudicial bürden that the stereotyp-

ing in their film puts on Italian-Amer-

icans. "Prizzi's Honor" mocks our
families for cheap laughs.

Obviously, I didn't see the same
movie Mr. Canby did. What I saw was
the cheap exploitation of a defense-

less portion of our population.

Joseph M. Valerio
Rochester, N. Y.
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Even Wands
Can'tCreate

Magic at the

Box Office

IVs
not been a great summer at the box office. Accord-

ing to reports from Hollywood early this week, there

have been only two unmistakable blockbusters,

Sylvester Stallone's "Rambo," which has brought in

$146 million in ticket sales so far, and Robert Zemeck^
is's **Back to the Future** ($128 million), trailed by 'Xo-
coon" ($69 million), **Goonies'* ($61 million) and the lat-

est James Bond adventure, **A View to a Kiir' ($50 mil-

lion).
* Such box-office figures are fascinating and com-
pletely inscrutable since, even after the fact, it*s never
easy to figure out why one film was hugely populär while
Änother one, not all that different, died a wretched death.

Xmong the summer*s failures were Walt Disney's *'Re-
• tum to Oz," currently still $28 million in the red, John Tra-
volta's "Perfect," ''Explorers" and **Lifeforce." Clint

Eastwood's **Pale Rider" will make a decent profit, hav-

ing grossed $41 million to date on an Investment of only

$6.9 million. In Hollywood terms, however, that*s a disap-

pointment when compared to his **Sudden Impact"
(1983), which grossed $70 million.

t^ Much of the blame for the summer*s unexciting busi-

ness has been attributed to teen-agers. Well, not exactly

to teen-agers themselves, but to the huge number of look-

älike, similarly titled films designed for the youth audi-

ence — "Real Genius,*' **Weird Science," **My Science
Project," among others. Yet the summer*s best film,

iJoh^^Hystoj^i*Prizzi's Honor," which certainly doesn't

iSoKörsouna like any other film of the year, has so far

grossed only $24 million.

What interests me more than these box-office figures

ts what seems to häve been the spontaneous, coincidental

decisions on the part of so many producers to make mov-
ies that depend on things magical — movies that look as
up-to-date as a space control center but whose narratives

are as homely and familiär as a story by the Brothers
Grimm.

They're called science-fiotion, but they're really

piain, old-fashioned fairy tales in which — much of the

time — Computers function as magic wands.
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A Bleak Summerfor Movie Makers
By AUEAN HARMETZ
special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1— The Sum-
mer of Hollywood 's discontent ended
this Weekend. Ticket saies were 17

percent lower than last summer.
Only three movies — *'Rambo,"
•'Back to the Future" and **Cocoon"
— kept their momentum month after

month.
Tri-Star's "Rambo," with $146 mil-

lion in ticket sales, and Universal's

••Back to the Future," with $128 mil-

lion so far, are the summer's only
blockbusters. The rest of the Top 5 in-

clude 20th Century-Fox's ••Cocoon"

($69 million), Warner Brothers'

••Goonies" ($61 million) and MGM/
UA's ••View toa Kill" ($50 million).

There was an extraordinary num-
ber of high-budget disasters. Disney's

••Retum to Oz" cost $28 million and
sold $11 million worth of tickets. Since
a movie's distributor gets slightly

less than 50 percent of the box-office

revenues and since Disney had to

spend approximately $6 million on
prints and advertising for ••Retum to

Oz/' that film may now be $29 million

in the red.

Columbia 's $20 million ••Perfect"

was a box-office dud despite John
Travolta. P^ramount's $25 million

teen-agers-in-space movie, '•Explor-

ers," and Cannon's $25 million vam-
pires-in-space film, ••Lifeforce,"

were also losers. ••Perfect" grossed

$13 million. ••Lifeforce," $11 million

and "Explorers," $9 million.

Less expensive to make but per-

forming even worse at the box office

were Disney's **My Science Project,"

Columbia's ••Bride." Orion's ''Secret

Admirer" and ••Heavenly Kid,"

MGM/UA's ••Red Sonja," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox's ••Man With One Red Shoe"
and Tri-Star's "Real Genius."

'Looked Alike, Smelled Allke'

•'There were so many pictures that

looked alike, smelled alike and were
advertised alike," said Ashley Boone,
former head of marketing at Colum-
bia and now a Consultant to Lorimar.
••If I can't teil the difference between
•My Science Project,* •Real Genius'

and 'Weird Science,' how can I expect
moviegoers to teil the difference?

And there were a lot of •youth-orient-

ed' films that had no appeal for any-
one over 18. They all melt together."

••You can't fool the public," said

Marvin Antonowsky, president of

marketing at Universal. ••Give them
good pictures or they'll go to the
beach. Most of those teen-age pic-

tures were trash."
Nor did the westem make a trium-

phant retum. The two most closely

watched films of the summer were
Clint Eastwood's ••Pale Rider" and
Lawrence Kasdan's ••Silverado." De-
spite good reviews and good response
from people who could be enticed to

see it, ••Silverado," with its four feck-

less heroes riding to the rescue,

proved that audiences in the 1980's

prefer their horse operas set on dis-

tant planets with the feckless heroes
riding spaceships.
Although Clint Eastwood has a fa-

natic following, ••Pale Rider," in

which he plays a gaunt supematural
being resurrected in answer to a
maiden's prayer, was not one of his

major successes. Two years ago,
••Sudden Impact" sold more than $70

million woith of tickets. ••Pale

Rider" has grossed $41 million.

Cable and Foreign Markets

But how many dollars' worth of

tickets a movie sells at American
theaters is no clear indication of how
profitable it is. Some money will be
made at theaters abroad. The foreign
market has been shrinking, but vio-

lent action-adventure films can still

smash through. '•Rambo" has al-

ready broken records in 19 countries,

and Carolco, the producer of that $23

million Sylvester Stallone anthem
about redeeming American pride by
rescuing prisoners from Vietnam,
estimates that ••Rambo" may gross
as much as $150 million abroad. The
James Bond movies usually make
two-thirds of their money abroad, and
••A View to a Kill" is not likely to be
an exception.
There are also sales to pay-cable

and independent television stations

and a growing afterlife on video cas-

sette. John Huston's adult comedy
••Prizzi's Honor" was a succ^ d'es-

time for its producer, ABC Motion
Pictures, and its distributor, 20th

Century-Fox. With ticket sales of $24
million, it did respectably at the box
Office. In addition, because "Prizzi's

Honor" stars Jack Nicholson and
Kathleen Turner and can be expected
to appeal to the somewhat older peo-
ple who go less often to movie thea-
ters but own video-cassette record-
ers, video-cassette rights were sold

for a huge $4.2 million.

There is also the question of how
much a movie costs. Columbia's ••Sil-

verado" was not a box-office failure.

It has sold $27 million worth of tickets

so far. The problem is that it cost $25
million, and another $8 million or $10

million was spent on prints and ad-
vertising. Columbia's late-summer
horror flick, ''Fright Night," has sold

$22 million worth of tickets. Since it

cost only $7 million, '•Fright Night"
will make the studio a nice profit.

'•Pale Rider" will make a consider-
able amount of money for Warner
Brothers because Clint Eastwood,
who produces and often directs his

own movies, is one of the few stars

who are willing to share the risks with
their Studios. "Pale Rider" cost only
$6.9 million, far below the industry
average, because the actor — whom
astounded Wamer Brothers execu-
tives describe as •'being as frugal
with the studio's money as if it were
his own" — did not take a large sal-

ary. Mr. Eastwood gets a healthy
share of the profits of his films. But if

Among this summer's movie successes, from left, "Rambo," "Back to the Future" and "Cocoon."

Among the box-office disap-

pointments, from left, were
"Perfect," "Lifeforce" and "Re-

tum to Oz."

.

the film— for example, 1982's ••Hon-

kytonk Man"— doesn't make money,
he doesn't make money either.

The big losers among the Studios

were Paramount, Disney and Colum-
bia. Disney's $25 million animated
movie •'The Black Cauldron" was an-

other major disappointmen(. Colum-
bia was salvaged only by the $33 mil-

lion grossed by "St. Elmo's Fire,"

with its ensemble of trendy young ac-

tors who have been dubbed the "brat
pack."
Although Tri-Star will make a tidy

profit from distributing "Rambo," it

went nowhere with '•The Legend of

Billie Jean" and "Real Genius," or

with ••Lifeforce," which it distributed

for Cannon. And Tri-Star's profits on
•'Rambo" are more limited thsui they

would be if the studio had produced
and financed the movie.
The big winners were Universal

with "Back to the Future," ••Fletch"

and •'Brewster's Millions" and
Wamer Brothers with "The
Goonies," "National Lampoon's
European Vacation," "Pale Rider,"

••Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome"
and the summer's oddest movie,
••Pee-Wee's Big Adventure." A
throwback to the kinds of movies
Jerry Lewis was making two decades
ago, ••Pee-Wee's Big Adventure" is

losing only 8 percent of its audience
each week, a sign that people who
have Seen the film are urging theif

friends to see it too.
* ••Back to the Future" is also hold-

ing its audience and, sometime in Oc-
tober, it will most certainly pass

••Rambo" at the box office.

In contrast, ••European Vacation"
— for which Wamer Brothers refused

to hold the usual preview Screenings
— had a huge $12 million opening
Weekend and plummeted 40 percent

its second weekend.

Aimed at Youth Audience

Most of the 50 movies released this

summer were aimed at ••the kids"

nationwide. Two movies targeted an
older audience. ••Prizzi's Honor"
eamed more than 50 percent of its

money in just four cities— New York,

Los Angeles, San Francisco and Bos-

ton. And "Cocoon," a fable of etemal
life whose central characters were in

their 70's, played to people 25 and
older. •• •Cocoon' wasn't a block-

buster because it never got the

younger audience en masse," said

Tom Sherak, president of distribution

at Fox. **But we got a lot of people in

their 60's and 70's who normally
never go to a movie." •'Cocoon,"

which opened in June, is still selling

several millions dollars worth of tick-

ets each week.
One thing the summer proved was

that Steven Spielberg has not yet lost

his magic touch. Mr. Spielberg was
executive producer of both "The
Goonies" and "Back to the Future,"
and a reissue of his 1982 movie
"E.T." sold $33 million worth of ück-
ets.

It is also likely— the words are Mr.
Boone's but the sentiment is echoed
by other marketing and sales execu-

tives — *'that we won't see too many
more movies about a teeny-bopper-
in-high-school-rebellious-nerd mak-
ing things on his Computer.'>t

- ^r^f^-rn f 4 MAI on VCADC
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Venice FestivalAwards Top Prize to Varda Film
By £. J. DIONNE Jr.

Special to The New York Times

VENICE, Sept. 6— The 42d Venice
Film Festival awarded its Golden
Lion prize today to "Sans Toit ni Loi"
(**Without Roof or Law"), Agn^s Var-
da 's picaresque tale of a vagabond's
joumeys across southem France.

l'he chuice for the top prize was
populär among film critics here and
won thunderous applause when it was
announced this aftemoon. The critics

were nearly unanimous in their

praise of the Belgian-bom director's

success in offering a sympathetic
View of an outcast without romanti-
cizing her lot.

G6rard Depardieu won the best-

actor prize for his Performance as a
tough policeman in Maurice Pialat*s

**Police."

In an unusual move, the jury chose
not to award a prize for best actress,

preferring instead to mention good
Performances by five actresses.

'*The Lightship," an American film

by the Polish director Jerzy Skoli-

mowski, won a special award for its

'*rigor and balance" and originality.

Robert Duvall, who plays a paranoid
killer, won critical praise for his Per-
formance in a film about a physical
and psychological struggle on the

high seas.

Husten Honored

John Huston, who presented/'Priz-
zi*s Honor" here, was honored with a
Golden Lron award for 'the entirety

of his work,'* as was Manoel de Oli-

veira, the Portuguese director. Mr.
Huston had received a similar award
at the Cannes Film Festival lastyear.

rhe American film **Cocoon," di-

rected by Ron Howard, won an award
in a new category, **Venice Youth.'*

The festival Organizers established

the category this year for films that

they believe appeal to young people.

The award was unusual because it

was given not by a jury, but on the

basis of a referendum among audi-

ences at the festival's Screenings.

When the assembled film critics

booed the announcement of the prize,

a festival official looked at the crowd,
smiled and said, "It's democratic.

Although Dustin Hoffman was not

in competiiion for any prizes, he
made a triumphant visit here for the

opening of **Death of a Salesman," di-

rected by Volker Schlöndorff.

Mr. Hoffman 's arrival on Thursday
was major news in nearly all of

Italy's newspapers, and his Perform-
ance as Willie Loman in the film — a
faithful rendition of Arthur Miller's

play— was lavishly praised. The film

will be shown in the United States on
CBS a week from Sunday.

The festival Organizers were
buoyed by the arrival of Italy's new
President, Francesco Cossiga, and
the director Federico Fellini for the
presentation ceremony in the main
festival hall on Lido Island. Mr.
Fellini was given a long-awaited

Camera Press /Henri Gautier

Gerard Depardieu

John Huston

"' Golden Lion in honor of his entire ca-

reer.

Before the judging began, the Presi-

dent of the all-male jury, the Polish
director Krzysztof Zanussi, said he
feared its task might be complicated
by the absence of three of its mem-
bers and the presence among the re-

maining 10 of several men not di-

rectly connected with the film indus-

try — for instance, the playwright
Eugene lonesco.

But Mr. Zanussi said that despite
**noticeable divisions" there were no
**dramatic differences," and that the

Views of those outside the film indus-

try had led to ''fascinating discus-

sions.*'

**No one was forced to vote against
his conscience," Mr. Zanussi said.

Among the other winners was a
film directed by Argentina's Fer-

V ^.:^^-

^m^:--M

Agn^ Varda

The New York Times /Sara Krulwich

Federico Fellini

nando E. Solanas, *'Tangos, el Exilio
de Gardel," which was given the spe-
cial jury prize. The movie portrayed
a politically conscious ballet compa-
ny*s efforts to stage a production.
The jury praised the film for its

portrayal of political exiles and their
"will for greater justice and a free-

dorn that cannot be renounced."
Marion Hänsel's **Dust" won the

Silver Lion prize for the best first or
second major work by a director. The
movie by the 36-year-old former ac-
tress is set in Cape Province, South
Africa, and teils the story of the mad
obsessions of a young woman who
lives with her father and his black
servants on an remote, dusty farm.
The jury said it did not make an

award for best actress because the
women it deemed to have given the
best Performances — Sandrine Bon-

naire in **Sans Toit ni Loi** and Jane
Birkin in "Dust" — played in films
that won major prizes.

The jury also cited three other ac-

tresses, Themis Bazaka for her Per-
formance in "Petrina Chronia" by
the Greek director Pantelis Voulga-
ris; Galja Novents, who played a ro-

bust Armenian woman in Albert
Mkrtcian*s "Tango Nasego Detstva,"
("Tango of Our Youth**) and Sonja
Savic in Boro Draskovic*s "Zivot Je
Lep** ('Life is Wonderful**), a Yugo-
slavian film set largely in a pub.

"Sans Toit ni Loi,*' the grand-prize
winner, is the tale of Mona, played by
Miss Bonnaire, a young former steno-
typist who decides to become a va-
grant beggar. Mona has died when
the movie begins, and the story is told

by people who had met her during her
travels.

Alfio Cantelli of II Giomale called
the film "a small masterpiece, funny
in some parts**; a film, he said, that
"gets under your skin and goes up
slowly in icy spirals and nails you to

your seat.**

One hallmark of this year*s festival

was its warm embrace of American
films, and the corresponding growth
of the American presence here. The
receptions accorded Mr. Duvall and
Mr. Hoffman were Signal events.

Mr. Hoffman was overjoyed— and
stimned — at an ovation from the
crowd at the end of one of his solilo-

quies in the middle of "Salesman.**
"The feeling was extraordinary,'*

he said. "It was like dying and going
to heaven and having God look at you
and say, *Come, come*.'*

Mr. Schlöndorff said the reaction to

Mr. Hoffman "was like the Italian

Opera: the aria was over and the
crowd cheered.*'

Loman As 'Anti-Rambo'

Mr. Schlöndorff, a West German,
said the rebom popularity of Mr.
Miller's play was the sign of a new
tum in populär sensibilities. "All of a
sudden a dream that had long been
called dead and over now seems
alive,** he said. "Willie Loman is the
anti-Rambo. Rambo pretends that

one man, mighty and strong, can do
everything. Willie is the proof of the
opposite."
Mr. Hoffman agreed. "It was writ-

ten in 1949,*' he said, "and we*re back
to a kind of 1950*s mentality. We're
also in a time of the destruction of the
family, the foremost phenomenon of

the 20th Century. Willie is the destruc-
tion of this Century.*'

If one of the questions posed by this

year's Venice Festival is why Amer-
ican cinema has such staying power,
Mr. Schlöndorff believes the answer
lies not in Rambo, but in Mr. Miller*s

Willie Loman.
"I always thought that this sort of

American export was the most excit-

ing thing about America," he said.

"What a country : to bring out its own
conflicts and deal with them in the
open.*'

"But,** he added quickly, "I*m not
selling the American Dream.**
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Venice FestivalProtests

Yield to MickeyMouse
By E. J. DIONNE Jr.

**
Special to The New York Times

;VENICE, Sept. 4 — Film festivals.

iiia haphazard sort of way, often offer
useful signs of the limes: hints of how
societies look at themselves, of where
the political winds are blowing, of

what Problems are obsessing people.

To judge from the 42d Venice Film
Festival, which opened Aug. 26 and
ertds Friday, this is a decidedly con-

fiised period. Perhaps to the credit of

the Organizers, it is virtually impossi-
ble to impose any sort of order on the
mass of offerings this year.
Some of that was intentional. Last

y^ar, Gian Luigi Rondi, the President
of the festival, came under attack for
wFtat was seen as a kind of parochial-
ism. His list of competition films in-

cluded six from Italy, five from
France and only one from the United
States-

Mr. Rondi has responded this year
with a cosmopolitan vengeance.
Among the 27 movies in competition,
there are only two from Italy and two
from France, plus three French co-

productions with Switzerland, Italy

and Portugal.

Eastem Europe is represented with

six films, including two from the

Soviet Union. The United States, Brit-

ain, Japan and Spain each have two.

The rest of the more than 100 films,

Videos and documentaries being
shown in various categories span the

glöbe,

F'or those seeking to discem trends

through celluioid, however, there are
revealing aspects in this festival,

found mainly in the special events
Mr. Rondi has established alongside

the main competition.
The major innovation is a special

"Venice Youth** section, a coUection
of films reflecting the age not of their

directors but of their expected audi-

ences.
Perhaps more important, the cate-

gory has been widely seen here as re-

flecting the need of the Venice Festi-

vaf— and other European festivals,

too— to display films that actuaily do
well at the box office.

Thus, the **Venice Youth" selec-

tions include such titles as Robert Ze-

mfeckis's *'Back to the Future,"

which by mid August had grossed

some $120 million; Michael Ritchie's

**Fletch," starring Chevy Chase, and
Lawrence Kasdan's "Silverado."

American films are to be found in

other catagories, too, notably "Death
of a Salesman," Volker Schlöndorff's
Version of Arthur Miller's play that

Stars Dustin Hotfman.
Venice has also been pioneering in

another area, recognizing the impor-
tance of rock Videos with a seperate
catagory. The entries this year in-

clude a documentary on B. B. King,
"The Rolling Stones Video Rewind,"
Videos involving The Cars, Michael
Jackson, Tina Turner, Devo, Italian

heavy metal groups, and a film on the
making of "Do They Know It's Christ-

mas," the benefit record for Ethiopia
made by a group of stars who coa-
lesced under the name "Band Aid."
There are also several notable doc-

umentaries, incluaing one on film
making in Brazil under the military
govemment called "Brazil: Cinema,
Sex and the Generals."

And for good measure, there is a
special "Homage to Walt Disney " In

one effort to extract meaning from
this, Tullio Kezich, La Repubblica's
feisty reviewer, noted the shift over
the years at the festival, which was
once the scene of left-wing protests,

from politics to Walt Disney.
"On T-shirts where once was Che

Guevara has reappeared Mickey
Mouse, the official hero of this re-

stored festival," he wrote, referring
to the Cuban revolutionary Emesto
(Che) Guevara. "Thinking back to

the demonstrations and the police as-

saults arround the Palazzo del Cine-

ma, there really is a case for saying
that the dispute has given birth to a
mouse."
As for the competition films them-

selves, several have come in for

particular notice.

Especially populär among the Ital-

ian reviewers is Agnes Varda's "Sans
Toi ni Moi," a film on a wayward
young woman's travels through

southem France. Another critical

success is a film on a politically com-
mitted troupe of Argentinian danc-
ers, "Tangos, El Exilio de Gardel,"
directed by Fernando E. Solonas. And
Manoel de OÜveira's 6 hour and 40

Jack Nicholson in "Prizzi's

Honor"

minute epic, "Le Soulier de Satin,"

set in the 15th and 16th centuries, won
Wide praise.

The American competition entries

include Jerzy Skolimowsk^s "Light-

ship" and%JatuLJiuston*s j"Prizzi's

Honor." Mr. Huston s filni opens to-

night.

Mr. Skolimowski's film received
favorable comments from the Italian

critics and raves from France. Rob-
ert Duvairs Performance came in for

special praise, though some Italian

critics were not fond of what they saw
as Mr. Skolimowski's efforts to

marry American box office style with
a Polish intellectual's sensibility.

The British entries are Ridley
Scott *s "Legend" and David Lean's
** Passage to India." The film from
Mr. Scott, the maker of "Alien" and
"Blade Runner," opened the festival.

A mythological tale— a sympathetic
reviewer for the French weekly Le
Point called it "all the legends at

once" — it seems likely to be a popu-
lär success, though not all the Italian

critics warmed to it.

One film decidedly on the news is

Marion Hänsel's depressing "EHist,"
set in South Africa's Cape Province.
Primarily a psychological study of
the tortured relationship between a
daughter and her widowed father, the
film offers what critics saw as some-
times striking insights into the de-
terioration of relations between white
masters and black servants.
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'Crossever Dreams': A Shoestring Success

If
the bi)x-office respc^nse to the ebullient comedy

*Crossover Dreams'* approximates the enthusiasm of

the reviewers, this could tum out to be the year of

crossover film makers.
Susan Seidelman, who attracted attention with her

small, independently financed *'Smithereens'* several

years ago, has made the leap into the big time— her idio-

syncracies intact— with the extremely populär "Desper-
ately Seeking Susan."

In 1981, Hector Babenco, the Brazihan director,

stunned audiences at the New Directors/New Films Fes-
tival with a tough, neo-realist film about street kids, "Pix-
ote," which went on to have a successful run in commer-
cial theaters. From that comparatively modest begin-

ning, Mr. Babenco has gone on to make the equally stun-

ning but very different *'Kiss of the Spider Woman,"
based on Manuel Puig's novel and starring two major
American actors, William Hurt and Raul Julia.

Another discovery of the New Directors/New Films
Festival, which is sponsored by the Film Society of Lin-

coln Center and the Museum of Modem Art's Film De-
partment, is Wayne Wang, who caught all of us off guard
three years ago with his funny, ironic '*Chan Is Missing."
Today Mr Wang, ^hose "Chan" cost about $25,000, is

backon New York screens with the somewhat more costly

(but still less than $1 miUion) "Dim Sum: A Little Bit of

Heart," a gentle comedy about Chinese-American iife in

JSan Francisco.

What is significant about these success stories is that

they all involve film makers who were initially working
on the farthest fringes of the motion-picture establish-

ment They weren't pickf^d up from prime-time television

after having made a track record tummg out Segments
for Shows like *'Dynasty" or "Dallas."

They are people committed to a personal kind of

cinema that is not easily accommodated by the Hollywood
System or by television. They know how to work effi-

ciently — you don't make a movie for $25,000 and hire

limousines to take the actors to and from the set. These di-

rectors work at their own speed, on properties that con-

cem them, not on movies based on formulas concocted to

please the huge mass audience that loves Burt Reynoldi
in one movie and tums its back on him in his next.

• • •
* 'Crossover Dreams," about the rise, fall and re-

demption of a '*New Yorican" musician and singer in

Spanish Harlem, is another film that might not have been
made if the New Directors/New Films Festival did not

exist. Leon Ichaso, its director, and Manuel Arce, who
produced the film and coUaborated with Mr. Ichaso on the

screenplay, coUaborated in 1979 (with Orlando Jimenez-
Leal) on *'E1 Super," the rueful, wise comedy about work-
ing-class Cubans trying to cope with exile in New York
after fleeing the Castro revolution.

On the basis of the critical success of "El Super,"

which, like "Crossover Dreams," received its first New
York showing at a New Directors/New Films Festival,

Mr. Ichaso and Mr. Arce were picked up by Universal to

"develop" a film set in Miami. Though I suspect Mr.
Ichaso and Mr. Arce are the kind of people who would
prefer to "make" movies rather than develop them, they

went ahead to develop a project, titled "A Short Vaca-

I

tion" and described as a screwball comedy, which was ul-

timately dropped by the studio.

Independent once more, though all rights to "iVShort
Vacation" remained with Universal, they finally made
"Crossover Dreams," in which Rudy Veloz, played with
great charm and humor by the Pananianian-bom salsa

Star Rüben Blades, attempts to climb out of what he sees

to be the ghetto of Latin music to become a full-fledged

Star on the American music scene.

• • •
Like their fictional Rudy Veloz, Mr. Ichaso and Mr.

Arce are looking to cross over from films of a particular

ethnicity to films that speak to the general American
audience, which, I think, they*ve already done.

If a film is good enough— and Tm hard put to define

what "good enough" means in any general way— it will

appeal to all kinds of audiences. "Psycho" would have
died rather quickly had its only audience been young men
with psychotic fixations on their mothers It's not what a
film is about that determines its fate, though it's true that

certain subjects may seem to be self-limiting.

No matter that a film concems hskimos, coal miners
or extraterrestrials, it can cross over to general audi-

ences — from audiences composed exclusively of Eski-

mos, coal miners or extraterrestrials— if it finds the uni-

versal within the particular. This doesn't mean ignoring

the particular. Just the opposite, It means capitaiizing on
it in such a way that the particular becomes comprehensi-
ble.

You might think that a love story about a good-na-
tured lug, whose business happens to be murder, and a
beautiful woman in the same profession would häwe a

V fairly narrow appeal until seeing "Prizzi's Honor.'\\lßjj|^

XiH|Jon'spiovie finds the perfect, mockingly romantic
toner''tVfrich allows the audience to enter a world as
Strange as the various galaxies in "Star Wars."

It's not only their talent and intelligence that make
the work of Mr. Ichaso and Mr. Arce so special, it's also

their particular experiences as emigr^s (from Cuba),
which enables them to Interpret, for better and worse,
aspects of our culture that have become invisible to the

rest of US.
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Venice FestivalAwards Top Prize to Varda Film
By E. J. DIONNE ir.

Special to The New York Times

VENICE, Sept. 6 -- The 42d Venice
Film Festival awarded its Golden
Lion prize today to "Sans Toit ni Loi"

( Without Roof or Law'*). Agii^s Var-
da *s picaresque tale of a vagabond's
joumeys across southem France.

Ihe choice for the top prize was
populär among film critics here and
won thunderous applause when it was
announced this aftemoon. The critics

were nearly unanimous in their

praise of the Belgian-borji director's

success in offering a sympathetic
View of an outcast without romanti-
cizing her lot.

G^rard Depardieu won the best-

actor prize for his Performance as a

tough policeman in Maurice Pialat's

"Police."
In an unusual move, the jury chose

not to award a prize for best actress,

preferring instead to mention good
Performances by five actresses

"The Light ship," an American film

by the Polish director Jerzy Skoli-

nriowski won a special award for its

"rigor and balance" and originality

Robert Duvall, who plays a paranoid
killer, won critical praise for his F)er-

formance in a film about a physical

and psychological struggle on the

high seas.

Huston Honored

John Huston, who presented "Priz-

zi's Honor" here, was honored with a

Oolden Lion award for "the entirety

of his work, " as was Manoel de Oli-

veira, the Portuguese director. Mr.
Huston had received a similar award
at the Cannes Film Festival last year.

The American film "Cocoon,'* di-

rected by Ron Howard, won an award
in a new category, "Venice Youth.**

The festival Organizers established

the category this year for films that

they believe appeal to young people.

The award was unusual because it

was given not by a Jury, but on the

basis of a referendum among audi-

enres at the festivaPs Screenings.

When the assembled film critics

bot)ed the announcement of the prize,

a festival official looked at the crowd,

smiied and said, "It's democratic.*'

Although Dustin Hoffman was not

in competition for any prizes, he

made a triumphant visit here for the

opening of "Death of a Salesman,** di-

rected by Volker Schlöndorff.

Mr Hoffman's arrival on Thursday
was major news in nearly all of

Italy's newspapers, and his Perform-
ance as Willie Loman in the film — a

faithful rendition of Arthur Miller's

play— was lavishly praised. The film

will be shown in the United States on

CBS a week from Sunday.

The festival Organizers were
buoyed by the arrival of ItalJ's new
President, Francesco Cossiga, and
the director Federico Fellini for the

presentation ceremony in the main
festival hall on Lido Island. Mr.
Fellini was given a long-awaited

Camera Press/ Henri Cautier

Cv^rard Depardieu

John Huston

Ck)lden Lion in honor of his entire ca-

reer.

Before the judging began, the Presi-

dent of the all-male jurv, the Polish
director Krzysztof ZanussL said he
feared its task might be complicated
by the absence of three of its mem-
bers and the presence among the re-

maining 10 of several men not di-

rectly connected with the film indus-
try — for instance, the playwright
Eugene lonesco
But Mr Zanussi said that despite

"noticeable divisions'' there were no
"dramatic differences." and that the
Views of those outside the film indus-
try had led to "fascinating discus-
sions."

"No one was forced td vote against
his conscience," Mr. Zanussi said.

Among the other winners was a
film directed by Argentina's Fer-

Agnäs Varda

The Npw York Times Sara Krulwich

Federico Fellini

nando E. Solanas, "Tangos, el Exilio
de Crardel/' which was given the sp)e-

cial jury prize. The movie portrayed
a politically conscious ballet Compa-
ny 's efforts to stage a production.

Tlie |ury praised the film for its

portrayal of political exiles and their

"will for greater justice and a free-

dom that cannot be renounced."
Marion Hansel' s "Dust ' won the

Silver Lion prize for the best first or
second major work by a director. The
movie by the 36-year-old former ac-

tress is set in Cape Province, South
Africa, and teils the story of the mad
obsessions of a yoimg woman who
lives with her father and his black
servants on an remote, dusty farm.
The jury said it did not make an

award for best actress because the

women it deemed to have given the

best Performances — Sandrine Bon-

naire in "Sans Toit ni Loi** and Jane
Birkin in "Dust** — played in films
that won major prizes.

The jury also cited three other ac-

tresses, Iliemis Bazaka for her Per-
formance in "Petrina Chronia'* by
the Greek director Pantelis Voulga-
ris; Galja Novents, who played a ro-

bust Armenian woman in Albert
Mkrtcian's "Tango Nasego Detstva,"
("Tango of Our Youth'*) and Sonja
Savic in Boro Draskovic's "Zivot Je
Lep*' ('Life is Wonderful"), a Yugo-
slavian film set largely in a pub.

"Sans Toit ni Loi," the grand-prize
winner, is the tale of Mona, played by
Miss Bonnaire, a young former steno-
typist who decides to become a va-
grant beggar. Mona has died when
the movie begins, and the story is told

by people who had met her during her
travels.

Alfio Cantelli of II Giomale called
the film "a small masterpiece, funny
in^ome parts "; a film, he said, that
"gets under your skin and goes up
slowly in icy spirals and nails you io
yoVir seat

"

One hallmark of this year's festival

was its warm embrace of American
filTis, and the corresponding growth
of the American presence here. The
re<eptions accorded Mr. Duvall and
Mr Hoffman were Signal events.
Mr Hoffman was overjoyed— and

stunned — at an ovation from the
cn)wd at the end of one of his solilo-

quies in the middle of "Salesman.**
"The feeling was extraordinary,**

he said. "It was like dying and going
to heaven and having God look at you
and say, 'Come, come'.**
Mr Schlöndorff said the reaction to

Mr Hoffman "was like the Italian

op€»ra: the aria was over and the
crowd cheered.'*

Loman As 'Anti-Rambo'
Mr. Schlöndorff, a West German,

said the rebom popularity of Mr.
Miller*s play was the sign of a new
tUTTi in populär sensibilities. "All of a
sudden a dream that had long been
called dead and over now seems
alive, ' he said. "Willie Loman is the
anti Rambo. Rambo pretends that
one man, mighty and strong, can do
everylhing. Willie is the proof of the
opposite

"

Mr. Hoffman agreed. "It was writ-
ten in 1949," he said, "and we're back
to a kind of 1950's mentality. We*re
also in a time of the destruction of the
fatnily, the.foremost phenomenon of
the 20th Century. Willie is the destruc-
tion of this Century."

I f one of the questions posed by this
year's Venice Festival is why Amer-
i( an cinema has such staying power,
Mf Schlöndorff believes the answer
lifs not in Rambo, but in Mr. Miller*s
Willie Loman.

"I alwavs thought that this sort of
American export was the most excit-
ing thing about America,'* he said.
"What a ci)untry : to bring out its own
conflicts and deal with them in the
open.'*

"But,'* he added quickly, "Tm not
selling the American Dream."
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Hollywood and the Novelist

Continued from Page 1

Ivory is currently filming Forster's
**Room With a View^in Italy and
England. The screenplay is by Ruth
Prawer Jhabvala, the author of the
novel "Heat and Dust'*(a 1983 Ivory
film), who also wrote the screenplay
for Mr. Ivory's adaptation of Henry
James's **The Bostonians/'
By his own admission, Steven Spiel-

berg feil in love with ''The Color Pur-
ple," the Pulitizer Prize-winning
epistolary novel by Alice Walker
about Southern blacks, and he is cur-

rently filming it in North Carolina,
with Whoopi Goldberg and Danny
Glover. **A lot of people approached
me who said they wanted to make it

into a movie, a miniseries, or a musi-
cal comedy,'' Miss Walker said. *'But

when Steven Spielberg came to talk to

me about doing it, what impressed
me was his total knowledge of the
book, he seemed to know every line

and he really understood the charac-
ter." .

Still, Miss Walker's first reaction
was apprehension. **I had not seen
any Spielberg movies, until my
daughter took me to see *E.T.,'" she
said. "I really loved that, but I was
still apprehensive. He's never done a
film like this before, and I still have
some apprehensions that I won't be
able to overcome until the movie is

finished.'*

Miss Walker said that she herseif

recommended Wlioopi Goldberg for

the role. **I had seen her performing
in a small cabaret in San Francisco,
and I thought how terriffic she would
be as Celie," she explained. "Soon

Repeat Performance

Henry Thomas speeds his disguised extraterrestrial

friend to safety in "E. T." The Steven Spielberg film

retums on Friday at Loews State Twin, Loews
Orpheum and Loews 84th Street.

after that I had a letter from her say-

ing she loved the book and how much
she would love to play Celle. I wrote

back and said she'd be wonderful in

the role, and she's really perfect."

•
One major change in the relation-

ship of Hollywood to the world of Pub-

lishing is that the Studios no longer

automatically buy most of the major

best-selling novels. Mr. Goldman at-

tributes this to today's fragmented

audiences. "In the old days, before

movies were made for the 16- to 24-

year-olds, the audience that bought

books and the audience that went to

movies were not dissimilar," he said.

•'Now most people who read books

are not moviegoers. They are by defi-

nition literate, whereas moviegoers

by definition are not. Twenty years

ago almost every big book was bought

by the movies, but now they are

bought usually only if they fall into a

genre like fantasy/horror, which de-

pends on special effects."

Saul Bellow is an example of a dis-

tinguished novelist whose books have
never been made into movies, al-

though a number of them have been

under Option. M-G-M has long held an

Option on **The Adventures of ,Augie

March,^ Jack Nicholson bought

"Henderson the Rain King," and
'*Seize the Day" is also under Option.
** People often say Bellow's novels are

too internal for the movies," said

Harriet Wasserman, his literary

agent. **But TU bet once one of them
is made into a movie, there will be a

rush to make the others." Neverthe-

less, "The Dean*s December,*' Mr.
Bellow*s most recent best-selling

novel, has yet to be optioned by any-

one in Hollywood, while another Bel-

low best seller, "Herzog," was under
Option but no longer is.

"One reason you don't have so

many big books being bought for pic-

tures anymore is that there were too

many gigantic auctions in the past for

books that never got made into mov-
ies," said Scott Rudin, executive vice

President of the 20th Century-Fox mo-
tion picture division. "For another,

the television mini-series has pre-

empted much of that field. Years ago,

a Sidney Sheldon book would have
been sold as a motion picture, now it's

a mini-series."

The fact remains that when Holly-

wood Spots the makings of a commer-
cial hit, money quickly changes
hands and the cameras roll. Mr.
Rudin pointed out that Fox bought
David Saperstein's "Cocoon," cur-

rently a major box-office success,

even before the book could find a pub-

lisher. Fox is currently developing

other movies based on books, among
them "Second Marriage" by Fred-

erick Barthelme and "Shoeless Joe"
by W. P. Kinsella, Mr. Rudin said.

A number of serious writers have
written screenplays, including Wil-

liam Faulkner and F. Scott Fitzger-

ald, but few novelists consider

screenwriting a serious art form. Mr.
Goldman describes it as "carpen-

try," largely because the screen-

writer is limited as to subject matter

and his treatment of that subject mat-
ter is infinitely restricted by the

power of the other parties involved,

from studio heads to stars. If all you
do with your life is write screenplays,

he has written, "it ultimately has to

denigrate the soul." Partly to avoid

being typecast as a Hollywood writer,

Mr. Goldman has chosen to live^in

New York.

yoush
r. Condon said that he, too, studi-

ously avoided Hollywood after he be-

came a novelist, spending the next 27

years in Mexico, Spain, France,

Switzerland, England and Ireland.

He now lives in Dallas, and he ex-

plained that what induced him to

write the screenplay for "Prizzi's

Honor" can be summed up in two
words: John Huston. "I was fasci-

knowledges that the Hollywood sales

andoptions "gave me the financial in-

dependence to write whatever inter-

ested me." Fortunately, what inter-

ested him also interested a number of

Hollywood producers over the years.

Now Mr. Swarthout has a new novel

out, "The Old Colts" (Donald 1. Fine,

Inc.), based on an episode in the lives

of Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday. The
book has not yet sold to the movies,

but Michael Zimring, a vice President

of William Morris in Beverly Hills,

who has sold many of Mr. Swar-

thout 's books to Hollywood (and to

whom the novel is dedicated), said it

is only a matter of time.

"Glen's stories are very Visual and
they lend themselves to the screen,"

Mr. Zimring said. "He's a film fan,

and he probably thinks of films sub-

consciously when he's writing

novels."

During a recent conversation, Mr.
Swarthout, who lives in Arizona, said

he is not aware of thinking about mov-
ies while writing his novels, but he

recognizes that his literary style is

suited to film adaptation. "Basically,

1 write the linear story, a story with a

beginning, middle and end," he said.

The Studios no longer automatically

buy most of the major best-selling

novels, on the theory that moviegoers

are people who don't read books.

\s

nated with the idea of being able to

work with the man who created 'The

Maltese Falcon,* " he said simply.

Mr. Condon, the author of 20 novels

including "The Manchurian Candi-

date" and "Winter Kills," said^ he

wrote five drafts of the "Prizzi"

screenplay before it received what he

described as "a massive surgical

Operation" from Janet Roach. Still,

he said he enjoyed doing it l)ecause,

J'it's lightweight work— about 20 per-

cent of the work required to put a

book together— and it pays so well
.

'

*

Elmore Leonard, who has written

countless novels and a handful of

screenplays, agrees. "There's no
question the povel is much more diffi-

cult to write," said the author and
screenwriter of "Stick." which

starred Burt Reynolds. "You have to

supply the mood, the colors, every-

thing. But for screenwriting, you
mainly have to keep it moving."

In contrast, Alice Walker wrote one

draft of the screenplay for "The Color

Purple," and that was enough to con-

vince her not to try another. "It's

very different from writing a novel,

where you're involved with a lot of

characters over a long Stretch of

time," she said. "Screenwriting was-

n't that exciting to me, and I also feit

I was rehashing something I had al-

ready done."
Glendon Swarthout readily ac-

,

«

"They are a lot easier to transfer to

the screen than books with flashbacks

or books filled with interior mono-
logue."

•
But flashbacks are not an insur-

mountable hurdle for a determined
director. For example, "Kiss of the

Spider Woman," a movie based on
the 1979 novel by Manuel Puig, an ex-

perimental realisi; writer, is sched-

uled to open in New York on July 26.

The movie, with William Hurt, Raul
Julia and Sonia Braga, Brazil's best-

known actress, has some 30 flash-

backs, as well as a complex narrative

technique that uses movie plots to

counterpoint the reality of two pris-

oners who share a South American
prison cell The screenplay required a

number of drafts, and the movie
might never had been made had the

novel not had strong appeai to the di-

rector, Hector Babenco, who also di-

rected the criticaily-acclaimed "Pix-

ote" and who, like Mr. Puig, is an Ar-

gentine who lives in Brazil.

Despite the presence of a strong

cinematic element in his novel, Mr.
Puig apparently was not writing for

the movies, but authors are not al-

ways sure of their motives. Mr. Leon-

ard said that years ago he wondered
if he might not be writing with one eye

on Hollywood, until he realized that

that was his natural writing style.

"My stories are Visual and moved by

dialogue," he said. "I never thought I

was strong with narrative, so I made
up for it by picturing the story in

scenes and letting the dialogue carry

the plot."

The novelist has a big advantage

over the screenwriter, by all ac-

counts, in that he has available what

Mr. Shagan calls "a bündle of tools,"

including flashbacks, dream se-

quences and scene shifts. "But film

really resides on- a very simple line,

running 90 feet a minute," Mr.

Shagan said. "You can't tum the

pages back and do recaps, so you

have to avoid complex plots." As
M-G-M's Mr. Hotchkiss put it, "The
major Studios are always looking for

straightforward stories that translate

easily onto the screen and be compre-

hensible to a large audience."
Mr. Shagan said he tumed to novels

after he had written the screenplay

for "Save the Tiger" and was waiting

for it to be filmed. When Jack Lem-
mon suggested that he try it as a

novel, he decided to go ahead. "I got

frustrated by screenwriting's imita-

tions," he said. "You reach a point

where you say, 'Wouldn't it be fun to

try to write a novel — not just write,

'Interior kitchen* but actually have a

Chance to describe a room or use

words to describe tension or thought.

Or to suddenly go from Beverly Hills

to Italy and not worry about trans-

porting a crew."
Mr. Shagan wrote the novel "The

Formula," about the search for a syn-

thetic fuel, then wrote the screeen-

play for the movie released in 1980 by
United Artists. Despite its $13 million

price tag, and George C. Scott and
Marlon Brando as co-stars, Mr.
Shagan was disappointed. "The di-

rector had one view of it, the studio

had another," he said. "I wrote 13

drafts trying to please everybody and
in the end I didn't olease anvhorlv '*

There is a difference between writ-

ing words to be spoken and writing

words to be read, according to Mr.
Zimring of William Morris, and few
writers are capable of bridging that

gap. "The same words that have you
on the edge of your seat in a book
often don't work for a movie," he
said.

It is not always just the words that

don't work, however. Mr. Leonard
was disappointed with the film

"Stick" largely because of the way it

was directed by Burt Reynolds. "It

just didn't have the feeling of the

book," he said. "It would go from
dramatic scene to comedy, there was
no unity. When new scenes were
added and another writer did a lot of

work on it, the plot was removed and
machine guns substituted."

There are other frustrations as
well. "As a novelist, if you write in-

teresting thought and dialogue, you
can go on for pages and pages," Mr.
Goldman said. "But quality in the

sense that you might find it in a novel

is not what they're looking for in a

screenplay. They're looking for

something that can attract a major
director or major star, and a screen-

play that does that is considered

great and one that doesn't do it is a

failure."

r
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A Bleak SummerforMovie Makers
By AUEAN HARMETZ
Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 1 — The Sum-
mer of Hollywood 's discontent ended
this Weekend. Ticket sales were 17

percent lower than last summer.
Only three movies — *'Rambo,"
**Back to the Future'* and **Cocoon"
— kept their momentum month after

month.
Tri-Star's **Rambo/' with $146 mil-

lion in ticket sales, and Universal's
"Back to the Future/* with $128 mil-

lion so far, are the summer's only
blockbusters. The rest of the Top 5 in-

clude 20th Century-Fox's **Cocoon**

($69 million), Warner Brothers'
"Goonies" ($61 million) and MGM/
UA's ''View to a Kill" ($50 million).

There was an extraordinary num-
ber of high-budget disasters. Disney's

**Retum to Oz" cost $28 million and
sold $11 million worth of tickets. Since
a movie's distributor gets slightly

less than 50 percent of the box-office

revenues and since Disney had to

spend approximately $6 million on
prints and advertising for *'Retum to

Oz," that film may now be $29 million

in the red.

Columbia's $20 million '*Perfect"

was a box-office dud despite John
Travolta. Paramount's $25 million

teen-agers-in-space movie, **Explor-

ers," and Cannon's $25 million vam-
pires-in-space film, "Lifeforce,"

were also losers. "Perfect" grossed

$13 million, "Lifeforce," $11 million

and "Explorers," $9 million.

Less expensive to make but per-

forming even worse at the box office

were Disney's "My Science Project,"

Columbia's "Bride," Orion's "Secret

Admirer" and "Heavenly Kid."

MGM/UA's "Red Sonja," 20th Cen-

tury-Fox's "Man With One Red Shoe"

and Tri-Star's "Real Genius."

'Looked Alike, Smelied Alike'

"There were so many pictures that

looked alike, smelied alike and were
advertised alike," said Ashley Boone,

former head of marketing at Colum-

bia and now a Consultant to Lorimar.

"If I can't teil the difference between

*My Science Project,* 'Real Genius'

and 'Weird Science,' flow can I expect

moviegoers to teil the difference?

And there were a lot of 'youth-orient-

ed' films that had no appeal for any-

one over 18. They all melt together."

"You can't fool the public," said

Marvin Antonowsky, President of

marketing at Universal. "Give them
good pictures or they'll go to the

beach. Most of those teen-age pic-

tures were trash."

Nor did the westem make a trium-

phant retum. The two most closely

watched films of the summer were
Clint Eastwood's "Pale Rider" and
Lawrence Kasdan's "Silverado." De-

spite good reviews and good response

from people who could be enticed to

see it, "Silverado," with its four feck-

t
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less heroes riding to the rescue,

proved that audiences in the 1980's

prefer their horse operas set on dis-

tant planets with the feckless heroes
riding spaceships.
Although Clint Eastwood has a fa-

natic following, "Pale Rider," in

which he plays a gaunt supematural
being resurrected in answer to a
maiden's prayer, was not one of his

major successes. Two years ago,

"Sudden Impact" sold more than $70

million worth of tickets. "Pale
Rider" has grossed $41 million.

Gable and Foreign Markets

But how many dollars' worth of

tickets a movie sells at American
theaters is no clear indication of how
profitable it is. Some money will be
made at theaters abroad. The foreign
market has been shrinking, but vio-

lent action-adventure films can still

smash through. "Rambo" has al-

ready broken records in 19 countries,
and Carolco, the producer of that $23

million Sylvester Stallone anthem
about redeeming American pride by
rescuing prisoners from Vietnam,
estimates that "Rambo" may gross
as much as $150 million abroad. The
James Bond movies usually make
two-thirds of their money abroad, and
"A View to a Kill" is not likely to be
an exception.
There are also sales to pay-cable

and independent television stations

and agrowing afterlite on video cas-

sette\iJohn Huston's 1 adult comedy
"PrizzrsTToRbf^^was a succes d'es-

time for its producer, ABC Motion
Pictures, and its distributor, 20th

Centur>'-Fox. With ticket sales of $24

million, it did respectably at the twx
Office. In addition, because "Prizzi's

Honor" stars Jack Nicholson and
Kathleen Turner and can be expected
to appeal to the somewhat older peo-
ple who go less often to movie thea-

ters but own video-cassette record-

ers, video-cassette rights were sold

for a huge $4.2 million.

There is also the question of how
much a movie costs. Columbia's "Sil-

verado" was not a box-office failure.

It has sold $27 million worth of tickets

so far. The problem is that it cost $25
million, and another $8 million or $10
million was spent on prints and ad-
vertising. Columbia's late-summer
horror flick, "Fright Night," has sold

$22 million worth of tickets. Since it

cost only $7 million, "Fright Night"
will make the studio a nice profit.

"Pale Rider" will make a consider-
able amount of money for Warner
Brothers because Clint Eastwood,
who produces and often directs his

own movies, is one of the few stars
who are willing to share the risks with
their Studios. "Pale Rider" cost only
$6.9 million, far below the industry
average, because the actor — whom
astounded Warner Brothers execu-
tives describe as "being as frugal
with the studio's money as if it were
his own" — did not take a large sal-

ary. Mr. Eastwood gets a healthy
share of the profits of his films. But if

Among this summer's movie successes, from left, "Rambo," "Back to the Future" and "Cocoon."
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OVIE COULD BE
A SLEEPER.

The General Electric vIdeo
Camera is up for all the top
honors in its category, includirig:

Outstanding features.

The GE Video Camera
has them all including

Iow-Iight capability. ^^
which allows you to ^''y

shoot day or night

even in very low light.

Outstanding direction.

To make sure every frame is

picture perfect the GE video
camera features the mistake-

proof Check Monitor.

Simulated viewfinder picture.

J® A REGtSTEREO TRADEMARK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

II BP ctW^^ jPW P f«»i»«nl5'>^*t'*'c

CtT\ V\^\ /

Appearirg in the viewfinder

in the form of o "checklistr the
Check Monitor directs you
every step of the woy-so you'll

be sure everythirg is right

before you shoot.

Outstanding supporting cast.

All GE Video equipment comes

with another feature
no one eise can offer-

the GE Answer
Center® Information

' Service If you have
any questions, call us

toll-freeat800-626-
2000.

We bring good things to lifa

Robert E. Wise, 25th

President of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, is tfie recipient of

two Academy Awards for tiis

direction of West Slde Story

(co-directed with Jerome
Robbins) and The Sound of

Music, and garnered two
additional Oscars for

producing those films, both
of which were awarded Best
Picture honors. He has also

received the Academy 's

prestigious Irving G. Thalberg
Memorial Award for

consistently high quality of

motion picture p[oduction.

Froiä the
academy president

ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTL'RE ARTS AXD SCIENCES
BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA

ROBERT E WISE
PRESIDENT

Dear Movie Fan,

March 23, 1986

As President ol the Academy o\ Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, it gives me great pleasure to introduce this Viewer 's

Guide to the 58th Annual Academy Awards Presentation We
have designed it to turther your enjoyment of the Awards

broadcast tomorrow evening when the 4225 voting members ol

the Academy honor the outstanding achievements in those

motion pictures released in 1985 In particular, we invite all of you

to glance at the ballet on pages 4 and 5 and suggest that you

use it, not only to record the Oscar winners in each category on

Monday night, but to register your own selections and predictions

GS well

By honoring the very best that movies have to offer, we hope

to keep the movie-gomg experience as enjoyable for you as the

makmg of films is for us

Enjoy the show'

Sally Field's Performance in

Places in the Heart earned her

the Best Actress award last year.

Sincerely

Ai^r^/'
Robert E Wise Haing S. Ngor won Best

Supporting Actor at last year's

Academy Awards for his work in

The Killing Fields.

The arrival of celebrities at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavillon prior to

the Awards Presentation is always

one of the evening's highlights.

The promotionai material was prepared by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in association with North/South Communications. Inc.. and
did not involve reporting staffs of the newspapers involved. Published by North/South Communications, Inc.. 155 East 73rd Street, Suite 5A, New York,

NY 10021. Printed by Southam Printing. ©Copyright 1986, AMPAS.
Printed in Canada
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H BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR
l IN A LEADING ROLE
G Harrlson Ford

WITNESS
D D James Garner

MURPHYS ROMANCE
D D William Hurt

KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
D D JacK Nicholson

PRIZZrS HONOR
D D Jon Volght

RUNAWAY TRAIN

BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR
IN A SUPPORTING ROLE

D

D D

D Don Ameche
COCOON

D Klaus Maria Brandauer
OUTOF AFRICA

D William Hickey
PRIZZrS HONOR

Robert Loggia
JAGGEDEDGE

D Eric Roberts
RUNAWAY TRAIN

BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS
IN A LEADING ROLE

D

D D

D D

D Anne Bancroft
AGNES OFGOD

D Whoopi Goldberg
THE COLOR PURPLE

Jessica Lange
SWEET DREAMS

Qeraldine Page
THE TRIP TOBOUNTIFUL

D Meryl Streep
OUTOF AFRICA

BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS
IN A SUPPORTING ROLE

D

D Margaret Avery
THE COLOR PURPLE

a Anjelica Huston
PRIZZrS HONOR

D Amy Madigan
TWICE IN A LIFETIME

D Meg Tilly

AGNES OF GOD
D OprahWInfrey

THE COLOR PURPLE

G
G
G
G
G

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

ART DiRECTION
G BRAZIL
G THE COLOR PURPLE
G OUTOF AFRICA
G RAN
G WITNESS

UAL AÖADEMY AWARD
ADVERTISENCNT

Viewern Bailot

'

THE AWARDS PRESENTATION WILL BE ITELECAST ON MONDAY MARCH 24

ON THE ABC 'NETWORK

I W
C I

T
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O
N

S BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

l CINEMATOGRAPHY
G G THE COLOR PURPLE
G G MURPHY'S ROMANCE
G G OUTOF AFRICA
G G RAN
G G WITNESS

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

COSTUME DESIGN
G G THE COLOR PURPLE
G G THEJOURNEYOFNATTYGANN
G G OUTOF AFRICA
G G PRIZZrS HONOR
G G RAN

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

DIRECTING
G G KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
G G OUTOF AFRICA
G G PRIZZrS HONOR
G G RAN
G G WITNESS

G
G

G
G
G

G
G

G
G
G

BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
BROKEN RAINBOW
LAS MADRES
The Mothers of Plaza de Mayo

SOLDIERSIN HIDING
THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
UNFINISHED BUSINESS

G
G
G
G

G G

G
G
G
G

BEST DOCUMENTARY SHOF^T SUBJECT
THE COURAGE TOCARE
KEATS AND HIS NIGHTINGALE:
A Blind Date

MAKING OVERTURES
The Story of a Community Orchestra

WITNESS TO WAR: Dr. Charlie Clements
THE WIZARD OF THE STRINGS

G
G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

FILM EDITING
A CHORUS LINE
OUT OF AFRICA
PRIZZrS HONOR
RUNAWAY TRAIN
WITNESS

P
R
E
D
I W
C
T

I

N

S \ BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
G G ANGRY HARVEST
G G COLONEL REDL
G G THE OFFICIAL STORY
G D 3MEN ANDACRADLE
G G WHEN FATHER WAS AWAY ON BUSINESS

G
G
G

D
D

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

MAKEUP
THE COLOR PURPLE
MASK
REMO WILLIAMS: THE ADVENTURE BEGINS

G
G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G

BEST ORIGINAL SCORE
AGNES OFGOD
THE COLOR PURPLE
OUTOF AFRICA
SILVERADO
WITNESS

G G
BEST ORIGINAL SONG

G G

G G

"Miss Celie's Blues (Sister)"
from THE COLOR PURPLE

"Power of Love"
from BACK TO THE FUTURE

"Say You, Say Me"
from WHITE NICHTS

G G "Separate Lives
(Love Theme from WHITE NICHTS)"
from WHITE NICHTS

"Surprise, Surprise"
from A CHORUS LINE

G G

G
G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G

BEST PICTURE
THE COLOR PURPLE
KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
OUTOF AFRICA
PRIZZI'S HONOR
WITNESS

G
G
G

BEST ANIMATED SHORT FILM
G ANNA & BELLA
G THEBIGSNIT
G SECONDCLASSMAIL

I
I W
C I

T N
I N
O E
ii l BEST LIVE ACTION SHORT FILM
D D GRAFFITI
D G MOLLY'S PILGRIM
D G RAINBOW WAR

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN SOUND
D G BACK TO THE FUTURE
D D A CHORUS LINE
D G LADYHAWKE
D G OUTOF AFRICA
D G SILVERADO

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN

SOUND EFFECTS EDITING
D G BACK TO THE FUTURE
D G LADYHAWKE
D G RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD PART II

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN
VISUAL EFFECTS

D G COCOON
D G RETURN TO OZ
D G YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES

BEST SCREENPLAY
WRITTEN DIRECTLY FOR THE SCREEN

D G BACK TO THE FUTURE
D G BRAZIL
D G THE OFFICIAL STORY

D THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO
G WITNESS

D
D

BEST SCREENPLAY
BASED ON MATERIAL
FROM ANOTHER MEDIUM

D G THE COLOR PURPLE
D G KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
G G OUTOF AFRICA
G G PRIZZI'S HONOR
G G THE TRIP TOBOUNTIFUL

8
ÄMMUM.

ACADEMVmmys

*AWARDS WILL NOT BE PRESENTED IN THE ABOVE
ALPHABETICAL ORDER ON THE TELECAST.
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ADVERTISEMENT

ACADEMY AWARDS®

tR/Via(o)nn
1. What picture has won the most
Academy Awards?

2. What actor and actress won in the

supporting-role categories last year?

3. How many westerns have won Best

Picture?

4- How many acting nominations did

John Wayne receive in his career? How
many Oscars?

5. Who directed his father to an

Academy Award, and also took home
statuettes for himself for directing and
writing? (Hint: he's nominated again

this year.)

6. The winners in the supporting

Actress category from 1978 through

1981 all share the Initials MS. Can you

name the four actresses?

7. How many times have the lead Actor

and Actress winners been from the

same film?

8. What was the seventh Best Picture

winner? (Hint: see page 12.)

9- What Best Picture winner almost

starred Ronald Reagan and Ann
Sheridan?

10. Who has the most acting

nominations?

11. Who was the only person to direct

himself to an acting Oscar?

12- What picture has received the

most nominations?

13. What picture has received the

most nominations without a win?

14. This person was nominated twice

for the exact same Performance. WhQ
isit?

15. What was the last Best Picture

winner to be photographed.entirely in

black-and-white?

16. How many X-rated fllms have been
nominated for Best Picture? And how
many won?

17. What do these people have in

common: Luise Rainer, Spencer Tracy,

Katharine Hepburn and Jason
Robards?

18. What will be televised Monday,
March 24, 1986 on the ABC Television Net-

work at 9 PM Eastern/6 PM Pacific

Time?

ANSWERS:
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1V^O» Max Factor showed us how to dramatize

eyes with che legendary look of Marlene Dietrich.

1986. Max Iäctor Creates New Legendary Lash Mascara
At last.a breakthrough, lash ihickening

mascara that combines long.vvaterproof

wear...with soap and water wash off.

Theexciusive emulsion forniula isa ^

legend in itself!

xN\

MAXRVCTOR . . The GiamourGoes On
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Amsterdam • /\//ifns • Beigrade • ß^r//>t • Brüssels • Bucharest • Budapest • Dubrovnik • Frankfurt • Geneiw • Hamburg • Helsinki • Istanbul • Leningrad

PanAm Flieslo
More Flaces In Europe
Than All US.Airlines

Combined.
When youplan to go to Europe, call PanAm first. We

have so many ffights to so many cities, you probably won't
have to make a seconjd call to anyone eise.

Starting April 27th, we'll be offering you even more
new Service to Oslo, Helsinki and Prague, as well as new
nonstops to Shannon and Milan* And Pan Am will

become the only U.S. airline to fly into Leningrad and
Moscow!

Only Pan Am offers you over 200 flights a week to

more cities in more European countries than any other

U.S. airline. With a schedule like this, and experience like

Pan Am's, why fly with anyone eise?

®EmAin.\bu Can't BeatThe Experience®
Service effective 3/13/86. Schedules subject tochange without notice.

ADVERTISEMENT

PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR
IN A LEADING ROLE

Harrison Ford
John Book in Witness

Jhs ß Fofd's frst nomnation He made h»s

feature film debut n 1964 with Dead Heat on a

MerryGo Round, and has snce appeared n tive

ci the eght hghesl grossing filnns dt all time Star

V^rs. Return of the Jeö. The Empire Strkes

Back, Raiders et the Lost Ark and Indiana Jones

and the Temple of Doom

James Garner
Murphy Jones in Murphy's Romance

Hß portrayal dl a small-town druggst has brought

ths Veteran acta he tirst nomination He made
hß first feature film appearance n Toward ttie

Unknown n 1956, hß other credits nclude Ttie

Great Escape (1963), Ttie Americanization of

Ermly (1964), Si^Dport )iiDur Local Sherifi (1969)

and Vctof/Vctoria (1982) He has also starred n
two longrunmg televßon series, "Maverick" arxj

"The Rockford Ries

"

William Hurt
Luis Molina in Kiss of the Spider Woman

Hurt's portrayal dt Mdna, the slory-tellng

horTK)sexual, has earned hm hß frst romnaton
n hß sixth feature film Hß other pcti/es are Tte

Bg Chll (1983), Gorky Park (1983), Body Heat

(1981), Eye\Mtness (1981) and Altered

SJates(1980).

Jack Nicholson
Charlie Partanna in Phzzi's Honor

Along with Jack Lemnron, Robert De Niro, Helen

Hayes, Meryl Streep. Magge Srnth and the late

Ingrid Bergrnan, Nchdson ß one of the few

pertamers to have won an Oscar n both the

leadng and supportng categories An eght-tme

rorrwiee, he was named Best Actor lor One Flew

Over ttie Cuckoo's Nest n 1975, and picked up
hß Supportng Role" award n 1983's ferms of

Endearment A vctory would rr^e hm ttie

second aclor to hofcJ three Oscars Walter Brennan

won three awards, all n the supportng category

London • Milan • Moscow • Munich • Nice • Nuremberg • Oslo • Pans • Prague • Rome • Shannon • Stuttgart • Vienna • Warsaw • Zagreb • Zürich

Jon Voight
Manny in Runaway Train

Hß role as the brutal and brutalized escaped

convct n Tran has won Vtight fis frst rx>Tr»ation

snce he captured the 1978 Oscar for Comng
Horre fMonmated once earlier for hß

pertormarce n Mdnrghf CoMxty (1969). U>ght

has also contrtxited fneJycrafted perlormances

to such pctures as Catch-22 (1970),Oe//vefance

(1972) and The Champ (1979)

PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS
IN A LEADING ROLE

Anne Bancroft
Mother Miriam Ruth in Agr)es ofGod
A wn itTß year woJd make Barx:ro^t tfie iitn

leadng actress to wr two or more Oscars, n
1962, she won for her work n The Mracle

V\^orker Hef romnatons, all for Performances n
a leadng rote, came n 1964 for Tt)e Pumpkn
Eater. 1967 for The Graduate and 1977 for Ttie

Turmng Rjnt

Whoopi Goldberg
Celie in The Color Purple

Gokjberg's nomnation, for fier work n the

dramatc rote of Gelte, has come as a result of

the young pertormer's moton pcture debut

Fresh on ttie heels of a successfui Broadway run

of her onewoman show, Goldberg woukj be ttie

fourth actress ev^ to take home an Oscar n her

frst screen appeararce, should she wn.

Jessica Lange
Patsy Cline in Sweet Dreams
Het Performance as the snger wtxße rße lo

fame was shattered by fyef untmely death has

earned Lange tyef fourth nomnation ttird n the

leadng actress category She was rxxmated n
both itTe teadng and supportng actng cate-

gores n 1982, the first actress n four decades lo

be recogmzed fa two films n tfie same year

She was ncmrated as Best /k:tress for Frances.

and won the Oscar n tfie supportng actress

category for her work n Tootse Her otfier

nomnation was for Country (1984).

Geraldine Page
Mrs. Watts in The Trip to BountifuI

Thß ß Füge's etghth nomnation arxj fcxjrth n ifiß

category H& prevous nonrmations n ttie teadng

actress category v\ere for Summer and Smoke

(1961). Sweef Bfd of txjth (1962) and hieras

(1978), white tye^ SLpportng actress nomnations

came for Hondo (1953), "txj're a Big Boy New
(1966). Rele 'n Tille (1972) and 7A>e Rope of

Greenwcti Village (1984) A vclory would remo\^

hier from tfie Ißt of those rrxDSt-nonnnated

performers wfx) have rye^er rece\«d an Oscar

Meryl Streep
Karen Blixen in Out ofAfrica

A two-tme wmer, Streep rx>w has six

rxxnnatons. four comng n thß category She

won the Oscar n 1982 as Best A:tress for

Sophe's Ctioce. anö n 1979 receN^ ttie award

for her supportng Performance n Kramer vs.

Kramer H& other Best Actress nomnations were

for 77>e Frerx:h Leutenant's ^Ncman (1981) and

Sl<vHX)ö (1983)

11
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THE PICTURE AWARD
A CONCISE HISTORY

Fmor a full-color verslon of the Academy's "Concise HIstory" poster, reproducing the

poster art for all Best PIcture Award-winners from 1927 through tomorrow night, use

the Order form below. Posters are 24"x36'; on heavy stock. Proceeds Support the

cultural and preservatlonal programs of the Academy Foundation.

Please mall coupon, together with check or money order, to: ACADEMY POSTER, 588 Mateo Street, Los Angeles, CA 90013

poster(s) ® $15.00 ($11.00 + $4.00 shipping) |
(California residents add 71c tax per poster) ^

Total amount enclosed (Please make checks payable to 'Academy Foundation.") 5

w^-^mta^m

Name

Address.

City

Touch Lhe new
Buick Riviera.

And it touches you.

The name Piviera has
always represented a very

special son of automobile.
And now there is a new

Inheritor of the Riviera legend,

so advanced it turns driving

into a sensory experienoe öf

sound, light. motion and touch.

It even establishes a unique
two-way comnnunication link

between driver and cor.

Touch the screen or the

Graphic Control Center and it

' responds with Information, it

provides control of audio and
climate control Systems, it even
teils you about Systems that

need your attention.

Touch the controls of the

Power Comforl Seat in the

T Type and moke all the

conventional adjustments, plus

thigh Support, side Support,

lumbar support and head-
restraint height adjustments.

Now reach for the wheel
and find yourself thrust down
the road by the power of an

1
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THE

NOMINEES

Danny Glover as "Mr." and Whoopie Goldberg as Celle In

The Coior Purple. A Warner Bros. Production, produced

by Steven Spielberg. Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall

and Quincy Jones.

m[\l WOMAN
Raul Julia as Valentin Arregui (left) and William Hurt as

Luis Mollna in KIss of the Spider Woman An H.B. Filmes

Production in association with Sugarloaf Films,

produced by David Weisman.

Meryl Streep as Karen Blixen and Robert Redford as

Denys Finch Hatten in Out of Africa. A Universal Pictures

Limited Production, produced by Sydney Pollack.

PRizZrs
HONOR

Kathleen Turner as Irene Walker and Jack Nicholson as

Charlie Partanna in Prizzl's Honor An ABC Motion

Pictures Production, produced by John Foreman.

Harrison Ford as John Book and Kelly McGillis as

Rachel in Witness. An Edward S. Feldman Production,

produced by Edward S. Feldman.

PICTURE OF
1985
The five 1985 Best Picture

nominees vary widely in

setting and theme, but they

share the polished finish

that results—

occasionally—when all

aspects of a production

are in the care of

supremely gifted artists

and craftspeople. Together,

these films captured a

remarkable 42

nominations,

encompassing the füll

ränge of the arts and

sciences of motion

pictures.

As the best movies have

always done, these

pictures took us out of

ourselves and widened our

experience. Vividly and

pointedly, they carried us

to other times, other

places, other cultures and

subcultures. They asked us

to feel; they allowed us to

think. In the judgment of

the actors, art directors,

cinematographers,

composers, directors,

editors, writers and other

film artists who compose
the Academy's member-

ship, these five films are

the best they produced in

the year just past.

NOW THE SHCRET TO TAKING CJREAT 15 mm PICTURES

ISINTHEBAG.

#•
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rnm^mmn
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INTRODUCING THE KODAK VR 35 CAMERA.
S( ) siin[^k\ all \()u do is prcss ilic Initton. Ihc ncw Kodak \'R 3S Camera llashcs,
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Freed From Code Shackles,

Movies Still Limp Along

Near the end of John Huston's "Prizzi's Honor,"
an R-rated satirical melodrama and one of the

best films of 1985, a husband and wife, madly in

love with each other but career rivals, Square
off in their bedroom, she with a gun, he with a

knife, their love being no match for their cupidity. In the

film 's final moment, the survivor of that lethai bedroom
scene faces the future afresh, unencumbered by guilt but

with a new mate and a guaranteed bankroll. Though it has
its ups and downs, says **Prizzi*s Honor,*' life in the un-

derworld can be profitable as well as beautiful.

In Robert MandePs '*F/X," a suspense comedy
about a guy who*s a whiz at designing special effects for

movies, a couple of law-abiding fellows don't hesitate to

appropriate for their own use a suitcase containing mil-

lions of dollars in mob money — loot that, in an earlier

movie era, would have been accidentally bumed up in an
Oven, washed out to sea with the tide or tumed over to the

cops. Crime, iaduding someone eise's, was never allowed
to pay.

Adrian Lyne's "SVi Weeks" attempts to reveal the na-

ture (often described as **forbidden") of one woman's
sexuality, which may or may not have anything to do with

love. Over a 9y2-week period, she's altemately tumed on,

comforted and humiliated by a masochistic lover, the sort

of man who speaks softly to his little girl but beats her
when she sneezes. Exhausted, bowed and a tiny bit blood-

ied, she reaches the point where she doesn't know what to

expect next. Weither do we, but it's a measure of how the

film works that she cares and we don't.

• • •
In the last 20 years, American film makers have ef-

fectively thrown off all the restraints — self-imposed as

well as legislated — that in prior decades rigorously lim-

ited the kind of manners and morals we could see on the

screen. Today American movies are free, but whether or

not they're any better is open to question. They're differ-

ent, all right, but most, having few ruies to get around,

are simply commonplace in a different way.
The unstated purpose of the industry's old Production

Code Administration was to encourage movies that por-

trayed life not necessarily as it was, but as it should be.

Read today, the Code's various proscriptions relating to

sex, nudity, crime, violence and vulgär language seem
laughable. The vast majority of Code-approved movies
possess a kind of homogenized artificiality that now looks

quaint.

Yet it can also be argued that the Code's proscriptions

played a key part in the evolution of a populär art. The
best of our commercial fiJm artists triumphed over the

Code. Alfred Hitchcock, ^^tz Lang, i Howard Hawks,
^^^esioit^turge^, ^^ohn Huston^Nicholas Ray and others

created dfstinctive styles in which ellipses and euphe-

misms became a part of their language.

When, in Hitchcock's '^Rear Window,** Grace Kelly

modeis her filmy nightgown for James Stewart, saying

coolly, "A preview of Coming attractions," the promised
sex is as steamy, if not quite as tiring, as all of the mostly
off-screen encounters in **9Vi Weeks."

The Code also gave narrative definition and moral
shape to the work of the hacks, that is, to writers and di-

rectors who had nothing much to say but who knew pre-

cisely how to say it to meet the undemanding expectations

of the audience and to conform to Code strictures.

• • •
Before the major companies drastically amended the

Code in 1966, and then junked it completely in 1968 in favor

of the rating System, even the dimmest member of any
audience was aware that our movies reflected a very spe-

cial imiverse. It might not have been much like the one he
inhabited, but it was a comforting, well-ordered place,

govemed by a System of punishments and rewards that

were as immutable as the trajectories of the studio stars-

It was a frightfully genteel universe. In 1939 the

Code's administrator had to be consulted, and a special

dispensation granted, so that Rhett Butler could speak
one of pop literature's greatest curtain lines, which,

otherwise, would have come out, "Frankly, Scariett, I

don't give a dam." In those days a married couple slept

singly, in twin beds whose sheets— long before poIyester

— were miraculously wrinkle-free come moming.
An unmarried couple didn't sleep at all— they faded

out after the kiss, as Tom Baxter observes in Woody Al-
len's •* Purple Rose of Cairo." If, by some dreadful
Chance, a man and a woman, not legally wed, had camal
knowledge of each other, it happened so far off-screen you
might think they were discovering radium or inventing
the telephone. When, as was inevitable in such a film, the
baby followed, it was not the man who suffered, but the
woman, usually for no less than two tear-jerking decades.
In that era, women feil and men departed.

John Huston could never have received a Code seal
for "Prizzi's Honor" in 1941. That was the year in which
he made his debut as the writer-director of **The Maltese
Falcon," which did get approval in spite of the Code's spe-
cific Prohibition against any hint of sexual perversion.
The movie seems all the wittier today for the way in which
the audience is invited to Interpret the relationship be-
tween Sidney Greenstreet's obese, heavy-lidded sophisti-

cate, Kasper Gutman, and Kasper's young companioii
and hit man, Wilmer Cook (Elisha Cook Jr). There's
nothing overt, of course, but there's no other way to read
the film.

*The Maltese Falcon" is dark and funny and bril-

liantly plotted — very much a predecessor of "Prizzi's

Honor." Yet, as the Code required, crime doesn't pay in

**The Maltese Falcon," as it never does when Sam Spade
is the private eye (though he's often tempted to Stretch

the rules).

• • •
The idea that crime might pay or, at the least, go un-

punished was anathema to the Code, which prompted
even good film makers to agree to some fairly dübious
compromises to obtain a Code seal. One of the most aston-

ishing of these must be the Solution that concludes Fritz

Lang 's
**Woman in the Window" (1945), in which a perfect

Continuedon Page 26
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Continued from Page 19

murder is abruptly revealed to have
been nqihing more thap a dream.
The Code might also be blamed —

though unjustly — for the variations

Lang worked in **Scarlet Street/* his

1946 femake of Jean Renoir's 1931

"La Chienne."

In the Renoir film, a mild-man-
nered, petit bourgeois bank teuer,

played by Michel Simon, falls hope-

lessly in love with a young woman
whom only he doesn*t recognize as a
prostitute. He finally wises up, mur-
ders her in a fit of rage and then al-

lows the woman 's pimp to be exe-

cuted for the crime. When last seen,

the former bank teller is scot-free and
happy, tiaving found peace and tran-

quillity as a quintessential Parisian

bum.
In ''Scarlet Street," the bank teller,

played by Edward G. Robinson, suf-

fers the torments of the damned. By
Chance, the Code's requirements sup-

ported Lang's Vision of a terrible, in-

exorable Fate, which was far differ-

ent from Renoir's.

The Code people really couldn't

have cared less whether a film made
sense as long as it was "morally ac-

ceptable.*' Rudy Behlmer's "Inside
Warner Brothers (1935-1951)," re-

cently published by Viking. gives a

memo-by-memo report on how the

Code tirelessly offered suggestions by
which **A Streetcar Named Desire"
could be improved — and made mor-
ally acceptable — as a movie.
Among other things, the Code de-

manded that Blanche's dead husband
must not have committed suicide be-

cause he was homosexual, and that

Stanley must not rape Blanche in the

film's climactic scene. Instead, he
must walk away from her when he

realizes she*s *'demented." To pre-

vent Blanche's fondness for young

men from looking like what the Code

people always described as a *'per-

Version," care must be taken to em-

phasize that she sees in each young

man a shadow of her late, heterosex-

ual husband.
Although some changes were

made, '*A Streetcar Named Desire"

finally became an exceptionally fine

film — in spite of the Code. Yet the

Code wasn't all bad.

For reasons 1 don't fully under-

stand, films in which crime doesn't

pay are usually more dramatically

satisfying than those in which it does.

"Prizzi's Honor" is an invigorating

exception. A cliche of this post-Code

era is the fade-out scene in which the

charming thieves— or, in the case of

films like *'F/X," the charming good

guys — wind up either in Switzerland

or on a Pacific atoll enjoying their il-

licit loot.

The Code's beady eye for nudity

was ridiculous. Yet the new freedom

to Show what lovers do (when they

don't fade out) hasn't exactly

prompted a breakthrough in poetic

film making. Love, seen through fil-

ters, photographed in slow motion
and accompanied by the film's title

song, has become less erotic than ob-

ligatory.

By 1966, the Code was long overdue
for a fade-out itself . It had outlived all

usefuness. Public as well as priate

morality had so far outstripped the

ruies preached by the Code that virtu-

ally every halfway honest film was,
in some degree, guilty of violating

Code Standards. The new freedom,
however, has had very mixed results.

As long as it survived, the Code was
out to Protect an industry whose films

were designed to be ''suitable for" —
if not necessarily understfXKi by— all

audiences, meaning everyone from 6

years old to 96.

The ultimate aim of every pro-

ducer, whether turning out *'Babes in

Arms," "Frankensteinr," "Love
Finds Andy Hardy," "Mildred
Pierce," "Wilson" or "The Song of

Bemadette,'* was to make a film for

the so-called family audience. And, to

a remarkable extent, they succeeded,

as can be testified to by anyone who
has stayed up to 3 A.M. to catch "To
Have and Have Not" for the eighth

time.

By the time the Code faded away,
so had the family audiences, which
had been sitting placidly in front of

their television sets for more than a

decade. With no family audiences,

and no Code around to keep nudging
them to make movies for those nonex-
istent audiences, producers began to

make movies for particular audi-

ences — for action fans ("Dirty

Harry," "Death Wish" and other
films dirtier and deadlier than ever,

including "First Blood"), for action-

adventure fans (the Bond films and
their spin-offs) and particularly for

the biggest of those particular audi-

ences, the teen-agers.

Unfortunately for producers, teen-

agers* tastes aren't easily tracked.

They're erratic. One year they'll join

other age categories to tum a "Love
Story" into a smash, the next year
"The Godfather,*' a year or so later

"Rocky.** Still later they'll riot to get

in to see "Star Wars'* and the R-rated
"Saturday Night Fever.*' However,
they couldn't be sandbagged into buy-

ing tickets for Sylvester Stallone in

"Paradise Alley," Harrlson Ford in

"Hanover Street" or John Travolta
with Lily Tomlin in "Moment by Mo-
ment."
In these two post-Code decades,

audiences have become so ghetto-ized

that it's a miracle that producers will

ever sink money into something that

doesn't sound like "Risky Business,"

"E.T." or "Rambo." Anything eise,

even the eamestly sulfurous "9*4

Weeks," iS an outside risk.

Producers today are free to make
films about virtually anything they
want, in any way they want. It's a bad
joke that they're manacled to an audi-

ence even more restrictive, in its

way, than were those arbiters of tast^
who ruled Hollywood no less whimsi-
cally from 1930 until 1968.
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Cassettes Imperil Post-Oscar Profits
»»••y^u i

By ALJEAN HARMETZ

Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 27— "Prizzi's

Honor" and 'The Purple Rose of

Cairo" are considered among the
front-runners for major Academy
Award nominations this year. But no
matter how many times they are
nominated, neither movie is likely to

make an extra dime at the box office.

Even if one of them should win the
Oscar as best picture — a prize that

usually adds from $10 million to $25
million to a movie's revenues— few if

any theaters will be willing to book it.

*'Prizzi*s Honor" and "The Purple
Rose of Cairo" exemplify a new Prob-
lem for the movie industry — Poten-
tial prize-winners that have lost their

box-office appeal because they have
been released on video cassettes be-
fore the Academy Award season.
Among other films contending for

nominations, "Mask," "The Emer-
ald Forest" and "Pale Rider" are
also already on the racks at neighbor-
hood Video Stores.

"The exhibitors have taken a
stance that they are not going to play
after cassettes, and it's hard to blame
them if the movie theater is charging
$5.50 and you can rent a cassette for

99 Cents," said Tom Sherak, Presi-

dent of distribution at 20th Century-
Fox.

"
'Prizzi* is dead!," said Ashley

Boone, President of distribution at

Lorimar. "If you tried an organized
re-issue and I was owner of a video
Shop, I'd take out an ad and say, *Rent
it from me for a bück.' " In fact, in

Los Angeles this week, Federated, a
large electronics chain, is renting
"Pale Rider," "Mask," and "Prizzi's

Honor" for 49 cents each a night.

*A Matter of Principle*

"As a matter of Company policy,

General Cinema theaters will not
play a picture after it appears on cas-

sette," said Paul Del Rossi, President
of the nation's largest theater chain.
General Cinema has 1,163 screens in

37 States.

"Even though I believe there would
still be an audience for it, as a matter
of principle I would be reluctant to ex-
hibit a film after it is available on cas-
sette, just as I refused to exhibit The
Pirates of Penzance* when Universal
decided to make the film available on
pay-per-view cable," said A. Alan
Friedberg, President of the 200-thea-

ter Sack chain.

The Studios are not unaware of the

Problem. So why are Academy-
Award contenders rushed onto cas-

settes? "Basically, you make a busi-

ness-risk decision about the value of

money," said one marketing execu-
tive who asked not to be identified.

"If you seil 100,000 cassette units and
make $5 million and you're paying 10

percent interest on your movie, get-

ü^^"^

-^«-^^.«c-;

Jack Nicholson if| ''Prizzi's Honor,'

Rose of Cairo."

left, and Mia Farrow in ''The ^rpl^

ting your money a few months early

might save you as much as $400,000.

But if you think you have a movie
capable of going all the way, you're

crazy not to hold it back."
Both "Cocoon" aricl "Witness"

have been held back and will be re-

leased on cassette late in the spring.
" 'Witness' did not do shabbily at

the box Office," said Bob Klingen-
smith, executive vice President of

Video distribution at Paramount.
"But because it's a picture that skews
to an older audience, we think it has
great potential if it wins anything
major."

"Witness,** which was released last

spring, has eamed Paramount $28

million in film rentals, that portion of

the box-office dollar that comes back
to the movie studio. Paramount is

convinced the movie will get major
nominations, and has scheduled a re-

release in approximately 350 theaters

in major cities as soon as the nomina-
tions are announced on Feb. 5.

Wanted Film to Be 'Fresh*

"We took 'Cocoon' out of release in

December so it will be fresh," said

Fox's Mr. Sherak. "We know the

movie is a longshot for winning, but

we'll consider re-releasing it if it gets
the nominations." "Cocoon** was a
major box-office success, earning
Fox $40 million in film rentals.

In the case of "The Purple Rose of

Cairo," Bill Bernstein, executive vice

President of Orion, said that the deci-

sion was made partly because there is

a relatively small audience for

Woody Allen*s movies. When a previ-

ous Allen film, "Annie Hall," won as
best picture, he said, there was no
dramatic surge at the box office.

The cassette rights to "Prizzi's

Honor,** a black comedy about a
Mafia hit man, were sold to Vestron
for approximately $4.5 million by

rules have chanied under your<

?, *\Jot^i FormanJhe prodUc^r ot
izzi*s rtllllur,'^'Ära rather wistful-^

ABC. No care was taken abojut the;

timing because the network ^,was

about to go out of the busirie^ä of
producing theatrical movies. '

"It's so Strange that, havin^
learned all the rules, one finds t-hati

the n^les have chanjed under your*

nose,

"PrizzT
ly. "I have kids who are in cpltege;

where the gig is now to get somecas-»

'

settes at home, have food and do it at^

your leisure instead of park your car,

stand in line, and be at a theatet; at a;

particular time."

Because the rights to "Prizzi's'

Honor" were sold outright, Academy*
Awards will not bring any ÄXtra'

money to ABC Motion Pictures,*^

which produced the movie. Even if a;^

few theaters are willing to play "Priz-.'

zi's Honor,** the cost of an advertising

campaign would be considered pro-

hibitive. Since the movie will noi^
re-released in theaters, Academy
Awards would mean nothing to the

movie's distributor, 20th Centjiry-

Fox. However, Fox has mounted a

reasonably expensive Academy-
Award campaign for the movie any-

way, in part so that Jack Nicholson,

the Star of the film, will want to make
another movie for the studio.

"Prizzi's Honor," which has al-

ready been named best picture of 1985

by the New York Film Critics, is the

movie that an Academy AwaTd as

best picture would have helped mqst.

It played well in sophisticated, «fban
areas last summer but has onlv col-

lected $13 million in film rent^Js.

With "Prizzi's Honor.*' John For-'

man tries not to dwell on what might
have been. Instead, he quotes the di-

rector of "Prizzi's Honor." tb? 79-

vear-old^

o

hn Hustpay* 'Don ' t worry,
kid. We göt the piOTTi^ made. Ihat's
what counts." :*
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At theMovies Aljean Harmetz

Special to The New York Times

OLLYWQQD. Feb. 6 -iJCr

Small Chains Gambling

on Trizzi's Honor'
For the last 10 days, 20th Century-

Fox sales executives have been work-

ing desperately to get a theatrical re-

release for the studio's Academy
Award contender, "Prizzi's Honor,"

which picked up eight Oscar nomina-
tions, including best picture. Al-

thoußh all the maior chains turned

I Fox down because "Prizzi's Honor"
is already available on Video cas-

settes, some smaller chains and inde-

pendents are gambling on the film.

"I'm going to take a Chance since

other people are not taking a
Chance," said Marvin Goldfarb, chief

film buyer for the 450-screen Com-
monwealth chain. **I think the nomi-
nations will be strong enough to make
people make tracks for the theater,

and 42 years in this business teils me
there's got to be a lot of want-to-see
because not enough people saw the
movie orimnally." Commomvealth
will open VJQjmJHuston/sJ black
comedy abouTaMana hn m*än at five

theaters, including what Mr. Gold-
farb calls "the best small house in

Denver" on Friday. The ticket price
will be $5. Denver cassette rental
prices ränge from 99 cents to $2.95.

Ron Goldman, co-owner of 46 thea-
ters in the Washington area, said he
would be playing the movie in four or
five theaters **because it's a marvel-
ous film and there's a shortage of

good films right now."
Among "Prizzi's" other nomina-

tions were: John Huston as director,

Jack Nicholson as leading actor,\^-
jehcaHustonjas supporting actress,

^d KicTiSrSCondon and Janet Roach
for adapted screenplay.^

Bob Laemmle, co-owner of the 16-

screen Laemmle chain in Los An-
geles, said he had been trying to book
"Prizzi's Honor" since it started win-
ning critics' awards, but Fox had
refused to support the movie with any
advertising money until now. "Priz-
zi*s Honor" sold a fair $28 million

worth of tickets last summer, with
more than half the money Coming
from only five cities— New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Boston and
Chicago. Even so, Fox was only able
to get 100 theaters to play the movie
this month, as compared, for exam-

ple, with the 475 theaters that will be

playing '"Witness," another Acad-

emy-nominated best picture. '^Wit-

ness" has not yet been put on cas-

opMpc

•*Prizzi's Honor" was produced by

ABC Motion Pictures, which spent

about $100,000 on trade paper adver-

tising to get nominations for the

movie, despite the fact the Company
has gone out of the movie business.

Neither ABC nor Fox, the movie's

distributor, is likely to eam a large

amount of money from the re-issue of

the film. \
y^"We did it because the picture de\

'serves it," said Barry Diller, the

chairman of Fox, who insisted on the

re-issue. "In agreeing to do this film,

Jack Nicholson really gave employ-

ment to people who were important to

him. What a nice thing to do and what

a nice result."

[
Anjelica Huston is Mr. Nicholson's

longtime girlfriend, and the actor is

close to John Huston, her 79-year-old

father. Without a star of Mr. Nichol-

son's caliber, "Prizzi's Honor" would

likely never have been made.
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'Africa' and 'Purple' Top Oscar Lists

By AUEAN HARMETZ

Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5 — With 11

nominations apiece, "The Color Pur-
ple" and "Out of Africa" led the 58th

Academy Award nominations an-

nourced today. Unexpectedly, they
were joined in the race for best pic-

ture by a Brazilian movie, "Kiss of

the Spider Woman," which was nomi-
nated in four major categories. The
awards will be presented on March
24.

The English-language film, the

Story of a revolutionary and a homo-
sexual who share a prison cell, won
nominations for Hector Babenco, its

director; Leonard Schrader, its

screenwriter, and William Hurt as
best actor for his Performance as the
homosexual window dresser who
spins fantasies from old movies.
"The Color Purple," the story of a

black woman's subjugation by her
husband, and "Out of Africa," the

sprawling tale of novelist Isak Dine-
sen's years as a coffee planter, will

compete head to head in seven cate-

gories, including best picture, actress

and cinematography.
They will not, however, be in

competition for the directing award.
Although Sydney Pollack received a
directing nomination for "Out of Af-

rica," Steven Spielberg of "The Color
Purple" was passed over by the acad-
emy, in perhaps the biggest surprise

of the day. Nominees are chosen by
members of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences who work
in the same field. The 230 directors

nominate for best director. Thus,
"The Color Purple" could win 11

nominations without its director also

being nominated.
In addition to Mr. Pollack and Mr.

Babenco, whose nomination was

unexpected,
rector includ(

zi's Honor,"
* *

le nominees f»r best di-

John ijustogjor "Priz-
^eter weiffor "Wit-

ness" and Akira Kurosawa for
"Ran."

"Prizzi's Honor," a black comedy
about a Mafia hit man with divided
loyalties, and "Witness," in which a
tough Philadelphia cop brings vio-

lence to the Amish among whom he is

hiding, were the other nominees for

best picture. "Prizzi's Honor" and
"Witness" also tied as iiinners-up for

the most nominations with eight

apiece.

The lead-actor category was con-
sidered the weakest of the acting
categories this year, and, thus, ripe
for surprises. The most unexpected
nomination was James Gamer for his

role as a crotchety drugstore owner in

"Murphy's Romance." It was the
first nomination for Mr. Gamer. Two
other first-time nominees were Harri-
son Ford as the policeman who isn't

as tough as he looks in "Witness,"
and Mr. Hurt. They were joined by
two previous Academy Award win-
ners. Jon Voight, who won an Oscar in

1978 for "Coming Home," was nomi-
nated for his role as a nihilistic es-

caped convict in "Runaway Train."
Jack Nicholson was nominated for his

Performance in "Prizzi's Honor" as
the loyal member of a Mafia family
whose life becomes complicated
when he falls in love. Mr. Nicholson
won an Oscar as best actor in 1975 for
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"
and as best supporting actor in 1983
for "Terms of Endearment."
Nominees for best actress ranged

from Whoopi Goldberg for her screen
debut as the enslaved wife in "The
Color Purple" to Geraldine Page,
who has been nominated eight times
without ever taking home an Oscar—
a record. Miss Page was nominated
this year for her role as an aging

Other Oscar Nominees
Other categories and nominees in-

clude:

Supporting Actor: Don Ameche, "Cocoon";
Klaus Maria Brandauer, "Out of Africa";
William Hickey, *' Prizzi's Honor"; Robert
Loggia, "Jagged Edge"; Eric Roberts,
"Runaway Train."

Supporting ActrMs: Margaret Avery, "The
Color Pun)le"SAjijelica Hu^onT' Prizzi's

Honor"; Amy MadlSffl», "rmTeln a Life-

time"; Meg Tilly, "Agnes of God"; Oprah
Winfrey. "The Color Purple."

Original Song: "Miss Celie's Blues," "The
Color Purple"; "Power of Love," "Back to

the Future"; "Say You, Say Me" and
"Separate Lives," both from "White
Nights"; "Surprise, Surprise," "A Chorus
Line."

Documentary Feature: "Broken Rainbow,"
Earthworks Films; "Las Madres," The
Mothers of Plaza de Mayo; "Soldlers in

Hiding," Filmworks; "The Statue of Lib-

erty." Florentine Films; "Unfinished Busi-
ness," Mouchette Films.

Screenplay, original: Robert Zemeckis and
Bob Gale, "Back to the Future" ; Terry Gil-

liam, Tom Stoppard and Charles
McKeown, "Brazil"; Louis Puenzo and

Aida Bortnik, "The ©fficial Story"; Woody
Allen, "The Purple Rose of Cairo"; Earl

W. Wallace, William Kelly and Pamela

Wallace, "Witness."

Screenplay, adaptation: Menno Meyjes, "The
Color Purple"; Leonard Schrader, "Kissof
the Spider Woman" ; Kurt Lu^tke, "Out of

Africa"; Richard Condon andJLgnet Roach,
"Prizzi's Honor" ;\florton Foote^y1 neYnp
to Bountiful."

Cinematography: Allen Daviau, "The Color
Purple"; William A. Fraker, "Murphy's
Romance"; David Watkin, "Out of Af-

rica"; Takao Saito, Masaharu Uedaand
Askazu Nakai, "Ran"; John Seale, "Wit-

ness."

Film Editing: John Bloom, "A Chorus Line";

Fredric Steinkamp, William Steinkamp,
Pembroke Herring and Sheldon Kahn,
"Out of Africa" ; Rudi Fehr and Kaja Fehr,

"Prizzi's Honor"; Henry Richardson,

"Runaway Train"; Thom Noble, "Wit-

ness."

Documentary Short Subject: "The Courage to

Care." United Way ; "Keats and His Night-

ingale: A Blind Date," Rhode Island Com-
mittee for the Humanities; "Making Over-

woman who wants to go home ag^]jJ|^

in 'The Trip to Bountiful." w^^

Miss Goldberg and Miss Page we^^
joined by three previous Oscar wMJJ
ners. Anne Bancroft, who won in l«;i
for "The Miracle Worker," was norfgj
nated as a mother superior defend^j
her convent in "Agnes of GodJJJ
Jessica Lange, who won a supportin^S
award for "Tootsie," was nominatjjJ|
for her role as country-westem sinf
Patsy Cline in "Sweet Dreami^
Meryl Streep received a nominatiii(l»|

for her portrayal of the ill-fated Isä|'^

Dinesen in "Out of Africa." mS!»
Streep, who has been nominated ^J
times in the last eight years, was*
named best supporting actress in 1979}

for "Kramer vs. Kramer" and bestj

actress in 1982 for "Sophie's Choice."S
Cold-shouldered by the academy

J

were Cher for her role as the mother J

of a disfigured boy in "Mask" andj
Norma Aleandro as an Argentinian^
woman who wakes up to poUtical re-J

alities in "The Official Story." S

Among the movies that performedj
differently than expected in the nomi-^
nations derby were "Brazil," "Tlje^J

Purple Rose of Cairo" and "Rari."»^

"Brazil," which swept the Los Aii-Jj

geles Film Critics awards, won onlyj
two nominations — for art directitjnjj

and the original screenplay by Tentya
Gilliam, Tom Stoppard and Charl^s;{

McKeown. "The Purple Rose of»*

Cairo" was limited to one nomiriii4l

tion, for Woody Allen for his original"*'

screenplay. ^i S
Akira Kurosawa's "Ran," looselyj

based on "King Lear," was not in the»

race for best foreign-language film*

because Japan did not nominate it.ii

However, it won four nominations —

J

an expected nomination for Mr. Kuro-%
sawa, plus art direction, cinematog-J
raphy, and costume design. •!

In the documentary feature catego-J
ry, "Shoah," the film about concen-j
tration camp survivors, was not eligi-S

ble because only the first half ofoftj

played in Los Angeles in 1985. A fiQjUJ

must play in Los Angeles for sevg^
days to be eligible in a given year.i
"Shoah" will be eligible for 1986. »

The nominees for best foreign-lan-
\

guage film are "Angry Harvest"'
(Federal Republic of Germany),!
about the relationship between a Pol-j

ish farmer and a young Jewish girli

during the Nazi occupation of Poland
;

|

"Colonel Redl" (Hungary), based oni

the life of an intelligence Chief sus-j

pected of treason and starring Klaus i

Maria Brandauer; "The Official
j

Story" (Argentina), about the awak-i
ening of a middle-class woman toj

tragic political realities; "3 Men andi
a Cradle," (France), a comedy about;

three young men who find a baby onl

their doorstep, and "When FatherJ
Was Away on Business" (Yugosla-i
via), the story of a 6-year-old boyj

whose philandering father is jailedi

for a political indiscretion. "Greyj
Sunset," which Japan submitted in«

placeof "Ran," was not nominated. [

All 10 actors and actresses in thei

supporting-role category were fii^t-

time nominees.
I:
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FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

No Cheers for Those Ubiquitous Awards
Tonight the members of the New York

Film Critics Circle, their families,

friends and hangers-on will squeeze into

Sardi's to fight for food and drink and to

honor, among others, Norma Aleandro

as the best actress of 1985 for her Performance in

the Argentine film, "The Official Story." The
award was voted to Miss Aleandro at a meeting in

New York in the third week of December.
A few days later, the members of the National

Society of Film Critics, many of whom are also in

the New York Film Critics Circle, named Vanessa
Redgrave the best actress of the same year for

**Wetherby." For reasons rather difficult to fath-

om, even to award-watchers, Miss Aleandro didn*t

figure in the National Society's balloting, though

Meryl Streep did— for her Performance in "Out of

Africa." Many of those attending the National

Society's meeting had the queasy feeling that the

final choice was less a vote for Miss Redgrave
than against Miss Streep.

• • •
No matter how good Miss Streep may be in

**Out of Africa," she has a couple of things going
against her in any such balloting at the moment.
There's one bunch of camp foUowers that feels

that awards, like common colds, ought to be
spread around, and that Miss Streep has already
won her fair share, including Oscars for "Kramer
vs. Kramer" and "Sophie*s Choice."

Others are beginning to tire of Miss Streep's

succession of intelligent, technically proficient

Performances, which can be as monotonous and
almost as offensive to some critics as second-rate

Performances. Still others — those who belong to

both the Critics Circle and the National Society—
use that mini-dual citizenship to vote successively

for two different best actresses of the same year.

It relieves both the tedium and the responsibility

of having to fix on a Single Performance as "best,"

which is al)surd to begin with.

This whole awards game— and it is a game,
as arbitrary as a State lottery— has gotten out of

band. There are now more than a hundred groups

of one sort and another, some less dubious than

others, which annually take it upon themselves to

"honor" what they cite as achievements in films.

Festivals at Cannes, Venice, Cartagena, Mos-
cow, Pula, Tokyo, Sydney, Budapest, Brasilia and
Tyneside give awards, but only among those films

that are on band to compete. Hollywood has its Os-

cars, France its Cesars, Sweden its Golden Bugs
and Norway its Bronze Moose. The Hugh O'Brien

Youth Foundation bestows awards. There are
other festivals that give awards for animated
films (Annecy), short subjects (Oberhausen) and
comedy films (Vevey). Shouldering its responsi-

bilities, the Adult Film Association of America
honors the work of those people who give of them-
selves in pom films. The only thing missing is an
annual Slovenly Film Festival, but even that isn't

a pressing need.

Because great work in any of the performing

arts is never really comparable, awards are an

absurd business, but they are especially absurd

when it comes to achievements in film Perform-

ances. In the legitimate theater, one can assume
that the performer one sees on the stage is more or

less in Charge of his Performance.

He didn't write the text. He didn't direct the

production or (one assumes with charity) direct

the other actors around him. He didn't design the

Show, light it or produce it but, for the few hours
he's performing, that actor is as autonomous as he

is alive. Though his work is no more comparable
to other stage performers' work than is the work
of a film actor, one can at least judge this particu-

lar Performance. Whatever its quality, it's unique.

• • •

Everybody who sees the same film sees the
same Performance, yet that Performance isn't

necessarily his own, not, certainly, by the time the

film has gone into release. It exists at a far re-

move from the actor who gave it. Like the theater
actor, the film actor depends on text, direction,

lighting and the quality of the physical production.

However, he also depends on the mechanics ofthe
medium, especially, on choices of camera angles
and editing, which can make nonprofessionals

look like seasoned actors, and seasoned actors

look lik^ aged hams.
One can have admired the adolescent Tatum

O'Neal's self-assured Performance that won her

the best supporting actress for "Paper Moon" in

1973, but was she really a better actress at that

point than Madeline Kahn, also nominated for

"Paper Moon" and the ageless Sylvia Sidney,

nominated for "Summer Wishes, Winter

Dreams"?
Harold Russell, who'd never made a film be-

fore and hasn't made one since, won his Oscar as

best-supporting actor for his Performance in "The
Best Years of Our Lives" in 1946 over Claude
Rains, Charles Cobum, William Demarest and
Clifton Webb. Mr. Russell was good, but was his

contribution in any way comparable to the work
done by the four other nominees that year? Was
what we saw "acting" or, rather, a combination of

his down-home presence, his physical handicap

that suited the role, and the jnanner in which he
was handled by the director\jVjlliäJi3LJ^ler?y

The Performance Oscars aren't any more or

less absurd than the awards given out by the New
York Film Critics Circle, the Cannes Film Festi-

val or the Adult Film Association of America.
They are simply the most visible awards. They're

also the only awards that have a certain amount of

international clout where it counts, at the box Of-

fice, which is what every award is all about.

• • •
.

Awards are public relations, designed to call

attention as much to the group giving the awards
as to work of the winnei^R, who might more accu-

rately be cited as being "most populär" or "favor-

ite." Where do any of us— including actors— get

off by casually ruling that one talented performer
is better than another? *

Is Jack Nicholson's süperb Performance in

"Prizzi*s Honor," already cited by both the New
York Film Critics Circle and the National Society,

really better than the equally süperb, but differ-

ent, Performances in "Kiss of the Spider Woman"
by William Hurt and Raul Julia, who were jointly^

Continued on Page 27
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named beai actor by the National
Board of Review?

Not really.

The members of the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association, bestowers
of the possibly coveted Golden
Globes, attempt to sölve this problem
by creating alnwst as many award
categorie? as there are films in

competition. That's one way of skirt-

ing the problem. The National Board
of Reyiew is onto something a little

more serious with its Joint award to

Mr. Hurt and Mr. Julia, as is the Na-
tional Society, whicb named John
Gielgud best supporting actor for his

work in both "Plenty" and **Jhe
Shooting Party," but even these dual
citations don't go far enough this

year.

Mr. Nicholson anc^Anjelica
tcmjwould seem to be

I t^eiving Oscar nominations for "Priz-
zi's Honor" but, as fine as they are,

their Performances are no better than
those of Kathleen Turner and William
Hickey, among others, who are in the

same film and nowhere near as cer-

tain to receive nominations.
There's simply no procedure

available by which the recognition,

which IS due üieni, can be accordeu
everybody in "The Purj^le Rose of

Cairo," from Mia Farrow, Jeff Dan-
iels and Danny Aiello to thosjS who
play Virtual bits, including Milo 0'-

Shea, Van Johnson and Dianne Wiest.

John Gielgud is in top form in

'*The Shooting Party," but part of ihe

effect of his Performance must also

be the result of the acting achieve-

ments of his fellow cast jnembers,
particularly^anies Masorjand Doro-

thy Tutin. It^ fiighiy\iftiitely that an-

other English film, "Retum of the

Soldier,*^ will receive nominations in

any category since it wasn't a big

enough critical or box-office hit to

merit recognition on the West Coast.

Yet the Performances by Glenda
Jackson, Julie Christie, Ann-Margret
and Alan Bates rank with those in any
(Jther movie this year.

Ensemble awards for the entire

cast of a film, without discrimination

according to sex or number of lines or

length of time on-screen, would not

automatically infuse performing
awards with a new seriousness. They
might, however, lessen some of the

inequities— the absurdities, really—
when one or two cast members re-

ceive awards or Oscar nominations

for work m films that, ükc 'Vihj fiip
j

to Bountiful" and "Desperately Seek-

'

ing Susan," are clearly eni>embie ef-

forts.

The business of giving awards
has become too iiisidiuuslv oig iö

think that the peopie who hav^e the-

pleasure of bestowing them, and
those few lucky ones who receive

them, will ever seriously consider

junkmg the practice. That would be
too revolutionary. Understanding
that, might we reach a compromise,
which, aftei all, is also what awards
are all about?

Wouldn't il be a relief if the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences became a pace-settei for a

change, and deciüed to vule just one
award a year to one movie, with the

understandmg that everybcxly con-

nected with the film — producer di-

rector, writer(s), actors, camera-
man, editor, on down to best boy and
Unit publicist — would share in that

award? »

For one thing, it would emphasize'
that ajl movies are collaborative ef-

forts. It would also save us from those

endless acceptance speeches in which
awards are shared, at least briefly,

with all those dozens of little peopie

whose names, infrequently, are oiiiit-

ted becausc of time
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Japanese intferpretation of **King

Lear," was voted the best film of 1985

by the National Society of Film Crit-

ics, a 43-member group representing
critics from New York, Los Angeles,
Boston, Chicago and other cities. The
group voted Vanessa Redgrave best

actress for her Performance in

'*Wetherby*' and Jack Nicholson best

actorfor "Prizzi's Honor/'^JohnHus;,
fVtop/who directed the latter nfi?f7was

voted best director, and\^njelica Hus;
' ton, j who appeared in it, was
^^besf supporting actress.

Meeting yesterday at the Algonquin
Hotel, on West 44th Street, 34 voting
members of the group selected
"Shoah,** Claude Lanzmann's 914-

hour film about the Holocaust, as the

te 'Ran' Best Film
year's best documentary. John Giel-

gud was named best supporting actor
for both **Plenty" and **The Shooting
Party/* **Lost in America,** written

by Albert Brooks and Monica John-
son, was cited for its screenplay. And
**Ran'* was cited for cinematography
by Takao Saito and Masaharu Ueda,
with the collaboration of Asakazu
Nakai.
The meeting was led by Jonathan

Baumbach of the Partisan Review,
who is chairman emeritus, in the ab-
sence of Stephen Schiff of Vanity
Fair, the group*s current chairman.
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Vivid Joys
Among the

Vast Array
Of Failures

**Prizzi's Honor." This terociously funny, satirical
melodrama, adapted by Richard Condon and Janet Roach

from Mr. Condon's novel, is not only one of the best films

I,
of this year, but of any year, a| well as another classic

from the ageless, indestructibl^IoiuxjJustonjThe script

is pricelessly comic, with matching peTföTmances by
Jack Nicholson and Kathleen Turner, and, in particular,

by William Hickey, as a sweetly vicious old Mafia don,

and Anjelica Huston, a$ a nervy Mafia princess who's in

love but has murder in her heart.

**Priz2i's Honor" is one of the only two films of 1985

that I went out of my way to see twice, and right now I

wouldn't mind seeing it again. It's as much fun as a roller

coaster ride and somewhat more substantial. Bravo Hus-
ton! Bravo alU '
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The Year's Best: 1985 in Review
In this special

issue, critics

of The Times
analyze the

outstanding

events

in their fields

during the

past year.

DANCE
Maria Nieves and Juan
Carlos Copes brought

flamboyance and
stylistic perfection to

"Tango Argentino.
r$

KaMeen Turner and Jack Nicholson were hilarious

in "Prizzi's Honor," directed by John Huston.

S;>^

THEATER

•.•*Ä*-;v;:^*i:'

"W"**

i-:^. %'

Harvey Keitel and Geraldin? Pase contrij

Shepard*s rendtng an±
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Spectacular Debüts Create

Worry About the Future
Miranda Richardson. a new English actress

who*s been acting professionally for only six

years, makes such a spectacular film debut in

**Dance With a Stranger" that you almost
worry how she'll ever be able to equal— much

less top — it.

Acting, especially screen acting, is a terrible busi-

ness. So much depends on matters that have nothing to do
with an individuaFs talent. Even more than the stage

actor, the screen performer is at the mercy of outside

forces — not only the material and the director, but the

editor and, especially, the camera. The camera is merci-

less. It's an arbitrary, whimsical Instrument, In the face

and form of the person photographed, it can discover in-

telligence, strengths and weaknesses that have as much
to do with bone structure, speech pattems or ways of

movement as with the actor's instincts and what's going
on inside the mind.

If onc took seriously everything that Vanessa Red-

grave says for public consumption, one might think she'd

be incapable of delivering a coherent Performance as a

dress-extra in a ballroom scene. Yet Vanessa Redgrave
must now be recognized as one of the great icons of the

contemporary screen. There is no way that her presence

can be overlooked. No matter what the circumstamces,

she rivets the attention, not by doing fancy little pieces of

actorish business, but by simply existing in some mysteri-

ous fashion that allows the camera to record everything

that 's necessary for the particular role at band.

In "The Bostonians," she's not supposed to be a beau-

tiful woman. She's a repressed, selfish, arrogant, middle-

Will Miranda Richardson

be able to top *Dance
With a Stranger?

I

aged woman who's accustomed to getting her own way.
We see all that on the screen, but we also comprehend
something eise. Within that extraordinary Redgrave face,

which may be the most photogenic since Garbo's, we per-
ceive the character's dangerously sharp intelligence as
well as her original beauty of spirit that has since been
perverted.

It's obviously impossible to teil at this point whether
or not Miranda Richardson will go on to become an ac-

tress of the stature of Miss Redgrave. It's not even clear
in this— her first— film what she actually looks like. The
heavy makeup she wears is as much of a disguise as that
of any actor playing Cyrano.

Where Miss Richardson goes from here is anyone's

guess. Great roles don't grow on trees.
^

I wonder, too, whatljAnlelica Hustonjican do to con-

tinue the breakthrough ÖtrecfM'by Her Performance in

•*Prizzi's Honor." Spectacular Performances sometimes

have a way of inhibiting a career. Louise Fletcher won an

Oscar for her flne Performance in **One Flew Over the

Cuckoo's Nest" and hasn't had a df^#»nt role since. Sally

Kellerman, one of the joys of

"M*A*S*H," has had an equally

tough time.
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Geraldine Page Is Named Best Actress in Eighth Nomination

By Aljean Harmetz

Special to The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, March 24 — Geral-
dine Page has finally won an Oscar.
Nominated seven times without

winning, she took home the golden
Statuette for her role as an elderly
woman who wants to go home again
in "The Trip to Bountiful." For a long
moment, Miss Page was unable to get
out of her seat because of people
crowding around her. She moved
slowly to the stage amid a standing
Ovation that wouldn't stop, even when
she tried^o speak. ^

*ThanI*Hortß^^ all this,"
she Said oitfiTfilriVsauthor. "Mainly
it 's Horton!"
For her role as a Mafia princess in

^ÖiUjJgijston^sJblack comedy "Priz-
zTsHonoFT'Tjrijelica Huston won the
first Oscar presented tonight at the

58th annual Academy Awards ,cere-

monies. Thirty-eight years ago, John
Huston directed his fatherj^^Walter/

HnalQJii in a Performance thatwürTSTT
Oscar as best supporting actor. The
Oscar to his daughter was a bookend
for the 79-year-old director's career.

In a year when the Oscar races
have been described as unpredict-
able, even by the men and women
who voted, the award to Miss Huston
was one of the few that had been ex-

pected by the star-studded audience
at the Dorothy Chandler Pavillion of

the Los Angeles Music Center.

After stopping to hug Jack Nich-
olson, her long-time housemate and

l| her CG-Star in "Prizzi's Honor," Miss
I Huston Said, "This means a lot to me
1 since it comes from a role in which I

Iwas directed by my father. And I

Ifknow it means a lot to him."
"The evening's sentimental favorite

was obviously Don Ameche, who won
as supporting actor for his Perform-
ance as an elderly man who is rejuve-

nated by aliens, in "Cocoon." For a
long 30 seconds, Mr. Ameche stared
down bemusedly at the thousands of

Academy members who were giving

him a standing ovation. It was his

first nomination in a career that

Associated Press

[eüca Hustoiwarriving for awards ceremony, with Jack Nicholson. She

supporting actress for role in film directed b4her fathep

began 50 years ago. **You have given
me, and I hope I have eamed, your re-

spect," Mr. Ameche said.

In the first technical awards of the

evening, "Cocoon" won for Visual ef-

fects, and "Out of Africa" took the

award for sound. The sound-effects

editing award went to "Back to the

Future," the biggest commercial suc-

cess of 1985. Akira Kurosawa's
*'Ran," with its stylized Japanese
battle costumes, won for costume de-

sign. Audrey Hepbum, who gave the

award to "Ran's" designer, Emi
Wada, also got a standing ovation.

The award for makeup went to

"Mask," for its creation of the lion

face of a boy bom with an incurable

bone disease, while "Out of Africa,"

with its re-creation of Kenya in 1914,

took a second award, for art direc-

tion.

The Oscar for animated short film

went to "Anna and Bella," about two
sisters who spend a boozy evening

looking back at their lives through an
old album of photographs. The award
was given by Kermit the Frog and
Scooter, two of Jim Henson's Mup-
pets. The documentary feature award
was won by "Broken Rainbow," in

which a federal relocation program
pits Hopi and Navajo Indians against

energy development. The documen-
tary Short subject award went to

"Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clem-
ents," about an Air Force officer who
became a medical missionary in El

Salvador. The producer and/or di-

rector of all three movies was a

woman.

The Oscar for live-action short sub-

ject went to "Molly's Pilgrim," about

an immigrant Russian girl's experi-

ences in a New York City school.

The actor Paul Newman, who had
been nominated seven times without

winning, and the composer Alex
North, who had racked up 15 nomina-
tions without getting his hands on the

Sentiment Co-Stars on Oscar Night

By MARCIA CHAMBERS

special to The New York Times

LOS ANGELES, March 24 —
Sentimentaliiy was on stage at this

year's Academy Awards.

At 78. Don Ameche won his first

Oscar, as best supporting actor, for

his role in "Cocoon." He came to

Hollwood 50 years ago, he said after-

ward. If the award was a sentimental

tribute because "I've been around as

long as I have, that's lovely. too." he

said.

He would be happy, he said, for a

role in another film. Since he finished

"Cocoon," one year and five months
ago, he said, he hasn't had an offer.

friends, includingy Mr. Huston,

Johnny Carson, Whoopi INÜldb'Ül g äiiiT

others celebrated. Nearby, there was
a benefit at Hollywood's Roosevelt

Hotel, whereon May 19, 1929, the first

Oscar dinner was held.

Most of the winners and the nomi-
nees and hundreds of others were at

,the ballroom of the Beverly Hills Hil-

ton, which was decorated for the oc-

casion in shocking-pink and black.

For those of the 1,400 guests who paid,

and only 40 percent did so, the cost

was $350. The majority of tickets

were given away. The guests dined on

salmon flown in from Norway, rack
of lamb and a lemon-mousse dessert
wrapped in, appropriately, a white
chocolate envelope with a red seal.

The ballroom was decorated with
3,000 pink and mauve cymbidium or-

chids, anthurium and lilies. Each
table had orchid sprays, now in sea-

son in southem California.

The flowers will eventually go to

the Motion Picture and Television
Fund's retirement home in Woodland
Hills. Each Oscar night, some of the

home's 300 residents gather round a
television set and remember their

time in the Spotlight.

golden Statuette, were voted honor-
ary awards by the academy.
Charles "Buddy" Rogers, who co-

starred in the first film to win an
Academy Award as best picture of

the year — "Wings," in 1927 — was
given the Jean Hersholt Humanitar-
ian Award ' for his "Philanthropie
commitment."
Mr. Newman has been nominated

six times as an actor — for his Per-
formances in "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," "The Hustler," "Hud," "Cool
Hand Luke," "Absence of Malice"
and "The Verdict" — and once as a
producer. for "Rachel, Rachel,"
which was a 1968 best-picture nomi-
nee. His honorary award is "in recog-
nition of his many memorable and
compelling screen Performances and
for his personal integrity and dedica-
tion to his craft."

Obviously referring to the acad-
emy's penchant for giving honorary
awards to elderly and often seriously
ill artists, Mr. Newman said, "Tm
especially grateful that this did not
ocme wrapped as a gift certificate to

Forest Lawn." Receiving the award
via a television hookup in Chicago,
where he is making a movie, Mr.
Newman added that he hoped "My
best work is down the pike in front of

me."

The 74-year-old Mr. North got his

first two nominations in 1951, for

"Death of a Salesman" and "A
Streetcar Named Desire," and his

I5th nomination in 1984 for "Under
the Volcano." His score for "Prizzi*s

Honor" was not nominated. Mr.
North *s citation reads: "In recogni-

tion of his brilliant artistry in the

creation of memorable music for mo-
tion pictures."

The academy is divided into 14

branches, and each branch nomi-
nales achievements in its own field.

The 4,244 voting members of the

academy also include 1,207 actors, 247

art directors-costume designers, 305

executives, 173 film editors, 243 musi-
cians, 326 producers, 255 public-rela-

tions executives, 199 makers of short

films, 284 sound editors, 367 writers

and 300 members-at-large.

All 4,244 are eligible to vote for the
winners in most categories. In the
documentary, short film and foreign-

language categories, no member is

allowed to vote unless he certifies

that he has seen all five nominees.
Excluding foreign-language and

documentary films, 222 feature-

length films were eligible for nomina-
tion. To be eligible, a movie had to

play at theaters in the Los Angeles
area for seven consecutive days start-

\ng no later than Dec. 31, 1985.

The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences was started in 1927

by Louis B. Mayer as a Company
Union, a buttress against the newly
lorming unions and guilds of techni-

cians and artists. Its early awards
were chosen by a blue-ribbon group
within the academy and often went to

the 36 charter academy members.

Associated Press

Don Ameche last night as he was
named best supporting actor for

his role in "Cocoon.'*

After charges of favoritism over the
1929-30 awards — in particular, the

best-actress award to the charter
member Mary Pickford for "Co-
quette." a movie nobody liked, ac-

cording to the book "Inside Oscar" by
Mason Wiley and Damien Bona— the

System was changed to allow each
academy member to vote for the final

winners.
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Oscar, as best supporling actor, foi

his role in 'Cocoon.*' He came to

Hollwüod 50 years ago, he said after-

ward. If the award was a sentimental

tribute because "Tve been around as

long as I have. that's lovely. too," he

said.

He would be happy, he said, for a

role in another film. Since he finished

'*Cocoon,'* one year and five months
ago, he said, he hasn't had an offer.

Screaming fans welcomed the stars

as they arrived at the Dorothy Chan-
dler Pavilion under a glorious, sunny
sky. Seme fans had arrived two days
ago, eager to get a front-row seat as

the Stars passed by. Among the fans

were a group of homejess people.

*This is the best accommodation
l've had in weeks," said John Bar-
nett, who added that he usually sleeps

in the nearby civic center garages.

"l've met a lot of nice people here and
there's no hassle from the police."

As a prelude to the movie indus-

try's biggest night of the year, the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences paid tribute to the directors

of the five movies nominated for best

foreign-language-film award. Four of

them are about political repression.

Saturday moming, the academy
held a Symposium, which drew sev-

eial hundred film students and re-

porters. The directors discussed art

and politics. They observed that while
their films were done quickly and on

small budgets they were different

from American films because they
did not have the box Office to worry
about. In short, the directors had
greater control over their work.
Following a private luncheon at

which the directors met some well-

known American counterparts, in-

cluding Billy Wilder and Fred Zinne-
mann, the academy feted the foreign

directors at a sumptuous cocktail

party.

Each of the directors had been as-

signed an American host, fluent in the
language and the mores of both coun-
tries. When Emir Kusturica, the 31-

year-old Yugoslavian director of

"When Father Was Away on Busi-

ness,*' told his host, Dolores Rubin,
who serves on the academy's execu-
tive committee, that he did not own a
jacket, she borrowed one from her
husband. Mr. Kusturica wore it

throughout the weekend.
For the European directors, whose

academy nominations made them in-

stantly marketable, the week before
the awards was a time for business.

And since they do not visit America
often, time was precious.

Luis Puenzo, whose film "The Offi-

cial Story" won as best foreign film,

said in an interview that he had spent

his time in Los Angeles working on
his next film, "Naked Tango."
Agnieszka Holland, a native of Po-

land, who leamed film making in

Prague and now lives in Paris, was
co-author and director of "Angry
Harvest," a film about Nazi Germa-
ny. She, too, was at work on her next

film, about the murder of the Rev.
Jerzy Popieluszko by Polish police in

1984. She made "Angry Harvest" on a
budget of roughly $800,000. she said.

Her film 's academy nomination, she
said, had made getting funds for her
next movie somewhat easier.

"The folly of the cinema is neces-

sary for the survival of the cinema,"
she said with a wry smile.

The horse race ended up at the Gov-
emor's Ball, a gigantic party, one of

many in Los Angeles tonight. There
were others: Irving (Swifty) Lazar.
the agent, has held a private party on
Oscar night for the last 30 years.

Tonight at Spago's restaurant, off

Sunset Boulevard, Mr. Lazar and 300

,the ballroom of the Beverly Hills liil

ton, which was decorated for the oc-

casion in shocking-pink and black.

For those of the 1,400 guests who paid,

and only 40 percent did so, the cost

was $350. The majority of tickets

were given away. The guests dined on

the Motion Picture and Television

Fund's retirement home in Woodland

Hills. Each Oscar night, some of the

home's 300 residents gather round a

television set and remember their

time in the Spotlight.

Union, a buttress against the newly
forming unions and guilds of techni-
cians and artists. Its early awards
were chosen by a blue-ribbon group
within the academy and often went to
the 36 charter academy members.
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Books ofThe Times
By Michiko Kakutani

FOUR FILMS OF WOODY ALLEN.
"Annie Hall." "Interiors." "Manhat-

tan. " "Stardust Memories. " 387 pages.

Random House. $19.95; paper, $9.95.

sure he wants to let Annie Hall move
into his apartment, and Annie, on her
part» isn't sure about anything at all.

|0U can't control life," says
Sandy Bates, the character

played by Woody Allen in

his film **Stardust Memo-
. ries." **It doesn't wind up perfectly.

Only-only art you can control." By
dwelling on the comical and some-
times painfully sad incongruities of

contemporary life, Woody Allen has
not only established himself as one of

our most original writer-directors, but

he has also articulated a distinctive

artistic Vision. He has tumed his —
our— neuroses into art.

In fact, in these four recent films— ^gl
"Annie Hall," **Interiors." "Manhat-
tan" and "Stardust Memories"— Mr. f(

Allen has created a fictional world as

rieh and as recognizable as those of

most novelists. On the surface, it is a
familiär world of privileged and suc-

cessful New Yorkers : people who buy
their groceries at Zabar's and Dean &
Deluca's; eat at Elaine's, shop at

Bloomingdale's and go to parties with
the likes of Jack (Nicholson) andf\n-

^^lica (Huston). ^ese people häve
stimrter hODses in the Hamptons and
spend their free time going to foreign

movies and reading The New York
Review of Books.
Yet, für all the time they spend

going to and talking about their

shrinks, most of them seem to have a

terrible inability to function; filled

with missed connections and
shrugged-off commitments, their

lives possess all the coherence of one
of Annie Hall's halting, self-con-

sciously mangled Speeches. In "Man-
hattan," Ike dumps his girlfriend al

Tracy, even though they seem to have
a great thing going, and his friend

Yale is as hard put to finish his long- oi

awaited book as he is to make a choice c]

between his mistress and his wife, The
tfaded hero of "Stardust" wonders bl

ly he wastes his time making mov- s(

while Joey in "Interiors" feels "a
need to express something," but

ible to create. Alvy Singer isn't

at
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** *Prizzi's Honor' is one ofthe nuttiest love stories everfilmed, an often hi

larious comedy. '* (Vincent Canby)

FILM VIEW
VINCENT CANBY

John Huston—A Master of His Art
ix years ago John Huston made one of

his occasional appearances as an actor,

playing with witty, benign self-assur-

ance a rüde, incredibly wealthy charac-

ter called '*Pa" Kegan in William Ki-

chert 's screen adaptation of Richard Condon's
melodramatic satire, "Winter Kills." It seemed
then that Mr. Huston, a man of robust humor with
a profound appreciation for the seriously absurd,
was bom to collaborate with a writer of Mr. Con-
don's very particular, manic imagination.

Mr. Condon, having worked for many years as a
film Publicity man before becoming a novelist

(*'The Manchurian Candidate," ''An Infinity of

Mirrors," among others), is, by experience as

w^U as nature, an ongoing, dauntless skeptic. He's
suspicious of everything announced as truth. His

special ability as a novelist is to be able to imagine
conspiracies that are just crazy enough to seem
plausible in an era when no person, idea or thing is

sacred for longer than five minutes, when every-

thing has become instant — fame, oblivion, victo-

ry, defeat, disgrace, rehabilitation.

• -• •
The news of the month, and maybe of the year,

is that Mr. Huston and Mr. Condon are — as the

ads might say— back together again for the first

time. The resuit: the revivifying **Priz2i's

Honor."
Mr. Huston doesn't actually appear in **Prizzi*s

Honor" but, as the film's director, his wise, avun-
cular, amused presence is apparent in every
frame of the film, adapted by Janet Roach and
Mr. Condon from Mr. Condon's 1982 novel about
the ups and downs of family business. The busi-

ness is no ordinary business, the Prizzis are no or-

dinary family— they're the dominant force in the

Brooklyn Mafia— and **Prizzi*s Honor" is no ordi-

nary movie. It is, quite possibly, a classic of its

kind. It's also a movie that gives the Huston ca-

reer a shapeliness not evident earlier.

Mr. Huston, who will be 79 on Aug. 5, has always
politely declined to find links between his various

hlms, and he's probably right to keep quiet,

though he may well thmk about them. **What's re-

markable," he has been quoted as saying, **is how
different the pictures are, one from another."

It's not healthy for workers in the commercial
cinema to become too analytical about what they

do and how they do it . I can't prove it, but I suspect
that an awareness of his "art," as much as his

other Problems, contributed to the decline of

Nicholas Ray from the director who made *'In a
Lonely Place" and "Rebel Without a Cause" to

the man who whomped up **King of Kings" and
"55 Days at Peking." Once the late Joseph Losey
began hanging out with European cineastes, his

films became increasingly self-conscious and
theoretical, movies to be talked about rather than

seen. It was as if he were making films to justify

what had already been written about him.

For a director who has tumed out so many ex-

traordinary films, as well as his share of clinkers,

Mr. Huston has remained unusually modest about

his work, refusing to expand on the "true mean-
ings" of the successful films or to justify the flops.

There have been exceptions. He is still, it seems,
defensive about Gregory Peck's Performance as

Ahab in "Moby Dick" (1956). He has suggested

that the critics and the public simply didn't under-

stand that Mr. Peck's Ahab was not intended to be
the raving loon that John Barrymore's Ahab had
been in "The Sea Beast" (1926). When Mr. Huston
describes Mr. Peck's Ahab as a heroic nonbe-

liever in God, he's describing a Performance that

only he could see. The rest of us saw Abe Lincoln

behaving eccentrically on a large sailboat.

• • •
Mostly, though, Mr. Huston has stayed away

from this sort of self-justification, and it may be

that his disinclination to "talk" his movies with

any glibness has delayed the recognition he de-

serves from the more solemn critics, who, in the

past, have pasted him with labeis like "middle-

brow" and called him a "tarne cynic." He's won
Oscars (as both the writer and director of "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," 1948), and re-

ceived special "tributes," including one given him
by the Film Society of Lincoln Center in 1980, but

now it may be time to call him a master.

However, it would not then follow that every-

thing he's ever made could retrospectively be
termed the work of a master, which is a weaselly

polite way of saying that a brilliant film maker

has come up with a turkey. Mr. Huston's turkeys

have been a varied lot — including things like

"Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison" (1957), "The Bar-

barian and the Geisha" and "Roots of Heaven"
(both 1958), all made for Darryl F. Zanuck. There
have been other films that have been totally with-

out personal character, like "The Bible" (1966),

"The Kremlin Letter" (1970), "The Mackintosh
Man" (1973) and, most recently, "Annie" (1982).

But then his is a career that has now continued

for more than 50 years — he collaborated on his

first screenplay, "A House Divided" in 1931 —
and, as "Prizzi's Honor" demonstrates, it's still

going stfong. Some highs and lows are inevitable.

What is not inevitable are the amazing endurance
of his first-rate, cinematic intelligence, the vari-

ety of his films and the consistency with which he

has recouped his fortunes with a good film after

tuming out some bad ones.

The vast majority of his 39 features are far more
than good and at least nine, I think, qualify as

great, beginning with "The Maltese Falcon"

(1941) and continuing on with "The Treasure of

the Sierra Madre," "The Asphalt Jungle" (1950),

"The Red Badge of Courage" (1951), "The Af-

rican Queen" (1952), "Fat City" (1972), "The Man
Who Would Be King" (1975), "Wise Blood" (1979)

and now "Prizzi's Honor."
Some of the runners-up, all of which feature

memorable Performances: "The Misfits" (1961),

the doomed but fascinating production, written by
Arthur Miller, with Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable,

Montgomery Clift and EH Wallach; "The Night of

the Iguana" (1964), with Richard Burton, Ava
Gardner and Deborah Kerr; "Reflections in a
Golden Eye" (1967), with Marlon Brando; and
"Under the Volcano" (1984), with its mesmerizing

'

Performance by Albert Finney.

Not easily categorized but very special enter-

tainments, anyway, are the oddball "Beat the

Devil" (1S64), written (very loosely) by Truman
Capote, and "The Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean" (1972), which was not a success with the

public or many of the critics, but which still stays

in my mind for the Performances of Paul Newman
and Ava Gardner, and for its dizzy, sometimes

Continued on Page 18
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The Figures Don't Lie:

HoUywood's Audience

Is Older and Pickier

ByALJEANHARMETZ

Special lo The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, March 6 — What
many people in Hollywood have sus-

pected for the last two years is now
official: adults are going to the mov-
ies.

"The figures are statistically con-

firmable," Jack Valenti, the Presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Associa-

tion of America, said of a survey
taken for the association by the Opin-

ion Research Corporation of New Jer-

sey.

The survey, taken yearly since

1969, shows that men and women over
the age of 40 bought 71 million more
movie tickets in 1987 than they did in

1986. Over the last three years, the

gap between teen-agers and more
mature moviegoers has narrowed
dramatically. Teen-agers have
dropped from 32 percent of the audi-

ence m 1984 to 25 percent in 1987;

ticket buyers 40 and older accounted
for 15 percent of all admissions in

1984 and 20 percent in 1987.

"This ought to give some heft and
weight to producers who are looking

for material adults will find interest-

ing," Mr. Valenti said.

'A Wider Range of Movies'

"If it's true, I'd have to say, 'Thank
God,' " said Leonard Goldberg, Presi-

dent of the 20th Century-Fox Film
Corporation. "Young people will re-

main an important part of the audi-

ence, but if there is a shift and we
don't have to rely on teen-agers as

much, it will allow us to make a wider
angeof movies."
Mr. Goldberg warned that the most

important thing to look at is what
audience demographics will be two
years from now. "The movie idea we
put into work today isn't going to be

on the screen for more than a year
and a half," he said.

Thomas Pollock, the President of

Universal Pictures, a division of

MCA, said audiences would probably
continue to get older since much of

the change in moviegoing demo-
graphics comes from the graying of

America. "The percentage of teen-

agers who go to the movies is as high

as ever," he said. "It's just that there

are less teen-agers. And there are

more people over 40."

Success as a Sign

No matter what the reason for the

graying of the box Office, the effects

are already visible in the success of

such sophisticated comedies as

"Down and Out in Beverly Hills,"

"Broadcast News" and "Moon-
struck." "An older audience will go

for character movies, pictures about
people and not special effects," said

Dale Olson, the owner of an entertain-

ment public relations Company.
"The philosophy of most Studios

over the last decade was to makc
movies for people between the ages of

15 and 30," said Mr. Pollock, of Uni-

versal.

"Now," he said, "we can try to get

two audiences into 'Dragnet' or 'Bi-

loxi Blues.' We can make 'Dragnet'
for the teens who want to see Tom
Hanks and Dan Aykroyd and the

older audience that remembers the

lold 'Dragnet' series."

hf New York Umes/Peler TreeÄ^

Moviegoers in line at a theater ia*

Manhattan to see **Moonstruck|^

a sophisticated comedy geared toi^"

ward mature viewers.
, «I».

To Mr. Goldberg, the first hint thacf^

moviegoers were changing came iri*

the summer of 1985 when "Weird Scf-'*

ence," "Real Genius," and "My Sci-

ence Project," three comic fantasiej,

aimed at teen-agers, died at the box
^

Office, whil\ John^ijü&Lon's "Prizzl's ^
Honor," releäsed in Jun^*S^gamst air
the industry wisdom, which says yqiX

,

can only play youth films during th«-*

summer, did surprisingly well. Vt
But the movie that was the lighl*.

ning rod for the new trend was "Thff-
Jagged Edge," a courtroom thrille^«^

starring Glenn Close and Jeff Bridge^"
that was releäsed in October 1985»

.

and that seid $40 million worth of tlcki„;

ets. "Jagged Edge" spawned nearly*
two dozen suspense films aimed a^\
adults, including "Fatal Attraction." ^l
Mr. Pol lock talks about the diffi*

culty of appealing to an older and •

more discriminating audience. "They T,

read reviews," he said. "They don'^
rush out on opening night. And yoiM
can't seil a savvy 35-year-old with a*
lelevision commercial. Quality bnci,

subject matter become more imporj».

tant." . 3.

A few weeks ago, Edward Press-i**

man, the producer of "Plenty" antf*'

"Good Morning, Babylon," gave fpun
major Studios a script entitled "Re-tJ.
Versal of Fortune: Inside the von*
Biilow Case." Mr. Pressman saii"^

three of the Studios were compeling»
^

to makc the movie, which is based onü^
Alan Dershowitz's book about the^*

trials of Claus von Bülow on charges
"

of attemptingtomurder hiswife. ^
Although Hugh Hudson is to direct.^

the movie, there is no star attached,^-*

so the competition for this adult ma »

terial is not because of star power. |^

*<

Mr. Boone, the distribution execu-!«
tive who nurtured "Chariots of Fire,",**

had a word of advice: "To decide that» '

,

now we're only going to make moviesj
*

for the older generation is as stupid ^
as when we were doing it the other^*
way." »^
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NÜTliS ON JOHN HUäTüN: PHIZZI'S HüNOK

Kew York (Brooklyn) October 11, 1984

5i<ii]r^i

V
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Car vith Harvey, Driver, at 1 pm to Brooklyn for big vedding sei in Brooklyn«
John in his trailer outside, reading, looks well, I »it down with him at the table in

the trailer, he ]^ntroduces Mon^que Blanke, Üenry's daughter (of course, you knew her
father," John said— I: "Indeed I did— 1 think, in fact he was quite serious at one

point until he discovered that I would never give up U^e Hustons,** whereupon John grinned
somewhat sheepishly# • . ) 1 then told the story of my first riollwwood party, 2 days after
my arrival, in Maria Matray's dre|p, at the Blanke's--* formal— *for Max Reinhardt*.*

Muia( Monique is 26, charming, 1 liked her instantly* She is very solicitous about ^ohn,

watches over him— although he looks extraordinarily well (^ mo re paunch), he IS very

frail in the sense that he coughs a lot and the moment he finished shooting was given

oxygen, keeping the mask in front ot* his faceWll the way on the drive to his hotel^the

t\itz Carleton on Ci^So, room 1402); it was heart-breaking to watch and made me feel pro-

foundly concerned* However, on my next visit to the set on Üctober 2§, he was as sprightly

as could be ^even though he does move slowl^ and always sits down immediately again—

but no oxygen at any time, I feit very relieved# The 26th was a radiant day, that might

have had something to do with ito

I aat directly behind John— very careful not to dt|sturb him or tire him— next to

him sat Janet Koac|^ (the writer together with author Condon), and Meta Carpenter Wilde,

the author of a i^'aulkner fvemoir and script'«~girl on MALTh^B FALCüN«.* Monique sat next

to me, and there was a young boy hanging around for a bit, otherwise no visitors*

The scene, rehearsed many times and shot many times, was between Jack Nicolson and Anjel||ca

^*uston, whom i had not seen in the flesh since she was 7, but often with Nicolson on TV,

in photgraphs, etc. She is truly glamorous, VERY "different", stunning to look at, extr^^ely

slender, carried a marve}.ous evening dress, \ilack with shocking pink diagonal"^ ly draped

stola, with true elegance© She also was excellent in her scene with Nicolson (

^'ätireferring to h«f: father, ''he called me a whore**...) I hope that this picture will put her

on the map* ^ |j>t^ VUMi^ O^a /^ S C^
^

John asked whetner I had spoken to her— N hadn*t yet so as not to disturb her but then she

happened to S|B0iclHtte stand next to me and I told her who I was and she seemed no

register anything, still involved with her scene; John turned around and said to her. this
f.

i^
i

is Ruth, so we assured him we had just spoken* On the 25th we had a Chance to speak some

more, again she was extraordinarily elegant an/ glamorous (scene with grandfather), and
i

^^ she Said that she certainly knew exactly who I was-- remembered my letters with green

ink and thought of me as ''green"— funnily, I wore the only green Tv-shirt I have— brand-

new! ! She seemed very happy when I told her what I thought of her glamor, etc.

Shooting had to be broken off later because of a generator. John, to me: "We're out one

generator— well, Ruth, why don't you fix it?*' "Right away, John, I said, and, after a few

minutes, "Well, how am I fixing your generaotrt**— *'Not at all! (or words th that effect)*



NOTES ON JüHX HUSTON: PRIZZI'S HüNOR

New York (Brooklyn) üctober 11, 1984

^ tJß<\ %\h

Car with Harvey, Driver, at 1 pm to Brooklyn for big wodding set in Brooklyn»
John in his trailer outside, reading, looks well, I sit down with him at the table in
the trailer, ho ontroduces Mon^que Blanke, äenrj»-'» daughter (of course, you knew her
father/* John said— I: ''Indeed I did— I think, in fact he was qiiite serious at one

point ^intil he discovered that I would never give up t e rtustonSj'* whereupon John grinned
somewhat «heepishly. . • ) 1 then toid the story of my first hol! vood party, 2 days after
my arrival, in Maria Matray'a dreas, at the Blanke 's— formal— for Max Ueinhardt...

Muii^ Monique is 26, cliarming, I liked hör irstantly. She is very aolicitous about John,

watches over him— although he looks extraordinarily well (bo rao re paunch), he IS very

frail in the sense that he coughs a lot and the moment he finished shooting was given

oxyc;en, keeping the mask in front ot* his faceall the way on the drive to his hotel, the

:Utz Carleton on Cj^So, room 1402); it was heart-breaking to watch and madp me feel pro-

foundly concerned. However, on my next visit to the set on Üctober 2§, he was as sprightly

as could be ]Eevf*n though he does move slowl;^ and always .sits down immediately again

—

but no oxygen at any time, 1 feit very relieved. The ZJth was a radiant lay, that might

have had soniething to do with it«

I sat directly behind John— very careful not to dusturb him or tire him— next to

him sat Janet Roaejs (the writer together with author Condon), and Meta Carpenter Wilde,

the author of a raulkner emoir and Script girl on MALTICSE FALCüN. . . Monique sat next

to me, and there was a young boy hanging around for ? bit, otherwise no visitors»

The scene, rehearsed many times and shot many times, was betwcen Jack Nicolson and Anjeloca

huston, whom I had not seen in the flesh since she was 7, but often with Nicolson on TV,

in photgraphs, etc, She is truly glaxnorous, VEKY "different", stunning to look at, extramely

slender, carried a marvejous ev^-ning dress, l^lack with shccking pink dia^^onal ly draped

stola, with true elegance« She axso was excelient in her scene with Nicolson ("ÄMXjpuc

referring to her father, -^he called me a whore"...) I hope that thir> picture will put her

on tho map«

John asked whethor I had spuken to her— hadn't yet so as not to disturb her but then she

happened t> speEkxtai stand next to me and I told her who I was and she seemed notto

register anything, still involved with her scene; John tumed around and said to her this

is Ruth, so we assured him we had just spoken« On the 23th we had a chance to speeüc some

more, again she was extraordinarily elegant an glamorous (scene with grandfather), and

•he she said that she certainly knew exactly who I was— remembered my letters with green

ink and thought of me as **green"— funnily, I wore the only green T Shirt I have— brajad-

new! t She seemed very happy when I told her what I thought of her glamor, etc.

Shooting had to be broken off later because of a generator« John, to me; "We're out one

generator— well, Ruth, why don*t you fix it?'* "Kight away, John, I sail, and, after a few

minutes, **Well, how am I fixing your generaotrt"— "Not at all! (or words th that effect).



On the way home— John as usiial sitting vith the driver, mostly witK the oxjr^en^ I asked,
/

primarily for Monique's benefit, when I may come back. "ANY TIMK YOU VANT, " Johnsaid

vith emphasis^ and thanked me for Coming«

It had been he who had kissed me when I came into the tra(ler, and a couple of times I

kissed him lightly, he bemed» He does respond very much to affection, I think.

John Foreman vaa also an the set~ lifted me by the arrDS to pass by m^ once, then to

vatch the daiiies Rudi i:''ehr, the editor on the film, pig nello and aao. He 's moon-faced
^ "

1/
(A~ hadn't seqn him since the Holljnirood days. He asked when I left Hollywood, still married

to Maris W<ii(on whom he expected within a few days in NY« The scene in the daiiies was

Anjelica with an elderly matronly woman, perhaps an aunt or old family friend, who was

v^ry good. On the way home, when she was discussed' "Ann",

j

I asked who she was* "Ann

Selepegno", 1 didn*t believe my ears— Ann Selepegno, who was John^s scretary, a trim

young woman, just at the time when I worked on the Circus story and before John dis-

appeared to parts unknown which then turned out to be SAN FIETHO. .• About 1943«.«

I still can't get over it— how can ajiyone change so completely? Dil I, too? Ann is

now 77.« But nevertheless» • • 40 years later««*

On the 25thjHarvey again picked me up. I had wanted to come earlier but Monique l|ept

hedging— difficulties with a car because they were moving around so much, they had had

night shooting etc.. until I had been putting on pressure that I wanted to come out»

Harvey and I drove arofland( since they were on their lunch break but had to rfturn to the

set—- a huge mansion~ John resting in his trailer. Minique brings DANNY— whom I had

never met*«« VBiY tall, very handsome face, a lot like his mother^Hagar in the Bible),

but a strangely distorted face every time he laughs*«« He did the extraordinary opening

sequence in UNDEH THE VOLCANO— obviously very gifted, John's favorite among his children,

always was. VTe hit ot off instantly (as usual with John*s children! !|, he's 22, lives

in London— for the past 4 years, immediately asked that I get in touch should I come to

London* •• As they were still setting up the scene and John was not to be disturbed, he

aM Monqieu and I sat in a corner, chatting» He mentioned Fritz ^ng as one of his heros,

80 I produced the yellow-and-green scarf with all the dogs ^ng had given me for Xmas, more

than 40 years ago and I had with me since it went with the colors 1 was we^ring« Huge

success—- also later with John. Danny presses me for anecdotes, had I been on the set

i ^ ^
( |(CLOAK AND DAGüEH, when l^ng and I were "boese*^ neverhtless, I did remember his dic-

tatorial ways— told little stories, very discreetly, Danny is fascinated* In the

background Anjelica works with Meta Wilde-- Anjelica kept strictly with cast and others,

pointedly not hovering around her father except ,for discussing the one or the other

Point concerning her ^or\,.^^' ^<^UiS.tU^Uj^ UltuX ^U%^ Vi-ditC t'iK ^"^Uk {c\^
Danny peeked in and saw John sitting up, reading, i-j.his trailer, so we marched in—

John's face lit up when he saw me, "sit down," John is obviously in a very good mood.

-ii^t^^^



On the way home— John as usiial sitting with the driveri mostly wit the oxjrgen, I askedi

primariiy for Monique's benofit, whon I may come back. '*ANY TIME YüU VANT, " Johnaaid

with eiaphasiSf and thanked me for Coming.

It had been he vho had kissed me when I came into the trailer, and a couple of times I

kissed hira lightly, he bemed. He does respond very much to affection, I think.

John Poreman was also on the set— lifted rne by the arms to pass by me oncei then to

watch the deilif'S liudi ir'ehr, the editor on ihe film, big hello and ado. He 's raoon-faced

— hadn't 3eor) him since the Hollywood days. He asked when I left Hollywood, still married
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Anjelica with an elderly matrcnly womani perhaps an aunt or old family friend, who was

very i;ood. On the way hOifie, when ühe was discusseJ **Ann", I asked vho sho was« *' \nn

Selepegno'*. I didn't believe my ears— Ann Selepegno, who was John*s scretary, a trim

young woman, just ai the time when I worked on the Cir';us stoiy and before John dis-

appeared to parts unknown which then turned out to be SAN PIKTRO. . . About 1943...

I still can't get over it— how can anyone change so complt?tely? Di<f I, too? Ann is

now 77. • But nevertheless. . • 40 years later.«.

fti the 25th Harvey again picked me un# I had wanted to come earlier but Monique jept

hedging— difficulties with a car because they were moving around so much, they had had

night shooting etc., until I had been putting on pressure that I wanted to corae out«

Harvey and I drove around since they vere on their lunch break but had to return to the

set-- a huge mansion— John restin^j in his trailer. Mtbnique bring3 DaNXY— whon I had

never mat... VEUY tall, very hmdsomo face, a lot like liis mother (Hagar in the Biblo),

but a strangely distorted face every time he laughs.»« He did the extraordinary opening

sequence in UNDER THTi VOLCANO— obviously very giftod, John' 3 favorite among his children,

always was. We hit ot off instantly (as usual with John's children!!(, he's 22, lives

in London— for the past 4 years, imrnediatoly asked that I get in touch should I come to

London« •• As they were still setting up the scene and John was not to be disturbed, he

a d Monqiei; and I sat in a corner, chatting. He mentioned ?ritz ^ng as one of his heros,

80 I produced the yellow-and-green scarf with all the dogs ^ng had given me for Xmas, more

than 4^ years ago and I had with me since it went with the colors 1 was wäering. Huge

success— also later with John» Danny presses me for anecdotes, had I been on the set

( vCLOAK AND DAGGER, when Lang and I were *'boese**, nev^rhtless, I did rememb^r his dic-

tatorial ways— told little stories, very discreetly, Danny is fascinated» In the

bdckground Anjelica works with Meta Wilde— Anjelica kept strictly with caat and others,

pointedly not hovering around her fa her except for discussing the one or the other

point concerning her work#

Danny peeked in and saw John sitting up| reading, i his trailer, so we marched in

—

] i

John's face l^t up when ^e saw me, "sit down," John is obviously in a very good mood,

feeling all .rights He asks what I've been doing, I explain, just tryi

/
'

/



v.-^-

feeling all right, joking. He asks what I've been doing and I explain that I'm just trying

to improvei telling him of the plan to go to the convalescent hotel in Switzerland etc»

"e asked, that they don*t really knov vhat*s wrong, I explained they think I have

a small infection somevhere that flares up all the time. Monique: "Do you eat vitamms?"

les, 1 do« — Well, perhaps you ought to take little valks*««'*
I

John, vastly amuseJu '/'Listen to this! This 26-yr. old telling the 92-yr. old what to

do!" We*re all howling it was so funny»

I*m trying to explain to John: "You see, yesterday I went to the Hank»#."

"To the Bank? How wonder^ul that you can go to the Bank (he meant to have money)..."

It sounded very funny, so we all laughed again when he repeated to Danny and Monique,

"Lucky— she cip go to the Bank, •o"

I, continiing, also a)|explanation to Mortqjiue," you see, one Stands in line at the Bank,

at th^Post Office, at the Supermarket—•"

\

John: "And you're going from line to lineo.." more laughter.,«

Thon we talked about John's Life Achieveraent Award which Danny hadn*t seen and the

overwhelming and obviously genuine affection for John and how loved he was by everyone

(I mentioned Kleanor, without naming her, who had said to me he had no enemies and every-

body loved him in L.A. ^, John a[lpped it up), and he admitted that it was rather special

and Danny asked who had been there, and w^ that was dipussed, and (and that Betty ^acall

had been mistress of cere monies and also Anjelica), and then, into a little pause,

I Said to John, looking him straight in the face, " "You know, you arenH really that

benevolent, are you?" ^*e was taken aback for a second and then grinned and said, "No,

of course not, I*m nasty and mean»«." Laughter agaiH* •

•

Then they were ready and we all went to the set« Beautiful scene between Anjelica and her

"grandfather"— must find out the actor's name, looked like a sensitive College dean,

not a mafia Don!! H^X LiaUi(
, KU^ \t^ukt^ ,

Vhile we had been talking, Danny, Monique and I, 1 told them about the circus story

and both were fascinated and asked to read it-— obviously, they 's like to do somet^ing

together, Monique as producer and Danny as director and, of course, the story is so off-

beat and was much too far ahead in the early forties««#I promised to send theni a copy

after ray return from Rurope, since I had to look for «^Äl^ji^jbBl ^^Py» ^^^* ^^^ really am

not up to anything "extra" before leaving.

In John 's trailer we had also spoken about the fact that I had wanted to come earlier but

that it hadn't been convenient, because ^^B the driver was needed and night shooting,

etc. and John seemed somewhat annoyed and said he wanted me to come WHENkJVEK I wanted to,

this for Monique 's benefit and he later repeated it in the car for all to hear.eo

Again we went to see the dailies— scenes with Mafiosos and Lee Richardson who plays

Bomenick i'rizzi, Anjelica's father» Wp äH see to hold him in great esteem, I didn't

like him very much— seemed not^uite the real thing to me.



feeling all right, joking» He asks what I've been doing and I explain that I'm just tryiug
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at thePüst Office, at the Supernaarket—

"

Jolm: "And yoa*re going from line to line..." more laughter..»

Th.Mi we talkei about John 's Life Achiovement Award which Danny hadn't seen and the

overtarhelming and obviously genuine affection for John and how loved he was by everyone

{I mentioned Eleanor, without naining her, vho had sail to me he had no enemies and every-

body loved him in L.A., dohn alpped it up), and he admitted that it was rather special

and Jaimy asked who had been there, xnd so that was dicussed, and (and that Betty ^acall

had been mistress of cere monies and also Anjelica), and then, into a iittle pause,

I Said to John, looking him straight in the face, " /'Tou know, you aren't really that

ben^volent, are you?" ^^ was taken aback for a second and then grinned and said, "No,

of course not, I'in nasty and mean«.«" Laughter agaih«..

Then they were ready and we all went to the set« Beautiful scene between Anjelica and her

"grandfather"— must find out the actor's name, looked liUe a sessitive College dean,

not a mafia Don !

!

Vhile w» had been talking, Danny, Monique and I, I told them about the circus story

and both wete fascinated and asked to reexl it— obviously, they 's like to do somet^ ing

togethor, Monique as producer and Danny as director and, of course, the story is so off-

beat and was much too far ahea4 in the early forties#.tI promised to send them a copy

after ray retürn from Kurope, since 1 had to lock for an extra copy, etc. and really am

not up to anything "extra" before leaving.

In John 's trailer we had also spoken about the fact that I had wanted to come earlier but

that it hadn't been convenient, because ois the driver was needed and night shooting,
r

etc. and John seemed somewhat annoyed and said he wanted me to come WHENEYER I wanted to,

this for Mönique's benefit and he later repeated it in the car for all to hear.«»

\ 'f

Again ve veint to see the dailies— scenes with Mafiosos and Lee Hichardson who plays

Bomenick ^rizzi, Anjelica's father. £^3fe ^H 9ee to hold him in great esteem, I didn't
( (

like him very much— seemed notquite the r^al thing to me.
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In the trailer John had asked me if I vent to the theatre and sav films and I explained

that I really hadn't been well enough for anything, tkat except for 3 weeks all year,

and I think that led to the ensuing dialogiie about the Bank etc.

Ve also spoke abont the BIBLE premiere and I said I thlought that Danny 's mother wore a

yellow dress and John said, yes, indeed, he thought so, too« I mentioned that I had

met her briefly, the only time«

Danny was very attentive, saw to it that I could sit d^wn, without being in anyone's

way, kept rauch to my side, we also sat together w^^jlgj^gijag' the dailies^ and I thought

^Mp the big premiere of FAT CITY when Tony and I sat| holding hands».» I whijfpered to

Danny at one point (not during the dailiesl) that I've found a new grandson— he didn*t

quite understand until I said, "You!" (of course, he knows nothing about WH— but I did

quote him that he once tolfü me that Fritz Uing was such an **interesting" man«

üoth Danny and Monique wrote out their respective addresses for me© I always spoke of

"Danny^s mother"— I still can't recall her name» Must look it up»

1 noticed something very stränge. Whenever Ciladys* name comes up, there is total silence

a^ihough no one wants to talk about her« As though there was something not quite right

about her— perhaps something that was discovered after her death?? I find thi s raost

/puzzling considering the enormous part|inJohn*s life; she's played for so longv

Danny asked me, when I mentioned her, how Betty 'Kelly was, obviously with affection.
I

^-

Monique mentioned to him righiwhen we met that I had brought a clipping aout him and

John on the first day I came ^^» the sirt, and I explained that Betty had sent it and a friend

had also broughts.it from a trip abroad* Danny seemed intriguedo

Foreman was againyon the set, of course, also Janet Koach who again ignored me in the

most extraordinary way» I sat for a while next toqeta Wilde and whajipered to her that

I loved her book. She was startled, said I was "most kind", I told her I Bi^GHT it

at a time when I was terribly poor — hardcover or p)aperback, she wanted to know and what

had me wanted to read it? I explained that I was a writer and that my agent had slj^gested

it and also that I had met Mr. Faulkner, socially, at the Kuth i:'ord-and*^^eter van h.yck*s

who had been very close friends of mine;" she nodded. Then I told her about passing by

bis Office at Warners and he called me in and I then asked him about the famous story of

bis wanting to work at home etc. and whether it ws true, etc. and she smiled about all

that. I think Kmade her day. She said, this was her last film— she workeri only out

of whatever, I forgot what word she used, for John, q |/ ,
yi . / ^ C^ü^/ß^

" he way home, Janet had to sit in the hatch in the [back because Monique and Danny satOrtlt

A
with me behind John and Harvey. This time there was lively conversation, about the scenes

in the dailies, etc., the Bible again— I think I mentioned to John that it was recently

shown on TV and I hadn't wanted to see the whole film, switched it on right at the

NOA«HpÄrt and how raoving it is the way he holds that dove... Then I added— that I

thought I'd have another Noah card for him for Xmas— explaining to Monique and Danny
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Monique mentioned to him rightwhen we met that I had brought a clipping aout him and

John on the first day I came on the »et, and I explained that ßetty had s«nt it and a friend

had also brought it from a trip abroad« Danny se»-:?med intrigued.

Foreman was again on the sot, of course, also Janet Koach who again ignored rae in the

most extraordinary way« I sat for a while next to*'*eta Wilde and whsinered to her that

I loved her book. She vae startled, said I was **riiost kind". 1 told her I B OUüHT it
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his Office at Warners and he called me in and I then asked hira about the famcus story of

his wanting to work at hone etc. and whether it ws true, etc. and she srrdled about all

that. I think 1 raade her day. She said, this was her last film— she worked only out

of whatever, I forgot what worcl she used, for John.

Onthe way home, Janet had to sit in the hatch in the back because Monique and Danny sat

with jne behind John and liarvey. This time there was lively conversation, about the scenes

in the dailies, etc.^ the Bible again— I think I mentioned to John that it was recently

shown on TV and I hadn't wanted to see the whole film, switched it on right at the

NOAJ part and hov* moving it is the way he holds that dove... Then I added— that I

thought IM have euiother Noah card for him for Xmas— explaining to Monique and Danny

•
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that John alvays got either a horse or a Noah card for his birthdays and Xmas~ and that

l'm making my ovn Cards« *• John, very unexpectedly, speaks up: "And they are alvays

such beautiful Cards— very beautiful" (or words to that effect but he did use the vord

••beautiful" and really seemed to admire them. T^is is typical of John, to come out with

unexpected praise*.*

As we appraoched my house, I thanked him again for the vonderful day, he thanked me for

having come and "ANY time you vant to come" and I kX^j^^SuLB^y said that of course it

was love at first sight with Danny, said goodbye to everybody incl iiarvey and than some-

what pointedly, "goodnight, Janet", who replied, "nice to have seen you again!" l^
)

Meanvhile Danny had jumped out and valked aroun^the car to open the door for me and

kissed me on both cheeks, v£th obvious affection. I kissed John lightly and off they vent(

I should have started out by saying that it was John who called me on October 8th, on bis

own, no prodding no nothing from me, I knew he was shooting because I had called Jo

in Puerto Vallarta on the 3rd, the day he started and"^ asked her to teil him that I had

called her which she obvionsly forgot since he knew notiing about it. It pleased me

doubly, of course« aiKi^wo days later Monique called, introduced herseif and made the

arrangements« I had asked John iramediately if I may come out to the set to watch,

knowing it would bo my best chance to see him««« / ^} ^// l'^
On that first day he mentioned that he had had dinner with Susan and John Weitz and we

spoke briefly about jl^iem— we oaö^ spoke about Matray (a stränge man, was John 's corament>

— he dicin*t know that he had died« ün the second visit out of the blu^ ij^ said, "You

know that Wolfgang had died" — 1 didn^t or had forgotten. I mentioned that liichard

^rton's death had saddened me and reminded him that that day in Las Caletas John had

asked Richard who was the best of the young actors and he had said^ Derek Jacobi« To

(3u1|^ blank stares, Burton said to me I had probably seen him as Claudius; John had no

h
idea« I brought this up and still no bell ringing until I said "Cyrano wj|ich Jacobi was

doing just nov in NY with huge success« ^hen John knew at once and sort of murmured that

that was the one burton had singled out (in 1978!)

I told John how impressed X was with Anje^C(], hefglamor, her talent, he beamedo



that John alvays got either a borse or a Noah card for bis birthdays and Xmas— and that

l'm making my ovn Cards... John, very unexpectedly, »pf^aks up: ^^knd they are b^lway^

auch beauiiful cards-- very beautiful" (or words to that effect but he did usc the word

*'b€aiitiful*' and roally seeme'^c to admire them. TJjis is typical of Joliij, to come out vith

vmexpected praise. •

•

As wo appraoched my houße, I thanked him again fcr the wonderful day, he thanked me for

having come and *'AN1 time ycu vant to conie" and I kissed him, Said that of course it

was lovo at fir^t sight with Danny, said goodbye to everybody incl ilarvey and than some-

what pointedly, "gooanight, Jauet''| who rtplied, '*i)ice to have seen you a^ain!"

Meanwhile i>anny had jumped out and valked aroung thf car to open the door for me and

kissec: me on both cheeks, v£th oLviüus afi'ectiun. I ki3sed John lightly ani off they wenti

I shouid ha\e started out by firayiug i/hat it was John vho called me on October 8th, on bis

ovn, no prüdding no noxhing from me. I \u\e\ he vas shooting because I had called Joan

in Puerto Vailarta on the 3rd, the day he staited and 1 asked her to teil biß: that 1 had

called lier which she obviously forgot sincf hc knev notiing about it. It pleased me

doubly, of course. and two daya later Monxque callea, intioduccc herseif anc made the

anangcments. 1 had asked John iminediately if I roay come out to the set to vatch|

knoving it wouid be oy bost chance lo se^»^ him»..

Qn that first day he mentioned that he had had dinner with Susan and John Veitz and we

spoke briefly about v era-^ we oniy ö;joke about Matray (a stränge man, was John*s comment^

— he didn't kriow that he had died. On tho secoa*! visit out of the biue he said, "You

know that Wolfgang had died ' — 1 didn't or had forgottcn. I mentioned that Richard

^urton's death had saddened me and reminded him that that day in l^as Caletas John had

asked Hicliard who was the best of the young actors and ho had said, Derek Jacobi. To

' ut blank stares, Burton said to me I had probably seen him as Cle.udiua; John had no

idea. I brought this up and still no bell ringing until I said "Cyrano v^ich Jacobi was

doing just nov in NY with huge success. ^hen John knew at once and sort of murmured that

that was the one burton hctd sinkled out (in 1978!) - -

I tOiJ John hov impressed 1 was with Anje,icn, her glwnor, her talent, he beamed«
^



that John always got either a horse or a Noah card for bis blrthdays and Xnas— and that

l'm making my ovn Cards« #• John, very unexper. tedly, »j>oak£ up: *'^d thfy are alvay«

such beauiiful cards— very beautiful*' (or words to that effect but he did uso the word

*'bcaiitifur' and reaily seemei to admire them» T^is is typical of JoIiL, to come out vith

unexpected praise»«*

As vo appraoched my houee, I thanked him again for the wonderful day, he thanked me for

having come and *'AiVX time you vant to conie** and I kissed him, Said that of course it

was lovii at first sight with Danny, said goodbye to everybody incl Harvey and than some-

what poiritedly, *'gooanight, Janet''| who replied, "lacc tc have seen you again!"

Meanvhile l>anny haci juPaped out and valked aroung Ihf car to open the door for me and

kiss'jc me on both cheeks, vith obviuus afi'ectiun« I kiased John üghtly ani off they vent»

I shouid have started out by sayiiig that it was John vho called me on October 8th, on his

ovn, no prodding no noxhing from me. I Imov he vas shooting because I had called Jo6üi

in Puerto Vailarta on the 3rd, the day he staited and 1 askcd her tc teil hin: that I had

cailed her which she obviously forgot sincf hc knev notiing about it. It pleased me

doubly, of course. and two daya later Monique caliea, ii"itioduccc herseif and made the

ariangcments. 1 had asked John immediately if I may come out to the set to vatch|

knovin^ it wouid be my bost chauce ^o sen him»..

Qr\ that first day ho mentioned that he had had dinner vith Susan and ^iohn Weitz and we

spoke briefly about y era— we oniy s'^oke about Matray (a stränge man, wa? John*s coroment^

— he di'ln't kriow that he ha^i died. ()n th^ secon»l visit out of the biue he said, "You

knov that Wolfgang had died ' — i didri't or had forgotten. I mentioned that Richard

•^urton's death had saddened me and reminded him that that day in Las Caletas John had

asked Richard who was the best of the yount^ actors and ho had said, Derek Jacobi. To

' ut blank stsires, Burton said to me I had probably seen him as Claudius; John had no

idea. I brought this up and still no bell ringing until I said "Cyrano v^ich Jacobi vas

doing just nov in NY with huge success. -^hen John knev at once and sort of murmured that

that was the one burton heul sinkled out (in 1978!)

I toi J John hov impressed 1 was with Anje,icn, hei- glwnor, her talent» he beamed«
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''PRIZZI'S HONOR''

ÄNNQpNCEMgNT STORY

Prizzi's Honor^" a John Huston film starring Jack

Nicholson and Kathleen Turner^ opens,

Theatre.

at the

Academy Award-winner Nicholson plays a Mafia hitman

who unwittingly falls in love with his female counterpart^

played by Turner ^ the star of "Romancing the Stone^" in this

Twentieth Century Fox release produced by John Foreman for

ABC Motion Pictures. "Prizzi's Honor^" adapted for the

screen by Richard Condon and Janet Roach from Condon's book

of the same title^ is the 35th film by director John Huston/

whose career Stretches from 1941 's legendary "The Maltese

Falcon" to last year's "ünder the Volcano,"

Co-starring with Nicholson and Turner is a distinguished

cast including Robert Loggia^ John Randolph/ William Hickey^

Lee Richardson^ Michael Lombard and Anjelica Huston.
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PRIZZI'S HONOR*

GAST AND CREDITS

GAST

Charley Partanna JACK NICHOLSON
Irene Walker KATHLEEN TURNER
Eduardo Prizzi ROBERT LOGGIA
Angelo "Pop" Partanna JOHN RANDOLPH
Don Gorrado Prizzi WILLIAM HIGKEY
Dominic Prizzi LEE RIGHARDSON
Pilargi "Finlay" MICHAEL LOMBARD
Maerose Prizzi ANJELIGA HUSTON
Plumber GEORGE SANTOPIETRO
Lt. Hanley LAWRENCE TIERNEY
Peaches Altamont C« G. H. POONDER
Aroalia Prizzi ANN SELEPEGNO
Phil Vittimizzare VIG POLIZOS
Bluestone DICK ' NEILL
Casco Vascone SDLLY BOYAR
Theresa Prizzi ANTONIA VASQDEZ
Opera Singer TOMASINO BARATTA
Don 's Bodyguard JOHN CALVANI
Gallagher MURRAY STAPF
Marxie Heller JOSEPH RUSKIN
Bocca RAY SERRA
Gomsky SETH ALLEN
Presto Giglione DOMINIC BARTO
Beulah TEDDI SIDDALL
Photographer *2 TOM SIGNORELLI
Photographer *1 RAYMOND lANNIGELLI
Soldier STANLEY TÜGCI
Policeman THBMI SAPOUNTZAKIS
Airport Clerk BETH RAINES
Charley at 17 MICHAEL SABIN
Anchorman "Fred" MICHAEL TUCK
Kiely MICHAEL FISCHETTI
Bodyguard KENNETH GERVI
Mrs. Calhane MARLENE WILLIAMS
Gigar Smoker «1 JOE KOPMAR
Gigar Smoker t2 ERAMUS "CHARLIE" ALFANO
Gigar Smoker «3 PETER D'ARGY
Gigar Smoker «4 THOMAS LOMONAGO
Gigar Smoker #5 BILL BRECHT
Priest ENZO GITARELLI
Cop JOHN CODIGLIA
Bishop HENRY FEHREN
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Soprano Soloist In Church ALEXANDRA IVANOPF
Bartender SKIP ' BRIEN
Priest THEODORE THEOHAROUS
Man #1 at Mexlcan Wedding JONATHAN L. ARLAND
Man *2 at Mexlcan Wedding RUEBEN GONZALEZ
Man t3 at Mexlcan Wedding LUIS ACCINELLI
Woman tl at Mexlcan Wedding DANIELLE FREDERICK
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CREDITS

Directed by JOHN HUSTON
Produced by JOHN FOREMAN
Prom The Novel By RICHARD CONDON
Screenplay By RICHARD CONDON

and JANET ROACB
Director of Photography ANDRZEJ BARTKOWIAK
Production Designer DENNIS WASHINGTON
Edited By RUDI FEHR A.C.E.

and KAJA FEHR
Music Composed By ALEX NORTH
Costumes Designed By DONFELD
Casting By ALIXE GORDIN C.S.A.
Executive in Charge of Production HERB JELLINEK
Production Manager (Los Angeles) DONALD C. KLUNE
Production Manager (New York) THOMAS JOHN KANE
First Assistant Director BENJY ROSENBERG
Second Assistant Director CHRISTOPHER GRIFFIN
Production Executive DENNIS L. JUDD, II
Location Manager ERIC JOHNSON
Script Supervisor META WILDE
Property Master RUSS GOBLE
Publicity Coordinator STUART FINK
Set Decorator BRUCE WEINTRAUB
Makeup for Mr« Nicholson HARK REEDALL
Makeup for Miss Turner TOM GASE
Hair Stylist MARLENE WILLIAMS
Hair Styles for Kathleen Turner
and Anjelica Huston Created by ANTHONY CORTINO
Production Associate LAILA NABULSI
Assistant to the Producer BARBARA DREYFUS
Assistant to Mr. Huston MONIQUE BLANKE
Production Assistants BETTIANN FISHMAN

SBERYL MAIN

NEW YORK CREW

Second Assistant Director RANDI ROSEN
Production Supervisor JON KILIK
Location Manager DEBORAH LEE
Location Scout JOHN J. HEALEY
Art Director MICHAEL HELMY
Assistant Art Director LINDA CONAWAY
Storyboard Artist JANE CLARK
Set Decorator CHARLES TRUHAN
Lead Man GARY AHARONI
Property Master RICHARD ADEE
Assistant Propman BILL REYNOLDS
Camera Operator CRAIG DiBONA
Ist Assistant Cameramen DUSTY BLAUVELT

JOHN VERARDI
2nd Assistant Cameraman CHAIM KANTOR
Still Photographer KERRY HAYES
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Special Effects CONNIE BRINK
Stunt Coordinator HARRY MADSEN
Production Sound Mixer DENNIS HAITLAND
Boom Operator DANIEL ROSENBLUM
Sound Recordist KIM MAITLAND
Carpenter Chief ED SWANSON
Construction Grip ED LARKIN
Scenic Chargeroan BRUNO ROBOTTI
Assistant Editor DAVID SIEGEL
Apprentice Editor MARTHA HUNTLEY
Men ' s Costumers BILL LOGER

GUY TANNO
Makeup MICKEY SCOTT
Special Makeup ROBERT LADEN
Therapist/Nurse MARTIN J. DILLON
Therapist/Nurse JAMES McVEY
D.G.A. Trainee LIZ RYAN
A.P.I. Intern MARK BELAIR
Transportation Captain JOSEPH FANNING
Gaffer DUSTY WALLACE
Best Boy DAVID McCLEAN
Electrician FRED JOHANNES
Key Grip BILLY MILLER
Best Boy Grip KENNETH FUNDUS
Dolly Grip JOHN DONOHÜE
Casting Assistant LISA MARFLEET
Extra Casting SLYVIA FAY
Extra Casting Assistant CAL SAINT JOHN
Production Coordinator GRACE BLAKE
Assistant Production Coordinator MOLLY ZIMMERMAN
Production Auditor BARBARA LUCEY
Assistant Production Auditor ERIN QUINN
Preproduction Coordinator DENNIS LASKER
Dialect Coach/Technical Advisor JULIE BOVASSO
Technical Advisors ROCCO MUCCACHIA

TOMASINO BARATTA
Production Assistants

Office CHRIS LOPEZ
Art Department DAN AGUAR
Construction Crew JEAN DiNIRO
Construction Crew JONATHAN DE CAMP

DAVID SARDI
PARNES CARTWRIGHT
CAROLINE STEVENS

LOS ANGELES CREW

Second Assistant Director SCOTT CAMERON
Art Director TRACY BOÜSMAN
Set Designer ELIZABETH BOUSMAN
Camera Operator JOE MARQUETTE
Ist Assistant Cameraman DUSTY BLAUVELT
2nd Assistant Cameraman JOE COSKO
Steadicam Operator RANDY NOLIN
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Still Photographer GEMMA LaMANA
Production Sound Mixer ART ROCHESTER
Boom Man CREW CHAMBERLAIN
Cable Man KEN NüNN
Re-Recording Mixers JOHN T. REITZ C.A.S.

DAVID E. CAMPBELL C.A.S
GREGG C. RÜDLOFF C.A.S.

Sound By COMPACT SOUND SERVICES
Music Recording DAN WALLIN
Music Arranger and Conductor FRED STEINER
Post Production Supervisor DAVID McCANN
Sound Design RICHARD SHORR
Sound Editors MICHAEL REDBOURN

CATHERINE SHORR
Music Editor KENNETH WANNBERG
ADR Editors JILL TAGGART

DENISE WHITING
ADR Casting A.D.R. PLAYERS CO.
Pootsteps VANESSA CROSBY

ALICIA STEVENSON
Foley Recording RICHARD ROGERS
Assistant Film Editor JEAN J. JONES
Construction Coordinator DAVE BROWN
Labor Foreman JAMES ONDREJKO
Painter Foreman ANTHONY TOMEO
Ass istant Propman RICHARD COWITT
Lead Man CHRIS BUTLER
Swing Men JAMES WALDROP

STEPHEN PLANCK
JOHN "RANDY" BREWER

Cos turne Department Head JOHN S. PERRY
Men 's Costume Supervisor ERIC SANDBERG
Ladies' Costume Supervisor LLANDYS WILLIAMS
Hair Stylist CATHY BLONDELL
Location Nurse GRETCHEN WILSON, R.N.
Publicist BEVERLY WALKER
Gaffer CHRIS STRONG
Best Boy RANDY HART
Key Grip DOUG WILLIS
Best Boy Grip GREG GUELLOW
Do;iy Grip BILLY BEARD, JR.
GripS. . . .; HANK SHEPPHERD

GARY J. JENSEN
Graft Service KEN HARDIE
Transportation Coordinator NORMAN HONATH
Transportation Captain ANDY STRAUB
Dispatcher TOM KRIGBAUM
Production Van Driver PHIL HEDLEY
Prop Truck ALAN KAMINSKY
Wardrobe Trailer STEVE MICHAELS
Production Coordinator DOROTHY McGOWAN
Casting Assistant STACY SMITH-EHRENHALT
Negative Cutter JACK HOOPER
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Color Timers PHIL DOWNEY
JIM SCHURNANN

Opticals PACIFIC TITLE
Titles PENELOPE GOTTLIEB
Some Still Photos Provided By THE BETTMANN ARCHIVE
Lenses and Panaflex Camera By PANAVISION (R)

Color By DELÜXE (R)

Dolby Stereo Consultant DAVID W. GRAY

(c) 1985 ABC MOTION PICTÜRES, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

RELEASED THROüGH TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION
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A JOHN FOREMAN Productlon

of

A JOHN HÜSTON Film

Starring

JACK NICHOLSON KATHLEEN TURNER
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Music by
ALEX NORTH

Director of Photography
ANDRZEJ BARTKOWIAK

Screenplay by
RICHARD CONDON and JANET ROACH

Based Upon a Novel by
RICHARD CONDON

Produced by
JOHN FOREMAN

Directed by
JOHN HUSTON
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"PRIZZI'S HONOR"

PRODÜCTION INFORMATION

"Prizzi's Honor^" a John Huston film starring Jack

Nicholson and Kathleen Turner, is a bizarre comedy about

a Mafia hit man who falls in love and marries a woman who

turns out to be his female counterpart.

But for a few stränge twists, it might have been a

simple boy-meets-girl story: An Italian from Brooklyn falls

in love with a gorgeous L.A. blonde. Their romance might

have had a happy ending, except. . •

He is Charley Partanna (Jack Nicholson) , enforcer for

the Prizzis, one of the riebest crime syndicate families in

the country, She is Irene Walker (Kathleen Turner) , a free-

lance killer secretly hired by the Prizzis to eliminate

someone who betrayed them. So Byzantine are Family poli-

tics, he doesn't know about her until after he has lost his

heart. She knows who he is — but she doesn't know about

Maerose Prizzi (Anjelica Huston) , beautiful granddaughter of

the dsü, who*s still in love with Charley.

This Variation on the eternal triangle sets in motion

John Huston 's new film, "Prizzi 's Honor." Produced by John

Foreman for ABC Motion Pictures, with distribution by Twen-

tieth Century Fox, the film stars Jack Nicholson and Kathleen

Turner, and was adapted for the screen by Richard Condon and
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Janet Roach from Condon^s book of the same title^ published

in 1982.

"Prizzi's Honor" presents characters of such sparkling

monstrousness as to virtually set a new Standard for celluloid

no-goods, Joining Nicholson and Turner are a rogue's gallery

of co-stars including Robert Loggia as suave Eduarde Prizzi;

John Randolph as Charley's smiling father Angelo "Pop''

Partanna; William Hickey as Don Corrado Prizzi^ the aging

don : Lee Richardson as his irascible son Dominic; and Anjelica

Huston as Dominicas outcast daughter Maerose.

In "Prizzi 's Honor^" the dealings and double-dealings of

the organized criminal class are seen both through a glass

darkly and a funhouse mirror, "Dämon Runyon meets Bertolt

Brecht" in the words of one pundit, "The conceit is that

killers fall in love^" comments producer John Foreman, "Their

killing is a profession, and after they do it^ they go home

and behave like everybody eise,"

The film of "Prizzi 's Honor" was initiated by Huston,

In early 1984 he came across the galleys of the book in the

library of his villa outside Puerto Vallarta. "I seized

them up instantly and read them avidly^ and thought they

were marvelous," he says. "I thought it was wonderful

motion picture material^ and that somebody should get hold

of it quickly,"

The director telephoned John Foreman^ with whom he had

made three previous films ("The Man Who Would Be Kinq,^ "The

Mackintosh Man" and "The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean")/
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and Foreman in turn telephoned him a day later with the

happy news that the book was available«

Huston had long been a fan of Richard Condon, whom he

considers "a distinctive and major American writer." He

was instrumental in getting the novelist's first book^ "The

Oldest Confessionr" made into the 1962 film "The Happy

Thieves" (starring Rex Harrison and Rita Hayworth) , and

Huston appeared in "Winter Kills," a 1974 film based upon

Condon 's novel of the same title. The two men have known

each other for more than thirty years^ since before each

lived in Ireland« In fact, the novelist himself had sent

those galleys to Huston, seeing a kinship with the direc-

tor's first film, "The Maltese Palcon." Evidently they

were misplaced for nearly two years, during which time the

director's attention was turned to the making of "ünder the

Volcano."

Since the appearance of "The Manchurian Candidate" (the

book in 1959, the film in 1962), Richard Condon has been

something of a cult figure to readers and moviegoers skepti-

cal about the American Dream« His particular type of fic-

tion is of the "paranoid surrealism" school to which such

authors as Joseph Heller, William Burroughs, Thomas Berger

and Thomas Pynchon also belong« Host of his twenty pub-

lished novels have appeared on best-sellers lists, and four

have been adapted for the screen — in addition to those

previously mentioned, "A Talent For Loving" became a 1969

film starr ing Richard Widmark and Genevieve Page.
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Condon does not mind belng labelled "paranoid" because,

he says, "It's paranoia rooted in reality« America is an

imperial power just beginning to break out o£ its carefully

protected shell« It's becoming more and more apparent that

'the boys* don't care who knows what they're doing^ who they

are or how they operate. Today ^ people talk about evil

things with such composure«"

It was this matter-of-factness — indeed, banality —
about evil that drew John Huston to "Prizzi's Honor^" and it

served to root the actors in the essential truth o£ their

characters. Jack Nicholson never stopped speaking "gang-

sterese" even when off-camera^ and Kathleen Turner endowed

the murdering Irene with a füll ränge o£ womanly feelings«

Verisimilitude of accent was considered extremely

important by Huston, who hired actress/writer Julie Bovasso

as a coach to the actors« "He said he wanted me to sound

like I was born in Italy and never got further than Brooklyn,"

says William Hickey, who plays the eccentric and ruthless

head of the Prizzi clan«

The distinguished co-stars of "Prizzi 's Honor" relished

playing characters of myriad contradiction, and found it chal-

lenging to keep themselves within the bounds of believability«

As John Randolph, the affable but cunning puts

it; "Everyone in this story's acting straight, but actually

their two feet are firmly planted in mid-air«" Randolph

concentrated on playing a loving father (to Jack Nicholson 's

Charley Partanna), letting the plot convolutions convey the

2ü:>8urdity of the Situation« "The most truly comic moments
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in life come out of complete devout seriousness^" conunents

Anjelica Huston, who plays Maerose as a woman with a mission«

All the actors credit Huston with helping shape their

Performances toward a kind of heightened realism that was

both comical and tragic, "He emphasized that the don is a

religious man^ genuinely compassionate^" comments William

Hickey, "The heart of the matter for Huston is simplicity^"

says Lee Richardson^ who plays the eldest son. "He keeps

Stripping away^ seeking the quintessence of the character."

Robert Loggia^ playing the middle Prizzi son^ experienced

the director as a father figure .. wpermissive^ but exacting*

One performer turned shy when her Services were requested.

Ann SelepegnOy for nearly half a Century an assistant to

Anatole Litvak and Joseph Losey as well as John Huston ^ was

not eager to go before the cameras as Amalia^ spinster

sister to the don > She had never acted before^ not even a

walk-on, and she tried in every possible way to say no» But

Huston persisted and she finally capitulated. "When I read

the Script/ I knew why he called^" she says laughingly,

"The map of Italy is on my face."

Long known as a director who places great emphasis on

acting in movies/ John Huston cast the picture carefully.

"As I'm reading the material^ I think of someone I know

who is most like the character ^ and then I think of an

artist who is most like the person I know. Sometimes it's

the same person I" he notes.

"He has complete respect for those he has chosen. There

are no second thoughts# and if he has to help^ he helps^" says
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John Randolph. The director's •'help" is usually conveyed

discreetly^ in a low voice directly to the actor, It is not

surprising that he is enormously populär with his cast and

they^ in turn^ with him, üpon the completion of filming/ he

commented, "It was great fun watching the actors on this

particular trapeze,**

The screenplay for "Prizzi's Honor" was co-written by

Richard Condon and Janet Roach. Roach is an Emmy award-

winning writer^ director and producer of televlsion documen-

taries who met John Huston in 1982^ while working on a

profile of him for the PBS series "Creatively With Bill

Moyers," Two years later^ she happened to be visiting the

director in Puerto Vallarta when a draft of the screenplay

arrived, "He thought it needed a bit of meddlingr" she

recallSf "so he handed it to me and said 'Well^ honey^ see

what you can do,'"

Their working relationship waS/ of course^ considerably

more complex than that. "Our method was Socratic^" she

says, "We'd discuss what needed to be done to the scenes

and I'd go off and try to write them." The changes were

primarily structural. Like the director / Roach was a great

fan of Richard Condon and^ in fact^ had also given Huston a

copy of "Prizzi's Honor," The collaboration among the three

was unusually harmonious because^ in Roach 's vieWf they have

a simllar senslbility, "The grotesque appeals to all of us,"

she says.

Richard Condon considers "Prizzi's Honor" to be a Varia-

tion on the timeless Horatio Alger story^ albeit with a touch
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of the surreal, "Charley Partanna ultimately marries the

boss's daughter^" he points out^ "and in that way it's

an all-American fairytale about American success," Long

interested in organized crime^ the author owns ninety books

on the subject, "I grew up in a seamy neighborhood and was

in direct contact with those kinds of people^" he says, "It

has long fascinated me to see some people just go in and

take what others worked so hard to get," Fascinated^ yes —
and outraged.

"IWe had grudges about the abuse of power in the modern

World all my life^" admits the novelist^ "and writing is a

form of counter-punching," Part and parcel of Condon's

•punch' is his biting sense of humor^ which has given him a

special place among contemporary writers, "He is a literary

vaudevillian^ a weaver of spells and conjurer of darkly garish

visionsr" wrote Tom Buckley in the New York Times Magazine «

It is not surprising that Condon^ a former motion picture

advertising and publicity executive^ was once fired by Howard

Hughes after an argument over the advertising of "Androcles

and the Lion,"

"Prizzi's Honor" was filmed primarily in Brooklyn and

Los Angeles, with additional filming in Las Vegas, during

the last three months of 1984 • After traversing Brooklyn

and parts of lower Manhattan in the Company of John Foreman,

cinematographer Andrzej Bartkowiak and production designer

Dennis Washington, the director selected several landmark

Spots as appropriate for his very rieh Prizzi family. Among
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these were Prospect Hall, a Y«N.C*A., a house wlth a garden

on Plerrepont Street In Brooklyn Helghts whlch served as the

home for the 84-year-old don ^ the Williamsburgh Savlngs Bank

Tower, the promenade in Brooklyn Heights, subway platforms

and bridges« The church used for the opening scene, the

Church of St. Anne and the Holy Trinity in Brooklyn Heights,

contains the first stained glass produced in America,

A variety of locales in Los Angeles provided an inter-

esting contrast to the grit and grime of New York. The

jewelbox-like Bei Age Hotel off Sunset Boulevard served as

a romantic meeting place for Jack Nicholson and Kathleen

Turner; a tasteful home in Pacific Palisades demonstrated a

hit person*s upward mobility; a Chinese laundry in Hollywood

was eerily atmospheric even without set dressing. A great

many of the scenes were shot on sound stages at Laird

International Studio in Culver City.

The staff behind the camera was an unusual mix of the

new and the nostalgic. On the side of sentiment were of

course producer John Foreman as well as Paul Kohner, the

director's long-time agent, who blessed the set occasionally

with an appearance. Two truly distinguished craftspersons

from Hu8ton*s past were Rudi Fehr, who edited "Key Largo"

for him in 1948, and Script Supervisor Meta Wilde, who

performed the same task for *The Maltese Falcon." A recent

addition to the production was Huston's composer for "Onder

the Volcano," Alex North, whose score for "Prizzi*s Honor"

will include special arrangements from Puccini.
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The director's assistant was Monique Blanke^ the

26-year-old daughter of Henry Blanke^ whom he credits

with starting him out as a director; Blanke produced "The

Maltese Falcon" as well as "The Treasure of the Sierra

Madre," For the latter Huston won two Oscars^ for Best

Director and Best Screenplay^ and his father^ Walter Huston^

won the Award for Best Supporting Actor,

Newcomers to the Huston team were cinematographer

Andrzej Bartkowiak ("Terms of Endearment^" "The Verdict^"

"Prince of the City")/ costume designer Donfeld (nominated

for an Oscar for his work on "The Days of Wine and Roses"

and "They Shoot Horses^ Don't They?") and set decorator

Bruce Weintraub (nominated for "The Natural"),

Production designer Dennis Washington ("The Electric

Horseman^" "To Be Or Not To Be")/ who had worked previously

with the director on the soccer film "Victory^" made in

Hungary in 1981 ^ provides one perspective on some of the

Creative habits of John Huston. The biggest challenge for

"Prizzi's Honor" was to place it in a time period without

being too specific. Huston had indicated only that he

wanted it "floating somewhere in time^" which made the work

quite tricky. For example^ New York City police cars were

green until 1971/ at which time they became blue and white.

For observant moviegoers, one color would have dated the

film and the other would have made it too contemporary.

They compromised by using old cars repainted in new colors^

and along the way Washington made a Joint decision with set
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decorator Bruce Weintraub and costume deslgner Donfeld to

use the year 1962 for working purposes«

Weintraub, who has worked for the fashlon deslgner

Halston as well as New York magazine art director Walter

Bernard, liked 1962. "It was a fun period, füll of formica

and plastlc and artlflcial flowers," he comments« "It was

the Sixties. • «but not. It was before the *enlightenment*

of the Sixties. Maerose and Charley are about as far from

Woodstock as you're gonna getl"

Since Maerose is an interior decorator by occupation,

the team was obliged to imagine certain sets through her

eyes — her own apartment, for example, as well as Charley *s,

which she is supposed to have decorated some years earlier.

"Charley's place is 'Bill Blassian' as interpreted by

Maerose," explains Weintraub« "We have houndstooth chairs

on black-and-white checkered floors« Even the bedsheets are

black and white." Tongue in cheek, the decorator Claims the

design team ate pasta "at least once a day" for Inspiration,

and sprinkled garlic powder liberally around the set for

Qthers

'

edification • • • but this sounds fanciful«

According to Washington, the director gives his crea-

tive collaborators a great deal of freedom, "but you must do

your homework and be prepared to defend your ideas, because

he will guestion you very closely«" Because of the director *b

vast experience in film and because he is also a painter, he

has extremely streng ideas about the Visual look of the film«

"He is keen on background ambience," explains Washington«

*For the wedding scene, he wanted to show a dirt road and
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raggamuff ins, even though all we see is the couple driving

to the chapel and entering.

"

The director's preferences are not merely esthetic; he

is very concerned about his actors, "Huston is a stickler

on realistic detail and logic," says Washington. •'He wants

to know how the physical environment would affect the char-

acters. Since he choreographs his actors within a scene,

how it's designed is really important. He has a habit o£

bringing actors onto the set and then leaving them alone for

a bit, letting them walk around it and feel their way. Then

he comes in, asks questions, sees what works and what doesn*t,

and very often makes adjustments right then."

A number of the co-stars, such as Lee Richardson and

John Randolph, who have extensive backgrounds in theatre,

were astonished at Huston's approach, because it was atypical

for a film director. Actress Kathleen Turner said that for

her, "the best thing about Huston is his sense of pacing...

when he calls for a break, when he continues the flow of

action, when he chooses to use a close-up. He does not

make the actor responsible for a continuous build."

"Working with him is a great learning experience be-

cause he ifi a master," comments Washington. "He is indi-

rect; he teaches you by having you teach yourself . But he

always keeps the door open. He doesn't, finally, want to

straitjacket his movie. Film is a medium that expands as

people see it, and he likes that."

The largesse of spirit extended to the director *s re-

lationship with all of the people helping to make "Prizzi's
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Honor," A legendary figure o£ vast accomplishment, Huston

is interested In everyone and everythlng around hlm, and he

Is the most courteous o£ men« "He has transcended his ego,"

says John Poreman, "He 's forward-lookingr and funnyr and

not particularly rerolniscent» I don*t think he set out to

have an adventurous llfe. He has just followed hls interests

and is very playful."

Dpon completion of fUrning, cast and crew presented the

director with a boxer's-type robe with the line "Walter 's

son" embroidered on the back. The line came from his Brook-

lyn encounters with old-timers who would say, "Ah, yes,

you're Walter 's son." He loved it. Huston was close to

his father, and "The Treasure of Sierra Nadre," in which he

directed him, is the only one of his films he will Single

out as having a special place in his heart. "Walter 's son,"

indeed.
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JACK NICHOLSON

JACK NICHOLSON

as Charley Partanna

As the earnest but none-too-bright son

of the consigliere to a powerful crime

syndicate family in John Huston's new

film^ "Prizzi's Honor^** Jack Nicholson

plays a killer nonpareil in American

movies — a hit man hopelessly in love

with his female counterpart. The role

is something of a departure for the actor, who has Oscars

for his work in "Terms of Endearment" (1984^ Best Support ing

Actor) and "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" (1975^ Best

Actor) • In most of the forty f ilms Nicholson has made^

particularly those of the early seventies/ he has played

some Variation of an existentialist dilemma^ an anti-hero

who Stands slightly outside the main action^ often dominating

it# but rarely trapped within the group by his own needs.

Hip. Cool, Presumably free. In ABC Motion Pictures'

"Prizzi's Honor^" however^ he surrenders his own will to

that of the 'environment ' into which he was born^ and in so

doing becomes — almost — an Everyman,

"He 's a very great actor y" says producer John Foreman^

"the bravestf I would say. He has gone from being admired

to liked to appreciated and celebrated to beloved. He is

now beloved. He 's prepared to do whatever the part re-

quires, and anything he does becomes in itself interesting."

The producer 's praise is echoed by Kathleen Turner^ the

actor 's leading lady in "Prizzi's Honor": "It's great to
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work with an actor and never worry about the 'nets.' If I

get an Idea In the mlddle of a scene, I can go all the way

with it. All I have to do is act; he can follow^ he can lead

— anything."

To get and maintain a base of authenticity for his

(essentially) comical character^ Nicholson spent time in

Brooklyn numbers joints^ observing and listening to men from

the milieu found in the story, During filming^ he main-

tained his best Brooklyn underworld accent whether on or off

camera^ a practice that the crew found vastly entertaining.

Born in Neptune^ New Jersey^ Nicholson came to Holly-

wood to seek his fortune at seventeen, Initially supporting

himself with assorted odd jobs^ including a stint in the

Cartoon department at M-G-M^ he made his professional debut

in a stage production of "Tea and Syrapathy." He studied

acting with Jeff Corey and worked with Theatre West^ eventu-

ally becoming a regulär on the populär daytime television

Shows "Divorce Court" and "Matinee Theatre."

With his 1958 film debut as the vengeful teenager in

"The Gry Baby Killer^" Nicholson embarked on a decade-long

collaboration with Roger Corman, with whom he made twenty

low-budget pictures before 1969. Although not taken seri-

ously at the time, several of these films are today consid-

ered minor classics, including "Little Shop of Horrors" (1961),

"The Shooting" and "Ride the Whirlwind" (1965), and "The

Trip" (1967). Additionally, Nicholson either co-wrote or

co-produced several of these films.
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But he was Impatlent, He had given himself ten years

to become a star, and as a new decade loomed on the horlzon,

he Started thinking about switching gears — do more writing^

perhapsr run a studio^ or direct. Then^ in 1969^ the last of

these low-budgeted movies^ BBS Productions* "Easy Riderr" was

released^ and Jack Nicholson became an ''overnight'' star whose

personal salary would be greater than the entire budgets o£ bis

previous films«

During the early and mid-seventies^ Nicholson Consoli-

dated his Position as a star who was also a greatly gifted

actor in a series of films, some more memorable than others,

but all enhanced by his presence» He received Oscar nomina-

tions for "Pive Easy Pieces" (1970)^ "The Last Detail" (1973)

and "Chinatown" (1974) ^ finally winning the gold Statuette

in 1975 for "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."

The actor is equally proud of his work in "Carnal

Knowledge" (1971) and "The King of Marvin Gardens" (1972)

^

two f ilms which received a mixed reception from critics and

audiences. Another disappointment was the lack of acknowl-

edgement for "Drive^ He Said" (1971) ^ which he directed,

By the mid-seventies, Jack Nicholson possessed enough

wealth and professional Status to take some audacious cre-

ative risks — and that he did* Always an admirer of genius/

he accepted Michelangelo Antonioni's Invitation to wander

the Sahara in "The Passenger" and Stanley Kubrick 's to go

mad in "The Shining^" two rigorously intellectualized films

which permitted Nicholson to break new ground as an actor.

He made a third film for director Bob Rafelson^ "The Postman
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Always Rings Twice^" did a wildly comic turn opposite Marlon

Brando in "The Missouri Breaks^" and returned to directing

in 1978 with "Goin' South^" a western which introduced his

discovery^ actress Mary Steenburgen.

Though some o£ his choices seemed bewilder ing, the

actor has said he was "trying to set new Standards" for

himselff to grow. He then turned in thrilling Performances

in two utterly dissimilar supporting roles^ as playwright

Eugene O'Neill in "Reds" (1981) ^ which won him the British

Oscar, and as a former astronaut feeling somewhat displaced

in "Terms of Endearment," He received Oscar nominations for

both portrayals, winning an Oscar for the latter. Aston-

ishingly, he also made a clean sweep of the three major

critics' groups for his work in "Terms of Endearment."

In facty Nicholson may hold the record for official

honors and awards among his peer group. He has had seven

Academy Award nominations and has twice won; he received the

British equivalent of Oscar for his Joint work in "Chinatown"

and "The Last Detail" and was cited by the New York Film

Critics for "Easy Rider," "Cuckoo's Nest" and "Chinatown";

the National Society of Film Critics cited him for "Easy

Rider," "Chinatown" and "The Last Detail."

All in all, he has racked up an impressive record for

a Peck*s bad boy with an intellectual bent who has a secret

yearning to act in or direct movies that go against tradi-

tion. Always associated with the innovative group that

defied the studio System in the late Sixties and early

Seventies, among whom are Dennis Hopper, Peter Fonda, Bob
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Rafelson and Francis Coppola, he has now transcended any

categorization to take his place in the Hollywood flrmament.
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KÄTHLEEN TÜRNER

KATHLEEN TURNER

as Irene Walker

Prom the instant Kathleen Turner began

her slow strut down the mean streets

of the 1981 film "Body Heat^" a buzz

went up,.,and up.., and has not dimin-

ished, It was an astonishing debut,

one which critics will probably still

be writing about 25 years from now,

But, as is already obvious a few films

later^ it really was just the beginning for a remarkably

gifted actress.

Her second screen role^ in "The Man With Two Brains^"

revealed unsuspected comedic gifts^ and her third^ in "Ro-

mancing the Stone^" versatility. "Crimes of Passion" re-

turned her to the erotic terrain of the first film — and by

then it was generally agreed there was nothing she couldn't

do. "One might say that a star is born when one begins men-

tally Casting her for everything in sight^" remarked critic

Andrew Sarris, "and so it is for me with Kathleen Turner at

this moment in film history,'*

In "Prizzi's Honor^" Turner gets to run the gamut

from love to sex to murder^ mostly in the Company of Jack

Nicholson, an actor she says "can do anything." As Irene

Walker, a hit "person" for a crime syndicate, she is smart

and stylish, dubious and ruthless, "I*m finding it chal-

lenging to be nice..« and then turn around and shoot some-

body," she says.
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"Love isn't always the most important thing; at that

momenty for Irene ^ it's survival, One action doesn't neces-

sarily carry over to another, One thing does not create the

rules for all behavior^ no matter what it is,"

The actress is fascinated by behavior and approaches

her work more from the perspective of character than plot,

She pays close attention to externals — how the character

moves and speaks — reflecting a British approach to creating

character«

"I am not a Method actor^" she saysr "not by the Ameri-

can school of Interpretation any way." She also does not

want to be confused with her character. "There is a wall

between me and a character. It doesn't touch me at all.

What touches me is how I see her and what I make her do.

But she is not me."

"Prizzi's Honor" proved something of a revelation to

her. "I've noticed that I keep playing characters who are

themselves acting, that is, who are presenting an idea of

themselves to someone eise. I also like to play women who

are vulnerable, who display their own emotions and feelings

without the protection of a mask, and there*s a little of

that in this character, too."

Kathleen Turner became enamoured of theatre when she

was fourteen and living in London. Her father was a foreign

Service diplomat on assignment there. For the next three

years she went to the theatre twice a week, having decided

on her life*s work. She intended to study acting formally

upon graduation from high school.
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But her plans unexpectedly changed when her father died

suddenly, and her mother brought the family of four back to

Springfield^ Missouri/ the town where she was born. She

enrolled at Southwest Missouri State üniversity^ majoring in

dramatic artSf and after two years transferred to the üni-

versity of Maryland, There she helped create The New Thea-

tre Festival/ while earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree*

Following graduation^ she moved to New York City^ where

she first tried her hand at commercials — with disastrous

results. Her sultry voice did not make her a convincing

housewife.

She was more successful at theatre, Some off-off-

Broadway plays led to the starring role of the comic vil-

lainess Nora Aldrich in the TV soap "The Doctors"; a bit

later/ she entered the Broadway production of "Gemini.

"

Work at the Manitoba Theatre Company in Winnipeg followed —
and then she landed the co-starring role opposite William

Hurt in "Body Heat."

Despite her flashy film debut/ she experienced consid-

erable difficulty in getting acting offers that did not set

her on the road to the typecasting straitjacket. She waited

it out/ working at the Arena Stage in Washington/ D.C,/

until Steve Martin offered her something different in "The

Man With Two Brains," Following that film/ she starred in

the Kennedy Center 's production of "The Toyer/" directed by

Tony Richardson/ and then went into "A Breed Apart/" a

romantic adventure film not yet released/ co-starring Rutger

Hauer and Powers Boothe.
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When it came to the starring role in "Romancing the

Stone^" a part she wanted badly in order to show her ränge

^

she agreed to a screen test, Although producer and co-star

Michael Douglas initially thought her too glamorous to play

a timid novelist caught up in real-life adventuresr the test

convinced him. The film has enjoyed a huge public success^

and Turner received a Golden Globe Award as well as the Los

Angeles Film Critics* Best Actress Award, which was given for

her work in it and "Crimes of Passion."

As a woroan of multiple identities — by day a fashion

designer and by night a prostitute — Kathleen Turner turned

in another bravura erotic Performance in "Crimes of Passion."

"It was obviously a tour de force role," she says by way of

explaining her decision to do the controversial film, and

her most difficult to date. "The character is so desperately

unhappy and angry, so angry and yet so intelligent."

ünlike many contemporary actors, Turner is less inter-

ested in who directs her than in the acting challenges con-

tained within a given story. (Though "Crimes of Passion"

was something of an exception in that she wanted especially

to work with director Ken Russell.) "If I can see myself

doing what the character is doing as I'm reading the Script,

I'm hooked," she says. "I rely on a director to see —
really see — everything I do, but not to teil me how to

Interpret my character." 1984 was a very good year.

The actress is surely well launched by now, but if she

has to fight for another role, she '11 do it. "My parents
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made us believe we could de whatever we wanted and I swal-

lowed It whole," she has said*

She is currently preparlng to film "The Jewel of the

Nile^" the sequel to "Romancing the Stone" in which she

again co-stars with Michael Douglas and Danny DeVito.
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ANJELICA HUSTON

ANJELICA HUSTON

as Maerose Prizzi

To prepare for her co-starring role

in John Huston's new film^ "Prizzi's

Honor/" Anjelica Huston spent a lot

of time in Brooklyn. She strolled

the streets, walked in and out of bou-

tiques, waltzed through a few numbers

joints and ate meatballs and pasta,

Lots of pasta. ''I did whatever I

could to stay in touch with my character/ and one of those

things was rnaintaining these long, red nails^" the actress

saySf holding out brightly-painted talons for inspection.

"They're like foreign hands^ and when I*m not working and

look at them^ I go into shock!"

In ''Prizzi 's Honor," Huston plays the wild and wacky

granddaughter of the don ^ a wronged woman who gets even with

a vengeance. It is her most substantial role since her debut

film, "A Walk With Love and Death," directed by her father,

at age fifteen, "I didn't know what I was doing then," she

comments, "but in the last year I've feit a big pick-up in

my workf and I'm just mad about Maerose" — the character

she plays in "Prizzi's Honor,"

After her first film, a medieval romance in which she

Star red opposite Assaf Dayan, son of Moshe Dayan, Huston

moved to New York, It was an extraordinarily difficult time

for her because her mother had just been killed in an auto-

mobile accident, She stayed with a girlfriend while working
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in Tony Richardson's Broadway production of "Hamlet r" and

when that was over^ she commenced a very successful modeling

career

.

"'A Walk With Love and Death' was a less-than-wonderful

experience for me,^ she explains^ "and I was somewhat put

off by the idea of acting as a career,"

After a half-dozen years or so^ she moved to Los

Angeles/ where she eventually began to study acting with

noted teacher Peggy Feury. "She was wonderful. She gave

me confidence and calmed me down a lot in terms of being less

demanding of myself ." In the last few years # Husten has had

small parts in "The Last Tycoon^" "The Postman Always Rings

Twice^" "Swashbuckler" and "This Is Spinal Tap." In the last

eighteen monthSf she has hardly stopped working, She appeared

in the M-G-M film "The Ice Pirates," the NBC television film

"The Cowboy and the Ballerina^" and two productions of Shelley

Duvall's "Faerie Tale Theatre": "Beauty and the Beast" and

"The Nightingale," She was also in PBS's "A Rose For Miss

Emily." She recently completed a role in the experimental

play "Tamara" in Los Angeles.

"Some things are in your blood^ I guess^" she remarks

ruefully of her re-emergence as an actress. She suspects

that comedy is her true metier , "There's a wonderful karma

in doing funny stuff /" she says. "It doesn't mean you have

to get goofy^ but there is a subtle inner knowledge about

doing comedy that makes you happy. It takes the weight off

the work,"
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As Maerose Prizzi - a tour dfi force role — Huston

gets an opportunity to portray the Virtual gamut of female

feelings: seduced^ abandoned^ shrewish^ spinsterish and^

finally^ efficient. Lethally efficient. "This woman does

not spend a lot of time questioning herseif ^^ observes the

actress/ "because her motives are so pure, She has a plan

and she carries it out, She is like her grandfather^ she is

a Titanr" says John Huston, "She is going to take over the

family and become the power behind the throne ^ the eternal

matriarch,"

Anjelica Huston was born in California and reared in

a fairytale setting in Ireland and England, Her mother was

Ricky Soma^ a ballet dancer of exceptional beauty^ and her

father was — and is — a truly legendary figure. Long

before realizing that her father was accomplished and fa-

mous^ Anjelica knew her life was different from others*,

"My father was taller than anyone eise and his voice

was very distinctive, Mother was more beautiful than anyone

eise around and^ as Americans living in Ireland^ we were set

apart f** she comments,

One of the more salutary aspects of this privileged

life was treatment she received in the Irish convent school

she attended to about age eleven, •'I think I was the only

girl who didn't get smacked for not knowing her catechism^"

she says,

Life was not as wonderful after the family moved to

England, Never comfortable in school r Huston found herseif

behind the other students, *'I was very innocent and very
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rural^ going to school with the children of diplomats who

had been brought up in the city, After having been treated

like a princess^ I was then considered close to the dunce^

and I just became dumber under the pressure," She was

ultimately transferred to an experimental school for sensi-

tive children^ but this was rnerely balm for a throbbing

woundy and she parted Company with formal education shortly

thereafter

•

Huston has grown ever closer to her father in recent

years, "He 's truly a man of honor^ extremely loyal, ex-

tremely steadfast," she comments. "If one was ever in

trouble, he would be there with no questions, and he has

been for me; and in situations where one fears he might

disapprove, he is surprisingly on one 's side,"

It is certainly not surprising to learn that her

father 's approval is important to her. "Towards the end

of filming, he telephoned me one day to say that I had done

well in a scene, Afterwards, I realized I'd been waiting to

hear that. It's something that will last me for ten years,

and I'm sure other people working for him feel the same

way
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ROBERT LOGGIA

ROBERT LOGGIA

as Eduardo Phzzi

The only Sicilian-by-blood in the cast

of "Prizzi's Honor^" Robert Loggia took

to the film like the proverbial duck to

water, Though it has been many years

since he lived in New York^ much less

Brooklyn^ where much of the story is set^

he intuitively understood the milieu —
"and the accent came back easily," Born

in Staten Island^ New York^ in 1930 to Italian immigrants^

Loggia spoke Italian at home but was urged by his parents to

learn Standard English. So successfully did he fulfill

their wish that when he embarked upon an acting career some

years later he had no need for special Coaching, Further^

his heritage in no way limited his ränge as an actor — as

witnessed by the incredible versatility he has exhibited

over the past twenty years,

Originally interested in becoming a Journalist, Loggia

switched to acting after an accidental meeting with the famed

acting coach, Alvina Krause, of Northwestern University. At

the time, Loggia was a Student at the University of Missouri

visiting Chicago during spring recess, The following summer

he worked with Krause and from that point on considered

himself an actor.

Loggia 's most recent film credits include "The Jagged

Edge," opposite Glenn Close, Jeff Bridges and Peter Coyote,

"Scarface," "Psycho II" and "An Officer and a Gentleman."
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He also had a recurring role in three of the "Pink Panther"

escapadesy directed by Blake Edwards ^ who has become a close

personal friend^ and a major role in the director's Hollywood

comedy^ "S.O.B."

Robert Loggia has had a long and illustrious career on

television. After starring in many of the live shows of the

1950 's "Golden Age^" he starred in two series^ •'The 9 Lives

of Elfego Baca" (for Disney) and "T.H.E. Cat" (for NBC)

.

More recently^ he played Sadat in "A Woman Called Golda^"

opposite Ingrid Bergman,

Though a long-time resident of Los Angeles ^ Loggia has

continued to work in the theatre from time to time. He was

in "In the Boom Boom Room^" and Madeline Kahn and he both

appeared in and produced off-Broadway 's "Passing Through to

Exotic Places," Early in his career^ he appeared in off-

Broadway's "The Man With the Golden Arm" and on Broadway

in "Toys in the Attic," with Maureen Stapleton. He was in

two plays by Horton Poote^ "Habitation of Dragons" and

"Traveling Lady,"

Recently^ Loggia has turned his talent to directing

episodic television^ including "Quincy^" "Magnum^ P.I." and

"Hart to Hart,"

Of his experience working with John Husten/ the actor

commented: "He was^ in the best sense of the word^ 'permis-

sive.
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JOHN RANDOLPH

JOHNRANDOLPH
as Angela "Pop " Partanna

"I Still get excited about my work even

though I've been around a long time^"

comments John Randolph^ who plays the

consigliere to a family involved in

organized crime in John Huston's new

film^ "Prizzi's Honor^" for ABC Motion

Pictures. The actor freely admits get-

ting tears in his eyes after completing

his first scene for the legendary director, "Now/ I'm tough^"

he says wonderingly, "I was blacklisted for years and I

never stopped fighting. But when I heard Huston say

•wonderfulP in the voice of his^ well... I thought to

myself^ *He's said that to Humphrey Bogart ,. .Katharine

Hepburn, '

"

John Randolph's career has been extraordinary in its

own right. Since his first Broadway appearance in 1938 in

"Medicine Show^" a Federal Theatre 'Living Newspaper ' pro-

ject directed by Jules Dassin^ he has had major roles in

over thirty stage productions, Once the blacklist lifted^

courtesy of director John Frankenheimer^ who cast him in

"SecondS/" he began to appear regularly on television and

in films such as "Frances^" "Serpico" and "Heaven Can Wait."

He 'played' the voice of John Mitchell in "All the Presi-

dent 's Men" and later portrayed the former attorney general

in the six-hour mini-series "Blind Ambition" — and notes
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Ironically that he once spent more time in jail for demon-

strating against the Vietnamese War, thanks to Mitchell.

Randolph is also a writer, who, among other things,

co-adapted (with Phoebe Brand and Frederic Ewen) the off-

Broadway hit Version of Joyce 's "Portrait of an Artist" in

1962, Purther, he has been a prime mover in the creation

of three major theatre groups, where he has also performed:

the Philadelphia Drama Guild, the Ensemble Studio Theatre

in New York and its West Coast equivalent, Ensemble-L.A,

At heart a man of the theatre, John Randolph was in the

original Broadway productions of "The Sound of Music,""The

Visit," "A Gase of Libel," "Come Back Little Sheba" and

"Command Decision." He was in the national touring com-

panies of "Inherit the Wind" (with Melvyn Douglas) and "Our

Town" (with Henry Fonda) . Early in his career he appeared

in "Hold On To Your Hats" with AI Jolson, and toured in

"Native Son" with Canada Lee» More recently, he appeared in

three different productions of Arthur Miller 's "The American

Clock," the last time in 1984 at the Mark Taper Forum, as

part of the Olympics Arts Presentation«

Clearly, John Randolph has worked with some of the

greatest artists of his era. In speaking of the special

qualities of director John Huston, he delved into his memo-

ries of the late Alfred Lunt* Midway through the Broadway

run of "The Visit," in which he appeared with Lunt and Lynn

Fontanne, he was summoned to the star*s study to be, he feared,

surely dismissed. He found instead that the formidable actor

merely wanted to discuss a problematical scene, and in due
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course^ waxed philosophical about the play's young dlrector^

Peter Brook. "We trust him; we trust his taste and discern-

raent^" he said, "The art of the director Is to give you

selective judgement,"

Selective judgement. A perfect description of John

Huston's director ial style according to John Randolph« "He

glves very little direction^ but when he does# he 's always

right* When one word is the right word^ you trust his

judgement."

Randolph worked previously with Huston in "Indepen-

dence^" a Bicentennial film which still plays daily at

Constitution Hall in Philadelphia. "There is always a high

level of communication around him; he has an interest in

everything that's going on^ and it's not forced^" observes

the actor. "He has great respect for the actor^ for the

person he has chosen. There are no second thoughts^ and if

he has to help^ he helps."

Like all the other characters in "Prizzi's Honor^" a

darkly humorous fable about professional criminals, the one

played by Randolph leads a double life. On the one handy

he is a lawyer in the employ of a power ful gangland chief

,

and on the other, he is a genuinely loving father. How does

one approach such material?

"Everyone's Walking at an angle in this story," says

the actor. "They're acting straight, but actually their two

feet are planted firmly in raid-air. In their own stränge

way they have personal ity, and I found myself charmed by

them."
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In the filiHr Randolph gets an opportunity to merge the

two facets of his character by saving his son's life at the

expense of another's. His approach was thoroughly realistic,

"I say to myselfy 'I've got a nice boy; he isn't too smart

,

but he 's done very well.' I give him as much fatherly

advice as I can; my whole attitude is to create a normal

^

sympathetic relationship between a father and his son who

have great respect for each other." The actor sees a strain

of gentleness in his otherwise obstreperous character and

believes the director cast him in the role because he too

possesses that same quality,

On the subject of his movie 'son^' Jack Nicholson^ the

actor is wildly enthusiastic. "He not only has genius^ but

he is a trained actor. He knows his craft and creates a

character that is really consistent. More^ the son-of-a-gun

is able to improvise within the framework of all that."

All told^ the Veteran of politics and performing found

the "Prizzi's Honor" experience bracing — and meaningful.

"The movie is about the word 'honor' in our society — how

people hide behind it^ and what they do in its name that

ends up in destruction,"

With his life and career interrupted from 1951 to 1965

during a dark chapter in America 's history^ John Randolph

can bear personal witness to his own Observation. But he is

not bitter. In the present^ he is ebullient^ indefatigable

and essentially an Optimist* He has just completed a

five-year term as chairman of the Screen Actors Guild's

Hollywood Conservatory Committee^ an Organization which
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creates Cooperation between members of the union and non-

profit theatres/ as well as providing training classes

and Seminars. He will shortly open at the new Henry Ponda

Theatre in a special production of "Twelve Angry Men^"

directed by Robert Lewis r and he continues to express his

concern for the State of the nation^ and the world,

Born June 1^ 1915 r in the Bronx/ New York^ John Randolph

met his wife^ Sarah Cunningham^ while both were students of

the famed drama coach Stella Adler. Married between the

matinee and evening Performances of a play^ they have two

children and still work together when possible. In 1983^

they co-starred at the Ensemble Studio Theatre in New York

in a play written especially for them called "Eulogy." The

reviews were suitable for framing.
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mhhlf^ HICKEY

WILLIAM HICKEY

as Don Corrado Prizzi

A beloved and greatly respected acting

teacher as well as character actor^

William Hickey transcended his actual

age by some thirty years to play the

head of a crime syndicate family in

John Huston's new film^ "Prizzi 's

Honor," The actor, who had previously

worked with the director in "Wise Bloodr"

endured and actually relished a day-long screen test to win

the plum role of Corrado Prizzi^ a man "with small^ Sharp

eyes as merry as ice cubes" according to the description

from Richard Condon's novelr upon which the film is based.

Huston took an especially keen interest in the character

^

obliquely linking him with the gangster played by the late

Sam Jaffe in his 1950 film^ "The Asphalt Jungle."

"He Said he wanted to know two things^ that the charac-

ter came from Italy^ and that he never got further than

Brooklyn^" the actor recalls. Considerable emphasis was

thus placed upon the accent, not a great problem for Hickey

f

who was born in Brooklyn • Nonetheless^ he gratefully accepted

the Coaching of actress Julie Bovasso^ whom he also selected

to appear with him in the screen test.

The character 's physical appearance was of great impor-

tance^ not merely for age purposes but^ more signif icantly^

to illuminate the kind of man he was and the kind of life he
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had lived. Hickey was fitted with expensive clothlng

several sizes too large, "so I would feel as though I'd

shrunk in my suit," said the actor, quoting Huston« A

certain voice evolved^ one capable of coos or rasps as the

occasion warranted, and noted make-up man Dick Smith was

hired to turn the middle-aged actor into an 84-year-old don

whose frail appearance belies a will of steel«

Despite the emphasis on externals^ the director in-

structed Hickey to play the character realistically and

truthfully. "Huston emphasized that the don was a reli-

gious man, and genuinely compassionate," said the actor«

"At one point when I was going over the top a little, he

came to me and whispered, *Pull it back to yourself, Bill,

it's going a little towards caricature» •
" The actor momen-

tarily feit terrible because he had disappointed John

Huston, "But he saw it on my face and said, 'Don't worry,

we'll just keep doing it until we get the right balance."

The sensitivity which Hickey ascribes to the director

is nothing less than a mirror Image of his own to the stu-

dents he has been teaching for thirty years at the H-B

Studio on Bank Street in Greenwich Village. Famously kind,

he has nurtured three generations of performers towards

exactly the type of expressionistic acting preferred by John

Huston«

"I teach my students to prepare every scene two ways,

once as themselves and once as the character," he explains«

"The whole point of the class is learning how to bring

together those two parts; we don't want to see the seams,"
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Because he has such a distinctive personality^ Hickey is

usually hired to play some Variation of himself . However^

in "Prizzi's Honor^" he had to Stretch, •'Yes^" he acknowl-

edgeSf "and yet John Huston said 'pull it back to yourself.'

That's what I believe in^ too."

Like the director/ he also believes in being receptive

to what each individual actor has to offer^ and cites that

philosophy as the reason people 'mistakenly' think he is

kind. '•If you asked me to take care of your garden while

you were away, and I said yes but forgot to ask what you

plantedf I wouldn't know what was going to sprout up day by

day, would I?" he commenceSf Socratic style. "I'd have to

wait and see^ and do my best. So it is with teaching acting:

you have to look at what each person is doing day by day,**

The Irish family into which William Hickey was born

were natural performers, "My father would say 'get up

there* and we'd each take turns dancing, We entertained

each other, My sister Dorothy was a great tap dancer, and

she still teaches it."

Hickey began his career on radio at about age ten and

a decade later appeared off-Broadway in "Bury The Dead," By

1950 f he was running the H-B Studio — named for his teachers^

Uta Hagen and Herbert Berghof — and a year later got his

first Broadway role as an extra in the production of "Saint

Joan" which starred Uta Hagen. Over the next several years^

he appeared in almost everything the noted husband-and-wife

team did^ and in due course began teaching.
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His Broadway credits include "Make a Million^"

"Tovarichy " "On the Town" and "Thieves," He appeared

Off-Broadway in '•Happy Birthday^ Wanda June^'' "Small Graft

Warnings** and "Queen and the Rebeis f" among other plays.

Hickey made his film debut in "A Hatful of Rain" and has

since worked twice with his good friend Elaine May^ in "A

New Leaf" and "Mikey and Nicky." He was also in "Operation

Madball y" "The Producers^" "The Boston Strangler" and "Little

Big Man" and was with the American Shakespeare Festival for

six seasons.

Last year he directed Elaine May 's play "Name of a

Soup" at the H-B Studio and also appeared in a television

film^ "Flanagan^" with Geraldine Page^ in a feature film^

"Remoy" with Fred Ward and Joel Grey and in a play called

"Romance Language" at Playwrights Horizon, He is just

beginning rehearsals for a new play^ "The F Word^" with

Julie Bovasso,

No biography of William Hickey would be complete with-

out mentioning his dog^ Bucky^ secured from the ASPCA four

years ago, who now occupies a central place in his life.
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LEE RICHARDSQN

LEE RICHARDSON

as Dominie Phzii

The career of Lee Richardsonr who plays

the son in John Husten 's new filro^

"Prizzi's Honoir" has with few excep-

tions been primarily in the theatre.

A native of Chicago^ Richardson graduated

from Goodman Theatre and in due course

moved to New York/ where he found op-

portunity awaiting him rather quickly.

"I was very^ very lucky^" he says, "I wouldn't say my career

took off in meteoric style ^ but I've always worked," In the

mid-1950'Sf Richardson starred opposite Geraldine Page in

the legendary production of Tennessee Williams' "Summer and

Smoke** that became off-Broadway's first big hit* Other theatre

offerings followed, and then^ for a very long period of time^

Richardson found himself doing television,

"I worked on 'Playhouse 90^' 'You Are There^' 'Omnibus*

with people like Sidney Lumet and George Roy Hill; I did two

Reginald Rose Scripts." There is considerable nostalgia for

that era^ which the actor shares, "It was like a big reper-

tory Company. One time you'd have a starring role and the

next a supporting part* Nobody cared much. There wasn't a

lot of money involved, but you got to work with good people."

This period is now widely considered television's

"Golden Age^" but eventually Lee Richardson spoke out. "I

made a decision 25 years ago to return to the stage, and
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since then I've never had more than a couple of months off

it," he States«

In theatre circles, Richardson Is considered one of

the country's leading classical repertory actors. A founding

member of the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis (along

with Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy) , he worked at this

greatly respected theatre from 1963 until 1970 • "It's one

of the best theatre plants in the country^ if not in the

entire western hemisphere/" he says with evident pride.

The Guthrie is now well known^ but at the time Rich-

ardson first went there, it looked like slim pickings to New

York 's hard-nosed acting contingent» "Most of them thought

I was crazy to be going there f" he recalls^ •'and they

couldn't remember if it was in Nilwaukee or Minneapolis«

But the very next year they were knocking on the theatre 's

door^ and they didn't make a mistake about the town,"

Richardson appeared in three major productions of

Chekhov under the direction of the esteemed Tyrone Guthrie^

"The Cherry Orchard^" "üncle Vanya" and "Three Sisters" —
"each more glorious than the last^" he comments« "I was

fulfilling one of the major wishes of my life in working

with him, and another wish was to work with John Huston.

"As a kid I saw and loved *The Maltese Falcon«' By the

time 'Treasure of the Sierra Madre* was released, in 1947, I

knew I wanted to be an actor and that John Huston was some-

one I wanted to work with some day." Because the actor was

not pursuing a film career with any fervor, that opportunity
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did not present itself until "Prlzzl's Honor,"

"I was attracted to bis work because he has such an

appreciation of the needs of the actor, and of the word^"

Richardson explains« "I told him how I feit when we first

met. He was extremely gracious and understood, I think,

that it was a sincere feeling."

Once work began on the dark fable about a famlly In-

volved in organized crime, the actor was not disappointed

in the director« "He knows exactly what he wants, and he

doesn't waste time. The heart of the matter for Huston is

simplicity in terms of the character. He keeps Stripping

away, and simplifying, seeking the guintessence of what the

character is about,"

Richardson 's character — like all the others — had

few redeeming gualities, but this did not bother him. He

likens "Prizzi's Honor" to the plays of Ben Jonson, espe-

cially "Volpone." "Those characters do horrible things to

one another, I think this film reflects contemporary society

just as 'Volpone' reflected Elizabethan England, The two

periods are not unalike, We are an imperial power turning

in on ourselves just as England was doing in Elizabethan times,

Since returning to New York, Richardson has appeared on

Broadway in "Vivat, Vivat Regina" (for which he received a

Tony nomination) , "The Texas Trilogy," "Trick," "Father's

Day" and "Find Your Way Home." He appeared at the Round-

about in "The Browning Version" and "Desire Under the Elms,"
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Richardson's films include ''Network" (whlch he narrated) ^

"Prince of the City" and "Daniel" — all directed by Sidney

Lumet, whom he has known since his early days in television;

he also appeared in "Brubaker" and "The Cheese Stands Alone,"

The actor lives in Westport, Connecticut, with his wife,

actress Elaine Rower, and their two children. He is a

former member of the theatre panel of the National Endowment

of the Arts and a guest professor at Yale,
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MICHAEL LOMBARD

MICHAEL LOMBARD

as Filargi "Finlay"

A respected New York stage actor who

occasionally moonlights In movies/

Michael Lombard plays a kidnapped

banker in '•Prizzi's Honor.** The role

required him to be roughed up^ blind-

folded and unceremoniously dragged

down a hallway. ''But Huston and

Nicholson were very concerned that

I shouldn't be hurt^" he comments* "They were both wonder-

fulf and I made a lot of money^ so it was worth it."

A native New Yorker , Michael Lombard began working

immediately in innovative^ prestigious theatre pieces after

his graduation from Brooklyn College and Boston University

(the latter with an M.F.A. in theatre). He made his

Broadway debut in 1964 in "Poor BitoSy" opposite Donald

Pleasance^ and has since appeared in "Awake and Sing^"

Harold Pinter's production of "Otherwise Engaged" (for which

he received a Drama Desk nomination) , "Mert and Phil^" "Bad

HabitS/" "The Gingerbread Lady" and the revivals of "Room

Service" and "Elizabeth the Queen," A role in the 1965

production of "The Devils^" directed by Michael Caccoyannis

and Star ring Jason Robards and Anne Bancroft^ led some years

later to Bancroft's hiring him for two of her films^ "Fatso"

and "Garbo Talks."

In the late 1960 's^ Lombard taught at Yale while working

in the repertory Company under Robert Brustein. (Among his
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students: Henry Winkler ^ Ken Howard.) He has also appeared

at the New York Shakespeare Festival, at the Eugene O'Neill

Theatre Conference and in such off-Broadway shows as "Side

Street Scenes," "La Turista," "Cages" and "The Dumbwaiter,"

A very busy television career includes the starring

role on two series, "Filthy Rieh" and "The Mary Tyler Moore

Comedy Hour." He also appeared in the television films

"Lions, Tigers, Monkeys and Dogs," "Breaking üp" and "A

Shield for Murder," and for PBS in "Big Blonde," "A Ceremony

of Innocence" and "Story Theatre." He was a frequent guest

Star on "Barney Miller."

Other films in which Lombard appeared include "Net-

work" and "So Eine." He says that as soon as his movie

profile is strengthened, and Substantive roles are offered,

he will embrace the medium with enthusiasm.
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ANN SELEPEGNO

ANNSELEPEGNO

3S Amalia Phui

A close personal friend of director

John Huston since the 1940 's^ Ann

Selepegno was his "instantaneous''

choice to play Aunt Amalia in his new

film^ "Prizzi's Honor" — even though

she had never acted before, "As I'm

reading a scripta or book, I think of

someone who the character reminds me

ofy" the director explains^ "and sometimes I make an actor

out of an acquaintance. " In the case of Selepegno^ however^

he found considerable resistance.

"When he called to say he wanted me to be in the movie,

I absolutely refused^" she says^ "but he wouldn't hear of

it. He insisted. When I said I wasn*t an actress^ which of

course he knew^ he said 'Just leave all of that to me." When

Selepegno got around to reading the scripta she quite under-

stood what he had in mind^ however. "The map of Italy is on

my face^" she comments laughingly.

Ann Selepegno first met the director during the war

years when he made three documentaries for the Army's Signal

Corps. At the time/ she was working as an assistant to

director Anatole Litvak^ who went abroad and asked her to

help John Huston. She was with him for nearly two years and

has spent almost every Christmas and New Year's with him and

other friends and family ever since^ whether in Ireland or

Mexico. "Of course he has changed over the yearS/" she
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saysy "and all for the better. He is more mellow than he

used to be,"

Born and raised in Los Angeles^ Selepegno has lived in

Paris since 1952, when she went there with Anatole Litvak to

make "Act of Love" with Kirk Douglas. All told^ she and Litvak

worked together for thirty years; after he died^ she worked for

another eight years with director Joseph Losey. She is now

retired.

Of her acting debut in "Prizzi's Honor^" Selepegno

says: "I enjoyed it. I never had the feeling I was Sarah

Bernhardt^ but it was a new experience,"
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ABODT THE FILMMAKERS, .

,

JOHN MARCELLDS HüSTON , born August 5^ 1906, in a Mis-

souri town allegedly wen by his grandfather in a poker game,

has long personified the American cinema's most romantic

image o£ a movie director«

Distinctive in both appearance and bearing, with a

voice that once heard is ne'er forgot, he is at once an

adventurer, an intellectual and an artist of extraordinary

versatility. In addition to his work in the film medium, he

is a painter; early in his career, he wrote reportage, short

stories and plays; he is also an actor« He is known to like

art, horses, purposeful travel, and hot spicy foods. By

common consent, he is an original«

In early 1984, in the library of his villa outside

Puerto Vallarta, John Huston came across the galleys of a

book called Honor , Since he had long been a fan of

its author, Richard Condon, he "seized them up instantly and

read them avidly» I thought they were marvelous, and that

somebody ought to get hold of this book quickly because it's

wonderful motion picture material," he recalls ardently. He

hitched a boat to the mainJand and rang up producer John

Foreman, a friend and colleague with whom he had previously

worked on "The Man ffho Would Be King,"" "The Life and Times

of Judge Roy Bean" and "The Nackintosh Man."

Astonished to learn that the book had been published

three years earlier (the galleys having possibly been dis-

placed by a cleaning person or stenographer) , he nonetheless
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urged Foreman to go after it and offered his enthusiastic

Support. Having just come through the very rigorous "ünder

the Volcano^" he had decided to rest a while,

His rest was short-lived, The producer optioned the

book, commissioned the writing of a screenplay^ started

thinking about a perfect cast and a perfect director^ and

within due course persuaded Huston to make his thirty-fifth

feature film,

John Huston was born in Nevada^ Missouri, to Walter and

Reah Gore Huston during a temporary acting sabbatical taken

by his father. Appointed Chief engineer to the water com-

mission by his father, the mayor, Walter took the family

along to engineering Jobs in Indiana and Texas over the next

three years. But the pull of acting was streng, and in 1909

he returned to New York, Three years later he and Reah di-

vorced, and John spent the remainder of his childhood shut-

tling between his parents* homes,

Reah Gore became a Journalist and took her son with her

from town to town as she worked for various newspapers. He

has Said in his autobiography, An Open Book > that he loved

it, especially the train travel, "There was the thrill of

sleeping in the upper berths, and the splendor of the dining

car. And I admired the porters and waiters» . • (who) were a

breed unto themselves: dignified, courteous, softspoken.

Of all Americans, they had the best manners."

In later years, John Huston would by stages pay profes-

sional homage to both his parents as he alternated between

writing and acting, and perhaps it is not too farfetched to
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imagine that his own exquisite manners were nurtured by

those midnight train trips through middle America,

Moving with his mother to Los Angeles in his early

teens/ John became interested in both painting and boxing,

On the sly^ he enrolled himself in an East Los Angeles high

school because it had the best boxing team in town, and

began to box professionally. Shortly thereafter^ his

Imagination fired up by an "idiotic'' newspaper article about

Duchamps' "Nude Descending a Staircase^" he enrolled at the

Smith School of Art and the Art Students League, This action

was taken with his mother 's knowledge and approval. At the

A.S.L, he studied with Stanton MacDonald-Wright^ who in

recent years has finally come into his own with an exhibit

at the Whitney Museum in New York. Huston feels that the

painter's influence upon him was profound.

In 1924 Huston went to New York to visit his father.

He was present at an historic occasion/ his father 's re-

hearsals for "Desire Under the Elms" with the Provincetown

Players y under the guidance of director Robert Edmond Jones

and author Eugene O'Neill, During this period/ he made his

first professional stage appearance — in Sherwood Anderson *s

•^Triumph of the Egg," (His actual debut as an actor was at

age three years ^ seven months when he emerged from a hatbox

left on Center stage by his mother^ dressed as a pint-sized

üncle Sam^ to make a patriotic recitation.)

Laid low by a mastoid infection# he was sent by his

father to Mexico to recuperate — the onset of his love

affair with that country, While there^ he played host to his
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mother and took lessons in dressage from a Colonel in the

Hexlcan Cavalry« Flne horses were always on his mlnd.

Returning to New Yorkf where his father had become

successfulf he worked as a reporter for the New York Daily

Graphic ^ wrote short stories for the American Mercury ^ and

wrote a marionette show, "Frankie and Johnnie^" with back-

ground music by Sam Jaffe« During that time he also ap-

peared as an actor (with eight lines) in "Two Americans^" a

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Production (1929) in which his father

played the roles of Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant.

Through a friend, Broadway producer/director Herman

Shumlinr Huston was brought to Hollywood in 1929 to work as

a contract writer for Samuel Goldwyn. None of his projects

was ever filmed, and he was duly released.

He went to universal^ where he contributed dialogue

to "A House Divided" (1931) r directed by William Wyler and

Star ring his father^ and to "Murders in the Rue Morgue"

(1932)^ starring Bela Lugosi. These were his first screen

credits. Huston *s first screen credit for a completed

Script was for "Law and Order" (1932), which starred his

father.

Following an unsuccessful stint as a writer for

Gaumont-British Studios, Huston lived for a time in Great

Br itain and France« When he returned to the U.S. he worked

for the short-lived picture magazine "Mid-Week Pictorial"

(1934) and did a play in Chicago. When the show closed, he

returned to Hollywood after selling a story to Warner Brothers
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thaty in 1946^ was filmed as "Three Strangers^" with a

screenplay by Huston and Howard Koch.

Huston remained in Hollywood for a few years^ as a

contract writer for Warner 's, During this period^ he worked

on •'Jezebel'* (1939)^ "Juarez** (1939)^ •'The Amazing Dr.

Clitterhouse'' (1938) and "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet" (1940)^

whose screenplay was nominated for an Academy Award. In-

cluded in this period were two outstanding films^ "Sergeant

York" and "High Sierra."

In 1941^ Huston returned to Broadway with a play he

co-wrote with Howard Koch^ "In Time To Come." Directed by

Otto Preminger, it won that year's Drama Critics Award as

Best Play.

Upon his return to Hollywood^ John Huston got his first

opportunity to direct a motion picture in 1941. He chose

Dashiell Hammett's twice-made "The Maltese Palcon."

"I decided to follow the book rather than depart from

ity a radical approach. I attempted to transpose Hammett's

highly individual style into camera terms. The book was

told entirely from the Standpoint of Sam Spade and so^ too^

is the picture. The audience knows no more or less than he

does. Characters are introduced only as they meet Spade^

and upon their appearance I tried to present his point of

View."

"The Maltese Falcon" has long since become an enduring

American classic which has inspired generations of screen-

writers and directors.
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When World War II erupted^ Huston accepted a commis-

slon In the Army's Signal Corps and was sent flrst to the

Aleutian Islands to make documentaries o£ the action there.

"Report From the Aleutians" (1943) , about men at an Alaskan

air base preparing for combat^ was the only one of the three

pieces he did to escape controversy. "The Battle of San

Pietro" (1944) was labeled "anti-war^" classified "secret"

and locked away until General George C. Narshall saw it and

ordered it shown. "Let There Be Light" (1945) was completely

suppressed until 1980, when it premiered at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art to critical encomiums. Huston has

described the making of the film, whose subject was the

treatment of combat neuroses at a Long Island hospital, as

"practically a religious experience."

After his discharge in 1946, Huston went to New York,

where he directed the American premiere of Jean-Paul Sartre 's

"No Exit." Returning to Hollywood, and Warner Bros*, he

resumed work on a project he was considering before the war,

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre," based upon a novel by

the elusive B. Traven.

The film, which starred Humphrey Bogart, Tim Holt and

Huston 's father, was released in 1948 to great acclaim and

remains one of his most important works. He won two Academy

Awards (for Best Screenplay and Best Director) , and Walter

Huston won as Best Supporting Actor«

Huston left Warner 's after a disagreement over the

editing of "Key Largo" and also because the studio refused to

give him leave to direct a play for the Theatre Guild« As
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an independent director^ he first teamed up with producer

Sam Spiegel for "We Were Strangers" (1949) and ''The African

Queen" (1952). The latter^ written with critic James Agee^

Star red Humphrey Bogart and Kather ine Hepburn, Made on

notoriously treacherous locations^ it won Bogart his first

Academy Award as Best Actor^ as well as nominations in both

writing and directing categories,

For the next two decades — often referred to as the

"international phase" of the director's career — he was

constantly in motion. He made two more movies under the old

studio System^ for M-G-M: "The Asphalt Jungle" (1950) f

which catapulted Marilyn Monroe (in a tiny role) to stardom^

and "The Red Badge of Courage" (1951)^ an adaptation of

Stephen Crane's Civil War novel^ which was covered during

production by noted Journalist Lillian Ross for The New

Yorker , The book that resulted^ Picture
i>
has become a

classic about filmmaking, Its publication created something

of a Sensation^ making it impossible for any subsequent books

of its kind to be done. Huston thought it "masterful — she

cut any number of 'famous' people down to size^ including

me," The director and the Journalist have remained enduring

friendSf and she wrote an affectionate portrait of him for

the New Yorker during the making of "Prizzi's Honor."

During the House ün-American Activities Committee's

investigation of Communism in Hollywood in the late 1940 's

^

Huston went to the nation's capitol to protest the "witch

hunt" as a member of a group called "Committee for the First
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Amendment." As the anti-Communist hysteria grew^ he found

the "moral rot" it promoted in the entertainment industry

intolerable and moved to Ireland with his third wife, dancer

Ricky Soma^ and their two childrenr in 1952. Twelve years

later he became an Irish Citizen, and remains one.

For the next ten years, based in St. Gierens, his manor

house near Galway, John Huston made one film right after

another. Those which are constantly revived for contempo-

rary audiences include "Beat the Devil" (1954) , "Moby Dick"

(1956) and "The Misfits" (1961). The following year he

again directed Montgomery Clift, one of the stars of "Mis-

fits," in the biographical film "Freud," whose reputation

has been enhanced by the passing years. In 1964, he made

what was probably his first real "event" film, "The Night of

the Iguana," based upon the hit play by Tennessee Williams.

"The tangled web of relationships set something of a

record. Richard Burton was accompanied by Elizabeth Taylor

who was still married to Eddie Fisher. Michael Wilding,

Elizabeth 's ex-husband, arrived to handle the job of publi-

cizing Richard Burton. Peter Viertel, Deborah Kerr*s second

husband, had once been involved with Ava Gardner." The

director delineated this remembrance in his autobiography,

adding, "There were more reporters and photographers on the

Site than iguanas." Puerto Vallarta, a sleepy fishing town

and the film 's location, was never the same again.

In 1963, John Huston returned to the ünited States to

act in Otto Preminger's "The Cardinal," for which he re-

ceived an Oscar nomination. Three years later, he directed
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his blggest money-maker^ "The Bible,.,In the Beginnlng." He

also appeared — unforgettably — in the movie as Noah^ and

narrated it as well*

Over the ensuing two decades^ Huston changed his place

of residence to Puerto Vallarta and continued his varied

film work. His 1967 film "Reflections in a Golden Eye"

was notable for his audacious color experimentation; "Fat

City" (1972) was given a great reception at the Cannes Film

Festival and is regarded by producer Ray Stark as the finest

film he has ever made; Rudyard Kipling 's "The Man Who Would

Be King" (1975) — the last Script Huston wrote, with his

long-time associate^ Gladys Hill/ and one he'd been trying

to make for many years — was warmly received by both critics

and public.

Huston directed "Independence^" a film for the Bi-

Centennial Celebration in 1976; it still plays at Indpendence

Hall in Philadelphia. During the mid-Seventies he also

worked more extensively than ever as an actor, appearing in

some 26 features and television films. Among these are

"Chinatown^" "Battle for the Planet of the Apes^" "The Wind

and the Lion" and/ for television/ "Sherlock Holmes in New

York/" "The Rhinemann Exchange" and "The Bermuda Triangle."

In 1977 he narrated the PBS documentary "Hollywood on

Trial."

After directing the highly commercial "Annie/" Huston

did an artistic about-face and made two films others had

tried for years to mount without success: "Wise Blood/"

from a book by Flannery O'Connor/ and "ünder the Volcano/"
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based upon Malcolm Lowry's masterplece« The two modestly-

budgeted films served to remlnd the film world that John

Marcellus Huston was still a creatlve force to be reckoned

wlth, and he received a great deal of praise and attention

for them.

Nominated thirteen times for Academy Awards, he has won

two (for writing and directing •'The Treasure of the Sierra

Madre" in 1948) • He also received the American Film Insti-

tute 's 1983 Life Achievement Award — and countless other

honors. An old friend, the Baron de Rothchild, commissioned

him to do a painting for a special vintage of fine wine,

adding the Huston name to such artistic luminaries as

Chagall and Picasso. The director's painting was gay and

irreverant: a playful ram cavorting in a pristine meadow.

At 78 years young^ John Huston is still enjoying life,

and working.
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JOHN FOREMAN has been a leading flgure in the American

motion picture industry for three decades as agent^ producer

and executive. *'Prizzi's Honor'' marks his fourth collaboration

with director John Huston.

Early in Foreman's career he was a teacher^ and he

also ran a legitimate theatre where two of his most talented

Players were the very young George C. Scott and Tammy

Grimes, After a brief acting career^ he became an agent^

representing Paul Newman at the apex of his stardom before

forming a production Company with him, Prom the starte John

Foreman was keeping Company with the movers and shakers of

the movie business.

The three previous films Foreman has produced for John

Huston are "The Man Who Would Be King," "The Mackintosh Man"

and "The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean," The first-

mentioned along with "Prizzi's Honor" was brought to the

producer by the director, "His choices were the better ones/"

comments Foreman.

The producer 's introduction to the Richard Condon book

upon which "Prizzi's Honor" is based was via Huston, The

filmmaker telephoned him from Puerto Vallarta immediately

after reading it, füll of enthusiasm, and urged him to get

hold of "such wonderful motion picture material," At the

time, Huston was taking a sabbatical after the arduous

"ünder the Volcano" and was not himself interested in di-

recting another film,

That all changed after John Foreman became involved.

He located the book within a day, optioned it shortly, and
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commenced trying to find a financing entity and distributor,

"It was not an easy project to get going^" Foreman acknowl-

edges. "A lot of people didn't understand it. I am grate-

ful to ABC Motion Pictures for seeing what Huston saw.**

What the director saw was shared by the producer. "It

was a good story with original characters/ stuff that hadn't

been on the screen/" he says, "It was a new way of looking

at bad guys^ and it had a lot of funny moments." It also had

a dandy role for someone near and dear to Foreman ^ actress

Anjelica Huston ^ who had just completed a movie for him

called "The Ice Pirates/** and also one for her great friend^

Jack Nicholson • ültimately^ John Huston was persuaded to

lend his inimitable talents to a project he was keen about

any way,

Foreman was delighted to be partnered once again with

John Huston. "To me he 's just the wisest, most professional

^

funniest ^ most generous person I've ever met. I'd do every

picture with him if I could^" he says. As to exactly what

he does for the legendary filmmaker^ metaphors are best:

••with him^ my job is to rush ahead and make sure there's a

road through the jungle and plenty of firewood to keep him

warm when he gets there. . .anything he might need. And having

done all of that^ to get out of the way^ because he 's going

to do his magic. That 's my experience."

The role of the contemporary producer is otherwise a

sticky one^ according to Foreman^ who is also responsible

for such outstanding films as "Butch Cassidy and the
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Sundance Kid^" "Winning^" "Bobby Deerfield" and "The Great

Train Robbery."

"There are no real Studios any more," he comments.

"They are banks, and critics. They're looking for somebody

to de all the work/ to get all the elements together for

a price they are prepared to pay." Foreman laments the

passing of the old Studios with their efficiency and nur-

turing, "John Huston is eloquent on the subject^" he says,

"Four weeks after 'The Maltese Falcon' was finished shooting^

it was in the theatres. That's a better way to make movies."

Despite obstacles^ John Foreman likes what he does for

a living, "It's a joy when you're actually making a movie,

I never want to stop shooting,"

Born in July^ 1930 ^ in Idaho Falls ^ Idaho^ John Foreman

was educated at Brown üniversity and the Univerity of Mis-

souri^ where he obtained a Master 's Degree in English Liter-

aturen He then taught humanities^ theatre and art at Stevens

College in Columbia^ Missouri^ where he also ran a theatre for

a time.

In Los Angeles, Foreman was an executive with Marilyn

Monroe Productions and with MCA before it dissolved its

agency Operations to go full-time into production activity.

He co-founded Creative Management Associates ^ a major talent

agency, and spent eight years there.

In 1968 Foreman formed a production Company with Paul

Newman. The Company^ Newman-Foreman Productions, made eleven

films^ the aforementioned "The Life and Times of Judge Roy
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Bean^" •'The Mackintosh Man^" "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kidr" "Winning^*' "Bobby Deerfield" and •'The Great Train

Robbery" as well as "Rachel^ Rachel^" "W.ü. S.A. ^'^ "They Might

Be GiantS/" "Puzzle of Downfall Child" and "Sometimes a

Great Notion,"

The 1980 's took Foreman to M-G-M^ where he was under

contract as a producer with projects that included "Brain-

storm" and "The Ice Pirates" before commencing "Prizzi's

Honor." He resides in Los Angeles with his wife, Linda^

and their two children.
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"T II've had grudges about the abuse o£ power in the

»NDON

"and writlng Is a form of counter-punching."

The author of "Prizzi's Honor^" the book upon which John

Huston's new film about a powerful crime syndicate family is

based, Condon has 'counter-punched' bis way through twenty

novels in just about the same number of years — the vast

major ity reflecting his thematic preoccupation. And while

his points and perceptions are serious, his tone is sly and

irreverent and his plots "delightfully preposterous and

perverse^" to quote the staid New York Times « This unor-

thodox mix of the sacred and profane has made Condon one of

the most populär contemporary fiction writers who also some-

thing to say. "An American Balzac^" in the words of one

critic*

"Prizzi's Honor^" which stars Jack Nicholson and

Kathleen Turner ^ is a biting send-up of organized crime

revolving around two professional killers who make the

mistake of falling in love with each other«

"I wanted to do a story about two lovers on wet

stonesr" explains Condon, "and I tried to think of the

worst possible condition of that condition." Interested

since childhood in organized crime, and with an impressive

collection of books and other material about it, the author

evolved what he considers to be a Variation on the Horatio

Alger story — a poor boy who ultimately marries the boss's

daughter, paying a terrible price in the process.
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But hls slghts were not set on love so much as on the

pervaslve influenae of organized crime throughout American

life, "It's becoming more and more apparent that the boys

don't care who knows what they do or how they operate^" he

says. "Today f people talk about evil things with such

composure."

Richard Condon's "grudge" against power abuse — along

with a bleeding ulcer — led him from a successful career in

motion picture advertising and Publicity into novel writing

in the late Pifties. Completing his first novel ^ "The

Oldest Confession^" in less than a year^ he had within

another five months completed the second and possibly best

known, "The ManChurian Candidate»"

"I wrote it fast because I had to^" he told the New York

Times , "There were grocery bills and rent and school tui-

tion to pay..,but the important thing was that I started

living when I started working for myself."

Condon credits director John Huston with getting his

first novel made into a film called "The Happy Thieves,"

Released in 1962, it starred Rita Hayworth and was produced

by her husband at the time, James Hill. "The Hills were his

house guests, and I know he put the book on the night-table

and encouraged them to do something about it," the author

recalls.

"The Hanchurian Candidate," retaining its original

title, was also released in 1962 to great acclaim. Directed

by John Frankenheimer, it starred Frank Sinatra, Laurence
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Harvey and Angela Lansbury and, over the years, has achleved

the Status of a classic.

With the commercial success of his first two novels,

Richard Condon was off to a running Start, literally and

figuratively, as a contemporary fiction writer. He and his

wife, Evelyn, and daughters Debbie and Wendy, moved to

Mexico City, where he wrote "Some Angry Angel" and re-

searched "A Talent for Loving," a baroque romance about

Mexico and Texas in the 19th Century« (This book, too,

became a film, starring Richard Widmark and released in

1969.) From there the Condons moved to Paris for a year or

so and then to Switzerland, where he wrote "An Infinity of

Mirrors," a love story set during World War II which many

critics consider his finest novel«

After nine years in Switzerland, which the author

still considers the most civilized country in which to live

("everything works and the people are neat, tidy and humor-

ous") , the Condons moved to Kilmoganny, Ireland, where they

remained until 1980. During those years, Condon was writing

constantly and published a new book almost every year. Among

his best known novels from that time are "Mile High," "The

Vertical Smile," "Winter Kills" and "The Whisper of the Axe."

He also wrote a celebration of his years in Kilmoganny called

"And Then We Moved to Rossanarra" as well as a cookbook

(with his daughter, Wendy Bennett), "The Mexican Stove."

"Winter Kills," adapted for the screen in 1969 by

William Richert, also served to renew the author 's acquain-

tance with John Huston, who starred in it along with Jeff
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Brldges, Tony Per k ins and Toshiro Hifune. The two men had

met several times in Ireland, where both lived in high style.

"Oh, he*s great, he*s the last of the grand seignieurs," says

the novelist of the director, who returns the compliment.

"He is a very distinctive American writer," says John Huston,

"one of our foremost and most under-appreciated, Like all

good writerSf he has an awareness even in tragedy of the

absurdity of life."

Richard Condon's own life shows a touch of the absurd:

who could imagine that the man fired by Howard Hughes in a

debate over the advertising for "Androcles and the Lion"

would, at age 42, become a prominent novelist of the school

of "paranoid surrealism?" Well, perhaps the man himself,

"Press agentry was a natural prelude to writing novels," he

has Said. "I was always looking for plots to seil movies."

The author's first career as an advertising and publicity

executive in movies began at Walt Disney, where he beat the

drums for "Ferdinand the Bull." Before getting up what he

calls "the moral courage to leap over the wall" and Start

writing, he had worked for Cecil B. DeNille, Samuel Goldwyn

and Darryl F. Zanuck, among others. His last project, to

market and publicize the epic "The Pride and the Passion,"

proved so debilitating to his health that his wife urged him

to find another way of earning a living — and he did.

Born Harch 18, 1915, in Manhattan, to a reasonably pros-

perous lawyer, Richard Condon graduated from DeWitt Clinton

High School and left home shortly thereafter. A series of

odd Jobs led to something more Substantive at an advertising
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agency where, at a Photographie Session, he met a red-haired

model named Evelyn who became his wife. The couple presently

resides in Dallas, where one daughter and one of their three

grandchildren live, and they travel frequently to England to

Visit the others.

The author*s latest work, set in medieval times, is

entitled "A Trembling üpon Rome."
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During a January^ 1984 ^ vislt to John Huston on hls

private island off the coast of Puerto Vallarta^ Mexico^

JANET ROACH conunenced a new aspect of her writing career:

screenwriter

•

"A draft of 'Prizzi's Honor' arrived which he thought

needed a bit of meddling^" recalls Roach. "He handed it

to me and said, 'Well, honey, see what you can do. I n

Ten months later, Janet Roach found herseif on the

streets of Brooklyn in the heady Company of John Huston

,

Jack Nicholson and Kathleen Turner , sharing credit for the

screenplay of "Prizzi's Honor" with one of her favorite

writers/ novelist Richard Condon. A movie was in progress,

and she was consulted about something every day.

An Emmy Award-winning writer, producer and director for

television documentaries, Janet Roach had met John Huston a

couple of years earlier while working on the PBS series

•Creativity With Bill Moyers." One of the four broadcasts

she did for this series was "A Profile of John Huston^" done

from Ireland, A friendship was Struck. During her first

Visit to the director 's island in 1983 , she had given him a

book she liked immensely, "Prizzi's Honor," by Richard Condon.

"I love Condon /" she says. "I think he has the perfect

paranoid Imagination of the 20th Century. He 's funny and

hyperbolic." She feels that she and Huston share the same

sense of humor. "The grotesque appeals to both of us." They

also share a predilection for privacy: Roach lives on Shelter

Island, New York, rouch of the time.
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A native o£ New York and a graduate o£ Barnard College

and the Columbia School of Journalism, Janet Roach was with

CBS News from 1967 to 1974, She subsequently became a Seg-

ment producer for ''Sixty Minutes" and segued into a four-

year stint with "CBS Reports." There she developed docu-

mentaries on a variety of subjects for this distinguished

network serles,

Durlng this period she received several awards and

citations. In 1978, the National Film Festival gave one

of her "CBS Reports" documentaries a Blue Ribbon; her work

on "Sunday Horning" contributed to its receiving a George

Foster Peabody award in 1979; the National Commission on

Working Women cited her in 1980, and a year later she re-

ceived an Emmy for a "CBS Magazine" segment.

In 1980, Roach joined the PBS series "Creativity With

Bill Moyers," where she produced, wrote and directed four

Shows, "That's No Tomato, That's a Work of Art," "A Profile

of John Huston," "Out Art" and "Women and Creativity." She

won a second Emmy in 1982 for this series«

She wrote a feature-length documentary, HBO's "When Women

Kill" directed by Lee Grant, and then returned to PBS for "A

Walk Through the Twentieth Century with Bill Moyers." Two

of the four segments she created were lauded: "TR and Bis

Times" (with an Emmy as Best Historical Documentary as well

as an award from the Association of American Historians) and

"Come to the Fairs" (with an Emmy nomination) . Her other

Shows were entitled "The Helping Hand" and "Changes, Changes."

Roach also acted as a Consultant to "USA/A Television History,'
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at the üniversity of North Carolina,

Janet Roach feels privileged to have begun her screen-

writing career under the tutelage of John Huston, "Our

working method was Socratic; we discussed scenes in terms of

what needed to be done and then I'd go off and try to write

them^" she explains, adding that the changes were primär ily

structural, There is one scene she takes all the credit

for^ however: a telephone scene wherein Nicholson and

Turner as Charley and Irene make verbal love to each other,

"I was getting lonely down there in Puerto Vallarta^" she

explains. "I had a desperate need to communicate^ but there

wasn't a telephone; I wanted a shower ^ but the hot water was

temporarily gone." The writer put her own yearnings into

the mouths of the characters and/ voila, wrote a hilarious

scene.

Roach is presently writing her second screenplay for a

feature film^ set in Paris in the 1920s,
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ANDRZEJ BARTKOWIAK has been the director of photography

on some o£ the most vlsually dlstinctlve films produced in

the last few years, Pour of those films were directed by

Sidney Lumet: "Daniel r" "Prince of the City^" "The Verdict"

and "Death Trap." He also was the cinematographer for "Garbo

Talks r" Starring Anne Bancroft,

Although "Prizzi's Honor" marks his first association

with director John Huston, it is his second film with Jack

Nicholson r the first being the Academy Award-winning "Terms

of Endearment«"
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Production designer DENNIS WASHINGTON studied architec-

ture at ü.C.L.A. and Los Angeles Trade Tech before entering

the motion picture industry in 1965 as a set designer at

M-G-M. After three years there^ he transferred to Paramount

and then^ as Studios dismantled their art departmentS/ became

an independent,

"Prizzi's Honor" marks his second association with John

Huston# the first being the soccer film "Victory^" made in

Hungary, The latter is equally memorable for having provided

Washington an introduction to his wife^ Marta^ who acted as

his Interpreter.

Washington likes working with John Huston because "he

has a way of br inging out the best in people." He found

"Prizzi's Honor" a special challenge because it is a period

film without really being set in a particular year, Although

certain props such as magazines were fixed in 1962 ^ the film

otherwise reflected that era generally rather than specifically

— per Huston's Instructions.

^'The 'look' of a film is often more of a feeling than a

definitive style^" explains the designer^ adding^ "If I've

done my job properly^ people won't notice it." Among

Washington 's other credits as a production designer are "The

Electric Horseman^" "The Ninth Configuration^ " "Convoy" and

"To Be Or Not To Be,"

When you work for John Huston^ "You must be very alert.

As you work towards a concept/ you must look with him be-

cause he is very indirect. You must think the task through

thoroughly^ on every level^ because he will question you
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very closely." According to Washington^ the director takes

an unu8ual interest in the particulars of production design

and, finally, knows what is right and wrong as well as what

he wants. Aside from his vast experience, John Husten is o£

course a painter and art collector — a dimension to his

gifts which sets him apart from most directors.

"His greatest come-back is 'show me,*" says Washington,

who appreciates the director *s working technique almost as

much as his taste • "He Ifi a master and you learn from a

master by teaching yourself. It makes for hard work, but it

is very satisfying,"
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The dlstinguished costume designer DONFELD f ii£ Donald

Lee Feld, has dressed soine o£ the true Superstars o£ the

entertainment world in a career which began when he was only

nlneteen years old« Whether before the cameras, in the

nightclubs of Las Vegas or on the concert trail, Donfeld 's

impeccable taste has enhanced the personal and professional

wardrobes of Frank Sinatra, Audrey Hepburn, Jacqueline

Bisset, Jane Fonda and the late Judy Garland, among many

others.

"Prizzi's Honor" marks Donfeld 's first professional

association with director John Huston as well as with stars

Jack Nicholson and Kathleen Turner.

Born in California, Donfeld began to draw at an early

age, this undoubtedly due to the influence of his mother,

who entertained him by drawing Cartoons, and his father, who

was a lithographer. He studied at Chouinard Art Institute

and Los Angeles Trade Tech before getting his first job at

Capitol Records. He remained there for five years, designing

albuin Covers for a variety of artists as well as motion pic-

tures. This is how he met and came to know well Frank Sinatra,

Judy Garland, Peggy Lee and Nat King Cole.

After Donfeld left Capitol, Sinatra continued to be an

important inentor for him. The singer introduced him to director

Vincente Minnelli, who hired him for the 1958 Academy Award

Show. He was re-hired by others for the next two years, and

along the way made a transition into costume design. He also

drew the battle sequences for "Spartacus" and acted as a Visual

Consultant to Jean Negulesco for "The Best of Everything,"
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Minnelli for "The Beils Are Ringing" and producer Ray Stark

for "The World of Suzie Wong,"

Among Donfeld 's many film credits are two for which he

received Academy Award nominations^ "The Days of Wine and

Roses" (1963) and "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?" (1969).

Others include "The Cincinnati Kid^" "The Great Race^"

"Sanctuary^" "Return to Peyton Place^" "Hemingway 's Adven-

tures of a Young Man^" "Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation" and "The

Chase."
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Two books that eamed highly
favorable rcviews when they were
published originally have recently

been reissued by different publishers.

"The Captive Mind" by Czeslaw Mi-
losz, who won the 1980 Nobel Prize for

Literature, was published by Knopf in

1953, two years after its Polish-born
author defected to the West, and has
been out of print eight years. The 1981

edition wwill be republished on July 1

by Octagon Books, a division of Far-
rar, Straus & Giroux, which recently
published Mr. Milosz's "The Issa Val-
ley,*' a novel set in Poland.
In his foreword to the new edition,

Mr. Milosz notes that "The Captive
Mind," which charges that writers
and artists in Communist countries
are forced to subordinate the search
for truth to the official theory of art,

"has been widely read in Poland dur-

ing the last decades and has played a
liberatingrole."

"Reporting" by Lillian Ross, origi-

nally published by Simon and Schust-
er, consists of seven pieces that ap-
peared in the New Yorker. The most
famous of the seven, perhaps, is "Por-
trait of Hemingway," written in the
form of a minute-by-minute account of

one day in the life of the late novelist.

The collection also includes "Pic-
ture," a Mirrative accoMuit of the mak-
ing of thijohn Hustonifllm "The Red
Badgeof

"Lillian wanted this to be reissued
and she wrote a new introduction for

it/' Said S. Phelps Platt Jr., President
of Dodd, Mead, which republished the
bock on June 1 in simultaneous hard-
cover and trade paperback. "We feit

the book should be made available

again t>ecause it's almost a case his-

tory of writing and has been used in

some writing courses. '

*

In the introduction, the author lists

17 principles of reporting and writing
that she formulated for herseif.

Among them: Do not write about any-
one who does not want to t>e written
about. Do not write about anyone you
do not like. Avoid Interpretation,

analysis and passing judgment. And
write to please yourself

.

:^
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Books of The Times
The Art of Needle-Point Reportage

By HERBERT MITGANG

Camera Press-Plx

John Huston

REPORTING. By Lillian Ross. 142 pages. Simon
and Schuster. $6.^.

IN
the current number of Paris Review,

S. J. Perelman defines those who run the

motion-picture business and Hollywood:
"A dreary industrial town controlled by

hoodlums of enormous wealth, the ethical

sense of a pack of Jackais, and taste so de-

graded that it befouled everything it touched.

I don't mean to sound like a boy Savonarola,

but there were
times, when I drove

along the Sunset

Strip and looked

at those buildings,

or when I watched
the fashionable

film colony arriv-

ing at some pre-

miere at Grau-
man's Egyptian,

that I fully expect-

ed God in his

wrath to obliterate

the whole she-

bang."

This soft indict-

ment is lent a cer-

tain credence in

the longest section

of "Reporting," on
the making of the M-G-M movie, ''The Red
Badge of Courage." Lillian Ross followed

the picture from the beginning in 1950, and
latef did a memorable series for The New
Yorker. On rereading in book form, it still

Stands up, despite changes brought about
since then by television, so-called independ-

ent distribution, and runaway production.

Called simply "Picture," the report in fact

bears out most of the sullen desperation

found in the Hollywood fiction of Fitzgerald,

Schulberg, West and Lambert.

Miss Ross saw the picture made and un-

made on both coasts and from both sides. A
baslc dlfference broke out between those in

management who regarded the movie as a

product—a celluloid bunch of bananas- -and
those who looked upon the movie as an art

form— possibly for an intelligent public.

There are unforgettable scenes here: the

New York moguls in the white-on-white
Shirts, whose instincts told them long in

advance that the picture would be a flop

d'estime; Huston, wanting to direct on horse-

back; Louis B. Mayer, crouching on his

peach-colored carpet, showing how he taught
Mickey Rooney to pray; the wonderful line

about titles and music, "Piccolos under your
name, strings under mine," and another by
Dore Shary, *T've got bad news for you—
Hopper likes the picture."

There is no judgment by the author about
the artistic merits of "The Red Badge of

Courage," but obviously something wont
awry. The studio heads did allow the film

to be made, and in light of its box Office

failure, possibly are not the heavies depicted

here. Miss Ross might have underlined the

fact that the failure was artistic, too. It is

doubtful if any of the major studios or in-

dependent distributors would allow such a

purely literary story to be produced today.

Not without Doris Day.
The other worthwhile report in **Report-

ing" is the controverslal portrait of Hem-
ingway in New York. It's more pungent
than ever, and now does not sound like either

a knifing by the author or a leg-puU by
Hemingway. Miss Ross demonstrates her
skill in embroidering detail Into a total

Image. And Hemingway, despite his occa-

sional shorthand baby talk here, emerges as

a far greater craftsman and intellectual than
his current Interpreters allow.

With only two days in Manhattan, Hem-
ingway has his glasses fixed, buys a coat,

eats in a hotel room with his wife, son and
a friend, avoiding the showoff places. He
spends two hours studying the master paint-

ers at the Metropolitan Museum, and dis-

cussing their work intelligently. "I learned
to write by looking at paintings in the Lux-
embourg Museum in Paris," and, he adds,

from studying composers. "In the first par-
agraphs of 'Farewell,' I used the ward *and'

consciously over and over the way Mr. Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach used a note in music
when he was emitting counterpolnt." This,

rather than the playfulness, Stands out in

the profile. As the author says in her pref-
ace, "Hemingway had the nerve to be like

nobody eise on earth."

In the preface, Miss Ross expresses sur-
prise that readers thought she was ridiculing
Hemingway. Somehow, it did sound that
way in the magazine but something has hap-
pened that strengthens the piece today

—

the death of Hemingway, perhaps, and the
search by the reader for his talents instead
of mannerisms. The talents win out. There is

one unusual revelation in the preface. Miss
Ross sent Hemingway a galley proof of the
article before it ran. He liked it and sug-
gested only one deletion. If The New Yorker
still makes it a practice to show the subjects
of profiles what it intends to print, no won-
der many pieces sound defanged.
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French 'FieldofHonor'
Jean-Pierre Denis's "F^ield of

Honor" ("Champ d'Honneur") is a

wistful tale about a young farmer
from Perigord who goes off to fight in

the Franco-Prussian War as the paid
Substitute for a rieh man's son.

The film will be shown in the New
Directors/New Films festival at the

Museum of Modern Art tonight at 6

and on Sunday at 3 : 30 P.M.

Pierre Naboulet (Cris Campion),

the farmer, never questions his lot.

He is resigned and brave, and not

even very surprised when he under-

stands the bloody randomness of bat-

tle. He asks for and expects nothing

from -hfe. though he would prefer to

return home to his fiancee, Henriette.

Separated from his Company in Al-

sace, Pierre comes upon the ruins of

a farmhouse, where he finds a small

German boy orphaned by the war. To-

gether, communicating mostly in

sign language, the two attempt to get

back to the French lines.

All the Way Home
FIELD OF HONOR, directed by Jean-Pierre
Denis; screenplay (French with Engiish sub-
titles) by Mr. Denis, Hubert Au Petit, Chris-

tian Faure and Fran^oise Dudognon; photog-
raphy by Miss Dudognon; edited by Genevi-
^ve Winding; music by Michel Portal art di-

rector, Marc Petitjean; produced by Chantal
Perrin and Antoine Gannage; production
companies, Baccara Productions/Palmyre
Productions/Selena; released by Orion Clas-

sics. At Roy and Niuta Titus Theater 1, Mu-
seum of Modern Art, 11 West 53d Street, as
part of the New Directors/New Films series.

Running time: 85 minutes. This film has no
rating.

Pierre Naboulet Cris Campion
Henriette Pascale Rocard
Arnaud Florent Eric Wapler
TheChild Frederic Mayer
The Mother Marcelle Dessalles
The Peddler Andrd Wilms
Ernest Vincent Martin
Pierre's Sister Marion Audier
Florenfs Father Robert Sandrey
Florent's Mother Lily Genny
Gang Leader Louis-Marie Taillefer

Roger Fran^ois Segura

"Field of Honor" is so muted that

it's difficult to understand its point.

The program suggests **the mystery
of a World where the inevitable for-

ever masquerades as happenstance."
Yet nothing in this film can easily

masquerade as happenstance, if only

because it was ordered by Mr. Denis,

who also wrote the screenplay. In-

stead, happenstance looks like the

long arm of coincidence, which oper-

ates more often and more freely in

fiction than in real life.

The movie is almost as resigned as

Pierre. It observes all without visible

emotion, including the contrast be-

tween the order of nature and the dis-

order of a landscape after battle. In

this, it's reminiscent of\John Huston's j

adaptation of "The Rea baage oi

Courage," though Pierre, who has no
illusions about glory, is incapable of

disillusion.

"Field of Honor" is a very hand-
some, muted work, nicely acted by
Mr. Campion and Frederic Mayer,
who plays the boy. It touches the feel-

ings obliquely, like a reverie.

VINCENTCANBY
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DONTTREAD ON ME
The Sefected Letters ofS. J. Perelman.
Edited by Prudence Crowther.
niustrated, 372 pp. New York: Viking. $19,95.

By Mordecai Richlef

NE day, when I was a boy, a true master of magic descended on
the Street corner where we used to hang out. A bona fide yo-yo
rhamnion wearine a soiffv red iacket. He shamed us. a bunch of

OiNjc uay, wneii i wab et uuy, a irue riiabier ui riiagic uesceiiucu uii

the Street corner where we used to hang out. A bona fide yo-yo

Champion wearing a spiffy red jacket. He shamed us, a bunch of

fumble-fingers, managing every stunt conceivable with his yo-

yo, ostensibly without sfrain. Walking the dog^racing round the moon and
much more. It seemed to me that S. J. Perelman, when I first read him,

could do the same with language, a tool far more dauntirig. Certainly the

most inspired of his kamikaze flights, of which there are many, continue

to yield enormous pleasure. Whatever his self-acknowled^ed debts to Ste-

phen Leacock, George Ade or the still sadTy underestimaled Ring Lard-

ner, he was an original. At once subversively funny, surreal and a poly-

glot, armed with a surprising vocabulary that.sent me diving formy dic-

tionary more than once.

Eudora Welty once observed in these pages that Perelman's prose

"is highly complex, deviously organized, the work of some master brain J
being undoubtedly behind it — and it is more like jiu-jitsu than any
prose most of us have seen." Describing his own work in a concluding

note to "The Road to Miltown," Perelman noted, "If I were to apply for

a library card in Paris, I would subscribe myself as a feuilletoniste, 1

that is to say, a writer of little leaves." But like every writer of little

leaves, however perfect, he resented the overhanging trees, especially

in the autumn. He objected to being described as a humorist rather than

a writer.
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Substitute Solaienng
**Field of Honor** was shown as

pari of the 1988 New Directors/New
Films series. FoUowing are excerpts
from Vincent Canby's revievv, which
appeared in The New York Times on
March 18. The film, in French with
English subtitles, opens today at the
Carnegie Screening Room, Seventh
Avenue at 57th Street.

Jean-Pierre Denis's "Field of

Honor" ("Champ d'Honneur") is a
wistful tale about a young farmer
from Perigord who goes off to fight in

the Franco-Prussian War as the paid
Substitute for a rieh man's son.

Pierre Naboulet (Cris Campion), the
farmer, never questions his lot. He is

resigned and brave, and not even
very surprised when he understands
the bloody randomness of battle. He
asks for and expects nothing from
life, though he would prefer to return
home to his fiancee, Henriette.

Separated from his Company in Al-

sace, Pierre comes upon the ruins of

a farmhouse, where he finds a small
German boy orphaned by the war. To-
gether, communicating mostly in

sign language, the two attempt to get

back to the French lines.

"Field of Honor" is so muted that

it's difficult to understand its point.

The program suggests "the mystery
of a World where the inevitable for-

ever masquerades as happenstance."
Yet nothing in this film can easily

masquerade as happenstance, if only
because it was ordered by Mr. Denis,

who also wrote the screenplay. In-

stead, happenstance looks like the

long arm of coincidence, which oper-
ates more often and more freely in

fiction than in real life.

The movie is almost as resigned as
Pierre. It observes all without visible

emotion, including the contrast be-

tween the order of nature and the dis-

order of a landscape «fter battle. Ii|

this, it's reminiscent o^oJiaJHuston's
adaptation of "The ReS Bactge^-ei

Courage," though Pierre, who has no
illusions about glory, is incapable of

disillusion.
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38 Films Focus Attention on Elizabeth Taylor the Actress'

By STEPHEN HARVEY

For moßt of her life. Elizabeth
Taylor, the screen actress,
has been upstaged by Eliza-

beth Taylor Hilton Wilding
Todd Fisher Burton Warner,

the ultimate celebrity. Millions of

people who have never seen "Father
of the Bride,** "Gianf* or "Butter-
field 8" are inveterate fans of that pri-

vate career Miss Taylor has acted out

in public — her fabled acquisitions

both mineral and animal, her ill-

nesses and resuscitations, the fluctu-

ations which time and a hearty appe-
tite have imposed on that legendary
form. Despite four decades of hard
work on sound stages throughout the

World, Miss Taylor 's Image has been
most decisively shaped by her Status

as the paparazzi's often unwilling pet.

But starting next Friday, the film

program at the Public Theater will

attempt to redress the balance with
the premiere of an ambitious retro-

spective of Miss Taylor's screen Per-

formances, scheduled to run through

early August. Titled "Liz: the Films
of Elizabeth Taylor," this program
contains no less than 38 of her films,

tracing Miss Taylor from her Holly-

wood beginning as a tremulous child

beauty in "Lassie Come Home" and
"National Velvet," to the acidulous

diva emerita she incamated in her

last big screen appearance to date,

*'The Mirror Crack'd."
All of her career highlights are in-

cluded, from the classic "A Place in

the Sun" through the notorious "Cleo-

patra" and her Oscar-winning
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,"
interspersed with such obscurities as

"Conspirator," in which a 17-year-old

Miss Taylor essayed her first adult

role, and "The Driver's Seat," a 1974

Italian production adapted from a

Muriel Spark novel and largely ün-

seen in the United States until now.

• •

As the Public *s reassessment re-

veals, Miss Taylor has, in fact, had an
exceptionally intriguing career on
screen, for reasons that transcend

her evident magnetism and powers of

endurance. Certainly, Miss Taylor's

sable and violet-tinted l)eauty alone

destined her to be one of Hollywood 's

most indelible icons. Yet sh^ has also

exercised her frequently underesti-
mated talents with an uncommonly
distinguished roster \jf directors —

A John IIustoQ/ Vincent Minnelli,

Oeoi'gt? Slevens, George Cukor, Rich-

ard Brooks, Joseph L. Mankiewicz
and Mike Nichols among them. More-
over, her career is at once a one-ac-

tress primer in pop-culture sociolog;

and in the changing forces of HoUV
yyOQ

—-— '

nati However, in 1966, "Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" produced

the same tonic effect on Miss Taylor's

Prestige as "A Place in the Sun" had

15 years before. Her voice pitched at

a strident bray, her looks effaced with

salt-and-pepper tresses and a prema-

tiire bloat, Miss Taylor's Martha was

a wounded emasculator who has

leamed to use her own pain as a

weapon to hurt others.

It was a model for many of the roles

which were to foUow. She cuckolded

docile Peter Ustinov with a dispirited

Mr. Burton in "The Comedians" and

swaggered through a domestic purga-

tory with Michael^ Caine in the comic

"X. Y. and Zee.'VJohn Huston'sjm-

derrated
*
' Reflecfionslir a^^Oölden

Eye" combined the "Virginia Woolf"

archetype with odd echoes of "Na-

tional Velvet," Casting Miss Taylor

as an adulterous equestrienne who, in

a moment of extreme pique, horse-

whips Marlon Brando, her weakling

spouse. Curiously, at the peak of her

celebrity, none of Miss Taylor's films

after "Virginia Woolf" attained box-
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By EARL WILSON

Brondo's Daring Role...
Marlon Brando plays a latent homosexual Army major

with a fondness for a young private in his next movie . . .

and the thought of how thafs going to be exploited drove
him into a polite, restrained rage when we discussed it at
Mitchel Field, L. L—standing under the trees at midnight
in the glare of Camera lights.

"I can See that very angle selling the picturel'* he said, hls
jaw set grimly.

"That'Il gct 'em at the box office. It*s got the sniell of nioney
in it! And it vulgarizes everything that Carson McCullers wrote!»

^
\

V^^^l
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BRANDO, as Major Weldon Pender-
ton, was doing a scene in the 7 Arts pic-

ture, "Reflections in a Golden Eye," where-
in he picks up a candy bar wrapper just
dropped by the stable boy Army private
he's fond of, Robert Forster.

"Whafs so important abont him pielt-

ing up this candy wrapper?" 1 asiied John
Huston, the director, who'd been sliooting

it two nights.

V V TP

^v f / / "* . "MARLON*S OUTRAGED as a soldier

y^ —but he keeps it as a Souvenir because
"""^

it's been dropped by this boy he's got the
fixation for," Huston said.

*'Did Brando have any reticence about
this role?"

" ' "He did," nodded Huston, "but this
MARLON BRANDO book is an American classic, and his con-
science as an artist overcame that reticence."

"Did you have any fcars about it?" I asked Brando.
He twisted his neck around in his shirt collar. His hands

went deeper into his po<'kets. *lt's not dirt! It's about a very
iiunian problem. No, I didn't/'

"And if lie did, there were those otlier guys, Riehard Burton,
Lee Marvin . • . there wasn't anybody who wasn't interested in

doing itl" spoke up producer Ray Stark.

V Tr V

BRANDO, playing the iiusband of Liz Taylor, beconies en-

raged when Liz gets drunk and strips off her clothes. The young
soldier sees her. He's the Peeping-Tom in her bedroom when she's

naked. The Major, catching him, and doubly jealous, kills him.
All in the South, at an Army camp, but to be shot mostly in

Italy, because Liz lives in Italy, and she's a big star, and if she
wants to shoot a picture about the North Pole in the Congo,
''Why, certainly, Elizabeth!"

Brando tries to appear hard. But I caught him being nice

. . . twicel

His stand-in, for example, is Mrs. Phillip Rho<1os, wifc of hls

niakenp man, who said Brando has iised her as stand in since

"Mutiny on the Bounty" so she can travel witli her husband.
And about this tinie a woman from Life niagazine canie up to

say good night. As she left, and was 10 feet distant, he tipped

his majores cap.

"Little late/' he said to nie, "with tipping my hat.»*

PI
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More Äbout

Movie Matters
Continued froin Page 13

no fpvvcr than thrce movie
troupes now or about to go
before the camcras hcrc-

abouts. Last week, for

examplc, George Hamilton,
portraying the "cat burglar"

of the title, completed tho

initial location scenes at the

heliport atop the Pan-
Am Building for "Jack of

Diamonds," an Amcrican-
German co-production that

will be shot largely in Europe.

Thls weckend, producer Ray
Stark, Seven Arts Pictures

and Warner Brothers began
work on "Reflections in a
Golden Eye" at Mitchell Field,

the former Air Force base

that Is a Short jaunt beyond
the city limits in Long Island.

And, on Oct. 17th, even far-

out Grecnwich Villagers may
be Rurprised to see actors

haimting their pseudo-
Bohemian haunts in the
adaptation of "The Tiger."

"Reflections," which is the
film edition of the novella

by Carson McCullers written
by John Huston, Chapman
Mortimer and Gladys Hill, not
only is being directcd by
Huston but also includes

Marlon Brande and Elizabeth

Taylor as its top, expenslve

luminaries. Last week it was
leamed that the Company
also has signed Julie Harris,

Brian Keith and, from the
local stage, Robert Forster,

for other leading roles in the

drama of bizarre love and
varied neuroses on an army
post. Miss McCullers's army
post was a southern estab-

lishment, but, the producers
say, "Mitchell Ficld was avail-

able and fits the bill fine, so

why go south?"

Only Miss Taylor, who isn't

involved in thcse scenes, will

not be on hand for the local

fcstivities. But Huston,
Brande, et al. will be work-
ing here for at least two
weeks and then the cntire

Company will head for the De
Laurentiis studio near Rome
for another 10 weeks of film-

ing. The budget? "Who
knows?" our man flipped,

"but we figure it will be at

least $5-million.'
ft



FILriED IN TWO SECTIONS
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M'CÜLLERS STORY

ENDS 1.1. FILMING

'Golden Eye' Going to Roma

After Mitchell Field

By HOWARD THOMPSON
Special to The New York Times

MINEOLA, L. L, Oct. 16—
"There is a fort in the South
where a few years ago a mur-
der was committed." So begins

Carson McCullers's 1941 no-

vella **Reflections In a Golden
Eye," and also the extremely

belated movie version, which i>

about to end a week of loca-

tion shooting at Mitchel Field

here before work is resumed in

Rome.
The Seven Arts production is

a heady screen undertaking on

several counts. The expensive

color project, directed by John

Huston, is matching big Holly-

u'ood names, Marlon Brand« >

and Elizabeth Taylor (addini:

Broadway's Julie Harris and

telcvision's Brian Keith), with

a faithfully transcribed storyl

whose content is boldly bizarre I

even in an era of relaxation in !

film ccnsorship. The novcl.
•

deriving from an actual casc ol

voyeurism at Fort Bragg. N. C,

conUins an adulterous entan-

g^cment among two officers

and their wives who are neigh-

bors and involves as the movie

wiU, homosexuality, sadism,

Sftif-mutilation and nudity, male

and female.

The Company will shortly go

to Rome for the last 10 weeks

of work at the Dino de Lauren-

tiis Studio, a move made solely

to accommodate Miss Taylor.

Using Old Post

Mcanwhile, the former Air

Force post here has provided an

apt setting of maple-flanked,

brick-building facades for Mr.

Brando, Miss Harris, Mr. Keitn

and two young screen novices

in key roles. They are Broad-

way's RoÄert Forster, as the

murdered soldier. and Zorro

David, a Saks Fifth A^nue
hair-stylist, as a Filipino ser-

vant.

"We went straight to Mayor

Lindsay's man for clearances,"

Said Milton Feldman, produc-1

tion manager. "That opened '

the door immediately for every-

thinjr. Then the National Guard
^veral hun



and female.

The Company will shortly ßo
to Rome for the last 10 weeks
of work at the Dino de Lauren-
tiis Studio, a move made solely

to accommodate Miss Taylor.

Uslng Old Post

Mcanwhile, the former Air

Force post here has provided an
apt setting of maple-flanked,
brick-building facades for Mr.

Brando, Miss Harris, Mr. Keith

and two young screen novices

in key roles. They are Broad-
way's RoBert Forster, as the

murdered soldier, and Zorro
David, a Saks Fifth A"fenue

hair-stylist, as a Filipino ser-

vant.

•*We went straight to Mayor
Lindsay's man for clearances,"

Said Milton Feldman, produc-
tion manager. "That opened
the door immediately for every-
thing. Then the National Guard
hclpfuUy gave us several hun-
dred men, on their Sunday off,

froni the Rainbow Infantry
Division in Brooklyn." An
added army of uniformed extras
from the Screen Actors Guild
made for a total of 650 back-
ground players, many with bit

speaking parts.

"Refloction in a Golden Eye"
has been owned by sevoral other
producers, said Ray Stark, the
producer, last weekond as Mr.
Husten set up a scene with Mr.
Brando outside a classroom
building. Behind the camora,
manned by the Italian photo-
grapher Aldo Tonto, was a
throng of book-carrying stu-
dents. "The problom has always
been to lick the extremely
theatricality and the sexuality
of the story;>I think wc've done
it."

Mr. Huston signalod for quiet,

Mr. Brando wearing a major's
uniform strode tensely from the
building and entered a Chevro-
let, which refusod to budge. The
actor grimaced at the crowd.
which yroarcd with laughter.
"Try again, Marlon!" yelled a
collegian. Later he did, and the
rar purrod away triumphantly
toward the next site, a post in-

terscction.

Brando as Neurotic Hero

The scene dcpictod Mr. Brando,
as the neurotic hero, harshly
upbraiding a passing .soldier

whilc desperatcly staring off-

rimcra for tho Army stablo boy
whom tho h<'ro lu.sthilly stalks.

Mr. Brando sub.rcqucntly shoot^-

the young .soldier as a Penpin.T

Tom, when he sees him crouchcd
at tho bi^dside of tho slocping
Miss Taylor, who plays Mr.
Brando' s wife.

Bcfore tho film, Mr. Huston
took the Script to the author,
now partly disabled, at her
feomÄ In Nyack, N. Y. "She said

she liked it," said tho director,

who adapted the story with
Gladys Hill, his long-time as-

sistant, and the British novelist

Chapman Mortimer.
Mr. Brando, finishing the

scene, beat a hasty retreat to

his trailer-truck dressing room
as fans clustered outside. Tho
actor, a courteous, quiet-spokon
min, .sat in.sidc, waiting for
quostions.

"The p.ppo.i] to me of a neu-
rotic rol*^ like M'^jor P'^ndi^r-

t)n?" he echocd. "?;750.000

plMs 7^-> nor cent <{ the grcss
rc^'oipt"» if wo h^'o^k over»." h'^

F?id, .smilJnT. "Th'^fs tho rtr^'n

roason." Tho actor pnusrd.
"Thrn the attraction of a book
by Car.son McCullers.
"As for the part itsolf. ifs

h.ird for mc to be articulate
about acting. What can you
say about a certain momont or
expre.ssion? It's üko ChapP'n
chowins: a ro.so and just look-
in T-thcre at the end of *C'^v
I'ifihts'—or th-^t fi"?^l cy by
Olivicr in 'Oedipus R'^x.'"
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On the Town
By CHARLES McHARRY

Chvistnias tu

Anybody mention the fact that Barbara Hutton's in-

terest in Parisian hairdresser Bernard Bezat, 23, whom
she set iip in business, may be more than professional?

He 's been her escort to Marrftkesh, the Atlas Mountains and on

desert picnics, and she's ^so entertained him at her palace. • • •

uthor Carson ...i....__...i..i.....
McCullers, long
bedridden at her
home in Nyack,
has been invited
to spend Christ-
mas at John
Huston's estate

in Ireland. Hus-
ton, directing
the film Version
of Miss Mc€ul-
1 e r ' s '*Reflec.

tions in a Golden
Eye" in Rome,
plans to fly the
cast to Ireland

Peter 54»ll«r« to meet her. Betty Robertson
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Moviefl

Trankie Addams' at 50

INCREDIBLE. ycs. But It ac-

tually happened, rlght there in

Brentano's, whcre they're sup-

posed to know better. The
Clerk tumed to me and said, "Car-

son McCullers? I never heard of

him."

It secms unbclicvable that any-

one could forget. The flash-in-the-

pan writers make a million and
vanish into the woodwork, but

Carson McCullers remains one of

the dozen or so modern American
writers to reach true distinction.

She was a legend almost from the

beginning—a wiry slip of a girl

with bangs and a crooked-tooth

grin who, in 1940, blossomcd like

a sunflower on the lltcrary scene.

She was only 23 then but her first

novel, "The Hcart Is a Lonely
Hunter," brought her cxtraordi-

nary praise. With succcss, there

also came the hoopla of publicity.

Gore Vidal says, "The publicity

was the work of those fashion

magazines where a dish of black-

eyed peas can be made to secm
the roe of some rare fish, photo-

f^raphed by Avedon."

Yet there was far more to Car-

son McCullers* career than public-

ity. Her writings—"The Heart Is

a Lonely Hunter," "Rcflections in

a Golden Eye," "The Mcmber of the

Wedding," "The Bailad of the Sad
Cafe" and "Clock Without Hands"
—explored the depths of the human
heart. She had come to New York
from her native Georgia at the age
of 17, lost her tuition money to

Juilliard (she wantcd to be a con-

cert pianist) on the subway, and
lived in a boarding house for sail-

ors on the Brooklyn waterfront.

After "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunt-
er," she became the troublod dar-

llng of the fashionable pcople like

Edith SitwcU and Cccil Beaton.

With the late magazine editor

George Davis, she established a
literary salon in an old Brooklyn
brownstone called February House,

where the boarders included Chris-

topher Isherwood, Richard Wright,

Thomas Mann's son Golo, Oliver

Smith, Jane and Paul Bowles, and
Gypsy Rose Lee. Gypsy provided

the Cook, W. H. Audcn kept house,

and they all chippcd in on the

grocerics. Their friends, who came
and wcnt at all hours, were people

like Anais Nin, Leonard Bernstein,

Salvador Dali, Marc Blitzstein and
Aaron Copland.

Alrcady one of New York's most
vivid literary figures, Carson be-

came a notable playwright in 1950

with her own dramatization of her

novcl "The Membcr of the Wed-
ding." Even after ill health and per-

sonal Problems forced her into a
life of seclusion in her country

house in Nyack, she was flooded

By REX E££D

film John Huston has just made
from her second novel, "Reflections

in a Golden Eye," first published

in 1941. Ray Stark, the film's pro-

ducer, told her he would pay all

of her expcnses if she and Ida (her

Negro Cook, housokeeper and faith-

ful companion) would make the

trip. Carson said she ncedcd a holi-

day and Ida said, "It sure is good
to eat somebody eise's cooking." So
here they were, ordcring up scor-

pions from Trader Vic's and gig-

gling like two debutantes in an
üld Diana Lynn movie.

Carson sat up in bed, thin and
frail, like a quivering bird, with
dark, brilliant eyes and an aura
of other-worldliness about hör:

Frankie Addams grown up, sip-

ping a bourbon toddy from a silvcr

goblet, Smoking endless cigarettes,

talking cheerfully and admiring
the Chrysanthemums and anemones
sent by her friends. "On February
19 I was half a Century old," she
said. "Ida made a pincapple tree

out of toothpicks, cocktail onions,

cheeses and chcrries and there were
so many flowers it lookcd like

somebody had beon laid out. Mcrcy
me, far from it. I feel better than
I have in years. This spring Ida and
I are going to Ireland to visit

John Huston's Castle. He sent us

two first-class round-trip tickets

and he will meet our plane with an
ambulance which will take us to

the country. He has promised to

take me trout fishing and the

change of scene should do wonders
for US both.

"Do you know John Huston? A

Might it break the bones of her
fragile play? "Well, I just won't
allow that to happen. It all takea
place in a kitchen, so I don't see

how they can do much dancing. It

would be simply awful if Bcrenlce
Sadie Brown went into some elabo-

rate tap-dance production number
with pots and pans. But John
Henry and Frankie were always
singing and dancing around the

kitchen, so that wouldn't be too

out of place." When she saw the

film Version of "Wedding" in a
little movie house in Macon, Ga.,

the scene in which Ethel Waters
holds the childrcn on her lap sing-

ing "His Eye Is on The Sparrow"
was cut. She has never recovered

from the shock, and has higher
hopcs for both "Rsfloctions in a
Golden Eye" and th^ proposod film

of "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter,"
which is to star Alan Arkin. *'That

Script was writton by another
Southcmcr namei Tom Ryan, so

it has much of my original fecling

in it. I wouldn't trust a Northern
writer with it."

Anothcr knock at the door and
in came a young '!ollego boy from
Long Island who presented a
speechless Mrs. McCullers with
both an oil portrait he had painted
of her and a copy of the record
album "Judy Garland al Carnegie
Hall."

"Astonishing!" she said when he
was gone. "One critis mortaliy
wounded me when h<» wrote that I
had corrupted young people. I don't
think that is true. I get along

Stevt Schaplro
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ding." Even after ill health and per-

sonal Problems forced her into a
llfe of seclusion In her country

house in Nyack, she was flooded

with letters from critics and fans

—schools inviting her to lecture,

students writing term papcrs on
her work, new generations dls-

covering the poctry in her books.

What happened? The years

brought her fame but the thing

she never enjoycd was good health.

The victim of a conspiraey of trou-

bles, she suffered, while still In

her twenties, the first in a seriös

of strokes that ultimately cripplcd

her and threatened to destroy her

career. Over the years, there wcre
sevcral severe, compllcating ill-

nesses, accidents and shocks (her

husband, Rcevcs McCullers, com-
mitted suicide in 1953). Today, her

left side paralyzed, she moves
about only in a whecl chair and is

able to write only by pressing one

finger on her right band to the

typewriter keys. "Everyone," says

one of her fricnds, ''has someone

—

a husband, a wife or a lover. But
Carson lives strictly on the will

to survive."

And to prove It, Carson picked

up the phone recently and called a
public-service ambulance to drive

her to New York where, in a hospi-

tal bed in the middle of a lavish

Plaza Hotel suite the size of a
small baseball diamond, she held

court. She had a few things on her

mind—her new story about a civil

rights march in Redbook magazine,
the muslcal version of "The Mcm-
ber of the Wedding" Mary Rodgers
ij preparing for Broadway, and the

St»vc schaplro

Carson McCullers, autfior of "Reficctfons In a Golden Eye"

Sometimes I think God got nie mixed up with Job''
i(

lovely man. I was first approached
about a film of •Refloctions in a
Golden Eye' by Card Reed. I said,

*Sir Carol, I don't think it can be
done,' so of oourse we forgot it.

Years later, Husten came to my
house in Nyack. We sat on the

back porch and looked out at the

flower garden my mother had
planted there, and I thought it

over. If two top directors were
interestcd in the bock, maybe it

had a chance. New I'm thrilled

over it and can't wait for the open-

Ing night. Huston said it could be

done In two different ways—as an
art film, which I was not intcr-

ested in, or in the grand manncr
with a grcat cast. What a cast!

I've known Marlon Brande evcr

since he was in 'Strcetcar' and of

course my boloved Julie Harris wa5
Frankie Addams and I love her

very much—she's been to my home
many times. And Elizabeth Taylor

—she wrote a lovely letter to me
from Rome. The Filipino houscboy

is played by a wonderful young
man named Zorro David, who is a
hairdresser at Saks Fifth Avenue.
Imagine that. I think they will all

be fiuperb in it. I have always been

drawn to the beauty of words and
I am fascinated by the vocabulary

of films—marvelous words like

stills and rushes. So far I've only

Seen the stills, not the rushes, but

they look beautiful. Ray Stark,

who loveg to play practical jokes,

phoned me and said, 'I've seen the

film and I have to teil you that as

a professional you must understand
it's not good.' *Not good?' I re-

peated, my heart breaking. 'No,

it's greatl' I hope he's right.'
>i

A knock at the door admitted
Flora Lasky, Carson's longtime

friend and lawyer, with a gift. "I

suppose it's too late to persuade

you to give up smoking," she said

stemly.

"I suppose so," replied Carson
impishly.

•Then you might as well smoke
in an elegant ash tray," she said,

presenting her with a sea-green

dish, encrusted with jewels, from
the Virgin Islands.

After she left, Carson said, "I

don't know what I'd do without
my friends. They are the 'we* of

me. I can't get out of bed at all

now, I broke my leg and can no
longer walk." She grinned her
Raggedy Ann grin. 'The sad,

happy life of Carson McCullers.

Sometimes I think God got me
mixed up with Job. But Job never
cursed God and neither have I. I

carry on. Every morning around
9, Ida prcpares brcakfast for us,

then I try to write, whether I feol

well or not. I've been a writor so

long I have to—and w(i)it to—do it.

There are awful days when the

pain is so intense I can't write.

Those are the dreadful times, and
I drop out for a while, but I always
snap back again."

What abut the muslcal version

of 'The Member of the Wedding" 7,

with them. Edward Albee was very
young whcn he came to me to a?k
pcrmission to adapt my 'Ballad of
the Sad Cafe.' He rented a small
cabin with no electricicy on Water
Island and, whcn he had linished

the first dralt, I Sit up all night
while he read it to mc. However,
when I saw it on Broadway I was
disappointcd. Edward has his own
genius and I thought he was jus^

coollng his heels working on some-
thing of mine. He 5hould've been
working on his own plays. Thore
was no dialogue ani no action in

my novella and I told him it could
not be done. I don't know how ne
fccls but I still think I was right.'*

She talked into the aftemoon
about New York ("no: for home
folks"), novels and nove\Jsts (after

much prodding, she admitted her
favoritcs are D. H, Lawrence'«
"Sons and Lovers," Dostoevski,
Tolstoi "and Mr. Faulkner, who
makes me blush like a bride").

With long, elegant hands tumed
out like ivory carvings, she de-
scribed her house in Nyack, a
Southern Gothic Victorian build-

ing the color of vanilla ice

Cream right across the street

from the Methodist church, where
she grcets her guests in long white
nightgowns and tennis shoes. She
works slowly, even more slowly
since she has been incapacitatcd,

asserts that she bclongs to no
school of writcrs ("Most schools

copy me") and pays no attention
to vogues that come and go in

fiction ("Who," she asks, "is Jac-
queline Susann?").

Her next books, she says, will

be a collection of stories about Ns-
groes she has known in the South
("The Speech and feellng of one's

childhood are always inherent to

me as an author and Negro speech
is so beautiful') and, eventually,

a Journal about her life, her books
and why she wrote them. "I think
it is important for future genera-
tions of students to know why I

did certain things, but it is also

important for myself. I became an
established literary figure over-

night, and I was much too yoimg
to understand what happened to

me or the responsibility it entailed.

I was a bit of a holy terror. That,

combined with all my illnesses,

nearly destroyed me. Perhaps if I

trace and preserve for other gener-

ations the effect this success had
on me, it will prepare future art-

ists to accept It better."

"It's tlme for Slster to take her

nap now," Ida interrupted.

"That," addcd Carson, "is Orders

from headquarters."

And that is where I left her,

surrounded by clouds of pillows

and lost in her own memories,
fortified by no-cal orange soda and
a bedside apothecary shop of as-

sorted ralnbow-colored pills, like

Easter tf^g9 on a white table.

"Goodbye," she whlspered no louder

than the sound of a ripe roM
falling off its stem.

•
-• •, ,»

I .1
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The Screen: 'Reflections in a Golden Eye' Opens
f,

':•>:•:•.••»:•:•.•.•: .•.'•^

Brando and Elizabeth

Taylor Starred

•>*

By BOSLEY CROWTHER
HELL hath no homicidal

fury like a homosexual
scorned. This is the common-
place conclusion that is

abruptly and melodramatical-

ly reached after a detailed
and devastating study of
officer life on an American
army base in John Huston's
agonized screen rendering of
Carson McCullers's novel,
"Reflections in a Golden Eye."
The shame of it is that this

conclusion is so anticlimactic
and banal, because there is

so much in the picture that
seems to be leading to —
certainly prepares us to
expect—much more.
There is the engrossing

introduction of a set of tense
and neurotic characters
tucked away very comfort-
ably and blandly in the offi-

cers* quarters of a fort in the
South. There is the stiff-

backed major, whom Marlon
Brando plays, fiercely pro-
jecting an air of authority to
conceal his evident sexual
impotence. There is his wife,

played by Elizabeth Taylor,
who loves horsebackriding
and sex, just about in that
Order, and generously grati-

fies herseif with both in the
Company of a blunt lieuten-

ant colonel, whose appetites

are similar to hers.

•
There is, cspecially, this

colonel, played by Brian
Keith, and his wife, played
by Julie Harris, who is girm-
ly alienated from her spouse
and spends her time with a
Filipino house boy, who is

blatantly effeminate. And
there's that curiously solemn,
silent soldier, who takes care
of the majores wife's horse,
and soon begins sneaking
into her bedroom and sniffing

her perfume and holding her
underwear.
But more than these

—

more than merely the char-
acters in this peculiarly agi-

tating film, which opened
yesterday at the Forum and
the Tower East—is the sense
of vulgarity and ennui that

Mr. Huston causes to rise out

Elizabeth Taylor and Brian Keith in John Huston-Ray Stark

production based on novel by the late Carson McCullers.

The Gast
RFFLFCTIONS IN A GOLDEN EYE,

scroenplay by Chaoman AAortimer and
Gladys Hill; bascd on the novel b/
Carson AAcCullers; directed by John
Huston; produced by Ray Stark for

Warnor Bros.— Seven Arls. At the
f-orum Theater, Broadway and 46lh

Street, and Loew's Towor East, 72d
Street and Third Avenue. Running
time: 109 mlnutes.

Leonora Penderton Elizabeth Taylor
Mai. Weldor> Penderton . Marlon Brando
Lieut. Col. Morris Langdon. . .Brian Keith

Alison Langdon Julie Harris

Private Williams Robert Forster
Anacleto Zorro David
Stahles Sergeant Gordon Mitchell

Captain Weincheck Irvin Dugan
Susie Fay Sparks

of all the things they do. It is

a feeling of gross degenera-

tion beneath a surface of

seeming normaicy.

Beneath the evident bour-

geois boredom of the daily

rounds on an army base and
behind the clich6 ritualism

of presumably efficient mili-

tary routine, there is siowly
and fearsomely shown the

flabby undersides of a clutch

of weak grotesques and the
cheapness, hypocrisy and
cruelty of the wholly self-

indulgent way they live.

Some characters are more
interesting than others. The
one Mr. Brando plays is

basically most important, but
his fascination fluctuates
with the actor's Performance
of the role. At times he is

devastating, as he sullenly

and painfully reveals the
helplessness and self-knowl-
edge of a would-be he-man
who is not.

One scene in which he lec-

tures a group of soldiers on
the mystique of leadership,

and another in which he bru-
tally takes a stick to his

wife's recalcitrant horse, aft-

er the animal has thrown
him, are powerfully and
poignantly expressive of the
hopeless frustration of the
man. At other times, he is

fooiish and almost funny, es-

pecially when Mr. Brando lets

his predilection for a strong
Southern accent carry it to

the extreme of sounding like

stage dialect.

Miss Taylor, too, is erratic,

showing genuine arrogance
and cruelty in some scenes,
but too often letting her
bitchy housewife be merely
postured and shrill. And Miss
Harris is simply graphic as

the wild-eyed, neurotic wife
who has some stränge private
bond with the Filipino, whom
Zorro David amusingly and
waspishly plays.

As it turns out in the pic-

ture, the most interesting and

Eerie McCullers Tale

Directed by Huston

fearsome character is the

seemingly normal, gutsy colo-

nel, whom the surprisingly

skillful Mr. Keith makes into

a ponderously platitudinous

and immature figure of a

man. He and the curious,

creepy soldier that Robert

Forster gravitates On tennis

shoes, never fully bringing

out of the shadows, are the

surprise and lurking mystery

of the film.

For the final scene of retri-

bution, in which the major
destroys the stable boy be-

cause he creeps into his

wife's room at night instead

c»f into his, not only brings

the picture to an abrupt and
unsatisfactory close but it

tcrminates what might have
been a most ironic and re-

vealing relationship.

•
The fact that the Script

of Chapman Mortimer and
Gladys Hill follows Mrs. Mc-
Cullers's book down tc^ this

melodramatic murder may
be commendable as fidelity,

but it does not do well for

the significance and plausi-

bility of the drama itself.

Ncither does Mr. Huston's

odd and pretentious use of

cc?lor to convey the notion

of reflections in a golden

eye, I suppose—that is, the

suffusion of the whole thing

in a fluctuating golden wash
j

or monotone.
This in no way makes up

j

for the eerie literary quality

of the bctok. It simply rc-
j

minds the viewer of needless
extravagance. !



'Reflections' Just Dull and Dirty
By WANDA HALB

The prologue and epilogue

of **Reflections in a Golden
Eye," read: "There is a fort

in the South where a few
years ago a m u r d e r was
committed." And there is a mur-
der, just as we expect, in the last

scene of the Warner Bros.-Seven
Alts production at the New
Forum and Loew's Tower Eaat
Theaters.
According to Publicity, Carson

McCullers begfan her novel in

these 'words, **An Army post in

peacetime is a dull place." How
rij?ht the late author was. The
post, rcpresented in this film is

a dull place, populated by dull

officers and their dull wives, not

a sympathetic nor admiiable
character in the whole lot.

CONSIDERING THE STARS,
Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon Brando,
Brian Keith and Julie Harris,

"Reflections in a Golden
Eye," a Warner Bros.-Seven
Arts release in Panavision and
Technicolor. Produced by Ray
Stark and directed by John
Huston from a screenplay by
Chapman Mortimer and Gladys
Hill based on a noved by Carson
McCullers. Presented at the

.

New Forum and Loew's Tower
East theaters. Running time: 1

hour, 48 minutes.
THE GAST:

Leonora Penderton Elizabeth Taylor
Mai. Weldon Penderton JVVarlon Brando
Lt. Col. Morris Langdon Brian Keitt»

Alisor) Langdon !>_ Julie Harris
Anacleto. Zorro David
Private Wllliams. -Robert Forster

the director, John Huston, it is

unfortunate that the efforts of
this amal^amated talent result

unfavorably.
The picture is not only dull,

it's dirty, presenting a conibina-
tion of lust, impotency, vulgarity,
nudity,- neuroses, brutality, voy-
eurisni, hatred and insanity that
culminates in murder. I wasn't
incensed, I was just piain bored.
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, her

beautiful violet eyes glazed by
w e i r d photography, plays a
hussy, a bold, vulgär woman, be-
littling and loathing her impotent
husband, Marlon Brando, whose
face is expressionless in an un-
earthly glow. He looks as if he
should be on exhibition at
Madame Tusseaud's !n London.

Brando, a major, is aware
that his sexy wife is having an
affair with his colonel, Brian
Keith, but pretends not to notice
it because of his military career.
Julie Harris, semi-invalid wife of
the colonel and emotionally un-
stable, knows of her husband's
infidelity. Her pleasure is derived
from the Filipno houseboy, as
queer as a three dollar bill, who
keeps her amused with childish
games and classical records.

R E STAU RANT$

Elizabeth Taylor and Brian Keith

There is another way-out char-

acter who gets involved with
these unconventional characterS;

Private Williams, a stable boy
who hates Brando because of his

cruelty to his wife's horse and
consumates his yen for Miss Tay-
lor by sne«aking into her bedroom
at night and, kneeling by her bed,

worships the sleeping woman.
The major, filled with hatied

for everybody, purticularly Wil-
liams, keeps als seething emo-
tions under control until they
erupt in the last scene.
YES. THIS IS a picture of

dull people, spirited horses and
plump rumps. There is one funny

line, by one of the stable men,
as Brando, Miss Taylor and Keith
ride out of the yard. He says,

"If the major knew how he looks
from the back of the horse, he
would never get on one." And
that goes for the three of them.
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'Reflections in a Golden Eye' Opens
**Reflections in a Golden Eye." John Huston's Version

of the late Carson McCullers' novel, starring Elizabeth

Taylor, Marlon Brando, Julie Harris and Brian Keith, is

a picture of Superlative performunce, occasional marvels

and psychopathia sexualis. It must be the latter that is

"^being reserved for adults, poor

Ihings, but \i it's shock you

need, Andy Warhol is better and

worsc.

Tho Georgia Ai*my Post in

Quostion in strangely tenanted.

Major Weldon Penderton (Mar-

lon Brando) lifts weights, seems
•'prissy" to hiß wile (Elizabeth

Taylor), and has some trouble

with the masculine function.

Therefore Mrs. Penderton is

quickly seen satisfying herseif

v\ith next-door neighbor Lt. Col.

Morris Lan^don (Brian Keith),

the good horseman Brando is

not, and the husband of a wile

(Julie Harris) who may be mad.
If not mad, she's pretty darn
neurotic in her relationship with
an effeminate houseboy, Ana-
deto (Zorro David).

At the same time there's Pvt.

Elgee Williams (Robert Forster),

a necessarüy enigmatic Wizard
v/ith horses who rides them bare-

back while he himself iß nudc.
Ho is also fond of entering the
major's house at night, mount-
ing stealthily to the mistross's
bcdroom and there fondiing her
undcrwear while she sleeps.

Brande Never Greater

It isn't that you could ncver
/md that many nuts, men and
v\^omen practising adultery, and
just piain drunks on any Army
Post in peacetime. It's that you
become overwhelmed by the im-

probabilities of both the porcont-

age of such characters and the

chances of their behaving in this

manner without prior difficul-

ties. Boiore the violent end it

gets almost silly.

Of course, the Performances
are such that you just can't

laug^h at it. Brando has never
bcen greater. His solitary frenzy

of fear, relief and anger,

brought about by a horse run-

ning away with him, Is awe-
some in its approach to mani
fest; insanity.

A Study for Psychiatrists

Brian Keith and Elizabeth

Taylor are süperb as the com-
paratively normal s i n n e r s.

Among the decidedly less nor-

mal, Julie Harris, Robert Forster
and Zorro David stand out in

their respective deviations. One
can believe them as individaals.

John Hu^ton's hamdling of their

actione and words is excellent,

and his way wi<h the horses is

aß knowing as you would expect
from him.

It is the kind of picture that
brings on bated breath almost
to the end. But when you final-

ily do Start breathing again ifs

apt to be with the thought that
s-jch a stoi-y makes more sense

'R«fltct!ons in o Golden Eye'
A Warner Bros.-S«ven Arts release.

Produced bv Ray Stark. Directed bv John
Huston. Screenplav bv Chapman AAortlnr^tr

•nd Gladys Hill. Novel bv Carson McCul-
lert. The cast: Elizabeth Taylor, Marion
Brando, Brian Keith, Julie Harris, Zorro
David, Gordon Mitchell, Irvin Dugan, pay
Soarks and Robert Forster. 108 nninutes.

in a psychiatrist's case-book than
In a picture doaling with an
Army Post murder.
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Sex, Shock and Sensibility
Ifsj*-! iZ<~.€Jk OiL^ ^:i.\ fiij

By BOSLEY CROWTHER

SO
rapid has been the ex-

orcising of moral ta-

boos in our society in

recent years and so

commonplace has permis-
siveness of expression in all

the arts become that anyone
who got engrossed by movies
as they were 30 years ago
might well be confused be-

yond adjustment by what
he sees and hears on the

screen these days.

It's not just that language
and Images have been lib-

erated to the point where in-

delicate words and exhibi-

tions of sex activity have be-

come clich^s. These things

are now so usual in even the

most respectably created

films that a viewer lets them
slide right in one ear (or eye)

and out the other without so

much as a collective start.

How suddenly remindful

of the distance to which our

custom and tolerance now
extend is a line that is ter-

minally spoken in the classic

"Gone With the Wind," now
in its fifth revival engage-

ment since its initial show-
ing in 1939—the line with

which Rhett Butler bids fare-

well forever to his wife,

Scarlett. He answers her
whimpering question as to

what she is going to do by
saying bluntly and conclu-

sively, *'I don't give a damn."
It's said and done, like a

"so long," before a wistful

charter viewer recalls that

this line was a devastating

shocker when it first came
out of the screen those 28
years ago. It had been
uniquely permitted by the

administrators of the Produc-

tion Code because it was the

line Rhett spoke in the novel,

and nothing short of it was
considered adequate to con-

vey his mood.
«

How prlm and inconse-

quential it sounds in this out-

spoken age, when nothing

Short of a slashing vulgarism

would suggest how a gentle-

man in such a circumstance

might feel!

Hut it isn't just language

and images that have been
expanded in recent years. It

is the boundaries of dramatic

subject matter, and, most
alarmingly, attitudes. Mat-
ters that wouldn*t have been
considered remotely accept-

able to the public's taste, let

alone possible of clearance by

the Code adminiitrators and
the State censor boards are

now being kicked around in

movies without the slightest

hesitation or embarrassment.

And, what is more, certain

producers are letting their

wish to catch the public with

sex and shock perilously per-

vert and even abolish their

lingering senses of responsi-

bility.

This is not said in indigna-

tion. It is proper and inevit-

able that many aspects of

human behavior and many
conflicts of a dark and ugly

sort should be broached and
explored by filmmakers—ma-
turely and significantly, one
mi.p,ht hope.

There is no argument that

John Huston should not have
been free to go into the fic-

tionally plausible area of sex

perversion and domestic dis-

cord among a couple of Army
officers and their wives—and
a couple of complementary
weirdos — that he does in

"Reflections in a Golden
Eye." It is reasonable and.

indeed, important that he
should make this endeavor to

probe the conceivable psycho-

-mr't

logical natures of certain

professional military types.

Furthermore, he has gone
about it aptly in the better

part of this film, now show-
ing here at the Forum and
the Tower East. He has got

Marlon Brando to give us a

generally even and some-
times smashing portrait of a

pompous, purse-lipped major
with a warped libido and a

vengeful temperament. He
has got Elizabeth Taylor to

present us with a reasonable

picture of his gross, terma-

gent wife, and he has got

Brian Keith to smack us with
a soggy image of a fatuous

colonel with no heart

or spine.

I take no strong exception

to the drama as it goes along,

even though there are many
things about it (such as a
pretentious use of color — a
sort of golden monochrome
over the whole thing) that I

decidedly criticize.

What I find disturbing

about it is that Mr. Huston
allowed an obvious melo-
dramatic weakness of the
original novel by Carson
McCullers to sensationalize

and debase his film. He has

used an act of homicidal fury

to bring the whole thing to

an ugly, shattering stop,

when an arrangement of

more subdued and subtle

resolution would have been
much more reasonable, ironic

and responsible. I feel he

let his determination for a
shocker distort his attitude.

*
Likewise, there is no argu-

ment that Peter Collinson

should not have been free to

make the study of degener-

acy he has in "The Pent-

house," now at the Beekman
and the 46th Street Embassy.
He evidently had an idea

that this hideous demonstra-
tion of the way in which a
couple of Psychopathie intrud-

ers brutally torture and de-

bauch a married man and his

mistress into whose apart-

ment they have sneaked
might be a frightening al-

legory of the voracity and ir-

rationality of over-sophisti-

cated society, such as we get

in some of Harold Pinter's

plays. But what is wrong —
what is awful — about this

picture is that Mr. Collinson's

attitude is so evidently bent
upon a Saturation of violence

that he makes the whole
thing irresponsibly gro-

tesque.

Yes, perhaps one might
work up Indignation toward
Mr. Collinson and even to-

wards Mr. Huston, not for

choosing the subjects they
have, but for designing and
corrupting their pictures in the

hopes that they would sf^U.

They were evidently going
on the assumption they would
thereby satisfy a public taste.

And one might also work up
indignation toward other
people who have lately glven
US films that have shown
more wish to stimulate sa-

distic feelings and agitate

vicious resentments than be
socially responsible.

But if one is going to have
such indignation, one must
also bring a Charge against

the exhibitors, the critics and
the public that accept and ap-

plaud such films. Now that

the restraints on motion pic-

ture content — the formal
and legislated restraints —
have been properly removed;
now that we no longer have
undemocratic and narrow-
minded censorship, the re-

sponsibility for determining
and demanding responsible

entertainment on the screen

falls as much upon the critics

and the patrons as it does
upon people who make the

films. It is up to the critics

and the patrons—but mostly
the critics who can make
themselves heard — to re-

solve and defend the major
issue. That is responslbllity.

1
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TiLiVISION 15
« UN TRAMWAY NOMM^ D^SIR », d'ELIA KAZAN : CANAL PLUS, 21 h

La naissance du mythe

Brando
Comment un acteur de vingt-trois

ans devient, a travers le theätre de
Tennessee Williams, Vincarnation
d'une nouvelle sexualite masculine.

LE 3 d6cembrc 1947, ä New-York» le rideau

sc l^vc, au Barrymore Theatre, pour la

premidre repr6sentation d'(//f tramway
nommi Disir, la nouvelle pi^ce de Tennessee Wil-

liams, mise en sc^ne par Elia Kazan. L'auteur est

celebre depuis deux ans, mais cette cr6ation va

€tre un 6v6nement considerable ä cause de Kazan
et, surtout, ä cause d'un acteur nomm6 Marlon
Brando.

Lc tramway si bizarrcment nomm6 D^sir est

celui qui, de la gare de la Nouvelie-Orl6ans,

conduit une femme vieillissante, Blanche Dubois,

au faubourg triste et sale des « Champs-
Elysees » . Blanche vient retrouver sa soeur, Stella,

maride ä un ouvrier m6taliurgiste d'origine polo-

naise, Stanley Kowalski. Elle gSne le couple en

partageant son logement exigu. Blanche a

conserv6 le souvenir d*une jeunesse doree dans la

propri6t6 familiale de Belle Rive. Elle s'etonne de

voir sa soeur en femelle soumise au « Polak »

.

Blanche souffre de d6pression nerveuse. Kowalski

a tot fait de deviner ce qu'elle est r6ellement sous

ses allures de princesse lointaine, dans ses robes

de tulle. Plus fort qu^elle, il va la d6truire.

Blanche Dubois est le type m£me de ces

femmes sexuellement frustr^es dont les hommes
ne veulent pas, ä moins quMls ne les dcrasent de

leur pouvoir, peuplant le th6ätre de Tennessee

Williams. Elle est le masque, le d6guisement

feminin pos6 sur ce que le dramaturge n'avoue

pas encore au grand jour : rhomosexualit6.

Certains critiques feindront alors - ce qui se

reproduira plus tard avec le film - de voir dans

Un tramway nommi Desir la chutc des derniers

vestiges de la civilisation sudiste ä Tav^nement de

r« Am6ricain nouveau », le travailleur des villes.

Vague explication sociale qui ne tient pas debout,

\ä oü s'impose la psychanalyse. Jessica Tandy
interprite Blanche, Kim Hunter, Stella, mais,

avec Marlon Brando, le metteur en seine 6claire

le vrai sens de la pidce.

L'acteur a vingt-trois ans, ce n'est pas un d6bu-

tant au theätre. D'un seul coup, il prend une di-

mension que n*a jamais eue aucun type masculin.

Form6 ä la « m^thode » de Lee Strasberg (asso-

ci6 k Kazan et ä Cheryl Crawford), technique de

Formation des comediens les amenant ä revivre

eux-m€mes les situations et les sensibilit6s de

leurs personnages jusqu'ä projeter les ndvroses,

Brando, sur cette scdne new-yorkaise, impose ä la

fois la Virilit^ primitive et dominante de Kowalski

^t son propre attrait sexuel. II est beau ä n*y pas

Une
extra-

ordinaire

presence

physique.

croire, muscld comme un docker, debraille

comme un ange louche des plaisirs nocturnes ; il

Jette ä Stella des cris de bete fauve en mal
d'amour, il d6masque Blanche, nymphomane fri-

gide, il brise la royaute de Tdrotisme feminin.

Avec Brando triomphent rambiguYt6 et Tambi-
valence. II est le phare d'un d6sir qui atteint tout

autant les hommes que les femmes. L'homosexua-

lit6 camoufl6e de Tennessee Williams se trans-

pose, ä travers Brando devenu mythe, en rcve de

bisexualit^.

Le triomphe de Vambigwute

En 1949, Un tramway nommi Desir fut mont6
ä Paris et ä Londres. Aupr^ d*Arletty et de

Vivien Leigh, qui jouaient Blanche, Yves Vincent

et Bonnard Colleand n*atteignirent pas le rayon-

nement troublant, le magn6tisme de Marlon
Brando. A New-York, la pidce eut huit cent

cinquante-cinq repr6sentations. L'acteur debuta ä

Hollywood en 1950 dans C'itaient des hommes,
de Fred Zinnemann (röle d*un parapl^gique).

L'ann6e suivante, Elia Kazan rdalisait la version

cin^matographique d*(//i tramway nommi Desir

avec la meme distribution qu'ä la seine, sauf Jes-

sica Tandy remplac6e par... Vivien Leigh.

Bien que le film soit plus allusif quant au pass6

de Blanche, au traumatisme provoqu6 par son

mariage, Tatmosphire moite, nivrotique, les

obsessions souterraines, passent dans la mise en

seine, les Images, comme les justes equivalences

de Tunivers de Tennessee Williams. Le public

fran9ais en regut un choc (la creation au theätre

n*ayant 6t6 qu'un phinomine parisien), car il vit

en Blanche Dubois, fänee, frustree, dilirante une

DR.

Scarlett O'Hara qui aurait pris de Tage depuis

Tabandon de Rhett Butler et serait tomb6e en

dicheance.

En meme temps, il dccouvrit Brando, son

hyperviriliti bousculant les normes sexuelles, ce

jeu des nerfs, des muscles, des pulsions inte-

rieures tout ä fait nouveau, cette extraordinaire

pr6sence physique apportant, avec un maillot de

Corps d^chire et un dos nu impudiquement
expos6, les feux d'une sensualitc devorante. Sans
le thiätre de Tennessee Williams, Marlon Brando
serait devenu, tout de meme, une vedette car il en

avait r6toffe, le talent, la volonti. Mais il le serait

devenu moins vite et il n*aurait peut-etre pas

port6 cette aur6ole mythique d'une nouvelle

sexualit6 masculine battant en breche Tordre

matriarcal am^ricain.

Investi par le thdätre new-yorkais intellectuel,

sophistiqui, psychanalytique, le cin^ma hollywoo-

dien, ä cette ipoque, subit un changement pro-

fond. Des diliquescences sudistes du Tramway,
Elia Kazan transporta Marlon Brando dans la

rivolution mexicaine pour T^trange composition

de K/va Zapata (1952). Par la suite, le motard en

blouson et gants de cuir, casquette inclinie sur

Toreille, de VEquipie sauvage (Laszlq Benedck)^

fut une Variation de Stanley Kowalski, brando
gardera Pambivalence de ce personnage fetiche,

meme lorsque son corps s'alourdira. En 1967,

Vatohn Huston /avec Reflets dans un ceil d'or,

d'apris un roman de Carson McCullers, en fit un
major sudiste trompi par sa femme et fou de

disir pour un jeune soldat qu'il a vu ä cheval, nu.

Eclairage pervers et tragique, Psychologie des

profondeurs... le tramway de Tennessee Williams

pouvait bien conduire jusque-lä.

JACQUES SICHER.
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The Good Word: Kae/ vs. Sarris vs. Simon K*^ "iUc^z^^i^-v^

By WILFRID SHEED

On and on they come in murder-
ous waves (they must have a Cause,

Captain Sanders): the little grim
books about Erich Von Stroheim,

the large playful ones about Miss

West, Blondie & Dagwood retrospec-

tives, theological studies of Preston

Sturges — last year the film books
may have outnumbered the films

themselves, suggesting at least two
points. One, that the true-blue buff

really prefers still pictures to moving
ones (the passion for movie-stills

being a paradox G. K. Chesterton

might have considered far-fetched);

and two, that though Film is King
it needs its Old Retainer Print to do
more and more of the work. Fact is

that fewer films are distributed each

year of the reign, and more books
published.

As one of the last of the shrink-

ing invisible printpeople, I get an ex-

tra shiver of pleasure when a pure-

cinema man has to grope with prose

to express his love. **Draw us a pic-

ture, you big boob," we cackle weak-

ly. 'Waye your arms or something."

One mustn't deny a corpse its bit

of fun. The cineastes will presumably
have the last mumble. But mean-
while, they are stuck not only with

prose but with its venerable laws

of euphony, rhythm and precision.

If they don't write well, it matters

not a whit how beautiful their

thoughts may be. Even the other ci-

neastes smother a yawn when a lead-

tongued brother speaks: it is when
faced with, say, Richard Roud on
Godard that they remember that

they're not supposed to like books
anyway.

Ltke them or not, they, or some-
body, seem to be buying them —
and not just the picture books. Sev-

eral of our more literate critics have
recently taken to collecting their own
reviews — a gauge of the talk-value

of a subject, since old reviews are

nothing but talk. To juice things up
a touch and to fend off the book
reviewers who say, as by rote, that

joumalism doesn't keep ovemight
(teil that to Dr. Johnson, Addison
and whomever you like) one or two
of these critics have contrived run-

ning feuds with each other, on the

Order of Jack Benny and Fred Allen,

which help to organize their pieces

into those new entities, books.

To your average vague layman,

the Wars of the Movie Critics must
look like a cross between a 13th-

Century theological squabble and a

fixed wrestling match. Thus Andrew
Sarris and the auteurists believe in

salvation through election: once a di-

rector has been appointed to the

Pantheon, he can never be damned
again. Faith triümphs over any num-
ber of bad works (see, Hitchcock,

passim).

Miss Kael and the Paulines are said

to believe that the last shall be first.

Only the unpretentious can enter the

Kingdom: the non-arty real folk (see,

or rather don't see, Bergman). John
Simon (Johannus Malus) thunders

back that both heresies lead through

the same wide gate: the condoning of

mediocnty, goats in the holy places.

So much for Sunday morning chit-

chat. The resemblance to a wres-

Paulim KaeL

tling match comes from the ferocious

snarls of the competitors and the

swooshing roundhouses they wheel at

each other's kidneys. Those aren't

real punches, are they? whispers son
of layman. Yes they are, and they
hurt like hell.

The notion that warring critics all

go off and play polo together over
the Weekend, like parliamentary de-

baters in England, is only half true.

The above trio are, or were, nominal-
ly friends—at least they never in my
day followed the tacky method of

feuding known as not speaking to

each other—but they cannot get to-

gether for five minutes without
whaling away at each other like

long-lost relatives. Movie critics

are more theatrical than book-people
and they ^an put on a gorgeous
show, howling, giggling and hissing,

from left to right; but the fights

are basically serious, they are about
something, however petty the de-

tail work; and I believe a con-
stantly improving movie esthetic is

the result of them. (Incidentally, Si-

monis famous nastiness is the most
theatrical thing since Bela Lugosi:

Simon must be understood primarily

as a man of the Stage.)

Recently, a skirmish broke out in

this very paper. Sarris, aiming at

Simon, managed to pepper the whole
landscape with buckshot and grapes

vinaigrette and I caught a piece in

my hat, though I have long since

retired from film reviewing. It seems
that Simon, in a rare moment of

muddled generosity, had listed me
among the film critics he admired
(I believe he was thinking about
some play reviews I'd once done)
and Sarris darkly accused me and
the others of being friends of John's

—a Charge so startling as to leave

forked tongue temporarily tied.

I'm not sure what point Andy was
making. Most critics get on better

with people whose work they like.

But since, clearly, one isn't safe even

on the sidelines, I am tempted to

off some random voUeys of my own,
starting with the bcok that began
the trouble: John Simon's "Movies
Into Film"—a haymaking bombscare
(Consulting my metaphors to now)
in an unfixed theological war-game.

Simon's brief for insisting on

"films" instead of "movies" reminds

one of two monks chaffering over

the word "consubstantiation"— no

mean issue in its day. Movies means
popcom, double features and Com-
ing in in the middle: democracy.

Film means, well, at least chewing
quietly, no talking (a rule Mr. Simon
has been known to break in person),

the seriousness one brings to the

other arts: aristocracy.

Mr. Simon's case against Miss Kael

and the *'movie fans" is that their

enthusiasm for honest trash and
their chronic suspicion of artiness

argue a deep unease with Art as

such, and a democrat's urge to level

the best and exalt the Procaccinos

of this World. His case against Sar-

ris and "the film buffs" is that they

want to be intellectuals without the

equipment for it and, as such folk

will, have devised a Jargon so elu-

sive and Standards so arbitrary that

there is no way of being found out
Thus, one can talk of the styliza-

tion of, say, Jerry Lewis, so vivid

in its precise absence of style, or of

so-and-so's sheer badness, which
transcends goodness, and wind up
making all manner of atrocious judg-

ments in terms that are virtually un-

answerable. Style can be good, style

can be bad, depending on how Mr.

Dumpty feels today.

Sarris's case against Simon is not

so easy to make out, since Andy
tends to scream and pull hair when
he fights: but it seems, like most

Andrew S€uris.

Simonology, to take off from Simon's
Transylvanian accent, and the re-

moteness from American reality

which that implies. Simon is, to be
sure, not your typical American boy.

He staggers under a formidable load

of cultural baggage, gathered at a

time and place (middle-century cen-

tral Europe) when and where it did

seem possible to grasp all that Art
was doing; to make, as Mr. Simon

can, a good fist at criticizing music,

painting, sculpture, theater, the

works.

Film, or movie, his critics might
say, simply does not fit into that kind
of portfolio. As a fur-bearing. duck-
billed moneynoaker. which occasion-

ally stumbles into Art and out again
as if it were Mr. Magoo, Movie re-

quires either a totally new language
and cataloguing system, such as Aris-

totle Sarris desires, or a critic who
can at least see whether it serves
its folklore functions honestly, as
Miss Kael does. A Sarrisite might say
that Simon makes films sound indis-

tinguishable from plays and is really

more at home with a simple tum-of-
the-century romance like "Elvira

Madigan" or a filmed stage comedy

John Simon.

like "Alfie" than with a real spank-
ing film-film. A Kaelite might say
that Simon is all at sea with Ameri-
can folk legends like "Bonnie &,

Clyde" or "The Hustler" and masks
his bewilderment with lofty abuse
and clever-foreigner puns — noth-

ing changing the subject like a pun.

Far from me to play the mealy-
mouthed compromiser among three

gifted friends, but I think all these

characterizations are wrong, though
some wronger than others. Without
sinking into fens of cinemology,

which properly belong in another sec-

tkm of this wildemess, one can say

for openers that all three critics

cross lines continuously in practice.

Sarris often forgets his auteur (or

hunt the director) theory for weeks
on end and poaches Miss Kael's so-

cial honesty territory heavily, frisk-

ing for moral cop-outs a lot more
energetically than he does for direc-

torial brush strokes. His review of

•The Great White Hope," for in-

stance, was a fascinating disquisition

on racism and prizefighting and

—

peace to his solemn fans—^I could

hardly teil whether he was describ-

ing a film or a play.

Meanwhile, the anti-arty Miss Kael

can come the old esthete as hard
as Simon ever did, as for instance

when she defendä "Reflections in a

Golden Eye" — a movie that breaks

every rule of honesty in film-mak-

ing that she ever held dear. Simon
for his part is too easily type-cast

as the pan- (Continued on päge 42)
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